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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATIO .
DEP ARTME T

B

F THE INTERIOR,
REAU OF EDUCATIO ,

lVashington, October 1, 1l 97.
I have the honor to ubmit her with the annual report of thi
office for the year endino- Juno 30 1807:
Total enrollment in schools and oolleges.-There were enrolled in th
schools and colleo-e , both 1 nblic and private, during the school rear
1 QG-97, 16,255,093 pupil , being an incr a e of 257,896 over th pr c ding year. Of this 1.otal 1, 13,0IG pupils were in private in ti ution, and 14,742,077 in public in titutions. Comparing these figur
with those of th pre iou y ar it will be seen that the increa e of
pupils i confin d to the publi _in itu ion . In fact there appears to
have b en a light d crea in th total number attending private in titution , namely, abou 1 per cen . Thi. i doubtless due to the long
continuan of wh, i
all l "had. im ." When manufacturinoan 1 comm r ial nt rpri, i. h k d, apital becomes timid and the
urplu. of labor which ha hith rto b n engaged in the two classe
of mploym nt repre n1.ed in th manufacture and exchange of
good. i obliged to fall back upon aO'ri ulture. The large proportion
of the lab r r eno-aged in the two employments has originally com
from the farm population, and turning from farming to manufacturing and commerce the population con umes the products of agricultur and er ate ab tter mark for h farm, while on the other hand
i cheap n th product of manufa ur and lessens the cost of the
x ·hang of O'OOd , o that th farm r gains in three ways, first by
having fewer farm r to comp te wi h, e ond by having a market
near at han :l, and thir b havin th
· of transportation of all
th ood whi h h
. fr m
li. tanc or sends to a distance
"\ ith th
in mind i i very easy to understand how
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an n anufa ure affects disastrously the
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Th ., items are as follows:
IR:

City evening schools ___ . _________ . ____ ... __ . _. _____ .. __ . __________ . _. _-Busines ch ol _. _.. _.. . .. __ ... ____ . _____ . ____ .. ___ _. __ .. __ .. _____ .....
Indian chool _.... __ . _. __ . _.. ________ .. ___ .. ___ . ______ . ____ .. ____ ..... chools for defective cla es __ . ____ . _________ ···--·._. _______ .. __ ... -- . --

183,168
77,053
22,964
22,624
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Reform schools ________________________ . ______ ____ . _______ .... _. ___ . ___ 2J,426
Benevolent institutions, chiefly orphan asylums that do not send to the
public schools in their vicinities __ . _____ . ________ ._ ... _________________ 13,309
Miscellaneous ______________ .. _. _________ . _. _, ____ . ___ ~. _.. _.. _____ ... __ 49,630
Total ________ . _• _____ . ______ . _______________________________ . _.. _ 393, 194

The miscellaneous in the above table includes such iustitutions as
school of music, oratory, elocution, schools of various art , such as
cooking, etc. This gives lG,64:8,287 as the grand total.
THE CO::\IMON" SCHOOLS.

The expression "common schools" i used in thi · office to include
public schools of elementary (fir t eight years' course of tudy) and
secondary grades (ninth to twelfth year's course of study), no institutions of higher education being included, although the tate universities are supported from public funds.
early all of the common
schools throughout the United States are supported entirely by public
taxation and the proceeds of the school fund·. In a few in tance
the e public fund are eked out by small tuition fees paid by the
parents.
The first of the following tables gives a cond used summary of the
common school statistics compiled from the data furnished this offi ·e
by the State superintendents. The increase in pupil· o-ver la t y c r
i 273,414. The table hows the comparative items for nearly thr e
decades. In 27 years the enrollment in the common ·chools ha
incr a ed from about ev n and one-half millions to fourteen and
two-thinl. milli01
The proportion of the population nrolled in
he common cho
ha. al. o increased from 10 per c nt to o,·er ~ ½
per cent. Thi. f
i · to be a ·counted for by the incr
·u the
growth of cities.
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enrolled attended seYenteen more day in th year 1806-97 than in th
year 1 70-71, being an increa e of over 20 per cent in the amount f
schooling received. Allowing 20 per cent for this increa ·e of th
school term, about 30 per cent increase in expense must be allow 1
for b tter salaries, the cost of supervision, school building and
apparatus.
II.-C011i1110n school statistics of the United States.
18i0-71.

1 79-80.

1 9--90.

I 1 :0-!17. ll

----1-----I. -General statistics.
Total population __________________ . ... _, __ ..
39,500,500
Number of persons 5 to 1 years of age ___ __ 12,305,600
Number of different pnpils enrolled on the
school registers_. ____ . ______ . ____________ ..
7,501,582
Per cent of total population enrolled ______ _
19.14
Per cent of persons 5 to 18 years of age
enrolled .. ________________ ·--- ...... _.·----61.45
4,545,317
Average daily attendance---·---- .. ----·- ..
60.1
Ratio of same to enrollment- .. -....... . ·--132.1
Average length of school term (days) ... -Aggregate number of days attended ... ___ _ 600,~,802
Average number for each person 5 to 18
years of age. _____ ... _____ ·--- .. _... -- .. ··-·
48. 7
Average number for each pupil enrolled __
79.4

50, 15.5, 783
15,065,767

62, 62'2, 250
18,543,201

0, 867,505
19.67

12,722,581
20.32

H,6.32.4!12
20.53

65.50
68.61
6,144,143
8,153,635
6!.1
62.3
13!. 7
130.3
800, 719,0iO 1,098,232, 725

6 .!511
10, 0'9. (;·>1
6 . !I
HO.-l.
1, 410, 7 1, i) "3

53.1
81.1

59.2
86.3

67.2
9' . 7

l=====t=====-1=

Male teachers----··-·-·-··--- ...... ---·. ____ _
F male teachers. ____ .. _________ ... ·-·· ..... .

90,293
129,932

12"2, 795
163,793

125,525
238,307

131,3"ti
271, 9-17

Whole number of teache1•s ____ ··-· ... _
Per cent of male teachers .. -........ _.. ···-·

2:10, 225
41.0

286,593
42.8

363, 92'2
34. 5

403,333
~.6

Rccei ts:
Income from permanent funds ......... ---· .... . ............... . .. :From tate taxes--···· ... -......................... . _.·--···---··-·From local taxes ... -..... _.................. _.. -- ............ --·· ... Frum all other sources -----·. ·-·-- ............... _-··- ............. .

7,144,765
26,315,323
97,222,426
11,882,292

~1, 46.
3.5. 062, 5-'3!3
127, 960, 761
17,771 ,301

Total receipts ............................ ·-··---.... - --- ......... _.

143,194,806

, 641, 2-13

5.4
18.4
67. 9
8. 3

1 '.(;
6i.
9.4

b"'ii.G2
Aveif~ :s~~~.t~~~ _'_"_~~~~- ~~.~:~~~~:~}. ··-- .. ·· ·--· ··-- -··· ·-· ·-· ··-· ---· -·-· ---· ·· ---b
.as
1''emal s · -·- _____ ... ____ ·-- · .......... ____ ·-·- ··-·-- -- .. · ·-···. _...... -·-· -··- .. . __ _
2-16, -~
Number of schoolhouses_ ................ -..
132,110
178,222
22-1,526
Value of school property.-·-· .............. $143,818,703 $."209, 571,718 $312,531,791 $!69, 069, 086

1

II.-Financial statistics.

l=====l=====t=== ==t==

Per cent of total derived fromP •rmanent funds .................... _............... -- ·--··· .. -_ ... .
State taxes--·-·· ...... ·-· .. ---- ......... _ ............. - ·-··- · .... -···
Local taxes ...... ·--···- .. _..................... _.. _____ ............ -All other sources ....................... -- ... ___ ------·· ---··· ___ .... _

4 -~

l====l=====l=====t==

Expenditures:
For sites, buildings, furniture, librnri s,
and o.ppnratus-·---· ...... __ .. ---· -····· ... _.. ____ -... ______ .. -- _.. _ $26,20i,OH
For sa.larie of teachers and superin•

~-31, 003, 2-!J

91,836,484
22,4&3,190

119, 303, 542
So,113, 15

140,5062'.~

187,320,602
2. o·~

F~; :i11 ~;h ·i-·i;urposes::::::::::::: :::::: ..~:~:~.... ~:~:~~~- - - , -- - - - + - 1

Total expenditures--·-- ....... -.... ·-Expenditure per capita of population.-....
Expenditure per pupil (of average attend•
ance):

~~~ =~~:s~~~~!.

6!1,107,612
1. 75

78,094,687
1. 56

l=====l=====i====:t=

_.~~~:: :::::::::::::::: .. -··- ---o:37- -••... -··ii:io'

For all other purposes ...... .. -.......... ··--·· -··- .. ·· ... _.. --- .. ·-·

3.21
11.26
2. 76

17.23
TQtal expenditure per pupiL. _..... __ -,1==~1==5==.20~~==:;::;
12==.==71=1======!==
P r <"cnt of total expenditure devoted to-

>~\~i:i~f~~~~~•-~.~~ ::::::::::: ::::: ::::::

----·· ··-orf

·-·-···--1i:e·

per day'ior-eac·bpu:· .. ____ ·-·-··-- ---·-· .... -·-·

5

Ave~!~~t:;;;1:aw~:
pit (m cents):
Fortuition ... ---· .. ·-··--- .. --.. .........
Forallpurpose ---···--·----·--···---··-·
0

7.1
11.5

a The figure for 18 -07 are approximate.

7.0
9.7

3. Hi
11. 3
3. 5:,
1 .57

18.0
65.4
16.0

li.O
63. 7
19.3

8.4
12.8

8.4
13.2

bin 43 States,

I><

lII.-Total 11umbc1· of p11pils allll stwle11ts of all gmclcs in l>oth p11l>lic wzcl prit:aic schools awl colleges, JSDG-r17.
NoT1:.- The cln:::B.itlcation of State,; umtlc USl1 of in tht' followi11~ tnhlo is th,i .,-iuno m; that adopted u~· tho Gnitct1 States ccnsu1:;, and b a,; follows: J\~orth .Atlantic
T>il'i.<iion: l\tuimi, N,•w I h\m11,;hiru, Vermont, :\Inssnclmsctts, Rlwdt• lslimd , Conuccticut, New York:Ncw .Torso:,, am1 Pennsylvania. Soutr, .Atlwtiic Dfoision:
potnwan~. )Inrylaml, l>_bt~·h;t of Cohm!hin, Y}n:inia, \Vc,;t Yir;.:-inia. X orth Cnro.lina, South C:n:ol_i~u.. Geur~ia, all(! l<'lorid~1. t'-)1J11fl_, Cm lrnl l!il'i.~io_n: K~utucky,
rcnnos.',O~', .Alauanm, M1ss1::,:-n111n, LOlll!-<lnna. 'lcxns. Arkansas, nnt1 Oklalmmn. .\ u rth C- 11tral D11·1sw11: Oh10, Indmna, llhn01s, !lll<'h1~an, \V1sconsm. Mmnesota,
Iowa, ".\lis.souri, North Uakutn, :-;outh Dakota, Ncbra,;kn, nncl Knn!;ns. ll 'c8ft'1·1i Di cfaio11: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New 1\lexico, Arizona, Utah, NeYada,
Idaho, \Vnshington, Oroi;on, ancl Unliforuin.

=
~
t,:j
1-,:j

Pupils receiving ~le•
1uonta1:y instruction
(prmmry and
grammar grncles).
Division.
Public.

1

~

Tho Unitod States ................ 14,243,(Xi!J
North Atlantic Division............ . ..
Hou th .Atlnntic Dh-Mou .. .. •....... ....
south Contml Division .. .. . ... . .......
North Coutral Division ..... ... . .......
W1Jstorn Di,ision.................... . ..

3. H8, 7u.1
2,0!!1. 7611
2.Hll.i,2!14
5,3'ill, !ll8
702.316

Pupil~ receiving
8 ecdudnry instruction
(high-8 t•h oolgrade).a

I

0

Students receiving higher im;truction.

1

In universities and
colleges. c

In schools of medicine,
law, and theology.

I

~

In normal schools. u

0

C

I
Privato (in
Private
preparatory
. t T tal
l I' . P,·i(l_nrgely Pu ulic. li
8Chools,
.
o . . u J 1c. vate. h
estimated).
n.cn~cmi_L·S. IPuuhc.cl Private. I Total. I Public. ) P riva e.
I
smn1nar1cs
etc.). ·'
3

4

- - -- --

l.!?00.3tli
500,S:l:!
8/l,310
li.'i,OU
4:lO, l:!O
42,06-!

4:l),J;i!J
1:!9, llt\
21, 4-iO
:n,3..~1
214.~ll
21,:?15

s
lti-t-,445

4fl,bl7
21,187
31,!',0,1
4fl,8-52
8,48!

7

6
2;,654, 1

69,480 1 97,13!

---·-4, iHl

3, -IB!l
2, 6.12
1:1, ono
3, 633

I

s

--

2;;, 408 30. :?i!l

!l, 872 l:J. ::itn
11. 23! rn. SSo
~. 1:;s 33. 2,57
2, 'i18 , 0, 351

1--- --,--

--- - - - - - 10

9

", 706 '

:?33
687
fl!O

5,107
733

15, &!3

8

1.1

12

53,249

43,199

1-zj

IT o tla
I

--! ·-14

13
---:H,181

8

i::r:
t,:j

a
0

~

~

i 67, &lO

1-4

if)

00

17,307
5,911
4,54(i
16,420
1,299

17,600
6,598
5.492
21,827
•} 3•}

... ,

-

17,651
3,743
3,016
Hi, 818
2,971

2,247
1,817
4,500
14,817
800

19,SflH
5,56(1
7,510

30,oa:i
3,771

.....

0

~

t"l

~

0

a Including pupils in preparatory or I\.Cltdemic departments of higher institutions, public and private. and excluding elementary pupils, who are classed in
columns:! tmd 3. A clnssiflCll.tion of public und of private i,;econdnry students, according to the character of the institutions in which they are found, is given in
Cha1,. XL, Vol.:?.
bThis is madt, 11µ from tho returns of individual high schools to the Bureau, nud is somewhat too small, as there aro many secondary pupils outside the complutoly organized high school~ whom there are no means of enumerating.
clncluding collcg-os for women, agricnlturnl and mechanical (land-grant) colleges, and scientific schools. Students in law, theological, and medical depart•
ments aro exchidccl, bt'ing tabulated in columns 9-11. Students in academic ancl preparatory departments are also excluded, being tabulated in columns 4 and ii.
<l:Mninly Stlito uuivor:-itios and agricultural nnd mechanknl colle~es.
.:Including schools of dentistry, pharmacy, and veterinary medicme.
r:Mninly in schools or clcpnrtmonts of medicine and law attached to State universities.
q Non professional pupils in normal schools are included in columns 4 and 5.
)1 Pri,nte normal schools are, with fow exceptions, scarcely superior to the ordinary secondary schools.
i Thoro are, in addition to this numbor, ~,55-i students tnkmg normal courses in universities, colleges, and public and private high schools. (See Chap. XXXI X,
Vol. .:?.)
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mpils and .-;t1ulcnts of all grades fa both public ancl private schools, 1896-97-Continued.

F.-Total 1111ml>cr

Division.

Summar7iof
according
higher (i~c uding Summary of pupils by grade. Summary
to control.
normal) mstruc ·
tion.
Elemen- Second- Higher.
Private.
Public.
Publicl private.
ary.
tary.

---

t
The Unitccl States •....... -··--···---··· --North Atlantic Di'\"i!lio11
South Atlantic Division ..... .
South C'ontral Division ••.••• •...
North Ceutr11,l Divh1iou .•.•........
Western Division

16

1"

18

78.550

130,20:I:

15,452,426

22.005
7,010

4.5,112
li,000
20,280
51,395
4,817

3,9~,597
2,138,076
2,840,335
5,807,roB
741,380

l.l

Ii.UH
34. O'.?!

"',337

I

-

21

Grand
total.

~
p::
22

19

20

584,004

21i. 763

H,742,077

1,513,016

16,255,003

178,935
,15. 937
63,190
264-, 143
32,609

67,777
25,519
:?6, SOl
85,419
12,154

3,570,5..IB
2,079,135
2, 7.3,2U3
5,~,~

598,761
130,397
197,126
531,367
55,365

4, 169,80!)
2,209,532
2,930,410
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REPORT -OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.
CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS.

As shown above, the enrollment in the State common schools for
1806-97 was 14,652,492. This includes the enrollment in the public
schools of the 578 cities of 8,000 population and over. In these cities .
the number of pupils enrolled was 3,590,875, or 2-!.50 per cent of the
eommon-school enrollment for the United States. There was an
increase of lOG,620, or 3.06 per cent, in the enrollment in the public
schools of cities in 1896-97 over the previo~s year, while there was a
decrease of 2-!,151, or 2.85 per cent, in the estimated enrollment in
private and parochial schools. The enrollment in these private
schools.in cities, as reported to the office by city superintendents, was
82-!,GOO.
The average daily attendance in the citypublicschoolswas2,G87,758,
an increa e of about 5 per cent over the preceding year. The number
of supcrvi ing officers in the city systems was 3,850 and the number
of teachers 74:,117, an increase of 5.30 per cent in the number of
teachers. The number of buildings u eel for school purposes wa
8,G0-1, while the numb r of sittings was 3,307,275, an increase of less
than 1 per cent over he previous year. The expendi ure for teaching
and ·upervi ion a<Ygr gated ·.J: , 772,485, an increase of 4. 33 per cent,
whil the toial expendi ure w,. · 4,SGG,092, an increase of ·J, 23,074:,
or G. 03 per cent, ov r the amon11t e.·pended in 1805-0G.
Th urban population in 1 70 wa almo · 21 per ce11 of he whole,
but in 1 00 it had ri 11 to 11 arly 3
YERAGE
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V.-A.verage total ammmt of schooling (including all grades of both public an
1)rivate school ) each individual of the 1Jop1tlation u·ould 1·eceive under the conditions actually existing at the different dates given below.
[Expressed in years of 200 school days each.]

VI.-A1:eraae total amount of schooling 1·eceivecl p er inhabitant, considm·ing only
public clementa1·y and seconclary schools.
[Expr

sed in years of 200 school days each.]
1 '!)2.

1.

Unit d tates . _______ .
North Atlantic Division ____
SoutbAtlanticpiv}~ion ___ _
, outh
ntralD1vi 10n _____
North ~entralDivision _____
WesternDivision, _________ _

2. 01

4.43
O.~
O.,
3.71
2.7i

tat

-4.-1~
3. 4-5

1.00
1.57
4.1.
8.67

I

I

~.42
.... 20
4.07
3.

.03
5.06
2. 46
2.31
4.74
4.10

1 03.

1894. I 1895. 11896. I 1 !)j.

-3.1-4.-3. 97
99
4.13
4. 24
28 I 4. 37
-5-.1-0 -1-5-.-10-t--5-.28---5.-50---5.-61___5_.6_1
2.'!6
2.51
2.70 2.66
2. 67
2.7S
2.41
2.
2.64 1 2.65
2.45
2.49
4.75
4. 4 4.85
5.00
5.16
5.:W
~.46
4. 39
4.49
4.76 4.95
5.02
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and fat w r
on ·id r <l in my pr viou' r port, proved to be final,
and no further att m1 t ha' b n made to r organize the sy tern as a
whol . An w bill for tho r li f of voluntary chool (private schools,
chiefly <l. nominational) wa · pr ented upon the reassembling of Parliam nt in 18U7 and wa pa ed. It place an additional grant from
the public tr a ury, amounting· for th current y ar to q.'3,000,000, at
the di. posal of parochial ·chool without any provi ion for public
control, an i al o reli v t h ir property from taxation. 'rhe bill was
opposed by the Liberal an l regarded with disfavor by many Conservative a e tabli hing a dangerou · precedent with respect to the
application of public money, and further, as introducing the principle
of special legislation into .the school system. Immediately a second
bill was introduced and passed for the relief of board schools in poor
districts. It proposed an appropriation ( "553,000) for this object, and
is chiefly noteworthy as continuing the policy of special legislation.
The law for the relief of parochial schools provides for the federation of schools and the allotment of the due proportion of the relief
grant to the governing body of the federation. The provision, it was
felt, would greatly increase the ecclesiastical influence in school matters, and such appears to be its outcome.
The text of the law, the grounds on which it is supported, and the
opposition it has excited are considered fully in Chapter I. Its bearing is shown more clearly by a review of the successive laws and official regulations by which the present system has been developed. On
the whole, it would appear that the recent legislation has increased
rather than allayed the cau es of friction in the school system.
The urvey of elementary education in London which completes
the chapter gives emphasis to the action of local authority in the Engli:h system. The London chool board has vast powers as well as
onerou ' duties. It deals with a population of 4,500,000. In 1870 the
only chool accommodation was in parochial and other private chool
and ·uffic d for about half the chool population. rrh London board,
er at l under the law of 1 70, had not only to make up the clefi.ci ncy,
hut to k ep pace with th
r-growino- hild population, whi •h ha.·
in ·r c · 'l b · 4; p r · n ,·inc the t late. Thi: ta k ha· be n ac omplL h <1. In Lon<l n, a: in mo t of th En,rli:h ·iti .~, h boar 1
.· h nl hav • out ·tripp l th par ·hial in 11uml, r all(l m i ncy, I rovicli111r for G(i 1 r n of th
·ho 1 p pula ion a. again ta ratio of
r • n for tlw hoar<l , ·h 1. of h ·ounfry a l} r 0 • •
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per capita in cities of the nitecl tates. The return of a progre _
ive board at the late election a sures the continuance of a generous
policy.
The provi ion for dealing with truant children and the development
of evening schools are important features of the policy of the board.
In the provision of higher-grade board schools London has done
less than Manche ter, Sheffield, and several other cities. There are,
however, many private and corporate agencies in the metropoli
engaged in providing econdary and t chnical instruction for the
people. Their nature and work ar bri fly treated in the chapt r
considered.
Education in France.-The principal event in the current history
of education in France presented in Chapter II is the transformation of the State faculties into autonomou universities by a law of
1896. The law is the culmination of a series of measures dating back
to 1885. The universities are not thereby fr ed. entirely from the control of the Government. Thi is till maintained in respect to the
appointment of professors and th requirements for degrees, which
are in fact State titles, carrying professional and official privileges.
Nor are the universities deprived of State appropriations, from which
in fact their income is chiefly derived. The university councils will,
however, have control of th f • ) excepting those incurred in respect
to degrees, of the university prop rty and the adjustment of the
internal affairs. It is certain that local effort will be greatly stimulated by the new relation .
The universities that hav th fr seat in the great centers of commerce and indu try naturally enter upon the new order with great
confidence; for the small r universities, the hope is expressed that
they will specialize according to the want. or interests of the regiont chniral, hi to1foal, or philological, a the case may be-and thus
hecom , roncr l y fore of important p iaUie .
Th increa of attendanc in chur h ,• hool of "secondary" grade
xcite interes in vi w of the fa· that the enrollment in the State
1 cees and local public colleo- ha, · T main d . tationary for several
y ar . Th ".· · nc1ar," . h ol · in lud<' ly,, e and communal coll .,. and on ,·pond, no to our hi•rh •chool , but to the gymnasia of
G rman ' . 'lh ir c lll'>' •ov r. tw ·ear, of our college work. They
ar the . · hoo1. of lih ral ·u1 m· and th ir gra luates exercise an
thP , 'tat de. ir
to maintain its ascend·
anc, in thi.· d partm nt. It app a1-.· that, while in respect to attendanc
.'tatu. of th national , hoo1. i, not entirely satisfactory,
h y contrihut a mu ·h le rg r proportion of , tudents to the special
hool f high rder than th rival in.'titu ion,. This is an important
matt r, a. th graduat of th •p •ial , ho 1.· nter into the most
influ ntial p .t · in th pul 1i • .· r i • .
1 hC> law f J, D:3 r .-p • in<r th .'alari _. of primary teachers, which
ED 07--II
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went into effect the present year, impro,~e somewhat the a,erage
condition of the teachers.
The superior primary school.· of France, corresponding to high
schools in this country, haYe had remarkabl growth under the combined efforts of the Government and local authorities, and offer yery
important le. sons in the organization and ,-arying adaptations of
schools of this clas . Their scope and work are set forth Yery fully
in this chapter. The continued and successful efforts for adult education are also noted. A papnr translated from l\L Boutmy on the
reform of the l>accalaureate, and the address of M. Breal before the
"Association for the Encouragement of Greek Studies" on the genin.
of the Greek language, complete the suryey of education in France.
Education in Norway ancl Denrnar·k.-The general trend of education in Norway and Denmark, as well as in Sweden, is toward the
adoption of urban improvements in the schools. Villages are growing into cities, and new villages are beginning· in the rural section .
The ambulatory school (in which the teacher taught from house to
house), formerly a necessity in the thinly sett.Jed regions of these
countries, is being replaced by the village and city school, with its
centralization of effort.
The youth of the rural section gravitates to the city, ·where he an
find better advantages not only in the school, but in the shop of the
manufacturer or the merchant: For new inventions in the way of
machinery are making it possible to produce the raw material of food
and clothing by means of fewer laborer ; hence th rural reo-ion:,
where the raw material i produced, are relatively de
ing in p pulation, th surplus of laborers set fre by machinery
·· o- t Yillag sand engaging in manufactur
re , an
ati n.
Few r people b ino·
on of raw ma
, m r
people are ~ · ·
d for th pr
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ments than those which deal with the collecting of raw material and
the first rude appliance of manufacturing. 'rhe :financial statistic
of ciYilized countrie . how a rapid iucrea e in productive power.
While. some, mostly rural conn ries, u ·h a Russia, Austria, and
Italy, produce from 11 t 20 c nt a day for each inhabitant, countrie
in which the urban indu trie are rnrJ prominent, as in France, B 1gium, England, and th
nit d ► tate , produce from 40 to 50 cent a
day for _each inhabitan . II nc it happ n that in England thr e
families out of ten receive an annual inc me oE 1,000 and upward .
The population of France does qually w 11; and, as in Great Britain
and France productive indu try :find it highest realization, article ·
of human comfort, protection, and cultur are cheapest there and
within the means of the laboring cla
In the Scandinavian countrie the influence of this struggle to conquer nature by machinery and ele,ate the employments of men i
beginning to be felt. Denmark 1 ad and ' w den follows. Norway
follows at a greater di tance, 1 ut with an a · ured ]_Jrogress. The educational statistic from y ar to year from the e countries prove that
mor a tention i paid to the deYelopment of mechanical skill among
the p ople. At first the loy l and oth r industrial schools did not
how the mark d inftu nc of c th tic ,·tu i . Later, however, the
e:x:ampl of Fran· and
lo-ium hav had their influence, and more
att ntion i 1 ing paid to th ·nFiYati n of ta te as the cbief factor
in enhancing the Yalue of prodn ti n .
In hapters III and nr of hi · r p rt many details are gh-en showing the progre s in tho e countrie in th
stablishment of manual
training and in the co du cation of m n an l women in the universities;
the improv d faciliti · for the prof · ional edu ation of teachers; the
increas of pupil in the t chni ·al ,·tudie. and in modern languages,
anding n ral the larger appropriation, for th support of schools.
Education in c nlral Europ .- 1lia]_Jtcr Y of the report contains a
tran ·lation of Ir. II. , h r r' · r vi w f educational currents of
th urrh in Europ in 1 D"'. Hi arti l in i ·ate. the increased attention he i · paid top. y ·h l y, and m r . p •ially to sociology. Up
to within a f w year. th prin ipl of in liviclualism as enounced
b · Ron au prevail 1, and the ocial whol was considered an accident of human na u · rather than it · ·nl tan
It is likely that th
r actio1 whi •h i,· now brinO'ing mor an 1 rn r theoretical emphasis
upon . ial orgc nizat ion ·will "'!O too far, and that it will lay too much
tr . . up n th in 'iitu ional life of th human beino·, bnt this danger
do n thr at nu a pr n . Th r i. o much ground to be cover d b for th lanO' r u · in liYidnali m of Rou. seau is corrected
tlrn w ar n t lik ly o · th triumr 1 r Ji:, prin iples of socialism
an 1 ommuni. m in h pr n ~ n rat ion. )fr. Scherer has well
indi n.t d th im1 r an· f . tud ·ino- <1n ation froru the standpoint
of th i ilizc ti n f th tim . "\\""hat :.- rman
11 Kultur-Geschichte
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is the basis of intelligent study of all institutions of society, and especially of the system of education. One of the first fruits of this study
of education from the standpoint of social science is the attention
giYen to the weaklings in society, whether the w~aklings in intellect,
or in thrift, or in morals. 'l..,he paupers, criminals, and insane are
recruited from these classes. Statesmanship now gives more attention to the causes of crime and to its cure, while formerly it paid
attention only to its punishment. Special schools for children of
limited mental capacity is the second topic in the fifth chapter. It
discusses a report based. upon statistics published by the Prussian
minister of education, which offers a · comparison between the condition of these schools in 1892 and their condition in 18U6. It is now
seen clearly that there should be a medical examination of school
children in all schools, and that the diagnosis of the chi.Id should in
many cases furnish hints for the school programme to which he is assigned. The increase of secondary schools in Prussia is noteworthy,
but still more noteworthy is the instruction now given in Germany
with reference to the trades and arts. Germany, before all other
nations, stl"ives to govern its national housekeeping by the systematic
results of intelligence. The Government, for instance, discovers that
its people do not consume as much sugar per inhabitant as more
favored commercial countries, such as Eng-land and France, and yet,
having a northern climate, it should have the benefit of the more carbon
which the sugar furnishes. It finds that the world is dependin°· on
the inhabitants of the tropics for the production of this article. "\Vhy
should not some method be adopted by which I eople in th te
e
an
e
zon , people living in 'axony and Prussia, for examp
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187 5 Germany h as been the theater of the most wonderful transformation in this matter of manufactures and commerce that the
world has ever seen. Its progre s i felt by all rival nations. It
would seem that Germany i the pedagogic nation, the educator of
the world, not only in schools, but in the organization of armies, the
conduct of wars, also in the development of manufactures, the division of labor among its people, and in the building up of a commerce.
Other nations finding out what Germany i, doing will adopt the ame
method , and a proo-re s initiated throughout the civilized world will
produce rapid chang , for the better. At the rates of progress going
on during the thirty years from 1 50 to 1880 the United States might
produce a dollar a day for each man, woman, and child by Anno
Domini 1950, but the progres in he decade from 1880 to 1890 wa
much more rapid than thi . Th tendency of the introduction of
machinery to aid the hand laborer is to increase by the geometrical
ratio rather than arithmetical ratio.
In the fifth chapter, al o, there is a di cus ion relating to the proportion of Catholic , Prote tant , and Jews in he secondary schools of
rmany. The data ar giv n and int r , ting deductions drawn by
Prof . or on Mayr. The meri an teacher will be greatly interested tor al tho judi iou,' remark. of Dr. Ernst Schlee on the recent
mov men s of clu a i n in the nit d ► ta es; also the views of Dr.
Otto "\ . B y r on th r port of h En °·li h Royal Commission on
c ndary du a ion.
omme,·cial education.-In hapter VI a brief but comprehensive
tntement of what is don for c mm rcial education in a large numb r of European countri i · giv n. Th
rman movement, already
allud d to, ha probably timulated th
ffort which is going on in
many countrie in th way of improYinO' the quality of commercial
education. The
chool not nly t ach penmanship, bookkeeping
and arithmetic, t p writing, t leo-raphy, and banking, but they take up
commercial law, and the mann r . anl u t ms of foreign commercial
agencies, h meth d of preparing g o 1. for fo1·eign markets, the
hi tory and i-,o ial , tatu. of for ign countries. In the report of this
ur au f r 1 fJ5-. G a r markabl ar i l on commercial schools in
Enro1 , pr pared b
r f. E. J. Jam · for he American Bankers'
·iation, is giv n in hapt r ~ , pp. 721- 37. That report shows
how th
udent f th omuPr ·ial ,·chool c re ·et to work studying
the raw material of in lu ·try in a, mpa,rative manner, learning the
g l and bed f atur
f tho: procluc ion · in ach quarter of the
world, learninO' h w th y ar pro luc d an 1 prepared for market.
urih r tudi s ar pr cribed in whi •h th ntire process of manufacture i nter 1 upon, and al. th m tho<.l of preparing for market,
tran, p rta ion, and final di ribu ion to t1
onsumer. Such school
a the · pr luc
mmercial dir tiv
It must be admitted,
howev r, that h method. whi h h
have originated and
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put into application have not yet been intelligently reported upon for
tho benefit of foreign nations.
The study of civics.-In Chapter VII an account of the methods
adopted in Switzerland and France to teach the youth of those two
Republics the duties of citizenship is giYen. It seems that while the
Swiss reserve this study for pupils of supplementary or continuation
schools-that is to say, pupils in the seventh to the fourteenth years
of the course of study-on the other hand the French attempt to introduce this material as a regular study into the elementary schools.
The great fertility of the French mind in in muting deyices for instruction appears in the text-books and programmes of this course of ci'dc
study. Above all peoples the French understand how to make things
talk. They can make objects instruct the youth automatically.
They know best how to reduce the material of education to what I
ha Ye called a "pedagogic form." Having settled upon the subjectmat.ter which the pupil should learn, it is necessary to arrange this in
such an order that the simplest comes first and that the earlier steps
assi tin the mastery of the later steps. It is ,ery important, too, in
obtaining the pedagogical form to insist on the arrangement of the
matter in such a way that the first steps are ,~aluable in and for thcmsel,es if not followed by any later step . It is a badly arranged
cour e of study if some branche derive their entire usefulne . from
what is to succeed them. For the pupil in thi ca wa tes all hi.· time
spent on the e branche if he leave: chool before arriYiug at the lat r
step.· which give value to the arly tep. . The t a hing of math matic. and language ha been ·o long in the cours of d Y lopm nt
tha it branehes in th cour. e of tudy hay attain 1 an arly 1 rf t
peclao-oo-ical form. This i no y t the a.' in natural · ·i n and
. till l · i.' i th ca e in the bran hes of inc.lu trial training. But th
wi tea her will lo w 11 to ,'iucly ar fully the m th d, ad pied in
the } r n h chool.· in or 1 r t fin 1 th b · y t a taincd in pr- lagoo-i ·al form.
Education in 0-r - c .-In 'hapt r VIII a Yaluahl 1,ap r i..'
mitt d n du ati n in r e .
l ri f ,·k t h i · <YiY n of th
r 1-. , particularly of th Ionian l>ran h.
ontinu .' t h f int r t to th world b au.- f th .fa tha
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':l1he modern Greek,
whether a lineal d scendant or a de cendant hy adoption from the
ancient Greek, can not choo e but har in the warm intere t of all
western peoples who participat in th h ritage of culture whi h
come· to them from ancient Grcec .
Sunday school. .--In hapter I Tis to 1 found an elaborate article
on the subj ct of he unc1ay • hool. "\Yhile the education of the
American peopl upporte l hy a.· .' and public funds is becoming
more Cl,nd more rigidly,· ular in chc ract rand the lines drawn more
closely which separate it from ec ·l • iasti al and r ligious instruction,
y t tho true importance of r ligiou. · in. tru tion is coming to be better
under tood among sci ntifi and philo ophi al thinkers. The secular
institutions of man ar organize l as the family, cinl society an l
the stat . The proYid for edu ation, th procurement of the nece sities of life, and the stc blishment of ju. tic . But all of these pr su ppo. a d p r o-round in th ide, 1 of th origin and destiny of
man an i natur . Th y invoh~ a world Yi w, an l religion furni he
and must furni h a orld ·\iew. II n all I ople, whether connect d
with on or another denomination f hri. tian ·, or whether holding a
r ligi n other tha11 Chri ian or h lding no ·on. cious religion at all,
mu t, a<lmit th importanc of t.h r liofou · in trnction of the community.
for than R.n l in ~ l.
, , . chool has contributed to
the. ·n nanc fth
\\..,.ith th , p ta I
ization of the secular
schools and th impro-r m nt
teaching before them,
the 1 a<l r in th chur h hay
o perfect the methods of
tbe
· r
hav-e met the following
c
· ch lay i
,
. 1'ir ·t, the danger of adopting
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·
v r fit and proper only for
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of the race in the form of authority, omits and must omit the long
lines of proof which have established it. The experience of thousands of years shrinks to a mere point, and is stated in the dogmas
which seem to be immediate spiritual facts resting on external
authority, the substructures of thousands of y~ars being almost
entirely concealed. Not only are these long periods of experience
kept out of sight, but also the vast labors of religious thinker who
have grappled with psychology and philosophy and assisted in making the religious results systematic and without contradiction. R ligious education, it is obvious, in giving the highest results of thought
and life to the young, must cling to the form of authority, and not
attempt to borrow the methods of mathematics, science, and hi. tory
from the secular school. Such borrowing will result only in giving
the young people an overweening confidence in the finality of their
own immature judgments. They will become conceited and hallowminded. It is w_ell that the child should trust his own intellect in
dealing with the multiplication table and the rule of three. It i well
that he should learn t,he rules and all the exceptions in Latin yntax
and verify them in the classic authors, but he mu t not bo permitt ·c1
to summon before him the dogmas of religion and form pert conclusions regarding their rationality.
Against this danger of sapping or undermininO' all authority in r ligion by the introduction of the methods of the , ccular chool which
lay all stress on the self-activity of the child, th ► unday ·chool ha
not been sufficiently protected in tho more r c nt year of it hi tory.
Large numb rs of religious teacher,, mo t intellig nt and zealou · in
their piety, ,·eek a more and mor perfect adoption of the e ular
school method, .
On th other hand, the topi of r ligio
tru tion hav b n
determined largely by th nece 'ties of th
1lar chool method.
'l hat method i not adapted to ach my tic truth. It eek
verywhe
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Agricultural Colleg
and Experiment Stations reported upon the
preparation such college hould demand from applicants for admission. Th committe , while urging the necessity of establishing a
standard that each coll O' hould maintain in order to protect the
value of the degre . th land-grant coll ges confer, recognized that
som college are not in a po ition to do mor than make a beginning
toward attaining to th tandard which t,h committee deemed desirabl should b
ventually tablish d. rihe papers by President
ubb , \Vhite, and 1urkland, and by Dir ctor Jordan form an int re ting and valuable di, u , ion of the matt r which should be taught
in the land-grant coll O' s, and th p dao-oO'ical spirit which should
animate thos who are conducting them.
Colleges and univer ities-Entrance examinations.-The requirement for admission to th fr hman cla of the various courses of
study in 475 univer itie , colleg , and chools of technology are given
i Chapter XI. An examination of the requir ments of the several
in ·titution and of th
ariz cl
ent preceding the detailed
table will ·how tha
i. at
t a gr at diversity in such
requirem
· ngino- from a know
of r ading, writing, spelling,
arithm ti
raph
·
· u to the requirements demanded by
Harvard
ity.
ation: throughout the country
arA ct pr
gag
nt for th adoption of uniform
entran
nt. · of ,·ome of these organizaion · and what h
l>y them in this direction al'e
al ·o o-iv n in thi · hart r.
n ·
pecially directed to th
work of th
om
ion o
n
w England on Admission
Examinati
w
ha b
d
.hi ubject since 1886.
The right of the State to educafe.-In
ter XII will be found a
number of d cision by the highe
f the several States con.firming h right of oci ty to
itizen of the next generation. It would app ar that t
law have maintained that
i' ·
·
and duty f the
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o car for the public intelli
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the ational Council of Education. Citrvtion · from a preliminary
report on the subject by Professor Royce, and extracts from a paper
by Jnr. E. IL Russell, principal of the Worcester Normal School, . etting forth the methods, aims and spirit of observation· on childhood
as conducted in that institution, complete the chapter.
Gen. F 'ranci's A. Walker.-The educational profe sion in the
D nitecl tates ha lost one of its mo t di tinguishecl members 111 the
per, on of Gen. Francis A. ,Yalker. His public services to the nation
as soldier and a head of the Federal Census Bureau, his labor in
the International Stati tical ociety, o,er -which he presided at its
meeting in Chicago in 1893, his man3 -writings upon those topics in
edueation that deal with it pathology-these labors had mad him
known throughout the world of cience and education. To the
pathology of education he had contributed most thoughtful . ugo-estions r gardino- the influence of manual training, and studie upon
the m thods of curing arr ted cl ,elopment in peculiar cas s of
backward pupil·, or pupil who had gained the reputation for dullne s or obtu ity in min l. Extract from some of the e paper giving
hi point of view as to th relation of manual training to certain
mental defect., the place of college athletic , the xten ion of i.e hnical training, are found at the clo e of hapter XIV.
It i hoped that the e and other. imilar paper. of General "\Valker
will be collect cl in a volume by them, elves, ina ·much a uch a volume would take its place at once in the mo ts lect list of lucati nal
cla ic:.
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the ational Educational As ociation, Prof. Irwin Shepard, Winona,
Minn.)
Engineering schools, entrance examinations to engineering colleges. In Chaptel' XI the entrance examination io the academic departm nt
of the several colleges and univer itie · of th
nited States are gi--ven.
In Chapter XVIII are found the entrance requirements to engineering
colleges.
Early history of the kinc1ergm·ten in St. Louis, .Mo.-Chapter XIX
contains a reprint from the Annual R port of the St. Louis Pnbli
Schools, 1878-79, of a di cu ion of h philosophy of the Mndergarten, and also a history of the adoption and growth of the kindergarten sy tern in that city, toO'e h r with quotations from the lecture
of fi Susan E. Blow on "Th gifts an l occupations of Froebel."

Contributions to the curriculu,rn of the lancl-grant colleges.-The
remarkable discoveries in biolo 0 ·y which have characterized the last
half of thi century have completely revolutionized the _ideas concerning v getable nu rition and in tin t. In Chapter XX certain
fact which illu trate the di cu · ion in th . higher classes of colleges
of agriculture are collated, e ·pe ially with tho view of showing the
sourc of f r ility in agri ultural work an l the economic -value of
coopera ion in agri ul ural communiti
Th ·hapter also contains
mu h data re 0 ·ar ling the pr gr , , r ntl? made in metallurgy and
in minino- operation .
Tenn s ee Centennial Exp sition.-1 he agent in charge of the
xbibit of the Bur au of Edu ation at the Tennessee Centennial
K po ·ition, h Id a
a ·hvillo i
r of 1897, makes a report
on the E ·po ition, and, in Yie
ational importance of the
Exposition, and e
·
cf
tur s, the reproduction of
the Parth non 1 o
rop
, in the full dimensions of
th original, devo
d
h hi tory and significance
of
·
,
art. At p
more attention is being
ool
·
training of pupils iii
eing equal, are the
and that introduce
for the .first rank held
,·tain in the mark
the world.
· nportant in training the taste of
ompo ition of the Greek works
t
tation of gracefulness its chief
l
th b autiful. Romantic or
't to a higher proYince,
for this reason les emib ·

1 'Ihe fine model of the Parthenon, made Ly Chipiez for the ~etropolitan M_useum of New
York Central Park, has b en copied by ::\Ir. Prang for schools, ancl hi reproduction ought to be
in every schoolroom.
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the divine, and hence the art of Greece is intended as an act of worship
of the beautiful. It represents the supreme attainment of the world
in pure beauty, because it is pure beauty and nothing beyond.
Christianity reaches beyond beauty to holiness. Other heathen religions fall short of the Greek ideal and lack an essential elementi
which the Greek religion possessed. The Greeks believed that the
<livine is at the same time human, and human not in the sense that
the essence of man, his purified intellect and will, is divine, but
human in the corporeal sense. The gods of Olympus possess appetites and passions like men; they have bodies and live in a special
place. They form a society or large patriarchal family. The manifestation of the divine is celestial beauty. Moreo\Ter, the human
being may by becoming beautiful become divine. Hence the Greek
religion centers about gymnastic games. These are the Olympian,
the Isthmian, the N emean, and the Pythian games. Exercises that
shall give the soul sovereignty over the body and develop it into
beauty are religious in this sense. Every village had its games for
physical development. These were attended by the people, who became
in time judges of perfection in human form, just as a community that
attends frequent horse races produces men that know critically the
good points of a horse. It was known who was tho best man at wrestling, boxing, throwing the discu , the spear, or javelin; at running,
at leaping, or at the chariot or horseback races. Then at less fr quent intervals there was the contest at gam s between neighboring
villages. The succe sful hero carried off the crown of wild olive
branches.
early very year there wa a gr at national assembly of
Greek·, and a conte 't open to all. The Olympian festival at Olympia
and the I thmian fe tival near orinth wer h lcl the am ummer;
then at Ar · , in
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nd
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form. It is not their resemblance to living bodies, not their anatomical exactness, that interests us, not their so-called." truth to nature,"
but their gracefulness ands renity-their "classic repose." Whether
the statues represent gods and heroe in action or in sitting an<l
reclining postures, there i thi "repo e," which means indwelling
vital activity, and not mere rest a opposed to movement. In the
greatest activity there is con iderate purpo e and perfect self-control
manifested. The repo e i of the soul, and not a physical repose.
Even sitting and reclining figur -for e~rample, the Theseus from the
Parthenon, the tor o of the B lveclere-ar filled with activity, so
that the repo e is one of volunt:try elf-re traint and not the repose
of the ab. ence of vital energy. They are gracefulness itself.
'I1he bearing of exhibits of Greek art on American industrial education i obvious.
One will concede at the start that tool work is valuable as industrial trainin<>', and that especially is thi the case with the course of
study and work in the manual-training chool, because it teaches how
to manufacture tool and machine" of all 1 ind , and thereby gives the
laborer that command over th in, trum ,nt of industry which assist
him very much in hi truggle for e~rcell n e in the fields of labor.
till more valuabl must w r .o-ard the tudy of natural science,
and e pe ially of c ppli d math mati , in the laws of matter and
mo ion. It fumi h
h th ry of all ma hinery and of all production of upplie from natm' .
B ide thi,, we may laim hat gen ra1 education is of the utmo t
importance, opening a it doe tho pow r of thought and observation,
giving each laborer an in ight, into human nature and fitting him for
logical thinking on all , ubj ct ; fi.ttinO' him alike to lead others and
combine them in exten ive und rtakinO', •, and lik wise to serve faithfully and intellio-ently other 1 ader wh n the case requires. This
general du ation i indeed indi peu able to th citizen and to the best
quality of indu. trial laborer, .
f ta. t , the acquirement
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of knowl
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usefulness if it is made by an artist than if it is made by a mere
artisan.
weden is the leader in the manual-training moYcment, qut her
educators did not at first see the importance of deyeloping correct
ta te among her laborers as a condition of industrial succe,. s. Accordingly, while ingenuity was increasing to some extent in that country,
there ·w as no improvement in the artistic finish and ornamentation of
their goods. Other nations did not want ugly shapes in sight, and did
not buy them. To have ugly utensil perpetually in Yiew gradually
works degeneration in one's taste. rrh~ figures of the commercial
reports of that early day showed that we imported raw materials from
Sweden, but did not buy their manufactures. ·In the official report
of commerce and navigation of the United tates for 1881 the imports
from Sweden and orway are reported as pig iron, '111,176; bar iron,
517, !)5!); old and scrap iron, !",114:,8 3; total, ·74:4,018. But of manufactures of iron and steel only '111,749 were reported. It is surpri ing to note that at that time ·we imported wood manufacture from
them only to the small amount of ·137, while vrn imported rags for
paper manufacture to the amount of ·39,0D0-but no manufa tur d
clothing to speak of. The same year Belgium sent n.' woo 1 manufactures to the value of ,'118,1-!G, or nearly one thou ancl tim the Yalue
of th 'ame item from Sweden and orway.
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there is a prevalent la k of insight into the true directio~ and significan ·e of this branch.
FPcler tl aicl to education.-The Federal overnment, the seYeral
tate governments, th chur he , private 1 eneficence, and bu in .
enterpri e have all furnished important ao- ncies in founding the
seY ral parts of the educa ional sy tem of th country. Some year.
. ince this Bureau publi hed a ir ular of Information presentiuo·
the hi ory of Federal and tat ai 1 to hiO'h r education in the 'C"nit d
tate .1
Thi circular of Dr. Blackmar ha. b n out of print for some
time. In view of th lemand f r informa ion a to tate and national
aid to education, hapter ~ .,_ III in th pr .· nt report has been compiled., giYing, in a conden ed form, the amoun of Fedei·n,l and St.Me
aid for the establishment of l~igh r ducation. ,.fhi. chapter requir
to be . upplementcd by anoth r, in which an attempt should be made
to analyze he amount r ported to tlli.
urean since 1870 in such a
way a. to admit of a ompila ion howino- th amount actually furni hed from the tate tr a ury f r nrnintainin(Y in titutions for higher
edu ·ation on idered apar from th in om deriY c1 from the amount.
giy n by the F deral and tate goy rnm nt for establishing higher
education in the Tnit d ► tat s.
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The land: ~anted by act admitting seven new, tates since l
...... ......
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It is not possible at t his elate to state with the same general accuracy
the amount that has been given by the States to establish higher education. But if we take what the institutions, aided by them, have
accumulated in the way of value of buildings and apparatus it will
give some idea of t he aid afforded. The buildings and apparatu of
these inst itutions (colleges and universities) amounted to $41,000,000
in 1896 , about the same as Profes. or Blackmar gives for all the colleges
and universities (345) in the United States ten years ago. The endowment of these institutions (" productive funds") is $51,673,000, but
'30,000,000 of this belongs to Harvard, Yale, Columbia, and Cornell.
In the chapter referred to above an itemized statement is given for
each State. Professor Blackmar gives the endowment of all the colleges and universities in the United States in 1886 as 49,700,000.
Govern.mental control of learnecl professions.-The present year is
noteworthy in the history of the medical and allied professions for the
concerted action of European and some American governments in
fixing standards for practice in the professions of ,lental and other
surgery, and also in medicine in general. In Chapter XXV important
data are brought together showing the progress made in the United
States in this matter.
Eskimo vocabulary.-Chapter XXVII, Volume 2, is a reprint of
"English-Eskimo and Eskimo-English Vocabularies," originally prepared by )Ir. John vV. Kelly, in charge of the \Vhaling Htation at Point
Barrow, and publi ·hed by this office as a ircula1· of Inforrnati n
in 1 DO, now out of print . Th ·e vocabularie · are probably the mo t
complete that have b en compiled, and are of
· 1 Yalue at t h e
pre ent time O-\ving to the e_·traordinary impe
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office for 1 92-93 (Volum 1, pp. 279-321) includes a chapter on the
teaching of geography in entral Europ .
The subject is continued in hapter .,.XXV, Volume 2 of the pre ent report with pecial r ference to Great Britain and France. For
purposes of comparison, the matter i introduced by a brief epitome
of a report on the subject by Dr. J. cott Keltie, made to the council
of the Royal Geographical o iety in 1 85.
Sine that dat , and partly a a r ult of the report, the study has
received ma}-'ked d velopm nt in the untri considered, but their
relative po ition in re p ct to it i prac i ally the same. Germauy
still lead in the matt r, although in re, p t to teaching appliances
and to the development of the higher pha es of O'eographical instruction, France is second to no country. Advan
is noted in Great
Britain, but not, ufficient to bring h r school to the level of the continental schools in thi respect.
Following the consideration of Dr. K lti '. r port is an epitome of
a recent report by L Leva , eur, the min nt tatistician of Franc ,
upon the treatment of g ography in th 1 m ntary and secondary
chool an 1 the univer iti of hi. own ountry. Reference js al o
mad to th d vel pm nt of the ubject in the Australian provinces
an l p ially toth eff rt, of Ir. ,J.P. Thom on, of Brisbane, Queensland, to prom t th
udy of , o-raph , , nc1 by his researches and
publi ation · incr a th kn , l lg f th .·ubj ct.
Con "1.,tlar report on eclu ation.-'l1hroucrh th courtesy of the honorabl th ' retary of 'tat thi
ur au ha 1· c ived many consular
r port
ntainin()' valuable information rccrar ling education in forign •ountrie .
m xtract from the , r ports are collected in
Chapt r
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sior1. of twelve universities and colleges and the discontinuance of
college work by three other institutions. This is recorded in Chapter
XXXVI. The number of students pursuing liberal studies, that i ,
students enrolled in undergraduate and graduate departments, was
97,122, a decrease of 255 from the number reported in the preceding
year. 'rlie number of such students reported by public institutions
shows an increase of 1,358, thus proving that the decrease was in
institutions not controlled by the States. The number of graduate
students in attendance at our higher institutions is consta.ntly increa ing, the number of such students in 1896-97 having been 4:,91D, of
which 1,4:13 were women. The total amount of money in-vested in
universities, colleges, and schools of technology is $295,816,887. Of
this amount $128,191,974 consists of endowment funds inyested at an
average rate of 4.8 per cent p er annum. The benefactions to the e
institutions during the year amounted to $8,390,938.
Professional schools.-In the 157 theological schools meniione 'I. in
Chapter XXXVIII, there were 8,173 student , an increa e of 15G o,er
the number the previous year.
In the 77 law schools there were 10,44:D students, of whom 3,106
were graduated during the year. As the number of law students in
1890 was 4,518, we see that the number was more than cloubl d in
seven years, while the number of theological students increased by
about one-eighth only in that period of time.
:Medical students numberc l 24:,377, of ·w hom 21,43 wer
in the regular ,chools of medicine, 2,03 in horn opathi . chool ,
7 D in lectic, and 112 in phy, iomeclical. Th numb r of 'iud nts
O'ra<.luatino- in medicine during the y ar wa. 5,5GJ. By com1 arin O'
the ratio of gracluat0s in m dicine to th wh I number of m lical
stud nt. with the ra io of gradnatcs in law, ii ·w ill le . n that mnch
1 • tim i. requir c1 for · mpl tion of a ·our.: in law than in
mcdi ·inc.
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students were distribut l among 1,-:1:87 in titutions; 164: public normal
chool , 108 private normal school , 1D6 in titutions of coll~gfate
grade, 507 public high chool , ancl -!22 private high schools and acaclemi . The public normal chool had more than 48 per cent of the
normal students, or an av- rag of 203 .·tudents to the institution.
The ay rage number of normal students to the private normal school
was 122. The 190 coll ge and uni.Yer iti r porting had an average
of 33 normal tucl nt to th in tituti n. Th public and priYate
high schools r porting had an averag of 1 and 17 normal students,
r spectivcly. I i gratifying t not a t ady growth in the State
appropriation · for the upport of public normal chools. The aggregate amount appropriated by ► i.ate ·, cities, an l counties for the suppor of public normal school · was 2,-:1:2G,185, an increase of $238,310
over the previou year. This ao-gr gate of nearly t,--.;-o and a half
million was a um larger than eyer before rec iv d by the public normal. cho ls for the runnino- xpense of one year. It does not include
74:3,333 appropriated for buildino- and improv ments.
S econdary school .-For tho chola. tic year 1896-97 there were, as
hown in Chapt r
L, 5,10D public high , hools reporting to this
offi. · , a o-ain of 135 ov r the proviou. y c r. rrho total number of
secondary student. in th
highs hool ' wa 400,433, a gain of 28,D40.
The mal ind nt. numb r c1173,+!-5, a o-ain of 15,503, and the female
student 2:35,D , a gain of 13,4.37 ov r th y ar before. The number
of ,rradnc te wa 50,04:2, c o-ain of 4,17 . The tudents in the gradUc ting ·Ia
who had complet <1 a colleo- pr paratory course and who
had c ·pr eel their int ntion f <YOing to oll ge numbered 14:,6±1, a
gain of 1,213 o,· r the pr viou. y ar.
Th, number of prh-at high hools, acad mie and other institution. of econdary gra le r porting for th ·ear 1896-97 was 2,100,
onl · G less than he previous year. The numl r of secondary student· r port cl was 107,G?3, a rain of fl7D. Th r were 53,218 male
tn<l nt. , a 1 :: of 273, and 54:,415 f mal , tu 1 nts, a gain of 1,252
owr th pr viou. year. Th numb r of graluat was 11,772, a gain
of -1 3. Th numb r r O'ra.luat · pr I ar c1 f r college was 5,511, a
gain o ....5G.
n hi .
rn1
f thi grade in operation in
i
t
uii
18DG-!J7. It i believed that
,r ,
)r p rl · lassed as secondary
u. The number of teachers
hool. engaged in instructing
1,!). 1 ov r the previous year.
517,0GG, a gain of 29,919.
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,GGl. The number of grad,l. .. 0,15::., a O'c in of 1,460 over the pre-
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If there be added to the 517,066 seconda1-y students in public and
private high schools and academies, the 51,690 secondary students in
the preparatory departments of institut.ions of collegiate grade, the
12,730 secondary students in public and private normal schools, not
normal students, and the 3,418 secondary students in manual-training
schools, the grand total of secondary students in the United States
reported to this Bureau is 584,904. It is a well known fact that there
are in the elementary schools of nearly all the States many students
pursuing secondary studies because high schools are not accessible.
Could these scattering students be enumerated it is not improbable
that the aggregate of secondary students would reach a figure considerably above 600,000.
Education in A.Zaska.-During the past two years by reason of the
numerous discoveries of gold in Alaska that Territory has become an
object of great interest. A school established at Circle City, on the
upper Yukon, nea1· the boundary between United States and British
America, had a successful session during its first year, but on account
of the removal of the inhabitants from Circle City to the region of the
Klondike has lost nearly all of its pupils and has been closed for th
present year. Large numbers of immigrants collected with their families at Dyea and Skagway seemed to demand accommodations for th ir
children in school, but the present state of rapid chang ,, not only of
routes but of mining localities at the ends of those route , make, it
uncertain whether a school established for th children of the familie.
of miner could have a longer t rm of exi tence than th on at ir le
City, which ~ e med two years ao-o likely to b com a p rman nt • nt r for mining op
ion .
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making a total of 19 mi ions with 61 missionaries. These mission
stations have been located, in the light of a great de.al of experience,
at such plac s as furni h natural centers for the native population
and at the same time afford the b t facili ie for communication with
the nite<l States in he hort summer s ason. For the long winter
ea on of eight to nine month· no communication has been possible
hitherto with northw tern Ala ·ka.
In sub i lizing the mis ion
nrollm nt ha b n requir cl,
cl
t
um per pupil allowed,
not to exceed int aO'greO'ate
d
n
d upon. The example
of th Indian Bu rn ha. be u
e
1
in this matter, except
hatwher theindianBureaul
1
d
idiesof$167perannum
thi, Bureau ha allowed from '90 to
O per pupil, boarded, clothed,
and in tructed, and 30 for day pupils. The maximum amount paid
t contract ·chool · appear · the y ar 1 9-90, when the sum of
31,17-!.1:3 wa' pai<l. The larg t item of that year was paid for industrial instruction and apparat
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o facilitate the same. In
the y ar 1 9"'-03 the action of
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to Cana la and from
vada to :rebraska. In the early days before
railroads had pcmetrat c1 tho e regions he traveled on foot or used
ox carts or mustano- ponies. In the prosecution of his ·work he
traveled in thirteen y ars 34:5,027 miles, or an a--verage of 2G,5-!0 miles
a year. Ile established and for ten years conducted the "Rocky Mountain Presbyterian." In 1877 ho visited Alaska as the first ordained
missionary from the United States, and in the next eight years he rapidly established schools and churches in the archipelago, and commenced the process of civilization which has gone on in Alaska ever
since. In 1880 he built the church and founded the Industrial Training School for native children at Sitka.
After his appointment as United States agent his trips to the northwest were undertaken for the most part in the Bear, a revenue cutter sent out annually by the Secretary of the Treasury. Its captain
(M. A. Healy) interested himself warmly in the cause represented by
Dr. Jackson in this region, and to him is due in a measure tho success in establishing schools in northwest Alaska. And to him and
Dr. Jackson is due the original suggestion of the plan of stocking
the enormous moss fields of Alaska with herds of reindeer and the
training of the natives into skilled herdsmen and teamsters.
It had been obvious, from the beginning of the Government subsidies in 1885-86, that there should be not only education in elementary English branches, but also a training in the employment of
civilized life. From the :first, at all the missions there was instruction
in cooking, hon ekeeping, and clothes making. Then followed more
car ful education in the trade of carpentering, blac
ithin<r, and
shoemaking, sub ·idizing for t · · truction the P
rian Indu. trial 'chool at 'itka. A,· earl
!)1 th ma t r
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allowed to run wild on one of the ea tern Aleutian Islands, and since
then have in a measure stocked ihat i land with reindeer. From this
original herd of 53 r ind er a total number of 1,323 fawns haye been
born, making an aggreg ie of 1,8Gl, of which 395 have been lost,
injnr 1, or killed in vadous vmys during t.he five years, leaving 1,-!GG
reinde r in the herds Augu t, 1 97.
A plan has been gradually matured for tho use of these reindeer in
the sch me of education. Two obj t · are to be secured: (1) The
raining of the natiYes as h rd rs and a teamsters. This impli
that tho natives mu t b int re ·tel in th project; they must take the
1011°·. tep from nomadic fisherm n and hunter to d·w ellers in villag s,
with permanent employment that will , upport them and also render them useful to a white population whi h will eventually come
to central and northwe -t rn Ala ka. (2) The other important object
to be gain cl i the education of the. natives in thrift, so that they
will preserve and accumulat he reind er intrusted to them.
t each mi sion tation there i con -tan ly going on a process of
sel cting th trustworthy native -tho ambitious to learn the civilization of the whit men, tho ·e ambitiou to hold and increase proprty. Reinde r intru tecl to the ordinary individual savage would
di,·appear within w lY . month, c fter tho gift.
A the reinde r station a nuu b r of appr nti es have been selected
and re :vards for int llio- nt an 1 p t\ ' v rin industry offered. They
wer to r ceiYe two r iudeer for the fir t y ar' apprenticeship; at
the nd oI th second year frvo mor , in .'uch a way as to gradually
dev ·101> ihe en of indi idu, 1 owner hip of property-a sense ·which
ha · ne,~er been d velop din th tribal r latiou.
[From letter of instruction by Dr. Jackson to th superintendent of the reindeer herd. ]
PORT CLARENCE,

BEAR,
Jilly 4. 1893.
Sm: * +-, * The herders are to be fed and ·lothed and housed, also furnished
with tobacco or its equivalent, at Government ox1 ense. The Siberian herders and
the experienced Eskimo, each one will receive in addition to the above, $50 ,vorth
of 1arter goods at the end of the year an<l the inexperienced ones $30 worth. If
they prefer it they can be paid a portion of tho above from time to time as they
may need it, only that at the end of the year the amount received shall not exceed
the total amount allowed.
hen food i pl nty and heap you
purchase with tho supplies at the station
such oil, meat, dried fish skins, etc., as are needed at the station. You are also
authorized to purchase wood from the native-.
In addition to the paid herders, it is desired that you take into the station a
number of wide-awake young men to learn the management of deer. They will
be f d, lothed, and hou eel at Government expense. If they have been faithful
to their duties and have shown aptitude in learning for one full year at the station
you are authorized to allow them two deer, which can be marked with their brand,
but mu t be continued in the general herd. At the end of the second year you
can give them fiyemore. I think it will be well to encourage them to remain with
u_-rTED STATE •
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the herd for three or four years, when they will have sufficient deer, so that two
three of the herders, by combining their holdings, can start a new herd.
If, after a fair trial of a few months, a young man is lazy, indifferent, or dull,
you had better send him away from the station and give his place to a more promising one. There is a constant sifting process going on among white men, and the
same process is equally needful among the natives.
I would like the first herders especially to be picked men-the ablest and best
among their people-as that class will alone secure the best results from the introduction of the deer.
01·

Under the regulations established 9 apprentices have received reindeer-from 2 to 7 each. The total number of reindeer originally
assigned to them being 52, the same had increased last August by the
birth of fawns to 133.
From the beginning, schoolbooks and apparatus have been furnished for the schools in -Alaska. Reindeer are the schoolbooks and
apparatus necessary for the education of the western and northern
natives. To secure the chief object aimed at in the importation of
reindeer from Siberia, it is evident that the reindeer must eventually
come into the hands of thrifty persons among the natives, who will
preserve the herds, increase them, break them to harness, and make
them available, under the management of trained teamsters, for t,he
use of white immigrants who settle in Alaska. The missionary stations furni h the only safe centers for the location of herds and the
e tabli hment of schools of instruction in the rearing of the reindeer
and in the training of them to harne .
As already m ntioned, tho missions a certain the capable and
t achabl youth amon()' the nativ s. Th y ar abl at any time to
furni ·h a Ii t of the native in their vicinitie not cl for O'Ood haracter. ..At a<'h of the. c tations 20 or 30 youth, ele ·t <l from a villao·e
population of 300 or mor ,· can be put in rainino- as h rd men and
t am ter.· .
.,..o matt r how laro- th
OY rnm nt appropriation
hould h , ther fore, it woul<l b n · . ary to nn t th r ind er
in:trnction an 1 th c.'iabli.'hm nt of p •rnum nt h rd: in northw t
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pupils, so the reindeer herd i used as apparatus loaned to the mi _
ionary stations for the purpo e of instruction of the natives. But
from three to five years' apprentice hip is n eded for the full training
of apprentices in_the management of reindeer.
Per ons who have been brought up to the care of neat cattle and
horse , or sheep only, have not thereby acquired the art of managing
reind er, for this requir
sp cial apprenti eship. ·with the first
herd (that of 1892) ib rian herd men w re procured to give instruction in these art , but th degree of su ce was so small that in 1 9-:l:
five familie, of Laplander w r obtained to take their place. The
Laplander , being a civilize l people and d voi<l of the superstitions
which embarrass the Siberian natives, have attained a higher degree
of skill in the management of thi animal, and also show great r
ability in teaching other what they know. After obtaining the reindeer, therefore, the next important matter i the procurement of
skill d h rdsmen and team ters from orway and Sweden. It is
of little u, e to give a herd of reindeer to a mi ionary station unle
a 'kill <l t acher goe with it.
Th furni ·hing of the properly trained Laplander is one of the
chi f it m of expen in th introduction of r indeer into northwestrn la ka.
salary of ·200 to ·5 0 a ar i n •essaryfor each, and
th di tribution of h h r(l at h cliff r nt point on the seacoast and
in th int rior i po il>l onl in o far a. th
overnment 1s able to
nd th . e~·1 ri n d herd m n and t am t 1·s. In the course of
io-ht or t n ear th r ·will <>Tow up a upply of thoroughly educate l
nativ · wl1 will r n l r it unnec ary t de1 end any longer upon
Laplan l and 11inland for tea h r , . But it i , hoped in the meanwhile
that th r will b
mi
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ing mall herds to the missionare for the herds has been
To the missionary station
11 r tation at Port Clarn , an 1 Ir. Lopp, who bad
a vino- been with our herd
m nt teacher and paid a

·alary.
The f llowin<r y ar 11:, 1 1· w re loan l to h most promising
appr ntic , nti- ·arlook (call d Charlie), , tationed at Cape Nome.
In 1 fJG two other herd· of 50 each w r loan 1, respectively, to the
w di. h Evano- Ii al Ai · ion n olovin Ba r and the Episcopal Mis·ion at Fort Adams, on th middle ukon, n ar the mouth of the
Tanana River. '"rhe h rd. hav been lo ned n the condit10n that
they ar u ·el a apparatu.1 f r th in. truction of natives in the art of
h r<ling d er and trainino- them to Jrnrne , and on condition that after
thr' y ar. the Governm nt may take from the her<l. a number of
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deer in good condition equal to the original number furnishel1, the
str11tions retaining the increase. .And, pursuing this policy, negotiations have been for some time in progro s to loan herds on the same
conditions to the Catholic station· at rulato and Koserefski (important places on the Yukon) and al o to the stations at Point Hope
(Episcopal) and Point Barrow (Presbyterian) on the Arctic Sea; also
to the Moravian stations at Bethel, on the Kuskokwim Riyer, and
Carmel, on Bristol Ilay, at the entrance to tho Bering Sea on the south.
In providing education for Alaska it is important that the centers
of industrial education shall coincide with the points that haYe to he
held in hand by the Government for the purposes of relief expeditions,
and also with those points from · which the mining and other industrial
interests of AlaRka can be governed. To illustrate this I mention the
fact that if the herds which it is proposed to establish at Point Barrow and Point Hope, on the Arctic Ocean, can by any means be
increased to the number of 5,000 deer, a number not unusual in Lapland as the possession of a single herdsma n, the annual increase of
such a herd would amount to nearly 2,000 fawns. I t is obvious tlrnt
with such resources at two points on the A1·ctic there ne-ver need be
any further fear of starvation on the part of the crews of whaling yessels detained by ice in that region. A saving of at lep.st ,.·50,000 to
the Government would have been effecterl during the year lSOi-08
had those herds been in position. Again, had herdR o:f 5, 000 each
been at the important strategical points of ulato, on the great b nd
of tho Yukon, at Fort Adams, in the middle Yukon, aL the mouth of
Tanana River, or at Circle ity, on the up1) r Yukon, th danger to
starYino- miner. would haYe been ,;-err much r dneed, if n t ntirely
remo,Ted.
Co1111mmicafio;1, with Alasko.-The <liffi ulty met wit h by all thm;o
who would Yi it .Alaska is th impo.-:·ibilit,r of tra ·er.-in<r it.- ya, t
di tances in th winier. Thi.- i. 1h gr at ob.-ta 1 to the min r
who "i:he to luw a e s. t th O'o1<1-l ariu 0 · r O'ion.- and to carry
with him a11 th· conyenienc · for pro ·uri11g ·omfor in 1h louo• ar ·ti• ni•,.ht. II wi ·h .· also to h in ·onstant ommnni ·a ion "·ith 1h
fri n<l · h ha.· 1 •ft h hind him in th •'tat .-. Thi.- i.· , 1.-o th ""l' at
ohstaol ! to th
11ary who ,
r •a ·lt th
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Unalaska, namely, Prince ·wmiam Sound, Cooks Inlet, and Copper
River. But he finds first high mountains and then a vast table-land
extending i.o the north of the. e l)lac s an l separating by a distanc
of from 500 to 700 miles th mining re 0 fon of the upper Yukon from
the shipping ports on the ocean. The e table-lands can not be traYersed in the winter by horses or oxen and scarcely even by the hard ·
species of dog,' that are used for tran portation in this region. ·when
one con ider the diffi.cul i . of a journ ~ of 500 to 700 miles through
a region without ettl ment' and without tor
of proYisions, on
looks for ano h r approach to the r gi n, namely, to that from t,h e
south a t. Days, or riv r flowing into the archipelago, at the southeast will bring the traveler to the foot of he mountains; then if a
good pa s may be found that can b use l wint rand summer, or if it
difficulties can be overcome by means of rail ·oacls or some method of
rapid tran portation, th vi itor to th interior may find himself at
the head waters of the Yukon. In th futur of this Territory it i
evident hat settlement will be form l at di tances from 100 to
300 miles apart from the h
· gion in the winter time
Th na ural entra
ref
uth a t , at the northern
would appear t l
a
rakufat Bay. This quesex r mi · of Ly
c.1,
imp rtant that it deserves a
tion f
munication wi h
full rd
s i n.
I. Tl
proach to la ka uy
B ring Sea ,£naclequate for
1Jurposes of th Go1.:e1·nrnent.-Ye
t pa . into Bering Sea stop
at th i fan l of nala ka, whe c
of al>out 300 people is situat d, which contain· a Ru ian hurch and a ~Iethodist mission. On
an island. in thi. harbor, too, th r t rein
·, 16 jn number, obtained
in 1 91 for
· roclucing th
in le r culture into the
ch
r turn d
se and have increased to
ac
uincr ··
1 i laud.
liua
continue the ·rnyage
b
a
the chain known as
t
erin
he Pribyloff Islands
in winter.
ow ,,
,-r Island, 400 miles
t
ut 200 1
1.,y west of St. Law·r
la
mil -, rom Beri1
, was reached, but no
a
1 abl
to land a
hael or approach the
or any of ih bar north or south of this region
within a re
m 50 t 1 0 mile· from the mainland on account
of th ic .
o ·e in th se port a arly as oyem ber 1, and
th y ar no open again until the 15th of June and occasionally (as
in 1 96) not until th mid( of July. Th
orthwestern ports are
therefore cl eel to the 1 ov- nm nt an 1 to
n rce from seven and
one-half to io-ht and on -h
mon h in tl
ar, l a-ving from three
and on -half to four and o half months for the ntire season's work
in the northwe, t.
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II. The approach to the interior of Alaska by way of the in"kts of the
ocean between Sitkci anll Unalaska.--The management of interior
Alaska could not be conducted by Bering Sea. But it might be conducted either from some one of the ports on Prince William Sound, or
Copper River, which empties next to it on the east, or from Cooks Inlet
to the west of it. Some of the streams flowing into these inlets rise
near the headwaters of the Tanana, the Forty-Mile Creek, and the
White River-the Tanana flowing into the middle Yukon, the FortyJ\Iile Creek flowing into the Yukon near the place where the Yukon
crosses the boundary line that separates Alaska from the British possessions, and the White River flowing into the Yukon some 50 miles
above Dawson in British territory. Should a transportation company build a railroad over this route it would furnish a short and
ready communication from the south immediately into the river valleys that are rich in gold, and large villages would grow up very soon
at the harbor which formed the starting point of the railroad and at
its junction and termini. This route would have the advantage of
being wholly within the boundaries of Alaska. On thi line, at the
headwaters of the four rivers mentioned, one branch could go down
the Tanana River to Minook on the middle Yukon, and the other
branch might approach the upper Yukon with a terminus at or about
Circle City or some point farther south, nearer the British boundary
and the gold mines of the Klondike. Should this railroad not be
built by private parties, an express and mail route could be e tablished by reindeer with r lay hou es built on the entir routo at ini rvals of from 10 to 20 mil . , , tocked with provi ions and each guarded
by on or two oldiers. But the reindeer route could not follow the
canyons of he rivers nor extend in to the ,vood d r ofon near tho
ocean, becau.·o of the lack of mo. s. Th o-eneral rule is that wh re
tr .· grow tho mo . i. not to be f und. Th mo f ed dir ctly on
he rock until a hmnu · or . il i · formed, and th n tre b ()'int o-row.
"'\Yh r there is plenty of moi turc, a in th riv r vall y.
coa ·t region, h mo-.· ha alr a ly giv n pla · to tr
Th di. tanc from th , outh rn harbor t 1H' heacl wat r i. ab ut
~50 mil , all(l th n c to . . Iinook,, t t h jun ti n of t h Tanana ancl
Yukon riv r.·, i.· al out 3 mil . , ancl, bou t h ·am di tanc t tho
Yukon on th a. ·t.
Y r f O'Oo<l rail in
h mo ·-cov r cl di tri ·t
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reached by reindeer ex.press from Iinook, near the mouth of the
Tanana on the middle Yukon. The di tance from Minook to t.
:Michael is about 600 miles, and from Iinook to Cape Prince of
Wale about 800 mile . It i evident that with reindeer all the way,
or with a railroad for a part of the way from Prince William Sound,
all parts of Alaska can be reached by reinde r transportation at any
tim in the winter, and with 50-mile relay the reindeer could bring
mail from 't. Iichael to Minook in ix day , and in eight days all the
way from Cape Prince of Wal to J\Jinook, or even from Point Barrow, which is the same di anc from 1\Iinook as the Cape Prince of
"\Vale . Commercial companies could h n h ar from their whaling
fie t , getting news not more than a month old on arrival at Seattl .

III. The approach to the interior of Ala ka, by Chilkat on the southea. t.-Southeasteru Alaska, including the Alexander Archipelago, in
which Sitka and the neighboring island are ituated, is accessible at
all times of the year.
bimonthly team r ha for years sailed from
attle to the northernmo t inlet which opens beyond Juneau and
ext nd to Dyea.
inc the o-olc.1 x.citem nt trips are more frequent.
Of the harbor in the north f hi inl t up Lynn Sound, those at
hilkat and Ilaine , ar de p; hat of Dy c i hallow.
Ina. mu ha the matt r of op ning up a railroacl communication
from Prin
illiam und or fr m ool. Inl tis a mere project, and
irnvmuch a it would not b f asibl t mak a reindeer route to or
r of he plac · un ti1 •eani t am hip lines, or an extenteam ·hip Hne from 'itka ha mad t rminal points of these
place , th only alternativ for the pr nt action is to complete communi ation from Chilkat or Hain · in the northern inlets of the headwater of th chann 1 with th upper ul on by White Pass (from
'kagway), hilkoot Pa. (from Dyea), orb
hilkat Pass at the headwat 1· of the hilkat Riv r to Lake Ark 11, or farther to the west on
a route ometimes called the "Dalton trail," a :Ir. Dalton having the
pa. t, a. on lriv n ome 50 h a(l f attl and G,000 sheep over this
r u t to th gold 1· gion. . If a railroad h nl 1 b constructed from
Dy a to the navi abl water that d
n<l into the Yukon, there
would .·till b oc a ion f r r in<l r tr, u ·portation 400 or 500 miles
b yond to th gold re ri n,• for ven or io•ht · month in the year.
Tlte wint ,· climate of Aloska.-It i. nry liffi ult to realize the condition pr val nt in la. ·ka in the wint r im . In places where the
, ind from th . uthwe. t om laden with moi ture from the ocean,
th . now m tim f 11. in th our
f h "inter to a depth of 12
f t. "\Vhere th hi h mountc in: cau ·e h ,•outh winds to lose a large
portion f their moi tur the .·n w fall i. mu h 1 .·. The temperature
in ·om month of th ear will averag many c1 gr es below zero, frequ n ly lipping a. low a. 50, 60, or
n 70 legr
below zero, Fahrenheit. 0 h rmonthsof th am wint rwillhav a temperature, for
h ntir m nth, of from z r to fr ezing point, comparatively comfortabl weath r. The m teorological records k pt in this region show
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that tne coldest month may be December, ,January, or February.
There is great variation from one year to another. Sometimes there
is a month in which a storm occurs on an average twice a week for a
whole month together. In order to imagine the terrors of a storm in
Alaska, one must conceive a perpetual night varying from twilight
at midday to the blackest darkness for three-fourths of the day, and
in this night he must conceive a Minnesota blizzard in which the
thermometer instead of varying from zero to 30 degrees below, as in
Minnesota, varies from 30 to 60 degrees below. The impossibiUty of
combating such a storm is obvious.
Communication over the surface of the snow.-For eight months of
the year central and northern Alaska may be conceived as a yast snow
field; it is not the more difficult to penetrate on that account, however. 'rhe snow covers the region like a -vast white asphalt pavement.
It fills up the small crevices and the deep gulches and makes one
smooth surface undulating with the hills and valleys. On the surface
of the snow is a hard crust which will bear up men and animals and
especially the reindeer with his broad foot. While the winter time
can not be used at all for transportation on the Arctic Ocean or Bering
Sea or on the rivers of Alaska, the long winter is capable of b ing u ed
by the reindeer for communication throughout the interior. On a
snow surface, with not too steep hills or too deep valley , the reindeer
can travel his 50, 70, or ven 90 miles a day, getting his food at meal
times by thru ting his tough lips through the snow t the mo .
The supply of reincleer nwss for food.- onceiYe all la la a. · one
va. t r k. The fore
of natur - he .'lm, the rain the .fro t , the
vital power of the seed of the mo an 1 of har ly tr .·-all he e
elem nt.· work on the ro k to, ul due it for yco- tation.
nth oa t
ean wh re the wind.- are lad n with 111 i. ture as w 11 a>' on
th riY r Yall 'Y the fir, t 1 ginninO', of Yegeiation a1 p ar d. Th
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mad by ~Ir. Kj llmann in th winter of 1807, from Port Clarence south
to Bri tol Bay. He accompli h d the other parts of his journey, even
the ,' alincr of high mountain pa. es without difficulty, but in attempting to conduct a portion of his return journey through the forest
between the Kuskokwim and rukon rivers he could not find moss
enoucrh to ub,·ist his reind er xcept by utting down trees and using
an inferior quality of mo s.
, it wa , a half dozen of his deer p eri h d . 'rlie, e r in l r journ y can be a ompli heel only on trails
leadino- over the hill abov the river vall ys.
Th introduction of reincle ,· f1·01n Siberia into A laska.-The importation of r indeer from iberia has , ettl d favorably all the questions
of the Alaska probl m except the facility of obtaining a supply and
the po sibility of obtainincr it at any tim of the year.
Th following tabl show at a glance h number imported each
year already mentioned above:
Year.

Numuer.

1 91------------------------------------1 Q'> ·--· ------------------------- -------1 93 --- .. ---- - --- - - ---- - --- -- - ----- - - ---1 0-i ---· --- ·--- -----------· --- --- ·--- ·---

16
171
124
120

Number.

Year.
l 95 ------·--- ----- ---- -----------------

123

Total __________ ---- -----· --------

554:

urned loose on Amaknak
nal.- ka, an 1 hav increa d, but th exact number is not
n ·w known. The oth r 53 l er ha v b n h rded carefully and their
pr ent numb r i 1,40G, f whi h 4:GG wa · the increase in fawns in the
prin°· of 1807.
It will be, een by tho abov table that 53 reindeer purchased during the four years, 1802 to 1895, an averaO' of 134: per annum, have
incrna ·od to 1,4GG deer. It i said that th deer born on the American sid are heavier than th average d r imported from Siberia.
If the 1 0v rnm nt h rd amount d to 5,000 cl er the annual increase
would h b tw en ,0 0 c n 1 3, 0, a uffi. i nt number to stock all the
mi . ion ;ta ion. in Ale ska.
f 11 win°· tabl ,'] w. th 1 ·ati u f th ·e deer on June 30,

/Old deer. / Fawns. Total.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,
1. Government b rd Tell r. tntion ___________________________________ _

5:

s~iisircr~~8;iovir1

Bay:-_-_:::::·_:::·_:::::-_-_-_::::::-_:::::::::::::::

t: Er:e~~: -~h{t~l ;~!ct.:::::::::::::::==========--==----==----===--====
0

6. Ta-vo-tuk, a pr ntice Tell r Station. _______________________ __ _____ _
1
7. · -k og-look, appr ntice,
T Iler Station _____ ________________ _______ _
. \Vock ock, apprentic , T Iler ·tation ------------------· ___________ _
9. Ah-Lo<>k, apprentice Teller, tation. _______________________________ _
10. El ctoona, apprentice, Tell r tatiou ----- ------ ___ _______ _____ ____ _
11. Moe~, apprentic!3, Golovin.Bay __________________ ·--------------· ___ _
12. Martm, apprentice, olovm Bay---- _______________ ____ _______ . ____ _
13. Okitkon,a.pprentice, Golovin Bay---------------- ---- _________ ____ __ _
14. Tatpan, apprentice, Golovin Bay _______ •• _________ ••. _·-. ___ ·-· .• __ Total ________________________ ____ ---- ________ ___ _____ ·- · . ________ ----

343
193

10
69
243
15
7

2

3

4

20
12
10
7
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126

469

85

278

.40
40
124
11
5
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109
367
26
12
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11
7
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11~
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Herds numbered 2 and 5 have been order ed to Point Barrow to
relieve suffering whalers. Two hundred deer trained to harness, or as
near that number as could be obtained, were ordered on September
22, 1897, to St. Michael by the honorable the Secretary of the Interior
to assist in moving supplies to mines in the Yukon Valley.
The following table shows the annual increase and the number
received from previous year:

I

1891.
1892.
18!l3.
1894. I 1895. I 1896.
1 97.
1- -- .-- - 1 " - --1-- -i - •- - 143
323 ,
492 I
743
1,000

- - - - -- - - - - - --

i~:!;;~~\Y;f;i~~~.:~~~:::::::: ==:: ====== :::: :::: ::::171
==~=
Ji
171
346
1

Purchased during summer............ ... .
16
Total October 1 .... .......... ... ........... ---· ....
Los.................................................

28

Carried forward ................. .... ...... . _

143

23

½i8
588
96

m
....~~'.J. ...~
sm I
148

1, 100
1, -1116
100 ········

323 -402 -743 1 1,000

==

The herd men first imported from Siberia were members of the
Indian tribes, superstitious and uncivilized in their habits. rrh ir
method of caring for the deer during the time of fawning wa not
good.
'ince obtaining five families (seventeen per ons in all) from Lapland in 1894 the training of the reindeer bas proceeded more , ati factorily . The Eskimo apprentices, some twenty-five in numb r,
have learne l enough to make them good a i tant herdsmen and two
of them ar e., cellent teamst r ; but it would eem that ..tiv · ar '
appr ntic hip i reqnir d to mak intellicrent p opl w 11 acquaint l
with all th m thod ne ded in training th r ina rt ham
caring for the oung, and with th vari u. · oth r c rt which ar
po ·
ion of the herdsmen' famili . in Finland and Lapland.
Th gr at difficulty, h w v r, in th
xp rim n in northw ., rn
Ala ka i th obtaiuino- of ffi. i nt he1'd m n. rrhr of the fc mili
of Lapp., after remaining h three y ar. ao-r cl upon, haver urn d
to La plan l. "\ hil two ·kill 1 Lapp h rd r. with th ir bo an 1 with
E kimo appr ntice , an han 11 a lar h rd f 1,0 or 2, 0 0 r ind r,
it r quir one Lapland rt a ht n r in l r train d t h
a

1

nd Finland

r

m

kn w

'

of
havha i
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Of transportation by doo-s, Dr ..Jack on says:
The dog in the Arctic seems to be a middle-sized one, with much of the appearance and habits of the wolf. They are a barely animal, suited to their environment. From five to eight make a good team. They are frequently hitched up
tandem. When traveling an attendant usually runs in front, while a second
guides the sled. They will make as many miles in a day as the attendant running in
front can lead them, and will carry on the sled about 125 pounds to the dog. When
1raveling they are fed from 1 to 1-½ pounds of dry fish per day. When at home t hey
are allowed to forage for themselves. If a sled load of freight is drawn by dogs
a second sled load is necessary for carrying provisions for the two teams of clogs,
if the journey is a long one. Consequently it is impossible to utilize dogson journeys very distant from sources of supply of dog food. Since the rapid increa e of
the white population in Alaska, and the development of the mines, dog transportation has proved entirely inadequate, although the necessity has been so great
that the price of dogs has run up to 100 and $200 apiece. A year ago this fall the
steamer Bella was frozen in at Fort Yukon, 80 miles distant from Circle City.
An effort was made to forward the provisions from the steamer by dog teams on
the ice to Circle City and Dawson, but the effort failed. It was found impossible
to move the food in sufficient quantities and with sufficient speed to supply the
miners of the Yukon, and by spring flour had advanced at Dawson City from
50 to $125 per hundred pounds,

'rhe Bureau of Education has been charo- d wit.h the care of eduThe object propos d from the beginning by the
Commi ioner prec ding m , G neral Eaton and olonel Dawson, has
b n to pr vide uch edu ation a to pr pare the natives to take up
th indu tri and mode of lif
tabli h l in the tates by our white
p pulation, and by all mean, not try to continu· the tribal life after the
manner of he Indian in thew tern tat and Territories. If the
nativ of Ala ka could be tau<Yht the Engli h language, be brought
under hri tian infl.uenc by the mi ionarie and trained into he
form of indu try uitabl for the Territory, it seems to follow as a
n c ary result that the white population of laska, composed of
immigrant from the tate , would be abl to employ them in their
pur uit , u ino- th ir labor to a i tin minino-, transportation, and
in th produ tion of food.
population of 40,000 natives engaged
in r ind er h rdin and ran portation wonld furni h the contingent
n d to omplement r mak p ibl the mininCT industry. After
autiou · ~ p riment in 1 91, 1 92, an 11 03, and pecially after the
arrival f h Lapland famili · a herd men in 1 94, it has become
p rim nt will pro ea ucc
A herd of from 100
c rtain that th
to 50 rein 1 r hould be pla ed at ach mi ion station together with
a Lapland h rd man wh
an in truct twenty or thirty apprentices
in h managem nt of th d r. Th wage for work done in behalf
of h mi ion tation, a ha. b en hown, can be paid by the transf r of reindeer to h .' apprenti e , o that aft r ufficient skill has
b en acquir d the appr n ic will have with them the nucleus of
a h rd of r inde r to ommence their career with. They and their
on will by and by take the r indeer train d for harness and find a
mployment with transportation companies. At home a
profitabl
ED 97--IV
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large herd will accumulate, furnishing food in the form of reindeer
milk and reindeer meat.
The following list of missionary stations will show how the entire
territory is commanded from these strategical points.
1. On the Arctic n.l'e located tho following:
Denomination.

Teachers.

1. Point Barrow--------- · -- ____ Presbyterian (Government school). One missionary.

~: i~\~!l~~p~ouna.·::: :::::~:::~ ~~~~~F~~::::::::::::::::::: :::::::~::

ThP.e~ missionaries.

"\Vith herds of from 1,000 to 5,000 at each of these stations as already
intimated, there need never be the slightest fear regarding the whalers
who are caught in the ice before reaching Bering Strait. If they can
not bring their vessels to the protected harbors near by the missionary
stations they can at least escape over the ice and obtain sure subsistence until spring time. They can load their vessels, in fact, with supplies from one of these stations and on the breaking up of the ice in
the spring continue their ·whaling voyages.
2. The following missionary stations are located alon o- the coast
from Bering Strait to Unalaska in the Bering Sea:
Denomination.

Teachers.
Two missionaries.
Do.
Ono teacher.
'.rhr missionaries.
Two mi · ionarics.
Do.

11

all he plac <1
uftici
omm u
th .'tat . thr
h rci
· .·pre
:Minook, 011 tho midd
kon, t1
four da
t by tho swifte. t mail
'th ,·lowc.,t form of r
t en <la
3. Th
·:ion, ry ,'iatiou · on th

retie

·ean can

h
er mouth with
h the mail to anJ from
tation being only
relay , or onl · ixwino-:

D nomination.

Yhil · 1h
f y f h

whalinrr fl

of Yi c I imp rtanc for the
.,..uk n ar of Yital impor-
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tauce for transportation in the winter time, and besides the missionary stations there will donb 1 s pring up many camps of miners from
the middle Yukon on to its highest ources and also along all of the
tributaries on which gold may be found . It is too much to expect that
miners will raise herds of reindeer, or indeed that reindeer can possibly be rai ed in the immediate vicinity of a mining camp, but the
missionary stations remove :I. at a saf distance from these villages can
produce hundreds and thou ands of reindeer, together -with skilled
natives who have learned to, p ak he Engli. h language and have
acquired the manners aud customs of our peopl . 'These will become
herdsmen ancl team ters for t,he mine .
4. Tho Aleutian I land . On one of the e (20) Unalaska has a
mis ionary establi hment, J\Iethodi t, with two misnionaries and one
Government teacher.
The Aleutian I. land are all said to b mo s-bearing 1 and they
should all have herds of reinde r . If not tame, at least a few should
be plac don each island to run wild and· sto k the pastures.
5. The mi ionary station along th northern Pacific Coast between
itk~ and nalaska are:

1

Goyernmen t schools.

Th voyage from
nala ka, almost directly west, is 1, :WO
mil .-.
long thi coa t h abov mi. ionary tations arc establi hed.
Tran portation wi h the int rior of laska from these stations will be
mad po. ibl lJy the po..
ion of reind r h rd ..
G. Th mi.. ionary , tation. · in the itka Archipelago at the southea. ·t ar :
Denomina tiou.

Teachers.
Four missionaries.
ne teacher.
Four missionaries.
ne teacher.
Three missionaries.
One missionary.
Tbree missionaries.
Do.
Two teac-hers.
Twelve missionaries.
Five teachers.
One mi sionary.
Two missionaries.
Do.
One teacher.
Two teachers.
Fou~~issionaries.
One teacher.
.
One missionary and assist·
ants.
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These stations can not at present be used for education in the art
of managing the reindeer for the lack of moss fields. It is therefore
deemed very important that a large herd of reindeer should be placed
as near as possible to this region, namely, at some point northwest of
the Lynn Canal, as near as possible to Chilkat. To this place could
be sent enterprising and promising young men from the mission
schools in the Sitka Archipelago to be trained for teamsters and
herdsmen, for it is at this point, as has .already been pointed out, that
the problem of winter communication with Alaska, so necessary to
its Government management, must be solved.
The reindeer transportation must move out from the north of the
Lynn Canal at Chilkat or Dyea. There should be an appropriation
of $25,000 per annum for the expense of the camp of a reindeer station at this place-that is, as near as possible to the Lynn Canalalthough probably the place selected on Alaskan territory for this
purpose must be between the headwaters of the Tanana and ·white
rivers, and 300 miles northwest of Chilkat. This herd should be
increased from year to year until it amounts to 5,000, in order to
hurry forward the work of developing the resources of Alaska by
reindeer culture.
The Government may ultimately be able .from time to time to dispose
of a sufficient number of these reindeer to reimburse the Trea ury for
the expense incurred. It is desirable, of cour e, a soon as po ible
after a demon tration ha8 been mad of the practicability of the
scheme ancl its best methods have been di co ered, that private enterpri e shall take up and carry on th indu 'try, but it i. all important
that at lea tone part of the reind er indu.'try houltl be k pt along
its pre nt line until the nativ of la ka ha b n 1 vat d from
th tatu of a hunting and fl., hino- civilization to that of farmino- and
o-razing. But if th reindeer nt rpri cret. ntir ly int th c ntr 1
of J>rivat bu ine' part-i befor thi i. accompli. h d it b n fit
may be turn d away fr m th nativ p pl . It i. therefor
ry
im1 ortant tha th mi ionary tation hall be uppli l with r indeer
herd· aft r th plan c lr a ly inaugurat l by hi Bur au.
All of whi ·hi. r p c fully ubmitt d.
W. T. II RRI,
I!

11.

1

R . . EL

.
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J
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TABLE

1.-The total 1JO]ntlati<Jn the school popiilation, and the adult male population.
The school -population.
Estimated
total population m
1 97.

State or Territory.

Estimated number of children
5 to 1 years of ago in 1 !Ji.
Boys.

2

1

'irls.

-----,,

Total.

Estimated
number of
mfLle perPercent _ sons 21
age of years ~,nd
over in
boys.
1897.
7

6

0

4

5

United States_--·· ·· .... 71,374,142

10, Gil, 992

10,440,480

21,082,472

50.48

19,396,:no

North Atlantic Division .... _. 19,!l-!7. 00
South Atlantic Division ...... 9, 73'3,882
South Central Division .... -.. 12, 8-!4, 000
North Central Di vision._ ..... 24:, 033, 500
Western Divi ion ..••... -····- 3,915,360

2,542,225
1, G68, 560
2,257,910
3,603,330
479,067

2,522,167
1, 6-W, 810
2,19 ,680
3,012,310
466,513

5,061,392
3,309,370
4,456,590
7,305,64.0
94-6,480

50. l!)
50.42
50.66
50. 56
50. 72

5,791,300
2,217,790
2,060,450
6,922,700
1,500,970

657,300
39 , 700
33-3,000
2,G.14:,000
305,700
8l0, 100
6, '>1,000
1, 7 ,000
(;, 070, 000

81,710
44, 0
42,330
300,100
48,020
09, 3.50
81 ,!150
aZ.11, 5
s.;a, 700

70,WO
44,3l 0
39,770
302,100
48,450
'3.10
8-1.'3, 050
a225,!77
840,800

161,700
S 8GO
82,100
602,200
00,470
197,700
1,684,000

1,604,500

50.53
50.0H
51.55
49.83
49. 77
50. 24
40.95
50. 09
50.38

200,100
125, 100
101,900
782,200
114,eOO
252,300
2,021,000
506. 100
1,688,000

173 200
1, 17!1, 000

24,750
173,:.'00
3!,200
2!)3, 400
144,400
315,050
238,000
361,700
82,900

21,080
172,000
36,240

48, 8.'30
3!5,200
70,440
i,: 2,100
285,000
623,400
473, i:00
715,300
105,300

50.69
50.18
48.55
50.41
50.56
50. 54
50. 48
50. 57
50.17

48,900
306,300
77,690
389, 00
202,000
373, 500
260,800
436,500
12'Z,300

o.ii.soo

1:1-1::000

50. 53
50.89
50. 68
50. 78
50.22
50. 61
50. 75
51. 73

483,300
427.400
373,700
299,300
280,700
714,300
294:,800
86,950

1,0/28,000
rx32, 050
1,2V8, 000
623,700
610,200
491,750
&'33,800
044,500
82, 00
100,400
340,700
410,750

50.57
50.45
50. 34
50.42
50. 37
50.48
50. 79
50.45
51. 67
51.16
51. OS
50. 98

1,061,000
600,200
1,288,000
662,300
567,100
490,900
571,700
'i'99, 700
93,000
100,900
322,100
356,800

41, 4-J-0
21,270
124 300
· 49:0 0
20,500
8-!, 610
I 100
37,380
108,800
102,100
34:7, 000

50. 52
51. 78
50.56
51. 07
50.52
50. 59
50. 73
51. 43
51. 20
50. 52
50.54

113,600
44,420
226,000
51,180
32,060
68,320
19,050
51,540
201,700
13:l, 900
561,200

I

----

North Atlantic Division:
1\Iaine ·-·--···---···----···
New Hampshire-·····-···
Vermont_ ... ····-······-·Mas
achusetts
···--··--··Rhode
Island. ______
. ____ ..
Connecticut _______________
New York----------·-----New JerseY----·--------··
Pennsylvania_--·········South Atlantic Divi -ion:
Delawar (1802) •• -·--··--Maryland------·-·-···--·D) t1:ic_t of olumhia ··-··
V1rg1n1a. ·-· .. ·-···· ·-····
We ·t Virginia. (1800)_ .....
North arolina (1 96)·-·-·
South arolina_··-···-····

i1~~~ia~-i- ~~. ~~~ ==::: =:: :: := =
South Central Div-i. ion:
Kentucky (1 06). -····· ..••
Tenne e (1806) •.•.......
Alabama .... ·······-······
Mi sis jppi (1895).----·····
Loui. iana (1806) .•.•. -·····
Texas (1 06)_ .... ··---·····
Arkansas ........ - .........
Oklaboma ........ -·······North C ntral Divi. ion:
Ohio
Indiana .... _..... -·---····Tilinois .... --···· -····· ... .

l~t~~~~~n=================
Iinne. ta·-····-···--·-·-·

Iowa ..... ·--·····-·····-···
l\Ii. souri
North Dakota (1 ') ·····South Dakota (1 '!lt.i) --····
Nebra ka ·-··-···-····-···
Kansas .... --··· ····---····
We. tern DiviJ ion:
Montana--···--····-· .....

~rg~g~t~~- ~~==:==== ====

New:\I xico·--······--···Arizona -···-····-···- -····
tah -····-·-·······-·-····
Nevada. ... -·-·-····-·····-·
lda.ho .. -·········-········ ·
Washin ,ton (1 O,;) ·-······
1

!lifi~n~ ·. ~~:

::::::=: :::::

277 7?

1, 704-: <XXl
810,300
1, 76.'3,(JOO
1,271, COO
2,015,000
497,600
1, 0!)3,000
1,877 000
1,741,000
1,431, (XJ()
1,2:-1, 000
2, 1 70,000
1, 2!)0, 000
280,600

a, 8.34, ooo

2,2-U,0<,()
4,:,0!,0C
2,2,16,000
2,072.000
1, 'ilW),lro

2, 101,(00
3,o:36,(:00
30.'3,600

:m. ooo

1, 131,()())
1, 3:l', 000

328,000
32G, 900

:ns,ooo

265,300
214,200
520,200
233,000
43,810

28:,700

141,200
308,350
ZJ.!,300
3-5-'3, 000
62, 3-10

322, 00()
31!;,400
30H,GOO
2.'57, 200
212, :mo
510,HJO
221.i, GOO
40,880
,!).'Jj,!ll)()

3:M. 500
U,,4:50
:xio, 200
30i, 300
Zl.'3, 520
311,000
46J ,000
40,(~
40,030
llill, ,00
-, 750

20,510

10,21;()
lil.460
2!,0'20
10,110
41,800
4,4 3
18,lt;O
5-'3, 070
50,510
li2, 100

----

a-!56, 862

642,300
621,600
522,500
426,500

l,~,m
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TABLE

2.-Dutafrom, United States Census 1·eports, of use in stiidying educational
cond'i-tions.

State or Territory.

Number of children
5 to 18 years of age
to every 100 persons
of the total populaion.

1870.

~u~~!i
males to
every 100
children
5 to 18
years of
age in
1890.

Percentage of
c~fj1~!n
5 to 18
years of
age that
were of
foreign
birth or
parent-

1880.

1890.

afsM~

3

4

6

Percentage_of
foreign
of th e
total
P?PU!a•
twn
m
1890

Population to
the
sq_uare
mile in
1890.

Percentr
age of

t:1~!1~~-

in cities
of 8,000
inhabitants and
oyer in
1 '90.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ - - - - - - - - - · 1 - - - - - - 1

1

s

9

- - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -UnitedStates ______

31.27

30.04

29.61

91. 4

33. 5

14. 77

21

-----1---1----~----1----l---1

North Atlantic Division.
South Atlantic Division.
South Central Division..
North Central Di vision..
Western Division . ----···
North Atlantic Division:
Maine................
New Hampshire.____
Vermont ... . ······-·Massachusetts - ......
Rhode Island ........
Connecticut..........
New York .... ........
New Jersey..........
Pennsylvania........
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware .............
l\1aryland . . . ... . . . . . .
District of Columbia.
Virginia..............
We t Virginia........
North Carolina . . . . . .
Sou th Carolina • . . . . .

28. 30
38. 02
33. 92

32. 40

25.57

TexM ....... . . . . . . • . . .

28. 01
24. 75
27.18
25. 51
25. 66
2.1. 86
28.09
29. 01
30.55
31.84
31. 30
27. 01
32.39
34.13
3.'3. 60
33. 15

34. 41
34. 13
34.40
33 70
31.11
34. 80
34.16

25. 71
2'Z. 80

25. 96

23. 98
24.64
24. 97
26.32
27. 98
29.43
•w.11
29.89
26.87
32.43
33.3i
32.30
33.21
33.17
32.82
3-'3.14

33. 44

33.37
34.12
31. 93
32. 60
33. 15

Arkansa
Oklahoma ............... ........... .
North entral Division:
Ohio..... ...... ...... 31.Z1
Indiana ......... ...... 33. 1;,
Illinois . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . 32. 24
Michigan . .. . . . .. . . .. 30. 2R
Wi. con in . . . ... . .. ... 3.1.;;7
Minn ota.... .... .... 3:.?.4.5
Iowa.................. 3:3.00
Mi. ourl. ..... ...... .. 33. 57
Torth Dakota ........ } ,::3 ~4c
outh Dakota........ - ·'

ebr ka....... ......
Kan s ••••..•.• •••••.
We rn Vivi ion:
.1.

lont na. ............ .

~rit,\~g.::::::::
::::
I xico ....•.....
l

Arlzon

b .•••••••• ....... ..

• V

Id ho .•••..•..........

W bin
o •••••••••.
0
n .•••..••••.••••
(' lltorn ........... .

25. 39
34. 04

34. 76
29.33
24.33

114. 4
66. 8

45. 8
6. 6

9±. 6
156. 7

41. 5
44. 7

24.60
22.29
24.65
22.87
24. 38
23.54
24.57
26. 04
27.92

140.8
124.1
129.9
118. 7
127.6
120. l
109.9
99.6

123. 7

65. 9

22. 34
2. 35
2. 93
18. 16
25. 46

107
33

25.0
38.4
33.4
60.5
62.4
54.6

11.9±
19.21
13.26
29.35
30. 77
24. 60
26.19
22. 77
16.08

2'2
42
36
278
318
154
126
194
117

17.3
24.4
26.3
2.8
5.0

7. 1
9.05
8. 15

80
106
3, ~

2.48
.23
.54

33
38

8. 6

19

30
3

29.20
51. 1
16. 03
10.45
25. 91
29.99

------- ------ ====l===i===±====-1====1== =

i?o'i~1a~_:::::::::::::: iU~
South Central Division:
Kentucky ...... ......
Tenn es ee . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alabama.............
Missis ippi. .... ......
Loni ianR. . . . . . . . . . . ..

26.87
32. 24
33.13
30. 63
25.13

!' .07

28.19

29.28
25.38
34.16
33.62
35. 35
37.14
3.5. 50
33.23

32. 70
34.22
35. 70

36.(19
84-. 04
3.5.10
35.US
30.1

100.1
88. 7
110.3
67.0
70. 7
59.9
5.5.1
61. 0
74.0
74.0
60.5
00.1
57.3
6,5.8

.3
M.O
102. 7

M.8
48.8
32.3

.7

2.3
2.1
11. 5

8. 7
2.0
3.2
3.1
17. 8
16. 0
:3.5
0.0

30. 4
17.8
47.0
56.1
72.4
76.4

42. 6

2-J.5

80.3
01. 2
42.1
20.4

1.11

,{16

5.86

31

19. 72
27.37
7.93
69. 90
7 . 9
51.63
60.02
5-!. 0440. 93
36.46
44. 65
100. 00
1!3. 40
6.95
3. 7
ll.

31
7

10.
12.02

40

J.J..87
11.45
5. 0
2. 64,
23. 6.5
10.08
4. 9

42
29

28
25
9
21

2

00
01
36
81
10
34
39
3
4
14
17
1
1
4
1
1
3

Oi
1
5
3

:n.,,1
! .27
21;: 08

2;;.]7

~.37
H.
2tl.'%/
3.10
2-U6
11.62

l -'
l!1.2il
3i.07
!., • ;3

1 .tJO
!., • _,.,

l .H
!I.
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3.-School ages of the several States-State school censuses.

State or Territory.

School census.
i~:fi{ Age for 1----r---.------ - - - - Number of children enutendance compul- Date of
merated.
at the sory at- latest ct11!r0in
public
tendschool enumerschools.
ance.
census
Boys.
Girls.
Total.
reported. ated.

------

3

1.

4

6

ii

,,

s

1-----1---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

North Atlantic Division:
Maine-----------------____
5-21
New Hampshire ____ ._____ Over 6
Vermont ____ . _____ ··---- -·
5-21
Mas. achusetts .... -- ·----- No limit.
Rhode Island ..... -------· Over 5
Conne ticut -·----··-- -···
4-16
New York·----· ---· -----5-21
New Jersey _____ __________
5-20
Pennsylvania (1896) ·----6-21
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1 93) ______ . -··
6-21
6-21
Maryland·-· -·· --·---··--·
D!9t1:ic.t of Columbia __ .. _
6-18
5-21
V1rgm1a -·-·--·····-----··
6-21
WestVirginia (1896)--·--North Carolina (1896) ___ _
6-21
6-21
South Carolina.--·-------

~ei;it:_:: ::: ·_ ~: ::: ::: :::: :

South Central Division:
Kentucky (1896)---------Tenuessee (1896) __ . ____ ___
Alabama----·- --· -·- -- ---Missis. ippi (1 F;) -----·-··
Louisiana--·----··· - _____ _
Texas (1 96) ·--------- ---Arkansas·-··-----· ------Oklahoma .. ---·-- ·--·----North entra.l Division:
ObiO-- --·---- -- -- --·------Indiana ·-·--- ---·--------Illinois ______ ·-----·---. __ _
Michigan ____ ·--·-----·---·
Wis onsin -----------·--··
Minnesota·-------------·-

~l::oiiri: ::: :::: :::: =:::::

North Dakota (1896)--·--outh Dakota (1 96) _____ _
Nebra.'ka
··--·--Kansas ________
. __ .·-----··_______ .
Western Division:
Montana- --·-- ---··---- -··

P,;;rgl~l~~~~~~!.
==~~::::::
New Mexico----·--- -·----

Arizona, __ ·-·---·---------tah ······-··------·---··,,.evada . --·--- ---·-- ·----Idaho-- ·· -- ----··----··-·Wa hinfton ( 1 )-----···

8~ufg~~.~!.-_:::::: ::::::

6-18
6-21

6-20
6-21
7- 21
5-21
6-18
8-17
' 21
6-21
6-21
6-21
21
5-20
4-20
5-21
5-21
6-20
6-20
6-20
5-21
5-21
6-21
6-21
6-21
6-21
6-1
6-18
l

5-21
5-21
20
21

8-15
8-14
8-15
(£8- 14
7- 15
8-16
8-16
7-12
c8-13
(e)
(e)

6-15
(e)

If
\f
(e)

cS-14
-14
7-14

7-16
7- 13
8-16

~=~8-14

8-14

14

8-14

1897
1 97
)897
1896
1897
1 96
1 97
1896

4-21
5-16
5-21
5- 15
b5-15
4-16

----- ---------- ---32,955
33,184
46,326

---------87,676
----------

5-18
231,585
8-13 --·------·
15,827
6-21

---·-6-=iii" :::::: :::: :::::: .::: ... -5.foi4
5-21
6-21
6-21

389,475
155,105
323,427

1n: 412
315, 973

326 058

665,533

- - -6-18
6-21

806, 594
78, 666

298,377
73, 932

604, 911
152,698

6-20
6-21
7-21
5 21
6 18
8 17
6 21
21

375,259
870,252

360,846
350,671

281,555

259,976

306,320

235,856
47,082

352,344
227,820
43,503

736,105
720,923
613,996
541,531
419,753
718,G64
463,67f
90, 58/i

21

602,910
388,182
710,974
358,984
858,500

570,327
361,720
685,797
347, 2.50
843,483

6-21

0-21
5 20
4-20

/

296,511
639, 400

1,173,237
74-9, 902
1,396,771
701,284
696,933

----·s-=ff --oofiif ··35frez- --·127,'694
6-20
6-20
6-20
5-21
5-21

490,627
84, 032
55, 194

181,087
250, 980

482,520
81, 860
51,803
173,892
245,019

65,892
106 497
354, 929

21

23,289

22,890

973, 147

46,179

4-95, 949

--··-~2i- :::::::::: :::::: :::: ...130,362
5-21 ------·-·· ·--------·
1
18 - - 41, 168
- ii'if
1
4 696
4,416
5 21
22: 172
19,956
5-21
61,267
59,296
6.5, 647
63, 973
4-21
5-17
172,637
168,815

a to 15 where manual training is given.
b Inclusive.
at work.
d Jensus imper le t.
e •ocompulsory-attendance law.
I o hool cen. us.
gPenalty operative only in ca e of children 7 to 16.

cTo 16 unl

210. 341
66,139
90,166
431,387
- -- --- --- 37,586
75,262
179,263
----------- 1,203,199
456.862
225, ;!'/7
(d)
- --------33,585
17,758
43,840

40:

48,924
17,427
81, 882
9, 112
42,128
120,563
129,620
34-0, 952
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4.-J·{umbe1· of pupils em·ollecl in the common schools at 'i:a1·ious pe1·iods,
ancl the relation of the enrollrnent to the school population.

State or Territory.

Number of different pupils enrolled
during the school year, excluding
duplicates.
1870-71.

l.

1879---80.

---- ---!J
3
---- ----

1889-90.

1896-97.

4

~

- - - - - --

----

2,030,345
1,242,811
1,371,975
-!, 033,828
288,546

3,112,62'.Z
1,785,486
2,293,579
5,015,217
515,677

North Atlantic Di vision:
Maine .. ............... al52,600 140,827
139,676
New Hampshire.....
71,957
59,813
Vermont ............. bG5,38-!
b65, 608
~·~
Massachusetts . . . .... 273, 661 306: 777
371,492
Rhode Island .......... a 3-!, 000
52,774
40, 60-!
Connecticut.......... 113,588 119,694:
126,505
NewYork ............ 1,028,110 1,031,593 1,042,160
New Jersey.......... 169,430 20-!, 961
23-!, 072
P ennsylvania .... .... 83-!,614
937,310 1,020,522
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware.............
20,058
31, 43-!
27,823
Maryland............. 115,083 162,431
184,251
D~sti:ic_t of Columbia.
15,157
36,906
26,439
V1rgm1a ..... . ........ 131,088 220,736
342,269
WestVirginia........
76,999
193,064:
142,850
North Carolina . ...... a 115,000 252,612
322,533
South Carolina... ... .
66,056
134,072
201,200
Geo1:gia. ...... .... ....
49,578
Z36,533
381,297
Florida...............
14,000
30,315
92,472
South Central Division:
Kentucky •........... el78,457 e276,000
399,()6()
Tennessee •........... a140,000
300,217
447,950
Alabama.............. 14J, 312 179,490
301,615
Mississippi . . . . . . . . . . . 117, 000 236, 65-!
334, 158
Louisiana ............ - 57,639
77, 642
120,253
Texas ........... .. -. ..
63, 5(Ji a2'ZO, 000
4G6, 872
Arlrnn!<as ....... -... -. .
69,927
81, 972
2'23, 071
Oklahoma .................•...................•.....
North Central Division:
Ohio ................. .

Indiana .............. .
Illinois ............... .
Michigan .•...........
Wi!;con. in ........... .
Minnesota. ........... .
Iowa .................. :m,
Mis.·ouri .............. 330,070
North Dakota ... . .... } al 600
, 'outb Dakota.........
•
Tehra ka. ......... .... ZJ,26'3
Kan. aq··-·············
', 777
We tern Dh-i ion:
.Iontrrna ....•.........

92, 54-!l

707, 4.'30
512,05.5
77 ,319
427,032
351,723
280,060
493,267
6!.>(),31!
35,54-'3
7 0-J,.'3
210:300

!!31, 134

3l '3:!2

1870-71 . 1879-80. 1889-90. 1898-97.

I

- - - - - - --9
7
s

6

61.45

65.50

68.61

69.50

77. 95
30.51
34.17
76.87
54-. 77

75.17
50.7-!
46.43
75.&i
6-!.96

70.45
59.22
G0.14
76.4G
70.01

69.9Sl
62.56
Gl.14
76.48
76.56

132,130 a87.35
91. 31
6!,207
G5,349
439,367 --12.·af
62,337 a50.24
80. 83
143,921
82.98
1,203,190
63.20
294,880
76.35
1,139,765

89.80
81.32
87.21
71. 76
59.50
76. 97
77.10
64. 77
74.37

85.88
71.28
72.56
62. 65
72.0'J
70. 71
62.21
60.53

81. 72
72.25
70.00
72.97
64..63
72.80

6-!.53
67.27

65.20
58.13
55.40
45.00
69.21
55. 87
40.56
46. 2-!
44.16

66.19
60.37
(i.'3.10
60. 51
75.27
56.39
47.08
58.45
71.10

c67. 93
66.61
61.0i
6.'3.19
d75.5-3
d59. 50
5-t 55
62.37
63. 76

d400,126
d481,585 a32. 00
58. 21
319,526
40. 36
42. 60
f350, 615
40. 60
61.29
160,0-!7
2-!. 78
25. 87
cl 616,508
21. 00 a 42. 40
40.29
30.81
316,270
70,309

65.6-!
74. 0.3
55.83
70.62
31. 58
50.50
r,r,.41

<l 61. 29
clU.98

United States ...... i, 5Gl,5 2 9, 8()7, 505 12,722,581 14, G52,492
North Atlantic Division . 2,743,344.
South Atlantic Division. 603,619
South Central Division .. 767,839
North Central Di vision .. 3,800,660
Western Division . ... .... 146,120

P er cent of school population
(5 to 18 years of age) enrolled.

3,545,164
2,070,287
2 724 946
5; 587:456
72-!, 639

c33, 174
~,947
42,995
367,817
d215,665

d370,920
258,183
446,171
105,415

- -- - -

- - - - - - - ---

50. 0-!
46. 70
41. GO
32. 34
49.47
a31.23
27.28
11.89
21.21

71.48

51.4.0

igi:~i
d58.06
. 72
83.02
75. 92
'J.12
70. 91
78. 5
. 90
75.0.'J
i. 30
a.21
cl ' . 7
d . 11;3

7 .rn
'7,60

r'3. 77
77.41

':1~~:.;;u~~:::
:~~: :.-::==
w Mexico ......... .

j

1;.'), •)

~

13.a2

Arizona .............. .
·tah ................. .
.: " du .............. .
Jcl ho ..•••.••...•••••.
·w In •ton ....•.....
cire •on .............. .
al! orn

f►'3.16

riO. Gl

'i!l. 73
"ii . .,
72.;JO

,;;,()'.!
73.37

r

nroll,:cl.

71.H
5t46
72.:?0
42. 2,;
G'?. 72
51.26
'i:J.bO
02. fl6

'i'O. !'.

fi: I
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5.-The school enrollm.ent of~ DG-97 classifie£l by sex; per cent of the male
ancl of the female school population enrolled; per cent of the total population
enrolled.

TA.BLE

F

Per cent of the school
Per
population (5 to 18 cent of
years of age) enrolled. the to
talpopFe
Male ulation
Female. ,,-__
T_o_ta_i_._ l\1ale. mal~ · andfo.
en·
male. rolled.

Number of pupils enrolled.
State or Territory.
._
- ---------,----+--1\-fa_l_e_
_ _ _ _ _ _.1_ _ _ _ _ _ 1-_ _2___

I

3 _ _ _ _.:1_ _ !,
___
1
1

---------··- a 7,447,748 a 7,204, 'i44

14, 652,40-2

North Atlantic Divi ion ....... al, 793,458 al, 'i51, 706
South Atlantic Divi ion . ...... al, 0!O, 2.3 ci 1, 0'29, 402
outh Central Divi ion ........ cil, 385, !!70 (t 1, 333, 976
North Contra! Division .....•.. a2,850,313 a2, 728,143
Western Division .............. a 368, 18:3
a356,457

3,515,164
2,070,287
2,724,04-0
5,f 7,456
724.f,.'39

United State

North Atlantic Division:
Maine . ...........•................••............ ...•
NewHampshire............
32,488
31,719
Vermont...................
33,407
31, 2
Massachusetts ....... . .......•......................
Rhode Island....... . . . . . . . .
31, 5u9
30, 778
onnecticut .............•. ..... ...•.....•...••.....
NewYork .......•.................•.........•......
NewJersey.................
148,73-1
146,146
Pennsylvania ..........•...•......•..•.......•.....
South Atlantic Division:
D laware (1 l-92) ................•.......... _.....
?.furyland .......... .... .................•...........
District of olumbia.......
20,219
22,776
Virginia . . . . .• . . . . . . • .•. . . ..
1 iJ, 47
l 1, 97'0
We ·t Virgiuia (1 o;; 00)....
113,6!>1:
102,111
North 'arolina (18U- W)...
1 8,178
182,742
]• , 517
129,666
, 'outh arolina. .....• ......
corgia. .... ...... ... .......
2J9,12!J
2;?7,0-!
Florida. . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . .. . .
53, 138
52, 277
South entral Division:
Ken tuclry (J '!15-90).........
2()4,, G07
19:,, 519
T enne ee (189. 06). .... ....
247,635
233,050
Alabama •............. .......•. ...••..........•.....
Mis!iissippi (1804:-95). .......
175,672
17-!, 9!3
Louisiana ...... _...... •....
·, 117
a, ·
Texas (1 !J5-0ti) • • • • ••• ••••••
3Jl, '!1;3
30!, 673
Arkansas....... ............
161,137
15.5, 13.'3
Oklahoma . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
36,361
33, 9-!8
North entral Division:
Ohio . . . .•. • . . ... ... . • . . . . . . .
4,%, 3i3
400,277
Indiana.. . ..................
281,850
269, 2'23
Illinois......................
468, 7<YJ
451, 723
Michigan . . • .. • . . .. . .. . . . .. .
248, 108
2-!!3, 704
Wi consin .....•.....••.....
217,1:Jl
200,4.'3-i
Minneota ..............................•......•... •
Iowa ......... ..... .......... ........ ............. .. .
Missouri. ............... ...
3-1-1, 5-'"JU
~>o, 596
North Dakota (l 95-90) ....
30,1(12
26,086
South Dakota. (1 :i-96).....
4',, 737
42,26-i
136, OiO
130, ~5
N hraska... .... . . . ... . . . ...
Kansas......................
191,lH4
17!.1,0-lU
We t rn Division:
fontana •....•.•........•..........•....
·>, ili
o4!l, 160
a 10,,;:J:J
N w Mexico................
a 13,0:~

132,139
04,207
63,:340
4-'30, 307
62,33i
143,921
1,203, ]09
29!, 0
1,130,765

Utah. .. .................... .
Nevada . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . .
Idaho . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . • ••.
Wa ·bington (1 9· 00) . ......
Or,•gon Cl 1 5-r ·) • • • . • • • • . . . •
alifornia • . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . ..

a 7, rm
a3i,,:Ji
3, i'
IG, 2'21
4.5, 5!l
4-!J, 8
12 , i9i

o

,- _I- s

70.00

09.01

69.50

20.53

62.o7

61. 37
77.43
76. 72

62. 74
60. 91
75.53
76. 40

02.56
61.14
76.48
76.56

21. 2'2
2'2. 41

'i3. 05
70. 07

71. 49
80.17

65. 72

63. 54

64. 23

(i.J,.

59.13
0.'3.~
7 . 65
59. 73
5:J. 80
GO. 56
ll-!.0-i

62. 83
63.04
72. 32
59. 2.5
55. 84
64.21
63.49

- -- ---- --rn. 55 69. 45 69.98 17. 77

21.27

1 . 50

- · - - - - ====-~ ======

88

81. 72
72.25
79.tiO
72.97
64.63
72. 80
71. 48
64.53
67.27

77.3!
71. 72
'j' .90
6 .63

l!J.62

16.69
15. 75
17.14
17.56
16.67
18. 78

63.19
75.53
50.50
54. 55
62.37
63. 76

19.16
19.50
15.50
21.5.ll
25. 4-0
21.0!
20.26
2"2.1¼
21.19

60. 54
74.17

61.29
7-J...98
51.40
67. 10
39. 84:
58. 96
6,S.72
88.02

20.08
25. 66
1 .36
24.02
13. 56
20. i0
2!.5.3
25. 0ti

74. 42
81. 98
70.09
78.82

75.92
83. 12
70. 91
78.8-5
6,S.90
75.63
86.30
71. 27
68.87
88.65
78.16
87.60

21.54
24.58
20.0!
21.90
20.59

67.93
66.61

84.28

20.10

16.10

68.16

61. 04

21.

26.03
22.17

18.80
25. 96
23.54
27. 67

491
3,31ll

18. 70
11.02
17.86
13.81
16.57
26. 51i
16.49

44,2',i
4-1, 3/;.I,
l' '1: )

1 . 79
23. 03
17. 59

~rir~A~g.~~.:~.L===:::: a.3b~~

Arizona.................. ...

3:3, li4
2-ill, Ol:7
42,095
3!;7, 17
215,06;3
3; , 920
2;1'.l,1 'J
4W, 171
105,415

a

(l{j,~
Ct 3!,

J.3, 6H2

c, Approxima.tely.

23.09

LX
TABLE
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6.-Pe-r· cent of the school population (i. e., children 5 to 18 years of age)
enrolled in the public schools, for a period of yea1·s.
U ·t d
North
South
South North W t
e A_tl~~tic A_tl~~tic C.e~tral qe~tral Di~s;;;:

sf\
a es.

Year.

D1vis10n. D1v1s1on. D1v1s10n. D1v1s1on.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - 1 - - -

1870---71 . _- ---- ---- ------ -- -· •••.•••• -- -- -1871-72 . _----- ---· _----- ---- - - ---- ----. --1872-73. ·- ---- - --- - ----- ----. ----- -------1878--74 . ------ ----. ----- ---- _----- ---- ---1874--75 .... --- . - -_. ---·· . ..•. ----- ---- ---1875--76 .•.•...• _•.•....• _•••••... _...•••••
187~77 _------ -- -- ------ ---- ------ -------1877-78 _. _---·. --- • ----· ---- --- ·-· ---- ---1878-79 .• _---- ----. ----- _--- _·-·-- ---- _. -1879-80 .. _---- ----. ----- ---- _----- ---- ---1880-81 ._-----------------------•..•
----_
1881--S2
- . _. ___--··
• _•••.•
____
..•• _•• ____
1882-83. -----· -- -- -----· ---- -----· ---- ---1883-84 - •.•.•• ---- ------ ---- ---------- ---1884--85 _•• ---- -··· •• ---- ---- ••• --- . --- ---1885-86 __ . ---- ---- .• ---- ---- ------ -... --- .
188~7 ----------------·-···· ----- ·---- ·--1887--SS .•• ---- ---- ------ ---- - ----- ---- ---1888-89 ..••••• ---- •••••• ---· -- ---- ---· ---~
1889-90 _····-· ---- ------ ---- ------ ---- ---1890-91 __ -- --- --- .•••••• ----. ----- ----. ·-1891-92. _----· ---- ------ .••••••••• -------1892-93 ..••.•• ---- •••••• ··•••••••• ---- ---1898--94 .• -- ••• -- _.•••.••• --- •••••• -- -- ---1894--95 .•••••• ---- ••..•• ---· ------ •••• ---1895-96 aa .•..•
.........
····-· ....•.....
---- ---1896-97
______________
••..•••••.•...

61.45
62.20
62.36
6i.40
65.54
64. 70
63. 92
65. 75
64.64
65.50
65.03
65.03
66.39
66.96
67.96
68.14
67.98
68.33
68.20
68.01
69.03
69.06
68. 72
69.50
69.68
68.93
69.50

77. 95
77.33
76. 79
77. 77
78.59
78.55
76.83
77.09
76.18
75.17
74.28
74.56
74.15
72.83
73.23
72.63
72.23
71. 60
70.60
70.45
69.85
69.98
68.64
69.70
71.02
69.97
69.98

a Subject to correction.

30.51
32.27
35.86
42.10
44.61
46. 72
47.02
48.85
46. 72
50. 74
51.49
51. 90
54.30
56.25
57.17
57.68
58. 98
58.68
58.40
59.22
59.80
58.88
60.93
61. 73
61.07
60.83
62.56

34.17
37.94
38.67
40.82
42.47
37.36
38.51
43.50
44. 71
46.43
47.03
47.02
50.68
53.59
56.57
56.82
56.21
58.67
58.28
60.14
62.51
63.14
62.39
63.55
61. 97
60.81
61.14

76.87

77.0-i

75.97
76. 98
77.54
77. 0.5
75.60
77.38
75. 28
75.84
74.59
74.] 5
75.13
75.06
75.46
76.08
75. 77
75.96
76.63
76.46
76.00
75.85
75.52
75.93
76.52
75. 75
76.48

M.77
M.43

57.52
61.0i
64.39
66.37
66.12
66.26

65.63
64.96
64.82
65.93
67.05
68.01
68.53

6' .03

6i. 97
68.53
69.39
70.01
73.28
75.32
73.51
73.36
76. 70
77.00
76.56
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7.-The average daily attendance at various perfods, and its relation in
1896-97 to fhe enrollment.
Average number of tu£ils attending school
eac
ay.
State or Territory.
1 70-71.

1879-80.

1889-90.

1896-97.

~

3

4

ii

1

United States .. ---------·--- ________ 4,545,817
-·
North Atlantic Division __________________ -1,627,208
South Atlantic Division ______ ___ _________
368, 111
South Central Division ___________________
535,632
North Central Division ___________________ 1,011,720
Western Division _________ ________ __ ··---102,646

Number
in daily
attendance for
each 100
enrolled
inl896-97.
6

6,144,148

8,158,635

10,089,620

1,824,487
776, 70
902,767
2,451,167
188,924

2,036,459
l, 126,683
1,467,649
3,~,m

2,529,086
1,274,579
1,840,001
3,928,779
517,175

103, 115
48,061.i

08, 364
41,526
45,887
278,910
83,905
83,656
642,984
183,286
682,941

96,571
47,717
50,465
884,945
49,224
101,063
820,254
191,776
637,071

73.10
a74.88
77.23
76.20
78. 96
70.21
68.16
65.03
73.43

b c 2'Z, 693

b c68. 40

145: 190
27,046

19,649
102,351
28,184
19 ,200
121,700
203,100
147,799
240, 701
6i, 819

133,627
33,313
213,421
a 141,081
a 231,725
182,559
246,683
69,477

58.11
77.48
58.03
a 65. 4-0
a62.47
70. 72
55.29
65. 92

120,866
b89,000
107,666
90,000
b 4-0, 500
b41,000
b46,600

17 ,000
208,528
117,978
156,761
b 54,800
b 132,000
b54, 700

2"2.5, 739
323.548
182,467
207,704
87,536
291 9-il
bl48; 714

a286,861

195,509
b 39, 4-00

a71. 70
a70.23
b 66. 67
cl57.81
73.05
a 71. 4-0
61. 81
b56.03

432,452
295,071
341,686
bl93,000
b 132,000
50,694Minnesota
_______ ·--------·-----------Iowa
____ _________________
_____ _________
211,562
17,024
Missouri __________ _-------------- - ----North Dakota-----------------·-··----}
bl,040
'outh Dakota----------------- --- ----Nebraska. ___ ------ ______________ -----bM,300
52, 01
Kansas ______ ___ -------·-·-----·-------Western Division:
bl,
100
Montana __ -- --- - -- - - - -·- - ---·. -- . - - ----

476,279
821,6.59

549,269
342,275
588,310
b282,000
200,457
127,025
306,30<-J
38!,627

607,304
402,747
705,481
b347,219
273,958
235,497
347,620
400,431
a38,478
Ct I> 54,600
171,442
254,002

73.55
73.08
76.65
b 70. 60
64.23
63.33
63.56
72.87
a 67.4-0
ab 61.34
64.39
69.07

North Atlantic Division:
Maine _________ ____ _______ •••••• ··-·. ___

. ~::m1;;::r~S~~l~_________________________
~= ==:::: ::::::::========
Massachusetts
Rhode Island ____________ _________ _____
Conue~ticut ---·-- _____________________
New York _---·----·-------------------

J::r/;r;:~ia: === ~--====:::::::::= =:::::

South
Atlantic______________________________
Division:
Delaware
Mai·yland ____ - ---- ___ __________________
District of Columbia __________________
Virginia ________________________ . ______

~i1~;hvi:~~1l!a:: == =--: === ===: :::::-_::::
outh Carolina·---------- - -- · ---------

i~~a: ===::::=:::: == :: ===:====: === ::::

South

entral Division:

J!~!u~:lo-::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::

~l~~:iE::_=:::::::::::::::::::~:====

Texas _________ ----- -- ---- ---- ---- ---··Arkansas ______________ ---------------Oklahoma ________ ·- ___________ ---· ____
North Central Division:
Ohio----- -- ----------------------·-··-Indiana ____________ -------------------Illinois ________________ - ---- -- -- ---- --- -

100,392
48,150
b 4A, 100
201,750
22,485
62,683
493,648
86,812
567,188
bl2, 700
56,435
10,201
77,402
51,836
b 73,000
b4A, 700
31,377
bl0,900

~;l1tt~= ~ == :::::: :~:::: ~~ ====== ===~
a In 1 95--96.

233,127
27,217
73,546
573,0 {I
115, 19-!
601,627
17, 4.39
85,778
20,637

128,404

91,604:
170,100

b90 600

------ .. ----- .................... ------ - ---·-

~\~~~1h~1n-= :: :::::: :::::::: =~:::::: ::::

~,ir~tl::::
:::: ::::::::
:::::::::
New
Mexico _____
__ ____ ______
_____ :::::
_____
Arizona _________ _--·--·----·----------Utah _____ ________ ·--- __________________
N evada ______ ---------------- ·- -------Idaho ______ ----- - ---------- ------------

48,606

'

b2riJ

2,611
b

12, 10
1,
b600
b3,300
bl5,000
M,286

b Approximately.

4al,638

b240,000
bl56,000
b 78, 4-00
259,836
b 281,000
8,530
60,156
137,660

b3,000
1,920
12,018
3,150
2, 7
17, 17
5,401
3, '3
10,540
27,4--'35
100,966

{ ::itt
146,139

243,300
10,596

b 4,700

38,715
b 13,000
4,702
20,967
5,064

b9,500
36,946
43,333
146,589

cin 1 91-92.

a 338,176

b213,000

d202,683

124,123

a 44-0,249

b21,200

ab 7,700

b69,600
19,349
10,439
48,315
4,145
22,645
a63,212
a61, 721
188,849

68.87

---

71.88
61. 57
67.52
70.32
71. 37

b67.43

ab 66. 48
b 69.00

80.12
78.14
69. 77
60.43
71.02
a70.15
Ct 70. 78
73.22

cl In 1894--95.
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8.-(1) Average length of school term, at '1.:ario11s periods. (J) Aggregate
nwnba of clays' schooling gii·en to all pupils. (8) The same co1npared icith the
scliool pop1.tlation and the en1·oll1nent ( col'llmns 7 ancl 8) .

TABLE

Average number of day tho
schools were kept during the
year.a
State or Territory.

: ,0-n.1 m,-00.

Average
numbe~·
of days
Aggregate . sch(?Ol·
nu~ber of rngg1ven
~ays _scho<;>l· for~vepmg 7~ven m child,v
J88!l-90. 1000-9'.
180-,-07.
to 18
years. of
agem
1 96-97.

- -- - - - - - - -- -1---- - - - -:- - - - J . - - - j
I

United States __________ _
North Atlantic Division _· -·South Atlantic Division .. _. __
South Central Division ____ ...
North Central Division .•....
Western Division •...........

3

2

4

Average
number
of da 8
attenled
by each
pupil en•
rolled in
lSW-U,.

a

6

------------

s
7
--- ---

132.1

130.3

134. 7

140.4

1, 416, 781, 583

67.2

9i3. 7

152.0
!)7.4
91. 6
133.!)
119.2

159.2
92.4
70.2
139.8
129.2

1G6.6
99.0

17'2.!J
111.2
02.8
151.2
141.5

437,274,905
141,667, 63'.3
170, 733,<P.A
593, 938, 685
73,167,337

86.3
4.2.8
38. 3
81.3
77.3

123.4
68.4
02.6
106.3
101.0

c81. 2
72.3

cO!J.4
100.0
11 . 9
141.8

- - - ·----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 88.~

148.0
135.0

- - - -==--====·======== ----

North Atlantic Dh-ision:
109
08
112
b136
Maine .. ·······-···········
New Hampshire ...... -·.. .
'iO
105.3
117. 7
134.55
115.G
125.5
130
154
Vermont . ..... ···· -- ······
16!!
177
177
186
Ma sachusetts .. ·--·······
]8-l:
170
188
190
Rhode I land .... ---·-····
Conn cticut ... . ..... .... .
172.4
179
182.5
187.45
New York ... . .... . .... .. .
176
178.5
186.5
174
178
102
New Jersey_ ...... ·--·····
192
183
127.2
133.4
147.6
158.4
Peunsylvania. · ···· - _-····
South Atlantic Division:
cd160
166
Delaware ...... -···- ···· ··
132
158
182
184
:Maryland·····-··-··-·····
183
187
District of Columbia......
200
193
183
178
11 .2
120
Virgini~··:·:······- -··-···
0~--~
112.8
76 o
97
blll
We t\1rgm1a ···-········
00
59.25 b65.4
North arolina .. ·-· ······ c50
50
69.6
.'outh arolina
clOO
'iO
83.3
116.0
83.3
Georgia • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59
c 65
Florida_ .................................... . cL90
103
South 'entral Division:
abll.3.0
Kentucky................. cllO
l()'J
0-i
b00.2
Tenne. o .............•.. _ c~i"
68
86
74:
Alabama·········-··-·····
GO .•,
,)-~
73.5
e105.4:
106
1~~
100.6
b92.8
,1., 100
T •xaR ••••••••••••••••• •.•• c140
67
Arkan s ••••••. -·······- ·-······
c75
klnboma
.......... ... ............. . b 1.3
North 'cutral Divbion:
1,i2
lfA
lf)'J
hio .......... ·-········-··
]:J(J
/li2.;3
0 .5
Indiana .................. .
];j(J
1.37.0
H6.i
Illinoi~ .......... ·-· ...... .
]iO
101
HO
11
tr»
1.;;,
11'..0.
5
,~i , -~~i1i ·::::
====
!14
bl:;.3.6
C 'J
Minn ota ............... .
l!
J;}O
Hi2
1

6,4..90,32'Z

:::= ~===
rt~~;~( :::::::: ::::::::::
0

clO-.l

North Dakota ......... • • • } c ~~011 h Dakota....... . . . . . .
'·>
;!!
• •l,rn ka. .•...•......•....
K,n a
lll
W . t rn Di\·· ion:
.. Iontnnn •.................

'~•Jg~;l~,
.:::::::::::::::::
,v
xico ............. .

C

>

1n

b 1U7. 5
bcl, . !

L.
126.15

9!. 7

7,771,731
62,299,770
8,58u, 100
18, 9-U, 2.59

152,431, 953

103.5
9.0
95.8
90.6

132,592,046

78.3

cd3,640,881
24,320,114

cd74.6

ccll09. 7
105.8
Hl.3
69.6
b72.6
b-!0.9
58.9
6!.6

ab:i0.5

u1>82.5
b63.3
cl9.3
60.9
71.4.
b61.9
4.1.1
c47.2

35,095,008

6,072,547
25,610,520
bl5,659, 901

b15, 154, 15
15,213, 21
28, 37,243

7,157,700

76.8

70.5
86.2
44.0
b54-.8
b24. 3
32.l
41. 3
4.'3. 3

b4i.5
c25.4
e40. 0

it~

t1i·ui~~Et::::::::::::::::

- - - --·-

C 13, 133, 656

:30.8

b, .0

28.3
c3L2
!l!l, 40,
c57,:.r.11,
111,:l!t:;,
r~;, on2,

4:J, ;o
c:J1;,IH:J,
5G,:ui

01. 8
C

. (i

&3.
9.6
C

z1.
g
14.a
.!l

65.0
b

b-19.0
bci5.3
80.5
76.3

137. 7

131.6
126.'i
119. 0
116.2

67.0

120. 9
cl 1.1
121.0
113. 7
10:J. l
cO .r,
WJ.fl
!)1.l
f1i2.5

f,c 1.0
101.0

87.1

clfli.3
lJ 5' .8
cllll.2
71! .
!I'

.Arizou
~ h •••••• •.•.•..•...•....
•
cl •••• •••••• -········
Id h
••
'
bin
cr
n •••••..••...••.•....
h or, i •••••.••••••..•••

.o

1 ,.1

m.1

6,:! ,:;

bli!!.11

bcii.1
1~~- l
cbool t
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Obser1:ations on Table 8.-The" aggregate number of days' schooling gh-en" to all
pupils (see column G), which is the same thing as the aggregate number of days
attended by all the pupils, has been computed for those States which do not make
an explicit report of this item by multiplying the ayerage daily attendance of
pupils by the average length of school term in days.
Conversely, the av-erage length of school term (column 5) for the United States
as a whole and for each of its geographical divisions has been obtained by dividing
the aggregate number of days attended by the average daily attendance.
By this method the school term of each State, in computing the average term
for a number of States, is in fact given a weight proportioned to the school
attendance of the State, as should be done under a corr ct interpretation of the
expression "Average length of school term." The re~ult might more properly be
called ''Average length of attendance," which is essentially ·what it is desired to
know.
A method which has been in use in some States for finding the average school
term, of a county, for instance, is to weight the different school terms of the towns
o:t districts the county is composed of by the number of schools in each. In other
words, the total number of days (or months) all the schools of a county were kept
is divided by the total number of schools to get the average time each one was
kept. So, in finding the average term for the State, the school is taken as the unit
instead of the pupil. When the schools differ much in size (number of pupils),
as they do in all mixed urban and rural systems, varying from some half a dozen
to 500 or more pupil each, the average term obtainecl by this method varies considerably from that obtained by the Bm·eau 's method. The long terms of the
largl:l city schools not b ing given their proper weight, the resulting average is
too small. The same objection applies still mor forcibly to weighting the school
terms of the different counties or town by the number of school districts in each.
Still another method is to add together the school terms of the different counties
or towns and divide by the number of such counties or towns; i.e., the simple
arithmetical mean is taken. An example of this occurs in a school report, where
it i stated that 14,103 pupils attended 1 5 days and 85(3 other pupils attended 160
days, while the average time the whole 1.3,0:1:9 pupils attended is computed at 172½
days, although nearly all (16 out of every 17) attended 1 3 days. This method, if
it can lJe so called, gives altogether too short an average term, ancl nothing can be
said in defense of it. It is as if, wishing to get the population per square mile of
Minnesota and Dakota combined, wo said, Minne ota, 9.86; Dakota, 0.92; average
number of persons per square mile in tho combined territory (0.92+9.86) -:-2=5.39,
inste::i.<1 of dividing the total population of the two, tates by the combined area in
square mil s.
The" aggregate number of days' attendance,. is a st tistical item of the utmost
simplicity and of great v, lue, about the meaning of which there can be little or
no difference of opinion. Every teacher's register that records the number of
pupils present each day in any school, as they all presumably do, contains the data
for a certaining it for that school for the school year by the simple process of
addition or summing up.
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(2) The aggregate nurnber of days' schooling
given compared with the school population.

TABLE 9.-(1) Length of school terrn.

Average length of school term, in day .
ui

Q)
_..,
_..,(11

Year.

iS

0

0

Cl1

:p

:p

_..,

~-&1

~-ca

reQ)

·ap
Q)

~

E-i

1870-71 - -- - - --1871-72---- - --1872-73 ---- ---1873- 74---- ---1874-75 - --- ---1875-76-------1876-77 ---- ---1877- 78 ---- ---1878-79 --- . --· 1879-80 _--- ---1880-81 - ------1881-82 -------1882-83 -------1883-84 ---- - --·
1884-85 - ------1885-86 --- ----1886-87 - --- . --1887-88 ---- --- .
1888-89 ---·---1889-90 ---- ---1890-91 --- - ---1891-92 -------1892-93 - ----- -1893-04 -- ---- - 1894-95 -------1895-96 a -----1896-97 a ------

iS

132.1
133.4
129. 1
128.8
130.4
133.1
132. l
132.0
130.2
130.3
130. 1
131. 2
129.8
129.1
130. 7
130.4
131.3
132.3
133. 7
134. 7
135. 7
136.9
l&i.3
139.5
139.5
140.5
140.4-

~g

~g

•,!,

A

iS

~

~

!li:l
A.S

~·~

!lAOi:l

r3:~I>

<rj·~

<!j·~

~

.Q
_..,

~

.Q
_..,

0

0

0

_..,
~

z

::,

::,

~

z

Average number of days' schooling given
for every child 5 to 18 year s of age .
,,;

iS

.µ

iS

:E

Cl1

~.

:p

A

·ap

~§
~-ca
<lj·p:

~-rn

.:l

0

'fjj

A

$

Q)

_..,al

reQ)
_..,

rJJ.

Q)

~

.Q

Q)

Q

Q

iS

i5

i:l0

~
f.< •
_.., A

$I>

~g

~
f.< •
+>A
Ao

<!j'~

O·~

~

.Q
_..,

~
_..,

z

~

59.8
56.8
59.8
60.2
62.2
62.3
6!.3
62. 3
64.4
62. 7

46. 0
45.0
46.1
53.6
5H
5-1.3

56. 7
54.9
56.9

63.!J
67. 7
67.3
68. 7
6S. 7
71. 3
71.6
71. 9
73. 0
73.1
74. 4
76. 9
79.3
79.4,
81. 3

57.3
61.6
58.3
59.6
59.1
57.3
61. 7
61.2
6-i. 0
68.7
67.5
68.5
75.0
76.1
77.3

Q) ' fjj

t
z

5
c/1

0
c/1

70.2
68.9
67. 9
70.4
72.9
73. 7
73.6
75.6
75.0
74.5
72.2
73.3
74. 4
72. 5
77.2
76. 7
77. 8
76.8
76. 7
76.8
77. 9
78.5
78. 5
81. 3
84.2
84.8
86.3

18. l
20.3
21. 7
U.5
26.1
26.8
26.3
26.8
25. 7
29.3
28.5
30.6
32.0
32. 7
33.7
33. 7
34.8
35.5
35. 4
37. 3
37.9
37.8
38.6
41. 5
41.2
41.0
42.8

21.8
25. 8
23.4
21. 9
23. 5
20.1
19.8
24. 3
23.9
24. 2
25.0
25.0
26.8
30. 0
31.4
32. 0
32.1
33.6
34.0
33. 9
35.5
37.1
36.6
39.8
33. 7
37. 7
38.3

p

§.~

o,...
I>

~

0

;s
d
k

.s

ell
a)

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -59.6- - 45.9Cl1

97.4
152.0
151. 9 103.4
97.4
154.ti
95.6
154.8
95.2
158. 7
95.6
158.0
91.4
157.2
89. 7
157. 6
160.1
88. 6
92.4
15fi.2
92.4
158. 7
95. 9
160.6
95.9
161.0
95.6
156.0
93.4
163.1
93.4
161 6
165.9
95.3
164.4
95. 7
164.1
95.0
166.6
99.9
168.1 103.8
169.1 105.3
169.6 103.4
172.3 108.3
172.8 106.5
175.5 107.8
172.9 111.2

Cl1

91. 6
97. 7
8!:U
81.1
81. 0
82.5
80.3
86. 7
81. 9
79.2
82. l
82.5
82.5
85. 9
87.5
86. 9
87.5
87.6
88.9
88.2
92.0
94.1
93.0
97.5
92.8
93. 0
92. 8

133.9
136.1
129.6
132.6
134.6
139.1
139.8
140.1
136.4
139.8
138.8
137.1
137.1
138.6
139. 1
140.4
139. 5
144.0
147.5
148.0
145.8
146.8
146.6
150. 2
150.8
151. 6
151.2

119.2
121.8
118.3
119.0
132.5
130.3
130.1
129.9
132.0
129.2
133.8
136.2
132.6
133.8
131.8
130. 8
131. 6
130. 7
135. 7
135.0
136. 9
139.1
138.8
137.1
142. 4
142.0
141. 5

8

48. 7
49.5
47.8
49.6
51.0
51. 4
51. 1
53.2
52.0
53.1
5i.0
52. 9
53.8
55. 5
56.8
57.3
57. 7
58. 7
58. 9
59.2
60.4
61.1
61.4
64.2
65.1
65. 7
67.2

a Subject to correction.

63.2

M.5

58.0
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10.-Numbe1· and sex of teachers-Pe'rcentage of male teachers.

State or Territory.
1

United States __________
North Atlantic Division _____
South Atlantic Division _____
South Central Division ______
North Central Division ______
Western Division ____________
North
Atlantic
Division:
Maine
_____________________
New Hampshire __________
Vermont ___ ___ ···-··-····Massa ·husetts ............
Rhode Island ..•...... ____
Connecticuta ______ . --···New York·--·············
New Jersey.·· ·-··· ·--····
Pennsylvania _•...........
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ···· - ............
Maryland ...... . ·····--···
D~ti:ic_t of Columbia . ....

Vugm1a ..................

West Virginia ............
North Carolina ...... . ...•
South Carolina ...........

i?o~a~a.·.~===·.·. ==·-~==-.·• ~:==
South Central Division:
K entucky .......... .•....•
T nness e ···········-····
Alabama ..•..•...•........

~

f~~i~i1Et= ==== ====== =~==
Te ·as ...... .......••••. ...
Arkan'IB..<J .....
Oklahoma ........ ... ......
North Central Division:
Ohio ..•..•.•..............
Indiana ···-·- -·······-····
Dlinoi<3 .•... . --···· ...•.•.•
Michigan ..•.•.•.•••••....
Wisconsin •••.••.••...••..
Minnesota·-··············
Iowa ····· -·-···· •••...•...
Missouri·····-···· ... ...
North Dakota .
~OJ~\1?c~~~~~==--==:::.-:=:=I
Kansa·.·-·················
Western Divi. ion:
Montana ••...•..•.........

'~x~:~~~l
cig:: =: ::·.===: ====::
N w 1

xico .... ·-········
Arizona . •.....•......•....
:tah.
evada .....•.............
Idaho . .... . ............. ..
Washington·-············
Or gon ••• .. ···--····-· ···
alifornia . ....••..•• --····

a Approximately.

ED U---

Whole number of different
teachers employed.
Male.

Female.

2

3

- ---

Total.

403,333

18,731
20,423
32,011
58,994.
6,227

79,503
26,130
28,464
12'2, 4:09
15,351

98,234

al,257
202
346
1,120

a5,470
2,509
2,035
li, 723
1,619
b3,G30
28,!l24
5,065
1 ,528

6,727
2,711
2,381
12,8-13
1,817
b 4,072

ac622
3 723
'924:
5,562

19

b442
5,~
8,001

ac218
1,113
147
3,01!3
b3, 28
b4,294:
2,2-IB
a4,485

1, 0

b4, 902
b5, 121
a4,530

d3,(H7

1, 4.2,lj
b6,815
4 670
835

10,31()
7,115

~·~

2:502
2,445
5,824
5,972
b 1, 04.3
bl,321
2,514
4,183

b2,626
b3,591
2,728
a4, 776
1 578

12,038

9,875
8,793
22,208
8,966
bl, 984:
b3,1 7
6.833
7,4.13
i

b&'I)
a2,!340

·1.:n

Z38
6!l:J
2u;;
4!15
b2,0ti1
b2,000
5, 78
b In 1 95-06.

1889-90.

1896-97.

6

7

8

41.0

42.8

34.5

32.Et

2G.2
63. 8
H7. 5
43.2
45.0

28.8
62.5
67.2
41. 7
10.3

20.0
49.1
57.5
32.4
31.1

19.1
43.~
52.9-'
30. 628. 9'
---

5,869
27,429

a24:.4
15. 9
16. 5
12. 7
a20.4
a2'2.1
22. 9
32.5
42.8

a27.2
16.8
16.8
13.2
20.2
a22.8
26.0
28.5
45.5

al6.0
9.8
12.0
9.8
12.6
a13.4
16. 9
18.4

al8.T
7.4.
14. 58. 'T
10. 9bl0.9
15.~
13. r

c840
4,836
1, 071
8,575
b6,45-!
b7,885
4,973
9,261
2,fif

a29.9
45.0
.2
61.5
79.0
a'l3.2
62.4
71.4
ctG5. 7

a46.6
42.6
7.8
61.8
75.2
a71.3
59.5

a65.2
61. 6

a31.0
27.8
13.0
41.5
63.4
59.1
49. 6
53.3
48.0

a66.0
a75.0
G0.8
aOO.
50. 0
a77.3
a75.0

64-.6
74.4
6.3.8
61. 2
46.1
a75.0
78. 4

49.8
61. 8
62. !J
49.6
44. 7
61.1
68.5

b48.6
b56.l
a63.7
d46.4
38.7
b5l.6
65.0
10.3

48.2
60.5

47.3
57.5
39. 7
29.2
28. 9

43.1
51.1
32.5
22. 3
19. 8
23. 9
20.6
44. 4
28.3
29.0
27.1
10.8

10.9'
47.3
28.2
22.S
20.Z
21.S
20.S
40. (}
b36.1
b29.3
26. 9'
36. ()

2"2. 9
22. 4
26.2
a62.2
38.8

21.Z
b22. 6a25. 0
54. 2'
32. S
41.1
12.837. 6b36.&
b38.8
19.4

- ·- - - - - - - - -

4.6,~

60,4,5
176,493
21,57

34,385

b5, 24:7
b4,014
a.2,587
d4,208
2,257
b6, 4-02
2,511
1,238

14,000
7,9:37
18,345

1879-80.

5

--- ---------

271, 9-17

131,386

1870-71.

- - -- - - ----

"

------

Percentage of male teachers.

-----·-·--- -- -·-----25,216
15,052
2.3,541
15,601
12,377

43. 5

26.3
a28.8
83. 7
11,238
89.0
,032
G5.3
14,938,
b3, 0-27 } a24:. 7
b4,508
51. 9
!1,317
47.2
11,616

3,120

a00.3
a:!8.6
18.

l, 1i7
301
793
b3, 24:5
b3,317
7,178

~-4
a&i.3
ai0.5
a5l. 7
4-0.0

1,020

b461>

ti, ... ~~~~·
.:.
55.0

I

cln 18!!1-92.

34. 2

....

35. 9

33.6
58.1
a10.8
40. 7
45.1

38.5
44.3
36.4
78.0
47.5
54.5
40. 7
57.4
37.4
4.8.3
33.0

{

-- ---- ..

46.6

16. 3
a33.4
10. 6
4.3.3
21.4

d In 1894:--95.

32.4,

ac2o.O

23.0
13. 7

35.1
b59.3
b54:. f>
45.1
a48.,f
40. 6
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11.-Showing, fo1· a periocl of years, what p r cent of the u:hole number nf
teachers were males.
Year.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j - - - -1-- - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 18,'0- 71. -··--. -----· --···· .......... _.... .

1 71- 7'.~ ....•...........................•..
1 ' 72---73 ···• ......... -··· -···. --· --····· -·-1873-7-!. ·····• ·····- --···· ·····- --·- ..... .
1874-75 . . ··- .... - ............. -··· .... ··-·
1875-76 .. ····• -··· --· -·· ······ -· ···- ..... .

mt!-~================~==================
1878-79
.. -···· ........ -··· .... - - ..... - -···
1879-80. --·- .• ···-. ··--- ···- - -··· ..... --·.
1880-81 ....... ········ ···--- ··-- -··· -·····
1881- 8:t. _...... _.......... ·•·· .. -· .... _··1882--..C.:3 ... ·-·· ........•............. _.... .
1883-&1. ·-··-·· --······ .... ·····- ---- ·-····
1881-85 ...... .. -·- .. - - .• -··· -·-· ......... .
1885-811 ..•.. .. -· -·. --···-- .. -·- _•• ·-·· ---188H- 87 ....•............•...••.•.•.••.....
1887-88 _......... -·· ....•.......•...•. _.••
188 '-8!) .•••••. - -··. -· •. -·· - ..• ··-- ••••.•••
lSS!J-00 . . .......................•.........
1 00-91 _·- ..••..... ·--·· ..........•......•
lHll-92 _............ --· •......•..••.......
1 !)-2-03 ..........••....••..•...•.•.•......
1893-94 _.... ······ ...• -··· ............... .
1 '! 4-!15 .. ----· •... ···- •.•.•••... ···- •.....
1 '!l;j..Oti a _..............•........... _.....
1805--07 (£ • · - - · --- __ • · · · - · - · · · · · · - - · · · - _ •• _

41. 0
41. 3
41.2
41.6
42.2
4.~.3
42.8
4-'3.1
43.3
42.8
41. 7
39. 7
38.2
37.0
37.4
37.4
37.4
36.4
34.9
34.5
33.5
3-Z. 5
32.0
32.2
32.6
32.6
32.6

26.2
26.1
26.1
26.8
26. 7
27. 0
28.2
28.5

29.1
28.8
27.4

25. 7
23.0
23.4
22.5
22.4
22.6
21.6
20.2
20. 0
19.4:
18. 9
19.1
18.!J
18.8
19.2

19.1

a Subject to correction.

03.8
Ci3.4

ro. 3
62.0
ro. 3

IJ3. l
62. 7
62.6
62.8
62.5
61.4
59.4
57.3
56.5
55. 6
54.5
53.4
53.2
51.7
40.1
47. 0
46.3
45.2
45.1
45. 0
44.7
43. 9

67.5
!i8.3
63.0
69.4
69.1
68.0
67.8
67. 7
li7.8
67.2
67.0
65.8
63.5
63.2
62. 0
62.2
63.5
W.7
58.8
57.5
56.4
55.5
55. 7

53 .,~
53.1
52.8
52.9

43.2

4.3. 1
42.8
1

42.5
42.5
42.4
43.0
42.8
42. 7
41. 7
39.0

37. 7

;);3. 0
3.3.3

3-!.8
35.2

3-J..8

3l.0
32.3
32.4
31.4
20. 7
28. 7
29.6
30.6
30.4
30.6

41.0
4.'3.5
4:J.O
41./i
4U
45.3
4-U
4:3.0
4j,3
40.3
:}7.3

:!!-1

.,;,.9

3-J..5

3!.6
3!.2
3l.5

:m.8

au

31.l

30.4
30.0
29.3
:!!1.6
2ll.6
2!1. 7
2$.0

STATE COM:\10N-SCHOOL SYSTJ!.MS.
TABLE
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12.-Teacher 'salaries-Nurnber of schoolhoiises- Value of school property.

State or Territory.

1

3

4

:i

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - -· - - - 1 - -- - -:•United States ... .................................. .

·U-.02

$38.38

North Atlantic Division ............................... .
• outh Atlantic Division ................................ .
, 'outh ' ntral Divi ion ................................. .
North Central Division .................. . ............. .
\V- sternDivision ....................................... .

55.35

40. 5
30.80
3-!. 50

31.11
4-1. 21

45.H
59.42

37.45
52. 95

Torth Atlantic Division:
l\laine .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .
40. 01
25. 88
New Hampshire.....................................
37.10
27.64
Vermont.............................................
.52
26.84
Massachusetts.......................................
Ht 80
52. 20
Rhode Island.........................................
09. 2-t
50. 48
onnocticut..........................................
88.77
42.7lJ
Ne,v York .............................................................. .

~:~~:;f;!~ia= ===== === ==== == === ===========~= ==== ==== =

~} ~g

South Atlantic Division:
Dc1aware ............................................. cd36.GO
larylanu .................... ..... ................... cfJ.8.00
Di!;trictof olumbia ..................... ....... .... cylll.62
Virginia....... .... .................................. .
31. 08

§3: ii
crla.i.08
c:[40.40

cy(i9.00
2u. 07

I8outhUarolina..
;;;hv¼!.fot~~b= ==..........
==~ === ====..........................
========== == == ====== ==== · -- ·zs: :ff · · · ·2i.:.io·
2-!.20
2:;. 1s

corgia ................................................................. .
Floriclab ... .. .... .... .... ........ ........ .... .... ....
7. 81
32. 4
South • utral Division:
Kentuckyb .. .. ................. ..... ................
4-1.03
37.1

lii1Jf(~~~~jj~i~_= j}jjj}jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj ·:~;;;•i· .:!;;-i:•

Texas b.... ...... ... . .. . .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... ..
Arkansas .......... ...................................
Oklahoma . ..... .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ...
North cntral Division:
bio........... .... ...................................
Indiana...............................................
11linois . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . ... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . ... . ...

56. 71
37.50

30. 50
3'3.00

b48.2;i
59. 64

tt~~~1~k
=========== ============ ====== ====== ========
iUi850
:Minnesota............................................
4.5.

40. 4

32.W
27. 00

20.00

4,102
1,917
1,012
a4,501
521
1,627
11,268
1. 706
bl4,G:?0

4,081,951
3,284', 121

1,500,000
3u, 780,121
4,414,512
9,3±4,600
66,077,000
12,005, S2
48,917,003

7,53]
!?,ZJS

eOOJ,426
c4,350,000
3,500,000
3,000, 7i7
.3,227, Ul
l, 003, l(i.5
845,500
2, 72.5,3o9
6Zcc,3!0

8,211
b7,152
G,687
0,2{)4
3,017
10, 1~6
4,505
1,G9G

4,2113, 750
b3, 133, 7·9
1,373,000
1,636,055
1, 0-25, 000
7, 28!), 18-t
l,8!5,375
4-82, 972

e4-97
2,055
110
7,0'7
5,475

G,603
4,1 9

13,091

40,043,312

g~,§f.}1~!
,,;:,a

il
3-t ~g

7,917
G,907
6,953

11,048,000
15, 3.'>0, 000

~t

78

b 00. !?(j
42. 4.:3

Ul. lXJ

01. 00
41. f)()

4-1. :>Ii
J5. lu
fl 0.10

, .14
:Ji. 42
06-5. 42

dlnlS 9 !lO.
c In l !JI !l"J.

187,006,4 ..
20,27-!, a
21,002,125
205, 177, 995
05,607,®6

47,658
107,542
12,010

10,05=3
12,682

v:;,rg~:rog
~ .=:::=·· =:::~·.==== ===:== ==~=:: :·.=··== ==== ::=: ut1: ~ ut~: n
ew l',1 xi<'o ............................................................ .
b'i:!. !IO
5!J. H
!I . 00

ls409, oa9, os6

b-10.2.'i
50. (iO

Icn~:ouri.... .... ........ .... .... .... .... .... .. .. ......
~: &1;
~
North Dakota b . • . • • • • . . . •. • • • . • • . • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • •
4.0. 29
3!. 84
out.hDakotab ........ . ................................................ .
Nebraska............................................
42. 57
36. H
Ka.n".'3.8...............................................
30.26
31.20
W Htern Division:
1ontann. ....... ...... ........ .... .... .... .... .... ... .
Iii . r
52. 01
Arizona . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Utah . . . .. . . . ... . . .... . . . ... . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . ... . .. .
No"ada ...... ....... ..... ...... ...... ...... ....... ....
Idaho............. .. ............ .... ..................
W, hington b ... . . . • •.. . • .•..... .. • .. . . . • • . . . . .. • ...•
Oregrm b •••••• •••.••• •••••• ••••• • ••• •••••••• •••• •••••.
lifornia .... ...... .. .. ...... ...... .... ........ ......

s:~s

42,291
36,6!)1

2-rn,

13,74--1
14,413

2 032
3:739
0,695
9,316
628

300
1,690
a492
a293
a042
228
626
1,890
1,!J.l.O
3,605

,J.

17,977,4-¼7
16,3.55,8-!2
16,718,410
l, 926,420
2,929,744,
8, sz-z, 3.fil
9,335,231
1,663, 2-!5
428, 706
4,09:J,dO-!
b2ii-U 30
450,000
2,52-i, 989
461, (;65
698.606
4,837,413
2. 988,312
17,196,996

f In lS!J.i-05.
gl8!J3-!H.

Arcm:1e solaries.-In c mpntin,,. (for Table 1'l) the average monthly wages of
all th male (or female) teach rs in a. group of State , the average wages of each
of the 'tato.➔ in question i mnltipli d by the corre.:;ponding number of teachers.
The sum of the re ultin,,.. products i~ then divided by the sum of the teachers, and
th quotient is the average wages of all. Each rate of wages thus receives its due

weight.
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To illustrate the principle: If 48 teachers receive an average of -.72.20 per month,
they all receive in a month 3,466; if 473 other teachers receive an average of
$48.60 per month, these together r eceive in, a month ·22,988; all the 521 teachers
combined therefore receive per month 826,454, or an average of $50. ,7.
Attention is called to this matter for the reason that the practice of taking the
arithmetical mean of a number of rates of wages (the mean is $60.40 in the above
case) in order to get the average of all is so common as to vitiate, to a considerable
extent, the published statistics of average wages.
T ABLE

13.-Private schools (elementary ancl seconda1'1f).

State or Territory.

Numbcrof
Pe'.r cent
enFi1r~tn Totalpublfo of pupils
private
!~~oW~~~it in private
schools.
school. ·

1

3

4

United States . ... . ..................................... .

al, 317,000

15,969,492

.25

North Atlantic Division .......................•.............
South Atlantic Division .................................... .
South Central Division .... . ................................ .
North Central Division ...........•. : ....................... .
W estern Division .........................•..................

a544,300
al 06, 700
a 166, !JOO
(£451,700
a47,400

4,089,464

13.:ll

772,039

6.H

2,170.987
2,891,846
6,039, 156

4.90
5. 77
7.48

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ............................................................................................ .
New Hampshire (1 93-94).. ........ .... . .. .... ...•.•• ....
7, 42.3
ti9, 02
10. r,3

it1i1]///\/L\/HYH\\ . . .JI. . .':~:m . . . J~

South Atlantic Division:
Delaw·are .................................... .. ....... .......................................... .
Maryland ............... ..... ........................................ .. .......... ....•........ ...
D~-,ti:ic_t of Columbia (l '&5 06) ..... ...... ..........•....•
<;~•~
ll!.~
V1rglllU!, :;---.···· ·:~·· .............................. ······
!lOi
2i)' ,.1
ti.-~
West Vu g1ma (1 9:3- 0l) .... ...... ••.... ...... •..... ••....
,
, 10!1
.
North Carolina (1891--92) . . .. . ..•..... •. . . . . .. ... . ... . ... •
Z.i, HJ
3til, 556
7. :?5
South Carolina ...................................................................... ............ .
Georgia (1 !J:3-!J4) . . . .•. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . .. . • .. •• ••
11. Hil
4;i(J, 11:13
:J. H
Florida .................................................. ............... ~ ........ ................ .
South Central Division:

"t'

:ri;~'~~

~:~!u:;le
<<\ !;,t-r;;1L:::::::::::::::~:::::::.-::::::::::::
4:,.42
i 1~:;m
J}t
Alab:i.ma .....•..............................................................••...•...•........•.

t~~1tfNt.
~~. ~~~~!: ::::: :: :::.:_-:: :::::::::: :::::: :::::: ....... ~~ ~~":!.._
....:!~~~ .1· . _•..•.••''.·.~~
To:n .....................................................•...•.•..................... ............
t~f.~~:~~~i·:.-.-.-:: :::::.-.-:::.-.·:: .::::: .-.-.-.-:: ::::::::::: .:::: .......~~:'.~_I ....~::·.'~:~.........~·.~~
.i:~ortb Cl•utr 1 Divi,sion:
Uhi
••.•••••••••..•••.••••.••.•••.....••.•.••..•.•.•..•...•......••.•.........•..•.......•....
I1uliann •..••....•...•..•.......•........... ..•.. •..•...••••....•••.....••........•..•..•.••.••..•.

.1,!114

'i~

l.1-1, I i
J], '

.; 00
I. ··1

;~:t\;;::utii!)!i!\i
i/i i!!'.!ii!!(~;;u ,~:!~; ,.l!i!l
h,
p

W K

~

hD

I ~f-

ot

11)...................................

1.

!?.10

i~i:~ :::::::::................................ ·············· ...... ·~·· ............... .
••••. •••• •••• •••• .•••..•• .•• ..••••••
••••• -····· ••• .•. • • .•• •• •••. •• •••.
...........
.................................

J,~.:

,·7!

1 •• ii

J...,, •
II '

7,1

4.W

... , ' f .,,,

n. ;

a.4

STATE CO 1MON- CHOOL SYSTEMS.
T ABLE

1
United

14.-School rnoneys received .
From taxation.

Income
of State
school
funds
and rent
of chool
lands.

State or Territory.

L XIX

Total
re,enue
(excl uding balances on
From local Total ~rom State and hand,and
taxes.
taxation.
local.
proceed
of bond
sal s) .
From

I si~~~!s

From
tate
taxes .

I

4

3

1-

7

6

-I

. 641. 243
___
_

tate ........ ~1.~,648 ;;35,002,533 ·-i21,000,761 ··11i3,0'2:3,294 817,771. 301 \$i

- - - ---

NorthAtlanticDivision ... l,OU,074
outh Atlantic Division...
451,514
outh entral Division....
85-i, ooa
North Central Divil:!ion .... 4,750,511
W ternDivi ion..........
74.5,61G

.._

12,500,312
4, ()5.1, 785
,0-!6, ~
7,27t, 91f.l
3,099,291

49, 7,330
5,
827
4,015.751
59,871,812
,378,0-!1

62,468,642
9,870,612
12. !Jtil, 980
67, H1, 728
11,477,33"2

10,456,761173,009,-!77
923,545
11, 2-15, 671
53! 845
13,451,728
4,959; 986
76,855,255
896,16-:1:
13,119,112

M:3gt

1, 0-!9, 002

1,502,416
916,219
7 9,192
12,195.750

1,613,701
092,540
909, 7 2
12,390,638
8,852
1,449,702
59,620
2,736,950
118,479 1 27, 133,3-1-7
7,048.383
l>,493,079
10,125
21,240,558
a3, 128,035

·rn.

l=====l====l======l,-=~-=-=-===-=l==~= r=:=:::~ ~

North Atlantic Division:
Maine .................. .
51,375
N. Hampshire(! !r 96).
12,061
Vermont .............. .
100,683
l\fa · achusetts ........ .
1 ,0:36
Rhode lsland ... ....... .
, 40.5
Connecticut ........... .
151,452
New York ............. .
277,809
NewJ rsey ........... .
255 35"
I
OI
Pennsylvania. ......... .
South Atlantic DiviLion:
D •lawaro (1 9-90) b .•• •
Maryland ............. .
45,
60,000
Distri ·tof Columbia .. .
Virginia .............. .
46,058
W. Virginia. (1 . :i 96) .. .
b50, CKXJ
()
N. Carolina (1 9:i 96). •
outh Carolina ........ .
0
212,0-lli
G orgia ...... ~···-· ... .
Florida(] 9;- !ltl) ..... .
.37,4:3:3
outh entral Division:
Kcntncky (1 !J,3 Ofi) .... .
131'!, !)38
Tenn• · •e (189., 96) ... .
13u,44,,
Alabama (189i 9,5) .•...•
115, 7
77,91(i
Mis._i _.<iippi (189-i-9,3J .•..
Lom iann ............. .
49,980
Texas (lh95-00) ..•...... y33;;, G9
Arkan as .............. .
n
Oklahoma ............. .
0
North Central Division:
Ohio ..........•........
Indiana (l '!J;', !IO) .•..••.
Illinois ...... _ ......... .
Michigan (I !15-00) ..... .
Wisconsin ............. .
Minn •sota .........•....

o5z

5

!,

lUl, 76
290,810

,·. Dnkota.

705, lli6

_.T

vacla. (1 !1.j-00) • ••••••

li, 7:J;!
2-i.

7 , :J:!1

()
()

0
Hli,Ofll

2}.!l,"j.t
Iclnbo . ............... . . .
!1!1,:lJl
Iv' bingtnn (l !l.j- 00) .•
J;;iU,ii
Or gon (1 ·ur, !Iii) •••• . •••
<: lifornir~ (18< ,>-00) . .... b:!3!1,1(1()

3,0:12, 756

209,000
1.500,505
ell, 13l, &l
10.2.U
1,21\l, 976

215,000
2,029,720
l, 131, Gl
1,777,753

181,118

275,000
2. 2.30, 795
1,131,648
1. 86.3, 70-!

720,424
596, 29'2
1, 2n, aM

103,814

1,812,501
824.2:38

179,214

8;3,(@

fll!J.(X)()

1!?9, 72i:!

:3;38,3:3-i
44.7, 722

u,o.J.,:w>

1,070,2:U

1,:JaO.W)
51:i. ui.1!l;!;J,
:?:~,JOO
2,S:30, 751
3'.?8, 80:l
71,723

17G,2Txi

I

()

0

3lrn:.:I
0
2, it;4, ~

3,6-H,374:

0 ,

0
39,893
211,530

150,19
57,778

5,880 I
20;;,134

/9, 531
44. 'iOu
80.291
114,230

1r,506

1,033, /i9'
672,681
3,028.432
1,671, 79
780, 9,>3
1, 2''3"Z, 4-08
7'9, 'ti
4,091.302
1,332,0f

!J.31,(i67
Zl!l,683

1,280,470
311, 4il6

51,618
23,455

33-i, ol

10,307,464.

12,008,490
5,619, 44-8
H, 20,529
5, 3'J3, 819
4,,>H,3!35

518,938

12, S:3i. 901
6,636, i56
16,059,483

3. !lll,440
13, 20,529

4,804,0:~
3,!JH,33.5

()

0

859,606

801,1i23

I

R.1 (114-

1,330, 219
t),¥1.535
1. U'J!I, 756

ti!?.,. W7

0
,i
0

10.~J,
0

:t.

/Hl.861

Goo.mo

0
filJl,117

577,450

(P)

ooo

610.744

1,550, 9n

15,2."

511,2.5\l

1:;1,

T

~Ir,ntaun •......•...•...
\V,·oming- (] !J." !Hi) •••••
OIOrll(lO (] !J,>- ) .•....
.i:T •w::\I xico .•..........
Arizona ....•...........
Utah . . .....•.... . .......

0
!l37,!il2

1;;1,,' ti4,

(1 !J;j.M) .••••

hra ·ka •.....•...•...
Krm:a,
W stern 1vi ion:

co, 000

520,125

1. 7t_a.o:x;
1.
7t , 00
1,0W,000
b5 !l, l tl

2,167,019

0

63,360

19,907

19,807,155
5,227,601
1 , 121,523

12, u:il, 523

3:~,!~l:;

I

1. 381,767

1,261, 91
2, 17ti,200
15, !17!),451

3, 27,704
2,19-i, 15
5,500,000

I

tiN.~aouri
·.·-~=~ ~·.·. ~ ~~~ ====
Dakota (18!J;j.!JO). ••••

8.57,388
7o+, S:l!I
12. 19:;, 7;,o

85:6

1, 1 l."l7

3, 73u, 728
7,421,465
0, 12t).491
7i5. i\67
1, lHl. 037

a.a:~,,,n;

a,:~u.on;

3,J.;!;3.9
7,421, i(\;)

5,1: ,:371

H·~o. no:>

2,H7.4.'H

l,!t !J,:in

1:1:?. 447
l 0.144

I

1
1, !
1

1. f.t!J:J, :314
1:~.080
210.689

5t.i, t•iO
'i"ti.~12
]Ill. 11:17
f½_. ~!11

I

l:ili2,550
''i,5.56
ltil, 937
828. l!Jl
0!17,6-!0

5,282.696

!rn·~
44G: 449
396,998

874,376
89'6. 4.73
4.9, 43-i
88, 2'21
52,928
709, 02'4

6,152,268
5,17'0,895
5,162,510
8,5."i;i,5;,3

6, 26,101

1,017,6-19
1,325,4.~
3,307, !)-!;J

101,573

3,812, 7.fi

27,714
3,587
h417.413

217,019
2,489.11

20,051
4,807
62,697
9,917

141, 2-17
1ti 392
110:168
81. 571

777,893

153 HO
215.,!!!6

92.5. 25:3
203,4!>4,
32.3, 1:
943. 886
1, 2-14, !:6-3
5,623,267

a In 1, ':i i.
e Tot reported.
b Approicimn. ly.
/Rc11or incomplote.
.
c, tat nppropria ion for color •1l ch00l5.
[J Income of county funds only. The rncome of
dinclurl · money a.ppropria.tc l from the Fed•
'tat funds i · iucluded in column 3.
ral Treasury.
hlncludes procoe s of bond sales.
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13.-The school revenue analyzed.

TABLE

Average al!lount raised per tax·
vayer (1. e., adult males) .
ui

8M

g
,n

State or Territory.

i,.

al

~
0

~

a
0
M

fl'<

3

1
United States.. .

so. 40

I SL 81

4

86. GO

Nor thAtlanticDh-. . .
. 18 ,· 2.17 j 8.61Sou thAtlanticDiv . . . . 20
l. 2
2.62
South('entral Div....
.21J
2. 72
J.36
North Central D iv ...
.
1. 05 1 8. C,5
WesternDiv .. ... .. ..
. 50
2.00
5.57
NorthA.tlantic D i,.:
Maine. . .. . ....... .
. 26 2 57
5. 24
N.Ham.(1 '95---06).
. 4~

691
==;--

~:~:~ht:s~tts~~~:
Rhode Island.....

Connecticut. .....
NowYork........
NowJer sey. .. . . ..
Pennsyl nmia. . .. .
Sou th Atlantic Div. :
Del. (1880-00) b •.••
Maryland.........
Di,;t. of olnmbia.
Virginia...........

W. Va. (1 'H.i·!l6) ...
N . Caro. (lf-!l<>--06).

South

arolina. .. .

-ig

:24
. Oi
.fJO
. 14
. 50
00

1. 26
. 15
00
.12
b . 25
00
00

1A~~\~~-i,i~i1~=nti> :: :~1

Son th U ntr al Div. :

Ky. (1 9-i-!lo)......

-~

Tenn. (l<l!l.3--!lli)....
. 3'.~
Ala.. (1, 04 !).i) • • • • • •
. :J2
:Miss. (lt!l1·L3) ....
.~;
Loni<>.i:rnn. ..•.. ...
.18
Texns(l'ff,3-0li) .... !J.-17
ArknUti!lS -········
(M)
klahoma .... ...
00
..·ortb 'cutral Dfr.:
0 io ..•..... ......

g-~i

·oo

1. 0.5
1.15
1.89
4.34
3. 26

.1:3
1. 70

C

00

2. 41
1. 641. !)
1.00
2.00

1. 10

5

4.30
4.93

t.16

0.0-i

.04
.3:3
. 2
3. 70

7

S

9

10

$0. !)2

$9. 7'3

ss. 95

SL CD

4. 2

1.81
.43
. 17

12.77
5. 07
4. 5-!

14.. 60
3.40
3.02
10. 52
13. 86

.87
1.49
1. 51
1. 06
.63

1.4•kO
6.4

15. 00
1a._ ~
16 1~
12. 02
12. 5-!

. 84
. 78
. 83
.00
1. CO

.6
5.5
1.0
4. 6
O

5. 7!)
0.54
16.07

J . 00
J.13
. 91
1. 4!)
l. 41
1.07
l. 1
1.0!
1. :i,i

:?l. 8

• 71

.50

···:52·

:6i

15:50
11. 02
. 52
8.63
.47
7.91
3.49
5.9:J
.02
7. 48 a 1. f:5

,za.w

6

- - - - - -'- - - ·-

.5!J

11

12

18.uloi.8 I

!J.4

ITT

17. 0
36.1
59. 8

67.4
51. 7
29.8
77. !)
U:3.0

8. 3
10.6
11.1
40.0
25. !)

87.1
•t. 0
79.j
•1.4
58.!J
Zli.O
55. 2
.2
50. 4 a H. 7

8.2
,J.0
1

9. 5
i.i
8.72
5.7
23.6
6.8
---------- - 1- - - 8. 07
!J. !JS
. 81
3. 2
31. 8
65. 0
8.00 11. 0
. 71
1.3
g-~ t{{
~-i0
1
6
1l: M:s~ :1} U ·o us:4 --: 1
11. 10

12. 66
10. 5
13.43
10.M
)2. 50

3.20
U.35

1.:rz
l.(;.t

"28

:r:21

6. 2

•) 0

I II

::u

b:?.8

0
0

r2.:3
76.0
23.0
66. 0
0 dl00.0
f>O.:J
45. l
1~.:~ (ii.
8;).6
1.03
li.5.9
11.0

13. 0

5.u

i.u,,
l -1 .8

ti.i
ii. O
y8.i
0
0

'"'· n
1n.:3

l!l. i

11.
11.
lll.

1:;.

1.

11ml ,

0

2.1

11.6
12.5
2:3. 1
9.2

'.5

50.0
35.6
70. H (e)
t::i.8 /1 .2
7:i.:;
] 1. 1
:!3. 7 ll:3.2
l.i9.
l' .G
24. 7 71.4
n.u
:!1 .1
!!:).
ti.
1,0.

cl ll iu

:.n.
oo.oo

0

8.1

4.1
ti. 3

2.u

7'.Z

,.,

Hi.!l
10.:,

.7

8.7

.0
:!1. !
:!. 7

STATE COill!ON·-SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
TABLE
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16.-Progre s of school expenditure.
Total amount expended for schools.

Expended per capita
of population.

State or Territory.
1879-80.

1 70-71.

1 9-90.

1 96-97.

1870- 187V71.
80.

----------~-----~----·l-----l-----1-- - - 3

1.

4

6

90.

7

9

$7 ,09-!,G87 Sl40,606,715 Sl87,320,G02 SL 75 Sl.56 82. 24
1-----1-----1

North Atlantic Division.
,'outhAtlanticDivi ion .
Sou th Central Di vi ion..
North Central Di vision..
W astern Di vision........

2,538,058
5,130,49'.3
4, 872, 8:..'9
35, 2 5, 035
4,267, 673

Arizona ............. .
-tah ...... - .......... .
., ~ada ....... ....... .
Idab o
Wahington ........ •.

,!lit]g~nia ===: =======:
c,

82.62

- - - - --- ---

48,0Z3,4e2
',7fi7,165
l 0, 67 , 680
62, 2:1, 503
10, 213, 1"

72,214-,Gf;S
11,622,233
] 3, 13.'3, 295
70, 09-!, 619
13, 655, 797

2. 38
.63
. 73
2. 14
2. 15

1.97
.68
. 55
2. 03
2. 41

2.76
.$l9
. 97
2. 81
3. 37

3.62
l.lU
1. 02
3. 03
3. 49

t====i:====l=====f=====l=-===1-- - - - -

North Atlantic Division:
:Maino ............... .
1,007,991
950,662
1,327,5-".>3
418,545
565,339
New Hampshire .... .
W,333
49!l, !)61
446,217
711,072
Vermont ...... ....... .
Massachusetts ... . . . . 5,57!!, 363 4, !lS3, 900
, 286,002
,!)66
526, 11 2
461,160
R hode I land ........ .
Connecticut ......... . 1,49(;,0 1 1, 4-0 I 375
2,157,014
New York ...... ..... . n,rm,001 10,200, !J77 17,513,880
New Jersey .... ..... . 2,302,3.U
1,873,465
3,340, 190
Pennsylvania ....... . 8,479,918 7,369,682 12, 92 ,'122
, ou thAtlanticDivision :
207,2 1
D la ware.............
153,:>09
b2i5,000
), !l10,(i(i3
Maryland ............ 1,21!,720 l,:>-14, 367
005, 777
438 567
D~!';ti:ic~ of olumbia.
373,535
Vn·g1ma.... ...... ....
F 7,472
946, lO<J
1,001,500
707,
5.53
1,19
,493
We. t Vir1:,rinia ........ \
577,719
376,0112
North 'arolina ......
177,49
714, IJOO
4,,0, 930
South 'arolina. •.....
275,688
32-i, 6.9-9
471, (\',?Q
oorgia .... ...... ....
202,000
l, 100,3:'>4
Florida...............
1.2!),431
lH, 95
"16,5:33
, outh entral Divi. ion:
KPntucky ............ b 1,075,000 1,000,030
2, HO, 078
T nness e. ...... .....
b 7"' , 000
744-, 1
l, 5'W, zn
A~ah_all?a · .·· ···· ······ b3!:0,000
b500 000
b
,O'JO
1:t!';8 11)1)1.... .•• ••• .
!).,0, 000
&30: 7 5
1, 10!1, 575
Loui<;iana ............
5.'ll,8.'H
411, r-,s
17,110
T xas ................
b(i50,000 bl,mD,000
3,178,3(>()
Arkansas. ............ b520, 000
287,056
l,Olti, 770
Oklahoma ............. ....................... .......... .. .
North Central Divil ion:
7,166, 9(',3
10,002,238
Ohio .................. 0, !!:31, 03:i
Indiana ..... ........ .. b2, 897,537 4,4!H, 50
5,24!5,218
lllinois ............... 6,650,542 7,014,092 11,645,126
Iichigan.. ... . . . . ... . 2, m, 740 2,775, fl17
5,3!9,300
Wi consin.... .. .. .... 1,032, 5.'39 2, 177,0'.?3
3,801 ~12
Minnesota... . ........
!J(iQ, 5.'j8
1 3:~ 429
4,1 1,,no
Iowa .................. 3, .~;!l, 190 4'.48-1-:043
6,382, 9;;3
Missouri.............. 1, 749,0-19 2,675, 36-i
5, 431-. 262
62!j, !).f!)
North Dakota ........ } b:?3
,'onthDa.kota........
'
l 100, fi.'30
"ebraska . ... ..... ...
36:i, 520
3,3i6,332
Kansaq ............ ...
001,3:r.3
4,072,007
W stern Divi ion:
b3:5,GOO
3">-i,084
Montana ............ .

~ri;~~~~g.
~ ~:~~~~·-====
New lle:: dco ....•.....

9697.

--

u.r,w1
01 ,:ln;1

b4,~

bll7,000
b 3,(00
1<,003
b3.i,I
1Jlf,IJ,(
1,713,131

Includes somo expenditure for
d

TJ~,000

1,

j!)

I
20
11

5,

ls.

79
G2

I

l , 593, IH 1. 51 1.65
l , (HO, 309 1. 30 1.63
912, 996 1. 51 1. 34
12,390,638 3. 73 2. 80
cil, 731, 735 2. 05 1. 90
2,059,825 2. 74 2. 26
26, · !), 57 2.17 2.03
5,277,247 2. 48 1. 66
19,618, 187 2. 36 1 . 72

2. 01
2. 43
2. 24
2.61
2.H
2.U
3. 70
•1. 71
2.56 et4. 3S
2.89
3.5:3
2.!J2
3 . 90
2.31
2. 93
2.4.6
3.23

lbcl.

be 275. 000 1. 21 1. 41 bl. 63
03
2. 20
2,591,702 1. 53 1. 65 1. 8B
4. 00
l , 111,298 2. 77 2. 47 3. 93
.63
. 97
1.09
1 ,sr;3. 539
.4-7
dl.7!J3,049 1.26 1. 14 1.57 d2.11
.27
.
4.4
d
. 46
.16
d 17,562
.33
.39
. 5:5
. 38
Hll7,0fi8
.
31
.65
. 83
.24
1 ,7<'» , 972
. 43 1. 32
1. 43
. 66
713, 44-3

.65 1.15 dl.47
rl2, 910, 04.'5 b.80
.48
. 86 d.90
dl,H90, 750 b .59
e.39
Cl;;J, :159 b . 36 b.40 , b.59
. 73
. 86 e.89
e l,272, 500 1.11
. 44
. 73
. 79
. 71
980. 8JO
dB, 996, 77 b . H b.05 1.42 ell. 3-!
.99
. 36
. 90
1,276, 93-1: bl. 02
1.16
324,610
12,574, 300 2. 52
(j, 004, 6(i8 bl. 70
16, 38:i, 550 2. 57
(i, 87 , 707 2. 33
5,075, 4J5 1. 70
5, 158, 100 2. ()6
7, 00, 430 2. 70
6, 713, !l2
. 99
,J l , l2i>, '!Ji3} bl 29
11 2oO 663
.
3:421:247 2.01
3,760,574 . 2. 24
7!l2, OfJ8
<1211,335
d .,, 384,183
15;;, 9,i5
2115, 8:i2
!!05, 713
20'.3, OW
3.Z ·, 249
dl,42,i,509
rl 1,197,109
5,847, 74

1.81

2.45
1.83

2. 80
2.39
3. 04
2. 55

3.10
3.56
2. 'i

2. 25

2.45

3. 22
3. 34
2. 03

3.03
3. 76
2.21

rn::
3.19
3.4.S

3 , 28

cl3.71

d3. 7-!
3.02

2.85

3,4.'i
2.01 2. 'i6
b .71 1. 37 b3. 71 cl2.12
1. 44 2. 03 4, 08 d4.3:3
.24 b.55
b . 05
-~~
2.i)i)
0 1. 51 3. G5
.92 l.90 3.47
bl. 28
4.86
bl. 93 3. 54 3. 53
2. 3:3
1.17 1.18 2. 00
bl.BO 1.50 2.74. cl 2. 97
bl. 65 1. 76 2. 57 d3.16
3.W
2. 93 3.31 4.29

bl. 62

bAppro imately.
e In 1 9¼-Vo.

2. 2-i
2.27
2. 28
1. 70
1. 65
1. 70
2. 76
1.23

c In 1880-90.
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REPORT OF 'l'H E COMMI SSIONER OJi' E DUCATION.
TABLE

1i .-The school ea1Jcnditure of 189r:-97 classified.

State or Territory.

Paid for
Paid for
Paid for all Total ex•
sites, build- teachers'
other pur • penditure,
ings, furni·
and
super•
poses,
p r in· excluding
ture, libra• intendcnts' cipallymain·
payment of
ries,and
salaries.
tenance.
bonds.
apparatus.

1
United States ............ . ... .. ....... .
North Atlantic Division . . ......... .. ....... .
outh Atlantic Division ............ . ....... .
South Central Division ...... ...... . ....... .
North Central Division . . .................. .
W astern Division . ... .... .. . ....... .. ....... .
North Atlantic Division:
1Iaine ......... .... . . .............. . ..... .
New Hampshire ...... . ................. .
Vermont .......... .. ... . ...·... . . ........ .
Massar·husetts .......................... .
Rhode I land ... .... .. .................... .
Connecticut .......... . ................. . .
No,v York ............................... .
Now Jersey ............................. .
Pennsylvania ........................... .
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware (1 9-90) ....... .......... ..... .
Maryland ............................... .
D!st1:ic_t of Columbia .........•........••
V1rg1nrn........ ............... ......... . . .
We t Virginia (1 95--96) ................. .
North Carolina(l895--96) .............. . .
, outh Carolina .......................... .

~

3

831, tl03, 245

sno, 303, ;,-:12

I

17,506, 8221
1,107,177
1,176,077
10,367.300
1,745,869

39,6.5-5. 91
8, 8.'>!J, 070
10,917,205
50, 28. &31
9,04.1,019

I

259,966

1,16t,11~
G.5UH7
631, !l91
b7,0!32, 12
C 3-1, 680
] , 37, :318

72,2H,fl,

3,194. 0-!9
10,049, 12

d23, 795
326,809
187,.UO
171,019
2'Z3,071
53, 172
43,814
el0,030
58,967

2-25. 000
1, 932,51:3
71!3,298
1,45!1,!l.;!I
1, 112,!i13
m,,416
59!l, 180
l. 531, 0'20
517,172

26,20.5
335,291
180,590
22"2, =>61
4-58, 065
58,074:
51,074
212, !122
107. 30-i

415,357
182,6.'36

2,372.214
1,3!!!,1{70

i~~~~. ====== ::·::::::::: :::: :::: :::: ::::

el

,2ao,

37.3H

t1~~1l~1Et
~~~=~~~:::=: :::::~:::: :::: ::::
Texas (ldl:' !lU) ............••••...•.•...••

12,s~;

256, ;34(j
135. 1:~
58,:!!3',

Arkan!'a8 ................................ .
Oklahoma .......... ... .........•.........
orth entral Division:
Ohio .......... ........................... .
Indiana .... •........... ...................
Illinois ....•.............................•

u.rno,ooo

filH,Hlil{

1, 1(). • 013

780. 472
3, 40~. fl,>¼
l,O!JO,!ill
:?tlO,l(XJ

8, 130. Ri,i
/i,001,i!IO

10,:m.113
4,0ll,!l;'.j2
3, Jiil, !1811
a.4ot>,.-->N)
5 :!Hl,a,►l
4,00.i,!JHj

\it~~ff:'·ota
\Yri::.•..............................
:::::::::: ::: ::: ::: :::=::.· ::::
~1t.l~;t;rf:
::::: ==::::::
::: ::::::::::::: :: :
• orth Dakot
fl,>--00) ....•••...........

. Ii1111P

(1

·outh Dakota (ldl.'>--00) .......•..........
• • hra ka ............................... .
Kan. a ..•..•.. .••............ ........•.
W t rn Divi ion:
.rout na ···················· ······••·····

.,
-,

:!,

~~-TfRl~i0 t~~!:~~::~ ~:: : ::::=:::::::

l,!Hll,!t:!1
121,01/i
1r,.·,,!lt1J
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I<luh •••• -r••••••.•••.•..••••••••••• ••••••

m (1

$1 1,320, 60'2

15,051. 939
1,65,5, 986
l,Oill,013
15,498,968
2,86ti, 909
-

3,688,6-W

80,583
a264,593
2,728,197
550, !177
55-5, 19
8,39 , 676
979,371

; ' i) •••••••••••••••••••

rllf ~i1 .~... !.::::::: :::::~=:::::::::::

4,

nitor. nnd tr
ool
ly.

ell r ..

~

$36,113,815

169,570
308,079
rn. !12
2,629.629
2!7.078
56:l,488
4,131,121
1,103,827
5, 79, 73.5

South Central Division:
Kentucky (1 '9,3-96) ..................•....
T"1mes,; e Cl 5·96) ..........•.....••••••
Alabi~111a (1 9!-95) .•...... ...•............

· llin

4

ll 1">->ZJ3

rn;i:E:295

76,094,619
13,6\3, 797

----l,u!l3,804
l,OJ.0,309
1112,!J!.l!i
12, 3fl0, f,38

1,r~t-7~

2,9:,.), ..,')
26,UH0,857
5,:m,2-11
19,U18, 1 7

21:;,000
2,5!l1,70'2
1, 111,29
1, '~3.o.'39
1 793,649
'817, 5tJ2
6!17,068
1, 70.'i,!172
71:J,!13
2, lll!l,04:3
l,U!lO. 7'1()
Gn:i.:~9
1,272.,,(X)
fl, !l,310
3,!Jil!i,778
1,:?'ili,fl:14
3:?-i, ,no
12,,iil,,:l!l()
U,Oli-t,ut·

rn, a: 3. r,;,o
6,378,707

5,om.nr,

5, l:':>!l. l!,O
7, !KJ.4!l0

6,'il:J !1'2
1,1.?.i, !1!3
1,:!··11.n,;.1
3, 121,;!-li
a.; 1,ii,-t-
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18.-(1) Expenditur per pupil (bas cl on av rage attendance)· (:2) avemge
daily expenditure per pupil; (S) percentage analysis of school exp~nditu1·e.

TABLE

Aver!l;g expenditure per 'dafi";:~;~~<l-1 Per cent of the topupil (for the whole
iture P.er
tal expenditur
school year) .
pupil.
devoted toState or Territory.

-

I

I ~fi'

1

I

6.02
. 7
.6!

15.68
G.95
5.93

··lll.56

5.96
1.30
.57

~~~l~r?i B~~t!i~!v_~~~~=~=======:::: HA ~Jt H~
0

7

6

4

United, ta.tes ____ ______________ . ;:uli .'11.82 ,_ a.r:
NorthAtlanticDivision ____________
SouthAtlanticDivision____________
SouthCentralDivision _____________

--

-

---

For I
Total For
Si~es,
AU
sites, For
build- ala- other per ~la- Total. "t?mld- Sala- other
mgs, rie . puring, ri s. pur- pupil. 11es
po e..
only.
etc.
poses
tc.

28.!i(j,
9.12
7.14

S

9

10

li.0

63.7

19.3

24.2
9. .3
9.0

54.9
76.2
83.1

14.3

~j

~tg

- ' - - - - --

Ccnls. Cents.

.4

13.2

!l.l

16.5
8.2
7.7

6.3

6.4

~:~ I 12J I

I

~u rnJ

20.9
7.9

9 5
12. 9
lt.l.2
12.0
25.6
7.2
7. 7
12.0
15. 'J

1,. 2
22.]
H''

r:o

11. 7
7.0
26 •)
!J, \I

61

1!3.
11. 7
1-.l.U

a Inelud s exp •nditur tor book·, janitor·, and
tram,portation of pupil.:.

b Approximately.

c In ·ludcs sala.ric · of cv ning ,-;chool t a,·hers.

28. 9

5
~-0
8. 7
15. 5
12.3
31. 7
16. 5
23.3
17.8
17.9
;K),

14.4

55.3
72.5
55. :l-

17. 7
13. 7
31.2
15.6

19.3
17.3

56.8
82. 7

(f)

27.0
13.8
4.9
6.2

26 3
9.8
14.5
9.1

79.!J
75.8

60.1 a13.6
51.0 36.2
65.6 19. 9
15.3
75.6

cl Includes ·ity of Wilmiugtou nly.

R port iucomplcte.

f _tot r port •d seJJarat ly •
y In I 05-0C.

1 .0
23.9
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School expenditures per capita of population; (2) same pe1· capita
of average attendance.

TABLE 19.-(1)

Expended per pupil.

Expended per capita of population.
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~
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~
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- - --· - - - -

lSi0-71 ........ $1.7'5
1871--72 ....... . 1. 83
18i2-73 . ....... 1.8-!
1873-74 ········ 1. 88
1'74--75 .....•.. 1. 91
1
1. 85
1876--77 .. • ..... 1.72
1877--78 ........ 1. 67
1878--70 ........ l. 5fl
1879--80 .. ...... 1.56
1 0-81 •.. ..... 1. 63
1 1--82 ·····-·· 1. 70
1882-83 ........ 1. 0
18&.'l--8-i .... ... . 1.88
188-1--85 •....... 1. 96
1885--86 ...... .. 1. 97
1886-- 7 •...... . 1. 97
1 7--88 . ... ..•. ~.07
1888-89 . ...... . 2.17
1889-90 ...... .. 2. 2-!
1890-91 . ....... 2.31
1891--9;3 ........ 2.40
1 !l2-9:3 ........ 2.4
1 fl3 !).j, •••••••• 2. 5,'3
1 !J-! !)5 ..•••••. 2. 5!
l '!l5 9Ha ...... 2. 61
1 96--!J'j' (£ - - •••• 2. 6~

,5-rn ........

I

2. 44:
2.51
2.55
2.-15
2.29
2. l/5
2.03
1. 97
2. 08
2.11
2.2'.3
2.25
2.38
2.3U
2.35
2.4
2. 59
2. 76
2. 70
2.!l-1
3.C-!
3.H
3.32
:3.47
3. u:~

.63
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.82
-!

:88
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. 9,;
.98
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z
-~:2.H
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.55
.58
.6-!
. 68
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.82
.87

.Si
.87
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.!l7
1.0-!
1.00
1.00
l.(J7
1. 06
1.0-!
1. 02

2. 31
2.31
2.38
2. 36
2.37
2.21

2.14
2.00
2. 03
2.09
2.19
2.34
2. 48
:3. 5B
2.54
2. 55
:i. 68
2. 76
2. 1
2. 5
2.!l4
3.07
3.20
3.12
3.18
3.08
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$.~.15 315. 20
2.27 15. 93
2. 4-:i 16. 00
2.40 15. 8.5
2. 76 15. 91
2. 78 15. 7'0
2.6] 14. 64
2. 73 13. 67
2.53 12. 97
2.41 12. 71
2.54 13.01
2.59 14. 0,3
2. 74 14.5.5
2.83 14.63
2. 90 15.12
2. 88 15. ()(i
2. 76 , 15. 07
2. 9ti 15. 71
3.28 I l(i. 55
3.37 17.23
3. 78 17. 5!
4.03 18. 20
3. 97 l '.58
3.53 ]8. 6:~
3.49 18. 41
3.53 1 . 92
3.4!) l'.W

$18. 31 Sl0.2i
18. 86 10.46
9.25
19. 89
!l.01
19. 89
8. 98
20.17
19.14: · 8.65
7.68
17.89
7.:n
16. 5.'>
6. 76
16. 05
};j_ 6-!
6.00
17.14
7.22
17.35
7.63
18.17
7.46
18.37
7.44
7.32
19.19
l!J.11
7.33
l!J.38
7.33
7.61
20. GO
7. 77
21. G4
7. 78
2H.58
8.52
23.66
. 7•!
24.S!J
25. !J]
8. 63
26.21
~.61
26. -1
8.5
2..'l.2'!
8. 88
2 .5!.i
9.12

$9.06 ~H. 8i
9.08 lfj,36
8.39 16.5.'3
7.55 16. 57
7.51 ](j_ (i9
(j, 70 16. 91
6.25 15.93
]5.08
5.9
5.65 H .2'.3
5.40 H.39
5. 72 15. rn
6.2.5 15. 79
6.17 16. 69
6.26 16.90
6. 74 17.53
(i. 93 17. 45
6.88 17. 45
6.60 ] .20
7. 12 10.30
7.28 l!l. 70
l!l.42
7. 7
7.82 20.13
7. 72 20.6:~
7.58 21.29
7. fj!) 20.2li
7. 41 20. 70
7.H 11).52

$21.87
23.57
25.0!
2l.3o

2ti.85
26.3-5
2l.69
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2'J.5!l
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1.-Num,bcr of pitJJi1s enro7ld in the common se-hools of the Unitecl States cack
yea1· since 1S7'0-71.

l

I

13

/2

II

/0

SCHOOL

PUPILS.

YEAR.

7

6

s

4

3

2

fWtL

IOI S.

/870-71
1871-lZ
1872-73
1873-74
/874 -75
1875-76
1876-77
1877-78
1878-79
1879-80
1880-8/
1881-82
/882-83
/883-84/884-85
/885-86
1886-87
/887-88
/888-89
/889=90
/890-9/
/89/-92
1892-93
/893-94
/894-9S
/895-96

7,S6/,S82
7,815,306
8,003,614
8,444,251
8,785,678
8,869,!IS
8,965,006
9,438,883
9,504,458
9,861,505
10,000,896
I0,2!/,Sl8
10, 65 I, 828
10,98~364
11,398,024
11,664,460
11,884,944
12,182,600
lc,392,260
12,722,SBI
13,050,132
·/3,255,921
13,483,340
/3,99S,3Sl
/4,201,752*
14,424,500*

*Sl/8J£CT TO CORRECTION.
I
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2.-Showing the percentage of the total population enrolled in the comnion schools
by yea1·s since 1870-71.

/8

/6

14

ScH001.

YEAR.

/2

/0

8

6

4

2

0

/870-71
/871-7Z
/872-73
/873-74
/874-75
/875-76
1876-77
/871-78
1818-79
1879-80
1880-81
1881-82
/882-83
/883 -84
/884-85
/885-86
/886-87
/881 -88·
/888-89
1889-90
/890-9/
1891-92
1892-93
- /893-94
/894-95
/895-96

PER
CENT.

/9./4
/9.31
/9.29
/9.84
20.10
/9.76
/9.44

/9.9I
19.S0
/9.67
/9.51
/9.47

198.S
20.00
20.27
20.30

2024
Z0.33

2026
2032
2042
2a41
2034
ZO.S6
2056
Z06S
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3.-Showing the average nunibel' of days the school8 were kept each year since
1870-71.
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c:>
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/20

//0

JOO

90
SCHOOL

DAYS.

YEAR

80

7(,

6l

so

4£

3l

21,

10

/870-71
/871-72
/872 -73
/873-74
1874-75
1815-76
1876- 77
/81/1 - 78
1878 -79
1879-80
1880-81
1881 -82
/882-83
1883-84
1884-85
1885-86
1886-87
1887-88
1888-89
/889-90
1890-9/
/891-92
1892 -.93
18.93 -94
/894-95
/895-96

132. I
/33. 4
/29. I
/28.8
/304
133.I
/Jc. I
/32.0
/30.2
/30.3
130. I
/31.2
12.9. 8
129.I
/30. 7
130.4
/3/ 3
/32.3
/33.7
/34.7
/JS.7
/36.9
!36.3
139.S
141.4*
/42.2*

*SI.ISJECT TO CORRECTION.
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4.-Showing the amount expendell per capita ofpopulation each year Bince 1870-71.
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1870-71
1871-7?.

.8?

1

.40
~
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1886-87
1887-88
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1889-90
1890-9/
1891··92

2.07
2./7
224
2.31
Z.40

/892-~J
1893-94
l894-9S
l89S-9$

2 .S3
2.59ft
2.62*

*Sll8✓EC7'

I

$1.75

/88S-86

,873-74
1874-75
1875-16
!876-77
1877-78
1878-79
/879-80
/aB0-8/
1881-82
1882-83
1883-84
1884-lJS

/.tt?

PER
CAPITA .

/. 83
/.84
1.88
/.9/
1.85
1.72
/. 67
I. 56
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!.6J
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5.-Shou.:ing what 1Jerccntagc of the 1>opiilatio11 was em·olled as secondary students
in public and private lligh schools.
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1877 .. ... •..
1878 ..... - ..
1879 . . .. .. • .
1880 ........
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24, 0'.!3
28, ]24
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34,072
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116,009
125, 5J2
b202, 96:l
211, 5!\6
230,556
254,023
280, 274350,009

OG, 72'.l
08, 4~5
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6.-Sl10wing what per cent of the total population was enrollell as college students
during each year since 1872,
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PART I.
CH PTER I.
EDUCATION IN GREAT BRITA!

A D IRELAND. 1

Gr at Britain and Ireland, constitutional monarchy; area, England and Wales
5 ,186 square miles; population (estimated, 1 94), 30,06 ,763; Scotland, 29,820
square miles; population, 4,123,038; Ireland, 32,5 3 square miles; population
(census, 1 91), 4,70-1,750.
For pr vious articles on edu ation in reat Britain, see the following:
Detailed view of the educational system of England. (Report for 1888-89, Vol. I,
pp. 7 -111.)
Religious and moral training in public elementary school , England and Wales.
(Ibid., pp. 438-457.)
Brief view of the educational system, with current statistics. (Report for 1889VO, Vol. I, pp. 237-24 .)
Educational system of cotland. (Ibid., pp. 187-236.)
Elementary education in London and Paris. (Ibid., pp. 263-2 0.
Brief view of sy terns of England and cotland, with current statistics and compari on with 1876 (England), 1 O ( cotland). (Report for 1890-91, Vo1. I,
pp. 125-134.)
Provision for secondary and for technical instruct:on in reat Britain. (Ibid.,
pp. 135-130.)

Euucation, 1 sy tem of Ireland. (Ibid., pp. 151-1131.)
Elementary education in rea.t Britain and Ireland, 1 0.:.,. (Report for 1891-92,
ol. I, pp. 07- 104.)
Technical in truction in reat Britain. (Ibid. pp. 10,3-137.)
Elementary ducation in r at Britain. (Report for 1 92-03, Vol. I, pp. 203-208.)
Religious mstruction under the London school board. (Re1 ort for 1892-93, Vol.
I pp. 0$-218.)
Great Britain and Ireland, educational statistics and movements, 1893. (Report
for 1 03-0J, Part I, pp. rn--1 ;;.)
Educational systems of England and
otlancl, with stati tics and movements,
1 0 -!H. (Report for l . -t 03, ~ o1. I, pp. 257-27:3.)
The Engli ·h ,Jucation bill of 1 OG. (R port for 18!:>5-06, Yol. I, pp. 79-121.)
Ecluc tion in reat Britain and Irclancl, 1 03-9G, with detailed st!'l.temeut·of the
dev lopm nt of the Engli h sy.·tem. (Ibid., p11. 18:3-135.)

- - - - - - --

•

1

Prepared by Mis. Anna Tolman , 'mith.
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TOPICAL OUTLINE.-Brief conspectus of the educational system of EnglandEducational statistics-Legislation of 1 97 and survey of antecedent laws-Education in London.

Brief conspectits of the English system.-Elementary education alone has been
organized into a system which is maintained by the combined effort of State and
local authorities.
The action of the State is limited to securing through local agencies adequate
provision for the instruction of all children. An annual grant is made by Parlia•
ment, '21,1 ,4,735 in 1896, which is distributed to the managers of schools, public
and private, that fulfill specified conditions. These pertain to the equipment and
staffing of the school, the duration of the annual session, the cours3 of study and
the results of instruction. A grant in lieu of fees is also made for schools remit•
ting the same, amounting in 1896 to 10,689,6'3 8. This sum with the grant above
named makes a total of $31,864,403, or 64 per cent of the entire school expenditure
from the public treasury.
A committee of council (education department) is charged with the distribution
of the grant and maintains a force of inspectors, who must make an in pection of
every school twice a year and report as to its efficiency, equipment, etc. The
report of the inspector determines the amount of the grant to which the school is
entitled.
The local school authorities are elective school boards or private managers, and
the schools are characterized as board or voluntary, according to the manag ment.
Board schools are maintained in part by local foxes, yielding $10,62i,422 in 1 96.
Private schools have no claim upon these, but draw a portion of their support
from endowments and subscriptions. Fees may be charged in either cla s of
schools, but have been generally remitted since the passage of the law of 1 90,
providing for the additional grant. Board schools must be nonsectarian and
private school. , even if parochial, are restrained by a 'conscience clause., jn the
education law of 1 70 from forcing religious instruction upon pupils.
, chool di tricts must enact compulsory by-laws applicable to all children between
tho a'' s of :; and 1-! unle.. they have obtained the educational certificate which
alone entitle· them toe.· mption. The age fore.· mption can not be 1 'S than 11
years, arnl under the by-laws of many district exceeds that Umit.
The teaching staff of a.. hool comprises certificated t a.ch r , as:istant on prob, tion. and pupil teacher . The le st named c re r ga.nl cl a t acher in training,
au!l an, dditioual grant ism <l to the s ·hool on their account.
T acher ·· trainin"' coll ge cstauli bed by private mauag r al o receive appropriation from the tate.
Th • y · m of cclnca.tion iu
. t. nti lly tlw 111 featur n.· that of En,rlc ncl; i. e. it i a tate-aiclecl . y t m in
which lo ·al authoriti · h, v • lar•r liberty of action.
The Iri h y m, althon"'h <liff rin,, mat rially from tho:w of En,,lancl and . cot11 ncl i 11• p ct t th n tnr • a 1 l tho relation. of the c.:cutral, nd local :mthoriti ,
int in l , 1 o by th · m hin ·tl action of the tv..-o.
• l 'l' 11

,

1, ti. ti<•

l f llm •

11

iv vi
n

11<l ,

tl1 • prin ·ip,tl
larnl .
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Ediwational statistics.
Date Register ed Profes•
of r e· stu den ts
sors or
port. or pup ils. teach er s.

Institutions.

E xpendi·
tures.

GREAT BRITAIN.

England and lVciles.

Univer sities :
Oxford (23colleges) . .... . . .. .... . .. . .............. .
Cambridge (19 coUeges) ........... . .. ..... ... ... . .
London (2 colleges) ... . .......... .... . . ....... . ... .
Durham (1 college) ..... . ........ . .. . ...... . . ... . . .
D etached colleges (13) •••.••••••. • ••••••• . ••••• • •••
University Colleges for Women (4) .•• •. .•. .• • •.. •
Bedford College for Women ..... . .. . ....... •.....
Elementary day schools .. ......... . .. . .......... . ... . .
N ight school':! ........................ . .... ....... ... . . .
Training colleges for elementar y teacher s . .•...•.. ..

3,365

95
113
1 7
12
573

2,m

2, 95

11.097
393
180
5,422, 9 9
2!J , 724

4 380

Scotland.

Univer sities :
Aberdeen (1 college) . • .. .... . . . ...•.......•..... ...
Edinbur gh (1 colle~e) ........... ..... ............. .
Glasgow (1 college ................... ... ......... .
St.Andrew's (1 co lege) ........ . . . ............... .
Glasgow college ............. . ................ .. . .. .
D undee University College ....... . . .. ........... .

691
2, 25
1,866
2?..0

49
99
100

183
709,478
50, 2'Z
. 963

25
15,708

30

251

~\~~f~~h~~l~~~.
~. ~~~~~=::::::: ~== == ::= =::: ::=:: ===:: :
T r aining colleges for elementary teachers . . ...... . . .

6-!

7, 13G,482

a 211,607

Jr,land .

Dublin University (1 college) . . ..................... .. 1896
1,123
64 l . ............ .
Belfa t, Queen's College ................. .............. 1806
392
24 ... ..... .. . .. .
011
&~1~at~tune!n9s ~f1e·ge:======= =============~========
ig<J
: :=:::: :: : :===
Elementary day schools........................... . ... 1 96
815,218
bl3,105
6,250,996
Training coll gesfor lementaryteach rs .. ... .. .. ............................. .. .. ....... . .... .

na

j~

Department of Science and Art.

Scienc» schools and cla!'ls s.• ••••..••••••• •• •••••••••••
Art . cbools and cla ·se .... .... ...... ........ .... . .....

1 !l6
1 !16

a Includes co ts of IJoarding cl partment .

10 >, 185

146, 193 '}

3,852,160

............ ······ ······1
b Also 5,M3 paid monitors.

Comparative view of statistics of elementary education at specified dates.

-- ·--_I___

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1

18i0.

England and Wales.
18i-i.

I. E ti mated population ......... 2'2, 000, 163
II. Tumh<>r of fi ·hool., day nnd
night (in titutions 1 in
SJH'Ct

(1 ..................... .

Pupils:
Accommo

!s,281

ion1. Day school Voluntary ......... 1, 7 ,5'
Board ................ ........ .
2. ight f•whool · (no
conn cted with day
school.)Voluntary ......... ...... .....
10,50,·
Board ................................... .
Enrollm n
Day. chool~ ............ l,6'.13,();;!J 2,407,G02
Average attendance 1. Day .·cholarsoluntary ......... 1,i:;2,, !J
Board ........................ .
2. Tigh schools ................. .
III. .,.umber oft ach r ·:
Day . choolsCertifknt d . ......... .

1 i6.
2-1,214,010

· __s_c_o_t_la_n_d_._ _
18!)6.

1880.

189G.

- - - - - - --

30,800, 52'l 3,705,314 4, 189,270

I

11, 368

2-3, 500

3,065 ,

3,533

2, 70, 1Gb

3, O'J: '9(;3
2,433, 411

I} 602' 054
I
.

824,448

I

AsL au ............. .
Pupil . .•...•..•.•..•..

IV. Curr n exp nditur

........... ... .... .

5."xi,150

I

I
U,421 ············}
:Ri!J

.......... ,

2,!J i3,7U

1, 6:30. 5'J2

~.Oil

4.o,s:

5, l:!2, o o

I

2 4t5 919 '}

1; o:->1;: [J!l'.3
Hi, 025

1,361

I

2,892

5,'{-1, 4zs

!

709,478

,

40-!, CHS

592,934

14:, 397

50,822
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LEGISLATION OF 1897.

The Commissioner's report for 1895-96 contained a full account of
tho English education bill introduced into the House of Commons
by Sir John Gorst, vice-president of the education department, April,
189G. The bill was intended to provide additional support from
public funds for elementary schools and to reorganize the local
administration of the schools. The measure w,1is the outcome of
promises of additional aid to parochial (voluntary) schools mad during the campaign o.f 1805 by the leaders o.f the Conservative party,
but, although supported at tho outset by an immense majority, it collapsed in the second week of tho committee debate on the propo als
respecting local administration. In withdrawing the bill Mr . .I3alfour,
the leader of the House of Commons, intimated that its consid ration
would be resumed in January, 1807. It was, however, gonerallyund rstood that this particular measure was abandoned, and, uch prov cl to
be tho case. Since the promises that had been made to the managers of parochial schools could not be i 0 ·nored, a new bill was pr ·
sented by fr . Balfour in February, 1 07, the scope of which i ' t
forth in th following re olution:
That it is expedient (a) to authorize the payment out of moneys to be proviJ. d
by Parliament of an aid grant to oluntary schools not exceeding .3 shillin· s per
scholar for tho whole number of scholars in tho schools; (b) to repeal, as r egards
day schools, s much of section 10 of the elementary eclu ation act, 18,6, a
impo e3 a limit on the Parliamentary grant to elementary schools in J!;ngland and
Wale , and (c) t make provision for the exemption from rat s of voluntary
schools.

Intr
a mon y bill
ov r oth
atter., an 1 it,
ing. · in
Iou:e of 10n
finally p
d by b th Hou
f , · <lay· later.
Th t _ of th law i. a. follow :
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.
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.,t,

.

a

·

AID GRANT TO VOLu~·TARY ELEl!E.'TARY SCHOOL •

1. (1) For aicli ,., ·oluntary. hool~ there hall he annually pai<l, ou of m ney.
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department fix different rates for town and country schools, r espectively (which
they are hereby empowered to do), then at those rates· and
(b) A corresponding share of any sum which may be available out of the aid
grant after distribution has been made to unassociatec.1 schools.
( 4) The share so allottec1 to each such association shall be distributed as aforesaic.1 by the education department, after consulting the governing body of the :1ssociation, and in accordance with any scheme prepared by that body which the
<lepartment for the time being approv .
(5) The education department may exclude a school from any share of the aid
grant which it might otherwise receive if, in the opinion of the department, it
unrearnnably refuses or fails to jojn such an association, but i.he refusal or failure
shall not be deemed unreasonable if the majority of the schools in the association
belong to a religious denomination to which th school in question does not itself
belong.
(6) The eclucation department may require, a a condition of a school receiving
a share of the aid grant, that the accounts of the receipts and expenditures of
the school shall be annually audited, in accordance with the regulations of the
department.
(7) The decision of the education department upon any question relating to the
distribution or allotment of the aicl grant, including the question whether an association is or is not in conformity with this act, and whether a school is a town or
a country school, shall be final.
REPEAL OF 11 , . GD. LI1\IIT RE. PECTING D.\.Y SCHOOLS 1.· ENGL.AND AXD WALES.

2. After tho last clay of .larch, 1 97, the following wore.ls in section 19 of the
elem ntary education act, 1 76, namely, "Su ·h grau t shall not in any year be
reduc ,c1 by reason of its exces above the income of the, chool, if the grant do not
exceed the amonnt of 17 . Gd. per child in average attendance at the school during
that y ar, but .,hall not exceed that amount per child, except by the same sum by
whfoh the in ome of the school derived from voluntary contributions, rates, school
fee endowment , or any source whatever other than tho Parliamentary grant,
exc eds tho same amount per chilcl, ancl" shall be rep alecl so far as they apply to
day schools in England and Wales.
EXEMPTIO.· FROM RATE

OF VOLUXT.ARY ELE}IE~T.ARY SCHOOLS.

3. o person shall be assessed or rat d to or for any local rate in respect of any
lancl r buildings used exclu iv ly or mainly for the purpose of the schoolrooms,
offices. or playground of a voluntary 'school except to the extent of any profit
derived by the managers of th school from the 1 tting thereof.
DEFI..ITIO.· ·.

4. In thi act, unle the context otherwise requiresTh oxpres ion "voluntary school'' mean a public elementary day school not
provicl c1 by a school board.
Any reference to the number of scholars in schools means the number of scholars
in average attendance, a computed by th education department.
The xpre sion "local rate· means a rate the proc ed of which are applicable
to public local purpose ancl which i, leviabl on the ba i of an assessment in
re pect of the yearly value of property ancl include any sum which, though
obtained in the fir t in tance by a Ir ccpt certificate, or other instrument requiring payment from ome authority or officer is or can be ultimately raised out of
a lo al rat , as before defined.
ther • pressions haYe the same meaning as in the el montary education acts,
1 i to 1 03.
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EXTENT OF .A.CT AND SHORT TITLE.

5. (1) This act shall not extend to Scotland or Ireland.

(2) This act may be cited as the ,:voluntary schools act, 1897."

The sum placed at the disposal of parochial schools by this law
amounts for the current year to $3,050,000. The measure was oppo ed
by the Liberal part,y on the ground principally that it provided for
sectarian endowment. It was further urged that the relief it offered
was entirely inadequate to the needs it was intended to meet. l\Ioreo-ver, the new administrative agency created by clause 3, section 1,
provicling for the federation of schools, was regarded as especially
obno_·ious. 'J.1he Liberals were not alone in their objections to the
features, which were criticized by many Conservati_ve members who,
however, voted for the measures.
'I1l1c following citations from speeches made in Parliament or on the
public platform during the debate emphasize these points.
Upon the inadequacy of the relief provided, J\Ir. Yoxall, who represents the interests of elementary education in Parliament, spoke a
follows:
With the State aid grant, according to the vice-president, the committee of
council are to bring about certain reforms in the management of schools. He
hoped the vice-president would be able to do all he proposed to do, but the ideas
of the right honorable gentleman were not ernbodiecl in the bill. Unless they were
so embodied there was no security whatever that those admirable ideas woulcl be
carried out. But even if they were placed in the bill in the shape of specific
amendments, ancl if it were cletermine'l to spend the money upon the purposes
indicated. tho money was entirely inadeq uate. T tako the first thing ref rred
to by the vice-president, the single-hanclecl schools alone woulcl r quir some
£H00,000 out of the £600,000.
no-half of tho money would go on that prov· · n
alone. Next they were told that the money was to h u ·eel in giving b
· salarie.-; to tho wretchedly 1 aicl teacher in the voluntary .-chools. Th ">
gra.nt would not suffice to do that. The Gnvermnont w r goiug t gi
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A.' to the association of school provided for in clause 3, l\lr. Jebb,
"h favor d the bill, gave the f llowing indorsement:
The cardinal feature [he said] of the machinery of the bill was, of course, the
principle of association for the voluntary schools. It appeared to him it was not
adequately recognized by honorable gentlemen opposite that some 'such grouping
of voluntary schools was a matter of n ces$ity for the purpose of distributing the
grant. There were in England and Wales upwar<l of 14,000 voluntary schools,·
and the grant was to be distributed according to the needs of the school . It
would be impossible for the education department, dealing individunlly with
upward of 14,000 schools, to discriminate between their relative needs.
For the purpose of comparison and discrimination the area of the whole country
wa too vast. It was evident there must be some limit to the areas. On the other
hand, it was clearly right that the department hould have a veto on the area,
because if the area adopted were too small it would not fairly represent the average of the needs. In the case of the Church of England the obvious area was the
diocese. It must not be overlooked that the education department had the control of the constitution of the governing body on the council of an association.
F r ·ample, the department might insist that on the council of every diocesan
association, or any other a sociation of voluntary schools, th re should be a certain
repre ·entation of laymen, and he thought it was highly probable that the departm nt would insist upon such representation. Hon rable m mbers had maintained
that there shouk1 be repre entativo popular control, but the bill dic1 not touch the
manag mcnt of the indivh1ual ch ol ; that was altogether beyond its scope. The
bill took thee. i ting managing hot1i s of voluntary schools and invited them to
nominate repre ·entativ s n tho council of each association, and the definite public guarantee for tho proper constitution of the ouncil was the control exercised
am1 th veto posse eel by the ·ducation dcpnrtment. In his opinion the bill
afforded a most effective guarant e again t any mi application of the money
granted. and the association themselves would nece arily be of great edueational
value iu the di ·trict · to which they belonged, for they would bring together the
manag rs of voluntary schools in common council and common action. By doing
so they would nece arily timulate a local interest in educational work. They
would probably tend to keep up an average of local efficiency. (School Board
Chronic:lc, February 20, 1 97.)
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Applying to it ordinary intelligence and some experience of the questions, and
the districts, and the habits of the people who will have to deal with this question,
unless some very different explanation can be given than any yet offered, I must
pronounce it to be the most preposterous and absurd scheme that was ever sub•
mitted to .the judgment of the House of Commons.

The di~criminating character of a special grant of this kind was
. emphasized by concrete illustrations in a speech by Sir William Har•
court before a public meeting which, as it throws many side lights on
tho peculiar complications of the "dual school" system, and also on
the tactics employed in ·carrying the measure, is here cited in extenso.
Under this bill [said Mr. Harcourt] in Lancashire they will get about £114,000
($570,000). What do you think London, which has about the same number of schol•
ars, is to have? They are to get £42,000 (8210,000), just about one-third, because
the money is to be given to voluntary schools. There aro more voluntary schools
in Lancashire, and few in London, and therefore Lancashire is to get £114,000
($570,000) and London £42,000 ( 210,000). I will tell you what London is entitled
to for the board schools, as nearly as possible-£100,000 ($500,000) . But do you
think you are going to get it? All I can say is that if you do, your faith must be
like a grain of mustard seed. Let us examine this bill. Take Lancashire, for
instance. Lancashire is a very rich county, but the real truth is that in Lanca·
shire more than anywhere else there is great dHficulty in getting subscriptions to
the voluntary schools. The.re is much less sacrifice made there than in many
parts of tho country-much less sar.rifice than is made in the southern counties
that are so much poorer, and where board schools are supported by the ratesand yet you are going to assist the one and not assist tho other. Let me
say this more about the bill. You can hardly call this a bill at all. When
you come to look at it, nothing is defined. No conditions are laid down in any
proper or adequate way as to the security of deaHng with this mon y. In tead
of calling it a bill I should call it a head for a bill for ectarian endowment .
Now. that is the first principle that we contend for, namely, quality of treatm nt for the board schools and the voluntari. chools. That is r fus d. W h ar
much about th0 intolerable strain upon voluntary schools. I ther no intolerable strain on the rate payers? They say that voluntary schools ar about to
be starvocl out of exi tence. But voluntary chools hav gon on growing and
growing. What their friends aro j ~ Ion of ancl can not bear i that the national
popular . chool. -the hoard . chool -grow also. When th board fiChools were
::tabli ·hed-ancl I had the sati ·faction of taking a principal part in o tal Ii hing
the principl of boarcl school -th y wer introduced to make up the d .fi.cien ies
of voluntary effort; but
gr at wer the defici ncie of v lnntary ffort that the
b >, ril. chool · hav' be n compellecl t fill up n arly half of the vacuum, and they
ar•ther for entitl dtontl a tas much con icl rationtofairtreatm nta thevo1untary choo1 .... ow, 1 t me go to th next prin ·iple for which we ont •ncl. We
h· v nov r cleui cl that aid ·boulu he given to th voluntary chool., he au.·o our
, bj ti· tog t good e lucation, ancl in many of the• voluntary :;:chools and ins me of
th b r 1 ·h ol . too, tho cluca ion i not a~ go cl a it ouorht to b , b c, u '!.! they
• n not nffor l l quat t ching · ff:.
Th r for
Ion" as you tl al f irly toward hoth clas cs of . chool , wear not
"'ivino- a ·i tan<: t Y lnutary c:h ol as w 11 a to b a.rel .-choo .
l ·ar1y 1111<1 r t od. "\ ha w . :i • is thi : If ·on ar o-oin•,. o gi.v
um f m u y, 1 i 1 giv 11 on fair onclition in th application of that
·h h r i i to hoarcl cho 1s r to vohmu r ·chool . In thi country
a numl, r of chool that have 110 volnut:iry contrihution at all. \ That
f rm that i · t claim 11 ·ial privil g s f r th m wh nth r j 110
n rihution and th y ar ontir ly u t, in 1 by public money or hy th
1
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fees they exact from the children. There is another very important thing. There
are 8,000 schools in this country where nonconformists have no access except to
denominational schools. Now, what ought to be the case if you are going to give
still larger sums of money to these voluntary school ? What we have asked and
what we have contended for is that, as a complement to this new grant, there
shall be popular representation. 'rhat is the next fundamental principle for which
we contend. Is that a sound principle? I will read you a passage which expresses
my view on that subject:
'' The existence of sectarian schools supported by a State grant is, no doubt, a
v ery serious question, and one which some day or another ought to receive
consideration.
"Well, that day has arrived.
'' Whenever the time comes for this discussion, I for one shall not hesitate to
express my opinion that contributions of Government money, whether great or
small, ought in all cases to be accompanied by some form of representative control.
To my mind the spectacle of a so-called national school turned into a private preserYe for a clerical minority and used for exclusive purposes of politics or religion
is one which ought not to be tolerated."
That is a doctrine admirably expressed. It is from Mr. Chamberlain, one of
the respon ible authors of this present bill.
That was the important principle for which we were contendinf{. We were only
allowed on night's debate upon it, but it wa a very remarkable debate, because
in that debate man after man rose from the Government side of the Honse and
implored the Government to act upon this principle to admit popular repre entation-not an OYerwhelming r pr entation, which woulc.1 have clestroyed the
denominational character of th schools. It was a mo t deplorable scene. I have
had a pretty long Parliamentary xperience, but I have never yet seen a great
Government with a great maj rity obliged, in the very earli st stages of the principal bill of their se" ion. to coerce their own follower by a thr(?at of resignation.
( hool Board hronicle, March 13 1 97.)

The progre of fed ration as provid d fo ·
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1 rapid, and th character of th
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nt. The Westhose directly
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a
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r bringing in a bill in
The bill, which was
• <T
ly the grant to the
urpose the small
two measures of
llows:

Tho voluntary schools educating inc1iff rently two and ::i half millions of children, r c:eive uncl r the fir. t law over :£000,000 (-'3,000,0 O). The board schools,
educating- more efficiently some two millions, are under the second measure to
have only £110,0 ( ,j,'j0,000) .
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Th e two laws stablish a precedent for special legislation which
has heretofore been excluded from the system of elementary education.
· A brief summary of previous legislation may serve to show more
clearly the general bearing of these r ecent measures. The law of
1870, the foundation of the sy tern, was also the first by which legal
provi ion was made for the education of the whole people. Hitherto
the elementary schools had been purely private ventures of the most
desultory sort or the creations of religious societies. The Government had, however, manifested interest in the cause as early as 1833
by the grant of $100,000, to be distributed through the British and
Foreign School Society and the National Society. In 1839 a committee
of council on education was appointed t o superintend the distribution,
and the annual appropriation was increased to $150, 000. The development of tho system is signally illustrated b y the fact that the Educatfon Department distributed above $30,000,000 the pre ent year.
, The principal features of the law of 1870 were (1) the obligation
assumed by the Government to secure school provision for all children of ages 5 to 1-±; (2) the recognition or creation of local agencies
(private or church managers or elected boards) for the execution of
this purpose; (3) provision fo1· securing efficient instruction by
means of an annual grant from the treasury to be distribut d to the
local managers upon the results of e."amination and inspection by
Government inspectors; (4) the creation of a central agency to arry
out the provisions on the part of the Government and of new local
agencie , school boards, which every ~ hool di trict mu t elect x pt
upon satisfactory evidence that . clwol. e:ffici nt aucl adequate to the
need of the district wer oth rwi ~e proYi 1cd; (5) ih n<lmi . ion of
print1c and public el mcntary school· ton, s1rnr in ih
ovornmPat
0·1·an npou the sam, condi ion:; (G) th 1· quirem 111 s that board
.- ·hool.· , hould h , tl'ictly non. <'c1arh n arnl 1h ·hilclr n of privai
sc·hool prot ·ted from enf 1·c· cl :c 1arian in ru ·tion b 'a 011. ·ci n e
C.'la u ~c.
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made it the legal oblio-ation of parents to secure the instruction of
their children in the elementary ubject . In 1896 the population
under chool attendance committees was 9,127,566, and under school
boards, Hl,874,959.
The law of 1 0 . w nt still further in the dir ction of compulsory
education. By this, local educational authoriti~s were required to
make by-laws comp lling parent to send
ir
· ren to school.
The law of 1 91, I roviding an extra 0 rant in 1 1 o
for all schools
remitting the ame, completed the mea ure or
rinO' universal
school attendance. In 1 93 the age at which a, child may obtain total
or partial e~ emption from s hool attendance; provid d he has secured
the eclucationctl certificate r quired by he local by-Jaw , was raised
to 11 years. These dire t effort for enforcinO' an l prolonging school
attendance ha e been accompani cl by change. in th~ code designed
to increa e both th , t tracti vene. , and the ffi ien of the schools.
The codes of 1875 and 18 0 greatly extended th li t f optional subject for which o-rant could be claimed, and tJn lai<.1 the foundations
for h hiO'her O'rade choo ,
·
such au important
factor in th pr gr · · of tl le
ci
of England. The
c
of 1
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yarious needs of scholars and districts, mid enabled managers to combine instruction in subjects for which grants are paid by the tate
,vith instruction in other subjects for which no s nch grants are paid,
out which it may be for special reasons desirable to include in the
curriculum. It suggested, further, a variety of courses of instruction;
recognized the attendance of persons over 21 years of age; sanctioned
the payment of grants for the instruction of the school a. a whole
instead of for the attainments of individual scholars, and made other
important changes in the methods of awarding the Government grants
to these schools.
The effect of this policy may be inferTed from the increased attendance. In 1889 less than 65,000 students availed them elve of the
provision; in 1896 the number was 298,724. In 1892, the year before
payments were first allowed for students above 21 years of ao-e, only
G,G17 above that limit were enrolled; in four years the number has
risen to 35,815.
Thi brief survey justifies the belief that the law of 1 07, for the
relief of voluntary school , and the law increasing oT
to the
poorer chool boards were primarily intended to increa. e tl
ffi •iency
of s bools that form an important part of the o- neral sy m. The
need of such improvement was recognized alike by Liuera
n l onscrva ·
ut as to the proper mean of it a omplish nt h re
were
ave een, gr
and bitter differences.
Th
here consid
l p rtain, to England and
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IN LO~DON.

Population ancl school prov'i sion.-The magnitude of the educational work of London i indicated by , ho population, which in 1 9G
numbered G,177,913, exceeding that of any one of the United States,
New York alone excepted. If inner or regi tration London only be
included, the population was 4,421,492, which i exceeded by two of
the United States, viz, ew York and Pennsylvania. 1his vast aggregate of peopl represented a school population of 3g, 966, comprising
the children between 3 and 13 years of ao- . The e imate is made on
the basis of six-sev nths of the total population, one-seventh b eing
excluded as the class whose children will not be sent to the elementary
schools.
chool accommo :lation is provided for 754,614 children in
schools recognized a "efficient;" that i , entitl cl to Government aid.
These are either voluntary ( chiefly parochial chool ), which proYide
3-l: per c nt of the total number of places, or board schools, that supply
GG per ent.
ince the lection of the fir , chool l oard in 1870,
immediately after the pas age of the elem ntary school law, the
hool population ha incr a d by 45 per c nt.
t that time there
w re pla sin Yohmtary , ho l for 2Gl,15 , 1 ., than one-half the
popula ion of , chool ag .
Th r lativ , ta u of th tw
la. '
of
ac omm. dation and att .ndanc in 1 DO and. he
following tabulaLion:
Lady day, lrncrcaseor'F:er cent of
l 00.
<le r ase. mcreaso.
Number of bildr n of the elementary school class
between the ages of 3 and 13 •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••••

45

574, G93

83:.'., 906

258,273

Accommodation in efficient schools:
Board schools ............................................... .
Nonboard schools................................
262,!?5!)

4!)7, 751

2.w,soa

4.97, 751
Ct5,396

75-i, Gl4

492,355 :!===
18=7.=7

1 - - - -1-- - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - -

Total ........................................ ···l====I=

~~.=~~.~~.~~~~·~·t·~~~.~~~·~·······

Avent~;d~~~ofu
.•..........
onl a.rd schools................................
W,51
To nl ....................... --···· .... --·· --· ···

~~~~~~-~:~-~l-~=

-:,:,GH
2'.?i,:31H

\--= · · · ··· ·

1,----.,..,=~=►--,,=-r-=,1::-=-:-,=.~:-,=,-:=)~,:::::::~~::::2:a:.=.:- ,

A,eB~~;cft~1~~fsn.~
-·~~ . . . .......... . ................
............ -·········
·onboarcls·bools....
174,301··
Total . _•.... .... . .... . . .. . .. .... .... ·-- · .. • . -- ··

17!, 301

_ _m_,, -~ - ·····-·····
41:;,
J7){,!Jfl2

59!.373

4,601 .......... .

241

aDecrea e.

f the total nrollm n f r 1 DG, 703,371 hildr n were he tween the
ao- of :l and 13 and. ,~3G w •r ab ve 13. '1 ho •· f children in
infant ·c·ho l.· (numb r, .., '1,3:.,G) i not r port 1. Of he old.er childr 11, 23!J,..,74 wer bo · and 2,3 ,33 ,...- re girl.·.
Th for o- in()' ,·tati:tir: in<liratc in a, m a. ur thew rk achieved by
th ,· ho 1 lJoar
matt ,r of providing
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chool..
t th end of 1896 the board had 402 schools open and 153
in pro
of con truction. The selection and purchase of site ha
be n one of the most difficult tasks imposed upon the board and
explains in part the charges of extravagance by which it is hampered.
Although immense progress has been made in overcoming the school
deficiency that existed in 1870, the supply of school places i still
nearly 80,000 below the number of school children. As, however, will
appear from further statements, a part of this deficiency i counterbalanced by the children unable to attend school.
Generrcl character of voluntary schools.-'rhe voluntary chools are
chiefly parochial, but some few are under private management, a ,
for instance, the Jews' free school, probably the largest school in the
wo1·lcl, maintained by Baron de Rothschild. 1,his school, ituat din
the midst of the chstrict where the poorer Jewish immigrants conO'regate, has accommodation for 2,250 boys and 1,250 o-irls. It i one of
the mo t efficient school in London, as shown by the large annual
o-rant which it secures upon the results of the Government examination. Besid
tuition, br akfa ts are provi<lNl every morninO' and
each hild i 0 ·iven a nit of clothe and two pair of hoes y arly. A
ayiuo-s bank is conn ctc<.l ·with the school which pays the pupil 10
per cent on small depo it..
Beyond the , tati. ics alr ~ady given, official information resperting
th" yoluntary 'Chool. · i · seldom attainahfo. The further ·tatement
in thi.· chapter relat to the school· und r th school board.
Const ihdion ancl pou· ' N; of the school bocml.-Thi.· body i. le ted
hy all the rat payc '· r
n inrlu<led) for a term oft
c yeal's. It
c•01npri .· 55 memb
uiz d in t n or I ven ,·ta
ng ommittee.· and employin<r
n
taff of about 450 offic
alld clerk .
l,e:idc.· th .-alari cl <
ar local ma11ag 'l',', to whom tho
hoal'<l d lc>gatc: ·ertai
·v
· fnn t,imi. . Th sc loeal marnu.r •r ,
11111111> •ring about 2,0()0 ar' apJ ointcd u1wn the norniuation of th
c1· · ·
1itt • :. '1 h y n. ually r tain omc if th y ·will, a
1
-ea minimum uumh r uf vi:i · to the :-;c•h
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children upon the school rolL . It rests with them to ascertain the status
of the entire school population and to deal with all cases of truant and
neglected children . To facilitate their general supervision of thechildren of school age, the city is divide l into 11 divisions, for whoseinspection the board employ 10 divisional sup _rintendents (city and
V\ estminister counting a one division for the enforcement of bylaws), 11 assistants to uperintendents, 2 9 di rict visitors, 11 street
visitors, and a sp ·ial vi i or for Italian chil lr n for three days in the
week to serve in the Fin bury divi ion .
tail: of clerks keeps up
the office work entaile l by the upervi ion.
Children not on school rolls.-In 1 9G th number of children between
the · ages of 3 and 13 who were not upon the roll of efficient schools
was 124,971. These children were account cl for in detail, as follows:Three thousand four hundred and forty-one under in trnction in some
other way, viz, 1,213 receivino- efficient in truction at home and 2,228
attending schools not recognized as efficient. Of those who were not
receivin°· instruction at all 96 ,62 were und r 5 y ar of age, and consequently could not be compelled to attend school. The remaining
children, numberin()' 24,902, compri d ho e e · mptfrom attendance,
those p rman ntly di abled, ab nt in he country, children ill or
d licate, xpo. d a home to infe ti.on ct.1 a.· , those kept from
school through in ufficient < omm da i 11, und r , urv illance by the
provin ial commi t , , and a f w o h r. n t 1, . ·ifi d.
It i h duty of , treet i itor to look up tho wh reabouts of every
child of hool a()' not found at hool, and th anses of absence are
thorou()'hly inv sti()'at d . The report of childr n ab ent from school
during the ingle week ending ptember 4, 1 9G, was as follows:
TotaL

Reasons for absenc .

Ii: b~ul~Il~c:i~t?t11hof!~fs·oi: otiierwis·===============~= ==:=== =============·-=========== J: rtt
W: j~~:;,.u:~l~l~w:l~~:::.~~ .i.~~~~~~~~.~~i~.~~. ~.i.~.~~~~~ ====== =====·· ============ ====== 2!: ~i
~~ta-Jthe~·causcs===== ====~ ~==-=·· ======= ===··== ====·.::: ==··======= ====== ====== ....... ..... a~;~~

From

Grand tot:i.1-......................................................................... ..

bS0,700

c,'Ihis number is . p r cent or the number on tho roll
bThis number is 11.1 per cent of th numb r on the roil.
NOTE. -In 1 05 the total and grand tal w re 52,015 and 6i,36-!, re3pectively.
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• m1 an • , ith hi Y ar
nt-oue at Brentford, for 100 hoy , and
th
h r, th
'haft bury indu trial training ship, for 500 boys.
al o two truant schools an 1 a day industrial school. A
. ha· r
ntly b en acquired for a girls' industrial school.
bo, rd has also secured 1,005 places (870 for boys and 135 for
o-frl ') in yoluntary industrial schools, of which there are 3G, with
a commoclation for 8,333 children. There are also 'rnluntary truant
s ho ls, with provision for 165 pupils. Altogether there are 9,638
plac in indu trial and truant schools for the special care of vicious
or incorrigible children. The expenditure for these schools in 1806
reached $~35, 000.
Causes of irregular attendance.-Complaint is made that the efforts
of the board to secure regular attendance are not adequately seconded
by the magistrates, and in general that the means of dealing with
truant children are unsatisfactory.
Under ordinary circumstances complete exemption from school
attendance may not be granted for any child under 13 years of a()'e,
and in the case of children over 13 complete exemption can not be
granted unless it is proved that the child has made 350 attendances
annually during five of the six years immediately preceding. With
all the efforts that are put forth itis admitted that "the deoTee of reO'ulru.·ity of attendances at which the board aims has not yet been reach d."
Many causes in th metropolis militate again t the attainment of a
rugh percentage of average attendanc . Of the ·e the following are
cited: The poverty of larg ma · o.f the population; the mi<Yratory
character of the population; th strin rr ncy of the board's r o·ulation ·
with r o-ard to inf c fous lisea ·e ; th lack of uffici nt and proper
fa ilities for prose ution for nonatt n lanc at s hool.
Classification of pupils by grail .-\Yith r . pect t tudi
cla ,·ifi ·ation of pupil.· in the b ard s ho 1 , a , , follo - · in 1
P re ntGrad.

child1~fn
iu r.ach

grad

,_._

cln-;ive of
•·blow
grade 1."
:v] 1 ••...• ------ ------ - ----- ------ - ----- - ----- -- ---- ------ -- ---- -- ---... ----- ---.. -- --- ----- . -- ---. -----. --- -..... - -- .. --- ------ -- -. -- ------ - .. -.. -.. ---- - ----- - ----- - ----- - ........ ------ ------ ------ ------ - ----- ------ ------- -........ -- ..... ------ --·--- ------ -...... - ......... ------ ---- - .... ·-- - ----- -- ... ----- --·-- ------ ----------· ------ ------ ------ ------ -·---- ------ ------ ----------- ------- ------ ---- ........... ------ ............ --....... - ----- --- --- ------ --· .. ---·-- .. ---·- ------·-··----·----- ---- ....... ---- - .. -·-- -------- --- ---- .. - -- - ..... -- - ·-----.··---- ---···-- --·------·- ........ --·-. --- -- . -.......... .
-------···- ------·----- .. -- ---------------- --- .. ---- -... - ..... -.. ---- ........ - ......... .
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and arithmetic, with drawing for boys and needlework for girls; also
object lessons in t he three lower grades. In addition to these subjects
the programmes include class subjects, one of which must be taken by
the older pupils, and specific subjects. The latter would be counted
hlgh-school studies i~ this country. The reports <lo not give the
precise number of pupil taking ither the class or specific subjects,
but the tabulated results of the examination here presented indicate
the number approximately.
Res'tllls of examinations in cla s sitbjecls.
N umbar of cases
in which1

2•shilling l•shilling
grant
grant
was
was
earned. earned.

Department.

=:: ==:: =::

=:

~~:·
===
==
===··--·
===......
= ====
===
== ===::··===--····
=======
========
==_____
==== ==-····
====_.
====
Mixed==. ====
...................
·-----·--.
_···-·
_-····
..

~~

113
i---

Total --··. ·-- _-···· -··· -·-- ............................ ·-··. ..... .... .... ••..

1, 84B

9
1:3
7

I

31

Results of examinations in specific subjects.
Number of cases
in which-3·shilling12•shilling
grant
grant
was
was
earned. earned.

D partmcnt.

Boys .....•.................... -···· .....•...........••.........•.•.•..... ·····-....
irl ................ ···················································-··········
Mixed.............................................................................

25,073
12,595
1, 53

968
401

11.,

Total·····-·· .... ·····-·········-····-·· ... -·····--···--····- ····-··--··-·--·/-4-0--,1-21---i---1,-4B-2

Extent of uratuitous provision.-Tbe board ha remitted all fees in
the clay schools and snpplies. chool book , appar~ tu , and stationery
fr of char()' to the 1mpils. Pie no are provid cl in the halls of 57
school·, to a 'Sist in the music drill <Yiv n io children. There are
schol r ·' lenclin<Y lf raries at very perman nt. cho 1. ~ uitable books
for ·hil r n ar l nt fre , to n ouraO' a lo ., f reading. Thrift is
fost r d by ih ,·1.abli hment of penny ban]",' at the chools.
The teaching corps.-Tho t aching sic ff of the board schools in the
year un r re i w h cl r
he<l a total of 10,GO~, cla si.fied as follows:
Adult teachers.

P riod.

M te
a

I

Mi.

rs. tress s.

3,014
131

6,080

28i

Pupil t eachP-rs.
Boys.
285
21

Girls.
1,316
15

Expcnclitur for ·alari , was approximat ly £1,lGO, 720 (, 5,848,600) ,
or 40 I r cen of th total xpenditure.
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alaries of teachers ·were as follows in 1895 :
Class.

H ad 1nast r ---·-- ------ ---- ---- - - ----- ------ ------ --·· ··---- - ----- -------- --- --Head mi tre~se ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -- - ----- ------ ______ . ___ ______ ________ __ ______
As i tant masters ---- ----- --- ---- -----· ---- ---· -·-· --------- ______ ---------------As ·istant mistresses ______ ------------------- · ------------____________________ ____

Number Average
· salary.

352
700
2,294
4:,605

$1,643
1,179

7il
602

Evening schools.-Evening schools, opened first by the board in
1882, have been greatly developed unde:l' the new regulations issued
by the education department in 1893.
In accordance with the new programmes the name is changed to
evening continuation schools, which indicates the wider and freer
scope of their work. Particulars of these schools and of other special
departments of the board's work are included in the statement of the
chairman of the finance committee quoted below.
Finances.-1,he expenditure by the board in 1896 reached the sum
of $11,722,360, of which amount about 75 per cent was derived from
the local tax. The adjustment of this tax is tho most difficult of all
the responsibilities resting upon the board, and is the point against
which the advocates of parochial schools direct their criticism with
most telling effect. During the year under review the cries of extravagance were specially pronounced, and had much to do in bringing
about tho clause in tho defeated education bill providing for a veto
on school-board expenditure by some external authority.
It is admitted even by those thorouo-hly in sympathy with the work
of the board that the annual increa e of expenditure call for special
attention.
The chairman of the finance commi te in pr entin
th current year submitted an
hau tive analy i of
of he problem, and whil re ognizing tha item f n w p n iture
mu continually ari , urg cl hat h board h uld . r i e grEiater
control ov r the action fit tan lino- ommitt
Th ta ement a
a wh I i of importanc onl to h r. t pa' r
parti ular hav a g n ral iut r .
h
of ne f th hi f ·ho 1 J t m · of th world.
Th hairman tc t 1 iha T

·

commit
ancl approved by the board,
ounte
11,364:, 10· the approximate
nn xce
expenditure over e timate of
tof this board, items of new
a work
tim
.
k ari
in varih boarc
his wa the case
he poor-I
a
e ancl the mainildrcn; works
ken
r no).
nclly, the
i
i
anu
1in"' ancl laundr
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i. bility on th b
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hir ly, there i work ali ing from an outbreak of an
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epidemic, etc., or a defect or failure in the sanitar y arrangem,mts. This class is
pr actically the only one that entails work t h at must be p roceeded w ith so soon as
tho necessity is demonstrated, and yet which coul d not h a ye been foreseen.
F ourthly, there is an other class of new expenditure which is almost invariably
extensive and costly in character; i. e., t he alter ation of internal fittings to schools,
t he supply of a more elaborate apparatus, and new methods of organizing the
schools. This cl ass of expenditure, however , is completely under t h e control of the
committees in charge of the work, and sh ould never be commenced until tp.e board
have had an opportunity of providing the necessary funds . When I come to
examine into the cause of this overexpenditure of ·3-7,550, I find that no excess
upon estimate has arisen under the first three beads, but that the excess is mainly
due to the last class of expenditure; i. e., expenditure over which the committees
have full power of contr ol, both as regards time of ex cution and a mount of work
to be executed.

The gro s co t per capita of average attendance for t h e successive
years 1893 to 1896 was shown to be as follow
Year.

Gross
cost-per
child.

Year.

1 !13 - ... . . . .. ................ .. .. -... . .. .
l d)-l . .......... .. ..... . ... . . . . . .. . ...... .

17.83

1895. ... . .. ................ ....... . .. ....

$18.60

18. 00

1896. .... .... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. ... .

10.54

Thes rat
a, raO'e of our " n i ies, in which the
p r a.pita rana a n rally fr m ·20 t ·35_
Th following ta ula ion how the 1.otal
ncliture for the same
y ar and the teady incr a o during the p riod :
Incrca e
Total ex•
over
penditure. previous
year.

Year.

Increase
Total ex over
penditure. previous
. year.

Y ar.

$635,975
918,570

1 93 . ••. . ..•....... . ....•... . $1-1, 843,560
1 94 . •.••.... -· · · _. -· .. . . ... . 10,167, 815

Th

·

i

i ture
din

mu

G30),

r

n .o
h

·

·

'eased levy on the
7, it was estimated
tax of 12.3lpence
1i wa s an increase
and is t he highest

1 The London rate, w hich as shown above, is about a shilling in the pound, exceeds
the avera,,.e rate for th ountry by about three half pence in the pound. From a
statement in the 'choolmaster for ptember 4, 1 7 it app ars that in 20 per cent
of the English borough , in 17 per cent of the Engli h parishes, in 8.7 per cent of
the elsh boroughs, and in 2 .4 per c nt of the Wel h parishes the school board
rate amounts to a shilling or above, the actual number of boards falling into the
list being 4 0.
ut of the 5 county boroughs 2 reach the L ondon rate, viz,
Coventry and York, an 13 exceed it. Among the latter are included Birmingham, Leeds, Leicester or ;\'ich, ottingham, and Sheffield . N inet een municipal
boroughs also exceed the L ondon rate.
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The detailed statement of expenditure giYen below shows precisely
what is comprised in the totals above presented.
Approxima.teex•
penditure.

Day schools.

School management committee:
1. Salaries of teachers _________ _.. .. .. ______ ...... ____________________ ...... __ ... . ___ _ $,3,SIB,600
2. Instruction of pupil teachers .... __________________________ __ _______ ___ .... __ ..... .
66,525
3. Books and stationery ______ ·----- ________________________________ _____ ____________ _
322,6().'i
4. Cookery, laundry, manual work, salaries of officers, and sundries ______ ______ _
417,300
Works committee:
497,9'))
289,280
195,350

~: r1ef~riit;~~i~~~~~~;~~~t;~~:: =:=: =: ==~~~:=·: == ===:= ===:::=====~=:====
=

Finance committee:

4i0,l "
21 , 130

~: 1~!;1i;~~~t1;~atioii"schoois: ::::: ::::: =::::: :::::~ ::::: :::::: ::::==~===::: ::::::
General:

10. School buildings, etc., not chargeable to loan account. ______ . _____________ ---- -11. Enforcement of compulsion ... _._ .. _____ ..•. _.. . ___ . ___ . _________________________ _
12. Industrial schools ____ ------------ _________________________________________________ _

231,!XXJ
2:37, 700
23-j,440

il fi:!IJj}it;:t;{tt.:~'.~'.::; ;: ;::;:;~\~::;:ii:ii:;:::ii:;:;::;;;:::::; ____
,

Total. ____ -------------------------------------------------------- -- -----------------·

WA,060
2,427,270
6,860

4,0"5

11,722,360

In his estimates for the year 1896-97 the chairman shows an increa
o.f $325,000 for teachers' salaries, which includes $100,000 for teacher
in new schools, $25,000 for unattached teachers and special teacher
for French, and "hand and eye" training in higher g1·ade school· .
Other special i terns arc th us explained by the chairman:
The training of the industrial faculties of students, including deaf and dumb,
during the past year cost the board £62,546 ($312,730). As this work is increasing, the estimate of £58,700 ($293,500) of last year has be n increased to £7G,000
( 380,000) for the cun-ent :financial year. Thjs amount is undoubtedly getting
very large, but I venture to think there is no expenditure of the board that will
be moro willingly borne by the rate payers than this burden which, as much n.
any other portion of the boards work, tend to increase the usefulne sand value
of tho futnre citizen . I find that ookery in truction co t £19,000 ( '9G1 0 O); that
the laundry work co t £(i 700 (, ·3 ,.300), and that manual training co t £19,50
($97 500). The cost of the schools for the special instruction of mentc Uy defective
children was "4,. 00 {, 2-1,500). The in truction of the deaf, including the sum of
S
,4 0) for maintenan o of children taken ov r from tho poor-law nuthoriti
, ,717 (· · ,.3 .3) · and tho instruction of the blind, including the sum of
£
,04,3 1 for boardin"' out 7G hild1·en, co t the r. tes -C' ,106 (· 15,5 0). The
co t of the maintenance of these ·hildren a.mount c.1 to -! 70.3 (, '23 .325) and the
contrilmtions received from tho parents tov,arcl tho cost of maintenance of the

.
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a,erage attendance having increased from 13,97G to 15,761. This, however, must
not be taken as indicating the number of students attending these classes, as a
large number only attend on one evening in the week, which, consequently, only
counts as one-third in average attendance. The books have not been fulJy made
up, but when they are the number of students who have, for longer or shorter
pe1·iods, made attendances at these classes will be found to be very little less than
50,000. The cost of these classes for the current financial year is estimated at
£45,650 ($228,250), which will allow for a large increase in the avernge attendance.

As to the work of building nee sary to ke p pace with the evergrowing population the chairman says:
The additions in the ·shape of increased space now required, enlarged apparatus,
and greater conveniences for each scholar over what was formerly the case must
largely add to the cost per head. During the year tenders have been accepted for
erecting 11 new schools and enlarging 17 others, and :fini hed plans have been provided for 8 new schools and 9 other enlargements, besides a large number of cookery, laundry, manual training, hom:ewifery c nter and schools for special instructions and the teaching of upper standards. I am glad, however, to see that the
erection of iron buildings for temporary schools i on the d crease, as this is one
of the mot expensive items in connection with day school .

It should b obs rv d hat the funds for th purchase of sites and
the r ction of building, are borrowed b th b r l from the public
works loan ommi i n r , in a cordan with the pro 'sions of the
edu ation law. During h y r 1 . 5-06 h um f 3,000,000 was
borr
d f r hi purp
, an th out ·tandino- balance of the debt
ow d by th board on thi account larch , 1 OG, was ·43,144,378.
PRO ISIO.r'r FOR SE ONDARY AND TE 1Th'T AL I TSTR CTION.

The foreo-oino- tatemen , , hi h re ates :vholly to elementary schools,
conYey no id a of the provi ion that exi t in London for continuing

the ducation of the people in
inO' a these are r pres n
·
el meni.ary pr gramm .
pub ·
ri at , devot
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r, numerous agencies,
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, may support
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Tho sy t m of cholarships established by the board comprises the
following:
(a) Junio1' county scholarships.-Commencing with children leaving public elementary schools after passing the sixth standard, the board has established a mnnber of junior county scholarships, of which 600 are awarded every year. These
scholarships include free education at certain secondary or higher-grade schools
approved by the board, together with money payments in lieu of the wages which
might otherwise be earned by the scholars, amounting during tho first year to $40
and during the second year to $60, the scholarships being ordinarily tenable for
two years.

*

*

*

Candidates must be under 13 years of age on the first day of the month in which
tho examination is held. They must have lived in London for at least one year
previously to the award of the scholarship, and their parents or guardians must
be in receipt of not more than $750 per annum, or, in the case of weekly wages,
not more than $15 per week from all sources.
In 1895, the total number of candidates competing for the junior scholarships
was 3,794 (2,337 boys, 1,457 girls); 1,829 passed, and 612 scholarships were awarded.
The candidates came from 407 schools, of which 280 were board schools, 107 voluntary schools, and 20 secondary schools.
(b) The intermediate county scholarships established by the board are open to
boys and girls under 16, who come from any school, secondary or upper standard.
They give free education till the scholar is between 18 and 19, together with money
payments rising from $100 to $175 a year, and are limited to candidates whose parents
are in receipt of an income of not more than $2,000. They are tenable at public
secon<lary schools or places of higher learning, and nearly all the leading schools
of London, besides University Collego and Bedford College, have now some of the
board's intermediate scholars in attendance. The board awarded 50 of these
scholarships in 1894 and 70 in 1895.
(c) The senior county scholar hips are intended to provide for a few pecially
promising students a training of university rank. Open as a rule only to persons
under 19 years of age, they give free tuition at a college or technical in titute,
together with money payments of 300 a year, tenable for three years. The income
limit for the parents is the same as for the intermediate county cholarships, viz,
2,000 a year. The board has hith rto awarded five of these cholarships a year,
but in 1 95 it awarded in addition seven "exhibition ·, of varying values to candidate who were not successful in obtaining scholarship .
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expenses of students who wi h to carry on their art studies in the
evenings; al o an equal number of prize fund of the same value, tenable in evening school of s ience and technoloo-y.
In addition to the above cholarshi.ps, in 1 95 th board awarded 314
scholar hips in domestic economy, enabling girl to go through afivemonth ' course of training in cookery, dre making, and laundry
work at the schools of dome tic conomy tarted by the board at
several polytechnics and other center . There ar also awarded 12
training scholarships in dome tic conom , t nabl at tho Bf:l,ttersea
Polytechnic chool of Dom tic E onom for training teachers, and
two horticultural cholar hips, of the alu of '300 a year for two
years, tenable at the wanley IIorti.cultural ollego, Kent-one for
men .and one for women.
·
From the fourth annual report of the work co ering the year
1895-96, it appears that th technical e lucation board continues its
policy of seeking to coordinate e istin°· in titution and to increase
their provi ·ion for technical education.
Th ro are now no fewer than 98 parat in ti.tu ions in London to
a greater or le s ext nt supported by th board and inspected by its
Offi
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Sci n co - - -- -. - - -- - - . - - - -- - - -- - - - . - - - - • - - - - - -- -- - - - - - -- - - . - - - •. - . - - . - - - - - Art ___________________________ .. _____ __ . ______ : ____ . _. _______ . ___ . ____ . _
Technology ______________ . ______ . ____ . _. ___ .. ___ . _.. _______ . _ . ___ . ____ ...
D m sti economy _______ . __ . _.. _______ . _. _ ____ . __ . _________________ .. __
Commercial subjects . ___ ... ___ .... _.. _. __________ . __ . _______ . __ . _.. ___ . _
Total. - -- - . - - - - -- - . - . - .. - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - . - -- -- - - . - - - - - . - . -- -

8' 371
2, 910
4, 692
2, 678
8, 244

26, 805
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in
utes, according to the official report, may
cu nt e sion 1896-97 to be spending in all
t
to
of about 640,000 per annum, of which,
r
14:5,000 will probably be provided by the city
par
$125,000 by the technical education board, $110,000
fro
s, '60,000 from private subscriptions and other
end
,000 from Government grants, ancl $150,000 from
tuden
. T'he total capital expenditure can only be roughly
gu ssed at, but it will certainly have exceeded $2,500,000. They may
be e~~pected to have in 1807-98 a total of about 45,000 separate students
in all ubj cts, as compared with a corresponding total for 1892-93 of
not more than 20,000.
Tho development of tho higher departments at several of the polytechnics has during the last two or three years greatly increased the
provision of higher instruction, especially in engineering, chemistry,
and physics. In the new and well-equipped laboratories now provide<l. at these institutions by means of the board's equipment grants,
facilities are given for the student to pursue his work without a break
from the elements of the subject up to the highest branches, and to
undertake, in conjunction with his teacher, originalinvestigation and
research. A considerable addition has thus been made to the instruction of distinctly university rank now accessible to the Lond n
student, and it is estimated that, in addition to a large number preparing for matriculation, there are now over 100 matriculated tudents in the polytechnics who are definitely studying for London
Uni"rnrsity degrees in science. This numb r constitute
proportion of the total of matriculated students for scienc
,
other than those in them dical schools, who ar tudying in
educational institutes in London.
'Ihis groat lev lopment of i ruction of univ rsity rank in new
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mamly recruited from the country. The result i not only that great difficulty is
experienced by boys in obtaining situations where they can learn any branch of
the building trade, but also that in tho absence of the normal proportion of boys
and young men the establishment of successful trade classes has been a specially
onerous task. But the difficulties are now being overcome. The present session
has seen a large increase in the number of students in building-trade subjects,
there being over a thousand entri s in building construction at the polytechnics
alone, mainly by carpenters, joiners, bricklayers, maEons, ar hitects' assistants,
and builders' clerks. The number of artisans attending classes in practical plane
and solid geometry also hows an increase. There are now classes in building
construction, architectural drawing quantity surv ying, and workshop drawing
at 37 centers; in practical geometry and geometrical drawing at 40 centers, and
in technical mensuration at 6 centers.

The influ nee of the board in promoting a high order of scientific
t.raining is shown particularly in the work of he polytechnics.
According to a statement in Nature o.f June 10These institutions are moving toward a higher d ucational status than they occupied a few years ago. The cour ses of study are systematized, and they are supervised by teachers who have had laboratory experience, and hence they educate the
mind as well as train the hand. An announcement that in the next session
(1897-9 ) Principal Tomlinson , F. R. S., of the Southwest London Polytechnic,
will establish a class for training in research affords an instance of the higher tendency of polytechnic instruction. This research training will form part of the curriculum of the second-year day electrical engineei·ing stml nts of the institute,
but wm be open to a limited number of other students, provided they can show a
fair knowledge of the elementary principles of physics and mathematks. The
method of conducting any research will be as follow : The principal will first
sel ct some subject for investigation suitable for electrical engineering students.
He will then fully explain to the class the various reasons which have induced
him to make the selection and will give a brief hi tory of what has been previou ly done round and about the subject and full reference thereto. He will also
propound a mode or modes of attacking the research and invite criticjsms from
the class. When the best mode of attack has be n decided on, the class will be
expectecl not only to take part in the experiments, but to help in preparing the
required apparatus.
hould the results obtained bo of sufficient importance, they
wi11 be offered in the form of a pap r to such so ieties as the Royal Society, the
Physical Society, or the In titution of Electrical Engineers. From time to time
during the investigations the principal will give demonstrations or lectures on
tho e pa1·ticular branches of magnetism and electricity which bear directly oil the
investigation and will illustrate them by the results obtained. The subject selected
for the first r esear ch is ' The eff ct of repeate heating on the magnetic permeabiH ty and electrical conductivity of iron and steel."

CH PTER II.
EDUCATIO
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FR

CE. 1

France, Republic: Area, 204,092 square miles. Population (actual), April 12, 1891,
38,095,156; domiciled or legal, 3 ,343,193.
Civil divisions: For purposes of civil government, France is divided into 86 departments (90 if Algiers be included), each having its local legislative assembly
formed by election. The departments are subdivided into arrondissements, and
these into cantons. The smallest civil divisions comprised within the cantons
are communes.
For previous articles see the following :
The educational system of Franc . (Report, 1 -89, ol.1, pp.112-149.)
Report of the educational congi·e es and exhibition held in Paris, 1889. (Report,
1 89-90, ol.1, pp. 41-1 6, by W. H . Widgery.)
Bri f view of the educational system, with statistics, for 188 -89. (Report 1889-90,
Vol. 1, pp. 249-261.)
Elementary education in London and Paris. (Ibid., pp. 263-2 0.)
Education in France: Statistics, 1 90-91; progi·ess of primary schools since Guizot's
law, 1 33; higher primary and classical schools of France. (Report, 1890-91,
ol.1, pp. 95-124.)
Education in France: Outline of the system and statistics for 1892; State faculties; proposed transformations and development of teaching functions.
(Report, 1891-92, Vol.1, pp. 73-9 .)
Civil service in France, by W. F. and W.W. Willoughby. (Ibid., pp. 369-412.)
Education in France: Outline view, with current statistics; inspection of infant
school ; recent change iu the baccalaureate· reorganizationof medical studies
and of the scientific course preparatory thereto. (Report, 1892-93, Vol.1, pp.
210-2- 7.)

Education in France: tat' tics for 1 01-9" 93; recent modifications in the department of secondary education· recent development of the faculties (universitie ) ; progre of the system of primary instruction; schools for adults; movements for the admi sion of merican students to the universities of France.
(Report, 1 94-9.3, ol.1, pp.'> 0-312.)
Education in France: Stati tics for 1894-9.3; sum:narized view of primary schools,
proposed modifications of secondary institutions; the law of July 10, 1896,
tran forming the tate faculties int-0 universities, with elaboration of its
motive. and purpo es, and details of the scholastic and financial status of the
universities; r equirements for the admission of a pirants for degrees; status
of medical students in France, with special reference to foreigners; Dr. Alcee
Fortier on the French lyc'es. (Report, 1 9,3-96, Vol.1, pp. 611-639.)

--------

)Prepared by 1iss Anna Tolman Smith.
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CONSPECTUS OF THE STATE SYSTEM OF EDUCATION, OR UNIVERSITY
OF :FRANCE.

France has a highly centralized system of education under a cabinet
officer, the minister of public instruction and fine arts. 1 It is organized
in three departments (superior, secondary, and primary), each under its
own director. The minister is assisted by the superior council of public
instruction, composed of eminent representatives of the three orders of
instruction, 60 in number, one-fourth appointed by the President, of
the Republic and the remainder chosen by their peers. This council
is the deliberative head of the university system. In certain cases of
discipline affecting professors and teachers its decisions are final. The
administration of the system is facilitated by its division into academies, 17 in number, each of which comp~ises, under the general
direction of a rector (appointed by tho minister), all the public in titutions, i. e., primary schools, lycees, colleges, and universities of the
respective districts. The rector must be a university man, holding
the doctor's degree. By recent decrees and the law of July 10, 1 Du,
the former State faculties have been transformed into universities.
Tho State continues to appoint all professors and university official ,
to prescribe requirements for admission and for degree examination ,
to regulate fees, and to confer diplomas. The authority of t,he university, exercised through a council consisting of the academic rector,
the <leans of the several faculties, and two profes ors elected from
each faculty, extends only to the adjustment of programmes, the control of tudents, of the income from tuition f es, and of he univer it·
property. Fifteen universi"'-ies have been constitut d under the law.
To the d pc rtment of uperior instruction belong also special chool ;
on of the e, 1.he , uperior normal s ·hool, i de igned to pr pare profe · or for the service f high r
ucation.
The department of , ccondary instructio1
or
tat la :i , l coll g · (in number 100) and communal coll o-e (:?:?7)
maintain d b · th
om 1 ined aid of the
ate and l cal authoriti .
The prof .. or · in both las.. of ,·chool!3 arc appointed by th
t r fr m ·anc1idatc · po:s s ·el of th univer it diploma·.
,·alari ·• r 1mi<l h th 't, t .
' h . ·h la t·c an< <1 m
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resicl s an official (inspecteur d'aeademie), charged under the orders
of the rector with the supervision of secondary in truction.
The department of primary instruction includes maternal schools,
elementary primary and superior primary school , and departmental
normal schools.
The law of 1833 laicl the foundation of the yst m by imposing upon
communes the obligation to establish public schools. Under the
Republic the system has been de elope 1 through legislation, an efficient central supervision, and , ubstanti· l appropriations from the
Government.
By law of June 16, 1881, primary in truction i gratuitous, and
teachers mu t be provided with tate diploma (brevets do capacite).
By law of March 28, 1882, primary education is ompulsory (attendance upon private schools or home instruction meet the requirement),
and public prima,ry school purely secular. By law of October 30,
18 6, the studies and organization of the several cla s of schools are
del rmined and only lay teachers admitted to the service. By laws of
June 19, 18 9, an 1 July 25, 1 03, the tate as umes the payment of
the legal salaries. Commune provicl resid nee for teachers and
supplement the salari . Th tea her ar appointed by the departmental pref ct from li t
f andi.dat offer cl by th departmeutal
council,. These coun ils ar
ompo cl f m mb r of the superior
council and direct r, of primary ho 1 . Th y xerci e advisory,
an 1 in ertain cases judi ial, fun tion in re pect to primary schools.
For ihe service of primary instruction ther is a o-raded series of
Sta in. p ctors appoin el by the minist r, compri ing (1) general
in. pe ·tor ·, a si o-ned each to a particular , ection, in p ctors of special
branche , inspectr
s of mat rnal schools; (2) the '' inspecteurs
d'academi , " who condu t tho examinations for teachers' diplomas
an l hav the o-encral direction of primary s bool ; (3) primary inspectors, about 450 in number, one for every 150 school ; (4) medical
in pe tors.
The
mmunal authoriti
·
oi e in the choice of
·
· i.n
tc. ,
, - fr e access to the
al
oin ted to keep
t
o
a fund (caisse
fo
partment must
·
pr
women, unless
to
th
·
choo1s comprised
,
in th
rtment o
io1
c maintains two
norm
ols ( 'aint
tenay-anx-Ros for women)
to p
cacher, f
1 normal .
T
1thority of t
,
public in. ruction extends, in a
mea
, al,·o t private in.·tituti n, of all gra l s. He grants the
priv
of ondu ting private schools, which must onform to official
irements in r pecL to anitary and hygi nic conditions.
1
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Children who are instructed in private schools or at home are subject
to examination by t,h e State inspectors.
The latest official statistics of education and statistics of salient
partic11lars for different dates are presented in the following tables:
Educat-ional statistics, 1894- 95 or 1895-96.
Enrollment.
Classes of institutions.

Date.

Primary schools (public and
private):
Infant schools (ecoles
maternelles), ages 2
to 6 ______ --------------· 1894--95
E lementary 1brimar!
schools (p u li c an
private), ages 6 to 13_ -· )1Jl!J4-1l5
Superior primary ________
Total ___________________
----- ---Secondary schools:
Public, ages 8 to 2() ______ •
1895
Private, ages 8 to 2() _____ .
1895
Primary
schools,
20 _________
______ _ 1805-00
at;es 16 tor .ormal
Umversitios:
FacultiesPublic __________________
1896
Private _________ .... ____
1893

Male.

Teachers.

(714, 73!)
,. 790,710

Male.

Female.

I

Female.

Cur rent expenditures.

9,lW

---- --·······-

82, 906

a$37,0IB,012

--- - ---· (1,J76)

2,749,885

66,931

j

160 112
-------------·
--- --------- ---- -- ------ C 4, 096, 447
------------ -- ----- -- --- --·- -- --- -- -------------e3,926 --- -· -- -- --- ---------- -- fl, 780,900

b 5,254,829

86,123
9!,668
d3,930

14,430

27,035 ------------ -- -- ---- ---- ---- ·- . . .. .. ......
988 -- ----·----- --- . ---- ... -- ·- ·--------

g2,600,816

·-----------·-

a Public primary only (enrollment, 4,215,411).
b Of this total 1,588,297 in private schools.
c By a clerical error the State expenditures for secondary schools given in tbe Commissioner's

report for 1 95-96, Vol. 1, table, p. 012, are tabulated against primary normal schools.
d Includes 61 in Algiers.
e Includes 74 in Algiers.
/Includes $72,722 in Algiers.
g State appropriation for university faculties. There were appropriated in addition for
superior schools :»5,700; for scientific bureaus and societies, for the national library, administration, etc., 1,441,7 , making the total appropriation for the department of superior instruction ,57 ,300. As the receipts of tho faculties amount to about 1,250,000, their net cost to the
State was little above that amount.

PrimanJ schools (elementa1'Y and superior)-Comparatii·e view.
Enrollment.
Year

Public.

Private.

Teach rs.
•rotal.

Ratio to
population.

Men.

Women. Total.

Current
expenditures.a

- -- ----1-----1-----1-- - --1--- - - - ---f-----1

Per

capita

of

popu-

lation.

Cent.,.
58,992 110,709 b G, 615,746
4.5
63,152
73, 663 136, 15 d:3.J., r. , 103
66, 3o/_
80, 311 146, 674 d 37, 261, 215
97
700
1 150,013 d37,Ml,012 ------ -66,709
81,

51,717

I

o by tho communes not included.
d ub equ nt <lates.
rimary normals.
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Secondar'IJ schools and State fac·ulties (universities)-Compa1·ative view.
Enrollment.
Institution.

1876.

Lycees
and communal
colleges
(for boys)
_____________________
75,259
Private secondary (boys only) _ 78,065
Public secondary (for girls) ...
State faculties ______________ ·--- a17,630
P1:ivate faculties-------------·-

1887-88. 1S91-92.

--- --87,979
10,4.03
17,636
262

85,291
89,566
11,64.5

State appropriations.
1895.

1876.

1887.

1895.

80,123 $1,248, 04.0 $3,033,020 $3,063,075
94,668 ----------- ----------14,4.36
410,090
22,006 b27, 035 ----------- 2,083,959 c2, 607, Oli
988 --------- ----------- ----- ------ ------ ----

-----------

a 1875.
bl896.
cThe receipts from fees, which are turned into the State treasury, amounted for this year t«t
$1,259,912.

CURRE T HISTORY OF THE SYSTEM.

TOPICAL OUTLINE.-Department of superior instrnction.-The movement for
the creation of universities.-Celebration of the law transforming the faculties
into universities.-The new doctorate.-Department of secondary instruction.Scope of secondary schools.-Rivalry between State and church secondaries.State appropriations.-Proposed changes in the baccalaureato.-Department of
. primary "instruction.-The law of 1893 relative to the classification and salaries
of teachers.-Scope and development of superior primary (public high) schools.Movement for adult edncation.-Appendices: 11. E. Bouimy on the baccalaureate;
M. 1\1. Breal on the value of Greek.
DEPA TME

OF SUPE lOR

·s.TRUCTlON.

The 1.1,niversities.-The y tem of public instru Hon in France, which
has maintained to the present time the chief f atures of the organization created by apoleon, shows a continuance of the decentralizing
mov ments t11at have been no iced in th Commi sioner's previous
report . Thes movements are most marked in the lepartment of
superior in, truction, compri ing the univer ities an 1 the special
schools that are under the control of the mini ter of public instruction.
Prior to the revolution France pos e ed 22 univ r ities, several of
which, andnotablyToulou ·e and Jontp lli r,wer only less celebrated
than the niversi y of Pari . '"fhe , uppre . ion of h se institutions
was one of tho mo t x ra rdin.ary a t · f
e r v 1u ionary governm nt, both in it: imm diat and r m t effe ·t .
r m that time higher
educati n in I ranee took a new lire i n; enerc 1 ul uregave way to
pe ialization. ,. hi · ten n y sui d w 11 with th policy of apoleon,
who fo ter d military, poJyt hni , and th r pecial . chools that prepared m n for his imm iat. ,,ervicc, bu jealou ·ly repressed all
aO'enci s favorabl to fre lorn of th 1gh · and action. The faculties
tba he create 1 bad no in l p ndent lif . T11 were imply parts of
the "uni er i ·y," who e fnn tion it was to xamin and to confer the
tat liploma upon aspirant from the lycec and pecial schools.
I i · true tha almost imm iately af r th suppre. ·ion of the universit.ie , me ical in -truction wa found s ntial, and s ·hools of health
('c 1 d . ant') were establi hed the year following that act (1794).
ED 97--3
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Th
schools were incl udod by Na pol eon among faculties in the decree
of 1808, organizing tho university. Tho samo necessity gave rise to
schools of medicine. These, created by physicians or municipalities,
were in time brought under the imperial control, and became equirnlent to, or appendages of, the faculties of medicine. Even in the Paris
faculties, which never lost entirely their esprit de corps, teaching
functions were not revived until 1823, when tbe medical faculty was
reOTganized and increased by the addition of 36 special professors
(agreges), whose duty it was to impart systematic instruction to medical students. In 1838 the faculty of law declared that every profc sor
in that body ought to give at least three lessons a week. In 1840
an effort was made, at the instigation of Cousin, to create a teaching
service in the faculties of letters and of science.
The importance of the teaching service has been fully recognized
under the Republic, but its development in the faculties of letters
and of science has been slow, and until a very recent date has benefited only candidates for the licentiate or for the examination for the
title of agreg6 (agregation), essential, one or the other, for appointment as a professor in the lycees or secondary schools. Between
1875 and 1887-88 the number of students in the faculties increased
from 9,063 to 17,G3O. In commenting on this fact, M. Falli re , minister of public instruction at the latter date, said: "In this increase
there figure two entirely new categories of students-the tud nt of
science ancl the student of letters.
o further back than 187G the e
were so few, ·Lhat they were not mentioned. At present our 2,358
student of letter and our 1,335 student of science, ar r al student -permanent pupil of the faculties." Th 27,035 student
enrolled in l DG included G,5O,... in th faculties p cifi d (1 tiers 3,457,
sci nee ,050).
Parall 1 with this movement, and in , om cl
from
i
been th, t f r tran forming th eYcra
ro- nic
avi ()'
ea urc of i
~
e culmi
n of th u
·
. of la
·
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diplomas, but all other fees will go to the university treasury. In
accordance with the law, :fifteen universities have been constituted in
France. These must now depend largely upon the fees of students
and the local resources which they can command, in which respects
they present very unequal conditions. The annual receipts of Paris
University are estimated at about 120,000; of Lyons, at $26,000.
Besangon has not more than ·140 and lermont '160. Evidently,
unless the smaller univ rsities secure subsicli from the departments
or municipalities, they will not be able to support the character which
the law has imposed upon them. That this i clearly recognized is
indicated by the addresses at the inaugural ceremonies which occurred
at the opening of the winter seme ter.
A.t Paris the occasion was not marked by unusnal festivities, for
in<l.eed the Paris faculties are not so deeply aff cted by the new law
as those outside of the capital. r.rhe title which tho law confers has
never been entirely lost to this group, an<l. the powers which it sanctions had been already conferred by a series of decre elating back to
1 85. [Decrees of July 25 and of D cember 28, 1885, empowering
the faculties to hold and manage property, and con tituting councils
with powers imi1ar to ho e conferr <l. upon the univ rsity councils;
d ree of F bruary 21, 1890, c nf rring th ontr l f th ir resources
and th manag ment of their intern l aff ir , an 1 law of April 28,
1 D3, onf rrino---i,ilp~rsonali ·.,. pontb f, uli ,anlsub8equent
d er
, August f) and 10, determinin°· th ir :financial and administrativ pow r . ]
In his report for the year 1 'D6, l. Gr' ·:tr 1, pre ident of the Paris
council, review. the hi tory of the decad , showing the development
in 'pir d by th recent mea ur . Th material quipment of the
univ r ity has been 2.'"reatly improved by the r c ion of new building and the recon truct.ion of the lc.1. Th new Sorbonne is the
home of the facultie of l tt r an l ci nc . The facult of law has
it building remodeled
as new quarters
and its faborator fa i
Iany n
·hair b
of Protestant
theol gy, 7 in that
4 in letters, 1
ine has been
·
'
d
'
rofessorships
tJ
a
and lectures.
T
·ease of matec
at private benef this university.
a
urse in sociology;
w
f the hi 'tory
ch revolution
1
in th facult -r of sci
a chair of the
evolution of oro-anize
i<l s th
fou
s about thirty
priYate legacies and donation"· have be n recei,ed for tho creation of
11•
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prizes and scholarships. The belief is expressed that henceforth the
generosity of individuals, by which the "institute" has long been
favored, will find its way also to the university.
The additions to the university library have increased also year by
year. In 1885-86 the number of volumes secured by purchase or gift
was 5,430; in 1894-95 it was 13,604. The use of the library has
increased proportionately. For 75,000 volumes consulted or borrowed
in 1885 there were more than 100,000 in 1895.
Parallel with· this growth has been that in the number of students,
which rose from 10,679 in 1885 to 14,000 in 1895. In the latter number were included about 1,500 foreigners from Russia, Roumania,
Germany, Turkey, Switzerland, and the United States. The report
dwells also upon the several measures that have been adopted by the
Government, upon advice with the faculties, intended to make instructfon more thorough, to cultivate in the students more and more the
habit and the passion for the scientific method, and in general to
raise the standard of scholarship and to provide for the more complete mastery of special subjects.
In several universities of the provinces the opening ceremonies
were brilliant and impressive.
This was particularly the case at Lyons, which ranks next to Paris,
and of which the rector, Dr. Compayre, said in th inaugural addre s,
"If Paris is ·w ithout a peer, Lyons, with its 2,200 student , is without
a companion."
Lyons ha indeed contributed greatly to the restoration of the
un·
ity name
tat . The campaign inaugurated i
by
th
ci te cl
e l'
iv . ' " w
o
or
ly
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i e
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The University of Aix- farseille has great possibilities, which are
somewhat clouded for th e time by the jealousy of the two rival centers, Aix being the seat of the faculties of law and of letters and
Marseille that of the facul ies of sciences an l of medicine and pharmacy. The endeavor to allay local j ealousies by conferring the double
name upon t he university has been only partia1ly successful. While
the universities which have their s ats in the O'reat centers of commerce and industry enter upon the new order with great confidence,
a different spirit is evince l in the maller univ rsitie . The burden
imposed upon the latter was freely admitt d at Caen, which sees its
ablest students irresistibly at,tracted to Paris to fini h their studies,
and which can not hope for municipal subsi U comparable with those
of Bordeaux, of Lyons, of Lille, and Iarseille. There remains simply
·the hope t hat in such cases the univer ity may draw support from the
entire academic region. Thus Caen would become the "University
of ormandie," adapting itself to the pe ial interest of the regionagricultural, commercial, or indu trial-o-iviug largo place to the study
of local history, the old orman tongue,
rman laws and monuments, and drawin<T ther by the sympathi s f tho. e who are descended
from orman ance ' ry and id ntified with th r gion and the history
of which the univ r ity will b com the xpon nt.
The opinion . eem t
e en ral J1at I ean will not be able to
maintain fifteen univ r iti . of fir t rank, , nd that . e eral of those
now on tituted will ventually be liminatcd, or po ibly transformed
into sp ial h ol .
A new university doctorate open to for igners.-The superior council _of public in trnction has lecid 1 that French universities may
create a <loctorat which will be pur ly cientifi , and for which the
French diplomas of "bachelier" and "licencie' are not necessarily
required. The cl o-r e i. open alike to nativ and foreigners, and it
i not required t,h at candidate should havo iiected the whole of
their tudies in ranc .
The followinO' i he t _t f th d crce t this eiiect,, passed July 9
of the pr s nt ·eal' :
Be ides the degrees e tablished by the tate the univer ities are empowered to
institute titles of a natur purely scientific. The e titles shall confer none of the
rights anc1 prfrileges attached by law an<l regulation to the degrees, and shall in
o case be declared a sub. ti u to.
The studie a n d examinations which shall attend their distribution shall be supject to regulations deliberated by the council of the university and approved by
the ·tanding committee of the superior council of public instruction. The diplo. mas shall be delivered in t he name of the university, by tho president of the
council, in forms different from the forms of those delivered by the Govern~ent.

pt th pr n tim all diplomas in ranee have been granted
by th ► 'tat , not by th uni er ·iti ,•. The e diplomas carried profe ional privilig, and other rights of importance chiefly to French
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citizens, and were guarded by necessary formalities with which
foreigners, and Americans in particular, found it almost impossible
to comply.
DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY IKSTRUCTION.

Scope of secondary schools.-Secondary instruction is a term of
somewhat different application in France from that which it has in
the United States. The typical secondary schools are the lycees or
State classical colleges, long the central feature of the university system, and the church schools (etablissements congreganistes) of similar
gTacle. Pupils enter these institutions (either as boarders or day
pupils) at about 8 years of age, having already mastered the elements
of reading and writing, and remain until their general education is
complete. The great encl in view is the bachelor's degree, which is the
prerequisite to official and professional careers and to social recognition. If a student is able to maintain the maximum of effort, the final
examination may be passed and the coveted prize secured at 18 years
of age. As a rule, however, pupils do not complete the ten year '
course without duplicating one or two years' study. It will be understood from the statement that the secondary school of France is not a
grade between elementary and superior institutions, as in this country, but is a school for the complete education of the higher social
classes.
Altogether there are for boys five classes of secondary establi hment , between which in 1805 the entire enrollment of secondary
pupils, 180, 7!H, was distributed as follows:
Imititution.

Proportion of student.

Public lycecs nnd communal colleges............. .......................................

Per ce1it.
47.37

hurch school!'! ......... ..•..•• __ ..... ...•• ...... ••..... •..... ...... ..... .. .. • •.... .... •. ..
Small cminarie.· (rl rical) .....•........•......•.. ····-··· ·· ...•.............. ______ .•....
Priva.to in ·titutions. ....• ..... ..... .... ...... .... .. ... • .... .... .... .... ....... .... .... ....

3:3.10
13. 0-.?
G. 61
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The studies of the higher section may suffice to indicate the preparation required for the_bachelor's degree. They comprise in the third
or lowest class of the s ction, the second cla s, and class of rhetoric
the following: French grammar, literature, and composition; German
or English; history of Europe, and of France in particular; geography,
mathematics, drawin°·, Latin, an<l. Greek, and in the second class also,
the history of literature (Greek, Latin, and French). The full programme in mathematics, Latin, and Greek for the class of rhetoric
(age, 16 years) is as follows:
Jl.[athernatics.-One and a half hours per week. Arithmetic: Review through
square root. Algebra: Review and continuation through equations of the second
degree. Geometry and cosmography: Solid geometry finished-through the
sphere; the celestial sphere; earth, sun, time, moon, eclipses, planets, stars,
universal gravitation, tides.
L atin.-Four hours a week. Portions of Lucretius, Virgil, Horace, Cicero,
Livy, and Tacitus.
Greek.-Four hours a week. Portions of Homer, Sophocles, Plato, and
Damosthenes.

fter rhetoric comes he fir t examination for the bach lor's diploma;
th n follow the cla s of 1hilo ophy, which off rs a choice between
let t r and cience; from thi. la the stud. nt pas es to the final
examination. It will b e se n that thi pro{)'ramm i comparable to
that of an Ameri an pr paratory hool, witl , o years of college
a<l.d :I..

Tho ommunal college , which are establi h d by local authorities
with the aid of the Stat , offer, o far a prac i abl , the same course
as the lye' e . Few of them, how ver, are able to co,. .er the complete
prooTamme.

Rivalry between State an(l church secondary schools.-Since the
secondary establishm nt are in reality the colleges or schools of liberal culture, exerci ing through their graduate· an immense influence
up
iety, the t
motive for eking to draw students
secon
e it view with alarm the growing
of t
mcnt .
e to the table
w it
hil t
pupils in foe
ndar
ain d ne
y for the four
ar
in the t
hurch schools
ly in r
1-,035 i
Eru·ollmcnt.
Classes of institutions.

· , - - - - - , - -- --1

1 02.

1893.

1 94.

52,045

5-'3,074
32,700
51,3i7

32 421

1895.

Number
ofinstitutions
in 1895.

- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - !- - - - - - - -- - - - - -Lvce s (public) ____ ____ ------·----·--·--·---------'ommunal collegea (public) ______ ---------------'hurch ~hools ____________ ----- - ------ ___________ _
, mall seminari s (clerical) (petits cmina.ires) __
Private establishments __________________ ________ _

a·>

~

51:, i

2:3,!J.!

23,

lU,300

9

l-i,028
I

53,400

56:265

25, 3.5!
14,214

53,962

32,161

57,250

25,407
12,011

109

227
837
142

218
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The causes of the movement indicated by the above statistics have
been set forth in an official statement, which does not, however, pretend to be exhaustive. They are, as enumerated, increase in tuition
fees and living expenses; the cost of books and apparatus; too frequent changes in the courses of study; uncertainties respecting the
position of the repetiteurs or tutors, who sustain close relations to
the pupils; the want of united interest and sympathies on the part of
the officers and professors; the excessive officialism and consequent
diminution of the personal _influence of professors, and the want of
relations between the State secondary and primary schools. It is also
recognized that the development of the superior primary schools
(public high schools) has had some effect in reducing the attendance
upon public secondary schools. From details furnished in the report
it appears that the day pupils (externes) are at a peculiar disadvantage, as they must buy the text-books, at a cost of about •·10 a year,
or $100 for the complete course, whereas these are furnished gratuitously to boarders (internes), save that the parents must pay a small
charge (about $2.40 a year) for the wear of the books. This is
rt>garded as an unjustifiable discrimination that should be corrected.
Already a revision of the fees for tuition is in progress, with a view
to recluction, but this can not be accomplished at once, as it nece sitates changes in the appropriation. The other causes that are
believed to prevent the growth of the State schools are inherent in
tho system and can be reached only through a transformation, which
seems to be gradually taking place.
·w hile the status of tho State schools with respect to attendance is
not wholly ati faci.or3·, it is noted in the official report that they contribu t a much larg •r proportion of stud nt to the p cial school of
the high est order, than th rival in titution . Thi i, an important
matter, a th •, e crraduat · nter v ntually into the mo t influential
public ervicc . Th followino- table i · pr nt d to how th compa,rative staudin<r of th •ey 1'ftl la e" of hool. in thi particular:

L

.. Tnm of Rpccial school.
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overcoming the prejudices which they at first encountered. At least
such is the inference from the growt.h in enrollment shown in the
following statistics :
Public lycees, colleges, and secondary coiii·scs for girls.
Enroll-

Date.

ment.

1 92 ------ ------ ---------------------1893 ---- ------ ---- ------ ------ --- --- --

12,744
13,514:

Enroll-

Date.

ment.

189-! ------ ----------------------- -- -1 95 ·---------------- ---- ------- - ···-

14,140
H,436

The a<,1ministration and studie of these in titutions are managed
with special reference to the aptitude. , n eel , and probable careers
of young women. Pupil enter at 12 y ars of ag . The course is
divided into two _periods of three and of two y ar , respectively, thus
allowing five year for th full period. A L th y ar may be added
for students who desire to pr pare for admi ion to superior institutions or for special vocations.
Slate appropriations.-For buildino- and equipments alone the
tate ha con ribut~d to
on lary in titution sin e 1878 the sum of
22,173,333, of whi ha li l above ·2,00 ,0 went to the secondary
s h ol for cirls. Th annual appropriation f r th current expenses
of the 1 c' · a d
mmuncl oll o-. (for b
) and the public sech ol for !rirl ha
n a f 11 w f r th years named:
1 !)4, ·.J:,03 ,24 ; 1 95, , 4-,073,1 .-; 1 6, •'±, 06,447.20.
i tribution of th a ppr pria ion for 1 06 was a follows :
Administrative purposes _______ . ________ . ____________ _____ . ___ . ___ $29, .200. 00
State lycees ___ . _____ .. ___________________________ . _. _______________ 2, lDO, 400. 00
Communal colleges ____ . ________ _______ __ _ . ________________________ 730, 756. 80
Secondary school for girls_. __________________ .___________________ 410,090.40
Scholarships and funds fo1· remitted fee ___ . ___________________ . ___ 736, 000. 00
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in the system of State secondary education are very great, as shown
by the efforts of half a century. The most impor tant measure now
under consideration relates to the baccala.ureate. T his diploma has
been the subject of proposed reforms for the last <l.ecade. Successive
ministers of public instruction have embodied their ideas in proj cts
of law, which have been submitted, provoked discussion, and then
abandoned. The latest project emanates from the present minister,
JH. R::tmbau<l., who, without attempting radical changes, would greatly
reduce the element of chance in the conditions upon which the diploma
is secured. To this end. he proposes to give greater weight to the
student's record, as shown in his report book (livreii scolafre), and to
recon titute the examining bodies so as to include therein "'agreges"
or assistant professors who actually teach in the secondary school .
As the project will probably suffer the fate of its predeces or , its
details need not be rehearsed. American readers will be more int r~
ested. in the discussion of the scholastic and social bearings of the
diploma called forth by these projects. These are graphically presented in recent articles by l\L E. Boutmy, the distigui hed writer on
moral and political sciences and director of the Pari School of
Political Science.
The immediate occasion of I. Boutmy's articles was a pro·
law offered by the mini ter preceding M. Ram baud and differin
stantially from his own. As thi proj ct failed, it will suffice
here that it propo ed to redu e the obligatory part of the bacc
reate examination and to · ·
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EDUCATION IN FRANCE.
DEPARTMENT OF PRIM.A.RY INSTRUCTIO

The latest official report of the departm nt of primary instruction
is for the year 1894-95, a resume of which was pre ented in the Commissioner's last report (1895-96). The principal statistics are also
repeated in this report (tables, p. 32).
New law respecting teachers' salaries.-The law with respect to the
classification and salaries of teachers pa ed July, 1893, goes into
effect the pre ent year. The chief modification which it introduces
is in the classification of teacher of the elem ntary primary schools.
The teaching force consists of probation r ( tagiaires) and full
teachers (titulaires). The former, under the new law, comprise 15
per c~nt of the total number in place of 20 per cent, as under the previous law, and the annual salary is raised from IGO to $180.
The "titulaires" are divid d into five cla
The proportion that
each cla s bears to the total force under the two laws, and the salaries which remain unchanged under the new law, are as follows:
Annual salaries.
Classes of teachers.
Law of
1 03.

Fifth class ................... --· ... ---··- ---- --··-- .....•....
Fourth cla s •••• ---··· --····. ___ ••• ____ ••••••••••••••••••••••
Third class .................................................. .
econd class ...... ...... ............ _.......... _....... _.... .
Firstcla s ................................................... .

Law of

25
25

io }
VI

1 'O.

35

25
15

5 {

Men.

~

300
360
400

Women.
$200
240
280

300
320

Observation.-An additional sum of $40 is allowed principals in charge of a
school of three or four classes, and of · 0 for a school of more than four classes.
Communes may and often do supplement these salaries. Moreover, every commune must provide its teachers with free residenco or with a money indemnity
for the same at fixed rates.
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The salaries of directors and directresses of the two classes of
schools remain unchanged. They are as follows:
Superior
primary

Normal schools.

schools.

Men and

Men.

~

$700

women.

Fifth class ....•..•....•.....• ........••..........•••..........•...••.....
Fourth class ........................................................... .
:I'hird class ..............•.......................•.........•.............
Second class ............•...............................................
First class ...................... ~ .........•.....•.................•.....

450
500
560

800
900

1,000
1,100

Women.

~~
00)

1,(XX)

The salaries of assistant teachers in the superior primary schools
and of professors in the normal schools are fixed at the following rates:
Superior
primary Normal schools
(assistant (professors).
teachers).
Men :ind
women.
Fifth class ...........•..................................................
Fourth class ............................................ .......•....... .
Third class ................. ... ......................................... .
Second class .......................................•....................
First class ... .........•.....................•.........•.....••....•.....

Men.

Women.

a$240 a$500

~

a280
320
380

a440

a54.0
a580
620
680

500
660
600

a Increase of $20 over the former salaries.

The State i respon ible only for the legal salary of the primary
teachers (elementary ancl superior), and a a rul the o are increa ed
by the commune . Thu in Pari the directors of the higher primari s receive as a minimum alary ·1,400; maximum, 1,800; full
prof or from ,'7GO to ·1,000.
S ope ancl progress of
· · · ·· ·
ools.- uperior primary
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In 1878 the General Government indicated its purpose of fostering
higher primarys~hools by a creclit of $22 ,000 to aid communes in their
establishment. This appropriation has b n augmented year by year,
and h!lis proved a great stimulus to local effort.
Peculiar complications arose from the endeavor to class in the same
category schools for general instruction and a class of schools industrial or commercial in their character (ecoles profc sionelles) that had
been established in a few citi . The dev lopment of both classes of
•schools was retarded until the chool law of 1 8G pre cribed explicitly
the scope, studies, and general management of ail schools classed as
primary.
It Mon became evident that high school with a purely literary
curriculum were likely to crowd out tho having a technical character, and as this was regarded as a national mi fortune measures were
taken to increase the provision of the latt r class. Accordingly, in
1802 a department of technical instruction was created in the ministry of commerce and industry, and appropriations covering salaries
and many other expen e w re offered through this ministry for
school giving instruction in commerce and indu try to pupils from
the el mentary cho l .
u h chools w r al
tran f rred to the
j uris :liction of the mini try of comm re and il u. ry, and are known
a practicals hool of ommerce, nd indu 1· • By thi · arrangement
the mini t r of ducation w, s 1 ft fre to cl
lop higher primary
s hools of a more educative
aracter.
Th purpo , however, w
ot to incr a e the lit rary influence of
higher primarie , and the reO'ulat· on i . ue 1 in e 1892, especially
the official programme of 18 3 aud aLo the actual cour e which these
school. hav taken, how a stri t adherence to the purpose of making
them school for practi al traininO'.
nder tho regulation of 1 03 e
· <r r primary school may
have, in addition to it gei ·
al, c ion -industrial,
commercial, or agricultural
. tecl nical department.
i ·
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salaries of teachers in charge of the workshop and also of the persons employed as technical and industrial teachers.
The expense for buildiP..gs, furniture, apparatus, etc., must also be
met by the commune.
The State assists in bringing the provision within the reach of poor
but promising youth by a system of scholarships. These are of three
classes:
(a) '' D'internat," to cover or partially cover the expenses of pupils
in boarding schools, not to exceed $100 per annum.
(b) "Familiales," to pay for boarding out the scholar in a private
family when his home is at a long distance from the school aml the
l~tter has no boarding house; value, $100.
(c) "D'entretien," to pay the parents for the scholar's food, clothes,
traveling expenses, etc., and to help toward. making good the sacrifice
of his wages while he is kept at school (varying from ~20 to $80).
Candidates must not be less than 12 or more than 15 years of age.
The scholarships are tenable for three years, with possible extension
to a fourth year.
These scholarships are secured by strict competitive examination
and only by successful eandidates who can prove that they would be
unable without the assistance to continue their studies. The number of State scholarships awarded in 1892 was: To boys, 674:; to girl ,
436, or a total of 1,110. The departments and communes also provide
scholarships.
Under the admission requirements prescribed by the minister for all
pupils, no child can enter the higher primaries unless he has obtained
the "certificate of primary instruction" and has pas d a year in the
highe. t tandards of the elementary schools, or if educated privat ly
can prove equivalent attainments.
The recent increa e in the number of these ostabli hment i. in licated by the followin o- stati tic :
In 1 78 th y number cl only 40. In 18 7 there were 255, b
431 complementary our e . At his date 47 privat chool of th
.·am o-rade wore reported. Tho total enrollm nt, publi and priYc t
. chool , wa 3 ,44:1. In 18!)2 th situation was a follows:
0

France and Algier .
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The increase in enrollment in five years, it will be seen, was 7,158
pupils.
Among the public schools are includ d 47 which are essentially
technical, and as such under the joint control of the two ministers, as
already specified.
The following additional particulars with respect to this feature of
the primary-school system of France aro from a very exhaustiYe report
on the subject by Ir. R. L. Morant, assi tant director of the recently
created department of pecial inquirie and report in the English
department. 1
Organization.-One very important point should here be noted;
both the "cours compl'm ntair " and the high r primary schools
are, in intention, "ecoles regionales;" that is to say, though their
creation and maintenance is decided upon and paid for by one commune or town, most of them serve the ne ds, not only of the town
itself, but of all the surroundino- districts. Many of them draw pupils
from a radius of severalleagues, and, though the to nit lf has borne all
the expense of establishing and maintaing th
hool , no restrictions
ar as a rul placed upon he district from which scholar are admitted.
sare ultofbeing''ecol sr'gionale ,"alarO'enumb rbothofthe
higher primary chool and of the " ur
mplementaires" have
boardin o- hous s. The are built by the town at th same time as
the r ·t of th scho 1. 2
om tim
h ar manag d by the town und r a alaried "econome"
or bur r and bring in a tual pwfit to the town budget; but in the
a. t m, jority of a e , in th pr inc at 1 a t, they are left to the
charge (and profit) of th director of the chool. Half the boys'
hio-h r primary schools and two-third of tho e for girl have "internats," i. e., are at lea t partly boarding school . Thi is the case also
with half the boys' "cours compl 'mentaires" and n arly one-third of
tho e for girl . There i hus in Franc practi c lly a widespread
y t m of municipal boarding chool , with the stc ff uppliecl at the
. p n of th tat .
The fees for the boarding houses vary from $ 0 to, '150 per annum, the greater
number ranging about 12-. For the externes or day boy there is also in most
schools a system of ''•tudcs survcill s ·' that is to say, pupil may stay at the school
beyond the fixed school hours (usually a. m. to 11 a. m., and 1 p. m. to 4 .p. m.),
under the supervision of the school staff, from - to 7 p. m. A charge is made for
this in most schools, but not in all, amounting to $10 or 15 a year. In Paris great
di cussion has arisen upon this point, the progressive members on the council
insi ting that the-e charges are contrary to the spirit of the free-education act,
and tend to place hindrance in the way of the spread of higher prima1·y instruc1 The report is published in tho first volume i "'ued by tho new department, pages
200-33 .
2
In many ca ·es the higher primary schools have previously been private schools,
taken over ata valuation by the municipality, the original director and staff being
often r tained.
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tion among the working classes. The outlay for books and other requirements
varies considerably. In the larger towns this is generally provided by the municipal funds free. No fees may be charged for "instruction," for the higher primary schools and the" cours complementaires" are held to be included under the
, term "public establishments for primary instruction/' in which "gratuite" was
enforced by the frel:l-education act of 1881.
The higher primary school is open to all comers without distinction who come
up to the prescribed standard of knowledge. Children who, having been educated
privately, do not possess the elementary certificate are submitted to an examination_equivalent to it in the subjects of the upper standards of the elementary school.
But, as a matter of fact, about 90 per cent of these schools are recruited entirely
from the public elementary schools, and it is only in those country districts where
no means of obtaining any form of secondary education exist within any reasonable
distance that the contrary is the case.
As regards the standard of admission to the school, the central authority has
attempted to raise the general level by various means, and to confine the admission
more strictly to the elite of the elementary schools, by requiring that no pupil be
admitted unless, besides holding the elementary certificate, he has passed a year
in the highest standard of the elementary school. In many places there is also an
entrance examination, the standard of which is practically decided upon by the
local authority, and sometimes consi<lerably raises the standard of the school.
And in a few of the largest towns, where the number of candidates is greater than
the number of vacancies, this examination comes to be a competitive examination.
In Paris there is one simultaneous public examination for all the higher primary
schools. The successful candidates, i. e., those who pass a certain standard of marks,
are ranged in order of merit, and are then called upon (in this order) to cboose the
school to which they prefer to go, according to the number of vacancies that are
available in each. There is also an examination at the end of each quarter, of
which the results arc sent to the parents. These examinations are a great stimulus
to hard work, and assi t also in-pointing out the pupils who would be unable to
profit by a continued stay at the school. These are invariably" advised" to leave.
It is very generally understood, and is carried into practice, that one of the mo t
important duties of the director is to advise parents for and against th continuance of the children's attendance at the school, as also in the matter of choosing the
particular section (commercial, industrial, etc. ) which he shall enter. The
director's opinion i" invariably (and, indeed, tatutorily) decisive on the former
point, besides being very generally paramount a to the latter.
The chool i (livided into" years ' of study, and promotions into each division
or ''year · take place only once in twelve i.nonths. For thi purpose there i an
annual examination of a very searching nature, called'· examen du pa sage· and
it is only upon pas inrr thi examination that a pupil is moved into the next' year.'
Auyon failing to pa s ha either to leave or to' rodoubler ··i.e. to tay another
y ar in tho clivi. ion :in which he has already been working. Thi occurs in a
gr at number of a c · esp cially at the end of the fir t I year .. ,
Thi annual . amination ancl its con equence. i one of the mo t striking featur s f th y. t m. ancl admirably prevents any wa ·t . of public fund and of
te, h r· en r ,yin vain a t p to ducat cbildren who ar not capabl nongh
to rofi by h ir opp rtuniti .
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meets at least twice in each year, at the summons of t.he president, and in special cases when convened by the president or by the provincial inspector. At its
ordinary meetings it nominates a subcommittee to visit the school at least once
a month and report to the committee at the next meeting. The committee is
intrusted with the general supervision of the schools and of all that pertains to
its efficiency and the interests of the pupils. It takes the latter under its patronage
and endeavors to settle them in suitable occupations at the end of their school
course. The pupils holding State scholarships are especially under the care of the
committee. 1 It further deals ,vith all matters of school requisites and furniture
and decide on the measures to be taken to adapt the special instruction to the
local requirements, industries, manufactures, agricultural or other occupations.
For this purpose all prominent business men in the locality arc nominated on these
committees.
Ciirriculum.-The first year·s course is thE, same for all pupils who enter the
school, no specialization being permitted till the commencement of the second
year. It is then that the student decides, generally under the advice of the director,
the particular section in which he will pursue his course. The particular characteristics of each of the sections (general, commercial, industrial, and agricultural)
appear in the number of hours allotted to the different subjects in each section
respectively. There are six subjects, however, which do not vary at all, being
considered to r epresent the basis of all instruction, and to be, therefore, necessary
to every section alike. Thus morals, handwriting, history, civic instruction, gymna tics, and singing are taught one hour a week each, both to boys and girls, in
all three years and in all the sections, and boys have two hours and girls one
hour for physics and chemi try in all three y ars in all sections. Elementary
notions of common law and political economy are taught one hour a week in the
third year of each section both to boys and girls.
The other ubjects of instruction vary consid rably in the different sections.
Thus, for modern languages, the general section has three hours a week in all
three years both for girls and boys, while in the commercial section this is raised
to four hours for both and in the indu trial section it di appears entirely for boys,
being replaced by additional mathematics, scienc , and manual work. The girls'
indu trial section, however, retains ihree hours a week for modern languages and
does not increase the mathematics.
imilarly, drawing and modeling, both for boys and girls, is given four and a
half hours a week in the industrial section, three hours in the general section, and
only one and a half in the commercial section. Both the commercial and industrial sections make up for theh increase of sp cial su jects by reducing their French
language and literature.
Ea ·h section, ha of cours , its own sp cialties. The chi f charaeteristic of the
gen ral secti n is tho amount of time given to French language and literaturefrom three to five hours aw ek for boys and girl. alik . It is from this section
that the normal college are largely recruited, and" g neral culture" is considered
its main purpose.
The industrial ction i naturally characterized. by more mathematics and technical drawing, and al by it manual work, "travaux manu 1 , which take six
hours a week, a contrasted with two hours in the commercial section.
The characteri tics of the commercial section are, as would be expected, bookkeeping and languages, the former b ing repre ented by three hour;• a week, as
compared with one hour in the other sections, and the latter by four hours a week.
There is al o an additional hour for commercial geography.
The agi-icultural ection, in it turn, ha no modern languages, very little draw1 See El mentary Education in France.
page 85.
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ing, and is stronger in the n atural sciences and in manual occupations bearing
upon soil culture. It is of more recent foundation than the others, and is destined
to play a great part in the technical education of the French agriculturist, especially while true "technical" classes in agriculture are still so rare. * * ;:For girls the programme of subjects, as regards the detailed curriculum, differs
but little from that of the boys. They are given one hour a week in the third year
for domestic economy, and the practical side of this subject forms an import.ant
part of their "travaux manuels." In the industrial, commercial, and agricultural
sections the curriculum for girls is purposely left to be decided according to the
needs of each locality. Thus the departmental instructions say: "It will be very
necessary to take local needs into consideration for the determination of this sup·
plementary programme and for fixing the extra hours of teaching, so that the
entry of pupils into industrial or commercial schools of the district may be made
as easy as possible."
But perhaps the most interesting, and certainly the most cont-roversial, question
in the curriculum of the higher primary schools is that of the" travaux manuels. '
There is no doubt that in the intention of the education department the higher
primary schools are not to teach, or even to prepare for, any one particular trade.
Thus M. Brunel, director of primary instruction for the northern departments,
says: "The general character of the teaching which obtains in higher primary
schools applies equally in the matter of the manual work, in spite of the varied
occupations dealt with. The object of the manual work is, first, to educate the
eye and hand. · In applying this education there is a gradual tendency toward a
more special object. But the special sections do not prepare either artisans, or
commercial clerks, or agriculturists, but find out ancl develop in each student the
aptitude to become some one of these. They give the students an inclination, so
to speak. They put them at the point of entr::mce into the calling in which they
will ha e to pass their lives, having furnished them with a better provision for
life's journey."
When the • travau."'{ manuels '' or any other part of the school course give instruction in the definite practice of any particular industry, the school ought, according
to the statutes, to be classed as an " 'cole pratiqne d ·industrie :• and placed under
the minister of technical instruction, and similarly also if it teaches the practice
of any special commer ial business.
So that it is in the programme of the" travaux manuels" that the general charact .r of the instruction given in higher primary school (properly so called) is
perhaps most apparent. In carrying out the proo-ramme considerable variety
of application is po ible, and, in fact, exi t ; but there aro a certain number of
recognizetl model., both in woodwork and ironwork, which are practically in
universal u e and crve sufficiently to demonstrate the g neral com o of the
stu<ly a<lopte<l Mor ver, the fact that every secti n alike-general commercial,
and indu trial-· put throngh the samecour eof 'travaux manuel con lu iv ly
sh ws that 110 p ialization or trad apprentice hip i int ncl d or ttempte<l;
k for travanx manu 1 , and
ancl though tho inclu trial ction ha ix hours a,
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tools and with the properties of wood and iron in every child before leaving the
school, whatever his vocation in life may be. There is to be no attempt to simulate
a genuine app1·enticeship.
The drawing and m,)deling courses are in general the same for each section.
The industrial section only adds working models of simple machinery made from
sketches and scale drawings, and in the commercial and agricultural sections
some additional scale drawing is given, so that in this subject, too, the student is
not intended to specialize. Thus M. Le Blanc says: "The 'ecole primaire superieure,' and even the' ecole professionnelle,' does not prepare draftsmen. Industry provides herself with these by other means. It educates the prospective workingman so that he shall know both how to read and how to execute drawings
of tbe kind generally used in workshops, but it does not turn out skilled drafts'
men such as are produced in architects' studios."
At the same time exceptions may be made for local requirements. Thus M.
Brunel says: "The elasticity of the organization of higher primary education
leaves room for innovations necessitated by local needs. Thus in one of our
'ecoles superieures' for girls in the north we inaugurated a course of industrial
drawing, intended to prepare artists whose talent would enable them to find
assured employment in the manufacture of textile fabrics."
It should be added t_,hat there is an important noi.o in tho oflicial programme of
the '' travaux manuels" which requires every exe1·cise to be done after a sketch and
scale drawing, a point which is held of great importance in fixing the educative
value of all woodwork training as apart from mere carpenter's dexterity.
Mention must al o be mad of the excellent for ign-travel scholarships-'' bourses
de sejour a l "tranger. " These date from 1883, and owe their origin, like so much
of tho best parts of French pri ary educati n, to M. Buisson. Tho first candidates were sent to Switzerland on an allowance of $20 a month, and were chiefly
intended to enter the teaching profe ion on their re urn to France. The results
achieved were so satisfactory that the system was rapiuly extended. Various
changes have occurred fa the arrangements from time to time and the whole history of the movement is well worthy of study. This memorandum will, however,
deal only with the pre ent arrangements as applicable to students of tbe higher
primary schools.
In these schools the traveling cholarships are giv n upon a public competitive
examination. The candidate mu t be between 16 and 19 years of age, and must
prove that their parents are unable to send them abroad at their own expense.
The scholarships et apart for pupils of higher primary schools are given solely to
tho ·e ho intend to follow a commercial or industrial career, tho ''general" students (mo t of whom enter the teaching profession)
ing sufficiently provided
for by the traveling scholar hips et apart for members of tho staff of normal colleg s. The scholarship holder nter a student in ommercial schools or general
schools in other countries to which they are sent and som times as apprentices or
clerks, without pay, in busin s house . They ar obliged to write monthly theses
in tho language of the ·otmtry where they are re iuing. These are examined by
tho'· comite de patronage,' who are re ·pon ibl in France for the general arrangement of the scheme and for placing tho cholar . 1 The scholar hips are usually
t.enable for a year, with possibility of ext n ion. They vary in amount for the
differ nt countries whe1·e th y ar helu, those in England ing much the highest.
There are at present threo in erm ny (Brem n, Hamburg, and funich) and nine
in England ( lifton, M nc:h ·ter, Birmingham Ex t r, Lonuon, Newcastle, and
Liverpo 1). The ex riment ha· been a, great succ ss. Thus M. Armagnac says:
' If we glance through the corr!' pond nee of the scholar hip holders from the
1
Some of th repor written by normal-college cholar. hip h lders have been
very valuable, and havo been published in tho Revue Ped gogique.
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ecoles primaires superieures, we find a sentiment which is expressed nearly everywhere under an almost identical form : 'I am treat ed like a child of the house;'
'I am here in t he position of a son;' ' It seems just as if I were one of the family.'
And everywhere the intellectual and moral effects are on a par with the material
comforts with which the scholar is surrounded. He is encouraged, upheld, and
counseled. While he is allowed a great deal of liberty, the company he keeps is
watched. He is put into communication with good comrades and respentable
families. In fact, in every respect he is treated as a good father would treat him.
These are services which can not be forgotten, and for which t heir authors can
not be sufficiently thanked. And while learning the language of the country
which receives them the scholars learn at the same time their manners and customs. :, 1 "I am surprised at the earnestness of your young men,:, writes the head
of an English training college to a member of the committee, and a few days later
one of these young men wrote in his turn: " I imagined the English to be the coldest natured people in t he world. They seem so at first, but how pleasant they are
when the ice is broken. I am loaded with kind attentions and surrounded with
friends."
It is intended in the future to send scholar s also to Spain, Italy, the Netherlands, and Russia. Already tho municipalities have followed the example of the
State, and many now set apart municipal funds every year for these trav-eling
scholarships. In 1~89 there were as many as 67 pupils of higher primary schools
who had been sent to England and Germany by these means.
Social class of the students.-Perhaps the next point of importance in gauging
the work of the higher primary school system in France is to discover bow far
the schools are frequented by the class of children for whom they were int nded.
The answer to this question must varv to a certain extent with the locality. There
are instances where the "well-to-do·" classes have made con iderable use of the
admirable instruction provided in the higher primary schools, but it seldom
happens that they are numerous enough to keep out the mo t intelligent of those
who in a pecuniary sense need it more; for wher ver there is an in nfficiency of
plac:es it i open competition that decides admission, so that the cleverer pupils
always get in first; and the cleverer pupils of the elementary school have every
chance of succe , since the subjects and methods of the examination are strictly
on the lines of the elementary school upper standard and certificate work.
Moreover, the fact of "gratuite ·, bas an immen ely potent s cial influence in
Fran o. By the act of 1 1 all "primary instru tion ·, was made free, and by
the act of 1 ~6 higher prima1·y schools and apprenticeship schools were pecially
nam cl as being parts of primary instruction; hence f es may not be charged for
the instruction given in them. And in France ther i still sufficient "amour
pr pre·• of a p culiar kind to prevent any largo use of fr e school by any social
clas higher than the "petit 1 ourgeoi ''-fir tly fr ma drea<l of "prom· cuit"'
( i. e., th mixe<l char act' r of the children who will b found there), and econdly,
from a f ling of ocial pride whi ·h hesitates to make uso of free schools provided
out of public fund .
A
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learned to avail themselves of the excellent instruction which is there provided
without cost, so far as the actual teaching is concerned.

Movement for adi1,lt eclucation.-The higher primary schools do not
reach the great mass of children whose education terminates as soon
as the obligatory course of lementaTy instruction is completed. The
movement for adult education, by means of Sunday and evening
classes, lecture , etc., i intended to save uch from moral and intellectural d g neracy.
Since the publication of the omrn1 10ner report for 1894-95, 1
which contain cl the synop i of a Rpecial r port on thi movement, a
second report ha appeared. This show a continuance of the enthusiasm and of the efforts, public Etnd private, by which the movement
i supported.
·
The creation of adult clas es at locale~ pen e had been authorized
as early as 1850, and tate appropriations allowe l for them from 1867.
Owino- to various
es, chiefly the complete provi ion of elementary
schools, these cla
ad l cline l, but resting
y did upon a legal
basi. , their revi,
rn cl to off er the best 1
of carrying on the
wor1~ of adult inst·
·
·
· · n of
mati instruction is
in
opuluar l ctures, prot d
blic Tead ings from
,,
. In his second
on
r ults achieved
i
f
1 for adults and
pl
, 000 our es offered
oa
1O ·chool societies
of mutual aid for
pupil constituted,
G4 ·chool "patr
1 ral and industrial care
of you h) fo
d
in truction in full operation, 33,000 t
rk, and 417,421 youths in regular
att ndanc
ding nious efforts are used
to a
ills ar displayed;
i, a r gular crusade
th · in a prelimioy to xcite their
ai cl by the im por, · whi hit i. carried on.
n Lion thus imparted .
. iive. The constant
wi.·dom of combining
ing. The. e societies
la .. 11aintain d by chambers
m~ 11 r municipalities.
t give the public
I
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classes for adult something of the same practical character, and thus
they are roote :l, as it were, in the life of the community.
The, contrast between the present programmes and those formerly
offered in tho adult classes is indeed striking. They are no longer
limited to the three R's or to a mechanical drill in the subjects of the
elementary school. Dictation is employed as a spelling exercise, but
the matter is selected for its educational value. Short compositions
are required, but upon subjects drawn from the daily life. Short
lessons are given in a conversational manner on temperance, thrift,
civil obligations, business correspondence, etc. Arithmetical problems are related to the local industries. For exercises of this kind no
text-books a.re at hand. ':rhey are a perpetual drain upon the ingenuity and intelligence of the teacher. Often the pupils are consulted
as to the subjects in which they desire instruction, and their suggestions prove of the greatest interest.
It is generally tho case in cities that there is a section for illiterates.
Thus M. Petit reports that at Bordeaux he saw masons, their :fingers
stiffened by the handling of the mattock, making strenuous efforts to
manage the pen. Elsewhere he found soldiers who could neither
read nor write, and who had been sent to the classes by their commanding officers.
The tendency to give .a practical character to the instruction can
be best shown by extracts from answers given to the question, ·what
programme has been generally followed ?
"Notions of surveying and study of the general plan of land registry (plan cadastral); practical notions of agriculture and of horticulture" ( department of Allier). "In the majority of the school the
cifol't is made to give a very practical character to the cour ·e .
Doy. are tauo-ht. urveying and the general plan of land r o·i tration '
(Ila. e. -Alpe ). "Land registry, agricultur , and common law in the
rural ·om.inune ; drawing and the lemcnt of the sciences applicable
to indu -try in industrial centers" ( rdcnne ). " on tracts lea . ,
conduct of , ale., common law" ( ub ). "(1) Totion f rural 1 ·,
lea. e ', reo-i. trie , r ntal ; (..,) bu inn ·.· 1 tt 1", cl, im ; (3) ·urve in ,
,_ connt , bill· f ~· •h, ng ; (J) f rtilizati n and improy m nt of
1. nd and f sto J~; anal · i
f .- il " (I c1r t L ir ). ' To fi - an
_·t n l the kn ~·led()' alr a 1 • a qnir 1 and t m t th in liYi ual
p ifi cl in th 1, · r '""i t r ( ... ord).
in 1 fi11it l • multi 1i d . Th r ar , l
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munes savings banks certificates and certificates on the pensbn
fund for the aged. Such awards have already been made in several
places, notably at Reims and at Havre, the cost being borne by the
municipalities or by private benefactors. The moral effect has
proved excellent, and the xperience of private societies confirms the
valu-2 of these expedients.
1\1. Petit favors also some form of certificate for those who complete
regular courses, and believ that in time these would be of great use
to their possessors in securing employment, and e en special favors,
with respect to the obligatory military scryice. The report states that,
although the classes for young women havo been lcs successful than
those for young men, they also show in reaso, ri ing from 066 in 1894- 95
to 1,808 in 1895-96, and to 4,429 in 1896-97. Some departments have
formed no classes for women; others vei·y few. The departments
which stand highest in this respect are Ai ne, with 253 classes, and
Seine-et-Oise, 153, in the nort.heast; Ilaute-Garonne, lDl, in the south;
and Yosges, 128, in the east. rrhese seem to have nothing in common
but a determined pirit for the initiative. On the contrary, the condition that interf re with lasses for worn n, hich, like those for
men, mu t generally be held in the evening, are the. ame everyherehou bold cares, relu tance to go out in the v ning without protecti n,, ncl wearine s aft r th toil of the day.
Iix elasses, it should
b aid, arc little in favor outside of P ri . As 1.o tho programmes in
the le s.· ,· for women: In addition to general instruction, which, by
uniY r al te imony, make a deeper impre sion upon young women
than upon ouno- m n, lar()'e pace i given to su ject of pecial value
for women. These include domestic economy and hy 00iene, sewing,
cutting and fitting, and hou ework. It is urged that instruction in
cook ry, in nursing, and in the le 00al statu. of married women would
b ~ of gr at valu , but the e ubjects can be treated. more successfully in weekly reunions on Thursday and aturday than in evening
cla.·se.·.
Th fund for maintaini g thi. work in it. various departments are
d riY d from private donation , from f e , municipal appropriations,
d pc rtm ntal ub nti n , an l from he • t te. 1he private donation do not go to the tea ·h , bu ar u. d in the purchase of material. From his soure w •r 1 ri 1 ,·11,250 in 1 D5-D6 and ~38,000
in 1 06-97. Fee ontribut
in h pay cour
wer 1'eported from
73 d par ment in 1805-DG to the amount of 11,250; from 81 departm nt in 1896-07 to the amoun of ·12,500.
1 houo-h th r i a gradual incr a e in pay our es, there is no
Tho lasses of the
pr p t that he will upplant tho free com.
popula ion mo t inn
of moral and indu.1.rial guidance are those
·which an no po. ibly be r achel in thi way; h nc M. Petit conInd
hat tui ion fc do not promi ·e the , olution of the financial
probl m f adult in truction.
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The third and most important source of income for the work under
con ideration is municipal appropriation . From this source in
1895-96 were derived $230,000; in +he following year $~64,450. In
many departments-those, for example, which include no large cities
and in which, as is frequently the case, the communes are burdened
·w ith debt-very little is realized from local appropriations. The
department of tho Seine insm-ibed in iis budget for 189G- 97 a total of
$94,248, of which 50,248 went directly to the teaching force and
$44,000 as subventions to societies engag d in the -work. In contrast with this liberality the Basses-Alpes allowed only 62; the
Hautes-Alpes, $101; Lozere, $40. In addition to the municipal or
communal appropTiations the departmental councils (conseils genereux) also make grants for the work, which tend somewhat to equalize
the resources of the different communes with.in their respective limit .
The amount from this source in 1896-97 was $8,800.
The contributions of the Stato for the work of adult instruction are
made directlJ to the teachers, who devote themsel es to it, and on i t
of payment in time, decorations, and prizes. Tho payment in tim is
made ither by prolonging the vacation or reducing the number of
hour· per day. The latter course is taken only in exceptional ca
Tho honors most coveted arc the academic palms and ribbons,
"palm s d'ofilci r d'academie ", of which GO aro offered each year;
"palm d'officier do l'in truction publiquo," 20 oach year. l\f. Petit
urge· that the e numbers be increased.
THE REFORM OF THE BACCAL UREATE.

[Citations from articles by M. Boutmy; R evue Bleuo, April 18 and 25, 1 06.]
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of persons usually arrayed against each other are united in support
· of the baccalaureate-representatives of free education and, n,t least
in part, the theorists, desirous of ever-increasing interference and
control on the part of the State. These, after all, are in possession.
They do not care to dispossc s themselves; there is too m nch of the
unknown in the substitutes which are offered them; they fear to lose
by change and think it safer to maintain existing ·onditions.
Representatives of free education are attached to the baccalaureate
for other reasons that may be summed up in one sent nee. The suppression of that examination would re tore the complete monopoly of
the university (i. e., the monopoly of education by the State).
The faculties of medicine and law, the public service, are the goal
of bachelors. They absorb almost the total numb r produced. The
baccalaureate suppressed, nothing will prevent these faculties from
deciding voluntarily or upon compulsion that they will admit to their
examinations, degrees, or employment only the young men furnished
with diplomas from a State lycee. Deprived of their principal outlet,
free establishments will be de erted and have nothing to do but shut
th ir door . The baccalaureate is their protector again t such acts of
intolera.n . It procur for them w con id re ble al vantages: first,
a di 00 nified jury who '0 impartiali y is above c 11 . u pi ion; second, a
uniform title that serve a a shield b ween tb m and authorities
who e enmity they might dr ad. Th diploma of ab, chelor, granted
by tho "'tatc on the proposal of a jury of th 'tate, i sufficient and
answer for all. Th re i no oc a ion to o-o beyond that and ask about
anterior preparations. Thu t,he baccalauroat , an official test, has
become the best safeguard of the liberty of so ondary education, and
for this reason the repre entativ of free , econdary instruction are
its mo t faithful ancl oarne t def nders. If the monopoly of the university had continued, it i nearly certain that the baccalaureate
would have disappear d lon 00 ago. The e 0 tabli. hm nt of the principle of common right is what has done mo. t o con rve it; the impossibility of renouncing tha r 'gim i the b t uaranty of the maintenance and perpetuation f an in titution decri
or discredited
am ng m ny go d p oplc. Th a Cc laur t i · ill i n ly protected
al o by th compl i y and h div ro- n e of th e int r sts and rights
which mu t b e conciliat
by any, y t m that houl I be substituted
for it. It i a difficult
di ·p n:e with it a. fo upply its place.
Thus projects of reform )1.av r main d form, ny ·ear, in the state of
a pirationanddr a s.
n ilav ryrec nt<lat n competent authority he s con · nted to take h ri k of adopting an one. * * *
Class distinctions fosterecl by the baccalaureat .- I here mention an
important fact to oft n pa ·eel ov r by the mo t d t rmined ad versari
of the bac alaureat . That xamination i., not merely the
an tion of
ondar , tu i ; it i an in titu ion f much social and
political con ·equence, and th ffect hich it produ
by this relation
T
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greatly surpasses in extent and importance its pedagogical effects.
A century ago we made a revolution to abolish castes and their privileges; now we are indifferent to the fact that the baccalaureate is
reestablishing what we have overthrown. It divides the nation into
two classes; one having "parchments," the other not having them;
one having sole entrance into liberal careers, the other excluded and
confined to the old plebeian avocations-commerce and industry.
This division takes place about the eighteenth year. The separation
is clear and positive. One either does or does not belong to the priYileged class, and it is the baccalaureate that determines. The distinction is <l.eflnite and for life. At that age one does not recommence
his entire education. The young man who has started on another
lino, who has passed, for example, through a school of commerce or
one of agriculture, rarely will have the heart to return to his point of
departure and commme in elementary studies time which he could
more usefully and manfully employ. "\Vithout such return ho is
excluded; no equivalent of merit and of title is admitted.
uch an
organization is in manifest contradiction with two principles w 11
established-one economical and social; the other juridical and political. The first of these principles i that talents of every orlcr
should be left as free as possible to change their places and remove to
those for which they believe themselves best adapted or where th Y
can render best ser ice. Only for the most grave and peremptory
reason should thi free circulation be hindered. The juridical and
political principle i that of the equal admi. ibility of all citiz n to
positions without other distinctions than tho e of virtue and ability.
o <l.erogation that can not be fully ju tified houkl be allowed from
that, standard of right, I woull <>'O so far as to say, of public ord r.
To f und in rca on and in ju tice the privilege of som an l th
ex lusion of otl er, th ro would be n d cl nothinO' le s than a riterion f perfect ju tne , h, vino- the mea ur of all that mak
h value of a men; I m an his physic, 1 ancl moral as w 11 a hi
int 11 · ual attitucl .
he b, c ,.Jame, t shoukl n t b a
pt cl i
, 1 enn · of
cial lemarc, tion, of qualification or di quc lifi ~ Hon for
h hio-h lib ·l'c 1 Cc r r , uule: it · po . -. or· w r on c n<.1 , 11, in the
pinion of th w rl 1, th nl T' r alm t th
nly, m n fit f r th
:u1 ri r p ·1 1 n ·. 1 h w rl h 1cl n , u •h I ini n.
I vill ho v in , m m n that y n fr m th I oint f Yi w f I
l ·nltu · h
, · ·ala.ur , to i , y r 'imp rf
·t, i t ~· ul · ill b an un , ti fa ·t r ' rin •i l
it
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intellectual aptitudes more surely than that averag of learning and
ability which the best judge can discover in an examination of a few
hours.
We have created, without doubt, a privileged class, and, what is
more grave, we have no assurance that the privilege of the new
"noblesse" will be much better qualified than that of the old and that
society, country, state will really be benefited by the change.
The baccalaureate thus conceived is a veritable social evil; it largely
increases the number of the unclassed, and it is t.he cause of the multiplication of positions without absorbing or satisfying the ever increasing crowd of candidates. * * *
Has the baccalaureate in effect the virtue of diminishing the crowd,
the prospect of whic.h terrifies the authorities who dispose of places?
I believe not. I even suspect the contrary. We have seen that the
baccalaureate effects a sharp division of the nation into two classes,
analogous to the "populus" and the" plebs" of the Roman Republic.
Hence its importance, worthy of the full attention of a statesman. A
young man seeks the baccalaure:1te not so much that he may be pre-pared for a cu.reer hich he has in view as that ho may obtain admission into the higber class. Once admitted, the idea never comes to
the candidate of engaging in any profession not comprised within
those to which hi degree give him acccs . Ile would blame himself
for having tak n so much pain to obt in a title from which he gets
no profit; he would believe that he had failed if h made no use of
his privil ges; if he were, so to speak, to retrace hi teps to one of
those courses open to nonbachelors. On the whole, the baccalaureate
tends to obscure in the mind this verity of good common sense that
there is no unworthy employment except that which one unworthily
pursues, no inferior profession except that in which one fails of the
requirement . It implies between careers a di vision and a hierarchy,
in great part artificial, which in most ca es would be effaced if the
baccalaureate did not exist or were it differently or{)'anized.
\ e see, then, how the b ccalauren.tc ser s to a O'ffi nt the mass of
candidat for public mployment. If for e Tery employment the
nu ber of po tul., nts is multipli , it i becau , fir t of all, that
the number of per ons provid d ith gen ral qu liflcations is multipli d. The number of candidate , without doubt, would be fewer if
their rank
ere not increa ·ed by crowd of young m n who have
taken the baccalaureat only to ad ·ance th m ·elv . ocially, and who
after ard fin th m elv bound by a so 't of du y to themselves to
choose on of ho e care rs to whi h h ir degree admits them as a
mater of privilege.
obody mor carefully avoid what is below_his
rank than he -v ho ha b en recently rai. el to it. In hort, the baccalaureate, se ·ving as am an of social clas ification, tends to accentuate among care r an order of dignity in o-reat part arbitrary and
contestable, and thu to increase the number of aspirants to liberal
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careers; in fine, to prevent the diminution of this number and the
thinning of its ranks. I am right, therefore, in saying that it multiplies the unclam~ed (declasses).
Description of the evil in respect to that which is most grave and
characteristic indicates clearly where the remedy is to be sought.
If the baccalaureate seems to divide the nation into two classes, it is,
in the full sense of that term, a grade-that is to say, a "unique
degree." One does or does not pass the stage, and upon this depends
his qualification or disqualification. He is wholly one thing or the
other. Everyone belongs either to the portion above or that below
ihis single stage; he is reputed the equal or the fellow of all in the
one or the other division. Here indeed is caste . . One enters by effort
and the chance of a day, even of an hour, by a sort of accident like
that of birth. Beginning with that, all is said, all is done; classification by examination allows no other difference, no other alternative. * * *
Difficulties in the way of reform.-A first erroneous conception
brings on a sequence of others, and all taken together form a circle
from which there i no escape. The fact that the bachelor's degree
procures marked advancement in the social hierarchy inspires ambition in multitudes of young men who otherwise would not care for it.
Naturally, the more the number of candidates increases, the more
decreases the average of capacities by which involuntarily the examiners regulate the average of requirement . The tandard of examinations tend· to become lower itself, and there is dano- r lest mediocrities
pa s it in crowd . To stop this surging way . no better means i
imagined than to make examinations more diffi ult, and for thi no
b tter mean can be found than to make th m more varied. Many
time and much, since the creation of tho baccalaureat , ha it been
mo ·
. It has b en r duced and div·
int
·
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date an acuteness and vei·satility of intelligence or powers of application and labor infinitely beyond the capacity of ven an able youth
of 18 years. The requirements are more than enough to embarrass
young men of the best endowments and make their success uncertain,
even though little is required in the different ubjects. It is not
desirable to expose such to the risk of failure; that would serve to
endanger the recruitment of high r liberal care r ; therefore the
examinations are really made very simple. Thu , the able are sure
to pass, but many young men who, for t.h honor of the degree,
should be eliminated, pass al o. Incapaci. y, ignorance, or extreme
laziness alone fail. The body of bachelor on in ucs to be a caste,
but it is a caste discredited through the fe blenc s of a king who
bestows the honor too lightly. * * * Examiner are, besides,
made distrustful of themselves by a sort of confu. ion hat is produced,
particularly in Paris, by the great number of examinations and the
req11irements in each. Aft r th y have seen pa b fore them hundreds of inanities, they lose or nearly lose tho sen o of the limit -below
which they ought not to d
nd. They l now no lono-cr how to judge
nor whether hey judo-e w 11 or ill. Like the raz r long used in cutting the f ath r of th goo. , they have lo t ho edg . It is not
a toni hi.no-, in thi. . at of d ubt an i o
urity, hat th consciousne s of au hority fail tlrnm an th y i cide no to put an liminatory
not on the r cor of : min ion . Th
il, th r for\ is apparently
without remedy, unl
the baccalaureat • hould. undergo an important modification airectino- not only i form, but its nature and
pirit. * * *
Furthermore-and thi is the s cond truth hat the present system
fails to recoo-nize-the intellig nt, laborious candidate has no need
of so many ubjects to balance hi bad chance with the good, as they
ay. Let him haYe fiv or ix ub~ cts, and if he mu t take more, let
tho e be according to hi own election. Thi would suffice for him to
acquit him elf wi h honor. The exi ino- sy t m app ar to have been
er ated in fa Tor of m io ri i .
all
nt , i.t op rate to their
a vanta()" . It i for h ir , ke that , tu i
are mul ipli d, because,
havin()' nothi.n()" t
t." ,
h z r , th in r a e their chances
at very ad i iona hr w f th die .
The form of the cl :,_plom .- b form of he diploma i an additional
cause of di . ti fa tion.
h par hm nt b tow d by the minister
cept that the andidate ha satisfied the
requir ments at e. aminati n. All other information i omitted. The
6,000 bachelor, who g out e r
c r from our facultie
of letters
ar e me titl , an they can call and b lieve hem Ives equal _
to on a1
h, nominal quality is m t ontrary to reality
anil
ri
urpri in that h 'tate hould make itself the
ratifi ran con · nt t admit eviden
mp y an
o false. In its
cont .·t, a it i at pre nt, the diploma how onl that a mean has
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been attained; it indicates neither the element s of which that mean
i com1 osed, nor how it has been passed. T ake one example only : A
candidate in the first part of the classical baccalaureate, on condition
of obtaining a mark not even abo-rn 15 in other studies, can be absolutely nothing in Greek, history and geograph y, mathematics, and
physics, or know next to nothing of any living language. The
diploma leaves the public in entire uncertainty on all those important
points. I am mistaken; for since no note, no branch of studies, is
inserted in the diploma, the public, as it were, is invited to refer to
the programme of examination, and is led to suppose that all of the
courses included within that programme h ave been studied and mastered by the bachelor. Nothing could be more easy than to si:,eak the
truth concerning him. It is among the files of examination papers.
It is hidden therein with care, and it is with deliberate purpose that
one is denied precise and significant information that -would be of
service. The differences between one b achelor and another as to
scope and character of acquirements may be enormous; not le s
enormous, frequently, is tho range of difference resulting from the
indulgence or severity of juries at Paris and in the provinces, all of
which disappears under the deceptive, absurd commonplace of a uniform diploma. To this the State is resigned and is en courag d to be
at once dupe aud deceiver.
The foregoing considerations place us in tho presence of a perfectly
clear alternative. Either the State should r £rain from interference
and 1 ave to every one the charge of verifying capacitie , or 1 it
ought so to provide that th title bestowed by it be of ignifica i n
strictly exact and minutely preci . The best way to acquit it elf of
it re ponsibility would be before all to attest to a certainecl fa t that i to say, indi a1.
xplicitly the ubjccts really known by ach
b, chelor. That on lition 'Ould be omplied with if it w re th rul
to include in the dipl ma th subject n which he candicla Im.
given s ..ti fa t ry c n "' r ·, , u 1 tho , ubj t only.
1
.·, miner
who
ily uffer, him. If to r~ i 1.hc marl- f , andicfat .·o a t
, llo, · him to s woul 1 h . it, t to 1 thi. if , uch in lulrrcnc ·h uld
r ifi , ti n up n th iploma be tow d lu t
f ·d1i h ho We irrnor, nt.
he
f. ri u n . in .·, min: tion · an . in rity ii not, i n 1h mor
Th r , r
n i<l r, 1
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division into two categories, if it were made, would have this result.
It would not separate bachelors from non bachelors, but ca able bachelor from the ordinary ancl mediocre. It, ould di tinguish from the
mass not all that pass, but only those who pass well. For the persons, the faculties, corporations, and administrations that have to
pronounce upon the admission of bachelors to certain employments,
studies, and examinations, the baccalaureate would cease to be a
vain, commonplace, and well-nigh insignificant recommendation upon
which no reliance can b plac d.
t present it i nothing else. It
would become a means of information, a sort of " 'tat descriptif,"
which might be made a explicit, as exact, and as complete as possible. It would give information to the proper authorities as to the
general competency, qualification actually acqui 'ed, direction of intellectual tastes and vocations, and would thus facilitate a more judicious distribution and adaptation of candidates f r different careers.
The effect of the diploma upon the stuclies.-l promised myself not
to touch upon tho direct off ct of the baccalaureate on studies, hut
without contradicting my purpose I may onsi<l.cr th cti.on at a distance hat th pro pectof examina ion exer ·
n
formation not
only of the ·nt lligen e, ap itu es, an l ta
h
1dents, but of
his
acter-by which word I me
n of will, habitudes
tha
ve
· point o
;vhich it receives
i
.
two, cha
mo t ·mportant, for
if i
ner
nd its
ni he· to a man the
for
d t
a ·t ne
ompletion of insufficie
ucation, and in c
i c
r c. te for him beautiful ifl a.ls of a u eful and honorable ·
make clear that capital question, one must con ider hat
s th moral worth of
a man. That orth re ult from and d
pon the habit, slowly
a <r dually contracted, ·
· g at
u
nd its depths,
c
a ·diner it d
as a
s to be over.
ob
per ,
it can not be
t th
c
anding them
,
the greatest,
d
erposing any
f,
d to bringing
, it colonial
ch of human sc
, free exercise
hy and art, act
nergy in a prou litie . Th 1 ighest aim of all
ing about a child that he can see
ir ·t an more and more disti.nct.
omc natural to him, and, as it were,
p
orpo ate hi elf with thos no
ideal , there to
m
hi own p ltr pcrsonali y, to
wi hin himself
ome hat of their grandeur and follow their •onser
g law in prefer-
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en to hi own self-interests. rro keep constantly before the eyes the
vast horizous of life, peopled with collective existences greater than
one's own, to grow to admire and love them, to accustom oneself if
possible to accept as a blessing, to regard aJs a sovereign goal the sacrifice that one may make of his personal satisfaction-this, in Hs last
analysis, is the substance of all morality.
These "optical" conditions, if I may so call them, of all moral
education the baccalaureate suppresses. Between the child and that
vast horizon that it is so important to open before him it rai es a
barrier that intercepts the view, a low door and an archway through
which he must pass for a price before meeting t,h e divergent routes
of manful activity. Instead of disentangling him entirely and moving him unconsciously by the life whose contemplation makes a
young man a valiant soul, and by those abstracting, distant prospects which excite and exalt his imagination, and those grand creations of reason-country, sciences, arts, dignity of manhood, duty of
a citizen, professional honor-sublime figures, veiled only by a di tance that the course of years gradually diminishes--his attention is
claimed, lowered, and closely fixed upon an object purely arbitrary
and artificial, which respond to nothing in life-an ob. tacle, a ort
of steeplechase, or, as I have said, a tollgate or a turnstile-and
upon compulsion he spends his time in collecting and getting r ady
his money. Then he lo cs all chance that he had of perceiving r at
imp r. onal object., of int resting hims lf, of attaching him elf to
them, to make them enter into the per pecti es of hi future. Of
commerce he rnceive a elfi h ideal, which excite within non but
o-oti tic thought and con tantly occupi hi mind with a cal ulation of chance or with petty recipe and practices of a natur to
achi ve uccess. In that order of icl a
"aminations and omp tition for entrance into cliff rent career , howev r narro, and po itive
th y may appear, are not lik the ba alaureate, d moraliz r ; they
op n at least one way to a certain I of u. ful lif , em racin er a
number of luti . For th . e ·01mg m n d tined to a militar lif in the Tavy, for exampl -thourrht c n 1 drcc m of the fu ur ar ri h
~·a tin()' morali t. In he
enourrh in id ali m to ati f' th m
ba c laur ct the id c 1 an<l h r al fail imul1.an ou ly; v r hing
mmonplc , tr:m i n , with u
tantial i 1 , · the th
1h. t
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year brings near to them. That alone would be an inestimable blessing, and more than abundantly compensate for the sacrifice of an artificial and injurious stimulant. The direct action of the baccalaureate
on the moral and intellectual future of a yout,h appears not les
harmful from another view. If there is one incontestable truth, it is
that the benefit of secondary education is not measured by the acquirements which a youth may prove himself possessed of when he leaves
college, but by all the acquirements which that instruction has put
him in the condition and disposition to make in after life. 'The total
result at 18 years, after eight, or ten years at school, is necessarily
inconsiderable, unstable, soon fading, and, one may say, of the least
value compared with the total that may be attained during thirty or
forty years correspondent to the period of full maturity. That which
is important is the long after work and i ts re ult ; that which ought
to count in the first education is what prepar and disposes a youth
to regard the cultivation of his understanding a a work only commenced, and. to pursue it as one of the nds on tant1y proposed for
his manful activity. At present, as conceived and organized, the
examination tends more or less by its e.ff ct, upon he imagination,
against which it is impossible to gu:trd, to Rubdue and destroy the
na ural curio ity of the mind, to dull th
dO' of timulants that
support and k ep it r newed, and, in fin , to dimini h the sum of
g neral culture in the majori y of indi iduc 1 . * * *
In onclusion I will limit my lf to
pr ing 1.h profound conviction which onscientiou . tudy of th que ion has erved only to
trengthen.
econdary studies have no n d of th baccalaureate;
they have only to gain by being inclepend n1., by drawing from thems Ive. alone their fore , their a traction, th ir redi . If the lycees
on that account lo a portion of th ir li nt 1 , tha is precisely the
portion which it is cl irable to ee turn from them. They lower the
standard of education and the moral ton .f youth. 'rhe baccalaureate "ordinair " b in()' e ima d at it true worth, would be very
mod , and when op ning no other door e.. ~ pt for one who has
pa d ry, ell, or who ha adde
rtain ·p ial matters that he
ha r ally ma r , woul no loner r be the only rr al for ambition.
It ,yould hen se k it na ural our ; jt would turn alike to the
hirrher primar
r te hni al hool ;
tter et, it would push out
into practical lif , whi h, v e oft n forget, i , al o a chool.
ED 07--5
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THE ASSOCIATION OF GREEK STUDIES. 1

[ Address by Michel Breal.]

GENTLEMEN: In calling me to the honor of presiding over this great
society you have desired to indicate your appreciation of one who has
been among its friends from the beginning. There are no longer-very
many of our confreres who, one day in the year 1867, met at Lhe hou e
of lvI. Gustave d'Eichthal, in order to lay the foundation of our association. You may not know, perhaps, what ·was the immediate cau
of that meeting. It had been bruited abroad that Greek studies were
menaced in our institutions of secondary education. At that news a
certain anxiety was felt by the friends of Hellenism. Egger, Brunet
de Presle, Beule, d'Eichthal (I mention only those who have since
deceased), resolved to protest. Fortunately, the rumor was ascertained to be false, and it could not have been otherwise with a mini ter of public instruction like M. Duruy, who, while improvising with
keen sagacity new creations that had become indispensable, scrupulously conserved all that was best in the university patrimony. Besides, with the best grace possible, he gave proof of his favorable di position toward Greek, for he made haste to enter the association
wherein his name :figures as one of its founders.
No less impulse was given also for another reason. As th can c
of Greek studies was, on the whole, the cause of hiO'her education, a
it was dear to all cultivated minds, new members were not slow in
coming.
ien of the world enrolled themselves in great number ,
regarding their adhesion as a duty anJ an honor. At th end of the
fir t Tear we were more than four hundred. Th
:fig a.Tes were doubled
at tbe end of th econd year. I know of few associations, ho e inra icl.
this wa. a re poru e
Fr nch soci ty.
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become more generally understood-has grown more popular. At
classic matinees in our theaters I hear young girls giving their
impressions of a drama of ...tEschylus or a tragedy of Euripides.
Excavations from Delphos, from Delos, attract to the Louvre or to
the School of Fine Arts crowds of the elegant and curious. · Through
the statuettes of Tanagra, Greek sculpture is taking its place in our
salons. Even Greek music, as we may perceive in our own time,
affords French men and French women artistic emotions of which
our ancestors could have had no anticipations. This is not all. ,ve
have seen the G1'eek dance, with movements that have nothing of the
academic, become a subject of djscussion among professors at the
Sorbonne.
One fact summarizes this whole progress. This year, at news of the
fetes which were to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the French
school at Athens-fetes that unhappily events have prevented or
delayed-such a concourse of visitors was announced that the event
began to assume the proportions of a national commemoration.
Thus to the Greece that was little admired and reve 'ed beyond its own
bord rs has succeeded a Greece better known, with whose life, whose
habit , and hose cu toms e have become familiar, and which we
admire more since we know them more intimat ly.
ince it has pl as d you to place in th pr id nt's chair a philologist,
it will s m to you natural that h
hould not ignore the Greek languag . You will not r proach me, I hop , if I onduct you for a few
momen to the pat, since the pres nt moment for those who lo-ve
r ce i not without sadness. We hall r turn to it presently, if
you ·will, after we have be n comfort d by a view of all the wonderful
thing of that favored land, y t destined, I have no doubt, for a long
and 0 'lorious future.
The Greek language has undero-one that sort of chano-o which coni t alike in bringino- it nearer to ourselves and in stripping it of
that which i extraordinary and unique. It no longer seems to us as
a mira le; as a sort of divine word created by the « nius of Homer
and th Oracle . W know hat it ha , a it w r , a · rt' ()"e of sisters
whi h, aft r a fc. hion or or 1 ,. xa t, r c lls it traits. ,ve
know that ma y · nturi b for ther wa a H lleni people that
language wa alread in po
ion of a <a at portion f it riches; but
sine cience ha r plac d it in the nvironm nt in hich it grew, we
see more di tinctly all th tit h . added t its primiti e foundation, and
al o all that it ha had the good for un to pre rve. W see how it
ha. :fru tificd it p rt of the heritag , an 1 how it has filled up from
ii · O'Wn spirit th form that otherwise would h ve remained useless
or inanimate.
L t m m ntion two pe i, 1 felicitie which, in my opinion, are
atta hed t th
r k lano-uao-e, and which have made it" Ce langage sonore aux douceurs souveraines,
L e plus beau qui soit ne sur de levres humaines."
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One of these felicities was to have an epic poetry, a lyric, a theater,
historians, orators, long before a grammarian was born. That is a
rare felicity; for if you turn your eyes to other languages, you will
note that nearly always grammar has been in advance of literature,
or, at least, that the earliest writers had before their eyes and in their
minds the writings of a former age, words and constructions of
another language, that served them for guidance and rule. To the
absence of all imitation, all constraint, is to be attributed that ease of
movement., that grace which is not conscious of it.self, whose charm it
is more easy to find than to explain. vVe may say of it what SainteBeuve somewhere said of modern romance, that it had the good fortune to escape the rules of Aristotle, Horace, and Boileau. "It ha
never been imprisoned, and has known no other discipline than that
which is natural; one may say that it grew up in full liberty." The
same is true of the Gre·ek language. It astonishes us constantly by
its unexpected turns, its liberty of syntax, by phrases which in other
languages would seem impossible or inexcusable. But the legislator
came too late; its constructions have passed for authority, have
received learned names, and been proposed as exemplars.
The second felicity of the Greek language is that, for a long time,
no one dialect gained precedence over neighboring dialect and
became the official language. On the contrary, with a liberality that
has never since been seen, the Greeks of separate tate , separat
commonwealths, were mutual borrowers; the Athenians employed in
the lyrical strophes of their tragedies the Doric dialect; Ilerodotu ,
though a native 1Eolian, wrote his histories in the Ionic. We e
how that free exchange enriched it language, multiplied the re our e
of it poetry, add d to the number of tho e turn 1 hi h carry i h
them, as it were, the perfume of the native land.
l on thi f r
modern people to consider and one which I would comm nd to th
Hell ne of to-da , who, while fi ino- their lano-uaO' , a i prop r
would be wrol}.g to x lude what the popular pe h of h
v ral
divi ion. may off r that i ra and expr i
I n d n t say that the
two hap1 y ir um tan
woul 1 he v
n d littl purpo e without th genin, of the t 1 n :l rful p opl .
Th, nk t tha o· niu
hem
anci nt, th lano-u,
i full
f .·pr
h imc ofo tion and whi h lik th
mak
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lacking. It found so many things to guide it that its own originality has been impaired. But it is only just to leave it time to
recover itself. It will find its way to lie between those who would
force it to remain a simple patois and those who would too soon
impose upon it the uniform of our old European tongues. When we
recall the time and effort necessary for the formation of French,
English, or German, it, must necessarily be very unjust to taunt the
neo-Hellenic idiom with it first irresolute attempt .
It is characteristic of our association that ince the first day of its
existence it has united in the same pirit of union and concord
admirers of ancient and the most distino-ui hed representatives of
modern Greece. Other nations have done a much as France for the
advancement of learning, but one will not r adily find elsewhere that
fraternity which has joined in one purpo e he n, of the Hellas of
to-day and the disciples of ancient Greece.
of our confreres you will notice their nam mingl d throughout its
pao-e . Only last year we had for pre id nt :I. D 'm 'trios Bikelas,
one of those men who by force of character, patri ti. m, and dignity
of life do honor to th nation to which they b l no-. In the list of
hose who have died thi year and whos lo· w mourn will be found
the , amo commingling.
Af rnoticing a numb rof di ingui hedm mber · who had deceased,
L Breal thu pro ed :
n now how shall I avoi l p akino- of hat whi hi present in our
min , and which w io-h upon our h art and con i nc ? It is not
for me to re ur to th b ginning of a conflict whi h, without doubt,
ible to pr v nt, a conflict who j sue in other
times could not bav urn d to the detrim nt f Greece. To him
who compares Europe of 1897 with the Europe of 1827 there is no
place for pride nor f li itation at th new orienta ion imposed by the
diploma •y of the o-r at power·.
t, what v r be he present exigenci , whil makin<-r prop r allowanc f r ir um tanc and without
pr t
ino- to judo- th it 1 ti n, hi h in , me p int e capes our
xaminati n, we have the rio-h t lif our ho 1crht high r, to put ourelve a , p int of vi w mor le ~at , whi ·h will b also the point
of vi w of hi tory.
·
in the conflict of a
Th
a1· wbi h
aro witne . ino- i
h earliest times of
Th 1 t of h
n 1 menaces of the
oe continent of
a
-has been the
ua
hing that we
in
·
con ributes to the
va
ould have existed
ad
ronte<.l in bygone
or is this all.
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It proceeded afterwards to find within itself, not for the pleasure of
finding, but for bringing forth, all the acquisitions and treasures of
its genius. Can we then complain of Greece if she has recognized
her de. tiny in that behoof, if she has always held herself ready to
renew the same combat, and if, as was said long ago by the poet
Aristophanes, she has not the habit of counting the numbers of her
enemies?
Destiny, for the time, is against her. She is vanquished; she has also
the mortification of undergoing a concert of remonstrances. It would
have been more generous to have spared her this humiliation. Eyewitnesses professing to be impartial affect to hold an equal balance
between the two adversaries. But it is not fitting now to compare the
personal virtues of the Ottoman subject with those of the Hellenic
citizen-a comparison always delicate, always difficult, and which
easily becomes delusive in arbitrarily choosing types. For the present, let us regard the two nations side by side. Then what do we
behold? On one side we have a small nation that within seventy
years has created a town like .Athens, open to all the sciences, all the
arts, ·whe1·e one feels himself to be in a complete European capital;
on the other hand a vast, somnolent empire, which in four hundred
years has produced neither an artist nor a writer, and which never
rouses from its lethargy but to appall the world by the cruelties of a
former age.
Between these two antagonists the ultimate choice of Europe can
not be doubtful. Despite the anguishing trials of the present, the
future is for civilization. The close of the nineteenth century will
not witness the humiliating spectacle of a return of power conceded
to l\Iu. sulman de potism in Europe.
But, before we conclude, the friends of Greece may addres to her
on last word. "'\ e do not doubt her, and as we haye confidence in
her, we say to her that he should bo ready with an ample proYi ion
f energy, for h mu. t p · par for anoth r struo-o-1 , more formid, bl in on sen e than that of
st relay-a pea ful strug 0 ·1 , wh r
th victory will b for the mo t intellio- nt, the mo t l bmiou for th
hat is mo ta ma t r fit lf.
1 e neighborino- to th II lleni
itiou , a. pirin to th pair n
f
houo-htful r k. ft - a h ul l
·i h t 1
r th m 1 - th
(T

CHAPTER III.
EDUCATION IN DENMARK. 1

TOPICAL OUTLINE.-Population and administration.-Earlier presentations.-General features of the school system.-Schools of Copenhagen.-Rmal schools
and those of other cities.-People's high schools and agricultural schools.Secondary schools (includes statistical presentation of growth of real schools
as compared ·with the classical schoo1s).-The University and special schools.The teacher: preparation for position; associations and conferences.-Historical data.
AUTIIORITIES CONSULTED.-Love og Expeditioner vedkommende Kirke og Skolevresen.-Statisti ke Meddelelser om Skolevresenet i Danmark. (Udarbejclede
i Anledning af det syvende nordiske skolemfi)cle i Stockholm, August, 1895.)De greldende Retsregler for det hojere Skolevrosen i Daumark, ved A. P. Weis
og H. Hage.-Slojdsa,gen i Danmark: Aarsberetning, 18 6-1895.-Vor U ngdom,
1892-1895.-Deuts he Zeitschrift ffu ausliindisches nterricbtswesen, Jahrgang I, Heft 1- 11.-Oesterreichischer Schulbote, Dezember 1894.
INTRODUCTORY STATiillEYT.

Constitutional monarchy; area, 14,124 square miles; population, 2,185,335 in
1890; capital, Copenhagen; population (without suburb ) , 312, 59; minister of
ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction, V. de Bardenfleth; chief of the division of education, A. F. Asmussen; chief of the royal archives, A. F. D. Jorgensen; chief of the royal library, Dr. C. W. Brunn; chief of the Museum of Antiquities, C. F. Herbst; director of the Academy of Fine Arts, F. Mecldahl.
The liberal constitution, based upon a charter of June 5, 1849, was modified and
revised in 1855, 1863, and 18G6. The executive power i vested in the King, with
eight ministers as aids; acting in conjunction with the King in carrying out the
laws is the Rigndag (the Landsthing og Folkething). Denmark is divided into
provinces, varying in size from 221 to 0t97 English square miles; there are 18
counties (Amter), subdivided into CO districts and numerou school districts-2,399
in 1867; of these, 1,0 1 in the islands and 1,318 in Jutland. The seven provinces
corre pond to the church dioceses, and religious affairs are under the superintendence of bishop , although there is toleration of all creeds.
The Stato religion is Evangelical-Lutheran, and OD per cent of the popu1ation
belong to that church, of which the King must bea member. The centers of population, Copenhagen excepted, are the GO cities (KNbstred r). The principal cities
are Odense, on the island of Fionfa; H lsingfor, in , eeland; Aarhus, Aalborg,
Randers, and Hor ens in Jutland and Viborg. In Denmark proper the town
population increased from 5t~, 5 in 1 0 to 663,121 in 1 90, or 28.7 per cent; the
rur< l population increa c from 1,4,33,281 in 1 Oto 1,509,084 in 1890, or 3. 77 per
cent. With a population in 189 of 2,1 -,157, the pupils enrolled in city and rural
schools numbered 2..,1,9-10, or about 10 per cent of the population. In 1881 the
illiterates to 100 recruits numbered O,,.Ju.
1 Pr pared by Miss Frances Grahani French, specialist in the school systems of northern autl
eastern Europe.
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versity. The normal school s ( eminarie1·) prepare teachers for desired
positions. The special school include polyt chnic, veterinary, agri~ultural, and navigation schools. There are al o schools for the defective classes.
As in the other Scandinavian countries, religious instruction is a
main element in the schools and the clergy ex rcise parochial and general supervision over all educational institutions.
At the head of the school system i the mini ter of ecclesiastical
affairs and public in truction, 1 to whom tho bishop of each diocese
reporti;; annually concerning educational affair of hi diocese. An
inspector-general for the whole Kingdom in harge of inusic and an
in pector for gymnastic training complete the Ii t of higher school officer.,, who, by means of th 1·eports forward d to t,h m by local officers,
arc kept advised of educational affairs throu 0 ·hout the Kingdom.
In each rm·al commune or parish and in ach town the adL1inistration of public schools is in the charge of a hool commission. 2
Ou ranking the school commission in each district or subdivision of
th count is the chool bo rd. 3 The school council (Skoleraad) of
each county 4 and the coun y school board ( mt k l direktion), which
compri e h
hool b ard of he di tri t, hav ontrol of the financial Ride of du ational affair .5
In
p nhag n the hool bo, rd in ·lud th mayor, a member of
h al rmani council, an an c l i ti 1 fu ti nary designated
by tho mini ter of c 1 ia ti al aff ir and publi in truction.
dir ctor, or in pe tor, who i a con ultinO' member of the school
m mb r ), i e pecially charo-ed with all
l ard (compo ed of thr
that concerns th admini tration of the school . Each of the wards
of th capital ha a chool committ e of three members. 6 Each
public chool has an in ·pector, who i a teacher. Ile ha fewer hours
of recita ion than hi coll a()'u and r eiv higher pay. His special
duty i to look after ab entee ancl to notify the par nts of such neglig nee.
1ln this mini try there are two ections-the one for supervision of ecclesiastical
affair , cl mentary and normal schools, blind and deaf-mute instruction; the
other for the supervision of secondary and higher schools, libraries, museums, and
academies.
2 Compose
of the pastor as presiding offic r, and lw members appointed for
three years by the communal council.
~ This includes the heriff (Amtmand); the district provost, or first ecclesiastical
dignitary; and a third memb r designated by the county s hool council. It generally appoints teachers and arranges the programme of studies, although teachers
are allowed much freedom of action.
~ Compo~cd of the member of the county administrative council (.Amtsraad)
and of several members lee ed by the towns or cities.
6 From Love og Expeditioner vedkommenden Kirko og Skolevresen.
6 These are a clergyman appointed by the minister of public instruction, a member cl cted by the communal council, and a third member appointecl by the school
board.
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Th le, of 1 14, upon which the school system is based, makes it
oblicratory on all parents that children attend school or receive home
iu truction. Fines or imprisonment are imposed upon parents or
guardians for non-enforcement of this law. The State requires each
commune to be provided with suitable accommodation for all children
of school age, gratuitous instruction being given to those who can not
afford to pay tuition fees. The expenditure per inhabitant for elementary instruction averages about $1.54 throughout the Kingdom.
For the maintenance of schools there are variou s agencies. Finances,
as they pertain to educational affairs, are subj ect to t-h e control of the
minister of public instruction. rrhe main support of elementary
schools depends upon county or disti·ict funds, with governmental
subsidies fo1· stated purposes. Normal schools are maintained by
State funds . Secondary schools and the university have their own
funds, and are independent of the annual amounts voted for the ministerial budget by the Rigsdag. The necessary funds for construction
and repairs, heating, purchase of school material, and for teachers'
salaries in the elementary schools are voted by the district or communal authorities. The annual increase in teachers' salaries, their
pensions and those for the widow and orphan, are paid from a county
school fund, which also supports people's high schools, drawing schools,
etc. This fund, formed hy an annual subsidy from the State ancl
from revenues from taxation and contributions, is di ided among the
counties, and is under direct control of the county school board and
the school council. The former meets annually to determine th
required amounts for the ensuing year; the latter sanctions it c1 cisions if favorable thereto.
A statement in tabulated form of the expenditur for different
year indicate the total amount in the hools of Copenhacren, in other
cities, in county, hool ·, and i p rishes durino- the year. 1 80 hr ugh
1 9. The average for a five-year p rio , e pres. din ollar , p rmit.
one to ob erv the increase in very cla s of rpenditur xc pt in
~~tra rdinary rpenditure for pari h and ommercial ent r., bu
thi may le ~ plained by he t nd n of th p pule ti n t war l nt r f i ilization, lik cities,, here there ar •pecial o je t of. tu<l
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[A.mounts expressed in crowns. The crown is ,alued at 26.8 cents.]

.

Copenhagen.
Ordinary Extraordinar!
expend- expen
itures.
itures.

Year.

Other cities (Kjebskederne) .

Total.

School
buildOther
ings,
expendappara- itures.
tus, etc.

Salaries.

Total.

- - - - --

1880 .•.. . . .... - ----- - - ---1881. ------- ---- --- . _----1882 ___ _---- --- --- ---- ---1883 ______ ---------------1884 __ --- _- - -- -- .. _-- _----

750,018
791,762
888,865
897,802
950, 819

76,330
206,118
14S,626
288,501
ln,64.6

827,248
997,875
9 7,491
1,1 0,898
1, 128,405

711,638
7~,811
750,5 1
771,0
837,166

13!,533
152,4:69
152,438
198,MO
281,842

41,500
887,674:
55,0'iS
955,808
84c,812
996,831
82,9S9 1,052,617
67,637 1,186,145

A vorage (general).

&!5, 951

17 , 44.3

1,024,394

705,557

183,86-:l:

GG,294: 1,015,715

1885_ - ---- - ----- - ----- ---1886 .... _····• ------ •. · ··1 7 _____ ___ ···--·-·······
1
1889 _______________ ______ _

1,000//81
1,11 ,889
1,214,683
1,318,8'1G
1,396,994:

348,988
60'J, 681
130,100
220,837
293,981

1,385,760
1,721,570
1,844,780
1,54:5, 683
1,600,975

867, 114:
881,081
020,453
957, 13
1,000,615

147, 4:58
237,413
213,750
240,421
299,538

83,350 1,097,922
69,456 1,187,950
84,612 1,218,815
75,640 1,273,874
88,190 1,888,3!3

Average (general).

1,217,230

320,510

1,537,759

92~,415

2".27, 716

80,250

Average in dollars for
1880-1884 _______________

--1, 233,381
- --

$236,714

$51,123

$275,136

$20", 160

$49,274:

$17,768

$2i2,211

A IM;:J~~~-~1:~-~s- _f~~-

326,220

75,899

421,119

260,011

00,827

21,507

3..tJ9,54:l

-

Parishes, communes
(includ s commercial centers,
Hand lspladser).
Yeo.r.

rdinary Extraorxpend- dinara
xp n iturcs.
itures.

Total.

ounty cbool funds, with
subsidies from-

tate.

ICounty

---

Cities

(K "0b-

stootler) .

Total.

- - - - --

1 1 ---·----·------------1 ____________ __________
1 2 ______ ··········-----188.'3.
- -- - . ---- ----_________
.... ---188-i _____________

2, 0 ,290
3,100,190
3,1~,0lp
3, 00... , 6'13
3,227,611

45.'3,073
4-00, 768
46!,4!17
2,582
510,123

3,442,263
3,500,067
3,607,113
3,575,225
3,746, 'i3l

279, IGO
27 , 148
289,175
805,381
312,180

290, 076
307,5
303,731
315,345
337,018

65,488

A ,orago (general).

3,123,472

4.6-!, 1 0

8,587,0GO

292,

310,808

50, 7il

663,417

------

580,030
447, 8G8
3 3,316
453,127
444,530

3,835,057
8,565,180
3,483,697
3,550,659
3,794,803

320,075
331,309

!) ____ ·········--·--····

3,246,0-Z'l
3,117, 12
;3,100,381
3,097,532
3,850,273

366: ]86

334,174
338,874
866,610
384,803
39 , 430

65,854:
66, 716
69,967
76,692
78,034

721 , 003
'i36, 899
780,249
820,229
842,650

Average (general).

8, 182,4.05

463,474

3,645,879

8'i4, 173

364,580

71, 453

780,206

Areraio i~-~-~l:~.1~-~~~Aver~ in dollars for

$837,088

125,402

.951,4.92

,311

$15,921

S177, 795

124., 100

977,005

02,238

07,706

10,159

209,095

1 ;_. ---- ------ ....
1 ---- ----- --- --1 ---- ----- --- ------ ----

------

1
1

1885-1 '

···------------

852,

~·~

~.•n\

51,199
56,630

G0, 338
65,0!8

621,03.5
642,346
653, 24:4
685,774
714,686

Th fmely dev lop
' tern f op nhao-en forms a general
mod 1 for all scho 1 of Denmark. The fr e and pay schools (see
tc ble b low) of elementary grad . on rolled by tho school board. had
The presentation for the schools of openhagen ancl for the whole of Denmark
ta.k n from the "Statistiske
d elelser om Skolevaesenet i Danmark, Kj9benhavn, 1 3, ' which wa.'3 prepared for the seventh meeting of the General Teach1-s Association (of • weden, Denmark, and orway), held in August, 1895, in
tockholm. This a ociation meet every five years in one of the three capitals.
The statistic for Denmark are more complete than at any previous period, and
hence are qui fully presented in this e ay.
1
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33,000 pupils in the year 1893 (16,778 boys and 16,222 girls); in private schools, 7,276 (boys, 2,499; girls, 4,777). rrhere are separate
classes for boys and girl;=;, although in the free schools and in the
three lower classes of pay schools the sexes are educated together, but
th ey are again separated in the higher classes. Each class-from 30
to 35 pupils-has its male or female teacher, each school its inspector
or inspectress, or vice-inspector or vice-inspectress, whose duty it
is to see that the school-board regulations are carried out. In 1893
the programme of study comprised religion, Danish, mental exercises,
German, history of Denmark and universal history, geography, natural history and natural sciences, mathematics, reckoning, bookk eeping, writing, drawing, singing, gymnastics, and manual training.
A marked increase in pupils in the public schools of Copenhagen is
noticeable during the forty years (1850-1890), as compared with
private schools (see Table 2). Reckoned in per cent of population
there were in the various years:
Year.

1850--------- --] 86() ______ - ----1870 ___ __ ____ ___

Public
schools.

Private
schools.

P er cent.

P er cent.

3. 03
a. 78
5.24

5. 3
4. 77
5.53

Total.

P er cent.
8.33
8.55

10. 77

Year.

Public
schools.

Private
schools.

Per cent.

Per cent. Percent.
10.55
4. 66

1880 ___________

18!)0___ __ ______
1893 ___________

5.89
9.12
10.15

2. 62
2.24

Total.

11.7
12.39

Thus it will be seen that, as compared with population, there wa a
gradual diminution of students in private schools and a threefold
increa, e in attendance upon the Copenhagen public school . The
statistics in pay and free schools are h ere presented:
Boys.

Girls .

Year. I .- Pubhc schools.
lasses.

1850

Pay schools___ ___
Free schools______

I

tuden t s. Ola sos. "'tudents. Class

42

12

Total _______

l Free

~chools _____ _

T otal ______ _
1 iO

Pny i;chool!=! _____ _
F r o 1:; ·bools_ ----·
T

4!)5

30

13

5-i i--2,138-J---43-l- - - - - l

f Pay schools __ ___ _ -

1800

1,64.'J

---i--

pils to
clasS.
39.8

43.Z
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In order to more thoroughly understand the private-school grouping
during the years 1850-1893, the statistics for private schools of Copenlrngen of different kinds are tabulated :
Students.
Year.

IL-Private schools.

I3oys.

Girls.

--

Total.
Pupil::! to
Classes. Students. a class.

305

316

2(l

621

23.9

s~~~kslii>iioi-teci by ·students; iees::::::

74-.5
2,228

873
2,434:

67

335

1,618
4,662

24.1
13.9

Total . ......... .... ........... ........

3,278

3,023

428

6,901

16.l

rchools sup~orted by their own funds ____
S~~?i;~ -~~ ~l~~ -~~~~~: :~~~- ~:~~~. ~~ ~~-~i:.
Schools supported by students' fees ......

352

341

83

693

1,161
1,968

897
2,667

s.i

286

2,058
4,635

25.1
16.2

Total =................................

3,481

3,905

401

7,380

18.4

Schools SUPJ?Orted by their own funds .. ..
Schools havmg funds, but aided by societies ..... .. ...............................
1870 Schools supported by students' fees ... .. .

513

(;10

49

1,123

22.9

1,157
3,012

932
3,791

96
445

2,089
6,803

21.8
15.3

590

10,015

1Sehools supported by their own funds ____
Schools having funds, but aided by soci1850

1860

Total ... ..• ..... ......................

--4,682
- -5,333

i.

c~~~\s_ ~-~~~~ !~~~~•-~~~. ~~~~-~
Schools supported by students' fees ......

-~~- ~~~!:.

Total ············ ···· ·--·-·······-···-

{ choolssupportcd by th fr owu funds- ___
1890

1893

I

I

17

408

573

53

1,00

19.6

585
3,701

7.iG
4, 75

531

68

1,841
8,576

19. 7
16.2

10,958

16.8

rho<•ls supported by their own funds- ___
1880

----

21

-4, 75-1
- -6,201
-

0.32

3-51 - -

=

-

73!

19.3

18. 6
15.4

c0~?i~~~-~~!~-~-f-~~~~•-~-~~-~:~.e-~-~=-~~~-i~ •
chools supported by students' fe s ......

9~
1,467

821
4,16.'>

07

360

1,803
5,63'i

Total .................................

2, 8.32

5,337

501

8,169

16.3

chools sup:ported by their own funds ....
chools havmg funds, but aided by societie
chools supported by students' fees ......

381

360

741

19.5

1,919

Total ...... . ..........................

1,114

1, 00!
2,499

I

805
3, Gl2
4,777

n

00
3t7

4,610

19.4
H.l

4tH

7,276

15.7

Th gradual increase in. tudent in th
y ar. was followed by an
incr a e in teachers, especially in tho ~ ho had r c ived normal-school
training. In 18G0 here wa 1 t ach r to 47 pupil ; in 18!)3, 1 to 36 student·. "\ men t ach rs in rec ed from U to 504:; men t ac11ers from
111 to L - .
, · follows : By law
o
me
, appointed
b
fp
, ho desire
to
t pr
themselves
fo
dip
f a normal
c
in
hagen and
in
reu
yappointed
he di tri t, accordin
d the bi hop. The
p
a
in
arc r ported in the
diff r
il
min
h they ha e passed,
and it i
v
growth of the normal-. chool idea
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by the increase from 21 to 257 of those passing such examination
sine-e 1860.
TheologOther Normal- N
ical. ex- Ex3:men -scientiftc achoo~ a~i;~- Not Total.
afl1~~~- artmm.
~t~~- tion. given.

Year.

~!if~~:

- - - - -- - - - - - - - i · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 40
44

1860_ ----- ••. --- ---·. -·--- ----. -----

1870 __ --- __ --- • ----- ---- ---- -- -- -- --

3

1S93 ... _______ •• ____ • ______ . .. _____ _

~m -----T

111
138
201
376
425

21 a33 (14)

14

ri

19
18
25

36
83
40

1880 .. _--- ---- ------ ---- --·- ---- -- -1890. _. --- • --- -- ___ • __ --- • _--- ___ ---

215
257

21

~

97 (83)

5

104: (95)

3

a Drawing, singing, and gymnastic teachers arc included in the parentheses.

Given the number of pupils in the years 1860-1893 in the Copenhagen schools, it is interesting to observe the salary gfren. The
largest salary for women teachers is 1,600 crowns ( 428); the highest
safary for me·n is 3,900 crowns ($1,045). In tho early years the greater
proportion of teachers received 1,000 crowns ( 2G8), while in 1893 tho
amount of $428 was paid to the greater number of both men and
women.
MEN TEACHERS.

Having permanent piaces (salary in crowns).
Total
nnmYear. ber
of
pupils.
a:,

,:€

- -, _186() __ 5,856
l

oo::

28,53!.J

1893__ 33,000

",. ~ei~

t;f
.... Q) .... Q)l,:llQ)

Total.

i:l~ i:lf

8 §§ § g § §
1 70 __ 9,400
13,
1

Teaching
by the
Special
hour
teachers.
(timelreror).

a:,

c,i c,i c,i c:i' ,:.f cf

d
~
cf

~ g
c:i' ,..;
a:,

,,.;
i,..

~
r-<

Cl)

;...

§ ....8 ~ ~ :0
g
,..; r-< r-<
r-<
~

ci

;...
:0
0
t~

~~ ~ d
cl d i:ld
4) ~,:)
g r:i~ rn~ c,...,
ci

;...
:0

;... Q) ....

-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14 11l
--- --- --- --- --- --- __ ---- ---- ---- ---- 32 ---- 28 ff'{ --- --- ---- ---- ---- ]9
]
21 80 --T ·5- 2 -r "f -r ---- --o· l ""i" "if 02 "ii" ---200
---- -f ·ar -·o- -is"
2 2 7 4 30 11 17 10 41
47 ---- ---- -f --- 103 17 20 ¼ 3i6
7 2 6 3 6 32 13 17 37 47 -T 47 ------- 1 15 96 20 23 52 425
_,..

WOME

TEACHER .

I blot\

T a hers

Havinfi permanent plac s
(sa ary in crown ).
Year.

0

(time-

Special teachers.

1 r r).
Total
num-t---;---,----,-----,----, - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 To-

h r

or

pupils.

tru.

u
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RURAL SCHOOLS A ,.D THOSE OF OTHER CITIES.

The different laws which have governed the schools throughout
Denmark are referred to later under historical data, and were cited
in the report of the Commissioner for 1889-90, pages 520- 522.
The foundation of the common school (Almueskole) was by law of
1814, which gave children between 7 and 14 years of age the right to
gratuitous instruction in the common schools.
The gradual growth of the school sy tern for Copenhagen and other
cities was refened to in the above-mentioned report, but statistical
information for rural districts, as "\\ell as for some cities, has been
lacking, owing to the fact that the educational authorities had not for
years collected such information. From the "Sfati tiske Meddelelser
om Skolevresenet i Danmark," published in Copenhagen in 1895, the
following detailed and comparative statistics aro taken. The number
of children of school age in rural districts (including commercial center or trading stations) were:
1803.

1807.
In S eland and Bornholm __ ____________ ______ ______ __________________ ______ ______
lnFunon and Laala.nd-Falster ____ ___ _____________ ______ ---- --·--- ______ ____ ______
In Jutland _____ ____________________ --·--· ______ ·------·--·· ______ ·--··- ____ --··____
Total _______ __________________ _____ ______ _____ ______ __ . ______ ______ ______ __ __

59,0'i'G
87,095
103,300
200,701

72,841

40,027
180,709
2!1.3, 637

In accordance with the attendanc or nonatt ndance in public or
private ·chool , the :fi.O'ur read thu :
In 1 7.

In 1893.

raught

Ta~1ght

schools. schao~ls.

f~~~!!.

Tau ht

_in

in pu~lic m pri-

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -- - In S eland and Bornholm ________ ___ ___
In Fun n and Lanland-Fal.ste r _____ ____
InJutland__________________ ___ __________

53,12.'i \
3;;, (t.?2
96, 051

1,45.'3
017
4.!l'J

I

12,6031
4, 1 7
11,870

Noinstruction.
173
97
310

Total------------- ---------- ------- . 1s1,1 ·-1---1--2-,500
- 1 - - - ll-28-,600-I- - 5M

o
p r
he .· hool populati n wa
ted
ul>
oo
·11
chool it doubled;
th mun
un
in ·tru
w
nly
e-fifih as large as
in 1 G7.
Th
th chool po t lation in I j.ol t dcrn ( eaports,
mcrl~ t to, n.-, r iti. ):
1 67.

1 9".
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Of this number those receiving schooling and those receiving no
instruction were:
In 1893.

In 1867.

Pri•
Pri•
Tau~t
Not in·
Having no Tau~ht
in tu lie vatolyin- instruction. inEu lie vatelyin- structed.
sc ools. structed.
sc ools. strueted.
- -- - - 72
8,406
20,644
12,773
Towns on tho blands a .............
6,055
67
8,895
21,565
10,579
4,354
Towns in Jutland .. ... . . -····---····
:11
139
17,001
42,209
10,409
23,352
Total-····· .... .. ·-···-·-······

}~o~_:•_•n

a It is of i;omp interest to observe the size and p opulation of the islands, the peninsula of
Jutland, etc., in presenting school population, number of pupils under instruction, etc. The
f ollowing figures are taken from the Statesman's Yearbook for l o97:
Division.

4rea (Eng· Population, Population
hsh square
lS!XI
perms9u_are
miles).
'·
il8

Here, again, public school instruction predominates, and has about
doubled in the years under discussion.
Grouped in accordance with the proportion to 100 of school population, there were either privately instructed or in tructed at home:
1867.

1 93.
14.8
9

7.2
6.6

a-z. 7

32.3
29.1

28.

r of public s hool in tho thir

- ix

ear of 1 57-1 !J3

ar •
Public schools.

In rural di. trict of tho i land~--··-·--······--···········--··---·---···-·-··
In rural di ·tricts of Jutland ... _--···-·-······-····-···--··--· · --·······---··
Totnl. -···· ---·-- .......... ____ .... ________ .... ________ ····-··-·- ____ ... .

nt-f r th i:lctn l., ...

1,026
1,40-1

1150
1:625

1,
2,

2,520

r · n · Jutland
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In 1893, in rural districts (Landdistrikterne), the following tabulations were made :
Taught in public schools.
School
population.

In districts.

Taught
in pri- Taught Not inOutside
vate
at home. structed.
of tho Total. schools.
districts.

- - ---- --In the islands ____ ________ __ _____
In Jutland __ ____ ______ __ _____ ___

10-t,3-h'i
12 ,435

Per cent on tho islands _________ ---------P er cent in Jutland --- · -·······

87,826
114, 34.1

----------

2,64G 90,472
2,560 116,001

10, 241
6,521

3,367
4,711

26530'.¾

86. 71

tl.81

o.23

0.21'.

··········1

----------

5.08

91.02

If this tabulation i continued for Kj~b redern , thes
:figu 'es ar observed for the year 1 93:

3.67

-~

additional

Taught in public schools. Taught
S choo1 1 - - - - - , - - - - - , - - - - i in pri- Taught Not inPffo1:il_a- In cities. fa towns. Total.
vato
at home. structed.
schools.

----1----~---- - - - - - - - - - -- -In the islands............ .. .....
In Jutl:mcl ...... ...... ...... ....

37,645
i32,861

z.5,r>83

397
172

~,081

Por cent in the ishmds ................... ...... :... ..........
Por continJutland ................................ ·· --······

th

IL h, h r tofor b
venth

25,080
23,253

10, 8G3

725
520

7'l

69.01
70.76

28.86
27.43

1. 93

0.20
.23

o,orn

1.58

75

that h school ago c mmences with
hildren in chool un lor that age.
INumbor of
nmb r of chil·
cluldren dr n under7years.
taught jn 1 - - - - - , -- - -

s~hg~\~. !~1~t~ To 1,000.

Towns or the islands ............. -·····--···· ....................... .
Towns of Jutland-····· .......................................... ··-·
Roral districts of the island ............. ..... -····· -····· -····· ... .
Rural districts of Jutland ..................................... ..... .

~.960
23,253
90,472
ll6, 001

4-07
558

860

ZJ. 75
17.50
6.16
7.36

Tho whole country ...................... ...................... .

256,606

2,142

a9.52

617

a Statistiske Medd lelser om Skol vresenct i Danmark, E:jobcnha.vn, 1895.

, .u b li vi<l. d into grade , the followin

Rural distric of th iqlands--·-· ........
Rural districts of Jutland......... .......
Total ................................

ED

!J7--G

1,20-!
1, 7:32

{T

•

ta.tern

0
11:!

t. ar o-iv n :

I ······21;·

~--i:n,--;;-1

rK /
i7

143

1,393

110

2,0'A}

262

3,422
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Tho subdivisions of highei· and mixed schools are as follows:
Girls'
schools
:Mixed
CommuOther Totals
Pay
pay and
Free
and
nr,l Real
free
schools. prepara- schools.
schools. schools. schools.
tory
schools.

-41-81

--- - ----- ---

In Kjobst£ederne of the islanc1sIn Jutland's Kj.ebstrederne ____
Tot.1L _____________________

u

7

11
8

1

21

19

8

7

-

4-i
32

0
5

76

14

2

55

6

Ht

In proportion to the population there was in K jebstrederne of
the islands 1 school to 2,500 inhabitants and in J utlaud 1 to to 3,4±0
inhabitants.
The classes in higher and people's schools (Borger-og Almueskolevresenet) in rural districts were as follows:
Number of schools with-

Total
Se-v- numeral ber of
· One Two Throe Four Five Six !Seven Eight
class- class- class• class- class- class- cl.a - cla e
class. classes.
es.
es.
es.
es.
es.
es.
es.
In rural di<;tricts of tho islands __
In rural districts of Jutland _____
Total-----------------------

8
99

116

269
165

7
G

17
12

2

l,'197

2

2

4
1

3,li2
4,243

107

2,312

176

434

13

20

3

4

5

7,415

845

60

- - --- --- - - - -

1

As will be observed, the greater proportio1 of schools have wo
class . ; the average number of c asses to each school is, for the i ·land ,
2.60; for Jutland, 2.23. Dividedintoschoolsforboy, girls,andco dutional schools, the numbers in rurc 1 di tricts (Landdi tiikt rue) 1
were:

Uo~dura1nu Total
t1onal
bcr or
C

In rn ·al clistl'ir:t. of tho islands ________ ____ ___ __ _______ _
In rural di t rict of Jutland . _______ ___ ________________ _
Total- --- --- ----- ---- --- ·- ------------------ ---- ---·

,.

·ural ;,
i
i
iJ
j

·

o
la
ra

ri
·ie

---7,-1
5p
07.,
f tl

f th ·l a
.
1 1 ;3

H1

m

11

rat d:

m·
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The average numLer of clas es for each school was, for the island,
Kj0bstreder, 10.1; fo1· Jutland Kj0bstreder, 13. 7, expressed in per
cent.
The number of pupils to a school is indicated in per cent. ,..rh{~re
were less than 50 pupils in 20 per cent of the rural schools of the
islands and in 36.6 per cent of Jutland rural school ; from 50 to 100
pupils_in G2. 3 per cent of schools in the i ·land and 54. 7 per cent in
Jutland; over 100 pupil in 17.7 per cent of ih i land rural schools
and in 8. 7 per cent of the rural schools of Jutland. In the Kj0bstreder the following table cives the be t presentati n of the number
of pupils in school :
Pupilo.

§
-<!<

M

(/J

8M

(I)

H

-

Total ............................ .. 30

CD

l-

0

+>

8

-

I

I

2

10

3

6

8

11

-

-

4

10

-

4

.p

7

2

2

-

l
3

-

5

,,

M

rl

-,ft

-

30

lO

ci
C,

§ 8c,:, 8 § § ~ § g
- - - - - - - -

K;i\fus derne of the islands ........... 10 25 12
Kj~bstmde1·no of Jutland ....... . ...... 11 5
8
I

g
gj
~ "'
,--i rl rl
§
~ 0 ..,0 ..,0 ..,0 0
0
..,
+>
8
c:,;

g g gi 0
d
,Q
.., ..,0 C:-1..,0 c,:,..,0 ..,c,0 80 ~..,0
..,
rn
A

-

3

4

6

-7

9

3

§ § ~
rl ,--i rl rl
- - -- 1
1 -- ----- ......
---- ------- - - ---- l ---- 1
0:,

w of l 5G, if th
1
t
I upils to a
a ·her ·hall
lo
.
ar in rural
di 't
s
Hh from CO to 100 pu
6.,
from 70 to
100 pupil
h from O to
1pi1s, and th e numbers
ar und
one t acher. B
n · rr by cla es, threefourth. o
s in Tural district
than 35 pupils to a
cla ·s. In I j.0b tc d rno the p er cent is even le · iI ome cities; less
than 30 pupil. arc UJHler in trucUon in one cla

t ,

·,

PEOPLE'

The ab
rn c u
lation f

·

according
were fom
m
1
,
•

h

Ter

HIGH

,

sen

OL..

TD A GRI

!LT R L SCHOOLS .

·

·

in these northorking popuchool mo-vet connected
its . chools.
their plans
ch methods
law of 1892 the
ch ol and agrir). Each recogho governmental
1 , until thi amounted
and apparc u ; ut no school is to
0), nor is the whole State budget
. 'J..10 receive aid, the school must
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have at mast ten pupils, and no pupil is to be 2.dmittecl under 16 years
of age. The boys, however, , re more satisfactory as pupils when 18
years of age. For the maintenance of backward children the "recognized" schools receive a subsidy of 20 crowns ($5.36) monthly in proportion to tho hal~ of the pupils of the last :financial year. The county
school boards (Amtsskoleraadne) arrange for the amounts, so that the
subsidy in toto docs not reach over 180,000 crowns ($48,240). The
minister of public instruction has the highest g neral superintendence
of maintenance and plans of instruction.
Tho first people's high school was founded in Rwlding in 184-!. In
1892-83 there were in Denmark 77 high and agricultural schools receiving aic1 from the State. Other schools had existed, but had been given
np. The high schools were divided in 1892-03 as follows, according
to their studies : Agricultural studies, 52 schools ; natural sciences,
73 ; land surveying, 59; drawing, 72; arithmetic, 75; Danish, 75; history, 72; geography, 71; constitution of the country, 33; gymnastic ,
58; singing, 50; religion, 27; Slojd, 51; foreign languages, 15.
School yea:;.·.

Boys. Girls. Total

·R:it~rffle~Ji~ft~~~~:;;~~-~~~!~====== ====== ==~~~~~~~~::::::~-~~=== ======== ::::::::

Last quarter of 1868 to :March 31, 1869 _____ _________________________________________________ _
Last quarter of 1872 to :March 31, 1873_. ___ . ________ ______ ______ ____ ____ ____ 2,003
8!0
Lastquarterofl 73t l\larch31,1874. ____________ ___ ____ ___________________ 2,132 1,003
Last quarter ofl874: to March 31, 1875_ ·- ________________________________ ·-·· 2,308 1,108
From October, 1891, to August, 1892______ ______ ______ _________ __ __ ______ ____ 2, 7 9 2,019
In summer of 189:J ________ ____ -------- ---· ·- _________________________________________________ _
In ,vintcr of 1 93-9-!. ____________________ .... ________________ .... _________ __... ________ .. _____ _

200

471
1,100
1,500
2,933
3,135

3,416
4,608
2,:IX>
3,500

T0tal number of pupil in th :fifty year ,~as 11 ,000, namely, 75,000
boy and 35,000 girl .1
In 1 0... -03 th re were conn cted with th 77 chools 75 dir ctor ,
170 pcrman nt t ach r , and 14:0 teachers by th hour, 4 directre e ,
2 p rm. n nt women t ·ach r ·, 5 women c i. tani. and teach r by
th hour.
f
lllCl
by th
(Ti
2!) p
nt
.·ami
·
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The amount of Stat aid to such schools is shown in the following
table:
ST.A.TE AID TO PEASANT HIGH SCHOOLS. a,

Crowns. Dollars.

Year.

4,000

1 ;il-1853 . ....... ----· ·-·--· ···
1853-155.--······-··--··-··-· ·

G,000

Year.

l,0L
1,008

Crowns. Dollars.

1855-1857. -······ · ··· ····· ····
1857-1860. •..... .....• .... ....

10,000
20,Gro

2,680
5,360

a The pe:i.c:ant high scllools of 1 51-lSC0 app ar to have been developed into the :people's hlgh
schools of l Su0-1892, although this is not explicitly stated.
STATE SUBSIDY TO PEOPLE'S HIGH SC OOL .

Year.

Crowns. Dollars.
22, /JOO
28,000

1 50-1867 ............•....•....
]867-1 79 ..•...••...•...•......
1 79-1886 .....••...............

55,000

Year.
1 6-1800 ..............•......
1 90-1 92 ····· .... ...••.......
1 92 on ........... ······-· . .. .

5,896

7,50¼
14,740

Crowns. Dollars.
40,000
55,000
120,000

10,720

14, 740
32,160

As an aicl to indigent pupils th State gaye as follow
STATF. A.ID TO INDIGENT PUPIL .
Y ar.

1Crowns.\Dollar s.1

l " 9-1 71......................
1 71- 1 75......................
187:,-1 rn...... ................
1 76-1 79......................

ar.

Crowns. Dollars.

- 1 - - - - - 1 - -- -

12,200
22,
H,000
66,000

3,5,'37
5, 00
11,7\l'J
17,uSS

1 79-l 6 .•........... ·-······
1
189'.L ............... -....
1 o:~on ............. _.........

100,000
00,000
160,000

26,800
24,1!...l()
48,2(-0

II

In or 1 r to <riv teacher oppo1·tuniti
to aid th m, the tate o-av :

f

r improvement, and c1ilso

ST TE AID TO TEA.CHER . a

a Statistiske

net i Danmark, p:i.go -12.

writer in th London Tim , d · ·ribing th · two classes of
s h o1 , giv .
rn rath r int r ·tin , l t il ·, whi ·h ar here quoted:
Last Saturday (September , 1894) in a harul t in south Jutland, not far from
the crman frontier, more than twenty achers and leaders from every part of
Denmark and orway, from Sweden and from] inland, met to celebrate a double
event-the one hunclred and eleventh anniver.::ary of the birth of Bishop Grundtvig, the founder of the Dani h high schools, and the fiftieth anniversary of the
first of these schools.
These chools, rep asants' continuation schools, which have had a remarkable
succe sin Denmark, more particularly since the war with Germany in 1864.
The e school , amounting now to G7, besides 18 agricultural schools conducted
on similar lines, ha.ve succeeded in awakening the poorest pC'asants, th plowmen,
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the hedgers and clitch ers, the cooks and dairymaids, the sailors and fishermen,
from their intellectual torpor and in imparting to them a wider and more intelligent interest in men and things.
Grundtvig's pupils, young t e3,chers and theological students, havo gone through
tho length and breadth of the land preaching an intellectual crusade, and by the
help of homely illustration and apt repartee have succeeded in awakening the
keenest clesire for knowledge for its owns. ke.
Out of a working population of about a million and a half 6,000 young men and
women, most of them b etween the ages of 18 and 25, flock every year to these
schools and there live a common life under the same roof-tho men for the five or
six wint r months and the women for the three summer months.
To enable them to do this the expens9s are reduced to a minimum-about Si3
for si:s: months'instruction, board, and lodging, including all extras; and the poorer
half of the students, on the recommendation of a clergyman or other authority,
receive State bur3aries that defray half the cost. ·* * -K·
Scientific education is professional and can n ever become the possession of the
multitude. Children, perhaps also grown-up people, can be trained to pickup the
crumbs that fall from the table of science, but intelligence derived in that way
will only be fractional, will only become a demicivilization, a "boyish science,"
as Gruncltvig liked to call it, and has just as litLle to do with real science as with
real education. It is well to dilate on the means whereby all this inter est is maintained from year to year. Science is of course taught, but that is not the mainstay.
What is moco t relied upon is the lively teaching by tho voice rather than by textJ
books, of the ''humanities " of history, language, and literature, particularly those
of the native country, thoug h not to the exclusion of the history and literature of
other countries, both in ancient and modern times. * -r.· * The Danish pea·
ant, after a winter or two at t he high ~whool, may, as soon as his resources allow
him, have a winter at the agricultural or technical sch ools. The 07 high school
and the 18 agricultural schools a re closely related to one another, being unitec1 in
one common association. ·* ,'(- " Not only the most but the best of the pupil in
the agricultural schools have first be:m pupils of the high s~hools ; that b"twe~n
1810 and 1880, when Dani hagriculture was on the brink of ruinantl it became ncce sary to turn from c rn growing to dairy work, and again in 1 0, when ·oop rati ve dairie_, d ea ling with the milk of a score or two of farms were req uiI'ed in order
to produce the finer qualities of butter for the Engli h market, it was the bright
r eady interngence of the old high-school pupils that enabLd the requi ite change,
to b e made with r apidity and success.
, e in England r cogniz for our mi<ldl classes the nece ity of graftino- tcchnici: 1 training on the hmnanitie~, if the graft i not to wither ancl die. Grund ng's
meri., t · an erluc, tioni t wa his . ~ing so cl arly that mutati mntanc1i pr · ly
tho . a.mo methou. , ·a t Ilk nee ssary and feasible for the hum bl st pea. ant or
arti an. .Aud so. as he had also the courag of hi conYictions, he har1 the happih for hi de th, in 1 ,,..,, of eeinr, hi vi ion alr ady a r ality.
r ry 1 any thon · n
of young en and women hav by thi tim pa scd thron~h
th
···hool!, of citiz u hip an<l I trioti m and it i a ier to imagine th, u to .. timntc e. t y th ir inflri nc on the pros11 1·ity of ngricnltu ·o and trau on th
r ru val of
ci, l , arri . all(l 11 th growth of con ·titntional and r eligion·
f· dom.
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of Latin schools under -clerical supervision dates from the Reformation period. They admitted students from both urban and rural
distriDts to their three or four classes. A third class of schools-the
scholm vulgH,re (Skriveskoler) or wri+ing schools-omitted Latin; and
were under the supervision of municipal authorities. At the ·com.mencem-ent of the sixteent h century city-se.hools predominated; the
country popula., ion had almost no instruction except in the catechism
from the sacristan or d€gn of the parish, who o-atherecl together t,he
neigh bm·ing children of a rm c 1 domain or "Gaard."
As early as 1537 the numbe1· of ela sical schools (herde Skoler) was
39 (in Seelan<l, 15; in Jutland, 24} 1 During the centuries which followed this class of schools decreased and institutions developed
which were more practical in instruction, or perhaps their funds were
ti·an sfened to lower .grade .s chools, wherein the Danish language,
instead of Latin, became the medium of communication. In the middle of this century t,l le classical schools were as follows : 2 The Metropoli.tanskoler in Kjobenhavn, seven Katedralskoler in Roskilde,
Od-en c, Nykjoblng near FalsteT, Aarhus, Aalborg, iborg, and Ribe,
an<l the school of Rander , Hor· n , •and Hillero<.1 (Frederiksborg
lrerde kole) and the or0 academic secondary chool 3 (Sor0 Akademisk lre d kole). T e '' lrerd-e kol r" w r , a. lat a 1805, under
th ", m g eral ·up rvi i
a· hat of the univ 1. ity, but in 184:8 the
mini t r of cc1 e ia ti al .a ai ' and I ' li in true i n had charge.
t the present time the 1 w o-ov rning the, e .·ch ols are those of
1871, with a dition and modification in 18
and in 1893. 'rhe
'' 1 rel koler now have six cla se , and the students nter at the d ose
of the twelfth year, r maininO' to the clo e of the ei()'hteeuth year of
th ir .:,a-e. 1
The average number of students in these clas i al , chools is as
follows iu v rions ear :
,;J

RECEIVI G

LA SICAL INSTRUCTION.

Year.

Th d er

·

the outco

i1

r

ee 1
·4:.

75 wasdne to

-- - - - - - -

Stati tiske e ldelelser om Skolcvre enet i Danmark.
~ Re . . egler for det hojere Sko "Vresen i Damnar-· .
3
The orr/, Academy was fou dcd in 15 0; changed to Knights Academy in 1749;
a fitrict1y classical school since 1 -10.
J

1
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From that period the tendency was more toward practical instruction.1 The private "Latin skoler" (the one at Herlufsholm dates
from 1605) numbered 5 in the middle of this century; in 1882 there
were 18, of the number 11 in Copenhagen and 1 in Frederiksborg.
Among these are included communal schools of Fredericia Kolding,
Vejle, and Helsing.0r, the pay schools of Herlufsholm and Birker0d,
and latterly a pay school at Ordrup. The number of pupils of the
private La,tin schools reported for the years of 1840-1863 was 1,007;
in later years the higher classes for the so-called students and real
students (Studerende og Realister) had the following quota:
NU:iUBER IN SIX UPPER CLASSES.

Pupils.

Year.
1882. ---·- ··············
1883 ................... .
1884 ................... .

1,029

Year.

Year.

Pupils.
2, 25,')
2,228
2,074

1885 ....... ---··- .... ·-

1, 9DO

1886 ..... ............. .

2,075

1887 · ····- .•...........

1888 .....•.............
1889 ............... .. . .
1890 ...... ·-·· ····- ···-

Pupils.
2,110
2,13.5
2,229

The secondary schools, as stated above, include classical and real
divisions. The former are divided into the philologico-historical ection, and the mathematico-natural science section. Between the secondary and the elementary grade~ are burgher schools, with courses
in Danish, French, German, and English languages, history, g ography, arithmetic, geometry, natural history, penmanship, and drawing. These burgher schools are similar in character to the German
R al chools, but not of as high grade as the Danish Real chool.
In the '' laerdo" and Real schools the com· e of study i similar for
the low r cla s. Tho Real school does not require Greek; bu three
mo l m lan°·naO'es ar obliO'atory. 11 he cla ical (laerde) school ha
Fr nch obligatory for six year·, German through four year,, and
tha or E O'li h in the two upp r classe.·. The followinO' s ati ic
in<licat h trend of tucl for ariou
ar , whether toward the
univ r ity or towar practical life:
L. THE , TATE

CH OL .

'tud nts.
Ye:1r.

-

··-···---· ---·--------······-- ······ --··--·····. ·----...... -- --·- ---· ·-·--- ------ ---- --- - . ----- ---·

Philo•
logi ohi tor•
icnl.

1

I

First
Mnth · Real tu• ands C· Total.
mati ·o- d nt~.
ond
nnturnl
clru e .
Hc:i n .
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In other classical schools the propm~tion was as follows:
Students.
First
Rc1!~~:~· angn~ec· Total.
natural
classes.
ical.
science.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Philo·
logico•
histor•

Year.

!!!~~~

5-39
564
580
652
621
52\J
51
525
5()3

1882 ............•......................•..... ······---·
1883. __ .. __ ------···--·----···- ·-·· ·-··-- -···-- -------·
1884 . __ ·--- __ ·-·- - - ---- --· .. --- -· .. ·-·- -- -- .. .. --·· ·--·
18/l.,5. _..... - ..... --···--····· --···· --······· · -····--···

1886·-· •·-····· ........ . ... ·-···· ····-····· --···· --····
1 87. ·--- --··· · -·-· --··· - --···· ···-···· ...... ·-·· -·····

1 88 .. _.. ·-·--····· -····· - -· ··· --···· -····· ···-·-······
1889. - ..... --···· .... -- .. -- - ..... · ... - ..... - · · -.. - .....

1890·-····-······ ······----·-··---·------·- --------· ·· ·

737

89

116
158
162
1 0

5G4,
571
589
507
568
545
547
553
527

739

748

S&J
859
816
84-0

184

205
2"Z7

830
883

256

1,929
1,990
2,075
2,2.50
2,228
2,0i4
2,110
2,135

2,229

A gradual progression is noticeable in the number of stu :l.ents of the
mathematico-natural science section, although the numbers do not
reach those of the philologico-hisiorical section. The o-called "Realister" 1 outnumber all other students in the unive1·sities, indicating,
doubtless, that there, as elsewhere, the tendency of study is toward
prac ical life. In the years 1875-18 2 (inclusiv ), 5,727 students were
l)r par d for the univer ity. In th p rio l 1875-188 there was an
averao-e f 2Gl annually, or 159 in 1875 to 406 in 1 88. Of the total,
4,538 took the hi torico-philologi.cal xamination, 1,180 the_ mathema i o-natura.l, ien ~ a ina ion.
in e 1 75, women hav be n permiU, d to ni e th univer ity, and
from 1 75 to 1 02 (in lu i ) 5 worn n ni r <.l. '1.1h p r ntages of
stud nt in these econ lary. choot, r ckon d accordincv to age, were

Yem·.

I

:las of s hools.

lGyears. 17y ars. 1 years. 19y ars. !:Oycars. 21 ye.'.l.rs.

tate schools._ .... ·-··· •· -··
1803...... {Private
0. !)
schools ... .
.6
1885 •.. _.. {· 'tate schools _.....

38. 7
31. 5
34.3
33.3

4.8
6. !)
14.3
15. 7

Private schools ....

40.4
Z3. 7
30.2
2:~. !)

H.8

14.3
10.5

t
. as V.

1 77-1 78 --····. ·-··- --·- •.•• . {

32. 5
(80. 35)
2!J. ;3
(2!J. 80)

1 93-1 9-i ...• -·-··-·· ···-· -··· {

30.15
(30. 32)

~

······ - ···-- --·----- -

{

5.2

1.8
15. 7
1. 7
12.4

r from offi-

C1

Year.

3.6
6.5
4. 6

10. 7

The greater
o ·
ial and agri
·
gravitc t c1 in le
'rh num er
in tabnlarform
im mi given in p

1855-1

:1i:!:.

------ --- ------ ---

Clas3 IV.

83.G!J

32.62
(" . 35)

}

80
30.15

(30.3"3)

(32. 34)

}

ust above:
Jazs II.

~

33.
(3"Z. 34)

33.S.'5
(32. 34)

80

30

80

30

30

30

Class I.
33.85
{32. 34)

30
80 .

1 It may be said here that there are 9 schools which prepare for the Real examinations, and 69 of them are exclusively Real schools or secondary schools leading
to practical life.
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According to the n ew pla n of study established in 1871, th~ follow
ing t able gives the time regulated as above in the different tu di : :
1 8 55-18...,.. 6.
Studies.

v.

VI.

II.

III.

IV.

I.

- - - - -- - -- - - -- - - --1 - - - - - - _ _____ ,_______
D an ish . . . ... . ... . ........... .... .. .. . . ... . ... . . {
Histor y.. ................... .. . . . .. . ..... ... ...

(2~5
c~f }
3
3
6

g.:~~
:~ tYstoi:i=====::::::::::=: ====:::~ :::::: ::::::: :: ::::: ::::
German ·······-·············· ······ ··--·· · ····.......... . ..... . .

2

{

ck5 cia5

2-3

2-3

~

2
2-3

2.85
(~}

2-3
2

2

~

3
3
Religion. ..................... ....... . . . .......
2
2
2
2
Writing . .... ...•.. .... ...... . . . . . .. . . ... . ... . . ..... . .. . .. ....... ....... . . .........

2-3
2
l

{Philol ogico•historicaL ....... . }
L a t m . . . .. . . . . :Math em atico•natur al scien ce
{P hilologico-historicaL -- ·---·· \
•
G r ecK
· · · ·· · ·· Math em a tico-natur al s cien ce J
~tics 5Philologico•historical . .. ... . .. }
M a t ,D.om ...
·~Mathema.tico-n atu r al science
N atur al sci ·{Philologico-bistoricaL .. ...... }
olathematico•natural science
en ce.

8.9"2

8.!>2

5. 2

5.15

2
2-4
2
•>

~:.-:tc~~=····
.......... ···-········--·····-··········-·· ......... ·····2-a" ··-··2-3· ··--f--.
r:

9· 0
53
•
4
2-4

9 · ", 6

8 6

53
·
4

4 92
• "'
4

·

4

2-4

l

.

Studies.

- - - - - - - - - -- ---1-- v_r. _ _v_._
Danish ...•..•• •..• -···--·· -------- -----· · -·- -·

"0--2
2-4
9.23

4

~

~
1

4

I

3

n. __

,_r_._
3

2

2-3

2
2
•)

I 1 I

!iiif~)trsi~;
;i~====~~===~::===:::::========== ==== =:t =====:t
German- -- ---- ·-- ··-··--- ·-- · --· -- -- -··-----··· ---- -- -· _______ __

2

2

2

2

fl!Kt??+I/\//l ::::dr:::J :;:;:J; ;;;;;i;; _::::::;:

.
{Phil ologico•historical.. __ ·-···
8
8 }
,.
s
8
L 11:tl!l----··--·
l\fathem a tico·natural science
0- 1 ---·-- -- '
G. k
{PhilologicG•histori L------ ·
5--6
G- G
5
5 -·--· · ·-· ··-- ·- -··
iec -- ---··- fath emn.tico-natural scicnce . ... . ---· -- - ··· ·-· · · ·- · -· - - -·· ····- - --···-··· ·-· ····-·
fat1icmatic
ico-h i tori aL.scicnco
· -· -··· 1 8-10
5-0
4--5 }
5-0
G
-{Philolo
:\-Iathematico-natnral
8-12
7--8
4--7
:i:=:-atural sc i •{PhilologiC(?-bistoricaL._---···
3
3 -----· -.- · --··--- --, ·-·· ; ···- -···- · -· ·
:-cnco.
Mathematlco-natural scienc I_ 5
G
2-3
2 -- · ···--· - ~

I--·-·-·-·i--·· ·--··

vr.

• tudics.

l

O - 1

_v. Erv.

{(J.5) cA5 5
··------·---·--·-···--·-----------{c~l I} ~a

Dani · -- ------··---- - ----- ·· ---- - -·--- - ·-----

· •=-:r -- ---

(2

2

(l2r

'eo6r phy _______________________________ __ ___ -------·- --·-·-·- · {

z•

~J~

OrY·-·--·--·-- ·------· -··---· -·-·- ···-··-·· ---· ·----

2

rm n -- -------- -- ----------- - --·--·--··--·-- ---- - ·--· -···---- ·
Engl ll __ -- · - -· · --- --- ·-· ____________ -- · · _____ _
2

2

ll .

o. 02
{ (0-1)

04-.
I.

II.

III.
2.23
(.'?-3)

2.1
{ (..,.J )

(2--3 )

l.:?:J }
(1- 2)

1. d
{ (] -~)

.,

..,

t)

"'

I} ..
} 2.1
t)

(~J

J. 7
(I -~)

n

·-- ----- -- -- -- --

---- ------------------·-----·------·· {<l/;, <i~ }
·--

7.

·--

:::

(

)

7. 5

··-rff --·-·:r r·--···

-===
3
G

2

-· - 3. 1

. ,.,

1

(3--4)
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In the Real classes (Realklasserne 1) the hours devoted to different
branch s are here noted.

I

1856--57.

Studies.

IV.

~:~ri~~--===------= === ==== --w= = _
German ________________
French __________________

English __________________

History __________________
1

~tfi~
!E!\1cs: ==== ==--====
Natural hi tory _____ ---Physics ______ -------- ----

ir:'ll~~- ===:=======·-====

2
2

3
3
2

7
2

2-3
1
0-1

III.
2
2
2
2

3
3
1

6
2
2
2
1

II.

I.

2
2
2--3
8
3-4
2
2
6
2

2
3
2-8

2

2
2

1877--78.

IV.

III.

1893-94.

II.

I.

---- ---- ---2
2

3

3
3

-- ---- -----1

2

3

3
2-3

3-4

2-3
2

2--3
2

~

5
2
2
1
1-2

5
2
2
1
1-2

2-8
3-4

2
2
6
2

2
2

3-4

3
3-4

2
4
2
2
1
1-2

2-8
8
3-4

3
3-4

2-3

2
4
2

--i-=22

IV .

III.

II.

I.

- - - - --- - 1
3

2-3
l!-3
4

3
1-2
7

2
2
0-1
0-1

2
3

2-3

2-3
4
2-3

1-2
6- 7
2

2

1
0-1

2
2

2-3
3

3--4

2-3

2
3

2-3
I

3-4

2
2
2
6
6
2 __ ,. __2,.

----21

2

2

In these schools the year of study begins on August 10 and its length
is 250 days; that is, there are 250 lecture days (Laesedago). ':rl1e
number of teachers in the royal classical schools, So1'0 Acaden1y
excepted, was 144 in 1893 to 101 in 1848. Viewed according to the
professions for which the teachers were preparing, it i observed that
person seeking philological and philosophical degr e · increased from
1 4: to l 93, while there was a distinct u..., r a· in persons seeking
the logical preparation.
new order pertai in()' i tbe pay of ter cher · of th se classical
schools wa promulo-ate 1 in 1 92. Tho re tor w r to receive, with
fr
lod.o-ing, 4,200 r wn (,'1,125), with an in r aso of 400 crowns
(:107) in fiv y < rs un il ,0 crowns (,'1,34:0) i r aehed. Salary of
the h ad tea hers wa. ,000 crown, (,~· 04:), increasing 400 crowns
( '107) very five year until 4/W0 crowns ( 1,125) i r a h d .
.A. istant teachers receiY 1, 00 crown ( 4 ""), with increa e of 200
er w 1s ($53) every thr e ear until 2,400 crowns ( G43) has been
re. ched ; th r after 3 0 rowns ( 80) extra e ery thr e years until
3,000 cro vns (,·804:) i r a hec1. The principal t achers must not
exceecl th as istant teacher
- mor than one-third.
imilar rcgu-

~

.1

r.;, a <.1 adjuncts,
lati n governing
Hon appoints the
th e an h come
, ien the '' ~I.1imelae, he may be retired.
er wn (2G.8 cents)
. !JO .. re; others ,10. 2

1 Tho Real schools proper arc treat d further on.
These classes train tho student more practically than the clas..ical divisions.
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cents. In the private "laerde" schools of Copenhagen the time and
salary of the "Timelaerere" are thus presented:
Salary (in crowns) per
hour.

United States currency.

- - - - - - - - --1-- - - - - - - - - -I· - - - - - - - - - - - 4. 00 to 5. 00 _________________ _ $1.07to$1.34 ____ .............
2
0. 89
12
0.33
3. oo to 4. oo _________________ _ .80 to 1.34 ..... _. ____ -···-· ....... ... ........ .. . . ... .. ............ .
2. 00 to 3. 00 ______ ·___________ _
. 53 to . 80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O
2. 68
82
2. 25
1. 50 to 2. 00 ______________ -· __
.4.0 to .80 .... ·- ······- ····
19
8.48
298
8.19
I. 00 to I. 50 ___ •. ____ . ____ . __ _
.:m to . 40 ......... ···- -···
89
39. 73
1,625
44. 68
. 90 to I. 00 __ .... ______ --- --.21to . 26 . ... . ·-··········
21
9.37
372
10.25

. &1 to
. 70 to
. 00 to
.50to
Under

. 00 __________ ---- --··
. 80 ____ _____________ _
. 70 _____ ____________ _

.22to
.18to
.Hito
.60 _________________._
.14to
. /50 ______ ____ _______ _ Under

.24 ... ·-- ·· ·········
. 22,---· ····· · ·-····
. 18 . ,_...............
.16.-·-·--····-·····
.14. _______________ .

24
20
25
108

10.72
8.03
11.16
4.46
3.58

365
284
265
187
147

10.0±
7.80
7.29

5.H
4.05

As for the economic side, the schoo~ fees in the State cla sical
schools were, as a rule, from 120 to 144 crowns ( ·32 to 3 ), with
rebato if there were two or three brothers attending during the four
years. In the coeducational classes of the Copenhagen Latin schools
the boys pay from 6 to 12 crowns ( 1.60 to $3.20); in the six higher
classes from 14 to 18 crowns ($3. 75 to $4.82). The registration fees
are 4 crowns ($1.07); fuel, 4 crowns; slojd, 1 to 2 crowns a year, in
Uni'Ged States currency, 26.8 to 53 . 6 cents. The income and expenditures in the different years for the c.lassical schools and for Sor.0
Academy is presented below. There are many free places in the e
schools.
Schools.

Years.

oro A,cademy ------ ·····- ·-··· ....... ........ ·-·····} 1876-lSBl {
la. s1 ·al Rchools ...... .... ··-··· ·····- ·-···· .........
Soro A,cac1emy .-................ ·····-······---···--·} 1 1_1880 {
la. s1ca1 Rchools ....... --··· .. - . _··-·- ·- .... ····-····
oro:Academy;···-··········-·-·····-········--···· ·} l880-l 9l {
Cla.r;s1cal choo.s ..... _-····- -····- --··-·. -·····--····

Income.

Crowns.
592,743

563,117
575 711
5i9, 791
505,409
5U, OGO

Expenditure.

Incre:i
(+) or
decrease
(-).

- 65,961
- 43,159
- 9,533
0,
-16,39i

+

+:no,2ii

a. The noticeable incr as here is on account of nov, school , funds for honorarium, and priz '.
Th11 crown is vo.luctl o.t 26.8 ,. nts.
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examination-of a lower grade-as a maturity examination for the
real schools, that is, in such schools as did not seem to come under the
plan of 1855. Finally, in 1857, a preparatory examination of a higher
grade in the university was decided upon as an outcome of t.lie graduation examinations for the Real schools ('' Real Afgangseksamen" ) of
1855. Again, in 1881, all these examinations were done away with
and a common preparatory examination (alminc1e1ig Forberedelseseksamon) was held before a commi sion appointed for uch purpose, or in
the schools. The difference in the examination wore shown somewhat by the fact that ome tudents took two or ,hree foreign languages, while otb rs did not. English is oblio-atory in both cases. A
deer e of 1882 gave women the right to take this examination.
In 1891 a burgher school examination was instituted, in part equivalent to the former lower grade e-ramination of th Real schools. It
permitted children of confirmation age to enter the practical training school . This gave no public. right , but only in<l.icated an extension of tho communal school s-tudie . Since 1886 the tate has assumed
con rol o r this practi ·al sid of education. rrhe R al school1 subsidi a-r o-iven to he communal and private Roal schools arnl to that
sub :livision of he classi al school. Thee aminations are ontrolled
by the ► tat and there is a Real hool in, pc tor ( n<l rvisningsin p ktor for eal kol r ).
The following table indi at the
hool in ·truction
to June 1, 1894. It i head d "Medd lel er m R alun lcrvi ningen,"
but em to includ all chool where pra ti al trainiug is given in
a
rdan with Real chool m thod :
-

Parents' position.

ai
a)

~
P,

Schools.

M

a)

;.;

.8
ij

ai

~
Q)
'O

z .a
--{fl

£0
.,;

;:.,
0

ll:i

~

.!:;l

0

Boys' schools in Copenhagen .....
Clas: ical schools .... ______________
Communal Roal schools out ide
of Copenhngen __________________
Private R al schools outside of
open hag n. ____________ ---- ---Girls' schools in and outside of
Copenhagen _______ --·----- ------

16
12

3,561
574:

3,ro1
574:

--·---------

20

3,uSO

3,160

370

44

4,209

3,4JO

23

2,0'i0

Total ________________ --------

12'1

'CA

,0

cl

"'p

I> ◄

f/1

305

2-32

0

'd

q:l
.....
...,

A

cjl

'Cg . ., i:ia ll:1,.:.
§S i:irn ----~

A

CIJ<l)

Vl

rn ~

IS

~J.;l
.,.... M

d c:J

~'g

"T"
·a

~l ,.
~M

700 1,170
2,070

.,!.

Ac,

c::>

~

- - ~-

rn A
a)a)

.,;

]

~a
I>

~

!l

~

572 1,2rn
l'i3

coo

536

877

01

0

~

(.)

di--

~

J.-4.,

a)

·~~

8(j

·i::

64

82

2

21
~

------

3

710 1,213

1:i!JO

14

5.30 1,063

257

30

25

2,413

110

116

- - - - !,~

14,847 10,717 1,130 2,120 '),4

1
Instruction for practical duties is given in these groups of schools: communal,
private, in the Real subdivision of the classical schools, as well as in legally constituted Real schools.
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Parents' position.
r/)

clpai

ai
;...

00

;...
C)

!)I)

ca
A
as
~

Boys' schools in Copenhagen .•...
Classical schools_ . . ___ ··-···----·Communal Real schools outside
of Copenhagen ·----·---- - ·---··
Private Real schools outside of
Copenhagen---·---···-··-·····Girls ' schools in n.nd outside of
Copenhagen . __ . __ .. .......... _.
Total..---· ......... ___ ... -··

243
14

<:;J'"

...,'1i

Cl)

.c:I
t.)

Schools.

...,0l
...,
ca
-~
;...
C)

Cl)

~

ai

·a·@~

I>,

~

I>,

.c:l

0l

9

51
10

0

~;...

0

i:iQ)

D

·a w.a
0

al
0

-<

H

0

;...

~

;...

CI)

rd

;...

D

u.i

~

53

rd

.g)
;...

44

61

8

86

12-5

.n

.µ

~

;...
0

I>,

~

ca

A

0

3

26
2

-~ g

. ... 0

,oA rJJ

.,, §

ai

OA

:,g

•r:: d

p.

100
4

!!=

ai

§

0

.,:i

~

0
-

~

'iO
9

2.)i

5;

p,

H
4

95

11

59

51

247

191

123

81

27

2G2

29

225

6!

80

42

572

121

70

106

50

200

I 42

!)!)

95

36

8

101

58

2i0

33

2-14 1,001

476

229

392

214 1,121

w

200

30

100

777

167

300

--

Of the t otal number of students (14,847) there were G,J54: in the Real
classes proper, the remainder (8,303) in lower classes. Of the 6,-15-1,
the boys numbered 4,838, girls 1, 61G; that is, 25 per cent ,vere girls;
or of the total number of students 28 per cent were girls. A for the
personnel of the teachers, t h e subuivision was as follows in twelve
communal schools and 42 private Real schools in 1 D-!:
Of tho permanent ta:ichers.
E th 0 Candidates
Y .
in theology,
From
nent
philology,
teachers. 1 ..me-) philosophy, normal
aeierc. polytechnic schools.
teachers,
pharmacists.
P rma-

Scliools.

(\1m ·

0th r
plac a.

Women

t acher ·.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -1--------1-----1
Communal -·----·--·---·-----··--·-·
Prfrato ---·-· -·-··· ·----- ·--···--··-·i

00

42

00

~ o~- - - -6_'_,.___ .

2i

tl,j

·civ -1 from diff •r n . ou , •c., in th

, choo .

~ri~~:uua.l. ............
····--. ··--- ····--. _--·- ·--· ..... ··-··
- ... -· ·--- ------ --·--· .............. __ ........... ·----- -----T, al········-·······-··········· ················-······

y

cr

1 0;3_q
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private schools and Real schools. The following number of person
pa sed the preparatory examina)ion in 1883-189-1:
Per ons wlw have passerl the "A1mindelig Fm·beredelsescli:samen" in 1883-1894.

It~!~~~- I

Ye::1.r.

In ~he
Total.
schools. ::nissi n.

l

In the Before
schools. ~fs~f~~ Total.

Year.

- -- - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - -

18S3 ______ ____ ________ _
188,b_ _______ ----- _----1885_ ------ ------ -----1 7 -_______________
---- -· -- - ----- ---___ _

41
'i
12'3

354

428
562 1
73..'i
i~

1800 ______ ---- ---- --- .

l 1
339

700

1 !)L_________________
1 ~J ______ -----------1 03__________________
1804,__________________ I

871

l,}6

I

1S8 ------- ·---- -------

1889------------------~1

39:3
536
691

1,000
1,028

352
320
308
280
2-!i3
27-!

815
£77

~~

uvv

-1

l, 112
001

1,1:!3
l,i57
i,11!)
1,17-!

1

ill be ob erv d, th numb r of those pa sin<Y the examination

s

tr bl d in ten yeai·
$2

.... r:l

'"'"'
G),.....

,oO,
0,...,

Schools.

0

p,....;

+>u":i
Q)rl

..Q<ll

i... p,

.cl·

..p!:J)

~.
oi...

.,< s§
:::

po::i.

z

Position of parent .

~OU":>
...,,.....

I-!

S.c1;.; ,8-<

z

A

A

·ap

oo

+' tJl

AP

AA

aS.::!

+> p

,a6 ui

pp

:E~

]<11

~

1::0

~§

'O '

Q)..,

·ag-~
s .... ~

~A

20
15

--- ---- ------ ----

1,2;;7

415
\
314:

2,164

i.,

2,028

I, C..,p

J,ag

,:

1,164

•

3-30

····--··--·--····

Prfrat

.c1!l$
Oio

g,

·a

.cl

-!2
1"'

15

11.

,..!.

3

-~

p

o.2

~

'"'0

Ill'"'

d

~

<11

0

U1

- - - - - - - · -7;)5
r;;~

579
421

!) ,,

I

s ,q..,
..,

~

0
0

p,ui
r:l

i::l
G)

.. .-4.~

d

'"'Ac>

I

ommunn.1 sch ls:
1
-------------------

l schools:

"

~ d p,

0

01tlsiifr of Cop nhagen.

Prh:
l
R oy

"''
~~
d d

6'.J7

GOO

H7
lM

I

211

~

335

103
52

246

671
4!)1

131
'iO

317
209

4

87
3!

136

11:7

2-15

155

8

Latin tm l R al

scboo!s:
J,
!) - ------ ·- - ----- - ----1 ".;- {i -----·-- - ----- ------ -

Total:
]

l

,..

, dhool.

')

-- -------- -----

~
I

1-t
0

ri,

00

.cl

,d

u

'o
1-t
0

;;

9
:::

z
Commun:il sch o' :
1 ; __________
------·
1
·hool:
Priva.
1

-- ----- ---1
1

I:
*

0,61
4,257

1 ()3'7
50:3

o.;2
&iO

97
41

~l

1,494- 2,2:t>
1,1 .~ 1,5:..15

2,

r,

56

1.971 1,2:J7
1,;;:;11 1,029

2,057

370
148

!H

95
5G

3"_>()

----- - - - - - - - - - 39,2

18G

-1,029
G!.6

Subsidies.
,,;

"'

I

To

2,087
1,221

~

..,"
+>

s-.:

:::
0

.cl
0

c5

i~ht
i:.,~00

,,;

.do~

......
u
:5 .s2
:,:,g

.,.,,.r-4,:::::: ➔-J•

~

§':;

C)

a
~

~

p.

0

C)

0

C:

en
(!)

(!)

:!:l

~

0

~

0

0

A

CJ

C)

]

Q

....

s

1-t

.d

"iip

Q

u

s

s

0

0

1-t

1-t

r:.

~

---- --- -/Jt'f,11"118

lj

11

43

:f."
:!l

00

-~

;,

~

~

C.>

c3

s
z

"ai

i...

.cl
VJ

'f.·:::
~~~

~

i j

'"'
.d

t,'.,

:::i
G7

101
77

1
1
H

4],!

J

·,,OOJ

A

ss
0
0

Q)

...,.a
el0

1-t

~

r;j

~1

c;lui
Ill

O? 0

'O i...
r:lP

pO

,...rn

'd~
..., .cl
•r<'+'>

AO

o.!

Q

--- - - -

Cro·nis Cl'owns Croicns

i,400
·, 000

}.:'Z,200
22, 300

15,GOO
U,4DO
3,700

;,-1:

]!?

8,300

O'J

];j

JS, 7 0
17,700

,6

13
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To more thoroughly understand the course of study in the Real and
clas i s.l schools, it i here stated that in the four lower classes the
courses arc identical, with this exception : rrhe Real schools have no
Greek and the "laerde skoler" no geometrical drawing or science in
these classes. Attendance is from the twelfth to the eigh teent,h year.
In the classical schools French is obligatory for all six years; German
through the fourth clas , although the student may continue it or
take English instead in the upper classes. The Real school have three
modern languages obligatory. At the closing exa'mination a written
French exercise is required, and the pupils give oral demonstration of
the German or English language. The Real-school students who wi h
to go to the polytechnic or the academy of forestry pass an examination
in three languJ:tges; other students in English, with either German or
French.
THE UNIVERSITY AJ'ID SPECIAL SCHOOLS.

The university in Copenhagen (wiLh its courses of study in law and
political science, theology, medicine, philosophy, literature and philology, and mathematical sciences) was so ful]y described on pages
534-536 of the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1880-90
that only slight mention will be made of it here.
Founded in 1479, it has 40 professors and about 1,300 ·tudents;
women hn,ve been admitted to its faculties (except theoloO'y) since
1875, when a royal decree accorded them "le droit de cite acade•
miquo." 1
A college of pharmacy was founded in 18D2; 7 teacher. are nO'a<Yed
in in ·tructing the pupils. In the same year a veterinary and aO'ricultura1 coll o-e was founded in Copenhagen, which has 22 teach r ·
Tw nty-one agricultural and horticultural school hav a cour of
study lcadinO' to the college cours .
royal acad m • of :fin art
date.· fr m 175-1; onn t d wi hit ar 7 i. a •her .
In titution for th blind, d af-mute , an dioi. · ar
y
n pa 0 • 5L-54:G of i.he a ov r por . Th
ti ut
r
1
or nl> ·i liz l c ml are und r c ntr l f
min
of public
•J

THI~ TL.

'HE
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Practice schools are connected with the normal department , and
there are examinations from class to class. The final examinati n,
after the three years' course, is held by a board of examiner , h
determine what written proofs of knowledge shall be given, with th
minister of ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction as chairman.
The diploma indicates whether the normal student has prepared himself (or herself) for general teaching or for special branches. Pupil.
of "recognized" private normal schools pass similar examination t
those of the State schools. The minister has also general -wer icrht.
Admission to the State normal schools is granted after an examination is pas ed. The written theses for such examination includ
dic . . at.ion, Danish composition, methods of recitation, the explanation
of a proverb, moral teaching, writing, arithmetical computation , t .
The oral examination covers questions about grammar, grammati al
analy is, arithmetical questions, Danish history, universal geograph ',
religion, and sacred history. Normal school instruction is not gratuitous. Formerly the charges varied at different schools.
ow 4:0
crowns (1!'·10. 72) is the fee, but there are free places, and childr n of
tea hers have free admission. The State and recognized pri, ale
normal schools (ancrkcndte Privatseminarier) receive annual ubsidie for aid to .t ach r , school material, etc. rrhe amounts vary
according to the de iO'nated purpose, from 1,200 to 5,000 crowns ( ·3...,1
to ·1,340).
law f farch 30, 1892, al o established a State school for the
training of omen teachers to :fill positions in preparatory school
( r. kol n), wh re the children are from 7 to 10 years of a.ge, and the
cla es in lude 25 pupils. Instruction from one to one and a half
y ar is considered sufficient for such teachers.
s an additional preparation for the teacher's position there are
opportunitie for travel, with consequent broadening of 'the mind
conf rences ancl associations for the discussion of pertinent educa~
tional topic . For instance, "Danmarks Lrorerforening" is workinO'
~or the in_ r ~ e of teach rs' _salaries, which are considered inadoq_uat:
m rural d1stn t ; and ven m openhagen the amount contributed b r
th • ta_ e i not _consider d to be ample enough to repay the teache/
for their duca 10nal ~:fiorts. I~ Copenha~en the discussions among
th teach : · and b fo1 the board of education cover the need of more
remunera 10n for young teacher and for women teachers wh
t
.
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school buildings erected, etc. The Danish teachers' association desires
to have one of 't he district tenchers as a member of the committee, and
to have all teachers of the district meet with the committee annually.
The ministry has also decided upon an annual subsidy at the
expense of the commune for the pmpose of purchasing books for
teachers who may be in need of more advanced cnltn:rq, The exact
amount of subsidy is yet to be decided, and it rests with the school
board to see that the plan is carried out. Tho teachers are to ha,e,
voice in the matter, however, and to signify what seems to them most
neec1ec1. 1
For the discussion of topics of general interest to all or many
of their fraternity the teachers of Scandinavia gather together, in
general assembly, every five years in one of these three northern
countries. The first meeting wais held in 1870 in Goteborg, and G30
teachers from Sweden, 250 from Norway, and 120 Danes took part.
Tho sixth meeting was held in Copenhagen in 1890, with an attendance of 3,000 Danes, 1,100 Norwegians, 1,000 Swed s, and 100 Finn ·1
In 1895 the teachers mot in Stockholm for discussion of subjects interesting to those engaged in educational work in all thr
countries. The oldest association of teacher , "Paedagogi k elskab" of Denmark, held its seventy-fifth annivcrsacy in 1895. :Man~
notocl educators were present, among them the minister of public
instruction. 2 This association dates from 1820, and its memb r. at
different periods have earnestly discussed scientific, p dagogi al, and
pr ctical quo tions. At first th re were 65 members. By dco-r cs he
a . ociation de
in number and at last b ca
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The Association of Teachers of Girls' Schools met for the third time
in October, 1895, and discussed the need of higher education for
women teachers, the object being to prevare them to teach in highergrado schools. The pensioning of private-school teachers was also
considered desirable.
HISTORICAL DATA.
065. Establishment of convent and cathedral schools, from which developed Latin
schools (in Viborg, Odense, Ribe, and Copenhagen) for the clergy and laymen
of the uppeT classes. In Iceland, which became subject to Denmark in 1380,
the first school can be traced to 981.
14 8-79. Founding of University at Copenhagen.
1537 on. Latin schools (instructing in Latin, Greek, religion, singing, and writing)
improved and jncreased in number, giving one to each city; educational
facilities lacking in rural districts, except as the clergyman of the parish
gathered the children together and taught the catechism. Sor/fa Academy
established in 1580; changed to a Knights' Academy in 1749. It is a strictly
classical school since 1849.
1699-1730. Organization by King Frederic IV. of people's schools, 1 a royal dec1·ee
of 1721 regulating such organization and requiring the attendance of children
between 5 and 8 y ars of age.
1739. (January 23) Elementary instruction render d obligatory through a decre.e
pTomulgated by Christi.an VI (1730-1746); common schools, with inl3trnction
in the Danish la-nguage, to be established in all large villages; reading, writing,
arithmetic, and religion to be taught, and the 8cho ls to be supported by a
·evenu fund, school t xe , fines, and contributions.
178-i-1 39. Educational reforms inaugurated by the Reg nt (, fterwan1s) King
Frederic VI, who succeeded in establi~hing a well-organized . chool system;
in 1790-01 tho fir t normal chool established at orrebro ( uburb of Copenhagen), thence transferred to Jonstrup in 1 00; on July 2 , 1 14, de rees 2 promulgated which r egulated elementary instruction in urban (Copenhagen
excepted) and rural districts, and five normal schools were created.
1 !!6-1 40. Gymna tics introduced in 1 28 in all school ; in 183.3 the first asylum
for children establishe(1 in Copenhagen, and three others created between
1 35 and 1 42; higher-grade . chools were created in 183 , and from 1840 date
the present peoples high schools (Folkeh¢iskoler).
1 4.4-1 55. Latin schools were transformed into gymnasia n.nd Real schools in 1850;
d ere of 1 50, 186-1, and 1 69 r.egulated examination for admission to the
niv r ity of Copenhag n; in 1844 anrl 1 57 promulgation of decrees ten<ling
toward , neral improv ment in the schools of op"nhagen; in 1 "'5, 1856,
an<l 1 61 there were d crees pertaining to urban ( openhagen excepted) and
rural s hool .
1 At that p eriod the nobility had their tenantry ta.ught on their estates by the
clergy or by some one designated for that purpose.
2 These decree , tho principal features being still in force establi heel two-class
elementary schools in rural districts (in localities rich enough to maintain them)
and two schools in Mch of the larger villages. If feasible, burgher schools,
higher-grade schools, and evening schools for adults wer to be .stablished, and
obligatory attendance in elementary grades was rec gnized as a f ature of the
school ystem.
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1856-1867. A law of March 8, 1856, 1 required the construction of class rooms so as
to give 90 cubic feet of space and 2 m eters 48 centimeters in height for each child.
By decree of January 27, 1860, the minimum of school attendance was to be
240 days of 6 hours each. In 18G5 institutions were established in Copenhagen
for the education of idiots. By law of 1867 a commission ( composed of 11

members) was appointed by the Government to examine candidates for the
position of t eacher.
1874. Iceland, the chief dependency of the Crown, has its own constitution and
administration by a charter of January 5, 1874, which went into operation
August 1, 1874, ancl by the terms of which the legislative power is vested in
the '' Al thing." A minister for Iceland, appointed by the King, is at the head
of the administration. The highest local authority is vested in a governorgeneral. Two Amtmrenderne, or under-governors, superintend affairs in the
northern and wesforn districts.
1875. Women accorded academic rights, with the privilege of obtaining all university degrees, except theology.
1881. Introduction of the '' Forberedelseseksamen," or preliminary examination,
for both public and private schools of secondary grade. This examination
admits to veterinary and agricultural colleges, schoo!s of pharmacy, dentistry,
and law, and to appointments (for m en) in the post and telegraph service, etc.
1883. A decree required examination in three languages of all Real school students
desiring to enter the polytechnic school or the academy of forestry. From
1883 dates the" Studenter Samfundets Aftenundervisning for Arbejdere," an
association for the purpose of aiding the working classes to obtain an advanced
educational training.
1886. The'' Dansk Slojdforening" first report on manual training schools according to the Aksel Mikkelsen system; object of the association to have manual
training as a means of both hygienic and pedagogical development introduced
into all grades of schools.
1887. Opening of Danish School Museum in Gladsaks, near Copenhagen; removed
to that city in same year; its object to gather modern school material, books,
maps, apparatus , etc., from Denruark and other countries; to prEsent historical
phases of education; to acquaint teachers and students with pedagogical literature; to make exhibits of school material, etc. The library possessed more
than 2,000 volumes in 1894-. 2
1 An improvement was noticed very soon after the promulgation of thjg law.
Subsequently to that date we find the following conditions in 100 schoolrooms :

On the islands.
1857.

Less than 50 cubic feet ________ _____________________________________ __
From
50 fto
8!) on
cubic
feet_-··----------- --- ---------------------------_
From 90
eet
________
_____________________________________________
Not reported _______ ---··------ ____________________________________ ____

7.3
60. 6

31. 7
.4

1867.
1.41
54. 08

43.65
.86

In Jutland.
1857.
13.2
56.6
27.1
3.1

1867.
7.59
59.62
31.tl
1.28

The three most northern counties (Harring, Thisted, and Aalborg) of Jutland
were the worst off in this respect, for in 1867 (to the 100 school children) less than
50 cubic feet were accorded to 16.1, 14.2, and 7.7 in the respective counties. From
50 to 89 cubic feet were allotted, respectively, to 66.7, 60.5, and 60.9 cf the hundred.
2 Oesterreichischer Schulbote, Dezember 1894.
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1890. Resolutions adopted by the Danish Slo~d (manual training) Association in

November for the introduction of slcjd in rural schools. A" Dansk Slojd
Lrererskole," for the preparation of teachers of this branch of study,instituted
by the Government.
1892. Law gives State control of a 61:icultural and people's high schools (Folke- og
Landbrugs H¢jskolerne); decree of March, 1892, established a school with one
to one and one-half Jears' course for the purpose of training women teachers
to take charge of prep~ratory training of children 7 to 10 years of age.
1804. New normal school law for men and women teachers, age of admission 18
years; course three years with practical instruction in model school; graduation diploma after examination before the board (Censorerne), and minister
of ecclesiast~cal affairs and public instruction.

CHAPTER IV.
EDUCATION IN NORW.AY. 1

TOPICAL OUTLINE.-Population and administration.-Former presentations.Historical data.-General features of the school system.-Statistics of 1892
compared with 1889.-Expenditures for 1889 and 1892.-Results of law of 1889
statistically considered.-Course3 and methods of study.-Pedagogical congress: Discussions in 1894-95.-Physical training.-Coeducation and the transition period.
AUTHORI'fIES CONSULTED.-Beretning om sko1evresenets tilstand 1889, 1890, 1891,
1892.-Udkast til en forandet Ordning af det hoiere skoleviisen.-Universitets
og skole annaler 1890, 1892, 1893. -Det kongelige norske Frederiks Universitets
Aarsberetning for 1892-93.-Betrnnkning om Undervisningen i Latin og
Grresk, af P. Voss-Vor Ungdom, 1890, 1891: 1892, 1893, 1894-, 1895.-Die Volksschulbauten in Norwegen, von Carl Hintr~iger.-Lois du 26 juin sur !'Ecole
primaire.-Revue Pedagogique, aou.t 1895.-Revue Internationale de l'Enseignement, decembre 1893.-La femme au point de vue du droit public, par M.
Ost--rogorski.-Essai sur la condition politique de la femme, par Louis Frank.Almanac de Gotha, 1896.-Statesman's Year-Book, 1895.-Jomnal of Education (London) i May, 1892, and April, 1893.-Larousse: Dictionnail'e Universe!, v. 11.
RESUME OF EXISTING CONDI TIO XS, 2
A constitutional monarchy vested in the Storthing as legislative power and in
the King as executive power, with a council of state as aids. Area, 124,445 English square miles; population, 2,000,917 on January 1, 1891; capital, Christiania;
population, 151,239 on January 1, 1891. Total number of youth in schools, 319,373
in 1892, or 15 per cent of the popuJ.ation; in elementary schools, 306,658, or 9G per
cent of those in all grac1es; average of children to a teacher, u1; expenditures,
$921,659, or $3.91 per capita for each child. Minister of ecclesiastical affairs and
public instruction, J. L. R. Sverdrup; general secretary, M. R. Norby; chief
officer in charge of educational affairs, J. C. Johanssen; keeper of the royal archives, H. J. Huitfeld-Kaas. 3
For local government, Norway is divided into 20 districts, namely: The towns of
Christiania ancl Bergen and 18 counties (Amter), each governed by an "Amtmancl"
or chief executive functionary. The "Amtei·" are subdivided into 39 towns and
1 Prepared by Miss Frances Graham French, specialist in the school systems of
northe1n and eastern Europe.
2 The Norwegian educational system in extenso was presented in the Report of
the Commissioner of Education for 18 9-90, pages 473-517.
3 Statesman's Year-Book, 1896; Almanac de Gotha, 1897.
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·5G "Fogclerier," the latter comprising 22 ports (Ladesteder) and 494 rural communes (Herreder), which are mostly parishes or wards. The "Herred" is governed by n, council and a body of representatives three times as large as the council.
The councilors (Formren<lene)-3 to 9 in number-are elected from the different
wards of the commune. The3e bodies elect conjointly, every year, a chairman and
deputy chairman from among their number. The chairman, the ';Amtmand," and
the "Fogderier" or sheriffs form the county diet (Amtsformandskab), which
holds an annual meeting to arrange for the county budget. The towns and ports
form 58 communes, governed by a council (4 to 12 members in Chr istiania) and
by repre.:ientatives, who outnumber the councilors threefold. The members of
both local goYerning bodies are elected for the Storthing by voters in towns and
rural communes. The chief functionary of each county and the bishop of each diocese are members of a county board which looks after educational interests. The
municipal council votes on the school budget, and some members belong to the
district school board; a member of each local school committee is a cler gyman.
INFORMATION RELATING TO NORWAY IN FORMER REPORTS.

Subject treated.

Ronorts of the Commissioner
of Education.
Page.

'l'echnical Schools of Norway _____________ --···· ___________________ _
Report on education by United States consul at Christiania ____ _
Compulsory education; statistics for 1870 _________________________ _
Statistics of elementary and higher schools ______________________ _
Ambulatory and special schools; tho university ______________ ___ _
Aar og Voss Latin and Realschool . ___________ ------ -------··· -----·
Middle and sixth class schools; reform movements; school age
(7 to 14: in towns, 8 to 14 in rural districts); compulsory education.
Statistics
of education ______________________________________ ..... ___ _
Population and enrollment; teachers' ealaries; coeducation; statistics of elementary schools.
Educational system of Norway; school system prior to law of
1889; present status of education; statistics to 1888; finances;
supervision and administration; trainin~ of teachers; courses
of study; school management, organizat10n, methods of discipline; supplementary institutions; memorable dates; statistics of ed nca tion from kindergarten to university; elementary
statistical table.
Exhibition at Columbian Exposition; statistics of elementary
education; chief school officers.

442
480--484:

1870
1871
1873
1874
1881
1882-83
1883-84

CLXVI
CXLI
CCLXI
CCXXXVI
CCXXIX

188.5--SG
1~89

7G, 346, 46-!, 1442-1444

1889-90

475-517, 551-554, 16721677.

1892-93

1100-2076

730

HISTORICAL DAT.A. 1

1397. Treaty of Calmar, which reunited Norway to Denmark and Sweden.
1527. A definite severing of that union, Norway being left dependent upon
Denmark.
1536. Reformation gave first impetus to education, although not creating a systematic public-school system.
1736. Royal decree providing that no children be admitted to confirmation who had
not been instructed in the elements of Christianity.
1739. Promulgation of school law, based on this provision.
1741. Modifications requiring the establishment of a school in each district.
1 11. Founding of University of Christiania, although not organized until 1824.
1 14. (January 14). By treaty of Kiel the King of Denmark ceded Norway to the
Kin of Sweden, but the Norwegian people did not recognize this act and
sought for independence.
1
Lo.rons : D_ictionnair
nh-ersol, v.11; Udkast tile forandret Ordning af det hoiere Skolevi.cs n; Be r_ tnm~ 0 ~ Skolev_~s not!~ t~lstand; Dot kongelig
·orske Frederiks Universitets
A r l><!rotmuscn; L 1s du !:u Juin sur !'Ecole Primo.ire.
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1814. Establishment of constitution of Norway, the Storthing first interesting itself
in the furthering- of educational progress.
1815. Promulgation of a charter (Rikssak) establishing new fundamental laws,
thi union 9f the two kingdoms to be indissoluble and irrevocable, without
prejudice to the separate government, constitution, and code of laws of
&ither Sweden or Norway.
1821. The title of noble abolished in this most democratic division of Scandinavia.
1824. Organization of the university faculties.
1825. National institute for the education of the deaf and dumb created in
Trondhjem; the sign method is used. In 1848 the articulation method is
used at Schafftellokken.
1827. Promulgation of school law diviuing elementary schools into rural and urban
schools, each having its own legislation. It also provides for the establishment of normal school::; in the different dioceses.
1848. Lawin regard to city schools, regulating the supervision, expenditure, number
of schools, obligatory instruction, courses of study, teachers' salaries, etc.
1860. Law in regard to country schools, regulating administration, expenditures,
length of school vacations, school age , and also establishing practice schools
for teachers in connection with the higher elementary grades. At this
date we first read of measures for the education of the blind.
1869 (May 22). Additions to law of 1860, permitting the employment of women
teachers in lower grade elementary schools.
1869 (June 1'7). Law regulating secondary education, the courses of study arranged
so as to determine the precise status of _the middle schools and gyrunas_ia.
1869 (July 31). Decree fixing course of study for the six normal schools of the different dioceses.
1869 (November 6.) Highest administration of higher public schools conceded to
department of ecclesiastical affairs and education.
1870. Regulations for course of study in middle schools issued by department of
ecclesiastical affairs.
1873. Law for public elementary schools in rural districts, supplementary to laws
of 1860 and 1869, respecting subsidies to school or locality from State or
local sourc~s.
1878. Law for public elementary schools in rural district'3, supplementary to laws
of 1860, 1869, 1873. Includes possible additions to salaries of teachers and
assistant teachers from governmental funds. Admits women to graduation examinations from the middle schools .
.i881. Law appertaining to elementary schools, supplementary to earlier laws.
Creates sufficient number of schools for the instruction of the defective
classes.
•
1884. Law permitting women to enter for the examen artium and examen

philosophicum.
1885 (March 1). Courses of study in secondary schools changed from plan of 1870.
1885 (December 22). The department of ecclesiastical affairs given the power to
admjt girls as pupils in the public schools providing such admission does
not interfere with the instruction or discipline.
1883, 1885, 1886. Decrees concerning admission to the examen artium of gymnasia
and Realschools, prerequisites of study, place and time of examination, etc.
1889. Law reorganizing elementary education in both urban and rural districts,
the appointment of teachers being left to local boards, as also the plan of
instruction.
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1889 (June 26). Women eligible on school committees in towns and, if they are
mothers, may vote for election of school inspectors. In rural communes,
if tax paye1·s, they may vote in the district assemblies, which decide upon
school affairs, amount of school funds, inspectors, etc. They are also
eligible as inspectors.
1890. Commission for reform of secondary schools appointed; the aim to bring
about greater concentration of instruction, to stem the tide of overpressure,
and to adopt the best reform movements in education. Special investigation is to be made regarding the amount of ancient language study as
compared with the need of the modern languages.
1800 (January 18). Law for the protection of children, girls, and women employod
· in manufactories; children of school age not to be employed during the
hours re<J_uired for instruction nor during the hour immediately preceding
such instruction, the employers being obliged to procure certificates from
teachers indicating the regular attendance of such children in school; the
hours of work to be limited so as not to interforewith tho required teaching.
1sgo (September 13). Bill, sanctioned by the King, dealing with modifications of
the plan of study in secondary grades; lnore time to be given to modern
languages and less to ancient languages.
1892 (July). Fonnation of Norwegian Elementary Teachers Association at Trondhjem; also of League of Norwegian Philologists and Scientists at Chrfotiania (representing secondary education). Meeting of Pedagogical
Society of Christiania, in November, to celebrate Comenius'life and work.
1894. Decree of June 12 places a teacher on the school committee in each city. In
towns having thirty or more teachers, both men and women may be on
the committee. In smaller towns either a man or woman may be elected
to the position.
GENERAL FEATURES OF THE SCHOOL SYSTEM. 1

The department of ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction
(Kirke og Undervisnings Departmentet) has general control of the
educational system, and furnishes a report every three years to the
King and Storthing. Norway is divided into 77 deaneries, whose
ecclesiastical authorities are vested with the higher inspection of
schools and the control of school committees. The six dioceses have
each a diocesan director and board, to whom the deans report. This
directive board (Stiftsdirektion) includes the bishop, the chief county
executive officer, and the school inspector, wflo is appointed by the
Ki:i{g and paid by the State. The department of education expects
an annual report from these higher school boards. For local supervision, ea.ch county has a council which acts as a county school board
and meet annually; the chail·men of municipal councils are among
its members. A school commi. ion ( kolekommis ion) in ach city
or district, which include as members the pastors and vicars of the
pari h, a member of th municipal council, and delegates of the communal council, ha immediate supervision of schools. Each school
2
di ri t i' gov rn
by dual cu hority, namely, by the school com1 Lois dn 26 ~uin, 18 G, Pnr l'Ecole primaire; Larousse, Dictionnaire Universe!,
vo}· 11: Bei~otmng n om• :~oleva senets til tan l; Universit ts og Skole annaler etc.
· The orc.lmary ,,c.;hool d1strkt ha;;, iimit similar to the municipal district. '
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mittee, which includes women, and is purely administrative, and by
the municipal council having charge of the school fund. Each n1ra,l
district (Rerred) is formed of one or more school communes 1 (Sholekommnner) subdivided into circles (Skolekredse), the size of which
is determined by the communal school commission (Skolekommission) .
Each circle is required to have an elementary school (Kredskole),
or there are ambulatory schools (omgangsskoler) if the distances are
too great for the children to come. Formerly there were many amlmlatory schools, but by degrees they have been united ,vith the stationary schools.
r.rhe different grades of schools include the elementary, divided into
stationary (faste skoler) and ambulatory ( omgangsskoler) and a higher
grade elementary (hoiere almueskoler), maintained by seYeral Kredse.
Secondary schools established by the State include middle schools 2
(kommunale :M:iddelskoler) and gymnasia, then there are subdivisions
into Latin and real gymnasia (Latin og real skoler). Private schools
of 9J secondary grade (privat borger og pigeskoler) are also reported.
The '' Seminaria," or normal schools, are one for each diocese; all
public school teachers (folkskolelaerere) are presumed to have passed
the normal school examination.
The University at Christiania (Kongelige norske Frederiks Universitet); special schools for philological studies, physical and mathematical studies; mining and forestry schools; industrial (industriskoler)
and commercial schools; agricultural schools in most counties; higher
agricultural schools (hoiere Landboiskole); navigation schools; military high schools; military and naval schools; the polytechnic, otc.,
complete the school system.
The schools are maintained by district, county, and State funds,
the elementary schools being supported by a district school fund
derived from interest funds, voluntary gifts, and fines; there are also
State subsidies.
The twenty counties have each a school fund to pay the increase of
salary to teachers, contributions to higher schools, and to work schools,
to orect school houses and to purchase land for school teachers, to
promote education in poor parishes, and to further compensate school
teachers. City schools are supported by the municipal district; secondary schools are maintained by the municipality or by funds which
have accrued to the department of public instruction and ecclr. . sjastical affairs from the sale of church lands.
Sometimes the Latin schools have funds of their O\rn, but the majority depend upon State and municipality. Normal schools are established and maintained by the Government. The uniYersity is
A school district averages from 12 to 14 circles.
These intermediate grades serve as a preparatol'y division to the secondary
schools, and correspond in a measure to our grs,mmar schools. Their course is
ref erred to in the following pages.
1

2
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maintained by the State or by its own funds, the student having no
fees to pay. The agricultural schools are supported by State and district funds. For a summarization of the laws prior to 1889, see the
Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1889-90, pages 477-481.
The modifications of former laws, apart from the local appointment
of teachers and a possible reduction of school hours, were not of an
extensive character.
'"feachers are generally trained in one of six State normal schools
or in a cfo.ss of minor training schools (Laererskoler), attached to the
higher elementary schools as a sort of practice course. Public school
teaehers are presumed to have passed an examination either in normal schools or elsewhere. The normal course comprises religion, the
native tongue, arithmetic, music, geography, history, natural sciences,
penma.nship, drawing, and gymnastics; there are also practice schools.
In city and 'r ural schools, according to law of 1889, teachers can only
be employed permanently when 20 years of age at least, speaking the
language of the country, and members of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church. If not engaged permanently they may be dismissed at the
encl of three months.
The settlement of teachers' pensions now depends on the local
authorities, which pensions are voted as follows: 30 per cent of salary
for ten years' service, 40 per cent for twenty years' service, 50 per cent
for twenty-five years, 60 per cent for thirty years and upward. The
teachers are required to secure annuities of 10 per cent to their wido,vs ancl 20 per cent in case of an increase of 50 per cent of the teacher's
salary before his 45th year.
STATISTICS FOR 1892 COMPARED WITH 1889. 1

There are two distinct school laws in vogue in Norway, for city and
for rural schools.
The context of these laws for 1889 was presented in the Report of
the Commissioner for 1889-90, pages 481-486, and the reader is
referred to that Report, although points of the law are found throughout this presentation. The statistics available when that essay was
published were for 1888. That is the year prior to the promulgation
of the law.
Compare them with those of 1892 or the close of the three years'
p riod required for the adoption of that law by the city school authoriti , . In rural district a five-year period was a1lowed.
The re ult of that law are here presented statistically. It is
premi ed, however, that he e.ff ct were suppo. e<l. to be f lt more
pe ia11 - am no- the aching fr t rnity, who e appointment depend
n 1 al oard., and in the co u. e of tudv t hat of the rural schools
t
rve the int r
of a ~hool population I s alert

-----
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than that of the city. The gradations of the rural elementary schools
are in two divisions; those of the city in three divisions.
r.rhe children of school age in 1889 numbered 318,585, or 16 per cent
of the population (of 1880). In 1892 the school population was 356,114,
or about 17 per cent of the population of 2,000,917 in 1891.
I
18!J2.
Increase. Decrease.
- - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- ,-- - --

1889.

School circles _____ ----·-·---- -·--- ---·-.---· ··-····-. ______ _

6,241

6,139

lO'J

I.
Children of school age in rural districts·-·····"·······-- Z-25,002
Em·olled in stationary schools-- ·-··_---·--····-· _____ -·--- 208,517
Enrolled in ambulatory schools---···_····---·--···-----·-- - -----··-·
Men teaching jn r?ral distI~cts.- -····. -----. -···· ---· ......
3, ~0
Women teachmg 1n rural 01str1cts ··---- ______ ______ ______
3S!l
Number of classes "<JVith over 35 pupils ______ .......... ·--· ----·-----

201,230
236,161
8,042
3,780
861
275

36,138
27, 6,L-4

79,137
39,928
39,200
58,871
29,909
28,87'2

4,298
1,58V
2,709
5,856

300 •••·••••·••
472 -··········

II.
Children of school ago in cities_-···· ............•.... ----74,839
Boys ____ .~··-- _____________ -·------·-··-- ____ ·•--- ____ -·-·
38,339
Girls ______ ·---_·---- _____ ·--·-- ______ ·--------·__________
36,500
Enrolled in schools-·---··---_ -·-------- ______ ---··· .... ·-··
52, !J95
Boys ....... _····-·---···-·-----·-···-·-··-·----·--··----- ---- -·---Girls-· -··------···-··-···-·---····-····· ····· ···········- ·-·····--·
Number of classes:
For boys ·---···---······································
G3S

,~~ i~ltsexes:: :::::: :::::: ::::::~::: :::: ::::~::::: ::::

gg}

Number of classes with over 40 pupils---·····-····-·····- ......... .
Men teachers having complete position .... ... ·------ ·-·-450
Women teachers having complete position - .......... ··-·
687
III.
Continuation schools··-···-·-··· .................................... .

~?li~ :t t:il~~l~~ ~~ tt: ;::~ ::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::::::::::
Teachers· ····- ....................................................... .

1,085
1,05G
472
80
540
909

449 ···•······•
455 ·-·········
85 -····-· ····

90 ····· ••·•••
229, • ••••• •••••

4-9
595
205
G4

IV.

Evel~ln";1i~atta~1i"

1L!:~:~~~)~::~~ii\:\~~ : ~: i:~:

42
201:1
67
300

v.
Higher elementary schools in rural districts (classes)...

27

NuB~;~_ ~~.~.~~.i:~::: ::::: :~:: :::= :::= :::::::::= :::::=::

§6~

U

13

m

ffl

Girls ...... ······-·················-········-- -···-·-138
04
74,
Within limits of school age ··-· ··-· .... ·-·- ··-· ·--- ....
3'.l7
159
178
Men teaching; graduates of academy or normal.· -··
22
10 ...... ·--12
Men who have not such preparation··-· · ····---······ .•.... ··-· .............................. .
Women teachers who have passed examini>.tion re·
quired bylaw·-··························-·-··········
5
3 ..... . ... .
2
Women teachers without such requirement..........
3
2 ..........
1

VI.
Communal schools, private burgher and girls' schools;
also private schools for boys and girls ............. .
Classes ...... ···-·· ...................... --·· ........... .
Pupils····-· .......................... ··-··· ........... .
Boys .... ...... ················-·-·····-··············
Girls ........ ·- · ····-·················· ··· ············

~~~~e;i~!~{kiig:: =::::: :=====: =·.-.=:: ·.: :::=··: :: ::=::: :::

70
359
3,953
842
3,111
162
274

58
317

12
42
368
93
473 ..••. ••••..
-i5
24:

3,584
749 .... ... ...

3,584
1)7
250

VIL
Public secondary schools, public and communal middle
schools, and private higher schools for boys where
maturity examinations are permitted.
CZ
Latin gymnasia (classes) ............................. -"~
57 ....•.....
5
2""
RE;algymnasia (classes~·-····························-·
29
3 ..........•
21
M1ddle schools (classes ····--··············--···-·······
~~r
·•·•··••••
Preparatory divisions classes) ............... _........ -=-====1=====1=====1====6
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1889.

To+al ____ --·-·- ________ --·- _-··-- -·-- -- -- -·-- --·- ..
Of these, girls._·--···- ____ ··-- ____ ---· ________ ---· _____ _
Pupils in ureparatory divisions. ___ --··-- ____ ·--- ____ ..
Of theso, girls. ____ ·-···-_--·--_···-----·--·-··.-··-· ___ _
],fen tea0hing --···- --··-- --··-- --·- ----·-· _---- ---- .. ·-·
Women teaching ___ ··- ·- ··- - ········----·····-·-- ··· ·-·-

1802.

521
259
.9,588

319
10,438

10,368
3 447
2:012
1,088

11,163
4,281
2,881
1,0±3

Increase. Decrease.

115

406 --··-·---·
60
850

- - - - - - - · - - - - , - - -795
83-!

368

098
3:37

G
321
2~

7
1
282
215 ····-·· ·· ·

(i5(i

G2
79

·-·

31
45

VIII.
Normal scbools ---·········-· --···· .... ----- ·-···· ·····- __ __
Pupils --··-- ---·-- ________ -----· ________ --------- ________
Pupils from rural clistricts---- ---·-·---··--· ---··-----·

f~fl ;d~~;Jl~~:~~~~~~:==~=~~=:=====~~~=~=~====~=:= ]~

47

59
82

2:3 ····· -·····

10!
28
65

19 --···--····
10-t

1,3CG

254

11
Receiving stipends __ . ___ ·--- __ ··-·_--·--_ ..... ·-·-_-···76
Teachers with academic training .. -- ___ _____ ·--·______
14
Teachers with normal school training. _____ . ________ ..
12 . _... _... _ .. _. __ .............. .
Permanent teachers (mon) .---·· _____ -- ·- -----··· --··-· ---··- ....
26 ·····-···· ---·· ······
5
Permanent teachers (women)---·· --· · ··· ........•..... --····-··19
Teachers for hour's lessons ._ •• ················-·· · · .... ·-·· ..... .

IX.
The university_ ........ ----··-· ···· -·· -···•··-· ·······---- -

l,G20

'11 he maintenance of the various grades of schools has been referred

to on n, previous page, while a complete presentation of the :financial
ba~is of the school system is found on pages 488- 491 of the Report of
the Commissioner for 1889-90. The following table presents the
amounts expended, and by whom, for the two years under discussion:

E'Xpenditicres in 1889 and 1892.
1889.

Total.

State
subsidies.

I. Lower schools in rural districts:
Crowns.
Crowns.
1. Rural communes, repairs and construction ...••....•••... ····---- 2,176,712
13,103
2. Expenditures by tho circles (Kredse) in money __________________ _
83,120
3. Expenditures of the Kredse for apparatus, school material, etc __
59,569
4. Expenditure from the county-school budget, 74;'3,940 in 1892 ..... .
499,928
396,139
Abatement on account of uncertain income in th~ small school
budgets and comprised in their account, 245,325 in 189? b ...• ______ ------,--···· -·-· ··
~- L?wer grade schools m oitie_s ... __ ._ ··:· ··:··· ····---- ___ ··-·-•--·-- 1, GW, 035.~
1§,281.
u. Higher efomentary schools m rural d1str1cts_·····-······· ........
10,116
1,780
7. County and evening schools ...................... ······-·-·······-· 1
206,332
152,584.
8. Aid to school teachers., in conformity with law of June 16, 1878,
and decree of Storthmg June 22, 1880 ._·········-------·---····-·
615,307
II. Public secondary schools .... -- .. --····--·-·---·--- ____________ -··-·--·-·
346,761
III. Communal middle schools. _. ___ .......... _____ .. __ .... _______ .. _-·- __ -·.
9!,000
IV. Seminaries (normal schools)_ ......... --··_ .... .
103,665
V. Examinations for t eachers of common schools. ___ ._ ....... --···----···
VI. Preparatory courses for lower-grade teacher,, and for entrance to
normal schools_ .......... ···----·-_--···._····----·-- .... __________ --··
VII. Training courses for teachers_ ... -·-- _____ ···-_ ..... _--·----····-·--·--··
VIII. Courses for improving sloyd teaohers 2 with stipend for the same._-·
IX. Courses for teachers of woman's handiwork .... --····----·--·-··- .....
X. Provisions for extension of Norwegian language among the Lapps
and Finns---·----·----·-··---···-·--- ...... ______ ·····-··-----· .... ---·
31,510
31,510
XI. Stipends for traveling e xpens~s and_ t_raining courses for teachers .. .
3 500
3,500
XII. Pensions for teachers and then· fam1hes _. __ . _. ____ .. _.. ___ . ________ .. .
228:194
228,194
XIII. Expenditures for office of school director ._._----·---··--·-----·----···
43,65'1
13,654
XIV. Education af the defective classes.- .. ···- _______________ _
XV. Art and manual training schools in Christiania ..... _-·-·········-·····
XVI. In?,nstria:l schools for girls' work or apprenticeship schools for public service- ·····---··· ...... -··· .... ... ....... -·····-····---···· -··· ... .
XVII. Expenditures for examinations for examen artiu'l'li and maturity
examinations in secondary schools·--·-··-·---- ...... --------··--····
XVIII. Expenditures for gymnastics n.nd military exercises.··--. _______ ....
XIX. The University
Totald

417,932
59,729

Increase.

1892.

226,60IJ
34,763

Total.

Cr'owns.
3 6-16 518

'rno: osG

Total.

State.

Crowns.

Crowns.

aM1,603

1,469,806
96,976
24,570

Crown8.

1- _____ - - ----1

84,139

530,1343

274,513
728 362
135,204

15,253

2,800
27,936
15,100
252,453

42,400
4

f!·t~
,

27,936

lG, 100
252,453

42,4.()0
259,698
48,854

36,350

15,4.-50

15,450

22,721
8,266

12, 881

2,001, O'J:) 110,881,
$77'7,494

8,2fiG
563, G63

1031 c3,$967,llG
609, 3UO

$':3,916,135

Crowns. I Crowns.

1-•·-

• - - •·• • I • • - • • • - • • •

1,000

340,794
11,447

340,794

1

·-·--ifooo· ·····ffooo·

t_zj
tj

a
t;:--

1-:3
H
0

27,673

1~, 200
};.,,
000 -·-- ·-----·· ·--- -·------ ·-···- ·-·· ···--·---25, 671 -·· --·------ --····-····· •s··-·---- ---------2,800 ····--a-·--·-··-·-·-·------·--·'·······-···-

11,0GO
2 342

627,912

25,896

State.

335,203 ,.... _. _--- , ··-- ----·9, 097
34,958
32,940
1,06D

19,379

Total.

.---·- ----·-i·-·· -··· •···1 ·· •- --- -··i·-·o -----•

10,200

12,000
25,671

36,350

8,311,463
···· - ···-- --···· I{$2,227,472

134,204

274,513
347,83f'
95,000
lBl,338
15,253

21,480
2,842
562,745

497: 7'6G

434,558

498,515
2,839,137
c 350,494 I 1,160,102 I
10,019 ·-·---·····•l············ I
171,374
119,644 1-··· -- -- -···I

6,'38: 351

Decrease.

State
subsidies.

3

,5741

s,574

z
H

. !Z
~
0
i;::J

-----;~; ---;!; ;}ifu/}:fu_

~

~

:-1

20,900
~, 2!1

u,9 ..4
65,177
2,/)69,(HO
$389,663

20,9()0

1--·· ..,>,924
F.. c·; · · 1
·······-·-- ·----·····
··c·. --··- ,- -···· ....

G5,SU7 ·-··-····· ---··-····

708,291
$189,622

n Includes 434,149 crowns subsidy in conformity to rural school law.
b Abatement 124 719 crowns in tho year 1889.
c Inclt,des 3.U,700 State subsidy, conforming to city school law.
d In 1889 a State subsidy of 32,330 orowns was given to aid in carrying on schools in communes needing it; also of 14,4.59 crowns to aid teachers tho purpose
of ;-,rhich is not specified.
.
.
·
·
'
e That is, of whole amount for schoolB m 1892 onf;l-th1rd came from Government funds.

~
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OUTCOME OF LAW OF 1889 FROM THE STATISTICAL STANDPOINT.

An increase in enrollment in stationary schools in rural districts is
noticed, with a decrease in the number of higher elementary schools,
and in pupils attending schools in rural districts.
There is an increase in attendance in city schools of both elementary
and secondary grades, while a decrease in the number of and attendance upon communal and higher schools is reported, although the
girls in atfondance have increased by473,·and in the secondary grades
by 834.
Pupils in the lower-grade secondary schools increased and the tendency was toward instruction for practical life (Real schools) rather
than to fulfill the requirements of the Latin gymnasia. The latter
indicate decrease of 115; the former an increase of 60.
In norma,l schools the increased attendance of pupils is in the cities.
Of the teaching force, an increase of 222 women teachers having full
position and of 90 men is indicated.
Both rural and city districts received considerable subsidies from
the State for carrying on the lower-grade schools. The increase9amount in rural districts was $116,461 from State funds and $89,834
in cities.
Higher elementary schools in rural districts, county and evening
schools decreased in number, or were possibly transformed into divisions of other schools, for there is decrease in expenditure. Communal middle schools and normal schools received an increase of
funds from State and other sources. Increase in the stipends for
traveling expenses and training courses for teachers, also in teachers'
pensions is -reported.
Art and manual training classes received larger amounts, while in
industrial schools for girls, and apprenticeship schools there is a decreasefl endowment of $5,611. lf'or military and gymnastic exercises
the amount of increase is $1,608. University funds are also greatly
augmented.
Viewed in toto the increased expenditures in 1892 over 1889 were
$689,663, of which $189,622 were from State subsidies .
. It is stated that "the number of children in public primary schools
of Christiania at the end of the school year 1891-92 was 16,914, there
being 547 in private schools of the same standard, of whom 539 were
blind, deaf, or feeble-minded. There were 5,084 in private and public
secondary schools; 242 received private tuition, and 126, of whom the
1:D-ajority were ill or mentally abnormal, received no in truction at all." 1
Owing to th provistons of the new law for primary schools, the
different school boards fixed the scale of paym nt for primary teachers.
In many town , e pecially in hristiania and Borgen, the salaries have
been considerably rai ed.
1

Journal of Education (London), May, 1 92.
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In Christiania the salaries of the so-called "second masters," who
rank immediately below the school _director, and of whom there is
one for each school, have been :fixed at $938, in addition to free lodging in the school. First-grade teachers receive $643 a year, female
teachers only $388. GO. Second-grade teachers, male and female,
reach the same salary after fifteen years' service, their salary being
increased every three years.
Another result of the new law is that a great many more masterships have been created in primary schools, for which, up to the
present, there has been no lack of applicants, there having been a
considerable surplus of trained teachers for several years.
The inference seems to be as follows: rrhe Government is developing great interest in perfecting the school system; the teachers~
both men and women, are to be completely trained to the duties of
their position; opportunity is to be given them to study other school
systems; training of both mind and body is a prerequisite to modern
life, athletic sports being given a prominent place; the rural school
problem is slowly being brought into conditions similar to those of
the stationary schools of cities; school courses are to be arranged so
as to bring about a more natural gravitation from elementary to secondary and higher courses, without too much strain upon the mental
and physical development.
COURSES AND METHODS OF STUDY. 1

Presented in extenso in the Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1889-1890, pages 500-510, t,h e programme of study need not be
repeated.
According to law of June 26, 1889, the special branches in city elementary schools are: Lowest division, religious instruction, Norwegian
language, history, geography, arithmetic, writing, singing, gymnastic
exercises, manual training for girls and boys; a continuation of the
same in the second division, with manual training for both boys and
girls, natural history, geometry, and drawing. In the-highest (third)
division, religious instruction, Norwegian language and history, with
elementary studies concerning national institutions, natural history
with elements of hygiene, arithmetic, and gymnastic exercises, also
target practice.
In rural schools-law of 1889-the course includes religious instruc_tion, Norwegian language, arithmetic, writing and singing, with oral
instruction preparatory for the higher divisions. In the higher division the same studies; also geography, history, elements of instruction
concerning national institutions, natural history, and the elements of
hygiene, manual training, and physical exercises with target practice.
1 Lois du 26 juin, 1889, sur l'ecole primaire; Udkast til en forandet Ordning af
det hoiere skolevasen; Betrenkning om Undervisningen i Latin og Grresk-af P.
Voss; Vor Ungdom 1890-1895.
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As in the city schools, backward children and those of feeble health
are exempted from the full course, if the parents request it, and children of dissenters may omit the religious exercises. Speeial courses
may be arranged, if permitted by the communal authorities for children who are incapable of taking the full course, the expense to be
defrayed by the parents or guardians.
There may be optional courses in the higher division, but additional
hours will be required and not more than six additional weeks a year
are allowed. The studies are those of the elementary grades or similar
ones. The duration of the continuation schools may be from one to
six months.
In Norway, between the people's schools and gymnasia, there is an
intermediate grade of school, the sixth-class middle school 1, based on
a law of June, 1869, which aims to prepare for the gymnasia, and also
to give a general education for practical life. There is an entrance
examination, which has only been permissible to children who are
fully 9 years of age, but, if suggestions of the Royal Commission be
adopted, a change to 11 years of age may be made.
The secondary schools-Latin and real-gymTJasia-endeavored to
give a broader phase of education to the students, two-thirds of whom
wern Latin gymnasiasts and one-third real-gymnasiasts.
It is stated thatThe Royal Commission for Reform Movements in Secondary Schools has suggested a scheme for their better organization. In conformity with the express
wish of the Storth:ing, secondary schools are in future to be a continuation of the
elementary grades, and children are to receive elementary instruction till their
eleventh year. As at present, secondary schools are to be divided into two divisions-midclle schools and gymnasia. But while the pupil now enters the middle
school at the age of 9 and rnmains there for six years, the new curriculum is to
cover four years (from the eleventh to the fifteenth), that of the gymnasium
extending, as now, from the fiftes:mth to the eighteenth . The Real-gymnasium is
to undergo many alterations, but the Latin gymnasium is to be divided into two
parallel divisions, with and without Greek. The requirements in Latin and
mathematics are to be considerably reduced, while the native language , modern
1

Class __________ ............ __ ........ -·. ____

I.

II.

III.

IV.

v.

VI.

- - - - - - - - -- -----1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 13 R.L.H.
9
10
12
11
- - - - - - - - - - - - - --1- - -•1- - - - -- - - - - -- - - -

Ago _________________________________________ _

Total . ....... ___________ ..... _________ _

26

30

30

30

30

3

W~th 'l, . IV 0_mes a rmbdiviRion ~nto Engli. h (or Real) and Latin cour e . In Classes V and
v I (7 rman ~ tu_d1 d f~r four hour· m the_R •al and threo in the Latin di vi ion· in la es IV V
and_ VI En~J.½,~ JS f!tUdted for fly hours lll th Real cours , and Latin for se~ n hou1·s in
Lahn irnhd1V1 10~; m a s IV the R al-courso drawing is studied two hours and in las es
and VI of tho Latin course ono hour each.
'
T
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languages, geography, physics, and drawing are to receive much greater attention,
and slojd is to be made compulsory throughout the course of the middle school.
This scheme was sent to the University of Christiania and to all public secondary
schools, with the request that the professors and teachers comment upon it before
the end of the year (1891) to the department of public instruction. The commission states that ancient languages take more time than necessary, that in middle
schools there are too many subjects of instruction, and it requests a new gradation
of studies. 1

The university courses are liberal in character. For admission as
a student, it is necessary to have passed the examen artium. Most of
the candidates come from gymnasia and Real-schools, and are supposed to have a certificate from middle schools. The examining
board, consisting of university professors, distinguishes between the
'' classiske examen arti um" and the '' real-arti um," the latter being
sufficient for those who intend following a course in mathematical,
physical, and natural sciences; the former is required of those who
enter the other faculties. There are five faculties; the faculty of
philosophy has two divisions-that of historical and philosophical
sciences and that of mathematical and natural sciences, the others
being theology, law, and medicine. r:rhe length of course is six years
in medicine, four in each of the other faculties. The courses of study
in agricultural, military, technical, and industrial schools are not
presented, but there are theoretical and practical courses aiming to
produce a self-respecting and self-reliant people.
The blind and deaf mutes receive elementary instruction, and also
education in certain trades. Defective children are tenderly cared
for and, when possible, educated, the powers of observation being
trained; the ffisthetic side is cultivated through pictures, festivals,
etc. They have practical gymnastic exercises.
Methods of study and recitations are as follows: The law implies
that fifty or at most fifty-five minutes is long enough for the fhst
recitations, and forty-five or forty minutes for later recitations.
Recesses are interspersed with gymnastic exercises and singing.
The school is to be opened and closed with prayer, reading of
Psalms or singing. The text-books are to contain nothing contrary
to law, and no religious text-books can be employed other than those
approved by the King. Instruction is to be given in the Norwegian
language, although in the Tromsoe district 2 text-books in the Lapp
and Finnish tongues may be used with those in the Norwegian
language.
Promotion takes place from class to class and from grade to grade,
after due examination, which occurs annually in the presence of the
school committee, the parish clergyman, and other persons. All
1

Journal of Education (London), l\:Iay, 1892.
In Finmark, on the island of Tromsoe, where the Lapp and Finnish tongues
prevail.
2
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children over 9 years of age are expected to take part whether they
receive home instruction or attend public or private schools.
Pupils usually decide when in the middle-grade schools whether
they intend to enfor the Real-school or to follow the gymnasia! course
which prepares for the university, although pupils from both realschool and gymnasia are admitted to university faculties.
Saturday is a holiday; on other days not over six hours in school
are allowable, and for fear of overpressure the commission studying
this matter considers five hours enough for girls.
Three recesses are usually taken, two of ten minutes each and one
of twenty minutes. Holidays and vacations cover twelve weeks annually, although they may be extended to sixteen weeks in cities, if the
authorities so decide.
TEACHERS' ASSOCIATIONS. 1

In July, 1892, at a well-attended meeting at Trondhjem, there was
formed the first union of Norwegian elementary teachers. In the
same month representatives of secondary and higher schools met in
Christiania and formed the League of Norwegian Philologists and
Scientists, the object of which is to promote the economic and social
interests of the masters. The managing committee consists of seven
persons, three of whom are chosen from among teachers of provincial
schools. Only graduates of philology and science are strictly entitled
to membership, though the committee has the power of admitting
such nongraduates as hold appointments in secondary schools. A
meeting is to be held at least once in three years, and in the meantime the committee informs the members by circular of matters of
general interest. The league is to be the organ of teachers of secondary schools, and has already on two occasions sent in a protest to the
department of public instruction against the appointment of principal teachers· not possessing such qualifications as have previously
been declared essential by the department itself.
On the 15th of November the Pedagogical Society of Christiania
held a Comenius festival, the day of his death having . been selected
instead of that of his birth, as the latter occurred during vacation.
Among the numerous guests were the prime minister, the minister
and ex-minister of public instruction, and other distinguished people.
Mr. Anderson, principal of a private secondary school in Christiania,
delivered the chief discourse. Ile gave a summary of Comenius's life
and work, declared it to be one of his chief merits to have placed
higher in truction on a national ba is, and pointed out how we, three
c n uries after, have not yet realized, far les distanced, his educational id als. In conclu ion he said:
There is scarcely a pedagogic truth or didatic rule of the present day upon which
1

or ngdom, 1 03-18~5; Revue Internationale de 1 Enseignement, 15 Decembre,
1 03; Journal of Education (London), April 1, 1803, pagd 203.
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Comenius has not expressed an opinion , so full of vitality were his ideas, and
ther efore so profitable. To press steadily forward, that alone is the way to honor
his memory.

The R ev. Mr. Romer, of the United Brethren, next delivered a
lecture on "Comenius's Ecclesiastical Career," suggesting that his
profession might possibly have had its share in making him the great
pedagogue that he was. He then gave a very interesting elucidation
of the growth of the United Brethren and of Comenius's life as a
teacher, clergyman, and bishop.
PHYSICAL TRAINING IN NORWAY. 1

The movement in favor of physical education, which has extended
all over Europe, had special development in Norway. It comme:p..ced
in the hospitals, in councils of revision, in statistical lectures on medical subjects. The effort was made through scientific and hygienic
investigation to train children physically.
The physicians have undertaken the medical supervision of generations to come. The Government intended to order the examination
of all school children in Norway, but the gathering together of facts
was commenced in the public and people's schools. Papers were prepared for each school, so that the answers of each pupil to questions
similar to the following could be compiled:
What are the hours of recreation, of class recitation, for singing
and gymnastics? How many hours a day must the pupil work at
home in order to prepare the lessons indicated by the teacher? rrhe
s~ze, weight, ftnd height of pupil? Is he afflicted with nervous diseases, headaches, bleeding at the nose? Has he lung troubles, scrofula? Is he anremic? Has he curvature of the spine, etc.?
The hygienic conditions of the school; the health of parents; the
general appearance of the pupil; age of father and mother; what are
the hygienic conditions of the home? Are the maladies with which
the children are afflicted due to home or school surroundings?
In August, 1892, some 2,000 children (one-third girls) had submitted
to these investigations, each one having been before the board of
inspection three times, so that fairly correct records could be kept.
Many considered these examinations to be an encroachment upon individual liberty, and in most cases the requests were handed to the
family physician. Sometimes the answers regarding the health of
parents, etc., were omitted, but the answers were such that it was
possible to obtain information concerning the effects of hereditary and
school infl_uences upon the young Norwegians.
Deplorable hygienic conditions were found. The long winters, when
windows were not open to admit the air, the conditions of drainage,
the horrors of alcoholism, all ,vere investigated.
1
Condensed from article by Hugues de Roux in Revue Pedagogique, aout, 1895,
pages 143-155.
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It is stated that physical training in these northern countries has
been of such a character that it fortified and hardened the child, so
that, for instance, if he were. stranded on a desert island he might be
prepared for such emergency.
Exercise with the "ski," or snowshoe, is in vogue instead of skating,
and frequently a hundred kilometers can be covered in twelve hours.
_Even the dance is not a mere desultory pleasurable movement, but
becomes a violent exercise with the Norwegians. The whole training
of the child is toward self-reliance. Some idea of this training may
be obtained from the fact that a child of 8 and one of 4 years may be
out driving; the vehicle is overturned; they unharness the pony, lift
the cart, mend the break, and start off again. Such is the practical
kind of training that is given even to the youngest members of the
family circle.
The present movement is to more thoroughly elucidate modern ideas
of physical culture, which tend to form an athletic body of people, and
this movement is watched with interest, as it is conceded that the
Scandinavians have degenerated physically when compared with past
periods of history, when, in point of corporal strength, they were recognized as the masters of Europe (les m a'itres de l'Europe).
One of the sources of this physical degeneration is said to be the
lack of properly prepared food, and the northern races have suffered
from this cause. So neglected has this branch of domestic service
become that of late years classes in cooking have been established in
most of the schools. Each girl in the elementary grades is given a
sum of money by the mistress to buy what would be required for a
meal. In addition to a practical display of the instruction given, her
accounts are rendered on the blackboard, and thus serve as an arithmetic lesson for the whole school. Through experience the girls learn
where the little economies come in from day to day. Girls of good
families go into the cooking schools to be instructed in domestic
economy.
The practical good sense demonstrated by the parents in thus giving their daughters, no matter what their class of society, an opportunity to thoroughly train themselves in the art of cooking is indicated.
It has been said that the taste for stimulants 1 has been greatly
enhanced by the lack of nutritious food, hence this branch of teaching
in elementary grade tends toward preparing a home table so tasteful
in quality that even the need of going to a general" Damp-Kj0kken,"
for sundry nutritiou foods will be no longer felt, and little by little
the cau e of alcoholi ·m will be pushed farther away until the people
1
In 1 33 stati tics a. ignecl to each orwegian (women and children included)
1G quarts of brandy per capita per year, and this was simply an average. In
1 i3 t h e fig ures had decr eased to G quart ancl a fraction but the evil a ,.,.gravated
by h er edit y h cl tnken deep root amongst the people of th~t cold climat/ (Revue
Pcdagogic1ue, ao-C1t 1 05, p. HG.)
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again stand before the world as a hardy, strong race, with no indications of the possible degeneration of physical force which some writers
indkmte to be their normal condition.
COEDUCATION AND THE TRANSITION PERIOD.

An interesting report on the coeducational movement was presented
in 1895 to the minister of ecclesiastical affairs and public instruction
of Norway by Hulda Hansen. 1 .A condensation of that report js here
presented, as it clearly indicates the trend of modern educational
movements in Norway~
The ·N orwe_g ian school system is for the time being in a transition
state. The people's school is a communal school, the higher grade
schools are in part communal, in part public, 2 and they embrace the
following divisions: A preparatory division (three classes), a middle
school (six classes), and a gymnasium (three classes):, which has Real
and Latin sections. As in the other Scandinavian lands, Norway
arranged its schools, from the Reformation period on, upon the basis
that boys were to be ~rained for citizenship while a girl's life was centered in the home and family. The schools for boys carried on their
education from childhood to :rµanhood, while, as a rule, the instruction
of girls was limited to the most elementary branches. In course of
time girls d,e manded a higher grade of educationJ or at least such as
could be obtained in the gra..mmar or "middelskole." In 1877 the
principal of a private school for girls presented a request to the
department of education for the promulgation of a law permitting
middle school examinations for girls. At that date it was considered
by the authorities that such action would bring the education of girls
outside the woman's sphere.
Ilowever, in 1884 the Storthing decided more advantageously for
woman and the authorities of several communes requested a State
subsidy to carry on a grammar (middelskole) school of a coeducational character. From that date on the discussions in the Storthing
and among the educational authorities being quite earnest in character, it was decided not to puti any hindrance in the way of eoeducation in communal, middle, or State schools. The cooducational
schools render a more complete class division possible and more
extended instruction for both sexes.
The local school officials have interested themselves in the matter.
In the smallest towns, where economic conditions have to be considered, the authorities have proven the value of each step, new methods
have been tried and the authorities have cast aside whatever did not
produce good results, and they have introduced as a part of the system whatever seemed most satisfa~tory. Thes~ experiments rendered
it possible for Mr. Knudsen, the chief official of the Norwegian school
1 Vor Ungdom, Haefte 1-2, 189,5: Resume of report to the minister of public
instruction and ecclesiastical affairs, by ..Mulda Hausen.
2 Govermnental or State schools.
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system, to arrange that there should be no absolute uniformity in
methods, but that the best be chosen. The central authorities have
observed these different efforts and have adopted whatever seemed
best for the whole school system.
As an outcome of these investigations, coeducation was introduced
into a private school in Christiania, into some of the public Latin
schools, and into twenty communal schools; also in several private
high-grade schools in Christiania, where young girls are 'Studying for
the gymnasia, and in the highest class of middle schools in places
where for the time being there are no girls' schools of this grade.
Many educators have inte~ested themselves in the last few years in
refo1·ms in higher and lower schools for girls, and it is thoroughly
understood that the schools have claims which should receive attention, Both boys and girls have a right to expect aid from the State
in obtaining a classical education. In that respect there is unity of
sentiment. Some individuals take the ground that it is preferable to
have the education go on in the old way, others discussed economic
and moral phases.
As for the intellectual side, coeducation has shown very clearly that
a girl's intelligence is fully equal to that of a boy. Special aptitude
for language has been noticed among girls in some schools but less
aptitude for physics and mathematics; in other schools the reverse is
the case. To date, more girls are found in the Real gymnasia than in
the Latin gymnasia, for as yet girls are apprehensive as to the outcome of the study of mathematics and natural sciences. While it is
observed that they are especially studious, yet they have less confidence than boys. Their industry has a good effect, however, upon
the boys, and, in studying together, more rational methods of study
are noticeable. Of course there is a difference in individuals, but
there is no hindrance to the giving an equally thorough education to
both.
There is said to be danger that girls will exert every faculty for
little purpose, because they are outnumbered by the boys, but these
proportions will equalize themselves gradually.
The following figures are presented in various years at middleschool examinations :
Year.
1800 __-- -- --- -- ---- ------ ·- ---- ---1891. _--- - - -·-- ---- --- - --- - --------

Boys.

Girls.

793
803

315

359

B()lVs.

Year.
1892_ ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

1893. ----- •• ---- -··· ---- ----. -----

850

953

Girls.
401
4.50

Of _these,
S Ludents
~
· girls.

255

213

16
0
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If, then, coeducation is permissible from the intellectual side, there
is still another side-the moral-and teachers admit that there seems
to be no bad influence in thus educating boys and girls together . . A
species of cameraderie is engendered by this mingling clay -by day in
school; cour tesy is as apparent in the school as elsewhere. The pres•
ence of boys does not tend to produce coarseness among the girls, but
their presence has a refining home influence upon the boys.
In 1890 the department of education and ecclesiastical affairs requested a report from institutions which had tried coeducation, so as
to determine upon the merits or demerits of the sy~tem. No school
demanded its abolishment, but each school indicated that such form
of education is more economical, and from the pedagogical standpoint
is warrantable.
The general complaint has been that teachers are not thoroughly
trained to carry on coeducational establishments; but the school
authorities are strenuously endeavoring to improve this condition of
affairs. A drawback to the coeducational middle-grade schools has
been the seven-year course for girls and the six-year course for boys.
The health of the girls was found to be so ex~ellent that it seemed
desirable to do away with the upper class for girls and to allow the
boys and girls to pursue their studies throughout the course together,
and to arrange the middle-school examinations in accordance with
this plan.
The investigations concerning coeducational schools proved that
girls suffered more than boys when the hygienic conditions were not
satisfactory; that they have less power of resistance than boys when
epidemics break out, and that overpressure of work has more lasting
effect upon the organism of girls than upon boys. In the Latin and
real coeducational schools of Frau Roque Mielsen the thirty hours of
school work are similar for both boys and girls. There is a separate
upper class for girls who desire to continue a course of study leading
to the middle-school examination, or, if the girls prefer, they enter
the sixth class with the boys. Domestic economy and feminine handiwork enter into the course for girls. In the middle-grade schools it
is not considered advisable to limit the mathematical course or to supplant it with work of more interest to women.
'rhe number of hours per week is thirty (boys .have thirty-four
hours), and slojd, gymnastics, and singing are included for all.
According to Royal decree of February 23, 1889, two higher schools 1
for girls have a right to hold the IPiddle-school examination. In
some of the schools the examinations take place after the ninth year.
In the tenth class the course of study is as follows: Norwegian, French,
English, and German, two hours each; arithmetic, four hours; phys1
Those of the Misses W olfsberg and Bor9-aes in Drammen and of Miss Storm
in Trondhj em.
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ics, chemistry, dietetics, and domestic economy, six hours; history and
manual training, two hours each; singing, one hour.
The girls' schools have good hygienic arrangements; the maximum
in a class is 30; in the schools from 200 to 300 pupils; annual school
fees from 50 to 200 or 240 crowns ($13.40 to $53.60 or $64.32) , which
is similar to the private higher schools for boys. In proof of the fact
that higher-grade study is not detrimental to the health of girls, it is
stated that in the higher-grade schools ( coeducational or separate) of
1,500 girls none had curvature of the spine in a degree which required
support. Arrangements are made so that students can have warm
milk or chocolate if they prefer for lunch at school rather than to
return home. In the normal schools of Norway, four of which are city
normals, coeducation is a pronounced success. In the Asker normal
school, 2 miles from Christiania, there are 18 men and 32 women
students. In gymnastics and manual training separate instruction is
given. There are two years allowed for finishing the course, but the
practice years bring the courses up to six years.
In Norway women teachers have a significant place in school work;
in schools for girls and coeducational schools they teach even in the
highest classes, and their worth is especially noticeable in the people's
schools. The need of a higher normal school for women is greatly
felt. In order to perfect women in special branches for the higher
grade schools a private normal school was established by School
Director Berg in Christiania. To be admitted to the :first division of
this school the passing of the middle school examination is requisite. 1
In this lowest division there is freedom of choice in stndies. To enter
the second division the examen artium is necessary, or a successful
course in the first division, or several years practice as teacher (which
would indicate satisfactory knowledge). From this division one may
select course A, B, or C. 2
The outcome of the interest in coeducation and the strong democratic movements rise to modification of higher school work.
In 1890 a royal commi sion was appointed to revise regulations
governing the higher schools.
The question of the organic connection between the people's school
and the higher school is emphasized by the commission, a completion
1
This middle school, or intermediate grade, has six classes, and leads generally
to the gymnasia or Real gymnasia. The course of instruction covers religion,
mother tongue, history, geography, arithmetic, and writing; the second half year,
German; one term later, natural sciences and drawing; a year late1·, geometry.
With the fourth year the pupil chooses whether he will follow the Latin or Eno-lish course· the ~ormer leads to tho gymnasia, the latter is equivalent in part to
the ·ourses leadmg to Real- chools, Real-gymnasia etc. French begins with the
fifth y ar, but it is optional.
'
· : Religion, orwegian, bi. tory, geography. B: Norwegian, English, German, or a reaso:mble amount of French. C: Physics chemistry natural history
mathematic. , and arithmetic.
'
'
'
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of the common-school course being recognized as necessary preparation for the higher schools; the commission also stated that foreign
languages could be put aside two years or more to•some higher division. Certain members considered that the foreign languages should
be transferred to the middle school course (from 11 years on), while
the minority considered that such transfer ,vould satisfy the great
number of pupils who do not aim to enter the gymnasia.
The commission considered eighteen hours to be sufficient for study
of the mother tongue in four classes of the middle schools (that course
has taken from twelve to thirteen hours in the three years' gymnasium) . Of the foreign languages, the lowest class in the middle school
has German only, and English or Latin may be taken up thereafter;
the minority advanced good reasons for taking up English rather than
German·; forty hours is devoted to Latin, to Greek twelve (it was
proposed, as an exception, to have a throe years' Greek course of
twenty hours, the Christiania Cathedral school being the objective
point of such suggestion) . Different views were held in regard to
Latin; School Director P. Voss said for sake of discipline there should
be at least thirty hours of Latin reading in the gymnasia.
The commission advocated the need of practical arithmetic, aud in
natural sciences, the need of more familiarity with the book of nature.
Some believed that chemistry and physics come more aptly within the
circle of a child's knowledge; others place the principle of sanitation
and health first.
There are therefore no new problems respecting the advancement
in physics, but the tendency is to reduce the number of daily lessons ;
to have a new division of the courses and of the examinations; to give
more stress to athletic exercises, and to approximate slojd and gymnastic exercises. All suggestions lead to middle school examinations
and the artium.
For girls' higher schools, girls' schools and coeducational institutions, the commission suggests distinct programmes of study. The
minority decided for complete coeducation as a part of the State school
system, and all considered that experience favored coeducation. The
commission favored similar appointment for men and women in
communal and public high schools.
The minority suggested the giving women teachers an examination
of the second grade, which would prove their qualifications for a two
or three years' course in university studies.
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REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL CURRENTS OF THOUGHT IN 1895 IN
CENTRAL EUROPE.

Since the death of Kehr in Halberstadt, Dittes in Vienna, and other
educational leaders in central Europe, other men occupying commanding positions have taken up their work, and in the German National
Teachers' Association and the educational press defend the idea of
popular education, and particularly the plans and principles of Pestalozzi. Mr. H. Scherer, school inspector in Worms, is now regarded
as one of the prominent leaders of the German teachers, hence
it would seem proper to quote him on the subject of educational currents in Germany. The article which is here inserted in English
translation is the leading article of Richter's '' Padagogischer J ahresbericht" of 1895. It must be understood that there is much more
scientific discussion on educational systems in Germany than is generally known, chiefly caused by the prominence Herbart's theories
have attained. The outspoken defenders of Pestalozzi, as was seen
in the article, "Is German pedagogy in a state of decomposition?"
published in the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Education of
1893-9-!, are apprehensive of seeing Pe talozzi's influence supplanted
by that of Herbart. Scherer represents Pestalozzi and that school
which was founded on his principles, while Rein, to whom he naturally
turns first, defends and advocates the pedagogy of Herbart and his
disciples. The article of Scherer is as follows:
Test all, keep the good, and should anything better mature within you, add it
in the spirit of love and truth to what I have tried to give you in the same spfrit;
at least, do not cast aside all my life's efforts as something that is done and needs
no further test. Truly, my work is unfinished and needs serious examination, and
not merely because I r equest it.

·with these words, the past master of German school pedagogy and
German public education, Father Pestalozzi, close<l. his last work, his
swan's song. It is his last will, his pedagogical legacy to his successors; Harnisch and Diesterweg, Herbart aud Beneke Ziller and
Dittes, Dorpfeld and Kehr, and many other learned men' and teachers havo ~orked ~tits fulfillment.
till their labor goes on, and y t
th· work 1 u,nfi.~1sh d. _Th_e one hundred and fiftieth anni ersary
o~ th? m~ ter s b1r~htlay mY1tes everyone who i, working to carry out
h1 will, m d velor m.('/' _th theory and practice of education according
to tho ·. n
~nd spu1t of the ma. Ler, to examine all that has be n
~ ccomph h 1 m the f\1lfillm nt of P talozzi' p dago!!ical t •tam nt
all(l t ·· wh, t a·]- J. • t lJ f re th te, •he 'S of our time in reO'arJ
t th forth ~· ~1 v lopm nt o_f tho sci uc aucl art of pedao·
O'y in° th
0
an l pint f P talozz1.
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Pestalozzi invites us to an earnest test of his principles, so thatthe
transient may be separated from the lasting, the accidental from the
essential, that the former may be set aside and the latter developed
toward ultimate perfection. This test is necessary for a :firm foundation of the science of education and art of teaching; for, despite his
genial and tolerant nature, Pestalozzi was a man with human faults
and weaknesses. As a product of his time, his development, the formation of his views of life and the world, and hence also his educational opinions, were influenced by the spirit, science, art, and
philsophy of his time.
In studying the advancement of the science of education we must
:first of all learn to know the history of pedagogical development in its
connection with the development of culture and intellectual life, and
understand the development itself in this sense; for, as intellectual
movements that have once become powerful and influential never die
out, but continue to affect future generations in some way, the thought
and action of the present time is to be understood only by a study
of the past. The formations of the present are determined by those of
the past.
If pedagogy is more than a systematically arranged body of rules
for school education; if it is a science and an art which by conclusive
tests gives us a theory of art founded :firmly on science (by means of
which an intentional and regular education of mankind, according to
both nature and civilization, is made possible), it must be studied
from this point of view. If education is more than an intentional
and well-planned directive action, which makes the individual attain
a natural and civilizing development; if education also strives to make
the individual a member of the social body, it must be regarded as a
science and history of development which stands in closest connection
with that of social culture and national intellectual life-which life
reacts upon education and influences the formation of educational
systems.
Twenty years have passed since the appearance of the last edition of
Dr. Karl Schmidt's Geschichte der Padagogik in weltgeschichtlicher
Entwicklung und im organischen Zusammenhange mit dem Kultut'leben der Volker. Since that time much has been contributed to
this subject, and we do not think that Professor Rein is justified in
saying in his introduction to his Encyklopadisches Handbuch der
Padagogik thatIn the province of historical pedagogy we are just at the beginning of scientific
work. First the earliest references must be looked up and sifted, then written up
in monographs in which the intellectual movements of the period in question are
brought out, before a well-founded scientific condensation of facts can be effected.

The same remarks apply to every scientific, especially to every historic, condensation of facts. In every case the condensation will be
the more successful the more carefully and completely the sources of
information have been examined. In the history of pedagogy, as
applied to elementary education and to public-school systems, much
has been done in the last twenty-five years, particularly in regard to
research and the examination and revision of early references. Classic
works of educators of the past have been published anew as original
sources, the matters contained in them having been sifted and the
essential and valuable separated from the accidental and worthless,
and the authors' place with reference to the social culture and intellectual life of their times has bee rt defined by prefacing their works by
fitting introductions. The publica1'ion of school regulations, statutes
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and histories of separate State and cities, has finally furnished the
material for an almost complete history of schools.
'l.,here are still many deficiencies, it is true. Much work remains to
be done, and many a valuable source of information must be made
accessible. On the other hand, in some cases the mark has been overreached and many worthless rocks have been dug up instead of ore,
owing to the religious bias of the compilers. A careful separation of
the valuable and essential from the worthless and accidental is positively necessary. In this case scientific and not religious considerations must decide.
With the aid of these early references of pedagogy and the history
of schools, in connection with the history of social culture and intellectual life, our time can produce a comprehensive work on the history of educational development and school systems in which the
causal connection between social culture, or intellectual life, and
pedagogical theory and practice is clearly and definitely set forth.
The history of civilization, therefore, becomes auxiliary to pedagogy.
"Science and schools," says Professor Faulmann, in bis History of Sciences,
"have challenged each other ; science gives to schools better matters and better
teachers. Schools give to science better disciples. This examination of pedagogy
brings us to a clear perception of the fact that educational development is a distinct branch of the development in general of all socia.l culture, and that it is
intimately associated with the philosophical views of life and the universe.
Parallel with these changes, ramifications, and the expansion of philosophical
views during the course of centuries the problem of education has been differently
understood during different periods, and different solutions have been advanced ." 1

Only when the history of pedagogy begins to deal with the facts
underlying theory and practice in connection with the intellectual
movements and currents that give direction to educational activity
can the historian of pedagogy give a true idea of its development;
then alone can he judge individuals, thought, and separate facts from
the standpoint of the civilization of the time; then alone can he judge
the master, together with his disciples and antagonists, during and
after his time; then, and then alone, can we understand the pedagogical phenomena of tho present and comprehend them in their
origin and development; only then can pedagogical science render
its best service to pedagogical practice, to the educator and teacher.
"When it shows the teacher," says Professor Ziegler in his History of Pedagogy, "how deeply rooted are the regulations which he must carry out, and that
they are most intimately connected with the culture of his nation, he will reverence them and interpret them correctly. He thus learns that they can not be set
aside or changed at the option of any one individual, be he the mightiest in the
land, and that their arbitrary violation or sudden change can not take place without great detriment to the whole system.:,

From such a presentation of the history of educational development
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On the other hand, we also recognize that every civilization is governed by an evolutionary development from the imperfect toward the
perfect; that, therefore, all our views on education and teaching and
school systems are subject to corn,tant change for the better. It is a
sign of a want of historical understanding to suppose that any man,
be he Herbart or Pestalozzi, Ziller or Diesterweg, Dorpfeld or Dittes,
has framed something totally new, the highest and best for all times,
and beyond which there is no progress possible.
The intellectual greatness of a man consists in his understanding more clearly
than others the moving powers of the intellectual progress of his time and in collecting these powers within himself, and being thereby enabled to define or change
their direction by his own strength of minc1 in so far as it is possible within the
line of the popular will.

True pedagogy is progressive pedagogy, which advances with the
development of social culture and intellectual life.
Should we find that once again a period has become "old" and that a new one
draws near, we can not in consequence conceal the fact that this new period will
manifest other needs, will define other aims for their satisfaction, and will seek and
devise other means for the attainment of these aims. However, this thought will
not depress us. We shall try to understand it, and do our duty with a certain
resignation during the unfavorable transition period. In the service of the old,
but with knowledge of the direction that points out the new to be followed, let
us resolye upon vindicating what exists, but not restrict ourselves to it because it
has been tried and still exists; for, truly, all that is, is not within reason, and not
all that is, deserves to be counted worthy to be. (Professor Ziegler.)

Such a hfatory of pedagogical development leads us up to present
times, consequently acquaints us with the present currents, with
p1~esent aspiration and actual work in the field of pedagogy and its
auxiliary sciences. The farther we are away from the civilization
and intellectual life of the past, or the looser its causal connection is
with the civilization of the present, the less consideration will be
given to its pedagogy and school systems. On the other hand, the
n earer we approach the present,, and the more organically civilization
and intellectual life, including its pedagogy and school systems, are
connected with the phenomena of our times, the more minutely must
we observe these phenomena. Therefore the entire civilization and
intellectual life of pedagogy and school of the present century, which
begins with the appearance o.f Kant, Goethe, Schiller, and Pestalozzi,
will receive the greater part of our attention.
The present duty of pedagogy, as a science and an art, is to perfect this history of educational development on every side to the
present day, to frame a system of education based on this fundamental work, and to molding the education and teaching of our times.
In this work we are supported by all who are occupied with the construction and development of the fundamental and auxiliary sciences
of pedagogy. To these belong all the sciences, for they all bear some
rela,tion to education. They acquaint us either with the object, end,
and course, or with the conditions and means of a natural and scientific education and culture. The histories of philosophy and anthropology, dietetics, logic, and ethic belong to the fundamental sciences
of pedagogy, which acquaint us with the object, end, and course of
education and culture.
Anthropology investigates the gr(imnd in which the foundation is
laid; dietetics, logic, and ethics define the structure that is to be
r ared. The fundamental sciences have risen during the second half
of the presen.t century, and their ri e must influence pedagogy even
unto further future development. This rise is also traceable to the
ED 97--9
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rise of natural philosophy, brought about particularly by Darwin and
his disciples, which influenced physiology and indirectly psychology.
As man is a distinct form in the evolution of organic life, so body and
soul are endowed with evolutionary powers which man has the ability
to understand. Furthermore, it can not be denied that, within certain limits, the soul-life of a child develops in an analogous manner to
the soul-life of the animal, and that the only difference between the
development of man and animals lies in the tempo and degree of later
realizations of the acts of memory.
In tho beginning, and particularly by l\foleschott and kindred
writers, tho results of investigation in natural philosophy and physiology were made to subserve the materialism born of the meageJ'
idealism of Hegel's philosophy; soon after, however, Lotze, Fechner,
and others, quoted them in support of purely idealistic philosophy.
Actually, scientific psychological investigation vras begun by Herbart
and Beneke by the establishment of a system of psychology in which
the old theory of "faculties of the mind" found no place. Both haYo
shown the course which this science must pursue to be successful in
further expansion. This course can not merely be a collection of
observations, but must frame laws by which psychological occurrences can be explained. But we must not forget that the psychology
of Herbart, based as it is upon metaphysics and governed by laws
founded only on mathematics, modified by the philosophy and science
of his time, has a tendency to be one-sided and fragmentary, so that,
to-day, it can no longer be accepted as t.he scientific psychology which
meets the demands of om· time. ""\Ye can hardly consent now to
the proposition that psychology must rest, on mathematics." (Heinrich, in "Die moderne physiologische Psychologie. ")
On the other hand, psychological laws can not be developed. from
mental phenomena, purely as such.
Efforts have proved that it is impossible to establish a system which from the
very beginning developed from psychological principles alone and in conformity
with psychological laws. Thero can be no laws which may be defined as unquali·
fled psychological laws, or for which there can be any other foundation than the
physiological action in the human nervous system. (Heinrich: "Die modeme
physiologische Psychologie.")
.

Natural science, and particularly physiology, must furnish the foundation for psychology. From them, and not from metaphysics and
mathematics, as a basis, psychological laws must arise. Beneke
already pursued this course in psychological investio-ation and thus
constructed a psychology which meets the present demands of scientific investigation much better than that of Herbart. However, in
this case al o, owing to the pr vailiug philosophy an 1 science of his
time, metaphysical speculations play an important role in Beneke s
psychology, and interfere with its advancement in conjunction with
the progress ?f natural science and the philosophy of our times. The
all-powerful m:fh~ence of the then prevailino- philosophy, under which
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more and more independent of metaphysical speculation and brings
new facts constantly to light and endeavors to approach nearer the
first cause of psychological phenomena and laws with the help of
physiology. Physiological psychology, which makes use of experiments in its investigations and looks up, establishes, and fixes its laws
according to scientific methods, offers the firmest foundation possible.
"\Vundt, Ziehen and Kiilpe, after Lotze, have been actively engaged in
the development of this psychology. They justify real and ideal
demands, show the reciprocal action between the physical and psychical, and at the same time observe the relative independence of
each of the two sciences. They base their laws upon the results of
experiments and not upon metaphysical speculation, and do not prevent the philosophica,l condensation of acquired cognition into a
:finished system. That which is to be desired has not been attained
throughout. That many errors are interspersed, many omissions to
be supplied, and many problems yet to be solved, no one will dispute.
Neither can it be denied that in the zeal of scientific investigation, and
under pressure of one-sided idealism, and its resultant one-sided
realism, the normal mark was overreached and the structure in its
foundation was supposed to be complete.
To completely displace and supplant the earlier method of selfobservation by the experimental method is certainly an erroneous
procedure. But this overvaluation has already been recognized, and
the "subjective linguistic method," dependent upon observation of
self and others, has received due consideration in connection with the
experimental "psycho-physical method," so that it is reasonable to
hope that a complete and true idea of the development of the human
soul may yet be obtained. In this way we shall arrive at a psychology which derives its laws from material experimentally acquired
without regard to metaphysical presuppositions, as these observations
essentially refer to the same individual, and every report of an observation is immediately controlled by many. The resulting laws are,
in consequence, incontrovertible. The hypotheses, still necessary for
the uninterrupted development of this psychology, do not directly
affect the laws acquired; they aro of importance to the psychological
investigator only, and not to the practfoal educator, for whom psychology is only an auxiliary science.
Pedagogy has a large interest in the establishment of such a psychology, so that it may receive a firm foundation and become a science
in the true sense of the term, treating of the intellectual development
of the child and of the art and manner of taking hold of his development with clearly understood purpose and well-defined regu]arity
and directing it, mainly by instruction, toward its ethical end. But
even at the present day empiric physiological psychology gives to
pedagogy so many positive fixed laws, derived from facts gained by
observation, that it may be very well satisfied with their realization.
Empiric psychology teaches that thought and action primarily depend
upon sensations or impressions through the senses; hence pedagogy
must give particular attention to a well-designed and systematic selection and order of sense perceptions and their consequent conceptions.
Ilow instructive for tho teacher is the fact, brought to light by experimental examination, that if the mind is fixed upon a particular impression and, consequently, is in a state of attention and expectation, the
process of clear perception is reduced to a minimal limit of time.
How promising for the teacher are the experimental investigations
of association and associative reproduction. If empiric psychology
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teaches that there are no innate and independent emotions, but -that
emotions are connected with thought perceptions and are called into
being together with them and that every idea receives its emotional
strength from the impression which produced it, it becomes evid"ent
that a suitable selection of sensations must definitely influence the
emotional life of the child, which fact the educator must consider.
And if empiric psychology teaches that actions are governed by the
laws of association and are determined by the selection and combination of present and former sensations, pedagogy must give special
attention to the selection and combination of sensations in order to
control the actions of the child in the widest range.
· These few examples show how significant present empiric psychology, upon a physiological basis, is for the educator. Of cours~ there
can be no question of a thorough transformation of pedagogy upon
tho ground of physiological psychology; as it has given to earlier
empiric psychology a firm basis, and developed it, so there will be
only a further development of pedagogy. As it is in psychology, as
in fact,, in every other science, there are and will forever be deficiencies an<l unsolved problems, so, in the future, there will be unsolved
problems in pedagogy, concerning which one must be content with
mere experience. The efforts of educators in behalf of psychology
should tend to create works which, with original work of investigators as references, will treat minutely those psychologic subjects
which are of vital importance to the practical work of training and
teaching. Other points, of relatively less value, may be passed over
with a mere mention.
The highest aim of philosophy is always the acquirement of a view
of the world CWeltanschauung) which meets the want of the human
mind according to the subordination of unities under comprehensfre,
theoretical, and practical points of view, says Professor Hochegger,
whose recent death was most untimely fo1· the science in question.
This view of the world must culminate in a knowledge of the order
of the moral world and must lead to moral actions. Intellectual philosophy-logic-points out the way for correct cognition of the world;
moral philosophy-ethics-points out the road for moral action. The
development of logic and ethics is influenced by the development of
1,sychology upon the firm basis of natural science, for both are children of psychology. While logic deals with the individual, who is
the fi.rst object of the educator's study, ethics acquaints us with mankind and the laws of etMcal development to which mankind in general
gives expression. The former defines the course of individual, the
latter the course of social education. Lotze and Wundt pursued a
new course in logic. Other investigators, as Sigwart, Schuppe, and
Dorner, also hold prominent places in the development of these
science . 'I he scientific method, which begins with induction and
h
proceeds to d duction, has proven to be beneficial to psychology
al o. The advancement of logic was, in this re pect, further d by the
dev lopment of the eparate sciences which had in the meantime
mad rl'eat 'rid s f r, , rd.
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0r unnecessary time-wasting byways.
The principles and methods thus newly:
found must, moreover, apply to practical life and the schools, and be improvements upon the methods in vogue. (Ehrat: The importance of logic to science,
scho9l, and life.)
.
.

- Logic, therefore, aims at the development of a view by which the
world of phenomena can be actually understood and the truth found.
It endeavors to prove that by proper perception, consideration, and
comparative observation, by an arrangement and adjustment under
definitions (consequently by critical judgment and conclusion), and
by convincing argument and reliable development of a scientific
system (by means of continued and strict induction, deduction, and
classification) science originates, and a proper view of the world can
be gained and made perceptible.
·Such a logic will show how the growing human being must be
directed so that the physical and psychical germs of possibilities of a
later development within him may grow toward perfection, and that
his whole earthly existence may present the realization of ethical and
esthetic ideals. It therefore points out the course to be pursued by
individual training and outlines the duties of social educat.ion, which,
in its ultimate aims, is more definitely defined by ethics. It is the
duty of the teacher, therefore, to see that upon the foundation of
the original work of the expounders of this science, a logic be prepared in which all useless ballast from formal logic (i. e., table of
categories, division of judgments, according to the quantity of subject, the quality of predicate, syllogisms, modes, etc.), is omitted, and
a scientific methodology (induction, deduction, etc.), be founded on
the basis of the qualities and laws of human thought which have
been made objects of perception by psychology. Upon the basis of
such a logic alone can pedagogy establish the laws of intellectual
education and found a pedagogical methodology.
Paulsen, Dorner, and others are associated with Lotze and Wundt
in the development of ethics. On the one hand, the effort has been
made to define the connection between ethics and psychology, metaphysics, and religious philosophy; on the other hand, the independence of moral laws and their relative independence of these sciences
have been maintained; and they have been applied to human action
in the different vocations of life. The laws are to be abstracted from
the facts of moral life; hence the process of defining the laws is
empiric. 'rhe moral laws already in existence and tested by moral
acts must be defined and established, and applied to the action of
man individually and collectively. The view of the world, derived
from scientific logic, shows that in the entire world a great, uniform,
uninterrupted, progressive movement takes place, to which all phenomena, even those of intellectual life, are subordinate; and that it
is the duty of mankind to promote the fuller development of culture
toward perfection, so that the order of tho moral world may be more
and more clearly manifested in civilization.
Students in ethics must not forget that all moral views, as are all
facts in intellectual action, are subject to a future development so
immense that we have no measure for it. However, from its past
development we may estimate its future. Ethics teaches how moral
individualism-the striving of the individual after moral perfection,
and thereby after happiness--can and must be united with. moral
socialism-that is to say, the striving of mankind toward moral perfection. Ethics is therefore occupied with the ethical ennoblement
of man, individually and socially. But as the formation of moral
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character-the ennoblement of man in development to a moral personality in the service of society-is the end of education, so ethics
defines the direction of education and its attainment.
1.,he purpose of education is to help man and mankind as a whole
in developing toward perfection, formally an.cl materially. The starting point, course, and end of formal perfection are made known to us
by the science of man, particularly physiology and psychology. 'The
means, ways, and ends of material perfection in physical, mental, and
moral regard are defined by dietetics, logic, and ethics. Consequently, they have always been, and ever will be, the fundamental
sciences upon which pedagogy, the science of education, rests.
General pedagogy must follow the course defined by these fundamental sciences, and show how, in accordance with the given laws for
the development of intellectual life and moral culture, the end of
education is to be attained in the shortest and best natural and
scientific way, and with the simplest and best natural and scientific
means. For education in the pedagogical sense is the designed and
regular influence of the educator on the development of the child,
so that it may most surely attain its end on the shortest and best road,
with the simplest and best means. Everything which does not meet
these demands is excluded from the science of pedagogy.
Pedagogy must be primarily occupied with the object of education,
i. e., the child and its development. In order to recognize the lawful
course of this development and to what end.natural growth tends-for
natural growth is ever unchangeable, unaffected by changes of time
or culture-it must investigate how this end is more minutely defined
by the culture, science, and art of the times, for education must
enable the child to elevate himself in the shortest and best way conformable to natural development, from tho low stage of mentality in
which he is bom to the highest state of culture that up to this time
has been attained by mankind, and especially by his own nation, and
to take a successful part in the development of human culture in the
sense of moral perfection.
Finally, general pedagogy must investigate the means and ways
and frame applicable rules by means of which the child can attain the
proposed end according to the established laws of development. It
must, consequently, determine the means and ways by which the pupil
acquires a sensible and intelligent view of life and the world, and
becomes capacitated for intelligent action. It must find the ways and
means by which the development of the individual is so directed that
he understands his natural and historical surroundings and is enable<.l
to assert himself in them.
This is the general education which everyone must possess without
regard to his vocation, and general pedagogy must keep this in view.
T1?-is educational aim culminates in the ideal aim of a moral personality-a moral character. It is the same for all time. General pedagoO"y of t_he pre ent ~ay n~ed only see to it that the nd and the ·w ays
th ~·eto, m progre s1ve sci nc , particularly anthropology, logic, and
tluc. , b more cle~rly 1· cognized, and that the natural and scientific
m ans for t110 a i~mm nt of this end be chosen with r gard to the
progr .·s f ducat1 nm d. i n e.
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to develop
into a moral personality which can successfully take part
in the further development of education in the growth toward moral
perfection. From this standpoint the selection of educational means
and aims separately, their mutual relation and their reciprocal action
(concentration), as well as the methods, must be kept in view, in order,
if necessary, to exact a transformation according to the demands of
the conditions of education and life of the times.
An education which meets these demands also prepaTes for practical
life, for it enables the pupil to participate successfully in the educational work of the present. It places him on a high stage of adaptability, so that under all vicissitudes of fortune he can assert his
position in life and become a useful member of society. The particular preparation for a distinct vocation with which special pedagogy
is occupied is easily associated with it.
Specw.l pedagogy shows how the rules laid down by general pedagogy apply to particular cases, i. e., to certain school conditions and
branches of study, and how they must accordingly be supplemented
and expanded. While general pedagogy has a more theoretical
character, special pedagogy is more practical, without losing the
scientific character and becoming absolutely practical, since it is the
consequent construction of general pedagogy with regard to speeial
conditions. The development of general pedagogy, therefore, aids
the development and construction of special pedagogy, which is always
under the influence of the education of the time.
Test all, keep the good, and if anything better has matured within
you, add it to this good, is the task set before scientific pedagogy, in
connection with the study of pedagogy in its development within the
social culture and intellectual life of the times, and from the standpoint of science, art, and philosophy. It is to be critical in its view of
the pedagogy of the past, and systematically constructive in reference
to the pedagogy of the present. This forms the conclusion of tho history of educational development, and contains the directions to be
followed by the pedagogy of the future. Many a stone toward the
erection of this systematic pedagogy, i. e., for a theory of scientific
pedagogy, has been laid. .A systematic adjustment to a relatively
:finished system is still lacking. In separate divisions attempts have
been made to mold different studies, especially those of natural philosophy, according to .modern points of view; but on the whole the
systematic pedagogy of our time is of tho past.
Eve 'Y educational system grows historically from the general status
of sci nee and the views of the world and life of a people and its age,
consequently there is no system of education generally applicable to
all ages. Be the system religious or philosophical; be it the system
of a Pestalozzi, Harnisch, or Diesterweg, of a Herbart or Beneke, of
a Ziller or Dittes, it is never applicable to all nor to successive ages.
Scientific pedagogy of our time, which should direct the course of
education and culture for yonth in the present and future, must be
rooted in the culture of science and philosophy, in the views of life
and the world of our time, and derive its rules from them; and it
must preserve the good that has been acquired by critical tests of
the systems of the past, exclude what no longer meets the present
demands of science and the prevailing views, and add the better,
which has been found by experience and reflection, under the influence of the progress of social culture and intellectual life-add it in
the spirit of truth and love.
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A different task is set before practical educators: they must calculate with the given factors and endeavor to turn existing conditions
that have a historic foundation gradually into the courses of a
natural and scientific ·development conformable with the demands of
scientific pedagogy. They must, therefore, consider even such conditions and factors as are no longer justified by t 1 o demands of
present scientific pedagogy, but which they have not the power to
set aside. They must give directions which, presupposing the p·eaagogical tact acquired by experience, reflection, and practice, can be
directly applied. Because of thei~· direct use to him, practical pedagogy is the chief study for the teacher. But he can never lose the
connection with scientific pedagogy without descending to the plane
of a mechanic and jeopardizing the necessary and beneficial reciprocal action between theory and practice in the development oi
pedagogy.
From the points of view proposed let us examine more closely the
most important pedagogical writings of the year 1895.
I. Pedagogy a.s a whole, in its historical developrrnent.-Recent
prominent articles in educational journals and the subject,s discussed
in 1896 by the National German Teachers' Association (for instance,
""fhe transformation of educational aims according to present demands"), show plainly wherein scientific pedagogy is deficient, i. e.,
in knowledge of the history of educational development from ancient
times to the present in its connection with social culture and intellectual life. If such a literary treasure had been available to elementary school-teachers and its contents had been thoroughly studied
by them, they would surely have known that the paramount question
should not bo put in the form in which it is presented. There can be
no question of a "transformation of educational aimR." To effect
such a change we must be familiar with th6 development of education
in close connection with the social culture and intellectual life of the
_times and know what relation educational aims, as they are defined in
our present school system, bear to the civilization of the times in which
they were proposed, and whether they still meet t,he demands of present culture. If this can not be affirmed, we must investigate further
and see what claims are made by the present social culture and intellectual life and how the educational aims of elementary schools must
be changed sot.hat they may meet pre ent demands. As these condit ions have not been fulfilled, none of the discussions OJ;l. this subject
have had any satisfactory result. In consequence, the executive committee of the ational Teachers' Association ha changed the word in()' of
the theme, restricting the general question to particulars: '' What
studies are to be introduced into the curriculum of pres nt elementary
schools?" Tho difficulties in the way of a general answer to thi question have thu. been only apparently removed, and a treatment of the
subject, ba ed upon principles and from the standpoint of cientific
pedagoO'y, ha been renounced. There is no other course left now
than to an , er the qu tion from the tandpoiut of practical life and
the ~·perie~ce of individual teacher . That the answ r given will
n_ t be the r10'h~ one, becau e the firm point of view ba ed on prinCI_Pl are We ntm<Y n ed n~ further argument. The que tion '\"\ill be
ch:ffcr ntly an:w r d a
rdrnO' to the under tandinO' of the demand
of pra ·ticc l lif an 1 xp ricn
f th individual. :::,
The fir t que t.ion wh~ch confront t~ . ducator is the aim of his occupation.
~o be_able to answer tln... ancl an w r 1t _m such ~ay as to oppose all contradiction, 1t does not uffice to rely upon daily expenence, or the opinions either of
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those by whom we are surrounded or a larger public. Counsel must be sought
elsewhere, namely, in science. First in order is the history of education. The
study of it is of greatest importance, in fact, indispensable. It must form the
foundation and the starting point of all the theoretical schooling of the artisteducator. (Dr. Bergemann, The Foundations of Truly Scientific Pedagogy.)

Anthropologic-ethical pedagogy of itself, that is, w.ithout connection w.ith the social culture and intellectual life of the times, proposes
a purely formal aim to education (moral personality, etc.). The more
immedfaJte purpose which directs general educational aims in their
separa~e parts, and thus defines that which leads to the attainment of
the end mentioned in the foregoing discussion (moral, intellectual,
physical, and economical education), pedagogy derives from the social
culture and intellectual life of the times. From this standpoint, then,
the means that serve for the attainment of this end, consequently, the
studies of the lower schools, must be selecteu.
Whoever watches attentively the currents of social culture and the
intellect of our times, understands ~hat we are living in an age of
great agitation, similar to the transition period from the Middle Ages
to modern times, in which scholasticism struggled with free science
and its outcome, free philosophy. We are undoubtedly approaching
a new era of social culture and civilizat,ion, for which the foundations
have been laid since the middle of this century, and of the development of which the century to come must take care . .New civilization,
upon the foundation of modern science, however, requires a new pedagog-y; new not in the S(pnse that anything old or rooted in the past
must be cast aside and a totally new construction framed, but new in
the sense that what has stood the test and still meets present demands
of social c·u lture and intellectual life, themselves outgrowths of the
past, be preserved and supplemented, expanded and intensified conformably to educational and intellectual progress. In substance,
scientific and practical pedagogy of our times rests upon the past.
Occasionally we notice a few innovations, often without any wellfounded relation to the whole, which attempt to justify the claims of
present life. In last year's report (Richter's Padagogischer Jabresbericht, 1894) we discussed different attempts to frame a new structure
according to the demands of the social culture and intellectual life of
our times. As we then demonstrated, biased views were followed,
isolated as they were from the development of pedagogy, and, therefore, not founded on the firm substructure of a history of educational
growth. This must first be established before we can set the capstone
in the erection of a new structure.
We exact nothing new in this respect. Karl Schmidt has, in four
comprehensive volumes, already given us a "History of Pedagogy,
treated in historical developiiient and in organic connection with the
intellectual life of nations." Independent of the mistakes and deficiencies that must a t tach to so comprehensive a work, which treats of
the development of all educational efforts in their arrangement and
various applications, uniformly and from every point of view, there is
the further fault that in 18DO only the first volume appeared, revised
with the aid of later investigations and discoveries. It is, however,
the last of the four volumes, treating of t,he present time, from Pestalozzi to Dittes, which must be thoroughly revised to meet the present
requirements of a history of education. The first volume of the work
in its new edition, owing to its extensive plan, has attained such a
dimension that it has found few purchasers among teachers. That
may be the reason why the revision of the following volumes has not
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yet been undertaken, and is not anticipated. The development of
pedagogy before Pestalozzi is not so important to the teacher, for, in
fact, actual pedagogy for elementary public schools exists only since
Pestalozzi, since a knowledge of the science and art is not altogether
indispensable, as the pedagogy of Pestalozzi is rooted in the time before
Pestalozzi. A history of pedagogical development for teachers must
comprehensively treat of the times before Pestalozzi, and lay special
stress upon the facts which are important and valuable for the publicschool education. (Karl Schmidt devotes three large volumes to these.)
The time since Pestalozzi requires a thorough treatment, so that the
teacher may obtain a clear insight into the pedagogy for elementary
public schools, and can distinctly recognize the claims of the present
on the educational aims of schools designed for the masses.
1,he writer has for years labored at such a work (Guide to the
Further Education of Teachers), and its outlines have been :finished.
These outlines, like other similar books, may suffice for those teachers
who confine themselves to the first and most important occupation of
their profession, teaching and training, and take only a limited part
in pedagogical advancement. For all other public-school teacher ,
and particularly for teachers in normal schools, a cursory presentation of the subject does not suffice, especially if they wish to participate actively in the development of scientific and practical pedagogy
for public schools. In "The pedagogy of Pestalozzi in its deyelopment, construction, and completion, and according to its influence
upon the formation of school systems," the writer has endeavored
· to give a comprehensive treatise on the period of the birth of pedagogy for common schools, according to the quoted points of view.
Ile intends to present in the same way in a volame of the same compass the development before, and in two more volumes the development after Pestalozzi, so that the last volume will be a treatise on the
currents of pedagogy and its fundamental and auxiliary sciences in
connection with the civilization of our times.
The past year (1895) was not wanting in contributions and original
references for such a work, both as regards the fundamental sciences
and actual pedagogy. The more and the more thoroughly we investigate ancl labor in this respect, namely, the more old school records
and other official documents are utilized in the preparation of articles
on the development of school systems of separate cities and State , the
more reliable will be the presentation of the whole in which the essential facts are united. Most of the smaller works on the history of
education are conglomerations of all kinds of facts, some worth
knowing, others worthless, but not a single work on hi tory of educational development in the sense in which we are to apply the term.
Still, they meet the requirements of the customary instruction in
normal schools of to-day; and for purpo es of fitting students for
professional examination they do well enough.
II. The fundamental cien es of pedagogy have been es entially
enriched during the past year. "\Ve note valua le new works on th
hi tory of philosophy and on the result of late inve tigations in p. rholo0·y and logic, and authoritatiYe work on hie . Grea er effort
ar constantly b in<Y made to rend r the re. ult. of i ntifi.c in e .. tigation acce . ibl to the unlear1 ed in a form that i. a ily under tood.
Th author ar careful to eparate the po 'th- fa t fr m m r
hypothe e c nd th orie not y t ufilcientl ri d. The xamination
of problen sin p ch loO' · an l thic · i. di cu. ed and th ir olution
attempted from pr cnt i.andpoint of th
Th efior
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in both directions are beneficial for pedagogy. On the one hand
teachers are enabled to acquaint themselves with the results of scien~
tific investigation without the difficult and absorbing study of more
comprehensive works; and, on the other hand, they can occupy themselves with purely pedagogic questions, such as attention, distraction,
and others of great importance to educational practice. Since Pestalozzi, all leading teachers have emphasized the fact that a successful
education is possible only with a correct knowledge of man in his
physical and intellectual character. Of course, we can not rest ·with
this knowledge alone. The child must be studied from the acquired
points of view, and the established psychological laws applied to the
solution of special educational tasks. E-rnn if we have no books
which treat of psychology, logic, and ethics in the form above defined
with respect to pedagogy, according to the present status of these sciences, the way has been opened for the publication of such works in
the course of time.
III. General pedagogy has been enriched this year by several valuable monographs (on interest, concentration), but there are no comprehensive treatises on the basis of later psychology, logic, and ethics.
Reforms, deserving of increased attention, are being prepared in general didactics, as we learn from several pamphlets at hand. 'rhe
impulse has been given by ethics on the one hand and by special sciences on the other, and has already exerted a strong influence on the
different branches of study of special methodology.
IV. In special pedagogy we can only note monographs, few of
wlJ.ich, however, deserve to be classed among the literature of special
pedagogy. They refer mostly to subjects of methodology. They treat
mainly of the valuation of matters submitted by special sciences for
moral and economic training (in lessons on religion, in natural study,
and other branches). In all branches of instruction there are noticed
strenuous efforts to establish the causal connection between the various departments of science, to place things and phenomena according
to the natural connection in which they actually exist, and to sift and
supplement the subject-matter conformably to the results of the
scientific investigation of the times and its :value for religiously moral,
intellectual, and economic education.
If we compare with open eyes the demands of the times and of science with those of scientific and practical pedagogy, we are convinced
that scientific pedagogy must consider more than heretofore the
demands of the times and of science, and that special pedagogy must
pay greater attention to the demands of general pedagogy. Tho
teachers of public schools must fully understand this fact. Beyond
question the public schools of to-day give better results tban those of
fifty years ago, but their progress has not kept pace with the immense
changes in public life and the necessities occasioned thereby. Tho
selection, arrangement, and treatment of studies must be repeatedly
subjected to a minute investigation from the standpoint of natural
and scientific pedagogy. Should the result be a transformation of
o:fficial-i. e., practically applied-pedagogy in respect to well-defined
educational aims, scientific pedagogy must endeavor to have these
demands recognized and met with in practice. 11 his is entirely in
accordance with both nature and culture, for progress everywhere
means the normal condition-health. A standing still is an abnormal
condition-disease; and diseases in social bodies lead to revolutions.
A harmonious development of man in body and soul into a noble
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human character, in whom the sensual is subordinate to the intellectual and the intellectual to the moral, is to-clay, as it was in Pestalozzi's time, the highest formal aim of the education of the individual.
But the claims of social pedagogy-i. e., to understand the individual
as a member -of his race, and particularly as a member of bis natfon,
and develop him into a moral personality, capable of successfully
taking part in the educational work of his time in the sense of educational progress-are more prominent than ever. In this sense our
times demand an increase in valuable matters of formal education of
the individual, in view of the fact that every member of the State
should attain the highest possible grade of physical, mental, and
moral de-velopment, so that under all vicissitudes he can assert an
independent position .in life, understand his existence in a world of
reality, be a useful member of society as a strong, moral individual,
and firm, independent personality, and can intelligently take part in
social progress toward perfection.
Above all things, then, our times require a harmonious, natural, and
scientific perfecting of physical, mental, moral, and economic development of the individual, especially in his mutual relations with
others. They require the body to be strengthened, the intellect
trained, and the will disciplined. It is therefore necessary to give
closer attention to the care of juvenile and national games, to manual
training, and to reforms in nature study, historical and ethical instruction, and to the introduction of the studies of civics and national and
domestic economy. All these branches must be examined, and the
dividing line sharply drawn between what belongs to the general e<Jucation of every pupil in the common schools and what to a special
education, and confined to supplementary schools. A thorough sifting of matter in regard to these studies must take place, so that all
matter foreign to moral, social, :md economic education may be
r jected. Close attention must be given to removing all useless ballast from the curriculum of the schools, and to making the studies
correspond to the present demands of science and the view of the
world and life founded on it. In the acquiring of a harmonious and
reasonable view of the world and life lies moral self-dependence for
the individual or the nation, which guarantees the development of
mankind in the sense of moral perfection. This self-dependence
re ults from a clear understanding of natural and civilized life, and
from an emotional and intelligent comprehension of moral and religious truths and their connection with the natural laws of life. Succ•e, sful participation in the social life of communities and the State
requires a clear knowledge of the history of the developmen\ the condition of xistence, and the con truction of these social organisms, as
w 11 as the ability to recognize an 1 re p ct the rights and duties owing
to th m. ,.fhe incliYidual mu t th refore learn the hi tory, the condition of lif , and the on titution of hi nation and his 'tate, must
onyinc him elf tha h can only find his con truction of life and
earthly d ·tin 1 in th
o ial whol , an 1 mu t arrive at an earne t
d t rminati n to p, rticipate succ "fully in the civilizino· work of his
tim and hi. nati n.
Finall ·, th in liYi<lnal can nl - I arti ipat in th
onomi work
of th~ ·iYilization f hi tim if h p n tr, t . h le w of n, tur in
· far~ th Y a!I · hi.: .·ph •r of a tion, and r vi w th e on mic
l''"filli • om1 • ti 11 f I> r
nal w rJ~ with th <r n ral •iyiJizin,. worl
of hi. n, ti n. II ·an tak an H • iY I ar
if h
an ma .'i r an<l
appl · th : l:n -.. , and i. w·llino- t
nt •r th ir
How v r, a
0
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proper arrangement of the curriculum must establish such uniformity
among the separate studies that they give reciprocal support, and
make possible the formation of a uniform sphere of thought, the
separate .parts of which are most intimately joined.
Of course, the treatment of the · studies must follow the laws of
pedagogic methods, which receive their direction from psychology and
logic. Discipline, in obedience to ethical laws, must support the
education of ·the intellect and assist in bringing the formation of
ethical character nearer to perfection. It must associate with the
view of the world and of life, acquired by means of the education of
the intellect, and mold the energy produced by ethical ideas based on
this foundation into a fixed purpose of the will which no obstacle can
turn aside from making these ideas rule in any one life or in the social
organism of a nation.

SPECIAL SCHOOLS QR SEPARATE CLASSES FOR CHILDREN OF LIMITE~
MENTAL CAPACITY.

In November, 1892, the minister of public education in Berlin
publishec1 an order referring to the fact that in several cities of the
Kingdom of Prussia the local school authorities had ananged for
separating from the majority of pupils children intellectually slow
and dull, but otherwise normal, anc1 by no means to be confounded
wi h idiots, by establishing either special schools for them or sepaarate ch:i.isses in large schoolhouses. He particularly emphasized the
consideration that the pupils to be selected for this special instruction should not be idiots-that is, children entirely helpless and only
fi_t t0 be placed in asylums-for such individuals had no place in a
public school; but he intimated that children should be selected who
are a "dead weight" in school, and fail to be promoted because they
can not keep pace ·with average pupils. Such children might be
benefited by methods specially adapted to their weakness, and the
course of study might be altered and curtailed to suit their capacity.
He furthermore insisted that every pupil assigned to these special
schools or separate classes must be subjected to a careful physical
examination by a physician to determine whether their intellectual
weakness be not the result of defective senses, or other causes that
may be removed. He closed his order by calling for a report of every
school inspector in whose district such an establishment exists.
Tho result of this inquiry in l\farch, 1893, was published in tabulated form in June, 1894. The minister prefaced this brief table by
saying that such institutions were in existence in eighteen cities of
the Kingdom. While in previous years the special classes had been
partly filled with children morally unsafe, these had lately been wit,hdrawn, and now only children of dull intellect were thus treated
separately. These were pupils who, during an attendance of two or
three years in graded schools, had given evidence that they could be
taught, but were unable to keep pace with normally endowed children.
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Experience, he stated, had proved that such children could be found
everywhere, and that both the poorly and the normally endowed were
benefited by a separation. The authorities of several cities reported
that these intellectually weak children were normal enough to educate
to be useful members of society, if their training were carefully
adapted to their needs. The minister repeated his injunction, that
no child be assigned to such a school; or special class, unless a physician had given his consent, and stated that the retarded intellect was
caused by constitutional defects, or was an after effect of disease, and
hence could not be accelerated by the usual school in:fi uences, but
needed special treatment. The minister expressed his approval of
the efforts of teachers in behalf of child-study, especially in gathering
data concerning the history of mental development in weak-minded
children. The consent of the physician, he remarked, ,vas most desirable, inasmuch as such authoritatiYe action would be a safeguard
against assigning to these separate classes any children who are normally or excessively endowed by nature.
The opinions called for had proved unaminously favorable, and in
many cities both school and city authorities followed the enterprise
with sympathy and deep interest. In consequence of the decided
success of the older institutions of this kind, other local authorities
had been induced to grant the required appropriations, so that the
number of pupils could be restricted to 25 in any one of these separate classes or schools. He gathered from the reports sent him that
specially talented and skillful teachers had been employed, and that
their salaries ranged considerably higher than the average. The
name given to these separate classes in Prussia is "Hilfsklassen fiir
schwachbegabte Kinder" (supplementary classes for weakly endowed
children).
In these special classes no lesson or exercise is allowed to exceed
thirty minutes, and the amount to be learned in a year's course is not
as great as in ordinary schools. The result, the minister thinks, might
be considered quite satisfactory if the children, when ready to be dismissed at 14 years of age, haT"e reached the degree of proficiency
usually attained by children of 11 or 12 yec rs. A number of carefully
itemized courses of study submitted to the minister (but not published) are approved as exhibiting a laudable consideration of the
particular aims of such institution , with regard to both he amount
and the el ction of m" tter to be taught. Subj ct , for instance,
whi ·hr quire ~·cepiionc 1 m ntal effort ar et asido in favor of oth r
bett r adc pt d to dev 101 ph ical en rgy and pr.. tical skill. Outsid of D rlin all th , I c r, t la. e for int 11 tuall lull hildr n
ar urn.int, in cl by muni ipal
v rnment, whil in erlin u h hildrcn ar placed under pri Tat c, r .
T
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On the 28th of August, 1896, the minister of education published a
second report, which revealed the facts that from the 18 cities which
in 1894 had provided for separate classes for dull children there had
been an increase to 27, and in the number of pupils from 700 to
2,017. He expresses his satisfaction that the unexpected success of
these institutions has resulted in removing obstacles arising from the
opposition of parents against a separation of their children from the
majority. Ile assures the local authorities that he will continue to
watch with sympathy theh' efforts in behalf of these separate schools
or classes, and will aid them as far as possible. The following is the
result of the last statistical inquiry, dated January 13, 1896.
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Remarks.-Konigsberg reports that the pupils of 1-! years, who are
dismissed from the special classes, have all been able to earn a living.
Charlottcnburg and other cities report that nearly one-half of the
time devoted to the men ally low pupils is spent in giving manual
training. Occasional reports state that about 40 per cent of these
dull children are girls, and that in every case where a sufficient number of girls are found the r aro taught by a woman, chiefly in woman's
h andiwork. Many of the pupils are found to have defective senses,
either of sight or hearing, and that when the defects are cured, they
are all able to take np the work of the regular school and are sent there.
Thero are occasional cases of children who prove entirely unable
to learn arithmetic, reading, or writing. These are chiefly taught
manual dexterity. In some cities, notably in Dortmund, Westphalia,
the percentage of mentally slow pupils, fit only for separate classes,
has been found to be two to three in a thousand. Naturally they are
found in centers of population oftener than in the country.
In connection with the foregoing governmental report it is instructive to present a feature of the schools of Berlin which sheds light on
the necessity of caring for children who do not quite come up to the
average in intellectual attainments. r:rhe report of the Berlin school
board of 1895 contains thes . statements:
Of all the pupils in the first or primer classes in the city there were
4 boys and 1 girl aged 14 years, 2 boys and 5 girls aged 13, 12 boys
and 10 girls aged 12, 37 boys and 31 girls aged 11, 95 boys and 89 girls
aged 10, 428 boys and 320 girls aged 9, who should be treated like
those considered as being bnt 6 years old, or at most 7.
Of all the pupils in the second grade in the city there were 11 boys
and 1 girl aged 14 years, 50 boys and -!4 girls aged 13, 135 boys and 150
girls aged 12, 421 boys and B70 girls aged 11, 1,040 boys and 1,048 gir]s
a 0 • d 10, who should bo treated like those considered as boinO' but 7,
or at mo 't 8 years old.
Of all the pupils in the third grade in the city there were 3 boys
and 1 girl over U year ·, 56 boys and 4 girl. aged 14, 3 9 boys and 43
girls aged 13, 896 boy and 1,006 girls aged 12, 1, 04 bo s and 2,031
girl aged 11, who. e aycrage age should be consid red as beino· but
nor 10 year . .
Of all ho pupils in th fourth <:rrade in the city there were 2 boys
OY r 14 year , :314 boy and 236 girls aged 14 years, 1,392 boy and
l 4,-7 o·irl a<:red 13, 2,3-16 boy, and 2,710 girls aged 12, whil the av rn<:r aO'e f normally endow c1 children of his grade i betwe n 10 and
11 y ar . .
f cour e the figur , are to, ome extent explained by he normous
influ.· of population during the last wen y years, a period durinc:r
whi h B rlin O'rew fa t r even than Chicago. Th y are al o explained
th rapid shiftinc:r of he population which followed the demands
labor marke and the ever- hifting condition in indu try.
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But it is reasonable to suppose that among tb.e great number of pupils
r ported a above the average age there are many who might be benefi.ted by special care in separate classes.
SEPARATE SCHOOLS IX THE U~ITED STATES.

The idea of establishing separate classes or schools for -pupils of
limited natural endowment was first presented to American teachers
by Prof. August Sch.neck, of Detroit, in a paper read before the
German-American Teachers' Association in 1878. It was taken up
by Dr. Andrew J. Rickoff, superintendent of schools in Cleveland,
Ohio. He established two such schools, but chiefly for morally
unsound children-that is, boys and girls who had proved unsafe
companions for others. Superintendent Frank Hall, of Waukegan,
Ill., recently followed this example and established such a school in
his town. 1 It is not to be, in any sense, a limbo for the reception of
mental and moral cripples, but will have careful plans of work, and
will be just as "respectable" as any other school, as will be seen from.
the following announcement of :Thir. Hall:
Into this room pupils will be admitted from the following classes:
1. Those who have not been in school for several years, and who now desire to
avail themselves of school privileges, but do not seem to class well in any of the
regular departments.
·
2. Those who have completed the eighth-grade work, and for good and sufficient
reasons do not desire to take the regular work of the high school, but who are
anx.~ous to become more proficient in the so-called common school branches.
3. All pupils over 14 years of age and less than 21, ·whose education, in the judgm ent of the superintendent, can be better provided for in this department than in
any other department of the school.
The practical side of school work will receive especial emphasis. The arithmetic of the farm, of the workshop, and of the store will be made prominent. We
can not, with our limited facilities, compete with the commercial schools, but
elementary bookkeeping will be taught, and the pupils will have frequent exercise
in writing letters, receipts, duebill , notes, etc.
In a small way we hope to introduce work in manual training-enough of this,
at least, to assist the pupil in relating hjs school work to any legitimate manual
occupation in which he may exr ect to engage. "That form of mind training
called manual training" is desirable for all, but it is absolutely essential as a
means of creating and maintaining interest 011 the part of those pupils who do not
expect to become merchants or to engage in the learned professions. While we
shall emphasize the so-called practical studies in this departmentJ we shall, in
addition to this, spare no pains to interest the pupils in good reading; to create a
love for good books; to train them in thinking and in the expression of thought,
and, in a word, to open to them some of the avenues that lead to higher intellectual culture and to the pleasures of the spirit. In all this we shall not lose sight
of the fact that the aim of education is good character, and that good character
implies useful occupation.
Much that we shall attempt is, in some respects, experimental and tentative.
All we can ask of any who may doubt the expediency of such a movement is that
1
Previous to this service at Waukegan, l\tir. Hall was principal of the State
Institution for the Blind, a position which he has resumed.
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they grant us the boon of what some one has called the grefj,test discovery of the
nineteenth century-suspended judgment.

Though Mr. Hall will e idently pay particular attention to pupils
of retar:led development, he i benefiting his town by the establishment of a school resembling the German continuation or supplementary
schools. 1
A valuable contribution to tho discussion on separate schools for
in tellectnally weak children is found in the proceedings of Philadelphia Educational Club durfa 0 • its ession on the 11th of January, 1897.
The report of this ses ion is contained in 'rho Teacher, published in
Philadelphia. Permission to reprint the article has been secured from
the editor. As has been said before, American teachers do not restrict
themselves to advocating separate schools for mentally weak children;
they advocate also the admission of the morally unsound to these
schools. 'rhis will be seen from the follmving discussion of the
teachers in Philadelphia:
The subject of the evening was "Special schools for individual children/' and
the first speaker was Mrs. Rhoda A. Esten, of Providence, R. I., who said in part:
The purpose of the special schools of Providence is to provide suitable instruction and discipline for pupils for whom our present graded system of schools is
not well adapted. The immediate occasion for the establishment of these schools
was the abolition of corporal punishment in some grades and its very great restriction in others, combined with a strict enforcement of the "truant law." The
change in the mode of enforcing discipline in our regular schools caused the
teachers great trouble at first. Discipline became more difficult ancl·some means
of restraining those who seemed not to be amenable to reason were needed. At
first the remedy against insubordination was suspension and sen ding home to
p:trents-. We found, a3 others have found, that tho frequent and wholesale sending pupils home for misconduct brings the school into disrepute and the teacher
into contempt. The parent becomes exasperated and denounces the teacher in the
presence of the child or punishes the child with too great severity. The strict
enforcement of the truant law compelled the pupils, turned loose upon the street,
to return to school, thus causing the attendance of a class of children who never
relish the confinement of the school-the truants and children of the street.
Provision fo1· chronic truants.-The committee recognized that some provision
must be made for these pupils, and met the issue by establishing special schools
whose work in part was to provide for this class. Six of these schools were established during the school year 1893-94 and one in October, 1894. The schools were
organized as annexes of our grammar schools, but were opened in detached buildings. Five occupy evening schoolrooms, one a ward room, one a hired chapel, one
an unused room in a primary school building. Of the pupils provided for in these
schools, perhaps the mo t deserving are those who, by reason of poverty or lack
of means, can attend school only eighty days of the year, and, in consequence of
this loss of time in school, fail to keep up with their grade work.
The boy who gets behind his fellows and has grown old in years and become
maturer in powers, but deficient in his acquisitions, can not be well provided
for in our graded schools. He enters school after a year's absence, perhaps, and
i classed with pupils younger and smaller than himself. This is galling to his
pride. If he be a boy of good ability, to whom opportunity has been lacking, be
1
..,ee articles on this subject in Annual Reports of 1893-94 and 1894--95, under the
title, "Education in Central Europe."
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can do much more than his classmates, but has no opportunity to go faster. If
he be dull, staying at home has not increased his power of acquisition, though
some development has come with years. In a manufacturing city like Providence
the number of pupils of this class is large.
Our superintendent and committee recognized the needs of this class early in
the school year 1887-88 and urged the necessity of establishing ungraded schools
with a course of study adapted to meet. the neeJs of this class, who can only go to
school for a few years. The committee concurred with the superintendent, but
the council failed to act. These pupils are now provided for by our special schools.
Other classes of child1·en benefited.-There are other pupils who, from absence
and lack of self-control, fail to do well and become a disturbing element in the
regular schools, requiring so much of the teacher's time to manage as to prevent
her from doing justice to the large number of regular, obedient, and studious chiluren under her charge. In these schools, under teachers strong in self-control,
patient and tactful in management, these pupils are brought to a state of obedience and self-respect. Pupils who for some cause are disaffected and out of
harmony with their surroundings are much benefited by a short sojourn in these
schools. Intelligent foreigners, who desire to obtain a knowledge of the English
language and are too old to enter the grade in which their present acquisitions
would place them, also become pupils in these schools. Perhaps the most difficult
and least meritorious, and yet most needful of the pupils providecl for in these
schools, are the children forced into school-the unfortunate neglected ones who,
from lack of sympathy or control at home, have become indifferent, unruly, and
unwilling to attend school. With no disposition to work, it is impossible for these
to take up the regular work of our graded schools, yet these pupils are compelled by
law to attend school. These schools give to these pupils an opportunity to become
educated, respectable citizens. There is no class of pupils that it will pay any
State or city better to discipline and educate than this. In many instances these
pupils have become industrious, ambitious, orderly, ancl respectful.
The selection of teachers.-Great care, wisdom, and judgment were exercised on
the part of the superintendent in the selection of teachers for these schools. Strongwilled, self-reliant, self-possessed, cultured, kind, and sympathetic women are
essential. Such teachers were selected from among the best in our schools. They
rank as eighth grade teachers and receive a salary of $675 per annum. It ought
to be $1,000 per annum.
The number of pupils to a teacher in these schools is limited to twenty or
twenty-five, although better work is done with twenty. Pupils sent for discipline
are required to remain in these schools until, in the judgment of the teacher, they
have acquired sufficient self-control and respect for lawful authority to enable them
to enter the regular schools with a fair prospect of remaining. Some of these pupils
are so peculiar in their dispositions that it is probable they may never go back to
the regular schools.
Discipline co1Tective, not puniti'1Je.-As the aim of these schools is mainly the
character building, the disciplino is corrective, not punitive. Great pains are
taken by the teachers to implant in the minds of these pupils a just conception of
their duties to themselves and to those around them and a respect for lawful
authority, thus including in the school training the training of the home in a
marked degree. The teachers of these special schools receive these pupils kindly
and show a personal interest in learning their attainments and preferences, and in
pointing out to them what they can do. The past is ignored and a new start taken.
Teachers are allowed to u se corporal punishment if they deem it useful in any case.
They are not to endure disrespect and impertinence tamely in order to make a reputation for managing bad boys without punishment. At the same time, they are to
avoid it if it arouses antagonism, and by all means, so far as possible, to have no
altercation with a pupil in the presence of others.
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Selection of the p-upils.-Pupils who fail in respect for and obedience to the rules
of schools and can not be brought to a proper state of control through the means
at the command of the teacher are referred first to their parents, who are requested
to call and cooperate with the teacher. This throws the responsibility on the
parents, and gives them the opportunity to make the pupil obedient. Should the
parent fail to appear within twenty-four hours, or appearing, and through lack
of power or ability fa.,il to bring the pupil to a proper state of obedience, the latter
is then sent to the office of the superintendent. Here he is dealt with in a firm,
kind manner. If the pupil responds to his admonitions and expresses the desire
to have another trial, unless the offense is a very grave one, he is given the opportunity to return to his school again cm trial. If he is again sent to the office, a
transfer to the special schools is at once given.
These schools are under the immediate charge of the "supervisor of discipline,"
who is expected to spend at l east one hour a w·eek in each school studying the
pupils, noting the interest which they manifest in their work, and their progressmainly, in two essentials, habit and disposition. These teachers meet weekly with
the supervisor and discuss the best means of governing and disciplining their
pupils, and of inculcating in them right motives of action, correct habits; also
proper respect for lawful authority. These discussions are held at the round
table for child study.
Our superintendent, who was mainly instrumental in establishing these schools,
and to whose reports I am indebted for many of the facts here presented, gives
much thought and time to them, making valuable suggestions to both supervisor
and teachers. The schools are also visited once a week by the" truant officer,"
who inquires into the cases of absence and truancy. He has rendered valuable
service to the supervisor in looking up these boys in their homes and impressing
the parents with the majesty of law and cooperating fully with the teachers. Two
records of each pupil are kept at the office of the superintendent of schools-first,
his record in the school from which he came; and second, his record in the special
school. Each child as he enters these schools is made an object of study by the
teacher. His physical, mental, and moral defects are noted, and a written r ecord
is made of the same. Care is taken to note the effect of certain methods of discipline a11d punishment.
E:tfect of the special schools.-Our special schools help us to make good schools
the rule. They bring relief to the regular schools by freeing them from disturbing influences and relieving the regular teacher from the severer strain of discipline. Thus she is enabled to devote herself the more fully to the needs of the
ordinary and more responsive pupils. By their aid we have successfully reclaimed
and properly instructed and disciplined many persistently unruly pupils who could
not be retained in our ordinary graded schools, with whom the only alternative
was suspension, thus throwing upon the street the very class most needing instruction and discipline. These schools are now placed upon a firm basis, and are a
potent auxiliary in our school system.
The following statistics will show something of the work of these schools since
tbeir organization:
From the organization of these schools to June 30, 1895, WM a period varying
in the several schools from nearly two years to a year and three months. During
thls period 372 different pupils TTere enrolled, and of these only 5 were sent to the
Reform School and but 1 expelled.
·
At the beginning of the school year 1895-96; 92 pupils remained in the disciplinary schools from the previous year. To these, 231 were added, making 323 cases
treated; 16 however, were sent to these schools for reasons other than misconduct. Of the e 323 pupils 120 were returned to the regular schools where 100
maintained themselves in good standing, and 20, having failed to be satisfactory
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to the teachers, were returned to the disciplinary schools. Sixty-four left to go
to work, 5 went to private and parochial schools, 11 moved from the city, 2 died,
10 were sent to the Reform School, and 30 were reported at home-7 on account
of sickness; 23 having attended the required eighty days were assisting their
parents. One hundred and one remained members of the special schools at the
beginning of the present year.
The table that follows shows the grade of the pupils in these schools for the
school year 1895-96:
Grade.
lB -------------------------------------1 A---- ----- - ______ ------- --- - -----------

Number.

Grade.

:Number.

34

6 B --··-- ------ ------ ------ ---·-- __ ·---·
6A__________
___________________________

:~ n ----------- --- -------- ·----- -------·--

135

3B ---------------------------·-------·-·
BA-------------------···-·----- ---· --·· ·

14

7A
B ____________
------ ------ ....
- -· · ______
______ ___
-- ·----·
----··7
.. __________
SB_____________________________________

50
21
21
17
12

Totu1 ____ ____ -----· __ ____ ---- --- .

323

:~A- ------------------------------------·

1B
· · ·----------------··--- ---- - - -------_
1
A ___
__________________________________

5B
--------- ------------------------·____
----_
5A _________________________________

25
20
~

33

SA_ ___________ _______ __________________
10
9A______________________ _____ ______ ____
1
Ungraded _____________ ... ____ ..... _______1_1

As will be noticed, these pupils were of all grades but one below the high school,
but the greater number were of the middle grades, those of the third to the seventh
yea:r:;. One grade, the 6 B, stands out conspicuous from its number. These were
the boys just entering the grammar schools and coming into new combinations of
pupils and under the control of men. In any community where there arc pupils
to be instructed in sufficient numbers to permit it they will be classified, and,
should the number be large enough to furnish several classes of corresponding
advancement, they will be gracled. Grading produces both economy and efficiency in instruction. Theoretically, all pupils of a grade are able to do the same
work and advance at the same speed; but practically it will be true that great
differences of power will be found to e::dst-di:fferences in mental acuteness, in
mental grasp, in industry, ambition, health, steadiness of attendance, home advantages, environment, and other elements affecting progress. So, however well we
may grade our pupils, their native differences will causo the distance between the
better and the poorer scholars to increase every week. It would be a sin to try to
keep a class together for a long time, because it could be clone only by straining
the weaker and suppr8ssing the stronger. Practically, those below the average
set the pace to which all others must conform.
Special classes for b1·ight pupils.-Again, some pupils do well in all subjects but
one-usually arithmetic or grammar. To require such a pupil to review the several studies in which he does well for the sake of one or two in which he does
poorly is not permitting him to use his time to the greatest profit; but this is
nearly a necessity in a graded system. To remedy these difficulties, rooms for
individual instruction have been opened in our large grammar schools in which
the ambitious and capable pupils who wish to gain a grade are permitted to
receive individual instruction, and by the aid of the special teachers accomplish
the essential portions of work between the two grades and are promoted to the
regular class in a higher grade, while those who have failed in one or two studies
have the opportunity of entering, if sufficiently earnest, and devote special effort
ancl extra time to the subject in which the deficiency appeared and so regain lost
standing.
The mentally deficient child1·en.-Our latest idea is a special school for a class of
pupils that appeal to our sympathies but injure our schools more than they gain
good to themselves. These are the mentally deficient children, children of such
low powers and aptitude that they gain very little from the ordinary graded
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s0hool. They require instruction in small groups, ancl need to be under the constant oversight of a teacher specially adapted for this work. This school was opened
November 30, 189G, and has at present 12 girls and boys, selected from our primary
grades, whose ages range from 9 to 15 years. It i hoped by this arrangement to
sift out in time the entire class of abnormal children from our regular schools,
and by special instruction prepare tho more hopeful cases to return to the regular
school.
To sum up, the essentials for the success of these schools are:
(1) A limited number of pupils in each school.
(2) Quarters away from regular school building.
(3) Special methods of discipline.
(4) Child study.
(5) The very best teachers, t eachers especially a.pt in teaching, governing, and
disciplining children.
Our schools-the regular schools, those for special instruction and discipline,
rooms for individual work, special schools for backward or mentally deficient
children-illustrate the fact that our public schools are increasing in complexity
and adaptation to all classes of pupils.
Relation between health ancl rnental powe1'.-Dr. Harrison Allen, the next speaker,
called attention to the fact that, in the throat passage above the palate and back
of the nose there is a. space which is frequently so obstructed by the presence of a
soft, tonsil-like mass as to prevent the normal passage of air from the nostril to
the 1ung from taking place. No child is healthy who habitually breathes through
the mouth. The respiratory movements, for the most part, are confined to the
walls of the abdomen; hence the chest does not expand, the lower ribs fall together
ancl the tips of the shoulder blades project. Dr. Allen directed attention to the
injurious effect the throat mass may exert on mental functions. The physician
sees many children who possess the throat growth and yet have normal ]::>rains,
yet it is certainly as true that, as a rule, each afliicted child is mentally below the
average. The temper is uncertain; the memory and power of attention imperfect.
Not infrequently these p3culiarities are so marked as to prevent tho child from
holding its own with a companion of its own age, and it is found in school with
younger children, or at home under special care. Graver conditions are not to be
ignored. Occasionally the child is a mute or a stammerer. The temper may be so
excitable as to lead to phases of destructiveness, or the child maybe quite intractable. Even epileptic convulsions may ensue. Dr. Allen had no doubt that cases
occur in every community of children who arc classed as examples of "retarded
development, " of" juvenile depravity," or of:, destructive mania/' where the real
cause of the distress is not within the brain, but in the roof of the throat passage.
He felt, therefore, that the attention of teachers and boards of management should
be directed to these facts. Fortunately, the remedy is one easily and safely
applied. It is to remove the throat mass by an operation. While not all phases
of brain arrest or perversion of mental function are to be connected with the
growth, yet an enormous mass of unrelieved distress is to be associated with it.
Dr. Allen was of the opinion that in all plans to educate the young systematic
care of the throat pasRages should form a part, and particularly that every backward or defective child should be the subject of an expert medical examination
before it is deprived of the privilege of education to which it is entitled.
Character building in eclucation.-Miss .1\Iary C. Wister followed Dr. Allen and
said:
The sicle of the question to be treated by me is wh~t kind of training is required
by children who are unfitted for school life as it exists to-day; particularly the
children dis,1ualifiecl by their own incapacity for mental effort, by what is known
as incorrigibility, or by extreme poverty. No one would attempt to make students
of such children.
ome one should attempt to make of them honest, industrious
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men and women. A fraction of the appropriation now expended upon the department of charities and correction, if transferred to the establishment of special
classes for such cases, would not be needec1 by that department in the future, and
now much better spent!
At present the children of well-ordered homes receive the additional benefit of
fine mental training. The child without advantages of any kind gets none. To
those unfamiliar with such conditions, the child obliged to obey nothing but the
dictates of his own lawless will for twenty-four hours a day, is too unapproachable
a problem to be considered. Even at this late day, with all the inventions of the
modern mind to prevent all the things which should not be (in this most philanthropic of cities), this child is allowed. to roam our streets unmolested, except
where private effort has reached him for a few hours a week, or one or two big
societies have whisked him off to the country. Occasionally some one, who sends
coal or clothes to his mother, r emonstrates, and then the child is entered at a
primary school, to stay-if it appeals to him at all-until suspended, in the course
of which proceeding every one has assured him that he is a remarkably bad boy-a
reputation that he not infrequently exemplifies later on. We all know such cases,
and, fortunately, many of them by reason of a different environment, for a few
hours each day, or the influence of some individual, turn the corner and start
along the high road of hard work and self-respect.
Child1·en of the poor.-These children of the very poor do not deserve the hard
names often used to describe them. They are not heartless. They are not stupid.
They live up to their own standard of what is right, as well as many persons with
better reasons for so doing. Their vices are surprisingly few, their surroundings
considered. Their virtues, uncler the circumstances, are many. Yet such chilc1 ren
are likely to become a burden upon the State or unprofitable, unsatisfactory citizens
at best, unless brought under some powerful influence for goon.
You say that these children need education. They clo! They are in greater need
of something, which-for want of a better name-I shall call civilization. Above
everything else, these children lack two qualities most essential to the modern
man, without which he is fitted only for a more primitive state of existence than
the city of to-day. The qualities I speak of are application and self-control. Without self-control a child can not sit still on a chair. Without application he can
not learn the A, B, C. And now we reach the point of how the chilcl-who can
not study, work or even play consecutively-may be turned into a law-abiding
cWzen. Our subject, as we now view him, represents a point of view in which
antagonism to everything and everybody is the leading feature. Not knowing
how to control or apply himself, he doe3 not enjoy any of the occupations that
attract the disciplined minds of his neighbors who go to school, and he is in constant dread of having his freedom curtailed. Therefor€\, his youth is passed in
keeping out of the way of every one, from the policeman up and clown. There is
one thing to be remembered before condemning this child as a hopeless case, which
is, that any child will apply himself to study when he wants to learn. The whole
trouble with this particular kind of child is that, while left in an untrained condition, he does not wish to learn. The remedy is simple. Change his point of
view. And n othing will be gained by spending a moment upon training of any
kind that does not lead to this result.
How the awakening comes.-There are, for example, three ways of treating a
child's dirty face. The first, to wash it for him; the second, to compel him to wash
it (in the majority of institutions this is done); the third, to make him wish to
have his face clean. I do not claim that this is a quick method, but it is the only
one that will give a child a clean face for life, and a clean face is followed by a
clean character and a clean name more often than is commonly supposed.
Perhaps a room in which a boy is not obliged to do anything is the best place for
one who wishes to do nothing to take his first lesson; a place where, as long as he
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disturbs no one, no one clistmbs him. He ha taken the first step in the right
direction when he has settled down in a quiet corner to do what thinking he is
capable of and to observe for himself that other children are on the alert for teachers to talk or pla,y with them. Ancl, although he can not quite understand why,
the other children, who don ·t want the teachers t let them alone, seem to be having the best of it. The child sits and watches, ancl must be allowed to sit and
watch until the awakening comes, as come it will. Sooner or later he comes forward to join the rest. The days of compul ion are pa t and he is ready to learn
something of his own accord. At this stage, what lie· learns being altogether a
secondary matter, the child i given as wide a choice of simple occupations as
possible and character training begins.
Without knowing the reason, the world he faces seems suddenly changed to a
world of friends, for everyone is ready to help him in the accomplishment of his
new ambition, and his heart is ready to take in the influences for good which are
already making themselves felt.
Training in selj-control.-People seldom realize how easily the untrained mind,
when turned in any directio!!, may be guided and controlled while being taught to
guide and control itself, and to clo this is the mission of the teacher. There are a
multitude of things for the child in question to learn. Manners come first. Not
to wear hats indoors; not to roll .on the floor during a lesson; not to throw things
at his teacher, and many demonstrations of a like nature which would make him
an unwelcome addition to the well-managed schoolroom. Next come the principles of right living, but these can not be taken up until our boy or girl has learned
enough self-control to sit still and listen when spoken to. The sense of responsibility is, to my mind, the entering wedge by which right ideas and ideals may be
taught. How can we impress the necessity for telling the truth upon the undeveloped child? Only by obliging him to act it; by showing him that, keep his word
and live up to it he can and must. Upon this standard of conduct does his future
reputation depend, a standard within the possibility and comprehension of all; a
standard by which all children are judged alike and alike are judged by all concerned in a character school.
Then our boy must learn to work for his living instead of begging; to save his
pennies for the day when his face will always be clean and he will wish to wear a
collar. He must not tease deformed or little children; he must not expect more
than his share of things, and be willing to give away part of that if necessary; he
must at all times be ready to help others in whatever way he can, and remember
to do such things without being told.
And these are the lessons that teachers in character schools teach, while the
child sings a song, plays a game, or listens to a story, unconscious that anything
has happened, except that he has found someone who wants to see him all the
time, who cares about what he does, and believes (he has absolute confidence in
her word by this time) that he is going to make one of the best boys she has ever
known. Such an experience as this brings many changes with it. In time it
brings application and self-control, varying of course in degree with the child·s
capacity, fitting him for school life ancl that larger school-the world. If this city,
in neighborhoods where snch children abound, would open preliminary character•
training classes, preparatory to the lower grades, we should hear less about children out of school, require less money to enforce the compulsory law, and be
rewarded by upright, patriotic, self-respecting citizens.
The 1'ecognition of the individual.-The next speaker, Dr. J. Madison Taylor,
mau n. plea f?r the recognition of the individual in physical and mental treat~ent, ~ncl said that the first important thing in dealing with a child as an individual is to g~t some knowledge of his home atmosphere, particularly the mental
and moral attitude of the father and mother. The mother is the more important,
because more constantly in a ociation with her chHdren. The father is not to be
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ignored, however, because of his great influence for good or evil, his boys and
girls looking up to him as a sort of superior b eing, the r epresentative of authority.
The average mother, while not educated to be a mother, must be taken as she is
found. Next to the parents, the social environment in which the children live
must be considered. While truth is truth the world over, yet what passes current for truth among the humbler class is very c1ifferent from what is truth among
the upper classes, and so, inde~d, is selfishness. Teachers must bear in minc1 that
the average mental concepts of children are less high than would be supposed
from the apparent intelligence of their sveech. The child will use language glibly
enough, and yet have a meager knowledge of the meaning of the words. Dr. Taylor then made some suggestions as to how to approach the average child. Long
experience had taught the speaker that much the best method is to treat the child
as 1111 inc.1ividual, much like one would treat one's friends. To examine the metitally deficient child one must be careful to avoid circumlocution. When the child
is suffering with physical defects or bodily ailments the mind reacts slowly,
the apprehension is enfeebled, and the child appears to have a dull mind. The
removal of the physical trouble will make a marked difference in the child's mental products.
1'he psyclwlogical ancl pedagogical problem, of treating special classes of children. -Dr. Lightner Witmer, of the University of Pennsylvania, said:
Are there children in the public schools that require more individual treatment
than can be given by the teacher of graded classes? If so, what can the publicschool system do to supply the treatment that is necessary? The psychological
problem concerns itse1f with the discovery of such cases as reveal on examination
deficiencies that the present teaching force, as now organized, can not cope with.
The pedagogical problem calls for a determination of the most effective m ethods
to b8 emplo ed by the public-school system in meeting this demand.
We teachers know that children differ greatly in mental and moral capacity.
We try as far as possible to keep the m embers of n, class together, and in doing
this we grade according to age and examination average, and yet I believe that
your experience is identical with mine, and confirms the opinion that a class of
children, no matter how homogeneous the material may be, falls in to three groups,
or perhaps four. There are always a very few exceedingly bdght and able
members of the class. This section, the teacher is frequently told, can get on well
enough by itself. These able intellects and effective moral characters generally get
a minimum from the school curricuhun. Unfortunately they are neglected, ancl
it is not to be wonclered at if later in school life they drop down below their relative level through the enervating effect of the daily dul1ne~s of the class room.
Then there is another class at the opposito end, also not large in number, composed of the indifferent, lazy, or stupid boys,who drain the energies of the teacher,
and by whom the teacher is unfortunately compelled to measure his efficiency.
Lastly, there is the great middle section, composed of 50, perhaps of 60 or 75 per
cent of the membe1·s, and divisible into two groups, one above and the other
below an average.
Perhaps the same thought has occured to you that impressed itself upon me
when a t eacher in a preparatory school in this city, that the greatest improvement in school work would come from separating a class into three groups. I
should like to have taught separately the three groups into which I could divide
my classes, and to have treated them by radically different m ethods. I always
regretted that, owing to the class system, they were not obtaining the best that I
could give them, nor were they doing the best that might be expected of them,
because so many of them were compelled to adjust themselves to a class of students to which they did not belong.
This rough estimation of individual differences within a class must be supplemented by careful examination, if we are to determine with security those pupils
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that depart mo t markedly frmn the ay rao- of the la and if we are subsequently to discover exactly wh rein thi d eparture i manife t cl, ascertain its
causes, and finally suo-ge t proper method
f tr atment. Such an examination,
if thoroughly made, should hav due regard to hereditary tendencie , whether
these ba physical or m ..,n tal, to the age and the condition in lif of the pupil, to
weight, height, lung capacity and mu cular for e to hearing, to vision, to speech,
to the rate of movem..,nt, t r a~tion timo, to the time required in simple mental
operation to powers of attention msm ry anc.1 imagination, to will power, and
to moral characteristi s.
If such examination bo carefully conducted, it will b found that there are
now in the public 1:!Chool many ca es that d epart widely from the average. Their
d efects are s uch that they ne d. careful treatment if they are not to fall still more
below the level of thefr fellows in the progress of life.
The e children may be grouped into several classes. I have met with children
in the Philadelphia schools who belong to each of these classes. The defects of
some of them have been observed by their teachers; others have entirely escaped
the teacher·s observation. First, this class comprises those children who present
m oral characteristics that r ender their treatment in l arge classes impossible, no
matter what the cause of moral deficiency may be. Second, those who are mentally and physically much b elow the normal child of the same age. These two
classes of children alone comprise at least one p er cent of the present school population. For their own benefit, as well as for the benefit of their teachers and
fellow pupils, these classes of children should be instructed in special schools,
equipped with a better-paid and more broadly educat ed teaching force than is
n eeded for the average children foum1 in the public schools Third, children
who have defective h earing. I could cite case after case of children wlio have
been called stupid, or inattentive, or lazy, or bad, merely because they could not
h ear what was said to them by their teachers. One child of the ninth B grade
left school, and only discovered after he hacl tried to run an elev~tor that he was
unable to hear a bell. He is now under treatment by a specialist for a defect of
h earing which should have been corrected long ago. If this had been discovered
in time, he would have had the opportunity of enjoying the education that the
city is supposed to extend to all its children. Fourth, children whose powers of
vision are defective. This, again, is a very numerous class, and I could cite many
instances. One case is that of a boy who for years has seen double and the page
of whose rea,der was so blurred when he looked-at it that only with the greatest
difficulty could he distinguish one letter from another. He is in the tenth B grade
and is 14 years of age, but reads about as well as a boy who is h alf way through
the first reader. That he stands as well as he does is an evidence of unusual
industry on his part. That his defect was not sooner discovered is an evidence of
the immediate necessity of proper examination of all children for the discoYery of
possible eye defects. This boy·s eyes were treated by an oculist. He is now being
taught to read and spell by one of his former teachers and by myself, because the
school system makes no provision for such cases as his. The Penn Charter School,
of this city, has taken a most advanced stand in this matter, r equiring all boys in
a ttendance to be thoroughly examined by specialists. Many defects of eyes and
ears were found sufficiently serious to interfere with the school work. Fifth,
children who have defects of speech. Proper articulation is n ot only necessary
to convey ideas to other human beings; it is essen tial also for the harmonious
development of the mind. A child with a defect of speech is liable to grow to be
a mentally defective adult.
The pedagoctlcal remedy i to be found in the establishm ent of special or ungraded
chool for tho. e cl e of children that may be called disciplinary cases and for
tho· of ,enerally d ficient mental dev lopment, and, secondly, in some provision
by the proper school agencies for the discovery of cases of defective powers of
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hearing, sight, and speech, and for the pedagogical treatment of the backward
mental development consequent upon such physical defects.
Philadelphia's n eed of special schools.-Dr. Edward Brooks, superintendent of
public schools, concluded the discussion, as follows:
There are several special schools under the control of the board of education
but none belonging to the elementary grades, unless the James Forten School
m ay be so regarded. We have chilclren in our city of many different nationalities
and of varying social and intellectual conditions, and it has be-.:m suggested that
special schools be provided for them; but it does not seem to me to be necessary.
A slight modification of the gemiral curriculum, with an emphasis upon the industrial element of education, is desfrable; but no new or different organization from
that of our general elementary schools is needed to meet these conditions. The
colored children, the Italians, Hungarians, and Russians all need the same general
training for intelligent and industrious citizenship. The methods of teaching
should be varied to suit their conditions, but no new organization into special
schools is needed.
If special schools are desirable in connection with the system of elementary
education, they should probably embrace two classes of pupils; first, those of low
power and aptitude of mind who can not advance as rapidly as the other children;
and second, those who are confirmed in truancy and stubborn disobedience. In
respect to defective children, there are not enough of them in our schools at present
to collect them into a distinct class; ~,nd it might be considered a remedy of doubtful expediency to take the small number now in our schools and place them in
classes by themselves. The association of the weak-minded with strong or normally minded children is an ac1vantage to the former, and so long as the number
is small they are no special disadvantage to the normally minded pupils. Very
serious cases of this kind should be placed in institutions similar to that of Elwyn,
so long under the special care of Dr. Isaac Kerlin.
Not many troiibleso1ne pupils.-So far as pupils guilty of truancy and stubborn
disobedience are concerned, we have so few of them as not to call for any provisions for special schools. Under our present system we have but little knowledge
of truancy, for, without any compulsion in the matter of attendance, the boy whose
parents can not compel him to attend school is on the street without the knowledge
of school authorities. That there are hundreds of such boys who ought to be in
school can not be doubted; but teachers have no official knowledge of it. So also
in r espect to inveterate disobedience; the boy of this kind who enters school is
borne with for awhile, until the patience of teachers and school board is exhausted,
and at last dismissed from the school, graduating often, no doubt, into the p enitentiary.
Two years ago our State legislature passed a law providing for the compulsory
education of the children of the Commonwealth. This law will probably be
amended at the coming session of the legislature so that it can be put into execution. Then will come a new state of affairs in our public schools that will demand
new arangements to meet new conditions. When all the children are compelled
to attend the public schools we shall meet with cases of inveterate truancy and
stubborn disobedience beyond the control of teacher or parent. To turn these
boys on the street will be a menace to social order. It will, therefore, be the duty
of the city to provide for their education, for the provision of a special school for
the education of those boys is cheaper than the penitentiary for them when they
become men.
Several cities where the law of compulsory education has been in force for
some time have found it their duty to provide for this class of children. The
special schools of Providence, described by :Mrs. Esten, are, as she has stated, fulfilling a very important mission in her city. I have been deeply interested in her
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de ·cription of them, and I believo the yst m is worthy of the careful consideration of educators. With so large a numb r of th m in a omparativel · small city
it would seem that their schools are not r trict.ecl to incorrigible hildren unless
the school population is unusually inclined to tru, ncy a"ld insubordination. Iti ,
of course, a question whether the a.s ciati n of th e children unless they are
extremely vicious, with obedient ancl refineu hildren might not be an advantage
to the former without any special d:isadv ntage to the well-behaved children, so
long as the number of defective children is in imi.ficant. From present information there seems to be but a sprinkling of the e childr n in our schools, and not
enough in any neighborhood to make a s1 ecial cla s for them. I propose however, to make an early investigation to determine more accurately the number of
such defective children in the schools, that I may be able to express a more definite opinion in respect to the establishment of special clas~es. Whether there will
arise a demand for special schools for this cla s of children in our city when an
education becomes compulsory is a question for the future to determine.
Provision for fruant and disobedient pupils.-For a more confirmed class of truant and disobedient children there is no doubt we shall be called upon to provide.
Boston is just entering upon this exp eriment with an institution called a Parental
School. The necessity of this school is emphasized in Superintendent Seaver's
report for 1895, in which, in referring to the school being ready to receive pupils,
he remarks: "This is a welcome announcement, for it must be said that the state
of things that has existed in relation to truants the past few months could not be
endured much longer without grave peril." "Some truants," he continues, "have
already ripened into criminals and have been sent down to the House of Reformation on criminal complaints; others-the greater number--ha-ve not been dealt
with at all, because the Parental School was not ready to take care of them."
This experiment in Boston of a Parental School will be watched with great
interest by the educators of the country. It was :first proposed to call it a truant
school, but the name was changed to the more appropriate and suggestive one of
Parental School, indicating, not the provision of penalties for disobedience, but
rather that fatherly care and guidance that lead to virtuous habits and an
upright life.
Parental School of Boston.-The school is to be situated, as stated in the words
of the law, "on the mainland, at some place removed from institutions occupied
by criminal or -vicious persons." It is entirely distinct from the Home of Reformation, the two belonging respectively to great, bnt distinct, functions of the
State, the one being penal and the other educational. The law provides that the
educational authorities, in case of uncontrollable truancy and disobedience, shall
apply to the courts in order to remove boys from the control of their natural
parents and place them under control of the parental schools. Before the establishment of this school incorrigible boys were sent to the reform school called the
House of Reformation, where they were placed with the criminal classes, an
institution in many cases which was a school of vice to them. The danger of
this course caused the authorities to delay the coercive treatment of incorrigible
boys until, as Superintendent Seaver remarks, "truancy ripened into positive
criminality.
By earlier commitments to the Parental School the first steps in
crime will be prevented, ancl many boys, it is believed, will be saved from being
sent to the House of Reformation.
The Parental chool i to be in no sense a penal institution, designecl to inflict
penalties for truancy, but a school in which boys may be induced to remain by
rn:tue .of the attractive environments that may be thrown around them. The
obJ ct 1 ~ make.t~e school o attractive and surround the boys with such in:flu. nc ~with a nnmmum o~ coercion-as to develop the spirit of self-respect and
mtelhgent elf-control. It 1 hoped that the school will create a spirit and atmos-
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phere of its own that will exercise a reformative influence upon all who come
within its walls.
Incentives to good behavio1°.-As an incentive to good behavior. it is proposed to
apply to all who are committed to the Parental School the principle of the indeterminate sentence, so that though a boy might be committed for two years, his
term could be shortened through good behavior and the manifestation of the
right disposition. A system of licenses has been prepared whereby boys appearing to have acquired habits of regularity, punctuality, and self-control after six
months' residence, shall be permitted to return to their homes on condition of
attending the day schools regularly and behaving properly, which seems to be in
accoru.ance with the correct laws of reform.
This institution is provided exclusively for boys, but Superintenclent Seaver
recommends that a similar institution be established for girls. '· Evidence
enough,., he says, '' to convince the most skeptical of the need of such a school
could be gathered from the principals of girls' schools and from the truant officers. Until this need is met," he continues, "it can not be said that the educational authorities of the city are doing their full duty by the wayward and
morally exposed girls under their care."
We have not met this condition of affairs in our schools under the system of
voluntary attendance. But if the law of compulsory education shall force all
classes of girls into our schools we shall no doubt find cases of such abnormal
moral conditions arising from heredity ancl vicious surroundings that a parental
school for girls may become a necessity in our city.
I have referred quite freely in this discussion to the experiment about to be
made in Boston, because they have already been confrontecl with the problem and
have been working toward its solution for several years. I close my paper with
another extract from Superintendent Seaver's report, which shows the relation of
parental schools to the system of popular education and the necessity of their
existence. '' The State," he says, '' has undertaken for its own p:rotection to make
education universal. To make education universal it must be made free, and it
must also be made compulsory. Therefore no system of public education is complete without schools for truants, wherein are used the last resorts of compulsory
education. When these fail, and not until then, can children rightly be ::mrrendered by the educational to the criminal jurisdiction of the State."
In other words, it is only after the school has exhausted its power for reform
that the prison shall be resorted to for punishment or protection. Only after the
school shall have failed in its endeavor to train boys to virtuous citizenship
should the penitentiary open its doors to protect society from the vicious and
criminal classes. In another year it is probable that the law will by compulsion
open the schools to many who are now growing up in ignorance ancl vice, and it
is the hope of patriotic citizens that it may save many an unfortunate boy and
girl from a life of vice and crime. Special schools of this kind will be found to be
a necessity to society and the State.

An editorial of the Wisconsin Journal of Education touching upon
the question under di cussion may find room here, since the writer
urg s the e tablishment of separate classes for still another reason:
An ungraded department.-Among the improvements needed in many city
schools is one of very great importance, if we look at the usefulness of the schools
to the pupils and not merely to the perfection of the machine. An ungraded
department, or in a very large city several such, could be made useful in these
ways:
1. Those children who are out of grade for any reason and who therefore are
thrown back into the next lower grade, or who are carried along with difficulty in
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the grad for whi h th
nl partly pr p, r 1 could have a much better
opportunity for udy in an Ull"T, d t1 t1 pnrtm nt. It i true that effort are
frequently mad to a · nun d, t th
·hildr 11 • t tho acrifi.c of time and
pati nc by the teach r . Bu th gr. d t1 · t Ill i unfavorable to all who can
not 1 cop st p with it· r gulnr m, r h.
mon tho who are now out of grado
and wh 11 d such an pp r unityar tho who luw stay <lout of school for ick
ne
tho who haY
tay d out to work at home or ol ewhere, those who have
mov tl into th i y from o h r pla
with , cliff rout course of study, and those
itlle or dull pnpils who t1 no kc pup ,vith their gra 1 . The mere enumeration
of the , cla se h w th, th r lllU t b ruany pupil· who are out of grad(\ for
g ocl rea on and who o ne d ought to bo car fully con idered. E pecially as
pupih; ,.et into the upp r ·ad of the ward chools arc they apt to be needed by
par nt for work for irr o-ular l ngths of time. \: ith an ungraded department
such pupils could come back wh n not at work and at lea t finish the ward-sc:hool
cour-e. As it is, one or two attempts to keep up with their cla ses generally
sati fies them that tlleir education mu t close. It is very desirable that as many
pupils as possible shall complete the ward-school course, which is the proper preparation for life and for citizen hip. All the arguments for free schools for all
children are arguments for so shaping the e schools that no unnecessary barriers
shall stand between the child and a good common-school education.
2. Another sort of children for whom an ungraded department is much needed
are those whose deportment is so bad in the graded schools as to interfere with
their own school work and that of others, and also those who frequently stay out
of school without their parents' consent. These children are likely to turn out
badly if simply expelled from scho:)l or allowed to drift away from it. They
ought to be saved. An ungraded school with a skillful and firm teacher will SE.Ve
many of them from the idleness and other bad influences of the street. It is bet•
ter to reform these children at home if we can rather than in a State reform
school. In many cases these children are not very bad, only they have no great
Joye for study, and the teacher has not tact or time to attract them. A little personal influence would save them, but that little is not given, for the reason that
we can not get all the wisdom and patience and power of a great teacher for $30
a month. With cheap teachers we get cheap work. If this class of boys and girls
are sent to the ungraded school, it will be necessary to have a man of special character and power of government as well as tact in managing and making school
attractive. He must be a born teacher, but he need not be a great scholar.
Such an ungradetl department ought to cost something. But it would pay, in
relieving the regular schools of some hard problems and in saving the boys and
girl .

SCHOOL SAVINGS BA KS.
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depo itors and deposits is not equal to that of France and a few other
countries. The first school savings banks ever established are found
in Goslar (1 20) and in Apolda (1833) . Both towns are in Germany,
Goslar neai: the Harz Mountains and Apolda in Thuringia.
Germ,any in 1896 had 1,728 school savings banks, with 227,442
depositors, which was an increase of 144 banks and 38,353 depositors
over the previous year. The amount deposited in 1895 was 1,761,972
marks, or $-U9 ,3-i9. 34:, while in 1896 the total amount was 4,716,440
marks, or 1,122,512.72, and the annual deposit was over a third of a
million dollars.
Fro,nce (according to a newspaper item accepted as authentic by
the author of "XIII. Bericht des Vereins fiir Jugendsparkassen" in
Breslau, Germany) had in 1893 more savings banks for school
children than the German Empire had in 1896, to wit, 19,631, with
438,967 depositors and deposits of over 13,000,000 francs (about
2,000,000) .
In England (according to the "Savings Bank," 1895, No. 20) the
so-called postage-stamp savings banks are chiefly used by young people. In 1894 there were given out 133,000 savings cards at 1 shilling
each and 69,500 at 4 shil1ings each. This gives a total of 419,220
shillings, or about $105,000. This m_a nner of fostering thrift is introduced in 2,770 schools, or an inerease of 279 schools over 1893. But
· there are also penny banks in 155 schools. Deposits are called for at
stated periods by postal clerks and sent free of charge to the nearest
general post-office. Two hundred and ninety-seven schools availed
the~selves of this generosity. The report of the department of public instruction for England and Wales for 1893-94 states that 8,548
schools have made provision for saving, an increase of 2,165 schools
over the previous year. In Scotland 150 schools and in Ireland 130
schools have established banks during the year. These two states
have altogether over 4,000 penny savings banks connected with
schools. In 1894 there were distributed 275,000 bank-deposit books
and 107,000 postal-savings cards.
Belgi1.1,m.-L'Etoile Belge states the number of school savings
banks in the kingdom to have been 5,282 in 1893. The total number
of schools is 8,040. Of the whole number of pupils, to wit, 964,354, as
many as 195,441 have bank books. To this number should be added
44,864 children whose savings amount to less than 1 franc in each
case, and who are, therefore, not yet entitled to a bank book. Hence
the whole number of children who save is 240,305, or an increase of
about 20,000 over the previous year. The total amount of deposits
was 5,165,228 francs, or '1,033,000; about one-half of this is to be
deducted as having come from adults and pupils of secondary schools.
The latest report shows an increase of 650,000 francs, or 130,000. The
boys seem more inclined to save than the girls. In Germany and
ED 97-11
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other countries the reverse is found. Belgium had 131,485 boys and
only 108,820 girls who deposited their savings, while tho enrollment
showed that there were only 50 fewer girls than there were boys in
school. The Independence Belge, however, states that the 16 girls'
schools in Antwerp had, in 1894:, a larger deposit than the 18 boys'
schools of that city.
.,
Switzerland.-Local reports gleaned from newspapers prove that
the idea of school savings banks is making commendable progress,
but the federal statistical bureau reports that in 1896 only 280 primary
or elementary schools had savings banks; 24 are about to establish
them, and in 23 schools the banks have been abandoned. The entire
canton of Zurich has only 20 such institutions.
Italy.-The report for 1890 indicated a large increase for the year
1888, since then the number of juvenile depositors and their deposits
have decreased. The following numbers show this.
Year.

Depositors.

Deposits.
496,564 lire,
445,555 lire,
408,316 lire,
395,444 lire,

or $99,300
or 89, 100
or 81,600
or 79,000

Austria-Hungary.-There are no recent repo1·ts concerning school
savings banks in the Austrian Empire.
--..:United States of Am.erica.-Mr. J. H. Thiry, in Long Island City,
N. Y., reports that on March 16, 1895, there were 323 schools in the
United States in which 1,579 class-room savings banks were in operation. These schools are found in 83 cities. The number of depositors was 30,921, and the deposits amounted to '-102,020.90, and withdrawals to 244,856.74, which left $157,164.16 in the banks. This does
not give a correct statement, inasmuch as in 14 schools the deposits
are footed up since the establishment of the banks. The reports of
20 schools were missing, and a previous statement was made in footing up the totals. However, since 1890, when 200 schools with 1,110
banks were reported, commendable progress is noticeable, for the
number of schools having banks is (in 1896) 323, while the number of
depositors has increased from 24,0G7 to 30, 9~1.
In the Journal of Education (Boston) Ir. Thiry published (July
8,1807) a list of school savings banks in the United States, which is
here reproduced.
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School savings banks in the United States.
[Compiled by J.H. Thiry,of Long Island City,N.Y.]
Amount.
D
DeposiBanks. intro·
tors. Collected.
Withduetion.
drawn.

ate of\

Place.

------

Lonfi Island City, N. Y ............... ____ .
Rut and,Vt ......................•..•.....
Islip, Long lsland,N. Y ....... ____________
Am.sterdam,N. Y _________________________
Jamcstown,N.Y ______ --------------------

~i~~~·r~:-= =====: ~~===================
Brooklyn,N. Y., School 31. _______________
Pottstown, Pa ... ____________ ... ___ .. ______
Norristown,Pa ____________________________
Shannonville, Pa __________________________
Cheltonham, Pa_ •. _____ . ________ . ___ . _____
Chester, Pa ____ .....• ______________________
West Chester, Pa ____________ --------·--·-Williamsport, Pa ___ . ________________ • _____
Conshohocken, Pa _________________________

i~~~t;~~~==-~~==~~~=~==~==~=~~=~===~
West Whiteland, Pa ______________________
R~m!~<Ut!:.::=::
=: :::== ====== ====
Campello, 1\1ass ______ =====
. _____________________
Warren, Pa __________ . _____ . ______________
0
t~
l~n{~~~:tak·=----====
======:______________
====== :=====
Camden,
N.J.,Boys' Parlor
~h~~f~~rJ,1?a·:
==..=---_:__::::=
Coatsville, Pa. __ ..=
_==::
.. ___
... ___=:. ===--:
__ • _..===
_.
~fi:~i~~i~==~=~~=:==~~==~~=====~====
Anselma ___________________________________
La Mott, Pa _______________ ---------------Edge Hill, Pa----·· ______ -----------·-·---·

=== ====: ==~~== :: :: ====

~i:ttPli:ia"iia:Pa-:
Caledonia,N.Dak _________________________

!}:il~~i~~:~_=::=:::::::::::=:==:=====

.Lower Merion District, Pa ______________ _

~f!!~:~i~===:== ====== ====== ====== ====
~~!~r:;;_R~~•p~~=
===== =====--===~
== ==
Cooperstown, N. =======
Dak ______
...... ________
Forman, N. Dak __________________________

~~~~!!i!;.i
-~a~::::=::====--============
West Chester (N orma1 ) Pa. -.. -- ---- ----

Pa _

West
(Trinity 1nd. School),
Carr, Pittston
Pa. __________________________________
New Centerville, Pa, ______ ---·--------·-Salem (Ind. School), Pa ___ ___ --·--·--·--B erwyn, Pa __ _____ ---·-- __________________

=::~ :: :== ===:: ~ ~: ==~= ==~

J~;g~;iH.\~n~Y=>a-:
Paoli, Pa __________________ ---------·-·---Glas boro, N . J _______ ---·-- ------ -------Grand Rapids (Public School), Mich ____
Ithaca, N. y ___________________ -----------Stockton, N. J --- - ------------------------

-~~~= == ~ ====: === ===·~: =: ===== :=

g~r!l~.nN ~j
Hammontoni N. J ----------·------------Merchantvil e, N . J ______ ------ --- --· ----

i:

G~~i~o?i~E1~6ii
~~- =- -~~~~~~~~Honesdale (Grace Church Ind. School),
Pa _. _____ ... ___ .• ____ .. ____ . _____ ---- ---P en a.uken,N.J ___________________ _____ __
Camden, N. J _______ ---·-· ------ ---------Atlantic City. N . •J _______ -------------·-Haddonfield, N. J -----···-· ···········--

_<_~~~ -

115
28

1885
1896
1886
1887
50
70
1888
1880
7
34:
1889
1889
18
1889
55
50
1890
1890
2
4 1890
1890
67
24: 1890
1890
00
1 90
15
1890
5
1890
13
1890
20
1890
4
1891
8
10 1891
1891
13
1891
31
11 1891
3
1892
1892
1
(j
1892
1892
26
18!)2
13
1800
4
1892
7
1 1892
1892
2
3
1S!J2
1892
2
1892
3
1892
4
1892
1
1893
5
]5
1893
1893
3
1893
22
1893
3
1893
18
1893
8
1 93
1
(j
18913
1893
2
1893
1
1 93
3
1894
12
1804
1
1 94
1
1 94
1
1 0-!
1
1 04
1
1804:
1
1 1 9-!
1804
1
1 1 94:
189-!
8
250
189-!
15
1 0-!
29 1 94:
8
1 94:
] 9.i
2
10
189:i
4
1895

5

2,018
095
80

450

918

283
950

.260
656
1,390

6

78

835

742
875
312

25

1,364:
59-!

45

248
290
292

800
150
125
86
47
385
100
00

204
36

14
57

45
55
18
18

33

39-!

43

357
50

350

416
20
112

66
25
57

200
29
274:

18

14:

10
13
12
5
13
177
4,811

330
2!H
106
3.-'5
113

200

8

1 95

182

1
2

1895
1 95
1895
1895
1895

162
50
3,537
1,075
285

19:!
44
10

Due depositors.

$4-2, 9 7.00 eio,543.M
1, 21.4{)
3,H:6.52
2,809.00
496.29
25,142.91
18,591.32
6,551.59
9,142_98
12,388.64
3,245.00
2,033.49
62.02
1,9H.47
8,615.00
13,450.00
4,835.00
2,101.67
2,261.58
15~.91
41,045.27
33,403. Hu 7,64:1.31
24:, 923. 32 14,159.32
39,082.64
85.08
138. 93
53.85
1, 268.96
2,2-30. 04:
961.03
23,3-H. 76
31,500.60
8,158.84
3,140.74
7,752.92
10,893.66
9,875.13 10,996.99
20,872.12
5,2"28. Hi
2,802.54
8,030.70
208. 00
945.16
737.16
20,364.28
22, Stl-!. 28
2,500.00
2,968.73
357.02
8,325.75
30.00
36.5. 90
395. 90
3,97±.10
2,955.40
6,929.50
1,730.46
'10.00
1,800.4.6
3,750. 3.3
1,795. (i3
5,5±5. 96
2,339.84
(i, 560. 67
8,900.51
1,070. 82
1,262.18
2,333.00
75.00
330.00
405. 00
5.36
21.43
26.79
1,348.81
140. 98
1,489.79
2,8'1~. 67
3,902.46
6,746.13
1,066.25
1,573.75
2,M0.00
457.42 1,280. 15
1,737.57
932. 86
597, 58
1,530.44
86.95
180. 59
93.64
51. 70
51. 70
55.36
222.22
166.86
101.10
285.33
386.43
40.25
372. 70
412.95
89.88
89.88
8. 74
25. 74:
84.48
68.00
310.82
378.82
2, 6±0.14:
3, 887.95
291. 78
311. 90
566. 47
1,630.92
2,206.39
688. 77
12. 79
701. 56
610.06
1,67 .14
2,280.20
775. 56
4,683.35
5,tm:~~
l!) . 9:i
128. 44
42. 50
507.50
550.00
58.22
130. 8-t
189.00
24.92
80.57
55.49
33. 49
35.56
69.05
17.42
O'Ui9
87.11
3.83
165.62
169. '15
168.51
282. 72
4.51.23
4. 23
41.41
45. 64:
3tl. 05
36.05
54. 72
45. 72
7. 70
6i.29
59.59
7. 70
19.36
19.36
9.15
7. 70
9.12
7. 70
21.30
21.39
1,159.13
251.2±
907. 9
4, 72:5. 04
6,123.30
10, 84:9. 24
088. (ff
220. 75
467.32
231. 51
1,126.0-!
1,357.55
8!. l'l
89.39
5.22
12. 74:
50. 97
63. 71
.43
50.00
5.38. 4.:~
12-3. 86
493.45
619.31

$62,531.30
4,967.92

3,36.5. 38

l,~6:~i

357. Ol

588.~1

231. 57

189.88
132. 05
14,133. 8-!

5.99

lS.'3.39
110.12

2,826.77
3 9 60

11,307 07
3

3,469.34
839. 48

22 53
Ol. 80

'fW:~
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School savings banks in the United States-Continued.
Amount.
Date of
DeposiBanks. intro·
duc•
tors. Collected.
With•
tion.
drawn.

Place.

Grand Rapids (St. James Parochial

J\'fJ~\st~ ·Andrew· Par.ocliiaf

G:i!8°1i~
School), ~ich ...........................
Grand Rapids (St.Adalbertns Parochial

w~1~~~~~ ~i~~. ==:::::

=: ::

===
=: ==.·: ====: ==
Fallsington, Pa ...... .......... _..... .. ...
Pittston (Presbyterian Iud. School), Pa.
New Hope, Pa ............................

Pt~~g~i).hi~-~:.~~-~~:.l~~~~~.

-~-~-v:_i_~_!.

Total ................................

Due depositors.

4

1895

172

$114.17

$31. 75

$82.42

8

1895

171

350. 98

39. 'i'O

311.28

8
1
3
1
3

1895
1895
1 95
1895
1896

196
7
18
52
61

234.35
57. 93
55.32
62.10
102. 54

63.91
14.47
14.47
14.47
14.47

170.44
43.46
55.32
02.10
102.54

1.28

15. 76

1

1896

-1,579
-- ---- -· --

40

17.04

30,921

402,020.90

244,856.74 157,164.16

NoTE.-It is suggested that only in a small number of States is the savings-bank
system on a basis justifying a teacher or school officer in taking the responsibility
of advising depositing in a particular bank, while in European countries the Government, through postal savings banks or otherwise, guarantees safety of the
deposits.

ATTENDANCE IN BOYS' HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE KINGDOM OF PRUSSIA.

Prussia, the largest of the 26 States of the Empire of Germany, has a
little more than three-fifths of the population of the Empire, 31,849,795
according to the census of 1895 (about one-half of the population of
the United States according to the census of 1890). The population
of the Empire of Germany was 52,246,589 in 1895.
The following table shows the number of boys' high schools of the
six varieties in existence in Prussia, and the number of students
attending them. These data are given for a number of years, dating
back to 1830. The changes that have taken place within sixty-five
years are very noticeable. While in 1830 the Kingdom had only 133
classical high schools (gymnasia), in 1895 there were 274 classfoal, 91
modern, and 86 mixed high schools, or 569 in all, with the incomplete institutions. The number of students has risen from about
35,000 in 1853 to 150,548 in 1895, or nearly 400 per cent within about
forty years.
•
To explain the shifting from classical to modern schools, it may be
stated that the gymna ia and progymnasia teach Latin and Greek and
on modern tongue in addition to mathematical and natural sciences,
hi tory, (Teography, drawing, music, etc. The real-schulen teach no
an ient but wo modern language , while the real-gymnasia are mixed
in ti ution , in which Latin and two modern tongues are taught, but
no Greek. The h adin of the different columns state for what prof ,. ion the hool are preparatory institutions. With these facts
th modern high school have increased greatly,
hools have barely kept up with the increa e of
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the population, and have even decreased during the last eight years.
This is explained by the overcrowding of the learned professions and
the new demands which modern industry and commerce make.
o special schools are included in the table, that is, no secondary,
technical, commercial, industrial, agricultural, or trade schools. The
table includes only schools belonging to the State system of general
education, i. e., general culture schools preparing for higher study in
universities and technological institutions.
One r eason for the increased attendance upon secondary schools in
Prussia is that students of any secondary school (including normal
schools), serve in the army only one year instead of three years, if they
pass successfully through the :first six grades. Anothei· cause of the
increase is found in the greater demands life makes upon trained
intelligence, and the Prussian Government has ever been alive to
these, increased demands.
The following ratios are obtained from the totals of the year 1895:
Prussia had one classical high school for every 100,125 inhabitants,
and 398 classical students t.o every 100,000 inhabitants.
Prussia had one mixed high schoo1 to every 212,322 inhabitants,
and 88 students of such schools to every 100,000 inhabitants.
Prussia had one modern high school for every 349,997 inhabitants,
and 03 .students of such schools to every 100,000 inhabitants.
Taking the schools together, we find that Prussia had in 1$95 one
~igh school of some _kind for boys to every -55,975 inhabitants, and
212 students in every 100,000 inhabitants.
The table presented below includes only boys' schools. There are
not as many separate secondary schools for girls in Prussia, called
"hohere Madchenschulen," nor are they of such high grade as the
boys' schools. Their course rarely goes beyond the eighteenth year
of the pupil's age, but they are high schools in the American sense of
the word. Exact statemen.t s of attendance are lacking, for they are
mostly private schools. The number of girls in secondary schools
is estimated at not less than 100,000.
This brings the number of students in secondary schools to 250,000.
If we add to this the number of students in special schools, such as
technical, industrial, trade, commercial, and agricultural, as well a.s
normal schools, the total goes beyond 300,000, or 1 per cent of the
population. Statistics have shown that one-fifth of the population
in Germany, also in Prussia, is attending school. This raises the
percentage of secondary students to 5 per cent of the population in
school. It is doubtful whether the ratio can bo found in any other
country, unless it be in the United States, where many colleges might
be classed among the secondary schools.

Attendance in boys' seconqa111 schools of the Kingdom of Prussia.

1-l

-

Gymnasia, or clas.
Realgymnasia, or
sical hi~h schools. Progymnasia, or
classical and Prorealgym n as i a
Lower reals ch umodern high
presn.rm~ for the
incomplete gym.
or incomplete Higher realschu•
len or modern
stu yof :i.w, the•
len or modern
schools, prepar•
no.sia; the higher
real gymnasia.
high schools pre•
high
schools
pre•
ing
for
the
study
olo~y,
medicine,
~Tades are want•
The higher
Year.
parin~ for lower
Total.
hi osophy and
parinf for tech•
of £htlos op h y ,
mg. Course,6to
~rades are want•
techmcal
pur ·
e ch no 1 ogy.
nica
pursuits.
me
1c1no,
a
n
d
8 years.
mg.
Coui:.se,
6
to
suits.
Course,
8
Course, 10 years.
Course, 9 years.
technology.
8 years.
yc>ars.
Course, 10 years.
Schools. Students. Schools. Students. Schools.
Students. Schools. Students. Schools. Students.
Schools. Students. Schools. Students.
18:30-31. .•••• •••·••
110
( ?)
23
0
18:37-.18 .•..•••...•.
0
11:3
( ?)
0
0
34:
0
0
0
0
0
133
0
l!HU -1-7 •.•..•..•..•
0
llU
( ?)
0
0
28
(?)
0
0
0
0
0
14:7
0
J l:t~,3-iH •.••.•...•..
0
J:3L
33,036
0
28
0
0
2,796
0
0
0

0)
Ci)

f

rn

1850-00 ..•..•..•..•
186.1--GL .•..•.....
18tl7-{jg_····· ..•...
18H8 69 .....•.•....
187:3-U ••.•.• ••....
18'i5--7U .......••...
1878-70 .•.•........
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PROPORTION OF CATHOLICS, PROTEST.A.NT , .A.ND HEBREWS IN SECOND.A.RY SCHOOLS OF GER:\1ANY .

In an article in the Akademische Revue, published in Munich, on
"The proportion of Catholics, Protestant , and Hebrews in attendance
upon secondary educational institutions of Germany," the following
table is reduced from Professor Rethwisch's voluminous statistics in
"Deutsch.land's hoheres Unterrichtswesen im 19ten Jahrhundert.."
There are in attendance upon secondary schools (i. e., preparatory
schools for higher seats of learning):
Of every Of every Of every Of e,ory
10,000 in10,000
10,000 Prot10,000
habitants. Catholics. estants. Hebrews.

In Bavaria .. __________________ .---·- _____________ .... .
In Prussia. ____ ............. ____________ ............. .

I~InIn tJ;t~tberg:
:==== ======::
====________
=::=== ::====
~ ==~ ====
Baden .. . .... __________
______
-------------Hesse .. ________________________________________ . . . .

53

42

45
40
8i
64
68

23
53

21

41
50

67
50
40
93
86
67

370
333
357
590
417
333

These 6 of the 26 States constituting the German Empire represent
87 per cent of the total population of the Empire.
According to the foregoing table fewer Catholics pursue a higher
course of study than Protestants, and the Israelites far outnumber
both.
Furthermore, Protestants and Israelites are also more strongly represented (proportionally) than Catholics in the so-called "realschulen" (modern high schools) of every German State. In these
modern high schools (so named in contradistjnction to "gymnasia,"
or classical high schools) comparison is less favorable to Catholics
than in the more privileged classical schools, as the following statement proves :
In Bavaria 20 of every 10,000 inhabitants attend modern 4igh schools
and ·33 attend classical high schools; that is, 13 Catholics, 2U Protestants, and 208 Israelites are found in modern high schools, and in
gymnasia 29 Catholics, 38 Protestants, and 1G2 Israelites of every
10,000 of each of these creeds.
According to these ·figures in Bavaria there are one and one-third
more Protestants than Catholics in the clas ical schools and two and
one-fourth times more fa school without Latin. '1.11.J.e Israelites outnumber the Christian creeds in the preparation of a business career,
as well as in the preparatory euucation for professional service and
the higher offices of public life.
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These proportions are analogous in the other parts of Germany, as
is represented in the following table:
PRUSSIA.
Mixed
high
school.

Modern
high
school.

Of every 10,000Catholics _____________ ___ ________ ----- ....... ·------ ------ ----- ---Protestants _____________ .. ____ -- ---- _----· ---- ____ ---- _----- -----Israelites _. ____ . _... __ ---- --- _- - --- - - - ---"--- _---- ---- ---- ---- --- -

3

8
55

Classical
high
school.
5

10

u

28
200

Ji

9
16
182

78

SAXONY.

,I

15
125

WURTEMBERG.

211------ ------1

50 ---- -------320 ------- - ----

32
43
270

BADEN.

2;>

I

117!) .

29
121

· 149

20
35
151

HESSE.
20
25
100

In all these States the same relations exist. Not only <lo Catholics
attend the classical educational institutions less frequently, but they
are not found in proportion to the other creeds in attendance at any
kind of high school. Schools without Latin (for which modern languao·es are substituted) and the mixed high schools (with Latin, but
without Greek) show this discrepancy in greater proportion t han the
c1as ical schools (named gymnasia) .
The paper quoted define the main causes to be (a) the celibacy of
the atholic clergy, since th Protestant minister ' families furnish a
laro- conting nt of students to the high schools; and (b) the di trust
which atholic generally entertain against all kind of tate schools.
Th numerical proof of quantita ive retroo-ression of Catholics in
reO'ard to econdary and higher education indicate a qualitative disproportion in national intellectual life. The Catholics have no privato in ti ution whi h ould supply the apparent discrepancy.
D tail how an in r a e of he di proportion in Bavaria (as also in
c d n, an 1
axon ) durino- the period of 1 63 to 1 90. In
att ndanc at econdary school of Bavaria showed a pro-
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portion of 62.67 per cent Catholics, 34.27 per cent Protestants, and
3.06 per ceut I rae1ites, while in 1890 the proportion had changed to
57.09 per cent Catholics, 36.0D por cent Protestants, and 6.82 per cent
I raelites.
The ,,ell-known statistician, Professor Georg von Mayr, generaltizes
the above-mentioned data as follows:
In round numbers, out of e,ery 10,000 inhabitants of the German
Empire (excluding Oldenburg, which State does not publish statistical data of public education) 50 attend secondary schools, or 55
students of every 10,000 Protestants; 32 students of every 10,000
Catholics; 49 students of every 10,000 Dissenters; 333 students of
eYery 10,000 Israelites; which _g ives an average of a fraction less than
50 for the entire population.
If A distinction be made among the different kinds of secondary
schools, Wti.rtemberg must be left out of consideration, because of
the lack of appropriate data. The following result then obtained:

is

Number of students out of every 10,000.
High
schools
with
Latin and
Greek.

High
schools
with
Latin.

High
schools
without
Latin.
6. 7

12.5
t
1~. 2
7
R:~i~:~~E~fa1l~~~~- ::.·=:::::=: :::.·::::::: ~ ::::=: :::: :: :::: :::: - - -1}i:- -i , - - -~:-~- , - - -18,
92. 7
-

~~~~i!l~Ef~';~~\~ton: ==~=: ===== ====::: ~====== ==:=====~===== ====
Total population. ____ ...... _-·· : · ..... . ...... ____ .... ......

~}:

27. 2

10. 4

11.4

-Consequently, the total population of Germany enjoys a secondary
education to the extent of 50 out of 10,00Q inhabitants, or 5 per 1,000;
whereas, distinguishing the population by creeds, the proportion is:
Thirty-two of every 10,000 Catholics, 55 of every 10,000 Protestant,
and 333 of every 10,000 Israelites.
Professor von Mayr states further, that proportionately the difference is smallest in the elas ical schools. Not quite 28 of every 10,000
Protestants pursue the c1as ·ical course ; about 21 out of every 10,000
Catholics. The I raelites alone show a strong diminution in t,h is case
as compared with he previously stated ratios, showing a proportion
of nearly 174 to 10,000. The difference between Catholics and Protestants at other high schools of both kinds is relatively much greater.
Oqmbining the two kinds of chools, from 10 to 11 out of every 10,000
.Catholics, almost 2G out of every 10,000 Protestants, and more than
158 out of every 10,000 I raelites pursue a high-school course of study
without Greek or without either classical language.
Profes or von Mayr shows, with reference to the gymnasia in
Bava1,fa, that since 1873 the attendance of Catholics contra,stecl with
Protestants h::ts only slightly decreased; the attendance at technical
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courses wa small ev n at that time.
words:

II closes hi. article with these

In the struggle for existence the Catholic population of Bavaria undoubtedly
needs the equipment of knowledge and power to be acquired by attendance at secondary and higher seats of learning; for by not attending secondary schools they
exclude themselves from univer ities and professional schools. It is, therefore,
tho earnest duty of all concerned to investigate and establi h the causes of the
nonattendance of Catholics at nch schools, whether the opportunity gfren be not
accepted or whether the opportunity required bei n ot offered by the State.

And he further says:
I should like to warn my readers not to draw immediate conclusions from the
relative proportion of the different confessions upon tho talent or inclination of the
students, or the confession to which they belong. There are other considerations
that determine the real participation in any branch of education besides talents
an.cl inclination, and among these are the ease or difficulty of attending certain
schools. These are dependent upon the habitation of the parents and the location
of the schools. Doubtless the residents of any place or city furnish the comparatively greatest contingent of students. Now, it must be considered that the Jewish population is nearly always found in large cities which have a variety of schcols
beyond the scope of the elementary schools. Hence, we find the Jewish children
more frequently in secondary schools, while the Catholics are chiefly agriculturists,
farmers, and the like, and live in ham.lets, villages, and small towns, which do not
offer such opportunities for secondary education as la,rge cities do. Similar proportions are found where the mern bers of one confession are preferably grouped in
larger cities, as, for instance, the Protestants in upper Bavaria, where the participation of Protestants fa secondary schools is comparatively larger tha,n in lower
Bavaria, where they are found both in the cities and in rural districts.

To the foregoing details another writer, Professor von SaJvisberg,
adds a few data taken from tlrn Prussian educational statistics, which
are of general interest.
The attendance of the different creeds at secondary schools of Prussia from 1886 to 1890-91 averages the foIIowing proporUon , expressed
in percents 1 :
Protestants. Catholics. Israelites.
Schools without La.tin or Greek, but modern languages:
Burg-her schools ________________ ---------------------------:Modern high schools (low grade) ____________ __ _______ ____ _
:Modern high schools (high grade)_------------ ___________ _
Schools ;vith both modern and classical languages:
Mixed high sclJOols (low grade) __________________________ _
Mixed high ::;chools (high grade). ____________ ____________ _
SchOQI ·withLatinandGr kandonhonemodernlangnage:
lassi<'al high st·hools (low grade) .. ______ ·--- _______ ______ _
las.sical high schools (high grade) _______________________ _
Total
1

_

_ --------··· ·- ------------------------ -·---

73.40
66.58
78.57

17. 76
17. 7
14.30

8.(9
15.07
6. .,l)

77.69
7 .21

16. 5-!
12.20

5.37
0.1()

51.59
68.28

40. 9-!
22.45

7.3-!
9.10

70. 'i

20.01

I

8.9!

Compare Pru ·sian Official Sta ti tics, vol. 125, i ued by the mini ter of public
clucation and tati tic~ of the Universities of Prus ia for the year 1891-92. Berlin, 1 95.
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This showing should be completed by stating the proportion of the
different creeds in the population, which is here given for Germany
and for Prussia and Bavaria separately :
In 1 90 Germany had 49,428,470 inhabit,ants, of whom there were
31,026,810 Protestants (62.8 per cent), 17,674,921 Catholics (35.8 per
cent), and 567,884 lsraelites (1.2 per cent).
In 1890 Prussia alone had. 29,952,675 inhabitants, of which there
were 19,232,449 Protestants (64.2 per cent), 10,252,818 Catholi.cs (34
per cent), and 372,059 Israelites (1.2 per cent).
In 1890 Bavaria alone had 5,484,475 inhabitants, of which there
were 1,571,863 Protestants (28.6 per cent), 3,962.9±1 Catholics (70.2
per cent), and 53,885 Israelites (1.2 per cent).
According to the foregoing figures the Catholic attendance at secondary schools falls short by more than one-third in comparison with
the total population of 1lhe State of Prussia, and gives its share to the
Protestant and Hebrew population. Isr::-i,elites send almost eight
times as many pupils to these institutions as would be expected from
tb.eir proportion to the othm.· creeds. If the creeds were distributed
in atwndanoo at school in proportion to the male population, there
would be about 87,000P1·otestant students, 47,000 Catholics, and 1,600
Jews.
The distribution of the different creeds among professional and
business men is noticeable. If we take for granted that almost all
who enter the higher State and municipal service are graduates of
classical high schools and determine in what proportion the different
creeds graduate, the percentage of classical school graduates (for the
period of five years above mentioned) will be found to average 68.5
per cent for Protestants, 23.3 per cent for Catholics, and 8 per cent
for Jews, or almost the same difference as is revealed in reviewing the
attendance at gymnasia.
Calculating from the statistics of Prussian universities for the year
1886-1890, we find that among 100 students from German States 71. 06
were Protestants, 18. 73 Catholics, and 8. 98 Hebrews. The correct
numbers for this calculation a-re given below. During the above mentioned five years the universitie of Prus ia were attended by students
from the German State as follows:
Faculty ofProtestant theology .. ................. - ..... ...... ....
L!~olic theology ......
Medicine.......................................... ... ..
PhHosophy..... .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .
Total ............................................ .

Protestants. Catholics.

Jews.

2,562 ..................... .

'l'otal.
2,562

t1J

193

2,078
2, 748

741
603

644
297

581
2,310
3,458
3, 6-IB

9,089

2,&i6

1,184:

12,589

·==~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~ ....... Ti<if

These figures show the conspicuous differences existing between
the nontheological faculties in reference to the three creeds. Taking
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th.ese ~Jone and expressing the facts in per cents, we find among students from German States the following ratios:
Faculty ofLa,v ____ ... _..... --··. -··-· _--··· ••.... ---- ·-···- ....•. ·····- ••....
Medicine..........................................................
Philosophy.......................................................
Average . ..... . . ···- ...... -·-·. ...... ..... .•.... .... . . .. ....

Protestants. Catholics.

Jews.

72. 66
59. 72
74.92

18. 78
21.35
16.44

8.22
18.oo
8.10

68. 80

18. 82

11. 95

______ ,____,___

The participation of the Hebrews in higher education keeps pace
with the advancement of the grade attained. The number of Catholics who aim at a career which implies a university course in Bavaria
is apposite to Prussia also.
As stated above, the deeper reasons for this fact are not apparent
and can not be statistically determined. The fact itself is defined
in the following figures: During the period specified the number of
Prussian students averaged 7,898 Protestants to 9,411,161 Protestant
male inhabitants; 2,249 Catholics to 5,058,292 Catholic male inhabitants; 1,044 Hebrews to 182,138 Hebrew male inhabitants; 33
others to 49,960 other male inhabitants; a total of 11,224 students to
1_4, 702,151 male inhabitants.
This goes to show that of every 10,000 male inhabitants of each
creed there averaged 8.37 Protestants, 4.45 Cathoiics, and 57.13
Israelit~s; on the whole, 7. 62 students. The great variations in unive.rsity attendance among the different creeds permit a conclusion
upon anomalous conditions. The Catholic population yields a little
more than half as many students as the Protestant. The Hebrew, on
the other hand, sends proportionately thirteen times as many students
to universities as the Catholics and seven times as many as the
Protestants. If we examine the conditions mentioned, even in a
single province of the Kingdom, the freshmen from the Catholic
population approach the average Protestant attendance only in Westphalia., Hanover, and East Prussia. In the other nine provinces the
facts portrayed are repeated even with greater force. It appears,
therefore, that a combination of manifold conditions, external and
internal, economic and social, has developed permanent relations
which in their effects upon the intellectual life of the nation must be
far-reaching and powerful.

EDUCATIO AL STATI TICS OF THE KINGDOM OF BAVARIA FOR
THE YEAR 1893-94.

The Z it.. chrift de Bayerischen tati tischen Bureaus
o. 4 of
1 05 ntain th late, t duca,tional data of Ba,varia.. .A ummary of
tlu. · offi ial publication i h r given in .. ranslation, in which the
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schools and other institutions of training are grouped somewhat after
our American nomenclature.
A.-ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS,
I.-DAY SCHOOLS.

- The number of elementary clay schools in the Kingdom (population
in 1895, 5,797,414) was 7,253, of whieh 3-16, or 4.8 per cent, are located
in the cities (which term embr~ce_s the cities of the firs~ rank on the
right side of the Rhine and the eleven large cities of the Palatinate),
and 6,D07, or 95.2 per cent, in the rural districts and villages. In the
previous year the numbers were 7,239 schools, of which 342, or 4. 7
per cent, were situated in cities, and 6,897, or 95.2 per cent, in the
country.
Classed according to the character of their administration, there
were '7,203, or 99.3 per cent, public, and 50, or 0. 7 per cent, private
~chools. There has been no change in this proportion since the preceding year.
Classed according to their religious character, there were 5,114, or
70. 5 per cent, Catholic (1892-93, 5,103, or 70. 5 per cent); 1,910, or 26. 3
per cent, Protestant (1892-93, 1,909, or 26.4 per cent); 141, or 2 per
cent, mixed schools (1892-93, 139, or 1.9 per cent), and 88, or 1.2 per
cent, Hebrew schools (1892-93, the same number).
· If we consider the sex of the pupils, we :find that there are 6,280, or
86.6 per cent, mixed schools in all classes-that is to say, schools in
which the sexes are not separated. In the previous year this proportion·was 86.8 per cent. Four hundred and twenty-seven, or 5.9 per
cent (1892-93, 416, or 5. 7 per cent), are exclusively girls' schools; 425,
or 5.8_per cent (1892-93, 417, or 5.8 per cent), boys' schools, and 121,
or 1. 7 per cent (1892-93, 125, or 1.8 per cent), are mixed schools in
some of the grades only.
· If we classify the schools according to the length of their daily sessions, we find that 6,978, or 96.2 per cent, are all-day schools; 238, or
3.3 per cent, are half-day schools, and 37, or 0.5 per cent, have a partly
whole and partly half day session. The proportions for the preceding
year were as follows: 6,942, or 95.9 per cent, ·whole-day schools; 259,
or 3.6 per cent, half-day schools, and 38, or 5 per cent, mixed schools.
The number of classes in all the schools is 13,625 (in 1892-93, 13,524),
of which 2,775, or 20.4 per cent (in 1892-93, 2,731, or 20.2 per cent),
are found in cities, and 10,850, or 79.6 per cent (in 1892-93, 10,793, or
79.8 per cent), in rural districts. Of the total number of classes, 1,092,
or 8 per cent, are parallel classes of which 941, or 86.1 per cent, are
found in city schools, and 151, or 13.8 per cent, in country schools.
rrhe total number of teachers is 24,252 as against 24,101 in the previous year; of these 13,714, or 56.5 per cent, are class teachers-i. e.,
teacbers in charge of class rooms-(in 1892-93, 13,611) 6,124, or 25.3
per cent, are teachers of religion, and 4,414, or 18.2 per cent, teachers
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of gymnastics, dra,ving, ancl f male handiwork, i. . , , pecial teachers.
Of the 13,714 regular clc ss tea h r , ther ar 11,707, or 5.4 per cent,
men, and 2,007, or 1-:b. 6 per c nt, w men. Of the 4,±14 specialists,
only 122, or 2.8 per c ut, ar men, an l 4,202, or D7.2 per cent, are
women. The 6,124 religiou
a h r are all men.
Classifying the 2-±, 25:3 t achers ,. ccor ling to religious denominations,
we find that 17,942, or 73.D 1er c nt, ar Catholics {12,353, or 50.9 per
cent, men, 5,590, or 23 per cent, women); 6,12G, or 25.26 per cent,
Protestants (5,42 , or 2..,.
p r cent, men, and 69 , or 2.88, per cent,
women); 179, or 0. 74: per cent, Israelites (1G9, or 0. 7 I er cent, men, 10,
or 0.4: per cent, women); 5, or 0.2 per cent, belong to other denominations ( 4 men, 1 woman).
1..,here are 1,033, or 7.5 per cent, of the regular class teachers who
b elong to religious orders. Of these 28, or 0.2 pe1· cent, al'e men;
1,005, or 7.3 per cent, of the whole numbe1· are women.
The total number of day-school pupils in the Kingdom was 819,565;
of these 146, 00-1, or 17.8 p er cent, attended city schools; 673,561, or
82.2 per cent, attended rural schools; 402,082, or 49.1 per cent, were
boys ; 417,483, or 50.9 per cent, were girls; 585,210, or 71.4 per cent,
were Catholics; 227,896, or 27.81 peT cent, were Protestants; 5,789,
or 0. 71 per cent, were Hebrews; 670, or 0.08 per cent, were of other
creeds.
For the previous year the corresponding numbers we.re 144,550, or
17. 7 per cent, attending city schools; 673,039, or 82.3 per cent, attending rural schools; 400,379, or 49 per eent, were boys; 417,210, or 51 per
cent, were girls; 581,908, or 71.17 per cent, were Catholics; 228,961,
or 28.01 per cent, were Protestants; 6,050, or 0. 74: per cent, were
Hebrews; G70, or 0.08 per cent, were of other creeds.
The foregoing numbers permit a comparison which reveals (1) that
tho city population in Bavaria increases, though not .at the expense of
the rural population; (2) that the number of Catholic school children
increases, while that of Protestant children decreases. The differences shown are small, but th y are thB result of only one year.
In 1893-D-1 there were 2,907,9-.1:0, eparate case of absence recorded,
amounting to 5,333,398 dniys, which is an average of 6.4 days for each
child. The amount of al> enc during the previous year was about
6.5 days for ach child. Of the 2,907,DJ0 ca cs of absence, 446,247
occurr cl in city s hools (15.3 per cent), 2,4Gl,G93 ( or 84. 7 per cent)
ca e, in country s h ol .
inc 17.8 per cent of all pupils ar attendin0· ity chool , th difference i compare tively slight.
Of the tot: 1 number of ca. es of ab enc onl 15 , 62, or 5. 5 per
cent, wer not ·cu. ·ed, an<l. hence the law took effect, .according to
v;hi h the p. r nts w r fined . In 2,08G,G37 (or 71. 7 per ent) ca cs,
th
·a illn . . an 1 in GG2,4±1 (or 22.8 per cent) ca e , other
w r offer d an l ccepted.
In tru · ion wa O'fren in ,,53 building (in 1 ..,02-D , 7,511), of
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which 33 , or L
1.5 per cent, were located in cities; 7,200, or 95.5 per
cent, in the country and villages. Furthermore, 7,102, or 94.2 per
cent, weTe school build:ings owned by the communities (in 1892-93,
7,0 7); 43G, or 5.8 per cent, were rented buildings (in 1892-93, -124).
All t,h ese buildings numbered 13,909 schoolrooms, against 13,823 of
the year preceding.
Tuition fees were paid in 5,502 schools, or in 75. 9 per cent of the
total number of schools, amounting to 1,615,4:17 marks, or '' 384:,469.25.
The city chlld1·en contributed only 4. 5 per cent of this sum, which
shows that the principle of gratuitous elementary instruction is also
making progress in Bavaria. In Prussia and other States of Germany
the principle js now rigidly carried out. The people in Germany are
gradually adopting the American popular idea tµat compulsory elementary education presupposes or necessitates gratuity.
During the year 1893-94 there were 3,211 cases of death among
school children (in 1892-93, 2,923); 514, or J 6 per cent, occurred in
cities, and 2,699, or 84: per cent, in the cDuntry; 1,488, or 46.3 per
cent, cases were boys, and 1, 723, or 53. 7 per cent, cases were girls. The
percentage of cases of death was 0.4 -per cent of the whole number of
school children..
II.-SUNDAY SECULAR SCHOOLS.

The total number of pupils in Sunday secular schools (so-called
supplementary or continuation schools) in 1893-94: amounted to
297,245. Of these, 35,980, or 12.1 per cent, were in cities; 261,265,
or 87.9 per cent, were in rural districts; 131,4.34, or 44.2 per cent,
were boys; 165,811, or 55.8 per cent, were girls; 216,670, or 72.89 per
cent, were Catholics; 79,115, or 26.62 per cent, were Protestants;
1,287, or 0.43 per cent, were Hebrew; 173, or 0.06 per cent, were of
other creeds.
During the prececling year the total number was 304,227, hence a
deCTease of 6,982 in one year which the official reports do not attempt
to ex-plain.
Ill.-DISMISSALS 'BEFORE 001IPLETING THE COURSE.

On account of peculiar conditions provided for in the Bavarian
law of compulsory elementary education, the following number were
dismi sed by way of dispensation before completing the course: 762,
or 0.093 per cent, day-school pupils; 109, or 0.036 per cent, Sundayschool pupils; 48, or 0.006 per cent, day-school pupils in the cities;
714, or 0.087 per cent, day-school pupils in the country; 19, or 0.006
per cent, Sunday-school pupils in the cities; 90, or 0. 030 per cent,
Sunday-school pupils in the country.
lV.-EXPENDITURES FOR ELEMENT.A.RY SCHOOLS.

The total amount of expenditures for elementary schools, both day
and Sunday schools, in so far as they include appropriations on the
part of communities and the State in 1893-04, was 18,070, 70 mark ,
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or ·$4,300,828, to which should be added the tuition fees mentioned
before, to wit, $384,469; grand total, $4,685,297. Taking both day and
Sunday school pupils together (namely, 1,016,810), we :find the
expense per capita of the school population to he $4. 60. If the Sunday-school pupils are excluded from this calculation, which may
properly be done since they are taught by the teachers of the day
schools, the per capita expense would be $5. 95. The per capita
expense of the population was a little less than $1.
The salaries claimed 56. 9 per cent of the total expenditure, while
new buildings, heating and lighting, and other repairs claimed 43.1
per cent. The expenditures other than for salaries are specified as
follows: 44.2 per cent for new buildings, 13 per cent for repairs, 17.8
per cent for heating and lighting, 2.3 per cent for furniture, 3.9 per
cent for apparatus and devices for teaching, 18.8 per cent for other
school- purposes.
V.-SALARIES OF TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

The total income of all elementary teachers in Bavaria in 1893-94
was 18,354,719 marks, or $436,842. This amount was distributed as
follows: 97.5 per cent to the regular teachers, to wit, 85.2 per cent to
cl_a ss teachers, 8. 7 per cent to principals, 6.1 per cent to assistants,
2. 5 percent to religious and special teachers, 2. 5 per cent to inspectors.
The official report from which these data are taken states, also, the
sources of the teachers' income, to wit, 54.1 per cent from municipal
or district taxes and funds, 10. 2 per cent from provincial funds, 25.1
per cent from State funds, 5. 6 per cent from the church for services
performed as organist and sexton, 5 per cent for services as secretary
of the town council or other services.
The sources of income of religious teachers are: 95. 7 per cent from
municipal and district taxes, 4.3 per cent from provincial funds, while
no State funds are used for this purpose.
B.-CO~TINUATION SCHOOLS.

In Germany the term "continuation school~" is used for day
school , evening, and Sund'.l.y schools in which children over 14 years
are taught for the purpose of securing the results of elementary school
work and to prepare boys somewhat for future occupations; hence
th y are variously called simple continuation schools, industrial continuation schools, and agricultural continuation schools. In some
part of the country the town authorities make attendance at such
school compulsory between the fourteenth and eighteenth year of life.
Bavaria had, during the year 1893-94, as many as 257 industrial continuation ch ol (in 1 D2-93, 253). Of the e schools, 208 were indep nd nt and 49 were connected with high schools without Latin. In
lGD
ho 1 f thi kind the attendance was obligatory by municipal

tc tut .
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The number of pupils at industrial continuation schools amounted
to 3:3,2 G (in 1 02-93, 31,321), of which 578, or 1.79 per cent, attend
day cour e , and 31,708, or 98.2 per cent, the night and Sunday courses.
Of the pupil of the last-mentioned courses 23,597, or 68. 26 per cent,
are taught in t,h e elementary division, and 10,971, or 31. 74 per cent, in
the industrial or special classes. It will be noticed that the two numbers added together are greate~· than the sum total of pupils. This
is owing to the fact that many pupils are in both elementary and special
classes.
The number of teachers in these industrial schools was l,GW (in the
prev ious year, 1,592); 64, or 3.89 per cent, of these were employed exclusively for elementary work. The total amount expended was 602,434:
marks, or $137,379, of which sum 75.84 per cent was used to pay
teachers' salaries.
1'he number of agricultural continuation schools was 447, among
which were 12, or 2. 68 per cent, kept open only in winter. The number of pupils in these schools was 8,280 (in 1892-93, 9,022). Of these,
536, or 6.47 per cent, attended the winter schools. Seven hundred
teachers were employed in agricultural continuation schools, of whom
only 6 were not also engaged in teaching elementary schools.
The total amount expended for agricultural continuation schools
was 160,779 marks, or $38,265, of which sum 57 per cent was used to
pay teachers' salaries.
There is still another kind of continuation schools in Bavaria,
to wit, forestry schools. In 1893-94 Bavaria had 5 institutions of this
kind, with 252 pupils and 24 teachers. Tuition and matriculation
fees in these schools amounted to 5,119 marks, or $1,218, while the
expenses were 32,198 marks, or $7,663. Ten of the teachers were expert
foresters.
0.-SECONDARY SCHOOLS.

The following table gives the official data with reference to secondary education in Bavaria:
Kind of schools.

High schools with Latin and Greek ______ -------High schools with.Latin only . _____ _______________
High schools of mixed character __ _____ -- -- -- ---"!Ii!,h schools without classical languages ________
In ustrial schools. __ __ ............ , .. . .. ---- ......
Schools for the building trades ___ _____ ___ ----- --Commercial schools ___ __ ____________ --- ----- ______
Schools of industrial art . ... -------------- -- -----Prepar2.tory schools_ .. ______ . --·-· . - . --- ---- -- . --Normal schools (male and female) _______________
Music schools ____________ ----------------- - -------High schools for girls .. ________ -------------------Schools of female industries ...... ____________ ....
Normal schools of female industries ____ _____ ....
Agricultural schools .... __________________ . _______
Normal school for ~mnasts ____ . _________________
Professional achoo . ______________ .. __ ________ ....
Other private schools _________________ --·····-----

ED 97-12

Total
number Private
of
schools.
schools.
37
4!)
4

58
3
5
8
2

44
2'i
13
132

36

G
G

3

Pupils.

- 8

999

16,358

481

3,368

7

66
9'29

5

110

49

8
9
6

103
34,

5

1

45

Teachera.

15
3

101
44
235
203
67
1,699
143

29

67
4
113
20

551'
13,289
433
1,867
1,234
417
1,994
1,240
1,341
13,737
3,199
73
332
343
2,682
133

Extra
attendant."!.

------ -----------&!
4:1
--------6()

87
------ - 20
557
251
--------89

1
-----·-·19
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D.-HIGIIER EDUC.\.TION .

The number of students in all the institutions for higher education
in Bavaria amounted to 9,158 during the winter semester of 1893-9-!.
The following table gives the details:
Students
in
winter.

Institutions.

3,464:
1,352
1,Wg

419

1,327
111

194
269

Students
in
summer.
3,708
1,300
1,16-!
739
340
1,317
103

mo

260

Degrees were conferred in the three universities as follows: 292 in
winter, 295 in summer; 202 degrees were given to Bavarian students,
385 to students from other German States or to foreign students. The
following table gives the results of the examinations for promotions,
that is to say, of candidates for State offic~s:
Candi•
dates ex•
amined.

Candi·
dates
passed.

Per cent.

Three universfties ..... ··-- --··-· ____ ---············· -··· .... ......
1,131
~~
63· 5
1 r:
Seven theological lyceums ______ .--···---···---····-·····--····....
174
82. o
Polytechnicum . .. ..... ...... -····· -····· ...... -····· -····· .•.... ....
26:J
222
Academy of F'ine Arts (has no final examination) .......•........ -····· -· · ··· ······ -····· · ········
0
1
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EXTRACTS FROM AN ESSAY ENTITLED "THE LATEST MOVEME.r~Ts IN
EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES."

In a discussion in the "Zeitschrift fur auslandisches Unterrichtswesen" on this subject Dr. Schlee, who was a member of the famous
December conference in Berlin, called by Emperor William for the
pueposo of simplifying the courses of study in secondary schools, and
who visited the United States during the Columbian Exposit ion,
makes some pointed remark concerning the reports of the committee
of ten and the committee of :fifteen appointed by the ational Education A . o iation .
.. ft r c thorough 1 eyiew of the work of the committee of ten nd
its .-ubcommitt e , h lo es with these words:
rl he fundam tal points which the committee of ten recognizes as
fi.- d ar (1) that th number of les ons per week be not increa ed
(:?) th t th
ndition of a mi ion to colleO'e bo no increa d and
(:3) th_~ t th prin ip~ f nni upon which the com!1lon chool re' D
n~~ d1 tu_rb_ 1. Tl~1. le · -m ntioned p int m t n,11 deman 1 for a
111 r ntrnt1011 or 1fur ati n pr yious to th eighth , ar of the our. .
In oth ·r worcl ', th~t the pupil int ndinO' to enter colleg and tho
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intending to devote themselves to busine spur uits hould have precisely the same elementary instruction. Yet the commi+tee declares
jt impossible to prepare a suitable programme for the secondary school
having a course of four years if it be built on the present course of
the common school. Either instruction in foreign languages, mathemat.ics, and natural sciences should begin in the elementary school or
the secondary school should begin two 3 ears earlier, and leave only
six years for the elementary school. It is claimed that elementary
instruction, both with regard to matter anc1 method, is continued too
long. In all the sub or special committees the complaint was heard
that the high school did not find sufficient preparatory knowledg in
the pupils, an<l that it had to begin with all secondary branches at the
same time.
Of all claims for an earlier beginning of secondary branches none
was more emphatic than that for foreign languages. 'I1he valuation
of modern foreign languages is naturally different in America from
the European, for the American does not recognize the need of them
as languages of communication. Still, knowledge of foreign languages is considered by him of great value for the training of the mind,
especially for a more thorough comprehension of the mother tongue,
although this is not attributed to the power of a special formative
and logical training as it was formerly in relation to Latin grammar.
On the other hand, the comprehension of the German language is
acknowledged as a means to a recognition of German science. \Vhile
tho committee in its general discussion emphasized more the pedagogical gain arising from the stu dy of foreign tongues, in the details of its
plan of study it points to this more practical aim. The report does
not arrive at a complete equalization of these different aims.
The committee goes farthest in :rts recommendations concerning
modern languages, the chairman designating this as most novel and
striking. They are, that German or French be introduced .as a regular study in the fifth school year, tenth year of age. The report adds
that Latin would offer the same advantages, but Jiving languages
seemed more suitable for grammar schools, as the upper grades of the
common schools are called.
The subcommittee on Latin considers it desirable to increase the
demands in that study and regrets the fact that the study of Latin is
commenced at a much earlier date in England, France, and Germany
as compared with America. Still the committee thinks it, undesirable
to make a radical change, and is satisfied -with the suggestion of beginning Latin one year earlier, devoting to it five hours per week. The
committee on mathematics likewise advocates earlier occupation with
geometry, and so, too, the committee on natural sciences claims several years for instruction in simple natural phenomena, in botany,
zoology; and again, the committee on history calls for t wo years of
study in history, American and universal history.
The question arises whether all these proposals can be united within
the limits of the common school system. Doubtless some changes
might be introduced in the grammar school easily without doing violence to its character as a common school. For instance, concr ete
geometry may be added to mathematics ; that is, the introduction to
the study of geometry by means of the senses and ·w ith the aid of
dr2vwing, measuring, wit hout formal proof. Instruction in natural
sciences may also be limited to a discussion of important phenomena,
animals, and plants. But the unity of the system b ecomes questi01:-able when instruction in modern tongues as an optional branch 1s
introduced ; still more by the introduction of Latin, ancient history,
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•and alg bra a opt.ionc 1 1 'an h ·.
Id become
compulsory branch s Luring th la
lementary
ary for the
school. It is tru a ci n hi or 7 lo
Americans as it i for th
rma ,
cu e th y ha, e no hi tory of
the lVIiddle Ages of th i ' own, althouh·h heir le ngua(T and literature
have borrowed much mor from antiquity than wo ha-ve. Consider
the many antique prop r name in m ri c , a f r in tance, Athens,
Sparta, Ithaca, Cincinnati, apitol, t .
connect d hi tory ofclas ic
antiquity is not relat d to the 0 • n ral ultur of the people, and
receives its value only in conn ction with high r education. And
yet there is a propo ition to teach Latin one or pos ibly two years in
the elementary school. Th
ubcommittee for in truction in Latin
and the entire committee of ten leave this point omewhat unexplained
and merely propo e an earlier b ginning, while at tho s:1me time
offering suggestions tending to make the former nonactive.
In contradistinction, the commit.tee of .fifte n takes up Latin, with
:five lessons per week during the last school year of the course of the
·elementary school, and at the same time definitely adheres to the principle that the instruction for boy and girls , hould be precisely the
same to the fourteenth year of age. This committee expects much
from these weak beginnings in Latin, which are not continued, as it
also does of algebra. Quite contrary to the sometimes excessive
demand, heard in Germany also, for a definite conclusion and finish
of the elementary education, the committee is of the opinion that a
brief instruction in secondary subjects, like Latin and algebra, has a
higher value than any elementary branch that might be substituted
for them. Especially a year's instruction in Latin would place a
pupil far above those who only studied English grammar, without
Latin, for the beginning of any branch ( discipline) lays special weight
upon its fundamental ideas. During the .first week of Latin lessons,
the pupil is made acquainted with the remarkable phenomenon that
a language can express by declensions and conjugations what his
mother tongue does by means of prepositions and auxiliaries (English:
to him, Latin: ei). He learns with astonishment that quite a different order of the words in syntax is to be followed, and that root
words have still a concrete meaning, while the same words or their
derivations in the mother tongue are abstract. These ob ervations
are mental germs, which grow and result in ab tter mastering of the
mother tongue.
imilarly the result of studying the elements of algebra are judged. For a young philosopher this might be found true,
but for tho majority of elementary pupils they are imaginings devoid
of sub tance.
In this qnestion we may ee the pivotal point of the whole present
educational movement in Am rica. The weakness of secondary education is correctly r cognized. The attempt ought to be made to
begin earlier with foreign languages and mathematics, but any
attempt to fit this plan for the entire common school, which naturally
:find much oppo ition in America, mu t miscarry.
foreover, since
th o-ra1~mar ch~ol in the outh and everywh re in rural districts
clo:~. mth th SL tl chool year America will have to follow the
x, mple fall o h r iYilized cou~tries and allow the high school and
th
I ~n. ntary h 1 to o-o icle by, ide for a number of y ar . The
propo 1tl n of th c mmitt of .fifteen compared, ith tho of he
com mitt
ft n, app ar to u a a tep' backward.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
'\Yith 1 •f 'rcuce t th organi
onn cti n betw n the hio-h hool,
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colleg , and uni,;,-er. ity, the committ c of t n en rte ins the opinion,
ba.. ed upon actual condition , that the our e of tndy should be
arranged
ntially for those boys anl gh·ls wh clo not intend to
continu their s udies in a higher seat of learning; that i to say,
those who do not intend to enter t,h e colleg , and that a preparation
for higher education could only be a secondary object of the high
school. But starting from the theoretic presupposition that the
chief b,anche , if treated thoroughlj , are, as regards their formative
power, of equal value for admission to college, the committee considers it right that the colleges make special conditions regarding the
extent and duration of school studies and require proofs as the committee on English, for instance, does by demanding that no pupil be
admitted to college who can not write good English. But on the whole
the committee seems to favor the suggestion that a satisfactory graduation from a four years' course be consideTed a suitable preparation
for college or any other scientific insti'Gution. In other words, that
the examination for graduation in the high school do away with an
examination for admission to college; and the committee considers
this profitable for the schools, colleges, and the entire country.
The subcommittees of the committee of ten express themselves in
detail concerning the method of instruction. Their reports show that
pedagogical theory in the United States is everywhere abreast with
the present status of science, and that it is very familiar with German
pedagogy and psychology from Pestalozzi to Wundt. Although the
statements do not bear the character of borrowed thought, but appear
to have been thought out independently, still special portions bear a
very familiar face; thus, for instance, when the committee on history speaks of political economy (Volkswirtschaftslehre). There is
not another question in which the persons consulted show a greater
variety of opinion. Some distinguished superintendents and principals wish to have this branch taught during the last year of the high
school course; some even demand daily instruction for twelve weeks;
other teachers declare that there is no place for that branch in the
secondary school. Under the circumstances the committee thought
it wise not to recommend formal instruction in political economy, but
that the most important principles be presented in connection with the
history of the United States and commercial geography. The subject
would therefore appear first in its most elementary features during
the third year of the grammar school, and then again during the last
two years of the high school. It would appear not as a special science,
but as an explanation of conditions of the commonwealth and of
political questions.
Observe this passage concerning the mother tongue: "Both with
reference to the high school and the lower schools, the committees
declare that every teacher, in whatever branch he may instruct, must
consider himself responsible for the use of good English on the part of
his pupils." Similar to the committee on natural science, the committee on history emphasizes the necessity of written accounts, narrations, and other compositions; and if the propositions of the nine
committees become realities there would be at least one written composition daily for every pupil, which, in the interest of good English,
is important.
In the face of the method of instruction in vogue in America it is
particularly remarkable that all these committees consider the acquisition of mere knowledge not the aim of education, but the development of the mental powers and comprehension, exercises in observing,
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developing thought and expres ion. For thj reason the various
committees intend to limit the u
of th text-book method and
recommend its exclusion from grammar chool jn studies like grammar, mathematics, and natural s iences. Thjs method may be
explained as follows: The te t-book or guide is first studied, i.e.,
memorized by the pupil, mostly in school in so-called study lessons,
and then the teacher asks for the cont nts of the les on during recitations. ·while this recitino- is going on he explains, corrects, and
enlarges the matter as occasion demands. The committee of fifteen
( whose report on method of in tru ction, written by Dr. llarris, takes
its stand more on the solid ()'round of xisting circumstances, not merely
from necessity, but also from appreciation of these circumstances)
gives special instruction for the treatment of this method, and
recommends, for instance, the dividing each class into two divisions,
so that· the one study (memorize) while the other recite. The committee of ten, however, and especially its subcommittees, make oral
lessons-that is, free instruction by the teacher-everywhere the principal thing. They wish that the teacher lead the child to observe
and to start from observation and experience. In the interest of
geography and natural sciences they recommend that one afternoon per week b~ utilized for excursions into the open air, and they
suggest the utilization of the free Saturdays for exercise in natural-science laboratories. They further recommend more extensive
equipment of the schools with means of instruction, more drawing
wherever possible, and not merely means of demonstration for the
teacher, but also means for the exercise of the pupils. Special subcommittees present a methodical order of experiments, 57 for the
instruction in physics-and 100 for chemistry.
However, for all this teachers are necessary, and these are found
in few schools. The committee of ten, and almost all its subcommittees, point to this great want and make recommendations for the preparation of suitable teachers. The committee on geography, which
furnished the most extensive report, recommends a course very much
in harmony with the new IIerbartians (for instance, Frick), namely,
to make geography a central branch and not to restrict it to a mere
description of the surface of the earth, but include in it the elements
of botany, zoology, astronomy, and meteorology, with all sorts of discussions concerning commerce, politics, ethnology, etc., and this commission submits a course like the one treated with us only in its first
beginnings (compare "\V. Zopf, "The sum total of instruction in natural sciences for Prussian secondary schools of both kinds, Breslau,
1 87 "). The committee of ten designates these propositions as revolutionary, although as an id al course which it is impossible to carry
out verywhere and immediately.
"\Ye giv about th . ame cl'iticism to the reports concerning instruction in the , ci nc , in luding hi tory. Some of the propositions
he ray i.ha · i.h y ar put forwc. rd by academic professors who e judgm nt i 1rn guided by pDdagogical xperience ; for instance, when we
e tha for botani al ins ruction in the elementary school it is propo ·eel t furni. h ev ry upil with at least a microscope, alcohol, ()'lye l'in, and i din to ai hi investi O'ations of plants; or when wfl s e the
pupil.· of the. nior high, chool cla , instructed to judge the authorit of ourc :, p iall T the difference bet een real sources and r pr,· ntat ion. at.
nd ha d; or when it i s riou ly recommended to
11 w tlrn I npils of ho, am las. in hi. tory to u
wo, thr e, or four
parall 1 t .·t-book for tho purpo e of accu toming them to comp ·,ison
and ·ritici m.
?
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llowever, these little things do not detract from the Yalue of the
whole. The report of the committee of ten has for America the importance of an official pedagogy, scientifically progressive and professional, which will exercise an important influence upon tho American
school for a number of years.
And now to the committee of fifteen. For the purpose of continuing its reform propositions, the National Education Associa1ion in
18D-i appointed another commission, this time of fifteen men, who
should solve the same problem for the elementary school, and sketch
the principles of municipal school management, anc1 make suggestions
forprofessional preparation of teachers. To facilitate the work, this
commission was divided into three sections, each of five members.
Following the example of the committee of ten, they put themselves
in communication with all parts of the country by submitting a number of questions to many learned men and educators, and calling for
expressions of opinion.
It is not necessary to enter into the reports on the two subjects mentioned last, however important they may be for America, since they
are closely connected with public institutions c1i:ffering from ours. It
may be remarked though that the proposals for school management
intend to serve reform by making the municipal school commissions
independent of political influence by means of appointment instead
of election. This will increase the independence and responsibility
of the school superintendent. The last question, the one concerning
preparation of teachers, is perhaps the most urgent one in the United
States, but its solution finds the greatest difficulties in the prevailing
social conditions, which will wreck the suggestions, however logical
they may be. They are, that the general education of teachers, male
and female, should be four years in advance of the course of the school
in which they instruct; hence that elementary teachers should have
graduated from . the high school, and teachers of secondary schools
have passed through college; besides, that both should have pursued
a partly theoretical and partly practical course of pedagogy in a
normal school.
More important by far is tho first of the three problems, and the
report concerning it has all the more interest to us, inasmuch as it is
composed by Dr. Harris, the present Commissioner of Education.
We have touched upon the Teport in previous pages.
Its peculiar importance may be found in the fact that it has caused
a commotion in the educational rnrld of Am rica such as has never
been witnessed before. 'Ihe department of s hool s perintendence
had proposed the subjec , "Correlation of tudies in elementary
schools." This term is of doubtful meaning-at any rate, its meaning
is disputed in America--more so than with us the term "concentration in instruction," a term that is used with more different interpretations by our new llerha 'tians (Ziller, Stoy, KeTn, Dillmann, Frick)
than by Herbart himself, who meant it to be a connection of the entire
instruction for systematic training of the soul of the pupil. In the
department of superintendence, however (as is seen from the meeting
of the department at Cleveland, February 19 to 21, 1895), it seemed to
have been the intention to call for a report upon the different kinds
of concentration and a general application of IIerbartian principles to
comses of study an 1 m thods of instruction. One is all the more
induced to think so since not only the committee of ten, but also tho
subcommittees on history, geography, and natural science.., had expre sed themselves quite in the sense of the new 1-forbartian school,
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and had especially sugg ted a combination of r lated branches in
i.u. truction. They hH,d not only us cl the e~ pression "as ociation,"
which was plain enough, but had also u ed the word "correlation."
We quote from page 16: "While th e nine conferences desire each
their ov1n subject to be brou 0 ·ht into tho course of lementary schools,
they all agree that these different subjects should be conelated and
associated one with another by the programme and by actual teaching; thH.t every subject recommended for introduction into elementary
and secondary schools houl l help ev-ery other, and that the teacher
of each single subject should feel responsible for the advancement of
the pupils in all subjects, and should distinctly contribute to this
advancement." The report was expected to solve the same problem
which Frick had attempted to solve in the meeting of principals of the
ProYince of Saxony in the year 1883.
But Dr. Harris, on the whole, belongs to a conservative class of
men. His scientific leaning is not so much toward the natural-scientific as it is toward the historic-philologic direction. The analysis of
definitions forms with him the starting point of investigation, and in
the development of_ his course for the elementary school he does not
hesitate to go back to Charlemagne's trivium and quadrivium. He
can not be counted among the representatives of the grammatical
specialists, since he knows how to value a correct realistic instruction
and does not try to make grammar a favorite factor in the so-called
formal training. Yet he stands on the philologic side of the question,
and regards language as the center of instruction in elementary
schools. He may have been induced to emphasize this more particularly, since in public education in America the interest in natural
sciences predominates, which may be seen from the fact that the
pedagogical influence of Preyer :finds much appJanse. We may also
add that Dr. Harris is a Hegelian and, particularly in psychology,
an opponent of Herbart. Finally, a misunderstanding added to the
agitation, for he did not use the term "correlation of studies" in the
sense in which it was used in the questions submitted. In short, he
did not, as was expected by a number of educators, furnish an essay
concerning the proper relation of branches in the course of study.
In his fine and well-weighed manner he entcrs _upon the order in which
the branches should enter the course in harmony with the development of the pupil. He then explains more particularly what Stoy
designates as "statics of instruction;" that is to say, the selection
and amount which would promote an all- ided harmonious development of the mental powers and interests, and how a course of study
honld be framed to introduce the pupil into the totality of human
knowledg of the present day, and pr pare him for the practical
d mand of the world in which he is to live.
However well thi may have been thought out, there is much abstract
deduction without a tuality in it. 'rlie kind of correlation of studies
which many had thouo-ht of he merely touch by characterizin<Y and
rej ctino- th artifi ial combination of in true ion in" GesinnunO' - und
Kul ur tuf n toff rej t d by the American Ilerbar+ians, a ~ clone
nr mod rn Iler a ·tian in Germany, and he did it in referring to
Z1l~ r. xample of _R bin on Crusoe. To combat he perv r ity of
artifi ·rnl on ntrat10n wa wi e and prop r, esp chdly the mixing up
of th ~ran ~ of tu y, which is found in Germany here and th r
trump 1 ~1p 1_n mo 1 1 1 . on in ,vhich s n ial ar torn apart and
thro"·n , ,'Hl m rd r to ma,k excul' ion · into thcr field . But Dr.
Harri· n
nl · n crlect d t point on the orre t method of a
ia-
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tion and one n+ration, bnt al o fail d to ho, he
center and unities within a h branch of stud r b 'm ,_ n of selection
and orouping; nor did he tou h upon th a. i t.anc of the various
branches to one ano her by mean of suitable rea liner matter and
drawino·; nor did he sugge t a method of compr hen i er lation of
knowl dgc, but he provoked his opponents by placing hi vie, s, which
are correct enough, to be sure, in dir ct contradi. tinction to the
endeaYors of the Herbartians. In place of cone ntration he ad ocated,
especially for the beginning of instruc+ion, the principle of analysis
and isolation, so that everything individual and characteri tic found
in any branch of study should be clearly comprehended and become
effective. While on the other side, in exaggeration of a correct idea,
the study of the.child's soul is made the basis of the whole science of
pedagogy, Hariis emphasizes sharply that it is not the p~ychology and
the physiology of brain cells which determine the kind. ::i,nd extent of
the branches taught, but the demands of the civilization in which the
child is born, so iihat it be enabled to perform its duties in the family,
in civil society, in state, and church. The method of instruction is to
him a secondary consideration, and for external matters each science
will suggest its own directions.
The consequence was that after the report was read in Cleveland
February 19 to 21, 1895, t,h e debate disclosed an almost universal
and violent opposition. However, the study of educational questions,
especially the Herbartian pe<l.agogy in America, has received a stronger
hnpctus than it would have received if the report had represented
Herbart's views. According to information received from an American educator, there have never been such animated discussions in t,h e
~ducational world in .America as at present. The United States, it is
said, resembles a hotbed of pedagogical discussion, over which the
gods must rejoice.

A GERMAN VIEW OF THE REPORT OF THE ENGLISH ROYAL COMMISSION ON SECONDARY EDUCA'l'ION.

The .Annual Reports of the Commissioner of Education of 1894-95
and 1895-96 contained full accounts of the report of the English Royal
Commission on secondary education, and quoted numerous noted
English writers in reference to its origin and effect. The document
proved of sufficient importance to arouse the attention of educators
in both hemisphere , and it is instructive to see how this result of a
thorough investigation, both in England and its colonies, and on the
European continent, as well as in the United States, is reflected in the
minds of German educators. The "Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Auslandisches Unterrichtswe en" (a quarterly published in Leipzig and edited by Dr. J. Wychgram) contained in the second number of 1897
an authoritative German expression of opinion, which evidently views
the English effort at reforming secondary education very impartially,
yet critically. .An English version of this article is offered here, with
the hope that it may contribute to the comprehension of the report
of tho Royal Commission, and to gain an insight into the principles
underlying governmental action in behalf of secondary schools in the
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two countries, Germany and Engle nd.

In ..,omo parts of this article

it may be useful to refer to previous public, tion in the .Annual Reports

of the Commissioner of Education. ( ee pp. 5 3 to 713 of vol. 1,
1894-95.)
Dr. Otto W. Beyer, in the articl mentioned, treats the famous
document of nine volumes as a whol , and dwells preferably upon
the underlying principles. He writes a follow-s:
The report of the commi ion on secon<l.ary education in England is
undoubtedly one of the mo t, if not the most, important documents
relative to school que tions that have been published within the last
decade of the development of secondary education in England. In
cases of important issues it is a favorite mode of procedure of the
English nation to appoint Parliamentary commissions for the investigation of far-reaching and particularly difficult subjects, and to
endow them with unlimited power of requisition, so that the bare fact
of presenting to the public a detailed report in nine volumes on secondary education in England is significant of English conditions.
Germany has nothing to offer in comparison. Without reflection,
the report on the conference convoked by the Emperor in Berlin,
December, 1890, might be suo-gested, but this publication can be only
distantly compared to the English. From the outset the purpose
defined was more limited and much less uninfluenced than that of
the royal commission of England. The method of procedure and the
membership were also entirely different; and in reality the German
report lacks just those supplements which make the English report so
valuable, to wit, the views in form of written opinions, and the
stenographic accounts of testimony of every class of the public conversant with the subject, and the critical judgment passed on these
opinions by the commission.
It is not our intention to offer a criticism on the value of the German
report; we wish merely to state the fact that in Germany there exists
no similar educational document. It is evident that Germans do not
lay the same stress as the English do on public opinion, at least in
matters pertaining to the learned professions. Whoever followed the
important newspapers of England from the fall of 1895 till late in the
following spring, during which time the battle of voluntar · and. board
schools raged, will remember how contribu~ions on this que ·tion
poured in thick and fast, day by day, and w1ll understand how the
Engli h Government would have ignored popular opinion had it overlooked the movements of public inter st. In the di cu ion on the
conditions of secondary education the Government may have f lt the
necessity of extra circumspection because of the important questions
of material welfare at stak , and at the same tim because of the close
conn ction of the e que tions with the sympathi s and antipathies of
great and influential cla ses and with the weal or woe of numerous
honorc ble institutions. In the present case he opinion of all parties
con rncd wa gr atly to be desired.
The e fa t · w re kept in view in forming the commission and when
inv . tino- it ·with pow r . The commission con isted of 17 membersI • ·n d_pr f or , hiO'h eccle, ia._tics, Governm nt officials, members
?f I m:liam nt, repr "entativ of uni er ity extension, and other ,
m ·lrnlmO' thre w men, of whom two had r ceived a doctor's deo-ree at
~'...11gli ·l.1 uni:' r ·ities. 10n cqucntly, the be t educated and thorou 0 ·hly
impartial laity w re commi sioned with he inve tigation. The powers
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grantBd by the Queen were unlimit d. 1he commi ion was empowered to intenfow experts, examine books, document , r o-is er , reports,
etc., and to adopt any other lawful mean which it migh deem seryiceablo to obtain a view of the state of a:ffu.irs. Its field of inv tigation
was secondary ducation in the broade t nse of the t rm-all authorities, central as well as local, occupied with education; all kinds of
high schools, among them many on the bol'der line b tween el mentary and secondary schools; all kinds of teachers of high schools and
their conditions; all kinds of school buildings, and, finall , all kinds
of resources and their application. The report was laid before Parliament, which gave it the greatest possible publicity. The commission accomplished its work in 17 months, or 105 sessions. Many
specialists were consulted, and when necessary auxiliary commissions,
or subcommittees, were formed, consisting of both men and women.
The first of the nine volumes gives an account of the issues; it formed
the basis for the statement of contents of the whole work. The second,
third, and fourth volumes contain a verbatim report of the many
opinions expressed on the different' questions; the fifth -volume contains notes of different specialists, as well as written answers to questions directed to individuals or corporations. Information is also given
on secondary education abroad, as in the English colonies of Canada,
Aust,r alia, New Zealand, and Tasmania, in the United States of
America, in Austria-Hungary, Belgium, France, Bavaria, Hessia,
Prussia, Saxony, Saxe-Weimar, "'\Viirtemberg, Holland, Spain, Sweden,
Norway, and Switzerland. The sixth and seventh volumes contain
the reports of the auxiliary commissions on the systems of secondary
education in America and on conditions in countries which were
regarded by the commission as typical of the development of secondary
education in England. The eighth volume contains the summary and
index of all the opinions of specialists, while the ninth volume closes
the work with a large number of statistical tables.
Considering the report as a whole, we are at once confronted by the
pleasing fact of the fund of common sense at the bottom. It is manifestly a very carefully prepared extract from all experiences and
desires accumulated during / the course of generations in widely
different places under the most diversified conditions and under the
greatest variety of influences. Its reflections are founded upon a
manifold reality showing much individual life attended with great
irregularity. Ou this broad foundation it certainly attempts-probably with too great care-to deduct generalities by a purely inductive
method. Thus the report is also remarkable as being a typical
evidence of the purely inductive English, we might say Baconian,
mind resting firmly on a basis of a modest realism.
The Germans incline more to being deductive; but though it is our
original title to fame and our strength and our pride in science, it may
be questioned whether this marked tendency to,vard deductive reasoning may not have had too strong a theoretic influence on our school systems. The feeling that such is the case is widely spread in Germany,
and was experienced by the Emperor when he convoked the conference in Berlin, December, 1890. As Brandi has rightly said in the
Prussian Yearbooks (vol. 84, o. 2, p. 270), the :first question with
Germans is, '' ·what do we want?" ·with the Englishmen it is, '' ·w hat
can we do?" We d fine our aim by what seems best; the English
define theirs by what is attainable. The question is whether ,ve, in
determining what "seems" best, sufficiently consider tho manifold
and various conditions of practical life and their influencv on school
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education. The r serve of the Eugli h report gives us food for
thought in this direction; the fact is r p n.tedly emphasized that few
gen era.I rules should be laid down, as there is constant danger of treating too theoretically differe t n ce' itie and entirely different degrees
of capacity. "Uniformity" and " y terns" of education the commission would ab~ndon, di placing them under all circumstances by
freedom, diversity, and expansiy ness, advantages which have so
often counterbalanc d its defi.ci ncies. ]'or this reason the English
are so patient with the multitudinous distinct forms of their educational system which are at times o difficult for us to understand.
Up to a certain point it is believed that whatever exists is justified.
But the commission is not blind to the deficiencies of the English
system of education. The chief evil of a lack of "coherence" and
''correlation" in administration is properly appreciated; it could
hardly fail to exist among four central authorities. The report mentions as a probable case that large sums of money may have been
expended on buildings or other appurtenances which, if not altogether
superfluous, haye nevertheless not been sufficiently considered, or have
been planned with r espect to certain districts only, or to special purposes, whereas other s should have received similar consideration.
Besides, many plans generally conceded to be excellent could not be
carried out, because of the uncertainty of receiving the money appropriated for the purpose by the law of 1890. The report emphasizes
the immediate necessity of bringing about a change by means of legislation and the privy council. A special form of deficiency is the soca.lled oyerlappin 0 • of school districts, boundaries, and authorities.
Further fault is found in the misappropriation of endowments. It
is to be distinctly understood that the newly to be appointed local
school authorities are to be empowered with the regulation of spending endowment funds, and that their action is to be supported by the
Government, even if old endowment statutes are violated in the interest of schools. As to what concerns the internal conditions of schools,
it ,rns found that pupils are kept in a state of dullness and indolence;
the consequence is that as adults they do not seek to satisfy their
desire for pleasure in the noblest way. The senseless so-called cramming for examinations is also deplored, as well the frequency of examinations, and the eYil that hitherto one examining board seldom
acknowledged the merits of the work of anotll r. The commission
maintains that there should be uniform examinations for the whole
country. It has been found to be only too true that many schools do
not accomplish proper re ults: and that many teachers are poor educators. The proposed means of reformation will be given later on.
On the other hand the m rits of the English educational system
r cefre due recognition. Fir t among these are the weal h and multiplicity of individual forms of s hool and the voluntary powers zealou ·ly devoted to s condary education. To avoid future interference
with then ultipli ity of di tinct forms the commi ion does not favor
laying down · neral rul s for the establi hm nt of econdary schools.
It thinl? that it ·h uld remain or become tho duty of local school
c 1_1thoriti .s to pr_o ido such schools in ev ry di tri t, as in conformity
with pubh' pm10n, 1Y' t meet local needs. For the ame rea on there
h ul<l be no ,.pecifi. d cuniculum of study for the different types of
·h Ol.'.
r1 he Yitlenc_ of acti n among -voluntary pow rs in b half of ecndar · due·; tion , r f un l in th
.·i t •n of a laro- numb r of
·oci ti ' , illl1 P uc.1 u· of the 'tate, whi h mak a point of founding
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and supporting school . It is a great act of self-n"liance to exert p0rsona.l effort where there are no endowed school .
ome of the e societies are sto k com.pani. , institutions for ~ducational purposes little
known in ermany. '"fhe laro- , even imposing, nclowment funds, so
fr quent in England, are sign of the great intore t manifested in the
education of youth beyond the elementn,ry stage.
uch endowments
for educa ional purposes are much mor numerou in England than in
Germany, but we must not forget that we, sufferh g from the effects
of the thir y years' war, are not so rich a nation as the English, which
was drawing in wealth from its colonies while our country was rent
with the bloodiest and most disastrous war in the annals of history.
The industrial deyelopment of England, moreover, began several generations earlier than ours, and I rivate assistance had moro occasion
to extend a helping hand, as the State did nothing for education. The
social e-dls o.f largo cities aJso a+tained a higher degree of threatening
danger much sooner than with us, and better education was regarded
as a refornrn.~ory means. M~rny facts go to prove that in England the
spirit of self-reliance is much older than with us-a consequence of
the extended local self-government which England has enjoyed for
many centuries. England is preeminently the country of social
customs.
Further evidences of voluntary action are seen in university extension which, sup-ported by the influence of the two ancient an<l rich
universities of Cambridge and Oxford, for a long time developed
without any State n, ·sistance. Very recently the Go--.;,-ernment has
allowed appropriations for this enterprise. '"fhe whole movement
p1ays an important part in England. '"fhe memoranda of the commission contains various entries respecting it. Even tho two 1 independent institutes which the movement called to life, i. e., the university-extension colleges at Reading and Exeter, were ca1led upon
by the commission to furnish their data.
Another result of independent action js the establishment of a system of examinations for secondary schools without intervention from
the State. Universities arranged examinations for preparatory and
other secondary schools, originally out of necessity, because they had
suffered the unpleasant experience of a constantly deteriorating preparatory education. The result of these private efforts has been that
advanced education is controlled by the universities, a condition
generally appreciated.
Compulsory attenda-nee is not an immediate effect of State influence. School boards received permission from the Government to
require compulsory attendance in their districts as they saw fit.
either is school inspection founded upon State laws; it was introduced solely by ordinance.
As in w ighing the merits a,ncl faults tho commission showed a
remarkable absence of prejudice, so a wise diplomacy is manifested
in the measures they propose. Its uniform good will toward all secondary ducation is a mark of wise policy. Its earnest aspiration is
to liberate t,he latent intellectual powers of youth, and to remove as
many as possible of the obstacles in the way of their development.
:r ecessarily the notable fact mu t have had influence that the univeral competition threatening England in the field of industry, in which
until recently it was the leader, makes a better appreciation of these
powers a st rn duty.
1

More recently a third has been established.
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In pursuance of these opinions there is a given instance that whore
it is so de ired private schools may refuse to submit to any State
inspection except that of sanitary conditions. Even though the power
of the State be unquestioned, a misuse of that power should be cautiously prevented. A highly estimable sense of justice is manifested
in the report in the measures suggested against force employed to
coerce minorities or individuals. The forbearance which the document recommends with inefficient private schools and poor teachers
can be understood to proceed from a similar feeling. As a father does
not willingly disown a wayward child, so the State should not relinquish
the hope that inferior schools and incompetent teachers may improve
by the example of their betters. Again, the commission shrinks from
an attack on personal liberty. The creation of a monopoly for public
schools by suppressing private schools is considered a step that might
retard the progress of education. The duty of the law to educate the
people is considered of higher importance than the immediate lessening of existing evils which, beyond a doubt, would vanish under
stricter regulations against inefficient schools.
The commission seems to have forgotten that the children suffer
when the State countenance poor schools and inefficient teachers.
A, eeming good will towar 1 adults thereby leads io an indisputable
injustice to minors. 13ut if wrong in that case, the commission is
decidedly right in placing a high estimate on the <luty of the Government to educate tho people. This alone explains its de ire to invest
with great power the local authorities n wly to bo appointed.. A similar £·periment ha already been tried in the educational system of
Englc.nc.l; thP, Government at least sanctioned the policy of investing
oYrnr in local authoritie . The county councils e tabli. hed in
lf-o-oyerning bodfos originally Ye ted with important judiciary
but in nowi. o with p cial rio-hts of school in pection, wer
an annual appropriation of about ·.,, 750,000 to bo expended
cau of t
·cal education. The wi<le int rpretation °iv n
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experiment was rather a costly one; 1mt o 1·ich a ountry a England
holds it own even under dearlyboughtexperi nees that alway "' have
something of an dncational character. It is not unlikely that the
increasing experience of the councils in matter of secondary education in the meantime made the investment pay. At least there prevails a constantly growing belief that county councils have rendered
useful s rvice in developing secondary education, and the m asure
proposed by the royal commission of allowing them to elect the new
local boards substantiates this. Continuity of dev lopment, which
this measure protects in a field that can least bear violent agitation
must be provided for by a wise and precautionary government. It i;
not at all impossible that these local boards which can look bac'.r.
upon experience gained under ad verse conditions will one day be the
pride of the English educational system. The commission has especial1y prepared their berth with a tender love of preference.
It is furthermore significant that local school boards have very
extensive powers of supervision, but only mild means of compulsion.
An educational aim is thereby kept in view; the judgment of a citizen is spurred on to a voluntary acceptance of such sacrifices as the
law can exact. To excite a lively local interest local school boards
are permitted to superintend all affairs relative to secondary education-teachers, pupi1s, resources, and conditions of the schools.
Within the limits of the law they shall have sovereign control in
their sphere of action; they shall found a]).d organize schools, maintain and supervise them; however, they must not directly oppose
those to whom they owe their existence. They must act equally in
contact with the central power and the people without any other
intermediary whatever. The royal commission ha.s intentionally left
out of its recommendations the creation of an isolated provincial
authority. Its opinion is that its functions should he divided between
the central poweT and local authorities, and that a provincial authority
would only occasion friction.
This is a strictly decentralizing measure; in fact, the commi sion
has made every effort possibleotoward decentralization, as it is of the
opinion that the intervention of the state in secondary education
should be very limited, much more so than with us in ermany. It
is di&inclined to place secondary education entirely under public control, and considers the examinations and revisions prescribed for
elementary education detrimental to secondary education. The commission is very skeptical respecting fixed courses of study; it looks
for a remedy rather in the improvement of methods and a be-'-ter
preparation of teachers. In the present condition of normal schools,
and with present methods of instruction in England, this is most apt
to be the correct iew.
"'\Ve have already seen with how much caution the commission proposes innovations. In all cases it endeavors to make the best use of
existing conditions with the least pos. ible disturbance, and retains
whatever of pre:.;ent usage is to any degree justifiable. ·with a stro:nopartiality for conserva ive methods, it recommends that no new taxes
be imposed, but that present incomes be distributed in conformity
w~th the English principle to make the best of a thing. It agrees
with Matthew Arnol<l, that the resources of secondary schools fa
England a~e !m1;1ense if judici?1;1sly divided H,nd properly applied.
Therefore 1t ms1 ts upon a rev1s10n of reo·ulations for endowments·
th refore it maintains t~at the stati te go-verning any endo,Yment
fund should not become m force until forty years after its establish-
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ment; therefore it proposes tlrn,t sbtutes referring to t,he expenditures
of endowments, the interest of which exceeds $500, should be submitted to Parliament for approval; therefore it favors appropriate
regulations for endowments in general. One of the main issues is
that when any school has more income than it needs the tuition fee
should not therefore be reduced for those students whose parents
can easily pay, but that the general plane of instruction be elevated
by means of this surplus; the latter should be expended for appurtenances, the usefulness of which is commonly acceded but for which
parents are unwilling to pay extra charges.
Our consideration of the political aspects of the report would be
incomplete were we to omit, in conclusion, its efforts toward equalizat.ion of the various institutions and its recommendation of the
weaker schools to the economic protection of the State. It maintains
that endowment funds should go toward the support of poor but talented students, recommends the employment of women in the field of
secondary education as teachers, inspectresses, or members of local
school boards, and upholds the rights of assistant teachers, especially
by making an effort toward ameliorating their pecuniary position,
which offers too great a contrast to that of the well-paid head teachers.
A similar plan of action is adopted in its support of evening high
sehools. These should be supported wherever local needs demand it,
and tho tuition fee should be as low as possible. The commission is
manifestly animated by the thought that any one who seeks evening
instruction after a clay's labor should in every way be encouraged,
the more so as one in such a position requires further education for
his own professional success. Mention must be here made of the commission's earnest, thoughtful care for rural dist,ricts. Hor a long time
life in the agricultural districts of England has not been easy, and the
commission justly remarks that, in the present deplorable condition
of the oldest and greatest English industry, husbandry, every means
should be devised to elevate the rural population. Every measure
appropriate to leveling social distinctions and interesting the separate
classes of teachers in one another for their common benefit and progress is considered beneficial to the profession and indirectly so to the
State of which it forms a part.
The same remarks apply to Germany, where the different classes of
teachers are kept apart by almost insurmountable barrier . In England affairs are not quite so bad. Each teacher there may rise to the
highest professional dignity. From being the assistant to a village
teacher, the lowest gra<lo of the profes ion, an ambition teacher may
become a university student, and all schools are open to graduates in
universities. Similar conditions prevail in Saxony, and perhaps in
some oth r of th German States. Prussia is still a verse to allowing
teachers the possibility of unre. tricted promotion. In England, however, not only teachers of elementary and secondary schools are in
clo e contact, bu he boundary line between the chools themselves
ar.e ~o ► harply drawn. It i. a very characteri tic fact that the commi. 1 n d . , not advocate cla. ·... i.fying of school according to the kin<l
of mstruct1011 or the amount of tuition fee charu·ed.
The iew of the
0
commi "ion i that th true value of instructio n it vivifyinO' influCl
n e n h e pup1'l' mind, depends less upon the' particular subjects
tauo-ht than upon tho inspiriting method by which the mind is
ar u 1.
R;evi win()' th e reflections, wo may, in conclu ion, deduce the followmo-_r ~l . : Th whole inv sti()'ation of the condition of econdary
educa.t1on m ngland, which forms the subject of the report of the r yal -
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MANUAL TRAINING IN GER~iA.i:

In no case has manual training been adopted by he authorities of
any system of schools in Germany.
either city nor proYincial nor
State authorities have recognized in manual training a tudy whieh
deserves general introduction to the schools, except female handiwork, which is found everywhere as an integral part of the course of
study for girls in elementary schools and in econdary schools for
girls. H~nce, wherever manual training is found in any school in
Germany it is the result of private initiative. Private per ons and
societies, such as "societies for the promotion of practical education and handicraft," have established independent schools for that
purpose or prevailed upon the municipal or State authorities to make
a manual training department a,n annex to some elementary or secondary school of good repute. But while the officers of the regular
school systems--elementary, secondary, and higher-refuse to introduce manual training, all the German educational authorities are
engaged in promoting industrial, trade, and technical schools, both
elementary and secondary. In the second part of last year's report a
statement of the industrial schools in Germany is given which shows
that the number of such schools is co~paratively largo.
The statistics here given are compiled from a recent German report. 1
In the absence of later statements, the general results shown must
suffice. The total number of schools for manual training of boys in
1

"The present condition of manual training in Germany, statistically represented by order of the G:erma,n union for handicraft of b 8 "by Alban Forster.
editorial secretary of the .Royal Statistical Bureau of Saxo!y', Dre3 den, 1893.
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Date of establi lmicnt of Germ.an 11icmual-training schools.
Inc1e- Annexes
pendent to other
hools. schools.

Est!l.bli hed .

Inde· Annexes
pendent to other
schools. schools.

Established.

- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - 1 - -- - - - - - -- 1- - - - - 18i8 a ___ ..... _____ . __ _____ . ________ - -···
l Si ··--·· · ·-·····-·····---··-·
1
18i0_ ···- .... -·· · ·· . ..... --····
3
1 8Q ___ __ ······ -· ·--··-·· · ·····
4
1 81- •. ········-·····-·-·······
9
1882 . ... . ·-·······-·······-····
4
1883 ... · - -·· ·· ············-····
2
188!. ·-·· _...... ···-· --···- ···3

1 5·-··-····-···-·-·····---···

26
I

4

6

3

6
10
11

2

9

1

18 fl.· -·· ··· -·· ········· ·· ·-··
1887 .... _..... - ..... ·····- -···
1 88 ...... - · ··---· •··- ······ · 1 89 ....... ---···-·······-····
1800 .................. _. ..... .

11
11

8
13
l!J
21
9

2.J
33
35
16

126

--202

27

1891 .. . --··· · ·· ·· -·--·········
1892 ...... _....... ··-· ··· ·· ... .
Tota l.·-···-··- · ·--·- ·· -

a Before.

The following table shows the number of teachers n.nd pupils in
tho German manual-training schools:
Instructors and pupils in Gennan manual-training schools.
Pupils.

Instructor s.
State or province.

Inde~cndent

Annexes.

Total.

Inde•

~ ~ - - - - - 1 - - - - , - - - 1pend-

A
Teach· Arti• Teach - Arti• Teach· Arti•
ent nex~·s. Total.
er s .
sans. ers.
sans. ers. sans. schools

- - - - - - ' - - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Prussia .... . .. .. . ·-···········
East Prussia..............
West Prussia.............
City of Berlin·-..........
Brandenburg.·-·········Pomerania................
Poson .....................
Sile ia ···········-···-····
,·a:::ony ...................
i::C'hle. wig·Holstein ......
Hnnov r •················-

~- t~~T1!i~l\iu·::::========

Rhinr~l:md .......... ......

B:n-!~~~~~~~=~:::::::::::::

Sn~~r}~-bcr:;:::=====:========

Il .d

D....... ...... ............

149
12
5

19

29
5
2
8

31
7
5
7

~

··-·ff
7

lH
1
2
12
3
2
2
5
1
3
16

J
32

59

····io·
3

9
5
4
4
3

260
13
7
41
8
4
10
36
25

23

'i8

-···io·
3

--- ·20·
5
4
11
3

4,395
364
273
500
205
60
211
8!4
361
179
751

3,597
20
55
200
549
101

!JO
418
569
120
464
112

7,~~
OO'te

328
700
75!
161
301

1,262
930
299
1,215
211

·-··T
i ~ t ~ ifJJ 1,tfi9
····· ·i- ·--···· ········ -····· · ········ ······· ···---·· ········ ········
GJ ....ff
~7g •· •.. 33
.•9.
1h9.3
43i 1,1~ 1,~701
2,~
25

7

t

3 -······

10

1

!)!)

211

172

ra
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Instructo1·s and pupus in German 1nan:ual-training chools-Continued.
0

Pupi .

Instructors.
State or province.

- - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

~!!!=11:~~1£~~~==============
======== ======= ------~- -----~- ------~- _____:_ ======== ---··~~ .......~~
Saxe•Coburg-Gotha ....... -..
2 -······
4 .......
6
93
139
232

Anhalt ........................ ·······- .•.....
1 .......
1 ....... ........
12
12
Schwn.rzburg•Sonders ha u •
sen-·-·--···············-··-·
1 ·-····· ·-······ .......
1
12 ........
12
Schwn.rzburg•Rudolstadt __ ._
1
2 ........ ·-····1
2
60 ·-·· ....
50
Waldeck·-··········-······-·· ........ ·-····-·-··---·-··-··--·-·-----··-··-···········---------·--·

i:~!:: j~:~~W~~:=:=:::::::~ :::::::: :::::=: -·-··T ::::::: ·····-·,( ::::::: :::::::: --··-os- --·---os
fr~~~~~~~!~~!~~~.:::::=:::: ---·-T ::::::~ ·-·--T ::::::: ······f ::::::: -····ar ····-ao- ·-···-oi
Liiheck ·········---·--·-----·Bromen·••-···--·-·-·------·-·
Hamburg·----·---·-·---···- · ·
Alsace-Lorraine ________ ····-·

2
3
2
15

The German Empire ...

.......
-·····.....•.
.......
36

1
11
1
3 -·-··-·
10
5
250

113

3
H
1
5 --··-··
25
5

110
40
70
410

60
128
100
475

liO
168
170
885

149

7,374

6,841

H,215

499

The following table indicates by number of schools the relative
attention -paid to each branch taught:
B1·anches taught in Germ,an 1naniial-training schools.
Absolute number of
schools.
Branches taught.

Inde•
pendent.

Annexes.

Per cent of schools.

Inde·
Total. pendent.

An•
nexes.

Total.

Real rnanual•training work.

Cardboard work-··························Wood carving_····-·-·---·--···········- ....
Bench work .......• ·-···--··--·-···--······Metal work .. ---······-··----···· ...... -····Modelling _......................•..... --····

95
100
48
7
4

154
104
39
8
10

77

229
204
87
15
14

81
39
6
3

55
21
4
5

24

6

9

73
65
28

81

5

4

Other ~mnches.

li~:Flti~::;:_:::::\:::~~::\~~:::;~:::;; ::·_-_}: iitt°f!if;~=\~:\: _:~:\:~~~~~:: :\: :::::): ------·1
1

~

;gf~i;it~{iit=~=====:~~=~==~~==-=~==== ====::::::

i

Making useft.l articles ...... -··-··--·-··.... .... ••....
1
Drawing .......•.......... ········-······ ...
1 ...... ___ _
Gardening.....•.....•.................•......... --···12
19
21
11
10
4
7
7
5
4
2

1
1
1
To~al ··-· ··-· ···-······-· •..... -··· ··- ·

190

2

2

8

1
.5
1 ·····-·--.5
1
1 ·-····---1
.5
~
1

1
1
1

.5
.5
.5

1

12

9

8

7
5
4
2

1
1
1

.5
.5
.5

.5

1 ········-.5
1
1 ········-·

28
21
14
11

.5
.5
.5
.5
1

6

7
2
1
4
1

.5

4

10
11

7

6

4

2
4
4
3
2
1

3
3

.5
.5

9

4

5

.5
.5

.5,

2
2
1
1

.5

.5
.5

314: ·-···-·--· ·-·······- ---·---·
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devoted to

The following table shows what part of th y ar
manual training:
Season devoted to manual fraining.
Open duringSchools.

Whole
year.

Winter.

100
82
75

22
1
43
23

243
78

05
21

Summer.

Failed to/ TotaL
report.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - Independent ____ ------ ___________ ------ ___________ __ _
P er cent ________________ ____ ____ _--· ________ ____ _
Annexes __________________________________ __________ _
P er cent ________________________________________ _

H-3

TotaL _________________________________________ _
Per cent _____ ._______ -----· __________ _--· __ _

4

126
101)
202
100

16

328
100

------------------·
12
4
2
4

1

The rates of tuition fees are indicated in the table below:
Serniannual tuition fees in German manual-training schools.
Schools.
Independent_ ______________
Per cent _______________
Annexes ___________________
Per cent _______________
Total. ___ • ____________
Per cent _______ ·__

Vary(j
Irreg- 1 to 3 4to5
18 to20 ingby
7 to 10
12
Total.
ular. marks. marks. marks. marks. marks. marks. grades.
------ --- -------126
4
42
5
12
9
20
4.
25
100
4 -----if
33
15
7
4
20
10
20-2
160
12
2 -------13
5
7
100
70
1 -------- -------6
7
3
2

-

- -- ---202
61

32
10

9
3

32
10

25
8

11

3

5
1

---

16

--------

328
100

No·.rE.-The mark is equivalent to a quarter of a dollar United States money. Exact valuation, 23.8 cents in gold.

The following table gives the time each week devoted to work in
manual-training schools in Germany:
Numbe1· of hours per week taught in Gernian manual training schools.
Hours.
Schools.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6
·

7 to 10. 11 to 20. o,ver Ir}!;u- Not Total.
20.
time. stated.

- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - -- -- -- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Independent _________________ 62
Per cent ______________ ---- 51
Annexes________________ __ 4 56
Per cent---···-·-····· 2 30
Total _______ ____ ____ 4 118
Per cent __________ 1 38

15 37
3 -------- -------- --·-····
5
4
120
4
lOJ
12 30 --- 3 ----··-··f
11
17
202
84
16 55 ~
o·9
1
6
100
0 30
- -1- - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - - - --1- - - 1 - - 31 92 5 22
16
21
328
2
8
9
10 30 2 7
5
100
1
3
3

fg

1

The ub idi "for the encouragement of manual training and their
ource appear in the next tabl , expre sed in round numbers of marks
n ar t th exac um. :
ub idies

/01· German manual training schools.

Paid to-

By State
government.
2.'5,000
23,000

Total

----------------------------------------------4.,ooo l

Total.
40,000
17,000

05,000
40,000

51,000

105,000
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Hence it i een ..hat the total municipal and tate aid for manual
training ( exclu ive of tuition fees and expenditures defrayed by private persons and societies) amount to a little over 25,000. But it
mu t be remembered that there are a great numb r of industrial,
trade, and technical schools in Germany which teach handicrafts.
These in titutions are not counted in the foregoing statement.

RECENT GERMAN EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE.

The educational literature in Central Europe including only the German-speaking nations, the German Empire, Austria, and Switzerland, has been very copious
in recent years. Treatises on the theory and history of education, text-books and
guides, reprints of classical and modern writings on educational topics are counted
by the thousancls in one year. A few of these works, being of enduring value, are
mentioned here, with a brief statement of their contents. No criticism is attempt~d
or intended. The article of Mr. Scherer in this volume on the subject of "Currents in education'' will supply the criticism. Mr. Scherer seems to be recognized
in Germany as an educational authority, and in na,tional conventions of teachers
he is recognized as the man upon whose shoulders the mantle of Friedr. Dittes ·
has fallen.
(1) "Das gesamte Erziehungs- und Unterrichtswesen in den Landern deutscher
Ziinge." Im ~uftrage der Gesellschaft fiir deutsche Erziehungs- und Schulgeschichte, herausgegeben von Karl Kehrbach. Berlin, 1895.
This is a bibliographical list, with statement of contents of all books, essays, and
governmental decrees or laws, issued monthly, concerning German education and
pedagogical science. It contains also information of devices of teaching. The
yalue of this new publication lies in the fact that it omits nothing of note. All
the German educational journals are made to contribute to this work.
(2) "Zeitschrift fur Philosophie und Padagogik," herausgegeben von 0. Fliigel
und W. Rein. Langensalza.
This is a quarterly, representing, as far as education is concerned, the Herbartian
s~hool of pedagogy. Professor Rein, of Jena, is the educational editor. Thus far
three volumes have appeared.
(3) "Academische Revue, Zeitschrift fiir das internationale Hochschu1wesen,"
herausgegeben von Dr. Paul von Salvisberg. Munich.
This monthly discusses important university questions, and gives statistical news
of the higher seats of lea1:ning of all the nations of the civilized world .
. (4) "Geschichte des Schul- und Bildungslebens im alten Freiburg," von Franz
Heinemann. Freiburg.
This book may be considered a building stone for the future history of education. It gives the history of the educational efforts of a single city, beginning
with the twelfth century. The author produces undeniable evidences for his
statements in form of documents from the city archives. He closes his narration
with the close of the sixteenth century.
(5) "Padctgogische Schriften,'' von Joh. Friedrich Herbart, herausgegeben von
Fr. Bartholomai. L:mgensalza.
This is a new edition of Herbart's educational works, with explanatory remark3
by the editor. Thus far only one volume has appeared.
(G) "Sammtliche Werke," von Joh. Friedrich Herbart, herausgegeben von G.
Hartenstein. Band XIII. L eipzig.
'l'his is the la t volume of Herbart's work, and contains posthumous writings
and other brief essays of Herbart not published before.
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(7) "1I,fonurnenta Germanire Pcedagogica," Vol. XVII, herausgegeben von Karl
Kehrbach. Berlin.
This volume contains the history of military education in German-speaking
nations.
(8) "Heinrich Pestalozzi, 1746-1837. Eine biographische Skizze," von 0. Hunziker. Ziirich.
The life of Pestalozzi i here described in six chapters by the custodian of the
Swiss Pestalozzi museum.
(9) "Vate1· Pestalozzi." Bilder aus seinem Leben, von Friedrich Polack. Bonn.
This is a popular little book designed to be used as supplementary reading
matter.
(10) "Grundziige einer Sozialpcedagogik und Sozialpolitik," von Karl Fischer.
Eisenach.
The author attempts to show that both individual and social pedagogy is to a
great extent determined ancl influenced by the science of biology; biology, in fact,
is to him simply an enlarged pedagogy.
(11) "Gewissen itnd Gewissensbildung," von Reinhold Seeberg. Erlangen.
The author starts out with the customary definition of conscience as the voice of
God in man, and declares it useless. He concludes that it is moral consciousness.
(12) Organisation uncl Lehr-plan de1· rneh1·stujigen Volksschule nach den Fordenmgen der Gegenwart, von Fr. Bruggemann. Berlin.
The author claims that no demands except those of the science of pedagogy
should be heeded in framing the course of study of graded elementary schools.
The commo:p. school as an organ of the social body must have an ethical ideal, in
the service of which all instruction should be placed.
(13) Organisation und L eh11Jlan de1" meh1·stu,figen Volksschule nach den Forderungen der Gegenwart, von Wilhelm Reinke. Berlin.
This book is chiefly devoted to the organization and management of graded
schools. It is a plea for adapting the common schools more and more to modern
changed conditions of life.
(14) Schule und Vaterland, vaterlandische Worte fiir Jung und Alt, von 1\1.
·E vers. Barmen.
This is a collection of orations delivered at festive occasions.
(15) Grundriss der Psychologie, von WHhelm Wundt. Leipzig.
Professor Kiilpe says of this book: "Psychology begins to descend from its lofty
standpoint of exclusive scientific interest. A general desire for psychological
information is noticeable. In the court rooms JJsychological processes are becoming quite•numerous. In the literature of :fiction a psychological tendency is seen,
and in the State medical examination students in Germany have to undergo an
ordeal in psychiatry. This proves the necessity of such a book as Wnndt's."
(16) Einfiihnmg de1· Pestalozzischen Methode in Preussen, von Bruno Gebhardt.
Berlin.
This work describes the efforts on the part of the Prussian Government,
prompted by Queen Louise, to regenerate the people through public education
after the battle of Jena. It shows the work of Wilhelm von Humboldt, the first
mini ter of education in Prus ia, and his able assistants, who popularized Pestalozzi's educational theories and methods.
(1,) Robinson als Stoff eines erziehenden Unte1·1·ichts, von A. Pickel. Leipzig.
The author is a noted Herbartian. He gives preparations for lessons on Robinson rn oe as central les ons in the development of the emotions (sittlicher
~nterricht).
(1 ) Die n illen.if,·ciheit, Yon Dr. Paul Michaelis, Berlin.
After an hi torical review over the most important attempt to solve the problem
of freedom of· the will, the author tries to show that the idea of "libernm arbi-
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frium indifferentire" is untenable, and that there is neither in the physical nor
in the Kantian metaphysical sense anything like a freedom of the will.
(19) Psychologie 1nit An1.cenclimg emf Erziehimg imcl Scln1lpraxis, von Dr. Jahn,
Leipzig.
In normal schools psychology should not be treated as an abstract science, but
as a practical school science. From e:s:amples taken from history and poetry,
from observations and experiences in life and the schoolroom, the most important
psychical J;>henomena and their laws are derived.
(~O) Kaufmunnischcs F01·tbildungs - Schitlicesen, von Dr. Stegemann, Braunschweig.
Shows what is being done in GeTmany and othm· countries in regard to business
education, and gives evidence of the rapid progress commercial schools are making
everywhere, particularly in Germany. The book has been suggested by the boards
of trade of the business centers of Germany.
(21) Die Psyclwlogie in ih1·e1· Anu;endiing emf die Sch1.ilpTaxis, von B. Maass,
Bres1au.
Psychological phenomena are in this book shown in well-known examples taken
from biblical hfotory, from the reader, or from daily life. The book is intended
for the use in normal schools.
(22) Geschichte des gelehrten Unten·ichts, von Dr. Friedrich Paulsen, BeTlin.
Second edition.
The author has revised and greatly enlarged his work in this edition, and lays
more stress upon recent developments of secondary and higher education in Germany. The book is a most th01·ough historical review of higher ed-ucation known
in the educational literature of any country.
(23) Frauengestalten in de1· Geschichte cle1· Padagogik, von Karl Supprian,
Leipzig.
This is an attempt at showing what woman has done in the educational reforms
of the nineteenth century. The author shows how women have influenced the
education of the civilized nations, giving due credit to the men who originated
ideas.
(24) Das cisthetische Erziehimgs-Systeni, von Dr. A. Wittstock, Leipzig.
A book in which the resthetic side of education is emphasized, perhaps too
urgently, but certainly with the best of intentions. The author defines resthetics
as the "science of emotions," and upon this ample definition he consti·ues a system of teaching which will lead toward ennobling the human race.
(25) Erziehungs und Unterrichtslehre fiw hche1·e ]Icidchenschulen, von Dr. B.
Ritter, Weimar.
The fact that the promoter of higher education of women in Germany claim a
separate course of training for girls, one differing from that of boys in paying
attention to the inevitable differences in sex, has lec1 the author to write this handbook of pedagogy for girls. The book has found both warm commendation and
adverse criticism in Germany.
(26) DieLebensanschamingencler grossen Denke1·, von Rudolph Eucken, Leipzig.
Second edition.
This standard work of the professor of Jena is materially changed in its second
edition. It is a history of development of the problem of life from Plato to the
present time, and will aid teachers in ascending to a higher level for the contemplation of life.
(27) Die Plidagogik von Pestalozzi, von H. Scherer, Leipzig.
This is the first volume of the work School Inspector Scherer speaks of in the
article printed at the head of this chapter. It attempts to show education in its
connection with the entire intellectual life of the German and other nations.
(28) Die Gesehichte der deutschen Univetsitiiten, von Georg Kaufmann, Stuttgart.
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· The first volume of this work appeared in 1 8 , the second in 1896. While the
first gives the "Vorgeschichte," the second ends with the close of the Middle Ages.
The work is frequently quoted in the European educational prees.
(29) Geschichte der Padagogik, von Karl von Raumer, Giitersloh. Fifth
volume.
This is the fifth volume of Raumer·s history of education, and contains the
biographies of educators of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This new
volume is prepared by Dr. G. Lothholz, who faithfully continues Raumer's famous
work.
(30) Piidagogische und didactische Abhandlungen, von Dr. 0. Frick, Halle.
The former director of the Francke-Stiftungen, in Halle, published a number of
essays, which are here collected in two volumes and published by his son, Dr.
Georg Frick. These essays mostly refer to questions arising from the prominence Herbart's philosophy and pedagogy acquired in Germany during the last
twenty years.

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF EDUCATION.
INTRODUCTION,

To state the actual conditions of education of a country for a given year in an
array of numbers and well-arranged tables is doubtless a meritorious undertaking, but for the purpose of gaining valuable knowledge such a presentation
is insufficient. The most fruitful sources of information are comparison and contrast. lf, therefore, the absolute numbers are accompanied by ratios which allow
a comparison of any separate item of information with others on a uniform scale,
the presentation will be much better. Thus, for instance, jt is well enough to
know that a country has a certain number of teachers and pupils in attendance at
school, but better it would be to accompany the actual number by a statement
showing the ratio per hundred or thousand of the population. Or, if it were
found that a State had a certain aggregate number of pupils in elementary and
another in secondary schools, tho statement would be greatly improved by showing that the first number amounts to 95 per cent, the second to 5 per cent, or
whatever other ratio it would prove to be.
Still better would be the statements if they were given for a number of years,
which would allow the computation of a ratio of progress. This would offer au
unfailing standard of measurement for the progress of that country. For the
statistician, however, such material would still appear isolated, and he would
want to place the information of uniform character into line and compare various
countries by a uniform standard of measurement.
'There are very few items of educational statistics that can be subjected to a
uniform standard of measurement. The educational institutions of different
countrie vary in scope and organization, so that uniformity in statistics can not
l>e attained except, perhaps, in enrollment, attendance, and expenditures. These
the annual reports of the Bureau of Education have published for several years.
In the pre ent article the final result of statistical surveys over a long period of
y ar' is pre:-entecl. The greater part is the work of Prof. E . .Mischler, of Stras'hnrg, Germany. At the ouLet it must be stated that the tatistics he offers are
not in every ca c the most recent, owing to the fact that he desires to place the
various conntric as nearly on a level a he can, to apply a uniform standard.
The following nmmarie of the systems of education in the civilized world are
intended to out, in the mo t important data concerning in titutions, teacher ,
anl. nr llment d rived from the statistics of a longer period than is commonly
0I1S1cler ·<1. 'l'he e summaries are offered in the briefest pos ible form.
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It has not in any case been possible to present the entire system of education,
e pecially not with reference to secondary and special schools. Great gaps in th~
statistical structure here presented are noticeable. However, the data coYei-ing
elementary schools are given, and in most cases those of university education also.
The statistical sources available are often very dissimilar, and they are not by
any means the most copious anc1 best where culture has reached the highest
degree of development. It would seem as though the consciousness of success
quenches the desire to review actual conditions.
The sources used for the present review are stated under the heading of each
section. M. E. Levasseur's meritorious statistical work concerning elementary
education (see Bulletin de l'Institut International de Statistique, tome VI, livr. 2,
1892) has been consulted frequently, because his statements rest for the most
part upon direct authentic information.
These international com parati ve reviews are partly based on Levasseur's work,
partly on the author's former compilations, and partly also on official sources.
The translator substitutes later dates in a few instances when by so doing the
author's object of placing the various nations on a level is not defeated.
!.-ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.

Of the various categories of educational institutions few permit statistical comparison. They are chiefly those which agree in aims and objects to be attained,
namely, the schools, variously called public, people's, primary, and elementary, and
intended to give an elementary education to children of 6 or 7 to 12 or 14 years of
age. In most countries advanced grades of elementary schools, such as grammar
and burgher schools, are included in the generic term elementary schools. There
are differences in the various countries in the method of teaching, and, to some
extent, in the matter of instruction in these institutions, but for purposes of
statistical comparision these internal differences may be left out of consideration,
since they all serve the well-understood purpose of establishing an average measure of intellectual culture, the minimum of education requisite for the fulfillment
of the duties of citizenship.
The following table presents first in absolute numbers the number of public
schools, teachers, and pupils, with exclusion of all private institutions, except in a
few cases.
TABLE

1.-Number of schools (ptlblic elementary only), teachers, and pupils.
Country.

~~t\!~t
=: =~-. ==: =~·.:: ==····= ===·.-. =: ==-.·.::: =·.-.:: ==== == =·. ==::
Ireland. -· ·· ·- ...... ·····--····- _______ ···-----·-- ____ ---·
N etherlands -··---·-----·---- · ··--··--·--- · .. --·-----··--

Belgiu m __ --·--- --··-· --···- --·--- ______ --··-- --···- ·-··· ·
France· -·····- · ····-····· ··· · · ·· - --·· · -----···--··· ..... .
Prussia · - · ···---···· ·· · · · ·· ·····--····· -· · . . . . ........... .
Saxony . ...... .. .... ········ · ··--·--··- · ···---··--··· ·· -···

Baden--···· ... ... --··· -- -· ··· - · · ·-- - ·· -· · -····· --··-· ... .

Bavaria ·· --····- · ····· · ···--·· · ·-·-· · ·- ...... -··-········

Switzerland_ ..... · ··-···· .. . . ·-· ··- ··· -··- -· · . .. .. . ..... .
Au tria -···-- - -···· -····· -···-- --···· --···- -·········-···

f~i};;:~ ~~:: ~ :~~.=:== :=~::::: ~~-=:=::_· ~: :: :.-:::: ~ ====:
==~:
=
Norway. ·---····-···· -··-·-··--···--·-·-····-·-····-·····

Yen.r.

Schools.

Teachers.

19,49

45,434
7,745
(?)

~·~i
2:052
5,673
67, 359
31,016
2, 205
1, 580
7,141
(?)

17,619

al6, 702
44,60-!
10,516
6,282

Pupils.
4,341,864:

664: 466
507:865

10,931
45!, 926
11 , 795
616,001
106, 247
4,405, 513
70,522
5,005,116
10,102
578, 79i
274,803
3, 668
83!, 829
a23,376
476,101
a9, 239
a43, 708 a2,872,929
a21, 738 a2,015,612
2,059,389
45,694
651,313
12,:'i19
259,239
4,966

a Including private schools and thoir teachers and pupils.

If we deduce relative values from the foregoing absolute numbers and other
available sources as shown in the following tables, it will be seen that the differences between the countries mentioned is not very great, despite the divergences
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in their school systems. Between 100 and 150 lies the average number of inhabitants provided with one school. Where the number deviates from the aver age
peculiar circumstances prevail, as, for instance, in Great Britain (222) and in
Scandinavia ( owing to its ambulatory schools). Rarely are less than 50 and never
more than 100 children assigned to one teacher, and the quota of pupils to
every 1,000 inhabitants is generally between 120 and 170. But these averages are
dependent upon the ages represented in each community, as well as upon tho
frequent or infrequent attendance of other than public schools.
TABLE

2.-Nurne1·ical relation of elem,enta1·y pupils to (a) schools, (b) teachers,
and (c) the nmnber of inhaqitants.
Number of pupils toCountry.

Year.

1890
1800
1889
] 889
1 00
1890
1886
1889
1890
1890
1800
1800
1889
1889
1889
1898

One
school.

Every
1,000 inOne
teacher. habitants.
a15a

a95
ci86

a222
a216
alOl
152
a109
68
14-!

a165

a103
U3
100

( ?)

42
a53

1-U

37

170

06
54
7i

256
172

167
Wi
149
a162

3G

116
( ?)

(?)

154
121
43

66

120
116

a52
a59

a14S

93
41

a62
a47

75
140

a Only public schools.

NOTE.-The results of Signor L. Bodio's calculations, published in his book" Di
alcuni misuratori del movimento economico in Italia," show comparatively slight
deviations from the foregoing table.
TABLE

3.-Numerical 'r elation of pitpils to the numbe1· of inhabitants.
Pupils in every 1,000
inhabitants.
Country.

Year.

England ________________ ____ ·----- ---·-- ---·-- ------ ---·- - _________ _
Netherlands ______ ___ ___ ________________ - - --·- ------ ------ ____ -----·
Belgium __________________________________________________________ __
Prussia _____________ ---·-- _________________________ ·-- _____________ _
, witzerland ______ ---------·-- ____________________________________ ·-

1 9
1 8

( ?)

1 9

(?)

l<'rance _______________ _____ ------ ------ ---- ---- ---·-- - · ---- ---- ---·--

t §~~~~:: =:~~:: : : : : : ::::::: ::::::::=-=:=-- ---------- ------ ----

]

In all elo- In public
mentary elem ntary
schools.
schools
only.
U3
11.5

7

l 6
1 :s

1 0
1 0
18:15

1i'8
17
125

70
9

16!
101

llo

100
lid

m

70

·>
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TA.BLE

4.-Expenditures for 1niblic elem.entary schools.
Expressed Per capita of tho
in million
population.

Country.

francs.

fl~tl~ia_::
:::~=--·.::::·_·_::::·_::: =·.:::::::::: ::::::
Netherlands .................................... .

Belgium ____ . _____ . ____________ .... _________ .... .
France ..... ---··· ............................... .
Prussia --·--- ...... . ..... -··· ··· · .......... --····
Saxony --··-- ·····- ........ -·-·-- ______ ------····
Baden ...... ______ ...................... ---·--·-··
Bavaria .......... --···-··-·-· . .. ... ··--------····
Switzerland_---··· ............................. .
Austria .............. · -·_ ............ _..... _. . -·Hungary ···········-·····-··-··········-···-····
Italy ........... --··· .......... _........... - _-·-··
Sweden·---·-·---····--·· -·--·- ·· .... --· -·---····
Norway_·-····--·-·-·-···· -······-·--····---· ···

Per capita of pupils.

Francs. Dollars. Francs. Dollars.

183

Z3

2-l:
27
173
196
2:3
7

20

19
103
37
62
17
3

6.30
4.89
5.32
4.50
4. 4,3
6.54
6,57
4.37
3.58

6.48
4.48
2.12
2.07

3.55
1.61

1.22
.94
1.()3

8.11
8.69

53

10.23
.49
7.53

«

:85

1.26
1.27
.84
.69
1.25
.86
.41
.40
.69
.31

42
45
39
39
40

7. 5-3

7,72
4.83
(?)
7. 72
6.56
3.48
5. 79
5.02
2.12

25

(?)

40
34:

18

30
26
11

The expenditures for public school purposes range between 3-½ and 6t francs (67
cents and $1.25) per capita of the -population, if we exclude the States in which the
school system is not very extended, such as Norway, .Italy, and Hungary. The
following table shows in what proportion the communities, States (or provinces),and the national government contribute to the expenses of public elementary
schools.
TABLE

5.-Percentage of participation in defraying expenses for public elenientary
schools.
Country.

Comm.uni- States or Nation.
ties.
provinces.

Netherlands ______ --···-·-···· ...... --···---···- ................... .
Belgium -····· .................................... ______ ........... .
France ................................................ -·-- ......... .
Switzerland ........................ -····· ......................... .
Austria ............................. ···- ........................... .

61 -···········
55
6
41
11

~

~gary ___ ... -· ______ . ··- _____ ........... _•.• _. .• ~ ....... _........ .
1

70

61

88
89

88

--

1

3!)
33
48
30

1

12
lU

IL-NORMAL SCHOOLS.

The data collected in the two following tables on normal schools are made
uniform as far as possible. Age of students and length of course are left out,of
consideration. A special feature of the preparation of teachers is the proportion
of female students. It must be borne in mind that in some countries women ~re
employed as teachers chiefly for special branches (female handiwork, drawing,
girls' gymnastics), for which they receive no preparation in normal schools, hence
tho number of female normal school students does not show the same proportion
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with the number of female t achers employed.
absolute numberR and the ratios:
TABLE

The following tables give the

6.-Studnnts in no·rrnal schools by sex.
Ratios.

Country.

Year.

Males, Females.

Total.
Males. Females.

- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - 1 - - - f - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - Prussia
Bavaria.•..••..............................
______ _________________ . __________ _
Wurtemberg ________ . _____ . ___________ ....
Baden _____________________ .. _____________ _
Austria ___________________________________ _
Hungary ___________________ __ _. __________ _
Croatia ___ __ _______ . ______________________ _
Netherlands·--------------- __ __ _________ _

f;\fj~::1===~

=

~= ===~--==== ==== == == ==== =======
Franco ______________________________
·-··-·
Italy. ____________________ ---- -- -- ---- -----Finland ________________ -"---···-- ----- ---·

1892

1 SO
1892
1 92
1 92

1 6

1 4
1889
1 92
1892
1887
1892
1890

10,133
2,616
823
389
6,723
2,579
179
1,412
295
552
1,709
2,135

al,500

433
64
87
3,896
1,033
154
920

403 ·
449

1,118
15,894

a200

a200

Percent. Percent.

3,:~

15

85

11,133

H

86
02
82

476
10,619
3, ~

8
18
37

63
71
5-!

29

46
39

61

2,=
1,001
2,827
18,029
400

53

42
55
60
12

45
40
88
50

50

a Approximately.
TABLE

7.-Teache-rs in elementary schools by sex. (a)
Ratios.

Country.

Year.

Males. Females.

Total.

Males. Females.

----------------,---,--- - - - - - - - - -- - Percent. Pei·cent.
1888
1893
1892
1892
1889
1884
1890
1889
1890
1892
1800
1890
1890
1890

58,702
8,642
3,481
31,704
21,356
1,388
6,196
11,2f50
6,627
5,486
3,!Ul
. 12, 994:
65,312
654:

6,848

544

65,550
9,186
3,721

24:0
16,781
4:8,485
2i, 64:5
3,289
531
1,919
9,239
3,048
3,942
15,192
5,168
11,795
8,549
14:, 035
1,1 7
5, 128
129
13,123
86,538
151,850
731
l ,"85,

90

10
6
7

9-1:
!)3

65
87
72
67

u

56
39
77
99
48
47

35
13
23
33
20
41

61
23
1
51
53

a These figures are not conciusive, since it must b e remembered that many of the women
teachers enumerated in column 3 tea.ch special branches only and have no profe sional training as teachers, while tho men are teachers in name and fact.

Statistics of secondary education must be omHted, since it is absolutely impossible to collect the numbers under uniform beads, the schools not being State
in titutions in many countries, and where they are so they are of such varieties
that it would be manifestly unjust to classify them uniformly.
III.-IIIGHER ED CATIO -.

The varfous university calendars contain the number of students in the universitie and . how light variations between those attending in summer and tho e in
winter. The tati tic are invariably obtained by direct communication with the
que t r or tho ecretary of the e institutions. H nee th y may claim absolute
accnracy. ...Jor ov L' th possibility is given to compare from year to year the
attenclance aud how th ratio of progress or retrog1: ion. The following tables
ar obtnin 1 from the fourth volume of fin rva, Yearbook of the Learn d World,
tra . burg 1 !).3.
Tl e efforts of the authoriti in Italy to d er a e the number of universWes of
that t ntr · have given ri. to an animated di ussion f attendanc of univer i-
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ties and the cost of higher education. The minister of public instruction in·rtalySignor Martini-has added valuable material to this discus ion.
T.A.BLE

8.-

iimbe1· of matriculated st·udents and hea1·er in winte1· of 1898-94.
A. UNivERSITIES.

Berlin (4,735 hearers)·-·- S, 343
Madrid (2.900 hearers) .. _ 5, 67
Vienna (3,913 hearers) . .. 4,856
Naples(4,73'thearers) ... 4, 22
Moscow -·· ···- -··-· · -···- 3,067
Buda.pest . _.... __ .... ·- ·- . 3,892

~f:i~t====·
-==--=====~:::: H~
Oxford .. ... . . -··········- 3,232

L eipzig_· ··-·--···· .. . .... 3,067
Edinburgh--····-·····-·- 3,064
Manchester·-··· ···· -· ··- 3,000
Cambridge···· ··· ·······- 2,839
Prague (Boh emian ) ·-···- 2,722
St. Petersburg ........... 2,675
Kiew ..................... 2,358
Turin_ .. . . . _... ..... ...... 2,239
Glasgow ... .. ·-· · · ··-···· · 2, 80
Barcelona . ............... 1,887
Halle-··· ···-···- --······- 1,85\l
Helsingfors -··· ·· ···· ···- 1, 802
Rome ...... --···- · ·······- 1,752

~~-!~~~~·==:::::::::: :::::: l:i~i

Bologna •..... ·-·····-···· 1,384
Brussels ·-···· . ... .. ·-···· 1,301
Tokyo •........... ·····-·· 1,342
Pra~ue (German) .. ...... 1,316
Pavia •..... ·-· ·· ·- ·····-·- 1,247
Breslau_ . ... .. ...... -· ·· ·· 1,238
Crakow. ·-· -· - -·-· -·· ----· 1,227
Obarkow ···-··-··-·-- ·-·- 1,207
w·arsaw ·-··-- · · · ·· -·-- ·- · 1,176
Dublin .... ·-···----··- ·--- 1,151
Tiibingen ... .. . .. . --··-·-· 1,151
Amsterdam·-· ... ---····- 1,129
Lem berg_ -· -··· . ..... ···- 1, 128
Freiburg ............. .... 1, 117
Erlan~en _.......... ····· - 1,107
Strassour g ·- · · -· ·· ········ 1,012
Genoa ...... ··· -·-··· ·.... !)90
Leiden . ...... ·····-.. ... .
090
Heidelberg .... _.. . ...... . \360
Manila.. ........... .... ... 09...5
Aberdeen...... .... ... . . . !)12
Pisa... . ............ . ..... 905
Marburg ...... ...... ..... 837
Innsbrli.ck ...... . ..... •. .. 825

tti~i:"=~~ ~

==~:::::;=
Rostock . . .• ... . ... .... . . .
= ~:

Lausanne ..... . - -·· -·- ···
Jassy ............ ·-·· ... . •
Durham ...... _. .. .... ... .
Parnui. ... . ............... .
Modena ....... .. . ....... . .
Ozernowitz .......... ··-·.
Sien a ................ ···-·
Pcrugia ... . ............. .
Freiburg (Switzerland) .
==
=:::: :: ::
Cagliari ··-··· •...........
Melbourne ...... -··· ·.. . . 759 Camerino •............ .. .
Greifswald .............. . 757 Sassari . . . ........ ... . .....
Utrecht. ... ... ...... ..... 750 St. Andrews _.. . ......... .
Catania.. ........ ......... 748 Ferrara .. ·· -··· ......... .
Lund.................. ... G88 Amsterdam ............. .
Jena.......... . ........... 682 Urbino •.....•....... .. .. .
Ghent..... . .. . ..... . .... . 672
Konigsberg·············- G58

li;1i;<~:~~::~::):~:Hi i~!1;;:~~~. =·.·.-.:
Padua . .... ·--······-····- 1,474
Liege-···· ······· ···-···-- 1,470
Christiana .... .. -····· ... . 1,450
Bonn····· · - · ·--····-····· 1,442
Wiirzburg - · -· · ·· ....... . 1,442
Coimbra .... ---··· ····· · -· 1,439

Klausenburg ......•......
Zurich .... _.............. .
Berne···- ........... . -·-·
Genf ...• .......... . .......
Sidney . ..... ·- · · ·· ...... .
Giessen ... ..•....... ......
Groningen ......... ..... .
Basel .................... .
Kiel ........ ... .......... .
Toronto •..... ·-···· ..... .
Odessa .. .. ..... ... .......•
Messina .•........ . .......

w~

644-

025
617
59B
598

541
540

517
515
500
492

456

Mil
442
422
420
416
407
400

372

354
316
236
29..6
196
l!)l

144

139
112
!)5
92
92

The foregoing numbers offer an opportunity to find the proportion of the num·ber of universities to the population, and this is the order:
Proportion.

Proportion.
Country.

Inbabitants.

Country.

12,300,000

Denmark .. .............. . .

Universities.

Russi.a .. .................. .

l

ii~~¥.f'.;: : \:\ \: \ \ :

ll ~:m:~
~~Jien:=:: ==:::::::===::::
4,H0,000 Norway ....... . ... .. ..... .

Austria ................... .
Greeco ... .......... ...... . .
Roumania .. .. ............ .
Germany
.......... .. ······\
Servi.a ....................
.

l

8,200,000

1.l \
l
1

Uni.ver·
sit-ies.

Ireland ................... .

i·.m·.~ r£&~~.·.::::·:.:===··===·-=··=

2,800,000 Netherlands ......... . ... .
2,470,000 ,\ Sco.tland .......... ... _.... .
2,100,000 II Switzerland ..... ........ . .

1

l
1
l
1
l
l
1
1
1

Inhabit•
ants.
2,100,000
1,760,000
1,750,000
1,750,000
1,670,000
1,500,000
1,430,000
1,120,000
1,000,000
540,000

a If the 4 free universities are not counted, the ratio is 1,770,000.

In tho following comparison isolated faculties as they are found in Hungary are
disregarded, while those of France arc counted, in order to obtain numbers comparable with those of other countri s. The university college at Dundee, Scotland, is not counted, while for Ireland 3 universities are counted. For Germany
the acallemy at Miinster is not counted; but on the other hand the legal faculties
that constitute the universities of Macerata, Italy, and Oviedo, in Spain, are
· included. For France 15 universities are counted, according to more external
consideration .
(For statistics of higher education in the United States the reader is referred to
special statistical tables found in this annual report.)
The number of universities, it must be said, is not a good standard measurement for the extent of higher education. The number of students is indeed the
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better measurement. In taking this latter number, however, it should he carefully considered that in every case both the matriculated students and the hearers
are included, because if that deduction were made in Germany, where the distinction between matriculated students and hearers is sharply maintained, it
would be an injustice to that country, because in other States the distinction is
not made in the statistics of attendance. Again, it may be concluded that among
the h ear ers. there are many foreigners, and hence the differences may be equalizP,d
by counting in all the students. With these reservations and explanations the
following proportions are found:
Proportion.
Country.

University stu•
dents.

England ______________ ____ _
Germany ______ ---·----··-France _. ___ _____ -- ·· --· ···.

Proportion.
Country.

Inhabitants.

Univer•,
sity stu• Inhabitants.
d ents.

·- - - -

1

1,512

1
1

1,580
1,683

Austria --···-- -····· · •·--·
ItalY-·- ·---· ··· ·-···--····
Hungary __ ···-_-·· · ·_ .....

}I

1, 'i'22
1,756

3,600

The numerous colleges, academies, detached faculties, independent faculties,
and mere examination universities or boards are found in the following table:
T ABLE

9.-Number of students in F1·ench "facitltes," colleges, ancl academies in
winter of 1893- 94.
1. FRENCH "FACULTES."

Paris -····-·········-····
Bo1·deaux ---····-·-·····
Lyons-·- --- ·· -·----····Toulouse·-····--···-·-·:Montpellier. _._ ····----Lille_ •. ·-· ....•...... ·- ·.

10,164:
l,!J74:
1,812
1,34:7
1,315
1,118

Rennes. _.......... _.... _
Poitiers ·-----·---·······
Nancy ·-···-·-····-····- ·
Caen ·· ·· ·- ...... -··--···
Aix·-···- ·····- --··-· ...•
Grenoble---··----·-····-

!J71
851

738

598
581
511

I Al~ier __ ....•...... -···-·

DiJ On _- ···-. -·· -· -·-- --··

Bcsan!;'On ·-· ----········
Clermont······-········

406

368
2"2±
189

2. EXAMINATION BOARDS.

Madras-·-·····---·----·-- 7,900 / Calcutta·- ·· ·--· ·····- ··- 5,308 / BombaY--············-···- 1,661
L ondon ____ .·- ·--···-····· 6,000 Allahabad .. . ... ····-·--· 2,0i5 Labore ·-·······-·····-·--·
839
3. COLLEGES, ACADEMIES, AND INDEPENDENT FACULTIE .

Nottingham, college -· ····--·····-······-London, university college.···· ·- --·----Edinburgh, medical school· -·· · -····--- ··
Petersburg, medical schooL ..... -·-······
Birmingham, college ...... ····--····· - ·--·
Bristol, college·············· ·- ·····---·-··
Florence, college-····· ....•.. ... ·-···- .. -·
Munster, academy-·····---·----·-···-····
Stockholm, medical schooL._ ... · ······--·
Toncsk, medical faculty ...... ... . ···-·-··
Petersburg, law school. ......... ·-·-·-··· ·
fborystwith, college .... ..... ·--·-···-···, opb1a, college·-·-·-·····----..............
Newcastle, college .•..... ___ .. . ·····-......
Cork, college ....... ·--···- ... . ---·.........
Olmlitz, theological faculty.---···-···--··
Ovi do, law faculty-···-· ....... --····.....
Sheffield, college·-···- ..... -····· ....... ··-

1,90'2

1,500
1,000
742

mo

482
4.57
414:
316
30:3
300

~~2

..,,,>

2tH
:U,3
23

2'22
211

J aroslawl, lyceum·-·········· · -···· ·····-·
Kiew, theological academy ...... -······-Cardift, college •........... -····· .... --···Stockholm, university-·······- .. _· -·· ·--Ma.c9rata, law faculty --·· ·· .......... -···
Lampeter, college·-···· · -·· ··· .... -· .. ·-··
Gro wardoin law academy_···--·-······
Pressburg, law acad illY--···· ...... --··· ·
Florence, female college .............. -·· ·
Rome, female college_ ... __ ····-·········-Dnndeo, coll go ............ ···-···· .... -···
Milan, literary and scientific academy .. _
Ka.shaw, law ac:i.demy! ......... . ·--·-···• alzburg, theological faculty ..... ·--···-·
Montauban, theological faculty ......... .
Erlau, law acad my ... _.................. .
Gothenburg, university .... ···- ......... . .
Braunsberg, theological lyceum·· ··-··· ··

203

177
170
160
153

13.5
119
113
110

10.5
89
S!

82

77

G.3
61
45
41

OTE:-T~e ·econdary schoo~s in the various countries show so great a variety
or cla s1fication that a companson such as is shown for elementary and higher
education is impossible.

CHAPTER VI.
COMMERCIAL EDUCATIO

I

EUROPE.

CoNTENTS.-Commercial schools in Germany, Austria, England, Switzerland,
France, Belgium, and Italy; their history and present status.
IN GERMANY, AUSTRIA, ENGLAND, SWITZERLAND, FRANCE, BELGIUM,
AND ITALY.

An article on "Industrial education in Germany" contained in
last report of this Bureau (see p. 1215, Vol. 2, Annual Report of
1895-96) shows what efforts Germany and other German-speaking
nati.ons are making in preparing young men and women for skilled
labor, art, and technical -pursuits, in order successfully to compete
with other nations in building up a remunerative industry, and in
gaining the markets of the world for their -products. Naturally the
commercial schools were mentioned incidentally. Statistics of such
schools were given, without, however, attempting an exhaustive statement of their organization, courses of study, and management; nor
can this be done now without a description of some of the 247 commercial institu~ions of secondary or elementary character, owing to existing diversity, an attempt which would be beyond the scope of this
office. Teachers who are interested in this will find the ·desired
information in a book written by Prof. Edmund J. James, entitled
Education of Business Men in Europe,1 and in a German publication
entitled "Kaufmannisches Fortbildungsschulwesen," by Dr. Stegemann, in Braunschweig.
ln the latter-nameu book, l)Ublished in 1896, a description of each
commercial school in Germany is given with a minute statement of
the course of study and other details. The book is the result of an
inquiry of the boards of trade of the most prominent commercial and
industrial cities of the Empire. The editor regrets that few of these
schools agree in their courses of study, but he seems to overlook the
fact that each communit y has individual needs which, to a certain
extent, letermine the branches of study in both the industrial and
the commercial institution .
ommercial education-that is, a special training for young men 2
1

Reprinted in the Report of this office for 1895-6, Vol. 1, pp. 721-838.
It has not been found desirable in Ge:rmany to invite women to prepare themselves for m ercantile pursuits, although for service in the countinghouse, for
shorthand and typewriting, they are frequently employed.
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who intend to devote themselves i.o commercial pursuits-has a comparatively brief history, and the sy tern, if we may speak of a system,
has not reached that degree of perf ,ction which is found in other
·c1epartments of public education. It may be said to be still in its
infancy. The Germans aro quite aware of this, and, situated as they
aro in the center of Europe, they look about themselves to note what
other nations have done and are doing. It is a characteristic feature
of the Germans that for whatever they undertake they prepare a
long way ahead. They are not impulsive reformers, but -proceed
systematically upon the basis of what exists, changing it as times
and conditions of life demand. At present the various governments
of the 26 States that constitute the German Empire are employed in
improving and extending their agricultural, industrial, and commercial schools to enable the people to compete with their neighbors in
the world's market.
An Englishman, Sir Philip :Magnus, in a work on industrial education, expresses himself on this point with felicitous frankness. He
says:
The commissioners tell us that the increasing severity of the competition, both
in our homo and in neutral markets, is especially noticeable in the case of Germany, and in every quarter of the world the perseverance and enterprise of the
Germans are making themselves felt. In the actual production of commodities
we have few, if any, advantages over them, and in the knowledge of the markets
of tho world, the desire to accommodate all local tastes and idfosyncrasies, a determination to obtain a footing wherever they can and the tenacity in retaining it,
they appear to be gaining ground upon us.
This advance of German trade does not appear to be owing to any falling off in
the efficiency of the British workmen, but solely to the superior fitness of the Germans, due exclusively to tho more systematic training they receive for mercantile
pursuits. The commissioners tell us that while in respect to certain classes of
prvducts the reputation of our workmanship does not stand as high as it formerly
did, those who have had personal experience of the comparative efficiency of labor
carriec1 on under the conditions which prevail in England and_foreign countries
appear to incline t:> the view that the English workman, notwithstanding his
shorter hours and higher wages, is to be preferred. They further state that in the
matter of education we S3em to be particularly deficient as compared with some
of our foreign competitors, and this remark applies not only to what is called
'' technical education, ' but to the ordinary commercial od ucation which is required
in mercantile houses, and e pecially the knowledge of foreign languages.
The recomm".)ndation of the commissioners that H er Majesty's consular and
diplom:itic officer should be instructed to report any information which appears
to them of intere t as soon a they obtain it, and that it should be as promptly
published at homo when received, has resulted in the publication of a series of
report which fully bear out the conclusion at which the commissioners have
arrfre in regard to the deficiencies of our commercial education; to the activity
clisplayed by IJer ons in the search of new market , and the readiness of manufacturer abroad accommocl to their products to local ta tes and peculiaritie . In
several of the~i.; report attention has been called t the importance of po s ing
au army f c nmercially trained agents, who are able to di cover foreign market.. t inf rm English m nnfacturers in r egard to the re<1uirements of the ·e
market ·, and to follow the s yl of homemade goods.
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In order to see how it is made possible for German merchants to
"storm the foreign markets," it may be well to look at a course of
study designed for commercial training. It is a course in vogue in
the higher mercantile institutions in Germany and Austria. The
branches aro those of a one year's course: Foreign languages (English, French, and Italian), political economy, commercial law, commercial geography and statistics, bookkeeping, commercial and polit,ical
arithmetic, knowledge of international commerce, and knowledge of
merchandise. 'The last two subjects bear particularly upon the question at issue between England and Germany, and. because they are of
more than passing interest to American readers they may here be
stated in detail.
Knowledge of international c01n1nerce.-The object of the lectures on this subject is to give the student a concept of the world's commerce, and to equip him
with such knowledge as is necessary to successfullyengage in international trade.
In these lectures are treated:
The origin of the produce exchange; its divisions and organization; the brokers.
anc1 their position on the exchange; legitimate commercial transactions on the
exchange, and exchange boards of arbitration.
The legal regulation of a system of weights and measures; the metric, English,
Russian, and Chinese systems of weights and measures with special regard to
their position in the world's commerce; the system of weights and measures of
the Orient.
The method used to determine quality in tho international grain trade; method
of determining quality of yarn and silk in international commerce (numbering
yarn and silk titration); alcoholometry and number measuring ( dozen, score, etc).
The systems of money of those European countries through which balances with
transmarine countries are mainly adjusted; in addition, the state of the money
standards, bills, and currency quotations in North, Central, and South American
markets; also the Eastern Asiatic and Australian markets, and, finally, the money
standard in the Orient.
The transportation of goods by railroads and rivers, considering the traffic
rules; the railroad fares and freight rates; classification of freight in AustriaHungary, Germany, and France; international tariff associations; international
service, together with the necessary documents.
Ocean transportation of freight, subdivided into registering, classifying, and
measuring ocean vessels; the manifest; the book of cargo and the bill of lading;
letter of conveyance; charter party; tonnage; fixing freight rates; the most
important steamship companies, their lines and fares; marine freight insurance.
The price quotations of the most important articles of commerce (grain, flour,
spirits, petroleum, cotton, coffee, sugar) on the world's market, together with the
usages in vogue for cash and time sales. Explanation and computation of equivalent prices, and the construction of equivalent price tables.
The explanation of the settlement of balances by exports and imports, to be illustrated by a series of examples taken from actual transactions. (The baRis of these
lessons is a book by Dr. Sonndorfer, "Die Technik des Welthandels," Handbuch
der Internationalen Handelskunde. Vienna.)
Knoil'ledge of merchandise.-On the basis of the advanced preparatory study of
the natural sciences, and after introductory remarks (system, methods of investigation, microscopy, polarimetry, structural arrangement of organic, vegetable,
and animal substance) from the purely commercial standpoint, the products of the
world's market are considered according to their natural history and physical and
ED
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chemical charactej:istics. After being classified their external and internal marks
of genuineness anc1 their adulteration and substitutes are considered. After this
preparation tho entire animal, mineral, and vegetable products are separated into
their organic branches and discussed; but certain home articles of export and
import are given special attention (groceries, fooc.ls, luxuries, d.rugs, raw materials,
manufactures of textile industries, and tanneries), besides inorganic products technically applied (coal, petroleum, and metals).
In addition special instruction on the adulteration of food and its detection is
given.
Tra-ining in the use of the mic1·oscope.-Microscopical tests are thoroughly carried out for determining raw material and manufactures. The material for these
microscopical examinations is taken from the collection of products and from
objects sent to the school by merchants. Ton.id in the demonstra.tions and practical exercises, there are (a) a special laboratory for the study of merchandise,
with a sample collection for direct use during the teaching, (b) a museum of merchandise, and (c) a professional library.
Insurance.-Insurance in general, insurance companies, mutual and stock companies, granting of charters to them, the State's control of them, laws relating to
insurance, and fees to the State; insurance against damage; transportation, fire,
hail, and animal insurance, also reinsurance; life insurance, insurance payable
at death or at certain age; mutual insurance against sickness or helplessness and
accident; computing the premium, the reserve, redemption, loa.ns, policies, and
reductions; the insurance business in its practical workings, closing accounts.
(profit, loss, and balance sheets).

It is no wonder that commercial agents thus prepared can go into
foreign countries and open up the markets for German goods. They
speak to the people in their own tongues, adapt their consignments
to the special wishes of the purchasers, with regard to both the quality of the goods and the manner of their packing, and with tenacity
keep open a market where they have once gained a foothold. The
foregoing abstract from a German course of study proves incontrovertibly that preparation is the secret of success in commercial
affairs as it is in art and industry.
In earching for material which would demonstrate to the American
reader what European nations are doing in commercial schools, a
pamphlet on the subject was found of much ervice, written by Prof.
Ludwig Fi i chner in Iludwei , Boh mia, Austria, who tr at the
subject in a way whi ·h will commend itsnlf to the intere t cl r ader.
H shows wha the peopl in J~ngland, France, u tria, Italy, Belgium,
and witz rlan<l
· rr •
reparation of commercial men, and
· ·
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in the discharge of its civilizing efforts. Direct exchange between
producer and consumer has almost wholly ceased, and the percentao·e
of the population devoted to commercial pursuits has increased considerably in every civilized country.
:Movecl by these considerations several European governments have
of late years bestowed much attention upon commercial training of
young men, . and the results thus far obtained give assurance that the
further development of schools for that purpose will be commensurate
with the demands of the times. Hitherto other professions have be n
aided by the State, through the establishment and liberal support of
institutions of all kinds, while the commercial branch, despite its
importance for political economy and public welfare, had received no
worthy representation in the educational system of the various
European States. Hence it was resolved, as far as available means
allowed, to subsidize communities,. boards of trade, commercial societies, and other interested bodies which contemplated establishing
commercial schools or had done so already.
AUSTRIA. .

A brief hlstoric view of the development of the commercial-school
system in Austria is not without interest in our country, where such
institutions are struggling to rise to a higher -plane of usefulness.
The classical high schools in Austria, founded during the Middle
Ages and also during the reign of Marie Theresa, did not off.er proper
instruction to young men intending to devote their lives to commercial
pursuits, and, despite the praiseworthy efforts of the Queen in favor
of secondary education, the merchants' best preparation was found in
the cou.ntinghouse and store magazines. In 1762 a few courses of lecture · on commercial arithmetic, discount, bookkeeping, and science
of government were opened in high schools, which courses were conducted by "piarists" (members of a religious order), and later by
civil officers; and in 1763 a course of lectures on financial science was
opened in the University of Vienna, with which Joseph von Sonnenfels was intrusted. But these measures did not suffice for the wants
of commercial men, since both the high schools and the university
had the a owed purpose of preparing civil officers for financial and
administrative offices.
In the year 1769 purely commercial training b o-an in cons q_uenoo
of a" manifesto" of the supreme commercial authority of th Empire,
the Board of Trade of Vi nna, which ocum.ent pointe out frankly
that the pr paration of merchants had heretofore r ceived inadequate
attention. In 1770 a State in titution for h p ·eparation of merchants
was opened under he name "Commercial Academy." It received
an annual sub idy of 3,000 florins (about ,·1,500). The ins itution
had two grades of o e year ach, ~n which arith~etic, thic ? rrrammar
(and rhetoric), geography, calligraphy, drawmg, a ountmg, . mmercial science, geometry, natural science, double-entry b okke pmg,
and rench and Italian were uQ'ht. Finan ·i, 1 difficultie · pr v nted
a vigorous de elopment f he chool, hich, ne erthel ss, ept alive
as a State institution for ov r thirty ar . In 1 0-1 h , chool was
reoro-anized and cla iii d amono- the newly establi hed modern high
schools (Real- nstalten, socalled in contradistinction to clas ical
school ), but in 1815 it ao-ain a sumed a purely commercial character
a a d partment of the new polyiechnic in titute, the foundation of
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which had been suggested, if not demanded, by a sudden development
of commerce and industry in Austria soon after the Napoleonic period.
A further step is worthy of note. In 1852 a, number of "RealAnstalten" (modern high s<'.hools) were established by private enterprise, and the one which had hitherto acted as preparatory school for
the commercial academy severed its connection with the polytechnicum. 'rhe academy thereafter admitted only gTaduates of "RealAnstalten," whereby the attendance was greatly diminished. In 1865
the institution had to be abandoned, being superseded by the Vienna
City Commercial Academy, which had the identical purpose of the
former State institution, while the polytechnicum was raised to the
rank of a university, with whose aims, equipment, and methods a
commercial course was not thought to be in harmony. But as early
as 1840 a Johann Geyer had opened a private institution which was
imitated in the principal cities of the country. Other commercial
schools of lower order, partly founded by stock companies, partly by
private enterprise, have since come into existence and proved to be
an important factor in the Austrian educational system.
Legislation also has frequently been attempted in the organization
of commercial schools. An important legislative regulation is found
in the law of November 20, 1868, for Lower Austria concerning the
establishment and maintenance of industrial supplementary schools.
According to this law the industrial and commercial schools are subject to the legislature of the crownland, while in other parts of the
Austrian Empire they are subject to regulations issued by the minister
of _public education. A ministerial order of May 14, 1870, refers to
the examination of teachers in commercial schools. In February,
1872, an inquiry into the organization of commercial schools was
instituted, resulting in a conference which submitted material for a
bill which became law February 23, 1873. This law divides all the
secondary 'commercial schools of Austria into public and private,
higher and lower schools. A ministerial order of May, 1884, changed
the regulations concerning the examination of teachers, and another,
dated September 25, 1892, refers to teachers in the lower schools.
According to these regulations two kinds of commercial schools, to
wit, chools of two and of three year courses were recognized as lower
and higher schools, the latter being called commercial academies.
A special board for the examination of teachers in commercial schools
and academies was appointed for Austria, which board has its seat in
Vienna.
By means of the regulations a sharply d fined boundary line has
b en establi hed between the chools of two-y ar urses and the
academie of three-year cour. e .
pecial att ntion i bestowed by
the Government upon the
lower schools, they being mu h more
numerous than the a ad mi . It mu t be explained, though, that
the difference of on y ar in the length of the our e j not tho only
r a on for calling the on kind of chool lower and the other hio-her
in tituti?n , but pupil of 13 or 14 -ears of age may enter a 1 wer
hool with nly 1 m ntar preparation, while admi . ion to an a admy pr u1 P e. !!Tc luation from a condary chool; hen the ntire
ur
f th thre - - adn titutions i of ahio-h r kind. The mini t r
of cdu a i n, in r
mm nding the pa ao-e of the law of 1 D... , , aid:
0

To bring about thee abli hment and extension of the ystem of schools with a
two-· ar 'cour . is , n
· ity since commercial clerks have not hitherto been
prep~r d prof ·s1onal1 -. to nn extent comm nsurate with the ne d of the co~mercial world. Hence: wherever communities, boards of trade, and commercial
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societies find suitable occasion for opening such schoo:s, the State should clo all in
its power to aid them in their laudable efforts.

_The Austria?- Goyernmen~ has done much in aiding the movement
with both advice and material support. The best measure seems to
haYe been the appointment of imperial inspectors for commercial
schools, who watch over their pedagogic and didactic development.
A normal plan of study has given this class of schools a firm foundation, because it was framed according to the needs of the great mass
of people, wi.th elasticity enough to meet local demands. This course
l ay especial stress upon instruction in the mother tongue and modern
foreign languages. Furthermore, in order to aid the founders of such
schools in their work of organizing and to secure for them a material
basis of funds, the minister of public instruction published an organization statute, according to which all the commercial schools of recent
origin have been established. The same authority undertook tho
publishing of a series of uniform text-books, and secured an annual
appropriation of 68,000 florins ($34,000) from State funds for the
support of commercial schools.
It seems worthy of mention that at present the State is urg__,d
skongly by commercial men to establish more higher commercial
schools and support them exclusively from State funds. It is argued
that the State provides higher industrial, agricultural, forestry,
and mining academies for leaders in industry, ar>'riculture, for try, and
mining, while for the mercantile branch no State institution
i t .
The merchants feel that the education of their as i ' nt' i not f
such a high order as that of the memr)ers of oth r callin()' , an
hey
attribute it to the want of institutions of a hiO'h order. At pr , nt
the commercial branch is entirely dependent for tho b ·t pr paration
of its members upon higher schools stabli bed by loc, 1 authority
private enterpl'ise-institutions which charge high tuition .f ' ; h n
are attended by wealthy young men only. This opinion f?und ~·pr sion in the legislature. During the debate on the ducat10nal bu ,r t
March 8, 18D4, Deputy Dr. Hallwich expressed regret that comm cial training had as yet received no adequate t.ate support .
the merchant, he urged, much greater demand aro made th_a~ _f r merly, owing to freer commercial movement all o er tho_ . 1 1hz
"orld, and it would therefore be wise if the 'tato au hor1ti •
more attention to proper preparation of men who might 1 co1 1 ·1<1
in commerce, as the tate prepares 1 aders in
r
h r fi l
human exertion. The speaker recommended thi,
t r th <
tion and special care of the Gove1·nm nt.
The latest action in this matt r wa taken l
h
and industries in i nna, and f llo" d a , ugge i n ma 1
Vienna society for mer antile int re t , to the ff ·t hat th
mini ·ters be informed of the inadequa r of tat ·upp r t f r
cfal training. In order to bring n.b ut a r Ii f f th
v r r
ienna Commercial Academy, the b aT<l of rad rec mm nd
e tabli hmentof veralparallelins i ution in iennc.
h ·
should be so located a to accommo<lat th
udent. in her · 1•
he city; they should b o-ran_t d the am pri il
yoluntary (one year' ) rvi em the arm , an . h 11
from charging higher tuition f s ban oth r ► 't t •. e
.
The board of trade further e£ pre . ed th pini n t] c 1 1 {
commercial academi , in -i nna, th
tato ,houll
lib rally sub idize a sufficient numb r .f 1 w r · 1 1m '. 1 ' •01
two years' cours ) .
uch ·chools had pro c.1 very ·r · 1 • '

it]~ :.: 7t~.;
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pare well-trained merchants, and if more were es+ablished they might
aid in relieving the overcrowded condition of the Vienna academy.
The board expressed the hope that the State would establish at least
one higher institution of the kind proposed, which might act as a
model for the whole country. Lastly, the board proposed that a State
organization be called into existence which would induce cooperative
action by the many mercantile societies and boards of trade, an organization whose advice should be solicited on all questions concerning
the commercial schools of the State.
In 1896 Austria (without Hungary) had15 higher commercial institutions (called academies).
20 secondary commercial schools.
6 private commercial institutions, partly secondary and partly elementary:
62 elementary commercial schools and
18 commercial schools connected with other institutions.

In the nature of the case the youngest institutions have still the
frailty of infancy, but the tendency of the time and the immense extension of commerce, both inland and international, will strengthen them.
The question of technical preparation for commercial pursuits in Austria has been in the hands of well-meaning experts, arid it is to be
hoped that the reorganization of the system and its adequate expansion will form another chapter of the educational system of which
Austria has reason to be proud. A characteristic feature of the commercial institutions of learning in Austria is that they stand upon the
solid basis of experience and attempt to meet the just demands of the
time. In their organization, course of study, and training they are
practical. 'l1hey do not consider it a fault, but a virtue, in this period
of the division of labor, to eliminate all matters not distinctly mercantile and to bestow their attention chiefly upon languages and commercial sciences; in short, upon subjects which are of importance to our
present civilization and the calling for which these schools are designed.
It will take time to offer for admission candidates with appropriate
preparation, i. 0., young people who early in life have been des ined
for commerce, and not those who land in the harbor of a commercial
school after having failed in a classical high school. 11 hore are too
many students yet who enter commercial chools b cause of insufficient talent or diligence to ma ter the studies pr scribed as the preparation for university work. The greater the intere t which merchant
show in these schools the better will be the students offered for
admis ion.
To complete the survey of Austria it may be stated that in Hungary
al o new regulation have been i ued lately concernino- high commercial school . As in Au tria, the authoriti in Hungary in i t upon
grc duation from a mod rn high , chool (Real-An talt) as a condition
of dmi ion to a commercial a ademy, and prescribe a three yf'-ar '
cour e. The languao- tauo-ht are Hungarian, German, Fr n h (or
Italfa.n or n li ·h) .
·id fr m langua<Yes and common branche , th
foll ino- tucli ar tc ught: Knowle<.lo-e of m rchandise, chemical
t chnolog T' politi al an 1 omm rcial aritJun tic, counting-hon e pra ti 'bo?klr epinO'. ?IT • P?n<1- nee, politi al economy, and C llllll r ial
la.,v. 'I h au hor1 1 • ;vh1 h up r i
th e chool are the rown
mini t r ~ omm r and of pul lie in ruction. Th
auth riti
en<l d puti
th gra luc tion .·aminati n and tat in. p t r
app in ,c1 • th mini ·ter of public in tructio~ yi i th
ho I a
inter,.. .
£
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EKGLAND.

England has for centuries enjoyed the glory of being the foiemost
commercial country in the world. It is astonishing, therefore, from
the standpoint of continental Europe, to notice that for commercial
training of young men the Government in England does less than in
any other conntry. If private enterprise, corporations, and commercial clubs had not taken care of commercial education by establishing
appropriate courses in a few secondary schools, primarily founded for
other purposes, one would think England had no scholastic commercial training. In this respect Austria, France, and Germany do much
more.
A comparison of the English school system with those of the three
countries just named will explain this singular deficiency. Before
1850 the Government of Great Britajn did not concern itself with
public education. Since the Middle Ages the principle has prevailed
in the British Isles that the State as such had no more right to interfere in the educational affairs of the people than the people had a
duty to tolerate such interference. Even now, after several decades
of State education, compulsory attendance is left to local option. In
the classical land of self-help and self-dependence schools and other
educational institutions of the most varied types originate in private
initiative, and only within the last generation has legislation changed
and the old principle boon abandoned.
At the head of those interested in the promotion of commercial
training stands the London Chamber of Commerce, in consequence of
whose urgent appeals there has been great activity in behalf of commercial education, and a uniform organization of schools for that purpose has resulted therefrom. A report of Sir John Lubbock proposed,
in 1887, a uniform scheme of study for the various commercial courses
existing in secondary schools. The London chamber adopted the
essential features of Sir John Lubbock's plan by issuing a uniform
course of study, which, however, the Government was unable to adopt,
owing to its want of jurisdiction in secondary schools; hence the
course had to rely upon the initiative of the various chambers of commerce in the large cities of the Kingdom. The support given to it is
an indirect one. It consists in this: That the merchants belonging to
the chambers of commerce agree to engage as assistantR and clerks
only those who have had the pre:pa1'ation prescribed in the course
mentioned, or at least to give preference to applicants who can prove
such a preparation. This cour e was framed by a committee of the
London Chamber of Commerce and adopted by the chamber December 14, 1887. It consists of a "junio · course," desi!!ned for boys 10 to
16 years old, and a" senior course," for boys over 16. The instruction
in the various branches prescribed is to be fashioned to suit the ago
of the pupil, and the whole time devoteu. to H must cover a period of
ix years.
However, a cursory examination of this course of study plainly
shows that the Englishmen have not arrived at the same estimate of
a thorough commercial instruction prevailing in continental Europe,
although the chamber had consulted French and German models in
framing t.he course, to wit, the "plan d'etudes de l'enseignement
special" in vogue in France, and the programmes of the commercial
schools in Munich and Leipzig. The English course contains ubjects
the e pecial profit and value of whieh for future mercha."?-ts i 1;1-ot
clearly seen, and, on the other hand, it does not contain studies which
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seem indispensable for commercial pursuits. For mstance, in the
course for· the second year (for boys of 11 to 13 years of age) we find
drawing (two hours a week), free-hand, shaded construction of geometrical figures and simple objects of daily use, geometrical drawing
according to measure, sketching, and india-ink sha<l.ing. In the third
year (for boys of 12 to 14 years) we find drawing (two hours a week),
shade projection of cubes, spheres, leaves, and architectural fragments; elements of architectural drawing. These subjects seem out
of place in a commercial school, says Professor Fleischner. On the
other hand, we miss in the course such subjects as cambistry (science
of exchange), political economy, as well as some essential features of
bookkeeping and accounting, the importance of which is beyond
question in commercial practice. Still, such deficiencies are met by
an explanatory remark which accompanies the document, to wit:
This course, together with the time-table attached, is to be regarded merely as
a guide, a declaration of principles according to which the chamber would like to
see commercial instruction conducted. The detail may be arranged for each year
to suit the needs of each school. Full liberty is desirable in this.

After the sixth school year the juniors must submit to an examination
in t,h e following obligatory studies, and in at least one optional study:
(a) Obligatory studies: English and literature, French (eventually
German, Spanish, Italian, or Portuguese), history of the commerce
of Great Britain and her colonies, commercial geography, arithmetic,
mathematics, bookkeeping, drawing. (b) Optional studies: l\Iechanics
and hydrostatics, sound, light and heat, electricity and magnetism,
organic chemistry, natural history, geometrical drawing, shorthand
writing, and Latin. Having passed the examination, the pupil receives
a "junior commercial certificate." For pupils of only elementary
preparation an examination is held at the close of the third year, which
entitles them, if successful, to a "certiiicate of elementary commercial training. "
For the senior course the following obligatory branches are proposed:
Forejgn languages, that js, two of the following, French, German,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and Latin; mathematic , including higher
commercial arithmetic and geometry; commercial geography; universal and commercial hi tory; political economy and banking; insurance; commercial and factory laws; drawing and photography;
natural sciences, to wit, chemistry, physics, mechanic , mineralo(Ty
and petrography, metallurgy, botany, zoology, and the use of the
microscope; practical exercises in the laboratory. For this senior
cour e, also, an examination is provided, after which a "hio-her commercial certificate" i granted. For t hi examination the following
tudi s are obligatory: Two foreign language , EngJjsh and literature,
mathematic , comm r ial history, and geoo-raphy.
Owino- to the omi ion from thi course o.f studies, of branches absolut lye 'ential for thorouo-h commercial preparation, the plan did not
r m. in without riou
pposition on the part of prominent e ·p rt .
Durino-the o- nerc 1 me ting of member of chamb rs of commerc in
1 · '7, th r pr enta i e of he Bri tol chamber said that not only
pr min nt ch ?l men_ he d denounced. h plan of study, but very few
c!rnmber d _Pit then· .formal approval, had -felt impelled to tabh h
mm · ial ,· ·1~ 1
n he propo ed basi . 'Ihe chamb r of
... Ian ·h t _r • nd Edmb:iiro-h r cently work l out kindred cour . of
tu · ' ·Ju ·h th f. , h1 ned after G rman and Fr n h mod 1 with
thi · : ntial diff r n e, that the cour
are int nd d for both bo and ofrl .
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General approval has been given by -people interested in the subject to the emphasis with which the importance for future Eno-lish
0
:merchants of a facility in foreign languages was urged. It was said
+hat English merchants, above all other things, need to learn forei~
languao-es, and he who knows the peculiar conditions of Eno-lish ed~cation will agree that the ignorance of forei.gn tongues in England is
widespread. 1 In Austria and Germany foreign tongues have been
the most prominent feature of commercial training.
Of the London schools which adopted the seheme proposed by the
chamber of commerce, may be mentioned the famous King's ColleO'e.
The institution arranged not only a '' senior course" for boys overi::,15
years of age in evening classes, but also a day-class department pre-paratoryto the evening commercial course. This department prepares
merchants, clerks for civil service, and other occupations or professions. In this department the chief attention is paid to the study of
German and French. The prospectus of King's College says:
The special subjects of study in this division are French and German, which are
taught colloquially as well as gram:'Il.atically, and include commercial correspondence. If desired, Spanish and Italian are taught as subjects of private tuition.

The other branches taught in this department are : Commercial geography and history, arithmetic, bookkeeping, calligraphy, drawing, and
shorthand writing. Lessons in religion are given to every student,
unless the parents request that they be dispensed with. Another
important London school, having its own commercial departm nt, is
the Royal Polytechnic Institute, which prepares its stud nt for the
acquisition of a "chamber of commerce certifi.cat ," and lik wise act
as a normal school for commercial teachers.
pe ial m ntion ,·hould
be given the secondary school established in 1866 by the "Corporation for Middle Class Education." Thi chool i located in 1ooper
street, City Road. It has become one of th for mo t publi high
schools of London under the skillful guidance of its principal, Dr.
\Vormell. According to the explicit order of it founder , th in titution has the chief purpose of giving young people who int n<l to nt r
upon commercial pursuits a preparation suitable for their futuro
vocation. It intends not only to give them suitable in truction, but
also "train them in those habits and Yi ws which wills cur f r th m
the best and most lastiug ucce sin their fntur po. iti n . " 'I h
1 ProfeEsor Fleischner, ju stating the fact that few
~g~i.sh ?1,ercba.n~s know f reign tongues, seems to attribute it to the syst m of trammg 111 vogu~ m England.
But that is not the r eal rea on. It is the result of 'a natural au e, · s t SI eak.
Engli h, of all the modern European tongues, is ea i . t to learn. t ha scar. l_y
any 1nfl.ections and no difficult syntax. Compared with erman and Fr nch 1t 1s
almost gTammarless. Speaking EnO'lish is buildin a wall with unhewn ~n ,
while speaking German means hewing each block ~o. fit the pla e; the En_gh hspeakjng person uses much mortar in form of prepo 1t1on~ to show the relation of
words. Hence the acquisition of the E~glish language m . arly youth doe 1:1 t
give that linguistic training which children of other nations get, and wh1c_h
enables them to master foreign language . Everyone who mot~er to~gue 1
difficult to learn and to use on account of its wealth off rm of mfl ct1on and
difficult syntactical rules wili, of necessity? ~cquire _a linguistic frainin in a.rly
youth which enables him to grasp other 1d1oms with ea . Th~ G_ rmaus 1 m
foreign tongues quite readily. They even learn to speak Latin m
on_ ary
schools. More talented in lan7uages even tha1:1 th
ermans are the u 1 a.n ,
who e language is rigid in forms and finely inflected.
ut th ea Y unruly
English is bound to become the language of trade all ov r the worl<.l, an 1~no"k•over it will remain the language that brings for h he gr ate t 03:ators. It 11 0
a handy tool to a workman.
jackknife ma· be us <.1 for~ van Y f purp
•
while a finely mounted and adju ted instrument may be useful for a f w purp
only.
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p-ra,mme of this school includes English and its literature, history and
~ommercial geography, mathematics, calligraphy, bookkeeping, chemistry, drawing, French, Yocal music, and the elements of natural
science. German is an optional study. * * *
As has been stated before, the first step towa,rd a systematic teaching of commercial branches was taken by the London Chamber of
Commerce by proposing a model course which unfortunately proved
inadequate. But this influential body intends to go further and establish, on a large scale, a commercial college of six grades, in case its
new proposition finds general approbation, and it is confidently
expected that this institution will find many imitators and l ead to
other establishments all over England. Already the consciousness of
inadequate commercial trnining among the English merchants has led
to changing purely classical secondary schools into commercial colleges. An example of this is the "City of- London School." This
institution, founded by the city a uthorities as a kind of classical high
school, did not find the desired support among the people, and it was
soon found desirable io ad<l a technical course in which foreign languages, bookkeeping, political economy, and shorthand writing were
prominent features. From the annual report of the principal, Mr.
Pollard, it is seen that this technical course has constantly increased
the number of students, while the classical course has decreased to
small dimensions. rrhe trustees and faculty of the school are contemplating a radical change by abandoning the classical and substituting
a commercial department. Such facts as these indicate the drift of
sentiment.
SWITZERLAND.

The third country in which commercial training has become an
object of great solicitude is Switzerland. An animated discussion
has been going on there for the purpose of elevating the commercial
training of Swiss young men. During the proceedings of the convention, called for a revision of the Federal constitution, which held its
sesssions from 1871 till 1874, it was pointed ont by prominent writers
and speakers that professional commercial education should be made
a Federal concern. An article was inserted in tho constitution, accordino- to which the Federal Government was granted the right" to establish higher institutions of learning and to subsidize those already in
~ istence, except the universities, which shall remain exclusively cantonal in titutions." However, since the adoption of the constitution
this right has not been exercised for tho benefit of the mercantile
calling, though a Fed ral polytechnicum has been establi hed in Zurich.
Y t no calling needs Federal aid more than the commercial, for i ha
be n acknowl dcred in mo ·t · .,. · ·
tes
mere routine worJ~
and trc · ·
- ·
.u
, but that the merchant
1 in
er
me t th v r
gro,
\
~r
ar

t 1:
The F a ral onncil (th c_ utive Fed ral authority) j r qu t cl t inv ·tiga
the 1uc tion whether Fe cral aid can be applied under the constitution for the
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purpo3e of establishing n, higher commercial college and a commercial museumthat is to say, whether the law of June 27, 188-1, according to which industrial and
profes i.onal schools mn.y be subsidized, can be so "interpreted as to include the
establishment of a commercial school with Federal funds.

Meanwhile several private commercial schools had been opened,
which were inadeq_ nate to meet the highest demands. The ]~ederal
Council, urged by numerous petitions of commercial clubs and schools,
went further than it originally intended. It contemplated the establishment of a central :Federal commercial school on a grand scale.
When, however, the plan was submitted to judicial authority it was
decided that a school with such narrow professional aims would not
be in harmony with tho intentions of the framers of the constitution,
but that the establishment of a central Federal schoool for "Swiss
law and science of government" might be within the constitutional
limitations, since its purpose was general and benefited all classes of
society. In such a school the merchants might find information on
questions concerning them.
, The alumni of the Federal polytechnicum petitioned the Government to establish in that institution a commercial department,
intended for the highest education of merchants, for it was argued
that every industry ha,d a commercial aspect which deserves preparation, and commercial science and modern languages were especially
mentioned as the branches for such a department. The Council,
however, failed to act on the petition.
The plan of establishing a central institution of the highest grade
for merchants in Switzerland is therefore held in abeyance for the
present, and the attention of men intereste<l in the subject is concentrated on the improvement of commercial schools subsidized by
the Federal Government and of private institutions. The Federal
Council, April 25, 1891, passed a resolution which regulates the relation of the State to commercial institutions, the four articles of which
read as follows:
ARTICLE 1. To the institutions of learning which, according to the law of June
27, 1884, are entitled to Federal aid are added the commercial schools, and hence
the regulations concerning other schools will be applicable to them also.
ARTICLE 2. The executive authority is.hereby empowered to grant subsidies to
commercial clubs for maintaining schools, ancl to grant scholarships to students
for meritorious work and excellent results.achi.eved in Swiss commercial schools,
as well as to grant stipends to Swiss graduates of such schools for the purposo of
attending foreign higher commercial institutions.
ARTICLE 3. Minute regulations for carrying out this order are to be published
by the executive, similar to those in f01.'ce for other callings.
ARTICLE 4. The sum of 60,000 francs (, 12,000) is hereby ap-propriated for this
purpose for the yea1· 1801.

After this bri f hi torical r view, it may be stated that the d elopment of commercial education in Switzerland took ess ntially the
same course hich it took in En°'1and. About forty years ao-o commercial departments w re added to cantonal, city, or pri ate high and
ind us rial schools. The typical form in which these secondary school
appear is that of a uniform ours , which, after three or four y ar. ,
is bifmcated into technical and mercanLil divisions.
id by id
with these generc 1 se ondary , chool a few independent ommercial
schools are found. Th se have a two year 'course.
inc the organiza i n of pur ly commercial chools and <l par ment of school. diff r in the various anton. (a p culiar f a ur f
all educational in itutions in witzerland), it w uld se m prop · t
sketch a few schools which have become typical, i.e., those f ern,
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Basel, and Geneva. The commercial school of Bern is a department
of the city high school. Although a city institution, it receives aid
from the cantonal government. It is~ clas ical high school, bifurcated in the higher grades. 11 he course is uniform for all students
from the tenth to the fifteenth year of age; after that the commercial
department continues for two years. The uniform course contains
French and English, so that the students come into the commercial
course with a good linguistic training. In the latter course the
studies are as follows: Phy. ics, chemistry, knowledge of merchandise,
drawing, calligraphy, gymnastics, science of trade, history, geography, countinghouse work and bookkeeping, mathematics, commercial a r ithmetic, German, and religion. The total number of hours of
instruction per week is thirty-seven in the first, thirty-six in the second year, The entire institution is governed by a board of trustees
of nine members, of whom five are appointed by the Canton (or State),
four by the city. The tuition fee is 60 francs ($12) per annum. For
the second year a number of scholarships are granted.
In Basel also the commercial school is not an independent institution, but a department of the city high school. Upon a common basis
rest the two sections, the technical and the commercial. The former
has a course of three and a half years, the commercial one of three
years. Both departments are under the same authority and supervision. Tuition is gratuitous, as it is in all city schools of Basel.
The course of the commercial department contains the same branches
found in the Bern school. The number of hours per week is thirtyone in the first, thirty-two in the second, and thirty-three in tho third
year.
ntil 1887 commercial training in Geneva was given in the commercial department of the cantonal high school, but in that year an indep ndent high school for commercial branches was established by the
city, the former institution was abandoned, and the high school
reserved for university preparation. The new school requir s the
candidate for admission to be 15 years of age. H must have pa sed
through fiv grades of a coll ge or the second grade of a professional
school. F'or students who can not comply with these requirements a
preparatory department of two years is provided. The tuition fee is
100 francs ( 20) for wi s , tudent , but double that amount for
foreigner .
onresid nt tudents who come to study only a few
bran he pay 5 and 10 francs ( 1 to 2) p r week. The dir ction
and. upervi ion of thi in titution Ii in the hands of an admini tratiY board of twelve m mb r , four of whom are appointed by he
Canton (or tate) and ight by the municipal coun il. 1h expen e
f r 1 93 amounted to 3..,, 0 franc ( '6,45G), of which the Canton of
Gene-va paid 6,725 fran , tho ci y 20,155 francs; G, 000 franc were
pail l y th
tud nt . The cours includ s th following bran he :
Er n h,
rman, Eno-li h, Italian, pani h (th la t hree languao-e
ar _optional. , tudi ), alligraphy, drawing, bo kke pin , mathem, he. , g oo-rnph .,. , hi t or , phy ic , h emi tr , ·h'il law, in urc nee
an<1 t, riff. , J~nowl 1
f m r handi .
, tat d interval
· uri n. ai ma 1 t m rcantil
t, bli hm nt aft r which th tud nt
r p r in le
f wha th , hav een. Thi , 1 , d to di cu . ion on
qu tiou f the a·. The numb •r of hour , w l i thirt -thr in
th fir
and
n 1, thir -four in th thil'd • ar. Th lano-uc o-e
1 ,. n' p r w k ar a: f 11 ws: r nch, thre ;
rman f ur; no-li h, f UI'" Hali: n, f ur; 'pani h, thr . Th mo 1 r minen 1 ranch
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is countinghouse practice, fqr which eight hours a week throughout
the three years are reserved.
Similar independent schools for commercial training are found in
Neuenburg, Solothurn, Winterthur, and Chaux-de-Fonds. In addition to these there are in Switzerland eleven commercial departments
connected with classical and technical high schools. Commercial
instruction of a lower order is offered also in "continuation schools"
for elementary pupils, and commercial clubs arrange evening courses
for apprentices here and there.
As a model of a commercial" continuation" school may be mentioned the school in St. Gall, where French is taught three hours a
week throughout a four years' course; English, Italian, German, p nmanship, commercial arithmetic, discount, and civics are the o her
branches. In summer the school is held from 6 to 8 a. m., in i,h e winter from 7 to 9 a. m., and from 6 to 9 p. m. in both summer and winter.
All utensils a.nd stationery used in the school are furnish d by the
teachers, for which in summer 1 franc, in winter 2 francs, are paid by
the student.
The educational activity of commercial clubs is chiefly directed
toward the advancement of their own members in certain branche .
Several such clubs recently formed a national union, which now consists of eighteen sections, of which the Swiss
London, England, is one. Among these ·
Zurich is Urn most prominent. It maintain
own; it received in 1894 a federal sub id
The section club in Ba el maintains cou
hand, and commercial law, as w 11 as v
The bifurcation of th cantonal high sc1
mercial departments, spoken of before,
felicitous results. It has been found that
based on a common course of pr paration
school departments is lacking certai 1 me
Thi is the reason whyt.he ind pendent omm
ing in number and gaining in popularity.
.
.
In 1893thetota1Federal subs1
land amounted to 87,490 f'
spent for commercial c
clubs, and 2,050francsf
and two in Munich.
tional authoriti. s of
th F cleral o e
This petition wa
interpret d th 1
cial traininO' tog·
Government fro
that the e petitio
department of th
Federal sub idy,
highly in favor o
sexes.
Thus we see
upwitho h rna
the willingness
tie on ribute to h
tim 'witzerlancl had
merchants, though th
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industry; but in late years great zeal is shown in Paising the commercial branch of the nation's activity to a higher fo '"el of culture. The
fact that tho nations surrounding the mountain Republic are eagerly
increasing their connections wHh foreign and transmarine markets,
and for that purpose prepare suitable agents, may have led the Swiss
people to imitate. They certainly had a splendid example in Austria,
as we have seen in a foregoing chapter.
FR.A.i~CE.

In the year 1820 two :French merchants, Messrs. Brocfard and Legret,
who were anxious about the future of French commerce, conceived
the plan of establishing a school in France in which young men
should receive instruction prepal'ing them to be merchants. Relying
on their own means, the yopened such a school in Rue de Grenelle,
calling the institution "Ecole speciale de commerce."
The fitness of such an undertaking would at present be self-evident
at a time when the necessity for commercial training is recognized
everywhere, but at the time when Messrs. Brodard and Legretopened
their school the enterprise was considered a Yery bold one. Few
thought of the necessity 01· even of the possibility of such a technical
instruction for which hitherto practical work in the countinghouse
ancl store magazines had fully sufficed. Few believed that the commercial sciences as such could bo made subjects of scholastic instruction, owing to the great number of special branches of which these
sciences are composed. The establishment of such an institution,
for which there was no model in existence in France, met with the
greatest obstacles. An attempt had to be made to combine the
various commercial branches of knowledge into one science, to find
or to prepare suitable teachers for that purpose. Other circumstances
added to the difficulty. Frenchmen seemed to have no decided commercial sense or interest in commerce, although it was then flourishing-. :b-,rance, furthermore, was, after tho Napoleonic wars, in a
condition which prevented a far-sighted policy with regard to commerce and industry.
All these things combined to prevent younO' men from att nding
the school in Rue de Gr nelle. They wished to b admitted to the
bar, become physicians and authors rather than merchants. Entranc
into the mercantile profe ion seemed a degradation for which no
especial cholastic preparation was required. Hence the new ·chool
could not expect a flouri hino- growth. The trustees were well-experienced men, who attempted to frame a study plan suitable for the
requirement of commcrc . l\Ien like a imir-P'rier, J. B. ay, Ch.
Dupuy, J. Lafitte, and oth rs framed a plan for thi, · n YI • cho 1,
whose course was one of three years. At first som students enter d
the institution, partly re ident Parisian , partly from other part of
Franc , but after ten years of wrestling ,vith new problems the in titution, as clo ed.
vei· 1 time it had changed director .
In 1 30 dolph Dlanqui und rtook to revive tho school. II fir t
chang cl the nam of tho in titution to "Ecole sup 'rieure d commerce," -hich nam it has r tained to this day. Blanqui may ju tl
be call cl th orcrc nizer of omm rcial education in , rtrn e, for t him
are due it prin ipl ·. iOr twenty-fly y ar h ,-t od at th h ad of
this chool, who e re1 utation prcad all over Eur pe, 1 b t the mnny

1 It is intere ting to learn that in Austria this Fr nch school has been taken as
a model; for instance, in the establishment of the Commercial Academy in Prague,
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ber of its students r mained small. Af r Blanqui's d ath the institution met many kinds of obstacle , until, in 1SG9, the PariR Chamber
of Commerce took possession of it. .Ieam bi.le sev ral other schools
were established in France, mostly in imitation of Blanqui's institution.
The commercial schools of France may be divided into two groups.
The first comprises seven higher institutions, of hich two are in
Paris, five in the provinces. rl'he second group contains fours condary schools, of which three are situated in Paris. Beside these institutions there exist numerous schools of an elementary character for
adults of both sexes. Hence there are really only eleven distinctly
commercial schools in France. The Superior School of Commerce, the
School of Commerce, and the School of Higher Commercial Studies are
all under the direction of the Chamber of Commerce of Paris, which
undertook the management of the first in 1869, the second in 1872,
and the third in 1882. The commercial schools in Lyons, Marseilles,
and Havre, as well as the Commercial Institute in Paris, are maintained by private corporations. The school in Rouen is connected
with the school of science and letters of that city; the school in Bordeaux is connected with an industrial school, while the school at
Rheims is under the direct supervision of the minister of public
instruction. This city has, besides, a school of commercial practice
under 1>rivate management. Most commercial schools in France are
managed by a board of trustees called comite, usually chosen from
among the prominent merchants of the city in which they are situated. In Paris the chamber of commerce elects the trustees from
among its members. In the board of trustees of the school of Marseilles two teachers act as expert counselors, while the higher school
of commerce in Paris has a supplementary council of 25 members,
the French minister of commerce being the chairman.
The State subsidies paid for commercial education are quite large,
as will be seen from t,he following statements: A ministerial decree of
February 1, 1849, granted sixteen scholarships of 500 francs ($100) each.
This sum was afterwards greatly increased, and taken from the funds
at the disposal of the minister of commerce for the promotion of commerce and industry. In the year 1875, for the first time, a definite
amount (equivalent to 6,000), was appropriated for that purpose, and
this amount was increased (to 8,000) in 1883. The State budget of
commerce in 1884 contained $5,000 for the improvement of a building
occupi d by commercial schools. This appropriation was increased
to · ,4:00 in 1886.
nnual appropriations were also made for travelin0· expenses i,ai:.l to (Yraduates of hio-her schools of commerce. In
18 G ·3,60 wa u ed for that purpose. This action of the Ilouse of
D puties found o- neral approval, since the import nee of traveling
was recognized for these stud nts; partly, also, because it was shown
that other coun'-ries had set the xampl in this policy. A special set
of regulations was adopte l f r the manner of grantin o- th se stipends.
The minister of commer e i he final judge in the matter.
'rhe courses of study in most Prench ommercial schools are arrang d
for three years, that of the school in L ons for four years, while in
Bordeau..""C and Ilavr only at, o ye'- r 'att ndance is required. Foreign
students are requir d to pass throuo-h a preparatory department, in
which th y are expected to familiarize themselv s with the French
language. 'I he age at which students are admitted is 15 years; schools
which have a prep'- ratory department admit to that at 14 years.
The followin,o- branches are generally found in tb Fr n h com~ rcial schools: French, algebra, arithmetic, geometry, bookke pmg,
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commercial law, physics, chemistry, hi tory, commercial geography,
drawing, shorthand writing, and two foreign languages. These
branches are taught in thirty-one weekly hours. The number of pro. fessors varies between 0 (in Havre) and 32 (in Paris). The teachers'
salaries ttre arranged according to the number of lessons they give per
week and the importance of their subjects. A peculiar feature of this
is that the professor of law is paid six times the amount which the
professor of bookkeeping receives.
In all French commercial schools weekly excursions are arranged
to factories and large mercantile establishments, museums, and exhibitions. Since it is impossible to take a large number of students to
one place, small groups are conducted by their teachers to various
points on the same day. In France the numerous museums, art collections, monuments, and exhibitions are much more frequently
utilized as agencies of education than in other countries. Elementary
classes are taken by their teachers, on days when school is not in
session, to museums and collections, to monuments and statues of
noted men, where appropriate instruction is given. It is noteworthy,
also, that the French commercial institutions of learning have many
foreign students. In the superior school at Paris one-third of all the
students are foreigners; the school at Marseilles has about 30, that
of Havre about 50, foreign students. Diplomas are awarded to successful candidates who pass the final examination; in some of the
institutions silver and gold medals are given for meritorious work.
The diplomas of the Superior Commercial School, and those of the
School for Higher Commereial Studies are signed by the minister of
commerce.
A few details about the "Ecole Superieure de Commerce" in Parfs
may conclude the review of French commercial education. This
institution was founded in 1820 and transferred to the Chamber of
Commerce in 1869. It js now situated at No. 102 Rue Amelot. The
prospectus for 1895 says: The course is one of three years, but wellprepared students have the right to enter the second grade at once.
The age of admission is 15 years. The students of the third year are
guided by their professors to factories of Paris and vicinity, and
report in writing what they hitve observed. The same students undertake a journey annually into the northern part of France or into Belgium in order to study the coal mines, means of transportation, and
other things interesting to merchants. The tudents' reports of this
excursion are submitted for competition; the best composition is
awarded a traveling scholarship of 1,000 francs ( 200) . Examinations
ar h ld every three months, reports of which are sent to the parent .
At tho clo e of the cour e, medals are di tributed which are provided
by the Chamber of Commerce, the Society for the Promotion of Comm r ial Geography, an 1 the Society of Alumni. The students who
pa.-.- th final examination have he right to limit heir service in the
aqn t only on y ar, and th aid of the chool is offered to th m o
ur ac eptable po itions in h commercial world. Th
tc t
0 -rant
1.., ,holar. hip. t
orth tud nt . Like mo t Fren ·h ho l
of hi· kind th uperi r c mmer ial hool ha dormitorie onn t l
with h in· itution · in thi
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of this notecl institution is due to the formur mini tor of st:1it&, M. A.
Dechamps, who submitted the plan for such a school to the city council of Antwerp and to the provincial government in 184:7. At tho same
time a merchant, H. Mathysseus, published a pamphlet: "Propositions for the establishment of a Belgian university for commerce and
industry." However, public opinion and the existing universities in
Belgium opposed this plan, claiming that the science of commerce
was not equal in importance to the university studies; hence the minister's plan was finally adopted and the institute of commerce opened
with 51 students on October 22, 1853. The city council undertook its
maintenance and management, and the State guaranteed to pay onethird of the expenses. This school has educated over 4,000 students.
'The institute of commerce has an organization similar to the universities of Belgium, but unlike other schools of that country, it has
no dormitories; the students live in private houses. The course is
one of two years. An examination is requiredforadmission; exempt
from this examination are graduates of the Belgian Athenreum, or
any institution of Belgium ranking with this high school. All candidates for admission must prove that they have sufficient familiarity
with French, English, and German. For the purpose of obtaining
well-prepared students, a preparatory department has been added,
in which only those branches are taught which fit the student for
admission to the institute. The lowest age at which admission is
allowed is 16½ years. The branches in which the candidates for
admission are examined are French, English, German, bookkeeping,
geography, mathematics, chemistry, physics, history, commercial law,
and political economy.
The most important place in the course for the first year of the·
institute is the practical work in the model countinghouse. Here the
more theoretical branches have their focus. Here is utilized that
which is taught in the scholastic branches. In the countinghouse the
mercantile practice is imitated in its smallest details and widest bearings. Regular business transactions take place, and every student
in turn is made to participate in all kinds of transactions and occupations. Business correspondence is first carried on in French, then
in the other languages taught. Every month stock is taken and a
balance sheet furnished. During the first year business is done only
with European countries; in the second year the business is extended
to transmarine countries. All the b arings of trade are taught, so
tbat the stu :l.ents gain a clear view of commerce and its ramifications
all o er the world.
The le son are di t,r ibute 1 in hours per week, as follows:
Lessons.

First Second
year. year.
12
3
2

1
2

1
1
1
1
1 -- ---2
3
3
3

ED

97--15

12
3

2
2
3

1
2
3
3
3
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Besides these regular lessons and lectures, occasional talks are given
by prominent merchants, manufactur r , engineer, and oth re, p erts
on subjects closely connected with mercantil pursuits. On days wlien
the school is not in session, visits to comm rcial and industrial e tablishments are made by th classe , conduc ed by heir teacher ; but,
unlike the commercial schools in Paris, this fastitution doas not
arrange for discussions on the part of the students. Lately it has
been urgently advocated to add a third year to the ourse. This third
year should be clevot d chiefly to the 1 gal a pect of commerce, and
should serve as a special preparation for consuls, since in Belgium
the consular service is chi fly recruited from among the merchants.
Every regular stud nt is examined at the close of the first and of
the second year. Having passed the final examination, the student
receives a diploma entitling him to the degree of "Licencie dans les
etm1os de commerce." The examining board consists of seven members nppointed by the minister of commerce from among the leading
merchants and the professors of the institution. The Government is
represented at this examination by the inspector-general of commerce. Graduates receive, upon application, traveling stipends,
which are paid by the State. The legislature or parliament appropriates 45,000 francs, or '9,000, annually for that purpose, and the
stipends vary between $1,000 and $1,200 per annum, according to
the country to which the stuc1°nts go. They must agree to stay three
years in that country. During recent years the graduates receiving
tipends have sojourned in transmarine countries, Argentina, Brazil,
China, Japan, India, Australia, and New Zealand. They have established Belgian agencies for commercial firms in these countries, and
have opened new channels of trade for Belgian products of indus ry.
Some of these graduates have been appointed Belgian consuls in
foreign countries.
De pite the undeniable advanta.o-es derived from the Antwerp commercial institution, it can not besaid thatit hasfoundgene1·alapproval
in public opinion. In Belgium a certain prejudice, entertain d eYen
b
d ucated people, ao-ainst the commercial calling seems to react
ao-ain t the State's sub idy for scholastic pr paration of merchants.
'rI1 i<lea is till prevalent that practice alone can serve as proper prepare ion for a, rne1·chant, an<l th tall theoretic in truction is uperfluous.
It i · not con idered that theoretic instruction i the basi of continuou self-culture, and that in hi century of cience, discover , an 1,
inven ion neither the merchantnoroneinanyotherprofession rcallino- an b properly pr pared without horouo-h scien i:fi.c work; and
furthermore, that without f~ miliari y with foreio-n language no merchan can enter into competition \ith the merchants of oth r ountl'i s
in th . '"·orld' marl·et ·. Other countrie hav found that the mon y
. p 11 in lucatiiw and t, ·aining commercial s'-ud nts is by no mean
quand r <l, bu yi 11.' I· r 1i'e interest.
l or :L·t n · ar tho in titute in Antwerp s n g,.,.l d for _ i ten ,
arnlin1 ,.. i ha<lonVG7.· n1 nt ,of,,}om35, Ter f iei/Yn r.
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limited degree, but their graduates rarely devote themselves to commercial pursuits.
In conclusion, a society may be mentioned which owes its origin to
the Antwerp higher commercial institut,ion. It is the ''Societe des
anciens eleves de l'Institut de commerce" (society of alumni), which
has the purpose to acquaint the commercial world with all the new
ideas that intimately concern Belgian commerce. The members are
earnest sn-pporters of their alma mater. The societ--y arranges public
lectures on political economy and participates in international commercial congresses representing Belgium. It grants scholarships to
students of tho institute and publishes a periodical in the interest of
Belgian commerce.
ITALY.

The beginnings of commercial training in Italy do not date back
many years. The law which organized public ins+ruction was passed
in 1859, and in this law an article referring to commercial education
determines that those who intend to devote themselves to commercial
"as well as any other technical" pu.l'Suits, should attend the "Instituti
tecnici," so called in contradistinction to classical high schools.
These institutions have a section for aigriculture ancl technology, and
another for commercial studies (sezione commercio e 1·agioneria.).
Graduation from these institutions enables the students not only to
gain good positions in mercantile houses, but entitles them also to
certain State offices.
The commercial ''sections" or departments in technical high schools
offer instruction in bookkeeping, correspondence, knowledge of merchandise, banking and commercial law, and French, while German is
an optional study. There are about sixty of such jnstitutions in Italy.
They are subsidized by the State, but, according to the verdict of the
mercantile world, they are not sufficient to meet the ever growing
demands of the time. A higher institution was needed such as nearly
every profession and calling had. The universities prepared for the
learned professions; the engineering school at Milan prepared thorough technologists and engineers; the school of shipbuilding at Turin
thoroughly prepared shipbuilders; artists had several schools, and
the school of design at Genoa prepared young men for industrial arts.
Only the merchants had to rely on secondary schools. At last, in 1867,
a beginning was made to supply the want.
It was in enice, the city which had been famous for many centuries for her extensive commerce and success ul industry, vhere
hjO'her instruction for commercial men was begun. In July, 1867, the
dir ctors of the "Stabilimento iecnico" etitioned the city council
for an appropriation with which to e tablish a higher commorci 1
school. The city council, and other bodies addressed for the same
purpose, declared their willingness to aid the institution, since the
need of better preparation for merchants was acutely f It. After an
executive committee had be n appointed, the Royal Government was
also asked for a subsidy. This overnment was willin(Y to contribute
annually to the maintenance of such a school if the founders woulcl
con ent to devote it to three purpose : (1) To offer high r in trueion for mercantil pursuits; (2) to give instruction in law for the
profe sional preparation of consul , and (3) to act as a normal, ·h<?ol
for teach rs of comm rcial schools, and for that purpo e lay sp ci, 1
stre. s upon the teaching of foreign languages. The
v rnment
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provided further that the board of trustees of the institution should
have one member proposed by the Government.
In 1871 the institution was opened under the most favorable auspices. The number of students was considerable, and it has since
steadily grown. The school is called "Regia Scuola Superiore di
Commercio" (Royal Higher School of Commerce), and it has five
yearly grades. .At first a preparatory department was maintained,
but that has been found unnecessary and has been abandoned. At
present (in 1896) the institution is conducted by Senator Francisco
Ferrara. The province of Venice pays a sum equivalent to $8,000,
the city of Venice $2,000, the board of trade '2,000, and the Italian
Government $6,000 per year for its maintenance.
It has its seat in the palace Fosca.ri, which has been given over to
this purpose by the city council. The school takes regular and irregular students. The latter prepare themselves for particular branches,
such as the consular service. Candidates are required to submit to
an examination for admission, except those who graduated from
technical lyceums (modern high schools). This examination includes
the Italian language and literature, geography, history, arithmetic,
algebra, physics, natural history, French, and shorthand writing. It
is possible for a candidate to enter the second year's course if he is
in possession of the required knowledge and has passed his seventeenth year of life. 'rhe tuition fee amounts to 50 florins (about $25)
per annum. Extraordinary students pay 6 florins (<;i' 3) per annum for
each branch of study they choose. 'rhe Royal Government, as well as
the otheT agencies which support the school, grant scholarships; the
same is done by the boards or chambers of commerce in other cities
when they send students to this school in Venice.
In accordance with the expressed desire of the Royal Government,
,the school consists of three departments: (1) The general department,
which prepares students for commercial pursuits in a three years'
course; (2) the consular department, which has a course of five years,
and (3) the commercial normal school, which prepares teachers for
commercial schools in a course of four years. In this latter-named
department the chief studies in the first year are political economy
and statistic ; tho
of the second year are the common commercial branche ; those of the third year are knowledge of merchandi e
and chemi. try, and tho e of the fourth year are foreign language .
With this normal school department a practice .-chool is combined,
in which the students 1 arn how to teach the omrnercial branches.
The tu lies of the oth r two departm nts are, a id from the purely
comm rcial tudie., ommer ·ial hi tory and political hi tory, Eno-li h,
Fr nch, Italian, German, and one ori ntal language, interna ional
le w, criminal law, con titutional law, court pro edure, commercial
an 1 mmitim law, and in th consular :l.epartmen
rain additional
l)ran h
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The profes ors are paid between ·GOO and 1,500, and their appointment, dismissal, or promotion has been re er ed to the Government.
At date of last report (1894) the institution has 18 professors and .2
assistants.
The school has the rank of a university, and graduation from it
entitles the student to the same rights granted to gra,duates of State
universities. This commercial State institution has rendered very
valuable service to Italian commerce. It possesses an extensive
museum of merchandise and a large library, for the maintenance and
extension of which 1,000 florins ($5QO) are used annually. Besides
these it has the entire equipment of a first-class commercial school.
However, the Italian merchants persist in engaging German clerks
in preference to Italian. Still, the school in Venice has found two
imitators-one in Genoa and one at Bari. The future of these two
institutions seems to have been secured, since, as the reports say,
their instruction is purely technical and of a practical character.
This is a feature which is generally apprecia.ted by merchants who
are not given to theoretical consideration of any question. Anything
that is not directly aiding the technical preparation of merchants
is excluded from the course of study of these schools.
In 187 5 a committee was formed by the board of trustees of the
school in Venice, whose business it is to help the graduates of the
school to secure lucrative positions. At the head of this committee
stands the president of the chamber of commerce. The results of the
committee's labors are very satisfactory. Not a single graduate of
the school has remained unemployed.
The modern Kingdom of Italy has <lone much in the field of education and instruction. It has called into existence establishments
which have become famous. In regard to commercial education it
has not remained behind other countries. In Turin a commercial
school of three grades was founded in 1856. Its founder was a graduate of t.he Paris '' .Ecole superieure de commerce," Jean Joseph Garnier. Other commercial schools in Italy are of later date. 'l,here is
one in Florence, established in 1877; one in Genoa, founded in 1883.
Other large cities in Italy-for instance, Rome and Naples, in which
a certain industrial feature is prominent-have commercial schools
supported by private persons, communities, boards of trade, or commercial societies. The school founded and maintained by the society
of "Archimedes" in Turin occupies a peculiar position. It is now
(1895) 14 yea1·s old, has 60 classes and 64: teachers. In 1894-95 it had
1,G75 stud nts, male and female, and 1,300 graduated after one year's
tudy. The course of st,udy include Italian language, arithmetic,
bookkeeping·, penmanship, French language, drawing, electro-technol gy, horthand writin°·. The girls learn, besides most of t,h e foreo-oino- branches, ewing and embroid ry.
The right to attend a common commercial course is obtained by
pa ing an examination before a government commis ioner, but if the
tudeut wishe to tudy lano-uao- sand geoO'raphy he is obliged to pas
an examination for admission to a univer ity. In other words, these
two branches, belongin to the university· course, aro classed among
th branches of higher education. For ordinary commercial branch s
a diploma of graduation from a lyceum is su:ffi.cieut.
The foreg ing tat ment oncerning the commercial trainiug in
Fran e, B lgium, and Italy plainly show that th authoriti slay pari ular mpha is upon the te hnical training in c mmercial s ho 1 i
but th y do not n gl t he educational ide whi h t nd, t g n r'
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culture, moral and intellectual. It may be desirable to touch upon
this point with reference to professional schools of all kinds.
The development of the entire educational system, which has
increased at a rapid rate and in n, most satisfactory manner in recent
decades, has resulted in a division of labor, owing to the everincreasing amount of knowledge and skill to bo gained, and this has
caused the establishment of many kinds of professional and technical
schools which lay more stress upon special and less stress upon general
education. These schools, obedient to the urgent social demands of
the time, have become a very important factor of the educational
agencies of the .modern nations. They are intended to give a special
training which formerly was rarely offered in schools, and it is
expected to be done in the shortest possible period, with the least
expenditure of money, and upon a basis of a brief preparatory study.
There is little doubt that these institutions meet the requirements
in regard to special or technical training; for private persons, as well
as municipal and State authorities, continue establishing schools of
this kind, and their graduates a.re generally found to meet the requirements of practical life. But quite another question is whether these
schools are truly educating their students.
It is a postulate of pedagogy that every kind of instruction-hence,
special, technical, or professional instruction not excepted-has an
educational influence. Every school must have a twofold object, (1)
to give technical knowledge and train the intellect, and (2) to ennoble
the soul and establish character. In this latter sense all instruction
may be educative if it be good and in accordance with the proper
spirit, but it is nevertheless essential in special schools to keep in
mind the distinction between mere instruction and educative instruction.
The demand for education or ethical training, and the endeavor to
give it much room without infringing upon the purely technical training, have become more important since the chancred social conditions
have laid upon the schools duties which the family and home usod to
perform-that iq to say, ideas of morality and reli<>'ion, O'Ood manners,
and public , pirit are expected to be inculcated by school edu ation.
Under the pressure of business and in the haste with which everything
is don , and must be done, the home has lost its influence upon the
youno- O' neration, and the school is ask d to supply that ethical trainino- which will make good men and women of our boys and girls.
H nee v r school must make it an object of its work to offer both
tee hino- the in Hect and training the will.
It is plain th, t the comme1·cir.,l schools must not stand aside in this;
that the , like all oth r educational in"titutions, must aim at an eduation which i follo'"';in°· ertain hi 0 ·her consid ra ions than how be t
to enable their students to earn their living. Th y should aim at
ethi alp ·rf ction of their pupils, at ennobling and training of th ir
cha1·~ cter.·, < t 4 }1e e ucation of a generation filled with p bli spirit
< n 1 patrioti. m, a
en of true humanity ju tice and r O', l'd for the
law, faitltfulne to principl sand con ta~cy in a~tion. In fac the e
. chooL:, rt. inly n le • than other schools hould aim < , ll tho e
-virtn whi h make good men first before th y think of becoming
o-ood m rchc nts.
Thor c r a gr a number of ducational momenta to be consid red,
no to p , k of wh t th se s hools as such may lemand of th ir tnd nt . Obedience to orde, , attention, courtesy, truthfulne ~, 1· :7T
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ularity-virtues which are conditions of every healthy school
organization.
At the first glance it would see1 as though such idea could only
be taught in connection with religion a.n d historj, but the best occasions after all are those which the teaching of the mothel' ton o-ue o:ffors.
It is therefore very essential for commercial students to have a
"reader" (text-book for reading), which contains suitable matter for
ethical instruction. It has often been said that the reader in the
class room is the center of instruction. This book is not superfluous
for commercial schools. It may offer numerous occasions for ethical
instruction, which without such a book might never be given. By
means of analogy the interest of the students may be awakened in
events outside of home and school. The various institutions of charity, which, following the humane spirit of the times, are established
by State and community, may arouse the students to an early consideration of public affairs, so that the blighting egotism, so easily
engendered by the study of commercial branches, may be counteracted by influences which wlll aid in making good, public-spirited
citizens of the young. The reader may give the starting point for
lessons which bookkeeping, arithmetic, and similar technical branches
can not give. Yet even the purely technical branches should be
pressed into service of the one supreme object of the school: To make
good men and good citizens.

CHAPTER VII.
THE TEACHING OF CIVICS IN swrrzERLAND, FRANCE,
AND ENGLAND.

Attempts made in this country in behalf of teaching civics (the
science of the State, its constitution and functions) make it desirable
to see what is done in this direction in other countries. Naturally
the reviewer's glance turns first to countries of a similar form of government, to wit, republican government, which we find in France and
Switzerland. There is not another country in the world that has a
government more popular than Switzerland has, and it is gratifying
to note that in that Republic civics is a regular branch in the advanced
elementary schools (the so-called Fortbildungs-Schulen). In the following pages a translation is presented of the little text-book used for
the purpose of teaching civics (Staatskunde) in Switzerland. Its
author is Dr. Albert Affolter, of Solothurn (Souleure).
THE TEACHING OF CIVICS IN SWITZERLAND.
I.-THE STATE IN GENERAL.
A.-THE C011.MOI\TWE.A.LTH.

1. The Oommonwealth. -Man has the desire not to live alone, but to join other
men and associate with them. The simplest and most original association of
human beings is found in the family. Several families unite together to form a.
tribe, a community, a province, a nation. The rea on why human beings unite to
form society lies in the feeling that only by means of a common, fii-mly established
order of intercourse -prosperity and protection against hostile attacks can be
secured. Society thus formed, if settled, is called a ommunity.
The purposes of tho community are preservation of peace and order in the interior
and protection against common foes, as well as promotion of the common w al.
These purpo es give the community the qualities of a public alliance, or union, or
society. This public communityisdistinguished bythe purposes mentioned from
all other unions which may be formed for economic, religious, social, and other
purposes (busine"S companies, ooperative societies, clubs, etc.).
2. The State.-The highest community is the State. It is an association of
human beings formed by means of firmly establi hed organization, limited to a.
clearly defined country or territory. The human beings belonging to this association called State are the people· the established order or organization is the legal
order and the land occupied by the e people is the territory of the State. Hence
the State consists of land or territory, legal order, and the people. The order prevailing is the result of organization, and tho State therefore appears as ab ing
endowed with life, the state system, which has a will of its own, the will of th e
233
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State, ancl active orgai::s, tho officers of the State. It is, so to speak , a person having tasks to perform and entering into communication with other States.
3. Communities.-Even within the confines of the State there are public associations-the communities. They, too, have the object to maintain order and promote public affairs. But the community does not have the object t o protect its
membe1·s against attack from without ; tb.e State alone tloes that. Like the State,
the community has a clearly defined terdtory, a p opulation , and a firmly established order. According to their objects the communities are of different kinds.
There are civil, church, and school communities.
B.-KINDS OF S T.A.TES-ATTRIBUTES.

4. Sovereignty.-The term sov ereig nty is used with respect to States as w ell as
persons.
The sovereignty of tho State m ean s i ts independence of other States and its selfgovernment in arranging its own affairs. A State, therefore, is sovereign when it
stands in no relation of dependence and has complete freedom of action in its
inter ior. There is also a limited sovereignty. It is even possible to speak of the
sover eignty of a community, since the communities have for certain purposes full
liberty of action, to regulate their own affairs, for instance.
The sover eignty of p ersons m eans that they h ave the highest power in the State.
Thus we designate rulers ( emperors, kings, princes, etc.) with the term sovereigns. Where the people themselves represent the highest power, we speak of
the people's sovereignty.
5. Republic and monarchy.-Accord.ing to the manner in which the State is
organized we speak of its b eing a republic or a monarchy.
In the republic the highest power remains with the people. It is the sovereign.
Its will determines every public question. To direct tho State, only such men are
called in whom the people have confidence, and they stay in office only so long as
they please t h e people. At the head of the State, therefore, there are men who
are elected, that is, chosen, either by the people or its representa tives. The republic rests on tho p eople. If this will jg expressed directly, so that the people decide
all important questions and perform the chief elections (voting and electing orally
in tow n council or by means of the ballot box), th0 r epublic is a pu rely democratic one. If, however, the people designate by means of elections certain r epresentatives who ar e to p erform the business of the State in the people's name, the
r epublic is culled a representative democracy.
A monarchy is a State in which the sover eign ty is not in the people, but in acertain person, the monarch. H e comes into power by inhe1itance belonging to the
ruling family or dynasty (hereditary prince or monarch). In former times the
monarch could also be elected in that h e was an electoral prince or monar ch. The
soverejgnty of a monarch has been circumscribed and limited in most cases by the
will of the people's representatives (parliament), to the end that he can not in titute an important measure without the consent of parliament. States in which
the r,eoplr's representatives in parliament assembled take part in directing public
affairs are naid to be con titational State .
n. The State of lmr.-The association called State is made possible only by firmly
e ·tabli~hcd legal order. E\""ery officer of the State i oblige 1 to conform with this
lega or ler, an<1 n one i a Howe 1 to violate it. It mu t be po sib1e to bring to
the notice of an ind pend nt judicial onrt any ar itrary harmful action ~nd all
"Viol. tions of the law on tho 1" rt of public officer··.
Stat in which the law is
thus r pe ·t d n,11(1 then c . ary in. titutiom for its applicatio ar provide , o
that no vjo ation of law. CY n th ugh it 1 that of th liigh st offi · r. r m in
unpnni h 1, w call a 1 er ct S ate of faw. It is that 'tate in which no one
taud,., above the 1, ':<I and d re to def · it.
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7. Fede'ration of States and union.-Small States frequently observe the necessity to join forces, in order the better to withstand attacks from without. This
attachment of several States may be a loose or close one. A federation of States
is called a group of States joined together so that each State loses some of its sovereiguty toward the outside world, but not in the interim. In this case each State
is l eft free in the management of its own affairs so long as they do not conflict
with the common purposes of the federation. A union, on the other hand, is a
:firmly riveted. combination of States, in which the latter lose a part of their sovereignty toward the exterior as well as the interior. Tho authority they lose is
bestowed Ul)On the central or union government, which has permanent offices. A
union of States bears in itself the possibility of developing into a single State.
The Swiss federation was loosely combined from its origin until the year 1 i98,
and then again from 1803 until 1848. Between 1, 98 and 1803 it was a union, and
since 1848 it has again assumed the character of a union.
C.-DUTIES OF 'l'HE STATE.

8. In general.-The State has duties to perform in the interior and in relation
with other States. It tries to promote peaceful intercourse with other States, and
if the necessity should arise, to repulse unjustified attacks with the aid of the
army. In the interior it maintains order, CR.res for the common weal, and prote ts
the liberty and rights of each citizlm. In the performance of these duties the
State, or rather its officers, must be very di1igently activ-e. Those who stand at
the hea.d of the State promote the relations with other States and ropre ·ent it
toward the outside world. In the interior the officers see to it that the functions
of the State are performed without hindrance. The officers and their work are
called collectively the government. Since the rule for the interior order and h
rights of the citizens are not at all times the same, but are ever requiring
impro"vement, it becomes necessary to change them from time to time. The
activity of the organ that is intrusted with such changes is called legislation or
lawgiving. The officers designated to perform such work are the l gisl tors. In
cases in which the law is violated, certain officers of the State s e to it that th
law is vindicated. This action is called the judicial duty of the State an<l the
officers charged with it the judiciary of the State. The St teal ·o sees to it that
it has means at hand to secure and protect the possessions of the State, to promot
general welfare, to improve the army and other means of defense; in short, to
carry into effect all those measures which are for the general b nefit and ar
providecl for by legislation. This extensive activity as a whole is a11
the
administration, and the officers who are ch rged with its p rforman
arr h
organs of administration, often called the authoriti . Hence the work ( th ,
State is divided into thr e gr at divisions: (1) L l,risl· tiv 1 ran ·h; (2) :ult ii11i trativc branch, and (3) judiciary branch. The fir t mak s h 1. ws. th
·oU<l
executes them, and the third defines and, if nee ssary, inclicat th m.
O. Separation of pou;ers.-It is g nerally requfred in th- modern 'tatc 1 owudays that the officers of the different branches shoul 1 1 scpar tccl-tb ti t
that tho e active as lawgivers should u tat the s me time 1o ..: ~cutor or vindcators of the law, but that there be separate officers f r c:.ich branch. This ep ·ation is carried out in nearly all constitutional State:; of the civilizcc1 , ·or 111.
10. Self-aovernm,ent.-The State's officers clo not p rfo1·m all th work 11 co ary
to be done for the State but th y leave much of it o be ono 1,y )ll.rt of th , •, t
and by communities.
a federation, tho separate 'tates mnkc, ·c ·ut , nwl · indicate laws f r their own territorie:;, ancl the communiti a ,ain, 1 ar o( h
State do the same in affairs ·oncerning h m Ive•; only. ' hi fr
~ f tl1 ri l t
to act for tho ommon ,veal rri.vcn o communities · c· 11 cl 1f ur 1 cal
ment, also local administration.

In
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D.-TERRITORY A~D POPULATION OF A STATE.

11. Terrifo'r y.-The territor:y of a State is the extent of land within its bounds.
All persons and possessions occupying the territory are subject to the law of the
State.
12. Population.-The population of a State is dfotinguished as citizens, i::-ihabitants, or residents. Citizens arc those who enjoy the civil rights of a Stat.:>-; collectively, they form a people or a nation. Civil rights embrace certain privileges,
as the right of suffrage anc1 eligibility to public office, which are denied to resident
foreigners. A citizen living in a foreign country enjoys the protection of the State
to which he belongs; this protection is guaranteed by means of ambassadors and
consuls. Inhabitants, are those who reside permanently in the State; the fa:irm
includes citizens and resident foreigners. Besides inhabitants, the term residents
includes all sojourners (travelers, tourists: etc.). The law of a State applies to
any person during his presence within the confines of its jurisdiction.
E.-LEGAL ORDER OF THE STATE.

13. In general.-Law is the established order of a State. All organizations of a
State, its division, official power, and recipro~al relation of public officers, as well
as the judicial relations of population, are fixed by law. Law makes a State of
population and the territory which it occupies; the whole being of a State depends
upon it. The term law defines not only order of a State, but the rights of the
individual which pertain to him because of legal order.
14. Division of the legal order.-The rules of order are contained in certain laws;
sometimes custom determines action in cases for which there is no prescribed law.
La'-YS and judicial customs are the sources of jurisprudence.
The chief of all laws is the constitution, containing the principles of a State; it
is the fundamental law of a country, and treats of the organization and ~ivision
of a State and the relatfon of public officers to one another and the people. A
series of minor laws refer to judiciary details relative to the administration of
justic;e and the rights and duties of individuals. The constitution and the laws
of administration are known as public law. ,Ve distinguish others:-Laws of
litigation apply to detailed proceedings in the administration of justice; penal
laws define what actions and omissions deserve punishment and how severe th~
pnnishm nt may be; laws of private and civil rights apply to the private relation.'·
of citizens, ac, the family, possessions, business, contracts, claims and debts, inher,
itance, etc. We may de.fine civics as the study of the law and working of a State,
II.-SWITZERLAND IN GE ERAL.
A.-HISTOR

OF THE STATE SYSTEM OF SWITZERLAND.

15. The old confedei·ation.-The league of the three district , Uri, Schwyz,
and nterwalden, in the thirteenth century was the germ of Switzerland. .A
Latin contract signed by these districts in 1291 is still extant. The league was
formed for defense against atta ks from without, and particularly again t the
ruler of Hapsburg-Austria. After the glorious battle of forgarten, 1315, it was
renewed at Brunnen. Soon afterwards neighboring cities and districts joined the
alliance-Lucerne in 1332, Zurich in 1351, Glarus in 1352, Zug in 1352, and Berne
in 1!353. Tho league now comprisod the so-called eight ancient canton . In the
year 1 1 Fribourg and Soleure were admitted. Later on Basel (1501), chaffhansen (1.301), and ppenzell (1513) joined. From now on un il 1,9
witz rland
fonne 1 a lea 0 u of thirte n cantons to which several friendly and affiliated di trict . a w 11 n. di:ff rent hou e an l famili
belong c1.
ommon affair. were
c1i en .. ea • ncl r gulate 1 by the diet, which con istecl of delegat from th ei ara
1
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The old league was a confederation. It dissolved in 1798 because of the consequences of the French revolution.
16. The Helvetic imion.-Owing to the attitude of France, the necessity of a constitution was forced on Switzerland in 1798. The old league wa~ thereby converted
into a union under the name of the one indivisible Helvetic republic. The one
undivided republic consisted of 19 cantons which were not States, but only administrative districts without sovereignty. The conversion of the old confederation
into a union was accomplished too suddeniy and occasioned great difficulties.
17. Acts of adjustment .-A.s a union proved indefensible under existing conditions, the First Consul of France, Napoleon Bonaparte, framed a new constitution
fOT Switzerland in 1803. It was called acts of adjustment or mediatory constitution. Switzerland thus became a federation of 1D States, very nearly sovereign.
The confederation, however, approached close to a union. The highest authority
was vested in the diet, to which each canton sent one delegate. Only cantons with
more than 100,000 inhabitants were allowed to send two delegates. Six representative cantons alternately directed affairs. The president of the diet received the
title of landamman of Switzerland. In granting more rights to the people, this
constitutional adjustment brought about a better state of affairs than existed prior
to 1798.
18. The .federal ag1·eement of 1815.-The fall of Napoleon nullified the constitution forced upon Switzerland by him. With the cooperation of the great powers
of Europe, a new constitution, the federal agreement of 1815, was brought into
effect. Switzerland then became a federation of 22 sovereign cantons. At the
Diet, in which each canton had one vote, the delegates of the cantons were obliged
to speak and vote as theyhad been instructed bytheir governments. The number
of representative cantons was limited to three and the office of landamman of
Switzerland abolished. The adoption of the constitution of 1815 was a decided
step backward; no rights were granted to tho people, and the privileges of old,
aristocratic families wero not expressly withdrawn. Consequently, the same
conditions that existed in 1798 prevailed again in several cantons.
Dissatisfaction gradually spread, and democracy and acknowledgment of the
people's rights were set against aristocratic rule. This movement, not always
subsiding without bloodshed (Putsche), led to progressive development in mo t of
the cantons since 1830, and finally, in 1848, to a new constitution.
19. The federal constitution of 1848 and 1874,-The federal constitution of 1848
marks an epoch in the interior relations of Switzerland. This constitution made
Switzerland a union after the model of tho United States of America. Th Y ar
1874:markedtheadoptionofanewfederalconstitution whi.chwasm ran nlarg ·
ment than a complete change of the one of 184.8. Si.nee 1 74 several articles have
been amended or supplemented.
B.-Fou

DATIONS OF TilE L EGAL ORDER

SWITZ ·RL\..

20. In general.-The foundations of the legal order in , 'witzerlan l 'r par ly
national laws and partly cantonal laws and customs.
The laws of the confederation are unconditionally paramount to th cant n 1
laws and cu toms. A national law of itself neutralizes all c ntradictory ·an tonal
laws and prescriptions. The constitution, the basis of politi al action, i on f
the laws. Besides the laws there are important ordinanc s 2..nd regulati n f r
carrying them out. The political treatie b tween Switzerland nd for ign c untries, or among the cantons themselves, havo tho ame force a law .
.
21. Foundations of na,tional l 1 ·.-The chief foun ation of , 'wiss 1 gal rd r 1
the federal constitution of 1 74 with later amendment and addi ion .
.
Only those laws are national which have gone into eff ·t sine 1 4 i pr<n•icl
they have not been annulled r replaced.
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The numerous political treaties between Switzerland and foreign countries have
similar significance.
22. The f oitndations of cantonal laws are the cantonal constitutions, laws, and
ordinances since 1803, in so far as t hey have not been annulled or replaced.
The political treaties am on g can tons (con cordats) form erly in force for t h e better
enact m ent of laws were, a t one t ime, of importance; later federal laws hav e
r endered t hem superfluou s. In some cantons legislation is not complete; old customs hold good to the same e~--tent as statutes in some fields of the law.
Ca:itonal constitutions, laws, ordinances , and customs are valid only when they
are not contradictory to the F ederal constitution, national laws, resolutions, and
ordin ances, or a national political treaty.
C.-N.A.TURE OF THE SWISS ST.A.TE.

1.-CONll'EDERATION AND CANTONS.

23. R elation of the conf ederation to the ccmtons.-The confederation is a State
consisting of 22 or, reckoning half cantons, 25 separate States. The distinction
b etween the confederation as a State and the cantons as parts of that State does
not refer to t erritory and population. Both of these are common to the confederation and the cant ons. The distinction lies in legislation, administration, and
jurisdiction. The confederation has its definite attributes, and where these maintain cantons are subordinate. When cantons are not restricted by the confederation, they are sovereign. Relations with foreign countries are determined by the
con.federation. It has the right to declare war and peace and negotiate contracts
and political treaties, as well as customs and duties, acts and commercial treaties
with foreign countries. It is only in·exceptional cases that cantons, under supervision of the confederation, can negotiate treaties with foreign powers on subjects
of minor importance, as, for instance, fishing in boundary waters.
24. Protection of the cantons by the conjederation. -The confederation protects
the cantons, their province, constitution, and officials. It also protects individual
citizens against aggressions of cantonal officials. The confederation has a right
to interpose when interior order and peace are dist urbed (federal intervention).
25. G-itaranty of cantonal constitiitions. -Cantons must submit their constitutions to the confedew"te convention for approval, which is given only when the
constitution in question throughout supports federal rights; is republican, i. e.,
invests the people themselves or their r epresentatives with t he highest power and
may at any time be r evised when an increase of citizens so demands.
2.-CIT IZE::S-SHIP I N SWITZERL AND CANTONS AND TOWNS.

2G. In general. -Swiss citizenship is the state of being vested with the rights and
privileges of a Swiss citizen. E very citizen of a canton is a citizen of Switzerland. :ro one can be a citizen of SwHzerland without enj oying the rights of canton al citizenship. The latter is combined with town citizenship.
Swiss citizenship is not limited by time, no matter how long a Swiss may reside
in a foreign country. Cantons have not the right to bani h their citizens or deprive
thrnn of cit:z""nshlp.
27. A"q, · ·'lion of Szciss citizenship.- Citizenship is hor editar y. Children of
Swi~~ citizens are citizen of Switzerland, even though they may have been born
in a fort;ign country. Foreigners become citizens hy naturalization. To bo n turalizecl, an ap1,licant must have lived t lea t two years in Swi"-zcrland and 1
no lono-er subject to enli tment; the grant of naturalization mu t be o fain 1
from the ~\.dmini~trative F der 1 Council; enfran hiseme11t take pace when
c, nton h o,v citizenshin upon the applicant. This i done only after be has
been a~ ured of communal citizenship.
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28. Fm1eitllre of citizenship.-The rights of a Swiss citizen, and thereby those of
a Canton or town, are forfeited only by residence in a foreign country and by application for the naturalization of a citizen and his family elsewhere. At the death
of the father, a family can ap-ply for readmittance as citizens of Switzerland.
29. Citizenship in Cantons and towns.-Anyone can be invested with citizenship
in another Canton, :provided that he has been naturalized inn. particular place of
that Canton. In this case he can retain or r enounce his rights as a citizen of the
Canton and town which he has left. It sometimes happens that a person desires
naturalization merely in a different town of his native Canton. In most Cantons
communities are obliged, under fine, to invest with citizenship cantonal citizens
living within the community.
3.-RESIDENCE, .A.BODE, SOJOURNMENT.

30. A residence 01· domicile is the place where a person intends to dwell permanently. A person can have but one place of residence. Temporary absence does
not change his residence. A change of location, with the intention of permanently
dwelling elsewhere, removes residence from one place to another. Residence is
of the greatest importance, as citizens are subject to the· laws of residence, and are
accordingly taxed and summoned before court (civil domicile).
31. Abode and sojoiirnment.-These terms apply to the place where certifica,tes
of citizenship are delivered. This place regulates the exercise of political rights
(political domici1e). Abode and residence, therefore, have different meanings
under different circumstances. The distinction between abode and sojournment
is not defined by federal, but by cantonal, law. As a rule, servants, journeymen,
and students are considered merely sojourners.
4.-RELATION OF THE CANTONS TO O:NE ANOTHER.

32. In gene1·al.-Oantons can not form separate leagues among themselves, but
can negotiate treaties on the subjects of legislation, jurisdiction, and administration. If one Canton has been wronged by another, it must withhold all selfredress and abide by the decision of the Federal court.
33. Uniform treatment of citizens of other Cantons.-No Canton has the right
to treat citizens of other Cantons more unfavorably than its own.
The resident of any Canton, together with his family, is subject to its laws 1 and
can not appGa.1 to the legislation of his native Canton, excepting in cas8s of wills
and improvement 01· maintenance of family possessions. Cantons can not tax a
temporary resident who is a Swiss citizen for what he alreauy pays taxes on in
a different Canton. Cantons must care for -poor, sick strangers, as for their own
citizens, and mu t provide decent burial in case of death. The coui·ts of one
Canton can not decide the claims of anyone who is a resident of another Canton.
34. Extradition treaties.-Ca.ntons are bonnc1 to mutual assista.nc in delivering
fugitives from justice, or punishing them, by carrying into effect the sentences
passed upon them in other Cantons.
m.-ORGA UZ TIO)T OF THE STATE.
A.-IN GE~'ERAL.

35. Kind of boa1·d.<1.-The State is so organized that boards are esta.bli hed for
the direction and regulation of affairs. According to their chief duty, they are
distinguished as boards of l egislation, government, administration, and jurisdiction.
Several persons or one individual may constitute a board; in the first case it i
a collegiate boarcl; in. the latter an individual board. The highest power of the
Confederation, as well as of the Cantons, is ve ted in collegiate boards.
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Members of boards, in so far as they have a c1efinec1 professional capacity, are
called officials. Their assistants are placemen.
36. Oompetence.-Every board has its definite duties and qualifications, known
as its competence. The question may arise whether a case belongs to the competence of this or that board. Such a state of affairs is known as disagreement in
competence.
37. Diities of boards.-It is the duty of members of boards and their subordinates to fulfill their obligations conscientiously. They generally swear the oath
of office, or a vow. Officers and their subordinates are responsible for their
administration. Those in power over them can depose or punish them for a violation of duty. If they have wronged anyone, they must yield indemnity. Should
they be guilty of a penal act, they are judged by the c:dminal court.
38. The official language.-The three national languages-German, French, and
Italian-are permitted in interviewing State officers. In the Cantons it depends
upon which language is predominant; in some there are two official languages.
39. Places ·where boa1·ds meet.-Boards meet within the territory under their
control and where they act officially. The seat of Federal boards, with the exception of the Federal court, is Berne. Lausanne is the seat of the Federal court.
Cantonal boards meet in the chief towns of the Cantons;- district boards in the
chief towns of the districts.
40. The official press.-The acts and laws of the above boards are made known
to inferior boards and the people through the official press and official collections of
laws. The Confederation has several official organs-the Fede·ralist (Bundesblatt),
the Official Trade Journal (Handelsamtsblatt): the Army-Record (Militarverordnungsblatt), etc.
·
B.-FEDERAL BOARDS AND OFFICERS, .

1.-THE FEDERAL CONVENTION.

A.-In general.
41. The two-chamber system.-The Federal convention consists of two chambers,
divisions, or councils-the National Council and the State Council. The National'
Council represents the people of Switzerland in general; the State Council represents the Cantons.
42. Procedure.-Each division of the Federal Convention manages affairs specially, excepting in certain cases when both chambers unite. Both councils meet
at the same time in Berne. Sessions open in regular ora.ei the first .Monday in
June. The convention may assemble any time during the · year, as necessity
demands; it always meets for a several weeks' session during December. Neither
council can adjourn or close its sessions unless the other does likewise.
The Administrative Federal Council defines the subjects for discussion and
c;,tlls the· councils to session. The presidents of both councils agree as to whic~
chamber shall have priority in first discussing a certain affair· this agreement is
submitted to their councils for confirmation. After a subject has been discu sed
in one council it is referr d to the other. If both chambers agree on all point~
the quc tion is decided; should obj ction be raLed, the que tion i again refe1Terl
to the fir t council. This a ·tion continues until the que tion i either decid d by
the agre •nient of both chambers or fall to the ground. The members of both
council· have a free vote.
ajority decides in all ca es though at lea st half of
the member mu t be pre ent to con -titute a quorum.
The common · ion of th councils! with the presicl nt of the ational ouncil
a chairman i call
the Joint Fe eral onvention. It i alled only to d cide
el ctions for the F <leral C nvcntion (tho f deral council. the federal court th
office of g neral) to xerci e par,Ioning power and to d cide di agre rnent in
competence betw en f ler, 1 boards.
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B.-Tlle se1Jarate councils.
43. The National Council.-The National Council i ele ted by the people. One
delegate is elected from every 20,000 inhabitants; a fractional number greater
than 10,000 is likewise entitled to a delegate. Every canton and every half canton can elect at lea tone delegate. Federal legislation divides the larger cantons
into electoral districts. The term of office in the National Council is three years.
An entire change of membership occurs every three years on the last Sunday in
October.
E,ery Swiss layman who has the right to vote is eligible to membership. The
same p erson can not be a member of the National or State Councils and a federal
officer at the same time. Members draw a salary of 20 francs per day; their traveling expenses are paid out of the public treasury. The president of the council
can not hold office for more than one year.
4.4. The State Oouncil.-This council consists of delegates from the· cantons, 44
in number. Every canton elects 2 delegates, every half canton 1 delegate. Cantons are free· to act in the m~nner of election., In some cantons .members are
elected by rep1:esentatives of the people (cantonal council;· great council); · in ·
· others, by the people themselv~s. The cantons likewise decid{3 upon the length of
-t erm and' tl1e ~alaries to be paid out of the public treasui·y. The pi'esident is
elected for one::-year; the p.resident of the ensuing year must _be chose·n from tp.e .
· :delegate~ of another canton. .
·.
2.-THE AD}UNISTRA'rIVE FEDERAL COUNCiL AND FEDERAL OFFICERS.
.

·-

45. The Administrative Federal Council.-The Administrative Federal Council
is the board. of government of Switzerland, arid is the )lighest executive l:!,nd ··
'administrative .power. It consists o'f, _seven members chosen for thi-ee years from
among the meJ:Ubers of the ·Feder.al Conventio~ . Election.".is confirmed by the .
Fede:ralConvention after the entire change of membership in the National Cou:µcil ·
during the December session; the teim of office begins with the first of ·the follow-ing January. Only ~ne member cari be elected from ~mong the voting citizens of
one cant~n. A president acts as ch"airman, he h:a s the title ·of presi.dent of the
confederation) but
is not the pr~sident of the Republic as in Franee or in the
United States. The president has no greater competen9es.than the other membe:c~.
He is chose_n by the Federal 8.onven_tion for ·one yea1;_1_ an.<1 .is not eligible to the
presidency or vice-pr·e sideney . durinJ~ the ensuip.g year, -:-Every member is at the
head of an aclwinistrative. or .executive de-partment. The ci.ifferent departments
are those of exterior; interior;• justi~e and police, army, finances a.nd taxes,' indus:.
try, agriculture and trade;mail and.:railroaq.e. :
.
.
4:G. Federal court of cha1~ce1·y.-Tho Feder~l Council i.s a sisted by the chancery,
which attends to protocol~ and the carrying out of res0lutions of the Federal ·
Council and the Federal Cori-vention, the keeping of. the archives, the registry-,
and translation and publication of resolntiqn:, _and laws; it is, in fact, charged
with the superintendence of all affairs of chancery of the Federal Council and the
Federal Convention i The head of this office bl;)ars the title of chancellor; he is
elected for three yea~s by the Federal Convention at the same time as'the Federal
Council. His occupation is to authei;iticate. He is assisted by two representatives
(vice-chancellors) and the necessary officers and place men.
47. Federal officers.-All federal officers, excepting the chancellor, the general
members of the federal court, and its court of chancery, are elected by the National
Council for a term of thr e years. Officers are dii:;tingnished as assistants and
place men. The Fecl eral Council has the right to associate men of the learned professions.
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3.-THE FEDERAL COURT OF LAW.

48. Constitution.--The federal court has been established for the exercise of
judicial power as it pertains to the confederation. The number of members is
determined by law, according to necessity; at present there are 16 members and 9
substitutes. They are elected for si.x years by the Federal Convention. In their
election the three national languages are taken into consideration. Every voting
citizen is eligible to membership. The court chooses its clerks. As it would be
impracticable for the entire federal court to meet for all cases, different djvisions
transact different classes of affairs.
49. Confederate assizes.-There is also a confederate court of assizes. Every
six years cantons elect their jurymen. When the court of assizes meets, the
necessary number of jurymen are selected. The court of assizes is under the
superintendence of the federal court.

C. - Cantonal boanls and officers.
50. Representations of the people. -The highest cantonal power is vested in the
cantonal council, also called great council 01· district council. It consists of delegates elected by the people, and transacts affairs of greater importance. Some
cantons also have a communal council, of which any voting citizen may be a
memher.
51. Governments.-Oantons are governed by what is called a Government or
State council. It consists of several members elected either by the people or the
cantonal council.
52. Oificers.-Officers are elected by the Government, the cantonal council, or
the people. There are cantonal or district, town, and communal officers.
53. Courts.-Oantons have a superior court-called also cantonal court or court
of appeals-district courts, or courts of justice, and besides criminal courts, or
courts of assizes. In some cantons commercial courts are established to settle
disputes in trade. Here and there industrial courts of arbitration are established
to settle disputes between manufacturers and their clerks, hands, and apprentices.
Throughout many cantons, moreover, justices of the peace decide minor cases
and settle disputes.

D.-Political 'rights (people's rights).
54. In geneml.-The people cooperate in the administration and regulation of
affairs of State as well as in legislation and elections. The rights of the people to
cooperate in administration are called people's rights; the rights of individual
citizens political rights, which consist of vote and eligibility to office. The State is
divided into electoral districts. Elections are decided by majority or a relative or
proportional vote, which latter method is affected by party numbers.
55. Vote nnrl eligibility to office.-Every citizen above 20 years of age has a right
to Yote. Cantons can disenfr:mchi e tho e under puni hment of the law, bank1·upt-, those whose goods are distrained paupers and those under guardian hip.
56. The conj derate 1.:otc.-In confederate elections anyone can vote where he
re ides and at once after he has d livered his certificate of citizenship. Registrations can not be closed earlier than three day before the time of election.
o one
can Yote in two places at one lection .
.'ji. Votiny fo the cmtion.'l.-Every itizen of , witzerland can take p rt in the
am irs of th :mton. d ommuni yin which he is pron in,,. be h b n living
th re for tbr e month .
, n n however havo the riaht objec t th voting
of • thr -months· r i,1 nt, and can _-act a Ion"' r time from mer ojo•1rn r
(journ ymcn rvant ct . ) . Th ri,,.ht of vot in ommuniti ref r top litical
comm miti ·. In a.ff, ir pnr ly chil and reli ion . onlv tho· can lH!.YC a voice who
belon 17 to tho civil or parochial H trict in question.
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IV.-LE_GISLATION ..
A.-LEGISLATION IN GE:XERA.L.

58. The law.-The law is the order of the State, to which officers and citizens
must conform to avoid unpleasant results. The most important law, also called
the fundamental law, is the constitution. Prescriptions, orders, decisions 1 and
regulations, as well as signed political treaties, have the same effect as laws.
59. L egislation.-The constitution defines with exactness who, in every State,
has the power to carry laws, decisions, and prescriptions into effect. Laws are
first deliberated and then enacted. For the making of a law the decisions of several
boards, or of one board and the people, are necessary. To be effective, laws must
be made known to officers and the people. For this reason they a.re printed·and
published.
B,-FEDERA.L LEGISLATIO~.

1.-THE CONSTITUTIO~:r.

60. Total 1·evision.-A total revision of the federal constitution implies that
every article is deliberated and a new constitution framed. The Federal Council
or any single member of the Federal Convention can make a motion for total
revision. If both chambers agree to the proposition, the question is deliberated.
If one chamber agrees and the other dissents, a national vote decides. If an
application for total revision has 50,000 signatures, the Federal Council must call
a national vote. If the people decide in favor of it, both councils are renewed,
and the newly elected councils must deliberate a new constitution, which is submitted to the people.
The revision agreed upon by the Federal Convention is submitted to the people.
· The new constitution is accepted, if the majority of voters and the majority of
cantons are agreed.
(H. Partial revision.-Par tial revision implies the amendment of single articles
of the federal constitution or the adoption of new articles only. The motion can
be made by the Federal Council or by any member of the Federal Convention.
If in this case only one council agrees, no national vote follows. The question
simply falls to the ground. If both chambers agree upon partial revision, the
new article is submittecl to the vote of the people, and is accepted if the majority
of voters and the majority of cantons are in favor.
The people can demand a partial revision directly by initiative. Fifty thousand
signatures to an a-pphcation necessitates the calling of a national vote on a proposed article. The Federal Convention can at the same time submit a counter
proposition to the -vote of the people.
2.-LAWS A :rD RESOLUTIO S.

62. Kinds.-The federal constitution distinguishes between laws and resolutions. Laws are more permanent; r esolutions are temporary. They are generally or not generally binding, in so far as they apply to general or special conditions.
Re olutions on the payments of money are not considered generally binding.
63. Referenclimi.-Laws and resolutions are enacted by the Federal Convention.
As a national vote must always take place for a total revision of the federal constitution, as well as for an amendment or adoption of articles, in case of laws and
resolutions it i called only when 30,000 inhabitants or 8 cantons so demancl (facultative referendum). In voting on the constitution, a majority of vot rs and
cantons is necessary for decision; on laws and resolutions a majority of voters
suffices.
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A referendum can not be had in ca es of resolutions declared urgent though
not generally binding, no more than in ca es of political treaties (treaties with
other States) ratified by the Federal Convention.
3.-PRESCRIP'l'IONS AND REGULATIONS.

64. Signijicance.-Laws are sometimes limited to the establishment of fundamental principles, and themselves provide to dispose details by means of prescriptions and regulations. These prescriptions and regulations must be definitely
within the bounds of the law, of which they are but a closer application.
G5. Competence.-The Federal Council is empowered to enact prescriptions and
reguJations. The federal court has the right of jurisdiction over debt and
bankruptcy.
C.-C.ANTONAL LEGISLATIO:N".

66. Constitution.-The constitutions of cantons, as well as amendments, are
generally discussed and decided by representatives of the people (cantonal
council, great council, district council). In some cantons a special committee,
the committee on constitution, is elected for the sole purpose of totally revising the
constitution. All new constitutions and amendments must, in accordance with
the federal constitution, be submitted to the people for acceptance. Revised
constitutions must, moreover, receive the consent of the Federal Convention. In
many cantons the same right prevails as in the confederacy, that a number of
qualified voters may claim a revision or a change in a specified point (constitutional initiative).
67. Laws.-In all cantons laws are primarily discussed and established by
representatives of the people. In most cantons they are also submitted to popular
vote (obligatory referendum). In some cantons a popular vote is called only when
a certain number of qualified voters so demand (faculty referendum). In a few
cantons the right obtains for a number of qualified voters to demand the enactment of a certain law or amendment (legal initiative). A few cantons have as
yet no legal appeal (Freiburg, Wallis).
G • Prescriptions.-Cantonal governments have the right to enact prescriptions
for the carrying out of laws.
V.-ADMINISTRATION.

A.-GovERn11E

TT.

09. Federal gove1•nm,ent.-Tbe Federal Council is the administrative bead of

Switz rland. It provides for the execution of the constitution and other laws,
ancl gives theneces ary directions. It prepares all the requisites for the Federal
Convention. It protects the interests of the confederacy from without and guards
interior security. The whole administration of the confederacy is in its bands.
, 0. The go1:ermn nis of cantons likewise administer interior affairs, dispose the
requi ites for a proper execution of the constitution and other law , maintain
peac and ord .r and direct and superintend the whole administration of ta.te.
They he ve no direct intercom· e with foreign governments but must solicit the
mectiation of the Federal Council.
B.-F:c·A.·cu.L, y
71. F'i>rleral
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by the Federal Convention (adu.i.tional credits).

A member of the Federal Council is at the head of the department of finances. The chief receipts consist in du ties.
The postal and telegraph service also yield an income to the State. A direct tax
is not levied by federal authority. The Federal Council turns in an annual
account. This public account muiiit be approved by the Federal Convention. The
confederacy alone has the right to impose duties, arrange postal matters, and
superintend the telegraph and telephone. Such rights are called monopolies or
r egalia. The production of alcohol is also a federal mono-poly, from which, however, c:mtons receive some benefit.
72. Financial adm,inistration in the cantons.-In cantons, likewise, a yearly
budget is laid before the representatives of the people for approval. The statement of public accounts likewise requires the approval of these authorities. Here
and there a r esolution of the people is necessary to incur greater expenses. The
receipts of cantons are derived from dues which officers receive for functions
(indirect taxes), or from direct taxation of property and income of the population. Frequently individuals are taxed without respect to possessions and profits
(capital and household tax). As individuals of means can do more, even irrespective of their possessions, than the poor, the more recent tax laws are nearly
all based upon the principle of progression. Inheritances are also taxed; in many
places there still exists a stamp tax. Cantons can not levy duties or exact toll.
The profits of the alcohol monopoly are divided among the cantons with respect
to population; 10-per cent must be spent on the temperance cause (alcohol tithe).
Cantons likewise receive one-half of the military tax for nonenlistment. Most
cantons have made a monopoly of the salt traffic-that i.s to say, the canton alone
has the right to introduce.salt and control the market.
C.-THE MILITARY SYSTEM.

73. Natiire of the Swiss military systern.-The military system of Switzerland is
based upon the militia system. There are no standing regular troops, but every
citizen is required to engage in actual service when summoned. If he is prevented
by physical disability or any other cause, he must pay a military tax. The militia
is a federal affair; cantons have hardly a voice in the matter.
'it!. The Swiss a·r my.-The Swiss army is composed of the marching division, the
land wehr, and the landsturm. The younger reserves belong to the marching division; the older to the landwehr. Such citizens as have never performed military
service also belong to the l andsturm. The Swiss army is locally divided into eight
division . It has special laws fo1· crimes and misdemeanors committed in service
(military jurisprudence) . In case of war the Federal Convention elects a commander-in-chief (general) , whose powers are withdrawn at the closo of the war.
D.-EDUC.-\.TIO •

75. In geneml.-Every State must fulfill the important duty of properly educating its dtizens, that they may maintain a position in the battle of life. Schools are
divided into people's schools, secondary and higher schools. Cantons are obliged
by the federal eonstitution to provide adequate primary instruction, which is compulsory. Children of a certain age are obliged to receive instruction, which must
be so arranged that all of whatever creed they may be may benefit by it.
76. Federal action.-In accordance with the present constitution, the Federal
Government pays little attention to educational matters. It supports the polytechnic school in Zurich, and has the right to found a confederate univer ity,
not yet begun. The Government allows appropriations for industrial. comm rcial, and agricultural schools and for schools of domestic economy.
'i ,. Activity in th cantons.-Outside of what is done by the F deral
ment, the cantons bear the whole burden of ducational affairs. •'ing1
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.nities, or several smaller communities together, have one or more primary schools.
Besides these .t here are general and technical continuation schools, district schools,
classical and modern high schools, and universities.
E.-THE PUBLIC GOOD.

78. In general.-As it is the duty of a State to promote the welfare of its citizens
in every respect, the care of the public good embraces the various subjects of
advancement of political economy, protection of the laboring class, promotion of
health, preservation of nature, and encouragement of art and science.
70. Aclvancement of political econmny.-The State is in duty bound to advance
political economy; it should encourage production, trade, and commerce to the
full extent of its power. For this reason, it endeavors to elevate the standing of
the people by supporting expositions, by granting bounties for agriculture (subventions), by facilitating trade by means of uniform coins and measures, by financial aid in building dams, by encouraging industries through premiums, expositions, and elevation of apprenticeship, etc. The mail, telegraph, and telephone
service should be managed for public benefit only; the question is being agitated
to bring railways under federal control and to manage them for public interest.
For the promotion of industry, inventions are protected by patent rights; manufactures are protected by trade-marks.
The importance of the different divisions of political economy has led to a distribution of administrative power among the departments of industry, agriculture,
and trade, mail, telegraph, and railways. The same departments exist in the
cantons.
80. Protection of the laboring class.-The State lends its support to the laborer
so that he is better able to earn a livelihood. The wage earner needs the State's
protection. Legislation for the benefit of the laborer is called labor laws. These
apply to superintendence of factories in respect to hygiene, limitation of time,
particularly during the night and on Sundays and holidays, prohibition of childlabor, and indemnity in cases of accident. The motion has been made to institute
State benefits for the sick, etc.
81. Prornotion of health.-It is primarily the duty of the individual to care for
his health, but the State must assist.
The confederation takes precautionary measures against dangerous contagious
diseases, so-called epidemics, as typhoid, cholera, smallpox, etc., and against epidemics among animals. Cantons are required to promote the public health by
educating physician , erecting hospitals and insane asylums, by free medical
attendance and nursing of the sick, by superintendence of food, and severe measures against adulterations.
The communities extend the amplest means for preserving health by furnishing
proper attendance in cases of sickness and accidents, by caring for the sick poor
without pay, by furnishing good drinking water and discharging ail injurious
matter, by a strict superintendence of food, etc.
82. Preservation of nailtre.-It is well known how significant climate and soil
arc for the well-being of a population. Because of their important relations to
weather forests should be protected first in order; therefore, they and mountain waters are under the supervision of the confederation. Generally a special
department in the cantons has charge of preserving forests. A special legislation
ancl supervi -ion obtains for the protection of fish birds and other game, as
mu ·h for parin,., the animals themselves as for the benefit which man derive
from them.
:J. Encouragement of a rt and cience.- rt and science should receive attention
from a nation; therefor a State honld do all in it power to encouran-e them by
tabli hing public collection and librarie ·, by pur ha ing works of art etc.
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84. Expropriation.-The State recognizes the property of an individual from
principle and protects it against unjust seizure. But when the public good,
demands it, as in the construction of 1rnblic buildings, railways, canals, and reservoirs, the individual must give up his property, even against his will (expropriation, condemnation).

F .-OTHER

BRANCHES 0:;:i' A1rn:.1mSTRATION.

85. J 'tistice.-The department of justice 1_)repares laws relating to penalty and
1)rivate rights; it superintends all judiciary action, and proposes measures for
improvements and rnmedying evils; it decides questions of complaints r endered,
and supervises the civil and commercial register. The confederation and individual cantons h ere separate the departments of justice.
8G. Police.-The department of police protects individuals and possessions. The
police must see that strangers threatening the security of the State from without
or within quit the counfa·y, and that criminals are brought to la w. The confeder ation and cantons h ave separate departments of police. Communities must
provide a proper police force. The fire police is a community affair.
8,. Poo1· laws.-The ma~ntenance of the poor is particularly a cantonal affair,
which is transacted by communities. Different arrangements exist for tho support of the poor. In some cantons the needy are provided for by the canton in·
which they live (local support); in others their support is an affair of thei.r n ative
community. In cases of extreme necessity, however, the community in which
they live must provide t emporary relief, and burial in case of death.
88. Giiardianship .-The laws of guardianship are cantonal a,ffairs , primarily
administered by communities. In every canton there exi t supervisory boards.
89. Gomrnunities.-The supervision and administration of ommunities is lmder
the cantonal governments, which have special departments for this purpose (the
interior).
VI.-RIGHTS AKD D U TIES OF I "DIVID

ALS.

A.-I~DIVIDUALS.

90. Pe1·sonality.-Every inhabitant, be he an adult or child, is capacitated for
rights and duties; consequently, everyone is qualified to be under law; but rights
and <lniies belong to a number of persons forming a co1lectiv unit under a sp cial
name, as, for instance, communities, societies, guilds, and unions. So w sp n.k
of them as individuals by law.
91. I ndependent action.-Even though rights ancl duties lon t mankin'.l_in
general, not everyone is able him lf to a quire anl st hlif'h th m . . Th · lnhty
to do so, callecl inuependent a ction, l)egins at the close o th w ntleth · · r of
age, t h e time of l egal matm·ity. n1·no!'S arc 1 und to th ·on nt of p· r u un'1
guardians. When those of a...,.e are under gu rdianshi1 '. h
of .m nt 1 r
v1<l nt tlt t
p hysical incapacity, they ar e deprived of inclep n<lent cbon..
the insane are incapable of a ting legally. In some cant ng rumors boy l Y r
of age can execute wilJs.
Political rights, the right to v t . and eligibility to public office l, gin with th
completion of tho twentieth year f age.
.
92. R esponsibility for i11juri .- uyone, in so far 's ho 1s
coun abl
r esponsible for an intentional injury to th rs or one that re nl fro
.
Accountability is a question of age and int llectu 1 ability . It may gm a
as the twelfth year of arre; with undeveloped hilclren it b 'nn 1· t r .
rt •r . . ~sideration of all pircumstance , the jud,,.e decide the ·1ue ti u f · ·c nn r bib ·
The r esponsibility for forbidd n acts is twofold.
n th o~o hanc1 <l,u
r
repaired by money, and on the other hand if tb act is forb1<ldcn by
culprit is also punished.
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93. Representatives of individuals.---Incapacitated persons need a legal representative, who, when necessary, acts for them. A father, or, if he be dead, a mother
or guardian, is a legal representative. Individuals by law likewise have their
representatives (administrators, directors, etc.). A power of attorney gives one
person the right to act in the place of another. Political rights alone are not
transferable.
94. Sex.-With rights and duties, no distinction is made between the sexes.
Political rights form an exception. Women are not allowed to vote, and are not
eligible to public office.
95 . .1l. :lerchants.-A merchant is one who carries on, or controls the management
of, a commercial or manufacturing business. Merchants must be enrolled in the
commercial register. They are subject to bankrupt laws for debt.
96. The ci'i;il 1·egiste1·.-The relations of a person with respect to birth and name
determine his civH position, which is recorded in the civil register. In recording
births, the Christian name and surname, the names of parents, and place of birth
must be mentioned. Deaths are similarly register ed. Marriages are likewise
recorded.
97. The commercial 1·egiste1· is kept for the purpose of acquainting the public
with the formation and representation of mercantile firms, that they may have
full confidence in the statements given.
B.-PUBLIC RIGHTS AND DUTIES.

98. Swnma1·y.-Public rights and duties are those of individual citizens with
respect to State authority. They are defined principally by the federal constitution; some are guaranteed by the cantonal constitutions. Public rights, also called
individual rights or rights of liberty, are a claim to equality before the law, free
residence, the liberty to engage in any industrial or commercial pursuit, the
liberty of petition, the liberty of union, the liberty of the press, free worship,
liberty of conscience, and the political rights already mentioned. Public duties
are enlistment in military service and payment of taxes.
99. Equality bef01·e the law.-All citizens are equal before the law; no distinctions can exist that wound republican feeling. Everyone has the right not to be
treated arbitrarily and to have his cause heard by State authorities.
100. Residence.-One of the most important liberties is the right of free settlement. Every citizen may live where he pleases, provided be have a certificate
showing that he is a native of Switzerland. The right of residence can be refused
or withdrawn only for bad conduct or dependence upon public charity.
101. The libe·rty of industrial and commercial pursuits.-Fundamentally, everyone can engage in any industry according to pleasure. Formerly, in the time of
guilds, things were different. The liquor traffic forms an exception. This industry i dependent upon a permission (license or conces ion) which is given only in
neces ity and upon the receipt of proofs for definite requirements. Other industrie. are subject to certain re trictions, as pharmacy and the manufacture of
inflammable and poisonous substances; just so the practice of certain profe sions,
as those of lawyers, phy ·ician , and teachers, are dependent upon certificates.
1 2. The liberty of petition, of mi ion, of a. sembly, ancl of the press.-Every itizen
i allowed to refer a proper cause to State officers (the liberty of petition).
itizens
are likewi allowed t form unions, even political, which are forbidden in monarchies (the liberty of union), ancl to call meetings at pl a 'ure (the liberty of
a ·embly) . The lib rty of the prec:: con i ts in a free and candid expre ion of
opinion, , hich, however mu t incur no breach of honor.
10..,. Fr e icor ·hip an<l liberty of con. ci ,w,.-Free wor"hip and lib rty of conRcience i on of them , t beautiful and valuabl principl . It consi t in v r ~liv up t hi religion conviction without f ar of p rseone·s being p rmittecl
cution.
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LA.WS.

104. In general.-Every State has laws the violation of which entails not only
responsibility for the damage done but punishment also. According to their
weight, punishable acts are crimes, offenses, or mere misdemeanors. Punishments
are either losses of money or liberty. In some cantons, crimes exceptionally great,
like murder , are punished by death. The severest forms of loss of liberty are the
penitentiary or incarceration, the workhouse or imprisonment. The instigators
and accomplices are l)Unished as well as the perpetrators of a crime. Punishment
naturnlly presupposes accountability. Whoever acts out of self-defense is exempt
from punishment; the transgression, however, is punishable. If a guilty party
has not been prosecuted during a certain length of time, the punishment of the
offense is prescriptive. The penal prescriptions arn contained in several of the
federal laws, but principally in the cantonal penal-law books. The confederation
bas penal prescriptions for crimes against the · confederation and confederate
authorities, as well as for transgressions against federal decrees. Cantons define
the prescriptions for other crimes, offenses, and transgressions.
10.:;. Crirnes and offenses against the State and its officers.-High treason, namely,
acts designed against the independence of the fatherland, is the greatest possible
crime. Other crimes are unjust attacks on State authority, disobedience against
official commands, etc.
106. Crimes and offenses against life and health.-The greatest crime in this
respect is murder, which is the deliberate and intentional killing of anyone.
Manslaughter is the killing of a man, possibly voluntarily, but without deliberation, in the heat of excitement. If a man be wounded without intent to kill and
death results, it is called a wound of fatal issue. Corporal injuries are called
wounds. They are divided into seyere and light wounds. Only a mild punishment
is given in cases of death or wounds inadvertently caused.
107. Crimes and offenses against p1·operty.-The most frequent crime against
property is theft-the unjust appropriation of another's belongings. The value
of the goods and the manner of perpetrating the theft affect the culpability of the
act. Housebreaking, entering premises, and the use of weapons aggravate the
offense. If theft is committed by using force or threats, it is called robbery.
Embezzlement is the appropriation to our own use of another's goods committed
to us for safe-keeping. The acquisition of advantages by intentional deception is
fraud. The gaining of advantages by threat is extortion. The destruction and
injuring of goods (defacement) is likewise punished; its worst form is arson.
Whoever buys or secretes goods which he knows or has reason to b elieve have
been stolen is puni.shed for the concealment of stolen goods. Counterfeiting
money and falsifying titles are also crimes against property.
108. Crimes and o.ffenses against hon01· and niorality.-Calumny is an intentional harm done to another's honor or credit by false reports. Insults are expressions against anyones honor. Immoral actions are punished by law.
109. Other offenses and transg1·essions.-Besides what have been mentioned,
there are a number of prescriptions, the violation of which entails punishment.
Various penal decrees relate to food, the chase, fishing, etc. There js hardly a
law that does not contain some penal decree.
D.-CIVIL LAWS.

110. Infrodiiction.-Civil laws, also called common laws, include the relations
of the citizen with respect to family and possessions and determine the rights and
duties which proceed from tho family and intercourse. Civil laws are divided
into laws of family, laws of good , laws of obligations, and laws of inheritance.
Almost all but the laws of obligations are defined by cantonal legislation. The
laws of obligations are included in a special federal law.
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111. The laws of family.-The family consists of parents and their issue. It is
founded by the making of marriage vows. For a marriage to be legal the groom
must be 18 years and the bride 16 years of age. Minors must have the consent of
their legal representatives. Mental disease, an already existing marriage, close
relationship, or affinity by marriage are obstructions. Before the marriage is
confirmed it must be announced by the civil officer; afterwards the religious
ceremony may take place. The marriage is annulled if hindrances exist-an
existing marriage, relationship, etc. There can be a divorce on valid grounds.
By marriage a woman enters upon a relation to her husband also with respect
to her possessions; this is called the marital property relation. In most cantons
the husband accordingly has the right to administer his wife's possessions in so
far as the wife has not reserved her right by contract. If the husband becomes
bankrupt, his wife is a preferred creditor for the half of her possessions.
Parents have the right, and it is their duty, to educate their children and provide for them. It is the duty of children to care for their poor parents. In some
cantons parents without children can adopt strange children.
Guardians are appointed over orphans, as well as those of majority who need
supervision on account of being spendthrifts or mentally or physically disabled.
112. The laws of goods.-Goods are objects which belong to trade. They are
movable or immovable; movable goods are called wares; immovable goods are
grounds and buildings. Ownership implies the full legal right to goods. It is
acquired by purchase, exchange, gift, inheritance, or long-continued possession
(limitation). The right to use strange immovable goods, or render them serviceable in a definite direction, is called the right of service, as, for instance, the
use of grounds, the right of roads, etc. If goods are h eld only as a security for a
claim, the possessor is called a mortgagee.
Whilst the exchange of movable goods is easily effected, the legal relations of
fixed property are often defined with difficulty. For this r eason the records
(Grundbiicher) have been instituted, in which the titles of property are registered.
113. Laws of obligations.-Obligations are responsibilities for debt. As a rule,
they arise from contracts, as agreements for purchase, rent, lease, and service.
They also arise from forbidden negotiations, whereby the one at fault becomes
indebted for indemnification. Different forms of proofs for claims and debts,
specially designed as evidence, are notes, bills of exchange, and checks.
11-1. The lau:s of inheritance.-The possessions of anyone deceased fall to his
relations; if there be no immediate fFimily, they are divided among his brothers
and sisters, or more distant relations. A man has the right to will hi possessions
at his own pleasure; his near relations, however, can not be totally ignored; they
have the right to a certain legacy by law. If there are no near relations, and there
is no will, the inheritance reverts to the communities or to the cantons.
VII.-THE J DICIARY SY TE11.

A.-IN GENERAL.
115. Duties of the judiciary department.-It doe not suffice for State legislation

to define right ; it mu t also provide for their maintenance and protection. This
is done by the judiciary who e power is primarily vested in the courts. The
aclruini trativc power i al o called upon to support rights in certain directions
( aclmini ·tration of ju tic ) .
11G. PrO<' cl1 1 re.-The pro s in a law uit is a seri "of act. and inve tigations
ountenanc cl by the judiciary and uperintencled by a judge. Tho chief feature
i th oppor unity for xpr ion giv n to both parties. Th proceeding on eludes
wi ha deci ion or en nc . Th sentence mu. t th n l ani d ont (execution).
1. ccorc~ing to th ri_,,.h · to be protect cl, w
clistingui h the y tern. of public
law penal law, and civil law.
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B.-THE SYSTEM OF PUBLIC LAW.

117. Disagreernent in regard to Jniblic law.-Different State boards may differ in
opinion on competences; or an individual citizen may feel that his public rights
have been infringed upon. If boards have different views as regards their competences, we speak of disagreements in com1>etences. If federal boards disao-ree
the Federal Convention decides; if the confederation and cantons, or the ca;ton~
themselves disagree, the federal court decides. The federal court or the Federal
Council decide disagreements between citizens and federal boards.
118. The right of appeal.-If a citizen b elieves that any public right granted
to him by the federal or cantonal constitution has been infringed Ul)on, he can
hand in a writ of complaint against the offending board to the federal court (right
of appeal). In cases of infringement on political rights and the liberties of commerce ancl industry, the appeal must be made to the national council.
C.-SYSTElll OF PENAL LA.W.

119. The system of penal law in the Confederation.-The milder violations of
penal decrees contained in federal laws are passed over to the cantonal courts of
trial. Graver violations are tried by the f deral court, which even acts in conjunction with the court of assizes for judging certain crimes, as high tr a on,
r ebellion, and violence against f ederal authority and political crimes ancl offen es
that occasioned federal intervention.
120. The system of penal law in the cantons.-The method of procedure in 1 termining crimes and offenses and judging the guilty is different in th diff r •nt
cantons. Milder cases are tried in the lower courts; grav r caseg, in tho so- all cl
criminal courts or courts of a ssizes. The charge is usually l>rou,.,ht forward by
the State's attorney, a lawyer officially app inted, who founds th charg and
decides upon a right of appeal to a higher court. The accu ed is allow 1 to have
a defendant; in weighty cases he is provided with a defending attorney.
121. S ystem, of military penal law.-A court-martial tries crime and offen s
committed in service, as has been already mentioned. Every divi ion has a military court composed of officers and soldiers.
D.-SYSTE.M OF Cr IL L A W.

122. System of civil law in the cantons.-Minor suits are usually settled by individual judges. Serious cases are taken before district courts (the first instan · )
ancl upon appeal of one party, to superior courts for sentence. The method of pr cedure is not alike in all cantons. In some cantons the parties d liver th ir charges
and causes verbally; in others they must hand in writs of complaint anc1 c1 ,f n.·
123. The federal court in connection with ci il Zaw.-The federal cour juu"
only certain cases of civil law.
Certain suits can and must be brought directly before the f dcral court w:ith nt
consideration of cantonal courts. To thi clas belong ·ivil suits betw en the onfederation and cantons or between cantons, independent of th worth of th can
suits between private parties or corporations as plaintiff and the c.:onfcdora ion
as accused, provided the cause of dispute is estimate at 3,000 fran~s at 1." t,
suits between a canton on tho one hand and private parties or corporation on th
other, provided the cause of dispute is valued at not less than , , _o fran_c ancl
one or the other party demands it; finally a series of suits affectmrr rml ~: Y •
so-called emis ion banks patents of invention , and telegra h and telephon Im
1
The federal court furthermore decides all c:ases that hav be n pr viou ly j
' l
in cantonal courts from which an appeal ha been made to the fcdcr~l •our ·
appeal can be granted only when the di ·putc is to bed id c1 c ordm ' l >
laws· therefore principally in cases of obligations an wh n th
pute is valued at not less than '\000 franc . .
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124. P1·osecidion fo1· debt cincl bankriiptcy. -If anyone has an indisputable claim;
consequently a claim entitled to legal judgment or the proof of a debt, he can
prosecute the one unwilling to pay for debt. If the debtor is mentioned in the
commercial register, this action leads to bankruptcy; otherwise to distraint. In
cases of distraint goods a:l.'e taken and sold by auction until the sum of the claim
has been realized. In bankruptcy, all the possessions of the debtor are sold at auction, and all creditors invited to make good their claims. In distraint, as well as in
bankruptcy, the most necessary articles must be left to the debtor. Prosecution
for debt and bankruptcy are regulated by federal law.
VIII.-POSITION OF THE CONFEDERATION WITH RESPECT TO FOREIGN Cou~TRIES.

125. Summ,ary.-The separate States or cantons can not act independently; it is
a well-understood advantage for them and the population to foster their relations
to one another. These relations can be of a political nature and be expressed in
alliances with foreign States, or they can be directed to the frien dly intercourse
among the States by reciprocal ambassadors and consuls as well as by international
treaties.
126. Political situation of Switzerlancl.-Switzerland has always followed out
the principle of not interfering with the political conditions of other States and
strenuously maintaining a policy of neutrality. The neutral position of Switzerland was defined by it, and the great powers of Europe, during the congress at
Vienna in 1815, guaranteed it. In consequence of its strict neutrality, the confederation offers an asylum to all political fugitives, who are allowed to remain as
long as they do not abuse the privilege.
127. Ambassado1·s and consuls.-For the maintenance of the frien<lly relations
existing between Switzerland and the larger States, as well as for the protection
and assistance of Swiss residents, Switzerland sends ambassadors or ministers to
Paris, Vienna, Berlin, Rome, and Washington. It sends consuls to all the important cities of the world. Their office is to transact business affairs and counsel and
assist their fellow-citizens. On the other hand, foreign countries send ambassadors
or ministers to Switzerland; in all its large cities foreign consuls reside. Ambassadors and their personnel enjoy the right of extraterritoriality-that is to say, their
judicial relations are the same as in their own country (taxes, legal prosecutions,
etc.). Consuls must be recognized by the Government of the country to which
they are sent; this recognition is called "exequatur."
128. Treaties for residence and tracle.-Treaties for residence exist between
Switzerland and most other States. In accordance with these, Swiss citizens and
the citizen of other States may reside in the respective countries and enjoy the
protection of their laws. They can carry on business the same as native citizens,
and can not be deprived of these rights without cause.
120. Treaties on important matters of law.-It frequently happens that the legal
prescription in one country might conflict with those of another. It is neces ary
to establi h uniform legal prescriptions, especially for industry, trade intercour e,
and legal proceeding . This is accomplished through the so-called international
convention . The e haYe been held to decide upon postal, telegraph railroad,
freight pat nt and art and literary copyright laws. The States which have
be n repre nted at the e conventions maintain special bureaus, so-called international bur au , located a Berne.
1:30. T,·erdie. ref rring to import cluties.-States levy a duty on imported good:,
partly for reYenue and part] • to raLe the pric s of such article so that home
intln ri · may pro ·p r (prot ctfre ta.riff). If the iutere ts of every tate were
i lat d. comm re would not only b prev nted but b render d practically
impo: ·ihl . The.- for . •·ta · end avor to d riYo aclvantag fr m mutual cone s·ion ·. .'wi z rlan<l ha· igned treati · of this kincl with all n •i,,.hborin., tat .
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131. Extradition treaties.-Criminals often try to evade justice by taking refuge
in other countTies. States have, therefore, negotiated treaties for the return of
such fugitives. Political offenses arn not included in these treaties; they are
those which are not committed from motives of gain and the like, but to give
expression to-political views. Switzerland and most other countries do not return
a citizen who has committec1 a crime in another country but themselves inflict
the -punishment.
THE TEACHING OF . CIVICS IN FRANCE.

ln the French elementary schools" civil government" is a subj ct of
study, and the topics to be treated are prescribed explicitly. The
following outline is submitted as showing what is required. Children
of the age of 7 to 9 years are made acquainted, by means of informal
explanations in connection with reading, with word sugge Ling
national ideas, as cit.izen, soldier, army, native country, community,
department, nation, law, justice, public force. Children from 9 to 11
year· of age are given general notions of the organization of the tat ,
the duties and 1·ights of ci izens, compulsory education, military ervice, taxation, universal uffrage, the community, the mayor and th .
municipal council, tho iepad,m nt, the pr f
g n ral
cil, the Stat , legi lative, ex cutive, and ·
·.
last two years of the cour e
t a her
r
the political, admini trative,
judicial orga ·, ·
the cons itution; the Pre id
of th
ubl°
h
Chamber of Depnti s; th law; depart
,l cn
1
1i11i tration; the differ nt authoriti ; civil and p nal courts;
rent degree of ins ruction; public for ; th army.
In the superior elementary school tbi con
element::iry ideas of political economy:
law (the family and the ivil state, the l
contracts) and of commcr ·
bill of exchang , order ,
pTodnction (material, la o
and di tribt tion of w al
es ) ; luxur
xp n , of
ation.
In order
mo
terminology empl
insert d , hi h i
onu , in ·p
illstruction in ] ran
I.-

CIETY-TIIE ST~ TE.

Man is&. social being. The foundation of society is the family.
. r 1
everal families living in the ·ame neighborho d form a commune; '
communes, a canton; severa1 can t on an arron<11.. m en and s v r'
, ' l tarron
ment , a department-and the d partments, coll ctivcly, form th t
·
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A State is a territory the inhabitants of which obey the same laws and recognize the same power, the same authorities-or, in a word, are under the same
government.
IL-BENEFITS OF SOCIETY.

"One man can do very little alone; uniting his efforts to those of others, he can
accomplish great results."
Vv e are indebted to society for(1) Material advantages. We enjoy not only the fruit of our own labor, but
also that of the labor of others.
(2) Intellectual advantages. Were it not for society, man would remain in a
state of ignorance, as upon each individual would be entailed the nearly impossible task of starting again at the very beginning of all that has been done. As
it is, each profits by the efforts of all. Generations bequeath an intellectual
inheritance to one another. This constitutes progress.
(3) Moral advantages. Isolated from his fellow-creatures, man would become
fierce, savage, and wicked. In contact with others, his manners soften and moral
progress develops.
IIJ.-GOVERNMENT-CO~STITUTION.

G overnment is the collective powers that administer public authority. The
constitution is the fundamental law of a State. It defines the form of government and the political rights of citizens. Franre is now ruled in accordance with
the constit.utional laws of 1875.
The principal forms of government are monarchies and republics. In a monarchy, be it a kingdom or an empire, the monarch exercises power as a personal
righti transmitted by succession. When his authority is not limited by a constitution, the government is an absolute monarchy. When his authority is defined
by a constitution, the government is said to be constitutional.
The word republic means a public thing or affair-the government of all. A
government is said to be democratic when the power resides ultimately in the
whole people.
Observation: France is a democratic Republic, one and indivisible. Switzerland is a federative Republic.
IV.-MONARCHY AND REPUBLIC-COMPARISON.

A republic is the only form of government compatible with universal suffrage
or national sovereignty. It is preferable to a monarchy because the people conduct their own affairs instead of submitting blindly to a man who is able to place
his own interests and those of his dynasty above national interests.
The heir of a good king may be incapable of governing; whereas the· pre ident
of a republic is always elected from among the most able.
bs rvation: In a republic men are free citizens whilst in a monarchy they are
but the very humble subject of the king or emperor.
I.-R-\.CE-

ATro_·-PEOPLE.

r:ice i ~ composed of the descendant of common ancestors, from whom they
inhedt cert in moral, intelle tual, and pby ical qnaliti
The Gallic rac aucl
th
erma.nic rac , for in ·tancc, may be mentioned.
J.
nation or a p ople i. a 1 ody of inhabitants of the same country, peaking the
same lan,,uage, and having common intere ·ts and tho :am hi tory.
Th wor<ls French nation, French I eople, mean all the inhabitants of France,
without distinction of race.
L

•
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IL-FRENCH CITIZENSHIP.

A French citizen is one who enjoys political rights in France. To enjoy these
rights one must have attained to the age of 21 years, be French born, or h ave
become naturalized.
The following forfeit their political rights:
(1) Those who have suffered penal retribution and ignominious punishmentor the latter only.
(2) Those who have been deprived by law of their right to vote an d election.
Consult the table of those incapacitated to vote, published by the minister of the
interior, Jnly 12, 1814. Also, consult Municipal Life, by S. A. Nonus.
Observation: Whoever does not love France, or commits wrong, should be struck
off the list of French citizens.

III.-How

ONE BECOMES .AKD CEASE

TO BE A FREXCII CITIZEX.

The following become French citizens:
(1) The foreigner who marries a Frenchman.
(2) Foreigners who have been naturalized.
On request for naturalization, it is enacted by law, after proper inquiry.
The following are no longer French citizens:
(1) The Frenchman who becomes naturalized in a foreign country.
(2) The Frenchman who, without authority from the
overnm nt, nt rt; a
foreign mi1i.tary service or accepts public office under a foreign gov rnm nt.
Observation: Foreigne1:s should not receive the title of French ·itjz n nnl s
they are truly deserving.
IV.-RIGIITS GUARANTEED T

ALL

1

ITIZE.: .

French citizens enjoy a certain number of right , defin din tho articl on ri
of man and of citizens. These rights may bo divided into thre at god s:
(1) Individual rights, guaranteed to all men, worn n, and children.
(2) Civil rights, allowed to men and women of age .
(3) Political rights, allowed only to men of age.
Refer to the lesson on the Rights of Citizens. Notice that the right
discussed in the next lesson are the counterpart of the dutie spoken of in
les ons on morals.
Observation: L et us be proud of being French citizens and vigilantly gn r<l
rights.
First. The right of property: The right of pro
one has acquired by work, inheritance or dona
his effects a of his porson. "P1·01>ert
· ·
one can be deprived only when pub ·
y
then only under the onclition of
o
r enunciation for the cause of p
Reflection: Every citiz n sho
rop rty
Second. The right of voteo: 'ivic
al
rights granted to citizens f a
;\"ith
a
serve as a witness· the right
niversal suffrage is th ri
h
vote in the el ction of tho~o ,
ment arrondissement or commune.
of ag~ and enjoy his civic rights.
.
Refer to lesson 4. A t x ru t b vo
by th r prcsan a 1 •
A citizen need not pay even a entim nnle th fa. ha 1., n 1 "'ally ·
Reflections: The right to vote impo es the duty of kno, •1 ·d '
L

h

b
th
onr
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by public expenditure, it is just that each should contribute to it accordi:ag to his
means.
Third. National sovereignty: The principle of all sovereigntyrests essentiallyin
the nation. No individual nor body of men can exercise authority unless it has
been so decreed.
The French nation is free and is its own mistress.
Sovereignty is exercised by the right of vote, that is to say, the right to nominate
representatives or mandataries for the different elective officers, as deput:es, senators, and others.
Reflection: All power is vested in the people; they alone are sovereigns.
I-DUTIES IMPOSED ON ALL CITIZENS.

Refer to the instruction on morals.

Pupils should review this lesson. 1

II-THE OBLIGATION OF EDUCATION.

Law of March 28, 1882. Primary instruction is compulsory for children of both
sexes aged from 6 to 13 years. Children should either attend primary or secondary
educational institutions, public or private schools, or be taught at home, by the
father of the family himself or some other competent person. In pursuance of the
obligation, the law has established free primary schools.
The father of the family is free to have his children instructed as be chooses,
but the law will not permit them to grow up in ignorance.
In each commune commissioners of education are appointed to superintend and
encourage attendance at schools. Penalties are imposed upon n egligent parents.
-Children instructed at home undergo an examination at the end and at the beginning of the scholastic year,
Reflection: Parents have no more right to deprive their children of education
than of bread.
!IL-ORGANIZATION OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

In France there are three degrees of public instruction.
(1) Primary instruction: The classes of primary schools are infant schools for
children 2 to 6 years of age, infant classes for children 4 to 7 years of age, elementary primary schools, complementary classes, and superior primary or high
schools.
(2) Secondary in truction: The classes of secondary schools are lyceums and
college with secondary aml s3condary-modern courses.
(3) Superior instruction: The cla ses of higher schools arc the faculties of literature, sciences, law, medicine, and pharmacy. They also comprise what are known
as special schools, as the Military 'chool of Saint-Cyr, the Polytechnic School,
and the National Unfrer ity.
Reflection: Owing to the beautiful institution of the scholars ip funds, or
bour es, a child of the poorest workman can by intelligence and courage, pursue
the highest courses of study.
I

,-F -.-CTI .·ARIE

OF PRIVATE Ix TR CTIOX.

(a) In.-truction: In
hools are under directre ses and as i tant directresses;
elementary primary
un<ler instructor and instructr s es foll titled and
t
ated · high chool , under directors, professor , and as i tants-

m
fir t p
d) tow

ond part of P
oral · or ethic
e to time.

xt-book. The
rt (here omit-
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lb) Superintendence and inspection: Superintendents of schools are as follows:
Commissioners of cantons, commissioners of inspection, in pectresses of infant
schools, primary inspectors, academy inspectors, the rector, inspectors-gen eral,
inspectresses-general for infant schools.
The prefect, by advice of the academy inspector, ap-points the full-titled teachers, male and female. He presides over the departmeutal counsel occupied with
affairs r elative to primary instruction in the departments.
Reflection: The functionaries of primary instructi.on are well-instructed persons devoted to children.
MILITARY SERVICE.
!.-NECESSITY OF THIS SERVICE.

Though an evil, war is sometimes necessary. Should France be attacked, it
must be defended; but we can not defend it efficaciously merely by taking a gun
in hand and marching against the enemy. We must be prepared by military
service. As military service has been constituted for the defense of our common
mother, it is just that all Frenchmen should be obliged to serve. To serve one's
country is not only an obligation, but it is also an honor, and no individual punished for any dishonorable act is allowed to serve in the French army.
Reflections: For a successful defense of our country, we must be -prepared by
military service. A good pupil will certainly be a good citizen and a goud soldier.
11.-ENLlST'MENT-BOARD OF INSPECTION.

The following two principles govern the recruitment of the army:
(1) The obligation of military service devolves upon all.
(2) The full term is twenty-five years.
At the beginning of every year the mayors of each commune take a census of
the young men who completed the twentieth year of their age the year before.
The enli tment takes place in the chief town of every canton at a public meeting
presided over by the subprefect.
The board of inspectors is presided over by the prefect or the secretary-general.
It likewise meets in the chief town of the canton.
Young men disqualified by any infirmity are exempted from military servjce.
Dispensations are also granted to certain classes of conscripts, but only in time of
peace. Those dispensed are obliged to pay a military tax.
Reflection: It is an honor to serve our country.
111.-THE ACTIVE ARMY-RESERVES-THE TERRITORIAL ARMY-AUXILIARY
AGE CIES-THE MARINE-MILITARY DECORATIONS.

Every Frenchman enlisted serves succe sively in the active army for three years,
the reserves of the active army for ten years, the territorial army for six years,
and the reserve for the territorial army for six years. The term of service begins
with the 1st of November in the year of enlistment.
The French army consists of (1) infantry, (2) cavalry, (3) artillery, (4) engineer
corp ; and the auxiliary service is attached to this main body, as (a) quattermaster·s department, (b) medical service and ambulances.
The navy js recruited from the naval conscriptions, by volunteers, or from the
first members of the contingent.
The military decorations are (1) the military medal, (2) the Legion of H nor,
(3) commemorative medals.
Reflection: Formerly the nation had an army; now the whole nation is arm
ED
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IV.-MILITARY DISCIPLINE-INFRA.CTORS.

Discipline is immediate voluntary obedience to the orders of superiors, who
command only what the laws and regulations prescribe. Discipline is one of the
greatest forces of the army.
Courts-martial are special tribunals held for the judgment of crimes and misdemeanors committed by any member of the military organization. A courtmartial consists of members of the army. It is composed of s-ix officers and one
subordinate officer.
An infractor is one who evades the law of recruitment; a deserter is one who
leaves his regiment without permission. Both are punished by law.
R.e:flection: Military discipline is severe, but it is the duty of a soldier to submit
to it for the love of his country.
TAXES.
!.-NECESSITY OF T AXES-DIRECT AND INDIRECT TAXES.

(Refer to the duties to our country, and the right to vote-taxes.)
Taxes are the contributions of e,very citizen toward the expenses of State,
department, or commune for public services. The army, the marine, public
works, public institutions, and so on, are the public services for which the larger
part of the taxes is spent. All these services are necessary, even indispensa,ble,
and they entail enormous expenditures; hence the necessity for taxes.
There are two kinds of taxes, direct and indirect taxes.
The taxes on land, personal property and chattels, the tax on doors and windows,
the tax on patents, the military tax, the taxes on horses and carriages as articles
of luxury, on wheels, billiards, etc., are direct taxes.
The principal indirect taxes are those on drinks, sugar, coffee, etc.
Monopoly is the right reserved by the State for manufacturing and sel1ing certain products, such as, tobacco, timber, gunpowder, etc.
There are also duties and city toll.
Reflection: To support the public offices and defra,y the e.xpenses of administration a common contribution is indispensable. (Consult On the Rights of l\fan
and Citizens.)
IL-BUDGETS.

Tho budget is a statement of the probable receipts and expenses of a country,
department, commune, or public administration.
The budget of the State is examined and voted each year by the Chambers. The
budget of receipts determines the different rates of taxes to be raised. Tho toto,1
direct taxes are divided among the departments and then among the communes.
The budget of the departments is voted by the general council. The budget of
communes is voted by the municipal council and approved by the prefect.
Reflection: Colbert was the first to conceive the excellent idea of making out a
budget, or yearly statement of receipts and expenses.
III.-FLTAKCUL AD)ILITSTRATTO~.

A taxgatherer collects the direct taxes.
In th chief t wn of every arrondis ement a special collector take charge of the
amounts handed in by the ta.xgatherers.
The P cial collectors pa their funds over to the general tre surer of the
department.
The financial board and the councils of prefecture verify the accounts of the
admini trations of State and commune.
The mini tcr of finance: i , t th h ad of the financial a.dmini tr ti
Reflection: Order in finances is indi pensable to the prosp rity of a
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AD}.HNISTRATIO ...T.
I.-COMMUNE-MUNIOIPA.L

Cou_•

IL-BUDGET.

A commune is the smallest political division of finance. Each commune is governed by a mayor, aided by one or more assistants and a municipal council.
Municipal councils, the number of which varies from 10 to 3G according to
population, are elected by ballot for four years. They must be 25 years old.
They meet in ordinary session four times a year; but extraordinary sessions may
be convened.
The municipal council nominates the mayor and assistants. It considers n.11
affairs of interest to the commune and nominates one or more senators. It votes
the budget of the commune. "The expenditures of the commune include principally the expenses of communal administration, the maintenance of roads, public buildings, and loans." (Ch. Dupuy.)
Reflection: The administration of the commune is not independent; it is under
the authority of the prefects, agents of the central power.
Il.-MAYORS

A~D ASSISTANTS.

The mayor is the first magistrate of the commune. In case of absence or hindrance, his place is filled by the first assistant or any other. In large cities the
mayor can delegate his authorjty to the assistants for the exercise of a number of
municipal functions.
The power of the mayor is extensive. He is a civil officer and chief of the municipal police force. He is the agent of the executive power and executes the decisions of the municipal council. He proposes the budget and orders tho expenses.
H e nominates a certain number of municipal officers, and represents the commune
in its affairs of interest. He frames resolutions on subjects pertaining to his
administration.
Reflection: The mayor is at the same time an officer of the commune and a
representative of the State.
nr:-ARRO~DISSEMENT-DEP.A.RT:MENT-SUBPREFECT-PREFECT-COUNCIL OF
PREFECTURE.

An arrondissement is governed by a subprefect.
The subprefect serves as intermediary between the prefect and mayors. He
rules the administrative affairs of the arrondissement and presides at enlistments, etc.
A department is governed by a prefect, who is at the same time the agent of the
Government, the representative of the department, and the w-arden of the
communes.
As agent of the Government, he superintends the execution of the laws, nominates certain officers, frames resolutions, etc.
As administrator of the department, he execute the decisions of the general
council, prepares the departmental budget, etc.
As warden of the communes, he approves the budget, controls the expenses,
examines contracts of purchases and sales, constructions, etc.
The council of prefecture is an admini trative tribunal. It examines the
accounts of communes and charitable in titutions, the income of which can not
exceed 30,000 francs. It judges disagreements of communes, decides municipal
elections, etc.
Reflection: France has been divided into departments since 1790. The administration of departments is based on that of the State.
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IV.-Cou~CIL

OF THE ARRONDISSEMENT-GENER.A.L COUNCIL.

The council of the arrondissement is composed of as many members as there are
cantons in the arrondissement, though they must number at least nine. It meets
twice a year. It distributes among the communes the direct taxes imposed on the
arrondissoment by the general council, advises the creation of markets and market
places, decides questions of local interest, etc.
The general council is composed of as many members as there are cantons in
the department. The councilors are elected for six years, though half are changed
every three }·ears. The general council considers all affairs concerning the department. It advises, by request, communal affairs and the councils of arrondissement, and issues opinions on all questions of interest to the department. Members
of the general council are senatorial electors. To represent it during sessions and
to regulate current affairs, the general council elects froIP, among its members a
commission entitled "departmental commission," which meets at least once a
month.
Reflection: The general council is, so to speak, the municipal council of the
department.
I.-THE CONSTITUTION-PUDLIC POWERS.

The public powers are organized as follows:
(1) The legislative power, vested in the Chamber of Deputies and in the Senate.
(2) The executive power, possessed by the President of the Republic and the
ministers.
(8) The judiciary power, whose sphere it is to punish violations of the Jaws and
to decide controversies. This power is vested in the courts.
These three great powers are distinct from one another and can not be in the
hands of one person. This is what is known as the separation of the powers.
Reflection: The separation of the powers is the guaranty of the liberty of
citizens.
IL-LEGISLATIVE POWERS.

1. The Senate.-The Senate is composed of 300 members. No Frenchman ·can
be a senator unless he is at least 40 years old and enjoys civil and political rights.
Senators are elected by ballot and by universal or restricted suffrage. The
senatorial electors are as follows:
(1) The deputies of the departments.
(2) Members of the general council and councils of arrondissements.
(3) Delegates of municipal councils.
The voting takes place in the chief town of the department under the president
of the civil court as pre-iding officer. Senators are elected for nine year . Onethird of this number is chano-ed every three years.
Tho, 'enato, together with tho Chamber of Deputies ha the initiative of laws.
BJn:mcial laws are always fir t proposed in the Chamber of Deputies.
Th
nat can con ti nte a supreme court to judg eith r the Pre ident or the
mini t r . or to condemn any attack against the !';ecurity of the t te.
By advicP of the natc the President an adjourn tho hamber of D puties.
2. Th
hmnbcr of Deputi .. -Deputies are elected by univer al ·uffrago and
individn lb llot.
To b a <1 pu : one mu t be a French citizen 2.3 years of ago and enjoying civil
and voliti al ri•~ht .
puti s are lected for four year.. Each arro di ement
elects a 1 a ton deputy. The actual number is;; 0.
From a 1 gi hti\"e point f view th 'hamb r of •puti ha th am rio-hts
as the na.t . It ll'l · even t priority with financial 1a a.
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The Chambers meet every year on the second Tuesday in January. They must
be in session at least five months every year.
Reflection: Deputies and senators are officers of the citizens. It is their duty
to work in unison for the nation's prosperity.
UL-THE EXECUTIVE POWER.

The executive power is vested in the President and in the ministers.
The Presi(lent of the Republic is the head of the executive power-the first
magistrate of France.
Tho President is elected by the absolute majority of votes by the Senate and
Chamber of Deputies united, at Versailles, in national assembly. He is nominated for seven years, and can be reelected.
The President can be impeached for high treason only. The Chamber of Deputies alone has the right to accuse, and the Senate the right to judge hhn.
Reflection: M. Felix Faure has been President since Ja~uary 17, 1895.
IV.-DUTIES OF THE PRESIDENT.

The President convenes the Chambers and closes their sessions. He communicates with them by message.
The President promulgates the laws vot ed by the Chambers, and assures their
execution. He has the right to make peace. Amnesties can not be granted but
by a law. He controls the armed force, but can not d clare war without the previous consent of both Chambers. He appoints all ivil and military officers, and
presides at all national solemnitie . He represents France, and n gotiates treaties
with foreign powers, but under condition of submitting them to the con ideration of the Chambers. Finally, he receives ambas adors.
Reflections: The President personifies France; to be wanting in respect to him
would be an insult to France itself.
!.-THE EXECUTIVE POWER (CONTINU.A.TION)-MI ISTERS.

The ministers are the heads of the great public departments of a<lministration.
They are chosen by the Presidents, ordinarily from among them mbers of both
Chambers. They have a right to the floor of the Chambers, and should receive
attention when they reqnest a hearing. They are jointly and severally r ponsible to the Chambers for the general policy of the Government, and inclividually
for their personal acts.
There are eleven ministers.
MINISTER OF THE INTER! R .

The special duties of the minister of the interior are to up rint nd the int rior
administration of France, the police, elections, public a i tanc c nnmunal
administration, etc.
nder him are the prefect , ·ubprefects, mayor" , t .
H !STER OF FOREIGN AFFAIR •

The minister of foreign affairs ha charge of the political and comm rcial r e1 tions of France with foreign nation .
nder him are amba sador , minis •r
plenipotentiary, charge d'affaires, consuls, ere.
MU-ISTER OF FINA. ' CE .

The minister of finance superintends the collection of taxe. , th total amoun
of which constitutes what i call d th tr a ury, and regularly pa ' th
voted by the Chamber . He prepar and pr sents the state budg t.
the lesson on financial administrat:on.)
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MIN"ISTER OF WAR.

The minister of war is the commander-in-chief of the army. Recruitment and
military instruction of the different soldiers are committed to him. He directs all
that relates to the defense of our country, fortifications, distribution of troops, etc.
MrnISTER OF THE MARINE.

The minister of the marine is at the head of the navy. He superintends the
r ecruitment of the marine, the maintenance of arsenals, the construction of war
vessels, the defense of coasts, ports, harbors, etc.
MINISTER OF JUSTICE.

Tho minister of justice, also called " keeper of the seals, " is the head of judiciary
power. All judicial officers are under his authority.
MINISTER OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION AND OF THE FINE ARTS.

The minister of public instruction is at the head of all State educational institutions. All the institutions and functionaries of this minister are comprehended
in the term "university," and he is also called H head master of the university."
The duties of the minister of public instruction pertain to what relates to the
fine arts, museums, theaters, historic monuments, etc.
MINISTER OF PUBLIC WORKS.

The minister of public works superintends the building and maintenance of
works of public interest, such as roads, canals, dikes, etc. Under him are
engineers, keepers of bridges and causeways, overseers of roads, etc.
MINISTER OF INDUSTRY .A.ND COMMERCE,

It is the duty of this minister to encourage and favor commerce and industry.
He negotiates commercial treaties with other nations and superintends manufactures. The central school, the conservatory of arts and trade , art and trade
schools, and commercial high schools are under his direction.
The mail and telegraph services are attached to the province of this minister.
MI ITSTER OF AGRICULTURE.

It is the duty of this minister to encourage and protect the interests of agriculture, one of the principal sources of a country's wealth. The minister of agriculture superintends the school of agriculture in Paris, national agricultural
schools, farm schools, veterinary schools, forest culture.
MINISTER OF COLO,. ·rn .

This minister directs all colonial affairs-administration production, etc.
WORSHIP.

The mini t r of worship is sometimes attached to the province of the minister
of pulilic in truction antl sometimes to that of the minister of ju tice or of the
int rior.
II.-J ·mcL\.RY POWER.
Judiciary power is Ye ted in the courts. There are two principal kind of
courts-tho· admin· tering civil ju tice and those admlni tering penal or criminal jn ·tic .
JU TICE OF THE PEACE.

ti

Th jn i of the
c j he fir t de,,.ree of judiciary pow r. Ther j a ju of th p ace in tho chi f town of very canton.
Th ju tic of the I> a· conciliate·. In cinl matter he judg · withon appeal
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in cases where the value does not exceed 100 francs. He alone, in penal matters,
forms a simple police court; he can impose a fine of from 1 to 15 fran cs and
imprisonment for two to five days. The justice of the peace is a movable office.
TRIBUNAL OF THE FIRST INSTANCE.

There is a court of the first instance in the chief town of every arrondissement.
In civil matters it judges, by appeal, affairs judged by justices of the peace, and
also those which are too important to be judged by that magistrate.
As a court of correction, it judges misdemeanors punishable by more than a fine
of 15 francs or five days' imprisonment.
COURT OF APPEALS.

There are twenty-five courts of appeals. They judge civil and criminal cases
already judged by courts of the first instance.
COURT OF .ASSIZES,

There is one court of assizes in every department. They hold general sessions.
In the court of assizes the judges do not decide whether the accused be guilty or
not; this duty belongs to the jury composed of twelve citizens, called jurymen.
The magistrates who, together with the jury, form the court of assizes pronounce acquittal or sentence after the verdict of the jury. Decisions of the court
of assizes can be appealed only to the court of cassation, and only for an error of
form.
COuRT OF CASSA.TIO~.

The court of cassation is the supreme court to which decisions of the comts of
appeals and the courts of assizes may be appealed. It meets in Paris.
The court of cassation does not judge; it confirms or breaks deci ions; that is
to say, annuls those th3:t have been rendered contrary to law or pr scribed form.
If a judgment is broken, the case is referred to another court of appeals, or
another court of assizes, to be reinvestigated and judged anew.
III.-PUBLIC MINISTRY.
Attached to every court of the first instance is a procurator, with one or more
substitutes.
A procurator-general, attorneys-general, and substitutes of the procuratoi'general are connected with every court of appeals and the court of cassation.
The procurators and their substitutes form what is called the parquet of a court
of justice.
The office filled by these magistrates is called public ministry. In th name of
scdety the procurator traces the criminal, brings him before the com·t, and out
of public interests demands hi punishment.
The members of the parquet change place. , and are called the standin.00 m gistracy. The judges do notchange places, and constitute the sealed magi tracy.
Besides the courts mentioned, ther are special tribunals, as commercial tribunals, seaport councils, councils of war, councils of prE'fectur , and State council .
Reflection: Judges have a delicate mis ion to fulfill. Th y should be independent and impartfal.
THE TEACHING OF CIVICS IN ENGLA D.

In the recent development of evening schools in E
·
stre s ha b en laid upon instruction in i
·P
b-------:course 1 upon the life and duties of the itiz
1

The course will be found in full in the Commissione

t
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the regulations for evening schools. Text-books on the subject have
multiplied under the impetus thus given, and it has become a prominent theme of public discussion. One of the most valuable contributions to the literature of tho subject is a pamphlet from the pen
of Prof. Patrick Geddes, of Edinburgh, who not on1y attempts to
awaken the civic sense in his countrymen, but sets them the example
of earnest practical efforts for the development of municipal life. In
a paper presented recently before the "Cooperative Wholesale Societies," 1 Professor Geddes discusses the place of history and geography
in education for economics and citizenship. Tho paper is extremely
interesting and suggestive. The following extracts are pertinent to
the subject.
Ho first discusses tho relations of geography an<l history to education
for economics and citizenship, saying:
To too many people, I fear, to speak of the study of geography is to recall those
weary lists of towns and counties, those wretched enumerations of rivers and
mountains, straits and gulfs, which they learned, or failed to learn, by rote at
sch0ol, while similarly history may but stand for an even more dreary catalogue
of names and dates. Even if we were somewhat better taught, we have done with
school subjects and have no time to pore over those huge atlases 0£ geography or
read those innumerable volumes of history in our reference library. Economics
is what now interests us; that deals with actual problems of capital and labor, of
cooperation or socialism. We can not any longer, with the classical economists,
shut off moral considerations as irrelevant, since it has now become more or less
evident that the continued progress, perhaps even the continued existence, of our
great modern industrial communities requires also som e education in citizen hip.
But this education, when it gets beyond mere vague aspiration and exhortation,
seems restrfoted to the generalities of conduct common to all civilized communities.
It is not yet related to economics as a science; for what after all can it really tell or
advise to laborers and capitalists? Still le s has it any definite relation to history
and geography. Hence, while there is no doubt that an increasing proportion of
minds desire and even profit by the ofLen excellent lay I reaching of the civic moralist: there is no small (langer of his failing in direct result, much as ordinary
preaching tends to do, and for the ame reason-the insufficiently clear relation of
its general ideals to the particular details of daily life and duty; and hence, excellent as may be Mr. Acland'. addition of a cour e upon the" Life and duties of the
citizen' to the new educational code for evening chools, it i still seriously to be
doubted whether the extra schoolbook which he is thus adding to the multifarious
confusion of that traveling library which our children take daily upon their
shoulder is as yet adapted to mean much more to them than did the edifying
compilation of older mold to which roo many of us still look back a of such
m m rable weari omene.. . * ,:- *
Thong-h thu o far from haring the current optimi m as to the new movement
of civi eclucation I am not proposing to go back to the old state of things but to
go forward towarcl a b cttvr one. I do not propo e to have any fi.ni hed solution
to the clucatioual difficulty, even if there wer ever v ry much demand for remedi to th hocly politic b efore it feels the di ea e, much les when it has no even
reco,rnizecl the po ibility of one. * * * Even if we can not reform the world
fr m our existing cho 1 machinery nor even r form the chool from our ideals
of a bett r world we m y help ach forward a step here and a tep there.
1

R prin din pamphlet form from the ociety· annual.
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In another chapter of the pamphlet Professor Geddes discusses the
question, What may be done by individl1als in home life and how
may they come in touch with the world of higher education. He says:
The children are coming home from school to pre-pare their lessons-so much
history, so much geography, and now also so much "citizenship." \Ve men have
our newspapers, our cooperative annual, and what not, our economic and political
interests generally. Our wives and sisters have their domestic cares, their keen
'Personal interests, their wide and warm, if vague, sympathies. Can we not in
some way bring all these divergent interests together? Each at present, must it
not be frankly admitted, rather bores the other, however strong be the bond of
natural affection.
The men can not but weary of the women's talk and the women of the men's
reading, while the children understand neither; and if either help the children
with their lessons it is surely more as a duty than a pleasure and with a keen sense
of thankfulness that one has not one's self to practice this rule or pass that examination. No real connection of these different mental interests ever occurs to most people as possible, and so each of us goes on in his old way and returns to his own world
of ideas and culture-for the child, the school; for the woman, perhaps the church;
for the man, his club, committee, or reading room; and the home thus gradually
dissolves until too often we reach the all but complete disintegration too common
in the Parisian household. Here, however, at length comes in the essential point
and thesis of the present pap3r-that all these apparently distinct studies and
interests are butthescatteredelementsof what should be a well-knit unity, toward
weaving which we may find at once a useful start and stimulus in this new course
of education in citizenship. * •x- *
No intelligent man but may at any rate now and then help his son over his
difficulties with the text-book of citizenship and put more meaning into those
general accounts of Parliament and ministry, of municipal cooperation or poor
rate, of army or civil service, which the new subject requires, from his own experience or reading. And having thus made a beginning as a teacher, he will soon
begin to reap the reward of every true one-that of constantly :finding out where
his own knowledge is deficient and of every now and then awakening to see even
the most famili_a r fact from some fresh point of view.

The author then advises the use of a,p propriate storybooks, saying:
I think it by no means irrelevant to this discussion of geography and history for
economics and citizenship, but possibly reassuring to some parent, suggestive to
some teacher, at any rate encouraging to some schoolboy here and there, to testify
(as I dare say many other might also do), first, that I now see I got no such real
glimpse either to the concrete realities of geography or of the elementary realities of ec nomic at school, nor even until I had wandered through a dozen univer itie , a I got from these simple coral island and fur-trading stories of Ballantyne's; secondly, that such public and civic feelings as I may now have to go upon
were first awakened into life and action not by the abstract moralities nor the
historical and statistical facts, of which I got my full share, but by Ballantyne's
Lifeboat and a boyish attempt to help the "National Lifeboat Association,"
for which that book so strongly pleads; thirdly, after seven or eight years'
respon ibilities in the organization of historical studies and a good deal of personal work, particularly at the dry and unimaginative task of compiling all known
dates, reigns, battles, and all the rest of it into an historical atlas, or rather chart,
I have heard of no other introductory guide to history who can replace Sir Walter.
Since public libraries were opened we have constantly had lamentations over
the decline of serious reading, evidenced by the high proportion of "fiction.' to
"substantial works, ' of mere "novel reading" to" solid reading.' The obvious
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elements of truth in this criticism I need not insult anyone by pointing out, but
there is more need to suggest thnt he may as profitably think out the fully as large
element of error in it, the still larger elements of error in the r emedies commonly
proposed. Though personally a reader of books whose solidity reaches what most
of even these most serious people consider the most utter and intolerable dryness
and a writer whose most imaginative flights have been confined within the limits
of the Encyclopredia Britannica and its congeners, I am more and more convinced
that we serious people have been wrong and that the growing predominance of
the literature of imagination and feeling over the lit-erature of pure intellect is
perhaps the most hopeful sign of the times. But most of this fiction is rubbjsh,
say you? No, not most of what people read most as distinguished f:om what
they only look at, sample, dip into, and skim. The reviewer helps the educated
classes , and, like the tea taster, does the sampling for us; but the general reader
is only learning to use the often excellent reviewing of the leading newspapers,
and it will not be until the halfpenny evening newspapers take up the same work
and do it as r egularly and as well, and until some other of the bits of social organization half suggested above have come into full activity, that we can reasonably
expect much improvement from the great body of younger and simpler readers.
Weed out, then, by all means, the inferior literature of imagination and feeling,
but there will still remain much of what the Puritan within us most dislikes-that
literature of inferior or debased imagination and inferior or debased feeling which
yet fascinates the reader by its literary power. Here, of course, a finer critici m
may come in, but still hardly a reader will be gained for the "solid' books.
What, then, is the remedy? It is to make these solid, dry bones live; and whoever
has the open secret of doing this will not al ways lack readers. The natural
sciences are one to the learner. The astronomers ancl geologists have largely
succeeded-witness Proctor, Lockyer, or Ball, Hugh Miller, Lyell, or the brothers
Geikie; and at times, too, tho naturalists, from Buffon and Huxley, or more lately
Arthur Thomson and Professor Drummond. In thjs way, for instance, the Yery
word "evolution" is coming to have, with its vastly neepening intellectual me::ning, a corre pondjng infinitude of imagining possibilities, and with these of moods
of feeling, from blackest pessimism to inextinguishable hope and brightening joy,
for though still a few years ago a byword to many and at best a zoological and
botanical theory to the few, it is now seen and felt to be the nn.me of the great
"Drama of the Univer e."
Of this drama we see each man is, as tn a dream, both actor and spectator. He
is gradually awakening to the spectacle of the natural world around him. and
speaks of his canty but increa ·ing store of ideas as the' Progress of natural science." He utilizes and modifies the world to his changino- needs or impulses, and
calls the result "Progres of industry." But it is his fellows that most intere t
him, an<l nature seems but the background-the scenery and stage-for the great
spectacle of the human world. To-day, to-mon-ow, yenterday, these are what
primarily interest us, and hence we rightly buy our daily newspapers as the bill
ancl abstract of the play, or rather the clay·s act. But to und n-tand the present
day we no d to s urvey and conden e the record of many pa t ones; that is '· H" tory. · Again, w can uml r tancl neither p t nor pr sent~ t without knowin"
omethinn- of the en v.-hi.ch condition them. ancl thfa i ''Geogr phy .. , But we
would not choo c to Ii ten to loo , haphazard fra0 ent of the play and th,··
without seein 'or , t any rate trunking of the scene where they w r 1 id.
ill
le wonlcl w try to le rn by rot , a mere catal gue of piece of seen withou
carinrr or Yen lmowinn- what part of the play they belong t-0. Y t this h
n
for long enoun-h the '·history., au<l tho •,,. oo-r, phy ·· of th ch ol , and, though
both are improviw, • ncl b tter t ,1c!icr , are sca.twrecl P.Yery, ·her , it is n ot t o
mn ·h to , y th t their n detl reor 6 uiza.tiou aucl reunion i:i carcel · more th n
b gun.

CHAPTER VIII.
EDUCATION IN GREECE.

By

DAKIEL QUINN,

Ph. D.

INTRODUCTION.
I fir:t became interested in the Greeks of to-day because I regarded them as
descended from. those old Hellenes whose culture and civilization, as classic and as
Christian, an~ the foundation that lies beneath all moc.1ern progre s.
1 But without losing my intense love for classic Helloni m, I soon began to admire
the modern Greeks not so much on account of their historic ancestors as on account
of their ovrn. sterling virtues and high natural intelligence.
I fe 1 that I now admire the ancient Greeks even more than I did in the enthusiastic clays of my youth; but I au.mire them as well for having procluced the modern
Greek, with his noble and determiuec1 a pirations, as for ha;dng civilized all the rest
of Europe.
Of all the phases of contemporary Greek life, thefr system of ducation is in some
respects lea t attractive to us, because it is the most modified by foreign influence.
Indeed, Yen a close observer might think that the system is entirely a foreign on .
But it jg wrong to judge· entirely by the appearance of the body what the soul is.
'rh outward form of modern Greek education is German and French in character,
but tho soul is Hellenic. In the following pages, unfortunately, I portray tho outward form rather than the soul; and I giYe not so much a foll picture as tho merest
sketch-a sketch in some parts clearly delineated, in other parts most imperfectly,
but a sketch which I hope to :finish ye:1r by year into a more presentable picture.
'\ ASllL'GTON, D. c., Septcmbel' 21, 1897.
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·when we think of Greece, we usually picture the Gr eco of classic days-Gr ece that
we 1,e ame acquainted with when we were l>oys at school; Grecco which in i.ho age
of Perikles created itself into a state of society which ever since has been regarded
as a model for imitation and for study.
Greece of to-day is far different from the ideal land of our s hoolboy th· ams, and
yet Greece of to-day is so essentially one with Greece of the past that it is impossible to unclerstand modern Greecewithoutknowingclassic Greece and tho uubrok u
hi tory of the Greek people from those classic times down to the l)reseut entnry.
Here, however, is not the proper pface to treat in general of the history of Greec ·
I merely say that in wTiting about tho condition of education am ng tho mod<'rn
Greeks it must be taken for grant d that the hi tory of th people js q_nite ;,.' 11
_G7
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known. I wish a,Jso to note tbc fact that not a few historians of repute recognize the uninterrupted continuity of Greek history through a period of almost
thirty centuries, and give an unbroken account of the origin and growih, glories
and disgraces, triumphs and falls, of this nation from its first obscure days down to
our own age-such historians as Paparrhigopoulos (K. ITa1rapprJyo;ro{/).ov 'Iaropta rov
'E~-A'f/VlKOV 'EOvovr a,,.o TWV apxawrarnv x_pOV<,)Ji µlxpl TWV ,ca0' ~µar. iv 'A0f;vatr, 1886-87, 5
vols.), Lampros ('Iaropla njr 'Eit.~.aoor l11ro TWV lzp;rawrarnv xp6v<,)V µexpl rijr BaatAetar TOV
OOCJvor irrro 2.1rvpfr5CJvor II. Aaµrrpov. iv' A0~vatr, 1886-1892; completed down to the reign
of the Empress Eirene), 1'imayenis (History of Greece from the Earliest Times down
to the Present, by T. T. Timayenis, 1883), Wlad. de Brunet de Preslc et Alex. Blanchet
(La Groce depuis la conqucte romaine jusqu'a, nos jours, Paris, 1860), and George
Finlay (A History of Greece from its Conquest by the Romans to the Present TimeB. C. 146 to H. D. 1864. Oxford, 1877).
Just as the thorough historian must trace the entire Hellenic stream in order to
understand. that portion of it which he sees to-day :flowing by, so is it also necessary
in writing of education in Greece of to-<lay to look back over the Greek education
of the past. HoweYer, despite the importance of the history of edacation in ancient
Greece, I shall treat it very briefly. It is already well known. The nearer I approach
to our own times the more diffuse do I intend to become. But before beginning it will
be well to give a brief survey of the history of the Greeks.
The hi tory of ancient Greece is the history of a number of independent States.
In classic times, and oYcn later, Greece could no mo1·e be rogarcled as a unit well compacted than can Europe of to-tlay be regarded as such. Sparta, for instance, and
.A.thens, were jnst as independent of each other, and just as jealous, as are France
and. Germany. And just n,s France and Germany could unite only against some common ncmy tha,t threatened to destroy both 1 so could such ancient States as .A.thens,
Sparta, Argos, Thebes, unite only when all were equally threatened with destruction by some external foe, like the Persians. But just as Europe and America of
to-day may bo rngarded as a unit distinct and different in civiliza,tion from the civilization of Asia or the barbarous or somibarbarous civilizations of other countries, so
could Greece in thoso classic days be regar<led as a nnH against the rest of the world .
.A.s long as Greece remained independent, sho thus continue<l. to be a ])Um her of small
State., bound togotlier, not as parts of an organized whole, l>ut by the brotherhood
of common origin and, occasionally, of common iutere ts .
.A.ft<'r Greece lost her independence this faok of unity is not so apparent. 'fhis is
because Greece as a nation was no longer a factor in the political world, at least
until she 1·eappcarod in Byzantine form. During her lo.ng subjection to foreign
power her influence came from her citizens as individuals. .A.s a nation she was
poworl ·s. It is only in our pre ent century that Greece, n.fter a resolut and sncccs. ful strngg1e for freedom, finally manifested her unity in au outward and enduring
manner. I! or since the London conference of 1830 the Greeks of the mainland and
of n number of tho i land onstituto an independent and solid. l ingdom.
Siuco education affect the entir course and all th, actions of the individuals
lifr, both a. private man and as citizen, and sine , again, a11 the oth r gr at in titutions of a. nation a.ff ct tho con<litions an<l q nali ty of tho odnca.tiou of the individual,
it wonlcl be n cc sary, in ordor to thoroughly omprebend a system of education in
yogno amou•r n. people to h10w scientifically and ill detail tho cntir cont mporary
life an<l doing of that 1>eopl . nut tho history of the Greeks from tli ir submis ion
to th J oma n. in 14G B. C. down to th
tablishment of th East •rn or Dyzantin
Empirl', with it:i cen~•r at 'vn tantiuopol in 323 and thcnc through tho middl
a•rt> · down to the fall of that city iu 11-3, i not yet more· than crud ly known to us.
A cor,lingl • \. · .in l u imp •1·ft.ctly nnd r. tand it sy ·toms of •ducntion.
or th ak of or i ut. 1 ion I lier, r all <'ertain poeh-mal in •v •nt in th Jong
lif of th :r •l .
Ii ·11 in h,·r l1i.,ltc. t pro ·perity an<l ivilizatic,n: t uout
f tlu· P lopou11 ·iau war in ,131 B. . Th <li n trous
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effects of this w::n, which la tecl :1lmost thirty yea.rs, starteo Athens, then the great
center of art ancl literature ancl all phases of Greek civilization, on her downward
course.
In 338 B. C. Greece lost her independence on the battlefield of Chaeroneia and
became n, portion of tho Kingdom of Makedonia. The :M.akeclonians claimed to be
Greeks. If they really were not Greeks, they a.t least became such in culture and
ciyilization soon a.ftor th ir closer contact with the conquercu.
In 323 B. C. Alexander, King of Makedonia and son of tho conqueror Philip, clied
in Bab-ylon, a.ftcrhavingbrought under his control all of tho world that lies between
tho Euphrates and the Adriatic, tho Danube and the deserts of Arabia ancl Africa.
He Stlbjected these various peoples to Greek civilization and Makedonian rule.
After his death his vast empire was divided among his generals. Thus a number of
smaller Jdngdoms arose, such as that of the Ptolemies in Egypt, or the Selevkids in
Syria, or the Attalids in Pergamon. Each one of these smaller kingdoms uecame an
iudopcudent center of Greek lifo.
Grndually, however, all of these Greek kingdoms fell under the great new power of
tho West, Rome. But Rome, like Makedonia, on acquiring dominion over tho countries of tho Greeks, herself became Greek in culture. (Cf. De LitcrarumArtiumque
Liberalium sive Ingenuarum apud Romanos Conditione, by Dr. F. Krause. Hohenstein, 1849.) In 146 B. C. the Romans, after destroying Korinth, reduced all of
Greece proper to the condition of a Roman province, as part of Makedonia. And
from that time on Romo ru.pidly spread her rule over all Greek ln,nds.
\Vben, in 323 after Christ, Constantino, feeling that the caJ:>ital of the e:-reat Roman
Empiro should be situated farther oust, selected Byzantion, 11 anc1 his followers succeetlc<l. in kceving this new eastern empire for n. timo Roman rather than Greek in
official language, in court J:>ractices, and other externals. Finally, howev r, tho
soul prevailed over tho body, aucl Byzantion and its provinces came out in th ir truo
nature, :m independent kingdom, with Greek language and Greek traditions. The
court n.1ono and what directly depended on it remained tinged with a certain Roman
colo1·ing. However, tho pooplo accepted and willingly kept tho name of" Romans."
While Greece as a nation was buried in the Roman Empirn hristianity cam iuto
ex iatcnce in Ju<l.ea, a small nation also subject at that time to Greek culture ancl to
Roman arms. After this new religion had ta.ken fir t roots in its native conntry
Greeks and Greek-spirited Jews undertook the spreading of it throughout tho vast
Roman Empire. On this account Christianity, though first taught among a Semitic
peopl , yet is bound up with Hellenism. Tho new religion accept d tho wisdom of
tho Greeks. Tho new doctrines were explained in the well-prepared language of
Platon aml Aristotel. Tho Cbristiau tea hings spreatl with wonl1 ·rfnl rapidity.
It~ 'le::tchers were Hellenists, anc1 tb.e vehicle throngh whi ·h it was pl"Cs ute(l ns a
s ~ tem:1tic body of <loctrine was the Greek language and reek m tnp11y i ·e. Tho
g reat tea ·hers and formulators of the dogmas of bri tianity wcro mostly Gr t•k ,
'l'hc n w empire of the east, Roman in its nam , reek in its f; lings, was 'hristian in it religion. From th prominent part perform d by Gr eks in the spr a<lilw of religion, tho Eastern Empire came in a certain way to r gard it ,,If a
tho great protector and director of hristianity. Thns th earli r conu il.:1 of tlie
Church were h l<1 in that EmJlire; ancl thus all the di put s r latiug to what tho
true Cbri tian doctrine was in detail a,rose there.
fo t of the great ber ti · a w ll
as w st of the gr at orthodox teachers w r' of the Ea ·tA1n hnreh.
.
Being a Cliristian Kingdom, many of the practices that bound tho people to th · ir
p agan past di d out. The gods were forgotten, or rather replace<l by _sa~nt8 . . Th
g reat feast of pagan worship gave way to the grand pomps of th Christian rttna\
In 393 the Olympian games were celebrated for tho last time. In 529 th
·lio 1 a
Athens were closed by Justinian. Athens had long sin e C'easecl to b th gr,•n. C'<mth
te1· of Hellenism. Constantinopol wa now the ent r. Tho mperors rul ,l
r
.
f tl 1 ·hnr 1l alnH>
inn. ma<Ynificence bovontl our knowledge. Tho gorg onsue s
th
rivalec.l that of the state. Tho patriarch was in one sense a mighty as
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nut the great Empire had many enemies. Not only wore there continually internal dissensions arising from cli:ITerences in religious b eliefs, rivalries of princes and
generals, of priests ancl monks, of various clusses of tho people at large, but it had
many enemies from without. Many a horde of sturdy barbarians looked with hungry
eye toward Constantinopol, for Constantinopol was tho greatest center of wea,lth
and luxury in the world.
Various tribes of northern wa,uderers began to come clown into t he fair provinces
of Greece. In the year 262 after Christ the Goths came, burning and plundering as
far as to tho gates of Athens. These are the Goths that had already defeated the
Roman legions, ::md who later destroyed the Western Empire. But they were
repulsed by the Athenians aml forced to reiJreat.
In 395 tho Goths stormed down into Greece again. This time their leader was Alarich . They <le ·troyed Elevsis an.cl Athens and other places in north Greece, and,
entering the Peloponnesos, they loft it a burning waste. In 470 the Vandals were
ravaging Greece. In 54.0 the Slavs came clown into the provinces of Greece, and in
588 they came again with tho Avars. In 1019 tho Bulgarians were defeated at Thermopy lm and at Athens by the Emperor Basileios I. At a.bout this same time the
Albanians make their appearance in Greece. In 101.0 the Wara.ngs, a Norwegian
tribe, unuer Harald Haardraado, plundered Athens . In 1084 the Normans came down
us far as Larissa.
·what the ethnological offect of these T"arious invasions was we have not now time
to consider in a, thorough manner. An opinion set afloat by Fallm ra,yer in his
history of tho Peloponnesos (Geschichte der Halbinscl Morea, Stuttgru:t un.cl Tiil>ingen, 1830-1836) asserted that these various invaclers, an r entering Greece, ceased to
be wa.nderers au<l. roa.mers, and settlod down in tho villages whose Greek inhabitants
they had killed, and that therefore tho modern inhabitants of Greece are a much
mixed ra,co, having almost all kinds of blood in their veins except Hellenic. '.l'his
nov 1 and fantastic opinion was immediately attacked by IIellenes and Pbilhellenes
on patriotic as well as historic grounds. No one 110w defends it. These hord es of
phmdorers found nothing in Greece to entice them to remain there. How ver,
various tribes of Sln.,·s and Albanians did make small settlements here and there in
Greece in those days.
Another element that came foto Greece was the \Vallachian. The \Vallachs came
peaceably as shepherds and settl d in the mountains. In th~ fifteenth century
bn.ncl of ·wallachians were to bo found as far south as the Taygetos Mow1tains.
( ' e 'halkokon<lylos_, ed. Mirrno, p. 44.) But tho Wallachs aro not and never ha.Ye
b n 1mm rous h1 Gre ce. Of all the forein-n ers that sottled in Greece during the
middle a.ges the Albanians were tho mo t numerous and havo left the greatest number of descendants. And yet in all Greeco t -day these Albanians do not number
more than 100,000. ( ee La r •co au point de vue natarel, thnologiqu , anthropologiqne, clcmonraphiquo et medical par le Dr. Clon 't phanos, Paris, 1 1, p. 430.)
Tho e invasion wer incl ed calamitous to re co and the Eastern Empire. But
a gr a.ter mi fortune than n11 of th o in,a ions were th armi . of the west, which,
startiug out a crusader or und r the pretext of being n ·h, often found the rich
cities of the Ea t rn Empire tem1)tation towa.rtl 1>lundor too strong to be r · Lt <l.
'l'hc fourth crn ado wa n thiu,r th r than a plund ring expedition of brigan
who
dcliherat ly w nt to divid up the Byzantine Empire accordin,r to a pr arranrred
plan. In 1201 th ·
'on ·tautinopol by treacherou promi e~ and took po. s ion of th ·ity. Th y h l<l it f, r ftf y- even. ar, sta.blishinn- a Latin kinrrdom
th r . Tli • to k p1any of tb prov inc al o, rnakinrr th m princedom for w t rn
kuight..
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moimtain holds whose inhabitants wero neYer really subdued, and nearly all of the
i lanc1s except Krete and Tenos and a few others, were subject to the Turks. So
the country remained until 1821, when the i:evolution broke ottt, which gloriously
ended in bringing back their old independenoo to a portion of the Greeks . . An<l
this portion constitutes the -present Kingdom of Hellaa.
An' 'TO. KOKKO.AO. /3yo.Xµe1rq
Twv 'EAA'JVWV 'TO. t.epo.,
Ko.1. u av 11'pol'T' o.vopetwµa,11
Xai:p' il, xa'ip" E>-.evllept.o..

THE' PRESE'N'T KINGDO11I OF GREECE .

Greece of to-<l.ay is a small King(lom, with its seat of government at .A.thens, the
center of old classic Helleni m. The Kingdom includ s all of the peninsula, a far
north as the Ambracian Gulf and nearly to the Melouna Pass, near Olympos.
In 1830 the London conference recog,nized the existence of Gr eco a a free nation.
In 1864 England ceded the Ionian Islands, which lie along the west shore of tho
Peloponnesos ancl Akarnanfa to the Kingclom of Greece. In 1880, at the beh st of
Europe, in the treaty of Berlin, Turkey ceded Thessaly and a small portion of
southern Epeiros. Tho area of the Kingdom is about 24,800 sq_uare miles. The
present population, according to the censut'! of 1897, is about 2,433,806.
But the yet unredeemed Greeks living outside of this territory reo-:1rd it as mer ly
a l)iece of ill fate tbat they n.lso are not n. part of the Kingdom. They look to
Athens for light and guidance. In education, as in other r s:pects, they follow t110
load of Athens. Accordingly it will be neco,,.':}a;ry farther on to refer to th couuition of education among them.
'.L'IIE BEfH-•~TJNGS OF EDDCATION I .

REE E.

No cbto marks the first discovery of the n el of e<lucntion. N page of bi tory
can precisely in<l.icate to us the time at which the inhabitants of Gr
ob an to be
dissati fled with simply letting their offspring grow up with only su h care and
crude training ns savages give to their chilclron.
That tho inhabitants of Greece were a civilized people long before they kn w how
to read and write seems proven by archroological r search. (S e the Mycena> an
Age, by Dr. Chrestos Tsountas and J. Irving Manatt., Boston, 1897.) The Gre ks of
the Mykenrean period trained their children, but not in letters. Young boys
learned how to do the wor k that awaited them as men. Ever bo learn dhow to
fight and to hunt, to rule or to obey. Many 1 arned so eon or m r of th cliff rent art , such as archit ctnre, -pottery, decora.tive art, ancl t11e ma.1dng f
riou
instruments :1nu. arms, esp cially from bronze.
But ag s b fore the coming of such eu.ucation a i in p r. bly
the learning and employing of letters thi
l(l civilL,mti n ha,1 1'
Indeed, wo can not expect to find written thoughts, and therefore lit ra.
• nc·Lticm
earlier than the beginning of the seventh century B. C. Th ori rrin , ll
r ' dual
adoption of the habit of writing in reece i now quit familiar to u , th J· t tho
studies of Kirchhoff ( tudien zur Gcschichte d s gri chisch n AJpli:i.
, vi · 1
Aufla1Ye 1887) Lar£ ld (Griechische Epi aphik), ancl ther . In tlw i · h entury
'
'
B. C. bthe
Phccnician
alphabet wa • lrca.dy omm n prop rty thr u rhout a 11 ' If , k
lands. True it is that the only clocuments that a e come down t us in rritin,.,.
from that time are inscri1)tion. on 1:1tone. nd bronze, nd ven th y r r r
Bnt tla
existence of these inscriptions proves that then it was not r r to know
t 1 l
and to write.
'inc ability to r ad and write pr supposes a certain ar ount f cln
.
lo-ws that we can assert the xistence of education thronrrhout 11 :r l · co nnt •
in the sixth c ntury. But lucation was de,eloped diff r tly_ l>v th, ' bcl i
1
1
tribes. Education in letter found favor e pecially with the Ioni. n
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type of education prevailed at Athens. And. since it is Atheman education that
most of all influenced later Greek education, just as Athenian literature became the
model of later Greek literature, we in this chapter on ancient Greek education
shall confine ourselves almost exclusively to education at Athens. And since Atheman
education was at its height in the fifth century before Christ, most of our descriptions in detail will refer to Athenian education as it was in this fifth century.
EDUCATIO:N" IN TIIE FIFTH CENTURY

n. c., ESPECIALLY AT

ATilF:

:rs.1

The most interesting period in the history of Greek education is probably that at
which the literature and arts and political institutions of Athens were at their
highest. This period may be conventionally regarded as beginning about 480 B. C.
and closing about 325 B . C. It is during this period that (/higher education" was
developed into a system by the phi lo ophers and sophists; but since the work and
influen ce of these men are well known we shall say very little about them, confining
ourselves chiefly to observations on such education as boys received before entering
on their eighteenth year, when they were enrolled as" ephebi."
Boys· began to learn to read when 6 or 7 years old (Platon, Laws, VII, 794 c). Aristotel, in his Politika, says that up to the seventh year the boy should be under the
care of his nurse. The Athenians were Yery careful to provide proper persons to
take care of children . Quintilian tells us (r, 1, 4) th at the celebrated stoic philosopher wrote a treatise on this subject, explaining why persons to whoso charge children were intrusted should be cultured and educated n,nd in the habit of speaking
the Attic dialect correctly ancl without foreign pronunciation or foreign idioms, so
that from the very beginning the child might learn such langunge as ]10 later would
use and hear fo the the ekklesia and the agora.
From Pbilostratos we lenrn that these nurses used to d light in teaching little
children by telling them fable, from JEsopos about tho mouse and the weasel, and
the fox and the wolf, etc.; also that they u etl to tell tli€m of tho triumphs of their
fat:ger or their older brothers in tho debates in the public a sembly, or in war, or in
tho athletic games (Philostmt. vit. Apoll. Tyan., v, 14). They also used to toll them
tho beautiful myths that served inst2ad of past history to the Greeks. So that even
in those days ''nursery tales" (nrOi:Jv µvfJo,) were as much of an institution as they
used to be with us (Hipp. maj., p. 286).
·when in his i..:s:th or eventh year the boy went to school, bis first teacher was the
so-call •cl ypaµµaru;rfJ~ or ypaµµaroouJaatca?.or;, or simply cJtoaaKa.:l.or; . This teacher
usually kept hi school within doors, often, however, in tb open portico of some
1 'ee Henn. Corringii, D
anLi']_nitatibus academicis dissertationes. H Ism t.1651.
Ed. secuncla,, 1674, recogn. Chr. A. Houmannus, Gotting., 1739.
M. Torberg, De education pnerili apud part:.mos. Lon<1., 1796.
Adolph Cramer, Do ec1ucatione pnerorum aputl Atheuienses.
faTburg, 1833.
· r. Cramer, G sehicbt c1e1· Erziehung uncl des 1 nterrichts im Alte1 ~hum. Elberfeld, 183J..-1836.
Anton van cler Bach, De Institutione Yetorum Grro orum scholnstica. Donn 1 11.
' .. 1· rtha, L'Edneatiou des f; mmc clans la ri:ce ancienue (Rev. ontemp., 1 57,
IY l)P, 260 ff.).
L. ,rn ·hcrg
ir:huo{)" nu<l l interricbt im kl, R icben AltertJrnm, 1861-1 75.
Dr. R Zelle
·e ·wi en. chaftlichen nterricht bei den Gri chen. (Redo
h i
· t <
.) B rlin, 1876.
r
thh1ienne au ·in']_ui me et qnatri me j\<:le o:,ant
J(
t.
91.
. .
a
ucation, 1 2.
Tho Edu cat
P ople and it, Infln nee on 'ivilizatiou, by Thomas
vi<l on. ,. • w
~<lncalion in .At
c• , h 'Prof. Ch, rl . T, Herb rmnnn, in th • meric n
Ca holic
·tohor 1 3, pp. 7 · 0 .
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public edifice, or at time in the open air under a tree or in some quiet corner.
the Anthology (x1, p. 437) is an epigram which reads-

In

Aio.'w .6.tonµov 05 EV n-frpa.L<Tl Ko.811-ra.t
ya.pya.pewv 11"0.LO"Ll' ,8~-ra. KO.I. aAcf>a. Aeywv;

that is, "I pity Diotimos, who sits among the rocks and drills the boys in the
alphabet."
Although the State may have desired that all boys attend school, yet it did not
su1rply buildings for that purpose, and as a rule did not 1>ay the teachers' salaii.es.
Only after the times of Alexander do wo find 'Provision in Athens for supporting
t eachers. All schools w ere under private management. They naturally varied much
in efficiency of teachers, in equipment, and in the social standing of the famHie
that sent their children to the schools. One can easily imagine an Athenian ch ol
presided over by one teacher whose only book was a collection of excerpts from
Homer, and his only other material equipment one stool, one waxen t, blet, and one
harp. But there were other schools with a number of teachers and with good quipment. Such a school does Demosthenes describe (On the Crown, 25 ), re£ rring to
the youthful days of his antagonist, 1Eschines, whose father was a school-teach r.
In some of these schools the number of pupils was very large. Herodotos (v1, 27),
for instance, mentions a school of 120 boys in the town of Chios in 4 4: B. 1. Th
roof of the school fell in and all the boys were killed except one. Tho school of
Stratonikos, the music teacher, will serve as an example of a small ch ol. Th
room in. which he held school was adorned by the statues of the nin muses l ncl
.Apollon. He had but two pupils, but when asked, "How many ha ·e you in ~·onr
schooH" replied, "Twelve, for tbe gods :no with m 11 (dt>oe,ca avv Oeo1f).
On an ancient vase, the so-called Duris va e, we find a school s •no paint l <l. •'ome
of the pupils are engaged in r eading, others are listening, < thers writing. Th
t achers are seated on large chairs with backs to them; the pupil aro tan din ', or
seated on low stools. Musical instrument,s and other objects ar h ngirw on th
wall.
The young boy did not go to school unaccompanied. As soon as he wa old uon •h
to leave the protecting care of mother and nurse he was put uncl r chai•,r of' a 11 <
gogue. It was the duty of the pedagogue to accompany tho child wl1 nw •r 11 • w 11 •
On the Duris vase we see a pedagogue in the school. He watched ov r th 00 · t
all times, took care that he developed proper habit , civil manners, tc. II, t f'C(Hnpauied him to school, to his music teacher, to the teacher of calisth •nice .. II
ried his books and waxen tablets and harp. He sele ted th b y'a c Ill 1 111011
dicl not allow him to speak with strangers or with oth rs that_ migl1t in an
harm him. The pedagogue was generally· kind ol,l muu-a n 1
n ·
he is represented as bald with wrinkled forebead, w ' ring
l
n
at the waist, and over this a loose flowing mantle. H g ·n r· 11 ·
with a. crooked top.
.
The young boy went to school at unriRe and oft n sp nt th nttrt
the exception of a short pause at midday for lun h. (Thuk., ' 11 , !!

° •

12.)

•

I1 h

It is scarcely necessary to state that often rich parents k J>t • ·_cb, 1 m
0
for their children. In Diogen Laertios (1v, 74) w r acl of ho, JJw r •n .
served as teacher in the house of Xeniacles. He bad l, n kiclnapp '1 h • r,ir
sold him as a slave to Xeniade , and eniad kept him t t a h hi 1,o · ·
The course of studies consisted of three branche -letter , mu ic, '"' r ·um
These constituted the ey1<.vK1.wr 1rnioua, or circle of studi , .
ft n th
taught both letters and music in his s ·hool. , 'om time , ho v v ,
1
•
letters in one school and his music in another. Th gym on tic
r
taught in places fitted out e pecially for that purp
. I~ · em h,
his twelfth year the youno- scholar pent most of hi st1:1dy tim
For the Greeks the relationship betwe n music aucl It er tur

t?
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tho two, music was naturally tbo olclcr, and their cultivated Jiteratnrc grew ont of
their cultirnted music. ,vo are not surprised that they kept the two so closely
united in their school curricnla.
As soon as the pupil learned to r ead he began to stu<ly the poets. Ho was
obliged to copy special passages on his waxen tablet. Little use was made of what
we call text-books. The pupil studied no lessons at hom o. Much of his litemturo
ho learned word for word by momory. Tho teacher helped him in this by ron.clin g
with clear, firm pronunciation one or two sentences and then having tho pupil repeat
tllem. It is not surprising then to read of old Athenians that kuew many poem
from b eginning to end by memory. Most educated Athenians conlu qnote readily
anu. e:stensively from Homer and the other poets. Nikeratos (see Xen . Sympos., rn, 5)
could r epeat both Iliad and Odyssey from beginning to end. The r eading books
most used by the pupils were made up of selections from various poets put together
into one volume. Such a collection was al -inroOij,wt rov Xc£p(,)v01;, said to have been
collected by the centaur and used in the education of Achilles. (Bornhardy,
Griecllische Litcratur, n, .A., 535 ff.).
These readers included excerpts from Phokyllidcs, Solon, Mimnermos, Theognis,
aucl other lyric and gnomic poets. Probably also the dramatic poets were read, but
the poots most preferred were Hornor and Hesiod.
oll known is the story about
Alkibiades and the t eacher. Alkibiacles told the teacher that h e wished to learn to
read Homer. Tho teacher said that ho had no copy of Homer. Thereupon .A.lkibi:u1es
rappecl the teacher with his cano ancl went off to another school. (P1ut. Alkibiad. 7.)
'rhey studied the prose writer s as well as the poets. However, it seems that they
read tho poets during their younger school years and tho prose writers later. DnriiJCY
their cphcboia-that i s, from tlleir eighteenth to tlieir twentieth year-they may have
read prose authors moro extensively. At least an inscription has been found, belonging indeed to a time later than the period wo are now considering (see Corpus
Inseriptionum .A.tticarum, rr, 902), but yet perhaps incllcating a practice a early ns
onr p eriod, which contains a list of books which ephebi sllould read. The Ii t contains tho names of both poets and prose writers. Unfortunately the i~scriptio11 is
})rcscrYocl only in a fragmentary condition.
It is not difficult to understand why tho Greeks k pt music and literature so
closely allied. To tho Greek the term music included not only what wo uncl rstan<l
by y c·al and instrumental music, but also a know) clgo of the laws of meter, of
rhytllm, of pronunciation, of nuncia,tion. The musical in trumonts whose use was
tano-bt iu the schools were tho lyre aucl the :ilute. The :ilut , however, was not a
fayorite instrument. ·with tho Greeks instrumental music was entirely subservient
to tho thought o:s:prc secl in language, and its principal use was to accompany the
chanted words. Tho flut , therefore, was regardecl as an in trument that degraded
tlio player, because it pr 'Y ntod him from n ing his voice. Moreover, they thought
that H :uldecl no grace of pose an<l that it di tori d the face. A myth used to ho told
about. tlicno, that she founcl a, flute and b gan to play on it, but happening to see a.
1·cfl ·tion of herself in her poli ·heel hield ahe was disgusted at how tlio blowing on
the 1111 to ma.do her month crook cl and ca.used h r eyes to protrude and h r cheeks to
swell ont. , .o . he threw it away as far as sho could. A satyr fonncl it, , ncl macl
merry time.-; with it. (Ari ·tote! Politica, , 617.) Alkil>iade was aclYi ell l>y hi.
tcac1nr 11ot to talk so nrnd1 if ho wi hed to learn tlio flute. Her plied: ' In that
a o I do not wi:h to learn it; ten.ch it to the B otians, who a.re too tupicl to talk.''
(Plut. \lkil,iad., 2.)
r 'k 1•cln<"atio11 clicl not profe to produce. pcciali t . Accorclingly, nch urn fral
tiaiuin• • a. was gi ·cu in th· , cbools was Yery different from what wa given t
tho
I.
wi h cl to h com' pr fc. ioual m 1 ·icians. Iu th time of .A.ristotel, liowOY •r, tlii
hirrh i<1 n wa. 110 longer upheld, and ho omplaius that in bi clay mo. t
p ,pl 1 .arn mu ·ic not n · a me, n to ultnre, Lut to p1 a. nre.
How omroo11 it wa: for Ath nian to ha.Ye a, · •rtnin n.monui of ec1ncation ee11
t l, ~!town hy tho , u ·a" l man in .\.ri. tophan '. Knights (1 f. ), wh re, to ltci•rhten
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tho boorishness of bis character, he is mu.do to say that ho has no learning other than
a slippery knowledge of the letters,
A'?,.>,.' i1-ya.0' ouBe µOVITLKY)V €Trt1TTO.µC1l
IlAYJV ypa.µ,,.6:rwv, KO.t. TClVTCI. µeV70L KCI.KO.

KO.KW~.

Tho Athenians worshipped not only intellectual and moral perfections, but al o
those of -!;;he body. They thought a sound 1.>ody to be a worthy possession, and took
special caro to educate the bodies of their boys into strong, lithe, nod sinewy ones.
Tho younger boys received their physical training in the palestra. Their o1d r brothers, above the ago of 18, went to tho gymnasia. The palestra w·u.s an inclos <.l BIHt , 0
with room to throw the diskos and the javelin, to race, to wrestle. There wero
places where they could roll in the sand, bask in tho sun, anoint th mselv s with
oil, and bathe.
Such was tho education of soul, mind, and body that tho bo s of th Ath •11i:ms
enjoyed up to their eighteenth year.
TIIE EPIIEilI.

At 18 yoars of ago the Athenian became an ephebos, and as uch enter <l upon a
two years' probation b efore being allowed to enjoy the rights of citizens. The e tw
years of ephebia were deYotecl chiefly to a kind of military life, but at th sam tim
intellectual training was not entirely neglected. Howey r, tl
di<l not fr '()_ll(•nt
any regularly ostablishcd institutions for high r loarnh1"'.
tiiutioua
existed for them . The first representatives of a high r sci<•ntif1 u
Gr
the philosophers, tho artists, th arcbite ts, the p11ysici, nf;-U n
i
ntions that could be fr quent cl 1iy whosoever wish •d. They r 1c
(•<l
11sclves to a personal following nnu taught iu such a. way a.s sui lt><l ·
n1
rsonal friendship. Even m cliciuo was not faugbtin a public way, but lia.ud <l <lowu
traditionally antl orally from old practitioners to fasor ·<l pnpilH. Thu it wa that
such professions w ere, at least h1 earlier times, u unJly confin<'<l to c •It i11 f mili " ,
as, o. g., that of medicin to the Askl piuds.
Perha1,s the :first philo ophical chool that could be r g, n1 cl, s, sy t<•rn:
h:atiou for higher studies was the Pythagore, n. Ifor we ftncl d,•
philosophy, mathematics, moral teaching, relig'
· "'
·
But the tnachings of the Pythagoreans w r
of education. 'l'hey were intcn<lc<l onl
But in the second half of the fifth ·c
professionally oiferecl themsel vos ai;
ples whoever would pay them.
o
remarlrnble me11.
ut thei
o
Their successors, , 'o1·rates,
them. Their very name ha
rn
lcct-r-ophists.
But tho tendency of these sophi
ually <levclopccl into the fo
·
his disciples met ill th "ro,
builclings to be erected for
true sens a :fixed and w 11-e
heel ·
a school, e. tablishing th ms
the
gave them. The Epicureans Ii vccl j~ ,
founder. "\-Ve have thus tlle fir ·t sctthn
tions of lligher learning.
Th s scllools incr a · <1 the
b ing tho center of culturo in
i
men from beyond the coufin s
er
In his <lay youths came from "
on
in Athens. (1rep'i 'Av:-uJ6aec,H;, 2- .
•t n
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came to Athens not as though it were the only center of education, but merely
because it was the most famous center.
In theRe institutions rhetoric, poetry, logic, dialectics, metaphysics, pure mathematics, the natural sciences, etc., were taught. But professional schools also began
to . exist. The A.sklepiads founded two famous schooll:l of medicine-an empirical
school at Knidos, and a philosophical school of medicine at Kos. This school of
Kos produced Hippokrates, the first great scientific physician of the Greeks.
Of the natural sciences, geography was one of the first to be cultivated. On
account of the pmctical knowledge gained by traveling for the sake of trade, as
well as the information gotten by coming into contact with Phmnicians and others,
geography had made respectable progress in the fourth century before Christ.
Pytheas, who according to Bougainville (Memoires de l' Academie des Inscriptions,
x1x, 148) flourished before A.ristotel, made use of astronomical observations to fix
localities. He h ad voyaged as far north at least as England.
Geographical maps are of ancient origin. The earliest one mentioned in Greek literature is accredited by Strabon (I, 17) to Anaximandros, of Miletos, a disciple of
Thales. Thirty years after the death of A.naximandros, Aristagoras, tyrant of
Miletos, came to Sparta to persuade King Kleomenes to engage in war with the enemies of Aristagoras. He brought with him a map of the countries of Asia which he
wished to induce Kleomenes to invade.
SPREAD OF GREEK EDUCATION IN ALEXANDRIAN TIMES.

The armies of Alexander subjected the whole eastern world to the Grreco-Mackedonian sway. The numerous smaller kingdoms that sprang into existence out of
his vast conquests all claimed to be Greek, and with a certain violence of fate took
to Greek culture and habits and education. Thus did the whole eastern world
become Hellenistic if not Hellenic, having centers of learning and schools of literature ancl philosophy at A.thens, A.lexandreia, Pergamon, Rhodes, Byzantion, Tarsos,
and many other places.
The scholars of this period were not creative, but rather reflective. They did not
produce great masterpieces of poetry or art, nor did they devise new systems of
philosophy. They wero scholars and critics, rather thau original makers. They
were students and codifiers. They gathered together the w,isdom of their forefathers. This they transmitted to posterity. In Alexandrian times higher education
concerned itself chiefly with seven branches-philosophy, rhetoric, dialectics, mathemathics, geometry, astronomy, and music. A.thens wa the most famous seat of
philosophy, and Alexandreia of philology.
Elementary schools during this period must have been Yery similar to the same
schools of the preceding period. Most of them were private affairs. The grammatodidaskalos opened a school wherever he could succeed in getting a few boys
together. Girls received their lementary education at home. Women, however,
w re not entirely debarred from the advantages of higher edu ·ation. It seems that
they ometim s frequented the schools. And we have in tance , even, of women
t •aching in the e chools. Of these Hypatia is a well known example.
It may b that provi ion wa occasionally made for the dLl ating of children of
u ·h par nt a could not afford to pay the school expen e . We pos es a hic,bly
intere ting in cription from the island of Teos describing d tails r lative to a school
in that city in the third century before Christ. ( ee Bulletin de Corre pondeu e
Hell uiqn , p. 110 ff., and Dittenberger, ylloge In er., Grrec., 349.) The inscription
r, c·orcl the f ct that Pol hrou , a Teian, gave to bi city 34:,000 drachma to be
u d for th due ting of boys and girls. He provid a for the y arly appointm nt
of hr o t ach rd of lotter ypaµµ.aroou'Jaa1<.a').o,, with sala.rie of 600, 5-0, and 5 0
dr ·hma ach fi r tw p~ dotrib s, one music teacher, ~ teacher of arch ry, and a
a<'her of the u e of e. p ns-in all, eight in tructors. '!'he pupils w r to b
dividecl mto thr grad , of which th third w to on i t of phebi.
Thi6 in. tanc of giving U1011ey for purpo e of common education w. n tan i. o-
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lated case. Perhaps such gifts were not unusual. Among the inscriptions found at
Delphi (Bulletin de Correspondance Rellenique, v, pp. 157 ff.) is one commemorating a gift of money from Attalos II, King of Pergamon, to the Delphians. From
the interest of this money at 6¼ per cent, tbe community had a yearly income of
1,260 drachmas, which they expended in teachers' salaries.
THE SCIJOOLS OF ATHENS.

From the middle of the second century before Christ down to the end of the first
century after Christ, the schools in A.thens flourished, and were frequented by many
from outside of Greece proper. But in the second century after Christ they acquired
new fame from the fact that, beginning with Hadrian (117-138), the schools of A.thens
came to be specially patronized by the Emperors of Rome. The Emperor established a number of salaried positions to be .fi.Jled by teachers of philo ophy an<l
rhetoric. These positions were called 0p6vot or "chairs." It seems that the fir t to
occupy such a throne and receive a salary from the Government was the philosopher
Lollianos, who taught during the reign of Antoninus Pius (138-161). In the time of
Marcus Aurelius (161-180) there e.·isted four chairs of philosophy, the Platonist ,
Peripatetics, Stoic , and Epicureans having one each. Each professor rocoive<l a
salary of 10,000 drachmas. (See Bucbsenschutz, Besitz und Erwerb im Gri chi chon
A.lterthumc, p. 567.)
These different professors were absolutely independ<'nt f ea h oth r. Th 1 ctures were not all given in any one building set apart for that purpose. 'fit 1·c was
no governing head to bind the teacher together into on 1,ocly or f: nlty, ulthouµ;l1
we do hear of tho office of e1r61rT1J!:, or "director," 'fill cl in the tim of .. 1nr ·us ur< lius by Herodes Attikos. Tho epopt s seems to have been < orn;i1lt cl in th a,ppoi11tment of the professor., an honor lat r allowed to th Areopng !i.
The system of teaching by dialogue, which wa. pro,: lent i11 the N rli r chool of
Athens, gradually gav way to them thod oft a hing hy l<:cture8. 'I'heB( 1,•ctnr
w re supplemented by exercis s done by th stud uts, siwifar to th tudout •, ·01 k
in modern seminaries.
In those clays Athens posses ed many celebrated teachers, au ·11 :t
the walking museion, Prohmrcsios, Prokloe. This la t sd10lar, iu
after Christ, kept bright the luster of tho Platonic school of Athen ..
As Christianity began to take gradual po se sion of the city of 'all: ther <·11me
no remarkably bitter conflict betwe'3n th t a ·her1:1 of the clying P<'"' ui. m: ll(l th
new Christianity. Both m t on tho common 'OU1Hl of H <'k ·i. clom. •~o\
hristian, now a pagan wonlu fill th sam • throno .
till in , h u , t
l
a crisis had to come, an<l the teach rs of the ol l su · uml,e<l t . 11 l' w
How thoroughly Athens, ' ft •r her poli ic 1 clo nf, 11, c•o1~tm_n ' 1 •
letters is illu, tra.ted in a way not ntir ly c mplim n '
to 1 mh hi
y ar 267 A. D., when the Heruli verran much f outh rn J~urop ·
Athens and captnr d th city.
tor ' ay thnt aft 1· plnnd rrn r h
.
ever the northern barbarians thought orth c rr •ing ot, they ·oll,·l't 1 111 mim n
pile of books tog th r and w re auout to burn tl1 rn. Hut on of~ tlH'ir 1mm r
advised them not to do so saying that jtwould b b ·tt •r to 1 •av th •1r hook to L
Athenians, because peopl' who sp ucl their time, ·ith hook_ will 11 •r h
and therefore will never be dangerou to u ·has th II mh.
.
In these philosophic school of Athen th tencl n
w
n t ny l~n' r to ch ·
· t erpret oId on s,· not to c1·en.to
cover new truths, but rather to m
• new. CJ on · hn
study the sciences handed down from the mast r . Th
· ·h
ul
fied, and labeled (so to speak) the specimens of sci
and tru 1b
inherited from past scholars.
They were not regardless of popular fame. Tbe to kc r
.
1 11
ber of hearers. Tbev clid not come into sn ·h P r onul c·onti r.
•
11
as did okrate · and iaton and Ari t tel. This ten ,n ·' 0 1 c poi,
0
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immedi:1tely after the passing away of the great masters. Theopbrastos, the successor of Aristotel, taught to an a,udience of from 1,000 to 2,000 di sciples. Stilpnon
of Megarn used to connt among his hearers many a, eraipa. Auel these l:rnipat were
not the least intelligent; of his hearers.
A vivid andu.ttractiyo picture of academic life in Athens in the fourth ceutnry
has been preserved tous by St. GregoryNaziauzene. (Opera r, pp. 327,328, ed . .Morell i.)
The arrival of a new student was quite an event. A sharp lookout was continually
kept for newcomers. They were discovered even before landing, or immedi ately
thereupon. The crowd of students that first got possession of the new arrival
enrolled him into their special coterie, whether he wished it or not. Tlley first
entertained him at one of their favorite haunts or at the house of a, preYious
acquaintance of bis, or of a reln.tive or follow countryman . They initiated him in
quite a rough way, making him the butt of jokes, raillery, and threats. The initiation ended by sending him to get a good r egulation bath. Then they bronght him
to call ou the professors, and make arrangements for attending lectures.
Not only new students but new professors also were obliged to submit to the dis comforts of initiation. At l east the historian Olympiodoros describes au odd series
of events as happening on the occasion of the appointment of the teacher Leontios.
(See Geographi Grroci Minores, r, pp. 461-462.)
It is cl ear, therefore, that these later Greek students were sufficiently boisterous
an(l troublesome. Not only at Athens <lid they act thus, but likely iu all the schools
of t h e Empire. The law students seem to have been especially prone to such <listurbances. The Synod of Troullos in 601 had to t ake cognizance of them. T11e
seventy-first canon of tha t synod forbade them in future from following heathenish
practices, from organizing into theater parties, from celebrating the "kylistr;;e,"
and from wearing a dress different from that worn by other p eople.
TUE SCIIOOLS OF ALEXA 'DREIA. 1

Under the Ptolemies the new Hellonism :flourished in AJexanclrcia. Indeed, so
important in the literary life and culture of those clays was Alexandrcia that it ga,•e
its name to the period, and we speak of all Greek culture of that time as Aiexandreiau.
In the city of Alexandreia the centers of this activity in higher education were tlie
library and the mouseiou.
The library was not merely a collection of books, but was an institute for higher
philosophical and philological learning. Founded by Ptolemy Soter, it grew PO rapidly that und r Ptolemy Phi]aclelphos it already contained 500,000 volumes.
A. Athens wa the center of philosophical teaching, and Rhodes of rhetoric, etc.,
so at Ale::rnudreia, the chi •f study wa philology. Here studied and taught .Ari toJ)hanes of Byzantion and Aristurcbo of 'amothrako, not to mention others also
famou: even clown to the pre ·ent day.
Tho mon:eion was a cbool of arts and ciences. The studies chiefly pursued there
were those not proYicled for in tho library, iz, the natural sciences, experimental
science , pure and applied mathematics, ancl medicine.
The <·llool of medicine became famous throughout the world, e. peciaJly fi r it
snrgr.ry .
• -ot far from th mou eion wa a zoological garden, in which w re kept animals
from all part of th known world, as ohje ts of study. Ther was also a, l>otanicnl
"a
·
·
"'
Ian
·
, ,·a
fitt
cl a.
. tn
I

I
Lit

. •

,
thly

ri
,
.
..,.
•
·ur 1 Bibliothr<]UO cl Alexandrie, par Bonam)-, in the
'· Io · ·ription , 1.·, 397 ff.
.,
y ancl .Ius nm, hy Dr .•\lfr d GtH.lcman, in the 'olumbi n
cc ·mb •r, 1 t, pp. 1-12.
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method of corr cting tho faulty c1ironological system then in use. Her it was that
Eukli<l comrioset1 his Elements of Geometry, which we still use .
Wheu Christianity took possession of Alexam1reia, both library ::mcl rnouseiou w ro
still floUI'ishing; and many of tho first aml most learnecl of the Christians studied
in these institutions. Christianity saw nothing fundamenta1ly rcpugn:mt in them,
and they continued to exist, with some Ol)l?O ition, to be true. Both library :-i.ncl
mouseion flourished for almost a thousand years. The libr:.t ry seems to have como
to an encl on1y in tbc y ar 6-~2 wb.en. A1exandreia feU under th sway of tb CaJiph .
During this long period of exi. tonce these institutious oft n suffered ma.teria11y.
Numbers of books J)erishod in tho fire on the occa ion of tho capture of the city,; r
Julius Cmsar . Again in tho t ime of the Emperor Aure1ian tho entire c1un;rt r ca11cd
tho Brucheion was l)Urned during a riot, and much scho 1 property cle!'ltroy c1.
'l'ho influence of .A.loxandreia on l tters and culture lias b on incalcnln.blc. It i8
not an exagg rat ion to bolievo lhe words wo reacl in Athen, os (n', 1 1) that n.t 011
time Aloxanclreia taught the world. 'A?..efav,Jpeir; Etatv ol 1rauJd,aav;er; 1ravrar; ,ni-r;
"EU17var; «.a2 rovr; /Japl36.povr;. (Sec also Apol. Tyan. epi t . 31.)
TIIE SCHOOL OF PEHGA:\IOX • 1

Pergamon after t he division of the Empire of Alexander was clloscn by L~·simachos
to be the storehouse of his wea.1th. The city was conv ni ntly Bitnatccl, aud ilH
citadel was ono of the strongest. Lysimn.chos ap1)ointed Phile
of Byth ·
be custodian of the trea uro ancl commandant of tho ity. B1
hil •t;i-1·0 , t
,r
advantage of the war between Ly imachos and elevkos, declar
1ims 1f inll
ent. The successors of Philet. r s rn rea ed th territ ry f t
ity, n.ncl fin
1
tho year 211 B. C., Attalos I, aft r h, vino- su ccss fu11y c..lriveu t
t.erribl
the GanJs, out of his territory, assumed to hims 1f. the titl of ling.
The Kino-s of Pero-aruon were almost as romarkal,l a. th J>tolPwi fc
patronage
learn in; ancl art. In fact, they he ame hi tc-r an<l op II ri Y'l
Kings of Eo-ypt. In tbis respect, it is said that tJ1 nam of pcrganwni :
parchment for vellum, comes from tho fact tl1at wlH•n tho Ptolcmi . , tli
ousy of th school and scholars of Pergamon , forl.Jaclo the
·tatiou o
papyros into tho J ingclom of Pcro-amon, t]1 P rgamcniau
ro tl1cn
employ writing materia,l of somo other kind ancl turuccl to
1m, whc
prepnration thoy so improved, and wlii ·h they mwcl in sn
o <itrnn
givo thdr name to the ma,tcrial forever. (, c" Pliniu , His
., .· 111,
Antiko Buchwesen, von Theoclor Birt, B rhn, 1 R2, I>P· 1G-12G.)
Thi strong ri,alry 1., tween tho two school an<l th
dynasties to ac<1nire for their lib1·, ri s .\" ry l>001c 1<.
numl)cr of s1>1uious works. I
g of n.
to bo found in any 1,:.nt of thC1
1c c•lcv
in mannfactnring a, conntcrf
1,r i t
price. ( co n.lcnos in Hipp
At Pcrgamou as n. Al
I
But hi ·tory, math mati<'
1,
Among tho philologia1
founder of a specittl school of ph
and h1s school were opposecl b · ,\
It is .·aid thn.t Krat s and ri ta
n
cnces.
The h l.Jrary collectc< ·
Antony 1s said to ha.vo
books burned by th , so
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De Anla Attalic,
pars prior, quam
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HIGHER EDUCATION IN OTHER CITIES.

We must not allow ourselves to think that the few schools we have already mentioue l were the only important ones for Greek culture. There were very many other
centers of higher education in the immense territory that had now become more or
less Hellenic. In Antioch we find, as in Alexandreia, a library and a mousoion.
But the school of Antioch rose to its highest fame after it had become Christian.
As far west as Marseilles a school for higher learning flourished. In Rome the number of Greek teachers was legion. When JEmilius Paulus conquered Perseus, the
Makedonian King, he brought the magnificent library of the conquered monarch to
Home, regarding it as the most valuable part of the spoils. It was the first large
library that Rome ever contained.
In the east schools existed everywhere-at Rhodes, at Byzantion, at Tarsos, etc.
Strabo tells us that the inhabitants of Tarsos surpassed the Athenians and Alexandreians and every other people in philosophy and other general culture, and that
they had schools for all kinds of intellectual training. Towvr71 oe roir l::vOaoe av0ptJ1rotr
(j1f'OV07j rrp6r Te </>tAO(JO</>taV Kal TV'lJ a?,.,?,17v tyKVKAlOV arra(JaV rratoefov yeyovev, <Ja0' vrrep6e6A7JVTat
Kai 'A&f;var Kat 'AAefavopetav
el, Ttva aAAOV r6rrov ovvarov eirreiv l::v 0 (J_tOML Ka2 OtarpdJal
ri:Jv </>tAO(J6</>(,)V yey6vaut * * ,. Kat eiui (jXOAa'i rrap' 'avroir rravrooarra'i ri:Jv aA/,(,)V rrep'i
it6yovr rexvi:Jv. (Strab. XIV, 5, p. 228, ed. Tauch.)
At Rhodes there was a famous school of oratory and rhetoric. The school existed
as early as the time of Demosthenes, and perhaps was founded by his great rival,
..iEschines, who at least taught in Rhodes. This school became celebrated in the
first century before Christ. It was much in favor ,vith the young Romans, and
Cmsar, Brutus, Cassius, an<l. other celebrated men of Rome studied there.

,ca,

CONDITION OF EDUCATION FROM: THE TIME OF TIIE CHRISTIANIZATION OF THE
GREEKS DOWN TO THE FALL 0.1!' CONSTANTINOPOL.
BYZANTINE HELLENISM.

Constantinopol having become the capital of the eastern portion of the great
Roman Empire, Constautine and his successors employed all tangible means to
increa o its magnificence and importance. It soon became the political center of
tho Christian world. The Emperors recklessly plundered other parts of their va t
domain in order to enrich and beautify their cho en city.
The chools that hitherto had been focu es of higher learning at Athens and
Alexan<lreia and Beryttos, etc., still, indeed, continued to exist, but grew w ak r
arnl weaker, not being able to compete with the attractions of Con tantinopol, and,
mor 'over, not being in favor with either church or state, becnu e of being still
un-1 oman and still pao-au.
Accordingly these schools gradually decayed. The chool of Beryttos (Beyroot),
famou as a school of Jaw, lo t its buildings in the earthquake of 551 and nevPr
ros again into exi tenco.
In tho reign of Justinian the schools of Athens w r aboli he<l by imp rial de ·n•e
of tli · y ar :-29, (:\Ialala ·, u, p. 1 7.) .Monast ry school w re, perhaps, establi h cl
to upply th ir place. It may bo said however, that the neo-Platonic S<'hool wa
the only one still in active operation, and this had already lo ·t 1t importanc ' .
'l'<•aclll'r and :tu<lcnts W< r but fi·w·.
It run t not li forgott •n th t although the court of Hyzantion was Latin in origin
and in name, y tit wa from the b inning r ok in the language and tr dition.
of tl1 p pl . Latin, indo d, wa the official Ian •uage of the court, but not of the
iuhahitant . 'lhe new hri ·ti u civ11ization, though ho tile to Hell nio J)agani Ill
wa not ho til to II •11 •ni pbilo ophy ancl wi cl m, whi ·h it had adopt <1 ancl
appropri. t d.
n w p ch f Hell ni m hacl begun, 'hri. tian Helleni m which
after a time wa <le ·tin ·din soruo w y toe lip
v n cl
ic Hell •ui m.
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It is certai.u that during all the long ages from Theodosios and Justinian down to
the fall of Constantino-pol, tho Christians of the East were superior to the Christians of the West in education. This is exemplified by such facts as the great
codifying of the laws in the time of Justinian, the councils of the church, which
were held in the East, the various heresies that arose among the Eastern peoples
(people that do not think are not liablo to fall into heresy), the many scholars who
continually cu.me to the \Vest with Eastern lore aud books, the Byzantine learning
which the A.rabs brought into Europe, instances of kings and princes who sent
their daughters to the Eastern capital to receive that J)Olish which the Western
world. could. not give, \Vestern scholars who went to the East to study despite the
jealousy b etween the two groat churches. These facts all go to show the higher
:Position which the East heltl in culture and knowledge.
In 1240 John Bassmg, archdeacon of St. Albans, brought a number of Greek books
into England from the East, from A.thens.
It must not be thought that the transition from paganism to Christianity was in
every respect a violent one. A. good illustration of how easy such a transition
became in some cases is seen in the writer Nonnos, who, during the :first half of the
:fifth century as a pagan writer, produce(lprofane works, taking his inspiration from
classic antiquity, and creating such monstrosities as the Dionysiaka, and who fater
as (;hristian added to his writings n. paraphrase of the Gospel of St. John. (Kmchly,
De Evangelii Jo:mnei 1>araphrasi a Nonno facta. Zurich, 1860.)
The educated Christians would have had no ill-feeling whatsoever against tho
ancient learning if they did not foar its unduo influence over tbe less educated. As
an illnstration of their love for classic truth ancl beauty take St. Basil's treatise on
the use of the pagan authors. (Sermo de legendis libris gentilium; ed. Migne, pp.
563 ff.)
EDUCATION IN CONSTANTINOPOL.

According to Georgios Kodinos (de Origg. Constant. ed. Paris, p. 4.2), Constantine founded in his new city an institution for higher learning. As descriu d by
Kodinos, this in titution bears a certain resemblance to a modern univer ity. For
the purposes of this school Constantine built a special edifice, the Tetradision.
Twelve teachers lived in it, all of whom were in orders. The director of the school
had also the care of the library, and of the church archiYes. Both director and
professors were called mcumenical teachers, oiKovµcVtKot oioao-Kailot. The young
Julian, ' who, in 361 became Emperor, may have studied in this school. At least
when about 20 years of age he came to Constantinopol from Kap1Jadokia to study.
Constantine gave him the best opportunities to study, but forbade him to att n<l the
lectures of tbe pagan Libanios lest this teacher might exercise an villy alluring
influence on the religion of the enthusiastic young Hellenist. The fact that
Libanios taught for a timo in Constantinopol shows that thore w re oth r .· · 11 •nt
schools beside the ono in the Tetradision. Julian, after l ecoming Emperor, cnri ·hed
the library of Con tantinopol by adlling his own private collection of books to it.
Thi library was probably the one which the director of the Tetra.di ion had caro of.
Tlle Emperor Valens (364-378) appointed se,en autiquarii to copy ma.nu cripts lt r .
Tl.te Emperor Theodosios, who also caredmuchfor his capital city and who de poilecl
many another place of its objects of art and wealth in ord r to hcautify ancl enrich
Con tantinopol, likewise busied himself to mak it a more not d c ut r of clucation. He reorganized, remodeled, and reinvigorated the school which Con ·t, ntine
had founded. It car.oe into a new existence by virtue of a decree of th y ar 425.
The school exercises were held in a large edifice called th Kapitolion. 'f n grnmmatici taught the Latin languag , which was still tho official language of th. 'ovemmcnt. Ten other grammatici taught the Gr ek langu, ge. · 'l'hr o J>ro1 • .·or
taught Roman oratory, and :five sophii,t gave instru ·tion in Greek 1· toric.
ne
professor taught philosophy, and two taught law.
1

ee Ran<lall, The Emperor Julian, Paganism and 'llrist,ian i ty .

0

v

a.mbridg , 1 7!>.
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These professors wero not allowec.l to teach in l)rivate schools, nor indeed in any
other school than tho university; such teaching was thonght to be beneath their
profession. After twenty years of tea.cbing a professor received the title of" Comes"
of the first order, and was enrolled among tho nobility.
In tho fire of 476 a library of 120,000 volumes is said to have been destroyed l)ythe
burning of a wing of the Tetradision. This shows what a q_nantity of books were
already in Constantinopol. A story says that in this fire there perishetl a manuscript
of the Iliad ancl Ollyssy, written on serpent skin in letters of gold.
In tho year 740 the Emperor Leon of Isania, closed the chief school of Constantinopol. Ile dhl so because having requested the faculty to render au opinion concerning Ikons, the faculty declared that the use of lkons should be continued, an
01)inion which dicl not suit the purposes of the Ikonoklast. (See Walch, Geschichte
d cr Ketzereien, Vol. x, p . 231). Later and unreliable tradition asserts tliatbe cau<•cd
the school to be burned, together with professors and apparatus a.nd library.
During the reign of Michael III (8-!2-867), tho last Emperor of tho House of Leon,
tho university was reestablished nfter hnving b een closetl for more than a hundred
years. The hundred years thnt fall-within this period are among the darkest in tho
intellectunl life of tho Byzantine Empire, and yet there was not even then absolute
dearth of noteworthy scholars. At the b eginning of this period we find Ioanne , of
Damaskos, whom the synod of 754 cursed in his grave. Scholastic philosophy, which
flourished so greatly in tho ,vest at n later elate, owes ,ery mneh to Joannes of
Damaskos. The Greek Church, up to tho present time, regards him as its greatest
dogmatic theologian.
The rebirth of learning in the time of Michael III was clue in large measure to
Barclas, the coregent with Michael. But even before the r eign of Michael this
renaissance bacl really begun. The Emperor Theophilos (829-842) had opened a
philosophica'l and mathematical school, nncl located it in one of bis palaces, the
Magnaura. A strange event happened in his reign. The Kalif Al Mamoun sent to
Theophilos a special em basoy, asking that the teaclrnr Leon be allowed to leave Constantinopol and go to Al Mamoun's cnpital city to teach. The Greek Emperor was
surprised to learn that he possessed such n teacher. He made inqniries and di. covered that Leon was teaching in a small private school. Theophilos refused top rmit
tho ne'1"foun<l. treasure to escape him. Ile immediately appointed a suitable place
for him to teach in. Leon afterwards did much in encouraging the founding of
schools, n t only in Constantinopol, but in other parts of th.e Empire. H wa of
much assistance to Bardas in this work.
In the year 10-15 the Emperor Const::mtio Ionomachos inter sted him elf in a
school for higher studies. ,vhethor thi: was a new foundation or a reorganization
of the school alr ady existing is hard to ascertain. Th re wore some worihy professors in this school, among them Michael Psellos, who occupied the chair of
J)hilosophy. Ile taught Plato with success. Among his llearcr were not only
Byzantines, but also Arabs ancl ,vcstern Christians.
One of tho principal departments iu this chool was tha.t of la.w. This law scllool
di<l gootl work in preser\'ing and spreading a correct knowle<l.go of Rom, o-B;rzantin 1~ w. This wa really tho first establishment of a genuine law school as wo now
Ull<lcrst:mcl such n. school. It l)reccdecl tho school f tho ,vest, that of Bologna, by
lrnlf a. century. Zachariao von Lingentlla.1, n, famou authority ou Byzantiu law ,
declares that th.o mal-cr~ of tho law s hool of Bologna were influenced by th.o model
at Con tantiuopol. Tho ln.w school of this ac, d my of C nstantioopol was founded
1,y virtue of n. 'novella ' -.ep! ,ov 1·0;1oipl•1,ai.o~. Its :firt director, l'oµo9v1a;, wa.
Ioarn1es Xipbilinos, of Trapezous, who later became Patriarch of oo tautinopol.
The 11umerou law lll, nuscript · still extant fr m the 1 v nth , nd tw ·lfth n uri · ~how how fruitful thi school wa . (, cc Geschicht cler Dyzautinisch u Litcrntur von Karl rnunbac:ber, p. 606.)
This rcYiYal of lcarnin"' nmo to n, .-i1<1<l<•n en<l ju 120-!. In that r · r th wild
wo, tern Frank took p ·s · ion of tho city. 'l'lleir rude cont mt>t for all that w
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conccrnccl with litern+ure, or tho polit r cultnr of tho East, i. folly t tified to uy
Kiketas Chonia.tes (p. 382, eel. Paris). Ile tells of how tbo oltliory carried writing
material and books through tho city, mocking tho Greek as being n. nn,tion of bool·
men.
After tho expulsion of tho L atins in 1261, tho cause of education was :.tgain pa.tronizecl by tho Emperors of the house of Palreologos. But the Empiro as in tho
way to dea,th, and those fate scholars' chiot good work was that they preserYod -what
was left oflite-raturo, and carefully handed it ov-er to tho reawakening ,Vest, which
recoiYeu. it and cherishecl it, aml through it dev-eloped into what it now is.
TilROLOGY.

Emopeun theology as a, science owes itself to Christianity. Theological science,
as met with in the Byzantine Empire, and as crystallized into the teachings of all
Christian denominations of modern Europe, especially, however, the teachings of
the Greek and Latin churches, is a product of tho meeting of two streams-Christ's
divine teachings anu. Greek wisdom.
Down to the twelfth century theological literature, aml church litera.ture in general, stood higher in the East than in the West. There was in tho East no violent
break between tho patristic literature ancl the Byzantine ecclesiastical literature.
In the "',Vest, however, tbero was such a break, caused by the invasions of the barbarians anu. the destruction of the old Latu1 civilizn.tion.

Since the habit of forming all literary style on the basis of the classic writers
still continued to prevail, it was natural for tho Byzantines to continue to use the
old grammarians of the Atticistic p c1fod as their teachers in the use of words, phrases,
and constructions.
During this entire period we find the ohl works of Dionysios Thrax, Apollonios
Dyskolos, and Herodianos usell as the authorities in grammatical teaching. These
works were not read in their original form so mnch as in epitomes ancl commentaries. Among the best known commentaries were those of Theodosios of Alexaudreia
made in the fourth centnry, and those of Joannes Philoponos, Ioannes Charax, and
Georgios Chroroboskos made in tho seYenth century. These books continued in uso
down to tho fall of Constantinopol.
TUE STUDY 01!' lUIETORI •.

Tho art of composition ,...-as a specially beloved study. Accor<lingly the numlH·r
of manns ripts of text books on rhetoric is very ln.rge. Most of them aro of liit1
va1ne. They arc a.11 outgrowths of such works as those of I:-Ierroogenes and Aphtllonios, who :flourished in Roman times. These t •xt books follow tho old system in
vogue with rhetorician of the preceding period. They train the student to compose various kinds of themes in the following order: Fables, µvOoi; narratives,
ot17yl;µarn; chriro, ;rpela1; refutations, avaaKevat; argumentations, tcaraatcevat; yvi:Jµai or
enlargements on sententious i::ayings, and clrnracter sketches, TJ0orrodat. (, eo \YaJz,
Rbetores Grreci, Stuttgnirtiro, 1 32-1836, or Spengel, RhetorcR Grreci, Leipzig, 185318~6.
HI TOUY.

o other people of Europe pos ess such n, long and unbroken series of hi toricn.l
literntme as clo tho Greeks. It b egin s with Hero(lotos, in tho fifth century B .. ·,
ancl comes clown to Laonikos Chalkondylas, whose ten books of histories on<~ wi~h
tho year 1<163, anc.l from Chalkonc.1yles down to tho pres nt day. Mn ·h of t~ 1: 1115 torical matter has not yet heen published, and most of it has not yet 1,e n nti ·ally
examiueu.
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MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY,

Byzantine culture did nothing for mathematics . Stephano~ of Alexandreia, who
lived in the time of the Emperor Herakleios (610-641), was the last of t he old iino of
mathematicians. After him up to the age of the PaloorJogs we find no writers or
teachers skilled in these sciences. This Stephanos wa& public profe sor, olKovµevuc6<;
dtc5aaKat,o<; in the University of Constantinopol.
,vith the efforts at intellectual revival that took pi.ace under the Palreologs, after
their return to Constantinopol in 1261, there came al"'o a new life into mathematical
aml astronomical studies. The principal impulse to these 1:,tudies came at this timo
from the Arabs and Persians. Translations of .A raoic and Persian works were made,
aud original works were written under Arabic and Persian inspiration.
In the year 1325 Nikephoros Gregoras presented to the Emperor Andronikos
Palroologos the details of a plan for the corre&ting and improving of the calendar.
Bnt the Emperor, fearing that the change might not be acceptable to his people, did
not accept it.
:MEDICINE.

In the science and practice of medicine likewise the BJ'zantines made no important
progr ss. The books from which they stl1died were the writings of the old masters,
especially Hippokrates and Galenos, either entire or more usually in excerpts and
epitomes.
Tevertheless Alexandro. of Tralles (525-605) produced a work on pathology in
twelve books, in which he shows himi,;elf not only an intelligent follower of the
masteni but an inderendent thinker as well .
. In the seventh century we find Ptwlos of JEgina, who wrote a handbook of rueclicine which contains much that was new, e pecially in surgery. This work was
regard cl as of uch importance as to be translated into Arabic, and from Arabic
into Latin. It has been translated into English by Francis .A.dams (three volumes,
London, 184.5-1847).
Toward the end of the thirteenth century ikolaos Myrepsos wrote a book of prescriptions which wa thought to be so useful that it enjoyed great reputation in
tho West, and held its place as a well recognized " codex pharmaceutic us" of the
faculty of Paris as late as the beginning of tho seventeenth century.
Among tho working classes it is quite probable that but f, w of the women could
read. Among the men, howeYer, uch ability may not have heen uncommon, since
school and teachers, public and private, lay and clerical, were plentiful. Among
tbemiddlo and upper cla es general education, eyKvKA.to<; 1raioeia, was a not uncommon
acquisition for women as well as for men.
Co~·oITION OF EoucATION A::'IIOL o TllE GHEE1rn FROM TIIE FALL OF CoN TANTIL·oPOL
IN 1453 DO"\Y
TO THE \VAR OF LIBERA TIO IN 1 21.
The fall of Con tanti11opol naturally affect d the condition of education in the
Byzantine Empire. The Turks, though not al ways openly hostile to Byzantine education and culture, looked upon it with di da.ining indi:ffi renco. For them the .Koran
was sufficient. Y ·t th y dicl adopt some of the outward and moribund forms of
BJ·✓.autine culture. For example, they accepted Byzantine architecture in the bnilclin , of their mosque . Th y did not intert re in any direct way with the •ducation
of nch Christian inhabita11t of th Empire a could pay liberally for the privil ge.
Th y did not refu c to sell p •rmi ·ion to found schools; they did not ilenc the
t achcr nor did th · forbid the tran cription of books. Yet the simpl fact tba.t
the ·
hristiun wcr' not fr· men; that th y lived under a overnment which th ·y
regard <l a , pnni hment from God, and which treatecl them a m rely tolcrnted
ali 'll · • th fa0t that 11 c:neer wa under ordinary circum tances, open to the cholar
sa.,· • that which th church afford d; the fact that the people w re plung cl in the
abj •ct· t pov •rt_v · th fa,·t that it was 11 dan"'eron thing for a par nt t mak bi
chil1lr II too attra ·th·, 1,y tlncatiou or othcn\ i e, b can he thu inn a. d tb ri k
of their being appropriate<l for som bar 111 or baud of unu ·hs or janizari -all
T
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these facts weighed heavily on the cause of education. Every four years a certain
number of small Christian boys were taken from their parents to be trained as janizaries. The -very existence of this chikl tribute, the heart-breaking ITauJbµa ( l.>µa
(see the drama of this name by Demetrios Rampouroglos) and the tax of one-tenth
of the male children for employment in various offices, threw such a foreboding
gloom over family life that education could not well flourish, even if there were no
other causes to prevent it. The Pmdomazoma dates from about 1650.
Instead of not understanding the humble condition of education a.mong the Greeks
under Turkish rule, w o are astonished to find so much of education there; astonished at
the vitality of old Hellenism which did not ontirely succumb even to Mahometanism.1
Hellenism seems to be one of the&e mighty forces of nature which when forcibly
stopped in its regular flow will burst out in outlets into other directions. Thus one
effect of the enslavement of the Eastern Empire was the great exodus of scholars
from Constantinopol and Asia Minor and Thessalonika and Sparta, etc., into Italy
and the other countries of western Europe. This stream of learning, oozing westward
from its oriental sources, burst forth in Europe into a myriad of life-giving fountains,
causing to spring up everywhere a new growth, a new zeal for the historic past, a,
new impulse and love toward things of beauty and truth, a new freshness and ambition and humanitas-in a word, a revival, a rebirth, of Hellenism, the Renaissance.
To follow these scholars from the East to the West and to examine into how they
partook in bringing about the great revival would lead us away from our theme.
Yet we can not say that their work was lost to their fatherland, because this powerful civilization of Europe has never ceased to shine "back toward the source whence
it ca,ne, and in these later days, when liberty has again taken up her abode in some
of her old Hellenic centers, scholars from Europe, heirs to classic and Byzantine
Hellenism, have b een found ready to bring back to its home fresh seedi:, of the
ancient culture. Yea, when under the dawn of a new life a university was opened
in Athens, Europe furnished some of its best professors.
1 ee Arsenius Mentschikow, De eruilitione et re litteraria
Grrecorum retatis
Byzantinre. Moscow, 1849.

k'X,eOLa<1µa 1rept Ti/<; ev T'r) 'EAA1JVlK<rJ 'E0vet KaTa<1Ta<1el.><; TGJV ypaµµarnv am) 'A.il.GJ<1e<J<; Kl.>v(]TaVTlVOV1l"OAel.><; µlxpt TGJV apxi:Jv ,ij<; eve<1TGJ<11j<; ,O eKa,ov,ae,1jpLOO<; V1l"O K. IIapaviKa. ev
K-1r6ilet, 1867.
'H 1rap' ~µiv 017µ0TtKij 1raioev<1t<; a1ro rij<; 'Ai\.tiaw<; Kl.>V<1TaVTlVOV1l"6A£'l.><; µlr,pt a~µepov, V1l"O
Xaa,tJrov. in the EA.A. <ptA. avA. viii, 94 :ff.)
Nwel,A1JVlK~ <l>tAO/i,O)'la· Bwypacp,at ri:Jv iv TOt<; ypaµµa<1L OtaA.aµ'ljJavTl.>V 'EAA1]Vl.>V,
rij<;
Kara1.·J<1EW<; rij<; Bv(avnvij<; Aho Kpa,opfo<; µexp, rij<; 'EAA1JVLKij<; 'EOveyfpafo<;. imo Kl.>varavrfvov •. "f.ar,u• fV 'A817vat<; 1 1868,

r.

cirro

L'instruction publique chez les Grecs depuis la prise de Constantinople par les
Tnrcsjusqu'a no jours. Avec sta.tistique, etc., par G. Chas iotis. Paris, 1879.
G scbichte der byzantinischen Litteratur von Justinian bis zum Ende des Ostromischen Reicbes. Von Karl Krumbacher. Mtinchen, 1897.
XpovtKa

uk IIa,ptap;rtKij<; 'AKao11µla<;· 'fo,optKat elo~aet<; 1rept nir Meya.1t.17<; TOV I'lvov<; Ixoi\.ij<;.

1454-1830.

v1ro Mavov~i\. I I'eOeG>v. ev K-1r6i\.et ~l.>rry.
M. K. IIapavlKa<;, IIept rijr; ev Kl.>v<1,avrtvov1r6i\.et IIarptapX,tKij<; I;roit1j'°in the 'EAA. <I>tA. Iv.'.1.

vol. 25 (1895), pp. 49-56 and 61-66.

See also remarks to same by Gedeon, pp. 56-61.

Kl.>v aravrtvov A IIarpiapxov Kl.>V<1TaVTlV01r6i\.el.><; E1l"l<1TOA:r; 1rep'l rij<; MeyaA1J<;
l:;rol.17<; ( in the Ei\.A. <pt.ii.. Iv.ii. ii, 286 :ff.).

T(J1}

I'lvov<;

Byzantine science and schools in the eleventh century, by N. Skabalanovic (Russian, in the Christ. ctenio 1884 March-May).
F. Gregorovius, Die Legende vom Studium der Wissenschaften in Athen im 12.
Jahr. (in the Zeitschr. fiir Geschichte und Politik, v (1888), pp. 805-817).
'H OICT61JXO<; Kat~ qJVAl,aoa TOV Meyalt.ov 'Alt.e~avopov,

r;

TO Ixolt.elOV Ka£

o 7t.a6<;. vrru Bt · r.

l:Kop,JD,11 (in the Ilapvaaa6<; viii (1883), pp.197 ff.).
~
)
5 76
.
foropta TGJV iv 'Ic.,avvivot'" Ixol,eil.>V
B. A. Mvaw~l oov (in the Ilapva<1<16!: x, Ip. ~

vrro
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However, although the scholars that migrated to Europe are outside of our pale,
yet, since they are better known to us than are those who stayed jn their natiYe land,
I make this reference to them here; thoy serve as samples of what high scholarship
flourished in a country that could produce such men. For details concerning them
ono must go to the history of culture and education in Europe during those times.
After tho fall of Constantinopol the Greeks, as a nation in slavery, attracted very
little attention in western Europe. In 1573 Martin Kmus, professor of Greek at
Tubingen, moved by the correspondence that had been opened up between Protestant l eaders and the ecclesiastics of the Greek Church, began to correspond with
some Greek clergymen of Greece and Constantinopol. This co1TOSJ)Ondence he publishes in his Turcogrrocfa. It is easy to see that the Greeks of that day were almost
unknown even to him. He asks whether Athens still exists, etc. But bis correspondence was soon followed by a general awakening of interest in the East, and
gradually toward the end of the eighteenth century the Greeks were again favorably
before the world.
THE COl\Ii\iON SCHOOL.
(To Koivov :ixo.\€tOV.)

Tho schools of this period may be divided into two classes, the common or primary
schools, and the Hellenic or advanced schools.
Since there were very few careers open to the educated Christian except that of
an ecclesiastical life, the school naturally came under the special protection of the
church. Tlie school was regarded as a kincl of succursa.J to the church. Accordingly
the books used were chiefly such books as were needed in the daily service of the
church, such as the Arr6a,o.?,or;, the Psalter, the 0KTGJ17Xor;, and the Meya '/Jpo.?ci1ywv.
The sum total of what one could learn in a common school consjsted in ability to
reacl the books of the church service, in knowing the elements of arithmetic, and
ability to write.
There were no buildings especially fitted out as schools for scholars of this clac;:s,
They would assemble in tho narthex of some church, perhaps, when their teacher was
an ecclesiastic, or in tho shop of some handicraftsman when he happened to be the
school-teacher. · They had no chairs, but sat crosslegged on ma.ts or rugs laid on the
:floor. Tbeir books were of course in manuscript, since the art of printing was not
yet at their service. Each pupil usually had but one book. He was lH'omoted to a
higher grad by being allowed to take np a different book. The occasion on which
a young boy was allowecl to "change his book," v'a.?.Aa(v 9v?•.laoa, as tliey u ed to say,
was joyfully celebrated by his family and rcfatives. He was led in triumph from
tho chool to his parents' house accompaniecl by the ten.cher and l1is fellow-s choolmates and his rclath-es. On arriving at the house all formally congratulated him
and feasted and sang and danced in his honor. In the cv ning his mother sent to
the teac·hcr tlio gift of a fowl or ggs, or a piec of wearing apparel, to show tho gratitude of th family. ( 'ee -·p,fror; -ro?orov, p.150.)
The tcacller was often n. J)riest. or <lea.con or oth r ecclesiastic or the sacristan of
the church, or a tailor or a sliocmak •r, or some other such b:iudicraftsman wl10
couM hotlt ply hi trade and tcacli at tho sam time.
Th ' chool wer g nerally held in the daytime, but in tli commnnitic- where
tlio pupil wcr engnrr <1 in labor clurin" the day ni"ht chools w re omctime hcl<l.
A n·fercnc to th
occa.·ional niglit school is contained in a song which n eel to be
sung in tlio · d y :wcl i. till widely l nown throughout Greek Janel
<l•tyyapaKL µ.ov ,\aµ.rrpo,
<J,

'yyt

/J.OV 110. 1T prraTw,

•• a. 1T"lya.frw O'TO uxo,\

,6,

• •a. µ.aOafrw ypo.µ.µ.aTa,

Toii O oii Ta. rrpo.,u µ.am.

(,

th p ri >dicnl '-l>tU ~l.1p of Atl!cn , Yol. r, p. _;
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THE HELLENIC SCIIOOL.

(To 'E.>...>..11 vLKov l.xo.>..£,ov.)

Along with the common schools there :flomisb.cd another set of higher scl1ools,
called Hellenic. Tuey took their name from the fact that in them the ancient Greek
language, 'EA.A.17vtKr/ yA.iJcrcra, was tlteir chief study. In these schools the pupils stmlietl
ancient grammer and read and interpreted the ancient authoTs, both classical auc:l.
ecclesiastical. Although ·foe most of the boys that cnterc<.l these schools, after finishing tb.e course given in the common schools, were looking forwarcl to a church career,
yet there were others who intended to remain faymen. These Hellenic schools were
of various degrees of excellence and thoroughuess, according to their resomces aml
tho worth of the teachers.they chanced to have. Tha,t some were of a high orderi~
evident from the eminence of the scholars they produced. \Ve shall have occasion
to mention some of these scholars later. Alexander IIellaclios, speaking of these
schools (in his Status Prrosens Ecclesire Orieutalis, p. 4.2 :ff.), praises -them an<l
honors them with the peculiar title of" UniYersitatulro."- Schools of this high order
existed in Coustantinopol, Smyrna, Kydonia, Ioannina, Patmos, Athos, Thessalonika,
and elsewhere. They were not universities, because they did not possess all of tl.ie
schools that go to make up n. st11(1imu generale, still some of the branches taught
were h andled as thorouguly as iu contempornneons ,..,.estern universiti s. ( eo
Chassiotis, L'lnstrnction Publiquo, etc., p. 3-1.)
After the fall of Constantinopol there grew 11p a;rouml the residence of the patriarch n. community of Greeks 1n1own in history as the J">lrn.nariot s, <l>avapLiJrat. They
take tbeiruame from the quarter in which they lived, n.utl the locality tal es its 11ame
from a light-house, 4/avapt, which stood th re at th edge of tho water of the Golden
Horn. From these Phannriote families th Sultan ·hose Christian governors nn<l
other offlcers needccl for tho nclministration of Cbri tian provinces. Phauariot •t:1
were also employed as interpreters, etc., for iutercour o with Enropean governmcut1:1.
Pbauariotes and Patriarch were u• ually well treato(l by the Sultans aucl enjoyed
many privileges. 'l'J,iongh ob eqnions to the .l\,faJ1ometnn ov rmnent, they al wars
continued true to the traditions of their own ra.c . They e t:.thlisb.e<l in Plrnnari au
educational institution called the Grand ational chool, 1i .:\fl'1a?.11 rov I'l:vovr X,to?.~.
(, 'ee Xpvv1Ka T'ij!; IIa,ptap;rlK7i!: 'Atwor;µtar- l<JTOprnat dcJl;aur 1rcpt nir .Meya?77r -roii rivovr
1:,;ro?.1jr. vrro Mavov~?. I. I'e&GJv. iv lCCJvarnvnvoV1r6?.et ac,Y1ry.)
This school hacl at times noted teachers ancl produced noted scholars. Theophilos
of Xorydala taught here wh n Kyrillos Louknris was Patriarch. Ho hn.s left 111:1 a.
bulky commentary on the writings of Aristotol.
In 1804 this school was removed from Phanari to Kourou-Chesme, a. suburb of
Constantinopo1. (Seo the EGooµa~ for May 11, 1 6.) Hnt a.fter a few years it was
again brought back to Phanari, where it :flourish s to-day, in a la.rge and wellequipped edifice built especially for the purpose, ancl dedicated ,:eptember 12, 18~:.?.
Theso prosperous aud influential Phanariotes patronized schools not onJy in Constautinopol, but also in other l)arts of the Ero1Jire. The ... Iavrokordatos family may
l>o taken as au illustration. Alexandros l\fo,Yrokorclatos, who had studied in Paclna
and Bologna, became professor in n, Greek ·chool iu Cou. tantino1Jol founded lJy
:\fanolalds, an important school, distinct from the patriarchal school, whlch al o
exi&ted at that time. He wrote a noteworthy treatise on the circulation of tl10
blood, a Greek grammar, a text;..book of rhetoric, a history of the Jews, history of
Rome, etc. He encouraged the founcling of schools and as istcd according to his
ability. Ho strove for the pttrification of the modern language u.ncl for its adoption
as the li!,era,ry medium. His children naturally followed his example. His oldest
sou was appointed to the position of hospodar of Wallachia, being the first Greek
that CYer occupied tllat office. One of bis early acts as hospocl:l.r or governor was
to establish a, well-equipped school in Bucharest, a,nd to found a printing
estabfo,lu11en t.
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Generosity in the cause of education was characteristic of other rich Greeks also,
as well as of the Phanariotes; so that the number of schools in good standing
throughout the Empire was really remarkable. We find schools flourishing at some
time or other during this period at the following places: .Arta in Epeiros, .Ampelakia
in Thessaly, Mount Athos, Athens, Bucharest, Chios, Constantinopol, Chalke of the
Prinkipo Islands in the Sea of Marmora, Demitsana in the Pe]oponnesos, Jassy,
Jerusalem, Ioannina, Kydonia of .Asia Minor, Leghorn, Lakka of Delbino in Epeiros,
Moscow, Malenik of Makedonia, Missolonghi, Nikomedeia of Asia Minor, OdeRsa,
Patmos, Padua, Rodosto, Serne of Makedonia, Smyrna, Thessalonika, 'fyrnabos,
Tsaritsana, Triest, Venice, Vienna, etc.
Some of the schools mentioned above were outside of Greek ]ands. They were
established by the 1·esidents of the Greek colonies in these places. Some of them
date back to before the fall of Constantinopol. Thus in Padua of Italy we :find a
Greek school existing in the year 1407.
The above list contains only some of the more notecl. schools. Many a school
existed and perished of which wo have no record whatsoever. Everywhere throughout Greece one comes to places which the people of to-day call "the school," ro
oaaKa?,elo, although the locality contains no school or traces of school. The name
is merely the memory of long ago.
A good list of the schools flourishing in the eighteenth cei;ttury is found in a grammar published in Venice by Georgios Phatseas. It contains most of the prominent
Greek schools of his time (I'e(,)ypa<j>tKrJ I'paµµanK~ rov cJ.>arafo).
The school at Jerusalem was one of the oldest. It may be r egarded as the continuation of the Movaeiov, which the conquerer Saladin destroyed.
In Smyrna, as in other large Greek cities, there existed often more than one Hellenic
school. The most noted school of this city was the Evangelical school, Evayye).t"~
~xo?cf;. It was founded in 174.3 by means of private contributions. It has had a,
successful career, and has done much for the advancement of learning among the
Greeks of .Asia Minor. It still flourishes. It possesses a splendid library and an
archaeological museum. Since 1873 the school has published a periodical, the
Movaelov Kat Bt6Aw0fJ"1J -ri;<; EvaneAtK1J~ ~xo?,?j<;. This periodical contains good archreological, historical, and philological material.
The Island of Chios enjoyed more freedom than many other places in the Turkish
Empire. On this account education had greater opportunity of spreading than elsewhere. There was no break in the chain of schools in this island from the time of
the passing of the island into the hands of the Turks down to the massacre of 1821.
Monks of the We t vied with scholars of the East in di.ffusing education. During these
four centuries we continually. :find Chians among the learned men of the time.
Near the shores of the 1Egean, on the coast o_f .Asia Minor, opposite to the Island
of Mytelene, there flourished a beautiful little Greek town, Kydonia, the village of
the citron tree . But this town is known to us more for its school than for its
beauty. The school was founded by Gregorios arapbis .
.Among the young men that tudied at Kydonia was .Ambroise Firmin Diclot. In
tb y ar 1817 he made an ext nsiYe tour through Greek land , and, coming to Kydonia, he entered the chool as a regular pupil. He brought with him a 1 tter of
introduction to K, ire , who wa then professor there. The lett r was from Korae .
Vidot remained an intern of the chool for two months. He was young and enthuiastic and nob]e. He 1, came the leading pirit in a society establi hed by the
·tud nt , all member of which a"'reed never to speak to each oth r xcept in .Attic
re k. In his note (~ ~ ote d'nn voyage fait dans le Levant en 1816 t 1817, Pari ,
1 21) he giY s us a copy of the "vow" they took. Th se notes contain many delightful r miniscenc of his sojourn among the fiery young Greeks of K donia. ( ee
Annuaire de Etud
recque , 1876, p. 233 ff.) .A few year later D1dot s nt to
Kydoni. a full printin"' outfit.
In the monnst ri at .:fount Athos 1 arnin always b Id a. cert in footing· bu it
wall
ailable chiefly for monk onl, n<l their novic s. In 1749, however, change
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took pla.ce. The mon -s of tho monastery of Batopedion decidecl to open a school on.
a more liberal plan. They invited .e eophytos Kavsokalybites to be it first scholarch.
He accepted. The school was a success. As one of the men who taught hero, Evgenios
Boulgares, of Kerkyra (1716-1806), may be mentioned. Re was a typical Greek schola.r
of his day.
s classicist and Christian he translated two works into Greek-the .LEneid
of Vergil and the Confes. ious of St. Augustine. He afterwards enjoyed the patronage of the Empress Katl{arine and was made bishop of Kherson.
Ioaunina (3ani.na), known to us as the chief city in the country rulecl over by tlte
celebrated Ali Pasha at the beginning of the present century and often mentioned
by Byron, was highly favored by schools. Epiphanios Hegoumenos, who in 1647
founded a school in Athens, founded one at Ioannina in the same j'ear. Later thi1
school received other gifts and was a useful institution.
In the year 1676 another school was established in Ioannina, the founder being
Mano.-:; Ghionmas, who gave 20,000 ducats for that purpose. This school also received
other gifts and became an excellent school.
Stm another was founded somo years lator by Simon ::M:aroutsos. In this school
Evgcnios Boulgares taught for a time before going to Ba.topedion of Mount Athos.
The schools of Ioannina. are noted for the number of teachers they produced.
In the mountain town of Demitsana, in the Peloponnesos, we find a school which
since the year 1764 enjoyed the reputa.tion of being one of the best schools of Greece.
In t,his year the learned Aga.pios reorganized the school. Scholars came to it from
all parts of the Peloponneso . It has the glorious reputation of having educated
Germanos, who afterwan1s, when bishop of Patras, was the first to unfurl the Greek
flag and gave to the revolution of 1821 the cbaracter of a, boly war for liberty and
chnrl'h. This same school el1ucated Gregorios, who as patriarch of Consta}!tinopol
was murdered by the Turks in Easter week of 1822.
After the fall of Athens into Turkish control we have very scanty data concerning
the condition of education. But on a ·count of the historic importance of the city
it is worth while to collect as many facts as po sible.
The first r f rence to a school brings us to the year 1647, when Epiphanios Hegoumenos, a Greek of Veni e, who had also contributed to education in Ioaunina.,
founded a school in Athens. The reason why E1liphanios selected the ·e two citiea
wa probably becanse tliey were already in a certain way centers of e<lucation. In.
the following century th school of }~piphanios was still flourishing, as we :find that in
the year 1732 it received a gift from the Athenian Georgios Melos. This gift from
Melos was in the form of a yearly income, and was intended to support one teacher
and a small numb r of scholars.
That there must have l, en some culture in Athens at this tune is to b concluded
from the account, which Pere Bauin, the Jesuit, l1as left us; for he hi,rhly prai •s the
loYe of learning wbirh he obs rved among the Athenians. This statf-lment is in hie
Relation de l':f:tat Prf ent d' Athenes, ancienne capitale de la. Gr<•ce * * * par
P<•re Babin. 1674. (It has been published by ,:pon, and also by Lal,orde.)
Almost a century la.ter Grogorios Soteres, a monk who had studied in Italy1
retnrned to Atliens and bought a. house, which he couvert<·ll into :t school, where he
lJimself taught the eyKVKl.ta l'paµµara. All of this he did at his own exp nse, receiving no su.lary and taking no fee from the pupils. When in 1782 he left Athens and
weut to Constantinopol, he cl dicatcd his school to tho community of Athens "to I,e
and to be called a common academy of Greek learning, and to serve as a habitation
for the successive teacher·." Thts school continued to exist up to tho year 1812. It
was situated in the middle of the city, near to the Tower of the \Yinds. (See the
article in tho 'E6ooµar for ov ember 10, 1885, on Ta 'AO,;vatr r.pwra ~;ro?i.ela.)
About the year 1750 or 1751 another Greek of Venice, Joannes Dekas, e. tablished
another chool at Athens, and deposited in the treasury of the Aristo<'rncy of Venice
the sum of 2,000 ducats, from the interest of which the school was to he supported.
He provided for one teacher, with a salary of 200 ducats, and for twelve scholar
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·~ho' were to r oceive each 25 ducats yearly. This school flourished until 1797, when,
by tho fall of Venice (in this ;rear Venico submitted to Bonaparte, and at his orders
tho Aristocracy was abolished and a provisional government established.), it was
dcpriYc<l. of its revenue. It did not cease to exist, however, but struggled along to
the year 1805, when it received now lifo from support given to it by the monastery
of the ITaµµe)'lClTOl Taftap;rat. (See the sigillion in Ta ,ca,a TOV Aolotµov I'pr;yGJpwv TOV t.
i•r.o r. IT. Ayy1::?,o-:ro·u?,ov ev 'AOf;vau;, 1865, vol. n, p. 488. ) With this new assistance the
school continued to exist up to 1813 and perhaps later. (See EMoµar, loo. cit.)
In tho year 1813 Petrakes, the hegoumenos of the Monastery of the Angels ( Ti:Jv
'Aa(,)µarnv), established a school of medicine in the monastery. The physician Dionysios P?rrhos was the teacher. From the revenues of the monastery twelve scholars,
as well as the teacher, were supported. The school continued to exist until tho outbreak of the re,·olution in 1821.
DIDACTIC l\IETHODS.

In the common schools the methods used for inculcating knowledge were quite
primitivo. Eachpupil had his task to perform, and woe to him for:1ll neglect. The
punishment that awaited all ill success was the ¢a?wyyar, or the rod. Teacher aml
:parents often repeated the philosophic To ~v?,o {3yf;Ke ar.o ,ov ITapa&urov, "The rod is
a gift of God ." 'l'he parent often allowed full penal juris<l.iotion over a troublesome •·on, with the simple proviso l\16vo Ta /f,Q/f,/f.aAa yepa, ~aaKa,l,,e, "but don't break
any bones." (See Kondylakis's ITa,ovxa(;", cap. 1.) Each pupil prepared his task as
best ho could, either unaided or with the assistance of a more advanced pupil, a
ITpC,J.oax6?,r;r . The lessons were usually conned aloud, and one of the chief duties
of the-schoolmaster was to shont '' silence" when the droning grew too noisy.
For recitations, a, system was in vogue by which the master heard the lessons of
tho more advanced pupils, and these tho lessons of tho inferior scholars. This method,
by which the better scholars were both pupils and teachers, goes in Greek pedagogy
under the name of the a?.,?,r;?,oouJaKTtK~ µiOooor. On account of economic reasons it
continued popular in Greece, improved into tho Laucasterian method, o-ven far down
into tho days of freedom; and even yot traces of H are to be found.
In the Hellenic schools more order reigned. But here al o the Tip{,)roa;r6?,at, or
adnmcod scholars, assisted as teachers of tho young r pupils.
Ancient Greek ancl Gr ek literature woro the chief studies. To :1ttention whatsoev,·r was paid to th study of the v:uions vernacular dialects of their time. ,VhateYor was not good ancient Greek was foultr language. The only grammar studied
wns that of the ancient Attic.
In ihe latter half of the eighteenth century Hellenic education among the Greeks
wvs in its most flourishing condition since the fall of Constantinopol. , cholars
began to tlevi
better means of instruction, P dagogics began to be studied.
Euro1wan ystcm wcr attracting attention, Koraes, in his Avroa;rlotot "i.ro;raaµo[,
speak· of tho new notions of Pestalozzi ancl his reform in the practice of education, :mcl says that although he docs not know whether Pestalozzi was improving
the . .,stem of education or not yet h thinks that tho Greek community of Con tantinopol ought to . end two young m n to Enrope for tho purpose of studying the Pestalozzian sy ·tern and of introduoin(J' it into the East if they find it good. ( ee Pantazitle 's ITa,oay{,) 1tK~, 1x-,·).
THE

CIIOOL

A

Nt:H ERIE

OF PATRIOT! ~T.

The warm thon(J'h !"mould.ering patriotism which was so instrum ntal in keeping
the schools ali ·e, and which was in tntn foster d int intcn e heat b th
am
choo] , is well illustrat d by an ev nt which ha.pp n cl one day in the 'reek · hool
at Buchar t. Georgios G nnadios wa tea.chin , an<l this event i <le cribe l in tho
writinrrsof ..U
ndro angabe ,wh wasth·npresenta oueofG nnadio' ·chofa .
Among the pupil w re aJ-.o the sons of Alexandro 'outso , ho poclar of ,Yallacl1ia.
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Gennadios was interpreting Isokrates's celebrntecl Panegyric. The teacher rend to
his students the ohl sophist's description of t,he glory ::mcl splendor of ancient A.thens.
Becoming fi.1led with ecstatic :fire, he tolcl the students to l)ar the doors. Then, shut
in from all contact with the Tul'ldsh world outside, he made a burning comp:1rison
between tbo greatness of the past ancl the fallen conclition of the present. Tears
streamed down from his eyes, and every young Hellene present wept and cheered. A
few mouths later many of them followetl Genn::u1ios to the war as members of the
Saned Band.
Thus it was that the schools which the <lull oppressors allowed to e:s:.ist, if properly
bribecl, became each :md every one of them a rncliating point whence tho hope of
freedom glintcL1 out. Indeed, ib was through literature and through tbe schools and
through the clrnrch that the flame at fast burst out. 'rhe young palikars wer fired
by tho hymns of such as Rhigas, while the more enlightened. were whetted into determinatiou by the writings of such as Koraes and tho teachings of Ge1madios. Tho
drama, as a literary and artistic expression of patriotism that could directly affect
the people, could not barn opportunity to produce its effect. It was too open to
suppression. But yet in 1818 the Timoleou of Zampelios was represented at Bucharest, ancl assisted in awakening hopes.
THE PHILO-;'1U E

'OCIETY.

('II <l>1M,u.ollCTO, 'ETcupcia.)

The Philo-Muse Society, or Society of Art Lover , (lescrves at least a p:t ing
notice.
In 1812 thr e men, th n living in Athens, set a,l)Out forming a, society for tbe protection of tho antiquities of recc , th founding of a mnseum, the eRtahli lling
of a library, and the founding of schools. These three mon wer<? Ioanue 1farmarotoures, Petros Reb lakes, ancl Alexandro Chomatianos. The con titution of tho
society is publi hed in Kon tantinicle ·'s History of Athens. ('foropla rwv 'A.011111:Jv vrro
re(,Jpyfo11 K(,Jvaravnvloov. AOf;v17a1, 1876, pp. 557 ff.)
The plan met with favor among tho foreigners resident in AtlJeus, as well ns with
t,he more prominent Athenians. Accordingly in 181 1 tho society came into existence
with Ioanues Kapodistrias, later governor of Greece, a it presi<leut. Kapo<li trias
was at that time in the service ancl high fri ndship of Al x:mder of Rus ia; and
throngh Kapodistrias's influence the Emperor of Russia, tho Crown Prince of Bavaria, the Crown Prince of \Vurtemburg, an<l others of high rank, became members.
But tho war broke out ancl 1mt an end to the goo<l intentions of t.bese Hellenes
and Philhellenes before they conl<.1 put their intentions into practice.
1

l•IRST GREEK BOOK ,' P "BLISllED.

On of tbo fir t books published after the inventing of printing was the grammar
of Koostantinos Laskaris. It came from the press in tho year 1476 in lilan. This
grammar remained for a long time the only one in common us . Only after tho
appearance of Asopios's grammar, and the tra,nslations of those of Buttmanll ancl
Tienwb, was tho grammar of La karis finally laid aside.
The :first Greek poem ever printed was a parapbra ·o of the Iliad by a Greek of
Zakynthos named Loukanos. The pa,raphrase appeared in print in the year 1526.
It is a tastclc, sand unscholarly production. The book is illrtstrated with woodcuts.
Achilles is represented as a medieval count, ancl tho priest Chryses is docked out in
the cowl and cassock of a western monk.
Within the Turkish Empire H was not easy to begin to print. Accordingly tllese
books mentioned, and nearly all of the other :first Greek books printed, were published in Europe.
The Patriarch Kyrillos Loukaris, otllerwise well known ·as a man of innovations,
had a printing establishment set up in Constantinopol under t h e management of
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Nikodemos Metaxas, of Kephalenia. But a pamphlet was printed from it attacking
some doctrines of the Moslem religion. The surest way to prevent a repetition of
the offense was to demolish the establishment. This the Turks did.
LITERARY COXDITlON OF THE PEOPLE ,

To properly understand the condition of higher education in any nation one Ahould
include all of the literature and all of the other media through which higher aspirations and higher success are indicated. But the litcratnro of the period we are now
con cerned with i s not yet accessible to the ordinary scholar. Eminent men like
Konst:10tinos Sathos, Emile Le Grand, and others are opening out this new fiel<l. to
us. The Greek people during these days were not a n ation of readers. The books
read by the higher classes were chiefly theological, philosophical, and historical
treatises. And the writers produced mostly books of these kinds. The commoner
people read even less, of course. Still a book was with them a sacred possession.
Such books as they had were mostly in manuscript. P r intetl books were scarce. It
is interesting to note in the epistolary correspondence between Greeks sojourning in
Europe and their friends at home that their friends are continually asking for books
from Europe. Books most read by the common people wern, the books of the church
service; the Salvation of Sinners, Aµaprn?.,&v iwr71p [a ; BeTtoldi's Stories, Iaropia rov
M?Tepr6Aot; the Xpovoypa</)or;; the writings of Damaskenos; the Erotokritos, ancl the
history of Alexander the Great, 1} <fJvUaoa rov Meya?,ov AAefavo()ov . These books could
be found ready for sale in the ordinary shops where the ordinary necessaries of life,
food, clothing, implements, etc., were for sale. They could be also copied to order
by some scholar, or in some monastery.
The man who knew how to read and write was proud of his acquirements. He
often carried in his belt ink, pen, and paper as insignia of his attainments. Also
the child of the family that was picked out by its parents to become the scholar
was an object of pride to parents and relatives. It was not an uncommon sight to
see the little " 1pa,u,uauaµevor" reading to his parents and brotlrnrs and sisters the
wonderful stories of his <f>vUac5a.
Illiteracy was more prevalent among the women than among tho men. Tho fact
that lcnirning led chiefly to cJmrch preferments, and that learning , as, after all, a
masculine affair, prevented the establishment of schools for girls. Whatever of lettel'S a girl learned sho got from her own home or from some nunnery. Nunneries
w<>re quite numerous, and in them letters were not neglected. Parents often placed
their daughters in these convents during their girlhood.
COXDITION OF EDUCATION FROM THE CLOSE OF TilE

W .AR

OF LIBERATION DOWN

TO THE PRESENT TIME.
TIIE IO TIAN A.CADEMY. 1

The Ionian Islands lie along the we tern shore of Greece. They passed out of
Turki ·h mto 1:'ren ·h ·ontrol in 1797. The P1·ench retained posse · ion of them for
two y ar .
rom 1799 to 1 15 they were under Russian suzerainty. Then they
b ·am· au Engli h po e sion, and remained such until 1864, when they were
allowed total· their proper place and become a portion of the Gr ek Kinadom.
The nee · ive owner of these i lands all intere ted themselves in the ~att r of
I Dto paqu .• 'Iarnp, ·a 'Yrroµvf;µara -rrep2 TOV K6µ11ro~ I'vt?.r;,6poov.
Bp,rroi. tv \(jljl,atr 1 6.

ITep,

7f . ';-air I?vlo,r

vf;uOl~ i:1e1ratoeu(Jf;(,>f KTA.,

inro A. Ha1rao01rov?.ov

V1TO A. M. 'Iop(,>µlvov in the 'Hµepo?.6ytov

Aaw;;io 1 i3 pp. 215-226.
-1]µet(,>(Jlt; r.ep Tljf'Iovlo1,'AKao11ufar

E~1•. Lm,p. 1, pp. 263 ff.
L ,oltur· Ioni , by

V1TO .E. K. ~aKei,iapo-rroCiovin th J.tirfov TqflaT.ICGL

Bia i in La R

•gna Ellenica, _To . 2-10.
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public instruction. The French, in 1797, immediately took steps toward organizing
a regular system of schools. They establishecl elementary schools throughout the
isfandR, and in the · capital, Kerkyra, they founded a military school, n, library, and
a :printing house.
The Russians, in their turn, patronized education. Under the Russians the hlands
were practically in<.lependent. 'rhe sovereign government was represented by a
plenipotentiary. From this p rio<l we have two medals struck in Kerkyrn in the
year 1806 showing the zeal of the plenipotentiary and of the local government for
the cause of education. These medals were intended as rewards to be given to
di1igent students. One was the gift of the senate of the Heptanesian state and
the other the gift of the Plenipotentiary Moceuigo.
In the year 1808 an academy was founded at Kerkyra under great hopes and great
enthusiasm. In the pompous announcement proclaiming the creation of the academy
the modern methods of dating wore discarded, and the year 1808-1809 indicatocl as
the Six hundred and forty-s eventh Olympiad.
This academy, though not destined to a, long life, yet did some goocl worl·, and
desired to do still better. In the A6yw~ 'Epftij~ of 1812 (pp. 193, 194) is pnblishcd a set
of questions which the academy sent out "to travelers and educated men, and e pecially to wise and educated Greeks." The questions aro:
{1.) What and how many schools, libraries, and other such institutions intended
for the education of the people have be n e t blished iu th different :parts of Greece
since the fall of Constantinopol down to our own tim
(2.) What schools or kindr0d institutions have the Greeks establishecl ontsWe of
Greece for the schooling and educating of tfa ir countrymen.
(3.) Aro tho printing establishments of Mo chopolis, Ja sy, and Buchar •t;t the
only ones in Greece! Is it trne that th re exiAted a printin"' o tal,li.·lunont in Phanari of Consta.ntinopol 1 How long dicl that printing establishment exist which
was in the Patriarchate at Constantinopol <luring the war betwet•n Frauce and
Turkey¥
(4.) Information is asked for concerning the Jifo ancl the writings of snch educated
Greeks as flouri hed since the fall of Constantinopol. ( 'ee prefaco to Satlrns's
N eoeA? 71Vt1c17 <PtMJAoyia.)
In 1815 the Engli h came into possession of the Seven Isles.

England goYerned
through a commissioner, or harmost. Of these 1armosts, Thomas Maitland was one.
He took special interest in the good 1,rogress of the islands. Ile set about establishing a new academy or college. He <·a.used Count Guilford to be appointed rector.
The new academy was formally established in 1828 at Kerkyra. (See 'E6ooµa, for
September 7, 188G.)
Guilford was not only a Philhellene, but wnA also geuerouA and goocl and scholarly.
His motto was, La vortu est la seule nobles e. Knowing the lack of wealth that
then, as alway , afflicted Groece, rrj Ei.?.aol n-ev[a uvv,poqio~ atef, h himself generou ly
bore all the expenses of snch youug Greeks as would otherwi e be mrnul to pursue
their studies at the academy. Ile rema,ined at the hea<l of the academy until June
of 1827. II di ed in October of the Fmme year.
In the 1ib1·a,ry of the building iu which the academy was located is a b111,t of Guilford in marble of Carrara, the work of a native sculptor, Pavlos Prosalcntes. It was
made at the wish of the student , who thus desired to show tJ1eir feelings of veneration toward their director. It wns set up in 1826, while Guilford was still president. Another bust of this generous Nlucator, the work of the sculptor Kalo::igeros,
has its place now in A then amoug those of prominent men of modern Greece.
Tho st,udents as well as the professors of the Ionian Academy, following the English cu tom, wore cap and gown.
This academy, useful as it was, became snperfluous with the growth and equipment of the new university at Athen . Accordingly, it was :finally converted into a
gymnasion. The excellent library of the academy is still in the gymnasion.
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- Un account of tlie importn.nt service rendered to the cause of education n.mong the
Greeks by the Ionian Academy, it will not be amiss to re1no<l.uce here a transfatjon
of one of its progrnmmes. From this we can form a correct notion of the work done
in thitt school. This programme is published. in the original Greek in the Bulletin
of tho .Ilistorica,l ancl Ethnological Society (i.'le?.rfov rijr 'laropu,ijr ,ca'i 'EOvo?soyt"ijr
'Eratpfor, r, pp. 263--266). An original number of the programme is preserYed in the
ar bi ves of tho society.
, Th programme was published under date of .,_-ovcmber 4, 1826, in Kerkyrn..

1
•

IOXIAX GOYERXl\IENT
IOX[.AX .ACADE~[Y.

Tho Ephor of the Ionian Academy, Dr. Ioanncs Kar:rndenos, makes known thn.t by
ordor of his excellence the Archon of the Ionian Academy the studies for this
scholastic year are arranged according to the following plan:
LIST OF STUDIES .

Thcology.-R Y. Dr. Konstantinos Typaldos: Dogmatic theology, Tuesday and
Tburs(la.y, 9 to 10 a. m .; also clmrch history, S:1turclay, 9 to 10 a . m.; also sacred
catechism, Momlay, "\Vednesday, and Friday, 9 to 10 a. m.
Jurispnulence.-Dr. Pasch ales Karousos: Civil faw, daily, 8 to 9 a. m.; al o criminal
hnY, daily, 5 to 6 p. m. Dr. Nikolaos Maniak~: .,.ational law, daily, 4 to 5 p. m.
Medicinc.-Dr. Georgios Therianos: Pathology, daily, 10 to 11 a. m.; also physiology,
daily, 9 to 10 a. m. Dr. Styliano Mara.tos: Anatomy, daily, 11 to 12 a. m.
Philosophy. (Division A, scienccs.)-Dr. Stylianos Spathes: Botany, daily, 12 to
1 1>. m. Dr. Athanasios Polites : Experimental and theoretical chemistry, Wednesday and Saturday; on the remaining days of the week, theoretical chemistry only,
1 to 2 p. m. Dr. Ioannes Kn.ran<le11os: Elements of mu.thematics, daily, 2 to 3 p. m.
Dr. Georgios Ioannides: Philosophy, i. e., psychical anthropology and universal
grn.rnmar, daily, 1 to 2 p. m.; also tho principles of philosophy, or elementary philosophy and logic, daily, 9 to 10 a. m. Dr. Ioannes Aristeides : Ecclesiastical music, five
times a week, ,1 to 5 p. ru.
(Di vision B, philology. )-Dr. Ioannes Aristei<les : Rhetoric, four times a weok, 3 to
4 p. m. Dr. Konstantinos Aso1>ios: Greek philology, poetry, daily, 10 to 11 a. m.;
also history of ancient Greece, daily, 12 to 1 p. m. Dr. Chrostophoros Philetas: Greek
pltilolo,ry, prose, claily, 8 to 9 p. m. Dr. fakobos Lousinianos: English philology,
daily, 6 to 7 p . m.; also English language, daily, 8 to 9 a. m. Dr. Gaeta.nos Gras ete :
Latin philology, daily, 11 to 12 a. m.; also history of ancient Rom , daily, 1 to 2 p. m.
Dr. Tikolaos :\faniakc : Modern history, claily, 2 to 3 p. m. Dr. I onstantinos akcrlaroponlo : Greek arcbi •ology, lecture for the first se sion; history of the earliest
ages of Grecco, chronology religion, politiral and private life of the ancient reek ,
Ionday Tuesday, ,vednesday, Thursday and l'riday; Greek 1>alreography, diploma ti,•., and pigrapby Saturday, 6 to 7 p. m.
By order of the Ephor, l'anagiotes Idromeno , cltartophylax.
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Inter arma silent Musm. During the seven years' war for freed.om the Greeks
naturally could take but little ca,re of education. "\Ve a,re a,stonished, however, to
fmcl them laying plans for a,n organized system of education, ancl to hear assemblies
composed of klephtic warriors d eliberating on whore the schools should be established, and to fi.nd individuals, old men, priests, and others who were not fit for wa,r,
establishing little schools here anc1 there. Yea, within the very Parthenon itself
a school was opened in the year 1824 for little tots of girls whose fathers were :fighting the war of freedom. "\Vo love the Parthenon for its beauty; but it is more
worthy of 1Jeing loved on account of having been n, shelter to ec1uca.tion than
because of being the Parthenon. (See To ITapfJt:vayC,Jyt:i.ov ,ov 1824 iv' AO~vau; in the
'E6ooµa~ for October 24, 1887.)
But not all of these old heroes looked upon ednca,tion as t.ho best means of insuring their freedom foro,er. Old Kolokotrones said on a certain important occasion
that "books could not be used for better parposcs tba,n for gnn wads." ,ve forgive
him, because Kolokotrones's gunshots were intended to protect home and altar.
As early as the second year of the war the l eaders made positive declarations in
favor of education. In the Assembly at Astros, in the spring of 1823, they Yoted
that "tho education of the youth of tho country be reduced to n, r gular system,
and tha,t tho Government take steps to have the reciprocal method of teaching iutroduce<l throughout tho country.
It is true that these decla,ra.tions woro not then put into prnctical execution.
'Th ey. how not what the Greeks of that time conh1 do, but rather what i.h y would
do if they hall tho means. Tho Government, was powerless to put its aspirations
into execution . The wa,r absorbed most of their actiye measures aml resources.
Somo of tho Philhellen s that w nt to Greece at that time wcr as an.·ious as tho
Greeks them elves for the immedia.te systematizing of ecluca,tion. Leicester Stanhope,
who arrived in l\Ii solonghi in 1 23, forthwith began to agitate tho ma ti.or of education.
In this ho was at variance with his compatriot, Dyron, who al ·o was at :Mi solonghi
at tho same time. Byron wished that Greece first acquire n, certain amount of independent existence by moaos of arms, ancl that she th n turn to education. Stanhope, however, immediately began to put his pbilosopllical JJlaos in to execution.
(Seo Greece in 1 23 a,nd 1824, being a, series of letters ancl other document on the
Greek rev-olution by the Hon. Leicester Stanhope. PhiladelJlhia, 1823.) IIe was a
disciple of Jeromy Bentham. Ho established a, newspaper at Missolon;hi, published
l <l>ti.farrov IC,Javvov '07,vµrrw,Ko~ 1.6yoc 7repl 1iVf:V/La7l/(7j<; rrpo6,Sov ri:,v 1/e(,)TfP(Jl/ 'Ell~V<,JV. ev
, AO~vau;, 1871.
P. J ohannis, Publi instruction iu mot1ern frrec (Am ..Tonrn. of Education, v, 12
(1862), pp. 571 ff.)
6.0K1.µwv ITpaKTtKi:Jv 001JYli:Jv rrpor; ,ov~ OlO(L(jl((LiOVC ,i:Jv D.1]µ0,ua7,v ~yohhn•. 1"7.11 r. r. IIa ..aOOirOVIOV iv 'AO!JvaLr;, l 65.
JC. ZavOorrou?,0v 7Cept ffor;~ 1-at K.arnrcpar; ITatc5t:£a~· iv 'AOf;rnt~, 1878.
Tfrp'l ouJao-KaMar; ri;~ EU17vtKi;r; y76o-o-r;~, vrro M. Ilepy<,JT?j' iv 'AOl;vau;, 1872.
Tiept pio-17r; Kat Karnrepar; 1ratoetar;, vr.o M. Ilepy<,Jrij. iv ' AOf;vau;, 1872.
'II otoacnw?,la ri;r; 'E?,?.1711tKij~ y?.6aa'7r; iv roi~ or;µortKO'i<; Kat 'E?,l,1J11l!Wtt; a;rohfrilr; /WI, yvµvao-fotr; ,ijr; 'EV.Mo~. vrro '2. Zav001rou1.ov. iv 'AO!Jvatr;, 1875.
To Oeaµo7.6ywv ,i;~ 017µouKij~ iKrratoe11<1w<;, ho Te(Jpylov Bt:v0£.?ou. iv' A0/j11a 1 <; 1 84-1892.
Eine Musterschnle zu Atheu (in the Berliner Philologi che Wocl1enschrift, 18 4,
pp. 31-32).
EKOpoµij~ , Arroµv1111.ovevµara eir; Evvotav Kat '2KiJpov, VTiO M. I. BpaT<Javov -;rp'fS1711 OtevOvv,ov
rov iv, AOf;vatr; c5toa<1KaAELOV. iv' AOf;vatr;.
TvµvaataK~ ITatoayC,JytK7J. vrro I. ITavra(toov. iv 'AO/jvatr; 1889.
Education in Italy and Greece (Department of Interior, Bureau of Education,
Washington), from au article in the Hamburger Correspondent by J. Pio.)
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iu Greek and Italian, and edited by Dr. Meyer, a Swiss Philhellene. The motto of
the paper was Bentham's saying, "The greatest good of the greatest number." Not
011ly <.lid Stanhope establish th is paper and endeavor to establish others in other
:parts of the country: but h e also endea;rnred to establish schools. 'l'hese he wished
to be conducted on the Laucnstcrian, or reciprocal plan. But neither Hellenes nor
Phi.lhellenes succeeded in establishing a school system at that early date.
That SC'hofarly youths of tbe lJest type were not scarce among the Greeks at the
beginning of the ·war is shown by the fact of the formation of the Sacred Band, the
'lcpo, A6xor, rna<le up of fiv hundred student_s. They wore a uniform of black, and
on their standard was the old Spartan motto fJ ,av fJ 'r.'i rav. These five hundred brave
boys r allied to the ecret call of Prince Alexander Ypsilantis and the cI>tAtK~ 'Ernipta.
Some of them ,, ere in Gennadios's school at Bucharest. Genna<lios was in the midst
of his lecture when a mes enger rushed into the room wi th the news that YpsHantis
lrn,d passed tho Pru th. He threw his books into the fire of the open grate, and rushed
off, followe{l by his students, to join the prince. The young soldiers of the Sacred
Barnl were true to their Spartan motto, and on tho 19th of June, 1821, four hundred of them lay as a first holocaust to liberty, dead in their blood on the hill slope
of Dragachan.1
In the year 1824 the determination to establish a system of education became manifest agaiu. A committee of five, appointed for the purpose, submitted to the Government a plan which provided for the establishment of three sets of schools. The
first and lowest set was to comprise elementary and popular edncation; tho second
consisted of lyceum·, and the third was to contain at least a uni\,ersity. The committee then went on to state that since it was impossible to pnt the entire sy tem
iu to operation at that time, the Government shonl<l give most of its attention to
that part which was the mo t important, primary education, and that iu the primary
schools the reciprocal system should be employed becanse of its iuexpensiveness;
and tba,t a model or central school should be at once e tablished at Argos. The
school at Argos was established, with Genna<lios as director. But the vicissitudes
of war soon interfered, and the school was closed.
After a small quotum of peace came to Greece, and a formal government had been
e tablishecl under Kapodistrias, the school question came up again. Kapodistrias
was not at all an advocate of higher education, but favored lJrimary aud intermediate. Yet those that impati ntly longed for the establishing of an organized system of eclnration had placed hi 1rh hopes in Kapodistrias. He had been a member
of ihe Philo "'\Iuso ociety. He was on intimate terms with many educators of
Europe. Among his acquaintances was the celebrated J'elleuberg, whose didactic
methods Kapo<listrias contemplated introducing into Greece, and with this eud in
view he carrit'd on negotiations in Munich, which resulted in Bader's coming to
Greece to undertake the organization of the school system and to introduce FelJenberg's method . Th project, however, dicl not bear much frnit, and the advocates
of lcarni ug soou discovered that they would have to push Ka110distrias in this matter
in ·tea,1 of lJt i11g led by l1im.
,_o the J>eopfo at Jarg dicl not wait for the Government to act. In the year 1828
from the fat of Fchru} ry to the 1 t of fay, i. e., within th short pace of three
months, twenty-two r ·i1,rocal chool'i were e tabli bed in the towns on the i lands
of tlJ
g an, aucl with no cxpen what oev r t-0 the G nera.l Go..-ernment, but
sol ly at the t•o. t of the communitie thomselve8.
From thi time on s ·hool multiplied rapidly.
ccording to a report published in
th ·p ctatenr cl· l' ri nt for ugu t 22, 1 54, 15,000 children wer attending chool
in th ~- nr 1 29. T appr ciat th ignificance of these figures we must not that
the popuhtiou of Gr ce th n wa , according to the ame report, only 693 000.
Thi M"iv
6 J>npil for ev ry 1,000 inhabitants. .And this was in the year ju t after
th d e of th war.
1 Dra"'a

·h n wa

re')n· t •ry

few mil

distant from

imnik, in \ alla.chia.
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In 1830 Kokkoncs , the minister of education, pul>lished a report nnder t1ate of
December 30, i;tating that tbe number of primary aud Hellenic schools then in operation was, in tue Peloponnesos 55, in Jorth Greece ('Z,epea 'E1,1,a~ ) 6, and iu the islnnds
4.8. These schools were attende<l by 9,737 pupils. (See Bartholdi-Blachos, u, p. 85.)
Kapodistrias's indifference or rnther dislike toward institntions of higher learning
was partly due to the fact that he thought the universities of Europe to be hotbe<1s
of revolution. A.nd hn;ving been trained in the court of Russia he could have lmt
little sympa,t hy for institutions that would in any way foster too much liberty.
lHs friend and most acceptable adviser in this matter, A.lexanc.ler Stonrtza, helcl the
same Yiewfi. In the year 1818 Stourtza had publishetl in French a memoir ou the
present condition of Germany, in which he vigorously attacked tho German univer ities as being seminaries of revolutionary ideas, and advocated the placing of all
higher education in the hands of the clergy. Stourtza and Kapodistrias had many
a cosy talk over the uselessness and harmfnlness of universities. (For a good panegyrical account of Stourtza's life, see' A'Mfavopo<; o ~rovp,;a<;. 6toypa<f>tKOV a;reoiauµa VITO
KC,JV(JTaVTtVOV TOV ef OiKov6µ1,w. 'AOf;v'l}vL, 1855.)
Kapodistrias had tho ill fortune to be disliked not only by many of the educatord,
but also by the students of the only important gymnasion, that of .Mgina, which
Kapodistrias allowed to be founded. The students of this central gymuasion openly
rebelled in 1831, directly indeed against Mystoxydes and the method of t<'aching :rnd
discipline employed in the school, but indirectly against Kapodi trias himself. How
great their antipathy toward him was showecl itse1f on the occasion of his viol nt
death a few months later. They gathered together :md snug the song couunemorntive of the assassination of the A.thenian tyrant by Harmodios ancl Aristogoiton,
wldch the youth of tho old Republic of Athens used to sing in clas ic da.ys:
"'Ev µ.vpTOll ,c,\a.Sl. TO Eicf>o; q>op71cn,,."

Mystoxides, mentioned ahove, was earnest and active in tho cause of c1ucation.
He wa one of Kapodistria 's nearest friends. The Government established a library,
an archroological museum, and a museum of mineralogy. Over all of the e Mystoxides was placed as president.
During the vice-regency which governed while the young King Otho was in his
minority the affairs of education, as all the other important public affairs, were
managed by the Bavarian offirebolders who bad followed Otho to Greece. In order
to insure the appointment of lit teachers two committees were appointed, one to sit
at Navplion and the other in 1Egina, to examine all candidates for the position of
teacher in a gymnasium or other public school. But not a single person presented
himself before these committees. This lack of applicants was chiefly clue to the
fact that from the very beginning a strong fe ling of dislike to be exa.minecl l)y
foreigners, and sub ervient in all details to foreigners, 1>egan to show itself. The
nnwieldyinadaptability of the German examiners and professors tended to heighten
this di like. The unhappy result was the retirement of some of the German after
a short period of troublous but highly beneficial work in the newly established
school system.
This brings us to a point where wo can treat of the different kinds of schools
separately.
DEMOTIC SCHOOLS, 1

In January, 1829, Kapodistrias appointed a committee on elementary education,
and to this committee he in trusted the duty of orga,nizing and establishing a sy tem
of primary scb0ols. This committee(~ lm rij<; llporraioelar 'Errtrpo1rf;) gave the demotic
1
Seo 8eaµo'J,,6ywv ri;<; A'f/µOTLKi;<; 'E,crrauJefoeC,J<; vITo Te(.Jpyfov BevOv.:tov.
1887.

ev 'AOf;vaL<;

1884-
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schools the character which they still retain. Kapodistrias himself took great interest in these lower schools. Often he visitecl them, and spent hours in examining the
little fustanelled hopefuls in the alphabet, syllabification, etc. (See To Taµcfov Tfj~
fi71µornaic; IIaul'dar in the 'E6ooµar for October 26, 1886.)
In 1834 laws were enacted prescribing in detail how demotic schools are to be
established and conducted. They were modeled chiefly after elementary French
schools, and are therefore an exception in the system, for all the other schools are
after German models.
In the demotic schoo1o the course extends over a period. of four years. The studies
are the same for boys and for girls. When the number of children tbat should
atteutl a demotic school is greater than 75, then two teachers arc appointed, a man
for the boys nntl a woman for t he girls. But when the total number is less than 75,
ther • is then but one teacher, a man, who teaches both boys and girls. When boys
and girls have different teachers, then the two schools are usually not under the
same roof but in different buildings, and at times in different parts of the town.
Childr n arc supposeu to begin in the dewotic schools at the age of 6 and to attend
till tho age of 10 completed.
The entire country is quite well supplied with demotic schools. It is almost
impossible to find a village of any size which has not at least one demotic school
where l>oth boys anu girls attend. Melingo, in his Griechenland in Unseren Tagen
(Wien, 1893), gives the number of these schools as being about 1,600. This makes
ono school for about 1,400 inhabitants, a proportion which, as Melingo rl3marks,
compares favorably with tho proportion of elementary schools in the Austro-Hungariau Empire. It is easy to understancl that in out of the way places these schools
arc miserably kept. For example of such a, school see 'EMoµck for June 2, 1890, in
the article ~;ro_;\.eiov Ka'i otoaa,ca/1.eiov. Tho school there described was most carelessly
kept, filthy and uuventil:1ted.
Attendance at the demotic schools is obligatory by faw. No parents or guardians
are legally excused from giving the children under their charge this elementary
education. How~ver, instead of sending their children to tho public schools, they
may scud them to private schools of the same standing. This law making primary
education compulsory dates back to tho year 1834. Since education is compulsory
it naturally follows tlJat it is imparted free of cost. It is delightful to remember
that ibis decree for free elementary instruction to all dates back to a decree of tho
first constitution of Epidavro., while Greece was merely a desert through the devastations of war.
Tho little children make a plea ing impression on tho stranger. They are bright
and diligent. They learn with greate ·t ease. They are ob client and respectful.
They ar examinecl twice a ·ear, in F hruary and during the first two weeks of
Jnly. HowoYer, when iu country places tho gathering of the raisins or the harYC ting of grain interferes with th attendance of the children at school, then the
teacher may tran fer the cxamiuati na to a later time, but must inform the minister
of cclncation cone ·ming the <'l1auge. These examinations are quite formal affair ,
c pe<'iall · tho July oucs.
committ of fivo is. ppointed by tho local repre entath· of tho GoY rnm •nt. Th•· mmitteo always iu ·lucles the cholard.1 of the Hell n ic chool or at l a t, teaclJ r from th IIelleni chool, and one of the roost l arued
pri ~ts of tho locality. (For an a · urato aocl d lightful tl scription of xaruinations
in a village chool co D metrios Bikclas s To ~xo?.tiov ,ov ;rwpfov ju lJis j,1ailfw; Ka,
Am,uvl;uw;, pp. 92-9 . ) At th close of the o July examination the sumUJer holidays
l,crrin. But for tho demotics hool. the vacation la ts only twenty d, ys.
Th' t •a her· in th cl ·motic ·<·hools, the 01JµocJ,oaun.a'i.o,, • ro appointed directly by
thP mini t r of «lucation.
Io t appointment· clop ncl on the p litical wortlJ of the
fri ml. of th all(licl, t . Th appointment are made annually. The community
to whi~h, t acl1cr i to b
nt ha little or no din•ct control OY r tho appointm nt.
, till th· local politician kc p to their local tea •her a a rnl . In aw rd, altbou"'h
a teanli rue,· •r know whero h will be n<· ·t y :u- y •t many of thew 1· •main in the
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same school for years. Professor Man::ttt, of Brown University, (sco B ehind Hymettus, by J. Irving Manatt, in the Atlantic Monthly for May, 1894) met a fine specimen
of teacher in Spata of Attica, who had taught there for twenty-five years.
METHOD OF INSTRl:CTION.

The details of the method of instruction in those schools are contained in the
famous 'Ochry6<;, or Teacher's Guide, published for the first time in 1Egina in 1830,
and since then repeatedly republishecl with modifications. It was a translation
from the Fron ch, and bore the title 'Ey;retpi'.owv Ola Ta aitA1]1,00lOatcrnca O':\'.OAeia, i; M17y6<;
TrJ<; Q,/,l,TJAOOlOaKTlK1<; µe06oov 'U7r0 ~apa~LVOV ou,vGvvTOV TOV iv IlaplO'LOl<; IlpoTV'lt"OV O'XOl,elOV
* ., •)f KaT' E7rtKplulV Tij<; tw6epv~(je<,)(; µern<f>paaOev µe017pµouµtvov. l:v Aiyivv, 18:::o; i.rro
I. P. KoKKOVTJ.

The m ethod prescribed iu this guide is the reciprocal or Lancnsterian. It owes
this second name to one of its inventors, J osoph Lancaster, of England (1778-1838).
It bas for its main featme the fact that the older pupils act as instructors for tho
younger. The Greeks took kindly to the system on account of its inexpensiv-enes .
Tho first Greek to be attracted to the system in its Western form was G. Kleopoulos,
who became acquainted with it while studying pedagogics in Switzerland. In 1820
he published a description of the system, recommending it to his countrymen. His
brochure, "EKOeut<; rrep2 T~<; 'AU17AootoaKnKij~· Me06oov, appeared a.t Jassy in 1820. Tho
method was ::tt once introdnced into the Greek schools of Jassy and Buchare t.
(See Rangabe untl anders Geschi hte do Neugriechi ·cben Littoratur, p. 25.)
Abont the same time Ath. Politcs introduced it into the Ionian Islands, and
Christophoros Perraebos established a school at Do1i in the P loponnesos.
This reciprocal metholl continues in uso oven yet in country schools; bnt tho
system is no longer iu favor, and tho teacher~ have found it best to assnmo to themselves all the obligations of directly imparting instruction to all their pupils, both
beginners and more advanced.
S CHOOL I N THE OPEN AIR.

In many places the school buildings are inexcusably ill-looking. Often the school
consists of a single smaJl room, and sometimes it contains no teaching a,pparatu,'
whatsoever. Pew communities own school buildings: and it is not always the most
commodious and pleasant quarters that t1e committee rents.
On this account, as well as on account of the love which the Gr ck has for the
op n air when the weather is fine, teachers in the small r towns oft n hold school
out of doors, unclcr some large tree or in some other shady place. Mr. D. Kapral s,
in his book' Ava Ta · op17 (p. 74), uescrihes such a school in a mall villag<' not far from
Patras. "On account of the xcossivo heat, the village schoolmaster ho1<ls s ssion
under th e shade of a, plane tree. Thirty little lads, each with a sack foll of booklets
at his ido, sit on long benches. They con in sil nee th ir le son , accompanied lJy
the sw et susu1Tus of tlle mountain br eze. ~ * * Some of them, as punishment
for having been at fault the day before, kneel while listening to tlie mast r's teach•
ing. 1Vbil others failing in their recitations are sonnclly switched, the master
accompanying his action with the adage 'the rocl is a gift of od,' as though it were
an inca ntation."
Sometim es the number of pupils in tho small sclloolrooms is much too large for
the room, anll accordingly it is certainly a relief both to t achcr and to pupils to
escape into the open air.
As an illustration of how many pupils a.re in some country schools, a school for the
little girls in the village of Limne in Eubrea may be tak en as an instance. Mr. G.
Paraskevopoulos ,isitcd it in 1893, and mentions it in his Tafeioi ava n)v 'Et 1.aoa. Ile
found that on woman teacher hacl 110 children under her charge. Had not th
tidiness and cleanliness of the old schoolroom as well as the hildren immediately
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impressed him, he would have expected to find but poor results. As it was, however, he was astonished at how the little girls could read. For lack of benches many
of them had to sit on the floor.
The following table shows the matter taught in the demotic schools, and the numb er of hours per week devoted to each study, for each of the four years. (See
~.ocxw0oet!,' rrpaKTlK.at oorry£at •7/!: c5u5aaKaAla!,' ri;Jv µarJr;µarnv iv TOl!,' or;µonKOl!,' a;roM.:Ol!,' 1)1[()
J).. r. ITerploov.
iv 'A()~vat!,', 1880; jn the 0eaµoA6ywv, p. 140.)
Number of hours per week.
Matter taught.

First
year.

Second
year.

Third
year.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1---·- - - - -- Religious instruction (sacred history, catechism, reading of
selections from Holy Scriptures).......................... . .
3
3
Greek (object lessons, reading, writing, grammar)............
12
12
.Arithmetic and geometric forms...... .........................
5
5
Drawing ... ...................... ... .............................. ·............... .
Simplo natural history, taught chiefly under the heading of
Greek in the object lessons and in t1ie reading books.
Geography ....................................................................... .
Greek history .................................................................... .
Vocal rnu!'l_ic...... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .
2 .•. •......
Gymnastics.. .................................... .. .....................
2
Total number of hours per week .. .... ................. .

22

22

Fourth
year.

---

3

12

12

5

5

3

3

3

3
3
2

2
2
2

2

32

33

EXPENSE OF SCHOOL BOOKS.

In all schools the pupils furnish their own books. These are not expensive. They
are usually unbound, and cost from a few pennies to about 50 cents each . Yet many
a parent finds it difficult to provide them. Accordingly in some places books are
furnished free by some plan or other. 'fhns in the island of Pholegandros, where
the people, although very simple, take a high interest in their schools-and they
have both a demotic and a Hellenic-books are supplied to the children at the
expense of the Pholegandrian Brotherhood, a society existing in Constantinopol and
made up of Pholegandrians temporarily living in that city for the sake of employ.
ment. The sole object of the society almost is to foster education. Think of it.
And all of its members are day laborers. They contribute to the maintaining and
improving of the schools in their island home, from which they are s parated for a
time by self.imposed exile, keep the school buildings in repair, supply map , teaching apparatus, and books, etc. (See ct>o11iyavopor, vrro Zarpe,plov I'a6aila in the ..1eitr.
Tf/r 'Iar. 1<, 'E0v. 'Eratp. Vol. n, pp. 503-50:1,)
PRAYERS IN SCHOOL.

Each half-day's work in school begins and ends with prayer. The pupils all stand
up and make the f:icrn of the Cross thrc<' times. Then th teacher or one of the older
pupils pronounces th prayer, which arc always the sam , namely, in the morning
the BllO'l/1'1/ Oi•pavte and Kupte TO 1ravay,6v O'OV IlvEiiµa, before the noon r ces , the Our
Father, the TTJV miaav i-?.rr 1cla o-ov, en evxi:Jv, and sometimes a hymn. In the aft rnoon
the ses ion is open d with the .16,fa ~ot GJ 0eor 1j11i:Jv o6fa aoi, and th Kbpu <.i Ot·or
iJ1u-.iv Tf/r a1.110oi'r o-o¢iar, and at the clo e of the day's tndi s they recite the llevre
1rpouKvv/Ja<,J,uev, the EvxaptUTovµlv <1ot Kvp,e ,ca2 eee and sometim s th y sing a hymn.
A, B, C SCHOOLS.

In mall hamlet wher it is imp ible to support a, demotic school, and yet the
place i too r mote £ r th children to attend the nearest demotic chool, it ill permittecl to esta.bli h ypapuaro<1xr1).e'iov or , B, C cho 1. The tea her in a gramm toschole10n n d h ve no peci l prepar tion for te ching. It is saffici nt th t he be
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of good moral standing, and know the elements of reading, writing, catechism, and
arithmetic. He receives a small salary from tho revenues of the Deme. He is subject to the uemodic askalos of the demotic school in whose territory his gmmmatoscholeion lies. His pupils a.re supposed to be from 5 to 8 years old. After reaching the age of 8, they are supposed to be able to attend the regular demotic school,
even though it be somewhat distant. (Seo 0euµo11,6ywv, pp. 393-400.)
In these A, B, C schools the teacher is often the local priest. In the demotic
schools also the teacher is often tho parish priest.
HELLENIC SCHOOLS.

After learning what is tauo-ht in the demotic schools, such boys as wish to study
still longer enter a Hellenic school. The Hellenic schools are HO call d because in
them the study of the Greek fanguage begins, the 'E.~il71vtK1) y1iijaaa. The course of
studies covers a period of four years. With the addition of ancient Greek during
the entire four years, and a :five months' course in Latin grammar durillg the latter
half of the last year, the matter taught is a direct continuance of what is taught
in the last two years of the course in the demotic schools. In the reading and
language classes, usual text books are the fables of 1Es.o pos, the Anahasis of Xenophon, the dialogues of the dead of Lonkianos, and during the last of the three years
the orations of Lysias and of Isokrates. In grammar the declensions, conjugations,
etc., are reviewed, and syntax is begun. T1.·anslations are made from ancient Greek
into the modern katharevousa., and from the katharevousa into the ancient Attic.
Ancient and modern history is studiec1. In the natural sciences the elements of
geometry, physics, and zoology are studied.
There are now about 180 Hellenic schools in the Kingdom. Th r is at least one
in each province-and in Greece the provinces are not large.
In order to be a candidate for the position of teacher in a Hellenic school on must
have passed the master's examinations in the university, or else po sess a diploma
from a teachers' school.
Each Htllenic school is controlled by a staff of two or more teachers. Tbo head
teacher is called the scholarch, o-x0Upx11r. The number of teachers depends ou the
number of pupils.
Written examinations are held in January, and oral examinations for promotion
in June.
Such scholars as succeed in the final examinations of the fourth year may then
enter a gymnasion, if they so desire.
TEACHERS' SCHOOLS.
(AL8CL<TICCLAl!LCL.)

From the very first it was evic1ent that there was no possibility of having good
schools without having teachers specially trained in their profession. And sinco it
could not be expected that doctors of the university, trained in the philological or
other seminaries there, would usually become teachers in tho lower schools, it became
necessary to establish a school for the proper training of teachers for these schools.
The school was opened with the German J>hilhellene, Dr. Kork of Bremen, as the
:first director. Dr. Kork began the work with all zeal. He took as his models the
teachers' schools of his own country. Unfortunate!.,·, Dr. Kork soon fell into contentions with some of the other profes ors in the didaskaleion, especially with Professor Apostolioes, and, being in ill health besides, he withdrew from the school.
He was succeeded in October of 1835 by Kokkones.
In the Oeaµo'Mywv (n1, p. 66 f.) is a schedule of the matter to 1Je taught in the
didaskaleion.
In the year 1864 the teachers' school was discontinued by Royal decree. It was
thought that teachers could be elected from university stndeuts and from those
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that had studiec1 in the gymnasia, and an examining committee was appointed
before which candidates for these positions of teachers might appear.
J3nt in 1876 it was deemed expedient to re-establish the teachers' school. It began
to operate September 24 of that year.
THE GYMNASIA .
(Ta rvµva,na.}

The first gymnasion in Greece was the "Central School," the K evrpucov Ixo?,eiov,
founc1el1 in .2Egina on the 13th of "oYember, 1829. It ·w as intended to be a model for
all other gymnasia throughout the kingdom. The first years of the school, however,
·were not entirely successful. 'rho discipline was monastically rigid. The teachers
,vcro under go,·ernmental surveillance. Tho freedom ,-.,,hich successful teaching
demnnds was wanting. These defects, however, passed away with Kapodistrias.
As with tho Hellenic schools, so also ·with the gymnasia, their founder and organi zers aime<l. at introducing a faithful copy of tho German schools. The gymnasia
wcro modeled especially after tho gymnasia of Bavaria.
In 1837, when the uniYersity, as opened, there were four gymnasia successfully
operating. Tho number 1·apic1l y grew, and at present thoro is a gymnasion in every
town of sufficient size to justify the GoYernment in establishing it. In tho larger
citic::;, such as Athens, P:1tras, etc., th ro :1ro more than one, according to tho popu_
latiou.
Some gymnasia, do not offer the complete course of four J-ears, the two upper
clas~es 1)eing wanting. 'l'heso are calle(1 gymnasia of the second class. Those in
wbi<-h tho full course is given arc gymnasia of the first class .
Each gymnasion is managed by its own facu lty. At the head of the faculty is the
gymnasiarcb, yv11vac;Lapx?J<.:• T ho g_ymnasiarch is himself one of tho t eaching body
of the gymnasion. However, ho has tho right and duty of overs eing the work of
th<' other professors and of directing Hin some measure.
Tho details iu tho ten.cbing of the gymnasia, arc lffovided for by regulations of the
depnrtmont of education. Thero exists a general schedule or programme of studies
which is to ser,·o as a model for tl.Je yearly 1irogrammes of the individual schools.
Tho department of education, from time to time as occasions call for such, publishes
explanation or interpretations of such parts of the general programme as seem to
uec·<l .. nch ::t<1ditional illu. tration. A general programme was officially publish d as
early as 1855. In 1867 a new programme was made and the old one annulled. Again,
in 1 -1, a new pro<Yramnl<' was i suc<l. in June of that year. Tho programme of 1884
is ::;ti 11 in for . Thes programmes determine tho studies to be taught in the IIellenic
schools as well as in the gymnasia. Although the gymnasia all follow the same general progranunc·, and aro from a rnatrrial point of view proYided for in about tho
same ,my, yet all do not pro,1uce equally good 10sult . This is du to the accidental
efficiency or iuelliciency of tho s veral te: cher1:1 tlrn.t m ake np tl10 corp of in tructiou _, to tho quality nm1 r1rcvious trainin°· of tho tu<l. nts, th ir occupation, mode of
life, de.
Tlw gynrna ·h arc <Y nNally npportad by the tat ; but in 1>lacos wh re the populati on is not :ufliciently large to ju tify the t te ju xpendin•r money for their upport, the p oplo of tho community s0111 tim •. support ono for them elves, paying the
e:qtl'll. in :omc ingcuio11 w: y. 1i'or instance, tho town of · c ion, in f e11 ia, not
bci11~ f:H·or <l hy tuc C:oY ·rnrncnt with a g.vmna·ion, it inhabitants wero in the · ar
11.:, 1 upporting on h~- a Yolnut ry tax led •<l. and coll ctcd by them elves of 1 centim (i.c-:;-ov) on each ok of "'r'tp or fig proclne cl in their field . ( ee Para ·ke,·opoulo~ in hi· Ta~ 'itJ1.)
Th 1ihy i ·al ci01tr' · ar taught, iutl cl, but in, y ry cl fi tive way.
na ia nr la ic, I ho J. , an,l th pby. ical cicnce aro taught, not a
priml' importn111·,•, hu , m r Ply l1eing worth sou1 ·litrltt attc•ntion. Thi
du to th fo t tlrn th r Uy g1en.t importante of C'ln. ic clu · tion in
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shadows the high cl::tims that the physical sciences have on modern education . The
scbools lack app::m 1tus. Yet improvement shoultl come, lJecanso these brunches are
now "being fought by men that ha;ve won their doctorate in the -physical sciences, and
are therefore both cap::tblo teachers and interested in the progress of their specialty.
In the gymnasia of Athens, Patras, and other larger towns, the students wear a
special dress or uniform of cadet-like appearance; in tho smaller towns, however,
no such luxury is to bo seen. In these smu.11 towns many a young aspirant to letters
still wears the national fustanell::t. It is a pity that all do not do so.
In order to seize tho advantages of an education the hardy young Greeks, especially of the provinces, often endure hardships that w uld make us shiver. The
writer once visitecl four bravo lads that were staying in Sparta. for the winter in
order to attend tho gymnasion there, as their own native X<Jpt6 had none. They had
rented a small house consisting of ono room with the ground fur floor. He came in
upon them as they were at dinner. The only food they had was a pot of maccnroni,
cooked by themselves. Other than the four young heroes the only bright thing in
that room was the little stack of books they took bashful prid.e in showing to him.
In the gyrnnasial course the study of philosophy is prominently included. The
course includes logic, anthropology, psychology, :lnd ethics. But these stndies seem
to be somewhat superficially taught. At least this is the opinion of Mr. I. Argyriades, who, in a report to the ministry of education ('EK0eaq;- rrp o<; ro 'Yrrovpyelov rF;,;
IIattlda~ rrept -riJv ev 'AO~vaL<; Tvµvaafov Ka2 'E~.117vrniJv ~xo?dwv, p. 26), vigorously attacks
the d fee ts in the way in which philosophy is taught, ancl his complaints are warmly
supported l>y P:rnta.zidcs iu his Pedagogics (IJaufoywJLK~, pp. 31, 32.)
Since Greek is the vernacular language, it naturally holds a most prominent place
in the curricula of the gymnasia. The young student comes to the gymnasium able
to r~ad and under tand the simpler writings of his classic for father s, such as the
Dialogues of tho Dead, or the Anabasis, or the more simple dialogues of Pla.ton.
Ile has mastered all of the Attic grammar sav syntax, and he has spent at least a
year at that, for he began it in the third. year of the hellenikon. He is aho able to
writ simple themes in the ancient language, and is able to paraphra e with wonderful mechanical accuracy from the ancient into the katharevousa. True, he has not
had the gigantic difficulties to overcome that are sufficient to hinder youths of other
countries from mastering ancient Greek. For him it is merely the 1 arning of a
differcm variety of his own vernacular. The intelligent young Greek is never at a
loss to under taud good H llenic, although he may be amused by it. However, if in
one lesson the teacher employs what ho thinks to be a specially Attic wonl or phrase
he is not surprised if his pupils u e it l)ack at him in the next lesson.
In the gymnasion the student r ca<.l s not only the more difli ·ult proso authors, such
as llerodotos and Thu ky<lides, but 1:1.lso the poets. Ile reacls, and, from a grammatical
standpoint, analyzes into shreds sE'1ect dramas of Sop ho kl es and Euripides. Ile reads
the language of tho poets not by quantity, as we say, but by accent-that is, he pronounces tho wor ls as he docs when reading pro ·e. Ho l arns to scan al o, but n ither
hi teach r nor he have any liking for the proces . His knowledge of prosody does
not 1 ad him beyond the ability to scan a dactylic or an iambic line.
The young boys enter the gymnasion with littlo preparation in Latin. On account
of the gr ater importance of the ·la·, i Greek th Latin is liabl to be slighted. At
least to us in the west who regard La.tin as equal in importan e with Greek, it seem
that La.tin is underrated in the Greek gymnasia, (See Die Stellung des Lat in io
den llohorn Schulen eugriechenlands. In the Berliner Philologisrhe Wochenschrift,
1884 S., 31-32.) But after all we are liable to be prejucli cd critics on the one side,
as tho Gr eks lh mselv s aro likely prejudiced on the oth r side.
\Yith n. six months' training in Latin in thehellenikon, he comes to the gyuma ion
and takes up th following cours
:First year: Latin accid nts, a Latin reader, 1Tcpo . .
'econ cl year: yntax, 'msar.
Third year; yntax, ·om1iositiou, Livy, VU!sar.
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Fourth year: Com11osition, Vergil, Horace, and something in prose; e. g., pro
Milone or the Agricola, of Tacitus.
Of the modern languages, French is the only one that is obligatory in the gymnasion. Amon~ edu cators are to ue found some that desire to have German placed
among the obligatory studies. But they have not been strong enough to succeed.
German, indee,l, is taught as an optional course. In some of the larger gymnasia
English is also taught as an optional study. Although a four years' courseinFrench
is provided for, yet it is not seriously studied. F ew of the students at the end of
the four years are able to more than simply read it, and that faultily, notwithstanding the fact that the Greeks I •arn languages with great ease.
:Mathematics are al ways taught by specialists. Accordingly, the instruction given
is good. Yet the course is very weak. In pure mathematics the highest studies are
algetra, geometry, and trigonometry.
In the university there is no chair of geography; so it is to be expected that this
study in the gymnasia is not a success. Being taught by teachers who themselves
have not studied it, no scientific enthusiasm either on part of tea,cher or student can
be expected. Another difficulty in geography comes from the Greek language. The
modern Gre k is poor in sound8. It is not easy to transliterate into Greek the names
of places, etc., met with in the study of geography. There is ever present the difficulty of putting such names as London, Massachusetts, Maryland, into intelligible
forms w ith Greek letLers. As yet there is no fixed practice. But such names as Rome,
Switzerland, France, are represented hy their ancient forms, Pwµ11, 'E.:Werfo, I'a?,Ma.
A. few names are translated, as Ta AevKa "Op1;, Ai 'Hvwµlvat 1101,trei.ai for ''the White
Mountains," ''the United States." Other names again are either spelled in Latin
letters and pronounced as the names are pronounced in their native country, or are
transferred into Greekish form, as 'AAtpafo, MtA66KTJ, for Halifax, Milwaukee. (See
1'ewyparp£a 'PvatK~ 1ca'i II0AtTLK1),

vrro Mapyap£rov r. tif;µtraa . ev 'A0f;vau;.)

Another drawback in the teaching of geography is the lack of apparatus. Until
of late even wall maps of Greece itself with the names of the places in Greek were
not to bo found in the schools. Now, however, thanks to the efforts of the Society
for tho Diffusion of Greek Letters ('Eratpeia 1rpor ~taooatv ri;Jv 'E').,},11vtK&Jv I'paµµdnw)
and to the generosity of a riclt Greek, Mr. Zapheiropoulos, simple geographical
apparatus is not such a rarity as it was some years ago. The society has taken steps
to fit out the schools with useful apparatus for different branches, and Mr. Zapheiropoulus has borne the 0X})ense of publishing a number of excellent maps.
History is taught during all of tho four years according to the followint.7 schedule:
First year: Greek history from its beginnings down to the time of Alexander, preceded by an introduction, treating of the different peoples of the East with whom
tho early Greeks came into contact.
Second year: Roman and Byzantine history down to the capture of Constantino11ol by the Franks in 1204.
ThirJ. year: History of the Middle Ages, and modern history down to the treaty
ofYieuua.
ourth year: Greek history down to the appointment of Kapodistrias as goYernor
of ,rce ·e.
Of the natural science: averal are taught, but the time devoted t each is necestill it is better, perhaps, to give a certain geueral knowled~e of the
s, rily short.
11rindpl of a number of these science than to devote all the dispo able time to oue
or two c_·clu i · ly. Whoever wishes to J>ursne any one of them a a specialty will
fiml bis opportuility in the univcr ity or in th Polytechuic Institute.
The general programm of 1 i or,lers a cour e of natural sciences as foJlows:
lir t year: Zoology, two hour a we k.
outl: ar: Botany, geo]o..,.y mineralogy, two hour a we k.
Thirrl y nr: E .·pni111 ntal physics, two hours a week.
Four h year: ( 'htn.ui try and co 1uOJ!rRphy, two hours a week.
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THE SCHOLASTIC YEAR,

In the gymnasia the school year begins with the first week of September, and
continues, with a short break at Christmas and a week at Easter, until tho end of
Jnly. But the entire month of September is consumed in examining new applicants
for admission, and the entire last month is occupied with the annual and final oxamina,t ions. Accordingly there are but nine months of regular instruction, and even
of these nine months the last one is given over to repetitions, etc., in preparation for
the examinations, and is therefore almost lost so far as education is concerned.
There remains then but eight months of real instructive teaching.
EXAMINATIONS.

In tbe gymnasia tlie following examinations fake place:
In tho month of Scptem ber there are examinations for snch new applicants as have
no regular dimissorial ( ar.o?.vTf;pwv) or certificate stating that they have finished a
course in the hellenikon; also examinations for all who having failed at the examinations for promotion in the preceding July were accorded the privilege of presenting themselves again in September.
In January written examinations are held in all branches.
In July the regular annual oral examinations are held in order to discover who are
worthy of promotion and who are not. No promotions are made in midyear. It is
wrong to allow promotion to depend, not on the work of the year but on the anuual
examinations; but the Greeks are not the only ones that make this mistake. At the
end of the year also are b l<1 th examinations of those that have finis heel their gymnasia,] studies and wish to procure a dimissorial (arro1vrfJrJL011 ) or certiticate for the
university. These dimissorial examinations do not cover the matter of four years of
the gymnasion course, but merely the matter of the la t year.
DISCIPLINE-MODES OF PUNISHMJ<,NT.

What we said of the pupils of the lower schools, that they are diligent and well
behaved, can also be said of the avernge stn<lent of the gymnnsion, though not with
the same emphasis.
The punishment with the rod, although a favorite one with the Greek schoolmnster,
is forbidden by positive orders of tho ministry of edu,·ation, under date of Decemb r 12, 1848. In spite of this ]aw, however, the teachers in the lower schools still
use the rod, but the teachers in tLe gymnasia have long since discarded it.
Expulsion (arrolloAlj) from the gymnasion is inflict cl when milder remadios fail.
According to the law, sentence of expulsion can 1)epassec1 on a student only by vote
of a majority of t,he professo1·s in the chool. This d cision of the corps of tead1ers
can not be revoked even by the mini ter of education.
When a stucleu tis fonncl guilty of some great r crime, be may not only be e. pell d
from bis own gymnasion, but also ue punished by "e ·clusi,.m," arroK).eiuµ6r;, from all
other gymnasia of the kingdom. Thi punishment can be inflicted only hy the
cooperation of the professors and the local representative of the civil government.
The student thns punished can appeal to the minister of education against the
sentence.
E:CHOOLS FOR GIRLS.

The Greeks have not been so prompt in caring for the intellectual training of their
clanghters as for that of their sons; yet they have never looked on education as unbecoming or ov •n usele s to a woman. We have already seen that in tho year 1824,
almost immediately after tho battles of Marathon and Kalamos, which brought the
first fre h breath of freedom to the Athenians, a school for girls was opened in the
Parthenon.
ED
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Years passed, however, before the Greeks could proyido any public system of education for girls higher than what they could learn in the demotic scliools.
The first school in which girls could receive more than the mere @lements of learning was established in Athens by two .Americans, Dr. ancl Mrs. Hill.
Bnt the .Arsakeion (Tu Apaa,cewv), which is now perhaps the best school for young
ladies, can also boast of quite an early origin. It was founded in July, 1836. It
takes its name from its greatest benefactor, A postolos .Arsakes. This same munificent
patriot has also founded similar schools elsewhere.
Tho .Arsakeion in Athens, and a number of similar young ladies' schools, 1rap0t:vay(,)yeta, in otheT cities of Greece, wore the result of the endeavors of a number of men,
who associated themselves together under the name of tho Society of the Promoters
of Education, <Ptl,t:K1rauJevTtKJJ 'Erntpeta.
These determined men began without means. They sent out appeals to various
rich Greeks, and Arsakes responded.
The course of studies in the Arsakeion is on a par with that of the gymnasia for
boys, 1 and graduates of this school now have the privilege of becoming university
stuL1ents.
The .Arsakeion does good ospccfally by preparing teachers for the elementary
schools for girls.
PRIVATE

CJIOOLS FOR GIRLS.

Such parents as can afford it have a strong inclination to send their children not
to the public schools, but to schools in which the ]_)upils receive more parental care
than can bo given to them in tbe public institutions. There are accordingly many
such privato schools of all grades, whether for boys or for girls, througLout all of
Greece. .As a sample of a parthenagogeion, or young ladies' school under priyate
management, we take one in Athens under the direction of Miss Aspasia Blasiou
Skordelo. (See K.avovtapo1: rov 'E?,A71vtKov ITap0t:vay(,)yt:Eov I-0¢>Ea1: r.,,umruv?,,ov Kat Aarraafor
B?.. "J:.KopoD,17 iv' AOf;vat/;, 1891.)
This educated and refined lady takes her love of the art and practice of teaching
from her father, Blasios Skordeles, who has made a study of erlucation all his life,
is most thoroughly acquainted with the condition of primary and middle education
in Greece, and bas written valuable works for the uso of teachers and scholar .
Lady Skordele studied in the .A.rsakeion. ller teacher in p edagogics there was
her ow·n very competent father.
T n years ago thi academy was founded. It contain tlueo epa.rate departmonts,
a kindergarten, a demotic school, and a high school, which include tho clus es of a
Hellenic school and the two lower cla. cs of a gymnasion. There is • l o an extra
cour. o of two years more for such as are preparing t hemsofre for t eaching.
Lady 'kordcle does not object to the principle of women pursuing higher studies
and doYoting tbemse]Yes to special sci nc s, but yet thinks that Gr eece h. s at present more need of competent hou keeper and iutelligont wive aud mothers than
of scientific women. :For this r ason this chool doe not profc to propar young
ladic for the uniYcrsity.
Tho kiudergart n is iutentl d fol' children of from 4 to 6 years of age. Th oy tom
follow •cl is tho 1' rn •be]i:m.
Th<' cour e "iYen in th
otic chool extend over the ren·ular fonr yearB. The
m · · taught <111 •• " L
iod i a follows:
ion, porti<
and .i:T w T tament ; modor
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arniog 1,y memory of select p
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· by biographers;
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The course in the high school extends over six years. It embrncos catechism,
explanation of tho cerernonies of the church, principa.l events in church history;
ancient Greek, with grammar, including synta.x, .composition in modern Greek;
G:i;cck history, Roman history, portions of universal history; geogrnphy and cosrnography ; arithmetic and the elements of geometry; elements of naturnl history,
anthropology, experimental physics, and chemistry; elementary knowlNlge of Greek
art aucl literature; dom stic economy, domestic :peu.agogy, and the clements of
hygiene ; French aml conversation in French, G rman a,ml English optional; sketching, vocal music, gymnastics, haml work, cutting and sewing, painting, molfling
in chy; pjano :mu dancing are optional and at extra charges .
Pupils may attend as interns (1p6qnµot), or as half boarders (1iµtTp6<fnµot), or as <lay
scholars ( i(,,m:puwi) .
'l'nition for interns is 1,400 drachmas a year; for half boarders, 20 drachma.a a
month in addition to what they would pay as day scholars, and for day scholars the
tuition varies from. 7 to 35 drachmas a month, according to tho class the pupil is
enTolled in.
Tllo half boarders tako dinner iu the school. The number of pupils i from 200 to
240 ea.ch year.
La.st year, 1896-97, the teaching body consisted of twelve women teachers and
ten men :professors. The professors teach such branches as the women teachers are
not prepared to teach.
TilE

:?\'IVER 'ITY , l

(To Ila.verrt<TT~µ.tov.)

Since the sixth century, when Ju tinian closeu the philosophical schools of Athens,
down to tl1e nineteenth tl1ere wa little of high r education in Athens. 'l'ho city of
the godd ss of wisdom, wh re one triumphed art and Jett rs an<1 science, had become
so insignificant that scholars of the West dicl not any longer know whether it yet
exLted . Martin Kraus asks this very question. Although recent ar hreological and
hi torical investigation shows that Athens never ceased to exist, and Llrnt it was
throughout all tho middle ages an important if not a prominent city of the Byzantine Empire, yet it is true that Athens of those days had fallen, fallen. At the
most it produced a scholar of repute now and thon, such as the brilliant Evdoxia,
who later becamo Empress. But thore were no important institutions of learning
nor any great teachers. The monastic schools, foundecl to replace the schools of
philoso_phy, did good w rk in their way, but their aim was not high.
1 ee Ludwig Rosa's account of the founding of the university in Putz's D uts ·hes
M ts<mm, 1 53. This a •count is also published in Otto Jahn's edition of Ross's
Erinnerungeu an Griechenfand. Berlin, 1863, L' ancl ~- .
C. L'f°5vcqne, L' niversit6 d' Ath u set l'in truction publi<1ue cu Gr 'CO . (Rev. d.
Denx )!ondes, 1817, pp. 499 ff.)
'Iarop£a Tov IIaw:n<1TTJµiov v1ro Ev8v1tfov Kaar6px'T/ in the 'Er;rrrepo, 1 1 85, nos. 90-92.
Qi, v6µot ,ou 'EOvuwv ITaverrtan;µtov l1ccfoJ611,evoi lmµe'J..elr;r, Ap. Ba,116CL, lv 'AO~va,,, 1885.
Le Cinquantona.ire de l'Universite d' Ath nes, in the Revue d s ]!;tudes Grecques I
(1 8 ) pp. 78 ff., by fr. D. Bikclas.

XpO!llKOV T;j, rrptJ,TJ, 1fcVTl/lWVTa£7TJpioo<; ,OU E? f.TJVlKOU Ilavtrrurrr;µEov Kar' evro?.1jv .!;<; 'AKaOIJµa'iK~<; ~VYKl.~TOV. vrro 'Iwavvov IIavra([oov. 'AOijVTJ<Jl] 1889.
'Oo,fYo<; Ti:JV tpOLTrJ761V ,av 'EOvu.:ov IIavmt<JrTJµlov vrro A. Ko?.wUf,, Kal K. ~avOorrov1.[oov. EV
• 'AOf;i:at<; 1893.
A6}'0l IWL Otarayµara 7r£pL TOU E0vtKOV IIaV£1rl(]TTJµfov a1ro TOU i.ov,1 1886-1895, f.K0t06/J,£VOl ETrL
nj<; IIpvravda<; Av. tlwµ~oov<; ITvptaKoV. iv 'A0f/vat<; 1 1896.
'Oo11yo, T6JV Q!OlT7/T61V ,av IIav£1rl<JTTJµfov '08(,)VO<;J rrepdx{,)v 1rapa[veatv EL!,' f.'lrl<JT17µovtKr/V 1ralodav µiOooov 9(,, irrfrevftV av,;j<; Kat 'TOV<; v6µovr TOV IIaver:t<JTTJµfov, vrro A. Povaorrout,OV. l:v

'AOfri,a,, 1 1857.
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It was only after the return of liberty to Athens that a higher school of learning
was again established. No sooner had the Greeks loosed themselves from the bonds
of 01ipre sion than their old love of learning immediately reasserted itself.
We have seen how the English wisely founded a college at Kerkyra, and how well
it prospered. This school probably served as an incentive and a near model for the
Greeks of the mainland.
The ·;years of Kapodistrias's dictatorship passed away without the founding of a
university.
In 1834 the seat of government was transferred from Navplion to Athens. The
transfer was made under Otho, who, after the death of Kapodistria, was appointed
by the powers to be the first King of regenerated Greece.
On the 31st of December, 1836, a royal decree was issued providing for the establishing of a university, and regulating the details concerning tLe constitution of
tliis future institution. This edict was promulgated during tlie absence of the King
in Europe. Tho King, on returning, was not pleased with it, and in a decree of
April 14 (26), 1837, he declared the previous decree null, and issued a temporary set
of regulations for the proposed university. Then, on the 22t1 (3d) of April he issued
a decree for its final establishment. This decree contains the names of the men
a11pointed to be the first professors. It is published in Bambas ( N 6µot rov Ilavmu,rr;µtov,
pp. 6-1-70). Otho followed the custom prevalent in Germany, and named the university after himself, TV ITaveritar~µwv TOV ·oo(,JVO<;.
A fu]l system of schools from the lowest to tho highest had been drawn up by
Maurer, one of the regents during the minority of the King. (See Maurer, Das
gri<:Jchische Volk, etc., n, pp. 188, and 215.) He proposed to have a Hellenic school
in every eparchy, an<l in e,ery province a gymnasion, and in Athens a university, an
academy, and a school of art. His plan was to ha.ve the fouuding of the university
take place in October, 183-t, and that of the academy on November 2, bis own birthdny. But ho had been recalled to Germany before having an opportunit;r of putting
bis plans into act. He brought them with him to Germany, not wishing others to
idly profit by them, nor his reputation to be jeopardized by their misuse or misinterpretation.
Otho'i, decree was welcomed with joy. Only one determined voice was raised
agaillst it, the editor Le bides, in his journal, tho E?.r.i~, fiercely attacked the founding
of tho university as 1>remature.
But what namo was to be consecrated to serve as a translation for the European
word " univer ity " The institution founded in Kerkyra by the English bore the
title of '· academy." But the word AKaof,•µe ta in its classical sense expressed something dilJerent from a university, and 1)esicles the modern Greeks wished to use that
wor<l a a translation of the European word academy. Names such as Movaeiov,
Daw5tcfoi-;,f;pwv were recalled. Other names that in Turkish times indicated a school
of higher studies wer 'Ei.1.11voµovaewv, Ai11;uov, <f.Jpovnar/Jpwv, I'vµvaawv . These names
though adaptable gavo way finally to the new creation, IT.avmtar~1uov. It certainly
if; a ilitahle word, expr ·i,ing at least all that is implied in the" Universitas Literarurn et 'cienti. rum:• of the
st.
The deer o of 1837 conta.ined a number of regulations which were to serve a a
gni<l in nll m, ttor. relating to the univer 1ty until such time as a, regular constitution conl<l he drawn up. Thi ·on titution, however, n ver came into e. · tence; and
th pr \'i iounl re..,.ulatiou of the decree have served ever since as the ba i of all
u11iv r ity govern01e11t .
•\.ccor,lin 'to th
1·
tion tho university consistH of four faculties, theology,
la v, m dic·inc, • 1Hl phi lo ophy. Each faculty or chool, con i ts of deiinit num- ·
11 r of hair r profe. ·or. hip . The profes or of a.ch chool under th pre idenoy
of the can, con ·titnt , n ind pendent t aching body, in eparnble, how v r, from
th uniY • it · :rnd in ontinn, l totH·h with the other schools, autl uutlor tho general
control of the cuat of the univet' 1ty.
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The }lrovisional regulations provicled that the first professors should be appointed
by royal decree, uut that beginning with the year 1842 the severa.l schools should
elect their own professors. 'l'he mode of election was to be determined in the university constitution; but, since that constitution uever came into existence, the
Government continued to appoint directly all professors up to the year 1882. Since
that year each school proposes the candidates and the minister of education formally
appoints.
The King ap-pointed twenty-three professors, two in the school of theology and
seven in each of tbe other schools. It is ea y to believe that Otho had a difficult
t:lsk iu finding twenty-three men capable of undertaking university work. True it
is that be could find many that were willing to undertake the ta k, but yet there
were scholars in Greece that lo ved dnty more thau dignity. One of these was Gennadios. Otho invited him to a chair in the university. Gennadios replied: "If
wo all make a jump for the university who will take care of the lower schoolsf
They also arc important." S<'holars were not scarce in Greece at that time, but other
requirements beside scholarship are 110 '<led in a profe ·sor. To prevent all devastatiug blunders he should have already been tried as a teacher in a lower school and
found capable. Several of the first professors were Germans. That it shonld have
been found wise to appoint these foreigners should not surprise us. They were men
of experience. It is in no way a refleetion on Greece. The Greeks should be proud
to have been able to produce instanter an Asopios, a Leon Melas, a Misacl Apostolides, an Argyropoulo., a Pa1lekas, a Kostes, a Kontogoncs. Among the G<'rman
professors were Fe<"ler in the schoo) of law, Treiber in medicine, Ulrichs in Latin,
Ross in arohroology, ancl Landorer in chemistry.
Ludwig Ross was a native of Denmark. He was also appoint<'d custo<lian of
antiquities. In this capacity, as in that of professor, he clid much good. He undertook, however, to re tore the Parthenon to its original condition. Arcb:cologist~ and
art lovers are glad thnt ho did not have au opportunity of ·arrying out this attempt.
He collected many inscriptions an<l other remains of antiquity that otherwise would
have been lost. His de criptions of his journeys through different :{)arts of the
Kingdom ~tre especially interesting, and useful as funds of historical, philological,
geographical, and archreological information.
•
UJrichs was a native of Bremen. He died in Athens in 1843. Before receiving
tl1e appointment to a profe sorship in the university he was professor of Latin in
the central gymnasion in .2Egina. He came to Athens not as seeking a position, but
as a Philhellene.
These Germans adopted the modern pronunciation of Greek, and then, speaking
in ancient or mollern language, they were at once intelligible to their foreign
audience.
'Ihe first four deans, then called ~xoMpxm, but now Koaµf;TO(Jf<;, were ftppointed,
as were the profes ors, by royal decree.
ow, however, each school elects its dean.
Tho fir ·t 1·octor, Il pvravt!:, was also appointed by royal decree. This lionor was
given to Konstantinos chinas.
On the 3d (15th) of Ma ,, 1837, the official op ning of the new university took
place in the presence of Otho and his cabinet. The scene was so affecting that
th King wept. The Bishop of Attika ble sed th£. undertaking and chanted
the Ev1i.6ynror- el xruaTe. The Prytanis r ad au acldre s proper to tho occasion, a did
each of the four deans. The first r •gular lecture took place in the following week,
on the 22d of May. It was a lecture by Ludwig Ross, and on the Acharnians of
Aristophanes.
But where clid all of this tn,ko plnce No buildings had been erected to serve
especially for the purpose of a university; and no large lrnildings already existed;
in fact, oppr ssion and war had reduced Athens to a mere collection of bovels. One
building, however, was f uncl snfficiently commodious for tho imme<liate ne ds of
the infaut university, the house of Kleanthes, Oi,da Kkav0ovc. This had already
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been nsed as a gymuasion. It stood uear the foot of the north slope of the Akropolis, jn tbe ''Pla.ka/' or, more exactly, in the .A.na1)biotika, a section so called because
inhabited by settlers from the island of Anaphe. The house is still standing,
althongh few seem to know its fame. It is now monastic property, being a possession of the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, in Jerusalem (M tT6,:rwv Tuv Ayfov Ta~ov).
(See "Ecnrepor, YII, 24.) The Archreological Society is now preparing to excavate the,
.A.napbiotika. quarter, and an old landmark will soon be destroyed.
THE FIRST STUDENTS .

Wh;n the university was fonnded, there were only three 1:,ymnasia in the entire
Kingdom h:wing the right to give dimissoTials, and these had been in existence but
a few years. Accordingly, there was not a large number of young men that could
present themselves as trained candidates for a university course of studies. The
three gymnasia, then operating weTe those of NaYplion, Syros, and Athens. The one
at 1Egina had been discontinued, and its personnel and movable property transferred
to tl10 gymnasion of Athens.
It was discovered that tho nnmber of regular students at the unh·ersity would not
be snfficient to enable the professors to teaeh their course in a satisfactory way. In
order not to be imp ded by this circnmst::mce, two measures were resorted to. First,
not only might all young men that had completed the conrse of studies in agymnasion
becomo full stud ni.s, if.>ot,17m[, in the uni,ersity, but also all the pupils of the highest
class iu the gymnasia wero allowed to enroll themselYes as full students without
making their last yeaT of the gymnasion course. Secondly, any person in a Government po1;ition, or any other person of gooc1 repute and some preparn.tion, could be
enrolled as auditor (TaK.TLKOt /:rnpoarn[). This class of regularly enrolled auditors was
recognizeJ until 1844, when, on account of ihe sufficier:itly large number of regular
students, there no longer existed any need of the auditors. But attendance at the
lectures of tho university has never been denied to anyone; so that the number of
auditors has always been considerable, although not recognized officially.
No one not·a regulai· student could become a candidate for a degree. '1.'be regular
auditors might receive testimonials stating what courses tliey followed as auditors.
By the two concessions mdfl.tioned the university succeeded in gathering h1 127
men and boys, of which 52 were full students :wd 75 regular auditors. Of these
there were in theology 8 fu11 students, in law 22 students and 71 n.uditors, in medicine 4 student and 2 auditors, and in philosophy 18 students and 2 auditors.
T
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But there was another difficulty to he met. Since the university was intended
not only for tho sons of inhabitant of free Greece, but for young men from all parts
of the r ek world, some prodsion had to be made for tbe admi sion of students
coming from abroad-from Turkey in Europe, from .Asia Minor, from Egypt, etc.
These applicants could not bring a dimi orial from a gymna ion, because gymna ia
did not cxi'bt in most of tho eitie of the e couutries. Yet they were often quite
w l1 pr pared to begin a uui ver ·ity course, ha.ving tudied in some good Hellenic
s ·hool of the old type or haviuO' r ceived private in truction. To do justice to
th ,,c canc1idat ·s n. 1>ccial ommitteo of professors was appointed to examine them,
and if found fit they wcr allow d to be enrolled a full students. Thi committee
continued to . i t until r n-nlar gymnasia. had l,een sta.blisbecl in most of the larg
II 11 lli<' cent r. alnoad and the yonng Greeks from out ide the Kingdom conlu
come with a re"'ulnr dimi orial. The provisional government, which b >Id sway for
n tim aft r tb OY rthro'.v f Otho, aboli hod the committee by a. decree of ptembc1· G 1 "3 (. e Bamb
p. 1 , note), and since 1863 if a. &tudent comes from withont
th Kingdom not ha ·jurr a climi orial he i aclvi ·ed to pr ent himself at a gymnaion :mtl pa: tllo final gymna ial ·aminatioo, and thu receive tho regnlar c rtificate
of adrni ion to the uniy r it .
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The sons of tho unredeemed Greeks hu.ve shown tbcmsclYes worthy of tho concessions made to them. They appreciate tho blessings of education even more than do
those raisecl in the Kingdom of Greece. You can perha11s find no Greek village in
ull the country under the Crnscont, be it in Europe or in Asia or in Africa, without
finding the poor rajah saving up his groats in orc1el' to send a son to Athens to study.
TTIE SECOND YEAR.

Sbort1y after the formal opening tho lectures were discontinued on account of the
arrproach of 1Summer. In the following September they were resumed, and thus tbe
university-entered upon its first full year of duty. For this year a programme of
studies was issued according to the German sy t ..,m, with a lcarnc(l arcl1roological
monograph by Professor Ross. To the school programme of tho following year a
like dissertation was prefixed on a theolQgical subject. Thor after, however, the
custom of prefixing such dissertations was abandoned.
During this year a second class of instructors was added, corre::11)011cling to privat
clocenten in the German universities. These v~r;y77rai,, as they a-re called, teach as
independently as do the full professors, only they must find hours not occupied hy a
professor's work for the same students. These docents receive no salary.
THE FIRST DOCTOR.

Although uni.versity work went on regularly and earnestly; seven years olar>scd
before a. candidate came forward to take the examinations for the doctorate. This
lack of candidates was due to two ca.uses, to the fact that tbe Government had uot
yet detorruiuecl on the conditions for the doctorate, and that the better tudcnts
were glad of an opportunity to go to Europe for a. year or two to fi.ni h, while the
loss ambitious were satisfied with a mere certificate of the fact thn.t they hacl made
a university course.
Tbc Government :first published the conditions for xuminatiou for the doctorate
and tho rnetbocl of conducting tho examinations in a docree of May 19 (31), 18 12.
When in the year 184.4 .a candidate pr sented .himself fo1· examinations the event
was au interesting one. The candidate was A.na tasios Gouclas, from Ionnnina, one
of tl.Jo students that ma.triculated for the ilrst opening of tho unfrer i(\·. Ile
r eccfred his degree in mcclicine. In the same year Konstantinos Klcanthes presented
him ·elf in the school of philosophy. .Although a. good student he failed. in tho oral
examiuations. Accordingly he left the university with no other title than that of
re?,ewc5ic5aKror;, which meant that he had followecl a full course. He afterwards
became a teacher, aml a successful one. Shortly b(.lfore his d •ath, which happened
a fow years ago, he :finished and published in Triest a.n elition of in<l.ar in ftye
volume.
Tho new university, a can lJe •learly seen, ·was modeled aft r the G ma.11 ·chools,
and more c pecia.lly after the universiti s of North G rmany, on · plan originally
drawn up by Profess~r Brandis. ,vhether so close an imitation wa wise or not j
,lifficult to know. It i certainly wiser to imitate than to cllffer merely iu ord r not
to imit:.tte.
1
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There soon rose sharp friction between tho Germans aucl the Greel· professors.
The r sult wa that in 184.3 Ross and lrichs lost their professorship~. This was
due, not so much merely to lack of 'harmony between the two sets of pro£ ssors, as
between the Gree'ks and G rman ju general. In fact, a. revolution broke ont in
Athens which hacl as its result the expulsion of all German from })O. itiom; under the
Greek Government.
TIIE UNIVER ITY A.."'D THE BOULE.

On account of the high hopes tho Greeks held for their university, and the infl11euco they xpected it to haYe for good in the advancement of the interest of the
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race, it seemed not improper that the university should have its representative in
the Parliament or Boule.
When in September, 1843, the dissatisfaction of the people with the dictatorial
policy of good King Otho and the unsavory possession of all higher posi t10ns by
Bavarian officeholders, caused an insurrection of the army, the s;yrupathies of the
university men were on the side of the people, although the professors were not forward in promulgating their democratic views. However, after the insurrection was
an accomplished fact, and its results had been accepted by both King and people,
t1iey did not hesitate to refer to it approvingly even on official occasions.
A result of this insurrection was that Otho conceded a constitution to the nation.
A National Assembly, 'E0vtk1J ~vveAevcrtr, was convened to vote on the acceptability of
the constitution. The professors petitioned the assembly for a representative in
the Boule. Objection was made against the petition on the grounds tliat if such a
privilege were conceded to the university, then also other corporations would demand the same right. Finally, however, by a vote of 119 to 44, the privilege was
granted. The r epresentative might be himself one of the p ersonnel of the university, or he might be an outsider.
Tho university accepted the coveted privilege and elected Alexandros l\favrokordatos. Ile was a prominent politician. The appointment was not by any means
pleasing to the Bcule, and it refused to recognize the appointment.
In the following year the excellent professor of philosophy, Pbilippos Ioannou,
was sent as representative, and was accepted. On the 5th of .February, 1846, in a
splendid oration before the Boule, he defended and vindicated the action of the
university in electing Mavrokordatos. (See the AOr;vii for February 7, 1846.)
In the next National Assembly, which was convened in 1862 to heal the wounds
made by the expulsion of Otho, the university was represented by two delegates.
Their presence and right to be present was recognized by the A.ssem bly, but it passed
a decree depriving tlie university of all future representation in the Boule.
NAME OF UNIVERSITY CHANGED.

The university continued to bear the name of its founder, Otho, as long as be
continued to be King of the Greeks. But when in 1862, this PhilhelJene retired, the
Greeks, prompted by their eternal spirit of democracy, changed the name of the
university from 'OfltJvetov to 'E0vucov ITavemurf;µt0v, National University. The change
was proposed by the minister of public instruction, ancl the Provi. ional Government,
which then controll d affairs, immediately sanctioned the chan(Ye on the 20th of
October, 1862. _Indeed the university, especially the tndents, was responsible in a
great measure for the insurrection. With this change of name, and the part the
univer ity took in the insurrection, we are forced to recall the prophetic words of
the old soldier, Kolokotrones, who on one occasion, pointing to then w building of
the univer ity and to the colossal marble palace of the Kiner, wh ich stands but a
few S(J_nares distant, said: "This house will some day eat that house up," Tovro ro
,nrin Oa d>ti!] e,ceivo r,; r;,;ir,. ( ee EMoµci,, October 17, 1887.)
The name of national was chosen because the Greeks regard the university not
ai; th uuiversit · of Athens, or of the free kingdom merely, but of all the Gr ek .
THI-; 1''1FTIE'lII A. 'IVER ARY OF IT
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A FEW OF THE MORE PROMINENT PROFESSORS.

Many of the professors have been men of high attainments in their special line of
investi gation. 'rhe uame of Asopios can not be omitted. Asopios hn.d studictl in
Germany and taught in the Ionian Academy .1 He was an enthusiastic admir r of
th e olcl philology. He wrote a grammar which served as a model for most of those
that have since been written in Greek. In 184:2, by royal decree, a seminary for the
stndy of the Greek language was established in the university, and Asopios was
al)l1ointed to be the first director.
A professor remarkable for the influence which he po sessed over the student was
Theodoros Aphentoules. (See sketch of his life in the IIotKU,77 Lrna for 1894 by Dr.
Petros Apostolides.) For fifty years he taught pharmacology in the university. As
teacher he was as intere ting as he was scientific. It was not r are for student of
otherspecialties to attend his lectures regularly on account of the attractiveness
of his teaching. He has added to modern Greek literature not only noteworthy
treatises in his own science, but he was a lover of :fine literature as well, and has left
a volnme of beautiful lyrics.
He li ved not in Athens, but in the Peireevs. There also he practiced as a regular
:ph-ssician. 'fhe entire city knew him, and knew him as a benefactor. He was often
in serious humor called the tutelary deity of the city, IToAtoVXO!: -rov IIetpatw!;', He
died a few years ago.
The school of theology has not produced any great scholars, but it has procluced
somoremarkablomen. One of the iirstprofessorswas Koutogoues, who taugllt from
1837 up to the year of his death, in 1878. (See his lifo, by Pn.vlos Ion.unou, iu the
E<11repor;, III, 135.) Besides tea ·hing continuously, and sometim s snpplying for long
periods of time other profes ortihips for whi h there was no incumbent, he wrote a
number of books that mark an epoch in th work of the i;chool. Among these
works are bis 'E1rtroµf; 'Efipau,ijr; 'Ap;rawAoyfor;, his IIarpo?,oyfa i;-rot luropia -ri:>v 1rarip<,JV
rij!: EK/CA77u£ar; ri:>v 1rpG>rnv aitiv<,)11, an 'E.'.l.'.l77vtK,} MvOo},o ,,a, an 'Errfroµor; eiuay<,Jy1} elr; -rar;
I'pa<f>ar;, and 'EKK?,77uiaunKijf: lu-rop£a!: r6µor; 1rpi:>ror; (his death prevented the com1>letion
of this latter work). He also edited for a numb r of J·ears the EvayyeAtKOf: Kf;rmf,
an ecclesiastical and theological periodical which enjoyed high reputation even
outside of Gr eece.
Speaking of eminent professors, it will not be out of place to mention two or three
of those who are still living.
In the school of philosophy, Konstantinos Kontos, whose compeers in his specialty
are few, teaches the Attic language. Among his best known writings are his
I't<,Jo-O-LKat Ilap<L-r17pf;uei!:, in wbi h ho sharply corrects many blun<.lers ma<.le by mod rn
students of the Attic, both reek and foreign.
Another philologian of highest worth is Georgios N. IIatzi<lakis, whose sp cialty
is comparative philology a applied to the study of the Greek language, both ancient
and modern. His writings in Greek and in G rman are nnmerouR. His largest work
is bis Gr ammatik der eugriechischen Spracho (Leipzi 1892).
Prof. Stephauos KonmanoncleA must also be mentioned . On account of advanced
age, he is no lo ger in active service. His services to philology and archreology
are known tho world over. He was for years one of the editors of the 'E¢11µep'lr;
'Ap,taw1i,oytK1J and of the 'MJf/11awv. Among his imr,ortant hooks is his AeftKov ·A077uavpfornv Uf wv.
The schools of law and medicine have also produced a number of scientific men.
'rhe professors of the university are nearly all of tho orthodox religion. But there
is no religious test whatsover. Two of the professors are Catholics, and one of the
docents is a Protestant, a former student of Harvar<l.

r,

1

See Const. Asopios, by Fraba iles, in tho Rassegna Ellenica,

o. 5.
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DOCEXTS ,

Whoever wishes to become a docent, v<fr11y77rf;r;, brings to the dean of the school in
which he desires a 11la e bis doctor's diploma, a statement concerning the matter
he intends to teach, and a habilitations dissertation on the same subject. The dean
lays these before the fa<iulty of the school. The faculty appoints a day for him to
appear before them and lecture. If be shows himself a fit teacher, ho is approved
n.ncl recommended to the minister of education for n.ppointment. If the candidate
shows himself capable, the school can not refuse to appoint the day for his trial
lecture, and can not refuse to declare his fitness. llis appointment therefore depends
almost entirely on his own worthiness.
In the school of theology_. since the doctorate is not regularly conferred, candidates
for the i•tpr;yeala m&.y present a d.iploma from the school of philosophy, together with
a statement that they have heard a course in theology. lf they have studied abroad,
they may, of cuurse, pre ont their diploma from a foreign university. (See Bambas,
N6µot, pp. 44, 45.)
GOYERN:\I.ENT OF TRE UN1'"ERSITY.

Tho highest governing po-wer in the university is the senate, I.vyKAT/TOf: , The
senate is mallc up of one dean and one other representative elected by vote from each
of tho four faculties, tho rector, wh o is o1ected annuaUy by the full body of professors, and tho lHopr ytanis, or rector of the preceding year. These ten men then constitute the senate. They are amenable to tho minister of education. The prytanis
and c1eans hold office for one year ; the other representatives for two years, two
being elected each year.
DENEFA.CTORS .

The little Kingdom would not have been able to do so much for education were it
not for tho efficient aid of generous and patriotic individual . The university, as
tho crowning institution in Greek education, has meritecl and received gifts, not
only from Greeks, but also from Pbilhellenes. Tho Greek , iu giving of their wealth
to tho snpport of the university, never lose thought of the national idea, and accordingly, moyed by patriotism, their gifts are sometimes valuable, not for the amount
given, but for tho spirit of tho donor. Ilowev r, ma11y a gift come sufficiently
large to be of grand service to tho canso of higher education. A list of all gifts of
sufficient sizo to entitle the giver to tho rank of benefactor of tho university was
publi:l.iecl omplete up to the year J.872 by Rector Ka,storches in his .report for
that y ar. The gifts ince that date aro mentioned' iu tho yearly reports of the succcssi, rectors.
One of tho most munificent donors was tho Kretan Ph. Papadakis. Ilo left the
greater part of bis fortune to the univer ity. llis gift netted 893,168 dra ·hmas. 1 As
a condition, P· pad, ki irupo ~l the obligation of kecpin rr three cholar , giving
ea h 100 drachma ➔ amontb. If s country docs not forg t him. The gra.v of Papa.daki , in tho comet ry bc5·01Hl the Ili os, is adorned by a beautiful monument ma.de
by tho scn1ptor Ilronto representing F, me writing the nam of Papadakis on a.
slab oV"el' hi· graye,
n the rrravc tone i the following inscription:
Awpcci- Os- ;rir,a.·e ;r•pLCTCTfj £rrel € Alrr' aiWP
Iovuciwv i•4ov n. p,&,., V'/l'Cl'TOV
T~ Ktivov rap.,aL roo' a.ya'A.µ.' €11'1. -rvp.{3'!) i/Jf/K0.11
::\!vijµ.' CVtpycrTtTJ5 eµ.p.EVClL o./Jo.llCl'TOII,

(,

'E

Other 1
Anot
no 1110n

.\.ng . lt, 1
Ilatopcdino , ancl tb Ioniuc f· mily.
cut cl by Ba.rna.ba , tho Kr ta.n, who, ha.Ying
l rot <l . irons of cl ing what l, yin hi. power,
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gave li.is pistols ancl yataghun to the a.stonishecl rector, Dr. Soutsos. (Seo Aoyoooata
~okcrov, p. 25.)
On another occasion the university fell heir to 20 drachmas, bequeathed to it in
the will of Demetrios Oka, knife g rilll1er.
Tlie na.mes of the more munificent t1ouors are written in letters of golll on two
marble columns thu.t stand on either side of the entrance to the aula magnn, of the
university; aucl on the 30th of January of each year, tho feast of the three great
Hierarchs, tho university celebratus solemn mass for all these benefactors, l)raying
for the health and long life of the living a.nd the repose of the soul of tho departocl.
On this occasion a panegyric in their honor is spoken by one of tho prnfessors. This
Mv17µ611vvov was first celebrut cl in 1842, when Professor Bambas spoke the pa.uegyric.
'l'he feast of the three Hi rarchs had long been a, school feast among the Greeks.
The university, although the recipient of many and generous gifts, did not aml
does not preclude other institutions from recei·dng other equally generous gifts.
Thus, Prince Ypsilantis ga.ve his whole fortune to found a school in Navplion. Tho
school still ilolll'ishes there. Ot hers, like Arsakes, Barbakes, Rizo.res, etc., gave their
good gifts elsewhere. 'fhese benefactors began tlioir givings long before the estnblishment of the independent kiugclom, as wo have alroacly seen in speaking of schools
in Turkish times . The Zozimaa brothers should be espedally mentioned. On
account of the liberality and multiplicity of their gifts, they have been called the
Greek Medicis . They aiued education in Leghorn, Moscow, Ioannina,, and elsewhere.
It mnst be noted with sorrow that. the money of tho university has more than once
l.>een a temptation to tho honesty of those in whose care it was confided. .According to reports lately handed in to Mr. Metaxas, the minister of education, some
thousands of dollars were lost to the uniYer ity in the year 1895-96 by carel ssne s
of tho rector ancl treasurer .
.A.long with tb e benefactors of the university should be mentione(l the m n who
have given sums of money tho inter st of which i , to be used in the giving of prizes
for tho best work done in literary or scientific contests (ayiiver, aywvo9eaiai). .Among
these, one of spe ial interest to us is the (Jotting contest, 6 Korriyyeior aytiv, esta.blished by Dr. Cottino-, a distinc,uishecl physician of Boston. l\fost of thes coute ts
are open to all who wish to compete, and are not reserved exclusively to stndont .
THE PRESEXT l:NI\' .ERS [TY 13UILDI:;\"G •

From tho very beginning of the life of the university in the ouda K?,dvOovr it was
evident that larger and more suitable building would have to 1 e provid d as soon as
possihlc. .A site for tho main building of tho new structures wa.s selecteu, and tho
uuiYer1;ity authorities began to prepare for the nntl rtaking. Thoy had to 1· ly
entirely on the hope. of voluntary contributions. In the econd year of the exi t nee
of the univorsity Rector Ralles made an appeal for aid. Rcspon cs cam imm <liately. .Among the fir twas the reek community of Galatz, which pre entccl a gift
of the timbers and other wood neer1cd.
The building was begun with only 2 , 790 drachmas in the treasury. On Jul y 2,
1839, the corner stone was laid. ( ee ·.En 71vrnor Taxvop61iodor July 9, 1839.) The building did not proceed very fast, however, as the authorities kept witbiu their resources.
In "fo\'Cmb r, 1841, one wing was brought to completion and was dedicated officially.
This wing was immediately put into u e, and from that time on tlie university l.ias
been housed in the e new building . 'l'he entire structure ·was not completed until
186-1.
TIIE

'~•IYE RSITY LIIlRARY.

1

Tho library of tlie university has been created from gifts in mouey anu. in bo ok.
from private individual ', It has been of no consid rable xpensc to State or to
uniYersity, and yet it is an cxcell nt one, although not up tor quircments in every
re ·pect.
1

See 'H 'E0vtK7J B,61,io0~1cr1, i•rro Eµµavov7)'). ' Poi:cfov.
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Among the first books received for the university library was a gift of 52 volumes
sent by Governor ·winthrop, of Massachusetts, in 1837. (See Aoyoooafo i;rtvii, p.14.)
Tho first professors gave from their private libraries whatever they could spare.
Among the benefactors the Greeks of foreign lands were, as usual, conspicuous.
Among them was Demetrios Gala.nos, one of the earliest Sanskrit scholars in Europe.
After living and studying a long time ju Calcutta a,nd Benares he came to Athen.s,
wL ere he died in 1833, leaving 36,000 drachmas to the university and his books to the
library. A. number of manuscripts of translations which he made from the Sanskrit
al'e still in the library. Some of them were published by G. K. •rypaldos, the :first
ephor of the university library.
Since the completion of the new buildings of the new university up to the present
time the library has been housed on the second floor of the maih building, where it
was naturally crnruped for want of room. This fact gave opportunity to two rich
brothers, natives of Zakynthos, who had amassed fortunes abroad, to benefit their
fatherland by presenting it with a magnificent building to be used exclusively as a
librn,ry. The splendid structure has been lately completed. It is in marble and of
Doric style. It occupies and fills the square n orth of the university . On the fa~ade
is the inscription ~J,cooopJ;071 oa1r6.vaq; ri:Jv aod<jii:Jv BaA.i\.tavi:Jv. From the name of the
d onors the library is called the Ballianeion, Bai\.A.taveiov.
The library is rich not only in olcl printed eclitions especially of Greek workseditiones principes, and other rare editions-but possesses a large number of manuscripts. They are chiefly ecclesiastical or chronological works, and date from the
:fifteenth century down. They have been carefully examined by others, but especially
by Mr. Sakkelion, who was an excellent palreographist. He died a few years ago.
H e published a numlJer of smaller manuscripts, and made quite a complete catalogue
of them all.
There is no printed catalogue of all the departments of the library, but the making
of such a catalogue has b Gen in hand for a number of years, under the direction of
Dr. Michael Deffner, assistant librarian. The theological, philosophical, and philologimLl portions of the catalogue have been published.
In many monasteries of Greece there once o "istecl small libraries containing interesting olcl manuscript . llfost of what was valuablo in these libraries, however, haa
been brought to Athens, especially to the university library, if not smuggled off
to Europe. But in spite of this double and partly excusable despoliation, the
monastery libraries contain oven yet many a treasure.
Be ides the unive1·sity library there are other large collections of books a,t different
places throughout the Kingdom. Iu A.thens itself is the library of the Boule, econd
in importance only to that of the university.
An inter sting library is in Demitsana, a small town situated in the mountains a.
few mil s east of Olympia. This 1i brary belonged to tho famous school which
Agapios remodel d in 1764. Many of the books were destroyed during the war. The
wild .Arkadians and ..efaniote used them for making gun wads. Other of the more
valua.hlc works are now in Athens. But till the library is important. It is kept in
tl1P Hellenic school building. Evthymios Ka torches, pro£ , sor of La.tin at the umv r it.y, wrot au int re ting monograph on this library.
In ...\mlrit tr-nn, a Rrnall town in the northern part of Icssenia, is another note•
worthr collection of 1,ook . It was a gift to the town by Agathophron Nikolopoulo ,
a I a iv of .Andri ·, un, who b fore the wat of liberation traveled thron.o-h different
couutrit·. of the Le,·:rn t, aud having a great love for books, turned what:ver money
h rna l into h 1mrcba
f them. After ,reece hecam free ho gaye them to his
• I con 1
of a out 20 000 volumes.
nfortunately, the bo k ar not
care of a libn rian but are stored up and are almo t
lil
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SEMINARS,
(<l>povTL <TTl)pl a, )

The knowledge presented to students through lectures would be of little value if
not tested a nd assimilated by actua,l work done by the students themselves. The
university in its phronti.steria and laboratories offers to the student the opportunity
of not only t,esting the truth of the stateJp.ents of his professor, but of making
investigation for himself along a line of inquiry similar to that he observes his
teacher s to be following.
Of the phrontisteria the most important are those of Greek philology, of comparative philology, of Latin philology, of history, the mathematical seminar, t he
pedagogical seminar, the anatomical seminar, and the zoological seminar.
The chief laboratories are tho following: Laboratory of general chemistry; laboratory of experimental physics; laboratory of pharmaceutical chemistry; pharmacological laboratory; phytological laboratory; l.Jistological laboratory; mikrobiological laboratory; pathological laboratory; laboratory for vathological anatomy;
anatomical laboratory; botanical l aboratory.
In these laboratories the students carry on research work, under the direction of
the proper professors. or other instructors. Some of these laboratories are well
equ1pped for original investigation, but the work usua11y done is not so much in
search of originality as to acquire a certain amount of experience and knowledge
nee<le(l in some practical profession; and the l aboratories are fitte<l out chiefly with
this end in view. Good original work is, however, continually being done both by
professors and students.
SCIENTIFIC COLLECTIONS,

In addition to the seminars and the laboratories, the university possesses, or has
at its disposal, various collect ions of objects that supplement or assist the work
done in the seminars and laboratories. Of such collections tho most valuable are
the National Museum of Antiquities, the Museum of Antiquities on the Akropolis,
th, umismatical Museum, the Anthropological Museum, the Botanical Mnseum, the
Pathological Mu eum, the Physiological Mus um, and the PhysiographicaJ Mu eum.
The Anthropological Museum is under the care of Dr. Klon 'tephanos. It is especially iuteresting on account of a collection of ancient kuJJs which Dr. Stephanos
is engaged in making. He intends b y means of comparative crauiology to e_-amine
into what claims the mo<leru Greeks have,from this point of view, to he regarded as
blood descendants of the Greek of classic times. He bas skulls from the Mykcnrean
period, others from the tumulus at Chreroneia where the Theban l egion fell fighting
against Philip of Makedon, and others from other epochs of Greek antiquity.
Be ide the seminars, laboratories, and scientific collections, mentioned, there are
also a number of other places where a student may ac<1uire knowledge and <>xperience in certain lines. Some of these places are:
(1) The Botanical Gardens, sitnated at a distance of about ten minutes' walk from
the Kerameikos gate, along the Holy !fay which leads from Athens to Elevsis.
(2) The Astronomical Observatory, on the summit of the nm of the Nymphs, west
of the city. It was built in 1842, at the expense of the Baron 'ina of Vienna, who
also expended large sums in equipping it. Dr. Jnlius cbruiclt, who for years was
director of this observatory, did spl eudIC1 work here. During his directorship, which
ended with his death in 1884, he wrote more than 400 astronomical monographs. The
Prus ian Government bought his Lunar Chart for 20,000 thalers. (See 'Ea11'EfJo<;, 111,
340.)
(3) tudents have also access to the public hospital, the Eye Institute, and the
Lying-m-Hospital.
ENCYCLOPEDIA AND METHODOLOGY.

Ju each school provision has been made to have th encyclopedia an<l methodology

of the different science6 taught; otherwise in 11ome sciences, such at least as theology
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or philology, it would be impossible for the student to orientate himself without
immense fabors, and wrong orientation would destroy Lim as a scientist foreYcr.
Tho first teachers of encyclopedia and methodology were Kontogones in theology,
Bamhas iu philosophy, Hertzog in law, and Bouros in llledicin".
TIIE SCHOOL YEAR.

The year begins with the last two weeks of September and closes with the last
two weeks of May. During this time there are two breaks in the continuity of
instrnction, one a rest of a few days at Christmas time and the other at tho Easter
holillays, which last two or three weeks. The end of the Easter holidays is so close
to the end of the scholastic year that most of the students from the provinces, if they
go home for the holidays, do not return to the university before the following Septomb r or October. All principal feast days of the church are holidays in the
school , ancl as these feast days are quite numerous free days come often.
o far as the students are concerned, there is nothing special, other than the enrollments rtt the beginning of the sessions, to mark the opening or the close of the scmest rs, ns there arc no examinations or other such exercises set exclusiYely for these
time·.
l\IATRICULATION.

The only condition for admission to the university is to present a, proper dimissoriul from one of the gymnasia of the Kingdom. But if the applicant is from abroad,
his dimissorial must be from a gymnasion recognized by the Greek authorities. The
gymnasia mostly concerned are tho Greek schools of the Turkish Empire and Egypt.
'l'he following schools in Turkey aro officially rer.ognized as being on equal footing
with th gymnasia of Greece: The Grand National School at Constantinopol; the
Theological School on the Island of Cha1ke; the Greek Bnsinees School of Constantin op 01, Eµ,.opuc77 ~xo.:t~; th Zozimrean School of Ioannina; the Theological School
of J erusalcm; all of which hn.vc been recognized from the beginning. The following
ban' been officially recognized in the year indicated for each one: The Evangelical
School of Smyrna, in 1862; the Gymnasion of Chios, in 1863; of Samos, in 1872; of
The ·salonika, iu 1875; of Mitylene, in 1875; ofBito1ia,in 1 84; ofHerakleion, in Krete,
in 18A3; of Ky<lonia and of N eapolis, in Krete, in 1 8-1; the Zaripbrean chool of
Pllilippopolis, in 18 5.
If the applicant from ahroad ha no climissorial, bis only resonrc is to pr se nt himself for examinations .in a o-ymnasion of Greece. If )1 brings a dirni sorial with him,
it must he atte tecl by the consul of that Gov rnmC'nt at Athens, or by tho Greek
consul iu th country of th gymna ion in question. In Angust, 1 75, th presi<lcnt
of II:uvard niversity wrot<' to the rector of th Gr ck uniY rsity regarding conditions for aclmis ion of Har\'arcl . tndc•ut to th nniv r ity. Th e rector 1·cpliecl that
in tlus r garcl tho stnclcnt in qne. tio11 would be treat cl just as citiz ns of Greece.
(,'eo TTpaK,tna 'i.vrK?vf;.ov, fol! Angu t 17, 1 74; ancl Pantazid s s XpovtKov, p. 285.)
I~ntollmcnt. ar made only at th b ginnino- of the seme ter . They mu. t be
renc·w •cl at the beginning of each following semester.
ft r enrollment the tud nt
i l1i own master. II i sn,ppo. ed to attend regularly and to become, as oon as
po,-. ibl , a m ruber of snc·h •· minar or a worker in such labora tories as bis science
clr.111a111l . But however, if b n lect th e o't;lio-ation be will 11ot ther by create
un~· di ·tnrban co for himself nntil his timo for examinations come; then ho will
prol>ahly f, il. If h bee m a member of laboratory or seminar, he i ~ oblig <.l to do
such ta k. a hi pro£• or impo s or recommencl · otherwise he is fr o to tucly as
he 111 a-.e . II has no
xccpt tho f~r degree .
•

"With th
.·c ption of tho t 1akui
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call -cl the general studies, Ta yevuca µ,aO~µarn, am1 the other consists of the branches
that are special to each science.
A stu(lent may present, himself for examination in the general studies any time
after he has completed two years in the university. If he fail in any one or more
studies n,t this general examination, he may present himself for reexamination in
suell study or studies after the 1apse of one year.
The genera.l studies are the followi11g:
In theo!ogy.-Metaphysic , ethics, and l)sychology; ancient, inedimval, and modern
history; Re1wcw grammar.
In iaw.-Logic, 1)sychology, and thics; ancient, medireval, and modern general
history.
In 111,edicine.-Botany, chemistry, l)bysics, mineralogy, and geology, zoology, and
experimental puysics.
In pltilosophy.-In the department of 1)hilology: Logic, psychology, resthetics, and
ethics; experimental physics; ancient, medimval, and modern general history.
(PhHologs are obliged also to attend lectures on natural law in the school of law,
and must attend certain courses in mathematics.) In the department of physics:
Logic, psychology, rosthetics, and ethics; anciont, mediroval, and modern history;
linear and spherical trigonometry; analytical geometry; higher algebra; elements
of mechanics. In the dcpn.rtment of ma.thematics: Logic, psychology, n,ncl ethics;
ancient, mcdiro al, and modern hi tory; experimental physics, and physics with
mathematical demonstrations; mineralogy and geology.
PECIAL STUDIE .

In tlieology.-First year: Attendance n.t certain l ctures in Greek and Latin philology; introduction to Old n.nd New T tament; history of Oltl and,_ ew T tament;
interpretation of Old and "ew Testam nt; ency lopedia, of theology. 'econd year:
Interpretation of Old and New Testament; Biblical criticism; int rpretation of
sacred scriptnrc. ; church history; history of dogma; Christian archc o]oo-y; symbolic ; patrology. Third year: Interpretation of Old and ew Testam n t; dogmatic theology; moral theology; history of clogrna; apologetics. Fourth y ar:
Ilomiletics; catechetics; liturgy; canou law, practical portions; interpretation of
Old and ew Te tament; pastoral theology.
In law.-I!'ir t year: History of Roman law and the introductions of Roman law;
Roman law; political economy; politi al l)leatling; natnral law. 8econd year:
History of Roman law and introductions of Roman law; Roman law; polit.ic:tl
economy; administrative law; commercial law; penal law; natural ln.w. Third
year: Roman law; ciYil dikonomy; commcTcial law; penal faw, or penal clikonoruy; constitution.al law, or international la.w. }'ourth yen.r: Roman law; political
dikouomy; l)Cual dikonorny; international and constitutional law·; eccl . ia ·tical
law.
·
In medicine.-First year: Anatomy. .'econcl y ar: Anatomy; phy iology; general
pathology; pb[lrmacolo•Yy. 'l'hird year: Physiology; general 1)ath0Jogy; pharmacoloO'y; surgical patl.iology; special nosology; pathologital anatomJ'; clinical practice; ophthalmology; surgery, with prnctic in ligaments and explanation and u. e
of surgical instruments; hygiene. Fourth year: 'pecial nosology; surgical pathology; pathological anatomy; moclicinal liuic ; suro-ical clinic ; clinic for children's
c1iseases; cy clinic· clinic for yphilitic diseases; medicinal jurisprutleuco; hygiene;
mid. wifery.
In philoaophy.-Philological dope rtment, First year: Encyclopedia and methodology of philology; interpretation of Greek and Latin poet , and prose wr iters;
linguistics, i. e., Greek and Latin grammar, and general principles of comparative
grammar; hi3tory of anci nt art; Greek and Roman antiquities; history of philosophy; mythology; hi tory of tho Greek people. Second year: Int rpretatiou of
Greek po ts and prose writers; interpretation of Latiu poets and prose writ rs;
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linguistics; history of ancient art; Greek and Roman antiquities; mythology;
history of the Greek people. Third year: Interpretation of Greek poets and prose
wri t•'rs; interpretation of Latin poets and prose writers; hermeneutics, and critici~m; linguistica; history of Greek literature; history of Latin literature; polity of
the Romans; Greek and Roman antiquities; predagogics; meter. Fourth year:
Interpretation of Greek poets and prose writers; interpretation of Latin poets and
prose writers; history of Greek literature; history of Latin literature; Greek and
Roman antiquities; hermeneutics and criticism; predagogics; meter; linguistics.
Departmf'lnt of physics. First year: General chemistry; experimental phyl!lics. Second year: Experimental physics; general chemistry; zoology; mineralogy and geology. Third year: Mineralogy and geology, organic chemistry; physics with mathematical demonstrations. Fourth year: Astronomy; mineralogy and geology;
organic chemistry; physics with mathematical demonstrations. Department of
mathematics. First year: Trigonometry; introduction to higher algebra; plane
analytical geometry; higher algebra; experimental ph~-sics, and physics with mathe•
mati cal demonstrations; elements of astronomy. Second year: Differential calcu.
lus; solid analytical geometry; sph~rical astronomy; physicc; with mathematical
demonstrations. Third year: Integra] calculus; theoretical astronomy. Fourth
year: Theoretical mechanics; theoretical astrouomy.
THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY.

To obtain entrance as student into the school of pharmacy the applicant must
present not only his dimissorial from a gymnasion but a]so a testimonial from a
recognized pharmacist stating that the candidate has studied with him for one year
after completing his course in the gymnasion, and has therefore a year's experience
iu practical pharmacy.
The course of studie in the school of pharmacy covers three years. The branches
taught are as follows:
First year: General experimental chemistry; experimental physics; zoology;
botany: pharmacology; J)harmaceutical chemistry; experiments in the laboratory of
general chemistry.
Second year: General experimental chemistry; experimental physic. ; mineralogy;
botnny; practice in the botanical laboratory; pharmacology; pharmaceutical chemistry; practice in the laboratory of pharmaceutical chemistry.
Third year: Toxicology; practice in tho laboratory of pharmacology; pharmaceutical chemistry; practice in the laboratory of pharmaceutical chemi try.
EXAi\IINATIONS AND DEGREE •

Tho degree conferred in conr c are that of licentiate in theology (ITpo?ivr 11, rijJ
Ornio)'Lllf."), ma. tn in philosophy, nn<l doctor in philo OJ>hy, law, and mf'clicine. In
Jlharrnar.y a diploma, but uo '1<•grc , i given.
As already . ai<l, the unh·erl!lity Atudent. undergo no entran e examinations nor
~·t>ar]y c ·aminatiorn~.
Th e. nmination in tl1e •guieral studies have been mentioned alrPady.
'Ihe lllll8ter., xaminations (twfo<1Kal1Kat ifer/1,<1etf.", eferaueu; 'E1i?17vorl',oae1KaACJ1') are
OJH'll to aH t1Hlt•nt thnt hnve omplct d a two years' course in the school ofphilosoph · nncl hnvP. nlread • nee , fnlly passed the examination in the g ner l stndi s.
Th w rnlicl 1t i · .· mined in reek Latin, nrC'h· ology, and matbem,itics.
'Jo b • hl too r on•' self for th doctor'· examination (1S1Ja,,;-rip1Ka1 efenfoi,C')
.
.
eompl t cl , four ~·ear ' co 1rse of nub-er ity work, either at the
l m · r 1 • of tli II or at ornP. oth r nniver ity. It i not n ce ·ary that the can. nrollerl ·1 n ·tu,1< nt of the univ r. ity at the tim of bi e.·amino.tion .
Th <', nilul t 11111 lrnv nlread_y pa cl the• er nera1 examination .
'J hi• •loc·t◄1 ~• <· • miuation., : re hoth writt n and oral. If a cnuc1i<l, te fail in his
· miu~tion , h m Y pr• eut him elf again after the la1> e of a year.
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The examinations for the doctorate, especially in the school of philosophy, are
much more severe than in other universities. On the other hand, but little importance is attached to the written dissertation. The candidate is not obliged to publish it; it is sufficient that he leave a copy of it plainly written in the archives of
university. From the year 1844 up to the year 1853 all candidates for the doctorate
were entirely excused from the obligation of presenting a dissertation. The dissertation may be written in Latin or Greek. Philologians must write their Greek dissertations in the ancient language. All other candidates may write in modern Greek.
The first dissertation ever presented in Latin was that of Konstantinos Hadjidemetriou, on Studia Vergi1iana in 1895. Professor Sakellaropoulos, in accepting the
i\issertation, took occasion to state that ho was glad to :finally see a dissertation in
Latin, and bases his approval of the dissertation on the fact of its being in that
language. (See his approval of the dissertation published with same.)
After the dissertation has been accepted by the faculty, a day is appointed for the
formal conferring of tho degree.
CONFERRING OF THE DOCTORATE.
(Avay6pEvuis-.)

The formal confer ring of t,he degree takes place in the presence of the rector, the
<l.eJ.n, and the professors under whom the candidate studied. The affair is a public
one, but of course the uni\Tersity does not send out invitations. The candidate
invites his friends.
The dean calls the candidate, who then reads the c1octor's oath. This is different
for each school. It is written in Hellenic for all schools save that of medicine, ;vhicb,
out of r gard for the old physicians of antiquity, HippokrateA, Galenas, etc., has
its oath in Ionic. It is sufficiently interesting to be quoted here.
'E7reto~ ~ Ota<Jr;µoi; T6JV I11rpi:Jv i;ro1i,f;, TOV IIpvravwi; hrtvevovrni;, 'ei; rnvi; 'eavTiji; * * *
OOKtµaaat µe 1<.arr;f[CJ<Jev, avn;i Te Kat Trj IIpvravt~V or;µo<Jlfil rf;v oe 0[&1µt 'frl,(]TtV' Ilyf;aeaOai
µev rovi; otoafavrai; µe TaVT1JV T~ TEXVTJV 7.<Ja yevfrvatv eµol<Jt, rfj oe rexvv µ17oeµ(il~ 'err' evµaplr;
a.1,1,' ei; o6fav Oeov /Wt avOptnrCJV (J(,)71Jp[11v, Kai riji; 1rl<JT£(,Ji;
xpf;aea0at Trj eµeavrov ev T<tJ
avrijr; nµ~v re Kat GlY1J<ltV. IIiiv uev o rt 't17rpov lpyov fort, 7rt<JTGJf Kat aKpt6f:Jr- Kara ovvaµtv
/Wt Kplatv T'f/V eµ~v £7rtTeAfov, TOt<Jt oe voaeovut, f;v Te 7r.10V(Jl0t TVX(,)Ut, i;v re 1riv17rei; oµot1)
<J7rOV<Jfj T~V EK Tiji; rexv11i; e1raytvfov £7rtKovp[1JV· µ17oe 1rapa66,1,(,)r; (J,'fr07retptJµevo"' T~V Teo (6r;v
CL7rOKv6ev<Jetv µr;o' 'tr;rpev<JetV l1rt XPrJµanaµ<; f; <jJanoi; 'tµip<,J, ei; OtK[ai; oe oK6<Jai; av fofo,
foe?.dHrea0at e1r' (i)<Pe/i,l1J Kaµv6vrnv, £KT6i; Uw 7ra<Jr;i; ClotKlrJi;. a o' iv 8epa1rr;£7J fJ tOCJ '1 (LKOV<J<.J
~ Kat avev 0epaprrtr;i; Kara 6tov av8pGJ7rlJV a µ71 xpf; 7r0Te eKAat..eeaOat efCJ, utyf}<Jea8at, 'appr;ra
11yevµevoi; · rf/i;
rexv11i; emµeA:f/<Jea8at Kara Mrvaµtv, <J11"0VOrJV 'TrAel<JT1/V 'TiOtevµevoi; <LKpt6i:J<JCU,
'T'a'VTT/!: TO. 0foµta . Tofot
bµorexvot<Jl </n'Mpova KaL qit11.6.v0p<.J7r0V eµeaVTOV aiel 1rape{etv Kal
arpfoi; aoe,. eofotv iaov £'1rlKplV£€lV '6.ppeat, rrav <J<f!l 1f'()00V/1<.Jf: avµ6a11.'),,,6µevoi; i.{ lireo av l.,qieAL1)
ytvotTO TOL<Jl 1e6.µvoV<Jl • raVTrJV µot rnv £1f'ayye1.1,'7/V £7rlTel.la 'Tf'OleQVTl ei.71 t:'Tf'avpaaOat t'ilov ,cai
rexv11i; Ka~ 8eov KTf;aaa0at aprry6va, 7rapa6a£vovn
TavaVTLa rovdwv."

6[~,,

oe

oe

oe,

Mter the reading of the oath the clean confers be clegree, with the permission of
the Prytani's and in the name of the school.
EXAMINATION

FOR DIPLOMA. IN PHARMA OLOGY.

To obtain a diploma in J)harmacology, the candidate must have completed three
years in the university and have already passed a written examination in botany,
chemistry, pharmaceutical chemistry, physics, mineralogy, and geology, as well as
on the subject of his experiments in the laboratories of chemistry and pharmaceutical chemistry.
He is examined by a board, consisting of the professors of phytology, chemistry,
pharmac ntical chemistry, phy ice, mineralogy, and geology. If he pa ses tho
examination, he receives his diploma; if he fail , he may appear before the board,
after the lapse of a year and try again.
ED
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Six montlls from the time of his receiving his diploma, he may appear before a
board of physicians (Iarpoavveopwv) and pass examinations for permission to practice,
11r0Yided tbat he bring testimony showh1g that he has devoted the six intervening
months to practical work in a recognized pharmacy.
PIIYSICIAKS' EXAi\IINATIOXS FOR LICENSE TO PRACTICE.

After a student has won his degree of doctor in the school of medicine, he then
visit, the director of the city clinic, who enrolls him am-011g those that may study
and practice there. After studying in tho clinic for nino months he presents himself
for examinations for permission to practice ( npaKrnw'i eferaaei<; ). He is then examined
in pharmacology, medicinal j uri ·prudence, surgery, and midwifery, as well as in
m edicinal and surgical clinics in the hospital.
IIO:NORARY DEGREES.

Tho nuiversity has fortunately kept itself away from the temptation of giving
honorary degrees. The only school that has shown any strong tendency to giving
such degrees jg the school of theology. This school has conferred eight or nine.
But for a school that has been iu operation for sixty years this number is not large.
The school of law has conferred two, namely, on Leon Gambetta, in 1879, and on
Zacbariae von LingenthaJ, in 188J. Both men deservec.1 well of Greece, the one as a
statesman, the other as professor and writer on Byzantine law.
The school of medicine has conferred one honorary diploma, on Prof. Rudolf Virchow, on the occasion of his visit to A.thens in 1879.
The school of philosophy has never given an honorary degree.
'l'IIE t:-NIVBHSITY STUDEXT,

The Greeks of to-clay, like their renowned ancestors, are exceedingly clannish.
This clannishness is naturally found among the students of tho university. Those
from the Game locality usually go together. On this account they ne,er have fom10d
any large and lasting societies other than those iu which the membership is limited
to students from certain })rovinces or countries.
Although the student js not n, str011g social or political factor, y t at times he
makes hims lf and his influence felt. He has always been ready to take up his gnn
aud act the l)atriot soldier whenever occasion offered itself. This showed it lf in
18G2, when the insunection against the rnle of Ying Otho broucrht disorder everywherr. Tho stndeuts then organized themselYes, together with the _professor I into a,
militar,v body of n.lJout 600 men. Th y drilled recrularly profes or s tanding s ide I,y
side "'\Yilh student in the ra1Jks, and sen'cd honorably and efficiently as city guards
uutil peace was restored. T110y patrolled tho city night and day. The good services
of tbis hotly of military students and professors (11 ITal'er.1ur17µtaKrJ 9a1ay0 were so
eviauit that no ba te wa hown to di lJand it after the troubl " was over. It thus
coutinuctl to c.· i t legally until tho y ar 1 78.
Tl1t• tudcnt are a a. rul quite ord rly, y tat times their hot . outhern blood control. th m. Their 1:tnnish Ilirit sometime · hrings them to tako s ides with one rival
})l'Ofe. or U"'ain t another, or with one docent a ,.,·ainst another. , ometim
they
cxpr<· th ir JikPa noel di likes .· o stron crly as t o n cc sitate t h e t emporary losing of
c rtain Jectnr rooms or laboratories. ( ee listriotes iv , oi~ i-a,aTl/V ITpu.avcwv av , oii,
1 -91. p. 75. )
\ ·b 11 the ' outbnr,t of entiment or di pl a,;ure take place the stud nt intertecl i fnnru rou oft n hol<l th ir meetings in the open 11nare in front of the mam
b 1i1ding of th unh- r it~· or in tho p orti •o of tho main entran ce. Thi. ntrnn e
i: alle<l : u10 Portal. ' , -'i IT po ..-ui ata .
nd a call to the tntl nts mad tliro1wh
th da ily pap r to mc·et at a, c· rtain hour at tlio Prop:rl· •n. indi ate. that ,·omo
affair of import:m
o th tucl nt. , or prrbap of trouhl·c to the nnthorit i , i. iu
tho au·. When th ao meeting · tak on a. political •haractcr, or arC' cl •mo11 tra.tion
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a.gaiost some l.lleasure of the Government respecting cuucation or stuclentR, the police
are sometimes employed to clispor o them, Once, under the oxcitement of protesting
against tho ta:s:es levied on all students by way of fees by Minister Trikoupes, tbeir
meeting was cut short by tho sudden appearance of a company of firemen with
engin s, who turned full streams of water on tho crowds of students, and they,
drowned into submissiveness, dis_persed.
At times tho students n,ct boisterously not only on account of matters that closely
affoct them as students, but from other moth·es. EYery Greek is a politician;
accordingly, the atudent can not refrain from coming at times under political iniluence. A notable instance is that of tho Skia.clists, °J:iKWOtaral. These we:ro young
students, who in the spring of 1859 woro largo straw hats, aK.uiow, made in Si11huos.
They woro them not only on account of their cheapness, but as a proto. t against
import d Europ au articles, and as a protest in gen ral against tho GoYernru 'nt.
They wore ridicuJcd and mocked by other young men, not students, of an Ol)I osite
faction. This led to riotou d.isturbances and caused tho closing of tho university
for several days. These demoustrations of the Skiadists wero the foreruuners of the
insurrection of Octouor, 1862, which resulted in Otho's expulsion.
The university students 'ropre ent by parentage no one class of ociety; tho lowest
origin does not make young Greeks hesitate, they being the most democratic of peoples. The son of the sheph.ertl or of the gardener is conscious of no vital inferiority
to tho son of the Chi:m uan1rnr or the Pl.tanariote of Constantinopol; ::m(l on the
feast uay the banker's son and the Phanarioto ancl the clescendaut of the patriot
of 1821 will touch glasses with the rudest peasant. This easy C<]_uality, whi h exists
everywhere, exists also among the stuc1ents.
Th great loYe of edncati n ancl tho desire of every community arnl e,ery family
of any prominence whatsoever to have a r eprescu tativc in the "aristocracy of
science" causes the high r schools, and especially th univ r ity, to be ovc,r ·rowded.
Th so doctors, after finishing their stU(lies and enjoying tho felicitations of their
friends, :find it difficult to earn their daily bread at times.
It would be better for science and for the general atlvancement of tho nation if
the higher ranks of education were more exclusive.
WOl\IF..i."i

TUDE.'TS IN TIIE UNIVER ITY. 1

Although wowan is highly respected in Greece, yet, as we have already seen, it is
only of late that she has been brought into a position to seek tho advantages of
more than au ordinary book education. But the women of Greece, no matt r wllat
their rank, 11ossess a certain natural intclligen ·e and r finem nt that aton for much
learning d rived from book8.
Tho utiro system of eclucation, as esta.blish u immediately after tho war, was
intend d for 1,oys. True it is that schools were ta1>1ished for girls, but th se
chools were conducted on a different seal from tbos for uoys. The curriculum of
stuc1i •s was simpler. It fa only after the Phil kpa d vtike Etaoria had taken th
matt r in hand that more att ntion was paid t th education of girls. Throngh
tho efforts of this soci ty t hey came to have scbools equal almost to the gyrnna. in
for !Joys.
nut tb ambition for higher stucli c once arou e!l and allowed to maui~ ·t itseJf,
ditl not stop with the curri ula of the gymnasia., and bright young maid us oo n
thought of applying for, clmis ion to the unfrersity. In autumn of the year 1890
when 1istriotes was rector (so 1istriotes ,a Ka,a TftV ITpvravelav, 1890-91), two or
three young women applied for tho priYil g of being enrolled as regular univ •rsity
students. The matter was referrecl to the senate of the university. The se at ,
although not in favor of allowing women to be enrolled, n ev •rtheless felt that t hey
could not justly forbid th eir enrollment, nnd accordingly gave their cons nt. Th
1

,•

·e 'II 'Ei).17Vt!: iv ,[I 'Emarf;µr1 vrro Evyev£a1: Zwyp ciipov, in th A,t..av,lr for 1892.
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minister of education was also consulted by the senate, and likewise di1 not forbid
the enrollment. Since that time nearly all the courses of the university are open to
women. The first to take advantage of this new privilege was Miss Ioanna
Stephanopoli, who matriculated that very year.
Naturally the number of applicants for the new privilege did not swell into large
proportions, because the number of graduates from the A.rsakeion and other schools
that could prepare candidates for the university, was not large. However, in the
year 1894-95we find the number of woman students increased to five. Once admitted,
they begin to show their ability to follow their courses intelligently-for in the year
1896-97, two sisters, Angelike and Alexandra Panagiotou, from the Island of Kephallenia, finished their course in the school of medicine, winning the doctorate with the
grade of aptarn .
But even before the doors of their own university were opened to women, they
hacl sought the privilege of higher education elsewhere. The first Greek woman to
study in a university seems to have been Sebaste N. Kallispere. She studied in the
Sorbonne, and received the degree of doctor in pliilosophy in July, 1891, after a
course of studies covering a period of seven years. Her example was followed by
Mir;s Kalopothakes, who studied medicine in Paris, and is now a prominent and kind
physician at Athens.
GREEKS IN THE UNIVERSITIES OF EUROPE,

Before the Greeks became free it was customary, as we have seen, for many young
men to go to Europe in order to enjoy the advantages of education. This practice
of going to Europe is still more common than need be. Three classes of students
go to Europe, (1) those that are desirous' of pursuing some line of study not yet well
taught at A.thens, or who, after having completed their course at Athens, wish to
know and to study under eminent Europeans; (2) those that imagine it to be more
noble to study abroad than in one's own country, and (3) those who fear that they
might have difficulty in passing tho examinations in their own university. This last
class is not go small as one might think.
Mr. Demetrios Bikelas, in an article on "Paris and light literature" (Ta ITaplata
,ca'i, iJ eAa<j>pa <j>t?,o?i,oyLa, in bis t:.w?dfetr
.A.vaµv17aeir, 1893), weU describes the bad
effect that Parisian life has on some of the young Greeks that go there to study.

,ca,

THE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, 1

(To MeTuo{Je,ov IJoAVTEXJ/tLOV,)

During the days of oppression the Greeks had little opportunity of learning or of
practicing the finer arts. With the exception of architecture and painting nothing
in this line was needed. Even architecture produced no new principles, and painting :flouri heel only in a. few centers uch as Mount A.thos. ( ee Die Kunst in den
Athos-Klostern, v on H inrich Brockhaus, Leipzig, 1891.) Painting, too, had lost all
of its life, and was a mere reproduction of stereotype form as can be seen from the
manual of Christian Ikonograpby by Dionysios of A.grapha. Epµ1JVela TGYV Zc.,ypa<j>wv
GJf -:.par 1'1/V f.KKl,l/GLaGTl/'1/V (GJypa<j>lav inro !:.tovvatov TOV Iepoµovaxov Kat (c.,yplupov TOV 8/C
<I>oi•pvar .r".Jv 'Aypa¢GJv
., " A.O,;v,,ai, 1853. It has been published in translation
al. o; ~fanuel cl'Iconograpbie hr ticnne, Grecque t Latine, Pari , 1845.
1 cc-orclin"ly when the Greeks aained t.heir independence they had much to do in
thb lino. Knpodi tria made a good beginning by sending to Italy some young men
who wi lt d to ucly the fine arts .
. I~ th ~;ear 1 3 > a royal decree was published on the last day of the year, estabh hrng • cbool, wher on undays and holiday instruction in archit cture wa to
1

• th TTavdl.Jpa, 111, pp. 3 6-400.
Oµ a "?or -:-oi ~~oi ,ov ,i:Jv Bw_u11xavc.,v Texvc;,v ev AfJ-f/vatr, 1 . 90.
Mu ·h mfo~matwn h
b en kindly furnished by the secretary of the institute,
~Ir. . ~1 vml .
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be given to such as wished to become builders, etc. Thus began the Polytechnio
Institute.
The measure was a popular one, and the school continued to operate under these
conditions unt.il 1843. During these six years the school was under the management
of Zetner , a mechanician from Munich. Two thousand three hundred and ninety ·•
men took advantage of these courses in architecture. Although no architects were
created-that would be impossible under the circumstances-yet the school did
much good by producing a number of trained workmen and builders. Such men
were mnch needed, as entire cities had to be built up.
The changes in the Govemment brought in by the events of 1843 caused modi:fi.ca.tion in this school, as it caused them in almost avery other institution of the country.
The i:;chool was rearranged into three departments. The :first of these departments
was intended for those who wished to learn some kind of skilled workmanship. In
this department instruction was given only on Sundays and holidays. The second
department was for those who wished to learn the arts and sciences connected with
manufacture. This school was open daily. The third department was devoted to
the fine arts. The institute continued to operate on this plan up to the year 1863.
During this second period attention was paid to the :fine arts, especially to sculpture,
engraving, and ornamental design. The director of the institution was Lysandros
Kaftausoglos, an architect of high ability, and an advocate of the study of the fine
arts. Accordingly these :flourished under his enthusiastic management. During this
period the school was attended by 8,941 students.
In August, 1863, the Provisional Government reorganized the institution again,
establishing a school of the applied arts, a school of the fine art·, and a school in
which instruction was given on Sundays. The school of applied arts (Bw-rexvucov
I;roAeiov) ceased to exist under this name in 1891. During this period this school
was remarkably successful. It was attended by 5,396 studonts. In 1891 it was
thoroughly reorganized and now bears the name of the };;rollefov ri:iv Bwµ17;ravc,w
Te;rviiv. It is to-day the principal and most prosperous school of the Polytechneion.
The other schools need remodelling and revivification. Plans have been drawn up
for this purpose, but have not yet been approved of by the Boule. The pre. ent
director of the institution is Mr. A. Theophilas, who has held the position since 1878.
The school of the fine arts has been making good progress. It bas produced sculptors
and painters and architects that reflect honor on their country. Among the sculptors Leonidas Droses and Georgios Broutos are worthy of mention. Droses was professor of sculpture from 1868 up to the time of his death in 1882. Broutos is at present
professor of sculpture.
Since 1893 the school of the fine arts has been open to women stuclents. Within
the last four years 361 women students have availed themselves of this privileg .
The splendid buildings in wbich the schools are held are gifts of three natives of
the town of Metsobo. Hence the name of the institution, Mera66uov IT011,vrexveiov.
CURRICULUM OF STUDIES IN THE POLYTECHNICAL IN TITUTION.

The School of Applied Arts (I;ro11,efov riiv Bioµ17xav"'v Texvwv).
This school is intended to prepare skilled men for the service of the Government
and for mechanical professions. The school is divided into three departments: A
department of civil engineering, a departm nt for machinists, and a department for
surveyors, master workmen, and practical machinists.
In the department of civil engineering the course extends over four years, as
follows:
lfrr t year: Analytical geometry; de criptive geometry, with application of same;
elementary mechanics; epipedometry, with practical application of same; physics;
chemistry; mechanical drawing, and exercise in the use of arms.
e ond year: Differential and int rrral calculus; chorostathmesis, with application
of same; bnilding and building materfals; road making; mineralogy and geology;
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theoretical mech::mics; history of art; mech:mical drawing, and exercise in the use
of arms.
Third year: Applied mechanics, bridge building, house building, architecture,
mechanology, forestry, rosthetics, mechanical drnwing, and exercise in the use of
arms.
Fourth year: Harbors, railroads, house buil<l.wg, architecture, governmental law,
bookkeeping, mechanical drawing, and exercise in the use of arms.
In the department for machinists the course is as follows:
First year: AnaJytical geometry; descriptive geometry, with practical application of same; elementary mechanics; measurwg of buildings :1nd machines ; practice in the ironworks laboratory; chemistry; mechanical drawing, and exercise in
the use of arms.
. S con cl 3·ear: Differential and analytical chemistry; theoretical mechanics; house
building; building materials; practice in tho fronworks laboratory; mechanical
drawing, and exercise in the use of weapons.
Tllir<l year: Applied mechanics; the steam engiuo and kinematic mechanics; house
building; mechanology, with constructions; chemical technology; practice in the
ironworks laboratory; mechanical drawing, and exercise in the use of arms.
Fourth year : Iron portions of bridges and houses; construction of machiues;
metallurgy of iron; practice in the ironworks la.boratory; mechanical clrawing, and
exercise in the use of a.rms.
In the department for surveyors, master workmen, and 1rn1ctical machinists the
course extends o,er two years and n, half. The la t h ::i,l f year is devoted entirely to
JH'actical exercises. Tho course fo1· the two foll years is as follows:
First year: Mathematics ; · elementary mechanics; descriptive geometry; cpipedom <'try, with practical application of same; road making; mechanology; house
buihling; building materials; mechanical drawing; practice in laboratory, and
exercise in the use of arms.
Second year: Chorostatltmesis, with application of same; measuring of buildings
ancl machines; bridge building; the steam eugiuo; forest1·y; mechanical drawing;
practice in the laboratory, and exercise in the use of arms.
LrT OF PROFESSOR

AT PRE EST TEACIIIXG IN THE POLYTECUNEION.

In the school of applied arts.-Prof. A. Soules, applied mechanics; Prof. I. Argyro11oulo , on railroads; Prof. I. Lazarikos, topography; Prof. I. Raptak s, building;
Prof. I. Kolliniates, architecture; Prof. I. Hatzidakeo, theory of mechanics; Prof.
Kyparissos tr-phanos, higher mathematics; Prof. A. Apostolou, de criptive geometry; Prof. I. Chrysochoou harbors and byclrnulics · Prof. 1'. ~Ialtezo , st •am engine •ring ; Prof. P. Kyriako, mechanology aucl constru tion of machines; Prof. E.
Angelopoulos, road buihiing and bric1go buildinu; Prof. A. Bou ake. , applied chemistry; Prof. A. Cbrestomanos, physics; Prof. IC Aet o:ponlos, mineralorry and g ologr; ~fr. A. l3albes, curator in ch mi try; :Mr. '" . crm:mos, curator in pby ics; fr .
h:1ralrn tinidcs, curator iu mathematics ; Prof. L. Lautzas, m chanical drawing.
In the school of the fine arts.-Prof. T . Lytras, painting in oil; Prof. G ro'ios
Jho11to . sr>ulptnre; Prof. B. Lantza , ornamental design and per :pective; Prof. K.
Bol:111: k
tJial:J o!!Taphia; Prof. 1 • Roilo dr, wino- from ca t ; Prof. '". Pherho ,
cngr: \'iug: Prof. D. Katerinopoulo , arti tic an, tomy; Prof. A. Kalouclcs, uacing.
... T
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school, a school for instrumenta,l music, a school for vocal music, a school for the
theory of music, and a dramatic school.
In tho dramatic school are taught enunciation, declamation, voice culture, calisthenics, nature and quality of dramatic personifications, rhythm and meter in language, personification of characters both theoretically and putctically.
Beside these special courses all students at tho Odeion must, unless excused on
grounds of proficiency, iake the history of music, tho history of the theater, general
liter:1ture, and tho French and Italian languages.
Table showing the q1·owth of the Odeion in a 1JCrioc7, of five years.

I

Nnmucr ~fours of Tuition Money _paiu
of tu
rnstnic- money reout m
de!ts. tion per ceiveu (in salaric (in
·
week. drachmas). drachmas).

Year.

1800-91 ..•.••••.••..••••••....•.••••••••••••••.••..••.....
1801-02 .....•.•.•.••.........•..••..•.... _..•..•.•........
1892- 9J .... . .................. _.... _... __ .... _. _. _. __ .•...
1893 94 . ...................•.......................... . ...
1894-95 .................................................. .

68
152
163
171
198

132
180
227
235
251

5, 330. 00
]5, 177. 00
20,420. 00
26, 307. 50
29, 812. 00

14,503.95
22,126.50
28,029. 50
32, 253. 00
35, 4.02. 50

TilE A CADEHY,

Ever since they have become free it bas been the l1ream of et1ucate<.l Gr clcs to
have an 01·ganized body of learned men, su ch as those of the ac:1deruies of Franc',
Germany, and other countrie of Europe. That wi h has not 1leeu fulfilled. But
although an acac1emy of immortals c1 es not xi t in Greece, a suita,ble eclifice has
nevert.heless been erected for their use. The building is the gift of a rich Greek,
Baron Sina, of Vienna. The n.r hitect was Hansen . It is in Ionic styl , and is l)Crhap tho most b antifnl of all the new o<.1ifice · in Athens, It is entirely of P •nt lie
marble.
At present its chief uso is to serve as a numismatic museum, where th immen ee
aml valua,ble collection of coins, ancient Greek and Byzantine, is preserved.
PRIVATE SCUOOL •

Private schools are numerous, b oth for girls ancl for boys, aud are of all grades,
from tho demotic to the gymnasion. Of the e pri vato institutions ome are under
special relio-ious influence, but others and most of tho private schools are different
in no way from tho regular school·, ex ept for a moro careful and parent-like wa,tchfuln ss over the pupils in timo of recr ation, ancl great r solicituclo for their conduct, otc. Some of tho private schools al o receive boarders, which the r gular
schools do not do.
The csfabli hm nt of ririvate sc]Htols is su"bj ct to no nupl asnnt restriction. on
the pnrt of tho ov rum nt. The cotu:.cs of st1u1ies mn1:1t 011form to what tho 'ov•
ernment requires, tho tc:..cller.' mu Ii po ·sess a regular license, and tho l:lw cone rn •
ing the teaching of r eligion must bo obeyed. When th es conditions nre lik Iy to
be fulfilled, tho formal permi sion to ondu t a private school is immediately g-rao ted.
, 'chool term· begin and en 'I. a t the time appoint d by law. Examination-s aro couductecl in tha same way as in th public ·chool , ancl the department of education is
r presented on the board of examiu r .
Who ver is found guilty of e tablishing or conducting a school without attendin g
to all the requir ments of the law, is sul,j ct to punishment under article 532 of tho
penal law of th Kingdom .
PRIVATE

CII OL

U~DER , PECIAL RELIGIOU

DO:\JINATIO~•.

Circumstances h ave br ugbt it about that th modern Greeks identify their rnligion with thefr national exi tence. They love its magnificent ritual , its gorg us
ccremoniaJ, it .fine mysticism, its subtile dogma. Religion bound and binds th m
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all into one body. It identifies itself as a personal possession with every Greek,
whether plebeian or aristocrat. * * *
Since tho Greek loves his church so intensely, he naturally dislikes all destructive
opposition to it. He may not see anything intrinsically bad in other forms of Christian worship, yet he dislikes them if they threaten to bring about the destruction of
his own religion. On these grounds he is opposed to the introduction of foreign
forms of Christianity into his country and among his people. He has ceased to
desire to proselytize, thinking that the other varieties of Christianity are good
enough in their own home. Since schools are powerful means for introducing new
religions, he has al way s looked with suspicion on schools established under control
of teachers of another religion. Viewing the matter from the Greek's standpoint,
we wonder at his liberal leniency. The establishment of such schools has always
been allowed, although at times there have been popular outbreaks against individual schools.
'l'he :first to establish schools of this kind were various orders of Catholic religions.
The Jesuits, for instance, had excellent schools in Andros and Melos and Naxos
and elsewhere in the seventeenth century.
Religious communities of nuns and sisters have also established schools in most of
the large cities of Greek lands. In free Greece there are such schools in Athens,
Patras, Kerkyra, Tenos, Naxos, and elsewhere. These schools are intended chiefly
for the children of Catholic inhabitants, citizens, and resident foreigners, and no
attempt at proselytizing is made. Though not intended for children of Orthodox
Greeks, yet such parents often send their daughters to these schools in order to have
them learn French, which is taught practically in these schools. This attendance of
Orthodox children sometimes brings about unpleasant friction between the followers of the two religions, for at times there appears a suspicion of proselytizing, and
this is forbidden expressly by the constitution. In 1869 and 1870 the Catholic
schools of Kerkyra gave rise to such talk that the matter was brought before the
Boule in Athens. And under date of March 3, 1871, Mr. A. Petmezas, minister of
education, issued a circular to the nomarchs of the country enjoining the strict
inforcement of the law concerning schools under other religious influences. He
emphasizes the fact that instruction in religion mu t be given by a teacher of the
same religion as that of the pupils. (0euµo?.6yiov, 1, pp. 391, 392,)
'J'b.e most important school under Catholic manag ment is the Leonine Lyceum in
Athens (To Aeovrewv Av,cewv), established by Pope L o XII( at the time of the celebration of his Golden Jubilee. The school is intended for the sons of Catholics. It
ranks as a gymna ion, and its courses are fully in accordance with the r quiroments
of tho tatc. It ha an excellent corps of professor .
Protestant have also established schools in Greek lands. In 1831 the Hill school
was founded.
TlIE HILL SCIIOOL. 1
(Tc> liap0evaywy1r,ov Xi.\,\.)

Thi school takes it name from its founders, Dr. and Mrs. Hill. On the 7th of
December, 1830, Mr. and fr . Hill landed in yra, one of the islands of the Greek
Archipelago. They ha<l b n sent to Greece by the fis ionary ociety of the Prote tant Epi copal Church.
Ir. Hill, a graduate of Columbia College, ew York,
ha<l tuclied theolo..,.y in the eminar at Alexa11dria, Va., and wa ordained a clergyman hortly b fore lii cl partur for Greece. After living a few months on the island
of Teno , whith r they had ron from , yra, they went to .A.thens, where, on ,July 18,
1 1 they opon d t chool in th ir own house. Th school pro pered and did much
01nor th- of the Life and\ ork of the Rev. John Henry Hill,
rcb, e·w York. ._Tew York Bible H us•, 1 2.
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good. The Hills, at the advice of the missionary society, and with their own good
taste, supported by their knowledge of how the Athenians felt toward proselytizers,
carefully itbstained from meddling w ith the religion of their pupils. Still, since
religious exercises were held in. the school, such as the reading of portions of the
Bible, the recitation of the Nicene Creed, the Lord's Prayer, etc., the Greeks felt
uneasy. This suspicion grew into open attack in 1842, lecl and encouraged by the
Ai6v, one of the most influential papers of Athens at that time. However, the storm
blew over an.cl the school continued.
Almost from the beginning the Hill institution consistecl really of two schoolsone a free school supported from America, and the other a private school supported
b y its income from the pupils. This private school continues to the present time,
_ and is now under the management of Miss Masson. The free school is also still in
exi tence, and is under the management of Miss Muir.
In 1869 Dr. Hill resigned the control of the free school on account of his age. He
diecl at Athens, July 1, 1882. The Greek Government honored his funeral, and the
common conncil of Athens resolved to erect a marble column in memory of his services in l)ehalf of education.
Two years later Mrs. Hill died and was buried beside her husband in the English
cemetery at Athens. An account of her funeral was sent to the State Department at
Washington by Mr. Eugene Schuyler, then minister to Greece, under date of August
6, 1884. He mentions the honors shown her and the sympathy expressed.
After the death of its founders, it was decided to continue the private s hool as a,
memorial school. Three thousancl pounds sterling were raised, and with this the
school property was purchased. The private school is not now under the care of the
mission, but is supported entirely by the tuition fe~s and an occasional gift from
America.
Durjng the scholastic year of 1896-97 this private school accommodated 30 boarders
and 120 day pupils. In spito of the fact that the school is sadly in need of funds, it
continues to retain its high standard under the prudent control of Miss Masson. Its
pupils always excel in the examinations.
TURKI H .AND JEWISH SCHOOLS IN THE SA.LY.

After the addition of Thessaly and a small portion of Epeiros to Greece in 1881,
the Greek Government immediately devised means of providing for the education of
such of the inhabitants of the new provinces as were not of the Greek faith. These
were MJ.ssulmans and Jews. 1
The Government made provision that wherever the size of a Jewish or Mussulman
community warranted it a special school should be established for them. In the
Jewish schools were to be taught, along with the courses of regular Greeks schools,
le sous in Hebrew and in religious instruction by teachers appointed by the Jewish
church authorities. Likewise in the Mabometan schools were to bo taught the
Turki h language aml the elements of Persian or Arabic, together with the tenets of
the Mahometan r eligion, by teachers appointed by Ma.hometans in the di.ff'. rent
villages. Greek, however, and tlle other common branches were to he taught by
teachers po sessing the qualifications demanded for a teacher in the other parts of
the Kingdom.
This shows the generosity of the Government in matters of education. In Kerkyra, also, there is an excellent Jewish school which receives aid from the State.
EC CLE IASTICAL SEMIN ARIE , .

Since the church is such an e sential part of Greek life and nationality, it is quire
natural that provision should be made for the betterment of the intellectual condition of its functionaries. * * *
1

See 0e<1µo'Mywv,

1,

pp. 137-139.
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One of the first cares of the governor, Ifopoclistrias, was to estalilish a seminary
on the island of Poros, in tho monastery of the ZCJoJo;roi; II77r7j, or Life-giving Fountain. The school was to be supported from the ro,enucs of the monastery. But thB
school was not received with favor 1y the clergy. It was not a school for theology,
l>ut merely a school for elementary studies. It was not intended to make priests
scholarly, but merely genteel. The school ceasecl to exist shortly after the death of
Kapodistrias.
A greater ancl more lasting foundation for the goou of tho church is due to Georgios Rizares. (Seo Ta IWTO, Tl/V Pi(apclOV 'EK1Cli7Jawarno)v a;roA~v a-:.o TTJt; avanfowi; avrijr,
emp:?,cir;, Nuw1,dov Paoov. ev 'A0f;vaii;, 1891.) Georgios Rizares and his brother Manthos
wero natives of Monocleudrion, near Zagori, in Epeiros. In 1806 they began a successful career us merchants in l\Ioscow. They were known from the very beginning
of their career as philanthro1)ists. In 1814 they established a Hellenic school in
their uative town and suppol'tecl it until tho outbreak of the r evolution. They gave
large stuns of money to Alexn.nd ros Ypsilantis and to ±he Philike Hetreria. They
gave money for the freeing of captives. They defrayed the expense of the editing of
Greek texts, etc. But their most lasting work was tho fonncling of the seminary.
Georgios Rizares, in memory of his brother and himself, gave a sum of money large
enough to build the institution and to support 20 students. It -w:is dedicated May
15, 1844. King Otho, with bis ministers, was present. The bishop of Attika.,
Metaxas, performed the ceremony. In the following year it opened its doors to
tudents. It is moc1e1ed somewhat after the Catholic seminaries of Europe.
Cancliclates :1re received into tho Rizareion on the following conditions: Tho applicant must be a citizen of Greece. Ten exceptions, howe,er, are made in favor of
students from Zagori. He must be not less than 15 years old and not more th:1n 18.
He mnst be of souncl mind nncl body. He must have complet ed tho course given in
tho Hellenic schools. Ho must cleclare his intention of faking orders; if afterwards
he change his intention, he agrees to pay an amount e(Jnivalent to what is ordinarily spent on each scholar.
The course of studies given in tho Rizareion coyers five years. Of these, the four
under courses correspond to tho courses giv 11 in the gymua ia with the addition of
such studies as candidates for the priestl10od should also pursue. The fifth year is
cle,ote<l to purely theological studie .
Tl1e scminarists 1~,e in community life. They study in common halls, eat in a
common dinin °· halJ, sleep in common dormitories, take re reation together, tc.
:ro student may leave the premises without permission. At a regular hour very
aftemoon all walk out into tho city in a, body, or to ome uburl. All w ar robes of
tho same pattern-a black cap without peak :rn<l ith a flat top, a black loose cassock
held neatly by a blue girdle, and a black loo o long coat with flowing sleeYes worn
over the ca sock.
From the end of June up to tbe 25th of August the eminarians enjoy -vacation
from ·la sea, but they arc not free to leave tho institution and pend their holidays
el cw here except for some strong rea on, such a ill health. All are xpeeted to stay
at the semin:iry and to ontinuo to tudy regularly every clay, althouo-h their freedom
is great r than in the cl10ol ea on.
'1 ho priest pro<lnc d fr m tho Rizareion are destined for tho bio-her eccl iastical
po. it ions.
re ce i no able to a nmc the cxpen e of educating
of her clergy . o
snmptnon l •. For the. impler education of oth r candidates for the pr:e thood, the
ovPrnmcnt e:tabli heel in 1836 three other cclcsia tical schools (IepartKat Ixo?a t),
on in, yro ono in 'h. lkis ancl ono iu Tripolis.
.
Tb
ath Ii · of 're c <lucat their clergy itber in hool within re c it. elf.
pnciall in the i Ian , where m t of the Catholics liv , or in the theoloJi(' l
·liool of Rom an<l Pari . In rceco it elf the Catholic ha.vo eminari ~ at · -r ,

:u

du ·at their 1 rgy abroad ('hiefiy iu _\mcrita.
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SCHOOLS FOR NEEDY llOYS. 1

In Greece, as elsewhere, there are many young boys that on account of hav,ing to
earn their own living, or even to support some one else-a mother, a l)lind father, or
a sister-have no time to attend a day school. In the larger cities provision has been
made for these unfortunates . Night schools have been establishecl for their special
benefit in Athens, Pafo."as, Kalama.ta, Zakynthos, and other cities. 'l'he Syllogos
Parnassos can count among its noble works tho practical aid it has given to these
schools.
Since Athens is the largest city of Greece, and since it is common for little waifs
to con1c from all the provinces to Athens in order to find occupation, a school of this
kincl is more necesl:lary in Athens than iu the other l ar ger cities. The school for
needy boys in Athens is under the protection and direction of the Syllogos Parnassos.
It is governetl by a board of nine elected by tho Syllogos from among its own members. This board appoints the teachers, and in general oversees the manag ment of
the school. Text-books ancl writing material are fornished free to the pupils.
In 1891-92 this school gave instruction to 1,233 pupils, of whom 146 were Athenians, 264: from :Megalopolis, 156 from Korinth, and 137 from Makedonia in Turkey.
According to tho regulations of the school, no pupils are admitted younger than
5 years, nor older than 20. In this samo year, however, by special p rmissiou, a, fow
were allowed to enjoy tho privileges of the school although older than 20 ~-ea,i-s.
The following table shows the age of the pupils for that year:
'Number of 1mpi1s from5 to 10 years of age ______ .. _. _. _... _. __ . ______ . _______ . ____ ... __ . _ . ____ .
120
10 to 15 years of age ____ . ___ . _ . _... _____ .. _. __ . _ . ____ . __ . _ . _.. _.... ____ .
826
260
15 to 20 years of age ____ . ____ ... ___ . . _. _ . ____ _ . _... ____ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23
20 to 25 years of ago _. _____ . ___ . _______ ..... ____ . __ ... ___ .. _- - . ..... _- - .
2
25 to 30 years of age .. ___ .. ____ . ___ . ______ . _ .. _.... _ .......... - ........ Pupils aged 30 or more years .. ___ . .,.... _ ... __ ... ___ - - __ . - ••••.......... - - - - .
2
Total . __ . __ ... ____ . ___ .. ________ . ___________ .. _.. _ . ___ . ____ ....... - - - . J, 233
According to occupation thero woreDay laborers. ____ . ______ . _____ . _____ . _____ . _ . ____ . ___ .... __ .... __ .... _ . _- - - .
Boys that carried purchase home from tl.to markets . _____ . ____ ..... - .. - .. - - Ilou o servants . . ___ .. ___ . _________ . ___ ... _. ___ . _. __ . ____ . _..... - .. - - - - . - - . Hod carriers and builders' assistants ____ ·----·--··--·- ____ -------·----· ·--- Bootblacks .. ___ . __ ... ______ .. ___ . ___ . __ .. ____ .... ____ .. ____ .... - - ... - - - - - - -

51
125
117

83
306

Carpenters, shoemakers, l)lu,cksmit11s, coppersmiths, etc., wore r presente(l also.
These night schools can not be classed ,vith any other schools of the Yiugtlom.
Such hr< ncbe are taught as may lJe of roost 1wactical assi tance to th so working
boys, namely: Religion, Greek language, mathematics (chiefly arithmetic), Greek
hi ·tory, geography, natural hi tory, writing, anll YOC 1 music.
Tho foll course of instruction extends over a p eriocl of five y ars. Instruction i
giveu every we k-day evening for two and a half hour . .A.ttonuancein these schools
can not be regular. In the year 1891-92, 1,233 pupils wero enrolled, hut the averago daily attendance was 381. Of course it must ue remornbered that not all of
the enrollments took place at the 1) ginning of the year, in October, but :x:tended
throughout the entire year, at least up to the b ginning of May.
At the encl of tho year montione<l, 269 boys pres nted thcmselv s for examinations,
either to be promoted to a. higher class or to rec ive a te timonial that they h d
compl tecl the course. Eleven recei vccl such testimonials, six with the grado oi
6.pur.a.

On two unday of ach month tho pupils attend church in a body, led by some
Twic a year the direeto·r of the school fakes care that all go

of the older pupil .
1

See 'Opyavtaµo<; nj<; iv 'A01';vat<; l:xo?.71,; rGJv Arr/Jp(,)v ITai<fov. iv · AOf;vau;, 1892.
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to tho sacrament of confession. The health of the pupils is also cared for. They
recei v . free treatment from two physicians appointecl from among the members of
the syllogos. They also receive free all medicines that these physicians prescribe.
SOCIETIES ESTABLISHED FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES . 1

:Ma ny are tho societies ('EratpeZat, };vUoyoi, Afoxai) established for the purpose of
a<.lvaucing etlucation. The Greek is by nature a social character, and is ready to
join clnbs or societies for all kinds of purposes. Some of the more prominent
eclncational societies in Athens are:
The Paruassos, ·O <Pi7.o?,o1udi~ };vAAoyo~ ITapvauu6r,
The Byron, 0 };vAMyo~ B vpwv.
The Archreological Society, 'II 'A.p;r,awMytKrJ 'Eratpta.
Tho Society for Christian Archroology, ·II XpiurwvtK7J 'Ap:x,awAoytK7J · Eratpla.
Tho Society for the Advi-mcement of Education, 'H <Pt?,eKrraicJevrn,rj 'Eratpia.
Tho Society for the Diffusion of Greek Letters, Iv?"').oyor rrpo~ ouioouiv ri:Jv 'EAA7JVtKGiv
I'paµµarw1 ·.
The Musical and Dramatical Society, MovatKo~ Kat t-,.paµaruco~ Iv.V,oyo,;.
'Ihe Historical and Ethnological Society of Greece, 'foroptKrJ Kat EOvoMytK7J 'Eratpla
rii~ El ?.aoo,;.
The Pharmaceutical Society, 'II lv 'Aflrjvat~ <PapµaKevnK,} 'E-ratpia.
Tho Panhellenic Gymnastic Society, 'O ITaveUfJVto~ I'vµvaarnwr };v').?..oyo,;.
Ladies' ociety for the Advancement of the Education of Women, Iv;\.Myo~ Kvp,i:w
inrep ri;,; rvvatKeiar IIauSeia~.
The Physicians' Society, ' IarptK,} 'Eratpla .
Tho Society of the Friends of the People, 'Eratpla rwv rpi;twv rov 11.aov.
The Koraes, ·o Kopa1,;,
The <PtAeKrraioevnK~ Eratpla was founded through the efforts of Joannes Kokkones,
Georgios Gennadios, and Misael Apostolides . (See 'Il ITevr77Kovraer17pt,; ri;r<I>,AeK1rau5evrtKi;r 'Eratpia~ ev 'A0f;vau; in the 'Earrepo,; for November 13, 1886. See, also, 0eaµoMywv,
1, pp. 122, 123.) It is governed by a constitution formulated in 1836 and remodeled in
1882. It has for its object the advancement of the people by education and culture.
It pays e pecial attention to the education of girls.
It has established young ladies' academies and other school ; has defrayed the
e_·ponl:le of worthy students, especially girls; it has given prizes for best editions of
te -t-books and other books usofnl for the purposes of ducation; it has borne the
expense of publishing such books; it has upplied needy schools with apparatus, etc.
Th society does all this by means of funds made up from tho annual fees of members
(18 drachma a year) ancl the gift of benefactors and others, the income from the
property it own , the initiation f es of m mbers t6 drachma.), etc.
The Mu ical and Dramatical , ociety aim at the founding and sustaining of a
national theater. The soci ty was found ed in 1 71. It intere ts it elf in the work
done in tb.
deion. The soci ty i yet far from attaining it purpose, yet it will
finalJy bring g-oocl re ult . Tho tb ater ha always be n a favorite institution with
tho Trecks. Aull the r£>storation of the Greek theater to the high rank that it
deserv · is jnstly on of the a pirations of the cultivat d I-I lJenes of to-day. It
will not be unint r ting to a.dcl 1 short account of the fir t attempt to produce
a C'r ck piny in .,_ then
inco the a qui ition of fr edom. ( ee the Ar?.avrlr for
D c mlt r 19, L9 >,) Ever ince the gaining of fre dom the thenians had enjoyed
tlie pl a ur of a theat r but the drama produc d were foreign affairs, in Italian
or fr u h, or at b
tr:rn lation into modern Gre k from ome European la.ngua"e,
Th fir t man th· t d t rmin d to 1rnt a top to thi orrowful tate of a.:ffairs
.1.
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was Alexandros Rizos Rangabes. In 1853, Rangabes, a.Iready known as professor,
scholar, wrHer, diplomat, soldier, wrote a drama callecl the Vigil, 'H ITapaµov,j. He
determined to have it produced on the stage. There wero no professional actors in
Athens, so he had to engage the kinc.1 services of amateurs. Rehearsals began, and
all Athens was impatient for tho proud event of seeing a real Greek play. The play
was to be given in the theater of Boukoura, and tb.e proceeds were to be spent in
bnJ'ing clothing for the Greek soldiers in Peta. However, in the play there were
certain passages referring to the action of Austria against the f..rst proclaimers of
the struggle for liberty. These passages displeased the Anstrian ambassador, who
announced that if the play were produced he would immediately depart from Athens.
Rangabes then cut out the offensive passages, and after a long delay he received
p ermission to proceed. King Otho and Queen Amelia were to be present at the performance, but on the morning of the evening on which the play was to be given
there came a message to Athens that the Greek garrison at Peta had been attacked
by the Turks and fallen in slaughter. So great was the gloom that spread over
Athens thnt no one thought of the J)lay, and the Vigil was never produced.
But, nevertheless, other Greeks, and Rangabes himself, soon had the satisfaction
of seeing their Greek plays produced in Athens.
Popular dramas at present are OL MvACJvcioe!:, The Millers, a comedy; 'H Karapa rijr
Mc'iva~, The Mother's Curse; · H M77clew, 'H <I>avara, tragedies.
Old c1as 'ic dramas, such as the Oedipous Tyrannos, The Philoktetes, the Antigone,
are produced from time to time.
The Society of the Friencls of the People ('H 'Erntpla ri:>v <l>lACJv rov Aaov) seeks by
means of public and popular com·ses of lectures to instil useful a.n d entertaining
knowledge of a patriotic ancl elevating kind into the hearts of the workingmen.
These lectures are given in the eveninO', when such men are fr e. Each year's course
consists of about 125 lectures. The lectur s are arranged in groups, each group
forming a connected series of instruction. Popular topics are the history of Greece,
aud instruction in the natural sciences. Some of the best teachers of Athens find
time to belong to this association, and lend their aid to the cause of educating the
working classes.
THE HISTORICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
('H 'IcT'TopucYJ

rn, 'E0voAoyiKYJ 'ETaipia.)

The Historical and Ethnological Society was founded in 1882. In the following
year it began to publish a valuable periodical containing the results of its researches.
In the prologue to the first number Mr. Timoleon Philemon, the first president of the
society, explains the r ason why the society came into existence, and the necessity
of its continuing to exist. The object of the society is to study tbe•life of the Greeks
from the time when they ceased to l>e an independent 'People down to the time when
they again regained their freedom. The society in its studies excludes no phase of
life whatsoever. Art, literature, morals, social relations, superstitions, religion,
politics, customs, etc., are all to be searched for in order to discover the true history
of the people, and to show scientifically the exact relation of the present Greeks to
tho o of all the pa t.
The society possesses a museum, in which it keeps all such relics and mementos of
the ages covered by the studies of the society as it succeeds in collecting. Thi collection includes garments of men and women, medals, coins, seals, musical instruments, manuscripts, books, letters, bulls, etc.
THE .A.RCII.iEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.
('H 'Apxai0Aoy,1e1J 'ETatp{a.J

The ArtJhreological Society was founded in 1837 through the zeal and determination of Kyriako S. Pittakes and Alexandros Rizos Rangabes. With limited means
at its disposal this society has accomplished wonders. Excavations have been scien-
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tificall;r au<l. successfully carried on n.t many different places, notably at Athens (on
tho Akropolis), h""levsis, Eph1n.Yros, Tanagrn., Mykenro, Lykosoura, parta, and
J>Jrnnrnous.
, inc, its foundation tho society has publisbetl the 'Apx_ruo'J,"oylK1) E¢>17µepi~ as its organ.
The society twice almost ceased to exist on account of lack of funds, n.ml accordingly
tho 1mblicati.on of the journal ~-as twice interrupted. It is now published quarterly
in spl n<.li(l style and with scientific accuracy. Beside the Ephemeris., the society
also pnblishes· its Ti paKnKa from time to time, in which the reports of tho various
offic-ials of the society make known the progre s of the work done under their apecial
charge.
TIIl~ SOCIETY :FOR CHRISTIA..., .ARCILEOLOGY.

This society was founded to supplement the work of the excellent Arcbreo1ogical
Societ;r; for the Archroolog-icnl Society, completely wrapped up in the study of tho
older monuments, not only found no time to deYotc to the remains of later time ,
but even often showed positi,;-o neglect or o,·011 contempt for tho monuments of
mec1itt>val Christianity, monuments which lrnve an absolute ,alue in the history ancl
fate of the Greek people. Ofteu, in order to facilitate research for classic fin<l.s,
Christian monuments were unnecessarily sac1:ificed. To correct this abnse tho
Society of Christian Arch, ology ,yas founded and has its place. The society bas
mucli work b efore it. It intends to study and care for edifices of Byzantine arcbite •+nre, mosaics, inscriptions, frescos, coins, meclals, manuscripts, etc. As yet, however, through lack of m eans, this society bas done comparatively little, compared
with its older classic sister, t11e · Ap;caw?.oylK~ 'Eratpia . Tho :Oiarqnis of Bute lrns been
ono of its mo.st deYoted friends.
J.'OimlG:S ATICIL'EOLOGIC.\L SCTIOOLS IS ATim ... -s.

'l'hcs chools really do not no cl to be mention d hern, a.ti being outside of tho
SJ·ofr1.1 of schools intended primarily for Greeks. Th y are supported from abroad,
ar cond.ucted by foreigners, were established by foreigners, nnd Pre int nclcd for
forci~n r ·. Yet their work i.-, so e:x:ccllcnt, and i.s so much hi lino and in sympathy
with tho work of the Greek nrch, ological . ocictie and is op n in a certain way
to Gn <'kH, nt least a reO"ard · u · of libmric and 0th r collection , t hat they shoulcl
.not lw left unmentioned ev n here.
and Geri utn . chool. · ar
Th<'rc arc now· foUI· s uch i-cbo 1::, in Athens.
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membership unless he be :1 profei:;sor extraortfornry in tho Academy . Each momher
romaius at .A.thens for a torm of three years. Some of tho best French Hellenists,
phllologians as well as archreologist ·, have heen members of this ·chool.
Up to the year 1877 the work of the school an<l its results were m ade known
through different perioc,lic:1ls, especi:111Jr the Revue A.rchcologiquo. But since that
ye:n the school has published :1 monthly p eriodical of its own, tho Bnllotin do Corre ·pondance Hollenique. To this publication there has been added, since 1881, the
Bil>liothcquo des :Ecolea d' Athenes et de Rome.
THE GEIL'IIAN AnCH.rE OLOGICAL IXSTIT :TE . 1

The German Archmological Institute at Athens was modclo<l. after its elder. isler,
th institute at Rome. In 1874 tho Roman school, then known as tho Royal Prussian Archreological Institute, was changed into tlle Imperin,l German Archroolorrical
Institute, and in this same year a branch school wn.s e tal>li hed in Athens. The
branclJ, however, grow so rnpidly in importance that in 18 7 it was raised to equal
rank witll the institute at Rome, ancl since that year is known as the Athenischo
Abth ilung des Kaiserlich Deutscheu Archreologischon Instituts.
The institute is now located in a :fine edifice built by S chliemann expressly for
the purpose. It is under the management of two secretaries. These arc now Prof.
Wilhelm Dorpfokl and Dr. Paul Wolters. Fivo stipcndiaries are kept in the institute nt Athens. To be eligible us stipendiary one must h:.we already roceiv ,1 the
doctora.to.
The library of the institute, au oxcellent one for arcbrcological ·wor1,:, took its
beginning from tho books colle tcd by Arthur vou V •lseu , who dieu in Athen in
1 61 as secretary of tho Prussian em bas y.
Tho magnificent work of tbe · instituto is evid nt in its pnblicntion, tho )1iLtlleilnngen cl s Kaiserlich Deutschon Archreologischen Iustituts, Athenisch Abtlloilnno-.
Tho puulication was boo-uu in 1 7G, ancl appears as o. quarterly. Tl1e l::m o-nago of
th publication is mostly German. Occa,sionally, however, an article ontributecl
by some one of other nationality app ears in the writer's own Yeruacular, o. g.,
Gr ck or English.
TllE IlnITISH SCHOOL.

Thi s hool was foun<lecl in 1836. It has been supported by tho uniY rl'litics of
Cambridrre and Oxford and tho Society for tho Promotion of Hellenic Stndie . Tlrn
Gov rnrn nt now contributes something toward tho maintenance of the seb ol. Its
chief organ is tho Journal of Ilollenic Stndi s .
Th<' scho ol i, und r the direction of a committee, whi ·h meets in Lomlon, <·01vistino- of Hellenists and art lovers~ In A.thens the management is in the h ancls of a
diTe ·tor.
Th library of tho s hool i s a -v ry good on .
u c sful ex .wati ns have 1) n arried on hy tho scho >l at diff •rent place;; in
Greece and also in the i lancl of l'"ypros .
TilE A;\rnRICAN

HOOL 01!'

LAR lCAL ST 'DIES.

Of all th e archroological s hools at Ath ns tlJ American School of Cla:rnical
tudies is <lea.re. t to us. Fr m tho following ncconnt it will he se ·n that it. work
h a. h on such as to make us :f.·el prond of it and it. projectors and manager .
It was founded by the Ar h, lorri ·al Institnt of Arnori a, an(l is und r ontrol
1 S o Aicha lis, Geschlcht
d s D ut ch n A.r chreolorri.·cben In tituts, 182 -1879.
B rlin, 1 79, pp. 161 ff.
A. 1icba lis, Die Aufgaben und Zi le des Kai rlich Deutsch .n Archreologi chen
In titnts, in the Pr us · cho Jalubiicher, Vol. 63, 21-51, , nd a translation of the
above by Alice 'ardn r, "Th Imp rial German Archroological Iu titute,' in tho
Journal of Helleuic 1 'tndi , x, pp. 190-215.
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of that institution. Soon after the founding of the Archreological Institute, in
1879, its members began to feel that on account of the peculiar importance of making re earch in the old classic lands special measures should be taken to permanently establish some means of carrying out such investigations. The land thus
first fayored was Greece.
Through the cooperation of nino of the first colleges of America, each of which
promised to contribute $250 annually for ten years, the school at Athens was establisbecl, :1nd in the autumn of 1882 Mr. W. W. Goodwin, professor of Greek at Harvard University, went to Athens as the first director of tho new school.
The founders of the school did not limit its scope to archreology, foreseeing that,
although most of the best work done woultl. be in archmology, yet many a. young
college graduate might profit much by a year's philological or historical training
there in tho very center of old Hellenic life.
After a few years of existence the school became prosperous enough to warrant
the erection of a house adapted to the needs of the school. The Greek Government,
with characteristic generosity, donated the grounds., and in 1888 the fine new building was ready for occupation.
Since that time American archooological or classical students and sch olars visiting
Athens have found at the foot of the southeast slope of Lykabettos an institution
that they may take just pride in. They find there an excellent library, adapted
e ·pecially for the study of the art, topography, epigraph.y , language, and literature
of Ancient Greece. They find a small knot of young, enthusiastic men, who find
highest delight in delving, now by book and now by spade, into the marvelous life
of that people which has been the civilizers of the world.
The school sends out two sets of publications-the Annual Reports and the Papers
of the American School of Classical Studies. The American J ournal of Archmology
and of the Fine Arts also publishes much of the work of the school.
The management of the school was, during the first six years of its existence, in
the hands of a director sent out annually from one of the cooperating colleges. Now,
however, the director is appointed for a period of five years. The present director,
Prof. Rufus B. Richardson, whose term of :five years would have expired this year,
has been reappointed. Thus the school falls under the direction of a man who, by
continuous re idence in Greece and by unbroken application to scientific work there,
will brino- about the best re. ult that are po sible. Beside the dir ctor there are
two other officers, a professor of literature and a secretary. These are appointed
annually. The professor of literature for the year beginning October, 1897, is Profes or Emerson, of Cornell.
~Iembership in th , chool is granted to graduates of coop rating coll ges and to
all other American students that are deemed to be llu:ffi.ciently pr pared for the work
done in the school.
The Americans have made important excavations at ikyon, Thorikos, Ikaria. in
Attika, at the Heracon near Argos, at Eretria in Evboea, and elsewhere.
GREEK

CIIOOLS OUTSIDE OF GREECE. 1

Greek chools outside of the Greek Kingdom have been ma.de to conform as nearly
as pos. ible with the chools within the Kingdom, o that in the Turkish Empire, for
instanc , we find Greek demotic and Hellenic school and gymnasia of the same rank
a thos of Greece. !any of the e ·cbools are old r than th war of independ nee.
The t a.ch rs in the e schools of Grecia Irredenta. l1av mo t of them tudi d at
Athen whither th y are sent at the expense of communitie , or a beneficiarie of
scholn~ hip_ ~ tabli bed by patriot Gr ek . Young r eks of Turkey, al o, study in
tho m11v r 1ti of En.rope upport d by nch cholar hip .
in fr
re ce n.tt ntion is being paid to th clucation of girls, o al o in
r k <'ommnniti of Tnrk y is the ·ame being done. Young ladie 'acad mi ,
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IlapOevaywyeia, have been established in the larger cities by rich benefactors. Of
these the Zappeion at Constantinopol may be mentioned. To Zci1r1rewv nap_0evaywyeiov
EV Kwva-ravnvov1r6Au Kato Lopvrr;r av-roi';, in the 'Ea1repo~, VII, pp . 182 :ff.
WRITERS ON PEDA GOGY .

Although few scholars among the modern Greeks have devoted their time exclusively to a study of pedagogics, yet not a little work has been clone in this scie11cc.
In the year 1820 a well-known and succe sful scholarch, K. Koumas, who taught in
Smyrna, published at the end of his work on philosophy a theoretical treatise on
prodagogy.
Adamantios Koraes, about whom more will be said in the chapter on the language
question, never taught in any kind of school, and yet he must be regarded as knowing well the theory of teaching. His views on pedagogy are scattered throughoat
his various writings. He strongly advocated the introduction of European metho<lH
into the schools of the East, and at different times used his iniluenco in trying to
induce wealthy Greeks to send young men to Switzerland aurl other places ht onLN
to learn the uew educational systems that at that time were being much talked about.
The first practical book on pedagogics published in free Greece was the 'Och;, oi;
of Kokkones. This 'O<hJYo~, or Teachers' Guide, was merely a translation from t1rn
French. It has several times been revised and repnbUshed, and has never ceasecl to
be one of the best known books to every teacher in Greece.
In 1839 a journal calle(l '0 IIau5aywy6r began to appear. It was intende<l chiefly
for teachers, and contained, with other matter, a good amount of valnablo p dagogical material. After a short time, however, th journal ccasecl to xist.
In 1857 there appeared another work that can lay claim to being classed wiH(
pedagogical literature. Thi was the 'Oor,iy6r -rwv <I1otrr,i-rwv, or Stnd<'nt8' Guido, hy
Profes or Ron opoulo , of tho university. It contain
xhortatio11s to scientifi ·
education, as ienti:fic method of studying, and the laws of the univernity.
In 1865 G. G. Papadopoulos published a Practical Guido for Teaelwrs in the
Demotic School 1 !:,.o,clµtov IIpalC'TtKGJIJ 'Oo1;yti:Jv 1rpor TOVf: t:..,oaaKaAovr T(;JV t:,.7,1µ0-rtH)'lf
~xo?elc.iv. Ev 'A0i;vatr.
In 1878 the t:..ioaaKaA-tKor l:v.:l..:l.oyor, an organized ociety of teachers, began to 1rnolish a predagogical journal called Il?,arnv. It was continued until 1890, appen.ring
onco a month during that time. The intention of the society in publishing and
supporting this journal was to better the condition of teachers in tho preparatory
and middle schools, and to better the schools th mselves by diffusing among the
teachers a more scientific knowledge of the methods of teaching. .A.mongth many
good articles that appeared in this journal, I make especial mention of a scrim; of
articles written by Mr. Blasios G. Skordeles, entitle(l Hµepot6ywv j,7,11wou5aa,aiiov,
f;-rot 1i Ilau5aywyla 1:v -rf; Ilpaget, "A Teacher's Diary, or Pedagogy in Pradic ."
fr.
Skordele , in this diary, shows how a teacher may meet and solve the Y~ricmR perplexing problems be meets with in the performance of his <laily rontin<' of duty.
The diary has b en also pnbli he<l in book form.
During the last few years a periodical has be n pnbli hcd, called 'H t:..wrr?.aair n-:iv
llaufwv, Training of Childr n. It treats in a practical way of many quo ·ti 011, ronnocted with elementary ducation.
Another important book is by . M. Olympio treating of how to teach C'l1ildren
to xpres their ideas both orally an<l in writing. A second dition of this excellent
work came out in 1886 ( cf. El.looµa~ for August 10, 1886, p. 30). The title of tho
book is 'E-yxuplowv Ilpo1optKi:Jv KClt I'pa1r-rwv 'EK0foet.Jv 'Iclei:Jv• v1ro I. M. ·01v1mwv, npo~
x.pf/atv -rwv LlnµonKwv Kai' AartKGW IxoAeiwv.
The Herbartian ystem has fonnd a warm advocate in Mr. M. Bratsauos. He has
written a Theoretical and Practical Guide for Demotic Schools according to IIerbartian Priciple,, Oewp11nKIJr Kat DpaKrnck Oor;yor TOV tJ.r;µonKOV };xo~ elov KaT<L TU., apx.a.~ TOIJ
'EptJap-rov. The work is mentioned in the E6ooµar for August 10, 1886, page 383.
ED
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An exceptionally valuable l'lUblication is Pantazido::;' Pedagogics, I'vµ11aata1a)
ITatoay<,)YlK7J npo,;; Xpijcuv TWV Te <POlT7JTWII Ti;,;; <Ptl,OAoyia,;- Ka~ ITavrnv 'ev yevcl TQV t..u5aaKCLl{,JV
Tij,;; Mfor;,; EK1rato1:v arn,;;. ev A0?jva1,;;, 1889. Professor Pantazides has taught this science
for years in the university.
A proof of how seriously interested tho Greeks are in the various theories of education is shown by the fact that, although money is ·rnry scarce with them, they ncyertheless from time to time attempt to devise some means of sending young men to
Europe to make special study of pedagogics. Prizes are also given for best treatises
on pel1agogical subjects. For instance, in 1883 a prize of 2,000 drachmas, tho
Map cWew,;; aytiv, was offered for the best work on this subject. (See IT?,arnv, Yol. rv,
pp.106, 107.)
TEXT-BOOKS.

Before a text-book may be introduced into the f;Chools it must be approv-cd of by
a committee appointed for that purpose by the ministe-r of education. This committee decides upon the suitableness of all text-books, and also determines the maximum price at which tho book is to be sold. The law excluding all unapprov-ed books
is from November 24, 1867. Article 8 o.f that law states that every teacher in a public school who violates this l aw will be subject to a fine of from 50 to 150 drachmas,
and must refund to the pupils all money that they may have spent n,t his advico for
1.mapproved books. In case of a second offense he is dismissed. A teacher in a private school, if guilty of the same offense, loses for one year his license to teach.
(Sec 0eaµo1,bywv, u, p. 197, note.)
Certain books, such as the original texts of Greek and Ln.tin cla sic authors, a.re
not subject to this regulation. No text-book for religious instrnction is admitted
to competition unless it bear the appro-val of the holy synod.
Every four years books are submitted for approval. Only one book of each kind
is approved. The approval of a new book cancels the previous appro,al of other
books.
Just as the system of schools is an imitation of tho European system, so al o jg it
common for European text-books to serve as models fo1· the text-books used in Gr ck
schools. This :Las naturally led to tho mere translation of many European t xtbooks into Greek. The period of mere translation, lloTI"o,,cr, is fortunately pas ·ing
awny for mo t sciences, and tho home JJroducts are found to be, if not always qnito
so modern in scientific qualities, at least better adapted to ch-cum ·tauccs.
JWUCA TION FREE.

The democratic principles of tho Greeks make them averse to all favors th:.tt might
be cxrlnsiv-cly available to a special clas of citizens. This principle makes them
objl'et to having any part of education pnrcha able by tho. e only who have mean . .
They think, that no one should bo debarred from any chooJ, even tho univ-ersity, by
beiug unable to pay for his tuition, and this the moro o since th e Greeks look on
education as having a unatioual" pnrpo. e. In his vi w, education of tlle Greeks
adv~mccs tho cans of Helleni m. Accordingly no Greek should be barred out from
tl1i :fielcl by poYerty; and all educ::ttion, from the lowest clas in the demotic scl1ool
up to tho llighest in tho univ rsity ancl the polytechneio11, i. , hy the populn.r interpretation of the constitution, to be giYcn free of co. t.
JioweYcr, lurin(J' the e la.st year. , deht l1as pre~·ed so h eavily on tho 1Jravo little
Kingclom that it has been found ncce. sary t o rnis<' tuxes even from schools. And in
virtnc of a law of 1 92 ( v611or-B.1?D of that year), ach student pay.· a, tax hy writing
ont hi application for matriculation, etc., on stamped paper, so that now the stu<1 u of tho Hellenic chool pays about 2:-, the student of the gymna inm 50, aud the
unin~1.:ity student 100 to 1,30 drachmas. y ar. This tax has met with oppo. itiou,
e pccially from th tud nt.· of the university, on tho gronntl th at it is unconstitutional.
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TilE PRINTING PRESS IN GREECE.

After the summary disposal of the printing establishment set up in Constantinopol by Kyrillos Loukaris we hear of no other attempt to print anything among
tho Greeks of tho Empire until the year 1820. In that year F irmin Didot, who hacl
retumed to Paris enchanted with what h e had l earned about the Greeks durin g his
stay in Kydonia and other parts of the East, sent two printing presses, with typo
ancl other necessaries, one to tho school at Kydonia, which ho loved so intensely, and
the othe:c to tho town of Chios. Chios r eceived this gift through the influence of
Koraes, who was at that time in Paris and was an intimate friend of Didot. The
busy Greeks immediately began to issue pamphlets aml booklets from both of these
presses, but their joy was short-lived. The Turks destroyed the press at Kydonia,
in the year 1821, when they burned the village; they destroyed the one at Chios iu
1822, when t hey perpetrated their awful butcheries of that year. (For a description
of these massacres r ead Lonkis Laras, by Demetrios Bikelas.)
During the war of liberation presses were set up at various places, notably at
Missolonghi, at Navplion, etc. Journals and not books were printeu from these
presses.
The first books printed in Athens came from the press of Andreas Koromelas, who
had gone to Paris, and there in the establishment of Firmin Didot learned the hnsiness of printing. Ho came back to Athens, and in the year 1835 established a, printing hons . Letters in Greece owe much to him.
JOUR~ALIS:\1 IN GREECE.

Journalism is so closely connected with modern culture aml education that it i~
impossible to omit it from the pre ent tre-atise. So a brief sketch of Greek journalism from its first beginnings down to the present day will not be out of place. (Sec
La Presse dans la Grece Moderne depuis l'ind6pendauce jusqu'en 1871, par le Mar,1uis
cle Quoux de Saint-Hilaire, in the Annuaire desEtudes Grecqnes, 1871, pp.117 ff. See
also To Iw6e).aiov rig· Aµa?Oei a~, in the EMoµa~ for July 30, 1 88.)
After the fall of Venice, in 1797, Vienna became the literary center of learned Greeks
in Europe. Here it was that the 1irst Greek journal made its appearance. It hogan
in 1793, being edited by the brothers Pouliou. It did not la.st long. The last uumber appeared on June 28, of the same year.
In 1811 another Greek p aper was started in Vienna, the Eio1icm~ oia ,a 'Avaro?,tKa
Mtpr;, or News for Eastern Parts, which was followed in the next year by the E?,?.17vu,<k
Tr;'Mypacj>o(', These short-Ii ved attempts were overshadowed in importance by the s ·holarly and influential A6yw~ 'Epµ71r, begun in 1811 by Anthimos Gazes. It continuecl to
exist and do goo u until the very eve of the war for independence, which it did mu h to
bring about. It ceased in 1821.
Paris also at this time was the rendezvous of a numb r of learned Greeks. Long
is tho list of Gr ek journals that came into brief existence in Paris. The }JJ11v<i wns
founded in 1818, the Movaaiov in 1 19, and the 110u;aa in the same year.
After Greece became free the chief raison d' ~tre of the editing of Greek papers in
foreign countries passed away. However, other reasons arose mnking it important
that some such papers continue to exist. Accordingly, since that time Greek journals
and periodicals have been publish d for longer or shorter periods in various J)laces
of Europe. In Paris we find the Ti o?.vy?<J,,O(' and tho lii pw 'Oaa, in 1868, and the 'EOmd;
'Er.LO ewpr;aL(' in 1869.
In Great Britain was published the Bpe,ravtKOr' A.a,r;p, l)y
Stephanos Xenos; in Leipzig the K?etw, and in Tri est the fo II11.epa. This last
paper was founded in 1855. It still fiouri hes as a weekly under the masterfnl editorship of t be scholar and litteratenr, Alexandros Byzantios.
Evon in Turkey the Greeks were finally allowccl to hiwe their newspapers. Porbaps tbe first snch was the 'O0011avuwr Mr;vvrnp of Constantinopol. In 1838, Consi::tntine Rhodes, n. warm Philhellono, established at Smyrna the Ai1.a?/Jew, which still
exists and doe good.
1
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·within the territory now occupied by free Greece the first paper published was
the AarvK1j, which began in Keryka in the year 1802. It was short-lived .
While Missolonghi was being besieged by the Turks, the first paper printed under
what may be called free Greek government made its appearance. It was edited by
the Swiss Philhellene Mayer under the title of XpovtKa EUnvtKa . It was championed
and supported by Stanhope, who had come from England to Greece for the express
purpose of starting newspapers, schools, etc. The Xpovu,d began to appear in J anuary of 1824. It was a biweekly. It is now valuable for a so urce of information for
facts concerning the war, and on this account has been reprinted. It was in this
paper that Trikoupes's famous funeral discourse over the remains of Lord Byron was
published.
Before the appearance of the Xpovmi of Missolongld, matter had been printed in
Greece, but no newspaper seems to have been published. Prior to this time there
was a press at Kalamata under the control of Ypsilantis, and another at Korinth,
used for the printing of proclamations, etc. (See Stanhope's letter XVII in work
cited above.)
Later in the same year,1824, another paper came out in Greece, the <l>lAoi;- rov Noµov,
publishecl at Hydra. The editor -was au Italian named Chiappa. Chiappa's outfit
consisted of not much more than a small quantity of tpyc. He printed the paper
by inking the type by hand, and then taki.ng the impression as printers take proof
impressions. He was writer, editor, typesetter, proof reader, pressman-all.
In 1825 the T'evtK~ Erpnµepu; rf;r; E11,1,aoor; was begun as the organ of the Government.
At least it was the organ of Kapodistrias. Since 1835 the E¢7Jftep'lr; rf;r; Kv6epvf;aeCJr;
has been the official organ of the Government. During the reign of Otho it was
accompanied by an official edition in German for the numerous Bavarians in Otho's
service.
From the small beginnings described above the press in Greece grew with ma,rvelous rapidity. In the year 1867 Greece sent to the World's Exposition a copy of all the
papers published in the country. They were almost a hundred in number. Since
that time the number has gone on constantly increasing. At present ne~papers
are published not only in .Athens, Patras, Peirreens, and other large cities, but almost
every town of any consequence has its paper, at least a weekly. These papers are
small in size, but not in aspirations.
In Athens the principal papers to-day are the E<fnJµeplr;, the AKp61ro?.tr;-, the N ia E<f>JJµeptr;-, the IIa?.qyeveaia, the Tip(,)ia, and the Neo11,6yor; K(,)varnvnvov1r6AeCJr;-. This la t paper
was until recently published in Constantinopol. But as a re ult of the late war the
editor, S. I. Boutyras, thought that the proper place for a journal that wished to
express its thoughts freely was not in the city of the Crescent.
Greece has also a number of periodicals. Among the best are the IIapvaaa6r;-, which
is tho organ of the Parnassn Club, and the .A.0,rva. The variou sciences are represented by some special periodicals.
ILLITERACY A.MONG THE i\l.A SES. 1

The modern Greek, like his cla sic ancestors, is by nature a searcher and inquirer.
He is social, and like to <lispute and discuss. He docs not resort to books for
knowledge or ntertaimn nt a frequently as do the colder men of northern climes.
It follows that th < verage Greek is not such a devourer of written knowledge a
w1: wonlil like to have him be. The percentage of downright illiteracy is perhaps
gr at r than on would wi h to se . Yet i t is among the older men and among the
wom n that illiteracy chiefly prevails. The older men are to be excused, becau e
when th Y w •r boys ~r e e was still very young and had not yet developed her
s: t ·m of school . The WOU1eu owe their illiteracy to tho fa ·t that cu tom relega d them to householtl duti , and for bouseke ping in Greece book knowledge
l
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has not been in demand. We see in another chapter how the women of Greece are
now beginning to vindicate their intellectual qualities in the field of higher education, as they vindicated themselves long ago in patriotic courage. Among the
younger women the percentage of illiteracy is greater than among the younger men .
Of the younger men ~ndeed very few are unable to read. According to the statistics of 1885, two-thirds of the entire population were yet unable to read.
Since the Greek is a politician by natnre, he loves to read political news more than
any other kind. This explains tho extraordinary number of claily journals published in the Kingdom. Light literature is read chiefly by the ladies. They like
the European novels, which are translated for them in abundance. \Vhen the man
reads a novel, he prefers one whose plot is connected with the history and traditions
of his own country. The modern writers of light literature in Greece are sufficiently
numerous, and have produced many a readable book.
THE LANGUAGE QUESTION.

The question of education in Greece . can not ' be completely handled without
devoting a chapter to their fanguage. This might be true of education in any
country, but it is especially true for Greece. In Greece, as in every country that
possesses a literature, there exists a difference between the literary language and
tb.e spoken language. Again, every l anguage spoken throughout extensive territory has a number of local varieties or dialects, and every literary language has a
val'iety of forms, according as the writer uses a language more or less different
from the spoken dialects.
In Greece there exists a clique of scholars who cry out that the literary language
should be identical with the spoken. One of the prominent men of this school at
present is Professor Psycharis, teacher of Greek in Paris. Psycharis is a scholar of
note. He has written a number of excellent treatises dealing with the language
question; but what attracted most attention was his book, To TafuJ, 110v. Ile
wrote it in what be regards as. the correct language for a literary work. The book
produces the same impression on a modern Greek as it would on an American if done
into such English as would be a mixture of Louisiana plantation dialect with the
l ano-uage of the slums of New York enriched by stray words and phrases of ew
England Yankee dialect and vigoro11s phrases of the western cowboy together with
a large amount of other slang from all parts of the English-speaking world. But
not all the advocates of the "people's language" are as extreme as is Psycharis.
The followen1 of the opposite school write in a simplified and moclernizecl form of
the olcl Hellenic or Ko,v77. This is the traditional literary language with surh as
h ave not sought to write in some form of ancient Greek. The writers of this language are not disturbed by the fact that there is a difference l)etween their language
and that of the illiterate. Many of them know German aud English and Italian,
and they see that in these languages there exists a like difference, aD<l as great.
Tearly all sci ntific books, text-books, journals, etc., are publi heel in tho langnage
of these purists. Some poet , novelists, and other such writers often u, e the
demotic for the same good reasons that poets and novelists do in other countries.
Bnt in Greece the evil is that these poots and noveliste sometimes think that every
good Greek should learn to speak their dialect.
The language of the purists, the Katharevousa, as it is called, is not of one rigid
kiml merely, but possesses many varieti s from the Attic aocnracy of a Kontos, the
suppler grace of a Lampros, or a Paganelles, clown to the looseness of a Rhoides. Of
these varieties, however, each heartily condemns all the others. The writers mentionetl here arc all writers of 11roso. The same variety of language, however, exists
amono- the poets that write in Katharevousa.
As early as the fifteenth centui:y the dispute over what ought to be the literary
language of the Greeks began. The difference between the literary and the spoken
language had been growing greater century after centurv. because tho writ rs per-
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ai ted in trying to write in ancient Greek. vVe all know that as soon as a country
has a liternturc behincl it worthy of study, just so soon is a difference createcl between tho language of literature and that of ordinary life. How far the language
of ordinary life should mold that of literature, and how far the language of literature should mold the language of ordinary life is a matter that depends on different
circmnstances. Of course to-day when the written page is so potent and universal
a medium, and when every one is under the influence of the written word, it is clear
that the written word will triumph over the spoken form in many cases where in
other times the spoken word "'voulcl have easily prevailed; but of course written
learning will never keep free from influence from below.
·wen then, the ever widening breach between the written language and the spoken
dialects became a matter of serious cliscussion in the :fifteenth century. One of the
first determined defenders of- the value of the people's language was the learned
Nikolaos Sophianos, who :flourished in the :first half of the sixteenth centtiry. He
wrote a grammar of the common language, in the preface of which he says, addressing tho Cardinal J olm, Prince of Lorraine, '' Dum igitur hanc nostram quam voe ant
vulgarem linguam cum Hla a.ntiquorum confero Platonis Demosthenis Xenophontis
et aliorum * -:. * reperi mul tis in re bus bane nos tram vetere ilfaminime infcriorem
esse. Constat nempe verbis puris per manus ( ~) ab antiquissimo smculo traclitis et
"brevitato quadam mirabili tum regulis certis et paucis."
This same Sophianos wrote or translated other works, using the common dialect.
At that time the demotic found but few such determined admirers as was he.
Tho growing determination of the Greeks to again become a frco people had it
influence on the language question. As a matter of fact, thero existed no common
ancl universal spoken fanguage, if we except the language of the purists. The
inhabitants of each separate valley had a peculiar way of speaking. But whenever
one wrote something for all Greeks to read, what was to be done'i Some believed
that tho classic fanguage should be the common medium of communication among
scholars; others preferred the ecclesiastical Greek; others more sensibly looked for
some meclinm of communication that would be nca.rer to tho language of the pcop1e.
Those who wrote without knowing in what form they were writing, but followed
their better thoughts, usually wrote in a form of the Katharevousa.
EacJ1 opinion hacl its warm defenders. The strife among them grew biti r and
personal. At the beginning of tho present century we :find, for example, Koraes ( ee
'Aoa;iavno'° Kopar;~ Inro t:..wvvatov 0epiavov) and hi · followers advocatbg that the written language be made up of such elements as a.re common to mo t of the dialects;
that it be enriched not from other modern languages nor from local diaJects of
modern Greek but from the classic language, and that the cla sic language be used
as a model as far as could be consistently clone.
Kora.es was attacked from all sides, but yet he bad a larger following than any of
his opponents. He was too fond of th vulgar language to suit Panagiotes Kodrika ,
and too much inclined to be influcncecl by the ancient to suit Daniel Philippide .
Tor could ho find favor with tho good-dispositioned reopbytos Doukas, who wi bed
the lcarnccito write iu tho la.nguag of the church as used in official letter , etc., in
tho 1rntria.rchato of Constantinopol, and in tho writings of the church fathers and in
the sacrecl Ii turgy.
But in tho miu. t of this quarrelling the war for free<lom brok out. It sen·ed as
n cloak to smother tho flames of dispute. Patriotism was stronger than loYe for
int •llcctual polemics. But before the boom of war camo Kora. s had practically
trimuphc<l. He ha since been regarded as the molcler of the present KatharoYon a.
•rta.in writers ors ·ribblers attribute their lack of success in p1·oducing ma ter1>icc ·s to the imperfection of tho medium they a.re compelled to write in. Tbc.'o
vehcm ntly n(lYocatc a return to the language of the peasants. They are not sumcientlynum ron · or influential to do great harm, but still they can produce unea in
lJr th ·ir hoi t r u complaiuino-s. Sometimes th ir attempt ar amu ing, wh n for
example after writing a poem or story in their favorite lingo, they find it nece •' ry
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to add :mnotations in order that the people mn,y understand; ancl theso annotations
are always in the Katharevousa,.
The various dialects are in many respects very beautiful. These clin,lects tell the
history of the people. They are replete with myth and tradition und history.
Although no one of them is worthy of being made the literary l angu11ge of the entire
Greek people, yet each and every one of them h as a high philological vn,lue.
In order to encourage the study of those dialects, prizes have been offered at different times for the 1)est collections of words, phrases, stories, ballads, etc., from among
the people.
A few years ago a society called the Koraes was founded for the special purpose of
en couraging research into the popular language. It published a periodical containing
rich material for further study in this line, In Germany, Dr. Albert Thumb, of ~~reiburg, is de oting himself to this study, and Professor Krumbacher, of Munich, who
publishes the Byzantinische Zeitschrift, and has written a Geschichte der Byzantinischen Litteratur, from the fact that he makes a sp eciuJty of Byzantine matters, is
naturally highly interested in the study of the modern dialects.
Much has also been done in the same line by the Philologikos Syllogos of Constantinopol in encouragin g the collecting of " Living Memories," Ziivra Mvr;,ueia of
the vn.rious dialects, and publishing tho same in its periodical the 'E.1.?..r;v,Kor <Iit.1,01,oytKO!;' LVAAoyo~ rfJ,; Kwvarnvrtvov1r61,ewr.
But the man who is now doing most for the proper study of these beautiful and
attractive dialects is Dr. Georgios Hatzidakis, a Kretan. Ho is profes!:!or of comparati rn philology in the university. After having distinguished himself as a student
in the Greek University, he went to Germany and studiecl comparative philology there.
In his numerous writings, some of which are in Greek and others iu German, 110
teaches that be only language that can possibly remain the universal language of
Greece is the Katharevousa, but that the Katharevousa should be enriched not ouly
from the ancient fanguage, but also from the modern dialects. He strongly uro-es
the serious study of the dialects iu order that their truo value mn.y 1Jecome known,
and that they may be properly used for the emiching of the literary langnago.
Hatzidakis is an admirer of Koraes, and was one of tho charter members, if not
the founder, of the Koraes Society mention ed abo,c. Imleed it is mostly duo t
Koraes's influence and correct advice that the Katharevou a has won its way and
gained its place to stay.
Kornes was born in Smyrna in 1748. From childhood up ho hungered after letters.
In his autobiography ho tells of how his father, a poor man, encouraged his desire
to stndy. If the young Koraes asked his father for a new garment, his father would
hesitate, but whenever be asked for a now book, or for an instructor, his father immediately made provision. But nevertheless he was 3-.1: years old before he could devoto
him lf thoroughly to letters. Then he studied medicine at Montpellier. In 178
he went to Paris and began to write. His opinions on tho language question are
scattered throughout his various writings, which a few years ago vrnre published in
a new and complete edition, Ta'A1rav ra ro il Kopa1i.
ATTIC GRA:'IL\IAR.

It has already been stated that tho practice still is to teach all the gramma tical
knowledge given to the students through tho medium of the Attic grammar. This
does not imply that the teachers expect to hear the pupils use in conversation or
fintl them employing in writing all the forms peculiar to the Attic. They merely look
on grammar as a, science, and regard tho Attic grammar as affording best material
for tho loaming of that science.
Thero are scholars, howoYer, who hold that the Katharevousa shoukl. be tane-ht
directly through its own grammar. And, since 1884, the teaching of modern Gr;ek
grammar has been on tho programmes of the gymnasia. Grammars of this kind ha.Yo
beeu prepared., but not by the most competent men. Most men of the first rank Reem
to think that such an innovation i not yet needed. Pantazides, however, thinks
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thnt such grammar should be the basis of the teaching in the schools, but is unable
to say how far such grammars should depart from Atticism. Naturally, however,
such grammars will gradually come to be universally approved.
MODERN LANGUAGES.

No provision whatsoever is made for the teaching of the other modern languages,
French, German, English, etc., in the university. The importance of the classical
languages and literatures seems to so overshatlow the usefulness of the later languages
as to make them entirely neglected as objects of university study. The position of
language teacher in a gymnasion does not demand that the incumbent be a philologian, and as a matter of fact such positions are often filled by Europeans who
merely teach how to read and converse in these languages. No provision is made
for teaching them in a philological way. The remunerative allurements that would
cause a young Greek to study the philology of some other language instead of his
native Greek philology, are very weak.
The Greeks easily learn to converse in modern languages. Many men and women
of moderate education speak l<'rench and Italian and German and English. This
knowledge and facility is not due to any university training. Strangely enough the
only modern languages, so far as I know, ever taught in the university were English
and Turkish. English was taught by Professor Masson, who translated Winer's
Greek Grammar of the New Testament into English, but he did not teach long .
.After the Turkish language had been taught for a few years it was found that no
one studi ed it philologically; and those who wished to learn to merely speak and
write it could succeed better by taking their instruction from an ordinary teacher
of languages.

Table showing the number of Btudents annually attending courses at the unive1'sity from its
opening down to the present tirne-1837-1897.
[For the years 1837-1887 this table is taken from Pantazides ' Xpov1,c6v. Numerals marked with a(* )
d enote not the sum total of students enrolled, but only the new enrollments for that year. ]
Year.

Theology. Philosophy.

Law.

Medicine.

Pharmacy.

'.I.'otal.

---1837-38 ..•.••••.•••••••• - ••• - ••
liiJS-39 .••••...•....•...••..•..
1839-40 .................••.• _•.
1840-41. •...••.•••........ ··- .•
1841--42 .• •.... - ••• ·-. - •.••..••.
1842-43 .• - . - •••••.....•....••.•
1843-44 .... ·• ·••·· ••.••.•...••.
1844-45. ············--·-· .•....
1845-40 .••. .••••• ·-· •.•.••.. - .
18Hl-47 ·-··· •....••....•• _.....
1 17-48 ....•••••..•.. ··-· .•.•..
]848-49 .••......•..... . .••.....
18(0-50 ....•.. - •..•.••...•.•.•.
18il0-51. •.••.•••••.....•.••.. · ·
1 51-52 .....•. . •.....•..••..••.
1, 52-53 ..•.•. ············- · .•..
1 5~l-54 ..........•.............
l/l.H-55 ........... ··- ......... .
1 55 -56 .......... ···- ......... .
I 56-,i7 . •..••..........••..• ·- .
1 :ii-58 .................. . .. .. .
] - :i9 ........... . ... .. ... ... .
1 50-00 •••.. - . • ..••. . ·· · ····-· ·
1 60-61 .... . ........... . . . ... . .
1 61- 62 ..••....• • ·-··· ··-··· ·· ·
1 i2-63 ....... . ... .. ......... . .
1 - 64 _._., .. .. .. .. ... .. · · ·-··
l
• ·- . . ........ ... . .• .... . .
1 65-66 ... . ·--·· · · · ··-······· · ·
l
6i . .. . .. · ·· - · ····· ..... .. .
1 i - ·--· ·· · · ··---· ·-· -·· · .. .
l
. . . .. . . .•... -- . --· . .. . - .

]1 i 0-,0
............... -.··-· ...
i l .- .. . .......... . ... - •.

1 ii i :? . - - · ·-·-· .. ••.•.•••• _• •
I i-- 73 ... . ... •••• _. ··-··-· ·-·
1 73-74 ........ . . ...... . . .. ... .

8
*2

*1
16
13
15
11

5
7
7

7
10
13
7

10
l
20
25
21
28
29
2-1
20
27
25
35
39
33
42
43

4,
29
25
26
30

32 1

30

4
' 16
*5
32
35
43
40
74
110
126
135
175
208
224
278
304
317
2 1
229
192
150
152
16.J
161
150
147
217
21 5
238
254
262
216
31ii
423
70
508
51G

···· · ·--·--·

······-··· 5-]O

14
15
1'i
23
22
18
18
18
21
18
33
33
42
43
42
20
25
12
5
12
10
16

28
36
36
40
34
36
43
53
GI
6
3

52

* 43

40
159
121
145
167
195
250
270
305
347
397
397
496
593
643
636
590
583
490
529
603
696
675
905
I,0 0
1, 09
1, I :!

1. l'i
1, !?Ii

1 ., l , 21 l
1,:?H
1, 23)
1,275
1,352
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~Table showing the ~urnber of students annual.ly attending courses at the 'University frorn its
opening doicn to the present time-1837-1897-Continued.
Year.

Theology. Philosophy.

Law.

Medicine. Pharmacy.

Total.

1874-75....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32
180
588
587
74
1875-76........................
33
232
611
577
70
1876--77. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . . .
32
282
678
606
52
1877-78........................
38
270
684
608
45
1878-79........................
52
295
790
656
35
1879-80.. . .. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . .
49
315
908
728
30
1880-81. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .
48
29!
1, 001
720
33
1881-82................. . ......
44
335
1,164
772
37
1!182-&3......... .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .
47
379
1,328
809
38
1883-84...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45
430
1, 415
841
42
1884-85........................
47
443
1, 400
780
46
1885- 86. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
34
434
1, 296
859
41
1886-87...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
508
1, 524.
843
62
1891-92 ........................ •••·•· ·••··· ........................ ············ ···•········
1894-95. • . • . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . ..
,4
507
1, 433
996
96

1,461
1,523
1,650
1,645
1,828
2,080
2,096
2,352
2,601
2,773
2,716
2,663
2,978
3,878
3,076

Table showing yea1·ly numbm· of graduates in the univm·sity, 1887-1897.
[For the years 1837-1887 this table is taken from Pantazides' Xpovucov.1
1

Year.

Philosophy.
Law.
\
Theol- - - - - - - - , - -- -1,- - - - - - 1 Mediogy.
Doc• Te,\e10 - Teach- Doc- Te.\.e,o- oine.
tors. ll11laicToL, ers.
tors. ll11laicToL.

Pharmacy.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- 1 - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1837-38 .................................................................................... . ....... .
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1851- 52............................. . . . . . . . .
1 ...... .. ..... ... . - . - - . . .
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PRESENT TEACHL."\fG FACULTY IN THE NATIONAL lJXIYERSITY.
THEOLOGY.

P1·ofessors.-Anastasios Diomedes Kyriakos, chnrch history and symbolics; Zekos
Roses, dogmatic theology and Christian morals; Prokopios Oekonomicles, archimaudrite, patrology, history of dogma, and apologetics; Emmanuel Zolotas, New Testament and encyclopedia of theology.
Docents.-Spyridon P. Soungras, apologetics; Ignatios Moschakes, church oratory
and homiletics; Ioannes E. Mesoloras, symbolics and liturgy; Georgios Derbos,
church history.
LAW.

Professors.-Nikolaos Damaskenos, commercial law; Konstantinos N. Kostes, penal
law; Stepha.nos Streit, international, public, and private law; Demetrios Theophanopoulos, Roman law; Zenophon I. Psaras, civil process (rijr; IIo?cm,cijr; 6tKovoµior;);
Alkibiades Krassas, Roman law; Neokles Ifozazes, political economy; Ioannes Papaloukas Evta:x:ias, civil law; Georgios I. Angelopoulos; Nikolaos Demaras, history of
Roman law; Konstantinos E. Polygenes, Roman and Byzantine law.
Docents.-Timoleon Adamopoulos, political economy; Anastasios Stoupes, constitutional law; Charilaos A.ngelakes; Damianos Borres, penal law; Nikolaos Moschobakes, civil law; Georgios Lazarimos, commercial law; .Antonios Ronteres,
international law; Michael Libadas, political economy; Othon Phosteropoulos,
French law; Ioannes Raises, co~ruercial l aw; Soterios Krokides, commercial law;
Spyridon Balbes, penal law; Konstantinos Ralles, Roman law; Demetrios Zalouchos, natural law; Spyridon N. Damaskenos, commercial law; Georgios Dyobouniotes, commercial law; Konstantiuos I. Kyriakos, international law; Timoleon
Heiopoulos, penal law; Elias Liakopoulos, Roman law; G. Ifallisperes, history of
Roman law and institutions of Roman law; A. Typaldos Basins, political economy;
D. E. Oekonoruides, Roman law; Elias D. Zengeles, publicistics; G. Streit, private
international law; N. Pha:t:antatos, Roman Jaw.
.MEDICINE.

P1'ojessors.-Andrcas .Anagnostakes, surgical pathology; Konstantioo. Bousakes,
physiology, director of the eye institute ; Demetrios G. Orphan ides, special pn.thology and therapeutics; Panagiotes G. Kyriakos, encyclopedia and m thodology of
mcdi ·ine and general pathology; Konstantinos P. Deligiannes, mcdi inal clinics and
pathology; Pavlos Ioannon, science of operation , topographical anatomy, ligatures;
:Michael Chatzimichale , special nosology, sub director of the city clinic ; Spyridon
Manginas, surgical pathology and surgical clinics; Georgios Karametsa , medicinal
clinic ; Ioannes Zochios, experimental psychology and comparative anatomy; Anasta ·ios Zinues, clinics and pathology for diseases of childrnn, director of tho infant
asylum; D metrios Kon ·olas, midwifery, director of th lying-in hospital; Demotrios 'ha:.iotes, pathological anatomy and histoloCTy 1 director of tho laboratory for
pathological anatomy; Rhega I. Nikolaid , anatomy, director of the anatomical
s"miuar · ~IiC'lwcl Kat aras, n urology and diseases of the mind; Gcorgio Bapha ,
mccliciual juri pruclen and toxicology; Tikolaos .1.:fa~kas, pharmacology; Joulios
Galb:rne , nrgical ·linie) .
/Joccnts.-. 'ikolao
ella.porta,, ophthalmology; GeorCTiO Tzannctopoulos, o-ynaecolon-y; P riklos P. a.trikio, o.·ternal pa.tholon-y and surgery; Timolcon Lones,
surg ry, operation. , and lin-a nre:; hariJaos Olympios, anatomy; Tikola.os Lampadario sp •ial no olon-y· Yonstantino Digene, mitlwifcry· Ba ileio Proto1)oulos,
sypltili ; pyri,1on Ro oJymos, cli:--ea. e of the :kin ancl yphilis; , pyriclon , '!lathe ,
ur i<'nl pa tholog,-; · Iias Philippakopoulos, ophthalmology; .Antonios Ka1Ji boka ,
m clicina1 jmi pr Hlenc · , pyriclon E. Kontoleon, :urgica.l patlioloo-y; Konstantin
P. 1·yriazit.lcs, 1mtbolog · of children; Alexandros Tri. utes, mi<lwifery; .\.lox. ndro
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Aloxandrogiannos, midwifery; Epamcinondas Statha1wpoulos, specia,1 nosology;
Konst:mtinos :Matsales, topographical anatomy a.ucl science of operations; Antonios
Kindynes, midwifery; Evangelos D. Kalliontzes, surgical pathology and therapeutics; Theodoros Panopoulos, ophthalmology; Orestes Dn.lesios, pharmacology;
Sokratcs ~sn.konas, gynaecology; Dcmetrios Karekles, pharmaceutics ; Georgiots
Trochanes, pathology of children; Bartholomaeos Gkizes, surgical pathology; Demctrios Balanos, midwifery; Lampros I. Charamcs, surgical pathology; Georgio1-1
Karyophyles, special nosology; Demctrios Blachos, surgical pathology; Miltiach-1-1
S. Bollincs, anatomy; G. Sklabounos, anatomy; I!,. Pavlines, special pathology; I.
Karabias, pharmacology; Dem trios Menetriades, pathology; G. Phoka , Bl)C •ial
pathology; M:. Sakorraphos, gcnera,l patholog;r.
PHILOSOPHY.

Professors.-Anastasios K. Chrestomano ·, general xpcrimental ch<>mistry, clir ctor
of tho chemical department; Konstautinos S. Kontos, Greek philology; GcorgioH
l\1istriotes, Greek philology; Ioanncs Pantazi<l.es, Greek philolog ; KonstnntinoH
Metsopoulos, geology and mineralogy ; Chrestos Pn.patlopoulos, philosopby; Dcmctrios Kokkidcs, astronomy; Ioannes M. Hatzidn.kes, mntllomn.tics; Timol on A.
Argyroponlos, experimental physics; Georgios N. Ilatzidald. , comparatiYo pliilolo.,~·;
Kyparissos Stopbanos, mn.tlrnmatic ; Spyriclon P. Lampro , uniYcrsa,1 hi tory; , 'pyl'idon Bases, Latin philology; pyriclon K. 'akelln.ropoulos, Latin pbilolo,ry; I> 1111'•
trios Patsopoulos, universal history; ikolaos Polites, mythology and Gree 1· arch:,•ology; Pavlos Karolidcs, history of tho Greek people; Spyridon Emm ... lcliaral · . ,
botany; Anasta ios K. Damberg s, pharmaceutical chemistry, <l.ircctor of i.ho 11h:1rmaceutical seminar; Nikolaos Ch. Apostolides, zoology; Margarites Er:111gcli,l1•.,
history of philosophy.
Doce11 ls.-Michael Defner, coruparntive grammar of tho ancient lauguag<•,, a i taut director of t he library; Kyriakos Mylonas, archroology; I ::m agiotes I'abhadias,
archt ology, ephor of antiquities; A.ntonios Koutsobeles, history of philo. ·opJJ,r;
Thcmi. tokle , ophoules, archroology; Georgios Tserepes, anskrit grammar; G ·or,,ios
Kremos, ancient Greek history ; Antonios Giannarcs, Greek literature; Anc1r a , 'J•ia ,
Greek philology; Joannes Polites, pharmaceutical chemistry; T lemachos Konrn 110 ,
chemistry ; Sokrates A. Papabasileiou, geology and mineralogy; Demetrios Kalopothakes, history.

CH APTER I X.
SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 1

CoNTENTS.-Introdiwtory note.-General sketch of Sunday schools to A . D. 1865.Evangelical Lutheran Sunday schools.-Evangelical Sunday schools.-United
Evangelical Church Sunday schools.-John Amos Oomenius and the Moravian
Brethren.-Pres"byterian Sunday schools: Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America; Presbyterian Church in the United States.-Reformed
(Dutch) Church in Ame'rica Sunday schools.-Reformed (Ger1nan) Church in
the United States Sunday schools.-Holland Christian Refo'rmed Church in
North America Sunday schools.-Congregational (Trinitarian) Sunday
schools.-Baptist Sunday schools.-Protestant Episcopal Sunday schools.Methodist Episcopal Sunday schools.- Methodist Episcopal, South, Sunday
schools.-United · Brethren in Christ Sunday schools.-Friends' Fi?'st-day
schools: Orthodox; Hiclcsite.-Universalfat Sunday schools.-Consolidated
statement of Sunday schools, by given denominations, included in the inte'rnational reports.-Inte1·national Sunday School Convention.-Home depal'tment.-Hebrew Sabbath schools.-Latter-Day Saints Sunday schools.-R01nan
Catholic Sunday schools.-Unitarian Sunday schools.-Consolidation of all
reports of attendance obtained.-Libraries.-Summary.-Note on statistics.
[NoTE.-Statistics for the Sunday schools of the United States are not entirely
satisfactory in respect to accuracy, for reasons that wHl appear in this chapter.
At the present time the International Sunday School Convention, meeting
once in three years, is the most prominent agency for securing the statistics of
enrollment in Sunday schools. The last session was in June, 1896. In its reports, no
date is given for the statistics, but they are presumably for the year ending with
the meeting. The reports of the convention are mainly limited to "evangelical
Sunday schools," leaving the enrollment of several bodies sustaining Sunday
schools to be sought in some other way. Many denominations publish the enrollment of their Sunday schools. Some use, apparently, the calendar year; others
use a year ending with some month other than December. A part of the denominational year books for 1896 are much more definite regarding Sunday schools
than the co1Tesponding books for 1897. For the reasons above mentioned no
better or later results are likely to be available before 1899.]
INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

rrhere is a risk in calling anything the first of its kind. Some one
i v ry apt to be reminded of another still older. No man can tell
when the first Sunday chool was taught; but following back the
inquiry along the lines of Christian teaching into those of Judaism,
one will find himself tran ·ported to a remote past, with a possible
1

By James H. Blodgett, A. M.
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Sunday, or Sabbath, school still beyond him. It flatters our Yanity to
claim the Sunday school as a token of hardly more than a century's
progress, but that view requires us to ignore the works of earlier centuries and of other people.
It has been deemed best in this report to present Sunday schools
mainly as seen by others, especially by those prominent in the work,
and to restrict comments of the compiler within narrow limits. This
plan does not produce a statement of conditions as systematically
arranged as could otherwise be prepared, but it enables a comparison
to be made of many authorities whose value each reader can weigh
in i,he light of his own knowledge and convictions.
While the principal interest centers upon present schools, the hi tory of the use of a special day for weekly religious instruction of
youth has such value as to suggest a chronological order. This
would require a notice, :first, of Jewish schools, then of Christianthat is, of Catholic, Moravian, Lutheran, Reformed, and the later
ones that have grown out of them-with notice of such current moYements as have marked peculiarities. In giving pTOminence to reports
of the International Sunday School Convention the chronological
order indicated above is disturbed.
There is first a general sketch of Sunday schools, then a Lutheran
view of Sunday schools, followed by a statement of the principles of
education laid down by the great Moravian teacher, Oomenius, as mo t
completely expressing the convictions of reformers and the denominations that trace their history to the 1•eformers, after which follow
certain other groups whose returns are available, with any special
peculiarities they may present, summed up in the international
report. After the international report are noticed the Ca holic, the
Hebrew, the Unitarian, and the Latter-Day aint , chool ·, followed
by a summary and a note explaining the imperfection of r ·urn .
The Lutheran e~ tract touch upon early hi tory and fill out some
omi ions in the opening statement which could not well be put in
their chronological order without sacrificing the unity of a citation
or duplicating matter. The Prote tant Epi copalian make o-reat u , e
of church catechi m . The International unday chool onYentions
embrace denomination with a general. imilarity of practic in their
unday schools. The Friend and the nitarian reach o" r the line
of Biblical t .·t · to a range of topics limited only b human w Hare,
a._ 1110 ·t fully. hown in the stat ment of Friend ' hools in Eno-land,
by .T Im ,Yilliam ~raham. The work of the pr sent Hebrew con·
tinu · tlrn of 1 i c1 Yont ancestor. The earnestness of Roman atholi in tru ·tiun i · tFro- tiYe. The fullne s with "·hich th Letterain
amono- great r lirriou bodi , hav adopt d
nti
.· of instruction will indicat a ,·ourc of their
to
cat ther view, .
In att 1
of the unday chool: of th ~nit eel ..:tate ·
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with impartial fairness one can not include or exclude schools, sects,
or denominations upon the basis of his sympathy with their forms of
doctrine. .All here included, however, accept at least the Old 'restament Scriptures, all recognize the same God, and all use the same day
as a clay of special religious instruction.
GENERAL SKETCH OF SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

The Sunday school is prominent among popular educational agencies. So popular, indeed, has it become that we are in constant danger
of forgetting the work for which it is presumed to exist in the prominence given it as an organization, exalting the machinery above the
product, the means above the end.
The following quotation expresses a general conviction as to religious instruction :
Mankind has not lived for so many centuries on this little planet without arriving at some safe conclusions. One certainly is that the great forces of human
character can not be properly guided without training and intellectual equipment.
This great principle, if granted, includes certain lesser truths, one of which is
that moral and religious education are just as needful as intellectual •training. Some of us would say that ethical and spiritual development are of first
importance. 1

Friedrich Froehel, the apostle of the Kindergarten (1782-185~), said:
Every human being, as a being proceeding from God, existing through God, and
living in God, should raise himself to the Christian religion-the religion of Jesus.
Therefore the school should first of all teach the religion of Christ; therefore it
should first of all, and above all, give instruction in the Christian religion; everywhere, and in all zones, the school should instruct for and in this religion. 2

The following extract from the laws of Delaware seems unique for
this country, in making an appropriation from public funds for Sunday schools: 8
Chapter XLI.-Of Sabbath schools.
SECTION 1. The levy court of each county is required to pay annually, by order.
on the county treasurer, to the teachers of each Sabbath school kept therein for
three months or more in the year fifty cents for each white scholar, upon the
r eport of such teachers, or of the superintendent, verified by the certificate of two
credible citizens, stating that the said school has been regularly held for more
than three months in the year and tho average number of scholars in such school:
Pro1:ided, That the sum annually paid in any county tmder this chapter shall not
exceed five hundred dollars.
SEC. 2. That in Sussex County the teachers, or persons having charge of such
school, shall return to the levy court of said connty in l\farcb, annually, the man1 Unitarian Sunday School Society.
Annual report of the board of directors for
1896.
~ International Education Serie : The Education of Man, by Frieclrich Froe1Jel.
Translated and annotated by W. N. Hailman, A. M. New York: D. Appleton &
Co. 1 88, p. 151.
3
Revised code of 185'3 as amended 1893.
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ner in which such appropriation has been applied and the vouchers therefor; and
in default of such return, the levy court shall make no appropriation to said
school for the next year.

The law as originally passed, February 3, 1821, allowed 20 cents a
scholar, with a maximum of $200 a county; afterwards amended to 40
cents a scholar and $400 a county, and again to its present form.
The' spirit of the lawmakers may be inferred from the preamble of
a law passed January 29, 1817, to incorporate a Sunday school:
Whereas the establishment of Sunday schools, especially in the vicinity of
extensive manufactories, is calculated not only to promote the instruction of the
youth in those useful establishments in the first rudiments of learning, but to conduce greatly to their good and orderly behavior by preventi.ng them from spending the Sabbath in idleness and contracting habits of vice and immorality:
. SECTION 1. Be it enacted, etc., That * * ;<- shall be, and they are hereby,
constituted a body politic and corporate by the name of the trustees of the
Brandywine Manufacturers' Sunday School. * * *

In the reports for 1866 and 1869 of Oramel Hosford, superintendent of public instruction of the State of Michigan, space i given for
reports of the superintendent of the American Sunday School Union
in that State, who, in the report for 1869, claims thatThe S-µnday school does step in and quicken the sense of responsibility for education in these neglected communities. It works side by side with the common
school in building up the character and intelligence of the people.

In his report as superintendent of common schools of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania for the year ending June 3, 1867, J. P. \Vickersham welcomes the work of Sabbath schools as advantageous to the
cause of public schools and pleads for reciprocal aid among those
. interested in the two forms of education. 1
,.I'he fundamental purpose, ethical or moral and religiou education, needs emphasis that we may the better e timate the relation
of the agencie used. Any agency becomes relatively in ignificant
if the work it would do is accompli hed through other mean . Even
the clay of the Sunday school becomes subordinate, in the view of
Henry Clay Trumbull, who, after enumeratinO' several item that
constitute a unday chool, ay :
All of these particulars being found, a gathering i sub tantially a Sabbath
school, on whatever day of the week it assembles or by whatever name it be called.i

Dr. Trnmbull, in broadenino- hi definition to cover a11 day , give
oppor unity t r coo-nize om sympathy of purpo e in all peopl who
for the ·tud ~ of th "\Vord of God a they accept it. Thi would
m
briuo- to vi w that no only tho e who accept the Hebr w or the 1hri tinn
riptur ·-th .J w,, the Chri tian , and th fohammedan:11, 1 ·u h . ·ho I , but all religioni t. ho ar of a hrilization
i •ntly, d
d to ha·v any acred book .
1
9

P. ge xli.
1 Le ture · on the Sunday chool, p. 4,.
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The religious schools of Mohammedans, of Hindus, and ·of Parsees
have to us_but a remote interest in community of ulterior purpose,
For a,11 but exceptional cases we may accept for the United States the
definition that" a Sunday school is an assembly of persons on the
Lord's Day for the study of the Bible, moral and religious instruction,
and the worship of the true God." 1
This will involve a study of the schools of the Jews using the Old
Testament Scriptures and of the schools of the rnnistians using the
Scriptures of the Old and New_Testaments.
Sunday schools in some form are as old as the observance of the
Sabbath by families, which formed the unit of primitive instruction.
Hebrew authors sometimes date back to the prophet Samuel, and they
often state that to each synagogue was attached a school in the lat.er
days of the nation. 2 The intense zeal of the J ow for education in all
the vicissitudes of that people was set forth by J. J. Noah in the
Report of the Commissioner of Education for 1 70.
'"rhe Roman Catholic ChuTch holds that religious instruction is an
essential part of all education. Insisting upon such in truction daily,
the Sunday school has not been so prominent in that chur h as a.
dependence upon it for religious teaching would mak it. Within
recent years the number of children who attend public , hooL and
the conditions regarding religiou instruction in the
chool have
apparentlypromptec1 greater atten ion to unc1ay school am on CY Roman
Catholics. They now have a great number of unday s h ool , occupying about an hour of each Sabbath in catechetical in, tru tion and
in Bible history. Some churches have also a urday morninCY las e
for pupils of the public schools.
ome Protestants hold views similar to hose of the Roman Catholics
as to need of religion in evoey stage of education. A few are unwillino- to accept any instruction separated from religiou influences, and
so there are some permanent parochial schools and a (Yr at number of
secondary and superior schools und er the religious motive . There
are some who utilize the public schools for ordinary in, ruction and
endeavor by brief terms of parochial schools in the vacation of public schools to secure religious foundations in the minds of the children. 3 Those who have temporary parochial chools generally have
Sunday schools also. To the great multitude of Protestants and of
tho e who have no very earnest adherence to any profession the Sunday school has now become the principal agency for religious instrucSchaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religiou Knowledge.
Henry Clay Trumbull, in Yale Lectures on the Sunday School, gives many
corrobo;ative citations, facluding traditions extending to Moses and even to
Methuselah. (See also the article "Schools," McClintock & Strong's Cyclopedia
of Biblical, Theological, and Eccle iastical Literature.)
3
Parochial schools form the subject of pp. 1617-1671, Report of the Commissioner of Education, 1894-95.
1

2
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tion. The large Sunday schools with convenient equipment are
divided into at least three general departments: Infant or primary,
intermediate, adult or advanced. Within late years another ha been
introduced, known as the home department. In this department are
enrolled p ersons who can not attend the school, but who study the
lessons and read the prescribed passages at home, reporting in some
form to the school officers. Their names sometimes swell the rolls,
somewhat as the names of students in university extension courses
might swell the catalogue of the parent institution if so used.
There is a vast amount of material ready for the Sunday school in
the way of helps, lesson leaves, weekly comments on the lessons in religious and secular papers. The Sunday school as established in this
country was intended as a help to home training. In modern life,
where so many families separate for their various occupations before
breakfast and rarely come together at any meal, home education has
lost ground. The advocates of the Sunday school may seriously
inquire whether it has grown to the fulfillment of the work thus left
for it to do or whether it is possible by any external agency to supply
the place of home influence.
The Jewish habits of education descended into Christian practice
and religious instruction is everywhere commensurate with the state
of the church. The early reformers, such as the Albigenses in the
eleventh century, the Waldenses in the twelfth, John Wycliff in the
fourteenth (1324(?)-1384), John Huss (1369-1415) in the fourteenth
and early in the :fifteenth, and the Bohemian or Moravian Brethren
in the latter part of the :fifteenth century, all laid special emphasis on
instruction in the Scriptures. The Catholic Chlll'ch kept up a degree
of instruction in periods of decline, the Waldensian movement originating at Lyons, where there was already a famous cathedral chool.
The reformer l\Iartin Luther (1483-1546) laid down a ch me for complete education by the Stato in which religious in tru ion wa8 fundamental. Of the relation of Luther to nnclay schools more will
appear in treating of Lutheran s hools. Apparently qui kened by
the acti-vity of the reform rs, the mother church produc d gr at ag ncies for education. Ignatius Loyom (1491-1556) orO'anized th J nit
and in.:pir <1 a zeal for r li<Tiou in. truction, and ardinal arlo Borromeo (1538-15 4) is by ome called h found r of unda schoo . 1
littl lat r, on tho reform side w re Comenius (1502-1G70), Philip
Jacob • pencr (1G35-170~), and Hermann Francke (1GG3-1727). On
th
~ holic idc, in tho . am period, wa the organization by .Jean
Dapti ·t <l I. ' lle (1G5J-1710) of th Broth r of hri tian, hool
(lli
an rd r dc-rnted to teachincr and founding- th ir work on a
r •li 0 'ion ba i •.
•
1 h out mp re ric
1

American Encyclopedia.
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Calvin (1509-i564) in Switzerland, John Knox (1505-1572) in Scotland,
were, like him, earnest for religious education. The influence of the
Swiss reformers especially waH felt in France and the Low Countries.
The Presbyterians and the Baptists in the United States have a special inheritance from the Huguenots, the Scotch Presbyterians, and
the Holland reformed bodies, and the present Congregationalists were
influenced by the eontact of their fathers with Holland .
.As will be seen later, the Lutherans c1aim a continuous history of
nearly fou:r centuries for their Sunday schools; the Roman Catholics
would hardly acknowledge any complete cessation of th.eir Sunday
schools, at least from tho days of Borromeo. It is altogether probable
that Sunday schools had not "Wholly died out in England, but they
were of limited influence when, in 1780, Robert Raikes gathered poor
children in Gloucester, England, to tea.ch them to read, utilizing the
Sabbath as t.h.e day when they were not a.t work, an l so far ha vino- the
Bible in view that Dible societies grew out of his labors.
ome writers am content to call Robert Raikes the founder of the modern unday school, which, however, needs a further limitation, making it the
modern Sunday school .as initiated in England.
The Sunday scbool of Germany require such charact rizat· n as
will show their historical relations and enable anyon who wi. h to
follow the subject further to do so intellig ntly. It is sai 1 1 that th
Church Reformation was destructive as well a con tructi , and that
some of the schools existing in cities and villag s under the au, ·pi ,
of the Catholic hurch wor-e di placed. It is to b r memb r d th t
the German Empire of to-day, and yet more th
ermany of arli r
y-e.ar , is not a unit to which any statement will apply uniforml , hut
it ·omprises a multitude of States (26) as ind pendent and a unlil e
in internal administration as Maine and Texas in our own country.
Therefore i,he student of German history has con tant need o.f aution
to disDriminate between what was true in some tate of ermany
and what was true for Germany as a whole. The general r quir m nts in German States have been for a tendance at , cho 1 till 14
years of age. Certain ca u os for relaxation of the law were recogniz 1,
but the authorities did not relax the requirements for education; they
simply modifi. d the mode of a quiremcnt and established upplem ntary or xtension chools, nights and Sunday , which became a part
of the sy, tern of the State, and within the last fifty years, in ome
communitie ·, attendance ha been compulsory to 18 years of age.
The State, comprising a. tate church, carried the system of parallel
ecular and religious instruction existing fa week-day schools inbo
th e supplementary school . Their secular work is influenced by
1 c l n eds.
ourse in agriculture, commerce, industry, and fore try
1
Kath. Schulzg. (Bayern) Nr. 3, etc., citedinDasgesamteErziehuno-sund Unter0
1ichtswesen in den Landern deutsc-her Zunge. Jabxgang r, Heft 5, Berlin, 18!>6.
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a:re established according to the prevailing occupations of the patrons.
Other phases of German Sunday schools will appear under t,he title
Lutheran. 1
In our own country the Sunday school has nominally been almost
wholly for scriptural instruction and the school has usually been
assigned but a brief portion of the day, in one session, not exceeding
an hour and a half, on the presumption that other religious services
would occupy the attention of the members. In recent years the Sunday school has tended to be the only service for the very young.
In this country voluntary teaching is nearly universal, but there
are a few great Sunday schools that seem to demand the time of their
superintendents to such a degree that a small number receive pay
from the churches. A considerable proportion of the teachers in the
Hebrew schools are paid. Complete statistics are not available as to
the payment of teachers. At an early stage of the Raikes movement
the cost of paid teachers began to look formidable, and voluntary help
was utilized to a great extent. It is easy to understand that very
excellent people of high qualifications, supported by other means,
might be found to devote an hour or two on one day to scriptural
teaching without hindrance to ordinary duty, but it can hardly be
expected that an unqualified indorsement will be given to the following claims for voluntary service:
Hireling teachers can scarcely be expected to possess either the zeal or the
ability of those who now engage in the work from motives of pure benevolence.
Gratuitous instruction was an astonishing improvem ent of the system. 2

While selected volunteer teachers without compensation may be
better than some paid teachers, the logic of the quotation would put
all ours hools and all religious and humanitarian nterpri
in the
hand of unpaid leaders, to the exclusion of paid teacher , upe1fot ndent , and pastor .
England was th cene of a disint <Yrat.ion of c lesia tical unity,
beginning ev n b fore Henry III claimed the upremacy of th Eno-1 The following extract, tran lated from a German report, exemplifies the conditions in Wi.irtemberg: ' The Sunday chools are a very old institution in Wi.irtemberg. The first beginning of unday schools may be traced to a church regulation
of 1559. In th year 169.3 the e regulations concerning the schools are more definitely formulated and in 1739 (the ninth synodical regulation ) attendance upon
uuday school appear
a general legal r equirement. The following quotation
makes thi very plain: 'Young people must attend Sunday and holiday chools
re•Ynl, rly until they marry, so that they will not forget ea ily what they have
learned in the lem ntar 'schools; and for the additional rea on that they will
not pa ~ the tim on unday an l holidays in inful pursuit but learn hymn ,
real tb
ibl r cit
riptural pa sages and the Psalms as well as the principal
part of the ca tech· m, write and read letters, and close the s s ions with pray r
• rnl 1Jl in •· · ( rigin and development of indu trial continuation school in
iirt ·m r 1 , p. : fo tnote.)
-I v. John An 11 Jam s a quoted under Sunday school in Mc lintock ~
tron,,· Cyclop i, of Biblical Theological, and Ecclesia tical Liter ture.
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lish Church (1534). Not only was there a breaking down of established usage in the incfopendency that sprung u:p on all sides, but
England drifted out of harmony with the religious habits on the Continent, in Scandinavia, or even in Scotland. By the latter part of the
eighteenth century religious instruction was chaotic, and opportunity
prompted the movement of Robert Raikes, closely paralleled, if not
anticipated, by the work of John Wesley, who seems to have been
deeply impressed by his intercourse with the :Moravian, Peter Boehler,
in London, in 1738, and with Count Nikolaus Ludwigvon Zinzendorf,
at Hernnhut, Saxony, in 1739. 1
Ilad the English people but obeyed the rules laid down in their own
state church they would have had no occasion to take up a recent
date for the origin of their Sunday schools. Dr. Trumbull cites the
fifty-ninth canon of 1602, never repealed, which requires thatEvery person, vicar, or curate, upon every Sunday or holiday, before evening
prayer, shall, for half an hour and more, examine and instruct the youth and
ignorant persons of his parish in the Ten Commandments, the Articles _of Belief,
and in the Lord's Prayer, an~ shall diligently hear, instruct, and teach them the
catechism set forth in the Book of Common Prayer/2

The ame canon a1 o providedThat parents or servants who persistently neglect to send their children or servants to be catechised are to be excommunicated. 3

The unday school of th
nited tat follow cl clo ly upon its
r vi val in England, and numerous school. were e tablished b for the
year 1800. In 1824: the oro-anization of th American Sunday chool
nion at Philadelphia marks a great enlargement of the work. Th re
had been a J?irst-day, or Sunday School Society (1791), and a Philadelphia Sunday and Adult School Union (1817), as well as a ew York
Sunday School Union (181o) . In 1827 the Sunday School Union of the
Methodist Episcopal Church was organized in ew York. Both the
last named and the American Sunday ehool Union inauo-urated a
multitude of schools and published a great amount of Sunday chool
literature, including books for librarie . Other . ocieties of le s p rmanence or more limited scope have been formed ince 1825. 'Ihe
American unday chool nion publi hed in 1 26 a eries of niform
Limited Lessons, and later arious nion que tion book·.
imilar
aid had been published by different parties before 18G5, when coincident with the clo e of he civil war a marked tendency developed
toward greater uniformity of effort, accompanied by a great increase
in the circulation of periodicals containing notes and other helps upon
1

1 Many of these particulars as to early Sunday schools are stated by Henry Clay
Trumbull, in Yale lectures on the Sunday school. For Wesley and Zinzendorf see
pp. 106- 108 of Yale lectures.
2
Idem., p. 74.
3
What is the law of the Church? By George Serrell, LL. D. Contemporary
Review, November, 1896.
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selected lessons, and culminating in the adoption upon a broad scale
of the international syst em in 1873. That system claims as a great
advantage that ov er all :th e world millions are studying the same les-son at the same time.
If we wBre to follow the broad d efinition of Sunday school .adopted
by H . Clay TTumbull, which t ak es rnligfous instruction rather than
the d ay as the essential element, we e0u1d make for the first half o.f
th.is cen tur y a long list ·of educat~o.nal authorities al1ied with its purpose. Their plans and their practice :involved far more religious
instruction in ea ch week than t he usual Sunday school gives. Among
those who d eemed the religious motive essential and made religious
instruction a part .of the daily programme were Elip-halet Nott (177'J1B66), president of Union College; Thomas H. Garllaudet (1787-1851) ,
a pioneer instructor of mutes; Mrs. Emma Hart Willard (1787-1870) ,
teacher and .autho:r ; William C. Woodbridge (1794-1845), editor of
American Annals -of Education; William A. Alcott (1798-1859), a
writer of many books ,o n education-; George B. Emerson, especially
influential in Massaehusetts and New York; and the three brother ,
Jacob Abbott (1803-1879), John S. C. Abbott (1805-1877), Gorham
D. Abbot 1 (1807-1874). There might be added many more names,
including those of early principals of normal schools.. 2
Some of t.he persons named and others wr.ote much of th€ philosophy
of religion, principles of teaching and of mental growth, but certain
b ooks of the same period published in England were more specific _as
to d etails of Scripture lessons or gained morn permanent hold than
_publications just mentioned.
In the publications of the Society for Promoting Christ ian Knowledge, organized in 1698;, and in those of the Home and Colonial I nfant
School Society, as well as in tho e of the r it i h and F oreign School
Society, Scripture l essons are pr ominen t . 3
The committee of the Home and Colonial Soci ty say :
What t hey [the com mittee] are desirous of seeing in every infant school isFir t. A simple course of r elig ious inst ruction in which the great aim should be
to t each t he Scriptures, to teach the elementary truths of the Gospel, and to cultivate r eligious feelings and impr essions.
1
The varia tion in spelling the surname is intentional and follows the custom of
the br other .
2
For xample: Practical lectures on parental responsibility and the r eligions
education. By . R. Hall, Boston. Published by Peirce & Parker, o. 9 Cornhill. 1 · . 12 , 17G pp. The preface is dated at the Seminary for Teacher ,
n Y r.
:unuel R ad Hall (1793- 1 n) is creclited in .Appl ton·s Cyclopedia. of
American Diozr phy with the organization of the first chool in the nited State
for th tr ininrr f teachers, at Concord, t. , 1 23. Eis In truct.or ·s l\fanual or
Loctnr . on choollre ping (Boston, 1829) and Lectures on Elluca.tion hav-e not
b n ace ible f r th· r eport.
or e ampl . ee
oclel Les ons for Infant chool Teachers and Nnr ery
ov m · ·- , pr p ar d for tho Home and ulonial Infant chool 'ociety. By the
au or of L · ons on Objects, etc. [Dr. and Miss Mayo] Lon don 1 3 . 16' ,
1 i J>P,
1
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Secondly. .A. careful moral training on the stand.a.rel of the Word of God; Christ
set forth as our Saviour and our example; and the Roly Spirit earnestly sought as
the only and all-sufficient help.
Thirdly. The cultivation of habits of accurate obsP,rvation, correct description,
and right judgment upon the things of naturB and art.
Lastly, the improvement of the bodily organs and hea1th by varied exercise. 1

The System of Infant Schools, London, 1826, by ·wmiam Wilson,
A. M., vicar of Walthamstow, and a Manual of Instruction for Infant
Schools, of which an edition was reprinted in the United States, emphasize moral education grounded on the principles of the Bible as their
chief object. 2 "A teacher of an infant school should be a constant
student of the Scriptures."
In this connection may be mentioned Hints for the Improvement of
Early Education and Nursery Discipline, 3 issued anonymou ly and
reprinted in many editions in England and several in the United tates.
Merely mentioning Governess Life, a little book for family in ti·uction in which religion is made the foundation for all instruction, 4 and
recalling Samuel Wilderspin's Infant System, repeated in many editions after its publication in 1823, and containing elaborate le. ons on
Scriptural subjects, more definite attention may be directed to book
explicitly recognizing Sunday school work. Dunn's Prin iples of
Teaching bears the imprint of the Sunday School Union. 5 An ditiou
with some modifications of title and matter was printed in the nit d
States, with a preface by T. II. Gallaudet. 6
In that portion especially devoted to mora,l and religious influenc ,
Secretary Dunn says:
In all attempts to exercise moral influence over the young, the faithful inculcation of divine truth from the Bible is the first point to be regarded. * * *
I shall say, then, first of all, if it be possible, let every child have every day some
portion of divine truth, however small, stored up in its memory and understanding. It is the reiteration, day after day, of truth upon the mind that makes the
impression.
1 Practical Remarks on Infant Education for the use of Schools and Private
Families. By the Rev. Dr. Mayo and Mi s Mayo. 4th edition. Published by the
Home and Colonial Society. London, 1819.
2
.A. Manual of Instruction for Infant Schools, by William Wilson, B. D., vicar
of Walthamstow. Adapted for infant schools in the United States by H. William
Edwards. New York, 1830. 12°. pp. 222+ 6. See preface.
3
Hints for the Improvement of Early Education and Nursery Discipline. London, J. Hatchard & Son, 1819. Sm. 8°. pp. 188. The second Salem (Mass.)
edition bears the imprint of James R. Buffum, 1827.
4
Governess Life: It'3 Trials, Duties, and Encouragements. By the author of
Memorials of Two Sisters, Mothers and Governesses, etc. London, John W.
Parker, West Strand, 1849. 16°. pp. 131.
6
Principles of Teaching; or, The Normal School Manual, containing Practical
Suggestions on the Government and Instruction of Children. By Henry Dunn,
secretary to the British and Foreign School Society. 5th edition. London. Sunday School Union. 12°. pp. 274. No date. (Not later t-han 1837.)
6
The School Teachers' Manual, prepared for publication in this country. With
a preface by T. H. Gallaudet. Hartford, 1839. Sm. 8°, pp. 223.
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Scant justice can be done the author's "Principles" in such brief
quotation. He quotes Fellenberg as saying :
Let this [the Old Testament] be the first history presented to the child, and let
him be deeply imbued with the spirit of the Bible. * * * The best practical
example for the educator is to be found in the Saviour of men; and in the result
\ve should aim at no other object than the realization of that Kingdom of God to
which he has directed mankind. 1

Stow's Training System, in its earlier editions, 2 devoted over onefourth its pages to Bible training, besides the recurrence to the criptures for illustrative material throughout the whole. Later edition
include Bible training for Sabbath schools. In its amplified form this
book is one of the most comprehensive manuals on education. There
are chapters that deal with the distinction between teaching and training, the sympathy of numbers, and the minutest detail of model Bible
training and secular training lessons, as well as social condition ,
reformatory efforts, and the equipment of a school. It is hardly le
a manual for a preacher than for a teacher, so fully does it treat of
the principles by which one person is to influence another by personal
and public effort.
Some of the books cited above have disappeared from current trade,
and are only to be found in certain libraries and old book store .
Dunn's Principles of Teaching and Stow's Training System are till
to be had through importing booksellers.
A great change took place in Sunday school work in the nited
States after the civil war. Although the use of any .fixed elate for that
change might provoke dissent, it was so nearly coincident with the
revolution in various social conditions brought about by the war that
it hardly involves error, and it adds greatly t.o tho conveni n of
memory, to consider the new era as beo-inning with th rearran°·em nt
of force when peace wa declared.
lthough the g neral hi tory of
unda chool to that ime n ed not be furth r p rat ly r ated
h r , the tory of cl nominational movemcn , in lat r pag
involve tat ment relatin<Y to arlier
It will be notic d that tho pac gi
not in proportion to th . num ri al rength of their unday · ho I .
I o ur that promin n 1 ader in he gr at '' Int rna ional L
mov m nt '\Y r f th A tho i t and he apti t , the large
rot£ thi
E n had n o h r j in d
on luct of th
f
rnatio
th pu
hool Teacher's )Ianual p. 1-12
r,
a
o,
ie

· ·

Trainin
ys m e ·tabli hed in the la gow ... ~ ormal
o ls. By David, tow, sq. honorary ecretary to the
iety author of Mor. l Training, tc. Fifth dition.
dinburgh an L ndon, 1 11. 1 . 4.00 pp.
7
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churches less prominently identified or not identified with the international movement. The literature of the International Lessons is
only less widely diffused than the daily newspaper. Not only do
denominational weekly journals regularly devote columns to the international lessons, but many daily papers set apart columns of their
Saturday issues for the same purpose. It has therefore seemecl :fitting
to give more space to denominations not so fully identified with the
lessons popular at this time and to cite particulaTly the principles
which some of them lay down as a basis of work, principles often
essentially identical with those that might have been selected from
the more generally known sources.
EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

For the sake of unity, Lutheran religious instruction to t,he present
time will be taken as a whole.
Martin Luther (1483-1546) published a German translation of the
New Testament in 1522, and two catechisms, the large and the small,
in 1529 . He completed the translation of the Bible in 1532. Luther
laid great tress upon hymns as an element of religious instruction.
He insisted upon education with such an earnest e:ffectiv n ·s that
the German systems of to-day r st largely upon the spirit in pired by
Luther, and religious instruction was the v ry foundation of hi' plans
for national education. Some writers give him er dit for a great
upbuilding of unday-school work. The Lutheran vi w of hi work
is hown in the succeeding quotations.
rrhe Lutheran Church Review of October, 180G, i almo, t wholly
devoted to the subject of Sunday schools. There are 24: distinct
articles from 3 to 13 pages each. 1 These articles, partly reprint ,
1 The articles in addition to minor comments are: The Decadence of SundaySchool Music, Prof. Frederic Reddall; The Sunday School in History, Prof. William M. Wackernagel, D. D.; The History of the Sunday School, F. J. F. Schantz,
D. D.; History of the Sunday School in the Ministerium of Pennsylvania, Rev.
J. W. Early, A. M.; History of the Lutheran Sunday School in Philadelphia, Rev.
C. M. Binder, A. M.; History of the Lutheran Sunday School in New York, George
M. Boschen, esq.; The German Sunday Schools, Rev. G. C. Gardner, A. M.; The
Place and Usefulness of the Sunday School in the Lutheran Church, Rev. J. A. W.
Haas, A. M.; The Lutheran Sunday School, G. H. Trabert, D. D.; Prof. IT. N. Fegley, A. M.; The Relation of the Sunday , chool to the Church, H. :M. M. Richards,
esq.; Typical Non-Lutheran Sunday Schools, Rev. Myron 0. Rath, A. M.; The
Swedish Sunday S~hools, A. Rodell, D. D.; English Lutheran Sunday Schools in
the West, Rev. J. F. Beates, A. M.; Lutheran Sunday Schools in the South, Rev-.
Z. W. Bedenbaugh; Sunday Schools in Germany, Prof. D. Werner; The Sunday
School in Berlin, Rev. D.S. Schaff; The Sunday-School Work of the Evangelical
Lutheran Church, Prof. L. Baugher, D. D.; The New General Council SundaySchool Hymn and Music Book, R ev. F. F. Buerrneyer, A. L; The Primary Sunday
chool, Mrs. J. L. Sibole; The Sunday-School Lesson, J. W. Horine, D. D.; The
ew General Council Sunday-School Apparatus, Theodore E. Schmauk; History
an<.l Critique of the American Sunday-School Le3son sinco the Civil War, Theodore
E. Schmauk; Editorial Points of View. The Theory and Principles of the Sunday
School.
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form a compendium of the general history of Sunday schools and of
the special Sunday-school work of Lutherans, explaining the need of
religious instruction, the office of the Sunday school in aiding such
instruction, the limitations of its conditions, with a great range of
information upon questions as indicated by the titles. Unfortunately
tho edition was exhausted and the number is not readily accessible.
Regarding the Sunday school in history, Professor Wackernagel
says :
The Sunday school ,'t ➔; * is not an invention, a discovery of our modern
times. Its origin is found in antiquity, its development in the subsequent ages.

The writer explains at some length the customs of the Hebrews, the
early Christians, and the prereformation teachers, Waldenses, ·wicklifites, Hussites, Bohemian Brethren, and others, who used catechism
containing the Decalogue, the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer. Of later
religious instruction, ho says:
Methodical catechetical instruction in the manner practiced by the ancient
church was revived in the creative period of the Lutheran Reformation. '' * *
The Lutheran princes, and especially the cities, in full recognition cf the value
and importance of Christian education, established catechetical services for children in the church on Sunday afternoon. These services were given in charge of
catechetes, members of the ministerium, who possessed special gifts for this kind
of church work. This catechetical instruction in interlocutory form was not limited to the one hour on Sunday. At Hamburg, e.g., the great preacher Balthazar
Schuppius taught the catechism to his parishioners' children every morning before
school. -;;. ,,. '' One of the best'' Sunday-school books" of all time is the Nuremberg" Kinderlehrbuechlein," of 1628, which for many years was extensively used
in the old-fashioned Lutheran Sunday school, the Kinderlehre. The book contains in its first part the plain text of the topics of the .five chief parts of tho small
catechism for the children in the primary department; in the s cond part, Luther's
explanation of the same for the secondary department, and in the third part, in
fifty-two le sons, an excellent exposition of Luther's explanation for the higher
grades. One of the catechisms in use among us, the Hanover-Celle (Stohlmann),
is founded on the Nuremberg manual.

Th , rit r p, .,. ribute to Philip Jacob pen rand his more wi<l ly
known di ·cipl au l friend, ..AuO'u t llermanu Franck , found r of the
Hall
rphanaO' , a t acher of ate he ic :
Francke opened his '· Ragged ~unclay school' in his study in 1695, kept it open
every day, and soon kept the ragged boys altogether until he laid the corner stone
of th gr at orphanage in 1G() . -:.- * * The method ho employed in imparting
1ri ti n kno,·led(J'c was the interrogatory. Francke's was the leading spirit in
the 'hri tian circles of his time, and his educational methods ere diligently follow <1. They wer transplanted to our shore by H. M. :Muhlen.!Jerg.
Th Lutheran "Sunday ch ol · in Lutheran Europe until tho partial introduction f th .. n;; o-~ m ric· n unday school sy tern thirty years a(J'o
w
and i. vet
0
th
Kind rl hr ... ~oncluc ed in church by the pastor alone. c~n i
in ·the
a on ancl int rrog tory reyicw of the atechi m and Biblic. l hi d clar tor ·
tor· ( ~e, mly f which ·a g ncrally introduced after the Thirty -Ye:m,' ~ar) .
Du hi_ on I_
~ on unclay i not all the children get. Our vhurch is a docinal mdoctnnatm,, chur ·b · he i the '' schoolmistre · .. among the churche .
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Therefore, the "Kinderlehre" can not be the only occasion ancl opportunity for
teaching and learning religious subjects. There is the daily instruction in the
Catechism, Bible history, and the church hymns in the parochial school; the
weekly catechetical recitations with the pastor in very many places; and above
all, the thoroughgoing catechetical instJ:uction befo1·e confirmation. -::- -;:- -::The English Sunday school was introduced into America by the Methodist
Bishop Asbury, in 1786.

Dr. Schantz shows that, while in schools of the early vart of the
century in this countTy instruction in reading, wl'iting, and spelling
was prominent, '' tbe Sun.clay schools established chiefly for secular
instruction soon felt tho effect of the new system of religious teaching and gradually declined." In his personal recollections of Sunday
schools he mentions aids furnished by various agencies, among whlch
are '' an excellent German Question Book, * * * a small work in
Gorman * * * for opening and closing the school, The Jugend
Freund and the Youth's Penny Gazette," month~y, a Sunday school
Union Ilymn Book, Questio-n Book of the American Sunday School
Union, Barnes' Notes. In the Trinity Sunday school of Lancaster in
1853the order of service and the catechism were r egularly used at the opening and
closing of the school, and thus the Commandments, the Apostle's Creed, and the
Lord's Prayer were repeated in each session. The pastor of the congregn.tion mot
the teachers to aid them in preparing the lesson. All the features of the school
had a decidedly churchly and Lutheran stamp. * ·X· -::In 1857 the Sunday school [at Reading] held two se sions eac.h Sunday.

fr. Bosch en states of the Lutheran uuday schools in New York,
thatNearly, if not all, of the schools have two sessions, one in the morning before
service and one in the afternoon. -:~ -x- *
It is very generally conceded that our church has utilized scarce n. fraction of
the wondrous power of her youth at command; and, with no effective oversight
and a lack of systematic organization, the work of our Lutheran Sunday schools,
as well as all other branches of our church work, ha.s been left to the spn.smodic
activity of individual congregations. ,f " -:, We have no systematic, no effective, Sunday school organization. This want has been felt by a number of the
more progressive workers, yet how t work harmoniously is the great que~tion.
Almost all of the schools u se different 1 3son leave ; some none at all. Others u e
Biblical histories; yet others lay particular stress on tho study of the catechism,
and in many ia added the study of the German language.

Ther are twenty.:nine Lutheran unday schools in synodical connection in ewYork ity, besi<l. . independent sc110ols. :Mr. Bo chen
makes this criticism upon the cl ction of teachers;
Another wealmess has been our h ;to to tako yo1mg people as soon as they were
confirmed, on the pl a of necessity, tom ke teachers of them. Without a proper
appreciation of their high calling with little or no ability to fit them for the post,
they are given classes from a desire to assign some work to them where the least(?)
harm can be done, and that place is the Sunday school! It is the piace of all
others where the foundation for future religious growth is laid and where the
greatest care and conscientiousness should be exercised. After these young teach-
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ers have been put in charge of a class, no effort is made to instruct them how to
proceed. In answer to my question, "Do teachers have preparatory hours for the
study of the lesson?" but eight schools answered affirmatively. It is therefore
remarkable that the schools have apparently prospered so well.

The Rev. John A. W. Haas would reach the whole life wi hout an
age limit andthe Bible study must be accompanied constantly by Luther's smaller catechism.
-::•
•:f
,A. Lutheran Sunday school should have the catechism as the principle
of its whole grading, because the various stages of its knowledge are so bound up
with the various stages of the Christian life in the Lutheran Church. There should
also be a time set apart in every Lutheran Sunday school not only for memorizing but also for the explanation of the catechism.

·:f

In speaking of the Lutheran Sunday school Dr. Trabert define.the Kinderlehre of the Lutheran Church in Germany, instituted by * * *
Rev. Philip Jacob Spener, about the year 1666. ,❖ ,-+ .,.. This Kinderlehre was
for old and young, but especially intended for the confirmed youth, and con ist.ed
in a brief opening service with singing, Scripture reading, and prayer, followed by
examination in the catechism and the texts of Scripture illustrating the several
parts.
The Sunday school goes further and is more comprehensive than the Kinderlehre. ,:- -::• -:❖
The system of instruction in the Lutheran Sunday school begins with the little
ones and is continued through all the departments-infant, intermediate, and the
so-called Bible class-having this sole aim: The honor of God in Jesus Christ our
Lord. * -:t *
Persons not well grounded in the faith, who have no positive convictions with
respect to the doctrines of the church, have no place as teachers in a Lutheran
Sunday school, for it is of the greatest importance that the children be started
right. -:~ ·=+ -::Too much stress can not be laid on the service and hymns of the church in the
Sunday school. ·x * -: It is of the greatest importance that the children early learn to appreciate the
ch nrch 's magnificent treasure in her matchless hymns and unrivaled service. The
'unday school must lead into the inner sanctuary by acquainting the children
with and awakening a love for the full service of the sanctuary. To this end the
inatin and ve per ervice are peculiarly adapted.

nie Augu tana ynod i formed of Swedish churche . Rev.
Rodell ()'iv . an explanation of wedi h reliofou education. He a

T

The nnday chool was an institution with which the Swedi h coloni ts were
tat all familiar, as the children of the State hurch of , weden received their
r •ligious training in the public chools. ·i:· ·:+ ·* In the public chools of
. wed n about an hour every day is d yoted to the reading of the Bible and reli::,-i, u in. tru tion. · * * The fundamental doctrines of hri tianity and the
t uet of th Lutheran hurch are inculcated by trained teach rs during the entire
,. k. and. a a matt r of cour , the Sunday school can not Le considered to be
of th am import nc there a it really i in this country wh re no reli!rious
e a cation i to b ha 1 in th 1m blic chool.
11
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1,he description of English Lutheran Sunday schools in the "\-Vest
will serve well for other Sunday schools in the newer parts of the
country. Rev. James P. Beates, writing from the State of Washington, says:
In the manner of conducting our Sunday schools there is little to distinguish
them from those of the East. ,<- •x- -x- We use the same publications and helps
that are found in the Eastern schools, ancl in general follow the recommendations of
the boards and authorities which are chiefly located in the East. And yet our
schools are distinguished by their greater inability to carry out these regulations.
The chief difficulty we find is an insufficient force of effective officers and teachers. This universal want is the greater the farther west one goes. * ,:• "
A further hindrance to our work is the lack of male help. * ,:• " The men
ought to be as capable and willing to instruct the young as the women. The
teaching force should be more evenly divided. The example of an active corps of
men in the Sunday school is a powerful help in retaining the boys. * >':• ·*
Another evil peculiar to the West is the roving, shifting character of our people. ·* * ·* But few children in our frontier schools remain long enough to
grow up from the infant to the Bible class. Hence there is not that rooting and
grounding in the faith, that bond of attachment which the children in the older
East enjoy.

The following table of the Sunday schools of the Evang lical
Lutheran hurch is derive<.l from the Church Almanac, 1896, when
not otherwi e specified. It will be observed by those familiar with
the Lutheran Church hat some synod are not reported, and it will
be seen by the table that certain others arc only partially report cl.
The synods are not geographical in any strict en e, hence it i · not
practicable to make a table by tates from the table by synod .
Evangelical Luthe'r an Church in America, Sunday schools as reported, 1895.
Schools.

Teachers
and Scholars.
officers.

-----General Council ........... .................... . .. ....... .........• .....

M~l!l:i-1~: ~~ ~~si1~t~

1
-~:::::: ::: : : : ::: : : : : ::·.: :: ::·_ ::: : : : : :::

fif151;{_"~~:\i::::\\::::·:::::::::::::;:::(\(=~)(\~~;::

1,417

19,202

175,899

389
155

8,286
3,300
1,~~

76,855
33,277
18,000
5,080
39,().1..'3
2,010
1, 00!

l!s8

50
fJOl
24

4,928

10

177
118

Synodical Conference ............ .......... . .. ............. ........... .

188

215

18,000

Missouri, Ohio, and other States ............................. .... .
English Synod of Missouri. ....................................... .

160
28

215

15,000
3,000

United Synod, South ....... •~···· ........................•.............

290

2,778

22,354

52
63
61
68

600
345
636
65-!
185
27
176
95

5,382
3,9-l-i
4,952
4,309

English Synod of the Northwest .......•.............•......•.....

Synod of North Carolina ••...• -.......... •........................

~;~~l~t~Kri?iaroiiiia:::::::::::::::::::·:::: ::::: =::::: :::: :::~

i~i~}~sitt~~~~::::;;~:;;:;;;;:::;;::::;:::;:::;:; ;
Holston Synod (Tennessee) ... ~ .•....•....•••...•.......•••••••....

- - -- - - - - 16

0
15
15

1

'31±
1, ~
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Evangelical Lutheran Church in America, Simday schools as 1·eported, 1895-Cont'd.
Schools.
Gen eral Synod ______________________ ___ ___ ___ _________________ ---·----- -

1,482

Teachers
and Scholars.
officers.
22,319

177,113

,----i----t---

2,545
2,~~
973
251
1,913
2,.'i99
765
1,030
598
485
1,337
315
661
162
1,017

137
141

East Ohio _______
. _________________ __________ - ~---·-_________________
::::li~~i
¥!~¥ir~s~~~===:=====~===~==~=·
=~==========~==:
=====_.
Franckcan (New York) ___________________ __ _____________________ _

39
·64
25
1.33
il.86
47
69
43
,38

½~~g~!~Ks~!~~tt~-~~~~~=-=
=== == ====·== ==== ==========
==__________
====~=== ===:_:
Miami (Ohio) __________________________________
. ____ ____

~f

;~ei~~~~?~~{aiia)=--=--=
===----= ======--====-=-·=---=-= ==== =--==== ======,.
Northern
Illinois. ____ -·· -- ·- ________________________________________
f;;!ral Pennsylvania _____________ ___ ___ __ __ ____------------ ---N orthern Indiana ___________ _____________ . ______ ______________ -- ·Southern Illinois ____________________ . _____________ ------ ---- ____ _
Pittsburg (Second). _____ __ _____ __ _____ ____ ____________________ ... .'
Central Illinois ______________________________________ --------···
i1!.~~!!hanna (Pennsylvania) ___ ______ ___ ____ ____________________ _
Nebraska _______ __________________________________________________ _

.85
26
78
20
86
,28
73
43
41

i1Frt!~~i f~;~;~~t~~·~;~~== === =~::~~~:==~-=:====~:~:~==:~~~ ====
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1,428
519
339
898
226
118
59
179

58

81
9
8

21,.255
23,327
4,152
7,652
1,6.5-l:
H,633
22,765
6.200
8,100
5,100
3,657
9,229
1,980
4 530
1;109
8 80.5
2;110
11,08:I:
3,
3,548
7,444
2,245

1,~;

1,433
29
~~ii~!st1iW~~~aiiY~--===~ =~ =======: := === ===: ~= ==== ====== ==== ====== t====!====r==

Independent synods _________________________________________________ ----

1,529

5,-299

52,332

24'

25,216
1

1,500

18,l!Y.l
500
60
l ,9fl3
000
1,150
650

The United States ___ ___________ -·-------------------------------aEvang lical Luthe ran Almanac, 1800, Rublished by tho Publication Board of the Evangelical
Luth ran Joint ·ynod of Ohio and other States.

I t would take this l'eport into a wid r fi 1d th n ·
to point out ·
h ca e th indication o.f th ·
nation
in.flu nee brou o-ht i
abro
· ution of forms of l'
p ·
times clear by pr
f
, especially a to
I
influence , ob
L
n~
ly of
or ► 'can li
T
mica
hown in the
·l
di tribution and afford
t
mday ho 1 memb r hi
hirl he numb r f om

xpedien
f •pecial
~m

ri
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SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
C01n1nunicanfa, Luthe1·an, 1890.
Commu- \
ni ants.

States and Territories.
North Atlantic Division:
Maine --- ------ ___________________ _
New Hampshire _________________ _
Vermont _________________________ _
Massachusetts ___________________ _
Rhode Island ______ ·- -------- _____ _
Connecticut ______________________ _
New York ___ . __________ . ________ ..
New Jersey ___________________ -- -Pennsylvania __________________ ___
South
Atlantic
Division:
Delaware
_________________________
_
Maryland ________________ ________ _
D~st1:ic_t of Columbia _____________ .
V1rgin1a __________________________ _
West Virginia ____________________ _
North Carolina __________________ _
South Carolina __ ------ ___________ _
Georgia __________________________ _
Florida _____________________ ..• ___ _
South Central Division:
Kentucky.------·-·--------------Tennessee -----· -----·---- ________ _

~~

fi1R;:it==
Texo.s ________==,--·
====~~
____=
===
----··-·
=== = ---·.
====
Arkansas _____________ ·-·- ________ _
North Central Division:
Ohio--·· •..... -··· ------------ --- - -

90-!

520
174
4,137
590
5,762
89,046
12,878
210,725
296

24,648

1:,m

2,007

12;326
8,757
1,932
869
2,394
2,975
791

Communicants.

States and Territories.
North Central Division-continued:
Indiana ---·---------- --·· ·- --····
Illinois-------------···------···· -

41,832
116,807
62,807
160,019
145,907
63,725
27,090
18,269
23,314
27,297
16,262

if~1~~~n=
====: ~= === ===___________
=== ======:_
Minnesota.·----_----·

=:

~::0;;1~i===:: =___________________
=====--== ===---_ = == =_
North Dakota
South
Dakota·-----------------Nebraska
_______________________ -_
Kansas _______ ---·------····-----Weste1·n Division:
Montana---·---·---______________

~fgr~tog_ =

394

=::::

====:: == ====: :::-. =
New Mexico______________________
Utah ____ -·-·--·---···-----________
Idaho_----·------·· _____ ··-- -----·
Wahington._____________________

8!Mi~nia-=::::: :::::: ::::::::::::

533
2,052
14,556
1,386

North Atlantic Division _________ --··
South Atlantic Division_·-··--______
South Central Division ________ ·----·
North Central Division------------Western Division ___ _---·-···-···--··

89,569

The United States--------·--··-

1,

~
64:
84:

401

1,912

i;~~

====
333,736
67,721

2.5,587

793,897
10,131
1,231,072

EVANGELICAL AS, OCIATION SUNDAY SCHOOL .

The Evangelical A sociation formed in this country early in thi
century is of Lutheran antecedents. The following table shows its
Sunday schools by conferences: 1
s~mday schools, Evangelical Association, 1895.
Conferences.

Schools.
137

Ohio ......• ......•.... ---- --·--· -·-··· ---··- ---- --···- ··-··· ·····- ····-Texas. ______ ----·- ---- ____ -------- ---- ---- --· - ---- - ----- - ----- - ----- ----

u

ii}!:!1I~~8J!;;~iiia_ _ _ _ =:-_-_~= ==--------== :::==--·---== :::·_ ==== === =~-- ==~--~===
N ew York-····- ________________ ---·--···· _____________________________ _
Platte River ___ ______________________ _________ --···-------··--- ______ -·-·
Kans?'! · -·-··-- ______________ ____________ --~---·· ________________ ---··--·
Nebraska _________ ----_ -···- -------- ---- -. -- ---- ---- ---- __________ - ----]\,fichigan _____ --·· ____ -· ------ ---- --·· ·-··. -··-- _··-·. _····- -··- --- - ---Indiana ___ ____________ · -·· ____ ___ ______ _-----·-·. ·---------· ____ ---·-···
Dos Moines -· -·-· ···-·- ____ __-- --· ··- ·-·--- . . . . ---- ---- ··-- ---- ---- ----

fiir~~t1~·~ =:= ~--=: :: =--==== == ==:=·-·-=: =~ =:: ====: :.=:: ==·- =: ==~ ::

=::

Offic rs
and Scholars.
teachers.

=== :: : =: :::

tt~nsin ··---· , -------·- ------ -- -- ---· ---- --·-·--· -------··· ------ -··Minn sota. ____ -· · --- ·-- -- - - -----. ----- --·- -·· --··--- -·-··· ----·· -· -- -- -Atlantic_. _______ __-- ---· - -. --- -- ---- - •· •·· • ----- ----- • -- -· • --- · · ·· -- -- -Dakota.··-··- __ ________ ____ - -- --- ---- -· •---- --·· --· ---- --·· --·-· --- ---California __________ .. _--- --- - ·- -. ---- - --- ---·-- -- •.. - ---- --· - -·--. • --··
Oregon. __________ __ _____ --- - --·· - -· · -- -··--· •··- -·-- --·-·--- -----·-- -··.

116
15
47

58
13
109
56

12!)

144
29
23
10-!

8!)
18!
12i

29
80
81
50

1,670
172
1

·iro

711
750

126
1,231
0/i!)
1,609
1,061
2f2
149
1,400
938
2,120
1,581
551
739
197

9, 4.30
584
7,487
670
4,133

3,~J
0,40'i
2,571

8,192
11,o:;1
1,2H9

839
7,520

3, 00.3
9,810
6,408
5,087
2

'oo1

423

2,052

19,082

95,256

1---

Total. ____ _______ . --- -- -- -- ---- --· · - ---·- -·-· · -·· --·--- -·----. ----·

1,640

1h onf rences are not trictly limited by State line., and the
schools of the Atlantic conference in particular, as igned in the ► tate
1

Chl'istian Family Almanac, 1896, Cleveland, Ohio.
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table to New York, are in different States, but there were no data for
their complete selection. The distribution by States here made is
therefore only of general value. There is a column in the Almanac
for·scholars who joined the church, in all 4,012. The following table
has been arra nged as well as practicable by States from the Almanac
just cited:
Siinday schools, Evangelical .Association, 1895.
;

Stato.

Schools.

- -North Atlantic Division:
New York __________________ ------ ------------------ _______________ _
P e nnsylvania ______ . _______________________________________________ _
South Central Division:
Toxa,s ________________________ ------------ · -------------------------North Central Dfrision;

?ai:ia

=::

=:: :: ::=== =:: :::

?n1:f ______
=== ===-----== ==·=-==
== =====
~: :~==: =: :::
: =: :::_________________ _
Illinois
--------=----::=
____________
------

!~!~:Tu-====:.=====::===::==-=-=::===:::====~~~==·=::~==-=:============

Io;va ____________ . _____ . ____________________ . . _____ __ _______________ _
North Dakota
and. South
Dakota--- - ----------------------------_
J{ansas.
_____ . _____
_________________________________
____ ___________
Nebraska __________________________________________________________ _
Western
Division:
.
Oregon
____________________________________________________________
_
California ..••• . ___________________________________ __ ______________ _
North Atlantic Division____________________ ___ ________________________
South Central Division_ _________________________ ______________________
North Centra l Division________________________________________________
Western Division______________________________________________________
The Unite d States ______________________ . __________ ... ___________

87
201

Officers
and Scholars.
teachers.
- - - --8,971
13,079

1,301
2,638

H

172

581

137

9,439
11,057

109
()9

1,679
1,961
1,460
1,600
2,120
1,584
1,180
739
1, 23-1
785

5-0

4.23

2, 052
606

144
10!
129
184
124
118
89

81

197

288

3,939
172

7,520
8, 19'2
9,810
G,408

5, 20-!
2,829
6,402

3, 103

'===l===jl====
14
1, 207

61

14:,351

620

22,050

58-!
09, 964,

2, 6.58

~-ii,082, ~

ITED EVA GELICAL CHURCH SU "DAY

'CHOOL •

The

nited Evangelical Church is the name taken by a bocly l'ec ntly
Their, unday-school statistic ·
are given in The Evangelical Almanac, 1 96, Harri burg, Pa., by confer nee , which can be di tributed by tat with general orrectn e
wi hout a eparate table. The ditor of he Almanac tates that the
ta i tic· are imperfect, owing to d lay in r urn , for which the
Almana could not wait.
a part of the Evangelical Association.

Sunday schools, Unitecl E vange'li al Chitrch, 1 95.
'onf r en c s.

ch ools .

Offi rs
cholars.
and
t eachers.
21,700

00,,5,:?
10,412,,i:?9
5,{o.)

4,

---- --i"
5')

To l

olumn o

h

Alman,

1,

·h w. · , t t, 1 f
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EVANGELICAL SYNODS OF NORTH AMERICA, SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

'rhe organization known as the German Evangelical Synods of North
America embraces about 1,000 congregations. In 180(3 there were
reported 185,203 communicants. There is a theological seminary at
St. Louis, and there is_a proseminary at Elmhurst, Ill., near Chicago.
About one-half of the churches maintain week-day schools. A large
part of the pastors are also teachers. Great attention is paid to the
principles of teaching. The Paedagogische Zeitschrift, St. Louis, is
a monthly devoted to the subject of pedagogy, especially as related to
the conduct of schools in the German Evangelical Synods.
The Evangelischer Kalender, 1896, St. Louis, Mo ., gives the numb er of Sunday school scholars as 82,628 and that of teachers as 8,694,
not distributed by States.
JOHN AMOS COME IUS AND THE MORA VIAN BRETHREN.

To understand t ho :Moravians, we must look back at least three
centurie . The Church of the United Brethren, Unitas Fratrum, or
the foravians, is the equivalent of the Bohemian Brethren who traced
their denominational origin to John Huss (1373-1415) . The last
bishop of the Bohemian Brethren was John Amos Comeniu (15921670), one of the mo t remarkable among educators. Ili outline of
organization is followed in the best schools of to-day, and hi Orbis
Pict us was the prototype of tho wonderful variety of children's illu trated books of later time. He left his impress upon school of central Europe, but more distinctly upon those of Sweden and Denmark,
being employed to draft plans and prepare books for the Swedi h
school , partly by residents of Denmark. The recent translation of
his principal treatise 1 is accompanied by a sketch of his life, which is
utilized for the material here presented regarding his work.
'J.1he esteem in which educators hold the name of Comenius, the
commanding influence he exercised upon the spirit of the Moravians
and upon general education, and the orderly system of his plan make
it specially fi ting to cite hi educational cheme as typical of views
not limited to foravians, but prevailinO' in various denominations.
In 1629, , olfgang Ratke, uppo ec1 to e rci e some intlu nee on
Com nius, had submit t d a proO'ramme of education to a commi sion
at J ena. The first of its items was "E ry hing is to be preceded by
prayer," and the fifteenth, "Education should begin with religion ."
omeniu , anticipating mor mod rn lead rs in the philosophy and
the art of education, pr par d an outline of the Pansophic chool
about 1650, in which b e work of a complete education was divid d
for vcn cla e . The 0 • n ral chool wa to pend the first hour of
th morning in hymn , Bibl r ading, and prayers.
1

*

The Great Didactic of John Amos Comenius, now for the first time Englished
·* * by I. W. Keatinge, B. A. London,.1896. 8°. 468 pp.
ED

97-24
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In Class I, the Vestibular, with an inscription oym• the door, "Let
no one enter who· can not read," " The religious exercises consist of
the heads of the catechism, together with a few short prayers and
hymns." There i s also prescribed "a course of moral philosophy
suited to children . "
In Class II, the Janual, with the inscription, "Let no one enter
who is ignorant of m athematics," "The catechism is to be thorough ly learn ed."
Class III, the Atrial, was t o have the inscription, "Let no one
enter who can not speak. "
In this class the boys should begin to read the Bible, but not as it stands. An
abridged form, suited to their intelligence, should be given to them, and a portion of this must be expounded daily. * ,'f * The history for this class is the
famous deeds of the Biblical narrative.

Class IV, the Philosophical, is inscribed, "Let no one ignorant of
history enter here."
A special collection of hymns and psalms must be arranged for this class; also
an epitome of the New Testament, which should comprise a continuous lifo of
Christ and His Apostles, compiled from the four Gospels. -;; ,:- * The accessory
study is Greek. .;:- * ,; It is comparatively easy to learn to read the New Testam ent, and this is the chief utility of the study.

Over the door of Class V, the Logical, is the inscription, "L t no
one enter who is ignorant of natural philosophy."
Religious instruction comprises hymns, psalms, and prayers. A Bible manual
also, caJlecl the Gate of the Sanctuary, is to be placed in the pupil's h ands . Tbis
is to contain the whole of Scripture history in the words of the Bible, but so
digested that it may be read in one year.

Class VI, the Political, is inscribed, "Let no one enter , ho can not
reason," "In Theology the whole Bible is t o be r ad."
For the prece<.Iing classes only tho o injunctions have been selected
which had a specifically religious charact r, but a all other studie
arc made to center in religious education, the whole plan for la
VII, t he, Th ological, is given:
1. Inscription over the door: " L et no one enter who is irreligious .·
2. T he walls should be cover ed with mystic symbols, illustrating the wisdom
hidden in the Scriptures. On one wall diagrams of Hebrew grammar may be
truced.
3. The mo t devotional psalm and hymn of the chm·ch may be used, as well a
prayers of a. pecial nature taken from the Scriptures and from the works of the
mo ·tin pired theologians and of the ainted martyr . In addition a compendium
f hri ·tian 1J Ii f , duties and hopes, written in the phr eology of the Bible
honld e re cl clai1y .
. Th 1 ~ book should be a. work dealing with the fast stao-e of wi dom on
i ·· t say th communion of souls with God, and shoulcl con ·ist of

I

mind to od. In thi a survey honld be mad of the unior r f th Janua, an<l with regard t e ch fact boul<l
t 11 us aboup it in the Scriptures, and how the H aven and
in them i tell the glory of od.
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(b) The formal part should consist of a key to God's Book; that is to say, practical rules for reading the Scriptures with profit and for duly considering the
works of God. Here a threefold commentary should be supplied: (1) From Scripture itse1f; (2) from reason ; (3) from sense experience.
(c) The third part should be a repertory of theology, giving a detailed account
of the mysteries of salvation.
5. In arithmetic the sacred and mystic numbers that occur in the Scriptures
shoulcl be studied; also sacred architecture, as exemplified by Noah's Ark, the Tabernacle, ancl the Temple.
6. Universal history should be studied, and in particular the history of the
church, for whose sake tho world exists. ,:- ·ll- *
7. In this class some training should be given in oratory. The future minister
must learn how to address a congregation, and should be taught the laws of sacred
oratory. The future politician must be taught how to appe~l to the reason of his
hearers.
8. The accessory study is Hebrew, which must be studied in such a way that
before the end of the year the pupil shall be able to read and understand the original text of the Scriptures.
9. Recreation is to be allowed, but must not interfere with the theological
studies.
10. Religious plays, dealing with the character of, say, Abraham or David, mn.y
be acted. 1

In 1559 alvin reorganizecl a Latin
insisted that-

chool at Geneva.

It was

Each lesson, no matter what the subject be, must commence with prayer. 2

In the Gr at Didactic, Comenius say :
The holy Scriptures must be the Alpha and the Omega of Christian schools . 3

Comenius divided the first. twenty-four years of life into four periods or grades, to each of which he would assign a special school, thus:

f

(

I. For infancy
the mother's knee.
II. For childhood the school should be~ the vernacular school.
III. For boyhood
I the Latin school or gymnasium.
IV. For youth
J
Lthe university and travel.
A mother should exist in every house, a vernacular school in every hamlet and
village, a gymnasium in every city, and a university in every kingdon or in every
province. -:, ,:• -:~
'£he mother school and the ve1·nacular school embrace all tho young of both
sexe . The Laiin school gives a more thorough eclucation to those who a piro
higher than the workshop; while the university trains up th teachers and the
lcarnecl m en of the future, that our churches schools, and states may never lack
suitable leaders. 4

The plan outlined for educat ion reads so much like the most thoughtful plans of modern days that one i iemptecl to quote beyond ,vhat is
pertinent to he subject of th reli<rious, and therefore important in
the li cussion of Sunday schools as now con<.lucte<l. Passino- by, howCY r, all of he twenty-six paragraphs in the sketch of the moth r
1

The Great Die.lactic of Comenius, Englished by I. W. Koatinge, pp. 144-145.
Idem, p . 129.
3 Idem, p. 375.
4 Idem, pp. 408-410.
~
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school not explicitly religious, two must here suffice to show the preparation demanded at home before gathering in a formal school:
They will take their first lessons in music by learning easy hymns a,nd psalms.
This exercise should form part of their daily clevotions. 1 •:, ,:• •:,
Finally, by the time they are 6 years old boys should have made considerable
progress in religion and piety; that is to say, they should have learned the heads
of the catechism and the principles of Christianity, and should understand these
and live up to them as far as their age permits. 2

1"'he vernacular school of Comenius would correspond in a general
way to the public common schools of to-day in countries giving religious instruction in such schools.
The aim and object .;; * " should be to teach to all the young between the
ages of G and 12 such things as will be of use to them throughout their whole
lives. '" ,f ·*
To learn by heart the greater part of the psalms and hymns that are used in the
country. ➔, * "
Besides the catechism, they should know the most important stories ancl verses
in the Bible, and should be able to repeat them word by word. .;; * •: They should also learn the general history of the world, its creation, its fall, its
redemption, and its preservation by God up to the present day. 3

He would arrange these pupils ·in six classes, but it is unneces ary
to follow the subdivisions, which suggest the grades below the high
schools in this country.
The Mm·avians are numerically weak, but they exercise a relatively
great moral power, especially as missionary laborers. A group of
schools at Bethlehem, Pa., and one at Salem, N. 0., represent their
chief centers of concentrated effort in this country. 'lhe cono-regation at Bethlehem, the settlement of Count Zinzendorf, maintains a
parochial school of high rank, established in 1742.
The l\-Ioravian Almanac and Year Book, London, 1 DG , gi s the
location, address of pastor, number of communicant and total membership, and number of scholars and teacher in the unday chool
for each church of the l nomination, from which statem nts tho followino- table is prepared:
Sunday school , ..1forav ian, 1 95.

·tatc.
ork ............................................................ ..

,~i::tii~=:·=·:~~=:=·-:==:--------·-------==~~= =~== ~-~.·.·:: ..........
-..... ........... :
------ ---------------------Michigan ···· .... ·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::~::::
India~a
................................. .......... .... ..
- --- - ---- ---.... ---- -· -- ---- ........ ·---

kota

------- ------ ······
- --- - · -- ---- - ---- ----- ---- - ----- -- -- -- ---- -- -- ---···-··--·· ·······----· ······ ............... .
-- ---- - - --- ..... ··- .... -- ··-- .. - ---- -- --- ----- -- ---. --- --- ·- -- ---- ---- --- . --- - --· - - --- ----·- ---- ----. -· -

6
4
16

1

2-!
G
1
1
2
ll
!)

3
•)

3

1

125
41
45-!

34
242
!H
10

19

415
3, 73G
Z.31
3,~
l
51
211
'>

u:;
70
16
11

4

-ro"l1$3/~
. Kea.tinge. p . .Jt:J.
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PRESBYTERIAN SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

The history of Sunday schools of the Lutherans and of the Moravians, as well as that of schools of the Calvinistic Presbyterians, of
Hebrews, and of Catholics, has a double interest in the light thrown
upon conditions in continental Europe while· the new continent was
being peopled and in the work which they have done in this country.
'The Presbyterians have preserved something of the zeal for religious instruction impressed by Calvin directly in Switzerland, indirectly upon the Huguenots of France, and reformers in Holland, and
through John Knox upon the Scotch and Scotch-Irish ancestors of
Presbyterians in the United States.
Tho "\V estminster Catechism is widely used as a book of instruction
among Presbyterians.
Presbyterian Church of the United States of Amet·ica.-The minutes
of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United
States of America, sometimes called Northern Presbyterian, give the
membership for each school; a table of statistics of Sabbath schools;
officers and teachers; scholars; officers and teachers and scholars;
schools held all the year; in average attendance; scholars in full
member. hip; scholars received during tho y ar into full membership;
taught in Shorter Catechism; using Westmin t r helps; books in
library, and amount of contributions under four heads.
The following table is prepared from the table first d crib d,
arranging the data by tates:
Sunday schools, [ orthern] Presbyterian Chu'rch in the United States of America,
1895.
States and Territories.

Schools.

North Atlantic Division :
l'liaine ____________ ------ - ----- - ----- - - ----- ------ ------ ····· · ---· --- -

~!;m1;~f~_s_~~-~= ~ == ==:: ~ == ·_ ==~ == ~ =::: =-- ==== ~ ===== ====== ====== =: ====

11a sachusetts ________ __________________ ---- ---- ---- ------ - ·---- ---Rho<le
Island____
. ...___
______
-----___________
·------·----------- ------- -_
_______
. ___________
.. ______________
__ ___________
Connecticut
New York ___ __ __ _______________________ ------ ____ ·· ·--····· ___ _ ·--New Jer ey ___________________________ ...... -- ··· · ·--------- ·------Pennsylvania ........ ..... _____________________________ . ... ··------South Atlantic Division:
Dela,varo ____ . ---·- ..... --- ··- ------ . ----· ------ -........... ---- ----

l!fff;tt\l;EEll-~;~:~\i:~;::ii/ii(\:i
South Ua.rolina ______________ ___ --· ·· · -- - -.: .. -- --- - -------- -- _____ _

solfitt~(b{~i~i ~~~: :: ·_=::::: ====::=:_·: :::=.-::: =:::::-.:::= :: :: ::::
!~~;~!~{o~~~:- ~~=-~~ ~-:·:~~~:~ ==~~~~~= ~~~~~ ~~~ ~ :~_:: ~~~~:: :~~~ ~:~~~-=~~~:
1~t!~saa
0 :=:=::: :=== ===::: :::::: :: ::·: :: :: ::::: ::::: :::::::::: ::::::
1nkJti~ ~:i:1;itory- ---·

0

•• :

·-= ===::::: ::::.-::: :: :::.-:::::::: ::::: :::::

Officers
and 'Scholars.
teachers.
21
8.5
45
415
75
li2
17,106
8,216
1 ,360

24.5
7 ~
422
3,482
742
1,528
165,575
65,8.51
178,561

21
118
36

260
2,070

135
98
20
3!

200
888
717
116
233

2,000
16,682
6,946
2,746
4,931
8 305
5;369
1,470
1,628

2
8
8

24,

5
7
871
434
1,1().;

35
35

70
89

1

87
18
23
55

8:.JO

203

781
74:8
7

339

12!)

200
326

7,000
6,~
2,684:
1,010
1,024
2,1)27
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Simday schools, [Northern] Presbyterian Church, etc.-Continued.
States and Territories.

Schools.

North Central Division:
Ohio ____ - - --- - - --- - ---- •...... ---- ·--- - ..... --·· -···· --·- -·-- ·····-··-Indiana . --· __ - _- --- . - --- - --·-- - - ---- --- . -- ··---- ____ . ·-- ··---· ______
Illinois • -----. - -·· .•. ·---. - -- .. - --- -- -. - - -·-· -·---· ----. ---·- -------·

644

319

488
304
196
301
4:31

i\
~~~ik =::::_-::=:::::: ::::: :::: :::: :::::::::.-:::::::.-::::::.-.-.-:::
Minnesota . ·---· ·· · --· ··-- ·----· ··- - ·----· ·--- -·-· ____ ____ ·----- ____
0

lO'Yf' ·-. --····· ---- ·-- .. -·· . --- -·. · - --- -- -- ---.. _•. -·· ---- ---- ··-- ·---

Missouri _. _--· .. ...... ··-- ____ ---· ·-·· -·-· -·-- ---· ---··----- ·- -- ______
North Dakota ---· _.. . .• ··---·. ----· ···--- ·-- - _____ ____ ___ ----····-South Dakota __ --·-··--· .......... ··-······· ...... ··---·····-······Nebraska ••.... -··· ........ _,. .•..... · -·· ...... ____ •. __________ . _____
Kansas ____ . .. ... ·- ---· ____ ...•.. ________ ......•... ··-·..............
Western Division:
Montana .....•.................. ____ ................................

2!3
103

112
212

299

North Atlantic Division. __ .................••.......•........•..•. ·-··
South Atlautic Division ...................... ____ ...... -··-·---·-···-··
South Central Divisi0n •••... ····- ······· --- ____ -·-· ____ ·· ·-···--····· -· ·
North Central Division-·-····--··- .... ... . -·····-· ··. ·-···............
Western Division. .. ·-·._ .......... -·-·· .. -··· •.•.•. ····-·-··············-

10,496
4.()37
s·295
4'.383
2,205
3,270
5-,281
2,510
733
850
,, 339

a:al.5

53-

11
106
55
8
39
7

~rirr::.1~~ :::: ==--==== =====--= ::::.-==:= =------~==--: ::::::::.-:.-:::::::: ::::

New J',Iexico ...... ·-·-·· ...... ··-····· ··-· ....... . ...... ····-··· ···Arizona .........•.... .... ........................•.... ····-···-·--··
Utah-····--··-·-·· .......... ·-··----······-··--··-·····-··..........
Nevada ...... _......... _··-···.··-.--·-·.·--··-··· ..•.... -··........
Idaho .......... -··· •....•. -····· -··. ____ .... ____ . ···-· ...... ·-·-·-··
Washington ···- •...•. _...•. ____ ........ ·····- .... ______ --·-········
Oregon .... _.·----·---····-·· .. ·-··---------··.-·---···-··-··........
California ..•.......•.•...•.............•.•.......••.•...•....... ·--·

Officers
and Scholars.
teachers.

H

136
121
22()

433
136

1,243

181
85
206
70
14:5
1,176
1,04.7
2', 790

81,870
37, 'i66
69,4re

iUii
2i,4il
41,058
26,403
4,9i6
5,882
10. 695
26,'il7

3,1>11

11,lli
2,808

453
2,310
531
037
10,0'Zl
,2H
22,51

===l'===l===

The United States ...•.....•............•..............•..........

44,501

2,~g
293
3 652
'770

5,516
2,566
48,616
7,512

417,191
50,072
21,900
39,i, 937
63,310

7,700

108,711

017,413

Presbyterian Church in the United States.-The minute of the
General ssembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States,
colloquially called the Southern Presbyterian Church, contain table
showing for each church the number of Sunday school teachers and
the number of scholars, as also a table by synod and presbyterie,
from which the following table, by tates, i derived:
Sunday schools, [Southeni] Presbyte1·ian Ghw·ch in the United State , 1895.
States and Territories.

Schools.

IT achers. I

12
1
258
72
242
161
145

65 1

1Z3
1:3-1,
07
115
4.'3
165

65
13

218
26
2,80-!
1,226
2 153
1,625
1,443
~

cholar .

1,2~

20,971.

9,212
l!J,i;
11,5·»
10,014
2,!0i
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REFORMED CHURCH IN AMERICA, SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

,..rhe Reformed Church in America, colloquially called Dutch
Reformed, is Calvinistic and related to the Presbyterian. There is a
consi.derable membership of natives of Holland.
The committee of the General Synod of the Reformed Church in
America upon Sunday schools and catechetical instruction 1 deems it
essential that the Sunday schools shall be kept under tho responsible
control of th e respective churches and. not become distinct, independent organizations.
In the mind of your committee, this question of consistorial supervision opens
up the most important phase of the whole Sunday school problem, ancl touches a
principle vital to the whole question of the relation of the Sunday school to the
church. ,c -: :- -::• Many pastors and consistories are seriously deprecating what
seems to be a tendency in the trend of Sunday school development, through the
influence of undenominational or interdenominational agencies-such as town,
county, and State organizations, undenominational "helps "-to " institutionalize"
the Sunday school. Whether or not the Sunday school is growing out of its
normal position as an integral part of the church organism into the position of a
rival to the church may fairly be questioned.

The committee also recognizes a demand for a return to the Bible
pure and simple, without the lesson helps in general use. Of the
churches with catechetical work, about two-thirds catechise in the
Sunday school and one-third '' catechise in catechetical class, the latter
almost entirely in our Holland and German churches."
The Acts and Proceedings, 1896, just cited, show undel' each classis
the number of Sunday schools and total enrollment, as well as number of ·catochumens for each church. The catechumens aggregate
about 33,000, approaching one-third the enrollment in Sunday schools.
There are no means of determining how far ·bhe catechumens are
members of the Sunday schools, but they represent a specific effort
at systematic religious inst ruction. The following table, by clas.-.,es,
is transcribed from the corresponding columns in the summary table
of th book just mentioned.
1 The Acts and Proceedings of the Nineteenth Regular 8ession of the General
Synod of the Reformed Church in America, 1896.
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Sunday schools, R eformed Church in America, 1890,
BY CLASSES.
Classis.

Schools.

Total
enroll•
ment.

2'2
22

2,878
5,466

Albany .......... --· - --··- ---·
Bergen ..... ... -·-··· ........ .
Sou th Bergen ...... _.. _... .. .
Dakota . .... . ..... . -····-·-···
Grand River .... ·-··-·····-- ·
Greene .................. .... .
Holland ............•........ Hudson·-····-·- .......... ·-·Illinois •.............. . .......
Iowa ........................ .
Kingston . .............•.....
North Long Island ......... _
South Long Island ......... .
Michigan •...................
Monmouth ...... ·--····-···

18
19

31
12
16
17
23
25
31
30
26
12
12

32

~iNew
~1:i~Brunswick
~.~~:-=~==~=======:===
............ .

19

23

4,979
1,075
5,173
1,181
2,630
1,893
2,803
3 233
3'.104

7,276
7,271
1,838
1,102
4,127
5,200
2,162

Cll!ssis.

Schools.

New York .................. .
Orange .... ..................
Paramus . ..... ...... ........
Passaic ......................
Philadelphia ................
Pleasant Prairio ...... ......
Pou~ hkeepsie ...............
Raritan . ..... ......... . ......
Rensselaer ..................
Rochester ...................
Saratoga ................... .
Schenectady ................
Schoharie .. .................
Ulster ...................... .
Westchester ................
Wisconsin . .... ............. .
Total ..................

36
38
33
20
30
21

Total
enroll•
ment.
11,138
3 277

4,610

~'~

1:11
l,&38
2,783
1,8().l
2,244
1 351

18

26
18

17
12
23
17
22

2'.oos

16
20

1,128
2,497
2,239
4,583

763

113,779

------

It will be observed that the above table gives total enrollment and
does not show scholars separately. The following table is prepared
to show the distribution by States, the more readily to exhibit the
geographical distribution of this denomination, which is strongest in
New York and New Jersey:
Sunday schools, Refo1"1ned Church in America, 1895.
Totnl
enroll·
ment.

State.

57,9:iO
31,295
2,016
2

56
5
31
(-0

10

100
9,21
5 4$6
4,
1,4-33
3:.),

5

9"25
3"!5
H!I

19
2
2

---113,'ii!I

763
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Sunday schools, Reforrned Church in the United States, 1895.
0
~;t·s Scholar8.
teachers.
---- ----

I

Schools.

Synod.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:----

105
62

8,4G9
2,9t3
718
1,226
3,4-03
1,084
1,579
634

70,504
21,302
11,679
10,556
29,783
10,892
12,096
3,614

1,6!3

a 20,096

170,428

617
202
191
121

290
55

a Report incomplete.

Tho· following table represents c~osely the distribution, by States,
ad,iusted from the table by synods, which are not uniformly limited
by State lines:
Siinday schools, Refo1·1ned Chiirch in the United States, 1895.
States and Territories.
North Atlantic Di.vision:
Massachusetts ........... ................................•........ ..
Connecticut ...... .. . . ·----- ---··--· ·-·---··--·---···-·- -·· ··--· ·· ..
New York--····-···-··········· .... ... ... ............ ............. .
New Jersey ....... ................. . .......... . .... ............... .
P ennsylvania ...................................................... .
South Atlantic Division:
Maryland . . ......... ................ . ............................. .

Schools.

1
1
l"/

Officers
ancl Scholars.
t eachers.
15

20

311

72

5
019

11,943

67

1,1~

lil

145
3,129
413
103,757

7,794

~it~~~1tt::::::;;;;::;;::::;;;;;;;;;::;;);:;::;;:::;:

;J3

,:::!~;~~ ==::== :::::: ::::::: ::: :::::::::::: :: :: : :::::: ::: :::: :::: ::

3

9

95
13

806
133

215

4,066

81

836

30,479
0, 701:
2 038

5~
5

135

8,~1

66

1,i~~

South Central Division:

North Central Division:
Ohio.............................. ..................................
Indiana ......... . ............... ···-............................... .
Illinois .................. .. ...... · ··-.. ........ .. .................. ..

J\~~~sin: ::::·.:::::: :::: ::::: ::: ::·.::::·.::: ::·.:::::::::::::: :::: ::

2

23
7

67

11

Minnesota.. ...... . .. ...............................................

~::Ou:ri:
:::·.:::::::: ::::: :::: ::: ::: :: :::::: ::·.::::::::: :::: :::::: ::
South Dakota ............................ : .........................
Nebraska ............ --··-··- -·-··-·----·--·-···-· ____ ·-····........
Kansas _···· ·-············· .......... -··-·-·····-···· ...... ···-····..
Western Di vision:
Colorado_ ... .................. .. .. _..... ..... ..... .. ............... .

~-7;g~~~~~~ :::·.:::::::.-:::::: :: :.-: :::::::: ::::: :::::::: :::·.:::::: ::

North Atlantic Divi ion............ .... ...............................
outh Atlantic Division......... . . ...................... . .............
South Central Division...................... . . ........................
North Central Division. ...................... ......... ................
Western Division.......................... . ..... .. ...... .... ..........
Tho United States ............................................... .

~

322
1,517

25!
813
25::1

602
2,44S

748

50

29
187

'sos

659

59

26
16
18

166

2

10

9

1,170

75
97

~

311

l====l====

107,585

943
182

lt,861

12
5-!4

12

5,8ft

48,~

1,643

a 20, 09G

170, 4:28

1,766

108

12,683
939

aReturns for officers and teachers defective, some States and part of States not r eporting.

HOLLA D CHRISTIA

REFORMED CHURCH IN NORTH AMERICA-SUND Y SCHOOLS.

The Holland hri tian Reformed Church in orth America carries
suo-o-estions of it hi tory in its name. Many of he prese.nt pa tors
and member of the church in this country are native of Holland.
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The organization is strongest in the southwest part of Michigan.
Thero are catechetical classes reported from churches that <lo not
report Sunday schools, as well as Sunday schools where catechetical
classes are not reported. The Year Book 1 of the church, under each
classis, gives numerous particulars regarding each church, from which
tho following table is prepared:
Sunday schools, I--Iolland Ch1·istian Refo1·med Ch'llrch in North Amer1·ca, 1895.
Classis.

Schools. Scholars. C~~~~~-

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - , - - - - - - - - -

The following table presents the above figures arranged by States:
Sunday schools, :Holland Christian Reformed Church in North America, 1895.
State.

Schools. Scholars.

C~=~~:-

COXGREGATIONAL [TRINITARIAN] SU DAY SCHOOLS.

CongreO'ationalism represents an intense independency, each church
controlling its own affairs, yet there i such a habit of association that
something like a denominational standard prevail , approachinO' a
Trinit, rian Presbyt riani m with those call d Orthod x onO'r O'ationalist in las achusett , and tho e of kindred view· el ewh re, and
of a cliff r n t Tpe from those under tho name nitarian. Th p culiar 0 • o 0 Taphical distribufion will be vid nt in the table. Th 1ongr ,,·ationnl
r Book, 1 9G, give under each tato a h ' unc.lay
<·h ol by nam , narn of up rintcndent, members, averaO'r, c n<.1 familie.- · ind ·p ncl n and mi ionar , chools by i tat . , by 11am an<l
m mh •r. hip. It will h noti eel that offic r: anc.l teacher.' an 1 .- hol,d.
r

,

kj t n ch n. te Holl. hri telijk G reformerdeKerk in .,.oor<1 Amerika.
,Taar 1 ·. Ze tien<le Jaa.rgang. Grand Rapids, ... icJ.1.: J, B. Hul -t.
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The following table is made from the tables of the Year Book:
Simday

schools, [Trinitm·ian] Congregational, 1895.

States and Territories.

Schools. Membe1·s. \

North
Atlantic
Division:___
Maine
___ __ ___________
N ew Hampshire ________
Vermont _______________
1\fassachusetts __________
Rhode Island __________ _
Connecticut ____________
New York _____________ _
New Jersey ____________
Pennsylvania ______ ____
South Atlantic Division:
Maryland ______ . _____ ___
District of Columbia ___
Virgini~ --.--~----- ______
West, 1rg1ma ____ ______
North Carolina __________
South Carolina _________
Georgia _________________
Florida------- -· --------South Central Division:
t:~!~~===~==========
Alabama ________________
~~i~R~~==============
Texas ___________________
Arkansas _______________
Oklahoma.
Indian Terri. tory ___ .. __
North Central Division:
Ohio-------------------Indiana
_________________

216
178
197
570
35
314:
259

33

14-, 4.47

5

861
1,616
12.''i
250

2

2

37
7
46
15

1,405

3,287

36
64
7
19
14

,} \

237
48

302
2JO

194:
294:
74
59
]09
180

167
12
13

58

~r~~~l~~=====
~=== ===:=
New
Mexico _____________
Arizona ________________
Utah
Nevada
Idaho
___________________
Washington ____ . _______
Oregon _________________
California ____ __________

053
3,677

2,678

326

~i~~~~Yn=====~:===
====
:Minnesota
______________
Iowa ____________________
Missouri. ________ __ _____
North Dakota __________
South Dakota __________
Nebraska
Kansas _________________
Western
Division:
Montana
_______________

2,048

51

Schools. Members.

North <J~ntral DivisionCon
tinned.
Illinois
_________ . ______ _

23,150
20,919
22,169
117,070
8,64.9
5.'i, 581
52,000
5,667

96
6

States and Territ.01·ies.

8,~%
1,680
1,794
802

6
4
9
1
6
98
40
1 6

58,383
38,888
2-i, 476
23,742
37,934
10,807
3,30!

10,0:J'Z
20. 963
16,499
1,001
1,003

7,419

530
259

1,111
110

748

8,0!.5
4,308
20,0 7

4,ffl

North Atlantic Division ___
South Atlantic Division ___
South Central Din.sion ____
North Central Division ____
Western Division, __________

1,90!
156

321, 2l2
11,011
17,178
286. 71
45,531

36,202
5,398

236
2,190
4.39

The United States ___

4, 9'Z5

682,580

Th Congregational Year Book, 1806, reports, in addition, certain
Sunday schools, indepentlent and mi sionary, as follows, wb n
rearranged:
Sunday schools, indep endent (Congregational), 1895.
States and Territories.
North
Atlantic
Division:
_____ ______________
:Maine
New Hampshire ________
Vermont ________________
Massachu etts ____ ______
Rhode lsland_
·- ·- ------ticut ____________
onneYork
New
_____ ______ ___
Pennsylvania __ _____ ____
South Atlantic Division:
District of Columbia ___
Virginia _____ _··----- ____
North Carolina _________
io~ia~~ ==::: ===::: ===: :=
South Central Divi ion:
Kentucky _______________
T nnessee_____________
·------------Alabama
__ _

ri~A1~J>t:
==:: == ===: :==
Texas _- ------------- ----

Arkam,as _______________
Oklahoma _________ ______
North entral Division:
hio
Indiana
_________________
Illinois __________ -------:Michigan _______________

States and Territories.

Schools. Members.

20
5
11

88
1~
3
1

3
1
10
22
!)
4

22
21

North Central DivisionCon~inued:
W1 cons1n ______________
Minnesota ____________ __
Iowa . __________ _________
Mi souri _____ ______ _____
North Dak ta ________ ..
South Dakota __________
Nebraska _______________
20
Kansaci _________________
340 Western Divi ion:
60
Montana--------------·

750

186
857
3,022
r,9
93!)
114

4
7
295

263
l,HO

!)54

4

200

4
1
3

]J!J

14

4i4

3V
12
96
98

~rir:;tl_:====~~= ==:=:=
New Moxi 0----------l.Ttah ____ ---- -- -- --- - ---Idaho ____ ·--- ___________
Wa ·hington ____________
Oregon ___________ ___ ___
California ______________

2,'j(J

orth Atlantic Division ___
'outh A tlantk Division ___
, outh Central Divif;ior. ·--North Central DiYi ion ____
Western Divi ion __________

30

2,94.'3
77,j
11, 00!)
5,011

The United States.-I

Schools. Member

74

13.5
50
17
5G

50
Es3
4.'3

JO
14
42
5
5
13

lJ!)
121

237

i:~
H(iO
2,

1 ,375
1, 7 9

1.:m2

:3,7ll
l,!1:?6
4U
442

1,4,3

iH3

:i10
414
3,746
4,U7.
'i, 747

- - 9.j
- ---5, •H 7
575

1 ,071
3,4:m
41,51;7
10,433

1,541

71,857

45
73

75-3
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BAPTIST SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

~rhe great denomination of the Baptists, like the Congregational,
is bound together more by the habit of association than by a recognized authority of any ecclesiastical body to control the individual
church.
The American Baptist Year Book, 1896, gives by States the nmnber of Sunday schools, of officers and teachers, and of pupils as
follows:
Sttnclay schools, Baptist, 1895.
States and Territories.

Schools.

Officers
and
Pupils.
teachers.

- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - Nort
h Atlantic
Division:
Maine
____________
_·----· ______ ·-·--- _____ ____________ _________ __ __ __
New Ha1npshire_ ···-·· __________________________________ ··---- ----Vermont ________________________________________________ ___ _-------·
Massachusetts ___ ___ •. _____________________________________ ________ _
Rhode I sland __ _____________ ____________ -·-· ________ ____ _____ ______ _
Connecticut • ____ ._________________________________________________ __
N ew York ________________________________________________________ _

206
82
90

369
85

H1

894
803
691

r:~t;{::iia==== =----===:::===--==== :::::: =: ::~= ~=== ===:::: ::::: :===::

South Atlantic Division:
D ela,vare _____________________________ -----· ______ __---- ------ ----- ·
Maryland _____________ ______________ _________________ ___ ------------

~i~!i~1~ ~f- ~~~~~~~~= =:::=::: :::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ::== ::::::::::
i7~?;h
vd~~~fl!a: ==== ==== == =:: ::: :=: ==--::::::: :: ::: ::::: _-: :: ::: :: ::: :
South Carolina ___________________________________ ---------------- --

Georgia ____________ __ ___ ·- •· - _________________________ ----- ____ -----·
Florida _. .. ___ _____________________________ .... - ----- --- - ---- ---- ---South Central Division:
/

¥!~!~;:e~-::_- _-:: ::_·_-:: _- _-_-_-:: _-_-_·:::_-_-_·: : _-_·_-: -:: _-_-_-_-_-:: _-_-:: _-:: ::::]

~tt5ril:-:::.-~-::.--~------:.--.--:.--:~-:~::~:--~-:-~=--=_=::__ ____ ===------===------=====:

Texas_------ __________ . _________ _____ __ --·- ------- -- · ------ -------·
Arkansa/l __________________________________ --- ---- - .. - -- · --- ---- ---Oklahoma . _____ . ________ . ______ ------ ____ - - --- - ------ - ----- ---- ---·
Indian Territory _______ . ___________ __ ______ -------------·---------North Central Division:
Ohio-------·------------·------------------------------------ _____
··----_
Indiana
___ ______________ ______ __ ---- -· _----· __________ ________
Illinoi ___ ___ .. ___ ..•. _. __. __________ . _. __ ______ __ __________________ _

21
8-l
4-!
1,415
313

1,705
1,398
1. 600

2'J4

1, 111
1,02(;
1,251
1,000
731
1.477
560
23
G3

··-- - ----· - .. ---- -. ----. --- - ----- .. -- --- -- . --· ---· - -----

-----------------·----------· ----------------·-

40

331

19'4

12

74,i
6.'H
1. 6:?1

··- ··-------------------------------------------

.'i,1116

4'i,:...
4 :?I

400

__________·-_·_-·_·_·_-·_-_--_·_-_·-_--_-_·-_--·-=-----·-------------!~~

G,4-42

5,
1:J,

1;;? 1

41,
41, :JIil
27,tiO)

,,:u:3

l.:!,'" -

4-5;3

463
l,lnl
100
WJ

10.;

Ii, !liO

---·-- - -·-------- ------ ------ ______ _________ __

l,Z38

0,

GO

· -- - • - -- -- · - - ----- - --- ---- - - - - --- _- --- - --· _- . ___

--·-·-----------------------------···-·---------

1,750
5,099

16,127
:?:?. 380

100

------

36,169
03, 698
25,~
3,053

6 ,501

~

li
]01
6!.J

aa:n

5.1,665

H9
7,j(J
4.6
!I
I

s1:1

11,232

38,H9
76,713
45,728
f7, 744
15,5...'>7
28,003

~·~2
'

~}~~a;------------------ --- -- ------ ---------- ---------- ------------

--

3,721
2,537
5,511
1,784

265

. ~~~rt~~-ico~~~====--==== =====--~::= ==:::= ==·-===== ========:: ==:::: ::::
rui~~ii~- --- ------ --- ---- ---- ------------------ ·--- ------ ----------

07,3!!9
5!,333
50 523

733

Arizona ________________________ ______ ________ _________ _____________ _

·----·----------------·--·-···--------------------------

5, 32!)
4,036
4,811

5,937

outh Dakota __________ -----------· --·_------ _____________________ _
.,.cbraska ______ _-·· --- - ----- --- --- ------ ---- __________ _________ ___ ·Kansas _________ _-----· ____ ____________________________ _____________ _
West
rn Divi.
ion:
Montana
___________________________________________
____ ____________ _

e,,

2 7CG
12: 171
8,lliO
100.8«
17,
100,600
76 253

7,958
5,955
2,271
1,947
3,091
7,630

i~~~1ii~1n-:::::: ::=:: :~ :::::::_-_-_-::: ::: ::: :::::=::: ::: :::: =::::: =:=:
~faouiT::::::::_-:::::
::::: :::::::::: :=::: :: :=: =::::::: =: ::::::: :=:
orth Dakota ________ - --- ---------- --------. ----- _________________ _

18,S.53
8,808
8,lro
62,611
13,4.11
18,405
122, 773
38, !lM
85,07"2

33!l
1,296
811
11,070
2,12-2
9,582
7,754
7,211
1,118

5,200

Minnesota ___ _______ _____ __ ___ -------------- --------- _____ ___ _____ _

- -···--·-------·------------------·----------------------···
wnhgin~;-~ii- --·- ---- ----- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------ ---- ----- ----- ------

1,212
1,017
7,711
1,692
2,140
14,620
3,3.-12
10,118

7
1

:377.ll13
417,317
:3:J'i, CJ.i
'.,416
3·i, 'i, !

l , ,· 31.'i
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SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
PROTESTA -T EPISCOPAL SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

In Episcopal Sunday schools courses of catechetical instruction upon
the Bible, the doctrines, and the history of the church are prominent.
The editions of catechisms are numerous, being often prepared with
reference to the needs of individual dioceses. At Milwaukee the following combiuation is published as constituting " a graded course for
the Christian year:" Church teaching for the little ones of the Church,
by Emma Anderson T ew; the young churchman:s catechism; a practical question book on the Bible for juvenile scholars; a cateehism
on the Christian year and the collects, including the church catechism; systematic Bible study for advanced classes-the last four by
Miss L. L. Robinson.
'The publisher states thatThe five catechisms named above comprise a graded series for Sunday school
children in the order named. Each is arranged in chapters for every Sunday in
the Christian year.

Another combination of manuals of instruction for the children of
the church is called the Maryland series. It consists of: I. A new
fir t catechism. II. The gospel story, a second catechism for the little ones. III. The church catechism, from the Book of Common
Prayer. IV. The creed, being an exposition of the faith of the
Church as et forth in the Apostles' Creed. A new fourth catechism,
by t he Right Rev. William Paret, D. D., bisl10p of Maryland.
Other series, as Bible le ons for the Christian year, and le son
of the uniform system of the joint diocesan committee, claim a very
large circulation.
A special church ervice for chilclren is a regular appointment in
many parishes.
The number of Sunday schools is not available, but the numbers of
teachers and scholars of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United
States of America are shown in the following table, in which <lioceses
antl. missions have been rearranged to facilitate determining attendaueo by tate : 1
Sunday schools, Protestant Episcopal, 1895.
States, dioc se , and mi sion. (m ).

Teachers.

cholars.
2,101
1,5:30
2,071
21,784
8,29a
16,756
02,719
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Sunday schools, Protestant Episcopal, 1305-Continuecl.
States, dioceses, and mission s (m ).

Teachers.

Scholars.

South Atlan t ic Division:
Delaware. ........................................ ........ .. .... ....

920 ...... ....

2. ,27

MaliWii~ci=~~~~==~~.~~==:~~~~::·~==========~~~=========== ····;~tr::::~~::.. Jff ::::~~:
oro· ....~~ ~. ····1;088° ---·~~~~~:
w eJ~r: ~~~ia:::·.::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::: :::::::::::: ...... :~. ······ 4ff ... Y~:. ·····a:4.j

Virr~~thern·V.-ir.ginia::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: ······

N or~~~:;~l~~·offnii :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: .... ··39f ...... :~~. ····2:680· .....~~~
Northern Carolina.................... . ..... . .......
572 ....••....
4,0!2 ......... .
579 ...... . .. .
5,090
Sou t h Carolina . ..... ...... .... ...... .... ...... . .. . ...... . ... ......

i1~:;a~
:::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::.-.-:::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::
~ :::::: :::: H~
Florida........... . .............. .....................
182 .....••...
1, 1 . •........
0

Southern Florida (m) ................ . ............. .
144: ..........
South Central Division:
Kentucky .....................·. ............. . ............ ...... ....
502
rrn;essee ........... ···-·· ······ ······ .... ····-··· ..... ....... -·· ·
~i~

1, 210 ........••

4,!JSl

5'.~

t1~!1~~li
.=:~=·=~~======~~==:
==:=========
:::: ============ ::::::
==== ~
Texas.............
. ......... .:.......
. .....................
. ... . .....
717 ...... .. . .
6,007
Northern T exas (m )............................. . . ..
180 .•..•. .••.
1, 297 .....•....

u~

T exas....................... . . . ........................

302 ..........

1

Ark~~~:. ~~.~.~~~~.~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ••.. . . ~ .
Oklahoma and Indian Territory (m) ................... ..........
North Central Division:

• •

2,964 .... ..... .

160 .... ~'. ~~.

33

····-r~

Ohi~~!i~~i-~:b:li{i=:=:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ······~- ::::~t~: ~;~ ....~·-~~
3,31-!

12,477

Missouri.... . .................................... . ...... .. ...... . ...

782 . ... . . ....

6, Gi

:i~~\11~[(\)tH([/i\\\\! : :: ~: ---i /:~: ::tm
RaJfI~;~~~~~~~===:: : : :~~~:~:::~~=~====~::::: ~~=== ...... ~. ·
~1~;l~g~~~:~~~~~~~~~===~=:===~=====~=:==== ===:===:: ··· ··· ···· l1i

2&$

W e tern Division :

To,v Mexico (m).. . ..... .. ... . . ........ .................. ...... ....
Ar izona (m)... ......................... ............ ...... ..........

f?/:-/_!)}()}\ii;:;;;:;:::;

!i)of1~·;t~hiru

' lifornia (m) ........... :::: :::::::::::::

--

--

46

21

::::iii6
1:-d

::::::l,ij: -.=.:.:.:.:-.:~.=.r·;·'. ::::li,;il~l;: .~.~-~··-.·J·~·:~.~.:.:
~

,.;;

n ··•···•·····•·····•······•····•····· .•........
·- -- ------ -- ---- -- ..... ----- ---- -.........

--

a,JM

-- ---

---·- ---·-- .. ----- -----· ---- -- -- - -- --- ---- ----·-- -- ·- -- -- .. ·-- ---- ---- ·--- ---· -·---- ................. ..
...... ---· ---· ---- ---- ----. --· ---· ---- ·--- ---·-- ----

of Columbia and tour countic8 of :lluryland,

2-1.:m

~J.:m

'j()

~-. -

7,

;?,!137
{1,11!1

.,
')

'

lil.11'

•. •i!, -

19.t-H
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METHODIST EPISCOPAL SUND.A.Y SCHOOLS.

The founders of :Methodism w-ere from the Established Church of
England, generally called, as organized in the United States, the
Protestant Episcopal. The church ha. been prominent in Sunday
school work in England and the nited States from the days of its
founders.
The Methodist kindergarten of the church has for its purpose '' to
introduce tho principles of the kindergarten into t h e primary d partment of tho Sunday school; also to recommend that there be .five sessions for this department during the week in addition to the one on
Sunday." 1
Methodist Ezriscopal Church.-The following table of Sunday
schools, by conferences, is taken from the Year Book of the church,
sometimes called the Methodist Church North :
Sunday schools, Methodist Epi copal, 1805.

Schools.

Officers
and
cholars.
t eachers.

SPRING CONFEitE CES.

Alabamni . .................. ..................... ..................... .. .
Arkansas •...... ....•.... .......................... . •.... ... ............
Baltimore . ............ . .........•.......................................
Central Alabama . . ................................... . ........... ..... .
Central Mi ouri. ... . .................................•....•...........
Central P ennsylvania ........................... ...... . ............... .
Dela\vare ..... . ..............•..............................•...........
East Gorman .............................•.... .. .......................
East Maine •. . ........... . ........... ................... ...... ..........
Florida ............. ............. .................. ...................... .

~!~;~a_-_-_-_-:.-.·.·.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.·_-_-_-.·_-_-.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-

t!;i!;~:.=:~:.=.=.=:~.=.=:::~.=.=.=:= =: ::.:= ~~ ::: =::::=:::::: :===::
=

=~:

==:: ===

;~:tY~~_._._._._._.
_._.===.-:=:.-:.-=··==:: :::: ====:=========:: ::·._-:.-_-:_-:.-::·.:=::
Newark .... .... . ....................................................... .

Ii!i~i~f~~~-~~:_:_:_:;:;: \\~: \~~::~;:~:~~::\~=_:i~\~~::::\: \:::

Nev York ........ ·-··················································New York,east ........................................................ .
North Dakota ........... . ....•............... ..............•...........
North Indiana . ..................... ··················-·················
Northern New York ............. ·········-·········· .... ...... ....... .
Northwe. t Kansas ....... ···············-···· · ·························

§t}~%~f~ter= =: == :: =::: : ===: =_._._. _. _.: ==:.- =::: == ===: .-: == ==== =~ == ===: === =

St. Louis ... ... · ·-·······-· ....... . .... - -···· ........................... .
avannah ........... ·-······ ·-···· · · •............ . ............. ..... ....
South arolina ........... ···-·· .......... -· ·· ......................... .
South Kansas···-············· · ··········· · ·· · ·· · -·····················
Southwest Kansas ...........•... ...... . ...............................

ij~{5:ll\{ll\))i=\l//=))tl\\!i!l~;;:;:i/ft:::::::=

128
50
410
140
132
r: 7
2.57
60
197
07
52
258
128
122
22"2

153

221
283
330
267
2

150
3'36
415
322
JU
446

330

207

405
30

0,586

2,38.5

1,126
1,005
615
2-16
3,406
860
641
1,141
1,893
1,168
3,293
G,279
5,9~2
3,0,6
2,172
7,lo.'3
(j,5-·,s
7,771
2i)
(l

.-,

4:788
2,111
10,100

395
445

251
3,007
1, 63-'.3
2,720
3,37-!
3,110
5,8.J.O
1,360
2,132
1 305
2:38a
G,27:3
6,514

]2

93

238
21-'.3
40!J

2'3
242
375
247
180
140

360

6,401
2. 75
u2, 795
0,568
5,512
70,1 0
13,845
8, 1'33
12,060
4,217
1 025
21: !
5,647
4,072
10,615
12,072
10,370
21,072
47,44
4Jl,513-l:
27,29..il
15, 00.5

u~i. :?.11

4:5,:,71
<n,-t12
5,0i5
4 ,2"Jl
3J,311
l!J,l!JJ
s. ,10:i
l,lH:i
2!,159
H,O 9
2U,210
22,0!1
21,iil9
40,7'6
11, !HO
1:J, 8!3
7,5, >
ZJ,5.;0

44,5~

43,970

Mission.

Gulf .............. ·-·· ·············-························ ·········· ···
1

Methodist Year Book, 1896, p. 120.

491
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Sunday schools, Methodist Episcopal, 1895-Continued.
Schools.

Officers
and Scholars.
teachers.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --+----!---- - -- FALL CO~FERENCES.

Austin ............ .. ·····-·- ·· ··-·-··-····-·-··· ...... ---··· ...... --····
Blue Ridge .... . -·-·-···-----·--··- · ··-- ·· ···-· --· --·· ·· . .. ... -····· · ···
California. ____ ·-···· ____ -··----····------···· · .......... --····· -··· · ····
California German_.··--· ___ _--··· · ____ -·--·-··-···-· ··· ··- ...... ·- · ···
Central. G erman . ···- ----··-· -····· -- - . ---·-·-· -·-·---- -·-· ·· __________ _
Central Illinois __--··· ________ .--· ____ --·- _________ --····--- __ ______ ....
Central New York ____ _...... ____ ·-· ···-· ··· · ····--·····-····-···--- --Central Ohio ____ -----·------ ........ ------------····-·-- ............... .
Central Swedish- -··----- ___ _____ · - ·--· --··· -·· ······ ______________ ·-· ·
Central Tennessee-·--·------··-----···· ·- ···· ·--- ···----------·-······

8~~riia<ttl~~~~-=: ::: ::: :~::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::: :::: ::::::::::::::

Colorado_ .. . . _-- -·· ··--· .. _____ -- · ---···-·-------·---------- ·· ·· _______ _
Columbia River __ __.. -- - ----- - ···· ·- ·-·- ·--· ··· · ---··· - ----····- -· -···D es Moines --- -- ·· .. . ... -···· ·- ·-···-····· · ···· · ···· .. -- ------ --···-····
D e.troit _·--- -··- · -· · ____ . -- - -·-··-·- --- · ........ .. ·-·- --··-· --·· ... . ---East Ohio. ____ -·- ·· --- ____ ·--- ____ ·-· ·-·· ----··-·-·-----·-·-·-··· - -···-East Tennessee_- -····--···-··---------·-· ___ _· -··- --- ----···· _________ _
Erie _· ·-· · ···-----· - -----------· ·· ·--- - ····-----······---··-·--------·-··
Genesee _.____ ---· ________ -··-··---·-----···-·-···-- __ -· _______ .---·--····
Holston ___ __ ·---·-----···- ______ ·-·--·····. ___ :. __ ·--· -- ------ ·····- ....
Idaho.-- -· -------···--·-·-···-------···-----·-·--·-·--·-·-·· .... ------ Illinois .. ··--. _. ·- -. ··-·- .................. ________ --- - ---· __ ____ __- -·· ··
Indiana _____ . ______ -··----·---·· ____ ·-·-·· ... ··------·-·- ·- --··· ....... .
Iowa ____ ·-·--------·--·--·--·----------····----- -·---·--·-···-·- --··-···

~!~~fgc:l::::::: ::::::: ::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::

Minnesota--·-·-- -- ·-- .. . ... --····--····---·- ···· · ____ __-·- --- ______ ... .
Montana.· ··-·- -····--· ·· ··- ·- ·· ______ ·---- ·- ···-·-···-_ . .... ... ........ .
Nebraska-· · ····--- _____ ___ --··--···--·-··-··-···· ____ ___ ..... --····--·North Carolina.---···---··- ___ _.................. -····- ............ ---North Nebraska __ ._ ·····-- -· ·· · ___ . __ _···--·-. ·-- ____ -··--·--· ·· ·-·····
North Ohio----·---·-· · ···- ______ . ·-····-··· · ·--···· .... . . -----· -·- ····
Northern German-- -·-·- ·-·-·---········-····-······--··-·-··-··· · -- -Northern Minnesota • ..... ____ ___ _. ··-·- -·-------·.-- ---··· -- ··---- ....
Northwest German--·-·-·- ____ -··· -· --····-·-· ·· ...... -· · · · - ...... ---Northwest Indiana .. _.. ·-· ... ______ --··· ·· ···· ·- -···--- · · ·· .. . ... --···.
Northwest Iowa·--- · ----·--····--·--· .. .. ---····-····· -···-·-···---····
Northwest Neb!'aska ·-·- _..... -···· · ···--· -·-· -· . . .. ---- ...... ·-·- ... .
Ohio ·-····. --··· ... .. .. --· --. -···· -----· .. --···· .... .. -····· --· · ·· - ····Oklahoma _-···· ____ - - ··-- ________ ---· ·-- -···- ________ -- -- ···- .... - .....

i1;f}~1;~}.=i):=.=~=)::_~j_=}}::::)jjjj~i~_~).~~~j)jjjj}::}~.=-=~::}}jj_.: :ij~~
St. Louis German ______ --··---··- -· · ·· ---·-··- -· -- ··--··--·-·--·- ..... .
South Dakota ..... . ....... -······--···.···-· --· ··---···· ..... . ...... ···outhern CaHfornia __ -·-· --··-· _---·· ·-··-· ...... _..... ·-···· ___ ___ ··-·
outhern IlHnois _.....• ···-·- -····· --·- --····. -··-- .. ···- ............. .
Southern German ______ ---···--·····-·······-·---·-··-······-····-·····
Tennessee··-·····- --- -···-· -·- ·--·---·-······--···· --·--········- ..... .
Texas ........ _· -----···----·-·····-······-·····-·····---··-- ...... _____ _

{iffJ~~aii :: :: ·.=: :: :::::::: ::: :::::.":: ::::: ::: ::::: ::····· ······-··West ebra.c;ka. --·· .... --·- ·-· - .... --- · -···-· ···-·· ·--··· . ....... ·-····
We t 'l'exas_. __ ···-· -··- --·· -··· -····--· -·-- --·-·-···· ---· .......... .. . .
t Virgjnia ___ -·-····-------··--··---········- ···-···-·-···-·- · -····

\Ve

; : ~e~~is\~~\~Ii-:::::::: ::::: ::::: :::: ::::: ::::::
Wi on in
~lfi

=:::: :: :::: ::::::::::

555
9!)

450
438
255
44
555
710
3-H
224
6!3
2".A
G7
241
161
191
3"27
107
181
92
357
280
52
594
14
149
388
147
411
]5.5
103

135

436
4,5

131

232
3:32
13.5
175

1r.
605
370
44

277

ion conferences.

B~rt\ 1J.!n1flc- ··-rman::::::::::: ·····-···--· ·-·· ............,..... ····
~fo:\~~~ •~';j~g~~ii:naiiisii::::: =: ~=:~: ::::=: ::::=:::: ::·: == =~: =:: =: :::
0

•

.Jtissions.

T

27
133
206
10
101
36!
338
420
46
94
110
360
143
12!
458
554

41
Z-J
60
24

2,021
6,528
21,719
0-!6
13,015
3i,007

34,841

46 608
4,060
4,1 7
7,G20
43,539
14,347

7,3.50
43.'i02
57,307
59,005
4,598
40,09
44,Gl!l
15,504,
2.432
52,9
5!l,622
27, 0-!:3
14,017
51,346
17,136
4,077

23,083

,264

H,629

33,166
4,629
14, 5.58
4,298

3.5,190
2i, 171
2,4Si8
55, i6
6,911
10, 1
51,137
10,127
59, -9
10,2i6
13,59'.I
H,562
3.5,
1, ?
6,
10, 'i9!
31,513
6,,
9, 59-!
6.

41,313

<>-~13)

2: 1
!?3.'·
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'l1hero are no data accessible for a satisfactory arrangement of the
Sunday schools by States, but the scholars slightly outnumber the
communicants or members of the Methodist Church at the census of
1800. 'fhe table of church membership by States, therefore, may
roughly suggest the local strength of the Sunday schools. It is as
follows :
Commiiinicants or members, Methodist Episcopal, 1890.

States and Territories.
North Atlantic Division:
1\faine ........... ....... . .. ... ... .
New Hampshire .............. .. .
Vermont . ... .... ................ .
:Massachu setts .................. .
Rhode Island .............. ... .. .
Connecticut ...... ......... ..... .
New York ......... . ......... ... .

~::i~;i~:,1a= =: ::: :::: ::::::::::

South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ......... ..... ... .... .. .
Maryland ...... .. .... ..... .... .. .
D~sti:ic~ of Columbia ........... .

Communi•
cants or
members.
2'Z, 996
12,354
17,268
58,477
6,064
29,411
242,492

82,955
222,886

f!~!i:+3iiiilti~~=
~ ~~~= ===~·=~:·~==
South Carolina ......... . ...... .
i~:iw:. :::::::: :::::::: ::=::: ::::
South Central Division:
~

0

Kentucky ....................... .
Tennessee ...................... .
Alabama ........................ .

ri~t1!tt::
:: ::::::: ==: :: : : : ::: :
T exas ........................... .

Arkansas ....................... .
Oklahoma ....................... .
Indian Territory .. ............. .
North Central Division:
Ohio ... ...... .. ..... ............. .

20,412
82,069

9,030

16,764

48, 9'25

16,4.33

43,200
25,400
5,739
29,172
42,873
18,517

31,14-2

Communi•
cants or
members.

States and Territories.
North Central Division-Cont'd.
Indiana .... ..... .. ...............
Illinois...... .. ..................

~i~~~~iri--:::::.·==:::: :::::: ::::
t::ouri:·.:::::::::::::::::::::::
North Dakota ....... ....... .... .
Minnesota.......................

South Dakota............ .......
Nebraska.......... ...... .......
Kansas... .. ......... ............
Western Division:
Montana . . . ... . . . . .. . . . ... . . . ...

~;;rg1~~~g.
::::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::
NewMexico.. .. ....... .... ......

Arizona.................... . ....
Utah....... . .... ............ ....
Nevada...... . .... . ..............
Idaho. ................ ... ........

162,989
165,191

~t ~

30,837

1
~; ~
4,804
11,371
41,086
83,288
1, 901

s,X~
1,750

320
1,048
418

9U

2i1~1;1:~~~:~~~~~:.=.~~:~~~~=~~:~ I=====
JJ!

1,224
838

North Atlantic Division............
'outh Atlantic Division.......... ..
South Central Division.............
North Central Division............
Western Division...................

694,900
268,572
176,368
1,038,245
62,266

240,650

The United States ... ·-·······

2,240,354

15, 0i3
27,453
10,076

Methodist Episcopal South. -The lVletho<list Episcopal Church South
has the following enrollment in Sunday schools, given by conferences :1
Sunday schools, Methodist Episcopal South, 1895.
Conferences.

Schools.

Alabama ...... . .................. . ..................................... .
Arkansas .............................................................. .
Baltimore .............................................................. .
Columbia ... .......... .............................. ..... ...... . ....... .
Denver ...... .. ..... .... .................... . .......................... .
East Columbia .................................. ... .................... .
East Texas ...................... ..... .................................. .
Florida .......................... ....................................... .
German Mission ............. .......................................... .

532

{L~~;fs~:
=~:: :: ~::: == :::: =:: ::--=: :: :::: ::: : : =: :== =::::::: :::= ==:: :::= ::: =
Indian Mission ......................................... ................ .

618

fftti:Cllck:
:: =====:=::: :::::: :: ~=== :::::.-=::: ::::=:=:=::::: :::= ==== ::=:
1
~~.:: :::::: ::::: ::::: :::=:: :=:::·.:::: ==~=~.·:::= :=:::=:: ====:=:=
t~ui"!i~~!
Louisville ....................................................... . ...... .

211
670

35

Teach· Scholars.
ers.
3,234
l ,OO'Z

s,rrs

15
29

12-i
187
1,518

28.5

1,782
161
4,651
916
1,205
1,818
2,023
:367

229

25

12.5
2'Z3
248

344

29
278
1,708
2,445
351
8,606
485
0
0
186
58
3.50
1 993
~ ~::;-:;;: :;-;;:::;-;;; ; ;;:; ;;;;;; ;: :;;;;:::;;;;;;
412
a;ooo
a Partly in Mexico. Sunday school statistics not separable for each country.

i!~l; '"t~~,

26,429
12,424
89,882

1,Z33

1,068
1, 5-30
13,0'M
11, 1164
936
39 735

0:539

9,273
14,610

16,872

1,923
13,844

20,374:
31,415
1,460
16,473
26,413

1
_finutes of the annual conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church South
for the year 1 9.3.

ED

97--25
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Sunday schools, lvlethod,i st Episcopal South, 1895-0ontinued.
Conferences.
1\-Iontana ---- ---- -... ------ .. --·-· --··-· ---·-- · · --. ----··- ........ ·--·--··
New Mexico __ . ___ --------··-----·-- - -···- ---··· --·· --···· -····· · -·· ···North Alabam~t --···- -····- -····· -····· ...... -····--···················
North Carolina _... -.-·-···--···· -- ···· ...... --···· ...... ·--····........

~g~t~ i11~~fs~ppi ==:::: ::::::~::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::

North Texas .-···-··--·-··.···-· ......... .. --·-·· .... ·-···· .... -·····. ...
Northwest Texas.-····-····· •..... _........... --···· .... ·········-····
Pacific __ .... _-· ·-· _..... ·- .... _.... . __ ···- -··- ___ ... :.--··- --·--· .... ... .
South Carolina·-----·--- - ----·--·-·· ______ ---·-- ........... ···-········

=:: ::: ::::::: :::::::::: ::: :: ::::::: ::: :: :: ::: :::

~g~i~~:strfl~soui·L ::
St. Louis.-····-------··-··--··--····-··-· - ·······-·-···-··---···........
Tennessee---·--·---·--···-·-·····------···-··· · -·-··-·····-···--·······

ir~~ia· ·-----·---·- -····-··--···-----···· ·-···---··--····· -............

West Texas·-··-·-···--···----···- .. ···· -·---···- - .. ...... .... .......... ..
W estern···-···-_ ...................................... _........... ·-····
Western North Carolina .... ········- .....• ·-·-·--·-··-·-···· .... -·····
~t~t~r:Eii~i~!!~i~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::
The United States . ............ -·-···-·····--····· .... -·····......

l!l

20
634

65!)

129

144
3,766

4,789

r: ~: ti~

349
461
103
702

~!

269

2,742
3,709
659
4, 912

~: i~

2,836

~:f l

867
l,H9
3.5, 130
,303
48,3H
21.169
2!,i-18
31, l.2'i
5,666
40 197
30,11!5
20.4 0
21, 2i-l:

33

-)?

553

3 857

11:313
59, 61!)

52

1,033
450

680

'1,527

8,6.'>3
2,6-U
4;3,033

}!
152
~ii

r:m

10,983

13,694

!JG, 14-i

813,555

16.79,

1-----+----l--- -

The following table by States is derived from the above. A small
error occurs for Texas from the inability to determine how many of
the Mexican Border Mission were on each side of the line, and certain
conferences are not limited by State lines. The table can not claim
definite accuracy of distribution:
Sicnday schools, llfethodist Episcopal South, 1895.

I cholars.
Schools. Teach·
States and Territories.
ers. - - - __________________________
,________
7,9i6
91,425
lo. 797

83,336
40,l!J7

t-4'' ~
3!.

101. X3
61. i);j!}
,!l'..!1

13.31!
00.!4;,
39,'i,
9.:?iJ
6,5.39
6S,li
2,6-H
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UNITED BRETHREN IN CHRIST.

The United Brethren in Christ is a body of :Methodist affiliations,
including a considerable German member hip, and is to be distinguished from the Unitas Fratrum (Unity of Brethren), or Moravians.
The United Brethren Year Book, 1896, gives statistics of Sunday
schools by conferences, as shown below, without such detail a will
enable one to make a definite table by States:
Siinclay schools, United B1·eth'ren in Ch'rist, 1895.
Conferences.

Schools.

Officers
and
Scholars.
teachers.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - -

!i~ES~~~!~t~~~~~~~~~~-=~~~~~~~~)~~~~~~~~~)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Central Illinois ...........................••.•....••....•....•..........
Central Ohio·-·-···· ........•............................•........•....
Colo1·ado ....................•....••...•••........•.............•.........
Columbia River ...............•.....•.....•..•.•....••..... --···• ..... .
Des Moines ....•..........•..............••......•......................
East German ......•. ·····- ............•...... ·-·-·--· •....•.....•......
East Nebraska .....•................... ········-············--···· ..... .
East Ohio •.•..........•.........•...•.•.•........ ....................•..

if~fi!;n::li1n8:J~ta:
::: :::: ::::: ::: :: ::::::: :: :::::::: ::::::: :::: :::::
Erie (Pennsylvania) ................................................... .

Illinois ............•....... .. .... ........ ....•..•........•...............
Indiana ........•........•..............•....••..•........................
Iowa •..•......•....•.........•...•.........•.•............•..............
Kansas •.....•..•...•........•.•..•••.••.•... ..•.....••.•.•....••..•.....
fi~!~cwabash ........................................... ··· ....... ····

~r;ira:
=~===~==:::::::: ::::.-::::::::::::::.-:::::::::::::.-:.-:.-::.-.-::::
Michigan .•.....•••...•......•...••.•.•••.....••....••..........•.••....

J.\,finnesota ...•...•...• _....•••.....•.••••..••••••••.•.••...•.....•••....
1\-fissouri ......•...........•.••....•.......•....•......•.•....•..........
Neosho ..............................•...................................
Northwest Kansas ........•.••••..•.•••..••.••.••.....•....•..•..•.....
~~~gan .....................•••....•...............•....••.....

Ni~lg

~ff£JEiti ~~.~):_:_:_:: : _:_: : :_:_: : :_:_::::: : : : _:.-: : _:_: : :_:::::::
Ohio, German .........••...•..••....••. : ..•.......•.•.......... .. •.....

~~u'
i~ tf~ouri.. ...................••.••.............•.....•...•.... ...
outhwest Kansas ........ ·····-·······-·· ••.....•.... -····· •.....•.....

185
63
108
24
59
61

14:

21
110
Si
00
115
77
34:
108
56
131
100
80
8
107
3-!
92
24

35
55
66
94:
30

65

84:
28
212
123
36

14:0
141

137
18
21

1,935

533

1,~g
504:
696
100
121
053
1,308
563
1,338
1,278
22:3
70
518
1,069

00
7
4-0

1,591
514
1,486

231
199
358
492
727
211
785
375
111

J,53.5

1,991
321
1,020
1,199
1,050
100
166
173
1,050

H,559
3,615
8,295
1,108
2,348
4,083

mo

1,060
0,264:
9,4..57
3,098
9,405
11,
1,334:
5,078
3,136
7,-!(j()
6,015
4,521

200

10, 3-15
!J,271
11,511
1,383
1,375
3,055
3,391
5,455
1,493
4,616
i,217
011
0, 749
14-, 760
l ,0 7
12,103
,000

11,:m
1,0-20
mo

t~!~Jr::::a·:: : :: .·.·:~: ~~~:: .-~: :~~:~:~:~~~~--~: : :~~ ~: ~: :~ ~~:~:

27
100
137

White River (Indiana) ................................................ .
\Visconsin •....• ······- .•..••.•••••..••..•••....•.........•..•..•.......

60
82
4.8

1,~
860
322

],017
7,210
8,014
2, 01
5,902
2,083

Total. ....• _...•••....•..............• -....•..•.. -....... ......... .

3,510

3:!, 26

243, 4 :~

Tennessee .............................................................. .

arly one-fourth of the strength of these, chool appears to be in
Penn ylvania, a considerable repre entation in Virginia and v e ·t
Virginia, a small part in Kentucky and Arkan as, a larger part in
tho, e tern Division, while the greater part is in the States of the
orth Central Division.
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FRIENDS, FIRST-DAY OR BIBLE SCHOOLS.

The Friends or Quakers comprise two considerable bodies, known
as Orthodox and Hicksite, besides lesser divisions.
Orthodox Friencls.-The Orthodox Friends often designate their
First-da,y schools as Bible schools or Scripture schools. There is no
central summary for the church, but several of the yearly meetings
composing the organization make reports, from which a partial and
ina,dequate view of their work has been compiled. The reports of
yearly m eetings have not been fully available.
The minutes of the New York Yearly Meeting of Friends, 1896,
contain a table of nine causes of success, of which the first is
"Dependen ce on the written word of God, not upon helps." Consecration and preparation are repeatedly emphasized in the table. In
a table of fifteen present needs of the schools are: A separate primary
room; punctuality; reading matter suitable for young children; memorizing of Scripture by the children. Among eight '' results of a year
of hard work and earnest prayer" are: An increase of Bible study, a
deepening in spiritual things; an improvement in the use of Bibles
in the class, teacher and pupil bring their own, leaving helps at home;
children learning to read the Bible daily at home; conversion ;
troublesome boys becoming much changed.
The minutes of the Ohio Yearly Meeting, 1896, mention that many
Friends are in _the daily practice of reading a portion of Scripture
with their families collected, attended by a season of devotion.
The minutes of the Iowa Yearly Meeting, 1896, have a remarkable
record in the relatively large numbers in Bible schools, and in the
large proportion of families that have some defined religious home
training, th re being a membership of ],.1,124, an enrollment in Bible
schools of 7,709, and 983 families t hat read the Scripture with daily
devo ions.
In the minutes of the California Yearly Meeting, 1896, the .up r intendeut of the Bible chool d epartment make the sugge tion:
In the future let our work in this department be known as Bible school work
rather than Sabbath school, the title to my mind being in every way as comprehensive, and more appropriate to the work we design accomplishing.

The Il, 1 imore
arly M etin o- report gain in Bible chools. The
r P r of th II m }Ii ion ommittee contains be ucYO'e ion that-An invitation to join in Bible study at a private house will often meet with a
grat fulre pon e an 1 open the way for very definite work.

Th r

f th ,_am

• ntain

n l • le rn d of a family belonging to our m eeting who are living
.
u ~roru any oth r Friend and ome mil from any church buildm er
m h .· livin about th m wa o arou d by the spiritual n eed
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that they opened their house on First-day morning for Bible school and meeting.
At last accounts so many had responded to their invitations that the rooms of the
house were too small to hold them, 75 people being present on one day.

The following table gives the partial returns received:
Siinday schools, F ,f rst-day schools, Friends (orthodox), 1895.
Yearly meeting.

~~i;is;~:==========~===~:==~~:: ==== =============:======== ==========

Total
·school5. O~~~rs enrollteachers. ment.

u ~~~

Baltimore _. _____ ... ______ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ______ ____ ____ __ ____ ______ ____(a)
__ ____
North Carolina _________________________________________ ·-----------___ _
4-2
Oll:io ~ible 8cri£~ure SchooL_______ ____ ____ ________ ____ ____ ____ ______
4~

147
279
500

~a.~~~~~~_<~_}~:.:======~============================================
Western (Indiana and Illinois) ________ __--- · .. ____ ... _____ -------·____

-~~~-

Iowa Bible schools. _________________ --···---·-··· __________ ___ _.... ______
Kansas ________________________ .... ____________ . ___ ._____________________

8~fJg~nia ::: ==== :: ==== ===: :::: == =:: =:::.-:: == =====--==== === =====: =~= -.==== =
TotaL ____________ --- -- ---· ________ - --- -- -- ---- ____ ---- --- ... -- ----

a Not reported.

bAverago present at close of school.

1~ ---- 110
13/i
110
913
(a) 10

(a)
119

c672

c2,150

3 257

(a)

8,690

1,712
2,897
8,212
2,598
b6,062
9,821
7,709
• 6,510
(a) 900
c48,374

clmperfect reports.

Hicksite Friends.-Among the 1-Iicksite Friends the First-day
schools are not all confined to Bible lessons, but they deal sometimes
with ethical or humanitarian ubjects. 1
The Proceedings of the twentieth ses ion of the First-day chool
general conference, held at Swarthmore ollege August rn-20, 1896,
contain discu sions and statistics of the work a done among that
body of Friends known asIIicksite, report din the last cen u a havino· in round numbers 22,000 members.
The schools generaIIy use lesson leaves prepared by a literature
committee. In the past four years the Gospels, Acts, an<l Romans
have been the subjects of study, and it is proposed to continue with
the Epistles till the next general conference (1809). Old Te tament
tu dies are under consideration. A Book of Devotional Poems and
elections from Whittier's Poems are considerably used.
The conference was marked by an earnest, hearty a tenti n to the
subjects in hand, with a minimum of incid ntal adjunct .
orn lia
J. ho maker took the leading part on Fir t-day , chool exten ion.
he said:
Much would be accomplished in many of our First-day schools by better classification, and through the recognition of this pedagogical law that the same truth
is not food for children of all ages. -ic• ·* •x• In the child we see the type of the
race. His narrowed horizon shuts out from view the truth we fain would teach,
until a simpler lesson lifts him to that height from which it can be seen.
The work for our smallest classes should be that most easily comprehended.
Stories from the Old Testament, interspersed with lessons drawn from daily life
and illustrated by means of those indispensable adjuncts to all school work, the
1
One book so used is American Charities: A Study in Philanthropy and Economics, by Amos G. Warner. 1895. 12°, pp. 8 + 430.
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blackboard a.nd crayon , might prove helpful to the very little ones. From Old
Testament stories they might pass to New Testament biography. -l!· * *
A course in Bible history, or the growth of Israel's national life, in which might
be noted the radical characteristics and unusual environment which had so
marked an effect upon the development of its peculiar genius, sboulcl follow.
In connection it would be profitable to study the bibles of the so-called pagan
w orld. Not to the Jews alone did the Great Soul of the Universe reveal Himself.
His divine hand as surely guided the thought and destiny of every race. ,:- -::- *
To know our own Bible truly we must know those of other lands.
The last years in the First-day school could be devoted to New Testament hi tory and the study of the books of the Bible in the order of their birth. Thus by
conn<:cted reading the message of each book will be made clear, and the student
will realize as never before the incalculable debt which literature, art, and ethics
owe to this library of the past.

This speaker advocated adult classes among work people like those
of J?riends in England, explained later by John William Graham.
The committee from the Baltimore Yearly Meeting said in its report:
In all of our meetings there are first-day schools where ·the older members with
the younger join in sincere and zealous efforts to find the truths of religion as
initiated by Christ in His wonderful Sermon on the Mount.

Positive denominational teaching is favored. ".All of our school
use the' Friends' Scripture Lessons,' and' Illustrated Lesson Leave ,'
and satisfaction with them appears to prevail," with a reservation a,
to their a,daptation to infant classes.
·wmiam M. Jackson expressed his pleasure that the Baltimore
schools taught the doctrines of the Society of Friends. He tlefin d
the one distinctive doctrine * * * that there is to-day, as there ever was, an
intercommunication of the Divine with the human spirit and that what Friend;;
call the Light within is the revelation of God in the human h eart.

The report from New York had a special feat ure: '' In circulation
amonO' the country schools eight traveling libraries, containin()' 33()
volumes." Edward B. Rawson said:
We appropriate a small sum every year to the use of the library committee.
The committee fits out libraries of about fifty volumes each , boxes them up and
sends them off to the First-day schools expressing a desire for them. When these
First-day schools have read the books and gotten all they can out of them they are
sent on to some other First-day school. Each year we put a few moro book in
circulation.
'1

h , r port from Indiana lici ted from J ohn II.

hotwell:

That part of the r port that struck me most forcibly was the penny collection
for th• u.. of the library, enforcing the importance of giving to religion work:.

In th
d< Y . ·h

i ·cu. ion, "How hall w bett r qualif our lve. · for
It
hln ?" France I. Robin on aid:

ir t -

In d ~ining how we may better qualify ourselve for the work w mu~t fir-.
hnv di me nd definite idea of what we shall try to accompli h. The pr 1 1·
wor - f th Fir day school may be embraced under three heads:
T _gi ·ea. knowledge of the Bible, its contents it authoritath· ne-. . i
. Fi
rnt nt and 1 s rightful influenc .
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Second. To present and explain our principles and testimonies, the source from
which derived, the circumstances which gave them birth, their reasonableness and
sufficiency.
Third. To inspire devotion and conservation of life. To impress upon every
heart the necessity for working out its soul's salvation with fear and trembling
before God.

,vmiam W . Birdsall, indorsing Frances M. Robinson's presentation
of the subject and her plea for study of the Bible and books showing
the Friends' doctrines, would make her thiTd purpose of the school
first in orderThe one great purpose of the First-day school- to instill devotion and conservation of life, to teach the child its r elation to God and its duty toward God. And
as a means to that end, and not as a purpose in itself, to give to the child a knowledge of the Bible and its contents, its sources and its rightful influence.

BookR named by the last two quoted were: Summary of Chri. Lian
Doctrines as held by the Religious Society of Friends, by amuel I.
Janney; Religious Views of the Society of Friend , by Howard I.
Jenkins-both very small books; Quaker Strongholds, by aroline
tevens; Quaker Ideals, by Francis Frith.
John Wil1iam Graham spoke upon adult schools in En °'1an 1 of
interest here in the possibilities of their reproduction in the nit d
States. Ile said:
The English adult class is primarily a Bible class for workingmen, i.e. a mission
class held generally early on First-day morning, taught by somo man of good education c1,ncl standing, but self-governed and essentially cooperative or democratic
in its forms. There are also women's classes taught by women, and mixed lasse .
This bold and simple description is almost all that can be said to be univer ally
true about these schools, for variety is 0£ their essence, and elasticity is the only
rule of their practice. There is also only one marked characteristic of tho spirit
of them all, and that is brotherliness. .;.;. -::- .;c- There are many imperfect teachers, speaking intellectually, among us, but there is one invariable and nece sary
characteristic of the successful worker, and that is an easy manner, a ready handshake, and a friendly, affable way with you. * ,'<- ,~ Almost every additional
quality that we may possess comes in useful, for the schools hav developed in all
sorts of directions from the original Bible class. There are savings banks, libraries, sick funds, Saturday afternoon rambles, holidays away together in the summer, fishing clubs, football clubs, microscopic clubs. There are tea parties and
social evenings and debating societies. In some cases ther e aro prayer meetings,
mission meetings, and temperance meetings. There is everythjng that the cooperative spirit of man can devise for his comfort when once he gets into friendly
relations with his fe11ows. +:- * ·=+
Originally the movement, when begun fifty years ago, dealt with the most
degraded men who could be found. Reading and writing were the bribe held out
to those who would consent to come to the Scripturn lesson, but we have now had
in England nearly a generation of complete public schools, and reading and writing are dropped as no longer needed.
In my own class we do not confine ourselves to the Bible for subjects. We
utilize all that js excellent and of good report. There is nothing I am personally
so fonc1 of as going exegetically through an epistle of P aul. We once spent four
years over the life of Jesus. We treat all biblical mattera with the best lmowledge we can obtain from biblical critics. We have had lessons 011 Buddhism and
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Mohammedanism, on the lives of many great men, recently on Mazzini and John
Woolman, and on current moral ancl social questions. " -:1- .,.. I am accustomed
to give a lesson for half an hour to discussion, and lively times we have " ;, *
but evincing thought and interest, and capable after all contradictions of being
judiciously guided to an amicable settlement. -:, ·le -:<- We conclude with a
short devotional pause.

He stated that in Birmingham 10,000 men--1,000 in the Friend '
schools, from which the others have copied-gathered at from 7 to
8. 50 a. m. for their schools.
Other classes are quite different from my own. They are often extremely evangelical in tone, and inquiry is not tolerated out of the beaten track. In fact, every
teacher does what he thinks is right, and attracts his own sort of men.

In reply to a question whe.ther the :B~riends in England had Firstday schools among their own members, lVlr. Graham said:
We rely entirely upon home teaching for that.

We have none whatever.

At an evening meeting in the Friends' religious conference )Ir.
Graham spoke upon '' Three needs of t he church."
I. -x- * ·le The need of consecration to aggressive work. ,~- * -:;
II. '' * * The service of the ministry. ,:- ·:t ·:t
III. f; * * There is not enough living, modern knowledge of the Bible among
your ministry as it is. * * .,.
I therefore plead with you to read the Bible more and study it more. In England we Friends all read it twice a day in our families, and at our schools we
learn off quite a considerable fraction of the New Testament.

Ile commended the attention given to biblical study in the original
languages at Bryn l\fawr College (orthodox) and urged its adoption at
Swarthmore (Hicksite) as an aid to general biblical education and
influence upon J?irst-day schools.
The following are the statements of enrollment a reported at the
·wartlimore conferences:
Ffrst-day schools. Friends (Hicksite), 1890.
tate.

Schools.

Officers
and
cholar_.
teachers.

--------------------'------1- - - - - - - - 20
20
63

3
12
1

0

11

1

TCI

I

...

·-- .. -· - -- ... - ... -- - ····- ·- ......... ----- ··-- -·-- .......... - ··---

113

165

51-5

30

71

4
28
52

62?
1,2!J1
4,~
5.

ro

]:J)
2,j()

470

w.

2
3
3

113
107

151

',06
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The Universalist Register for 1896 gives, under each State, each
parish by name, showing the date of organization of the Sunday school
and its membership, with other items relating to the church. The
table below is made from the statistical recapitulation of the Register.
Siinday schools, Universalist, 1895.
States and Territories.

l Schools. Members.

North
Atlantic
Division:
~faine
___________________
New Hampshire_. _____ .
Vermont
Massachusetts _________
Rhode Island ___________
Conn cticut ______ --··-·
New
York----·-------New Jersey
____________
Pennsylvania ___________
South Atlantic Division:
:Maryland __ . ___ . ___ . ___ .
District of Columbia ___
Virginia ____ ·-·-- ·-----West Virginia _____ ·---North a-rolina _________
South Carolina ____ _____
Georgia ___ ______________
South Contral
ntucky Division:
______________
K

Tennessee-------------Alabama ______ ----·- --- .
Mississippi . ___________ .
Texas ·--- -- _____________
orth entral Division:
Ohio .......................................

83

28
39
110
9

14

96
5
27

6,114
1,571
2 536

rn:304
1,509
], 758
7,4B5
611
1,615

2
1
1
1
1
2
1

2i5
100
65
65
40

5-5
65

3
1
3
2
2

122

51

3,G46

70
123
70
50

States and '.rerritories.

Schools. Members.

North Central DivisionContinued:
Indiana. _________ _______
Illinois _________________

i\~~~t~in

===== ==:
Minnesota =..==~=:
-----------Iowa
Missouri
North Dakota _________
Nebraska ___________ ___
Kansas _________ _______ .
Western Division:
Colorado _______________
Idaho ________________ ___
Washington ____________
Oregon ________ --------California _____ -·· _______

29

50

22

H

0

15
6

l
4
7

1,535
3,821
1,548
1,014:
1,057
855
207
35
225

536

1
1
2
3

50
10
75
102
679

North Atlantic Di vision. __
South Atlantic Divii:don . ..
Son th Cent.ral Division ____
North Central Division ___
Western Divisien __________

411

39,508
665

208

15

14,509
016

to.tes ___

654

56,0'~

The

nitod
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'11 here are various denominations who e statements for

unday
schools have not been available. The Methodist Yearbook, 1896,
gives numbers for certain branches of the churches, without details.
Including these with those already named, the following table has
been made:
Sunclay school.,;; 1'epo1'ted by certain denorninations presumed to be indnded in the
International Sunday School Convention table, 1895.
Denomination.

:ifri1°f~ittni;:;:i~l l i il l il::;~;inili i:it

Schools.

II

Officers
and Scholars.
teachers.
162,298

1, 51>8,315
a682,580
71, 7
95,256
445,698

19,082
49,813
Fri nds:
48,374:
2,150
Orthodox b. _____ -----· --- - ... - - ----- ....... --··-· ---- .... ----·- ---672
8,796
Hick ite • _. ___________ · --- .. ---- - ----- - -----. ----- ------ ------ ___ ...
151
1,138
German Evangelical Synods of North Americac ------·--- ___________________ _
82,628
8,694
9,344
Holland Christian Reformed---------------··-----·---·--------------72
Methodist Episcopal ____________ - ----- - --· --- ------ ______ ______ ________
26,585 337,162 2,4.05, 975
Methodist Epu copal Routh __ ______ ------------________________________
13,694
813,5.55
99,144
African 1ethodist Episcopal Zion cl • ___ ·--- __________ •••••• ··-- ••• .••
2,175
108,820
13,145
a Members.
b Imperfect reports.
c Evangelischer Kalender, 1896 St. Loui , Mo.; also 18,000 in parochial schools.
d This and the following entries of Methodist connection are from the Methodist Yearbook,
1S03, as given, without detail. 'rhe figures for certain important branches are not given.
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Sunday schools reported by certain clenorninations, etc.-Continued.
Dimomination.

Schools.

Officers
and Scholars.
teachers.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - -- ! - - - - - - - -African Union Methodist Protestant . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . ..
Colored Methodist Episcopal Church in America ............ .. .. ....

350
4,007

900
7,098

1;:ift~{1tofil~is.i~~=======:
:=====:::== ========:::: :=:::: :::: :=:::: :::::: ······1,8#
94z' · · ···· ····
Methodist Protestant......... ... ... . . ... ..................... . . . ......
16,235
New Congregational Methodist·············-···-·--············......
Primitive Methodist ............ ....... --···-..........................

25

2, iiO
79, i6
1,200
32,552

105,3U
ll,i5!
18,31-!

108

i¥i;~~!~s
~~~~. .~~~~===:::::::==:::::=:::::::::::=::::: :::::: :=:=::::::
Presbyterian Church in the United States...........................

t
1,830

1H] 1M:~

Total, as thus r eport ed····- ····-...... .... ......................

103,785

956,142 8, i4i, :1

0

9!7. 413
Presbyterian Church in the United States of America..............
7,706 108, 711
46, 336
416, 2ti
Protestant EpiscopaL ...................•........................................
al13,7i!l
Reformed Church in America.........................................
763
170,428
Reformed Church in the United States...............................
1, 643 b 20,096
%3,•i.:2
United Brethr en in Christ .... -····-·····-- ...... --··-- .......... --····
3,519
34:, 826
66,l"
United Evangelical Church-· ·----·----- - -· · ··------····..............
690
8,758
Universalist ____ .... ··-- --·· ............ -··- .... __________ ........ . .....
654 ...... ... . c56,ru8

a T otal enrollment.
b Returns defective, some States and parts of States omitting this item.
c Members.

The totals in the above have very little value, from the want of
uniformity in the manner of reporting and from the omissions in the
reports.
INTERNATIONAL SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION.

The International Sunday School Convention includes in it tati, tics what are called Protestant and Evangelical schools.
lthough
certain denominations are strongly represented in the convention, it
would hardly be strictly correct to say that theJ were all officially
represented. It occurs that Sunday schools and local association of
unday chools send delegates to the international conv ntion, and
that the authorities of ome denominations so far follow th cl i ion
of tho convention as to use it Scripture election for le on , but
individual d nominat·
, or pecial interest within a nomination,
put forth their own le
help or comm nt , and man s hool~ arnl
ome denominations
small heed to he les on ch n
m, rked
out by the int rnational ommittee.
Th tati ti
r
put
·
ion ,
ar
b ~
(Y'.

T

•

•

in

•
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extended address, plead for more definite study of the Bible itself,
saying :
I don't think any teacher has the right to take before his Sunday school class a
"lesson help ' 1 of any shape or kind. I have been pained when during the past
winter I have visited many Sunday schools to see so many teachers standing with
the Bible shut and a lesson paper on the back of it, trying to teach the class. You
are thereby missing the prime object of the Sunday school, which is not to teach
the specific opinions stated in a Sunday school helper, but is to inspire the youth
with the profoundest reverence for the Word of God.
Another thing I have noticed. Apart from the use of helps in such classes, how
little effort was made, is being made, to memorize tho Word of God. -~ * -:,
Born an Episcopalian and bred an Episcopalian, from that I drift d into a Baptist Sunday school. I believe that my whole future was determined by that Sunday school. And why? First of all we were taught, and especially taught, to
memorize God's Word. You know that what comes to you in early life, almost
unconsciously, will color your actions afterwards. I studied, I memorized and
repeated, and I could repeat to-day the whole Gospel of St. John from the beginning to the end. I won a prize on the Psalms of David, and all the critics of the
world, somehow, can not convince me that David did not write the Psalms.

"\Vi.Hi.am Reynolds, field superintendent, outlined the work of the
int rnational organization, making the following s atements regarding
its work in this country:
The teaching of God's Word is left almost entirely to the Snnday school.
omparatively little is done in Chl'istian homes, and none in our public chools or
other secular educational institutions. If, therefore, the chHdren and youth of
this present generation are to be "roo~ed and groundetl" in God's Worl, it must
be in the Sabbath schools of our land. Hence the necessity of better schools, better facilities, better management, and better teaching. -x- -x- *
Factors in the improvement.-1. Perfected organization. In order that improved
methods may be made known to the schools and workers, it is necessary that a
complete chain of organization be maintained from the international committee
to the individual teacher. Therefore we have this international meeting every
three years, composed of delegates from each State. '' ,-+ -:c Once a year we
have the State -:t * -r.- convention, composed of delegates from each county in
the State or province. Next comes the county convention, composed of delegates
from each township or district in the county. And last we have the township convention, that embraces every Sunday school officer and teacher within its boundary. The township overlooks the work in its limits, tho county in its entirety,
and the State in its domain. The international organization is the watchtower,
from which we overlook the whole field.
2. ormal classes. A great advance has been made in the widespread establishment of normal classes for training and developing better teacher . No permanent
improvement can be made in our chools until our teaching reaches a higher standard and we copy more closely the one Model Teacher. Never man taught like
this Man. -x- * -x3. Cooperation of public educators. * * *
4. Young people's societies. * ·Y.- *
5. House-to-house vi itation. * -r.- *
6. Home-class department. -x- * * The advance along this line is most
encouraging. It is believed by many of the foremost Sabbath-school workers of
America to be the best thing adopted in Sabbath-school work since th.e international system of lessons was introduced twenty-four years ago. * -:-:- -:,
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7. Publications. Perhaps no factor has done more for our work along all line
than the development and increase of publications devoted exclusively to Sundayschool work. We refer with pride and gratitude to the two leading publications,
the Inte:rnational Evangel and the Sunday-School Times. ·* ·* *
I thought it might be of interest to give you the names of all the State * -:; *
Sunday-school papers, and also names of States -:; •:, •:<- in whose interest they
are published.
State * -: - +:• • Swiday-school pape1·s.-Arizona, the Independent; Connecticut,
Connecticut Sunday School Record; Florida and Georgia, the Southern Chautauqua Journal; Illinois, the Trumpet Call; Indiana, the Awakener; Iowa, Iowa
Sunday School Helper; Kansas, Kansas Sunday School Journal; Kentucky, Kentucky Sunday School Union; Maine, Sunday School Reporter; Maryland, the
Field Record; Massachusetts, Massachusetts Sunday School Record; Michigan,
Sunday School .Advance; Minnesota, Special Edition Evangel; Missouri, Special
Edition Evangel; New York, Sunday School at Work; New Jersey, New Jersey
Sunday School Messenger; North Dakota, Special Edition Evangel; Ohio, Ohio
Sunday School Worker; Oklahoma Territory, Oklahoma Sunday School Worker;
Oregon, Oregon Sunday School Tidings; Pennsylvania, the Sunday School Herald;
South Carolina, Sunday School Trumpet; South Dakota, Special Edition Evangel;
Tennessee, the Tennessee Sunday School Worker; Wisconsin, the Christian
Union. 1 ,t ,:- -xThe following States * * * are counted as" Banner States" ,<- ·* •:•-that
is, every county is organized anc1 holds a convention at least once a year:
Connecticut, New Jersey, Illinois, Missouri, •x- ·:t ·:t Massachusetts, Kansa ,
De!aware, New York, Vermont, Indiana, Rhode Island, Ohio, Maine, Maryland,
Iowa, New Hampshire.
The following States, ->c ,; -::• while not Banner States, are well organized,
and I prophesy will ere long be Banner States:
California, Louisiana, Alabama, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Georgia, Michigan, Mississippi, Oregon, Tennessee, Kentucky, J\finnesota, Montana, Pennsylvania.
The following are not organized: Alaska, Idaho, Nevada.
The other States have organizations more or less efficient. When we can lend
them more assi tance, they ~11 soon develop into well-organized States.
The States needing specfal help are Arkansas, Nevada, North Dakota, Virginia,
Wi con in, Colorado, New Mexico, South Dakota, Washington, Wyoming, Idaho,
North Carolina, Texas, West Virginia. * * ·*
The, tates that have made the greatest progress during the past three years are
Penn ylvania, in organization; Iowa, in ingathering; New York, in home cla
work. and Illinois and l\:!i souri in normal work. Oklahoma Territory bas a phenomenal increa. e owing to her peculiar conditions as a Territory.
The States * * ,:• employing paid worker are as follows:
Conu ticut employs 1 · Di trict of Columbia, 1; Florida, 2; lllinoi 6· Massachu,ett , 3: :m ouri. 2; Indiana, "; Iowa, 1; Kansas, 1; Kentucky 3 · Loui iana,
1; )Iain, 1; Maryland, 2; ebra ka 1· Oklahoma 1· Michigan 1·1 Minnesota 1·
w Hamp hire and V rmont l; ew Jersey, 2;' ~w York, 10; 0hio, 3· Pe~nsylvania. · : Rhode l land, 1; South Carolina, 1; Texa . 1. * * *
1

Thi · d · not include journal under denominational au pie , nor all private
pub icn · n · either "ith chief reference to le s n or for circulati n am ng childr n. .\. li.-t of children's papers is giv n under the subject of "Librarie ·· on a
I rp , .
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S. B. Capen, president of the convention, defined the work of the
Sunday school thus:
Let me say, first, that next to the home the Sunday school is the mightiest force
for righteousness in our land, because it is touching most effectively the young
life of the nation. * ·:t *
It has been said that the teachings of what was commonly called the "three R'sReading, 'Riting, 'Rithmetic-is not enough; there must be a fourth R, Righteous•
ness, '' and this is the special mission of the Sunday school.

II. M. Hamill, field worker, reported of work in the South. The
imperfection of records which he names is not peculiar to the South.
Ile said in the course of his report:
There are many signs of advance along the lines of the most approved and modern Sunday-school work. City Sunday-school unions are springing up in the
larger cities. -x- -x- * The best modern Sunday-school architecture is being introduced. Conveniently constructed and equipped Sunday-school buildings are taking the place of the old. f, -:f * Maps, blackboards, charts, the best appliances
and literature are in c1emand. The grading and classification of schools, their
better management, the training of teachers, are chief topics of the Southern
Sunday-school publications. +:· * *
The statisti.cal reports of the Southern Sunday-school work, I am sure, are
imp=rfect and incomplete. The fault is not with the workers, but with the condition of the work, which, with rare exeeptions, has not 1·eached that stage of
progress that secures full and complete statistical exhibits. There is such a large,
unorganized, and undrilled territory in the South that a just exhibit of its real
Sunday-school strength will for years to come be lacking. If the figures of the
denominational boards and secretaries could be secured, it would give a truer
statement than we now have from the meager returns of the State and county
officers. The r elative strength of the white and black Sunday-school enrollment
and of that larger element not counted of both whites and blacks is an unknown
quantity in most of tihe Southern States. I am sure that the present estimates do
not give justice to the r eal statistical status of the South. ·:<- ·:<- ,<The most serious problem of Southern Sunday-school work is the problem of the
blacks. How many millions of these are in or out of Sunday schools no man
knows, but in the answer to that question every man North and South is vitally
interested. The known conditions are ground for our most serious and anxious
thought. I do not believe that this problem, with all thn.t is involved in it, can be
clearly understood except by those whom it most immediately concerns and by
those who in the spirit ot Christ are looking upon it face to face. I believe that
the Southern people, especially the Southern white churches, have been misunder tood, and that there is a far kinder feeling between the two races and a
stronger desire to aid in the solution of the problem than is commonly supposed
to exist. I believe that there are many thousands in the South whose cradles,
like my own, were rocked by the hands of slaves who look upon the black man
with genuine sympathy and brotherly love and would gladly aid in any movement
that would open the doors of the gospel to him and his children. Already a strong
moYement on the part of the white churches of the South has begun, and is daily
gaining strength. But the harvest is great and the laborers far too few. The
white churches for most of the generation that has passed since the war have been
battling against tteir own poverty, and could not carry forward the great and
needed work among the blacks. The blacks are waiting to be led. One of the
pathetic sights of the Southland to me is the univer~a1 desire of the blacks to have
churches and Sunday schools for themselves and their little ones. After five
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-years of international service irr the South and a thorough acquaintance with the
white and black leaders, I am justified in saying that the white Christians are anxious to help in the evangelization of the negro.

B. F. Jacobs, as chairman of the executiye committee, said:
A .resolution was adopted expressing strong preference for one lesson only for
the whole school, with a suggestion to the lesson committee as to an optional
course for primary classes if the lesson committee decide to try the plan. .,. * ➔:
Field workers, missionaries, and secretaries are now employed in twenty-three
States and the District of Columbia. ,:- ,:- *
Confessedly, our greatest need to-day is qualified teachers of little children.
The kindergarten movement is gathering force and old methods of teaching are.
giving place to new. This must be true in Sunday-school work, and our primaryclass teachers are now the most importunate pleaders for he1p. In six States and
one province a qualified primary teacher is now employed as a State worker, and
primary unions are being formed in our cities and larger towns. In New Jersey
a ten days' institute for primary-class workers was attended by 175 persons, and
the plans for this year cover twenty days, and an attendance of 300 is expected.
The total number of primary unions reported is 102, as follows: In California, 1;
Colorado, 2; Connecticut, 2; District of Columbia, 1; Illinois, 2; Indiana, 1; Kentucky, 6; Maine, 3; Massachusetts, 24; Michigan, 1; Minnesota, 2; Missouri, 7; New
Jersey , 15; New York, 8; Ohio, 6; Oregon, 1; Pennsylvania, 16; South Carolina, 1;
Tennessee, 1; Wisconsin, 1, Wyoming, 1. * * ,f
The International Sunday-school lessons.-This convention has a most important
work to do. It will choose a new lesson committee who are ;to select the lessons
which are to be studied during the closing years of this century and the first five
years of the twentieth century. It is probable that changes will occur in the
committee, and it is almost certain that the plan will be continued. The agitation of the question and opposition to the plan has failed to remove it from the
place it has long occupied in the minds and h earts of Sunday-school worker .
Even the urgent demand upon the part of the few for a separate course for the
primary department has less support now than it had a year or two ago.

John Wanamaker made stmng claims for the preeminent offic of
the Sunday school:
The influence exercised by the Sunday school, where it has had proper development, has b een so beneficial and far-reaching that, over and above any other
religious agency, it is believed by many to come -the nearest to answering the
greatest need of the human race at the present hour. For the r eason, fir t, that
no other school exists which is conducted systematically and continuously for
teaching the one Book containing God's revelation of himself and the "rule for His
children ·s lives. Second, it is the only school organized to teach the· Bible at the
mo t teachable age; to inform the mind, influence the heart, and mold the life
in th highe t principle of unselfishne s and uprightness in the fear of God and
love for our fellow-men. * ·* ·*
, ince the uniform l esson were introduced, with the accompanying literature
npon l on and management tho past twenty years have r egi tered fifty year ·
gr , rth by the dvance that ha b en made in p rfecting the sy ~tem . {, * ,;
It i. n
fa or f hion, the plaything of unomploy cl laymen r the pa titn
of l i nr -1)1
wom n. It i not independent of bnt an approYe agency of th
nl nrch · an tioned by th highe t church cour and nn er th contro of
tor . Id r deacon , and ,e tries.
Teither i it. mere incident of
f n e ·
on the out kirts of cities wbcr th r i n chu ch an
rion inv :riabl prece
th e a Ii hm nt o.. th church.
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In the newer States of this country the Sunday school is frequently the pion er
of the settlement, the only social center in the township, the only public moral
center, providing the only library in the neighborhood, the only book center, the
only music center, the only post-office distributing generally any printed matter,
tho mother of the church. Few can ever know how large a part the little crossroads Sunday school had in allaying the discontents and loneliness of the first
homes of the early settlers. In the cities it must not be supposed that the excellent college settlement work of the present time is a new discovery. It is only the
old mission Sunday school under a new name. The old-time mission schools did
precisely the same kind of work throughout the week days as the college settlements, with the teaching of the Bible on Sundays in addition.

Rev. C. R. Blackall, a writer of Sunday-school lessons, said:
It must be admitted that the Sunday school has not kept up the standards of
pedagogics that are certainly essential to the best success. The work being voluntary, the teaching material in great part untrained and inefficient and the limitations and hindrances numerous, the results are not what they might be under
more favorable conditions.

'The report of the lesson committee, Warren Randolph, D. D., chairman, s11ows that-In 1872 began the system of uniform international lessons, arranged first in
courses requiring seven years and in 1893 to require six years. In 1893 there was
an emphatic expression of the convention for " one lesson for all." There had
never been a divided opinion in the lesson committee as to the wisdom of the plan
of uniformity adopted at the beginning, and they felt confirmed by the vote of the
convention; but in 1894, when that committee met, they were embarrassed by an
earnest appeal from influential workers for a separate course of lessons for primary classes. The committee still judging a uniform course best, was willing to
try to meet the wishes expressed, and prepared a special primary lesson list, which
they submitted for instructions. They also submitted the question of asp cial
t emperance lesson quarterly.

'rhe next two speakers condemned current methods, Mr. Patterson
Dubois saying that" the secular school is ahead" of the Sunday school
in it recognition of "the germinal fact of the child as the primary
principle," and Margaret C. Brown pleading for conformity in th
unclay schools to the principles of Froebel.
"\V. . Pearce said:
Threo of the greatest hindrances to Sunday-school management are: (1) Lack
of regular and punctual attendance; (2) lack of lesson preparation; (3) lack of
systematic giving.

chemiah Boynton, D. D., said:
The one thought which * * •:❖ I wish to lay upon your minds and hearts
here and now is this, that the essential of a Sunday-school teacher after all is
simply spiritual preparation. It is magnificent to have all the equipments with
which to do our Sunday-school work. * ¾, -::- It is splendid to be an accomplished student in the work of God, to understand all the niceties of that magnificent book, to see the continuity of history springing in Genesis ancl finding its
splendid culmination over in the Book of Revelation. But there is something
b tter than that. The teacher who has the equipment ancl the teacher who has
the knowledge, but who has not the spiritual preparation in his own life ancl the
spiritual aspiration in his own soul, will never lead the boys and girls very near to
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the beautiful gates, with all his magnificent equipment and with all his marvelous
erudition. Now, that is a thought of great comfort for those of us, who as Sundayschool teachers realize our defects and deficiencies as we come to our boys and
girls. It is a great comfort to us to understand that we can be great and towering
in our Christian success if only we will school and discipline and develop our own
lives according to the principles of the Gospel of Jesus Christ our Lord. For a
great Christian will be a great Sunday-school teacher, even though that Christian
be unable to read or to know the letters of the alphabet, because that Christian
will have the practical experience out of which to develop the souls put into his
care and keeping.

The following was among recommendations adopted, as was al o
the resolution succeeding :
That as the crying need of our Sunday schools is trained teachers we strongly
urge weekly meetings in each school for the study of the lesson; institutes for
groups of schools for the study of the Bible and of methods of instruction; that
in our colleges and seminaries special courses in Bible study and teacher training
be provided for the ministers and Christian workers of the church as vital to this
progress, and that we approve of the recognition of all graduates in a normal
course of study by the State and provincial associations. ;, ;:- -:;
R<'solved, That this_ convention reaffirms its belief in the uniform system of
international lessons as the best yet devised, and hereby pledges its loyal support.

The statements of speakers at the Boston convention r garding the
imperfection of records, for instance those of fr. Hamill, are to be
kept in mind in estimating the value of the tables. In this matter, as
in many others of public report, the original records are defectiv ,
and no compiler can bring together a series of ultimate accuracy,
since so much of the foundation is only estimate. In the statement
of attendance put forth by the association the individual respon ible
for each State report is named, and the dependence one ca,n place in
each ca e can be judged by those best acquainted with the condition
fa that ca e.
·with the limitations mentioned, the following table repre nt the
numerical strength of the Sunday school of Protestant E an()' lical
connection recognized by the International unclay chool Convention.1
1

See note at end of report on Sunday schools.

[Protestant Evangelical] Sunday Rchool statistics Jor the United States.
[Compiled for the Eighth International Convention, Boston, June 23-2G, 1896.

~~
t=1

I

Membership.
. .
States and Territories.

~
~

Sunday
schools.

-.
Afabam:it ------- ·····-·· ···.Alaska Te,-i-itory:j: -----···-·

Arizona 'l'erritory :j: ....... Arkansas:j: ______ ------ -----Californlat
olorado:j: _________________ _

ONNECTICUT*------- -----DEL.\WARE * -·-·· ------·--D1STRIC'l' OF COLUMBIA*--

}'loridn. * ___________________ _

id°J:!t~ !_::::~:::: =::::=::::

ILLINOIS * ____ -----· _______ _

Indian Territo,·y:j: _________ _

3,8.50

H
2

50

o.;o

1:s10
485

1,082

42'2
207
:?,400
u,889

100

7,810

387

INDIANA* _ ____ ________ -----·

5,300

IO-\VA ,, ---- ------ ------ -----Kansas
* ______ ______________ _
Kentucky ':' __ ·---------------

4,811

~:;~;~~:"_:::====:==========
l\fARYLAND'"' --------------1\fASSACilUSETTS* ____ ·-····

Michigan * _____ _____________ _
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* Acqurate reports mado by State or Terrii:ori~l association to the Ei,,.hth rnterna.ti<?na.1 Conventi(!n, Boston, Mass., ,Tune 23-26, 1896.
t Estimated reports made by State or Territorial association to the Eighth International Convention, Boston, Mass., June 23-26, 1896.
:j: Reports made to the Se,enth International Convention, st. Louis, Mo., August 81-September 2, 1893.
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ADDENDA-STATISTICAL.
• Acc.nrato roports mndo by Sta.to or Territorial association to tho Eighth International Convention, Boston, Masf'!., Jtmo 23-26, 1896.

t Estunn.tod reports mo.do by State or Territorial association to tho Eighth International Convention, Boston, Mass., June 23-26, 1896.

+Hoports mado to tho Soventh International Convention, St. Louis, Mo., August 31-Soptembcr 2, 1893.

.

XoTJ:.- Tbo roport of tho homo department is mostly estimated by W. A.Duncan.Ph. D., although it is believed by tho States ropor_ting that tho figures hero

J{l\'<'Jt 111·0

t:onsol'vntivo. Tho report of tho primary unions is compilod from tho report of tho secretary of tho International Primary Umon.
01·ganizod State~ and Torritot'ies p1•intod in Roman.

ORGANIZATION.

Unorl(t\nlzcd Statt'>I nnd Territories 11rintod in Italics.
HtntcK 1uttl 'l't•rrltorh!li ·where organlzntion is thorough printoc1 in R:lfALT, CAP!'..
Htnt,it11mcl •r1irrltorlct1 wlwr,, organlzntlon i'i goo111>rh1t1•d in fnll•fac•o Roman.
,toK a.nil 'l'urrltorlos wlluro or1nuil.mtion iH 1m1·til\l 11rluto<.1 in small Roman.

~
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The following table, giving the summaries of successive reports
from 1875 to 1896, inclusive, indicates the reported ·gains in t.hat.
period :
Sunday schools.

Statistics as presented to the International Simday School
Conventions.
Year.

1875 _ ---- ----- - ------ - --- _---- - ---- _----- ---- ---- ---·-·
1878 _. _-·-- ---- --- - ---- --- - -- -- - --- --- - - --- -- -- --- - --- 1881 _---- ---- ---- -- -- ---- - ----- •• ··-· ---- ---- ---- -----1884 _---- --·- ---- ---- -------- ···• ---- ••.. ---- ··-· •·•••·
1887 _.... ---- ---- ··-- -- -- ---- ·-· · ---- --- _---- ·--- .. ----

1890. -- ···- ---- ---- -·-- ---- ---- -- - _---- ---- ·-· - ·-·- ..•.
1 93 __ _---- ---- ------ -- - - -- ------ --- - -··· ·· ---- ··-- ·--·
1800 _---- ---- _--- ---- --- - - --- -- -· ·-- - __ ··-· · -·· ---- - ---

Sunday
schools.

Teachers.

Scholars.

6-i, 871

753,060

78,046

853,100
932,283
1,043,718
1,108,265
1,151,340
1,305,939
1,304,030

5,790,683

84,780
98,303
99,860
108,939
123, 173
132,607

(l,604,05-1:
(l, 20,835
7,66 ,833
8,W8,462
8,649,131
9,718,432
10,893,523

Total.
(l,i\13,74,3
7,3~7,15-i
7, 7T>3, 118
8, 1rn,351
9, 15!>, 7'!,7
!),800,471

ll,0.U,371
1'3,288,153

THE HOME DEPARTMENT, SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

It would not be safe to say that no Sunday schools return thoso in
tho home department in their general statistics of attendance, but it
is so far customary to report the home department separately that it
represents a large addition to the work done in the Sum.fay-school
rooms.
The home work is reported to be especially important in its re ults
in the South, opening up an additional opportunity for education and
developing family influences in a rapidly increa ing degre . In
recent addresses, Rev. L. B. Maxwell, agent of the International
Association for work among the negroes, has pointed out that when
adults have pledged themselves to study the lesson for at least thirty
minutes each week their interest leads them to spend more time, and
that where the parents interested can not read they have their children read to them, so that whole families study together, the children
meantime gaining in general training. The system of visitors also
develops social life in a wholesome way, so that there is a building
up of higher civilization. This forms one of the bright spots in a
work that in the nation at large is open to much critici m .
The metho<J. of management and the enrollment are tak n from th
report made by W . A. Duncan, Ph.D., at the Eighth International
Sunday chool Convention (189G), as follow :
JJ:Iethods and organization.-The method of operation is that of the University
Extension movement and the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle, for iu
both of these credit is given for work done away from college or schoolroom,
whether it be accomplished by individuals or in class work. One of the fir.:1t
things to do is to look over your church r oll and mark every person who does not
attend your Bible school. Then take the list of scholars ancl see how many of
their parents are not members of the church or of the school. Then make a completa canvass of the whole parish, neighborhood, or town, especially of the children of school age, between 5 and 21, first urging every one as you make the canvass
to attend the main school. Then revise and combine these lists into one, and this
will be your field for introducing the study of the Bible into the home. After yo-:.1
have made out this list call together those you think will be interested in estab-
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lishing a home department. Then select ten or twenty active workers, call them
together in your study and talk the matter over, and show them the number of
persons who are not studying the Bible. Say to one, for example, "Here are ten
people living in your neighborhood. Will you take care of them?'' She agrees
to do so, and you assign another ten to a second worker, and another to a third,
and so on, until you have portioned out the one hundred and fifty or more people
who are not studying the Bible systematically. You call these fifteen or twenty
people your visitors. These visitors go to the people with a pledge card, on which
is printed: "I promise to study the regular Sunday-school lesson half an hour
each week." These cards are signed, and the names are enrolled as member of
your school, each visitor and her students constituting a class. You may use the
card or not; you may send these. visitors out to explain the system by word of
mouth, or you may have a little circular printed. After securing the members
send for your extra Sunday-school quarterlies, then call your visitors together
and divide the quarterlies among them, giving in connection with each a record
card or envelope on which every student can keep the record of lesson study and
contributions for three months.
The vjsitors go out with these quarterlies and record cards about the 25th of
December, leaving them in the various homes. Then about the 25th of March
they go out again and gather up the record cards, leaving new quarterlies and
cards, speaking a word of encouragement, and seeking to remove any hindrances
or difficulties that may exist. These records are brought back to the secretary of
your Sunday school and he enters them in the secretary's book.
The home department should not be made a separate organization, but hould
be considered as holding the same relation to the Sunday school as the primary or
intermediate departments. At the end of the next quarter do the same thing.
Some will fall out, others will join; but persist in the work. Let the pastor preach
a sermon on the subject; use your library; let the department be recognized in
your prayer meeting; let it bean essential part of your work; persist in it and you
will find that the results will pay. -i<· * .,.
SUMMARY OF REPORTS.

Sunday school liome departments in the United States.

~f;{s~

States and Territories.
Tew York ............... -·····-····· ...... . .

~~~~t~seifs:

===== -======
===== =
::::::.
Tew Hamp hire=.....
..........
..======
... .......
Di trict of Columbia. .......... . .. . .. ...... . .
Connecticut.-·····- ........................ .
ewJcrscy .. ... ... ····-·· ··· .... : ... ...... . .
Ohio . ......• •····-····-·······················

fli~'.~~~{

=:: ::::

==::::.· ::::::=::: == :: :::: =::::
Illinoi ......................•. . .. ... .........
P nnsyh-ania ......... . .... ............ .•....
Kentucky ........ -····· ..................... .

'.i\t;i;;:~~~i~~~~~~)~~~~~~~~ ~~:: : : : : :

Visitors.
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bers.

1,010
4-,500
30,100
2,000
50
200
],000
8,000
50
2.50
2,~
13
50
256 ••··•••••• ••••••••. •

200 ............•.......
200 . ..... ·-· · . ....•... .

200

(lil counti

)

~ :::::::::t::::::::
gg ... ~~.~.:~=~..~~···
50 .•... ... ..•..•.•....
50 .........• ···· ·· ·-··
50 .......... ·······-··
50 ......••............

50 ......•••••.......•.

~li};it~.ii JtUii\;;:\:=:;;)=;;

50 •...••.... •···•• ..•.
fj()

•••••••••• ••••••••••

50 •....•...•...•.....•
GO ·-········ -·········
100 .•.............•.•..

Total.
34, 00G
2,000
9,000
2 250
'550
6,411
8,000
8,000
8,000
5,
5,

a,

2.
2,
2,500
2,500
2,500
2,

2,r.:
2,
2,
2.
2.
!.

Remark..
Reported.

Do.
Estimated.
Do.
D o.
Do.
Do.
D o.
R port d.
E timated.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

D.
D.

D.
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HEBREW SABBATH SCHOOLS.

No matter what may be one's personal religious views, he can not
properly study the full subject of Sunday schools if he does not examine them on the broad basis of their community of avowed religious
purpose. Every organization based on religious convictions must
_maintain itself in accord with mental and moral laws. ·whatever
differences of private opinion may exist, every successful teacher
must have a quality or a method that has some interest to other persons intere ted in education. This will require the study of schools
not included in the statistics of the International Sunday School
Association,. namely, those of the Roman Catholics, the Unitarians,
the Latter Day Saints, all accepting the same Bible as a sacred book;
those of the Hebrews, who accept the Old Testament only, and those
of some minor bodies, not at this date available, whenever their conditions are evident.
The reports of Hebrew abbath schools may be studied to great
advantage, especially if one will observe how far they would apply
were the word" Hebrew" dropped and the name of any other group
that uses the Hebrew scriptures substituted.
The information as to Hebrew Sabbath chool in this country has
been partly obtained through the courte. y of Dr. David Philip on,
pr ·ident of the-Hebrew abbath School Union of America. Returns
are not regarded as complete, many schools failing to reply when
the figures were collected, which was in 1 9. '.rhe publi hed report
of the nion of American Hebrew Congregations have been freely
utilized.
The chool have sessions on Sunday morning from 9 o'clock to 11
or 11.30. Some have an additional session on · aturday from fl to 10
a. m. The rabbi is the superintendent. Where there is no rabbi, as
i the case in some very small congregations, a layman has charge
of the school. In quite a number of congregations there ar what are
known a po t-communion classe , con i ting of the young people who
hav b en confirmed, usually under the per onal charg of the rabbi.
It i no ea y to mak an accurat tat ment r gardinO' th J w in
tbi country. There are many Jews not identified with any conO'regation. Each congregation i a voluntary a o ia ion O'OV rned by its
own rules and responsible to no other except through its own pledges.
In 1872 Jew at Cincinnati made an effort "with a view to form a
union of congregation , the obj ct of which honld be: Fir t, to tabli ha Jewi h heological faculty·
cond, to publi h proper books for
our ► ' abbath , chool ; third, to adopt a code of laws de:finino- Judaism."
Th f llowing wa publi, heel under date of May 18, 1873, in the J wish
pap r of incinnati:
Owing to the difficulty experienced in obtaining the names of the numerous
congregations in the W st and South, the committee has been unable to address
the call to all whom it was desired to reach. \Ve therefore republish it, and trui""
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that each Jewish congregation, from the Alleghanies to the Pacific and from the
Lakes to the Gulf, will consider the call hereunto annexed as if directed to it elf,
ancl all those who have not done so will respond by electing delegates in accordance therewith at as early a day as possible.

The committee charged with the call had been able to obtain the
address and location of about one hundred congregations. Out of
this movement grew the Union of American Hebrew Congregation ;
the organization of the Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati, Ohio,
em bracing three departments, viz, preparatory, Hebrew classical, and.
Rabbinical; and the Hebrew Sabbath School Union. To enter the
schools preparatory to the college, one must be a student or graduate
of a high school or college; for the Hebrew classical, the candidate
must be a graduate of the preparatory or a student of a high school
or college, and in the rabbinical department the candidate mu.st be a
gratluate of the Hebrew classical and of a university or college. The
graduates of the last department receive the degree of doctor of diYinity as qualified for the ministry. Prizes were offered for the be t
biblical history, the best post-biblical history, and the best catechism
to make the Sabbath school work more efficient.
The scope of the organization was extended by a resolution to
"invite every Hebrew congregation in the United States and it Territories to join the union." So much was initiated before 1 75. .1.. t
the meeting of 1875 the president of the council delivered an addre ,
in which he said:
The fundamental cause of all misfortune, be it individual, in the family, the
State, or the nation, can be directly traced to disregard of the ten commandments. The ten commandments are to human affairs what dew, rain and ·unshine are to the vegetable kingdom. * -:~ "
There are signs '' •:< -:1- that Israel is growing careless of its r eligion. 'Ihe
young men are not joining the congregations. Perhaps it i5 because the old ar
beginnin~ to disregard the Sabbath as a day of rest, as a day devoted to God :!Dd
the family, divinely given for mental elevation and advancement.

Thi second council ini iated a supply of a tr
Scripture , the 01 l T tament of the 'hri ti
old at a low uniform price in all congregati
known a L er' Bi , from I aac L eser,
At tho third couu
(J 7G) ho -B iblical
D ut ·ch, of Hartford onn., was recomm n
·
· <l. A book written .in tl
1
be t .·t-book for po i
en for den nt rricht in <l
, b re ·iat <.1

tion of the H clJr •w
that th · might 1J
hi tran latiou i
nslator.
· of R -v. D. T.
o b
exi ·tin!?
er

wa.

ely.
ht .

I ·s t he primary object of the nion of American Hebrew 'on zreo-ation o
tablLh. u tain. :u l
nhJi h a II br w theolo ical in titnt ; -::- ' "" to
a • at of learning for Je"i h r eligion and literntur ; to provi le for an
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advance the standard of Sabbath schools for the instruction of the young in
Israel's religion and history and the Hebrew language; to aid and encourage
young congregations; -x- -::- "I.· to provide, sustain, and manage such other institutions which the common welfare and progress of Judaism shall require-without, however, interfering in any manner whatsoever with the affairs and
management of any congregation.

In 1878 a prize was offered for the best hymn book for Sabbath
schools.
As the culmination of an effort pursued during the previous two
years to collect statistics, the report of 1878 shows 223 congregation ,
12,030 members (heads of families, apparently), and 12,674 scholars
receiving religious instruction under 652 teachers. 'rhe numb r of
Jews residing in the United States so far as heard from reach d
227,528, and it was estimated that 250,000 would include the whole
Jewish population.
There had been an organization known as the Board of Delegates
of American Israelites. A noteworthy incident of the sixth council
of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations (1879) was the merO'ing of the board of delegates in the union and the presentation of a
statistical report whose summary varied little from that of the pr Yious year. The fo1lowing extracts are from the proceedings of this
(sixth) council:
Tuition in the Hebrew Union College is free to all, without religious test and
without regfotering f'ees. The hours of tuition are from 4 to 6 p. m. daily, which
will not interfere with the secular studies, they being from 8 a. m. until !3 p. m.
daily. "* ·» -xThe branches of study comprise(1) The Bible in the original; the Targumim, and the most important commentaries.
(2) Tradition: (a) The Talmud; (b) Midrash; (c) Casuistic literature.
(3) History of Israel, its doctrines and customs.
(4) Jewish religious philosophy.
(5) Homiletics: Instruction in the conduct of public divine services.
(6) Hebrew and Aramaic grammar.
(7) German language and literature, in case the students have not the requisite
facilities to pursue this part of their studies elsewhere.
(8) Art of teaching (pedagogics), with especial 1·eference to the congregational
schools for religious instn1ction.
NOTE.-The study of the secular branches shall be regulated by the faculty in
accordance with the local school systems and opportunities. -:, -:; -::The fifth year is intended for such students as shall have previously completed
their course of study at one of the colleges or universities of the country, and
thus shall be able to devote their whole time to the studies in the Rabbinical College. The hours of instruction shall be thirty a week.

In 1 77 the Emanu-El Preparatory chool of the Theological Seminary was organized in New York City. In 1879 there were three
cla ses-6, 20, and 9 member , respectively; the se. sions were unday
morning , 10 to 12; Wednesday afternoon, 4 to G; Saturday afternoon,
3 to 5. Tuition free to all wishing to attend.
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In 1885 a circular was issued to each Jewish ministerwhose addre s
was attainable covering the inquiryWhat measures seem to you practicable to assure to the rising generation of
Jews such Jewish teaching as will more surely tend to create in them an active
interest in Jewish affairs and an earnest participation in the intellectual and
moral life of the Jewish community.

The r eplies deserve study for their treatment of general principles
as well as for the information they contain as to the special condition
and needs of Jews. Only exceedingly abbreviated citations can be
given here. D1~. Solomon Eppinger, Cincinnati, lamentsThat in this country not only most of the youth, but a great portion of the older
Jews, do not care much about Judaism and Jewish affairs.

As causes "of this unhealthy _condition" he notes the freedom
which many Jewish immigrants assume to extend to religion, onlJ
desiring to make money and be buried in a Jewish burying place; the
clinging to ceremonies by certain others without conception of ther al
object of religion; the disposition of some to avoid being known a
Jews for social or commercial reasons.
The consequence of all this is that in the families of such so-called Jews every
trace of Judaism is avoided and the children grow up without any education in
religion; and even if such children should be sent to a Jewish Sabbath school,
what support would the teaching of the school find in the family? And yet in
regard to the teaching of religion, as in many other matters, the house is the principal place where the culture of the heart begins and must be mainly sustained.

Rev. I. Epstein, St. Louis, writes in a degree like Dr. Eppina r:
1. It is, I think, generally conceded that the religious t-raining the child receiv s

in early years at home is the basis of all subsequent improvement by teacher of
the Sabbath school, self-instruction, and intercourse with the companions in later
years. -,:- -::- ·* The mothers in Israel must be awakened to a sense of re pon ibility in order that they may see the necessity of reestablishing a trueJewi h home
by their own pious example, observance of Sabbath and holy days, prayer , etc.,
but, above all by in tilling into the tender hearts of their dear children the principles of truth virtue, and morality.
2. The t eacher employed at our Sabbath schools must be in every r esp ct both
intellectually and morally, competent to teach the Jewish religion.
* *
3. There must be m or e tim given to the religious ducation of the Jewi ·h
youth. An hour on Sabbath morning and two hours on Sunday will not uffice to
teach H brew, catechism and biblical or post-biblical history.
u
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This condition of affairs, however, was not brought about by the rising generation, but by the raising generation. * -:, ·*
Let the old folks manifest actually their thoughts of God and their religious
feeling by those forms adopted by modern reform, and the young folks will emulatively follow in their wake. Let the raising generation pray and worship God
in the vernacular of the country, reverently; * .❖, * let them keep holy the Sabbath day and go into the house of God, father and mother, and take their children by the hand as they do when they go into places of amuseT11.ent; let them
begin to train their children in Israel's pure religion. * -::• ·:<· Let the ministers
preach not only rational and philosophical, but preeminently Scriptural sermons,
and let the Sabbath schools be conducted so as to impress more their heart than
their brain.

Rev. Henry Iliowizi, Minneapolis, Minn., convinced "that the
plague of American Israel is jgnorance, or, at best, half knowledge,"
favors, fir~t, "a more thorough instruction in Jewish history; " second, "a rational interpretation of the miraculous events in our Scriptures," and "a good J e'Y'ish weekly or monthly for the young."
early all the respondents lay emphasis on home training as fundamental, but Jacobs Jacobson, of Atlanta, Ga., says:
Wherever our youth are lax: in their participation in religious affairs, I think
the rabbis first and the parents next are to be blamed.

Rev.

. fannheimer, Cincinnati, Ohio, mentions two thing as-

essential to revive and reawaken the spirit that animated the generation of the
past. A synod (or call it conference, convention) must establish a common platform for American J-qdaism. "'· * -:~
The second e~sential point _is the celebration of the weekly Sabbath. ,; * *
All our measures to arouse the spirit of the young generation are in vain if we
show them by our example that lucre and gain have more power over us than the
dictates of our religion. What beneficent results can we expect from the teachings
of the school and the pupil if they are at variance with the practices of life.

The ne~ t quotation, from the same speaker, is to be interpreted as
summing up a statement, including a condemnation of whimsical,
capricious, and · ensational aberrations in the pulpits, for which he
blames such congregations as allow and encourage them:
Uniformity of divine service, in which, like in former times, old and young
must take an active pa.rt, and a more general observance of the Sabbath. These
are, according to my humble opinion , the two essential r quisites for the maintenance of Judaism. Without these two mainstays, all oth r devices and mea urea
will only be palliatives that may for a while mitigate the evil, but vlill not cure it.

Rev. D ·. Ies ing, Indianapoli , Ind., ay :
The cause of the decline of religion sentiment among our rising youth is to be
trace i mainly to the want of religiou practices in our home . The utter neglect
of our modern Jewish parents to heed that admonition of the wise King (Proverbs
xxii, 6), ,:• -:, * ' Train up the lad in accordance with his course; even when
he groweth olcl will he not depart from it, ' eems to me to be the root of this great
evil. There may hardly be 10 per cent of J ewish family circles where a woru. of
prayer is yet hP-ard or a religious ceremony yet practiced. The synagogue and
abba1 '1. school can only cooperate with home religious influence and example.
As long as our home life remains void of the e, I can see no remedy against and
no hindrance for the further decline of religious sentiment among our rising
youths.
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Rev. Dr. M. lHielziner, Cincinnati, Ohio, says:
The principal agents for such training and education are:
(1) The parental home.
(2) The Sabbath school.
(3) The synagogue or temple.

Dl'. Mielziner's reply occupies 4 octavo pages, but at the risk of
inadequate expression of his suggestions, the extracts must be only
those which most relate directly to Sunday-school work, or to the
training of the you.th. He says:
In the first place, I have to point to home training. " -::- -::- In doing away
with obsolete forms and ceremonials of domestic life, many parents have, at t he
rnme time, banished from thei! homes every religious practice, every prayer and
devotion. The children grow up without their hearts and minds ever being
touched by religious thought and feeling, and without seeing and hearing anything that reminds them of their allegiance to God ancl Israel.
The few weekly hours which such children later spend in the Sabbath school
can not make up for the neglect of their religious home training. ;:- •::- -::·
Regarding our Sabbath schools, I beg leave to notice that many of them labvr
under the great disadvantage of having no teachers thoroughly prepared. ,:· ~:- -::Anothe1· defect connected with our Sabbath schools is the early age at which the
children are considered absolved from the obligation of attending such schools.
After having gone through the solemn and highly important act of confirmation
at the average age of 13 to 14, they quit the Sabbath school, and with it all further
religious instruction. The religious knowledge which they acquired is, even in
the best case, elementary only. +:· -::- ,:• The divine service is either entirely n eglected by them, as their parents fail to show them a good example, or if they d o
attend they remain but passive lookers on, as our mode of worship fails to invite
their participation in congregational song and devotion, and their intellect is not
yet ripe enough to be interested in and benefited by tho lectures from the pulpit .

Dr. JHielziner would organize normal cla ses to prepar teachers for
higher branches of religious instruction, especially Engli h 13ibl r ading with o~ planations antl po t-biblical hi tor r, For tho c abo,T iyears of ago he would extend he organization antl ducational -worlof young men's Hebrew associations and incr a the publi ation f
the tr asures of Jewish literatur in Engli h in agreeable form.
Rev. Dr. Samuel IIfrsch, Philad lphia, Pa., f el "deeply aO'rrri v d
at th "·ording of the circular whi h pcrtainc l to 'the ri ing O'Cn r~tion of Jew , 'and ay :
A long a it i proclaimed religion i for other , for the ri ing o-e:ueration I ee
no hope. Th ri ing g neration imagin s it elf as wis , if not wi r than th
grown-up P ople, and if grown-up p eopl do not ueecl J>iritnal fool, should t hey
need it?

th
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(2) The ind1,ction and application of a positive religion.
(3) The reorganization of worship upon a more distinctly Jewish basis.
(4) By making the Sabbath school the most important organization in the country, instead of the siindenbock 1 to be kicked by everybody.

Rev. D. H. Zirndorf speaks of the work of the home and the exemplary lives of adults. Of the principal chawbacks to the Sabbath
school, he says:
(a) They are only Sabbath and Sunday schools, with other words, the insufficiency of the time; (b) their half-ancl-half character, hemming them in between
day school and domestic dolce far niente, between a Christian Bible class and a
laborious Jewish training class; ( c) the com parati ve insufficiency of the text-books;
(d) tho inadequateness of the teaching staff, composed in smaller congregations
especially, but as it happens in larger towns likewi~, mostly from volunteers, not
less well intended than they are ignorant and unsystematic. It speaks for itself
that the standard of Jewish knowledge becomes daily more and more lowered;
(e) the want of a discipline ably sustained and enforced; (j) the inadequate action
or inactivity (as it may be) of administrative boards and the oratorical posing of
the usual spokesmen of each respective congregation.
To remedy these evils is at present almost impossible. I offer the following
sugge3tions for consideration: (a) It is chimerical to think of a uniform teaching
method.; (b) the publication of good text-books is to be cncouragB.i by prizes; (c)
poor r congregations should receive :financial aid from the union; (d) school
libraries should be established; (e) the scanty time should not be squandered
away by too much singing exercise or r ecitation of poems; (f) professional and
salaried teachers should, wherever feasible, be appointed.

In 188G a Sabbath school convention in incinnati formed a II br w
Sabbath School Union with a constitution covering th followin<Y
article (VII) :
SECTIO • 1. The executive committeo shall prepare plans to carry into effect the
unification of the work of the Hebrew Sabbath schools as specified fa the foJlowjng
sections:
(a) Instruction in the principles, doctrines, and precepts of Judaism.
(b) Instruction in reading of the Bible in the vernacular.
(c) Instruction in the Hebrew language at least to the extent of understanding
the Hebrew prayers and appropriate portions of tho Bible.
( d) Instruction in Jewish history covering the biblical ancl post-biblical period~.
(e) Instruction in music, with a view to prepare chHdren to participate in tbe
service.
SEC. 2. In addition to the foregoing, which shall constitute a six years' course,
including a one years course for confirmation, the executivEI committee shall al o
provide for a two years' course of instruction for a post-oonfirmation class and a
complete course of study for normal classes, so as to educate advanced pupils to
become teachers, and likewise to enable persons remote from congregations to prepare themselves to organize and conduct religiou classes with the aid of the lessons supplied by this course.
SEC. 3. The executive committee sha.11 provide at intervals for the publication
of pamphlets containing graded lessons to be faught in said schools, such le sons
to include brief texts with explanatory notes. They shall also provicle for the
publication of the various books of the Bible, with commentaries, also for a juv nile Jewish literature of books, compiled from the rabbinical writings, or in which
works of later Jewish authors are utilized.
1

Scapegoat.-J. H.B.
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SEC. 4. The executive committee shall furnish free to each Sabbath school copies
of its publications, and each pupil in every Sabbath school shall receive free one
copy of each pamphlet published hv the union.

':rhere is some overlapping in a list of subjects taught in the Ilebrew
Sabbath schools, but it seems unavoidable, as the Bible of one school
may or may not be parallel with the Proverbs, the Psalms, or the
Pentateuch of another, and the history of one may or may not include
the biblical history of another. 1 .
rrhe American Bible Society publishes an edition of the Old Te tament without chapter headings, which is in use by many Jews. They
object to the headings in ordinary copies of King James's version a
without due authority an.d sometimes erroneous. The King Jame
translation is not fully satisfactory to them; hence the preparation of
the Leeser Bible, ailready mentioned.
The best accessible notice of a current Hebrew Sunday school i
that of lVIr. A. Caswell Ellis,2 who visited a Hebrew reformed school
at the Temple Emanuel on Fifth avenue, New York. Ile doe not
give its size. . He says:
This school meets every Sunday morning, but follows completely the principles
and methods of the public schools. Children must get permission from the educational committee of the church in order to enter the school. They all meet
together in a large hall for the opening exercises of devotion, and then the school
1 The following statement of subjects taught, books used, with authors and translators, is condensed from the statistical report published by the Union of American Hebrew Cong;regations in 1889:

Subjects ancl books, Hebrew Sabbath schools, 1889.
Subject.

Books and authors or translators.

Bible-·---------------------- Mendes, A. D. Moses, Leeser.
Bible questions.
Biblical ethk .
Biblical hi tory ____________ _ Deut ch, Hecht, Katzenberg, Mendes.
Catechism _________________ _ Jacobs, Katzenberg, I. Leeser, Loeb, Mendes, Moc , Nathan Pike
zold.
Child's Bib}o ____ __ ------ ---- fendes.
Chronological tab!e ______ _ Kohler.
Ethic11 __________ ____________ _ Moses.
Hebrew ________________ - ---- Primer, .A.ufrecht, Sonn, Union; Reader, Union, Felstentahl, Mannheimer tein; Grammar, Mannheimer.
Hi tory _______________ __ ___ _ Adl
r, Deutsch, Hecht, Katzenberg, Katzenstein, Pinnock.
Hecht.

fll::r.':n-===-==== ::_·:==:::==~

.:\!orals.
u. ic.

Wise .

Pentateuch.
Po. ·t-biblical
hi tory ______
Prov
rl .· ____________
____ . _____ E. H cht, ::Uagnus.
Moe.

~:r~trion-~~~~·
---- ___________ _
____________ _______ _ Mielziner.
Reli

.·~ri1?tnrcqu
,mgmg.

J~~~ih.Hcbr w Faith, Jacob's Path or Tru h .._Tathan' R
tions _______ _ Pike.
ed:

d to
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divides into five grades, each grade going into an entirely separate room. There
are only these five regular classes in the school, each studying one of the five
grades of Katzenberg's Biblical history. There is also opportunity to study postbiblical history, by Hecht. 1 In these large classes the teacher is seated at his desk
on n. platform at one end of ·the room, and conducts the recitation just as do the
teachers in the- graded schools. The pupils are marked, and are promoted from
one section to another as they would be in public schools.

The following table of enrollment is prepared from the latest available official statement of Hebrew Sabbath schools:
Hebrew Sabbath schools 1 1889.
Children enrolled.
State.

Schools.

Total.

Boys.

- - -- -- - - - - - - --,----- - - - -

Girls. Total.

Teachers.
Paid.

v

1
t~e~~-

-- -- - ----

RO){AN CATHOLIC SU. DAY SCHOOLS.

In it. plan. for th education of youth the Roman
ps it
unday-school work under ecclesia tical . up r
<lirection. The celebration of the ma · i. in many in tan
paratory ervice for the unday hool, and often include
i ion of th
riptural le son of th day. The chur h ha a, numb r
of broth rhoods and isterhoo i d voted to teaching, for whi ·h the
member ar carefully train d, and h r are ummer prof . ional
chool which even experienc d teacher attend annually. In he
best school. the organizat ion has a hiO'h degree of reo-ularity and <lefinit ne .
ome prie , cho en for hi :fitne s, has the respon sible
.·up rv1 10n. In tructor ar utilized as far a practicable from the
t a bing order , and nough are a . igned to give, in g n ral, one
t a h rt very . e en or eight pupil . The gradation in th · ·hoo1

-k

1

Mi printed" Hiscru;t " in the magazine quoted. Letter from Mr. Ellis. - J. H.B.
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is more or less formal, according to circumstances, ranging from the
youngest class in a catechism of elementary faith and duty to adult
with text-books in Bible or church history. There is a great variety
of catechisms, and there are several authors whose works are used ii
the study of Bible and church history, prepared or approYecl l>y
bishops or higher authority in the dioceses intereste<l. 1
The following course of religious instruction for the children in a
prominent church 2 is illustrative:
Text-books.-The Baltimore. Council Catechisms, Nos. 1, 2; Deharbe's Cate•
chisms~ complete, No. 2; Gilmour's Bible History, Murphy's Bible and Church
History, Noethen's Church History, The Bible.
liom·s of instruction.-A daily recitation of lesson in school; instructions on U:c
gospels at the 9 o'clock mass, Sunday morning; Sunday school for one hour hum ·
dfately following D o'clock mass; special instruction, 0 to 10 a. m., Saturday morning, for children who do not attend Catholic schools.
For three months of the year instructions are given to first communicants.
The children in the church schools receive a "lecture ., once a week in Christian
doctrine.

The Catholic yearbooks do not give the statistics of Sunday school.,
though they show nearly 800,000 pupils under daily religious instruction in 3,361 parishes at parochial schools. There is no estimat of
the number in the Catholic Sunday schools that has more than a suggestive value. A general idea of their strength in any State may 1
based upon the return of communicants at the last census under th
uncertain presumption that the number in Sunday school equals onefourth the number of communicant . This number, as r urned i.1
the census of 1800, is given below as a guide to any one for a relati\·
distribution of Sunday-school membership by tate .
R01nan

Catholic communicants

'tatcs and T rrih,ri s.

... -orth Atlantic division:
l\Iain .......................... .
... Tew Hampshire ............... .
Vermont . ......... .. · -···· ..... .
Ma. achusetts ............••....
Rhode I. land ..................•
Conn ctir.ut .•....••.••••.••••...
Tc,v York ..................•..•.
Ne ·,T r. ey •....................
P nnsylvnnia ................. .•
S
din. ion:

--- - ----- - - --·- .. ----olum hi •...........

ia --···· --···· ••..••
inn ..... ........... .
11

··--·-·····-·····

Communi·
ca;it or
members .

ofj~

11, 'ii6
141, 4JIJ
3i, !;!)3
12, 3;·
1.;, 6;:i,3

".

1
1

unt of a. large
l1i in th P
hington, D.
1

, , outh Central divi ion:
Kentucky ..................... .

, {120 /

1.52, !Jt5
1, 15-3, 130
2"22, 274 /
551,577

members, 1890.

States rmd Territorie.,.

I

5i,548

01·

Tennc

o ••..•• _...•• - .•.•..•••

fo::ia{~Et::: :::::::::.:::::::::

TexaE •.........................
Arkan~i ........... _..... _.... .
klahoma .....•..............•.
Indian T rritory ...•..........
.1.Torth antral divi! ion:
hio • . •...... •...••.. ...•.......
•••.•...• ·-··. ·•·•· -···
••••••• -···· •••• ·-····

••••••••••• -·· ••• -···.
•••••••••••• ····-·····

.. ------ -·---- ---- ----

.................. ---- ---- ----

............... -·····

Communi•
cant r
memLcr:,.
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Ronian Catholic commiinicants or rnembers, 1890-Continued.
State-, and Territories.
North Central division-Cont'd.
South Dakota .....•..........•. _
Nebraska--- - ··-- ........•......
Kansas . ..... ...•..........•.....
We:;;tern division:
Montana ........... -----·-----· -

. ~1i1~~~~
=======~~:
==~~==::::::=
New Mexico
.•.. _________
______ _
Arizona. _____ ---·- --- --·- --- ·-- Utah · --···---·······-·-····-·-··
Nevada. .............•....•...••.
Id,aho ........ .............•..... .

Communi•
cants or
members.
25,720
51,503
67,562
25,149
7,185
47,111
100,576

19,000
5,958
3,955
4,809

States and Territories.

Communi•
cants or
members.

Western division-Continued.

iif!i!:;~~~

~=:

=== =~=. ~:.•.........
:= ==== =
North Atlantic division
South Atlantic division .. ........ .
South Central divi. ion ........... .
North Central division ........... .
Western division •. . .••....•.....
Alaska............ ••.............

The United -:;tates .......... _

20,848
30,231
156,810
2,031,586

25!.~ '3
452, -U
2, Hi!J,880

421,66l
550

6,231,417

LATTER DAY SAINTS SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

~l.1he Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints has its principal
nembership in the States of Utah and Idaho. The history of tho
church needs as much notice here as will enable any one to form nn
int lligent opinion regarding its Sunday schools.
rrhe Latter-Day Saints accept the Scriptures of the Olcl and . . ,v
Testaments, and, in general, the precepts of conduct and tho or<linances therein prescribed. They baptize by immersion.
Tho distinction between Latter-Day Saints ancl most others who
nice pt the Christian Scriptures begins with their claims of recent anc1
continued revelations largely embodied in the Book of :Mormon, from
which hes grown the common name of l\formons, distasteful to them.
Tho book was put forth in 1830. There are later revelations claimed,
including a "revelation on the eternity of the marriage covonc nt,
including plurality of wives, given through Joseph the Seer in au ,roo,
Hancock County, Ill., July 12, 1843." The contest over polygamy
between the Latter-Day Saints and the nation is to many the principal distinctive feature of their position, yet a branch of the cl nrch,
embracing about one-eighth of the totalstreng h, has steadily reject c1
polygamy.
Tho peculiar history of this church and it possible future in thi.
country justify extend d citation from its umlay-school literatur .
The statistics of the ► unday chools here pr sented are from tho ·o
published by tho Deseret ► 'unday School nion for the year endin rr
December 31, 1895. That union publi hed in tabular form (1) tho
number of schools in each stake, (2) the name of tho take, (3) 'take
superintendents with post-office addres e , (-!) number of time the
, chool wa held du.rino- the year, (5) number of male teacher and offic r , (G) number of fomal teacher and officers, (7) total of (5) and (G),
( ) average a tendance o.f offic rs and teachers, (!J) number of male
pupil , (10) number of female pupil , (11) average number of pupil·,
(12) total number of officers, teacher·, and pupils, (13) numb r of
pupils in the primary d partment, (14) number of pupil. in fir t
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intermediate department, (15) number of pupils in second intermediate department, (16) number of pupils in higher depart ment, (17)
number of books in libraries, (18) cash on hand at last report, (19)
miscellaneous cash collected, (20) total collection from nickel donation, (21) grand total collected, (22) cash disbursed, (23) cash in
treasury.
'There are nearly 40 per cent more male teachers and officers than
female ; about 3 per cent more female pupils than male.
1~he D eseret Sunday School Union represents a thorough organization, with publications to ·a id the various subdivisions of the work.
There is a general superintendency of all of the schools. There i a
stake superintendent for each stake of Zion. The term stake i
applied somewhat like diocese in some other churches, including all
who form a unit for ecclesiastical purposes.
In each stake of Zion the high priests constitute a quorum without respect to
number; -:, -::- ,:- a quorum of elders numbers 96, a quorum of priests 48, a quorum of teachers 24, and a quorum of deacons 12. Each of these quorums has its
president and two counsellors. 1

There were 35 stakes in the United States besides the mission -to
the Eastern States, 2 schools, h eadquarters Brooklyn, N. Y. ; to the
Northern States, 6 schools, h eadquarters Kansas City, Mo.; to the
Southern States, 27 schools, headquarters Chattanooga, Tenn.
The books-used by the Latter-Day Saints for instruction ran O'e from
the Bible down to books of personal experiences.
There are primers and other books for the younger children, "A
guide for the officers and teachers of Sunday schools in the variou
stakes of Zion," lectures upon Sunday-school woi·k, normal undayschool training classes in the academy at Provo, and an annual unday-school conference of two days' d uration in each stake of Zion.
The 1ir t unday of eptember is d esignated as "nickel day," on
which i t is t he aim to h ave each Sunday school contribut a nickel for
ev ry pupil nrolled. Twenty p er cent of the money thu rai. ed i
retain d for local e_ pen e and th remainder i t urned over to the
O'ener al fund.
In ld)4 quite 1 finite sugcr tion were print d on the ' Janner of
cond ucting a nd O'raclino- of unday, chool ,"from, hi h th followina
paragraph ar on d n d :
Order of conducting schooZ.-Officers and teachers shoul d be pre ent at 0.4.5
a. m. welcome tudents or visitors as they enter wit h a kind word, a ign each
pupil to th proper place.
D "'i_n promptly at 10 a . m., call roll of officers and teachers, a song t be sung
u: entire chool appropriate pr yer offered, hen a second ong, read minute of
previo 1 • , bbath showing number of teachers and of pupils, by ex, and tho subj ·t t. U"ht in each cla s. Then should follow the administration of that acred
ordinan , th • 'a ·rament f the Lord's upper, during which the mo t profound
ain .

e promincn doctri
By Elder J obn J aque
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silence should be maintained. If preferred, a few remarks may be made to the
children as to the nature of the ordinance, and why they partake of it; appropriate hymns may be sung by the children or music rendered by the organist in a soft
and reverential style.
Then students march to a-ppropriate music of the organ to their places of study.
The studies should be in accordance with wishes of the Union Board. About
11. 30 * ,.;. * the school should r eassemble, practice singing for ten minutes,
and all partake of the spirit inspired by the closing exercises. When on the outside of the building the children should regard the ground as sacred, and not give
way to boisterous and irreverent conduct, but should leave the grounds in an
orderly manner.
Grading.-The process of assigning each pupil to the department best suited to
his capacity and arranging the department so as to enable the pupils to progre s
by logical succession of studies is important and laborious, requiring excellent
judgment and consideration on the part of officers and teachers. Age and yet
more aptness and natural ability of the pupil are to be considered. While local
conditions must modify the arrangements, speaking in a general way, each school
should be graded into four departments where there are a sufficient number of
pupils and proper facilities. * * * A separate room for each department is very
desirable; but where there is but one room, it is found the best r esults follow the
schools which have taken wires upon which are hung curtains and stretch them
across the building, making three or four divisions-one for each grade; but it is
well, where possible, to have the primary by itself. * ·:t * Many schools are
n ow operated with excellent results with but one room, divided as above suggested.
The primary grade should include the smaller hildren under, say, 8 years of
age; first intermediate, from 8 to 12 years of age; second intermediate, from 12 to
16 years of age· and the higher department from 16 years of age and upward.
These departments should not be subdivided into smaller classes, but kept as one
and instructed as a whole by capable teachers (except where the classes are entirely
too large). " ,~- *
Teachers.-Over each of the four departments there should be a head teacher,
with two or three good, faithful assistants, all laboring under the direct supervision of the superintendency, who, together with the teachern, should lay out a
general plan for the whole school for six or nine months or a year.

One of the as is tan t teachers is expected to make the record of
attendance without interruption of exercises conducted by some oth r
person.
The suggestions as to the primary and first intermediate departments are in harmony with those general titles. The caution is given
for the first intermediate that ''littler ading hould be allowed in the
cla . Student should be encourag d to read and tudy their lessons
at home."
The comments for the econd intermediate touch an experience
common to all unday- chool work and familiar in the day school .
Here the children are of such an age that they require careful attention. It is
generally the children between these ages (12 to 16) that are hard to get into the
Sabbath school. * * *
Over this critical period of m ental growth the teacpers should aim to lead the
pupils by instructing them and inciting a love for truth and creating ennobling
and high a pirations ; by inducing them to read at home the lives of great ancl
good men and women, and in the cla s room to recite or put in the form of an
essay and read the results of their home reading; by appointing certain ones to
ED
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gh-e l,rief lectures on interesting and useful subjects; by requesting certain others
to look up certain questions; by gem thoughts and any other legitimate exerci. e,
all connectecl with the lesson, should the teacher labor to create a love and desire
for the right and for Sunday-school work ·* •x- •xIf the pupils of this age can be encouraged to love and attend Sabbath school
until this critical period is passed, great good will have been accomplished, the
Sabbath-school work will be enhanced, and the pupils placed on a solid foundat~on from which they will not be likely to fall.

T'ho higher department is to include all over 1G years of age.
The teachers for this department should be men and women well matured in
judgment and devoted to a conscientious performance of their work. The students here are supposed to have an understanding of the first principles of the go pel, and should be able to give consistent reasons for their position, quoting references, authority, etc.
Special lines of the principles of theology should now be taken up and followed
to their legitimate ends before others are handled. •:t * * All lessons and references should be prepared at home. Reciting should be the exercise, rather than
reading round and round, as in the past. Lectures on the subject of the conr ·e
should he given by different students, and the teacher should do little talking.
Questions and answers should be allowed and freedom in discussing the principle
of the gospel should be encouraged. •:f * ·X· Should teachers for other department be needed, this is the place to select them.
We believe if these instructions are followed out by every Sabbath school that a
better class of work will be done. Tho condition of the schools will be materially
advanced, and the moral and religious growth of the children wm become a portion of their very befogs.

Tho following extracts 1 have a suggestive interest throughout the
country:
I-Iigliest depa1·tment.-Composcd of teachers and also tho_e who have pas. ed a
succe ful examination in the other departments.
Stzulies.-The course of study in the department should bo full ancl compr~henive and should be classified and arranged methodically, each study following
another in proper order and sequence, after the following suO'gestive plan:
First. The fessianic Dispensation of the Gospel, including the three year·· mini. ·try and work of the SaYiour.
,_ec ncl. 'fhe history of the church the first century after the death of our
aviour.
Third. The Apo ta.cy and the Dark Ages which followed.
Fourth. The Reformation with a brief but clear outline of the work done by
·wycli.ffe V1ther, l\Ielanchthon, Zwingli, Calvin, Knox, ranmer, and otb r. and
it effect npon the world.
Fifth. The R toration of tho Go pel in its fullness by an, ngel to the Propb
,Jo ph 'mith; the pre<li ·tion of Prophets concerning the latter day work and the
!IT at work of r ·toration and r d mption t be wrought therein.
* * *
~ inficlelity i now growin,,. rnd. pr ading to such, n alarmin extent tbroo"'h1h
hri tian world, and , the ability of th majority of b liev r to civ
all n. w r. a ·id from criptural evid nc , of tho faith within them is
1 ional. i i p cially (1. ·irahle that on of th 1 acling tudi of th theol l <l P rtm n h urn h a fr quent ancl ample con id re tion of tho vicl n · of
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Deity, of Christianity, of the divinity of the Bible, Book of Mormon, etc., .from
such sources outside of the Scriptures as will arrest the attention of the indifferent and skeptical, and which will enable the students to satisfactorily answer the
sophistries of the infidel and the cavil of the mocker. Nelson's Cause and Cure of
Infidelity n.nd Paley's Evidences of Christianity and Natural Theology are excellent works treating upon these subjects.
Text-books cind books of 'r efe1'ence.-Bible; Book of Mormon; Doctrine and
Covenants; Outlines of Ecclesiastical History, by Elder E. H. Roberts; Voice of
Warning; Key to Theology; Pearl of Great Price; Compendium; Orson Pratt's
works; Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History; Eusebius's Ecclesia tical History; Dictionary of the Book of Mormon.

For lower grades of Sunday schools some of the same book aro
recommended in the same "guide," and the following in addition:
Oxford Teachers' Bible; Books of Mormon Charts; Moral Stories;
Gow's Primer of Politeness; Simple Bible Stories; Story of the Book
of Mormon; Catechism Cards on Manners; the Word of Wis<lom and
the Ten Commandments; Sunday school leaflets; New Testament;
Faith Promoting Series; Preceptor.
The r port shows that approximately two-fifths of the pupils are in
tho primary department ancl one-fifth in each of the other dcpartm nts.
It is estimated that the total enrollment ineludes about one-third of
tho entire church population. The numbers given arc as follow
Sunday schools, Latter-Day Saints.
States.

School .

ir~~t◊~:

=::: ====··-·:====··=====--========== =======~============ :::: ::::.
Arizona .. ............................................................
Utah .....•............................................................
California ........................... .... . .... ....................... .
Idaho ................... -- ..........•........... - ..... - ..... - -···· ... .
Indian Territory .................................................... .
Eastern States ... .. . ........ .................................... . .... .
Northern States .................. __ .......................... --·- ... .
Southern States ........................•. ---·---- .... --·· ...... --····

9
9

35
413

3

122

5
2

u

27

The United States····· ······--·- ·- •······--·-······-······ · · · · ~ \

Officers 1
and
Pupils.
teachers.
13r.
JO.!
/5.'37
7,301

1,00;J
3,160
0'.3,9tl6

1, sr2

12, 077

20
H3

7

46
123
593

10,137

81,9 3

H

1!

70.3

s:,
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TARTAN SUJ\"DAY SCHOOLS.

In the ( Congregational) nitarian ·hurche , in a l<lition to classes
01"()'anizecl after a cu, tomary plan for study of tho Bible, certain special cla se may be found, as, for example, 11he following for p rsons
above 16 years of age in a hurch of Bo. ton, lass.: :First, the " itiz n hip clas "of gentlem nan :I. ladies who wish to study the methods
and principles of our overnment; second, "How our part of the
world was made," involving ihe lements of the geology of the
n io-hborhood. 1
1 he r port of the
1

Christian Register, October 23, 1806.
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a list of 189 contributing churches and Sunday schools distributed by
tates as follows:
Maine, 7; New Hampshire, 11; Vermont, 1; Massachusetts, 128;
Rhode I land, 3; Connecticut, 3; New York, 6; Pennsylvania, 3;
Delaware, 1; Maryland, 1; Virginia, 1; South Carolina, 1; Ohio, 2;
Kentucky, 1; Illinois, 2; Michigan, 2; Wisconsin, 2; Iowa, l; Kansa ,
1; :Montana, 1; California, 3. This but partially represents the
organizations of the denomination. The numbers enrolled are not
given.
CONSOLIDATION OF ALL REPORTS OF ATTENDANCE OBTAINED FOR
SUNDAY SCHOOLS.

The complete statistics of Sunday schools do not appear ever to
have been satisfactorily gathered. The attempts to gather them in
the census produced no results accessible to the public, although a
great amount of labor was expended, especially in the Tenth Censu .
The lack of accurate records in many cases and the vast amount of
volunteer service of a casual sort is a hindrance to the precision of
returns.
The Protestant ecclesiastical bodies generally include Sunday
school returns in their yearbooks; but, as there will be occasion to
observe, their methods of tabulation vary so that a summary for the
country is not readily made from the separate reports. 1
The following statement represents in a general way the total number of scholars derived from all reports accessible:
Scholars reported in Sunday schools, 1895.
In schools reported by the Int.ernational Sunday School Convention ___ 10,893,523
In Hebrew Sunday schools __ . ________ . ______________________ . ________
13,506
In Latter-Day Saints Sunday schools_ .. ___ . _______ ___ ____ __ __ __ ___ ___
81. 903
In Roman Catholic Sunday schools (estimated)_·------------------ ·-- 1,500, 000

Thi indicate ome hing like 12,500,000 scholars in unday chools
of all qualities and d grees of excellence.
U DAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES.
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Sunday school, becoming a c~rculating library of sufficient consequence
to be kept accessible on one or more days between Sundays. Some
schools maintain reference libraries containing the standard church
histories, Bible dictionaries, and commentaries. Where a school has
funds at command, a suitable place for housing the library, and a
membership of readers, the library may grow to require the fullest
professional care in selection and administration.
The condition of Sunday school libraries has provoked considerable
comment within recent months. Without entering upon the adverse
and defensive statements put forth, the following paragraph is quoted
for a view of the situation as it appears to officers of the oldest society
in this country, prominent in the supply of such libraries: 1
The diversity of opinion respecting books suitable to be placed in Sunday school
libraries has become more marked during the past year. This diversity tends
toward two extremes-one admitting all sorts of literary works popul rly designated as "standard and current literature," the other admitting only that which
is intended to explain and enforce Biblical passages, and which is studied in the
Sunday school ciasses. Hence there is a marked increase in the tendency of Sunday schools to fill their libraries with the common, cheap works of history, sci nee,
philosophy, and fiction which make no pretense of containing the truths of the
gospel, and not unfrequently make covert attacks upon religion, or have an undortone of antagonism to the gospel as old fashioned and quite out of date. This
disposition to "bait the worldly" by secularizing the Sunday school library has
cau ed some schools to throw out the library altogether, lest its infl.u nc sh L1ld
become satanic rather than saving. In both these ways the circulation of works
of a decidedly religious type through the Sunday school has been diminished.

In some schools there is a regular system of maintenan e, oc a 'i nally by endowment, and books that have pos e ed local u · fulne
are placed where some one may yet find value in them. The plan f the
New York Yearly Meeting of },riends (Hicksite) for furni hing "traveling libraries" of selected books to be exchang d amon
untry
schools, already mentioned un<ler Friends, ha a sugge tion of wellguarded election, large privilege, and wide usefulnes at a moderate
co. t . Lack of means, want of facilities for care, and other contingenci s limit the possibilitie of librarie in greater or le · d o-r e.
Some schools make large use of childr n' papers to upplem nt
libraries in the circulation of reading matter, and in some ca e the
papers alone are u ed. While varying con iderably in excellence,
the
pap r often have pictorial illustrations that are prized by
children, e pecially by thos who have scanty literary help from other
our e . Few d nomination have records showing the number of
Sunday-school libraries or the number of books therein. The Hicksit Jfriend report 107 librarie , with 30,937 volumes; the Presbyterian
hurch in the nited tate of America., 939,587 volumes; the Latter
Day aint , 50,067 volumes in unday-scMol libraries.
1

The Seventy-second Annual Report of the American Sunday School Union,

1896, pp. 9, 10.
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The following is a partial list of children's or youth's papers, marked
w, for weekly; m, monthly; f, fortnightly; sm, semimonthly:
Baptist.-Our Little Ones, w; Young Reaper, m; Sunlight, f; Our Young People, w; Our Boys and Girls, w; Barnens Tidning (Swedish), w; Child's Gem, w;
Der Jugend Herald, m; Kind Words, w, f, m.
Ohristian.-Sunday School Evangelist, w; Our Young Folks, w; Little Ones, w;
Pure Words, w.
Oongregational.-Wellspring, w; Mayflower, w; Little Pilgrim, w.
Evangelical Association.-Sunday School Messenger, w, sm, m; Der Christliche
Kinderfreund, w, sm, m; Das Evangelische Magazin, m; My Lesson, w; Laemmerwerde, w; Der Evangelische Kinderfreund, m.
Evangelwal Lutheran.-Sunday School Herald, m; Little Ones, w; Kinderfreund, m; Busy Bee, m; Child's Paper, m.
Friends.-Our Youth's Friend, m; Olive Leaf, m; Try, Try Again, m.
German Evangelical Protestant Church of North America.-Der Christliche
Jugendfreund, w, sm.
German Evangelical Synods of North .America.-Christliche Kinder-Zeitung, m;
Deutsch-Amerikanischer Jugendfreund, m; Unsere Kleinen, sm.
Latter-Day Saints.-Christian World, sm.
Methodist Epfacopal.-Sunday School Journal, m; Sunday School Advocate, w;
Sunday School Bell (German), m; Sunday School Banner.et (Swedish), m; Classmate, f; Little Missionary, m.
Metlwdist Episcopal, South.-Our Little People, w; Sunday School Visitor, w,
sm,m.
Methodist Pmtestant.-Our Morning Guide, w; Our Children, w.
New Churnh.- Sower, w (October-June).
Presbyterian.-Forward, sm; Morning Star, sm; Sunday School Visitor sm;
Sunbeam, w.
Protestant Epriscopal.-American Church Sunday School Magazine, m; Shepherd's Arms, w, m; Young Christian Soldier, w, m.
Roman Oatholic.-Annals of the Holy Childhood, bi m; same, German· Chime ,
w; Little Crusader, w; Katholische Jugendfreund, m (German and English);
Angelus, w; Pritel Ditek (Bohemian), w; Przyjaciel Dzieci (Polish), w.
Unitarian.-Every Other Sunday.
United Brethren in Ohri t.-Children·s Friend, sm; Missionary Vi itor, m;
Der Jugend-Pilger, sm; Lessons for the Little Ones, w.
United Evangelical 0/mrch.-Evangelical Little Folks, w; Sunday School E·rnngelical, m, sm; Missionary Evangelical, m; Bright Jewels, m; Jugend Freund, m.
Univer alist.-The Myrtle, w.
Undenominational.-(W. A. Wilde & Co.) Our Sunday Afternoon, w; Children's Hour, w. (American unday School Union.) Young People's Paper, w;
Picture World for Little People, w; Little People's Lesson Picture , w.
S MMARY.
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of those who left the Roman Catholic Church as reformers and who
have become the Protestant denominations of our day. The Friends,
in certai1t yearly meetings, show noteworthy attention to home training. The work of the International Sunday School Convention represents a, large part of the effort of great denominations. rrhe schools
of the Latter Day Saints form part of the history of a remarkable
religious movement wholly within the memory of living men as illustrating methods of propagating belief. Widely different as these
groups and others in our country are in many respect , all have some
community of belief and of purpose. Even if one or another is deemed
to hol<l to error, any success it seems to gain is suggestive to the person who would teach a different faith, in so far as it leads to a careful
examination of the relative value of the means employed in education.
The Sabbath school as a place o.f religious instruction dates from
the original observance of the Sabbath by families.
Fundamentally, religious instruction is a parental or family duty.
In a,ssociation of families into communities this duty has been more
or less assumed by the unit of organizat,i on, the church or the state.
While the periodicals of the day give greatest prominence to the
international selection of lessons and the international oro-anization
is the chief ao-ency for gathering statistics of Sunday schools, it mu, t
be recognized that some prominent educators do not indorse it, and
even in the recent Inter.national Sunday School Conv ntion critici ·m
was made regarding the methods of selections and use.
Without entering upon discussion of the comparativ merits of different le on schemes, it is for hi torical accuracy to mention tl1at
thero are whole denominations that do not use the international 1 • son; individual schools in other denominations and individual clas es
in numerous schools pursue courses laid out for their own special
circumstances; other systems claim a large body of adherents for
their advantages over the international series. The international
committee has under consideration such modification of its plans
that ab olute uniformity of the cripture lessons for all las · s with
gra iation of limited methods of presen ation will cea ·e to be a pe ·nliarity. A ystem that has gained large followinO' ha , a a promin nt feature, gradation in the fundamental matt r, the Scripture
selections, as well as in t,h e mode of pr entation.
Ioreover, in the
e rly years of interna ional les ons littlo attention was paid to the
church y ar whose special appoin m nt have prominent con ideration
in certain great denomination . Latterly there has been a growiu CY
recognition of Chri. tma , Ea. ter, and other church anniversari s in
th international les on to mak them more widely acceptable.
Tho II brew chool de cribe 1 by Ir. Ellis as cited, the plans of the
Latter Day aint , a cited under tl.Je ubtitle Teachers, have a single
re. pon ible t acher for a department of the school, with such assistant' as may be need d for econding directions, attending to record~,
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and ot her incidental details. The same plan is occasionally succe f ully followed, especially with juvenile classes, in other schools.
The Lutheran congregations generally have catechetical cla e in
addition to the Sunday-school instruction for some months previou
to Easter, preparatory to confirmation. The Protestant Episcopal
church es have a similar custom. Many churches of Presbyterian
connection have systematic instruction in the catechism in connection with the Sunday school or in addition to it. Other denominations make more or less use of catechisms. The Roman Catholic
Chur ch has special courses preparatory to confirmation.
Schools in austere climates, as on the Dakota prairies, must clo~e
often by reason of i,he severity of weather, and many are su pend d
for some weeks of the winter. In some of our great cities in warmer
latitudes are schools that close even as long as three months for ummer vacation by reason of heat and the absence of members from
their city hom es. These suspensions must break the continuity of
series of lessons worked out for each Sunday of the year. :Many
make still further interruptions to systematic instruction for everal
special occasions of the year.
,..rhe cas8 of the Sunday school as a pioneer or mission enterpri e
varies somewhat from that of a Sunday school as one of the ervic
of a well-established co_pgregation. It serves as a nucleu for th
best effort for improvement to a degree unknown in churche or in
n eighborhoods equipped with all the facilities of prosperou mod rn
societies.
[NOTE ON THE TABLES OF SUNDAY SCH00LS.-One who has followed the report
on Sunday schools carefully will have observed unsatisfactory elemen ts in the figures given. No matter what subject is under investigation, if the facts required
p ertain to a period prior to the time of investigation, accurate r ecords are e ntial to give an accurate showing. No visitor of a school can tell its at tendance of
a previous w eek or month or year except through record , and if t hey are wanting
or imper fect no sat isfactory summing up can be m a de. It would be w ell if there
w ere a general agreement upon the facts to be recorded, which is hardly to be
immediatel y expected, and yet it seems po sible for great denomination s, if not for
national organizations, to agree within t h emselves what facts to m ake matt.ers of
fi xed record.
Within the same denomination one subdivision will report " m embe1 hip ..
which may include officer s, teachers, and pupils, as " total enrollment in certain
other case appears to do, or i t may include only pu pils, as is customary in public
·hool r cor ds.
ome unday school report pupils and do not report teachers.
After all allowanc for accident befalling work ready for th e pre there _eem.s
t be in . ome <1uarter opportunity for more careful over sight of tabular work in
m nn cript an in proof. In one c e th columns of a ummar y for cholar and
i rt a her wer interchanged thl'Ough a pag which attracted a ntion by e
improh, ble howin , and was correctible by the detailed table on which the wn·
mnr~· wn
. In an ther c , wher th howing w impr ob ble and h r
' · r n <l tai giv n for veri:fi ·ation, a letter to the editor of the able
ur
rr ti n and
tement that th , rror had n t
en pr evious!· n ticed and ·
11 no
cl t rmi ed how it o curr d. Error
f ordin ar
dc1ition ar ,
mm n. Thi office has made he b
n po ible of the mat rial a ailab ·
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With improvements in records there can be improvement in tables based on those
records, so that there is hope for betterment.
There have been eight international Sunday school conventions at intervals of
three years. In the twenty-one years of the organization it is still uncertain what
facts are covered by the international tables. The following extract is from a
letter dated January 12, 1897, from M. D. Byers, international secretary, in reply
to a letter of inquiry:
'' There is some variation in the reports from the different States giving the
statistics of Sunday schools. I believe that the First-day schools or Sabbath
schools of the Friends and also the Universalist schools are included."
It is presumed that the secretary's belief is correct, and the schools of the
Friends and the Universalists have been placed as included in the international
tables, for which, however, the secretary stated in his letter of transmittal, the
committee has no details.
In the effort to ascertain the limitations of the international tables the following
statement was received:
"I have had some trouble in former years to exclude nonevangelical Sunday
schools from the statistics, but I think that the St. Louis report may safely be
regarded as strictly evangelical." Letter of E. Payson Porter, late secretary
International Sunday School Association. The convention at St. Louis was held
in 1893; hence the reference to the St. Louis report.
The imperfection of local record is evident to anyone who has attempted to
investigate the subject.-J. H. B.]

CHAPTER X.
TUE CURRICULU:i\1 OF TIIE LA.i: D-GRANT COLLEGES. 1

1. Report of the Committee on Entrance Requirements, Courses of Study, and Degrees, m:1<le
to tho Association of American Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, Novemb er 10, 1806, by President Charles S. lYlurkland.
2. Report of the Section of College Work, by President J.E. Stubbs, chairman, Xo,ember 10-13,
1896.
3. What Should be Taught in our Colleges of Agriculture? by President H. 0. White.
4. Inc.lustrial Education, by President Charles S. Murkland.
5. Conservatism in Scientific Agriculture, by Prof. W. H. Jordan.

I.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENTRANCE REQUIREltIE vTS, COURSES OF STUDY, L -n
DEGREES, MADE TO THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES
A ND EXPERIMENT STA'l'IONS, NOVEMBER 10, 1806.

Your committee, appointed November, 18!)4, and continued with further instructions at the last annual meeting of this association, presents the follo';\ing :L"cport:
ARTICLE I.
8ECTIO . . 1. Congress, in establishing and endowing the institutions known as
the land-grant colleges, evidently intended that their work for the clas es tliey
wore design.eel to benefit should be, as far as practicable, uniform in scope and
character in tho different States and Territories. It is inevitable, however, that
this uniformity, desirable as it is, should be somewhat limited or conditioned by
the environment of each college.
SEC. 2. The act of 1890, further endowing these colleges, points to their clevolopment along certain specified lines. In conformity with the spirit of this act, these
institutions are constant1y tendi.ng to become schools or institutes of technoloo-y.
That they must be collegiate in scope is required by the law itself.
SEC. 2. Tho steadily increasing tendency to ignore and obliterate all State lin s
in scientific and educational work; the free intercourse in social and in<lu trial
life among the people of the several States, and. in con equence, the teadily
broadening field of usefulness and activity open to the graduates of educational
institutions; the association of the land-grant colleges into a national organization for the protection and promotion of their common interest ; the increa ing
recognition by the National Government of the importance and promise of the
·work of these colleges-all these considerations make it desirable that the degree
or d grees awarded by these colleges should represent work approximately uniform in character and scope· should be, in other words, degrees of such recognized value as to pass current each the equivalent of the others, in any State or
Territory.
SEC. 4. It is clearly recognized that the social ancl educational conditions prevailing in the several States make it impossible, for the present, to proscrib
1 Compil d and edited by Mr. W ellford Addis, specialist for obtaining and collating information regarding colleges of agriculturo and the mechanic arts.
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unuorm requirements for admission into the colleges of this class. In some
States, for some time to come, concession must be made to the defective condition of the public school system. But it by no means follows that in making such
concessions the colleges are prohibited from protecting their standard of work
and graduation. These, by proper effort, may be maintained and made to conform in educational value to those of the colleges which are more happily situated.
l\Ioreover, a certain community of interest makes it the duty of each college to
protect at the same time iti:; own reputation for thorough educational work and
the reputation of its sister institutions.
SEU. 5. The educational conditions prevailing in the United States make it
impos ible to require of students in schools of applied science or technology that
their liberal training should be acquired in preparatory schools. The e in titution , therefore, can not exclusively confine their attention to technical subjects.
They must include in their courses for graduation certain elements of a liberal
(or general) education.
SEC. 6. 'fhese considerations, thus briefly outlined, make it desirable that all
colleges in membership with this association should unite in requiring for the
bachelor's degree. or degrees at least the following general studies:
Mathematics, at least through algebra, geometry, and trigonometry.
Physics and chemistry, with laboratory work in each.
English language and literature, at least two years' work.
Other languages (one, at least, modern), four years.
Mental science, and logic or moral science, one year.
Constitutional law.
Social, political, or economic science, one year.
SEC. 7. It is desirable, also, that the bachelor's degree or degrees should represent an approximate uniformity in the amount of work done in the several colleges. The conditions generally affecting these colleges are such that a greater
amount of work is demanded of their students than is required in the colleges of
longer standing and other traditions. In the judgment of your committee it i
not too much to require the equivalent of fifteen hours per week of recitations
and lectures, together with ten hours per week of laboratory work or practicum ,
including the time devoted to military science and drill. Upon this ba is, the
above-mentioned general studies should be assigned a relative importance approximat ly as follows:
Hour.

f!~~rii~~;!;m~~:::::::= ==~~:: :::::::::
=

Constitutional1aw --------------------····
50
Total excluding laboratory work .. 1, 1, 5
Total ____ -------------···--·--·-··--- · 1,

•

The total number of hours included in a four-year course, allowing 15 hour
per w k for 36 weeks would be 2,160; with 10 hours laboratory work or practicum. added, 3,600. In g neral terms, therefore, th foregoing general stuili
shoul<l compr:i , bout two-fifths of the work requir d for a bachelor' degr e.
i-: • • It i r commend cl that in thee tabli hm nt, nd nomencla u.re of de!lT
tho c Ile" . hould strictly obs rve the doctrine of par imony, and tha only th
bac · 1 ur tc de!?ree of bachelor of cience be conferr d for a t chnical cour of
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II.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMF.NTS .

SECTION 1. The difference in the character of the school systems, both public
and private, of the several States is too great, in the opinion of the committee, to
permit the formulation of rigid entrance requirements applicable to all the colleges having membership in this association.
SEC. 2. But the committee holds that it is advisable, as a beginning, to determine the requirements in a few subjects upon which it is possible for all the colleges to agree, and to recommend others, which, although too high at present for
adoption by some of these institutions, may yet serve as a standard or goal toward
which effort may be directed.
SEC. 3. As a standard series of entrance requirements, to be adopted as soon as
possible, we recommend the following:
1. Physical geography.
2. United States history.
3. Arithmetic, including the metric system.
4. Algebra, to quadratics.
5. English grammar and composition, together with the English requirements
of the New England Association.
6. Plane geometry.
7. One foreign langauge.
8. One of the natural sciences.
9. Ancient, general, or English history.
SEC. 4. From a careful examination of the catalogues we believe it to be practicable, either now or in the near future, for these institutions to unite in requiring
as a minimum for admission to their lowest collegiate class:
1. Physical geography.
2. United States history.
3. Arithmetic, including the metric system.
4. Algebra, to quadratics.
5. English grammai· and composition, together with the Engnsh requirements
of the New England Association.
ARTICLE III.
We recommend that the conclusions embodied in this report be adopted as indicating es .entially the position of this association; with the express declaration,
however, that the association in adopting this report does not attempt to exercise
any function other than an advisory one, and that any attempt to enforce an arbitrary uniformity would result in unmixed evil. These conclusions may be summed
up as follows:
1. That two series of entrance requirements, a standard series and a minimum
series, be approv d by the association. and that the two series herein given be so
approved.
2. That approximately 15 hours be devoted to recitations or lectures each week
for 36 weeks each year; that 10 hours laboratory work or practicums be added.
3. That the list of studies given in section 7 of this report be included in every
course leading to a bachelor's degree.
4. That the degree of bachelor of science be recognized as the standard degree
conferrec1 by the colleges of this association.
CHAS. s. MURKL.A. D.
Respectfully submitted.
ABRAM W. HARRIS.
GEO, W. ATHERTO
J. M. MCBRYDE.
Taos. F. HUNT.
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II.

REPORT OF THE SECTION ON COLLEGE TVORK TO '1-'HE TENTII AN.NV.AL CO.\TEXTIO.Y
OF THE .ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA.,_V AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES A:KD E-Y'.PERIlrfENT ST.ATIONS.
By J. E. STUBilS, Chairman.

Mr. OH.AIRMAN A.ND GENTLEMEN OF THE CONVENTION: Owing to the c:uite
recent resignation of the chairman of the" Section on college work," I have been
called, as vice-chairman, tv perform his duties. Whatever of completene.· and
thoroughness may be lacking to this paper is due to the very limited time allotted
to its preparation.
I invite your attention at first to a somewhat common incident. Imagine yourselves for tho moment in the "library car" of the Union Pacific Expre s, ea t
bound, on the evening of the 4th of November. For the most part, the occupants
of the car are Western men of affairs, keen and practical. Conversation and d ;scussion over the exciting news of election day have begun to grow -weary, wben
suddenly new interest is aroused by the introduction of a fresh topic, namely the
kind of an education which should be given to farmers' sons. Two bright-minded
men, one from l\fontana and tho other from Colorado, affirm that there is too
much of higher-education nonsense in the country; that one of the modern heresies is that of giving the so-called higher education to farmers and farmers' son ,
who would do better for themselves and their country if they were content with
a common-school education along with the practical discipline and training of
the farm. This opinion is hailed by a chorus of approval, with the further ob ervation that there is too much of football and of similar sports in the college edu~atioil of to-day. The first protest against the views just set forth came from a
young lawyer, I guess, of Wyoming, who charmed us by a prophetic vision of the
possible Websters ancl Clays and Jacksons that might be lost to our country if
the farmer boy should fail to realize his ambitious dreams of public life bee: ns_
of the repressive influences which restrict his education to the district school and
his scientific training to the field and the stable.
This incident is worth noting for the reason that it expresses the view and convictions of very many men who are thoroughly practical, able, and succe fnl in
th ir own respective callings.
ne:ng an interested listener to the discussion, I tried to formulate in my min
thr c propositions which. by way of answer, I should be willing to maintain:
First. That the higher education, so called, has become a.b olutely
the prorperity and welfare of tho e who choose agriculture a a busin
callin O', This holds true also with re pect to industrial calling , such a
ing in it variou branches aml the higher cla s of commercial activiti
true that" the test of national welfare is the intelJiO"ence and pro pe
fa
·
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which, while giving wide range or choice to special taste and aptitude, is both
broad and liberalizing, and gives development and culture to the man, while
training him in the particular disciplines which fit him for the successful pursuit
of industrial and commercial callings.
If, according to Dr. W. T. Harris, United States Commissioner of Education,
"urban life is the life of the future and of the highest civilization," one or the
other of two effects must follow in the future life and growth of this country.
Either our soil will be tilled by tenants for the benefit of tho landowner who resides
in town or city, giving thereby encouragement to the growth of two distinct
classes-the one a poor, dependent peasantry, the other an int.olligent but selfish
and unpatriotic class of absentee landlords-or we must cherish and develop in
our schools and colleges that kind of training and culture which shall build up
an intelligent, prosperous, and ind~pendent class of farmers and artisans, each
of whom owns his own home, tills his own fields, markets bis own products,
helps to regulate the affairs of his own township, sits in the councils of his own
State or of the nation, in character, in intellectual, and in social qualities the
peer of lawyer, capitalist, or priest.
Second. That the interest in athletic field sports, such as football, baseball, and
tennis, in our colleges, though but incidental to the life and work of these institutions, has nevertheless an ethical, and thereby educational, value which is worthy
of high regard.
The college president who keep3 in view the highest character development of
his students knows full well that the athletic exercises which have become, anu
which will remain, a striking feature of college life do, when properly guide(l and
guarded, displace to a considerable degree the pernicious practices that spring
into action when any body of young people are brought together in common as ociation, and do further pr mote the cultivation and attainment of the better qualities of personal character-such, for example, as courage, obedience, endurance,
and regard for personal honor. The gymnasium of Germany and the public school
of England offer a strong contrast in this matter of school and college field sports,
but the free and vigorous activity of Eton's football or cricket field is superior
from every point of view to the rigid and systematic ordering of the daily exercise
of the German gymnasium boy and to the dueling practice and drinking habits of
the university student. The truth is that the outdoor life and the field sports,
which have grown so 1·apidly into favor with American colleges, not only with the
colleges for youn~ men but also with those for young women, may be so guide l
as to promote a higher average of scholarship, good habits, perfect health, yea, a
graceful type of womanhood as well as a sturdy type of manhood.
Third. That in the correlation of the subjects of instruction and discipline
according to accepted pedagogic principles in the comses of study offeretl by the
colleges of agriculture and mechanic arts, it will be found that the particular
subjects in mathematics and in pure and applied science are carefully harmonized
with those general subjects in lano-uage and literature, in tho social science ,
and in history and philosophy, which pertain to the college courses usually
denominated liberal.
As bearing upon this point, I quote tho views of Prof. E.W. Hilgard, of the
University of California,
given to me very recently in a personal letter. He
speaks of the course in agriculture giyen by the University of California as follows: "With the average preparation we can command in this State, wo find it
necessary to devote the first two years of fom· substantially to the preparatory
sciences and general culture studies, while the la t two are given to the technical
studies chiefly, though not exclu ively. Among these elections sbould always be
allowed, enabling the student to put special weight upon those branches that will
be of chief importance to him in after life. Wo do not as yet in this country aim
to educate all-around agricultural experts. There is too little demand for them;
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and when the demand arises, the degree and kind of preparation is likely to have
been changed by the introduction of agricultural science into the preparatory
school. Then only will it be possible to establish a uniform course for the degree
of bachelor of agriculture that will hold good all around. It makes a wide difference, too, whether the student comes from the farm or from the city. The latter
clearly requires a different course, especially as regards practical studies, from
the boy who h as grown up on the farm and merely needs to give the explanation,
as it were, of the practices he is already familiar with. An all-round agricultural
expert can not, with our usual preparation, be turned out in four years. Agricultural science is the most complex of all, embracing as it does all the sciences
from mathematics through physics, chemistry, both inorganic and organic, mineralogy and geology, botany, zoology, both theoretical and technical, vegetable
and animal physiology, plus a certain amount of engineering. Unless a man
specializes, the field is two wide to be covered in four years with any degree of
thoroughness. For the present, then, we must leave the way open to specialization
after a certain amount of general training, the time for which varies constantly
with the conditions of the public and the preparatory schools."
Again, touching further upon the preparation and character of technical work
in the course of agriculture leading to the degree of bachelor of science, Prof.
Thomas F. Hunt, dean of the College of Agriculture of the Ohio State Univer ity,
writes to me as follows:
"In a general way, I would say that the four-years' course in agriculture leading to the degree of bachelor of science should consist of one-third technical work
of applied science, one-third science, and one-third language, history, and philosophical studies. It is of course difficult to classify studies precisely in to the three
groups mentioned, but in a general way I think we all understand it. On this
basis our course at the Ohio State University, requiring 206 hours for graduation,
contains the following technical work:
Hours.
Agriculture __ .. ___ . ___________________________________ - - 36
Agricultural chemistry ________ ____ ______________ . _. _. __ . 20
Horticulture ___ __ _______ ..••.. ·-····-----···--··----·-·- 8
Veterinarymedicine. · -------·-· --- ----------·--·-···-··- 15
Economic entomology _.. . ___ . _. _. _. _.. ___ .. ___ . _. _. ____ .. 5
a total of 84 hours. Of the 206 hours, it is to be noticed further that 30 hour are
elective, and that these may or may not be technical. But, disregarding the number of elective hours, we require 84 hours which may be fairly termed technical.
Thi g ives rather more than one-third technical work, and perhaps this is a little
h eavy."
It is to be observed that the 206 hours at the Ohio State University represen a
fraction more than 17 hours a week for 12 tierms. The proportion of technical
work in the course outlined by Professor Hunt, even if we er dit the 30 hour of
election to technical ubjects, ancl thus establish a cour e which repre ent t he
ma ·imum number of hour to technical di cipline, allows ample room for u ch
cultural and . ocial tudi as will stamp the course with the character of ginnn
a 1i ral ducation to it student .
It mny be ob rved further that the acquaintance with the general trut
ci n , hi ·h the e technical ubjects give will be of gr at rvice in the rati n
iu erpr tion of all ocic 1 ph nomena, and we may th refore credit the techni
tu i vith · definite value in r pect to the kind of knowledge which is of m
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ture and mechanic arts, the extent and variety of the courses of study to be offered,
and the academic degrees which shall b1., beEtowed.
The deep and widespread interest in this subject is in evidence by the appointment, two years since, of a committee from this association, by the report of the
committee of ten on secondary school studies and the report of the committee of
fifteen on elementary education, both to the National Education Association, and
also the report on the subject of entrance requirements by the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education. Further, the appointment of a standing committee of five members from this association whose duty it shall be to report
annually upon the best methods used in the various colleges and universities in
the United States and in Europe for the instruction of students in the practical
and scientific facts relating to agriculture, with the view to bringing instruction
in agriculture into pedagogic form, gives additional emphasis to the importance
of the matter of entrance requirements, and also the earnest purpose of the promoters of scientific and industrial education to put their subjects and methods
into scientific form and relations.
I submit herewith the results of a brief study of the facts as they bear upon the
present standard of requirement for admission to the freshman class of the colleges and universities that have membership in this association. The questions
which I submitted to the colleges, bearing upon the questions of entrance requirements, were intended to be specific and easily answered. I have received no
replies to my letters from Utah and North Carolina.
Out of forty-six colleges reporting, thirty have preparatory departments; sixteen have no subfreshman classes. In these preparatory schools, ten colleges
have a one-year course; eight have a two-years' course; six have a three-years'
cour e; one has a four-years' course; five are indefinite, merely reporting a subfreshman class.
SPECIFIC SUBJECTS.

English.-Eighteen colleges have the standard high-school requirements in

English language and literature for admission to the freshman year. Twentyeight colleges require that which represents the work accomplished in the eighth
or ninth grade of the public schools.
Arithmetic.-Thirty-eight colleges require this subject to be completed. Eight
colleges require the subject as far as interest and proportion.
Algebra.-'£hirty-four colleges require algebra to or through quadratic equations.
Four require the academic algebra to be finished. Eight do not ask for algebra.
Geomefry.-Five colleges ask all of plane and solid geometry. Eleven colleges
require all of plane geometry. Four colleges require from two to four books of
plane geometry. Twenty-six colleges do not place geometry upon the list of subjects for admission to the freshman year.
United States history.-All the colleges make history of the United States an
entrance requirement. Thirteen colleges require al o general history.
Physics.-Fifteen colleges require elementary physics with laboratory practice.
Ohernistry.-Nine colleges require elementary chemistry with laboratory work.
Physiology.-Seventeen colleges require elementary physiology.
Botany.-Eight colleges r equire elementary botany with field practice.
Fl'ench or German,-Eight colleges require a reading knowledge of French or
German.
Latin.-Twenty colleges offer from one to three years of Latin in their preparatory schools, and several offer Greek.
The in titutions which have no preparatory departments are chiefly the universities in the wealthy and populous States where there are first-class high schools
in all the cities and towns. In the newer and less populous States a well-equipped
preparatory school of high-school grade, with courses of studies covering a period
ED
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of three or four years, is a necessity and will continue to be a necessity for very
many years t come. The preparatory department is the means of supply to the
college of many students who otherwise would never think of taking !;l, college
course.
It is evident, too, that the agricultural colleges divide themselves into two
classes.
The one class receives the student into its freshman class from the eighth or
ninth grad0 of the public school. The course in agriculture then becomes in the
main a technical high-school course of study, with special reference to the farm
ancl the farmer.
The other class of agricultural colleges requires the completion of a high-school
cour e of study as a requisite for admission to its freshman class, and then seeks
to maintahl strong four-year courses in agriculture and in the applied-science
courses, such as civil, electrical, mechanical, and mining engineering. In those
States where the State university maintains strong schools of applied science and
where the agricultural college is an entirely separate institution from the St,ate
university, it is evident that the college of agriculture and mechanic arts has found
its :field of work to be limited to giving a thoroughly practical training adapted
to young men and young women who have :finished such courses as are laid down
in our best ungraded schools and best grammar schools.
The weight of opinion in this association seems to be that the colleges endowed
by the Federal Government under the acts of 1862 and 1890 should be colleges
according to the accepted standard in the best educational circles. I quote a
paragraph from President Alvord's address, given at Denver last year, viz: "Institutions in affiliation with this association should in all respects be colleges in fact
as well as in name."
NUMBER OF COURSES OFFERED.

In reply to the question, '' How many four-year cow·ses do you maintain?' I
note the following: Ohio State University offers 15 courses; University of Washington, 14.; Pennsylvania State College, 12; Maine State College, 9; California,
Purdue, Kentucky State, Minnesota, Cornell, Virginia, and Wyoming, 7; Delaware, Idaho, Tennessee, and Wisconsin, 6; five colleges give 5 courses; eight colleges hrive 4; three colleges give 3, and fourteen colleges give 1 and 2 courses with
numerous electives.
This general outline of the number of courses shows that the colleges of this
a sociation, even the weakest of them, are able to give a breadth and variety to
their coll go work which is enjoyed only by the students of the oldest and be:itkn wn univer ities of this land.
'Ihe di tingui hing featm of mo!':t all these cow·ses of study is that they belon
to the department of applied science. This is what differentiates them most strikingly from the average college of liberal arts. This it is that characterizes these
collrm s a the great schools for the industrial life of this country. This gives to
u tho · at opportunity for training young men and women of high character
an<l lofty ideals to become examples as well as leaders in the world ·s commercial
ancl intlu tri l, ctivitie .
.L 11 th
colle" give com· es in a!!Ticnlture, Tw nty-five have courses in civil
_ 1 •in ring .. w ~t~-two in mechanical engineering twelv in el ctrical cngineerm~•• nnd ~,· m mmmg ngineering. Many of the mining t.ate have
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ments of labor are more remunerative than that of farming. In many of the
States there is not a ready market for agricultural p r oducts. In some States, at
least, if not in all, the farmers themselves are not awake t.o the value of training
in the agricultural college. In August last 85 boys, farmers' boys, entered the
University of California, but not one entered the course in agriculture.
The 6 students who did enter the course of agriculture were from the cities.
Yet it is wholesome to the thought and life of all our industries that agriculture
be elevated to a worthy place in our system of college education. The comparatively few students who may complete these courses are worth to the country all
their training costs, and when the time comes for the adjustment of the present
unequal distribution of rewards of labor, the college-trained scientific farmer will
be in patriotic demand.
All the colleges save ejght are making special efforts to attrnct students to
courses in agriculture. Addresses befor e farmers' institutes, lectures upon scientific topics, newspapers, bulletins, and contributions to newspapers are the principal means of bringing the work of the college to the notice and the esteem of the
public.
MILIT.A.RY INSTRU CTION.

The department of militar y instruction in the colleges of this association is a
subject I can not leave unnoticed. The military authorities have given particular attention to this subject from their point of view within the past two years.
The Adjutant-General of the Army in his report for 1896 to the Secretary of War
says : "Tho average number of students at the several institutions during tho
scholastic year was 3,401 less than during the preceding one, due perhaps to prevailing monetary depression. The number of those capable of military duty was,
however, 3,009 more, and the number requfred to be enrolled as military studer! ~
has increased 2,761 . The aptitude and interest of these students under military
instruction is generally satisfactory." The Adjutant-General further says: "The
law authorizing details shoufd be amended. I recommend that hereafter no detail
be made to any institution that can not guarantee an enrollment of at least 150
military students, and that military professors at institutions having a less number in their military department be withdrawn and returned to their regiments."
If the recommendation of the Adjutant-General should become a law, the agricultural colleges of the following States would lose the detail of the military professor according to the report of last year under the head '' Required enrolled as
military students," viz: Colorado, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Louisiana,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Dakota,
South Dakot a, Oregon, Rhode Island, T ennessee, Utah, West Virginia, Washington, Wyoming; twenty colleges in all. Now, I venture to affirm that to strike
these twenty States from the benefit of the military instruction provided for under
the Morrill act would lose to the service much of the very b est work that jg done
outside of West Point and the purely military schools. Take an illustration: I
find that one of the leading Ohio colleges reports 997 students as capaLle of military duty. Of these 110 received military instruction and 77 were uniformed. It
is evident from the above figures that the military spirit and military training
does not abound in that institution. Furthermore, every college man knows that
in the larger institutions of the East and middle West it is difficult to develop and
maintain good military spirit and discipline. Now, compare this example with
the evada State University that last year had at one time nearly 142 in the
cad t battalion, that had an average attendance of 114 cadets, every one in uni.form; every one r equired to perform his military duties regularly and strictly
under tho instruction of the commandant; theoretical instruction in the art and
science of war given as a college requirement once a week to the adets of the
junior and senior classes of the university; one hour to drill every coll ge day in
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the week, save one, throughout the year, and the military department in favor
with students and faculty. Now, what is true of the Nevada State University is
true, I believe, with nearly all the colleges established under the Morrill act.
The number of cadets in the Military Academy at West Point last year was 331.
The recommendation of the Adjutant-General would put the minimum number
of students in one of the colleges of this association to get the detail of an army
officer at 150, but 15 less than the half of the total number at the United States
Military Academy last year.
Again, in a recent article by Maj. Joseph E. Sanger, it is intimated that there
is a decline in interest on the part of the officers of the colleges in the military
department, that the instruction is not always up to the standard, and that in
some faculties there is to be found positive opposition to the military department.
I must say that I do not think these criticisms apply justly to many of the colleges. They ought not to apply to any. The provision for military instructions
in the Morrill Act is a good provision, and should be welcomed by the administration of every college that enjoys the benefit of that act. "Whatever is worth
doing at all is worth doing well" applies right here. It will be very easy, moreover, to remove any occasion for the above criticism.
To avoid any possible misunderstanding that the college faculty is not favorable to the department of military work, it should be understood that the military department is responsible, through its commandant, directly to the president
of the college or university, and through him to the board of regents and trustee .
Again, the instruction in military science and tactics should be placed on the
same footing with other subjects of instruction, and satisfactory work be required
from every student who is a candidate for a degree.
A word may be said in respect to the kind of officer that should be detailed to
college work. Not every officer is fitted by nature and training to become a successful college instructor. No officer who seeks an easy berth should be detailed
to the college, but one who likes to work with young men, who is pos e ed of
scholarly tastes and habits, who has a lofty ideal of the true soldier's character
and life, and who, in cooperation with the president and faculty, infuses a worthy
military spirit into the young men, and will aid in the development of a type of
strong, self-reliant, loyal manhood which this country will ever need.
The union of military train.ins- with the development of the civic spirit in the
education of our young men will dower this nation with a reserve corps of citizen
soldiers unsurpassed in excellence by any age or in any land.

III.
WHAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT IN OUR COLLEGES OF AGRICULTURE: 1

By Dr. H. C.

WnITE,

President Georgia State College, University of Georgia.

I am a ked to discuss, in a short paper, the subject " What should be taugh in
our colleges of agriculture?" The use of the posse sive pronoun in the title omewhnt lirui
at lea!,lt gives definiteness to the range of the discu ion. The
qu ti
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leges or schools of medicine, law, theology, engineering, music, art, and other
so-called "professions." In such event the college of agriculture, in determining
what and how it should teach, could probably do no better than to follow closely
the example set by these other professional schools in the character and scope of
teaching which they offer and upon which they have determined after long
years of ·experience and historic development. I think it may be truly said that
the primary function of these schools is the teaching of the great body of rules
of practice or procedure in the several professions, with incidental exposition of
the scientific or dogmatic principles upon which the rules are based. It is acquiescence in these rules, indeed, which is "professed;" the recognition of their
reasonableness and soundness which gives character to and uniformity in the tenets
of the profession. Now, in order that such teaching may not be the mere inculcation of blind empiricism, these institutions take for granted (at least, the best
of them do and all of them should) that their matriculates have already been
educated; have had their stores of general information, their powers of observation and their faculties of reasoning already developed by the educative processes
of the ·school, the academy, and the college.
Law, medicine, theology, etc. , are " learned professions " not so much because
the pursuit of them necessarily develops learning, but because, properly, only
those should engage in them who are already learned in the sense that they are
truly educated and so eq_uipped that they are properly prepared to acquire increasing learning with increasing years. The schools which teach these professions
are in fact (or should be) t-echnical training schools in special lines. They are
not truly, except incidentally, educational institutions at all. So, perhaps, should
be a true '' college of agriculture."
Now, I do not say that the practice of "agriculture" may not eventually be
(or, indeed, is not now, for tha,t matter) competent of exposition in a code of
general rules of procedure such as those which are accepted as at the basis of the
practice of law, medicine, or theology. But I think we must all admit. at least,
that as yet these rules have not been framed to what our distinguished friend, Dr.
Harris, so aptly characterizes as a "pedagogic form." As yet they have not been
so systematized as to come within the province of the teacher. So long as this is
true, in the sense which I have endeavored to convey, a genuine "college of agriculture" is, perhaps, without existence or the possibility thereof.
Undoubtedly it is extremely desfrable that this great industrial art, the practice
of which in these latter days has become, indeed, worthy to rank as a learned
profession by reason of the manifold applications possible therein of the great
stores of learning achieved in many of the branches of human investigation and
research-particularly in the physical sciences-should speedily havo its rules of
procedure reduced to such form as will bring them within the legitimate domain
of the "pedagogue "-he who "leads the children" to think and act aright in all
the works of their heads and hands. We who form this a sociation are, perhaps,
of all men those most interested to that end. One object of this immediate discussion, no doubt, is to elicit an exchange of views upon that subject. Waiving
this point for the mom nt, however, and turning to consideration of "our"
colleges-what is it that should be taught in them?
As most clearly setting forth the objects and character of these institutions, I
will be pardoned for quoting the familiar text of the laws establishing them.
Each of them is a " college "-not an academy or a school; its function "to promote the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes;" its "leading
object * * * to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture
and the mechanic arts, * * * without excluding other scientific and classical
studies, and including military tactics;" and each is under obligations to devote a
portion of its revenues to giving "instruction in agriculture, the mechanic arts,
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the English language, and the various branches of mathematical, physical, natural, and economic science, with special reference to their applications in the industries of life." I quote the law in this discussion concerning what we should teach
in our colleges, because where its requirements are specific wo are bound as honest men to observe them. Were they all specific and explicit, there would be no
need of this discussion. What we desire to arrive at is an interpretation of the
general requirements of the law and a course of procedure which shall best fulfill
its spirit and intent.
Dealing first, then, with the specific injunctions. Our institutions are to be
educational establishments, not professional schools. They are to contribute to
the drawing out and direction of the intellectual powers of the youth of the landparticularly of the" industrial classes "-so that they may be properly fitted by
"liberal and practical" education to engage in "the several pursuits and professions in life." They are '' colleges !'-and this designation helps us to determination of the stage in the educational process where our work should properly and
profitably begin. With the differing conditions surrounding the institutions in
different localities, it is obvious that no fixed and uniform regulations can be laid
down upon this point. The subject of entrance requirements to colleges generally-in what topics and to what degree-is engaging the earnest attention of
foremost educators in associations similar to our own, and, for our colleges, of
an able and learned committee of this body. Excellent ideals are set to which it
is sincerely hoped we may all ultimately be enabled to attain, uniformly, in all
parts of our common country. As yet, however, this is manifestly not practicable. Time may make it possible. So far as "our" institutions are concerned, I
think we might properly and safely demand of applicants for admission thereto
that they should exhibit the same or equivalent measure of intellectual development and acquirement (in "liberal" culture, at least) as is required by other collegiate institutions in the same or similar localities. Our teaching should begin
at a corresponding stage.
While upon this point permit me to indulge in a few reflections of a general
nature, which are yet pertinent to this discussion.
1. 01.>viously there is no wan-ant in law or reason for the distinctive designation
of our colleges as "agricultural" or "mechanical." f think it a pity that the
hal>it has grown among us. "Land-grant," or "State," or "science" would be
more fitting appellations if distinctiveness is desired. "Agricultural experiment
station 'is an eminently proper name for our stations. It indicates just what they
are. "Agricultur~' or "mechanical" prefixed to our colleges is unwarranted,
to say the least, and is apt to be misleading.
2. I think it unfortunate that the word "classes'' occurs in the Federal act of
endowment. There should be no ' cla ses" known to the law in this Republic.
Surely we hould recognize none in the construction of our schemes of education.
"'· If as we believe (otherw· e our professions are a deceit and our occupation
a fraud) the proper, acceptable, and successful prosecution of the great industrial
pur uit -a!!"ri ulture the mechanic art. , and other-demand an education and
a degre of cnltm· both '' liberal and practical, no whit I s thorough and no
low r in order than i require 1 for engag ment in oth r pur uit we hould take
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phys:cal sciences as a legitimate and necessary factor in genuine education.
They were born of this conflict, the victory in which was a triumph of modern
enlightenment over ancient narrowness, a decision that new elements should be
introduced into our educative processes, not to supplant but to reenforce the old,
that the two together might contribute to the formation of a completer man.
The successors of the victors would woefully misapply the fruits of the victory if
the institutions which they set up should deliberately embrace the very errors
which were combated to give them life, and exhibit a narrowness and one-sideclness in their curricula which, although of opposite tendency, would be no less
fatal to the development of the perfect man than those which in the older institutions were condemned. The laws creating our colleges not only permit us to
guard against this danger; they enjoin us so to do. The provisions of the law are
in accordance with the wise and reasonable views on the subject of education
which guided the conflict referred to to its successful termination. Efficient
hewers of wood and drawers of water and skilful artisans there were in abundance before the blessed enactment of 1862. This was not designed to add to their
numbei-s or to perpetuate their guilds. It was intended to increase the learnjng
of the youth of the land, to furnish them with intellectual powers and stores of
knowledge especially applicable in the industrial pursuits, by providing liberally
for education to that end, in order that those who might engage in such pursuits
should no longer be mere slaves of a craft, but freemen in the intelligent prosecution of their chosen handiwork.
The specific subjects enjoined by the law to be taught are:
1. Military tactics.-.As a lover of peace and of all agencies in the body politic
which conduce thereto, I should be inclined, indivjdually, to say-except for the
physical training involved and because of the association-more's the pity; but,
as we have it to do, let us do it thoroughly and well-not necessarily to th extent
of placing our students under military discipline, which, personally, I d eprecate
for many cogent reasons, but as efficiently, consonant with its peculiar character,
as we propose to instruct in other branches embraced in the curriculum.
2. Agriculture and the mechanic arts.-Let me waive discussion of these for the
moment.
The nonspecific injunctions of the law are certainly general enough to weigh
upon the conscience of no man who is a wise educator. They should be so, for,
obviously, differing conditions in revenues, locality, character of students, and
other will make necessary differences in the curricula of the colleges-both in the
number of branches taught and in the relative importance assigned them.
"Branches of learning related to agriculture and the mechanic arts,"" without
excluding other scientific and classical studies;" "the various branches of mathematical, physical, natural, and economic science, with special reference t their
applications in the industries of life." Surely, so far a the letter of the law is
concerned, the strictest constructionist could not assert that anything having the
faintest shadow of a claim to be con idered a branch of education might not be
taught in our colleges. The great purpose of our colleges may be gatherd from
both the letter and the spirit of the law. It is to furnish a "liberal and practical
education,' suitable for those who may be expected to engage in industrial pursuits. Without entering into discussion (which would be interminable) of what
is or may be meant by the" liberal" and the "practical·• in educatfon, I think we
all r cognize that there are certain great groups of studies whfoh differ somewhat
in their educative purposes and methods, although their ultimate aim is the same,
and it is not always easy to determine, for a given study, to which group it
more particularly belongs; the one devoted mainly to redecraft, the other to
handcraft; the one dealing mainly with the mind, the other with the sense; the
one characterized sometimes as "literary," the other as "scientific." Both are
necessary in judicious education.
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Our colleges are called upon to furnish both, but this does not mean that they
are to exhaust the field in either direction or to be uniform in the branches which
they adopt, or in the relative importance they may assign them. I venture to say
that, personally, I should consider certain branches as universally essential, each
to be pursued to the extent commonly covered bya college course. These are: In
redecraft, the English language and literature, mathematics, psychology; in handcraft, drawing and the physical sciences-physics, chemistry, and biology-with
regular and ample laboratory work in each. To these fundamentals it is possible,
and may be desirable, to make many additions on either hand. In redeculture,
the classical and foreign languages, history, economics, moral science. In handculture, subdivisions of the physical sciences to any extent which may be practicable or desirable, mineralogy, geology, workshop mechanics, and the elements of
technology in various lines. The pedagogic value of these differ with differing
circumstances, and each college should carefully determine for itself those best
suited to its special conditions. One thing, however, I think should constantly be
borne in mind in the conduct of this, the truly educational work of the colleges.
In teaching the '' branches of learning related to agriculture and the mechanic
arts" we should make it clearly appear that they are so related. In the liberal
culture given by study of the masterpieces of our English tongue, for example,
selections might readily and preferably be made to show that correct speaking
and writing, a pleasing style in composition and expression, adherence to the rules
of rhetoric, and even, perhaps, a touch of the breath of poetic inspiration are as
becoming and necessary in one who speaks and writes of the industrial occupa-tions of the people as of him who declaims of their rights and liberties upon the
stump or discusses their political problems in the columns of the press. The evo_lntion of civilization presented by the study of history may be as well, if not better shown by emphasizing the part played therein by peaceful industries as by
recountal of battles and sieges and the lineages of kings. Patriotis_m may be inculcated no less through proper pride excited by the industrial achievements of our
country in its times of peace than by panegyric of its glories won in times of war.
Illustrations necessary to demonstrate natural laws in science may be taken
from the myriad examples furnished upon the farm, in the field, and in the workshop, which will serve at least equally as well the purposes of pure science as
those arranged artificially in the laboratories or on the lecture table. Where
differentiation is found possible, moreover, in the physical sciences, those branche
should be selected which relate most directly to industrial pursuits, provided,
always, that a proper pedagogic method is afforded and a genuine scientific spirit
be maintained. Soil physics, agricultural chemistry, botany, entomology, and
animal nutrition may serve for truly educative purposes as furnishing illustration
of principles in the study of the pure sciences, physics, chemistry, and biology.
In fine, while it is not nece sary nor is it proper that we should erect our colleg
into umea oning partisan of the industrial arts, a in antagonism with other
pnruit , yet we should make manifest to our students by mu trations drawn
ther from in our educative proce sea, by the teachings of hi tor and by exhibition of their proper nnd legitimate fruits that through them lie a path to n efnln · and happin
at lea t equal in stability and dignity t-0 those offered by other
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to think that the school of agriculture should be a school of demonstration, not of
attempted education.
The professor of agriculture (if there be one) should teach neither physics, nor
chemistry, nor biology, nor engineering, nor any parts thereof, under the titles of
soil physics, agricultural chemistry, stock breeding, farm surveying, and the like.
He should rather demonstrate the applications of the previously taught principles
of pure science in the operations of the farm. The school of agriculture should
be provided with a suitable farm, including orchards, garden, and dairy, each
equipped in the best manner possible, with proper buildings, stock, cattle, and
machinery, and each should be conducted regularly and systematically as a model
of its kind in illustration of the proper and best methods of actual practice in the
several branches of agricultural industry. The students of the college should be
admitted to witness, and, if need be, to take part in the operations, and the demonstrator in each should be competent and required to give explanation of the
processes and the reasoning underlying them. It can readily be seen that the number of these processes may be very great, including preparation and tillage of
land, drninage, irrigation, feeding and care of stock, breeding of cattle, vegetable
and fruit culture, butter and cheese making, the housing, preparation, and marketing of farm products, and a great number of others. The point I particularly
make is that these operations should be illustrative, and, in every case, performed
in the very best manner that science and experience direct. The school of agriculture should be the clinic of the college; in a manner it should bear the same
relation to the college that the hospital bears to the college of medicine. It shoulcl
be de igned primarily for those who have already received, or are at the same
time receiving, the educative culture of the college proper, and it should not
undertake to duplicate or infringe upon the pedagogic work of the college. This
may seem unnecessary to say, but perhaps it is not so so long as it not infrequently
happens that a "professor of agriculture" conceives it his duty to give lectureroom instruction to his classes in smatterings of botany, agricultural chemistry,
vegetable and animal physiology, and other such topics which properly belong to
the departments of the several special physical sciences, where they can be taught
much better and with a proper regard to the period in the student's education
where they should be introduced, and since most of our text-books on so-called
"agriculture" follow the same general plan in their treatment of the subject.
Although certain of these topics may in strictness be considered of the nature of
applied rather than of pure science, they are in the main such as should enter into
the education of any man of liberal culture, and should not be estimated as the
peculiar posses ion of those only who purpose entering the industrial pursuits. So
far as the text-books are concerned, perhaps it is not possible to follow any other
plan, since the practice of agriculture can only be taught by actual demonstJ:ation.
When what they do is well done-as is the case in the admirable little manual of
our friend Professor Voorhees-these books serve a most useful purpo e, but
should not be taken as exemplifying the course to be given by the professors of
agriculture in our college .
Again, this illustrative work and training of the college farm and its attachments should be distinct from the research work, in its several lines, of the experiment station. It is unquestionably eminently advantageous and desirable that
the station should be intimately associated with the college; particularly for the
sake of the station, but for the sake of the college as well. For that matter an
investigator in one might very well be (and preferably) a teacher in the other,
and advanced or graduate students of the college might be admitted to participation in the re earches of the station, but the work in each should be distinct, and,
while they should cooperate and aid each other whenever possible, the djstinctive
purposes and° functions of each should be carefully discriminated. In connection
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with technical training in handcraft, instruction might properly be given in the
school of agriculture in farm management and economics, in the history of agriculture in all its branches, and in the systematic and critical study of agricultural
literature.
So much for agriculture. Instruction in the mechanic arts-into which subject
I may not enter-I take it should follow the same general lines, the workshops
taking the place of the farm.
Now, I am aware that I have mapped out an amount of work for our colleges
which is stupendous; either the educative work or the illustrative work is alone
very great; the entirety-to us of small means, especially-is simply appalling.
It will rarely, perhaps never, happen that any one of our colleges can do it all.
But I submit that it would be wise to follow the general policy which is herein outlined. Let each college do what it can and make its selection among the lines of
work offered according to its means and the conditions surrounding it. Upon certain points I should be inclined to insist in all cases.
1. That our colleges should be colleges in fact as well as in name. They should
be educational institutions in higher learning, in which the physical sciences particularly should fill their proper and important place as educative branches. They
should be true colleges, requiring, on the one hand, of those admitted to them a
certain proper degree of previous education, and on the other stopping short of
the specialization in distinct branches which constitutes in pure sciences the proper
work of the university, and, in certain of the applied sciences, of the experiment
station.
2. That they should provide the necessary and proper amount of this educational
work first of all, and should never permit themselves to become the nurseries of
unlettered craftsmen in the industrial arts, however skillful. This need not necessarily exclude from certain of the technical courses those who are seeking
information rather than education, but care should be taken that the chief function of the college is educational, not informational.
Where the land-grant college subsists exclusively upon its Federal revenues, it
must, perforce, be modest in its aspirations. Should other collegiate institutions
exist in the community with which it may cooperate, so that it may require of
those admitted to it a previous reasonable degree of college education, then its
work may legitimately be given over chiefly to the demonstrative teaching which
I have indicated. Best of all, perhaps, is the arrangement, when it is fea ible, of
such intimate and local association with other collegiate institutions as will provide for the educative and leave the bulk of the revenues of the college available
for the technical, demonstrative work. Such an arrangement as-my friend Professor Bailey will permit me to say-is so admirably aclministered at Cornell University in the State of New York, for example, certainly leaves nothing to be
desire<l. I am quite well aware that "many men, many minds,' and that an
arrangement of a giv n character which might be admirable in one locality and
under one et of conditions might not work well in another locality and under
diff r nt ircum tance . I am di cussing the que tion purely from an ideal standpoiut. In any vent, whatever may be the condition , redecraft (in its best and
thorough ·ignification) hould precede, or at lea t accompany, handcraft, however
thor u ,}i th· may be. In no other way in my judgment can our colleges .er-ve
th~ . nt 1m11 · for wh_ich thoy were founded-to make of the industrial purmt mtcll c u I oc npabons to be engaged in by educated men. Our colle'"'
nch .
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IV.
IRDU. TRI.AL EDUC.ATION. 1
By Dr. C. S. MURKLAND,

President New Hampshire College of Agriculture and the Mechani c Arts.
MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS BOARD OF AGRICULTURE,

It is with great pleasure that I avail myself of your permission to
speak here to-day. It occu1Ted to me whilo your chairman was speaking that
undoubtedly one of the reasons why the New Hampshire College was moved
nearer to your border was because of the strong attractive t endency of the State
of Massachusetts, naturally drawing us by its educational energy; and I am very
sme that all we in New Hampshire who are interested in education are delighted
to get nearer Massachusetts, either locally or fa spirit, in purpose and in method.
The necessity of condensing what I might wish to say in the time allotted me
has compelled me to leave some important matters utterly unmentioned, and to
briefly touch upon others, simply commenting upon a few points; for tho subject
of industrial education is not one whfoh can be disposed of in a few words-it
is a subject which touches vitally the interests of our people. Without further
introduction, let me say:
It is the misfortune of educational movements that they have always to d al
not only with the resistance of ultraconservatism, but also with the impn.tience of
impetuous radicalism. On the one hand is the drag of objection, on the score that
that which has been good enough before is good enough now; and on tho other
hand is the strain of insistance upon perfection, as if eclucational methods and
results might spring forth fully develop d, as Minerva was said to spring fully
equipped from the head of Jove. One class of people clamors against anything
largely new in educational methods and purposes, while another class clamors,
\Yith equal vehemence, for such development of the newer methods and such
definition of the newer purposes _as have been gained for the older education
only by the experience of centuries. To clearly unclers ~anc1 this double strain
is to get at the heart of the difficulties in the way of industrial education, ancl to
get at the heart of the difficulty is at the same time to gain an understanding of
the position of industrial education, in this country as in other lands.
Industrial education, which may be defined as education having in view immediate appiication in some of the pursuits and professions of life, is at present
involved in some necessary confusion in this country because of the difficulties
it has met on either hand. It was inevitable that so great an innovation as
that embodied in the changes from the traditional and time-honored methods of
education should: for its definite development, require much more time than has
yet e~apsed since the first institution for industrial training was established. An
expression used by Dr. William T. Harris, the United States Commissioner of
Education, in a recent addr ss, will be found u seful in maldng this fact clear. In
that address 2 he spoke of a "pedagogical form" as a necessity in teaching any
subject. And by the phrase "pedagogical form is meant a series of lessons so
arranged that they shall be actually progressive. In mathematics, to use the
illustration Dr. Harris himself usecl, there is a definite progression in which each
lesson plainly follows the lesson before it and demands that the preceding lesson
shall have been mastered. In mathematics and the classics the '' pedagogical
form· has been developed by long trial and is essentially fixed. There may be
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1 Read at the public winter meeting of the Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture, December 4, l O!.
2
Before the American .Association of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations, Wu.shington, D. C., November H, 180!.
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changes in text-books; it may be questioned whether or not Cresar shall follow the
lessons in easy Latin, the fables, and short historical extracts; but the teaching
form is not thereby affected, One who has to teach mathematics has no difficulty
in deciding which place in the course shall be held by analytical geometry, for
instance. He has only to decide what text-book will best suit his classes by being
best adapted to the requirements of the pedagogical form under the circumstances
in which he finds those classes. The same is true of him who has to teach the
classics, or even the modern languages.
In the matter of language the form is less definitely determined than in the case
of mathematics, but it is still fairly well defined. It certainly is to be questioned
whether or not there has been any improvement upon the system which simply
took the '' pedagogical form" used in teaching the classics and applied it to teaching the modern languages. The main fact, however, is clear; in the older education, represented by the teaching in the classical colleges, there has been the
advantage derived from established forms, by which both the process and the
result of the teaching have been essentially fixed.
Industrial education, on the other hand, has lacked this advantage; and, lacking
this, it has lacked that which can be gained only through the experience of many
years, and by the tentative trials of many institutions during these years. Industrial education fo this country, as in Europe, is too young to have arrived at the
maturity which will represent what such education is when at its best. And this
which is true of industrial education in general is true of its different divisions.
So that it is a thing to be expected that those departments of industrial education
which lend t hemselves most readily to a teaching form should be most perfectly
d eveloped and therefore in the most satisfactory condition.
Mr. Carroll D. Wright, Commissioner of Labor, presented a report February
7, 1893, in which he adopted a classification separating industrial education into
three divisions, respectively represented by the schools for manual training, the
technical schools, and the institutes of technology. The "half-developed colleges
of agriculture and the mechanics," as he calls them, he places between the technical or trac1e schools and the technological institutes of university grade, giving
them, rightly enough, perhaps, an indefinite and rather nondescript po ition.
Adopting, for convenience, his classification, it is to be noticed, :first, that indu trial education has been concerned with the mechanic arts and the manufacturin"
industries almost exclusively, until a very recent date. From the establishing of
the Ren selaer Institute, at Troy, N. Y., in 1842, till to-day, engineering in ome
of its didsion , has been the predominant department in the industrial institutions
in the United States. Allied with mathematics as engineering always is, demanding a thorough preparation in mathematic instruction as it does this department
01 industrial ducation has easily adopted the pedagogical form ready to its hand
in the established form of mathematical teaching. In affording new detail of
appiication, engineering has not had to grapple with the difficulty of upplying or
d Yeloping- the form it elf; it ha found the form already prepared for its u e.
Thi is omethin 'which should never be forgotten by tho e who are moved to
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some years to come. And the institutions in which agriculture is taught are
thrown thereby into a confusion which is for the present practically inextricable.
What requirements shall be demanded of the students who enter such institnti.ons? How shall the studies apportioned to the successive years be determined?
How long shall the prescribed course be? What degree shall be conferred upon
completion of the course? These are questions which find answers as many as
there are institutions involved. And this confusion can not be reduced to order
until it is possible to apply to every department in such institutions some welldefined form of teaching, such that the progress in one department shall be as definite and as real as the allied progress in every other department.
I have singled out the department of agriculture for illustration for two reasons:
First, because I assume that a session of the Massachusetts board of agriculture
is interested chiefly in teaching agriculture; and, secondly, because the department
of agriculture in our institutions of industrial education is the department which
suffers most from the lack of definite form in teaching. The same considerations
lead me, at this point, to dwell upon the relation between agriculture and other
departments of industrial education.
We have always to consider the end to be attained in education. Few parents
would be satisfied if their sons were to receive from the institution they attend
nothing but the training which would prepare them for the mere drudgery of the
occupation they choose. Wood-working and iron-working are inclucled in the
mechanical courses not simply that the students may be fitted to be carpenters
and machini ts; students mu t master preliminary details for the sake of larger
constructive operation . A boy may learn the carpenter's trade by an apprenticeship of three years, and be paid for his work all the time. It would hardly pay
him to go to a technical school for four years, meeting the necessary expenses out
of his own pocket or out of the treasury of the State or the nation, only to gain
such skill as he might be paid for acquiring in less time. A simple trade school,
which attempts nothing but to produce skilled artisans, can justify its being only
by turning out better workmen than the shop can turn out, or by reducing the
time of apprentice hip, or by adding something which an apprentice would not
learn. As a matter of fact, the technical schools of the lower grade do not attempt
to reduce the term of apprenticeship, requiring, as they commonly do, more than
three years' time. Nor do they, as a rule, claim to produce better artisans. A
journeyman carpenter will not have spent over the construction of perfect joints
so much time as the graduate of a trade school, but he will have gained much
more in deftne sand quick facility in the use of tools. On the whole, the journeyman carpenter who has served his apprenticeship will be a better carpenter for
general work than the school graduate. It is not by giving the same instruction
in a shorter time, nor yet in giving better instruction covering the same ground,
that a technical school must show its superiority to the school of apprenticeship;
but it is in adding to the mere technical training such other instruction as shall
better equip the learner for his place among men. Industrial education must be
more than learning and teaching trades; more, even, than adding to the development of technical skill a certain ability to apply general principles to the details
of a handicraft. It must fit the learner for life-for the life a man must lead
among men; and that is something more than the life a carpenter must lead
among carpenters, or a machinist among machinists, or a farmer among farmers.
This is vital in any consideration of the nature, the purposes, or the methods of
industrial education. And until we have found how the technical institution
may best fit its students for the large relations which they must sustain always
having in view the special vocation and also the general human obligations, we
shall not have solved the problem of industrial education.
This has its immediate bearing upon the relation between agricultural and other
departments of industrial education, and in this way: With such material for
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teaching as is now available, there is no perspective possible in teaching agriculture. Arranging different courses of study in a general agricultural course is
as nearly haphazard a process as anything can be in matters of instruction.
Coming fresh from a convention of the so-called agricultural colleges of the
country, I am sure of my ground when I say that this is a common fact in the
experience of these institutions. Certain text-books may be assigned to the senior
year in one of these colleges, with absolutely no reason why they should not have
b een assigned to the freshman year, or, for that matter, to some year of the preparatory school course. Where there is any perspective it is afforded by the
c1epenc1ence of agriculture upon some more definitely formulated scientific study, as
in the cases where an understanding of elementary chemistry is involved. In other
w01·ds, teaching agriculture gains the perspective of a pedagogical form only when
it adopts the form determined by some more precisely formulated science; and
where no such other science is involved there is nothing of that orderly sequence
in the progress of the instruction which has made the classici;,1 education, and
in some degree the scientific education, a process commanding respect by the
intellectual development it inevitably implies.
I am anxious to make this clear, even at the risk of some repetition. Here are
sixty so-called agricultural colleges, or thereabout, each attempting to give as
complete instruction in agriculture as is possible, and I suppose everyone of them
has to withstand the diverse strains of which I spoke at the outset; on the one
hand the inertia of the sentiment which sneers at scientific farming, and on the
other hand the strain of the foolish impatience of those who can not understand
that until agriculture is reduced to a science it Cc'l,n not be taught as a science.
Reducec1 to a science agriculture certainly has not been. It involves some smattering of scientific knowledge; mainly, as has been indicated, of elementary chemistry. But that farmers are able to speak of potash and phosphoric acid and
nitrogen and albuminoids and carbohydrates, hopeful as this is as a promise for
the future, is not a demonstration that agriculture itself is even approximating to
the exactness of a natural science. It has hardly attempted to use the scientific
method of careful and exact observation of facts with reference to large generalizations. How could it be otherwise? What inducement has there b en for men
to regard their farming in the light of a scientific possibility? The patient, painstaking accuracy, the willingness to wait long for apparently meager re ults, the
disregard of immediate financial return-such qualities as these, all factors of
the scientific spirit, have had little opportunity to exercise themselves in the
details of tilling the soil. The wisdom of the National Government in e tablishing experiment stations has begun to afford such an opportunity, but only the
veriest beginning can have been made in seven years, and the agriculturists themseh-es have hardly as yet been willing to unite with these stations in carrying out
the work which demands such general cooperation.
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ing into fower years, but by adding to it something which shall tend to make the
student a better farmer, a better man, and a better citizen on his farm. It was
profound wisdom which united the mechanic arts with agriculture in the fundamental law establishing the various colleges. Where there are institutions
designed to be exclusively agricultural, as in Massachusetts, the same advantage
is gained by broadening the course of study so that it shall em brace many branches
which are general rather than technical. These studies benefit the agricultural
course from the fact that they are not themselves agricultural. They make it
possible for the student to gain that personal development which makes for general fitness rather than for special aptitude, and they also ally the more specifically agricultural studies with other studies which have a teaching form. already
fixed. It would be no benefit to agriculture if we could succeed in forcing an
institution to cut out everything in its curriculum which is not directly and
immediately technical. No more deadly blow could be struck at the agriculturo
of the future than would be struck if such a movement should be made universal
or even general. Technical education as applied to agriculture is incomplete so
far as it is exclusive. It needs, as other branches of technical education do not
in the same degree, the help of other studies, technical or general; for, lacking the
form of progressive sequence, it lacks the first educational requirement. It will
not insure the general development of the pupil, nor will it even fit him for the
profession of agriculture.
It may seem as if I had conceded too much in granting, as I have, that technical
education a applied to agriculture is confused, immature, aml not upon a level
with other departments of technical education. But there is some hope in it,
for there is nothing in the method of instruction in agriculture to prevent such
reconstruction or such gradual improvement as may be suggested by longer xperience. The name" agricultural college 'is, I suppose, a designatiou which is likely
to be permanent. But the agricultural colleges will never command the respect
which other colleges command until they earn it. No decree, no legislation, ertainly no declamation, will elevate the institution which is not exalted by its own
worth. One of two things, and probably both of them, our agricultural colleges
must clo if they are not always to be considered, as many people now consider
them, institutions where a partial education may be gained, an education distinctly lower, upon the whole, than that of the classical college. Either the agricultural college must produce men who are far on the road to eminence in their
chosen specialty, or it must produce men able to maintain their places side by side
with the bachelors of arts from other colleges. If the institution aims to produce
eminent specialists, and only these, its constituency will be reduced to narrow
limits; if it aims to send forth specialists, and at the same time to give as omplete general development as any institution can give in the same time, there i no
reason why the agricultural college may not have a onstituency practically unlimited and win for its name genuine honor. So long as either agricultural or technical education is of greatest interest to us, we ought not to rest until the agricultural college is recognized as the equal of any college in the land.
There may be some points of detail which should not l>e entirely overlooked,
for many questions arise, questions which mu t be answered somewhere, and which
may not unfittingly be asked here. At what point shall the technical education,
specifically that pertaining to agriculture, begin? What shall be accepted as sufficient for admission to the technical college, the college of agriculture, for instance?
How long shall the course be? What kind of testimonial or degree shall be conferred at the end of the course? These are living questions, and will not soon be
finally answered. But some suggestion , with principles back of them, may be
made.
Naturally one begins with the last, for the end determines the beginning as
truly as the beginning conditions the end. And, in the first place, there should
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be no degree representing four years of college residence which can be regarded
as of less worth, less honorable, than any other degree rep_esenting the same
expenditure of time. If at the encl of four years spent in one college there is a
bachelor's degree conferred, making the bachelor of arts a person of rightful distinction, the agTicultural college ought not to confer a degree which may be considered as less honorable as is the degree of bachelor of science. I think I hazard
nothing in saying that the letters B. S. attached to a graduate's name do not carry
so much weight as the letters B. A., and that is not so very much. This whole
matter could be greatly simplified, and would be, if it were a settled principle that
the degree of A. B. means that the one receiving it has, after a definite preparation,
satisfactorily completed a four years' course of study in an institution of collegiate
grade-it does not matter what the course, scientific, technical, or classical. This
suggestion is not new, nor is it original with me; but I am convinced that it is correct in principle, and that if it should be applied to the so-called agricultural
colleges it would be to the general benefit of industrial education, perhaps of all
education.
·
But this assumes that the institution is of collegiate grade; and the grade of an
institution is largely determined by the requirements of admission to it. We can not
admit students with poor preparation or with no preparation at all, and with such
material maintain a standard of scholarship worthy of the collegiate name. The
question of the degree thus involves the question as to the length of the course
and the question as to the requirements for admission. As tohmgth of the course,
it should not be less than four years, unless a shorter time-three years, for
instance-be accepted in other institutions conferring the same degree and having
the same requirements for admission.
President Eliot suggests that three years ought to be enough; but this is entirely
a question as to the starting point. With a preparation covering a year's work
more than is covered commonly by applicants for admission the college course
might be reduced to three years' time; but with preparation under the ordinary
standards of Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and the other Stat.es of New England, it will take four years to produce the development of mind without which
there ought to be no degree conferred, of A. B. or B. S. This does not mean,
necessarily, that there must not be shorter courses, requiring le s and giving le •
But the degree should be the same for equivalent attainment in all institutions.
In the department of agriculture it may be possible that a cour e of two years
would appeal to many young men to whom a course of four years would seem
like an impossibility. On the other hand, however, iR the danger that a cour e of
but two years, with a certificate, of course, not a degree, at the end of it would
tend to lower the standard of the institution, and thus indirectly defraud every
graduate who ha pur ued the full cour e and thu become entitled to standin"'
a bachelor of art . A short conr e in agriculture i an acknowledgment of the
truth of which I have poken-that in teaching agriculture there is nod termined
form of progre sive equence. It may al o be a confes ion that the graduat in
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I wonder if you understand how much of the heroic there was in such action
when President Goodell, together with the faculty and the trustees of that college,
consented to raise the standard, at the risk of decreasing the numbers. It was a
brave, honorable, manly thing for them to do; and honor will be done them for
it as surBly as truth is truth, as surely as God gives the final mastery to that which
is right and perfect.
Three things ought to be demanded of every candidate for collegiate standing::
A thorough preparatory training in mathematics, up to the point now commonly
fixed upon by our colleges· a thorough training in E nglish. (I wish I might show
some of the English that we get, or , at l east, some of the things that are supi,osed
to be English, but are not. How can you give a college training, building up the
vast superstructure, with no foundation? We ought to demand of our publicschools more and more insistently that they allow no boy, no girl, to go out from
their doors without understanding something of the use, the power, and the beauty
of the mother tongue. There is danger of giving overmuch attention to scientific
training. We are carrying that too far-not teaching too much science, but ioo
many sciences. There is a vast distinction between the two thjngs. In tead of
developing in our students the scientific spirit, I think we have tried to cram
them with facts.) There should be, I say, a thorough training in English, inciuding a couTseextending over not less than two years; a touch of scientific teaching,
enough to make the student familiar with the scientific spirit and method, and a
thorough discipline in some language which has a fixed pedagogical form, preferably Latin. The technical in titution may not have Latin in it course· that is
not at all to the point. The study f one language which can be progre sively
t aught is of peculiar educational value, even if the stu :lent cloes not xpect over
to use the language itself. German would serve almost as well as Latin. Fr nch
almost as well as German. Greek lacks the incidental practical value of Latin,
G'3rman, and Fr6nch. But one language other than the English should berequired as a guaranty of the preliminary fitness required by th collegiate
standard. There should be at least three years of solid study, grjnding drill,
un til the student has le rned something of the formation of language, and mnch
of its use.
I know there are some who have the feeling that we can somehow ab orl> language by talking a good deal, writing a little, and reading le. s, and doing all with
no particular care and application of the mind to the ·,york. We shall not get a
final agreement as to all .this in one year or in ten year , but w have our eyes
fixed on the future, '' and wisdom is justified of her children."
There are matters of detail which must not be dwelt upon h re. What 1 have
said, in thi ha ty and inadequate treatment of the theme of,. Industrial ducation,·• I have said beca.n e there is o larO'e an opportunity for tho board of agriculture to further the cau a of education and, most of all, agricultural ducation.
Indeed, to hold official position of any kind in the grand old Common wealth of
Ma.. achusett i to be under a certain educational compulsion. .A repro entatives of the farmers you ar empow red to act in both directions-upon the resistance of tho ·e who would oppose every movement toward a scientific agriculture
and a cientific teaching of agriculture, and upon the impatience of those for
whom the car of progre, move too . lowly. Little by little the great problems of
industrial education, problems not fairly appr ciated until yesterday, a.re being
worked out. And with the cooperation of the agriculturists themselves. with
such unani mity a i p .-siblo when in titutions and people togetli r se k for the
common good of all the a"ricultural colleges will go on to definite aim , to wise
and comprehen ive method , and to such general development as hall make the
name agricultural coll ge a true de i<mation. and also a title of honor.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, for your courtesy. There are a..
ED
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thousand things I would be glad to have said. I am not sure there is anythin1
that I have said which I would wish unsaid. The cause of truth is ours. Scieno
and industry are God's handmaids, as they are truths. By them we shall gain th,
consummation of human life.
V.
OONSERVATIS11f IN S CIENTIFIC AGRICULTURE.

By Prof. W. H.

J ORDA~,

1

Dircc-tor of the .Maine State College Agru:ultiiral Experiment Station
Orono, life.

The American Agricultural Experiment Station is this year twenty years old
the American College of Agriculture is older. During at least aquarte.t of a cen
tury the teacher and investigator, to a greater or less extent, have been active ir
this land of ours in their efforts to illuminate the business of the farmer with thE
beneficent light of science.
Their success has not been startling, though great enough to justify the effort.
Inexperience, imperfect knowledge, the immense labor of successful teaching an<l
investigation, prejudice, the inertia that always attends any educational movement, all have conspired to render the attainment of the ultimate object, viz, a
more rational practice of agriculture, slow and difficult.
From one point of view, however, a great deal has been accomplished. Generous
endowments, both State and national, expended by a large body of trained workers,
an enlightened thought, and an improved farm practice testify not only to past
achievements but to present effort on a scale that is truly marvelous. * * "·
There is at least one complaint the farmers of the United States no longer have
the right to utter, which is, that they do not receive full r ecogniti on in the exercise of the paternal functions of the national and State governments, or in the
growth of the means and methods of public education. Whatever may have been
their motives, or the arguments which may havo been so successfully used in
influencing their action, the representatives of the people have, in their exercise of
legislative authority, dealt fairly generously with the industry that feeds us all.
Our Government may reasonably claim to have done its part up to the pre-ent
time in the efforts that are being made to impart special education and to discover
needed truth.
The question which must come to the workers in college ancl station with great
force and meaning is: Are wo justifying this great use of time and money by what
we are accomplishing? Is this tremendous activity that we are putting forth
being directed along the right channels? Are those who are teaching and inve-tigating, and who are speaking through the press or from the platform, fully recognizing the real needs of agriculture?
It is not my purpose at this time to attempt a statistical enumeration and discu ·ion of our appliances for cl ucation and investigation, or to undertake a detailed
criti ism of tho methods in vogue in the college and experiment station. I do propo. e however, to c, 11 attention to certain general considerations wliich I belie,
shoulu have a controlling influ nee in the development of class-room and pop
in ·tructio~, and in ~he v rious lines of xperiment and investigation.
~h • nbJ t that 1 et for d · cu ion i , Conservatism in scientific arrricultur
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from instruction in the relations of matter and energy and in the scientific facts
and principles which enter into and environ life, rather than in imparting the
technics and manual skill of the farm.
Third. Substantial progress in any art must be basal upon an accurate knowledge of underlying truths.
Scientific agriculture is commonly understood to be the practice of agriculture
in accordance with the known facts and principles of science, but in our discusdon to-day we will understand it to include as well the various organizations and
activities that are auxiliary to agriculture as the means of Tendering it more
rational. Our subject involves, therefore(1) The experiment station.
(2) College and school instruction.
(3) The farmers' institute.
(4) The press.
(5) The farmer.
These I understand to be the various agencies through which an organized effort
is being made to convey to agricultural practices the benefits of the exact knowledge we call science.
We will first consider, then, scientific investigation as a factor of moclern agricultme. This is certainly the logical order, for we must discover truth before we
can teach it. What !'elation does our subject bear to the work of the e_-pcriment
station?
There exist, I believe, substantial reasons for the folloVv-ing as erti n, namely:
* ,:• * The grea.test obstacle to progress, or even safe procedure, in tho art of
agriculture now existing is an insufficient knowledge of foundation facts and
principles. .;:. ·:<- *
It is worthy of noto that the only investigations which have outlived n half or
even quarter of a century, anu which have exerted a profound infl.u nee up n
agriculture as an art, are those of a severely scientific character-investig;-tions
which were carried on in the laboratories of scientists who little dream d of tho
far-reaching influence of their labors. The men who have gi-vcn to th word science the great meanino- and dignity which it now has ha,e been loYers of tho
truth ror tnith ·s sake, and I sometimes fear that we as a people are not cultivating the spirit of the true investigator as we should. Is it true that our scientific
labors are taking on a merely commercial aspect? Are we asking as the introc1uction to every piece of scientific w rk the question, How mu h will it be worth
in dollars and cents?
For some, these questions fortunately can be answered in the n gativ . It 13
de irable, however, that the enthusiastic scientific spirit shall more thoroughly
pervade our experiment stations, for we sorely need tho inevitable outcome of
such a spirit. While it is properly a function of the station to show how existing
knowledge may be utilized by experiments which serve as obj ct le ons I believe
a more important function at the pre ent stage of knowledge is tho discovery of
laws and facts fundamental to agricultural methods leavin the applicatfon to
farm practice of. much of this added knowledge largely with the ma s of intelligent farmers, where, after all, it must generally bo left. I affirm, then, that the
conclusions derived from experiment station work should manifest a conservatism
that is induced by severe and searching methods of experiment and investigation.
ur attention will now be directed toward the work of the school . This is of
rime importance, because here are to be trained the men who will be influential
in determining the status of agriculture. The standing of any profession or business depends not so much upon the kind of work performed a upon the character
and quality of the men engaged in it, provided, of course, that the work is honorable. If tho social horizon of the tiller of the soil is narrow, it is not becau e he
digs in mother earth, but is in part because of hi inability to reach out to larger
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social and intellectual opportunities. While it is not to be expected that all the
followers of any calling shall stand in the forefront of social and intellectual life,
it is certainly true that if agriculture is to maintain its proper dignity and influence among the world's great industries, politically and socially, it must number
among its followers men of the same intellectual ability and wide range of vision
that are found in other callings.
Farmers have often complained that lawyers have chiefly legislated for them,
but if this is true it is partly because they have not been shown their ability to
determine their own political and social statns. 'rhe conditions that make for
supremae-y in human society are not nullified or reversed as a favor to the farmer.
At the same time that we recognize this fact we must admit another of equal
importance, viz, that the interests of agriculture, whether in legislation or in business and social conflicts, are safest in the hands of its own followers who are
qualified by education and experience successfully to compete. with opposing interests. For these reasons, then, we are anxious that the training of the schools
shall render the best possible service to agriculture in the preparation of its
leaders.
In order that this shall be accomplished, we must give place to a conservafrm
which recognizes the value of past experience in the means and methods of imparting a sound education.
_
When the land-grant colleges were first organized, a popular notion prevail d
that an entirely new order of education was to be established-that the matter and
manner of the classical college were to be replaced by other subjects and oth r
methods. The young man was to be trained to do rather than to think. The
introduction into the curricula of these schools of such subjects as the modern
languages, literature, and metaphysics, or even extended instruction in the ciences, was resented by many as foreign to the spirit and purpose of the act which
made these new institutions possible. Had such views prevailed, the cause of
technical education would have suffered great harm. These extremist.a forgot, or
never knew, that a man's mastery of affairs does not proceed primarily from memorizing a catalogue of material facts or from manual skill, but rather from hi
capacity for severe and logical thought, and that a farmer's success is due not so
much to his ability to plow a straight furrow or his capacity for hard labor to
that analytical power of mind which enables him to discern the right relation of
things. To equip a man merely with the technics of the practice of agricnltur
would fall far hort of preparing him for that larger social influence which is
e ·seutial to lt>ader..;hip or the highest success.
Fortunately, we believe, the four-years courses in agrfoulture, a now pr n ed
by our b -t in ·titu tion', include a fair proportion of general training subject
combined with suf'h a equence of chemical, physical and biological studi tha
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is a serious misconception of the essentials of a four-years course in agriculture,
and because in so doing I may be able to make clear the views I desire to present.
Certain conclusions reached by President M.urkland may be justly summarized
as follows:
(1) A" pedagogical form" is a" necessity for teaching any subject," meaning
by pedagogical form a logical or progressive series of lessons.
(2) The courses in mathematics and classics have taken on a fixed pedagogical
form, which (inferentially) gives them a maximum value as a means of education.
(3) Courses of study related to agriculture and to engineering, especially the
former, have suffered from lack of pedagogical form.
(4) Engineering, because so closely allied to mathematics,has found a pedagogical form "ready to its hand in the established form of mathematical teaching,"
and so is now taught in fairly satisfactory courses of study.
(,3) Courses in agriculture are in a present "practically inextricable" "confusion," because "with such material for teaching as is now available th~re is no
perspective possible in teaching agriculture;" ""· ·* .* "and where no other
science is involved there is nothing of that orderly sequence in the progress of
instruction which has made the classical education, and to some degree the scientific education, a process commanding respect."
These latter statements are mostly quotations from the address under dis ·u'-".sion, and are those to which I shall chiefly confine my attention.
Dr. Murkland's strictures on the courses of agriculture that now exist are ba ·et1.
in pai:t on two assumptions:
(1) That agriculture is, or is susceptible of becoming, an independent science,
so that in classifying it for teaching purposes we may properly speak of '' other
sciences .. ,
(2) That the sciences, such as the chemical and biological, which we now recognize as somewhat "precisely formulated,"are not a proper ancl essential part of a
course in agriculture, and therefore chemistry, physics, and biology do not, and
may not, properly lend their pedagogical form to teaching engineering.
For myself, I can not accept these assumptions. Agriculture is an art, and the
act of Congress of 1862 directed us to '' teach the sciences related " thereto. To
be sure, we may speak of theories of scientific agriculture as a science, but in
order to teach these theories as theories are taught in engineering courses we must
give instruction not merely in "elementary chemistry" but in advanced chemistry-the chemistry of the plant and the animal, than which none is more profound; and what is true of chemistry is true of other sciences in their relation to
the agricultural course. No student can be made properly to understand the
facts of horticulture, of plant feeding, or of animal nutrition untH he is thoroughly grounued in the botanical, chemical, and physiological fact and prin ·iples underlying these subjects; and so, instead of teaching one scienc , we must
teach several.
i do not see how it will ever be vossible to so coordinate into a single science,
for teaching purpo es even, the mutual relations of physics, chemistry, biology,
and physiology to the art of agriculture, so that it will not be necessary to teach
the individual ciences, unless the course in agricultme is made po ·t-graduate.
What, then, does the fom-years course in agriculture become? Simply the teaching of a collection of sciences along tho e lines which lead up to and involve a
discus ion of their application to the art of agriculture. When, therefore, chemistry physics, botany, and physiology are taught in this relation, they do not lose
their identity, but retain the same logical order which they have when taught as
pure sciences, and they lend to the comse in agriculture the teaching form which
· con idered so desirable.
,\ a matter of fact, four-years cour es of agriculture, as now offered by some
colleges, at lea t, are really specialized courses in the sciences, differing from tho
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ordinary scientific course by pointing out the applications of the sciences to an
art. Are such courses a mistake? Are they framed in accordance with false
views? I believe not, and this is the reason for my belief: The real and important
need of which the farmer is conscious is for a knowledge of conditions and not for
methods or for skill in manipulation. When he clearly understands the reasons
for that which goes on about him, the right method will appear. The difficulties
lie with explanations, not with mechanical processes. And besides, agriculture
is not a business involving such delicate and intricate mechanical operations that
attendance upon a college would be justified in order to learn them, although the
modern dairy, the forcing house, and the fruit garden do require skill. But I
venture to assert that no machines or practical methods have yet become arnilable to the agriculturist whose use the clear-brained inmates of our farm homes
have failed to master. The spraying of fruit with fungicides and insecticides
illustrates how readily the necessary manipulation was acquired when the reasons
for these operations became evident. It is the explanation of phenomena, then,
which the extended course of study should give in oruer that the farmer may know
how to adapt himself to the varying and complex conditions which he meets in
his work.
The same educator whose utterances I have called in question has made other
statements in his address which should not pass unnoticed. He declares that
"arranging different courses of study in a general agricultural course is as nearly
haphazard a process as anything can be in matters of instruction, " and that'· certain text-books may be assigned to the senior year in one of these college with
absolutely no reason why they should not have been assigned to the freshman
year or, for that matter, to some year of the preparatory s~hool course."
It would have been gTatifying if President Murkland had illustrated this statement by specifying particular studies which are so devoid of relation to other subjects that their place in a course of study is in no way indicated, for then his
meaning would be more clear. Did he have in mind the subject of tillage, which,
unless considered in the light of the underlying principles of chemistry and phy ic ,
would be taught in a manner unworthy an extended course of instruction? Did
he ref r to the teaching of horticulture, which, to be intelligently and systematically done, must be based upon a previously acquired knowledge of botany? Di
he mean the subject of plant nutrition, in which the instruction is always halting
and unsatisfactory if the student knows no chemistry? Or animal nutrition, to the
prop r consideration of which must be brought more than a smattering of chemical and physiological information. I believe I am fairly familiar with the li tof
subjects that could properly be placed in a fom--years course in agriculture, an
I know of no one which does not seem to have it position as clo ely indic
as i the ca o with many math matical and langua,,.e subjects, and with
subj ct tho logical order is almost imperatively fixed.
The tatements and conclusion lead to a wide range of questions which we
can not di cuss here. I will briefly notice on , howev r. Have the school of
lower grade and tho short course in agriculture, such as the '· dairy conr e, · no
jn ti.ti ' tion?
Th Yar ' bundantly justified both by what the f ur-y r cour ha fail 1 • nnd
al wa. ·swill fail, to accom 11 h, and by the actual r n1 ts which
ve follow d th ·
in ~0<luction . ~ey are reaching young men who otherwise ight never baveh
h 1r bought. timulatcd to gr ater activity or their y fitted for larger 'ri :o
Tb · ar not ideal. Th y ro not a full ubstitute for th four- •ear course b
I
~ opinion th t a m ns of carrying t tho m
of farmer a hi~h
1
11 of
t know le lge they are likely to con. titute the mo t ffi i
rt th . wo nrenow atrompting. I do most emphatic lly 1 rot t, tho rrb
h
1 ri f r cow·
being r "'• rded a
a kn wlc !?'lll n t hat the hi"'b
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and fuller course lacks form and efficiency. · The logic of such reasoning is not
clear, and scarcely requires comment.
Passing now from that phase of our subject which relates chiefly to the college
professor and the investigator, let us consider the need of conservatism in the
interpretation to the farming public of its relation to scientific facts and theories.
In this particular field of work, asi.de from the station bulletins, we have to do
chiefly with the institute speaker and the editor.
In order that the farmer may be instructed and helped, and not confused, these
two popular teachers should display a conservatism that is born of sound and
adequate knowledge.
Institute speakers as we now find them include men of a great variety of experience. To-day we listen to the man of science and to-morrow to the man of practice, both of whom have thei~ peculiar place and value. It is extremely desirable,
however, that tho one shall not attempt to occupy the province of the other.
While there is an occasional scientist who is familiar with the methods of practice, and a few who till the soil that have a fairly wide range of scientific kno,vledge, the rule is that the one falls far short of expertness in the domain of the
other. It is better that the specialist in some line of agricultural practice shall
not feel called upon to furnish a scientific explanation of all that he does, and that
the speaker who is expert mostly in some departments of science shall not give too
much free advice in regard to the details of farm work. Such a r gard for the
proprieties will tend to the establishment of greater confidence on the part of tho
public in those who appear in the capacity of teachers.
It is to be feared, moreover, that there is a tendency to gauge the value and efficiency of an institute speaker chiefly by his ability to am11se an audience, 1·ather
than by his credentials for sound and accurate knowledge. This is partly duo to
tho fact that many audiences of farmers are better satisfied with amusem nt than
with an address which requires close and earnest attention. It is certain, however, that just as we now confess the disaster due to tho incapacity of religious
teachers whose only claim to confidence is a sanctified ignorance, so we can be
sure that glibness of tongue is not all the qualification which teachers in agriculture should possess.
An error may be as effectually presented from the platform as a truth, but it is
of vast importance to the hearer whether it be error or truth. A truth expressed
in homely phrase is at least harmless and may be beneficial, but an error attractively uttered is always dangerous and may work injury. It is not an exaggeration
to decla1·0 that some very grot sque science has been proclaimetl at farm institutes
by men who were out of their proper spheres of discussion, and who therefore
lacked the exact knowledge necessary to accurate and r eliable sta.tements of a scientific character. This evil it is within the power of those who officially conduct
public agricultural discus ions to greatly remedy.
We will now con ider somewhat briefly the relation of the press to scientific
agriculture. What the agricultural editor most sorely needs is not only a conservative mind, but the ability to discriminate between the true and the false-an
ability which does not proceed from a ready and attractive style of writing or from
what we in general term the art of journalism, but from a fund of information.
The number of agricultural papers, and papers which have an agricultural page,
that are offered to the reading public, is legion. To some of these the farmer is
greatly indebted. They ar conducted by competent men, who summarize for the
readers the best knowledge and thought that are current. Some of them, however, present an aggregation of fact and theory which is without form or comeline s when viewed in the light of truth. * * ·* There is a great opportunity,
though perhaps not yet a great demand, for men especially trained to be editors
of agricultural newspapers. These should be men who possess the fundamentals
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of scienoe and practice, ancl while they may not be experts in any one direction,
they should be so well acquainted with the sources of knowledge and with the
status of men and things that they can sift the chaff from the wheat.
This is not a plea for an aristocracy of knowledge based upon an orthodox training in school or out of school, or upon a required assent to the recognized credo of
science or practice. It is not to be expected that even men of acknowledged
authority shall all bring their views to the same dead level, but it would be a
relief if we could eliminate from public discussion those speakers and writers
whose chief claim to a hearing is that they disagree with the accepted verdicts of
science and practice, not because they have had the opportunity exhau tively to
examine the foundations upon which these conclusions rest, but rather because,
after a superficial observation of the surface of things, they are not able to reach
the same conclusions. The theories which these pseudo-scientists weave out of
the tissues of their own brains, though generally short-lived, may not only mislead, but do great harm by destroying confidence in the science that is worthy of
the name.
It may be somewhat superfluous to suggest that there is need for conservatism
on the part of the farmer, for he has been repeatedly pointed out as an example of
excessive caution in the adoption of new ideas. Certainly he has sometimes
a sumed an attitude of even extreme reserve toward things scientific, and although
the best farm practice furnishes abundant evidence that the di coveries of science
have takon a firm hold upon the means and methods of agricult ure, yet he is di ·posed carefully to question any new theories or change of practice that 1s presented to his attention. Such conservatism is wise. The farmer is receivin.~ a
great deal of free advice from a variety of sources, which, as we have tried to
show, is not always reliable, and until by inexpensive experiments, or by le s
expensive observation, he secures reasonable proof of the value of a new metb d
or appliance, he does well to adhere to his old and tried ways.
The peculiar characteristic pertaining to the farmer 's con ervative habit i that
it occa ionally suffers unfortunate and costly lapses. The owner of generous
acres will often resist the teachings of science and experience, and will sneer at
the advice of the ablest men in his own calling, only to grasp at the glib promi
of the man he never before saw and of whose t rustworthiness he knows ab olntely
nothing.
We find in farm homes, as we find ever ywhere, a strange expectancy concernin°
things new and untried. Humanity has always been hoping that out of the land
of magic would come the relief from the burdens of life, or the promise and fulfillment of great rewards from little effort. The fraudulent food and fertiliz r
tho patent medicine, and the wonderful business opportunity which offer a cbanc
tog t somethino- out of nothing, all exi t because of thi unconfe sed faith in th
extraordinary value of the unknown. It is thi credulity concernin°; thin on si<lo the farmer' ordinary experience that r enders it o difficult to defeat th
schem which only defraud. ·* * *
""o 011 i infallible no scientist has attain d more than a very incompl
kno ·led"' . and mi take· are a common experience, but we confidently a · r tba
th high
r , lization · in agricultuae lie in the con ervative yet ro denin, inflnf th
i ·ntific 'ort that is now being exerted in it behalf.

CHAPTER XI.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSIO
TO FRESHMAN
LA.'
IN COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, AND SCHOOLS OF TECHNOLOGY.
The requirements for admission to undergraduate courses of institutions for
higher education in the United States are almost as varied as the number of such
institutions. This diversity of requirements is a great burden to the preparatory
school of the country, as it necessitates the formation of a much larger number of
cla se than would be the case if uniform entrance requirements were au.opted by
at least the leading universities and colleges. A movement in this direction has
been going forward for some years, and has been taken up by a number of college
and other educational associations. Among the bodies throughout the country
that are now engaged on this problem are the following: 1 "New England As ociatiou of Colleges and Preparatory Schools; Massachusetts Classical and High
School Teachers' Association; Commission of Colleges in New England on Admission K·aminations; Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Micldle
States and Maryland; Schoolmasters Association of New York and vicinity;
University and High School Conference of Colorado State Teacher 'Association;
Southern College Association; Tennessee Association of Colleges and , 'chools;
High School Section, Ohio State Teachers' Assocfation; College and Normal Section of North Dakota Educational Association; Nebra~ka Association of Superintendents and Principals; College Section of State Teachers' Association of
Nebraska; Department of Colleges and High Schools, South Dakota Educational
Association; Committee of Ten of South Dakota Educational Association on College Requirements; Southern Educational Association; Committee appointed by
Southern Educational Association to consider relations of Uolleges and Secondary
Schools: Committee on High School Course, Nevada; Louisiana Association of
Latin Teachers; North Central States Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools; Michigan Schoolmaster ' lub; Committee of University Pre i<lents to
unify requirements; Department of Higher Education of the Montana State
Teachers' Association; National Educational As ociation."
From the foregoing list it will be seen that there seems to be a general movement throughout the country in favor of uniform entrance requirement . Some
tangible results have already been reached, especially noteworthy being the fact
that th English requirements adopted by the Commi sion of Colleges in New
England on Admission Examinations and the College Association of the Middle
States and Maryland are now re nired for admi sion by 87 of the institutions of
the country, from Maine to Oregon and from Minne ota to Missouri, 26 different
States being represented.
The Commis ion of Colleges in I ew England on Admission Examinations was
formed in 18 Gin r esponse to an appeal made by the New England Association of
1 Education,
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Colleges and Preparatory Schools for the purpo e of maintaining and promoting
uniformity in the requirements for admission. The commission as at present constituted has fifteen members, as follows: Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.; Boston
University, Boston, Mass.; Bowdoin College, Brunswick, l\Ie.; Brown UniYer ity,
Providence, R. I.; Colby University, Waterville, Me.; Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.; Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.; Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt.; Smith College, Northampton, Mass.; Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.;
Tufts' College, Massachusetts; Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.: Wesleyan
University, Middletown Conn.; Williams College, Williamstown, :Mass.: Yale
University, New Haven, Conn.
The actions and recommendations of the commission are not binding upon the
several members thereof, but" full liberty of action is reserved to each faculty on
all proposals made by the commission." One of the first matters to receive the
attentfon of the commission was the requirement in English, and nearly all of the
annual reports of the commission contain some action taken on this subject, which
it is not necessary to repeat here. The admission requirements in English, as
agreed upon by representatives of and adopted by the Commission of College in
New England on Admission Examinations, the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the .Middle Stalies and Maryland, and the New England As ociation of Colleges and Preparatory Schools, are as follows:
EXGLISIT.

I.-RE.aDIKG A~D PRACTICE.

A limited number of books are assigned for reading. The can<lidate is required
to present evidence of a general knowledge of the subject-matter of these book ,
and to answer simple questions on the lives of their authors. The form of examination will usually be the writing of a paragraph or two on each of several topics
to be chosen by the candidate from a considerable number-perhaps ten or fifteenset beforo him in the examination paper. The treatment of the e topics is de igned
to test the candidate·s power of clear ancl accurate expres ion, and calls for only a
general knowledge of the sub tance of the books. In place of a part or the whole
of this test the candidate may present an exercise book, properly certified to by
his in tructor, containing compositions or other written work done in conne ·tion
with tho reading of the books.
The books ·et for this part of the examination will be:
1 D,.- ha.kespeare's .A.s You Like It; Defoe's Hi tory of tho Plague in London;
Irving's Talc of a Traveler; Hawthorne's Twice Told Tales· Longfellow· · Ev ngoline; George Eliot· iJ
arner.
1 9 .- Iilton's Paradis
·t, Books I and II: Pope's !Had, Books I an<l X II;
tho ir Rory r cl Coverl
per in The Spnctator; Gold mith's T
,vakofi lcl; Col ridge·
iont .i.:farinor; Southey's Lif of el on
E ay on Burns; Lowell's The Vision of Sir L:tnnfo.l; IIawthorn.!' Th
· ; Pope ·s Iliad, Do
e Sp"'cta
e nin
ow ll's
p
h

TI X II an
mith 's The
Flight of
on of
, VI.
mih
nr Tri
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II.-STUDY A.ND PRACTICE.

A smaller number of books are assigned for more careful study. The examination upon these books covers subject-matter, form, and structure, and also tests
the candidate's ability to express his knowledge with clearness and accuracy.
The books set for this part.of the examination will be:
1897.-Shakespeare's Merchant of Venice; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with
America; Scott's Marmion; Macaulay's Life of Samuel Johnson.
1898.-Shakespeare's Macbeth; Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America;
De Quincey's The Flight of a Tartar Tribe; Tennyson's The Princess.
18G9.-Shakespeare's Macbeth; Milton's Paradise Lost, Books I and II; Burke's
Speech on Conciliation with America; Carlyle's Essay on Burns.
1900.-Shakespeare's Macbeth; Milton's Paradise Lost, Books I and II; Burke's
Speech on Conciliation with America; Macaulay's Essays on Milton and Addison.
NoTE.-No candidate will be accepted in English whose work is notably defectiYe in point of spelling, punctuation, idiom, or division into paragraphs.
In addition to the English requirements, the commission has for several years
been at work on the requirements in Latin, Greek, and the modern languages.
The requirements in Latin and Greek, as approved by the commission in 1805 and
transmitted to the several colleges for their adoption, are as follows: 1
LATU-.
!.-ELEMENT A.RY.

The elementary examination will be adapted to the proficiency of those who
have studied Latin in a systematic course of five lessons a week. extending through
at least three school years. It will consist of two parts (which can not be taken
separately):
(a) The translation at sight of simple Latin prose and verse.
(b) A thorough examination on a prescribed portion of Cicero·s speeches (about
30 pages, Teubner text), directed to testing the candidate's mastery of the ordinary
forms, constructions, and idioms of the language; the test to consist, in part, of
writing simple Latin prose involving the u se of such words, constructions, and
idioms only as occur in the speeches prescribed.
II.-ADV ANCED.

The advanced examinations will be adapted to the proficiency of those who have
studied Latin in a systematic course of five lessons a week, extendin6 through at
least four school years. The two examinations may be taken separately:
(1) The translation at sight of passages of Latin prose ancl verse, with questions
on ordinary forms, constructions, and idioms, and on prosody.
(2) The translation into Latin prose of a passage of connected English narrative.
The passage set for translation will be based on some portion of the Latin prose
works usually read in preparation for college, and will be limited to the subject~
matter of those works.
GnEEK.
I.-ELEME.-TARY.

The elementary examination will be adapted to the proficiency of those who, in
addition to the course de:fin d as suitable preparation for the elementary examination in Latin, have studied Greek in a systematic course of five exercises a week,
1
Ninth Annual Report of Commission of Colleges in New England on Aclmis ion Examinations, pp. 9, 10.
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extending through at least two school years. It will consist of two parts (which ,
however, can not be taken separately):
(a) The t ranslation at sight of passages of simple Attic prose.
(b) A thorough ex amination on a prescribed portion of Xenophon (about 30
pages, Teubner t ext), directed to testing the candidate's mastery of the ordinary
forms, constructions, and idioms of the language, the test to consist, in part, of
writing simple Attic prose, involving the use of such words, constructions, and
idioms only as occur in the portion of Xenophon prescribed.
IL-ADVANCED,

The advanced examinations will be adapted to the proficiency of those who, in
addition to the course defined as a suitable preparation for the advanced examinations in Latin, have studied Greek in a systematic course of five exercises a week,
extending through ·at least three school years. The two examinations may be
taken separately:
(1) The translation at sight of passages of Attic prose and of Homer, with que tions on ordinary forms, constructions, and idoms, and on prosody.
(2) The translation into Attic prose of a passage of connected English narrative.
The passage set for translation will be based on some portion of the Greek prose
works usually read in preparation for college, and will be limited to the subjectmatter of those works.
The portions of Cicero and Xenophon prescribed for the elementary examinations will be changed from time to time,.notice of change being given at least two
years in advance.
The committee by whom the requirementd in Latin and Greek were prepared
also r eported to the commission proposed courses of study showing how the work
r equired above could be done. The courses as finally approved by the commission at its tenth annual meeting, in April, 1896, are as follows:
PROPOSED PREPARATORY COUR ES.
L A T!

•

Fir t year, five lessons a week. First and second terms: Introductory le. on •
Third t rm : E asy reading, such as Fables, Viri R omre, Eutropius etc. (15 to 25
page· 1) : pract ice in reading at sight 2 and in writing Latin; systematic study of
grammar b gun.
, econd year. five les. ons a week. First term: Easy r eading continued (15 to 2p ·tge ·) · epo or Ore ar (1 5 to 9 0 pages 3) . Secon d term: resar (30 to 40 page 4) .
T hird ter m: Ovid's . . Ietamor pho e (750 to 1 000 line ) . Practice in r eadin(r
·i,,ht an cl in writing Latin , with ystematic study of grammar t hroughout the
year.
Tl ·
v le. <;ons a we k. Fir t term : Virgil s JEneid ( ,30 to 1,0 0 li
k,
('2:J pag s) . Practice in r adin•~ at ight and in
ncl and thir d t r m : Cic r o, in at. III and I V (21). pa
d Ovid (,> 0 to ro lines), mainly for pr actice in re
mmaticc 1 review and pr actice in wi-iting L atin.
in Cat. II-IV.
1lnrd.
.

.
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Fourth year, five lessons a week. Cicero (45 1 to 60 pages). Virgil (4,000 2 to
6,000 lines). Practice in reading at sight and in writing Latin. Grammar.
If the advanced examination in Latin composition is not required, the course
may be reduced by one lesson a week in the third and fourth years.
GREEK.

First year, five lessons a week. First and second terms: Introductory lessons.
Third term: Xenophon's Anabasis (20 to 50 pages) . Practice in reading at sight
and in writing Greek. Systematic study of grammar begun.
:Second year, five lessons a week. Xenophon's Anabasis (continued), either alone
or with other Attic pro e (85 to 120 pages). Practice in reading at sight. Sy tematic study of grammar. Thorough grammatical review and practice in writing
Greek, both based on study of Book II of the Anabasis.
Third year, five lessons a week. Homer (2,500 3 to 5,000 4 lines). Attic prose,
with practice in writing Greek (25 to 40 pages 5 ) . Grammar. Practice in reading
at sight.
If the advanced examination in Greek composition is not required, the course
may be reduced by one lesson a week in the last year.
The commission also voted to recommend :
(1) That colleges which prescribe an examination in the translation and subject-matter of specified portions of Homer and Virgil unite in specifying for such
examination Iliad, .Books I and II, 1-493; .lEneid, Books I-V; and that the selection of such additional r eading in each author , as may be required by any college.
be left to the discretion of the preparatory teacher, the amount only being stated
by the college.
(2) That colleges which admit on certificate unite in specifying as r quired
reading Xenophon, Anabasis, I- III; Homer, Iliad, I, II, 1-490; Ca.>sar, n. G.
I-III; Cicero, the spe ches against Cataline and on the Manilian Law· Virgil,
.JEneid, I-V; the selection of such additional reading in each author a may be
required by any college being left to the discretion of the preparatory teacher the
amount only being stated by the college.
(3) That colleges which confine their tests in the translation of Greek and Latin
authors to translations at sight base their examinations on the as umption that
the candidate has read, as part of his preparation, the portions specified in vote (2)
above, and that they so announce in their catalogues.
With respect to the admissi.on requirements in modern languages. the commission seems to have -some difficulty in arriving at a satisfactory decision. At the
t nth annual meeting the following scheme of revised requirements was pre ented
to the commission by the committee to whom the subject had been referred:
GERMAN.
1.-ELEME TARY.

The elementary examination will be adapted to the proficiency of tho ~e who have
studied German in a sy tematic course of five periods a week for one year. It will
con ist of two parts (which, however, can not be taken separately):
(n) 1rhe tran lation at sight of a passage of easy prose containing no rare words.
The pa age et for translation will be suited to candidates who have r ead not
les than 150 duodecimo pages of simple German, chiefly narrative prose; this
E.g., 1n·o Archia, de lege Manilia, and pro Marcello (46 pages).
Book,; II-VI of the 1Eneid contain 8,900 lines.
3 E. g., Iliad l IV (omitting II, 40.i-cnd) and VI.
4
E.g., Iliad I-III (omitting II, 404-endJ and VI-VIII.
6
Making a total of 130 to HKJ pages of Attic prose, equivalent to four to six books of the Anal>asis.
1

~
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amount includes sight reading done in class. It is important that all translation
be done into clear and idiomatic English. ·
(b) The translation into German of simple English sentences, to test the candidate's familiarity with elementary grammar.
Elementary grammar is understood to include the conjugation of the weak and
the more usual strong verbs; the declension of articles, adjectives, pronouns, and
such nouns as are readily classified; the commoner prepositions; the simpler uses
of modal auxiliaries; the elements of syntax and word order. Proficiency may also
be tested by dil'ect questioning.
Practice in pronunciation by reading aloud as much as possible from the texts
used in the class is recommended; also the writing of German from dictation.
II.-~DV.A.XCED.

The advanced examination will be adapted to the proficiency of those who have
studied German in a systematic course of at least four periods a week for three
years. It wm consist of two parts (which may be taken separately):
(a) The translation at sight of ordinary German.
In preparation for this examination candidates will be expected to have read, in
adclition to the amount specified under "Elementary (a),'' at least 600 duodecimo
pages of classical and contemporary prose and verse, to be selected from such w rks
as tho following: Riehl, Kulturgeschichtliche Novellen; Freytag, Bilder aus der
c1cntschen Yergangenheit, especially Aus dem Mittelalter and Aus dem Jahrhundert des grossen Krieges; Kohlrausch, Das Jahr 1813; Schiller 1 Der clreissigjahri,.,.e
Krieg. Wilhelm Tell, Maria Stuart, Die Jungfrau von Orleans; Goethe, Hermann
uncl Dorothea, Egmont, Iphigenie; Lessing, Minna von Barnhelm. At lea tonehalf of tho amount read should be nineteenth century prose.
(b) Tho translation into German of a passage of easy English prose.
In prnparation for this examination candidates will be expected to have ac:J.uired
a thorough knowledge of accidence, the elements of word formation. and the principal uses of prepositions ancl conjunctions; the es entia!s of yntax, especially the
u~es of modal auxiliaries and tho subjunctive and infinitive modes. Proficiency
may also be tested by direct questioning.
It is r commended that the candidate acquire the ability to follow a recitation
conducted in German and to answer in that language questions asked by th
instructor.
FREXCil.
I.-ELElIE_.TARY.

The elementary examination will be adapted to the proficiency of tho
ho
hn.v stucli cl Fr nch in a ystematic cour e of five periods a week for one year. I
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cases; the commoner uses of the article, and the partitive constructions. Proficiency may also be tested by diTect questioning._
Pronunciation should be carefully taught and the pupil should be accustomed to
hear and understand the spoken language. The writing of French from dictation
is also recommended.
II.-A.DV A.NCED.

The advanced examination will be adapted to the proficiency of those who have
studiec.l French in a systematic course of at least four periods a week for three
years. It will consist of two parts (which may be taken separately):
(a) The translation at sight of standard French.
The passage set for translation will be suited to candidates who have read, in
addition to the amount specified under" Elementary (a)," not less than 800 cluodecimo pages of classical and contemporary prose and verse from the writings of
at least five standard authors.
(b) The translation into French of English prose.
In preparation for this examination candidates will be expected to have acquired
a thorough knowledge of accidence and a familiarity with the essentials of French
syntax, especially the uses of ·modes and tenses, and also with the commoner
idiomatic phrases. Proficiency may also be tested by direct questioning.
Careful attention should be paid to pronunciation and to the use of spoken
French, that the candidate may at least acquire the ability to follow a recitation
conduct.ed in the language and to answer questions asked by the instructor.
The abovo requirements, while they received the general approval of the commission, do not seem to be entirely satisfactory, as is evidenced by the following
extra t from the report of the commission:
"After the committee had retired, the commission voted to accept tho r pc-rt and
discussed the proposed requirElment at length ancl very carefully, all tho members
participating in the discussion. It was clear that the problem of devising satisfactory requirements in French and in German was not altogether simple. The
lack of parallelism, at certain points, between the requirements in French and
tho o in German was noted; questions were raised as to the relation of tho ad vancecl
requiTements to the elementary in respect of the time allotted to each. It was
observed that if a modern language is to become a substitute for Greek, four
periods a week for three years in that language are not equivalent to five i:,eriocls
a week for three years in Greek, the amount presupposed in the new requirements
in Greek. Finally, the commission unanimously voted:
'' That the proposed requirements in German and French be transmitted i.o the
colleges with the general approval of the commission.
"That the executive committee be instructed to invite from the modern language departments of the several colleges their opinions on the following details
of the plan:
"1. The amount and character of the reading expected of candidates.
"2. The expediency of specifying authors in the advanced requfrements; and
that the executive committee be then empowered to take such further action in
the premises as they deem expedient."
While other subjects have been called to the attention of the commi sion and
have been discussed, no definite action has been taken thereon .
.AS OCIAT!03 OF COLLEGES A.ND PREP.A.RA.TORY SCHOOLS I~' TIIE MIDDLE

'TATES

.A. D 1\IARYLAND.

The A sociation of Colleges and Preparatory Schools in the Middle States and
Maryland owes its existence largely to the efforts of ex-President Edward H.
Magill, of Swarthmore College, which resulted in the formation, in 1887, of the
College Association of Pennsylvania. The objects of the association, as stated in
the constitution, are "to consider the qualifications for candidates for admis ion
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to the colleges and the methods of admission; the character of the preparatory
school , the courses of tudy to be pursued in the colleges, including their orcler,
number, etc.; the relative number of required and elective studies in the various
classes; the kind and character of degrees conferred; methods of college organization, government. etc.; the relation of the colleges to the State ancl to the general
educational systems of the State and country; and any and all other que.,;tions
affecting the welfare of the colleges or calculated to secure their proper advancemen t."
When it was first organized only colleges in Pennsylvania were eligible, but in
1
the name was changed to the College Association of the Middle States and
Maryland, and the con titution was changed so as to make c-~iJ :,Jle to membership
any college in the States included in its name. Again, in 18~1:..', the constitution
and by-laws were changed so as to make eligible formembershipall universities, colleges, normal and high schools, and other schools which prepare students for college
within the bounds of the Middle States and Maryland. In 1896 there were enrolled
as members of the association 51 colleges and universities and 86 secondary schools.
An examination of the proceedings of the association discloses the fact that while
numerous educational subjects have been discuc::s, cl, no action has been taken on
the subject of admission requirements, with the exception of the requirement' in
English, as noted on a preceding page.
NORTH CENTR.A..L ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY SOHO r,c;,

The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools was organized
at Evanston, Ill., March 29, 1895, for the purpose of establishing " closer relations
between the colleges and the secondary schools of the North Central States. " The
constitution of the association provides that" all decisions of the association bearing upon the policy and the management of higher and of secondary in titutions
are understood to be advisory in their character." This a sociation has al o recommended to its members the adoption of the English requirement , given on pa" '
45 --l:5!J. and has now under consideration the subject of entrance requirement~ in
hi tory.
AS 'OCL\.TION OF COLLEGES AND PREPARATORY SCHOOLS OF THE , OUTHERN TATE •

The A · · ciation of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern tate
wa organized at Atlanta, Ga., on November 6, 1805. The constitution a adopt d
provide that "the object of this a sociation hall be to consider the qualification
of ranclidat for admission to colleges, the methods of admission, the cbarac er
of the preparatory school , the cour ·e of study to be pur ued in the colleg and
schools, includhlg their orcler, number, etc., as well as uch other subject~&; ten
to tho promotion of interest· common to college and preparatory ~chool . ·
The by-law, of the a ociation are as follows:
1. .1. To 1iege shall be eligibl to membership in thi a ociation which furni5h
pre1iaratory iustructi n in any subject a part of its coll ge organization.
"
o colle"e shall be admitted to or retain memb rship in thi a ociatiou which
do snot hold writt n entrance examination for admi ion of at least the o
indicat <1 iu
tion 3 b low. and publi h the ·ame nnnually. clepo. iting c pi
id ~amiu, tion paper~ with the ecrotary of thi. 1 :-;ociation.
8. Th n o ·iation pre cri
th follo\ ·in,, , ~ minimum requirement 1
hni ion to ollerr . the.· me to be bin.din..,. ou , h in. titution belonging t-0
i ti ll.
In En li h: R quir men of the
1cldle , ta
and arylaud:
r · nd g· "Taphy:
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In mathematics: Arithmetic and algebra through quadratics, or algebra to
quadratics and three books of plane geometry.
In Latin: Four books of Cresar and four orations of Cicero (or their equival~nt)
with accompanying work in grammar and prose composition.
In Greek: Three books of Xenophon 'R Anabasis (or equivalent), with accompanying work in grammar and simple prose composition (operative in 1898).
Of the above subjects, examinations in hi tory, geography, and English shall be
required of all students admitted to college, provided that students pursuing
technical studies in not more than two subjects may be excused from these examinations. Examinations in Latin Greek, and mathematics, respectively, shall be
required of all students expecting to continue these subjects. Certificate covering rhe above r equirements may be accepted from duly accredited preparatory
schools in lieu of entrance examinations at the colleges.
4. No college that admits students under 15 years of age shall be eligible to
membership in this association.
13. No preparatory school that confers degrees shall be eligible to membership
in thi as ociation.
The association has at present committees at work to see whether any changes
should be made in the minimum requirements for admission to college as given in
the by-laws, the said committees to report at the annual meeting in 1897.
SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF EN INEERI G ED CATION ,

At the Buffalo meeting, in August, 1 96, the Society for the Prom tion of Engineering Education received a report from the committee on entrance requir ments
of engineering colleges, which had been a1 pointec1 to inve tigate that subj ct.
The number of institutions included in the inve tigation was 110, n.nd the requirement' for admj sion are tabulated in summarized forms, the requirement· of irn1ividual imititutions not being given. The conclusions arrived at by the committee
are tated in the report in the following language:
'· It is difficult to generalize to the extent of laying down absolute requir ments
to which all college should conform; yet, broadly speaking, there exist to-day two
grades of engineering coileges, whose work lies about one year apart. For the
first of these the minimum requirements should include the following subjects:
Alrrebra, advanced.
Plane and solid geometry.
Fh:sics with laboratory work.
Chemistry with laboratory work.
New England requirements in English.

Two years of forejgn language.
American history and some additional
history.
Free-hand drawing.

"For the second grade the minimum requirements should include:
Algebra through quadratics.
Plane geometry.
Phy. ics with laboratory work.
ne year of foreign language.

English along the line of ew England
requirem nts, but le sin amount.
Americau hi tory.
Free-hand drawing.

" Below these are colleges, like some of the colleges of agriculture and mechanic
arts , that are forced by the necessities of environment or the terms of their foundation to maintain low standard of admi sion and do in course what other colleges
thr w into requirements. These should insist on requiring as a minimum:
Arithmetic (complete).
Elementary algebra.
Plane geometry.

I

English along the line of New England
requirements, but less in amouut.
American history.

"Any low r requirements than these bring students into college before they
have complet <1 their courses in the lower schools."
ED

97-30
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NATIOX.AL EDuC.a.TIONAL ASSOCIATIO.N",

The committee on college entrance requirements ftppointed by the departments
of secondary and higher education of the National Educational Association at the
meeting held at Denver in July, 1895, presented a preliminary report at the Buffalo meeting in 1896. The report which was the result of the first year's work of
the committee was printed in full in the June, 1896, number of the School Review,
and consists of the tabnlat d requirements in French, German, Greek, history,
Latin, mathematics, and science for admission to 60 representative in titutions of
the country with remarks upon the same.
Mr. J. Remsen Bishop, of the Walnut Hills High School, Cincinnati, Ohio, who
prepared the remarks on requirements in Greek, ascertained the number of
institutions requiring specified portions in Greek, and suggested the following as
a fair compr01njse which could be accepted as a requirement in Greek by the colleges of the country:
I. Xenophon and other Greek prose: Xenophon's Anabasis, four books; or
Xenophon's Anabasis, one book, and one hundred pages of Goodwin's Reader; or
Xenophon's Anabasis, two books, and Xenophon's Hellenica, two books; or Xenophon 's Ana basis, three books, and two orations of Lysias.
II. Iliad and Odyssey: Three books of the Iliad, omitting catalogue of ships, or
1,800 lines from Iliad and Odyssey.
III. Sight translation: Practice in sight reading to the extent of one book of
Xenophon's Hellenica and one book of either Iliad or Odyssey.
IV. Grammar: The essential portions of the Hadley-Allen Greek Grammar, or
of Goodwin's Greek Grammar, or of some other standard grammar.
V. Prosody: The principles of he::i:ametor verse.
VI. Prose composition: Translation of connected English prose, the vocabulary
to be limited to that of Xenophon's Anabasis, Book II, and Xenophon's Hellenica,
Book II.
The discussions on the other subjects consist largely in giving the number of
institutions requiring specific portions of the several subject , but do not contain
sugg stions for a uniform requirement.
COLLEGE AND

NIVERSITY COuNCIL OF PEx~-sYLVANIA,

The report of the State superintendent of public in truction of Pen ylvan·
1 9G contains a report on hjgher education by the Collerre and Univer::dty
created by an act of June 26, 1 93. On the subject of ail.mis ion require
report sayfl:
'·The. tanclard of aclmj ion into the freshman cla , tablished by t
a a minimum requir mcnt for all in titution which may h re fter ap
rin-ht to conf r liberal or technical de,.,.rees, i given in the following re
wa
·
cl aclop
t the session of the council held on October
'
opt·
llowingentrancere!]_uirement ,ofwhichth
ry, n
themati are pr cribed, and of tho othe
mu. t
ho. on, except tha technical chool · may r
matic and ph •si a a fair quiYal nt f
h, m

l
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"C. Roman history: History of Rome down to the death of Augustus, as contained in some stan<lard elementary history of Rome.
'' D. General history, as contained in some standard elementary text-book.
"E. English history, as contained in some standard elementary text-book.
'' ..illathernatics.-Arithmetic, including the metric system. Algebra, through
quadratic equations, as in standard college text-books. The whole of plane geometry, as in standard college text-books.
"Latin .-Latin grammar; Cresar (first four book~ of the Gallic war); Cicero,
six orations; Virgil, first four books of 1Eneid with prosody; Latin p1·ose composition, not le"s than twenty exercises in a standard text-book.
"Greek.-Greek grammar; Greek prose composition, not less than twenty exercises in a standard text-book; Xenophon, first four books of the Anabasis; Homer,
first three books of the Iliad with prosody (Book II not to include the catalogue of
ships), or first three books· of the Odyssey.
"French.-A thorough knowledge of elementary grammar, including irregular
verbs of most frequent occmTence and the use of moods and tenses. Two hundred pages of contemporary prose.
"Gernian.-A thorough knowledge of elementary grammar. One hundred
pages of German prose."
PRESE "T ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

The great amount of attention that is being de-voted to the subject of ac1mission
r equir ement s to college by numerous organizations has led this Office to collect
and compile in tabulated form, convenient for comparison, the requirements for
admission to the various courses of 4 5 universities and colleges, with the hope
that such compilation may be of some assistance in the study of the subject.
The information has been derived exclusively from the annual catalogues 1 of the
several institutions, and in a large number of case is not as definite as might be
wished. One of the greatest obstacles in the collection of these data is due to the
fact that a large number of the institutions maintain preparatory departments,
and many of them do not publish requirements for admission to the freshman
class beyond stating that the completion of the preparatory course or a course
similar thereto will admit a candidate to the freshman class. The preparatory
courses very often are not given in detail, so that it is impossible to tell bow
much of any individual branch of study is completed during the course, and therefore required for admission to college.
An examination of the table giving the requirements for admfasion will show
a great diversity of requirements, some of them bei.ng lamentably low. It will be
seen that in some institutions all that is required for admission to the freshman
class is a knowledge of what are known as the common-school branches-readjng,
writing, spelling, arithmetic, geography, and history.
Aclmission 1·equirements to A . B. course.-Of the 475 institutions included in the
tabulated statement, 432 give the requirements for admission to the freshman
class of the A. B. course. Of this number 402 require some preparation in Latin,
318 in Greek, and 60 in a modern language. In addition to these there are 25
institutions in which Greek is optional with a modern language, while tho number of institutions that require Latin, Greek, and a modern language is 43. From
these figures it will be seen that 22 institutions do not require Latin for admission
to an A. B. course, 114 require no Greek, and 372 institutions will admit students
without any knowledge of modern languages.
Latin.- onsidering the Latin requirements in detail, it is found that 374 institutions require some preparation in Cresar. Of this number 180 require 4 or more
books, 27 requir 3 books, 19 require 2 books, 8 require Gate to Cresar, and 140 do
1

With but few exceptions, the catalogues for the year 1 95-96 were used.
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not specify the amount demanded. The number of institutions specifying Jess
· than 4 books of Crosar is very small, being but 54, or 12½ per cent of the total
number.
The number of institutions requiring Cicero is 288, or 86 less than the number
requiring Cresar. Of the total number requiring Cicero, 117 require 6 or more
orations, 23 require 5 orations, 36 require 4 orations, 8 require 3 orations, 9 require
2 orations, 3 require 1 oration, 8 require Cicero's letters, and 84 do not specify the
amount required.
Virgil is required by 257 institutions, 136 of which require 6 or more books. Of
the remainder, 9 institutions require 5 books, 22 require 4 books, 14 require 3 books
9 require 2 books, 2 require 1 book, and 65 do not specify the amount required. In
addition to these requirements, 13 institutions require the Eclogues, 5 require
Georgics, and 4 require Bucolics.
Latin grammar, prose composition, and reading at sight may almost be con idered as universal requirements, with the exception of a small number of fastitutions where the Latin requirements are very meager.
Oreek.-The number of institutions requiring Greek for admission to the A. B.
course is 318, of which number 286 require some knowledge of the Anabasis, 153
of the Iliad, and 12 of Herodotus. Of the institutions requiring the Anaba is, 9
require 4 or more books, 56 require 3 books, 25 require 2 books, 23 require 1 book
and in 84 cases the amount required is not specified. Of the institution requiring the Iliad, 99 require 3 books, 21 require 2 books, 1 requires 1 book, and 32 do
not give the amount required.
llfathernatics.- With respect to the requirements in mathematics, it may be seen
that 346 institutions require an examination in arithmetic. The other 86 in titutions that do not require an examination undoubtedly suppose that the study of
arithmetic has been completed before a candidate presents himself for admittance
to colleo-e. The requirements in arithmetic usua1ly include a knowledge of the
metric system of weights and measures. Algebra is required by 412 institution .
leaving but 20 institutions that admit students to an A. B. cour e without • ome
knowledge of algebra. Algebra, through quadratics or beyond, is required by 174
in 'titution ; to quadratics, is required by 37, and 201 institutions imply ta
that al,,.ebra is required. With respect to geometry, it is found that 294 in titutions require plane geometry; 93, solid geometry. and 8, spherical geometry. Two
in titutions require an examination in conic sections, and 4 in trigonometry.
Hi ·tory.-The requirements in hi tory seem to be more varied than in any other
branch of study. History of the United States is required by 306 institution
civil government by 129, and State or local bi tory by !) institution .
neral
hi. tory is required by 127 in titution . history of Greece by 112, and history of
Rome by 116. As a rule the in titution requiring the hi tory of Gre ce al o
r quir the hi tory of Rome. History of England is required by 5"7 in titution ,
and th hi tory of Franc~ and f Germany by but 1.
• trl111i.·. ion requir ment. to B. . ·our e.-Included in the tabulated tat m nt
nr tho r quir ment for admis ion to the B. . cour of 31 in titution . In
numb r of th
in ·titution the B. . degree i conf rred on student who h "'Ve
c IDJ le · l cour . of udy in engineering ... i ultur tc.-cour e in whi h .
a rul no an ·i nt Jan uage i required and naturally none i r quired or admi · u h •r to. I i . th refor , not arpri ing that bil 3 p r cent f th in ·n · n r 1uir L tin for admi. ion to the A. B. our, e onl ,3,, p r
Latin f r mi i, n t the B. •. cour , and only 7 in, titu ion r qu·
Tr · or
· n o u h our . Th number of in:titutiou r qrurin 3 m dern 1 i 1 ·
d nuinb r 11ow an option betw n anci n and m ern lan
i i ' n r 11 · c nc d d .h th r quir m nt to th
. •. cour
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what less than those to the A. B. course, there seems to be a tendency to raise the
B. S. requirements until they shall be equal to the A. B. requirements.
In an article on "The new Harvard entrance requirements," by Albert Bushnell
Hart, in the October, 1897, number of the Educational Review he says: "For the
Lawrence Scientific School, where the Greek question plays no part, the faculty
has already fixed a combination of subjects with large options, and has announced
that the entrance requirements in that school will gradually be increased till they
reach about the same level as the college (A. B.) requirements." Another noticeable fact in this connection is that Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., has abolished
the B. S., B. L. 1 and Ph. B. degrees, and will hereafter confer the A. B. degree for
the completion of all cour es of study excepting purely technical and profe. sional
courses, for which technical degrees will be conferred.
The summarized statistics, by States and Territories, of the principal requirements for u.dmission to A. B., B. S., B. L., and Ph. B. courses of study are given
in the following tables, while the detailed requirements for each institution are
given on the pages immediately followjng the summaries. 'l'he principal object
in compiling the requirements was to show, for as many institutions as possible,
the amount of preparation required by them of candidates for admission without
giving in detail the manner in which the several branches of study should be mastered. To give the method of preparation recommended by the several institutions
would require more space than can be allotted to this subject at the present time.
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Requirernents for admission to A. B. course .
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Latin requirements f 01' admission to A . B. course.
Institutions requiring Coosar.
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Latin 1·equfrements for admission to .A.. B . course-Continued.
Institution requiring Virgil.
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COLLEGE ADMISSION RE QUIREMENTS.

Greek requirements for admission to A . B. course.
Institutions requiring Ana• Institutions requiring -~ .
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Requfrements in mathematics for admission to A. B. course.
Number of institutions r equiringGeometry.
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

Requirernents in history for admission to A. B. co-urse.
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Language requirements for admission to B. S. course.

State or T erritory.
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3
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4
1
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2
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5
4
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South Carolina •. . ............ .
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~ ·ebra ka ...................... .

1 .. ..... .

2
2
2

Maryland .............. . ...... .
D~sti:ic:t of Columbia ......... .

Indian 'l'orritory ... .... ...... .
North C ntr al Division:
Ohio ..... .... ..... .... ... ...... .
Indiana ........................ .
Illinois ....... . ... . .. .. .... •.....

1
2
1

l=--=-==l---==-=-=l====l===l===l===!====t-==

r::n:;t!:!ia: === :.·: ====:= =====
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T nne seo ... . ... ...... ........•
Alabama ...................... .

17
15
30

···•····
........... .
....... .
······•·

1 ........ ········ ········ -···· -·
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Requ,frem,ents for adrnission to the freshman cla:'s of
Instituti n.

our e.

11Blouu
t
College,
Blountsvill , Ala.
I Southern

I

•i

t;

6

l

Univer ity.
Greensboro. Ala.

3

Spring Hill Coll ge,
Spring Hill, Ala.

l"niversity of Ala·
bama, Uni Yer sit y,
Alu.

1

Ii

University of Arizona,
'.rncson, Ariz.

and Lessons in English ..................................... .
· B. S.
A. B. and Gram.; comp ............. . Latin: Coy's Les son :
comp.
A~l~ .... Gram.; comp.; el.rhetoric Latin: Gram.;
Ca>sar.
Greek: Gram.
B. S. and Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same a
conrso.
Ph.B.
A. B ..... . Gram. (Kerney,Murray); Latin: Gram. (Yonni );
Sketch Book; Gray' El•
m toria Sacra; C:('e,·o.
egy; comp.
Jotters; Cre. ar; ~ • e~o :
Ph!Bdrus.
Greek: Gram. (Yc.!ni);
JEsop; Lucian.
A. B. and Gram.; comp .............. Latin : Gram.: Cresar. 3
B. L.
l.Jks: Virgil, 31.Jk:,;; Cice•
ro; comp.
.
Greek: Gram.: .\..nal a"IS,
2 bks.
B. S.. .... . Same as for A. B. course.. Latin: i-;:ime as for . \.. B.
courso optional, .
E1;1gineer• ..... do ...................... ·.................. ...... ······
1
B.
in- Gram.; comp.; el. rhet- Latin: Collar and Daneluding
oric; English classics.
iell's Beginner·s Book
en g i.
( optional with German,
nearing.
French or i:,panish ).

I A.B.

Howard Coll ge, East
Lake, Ala.

2

Clas if'al langua;;~:;.

English language.

i!·

Arkadelphia M etho- A. B., B. Gram. (Earvey); selec• ...................... ...... ·
dist College, Arka
S. and
tions.
c1elphia, Ark.
Ph. B.
8 Arkansas Co 11 e g e, A . B. and Gram.; comp ............. ·1 Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 3
Batesville, Ark.
B. S.
bk . ; comp.
fl Arkansas Cum her land ............ Gram.; analysis; rhetoric; Latin: Beg!nn.er's Book;
College, Clark. ville,
Engli'3h classics.
Oresar; Virgil.
Ark.
A.B ····· - Gram.; analy is; Am ri· Latin: Gram.;
, ~ar:
c.an literature.
Ckero: comp.
1') I Hendrix College, CouGreek: Fir•t le. ons; Anway. Ark.
Ph.B. and Same as for .A. B. course .. L!ii~ / Same a· for A. D.
[ B.L.
cour e.
B ............. do ... ..................... ................ ........ ... .
A. B •.•• . Rhetoric (Raub) ; comp.;/ L~tiJ!: oll_ar_ a1_1d l> kn:
.
Scott's Talisman: Julius
1cll s H gmner s Boo ,
11 Arfa.wms . Industrial
re. ar; Mid 8 11 mm e r
Ca-~ar, 4 bk·.
Umvers1 t Y, Fa y•
Night's Dream.
ttoville, Ark.
B'a ~ ;
Samo as for A. B. co ur o .. .................. -·•·········

I

Il

1·?

UnivPr.ity of Littl
Rock, Little Rock
k
, r •.

l;

1~/

n ering.
.
,
. .... __
A. B ...... Gram. (Longman': comp. j1 Latm: ~:.rrun., C . · ~
(Keeler ancl D n. vis ) :
hks: IC'~ro, 6 ora 1oru ,
rhetori (Williams):! comp.
English and Am ricau Gr Pk: G
lit ratur .
Gato t
B. L ...... Samo as for A. B. cour . . Latiu: ·
cou '
B.S ........... clo •••.••••.•.••••.•••••••.

I

•·

I

Pl1il 111 er 'rnith
ol
I , . Li le R •k

. rk.

.

1

A. B ·····- Comp. <Chittenden)

B. , '. and

····-·1·

.~am<• :.. for A. B. ~our,, ..

Ph.B.
H

{ ,\. B . n<l
.
R.H.

Ph. B... .

·ou

··1

~:~ ::.:::

c

un. I'l'rl ): comp......
n for.A.n.<:onr

I...i.

(
••••••.••.....••••••••••

. -~.'.'.~'..~~'.~. ::: .
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iiniversities, colleges, and schools of technology.
Modern languages.

History.

Mat h ematics.

Science.

El. hist. of U.S ........ El. arith ... . .... .. ..

Geography; draw·
ing.
U.S.hist.; gen.hist ... Arith . ; algebra, Phys. geog .. .. ..... . .
throu gh quadratic:,.
U.S.hist.; E n gland.
Arith.; algebra ...... . Descrip. geog ........
Same as for A. B.
course.
U. S. hist. (Kerney,
Hazzard).

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
Arith ........... .. ... . Geography ........ . .

American hist. (Eg•
gleston).

Arith.; algebra, to
quadratics.

l

2

3

Polit. geog.

. . . . .. . . . . . . .•. • •• .•• . . . . Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
cour se .
............................. . do . . .................. . . do ...................... do .............. .
German, French or
S'{)anish: Gram.;
simple prose trans•
lation.
(Optional
with Latin.)

6

Gen. hist. (Myers); Arith.; algebra,
U.S. hist.; civil'gov•
through quad r a•
ernment.
tics; plane geom•
try.

Polit. and phys .
geog.; el. physics
(Gage).

U. S. hist.
son.)

Geography .... .. ... .

(Ander•

Arith. (Ray's Practi•
cal).

8

Roman hist.; U. S .
hist.
U. . hist.; civil gov•
ernment.

Ari th.; algebra, ............ ........... .
through quadratics.
Arith.; algebra; ge• Geog.; physiology;
ometry.
physics.

U. S. and gen. hist.;
civil government.

:m:~:•~=•~\::; :: : . : : : : : : : ::;}

Same as for A. B.
course.
course .
... ...................... .... . do ...................... do ...... . ......... .
·-·---····-······ ···-· ··· U .S.hist.(Chambers); Ari th.; algebra, Geog.; physiology
gen. hist. (Barnes).
through quadratics;
(Martin).
plane geometry.
... ... ..... ..... ..... ... . Same as for A. B.
course.
Gen. hist. (Myers);
civil government
(:),lacy) .

Same as for A. B.
course.

Rame as for A . B.
course.

Arith.; algebra ...... . Phys. geog.; physi•
ology.

0

l

10

!
!
11

12

. ........... ...... ....... Same as for A . B.

Same as for A. B.

Samo a

for A. B.

......................... ...~l~~~~ .................Arith.;
~~J.1~~~~···
...... ..... ..~ cf~-~~~ ........... .
algebra; g • Physiology ( 'teele);
0

.................... ..... Civil government
(Young); gen.hist.
(Myers).

ometry.

phys. geog.; phy•
sics.

13
French... .... ... . . . . . . Same as for A. B.
course.
U.(Montgomery
·.hit.; En lan<l
.
Same as for
. B.
course.
ID tory ...............

1

, ame as for A. B.
cour~.

ED

97--31

l

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
cour e.
course.
Ari
th.; algebra ) SGaemoge ..a·s···fo. ••.•A
...•.B.... l ..,·'
(Milne't1IlighSchool
Same as for A . B.
1
cours .
course.
Arith.; el. algebra .............. ......... . ... . }
Same as for A. B. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . .. . . 15
course.
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Requfrements for admisvion to the freshma n cla
Institution.

1G

Course.

English language.

of

Classical langnag s.

A . B ____ __ Gram.; comp.; el. rheto- Latin: Cresar, Gallic War,
Books I- IV; Cicero, the
ric; study of the followfour Catilinarian oraing: Lady of the Lake,
tions ; translation into
Gayley's Classic Myths
Latin of simple EnglLh
in English Literature
sentences; translation
or Bulfinch's Age of Faof Latin of average difble, The Alhambra, Sir
ftculty, as, Cicero, Pro
Roger de Coverley,L'AlArchia Poeta, De Impelegro, Il Pensoroso, Winrio Cn. Pompei, and Vir•
ter, Tam O'Shanter,
gil 's lEneid, Books I-VI;
'fhe Deserted Village,
translation into Latin of
The Winter Morning
brief connected narraWalk, The Cotter's Sattive.
urday Night, 'fhe Ancient Mariner, Hora- Greek: Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I-IV, or
ti us, Br.ron (Syle's
Goodwin 's GreekRcadFrom Milton to Tennyer,pp.30-111; translation
son), Merchant of Venat sight of ea y pas ·ageii
ice, Julius Cresar, Mafrom Xenophon; transcaulay's Warren Haslation into Greek of Entings.
glish sentences and connected pro e; Homer·.
Iliad, Books I-Hf.
B. L . and Same as for A. B. course. Latin: Same as tor A. B.
course.
B. S.
Also Burke's Speech before the Electiotl at
Bri stol, Mac au lay's
First SIJeech on t he Ref or m Bill, Webster's
Reply to Hayne, Milt on·s Lycidas and Sonnets, Dryden's Alexander's Feast and the
Character of a Good
University of Co.liforParson, Pope's Epistles
nia, Berkeley, Cal.
to J ervas and Richard
Boyle,,Johnson 's Vanity
of Human Wi s hes,
Gray's Elegy and the
Bard, Keats's The Eve
of St. Agnes and The
Nightingale,
helley·s
The Cloud, Tho Skylark, and ,c;Onnet on the
Nilo, Word-worth ·s Ode
on tho Intimations of
Immortality, selections
from lough, Arnold 's
1'he Scholar Gipsy,
Browning's A Tran·
. cript from Euripides,
Tennyson"sThoPa ing
of Arthur Comu , Vision of Sir Launfal,
Thackeray' The ewC'OIDP.S. (Optional with
French or G rman.)
B.
'am a~ for B. L. and B.
. oursei:1, exc pt that

tr:nai8~rg

Eair~

eft~ r
or modern languag s.

Elem nts of rh tori _____ _

17
B. L. or
B. ,·.

El m n t of rhetorir.: l!lth
<"Utury lit •rntur •;
Amc1·it'an lit •rutur .
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miive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
:'.!Iodern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

A knowledge of the Algebra, through
principles of Fedquadr atics; plane
eral, State, or local
geometry.
government; Greek
history, to the
death of Alexander
( l::lmi th, Myers);

Science.
Elements of physics, \'
with adequate experimental illustration.

0

eml!l1;s~iroo!~
modus (Liddell).

~

Ji'rench or German: Principl es of Fed- Same as for A. B. El.physics. Optional:
Ability to read at
eral, State, or l ocal
course. Optional:
El. chemi.stry, botsight simple prose,
Solid geometry,
any, zoology.
~~;~~~;d~oa!~ plane trigon omand to translate
correctly s imp 1 e
history (Myers)
etry, advanced alEnglish into
and Greek and Rogebra.
French or German;
man history are
a knowedge of the
optional with two
principles of gramof the following:
mar. (Optional
Advanced mathewith part of Engmatics, chemistr y,
) 16
lish r quirements.)
bot nyandgeology.
I

.
Principles of Fedral, ta te, or local
government.

Same as for A. B.
course.
Optional
with botany or zoology: Ad. math.

El. physics ancl el.
ch cm is tr y. Optiona l with advancedmatb: Botany or zoology.

Samo as for B. S . in Samo as for B. S. in
agriculture or
agriculture or
ch mistry.
chemistry.
German _______________ Meclimval and modern history; Roman history; ancient history.

Same as for A. B.
course and solid
and spherical geometry.
Al~ebra through ratio and pro_portion;
pume and solia
geom.

El.physics, I. chc?r.

, 'amc

for B. L. and
B. . courses, which
is OJJtional with second part of English
r quir ment.
a.CJ

17

. ___ do ·- --------------- Same as for A. B.
course and English
history.

Samo as for A. B.
course.

Elements of pbyiiic-S

I
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ReqU,irements f 01' adrnission to the freshman class of

1

Institution.

Course.

Pierco Christian Col·
lege, Colloge City,
'al.

A. B. or
B. S.

English language.

Classical languages.

Grammar; literature ..... Latin lessons ............. .

A. B ..... Comp.(Chittenden);rhet- Latin: Gram.; Coosar, 4
oric (Kellogg, Waddy);
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
translation of easy Lat•
literature: Alhambra;
in at sight· Virgil's
Sir Roger de Coverley;
JEneid, 6 bki:i.; translaMacaulay's Warren
tion of Latin of moderHastings; Lady of the
ate difficulty· Latin
Lake; Shakespeare's
prose comp. (Jones).
Julius Cresar and Merchant of Venice; L'Alle- Greek: Gram. (Goodwin); Anabasis, I-ry;
gro; Il Pen.seroso; Win•
translation of easy Attic
ter; Tam O'Shanter;
prose at sight; Greek
Deserted Villaae• Win•
prose comp.· Homer's
ter Morning Vfa.lk; CotIliad, Bks. I-riI,orOdys·
ter's Saturday Night;
sey, Bks. I-IV.
AncientMariner; selec•
tions from Byron; Hora•
tins; Gayley's Classic
Myths in English literar
ture.
Ph. B •••• . Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

B. S •........•. do ...•.... .............. L at in : Gram. · Coosar's
Gallic War, Bks. I-IV;
Uicero,6 orations; t:rans·
lation of easy Latm at
Cal.
sight.
B. L ••..•. Same as for A. B. course; Same as for B. S. course ..
also Burke's speech before the election at Bristol; Macaulay's First
S:eeech on the Reform
Bill; Webster's reply to
Hayne; Milton's Lyci·
das and Sonnets; Dry·
den's Alexander's Feast
and Character of a Good
Parson; Pope'sEpistles
to J erva.'I and Richard
Boyle; Johnson's Vanity of Human Wishes;
Gray's ElegI and The
Bard; Keats s The Eve
of St. Agnes and The
Nightingale; Shell .y's
'£he Cloud; TheSkylark
and the Sonnets on t!·p
Nile; Wordsworth's
Ode on the Intimations
of Immortality; selections from Clough; Ar·
nold'e The Scholar
Gipsy; Browning's A
Transcript from Euri·
I
pides; Tennyson's The
Passin~ of Arthur.
2,J Occidental College,Los A. B •..... L ssons m English (Lock- Latin: Cresar, 4 1:?ks.;
Angeles, Cal.
Virgil, 6 bks.;
1cero;
wood).
, 'allust.
Greek: Greek Loss o_ns
(White); Ana bas1 ,
1-IV; Iliad, I-III. _(Re•
quired for classH·n.l
21 St. Vincent's College, A. B...... English gram. and comp ..
of Le.tin and
Los Angeles, Cal.
Greek.

19

I Unicific,
varsity of the Pa•
College Park,

I

Ef~~n1J
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itniversities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

U.S. history; civics .. .A.rithmetic;algebra .. Physiology _________ _ 18
Hic:t. of Greece and
Rome;civilgovernment in the U.S.

Algebra, through
quadratics; plane
geom. (complete).

Physicalgeog.; physics

German: Gr am.; Same as for .A.. B. Same as for .A.. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
writing scrip t ;
course.
course.
Grimm 'sMoorchon;
Ger. comp. (Harris); chiller's Maria Stuart; Les sing·s Minna Von
Barnhelm.
Same as for Ph. B. . ___ .do .....•.•••••• ____ . ___ .do .••..••.•••• ____ _ Phys. geog.; physics;
chem. (Smith's
course.
Richter); botany,
physiology (Huxley), or el. biolo~y .
. __ .. do. ___ • ________ .......•• do •••••••••••••••..••••• do •••••••••••••.... Phys. geog.; phy 1cs;
b otau y, physiology (Huxley), or
el. biology.

A modern langua~e
required for Latm
scientific and EngIi h courses.

Generalhist.(Myers) Algebra (Wentworth); _J)lan e
geom. (Wentworth); solid geom.
(Wentworth).

Shaw's _Physicsi-by
experiment. tlOtany required for
Latin
scientific
g 1i h

10

20

~o~:se! n s I

_________________________ U. S. hist ...••.•••••... Arithmetic __________ .••.... ______ ________ --··I 21
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Reqivirerri,ents for adm,ission to the frcshnian cla;;s of
Institution.

Course.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B ______ G;:-am. (Whitney); rhet-Latin: Gram. and reader
oric; Lady uf the Lake;
(Harkness) ; Crasa r 'o
Al ham bra; Sketch
Commentaries; pros e
Book.
r.:omp.: Cicero; Vi.J:gil's
.lEneid, I-Vl , and Eelogues and Georgics;
Latin literature.
Greek : Reader and
gram.; Anabasis, I- lV;
prose comp. (Jones) ; Il1ad; sight reading and
hist. of Greece.
B. s __ __ __ Same as for A. B. course .. Latin:
Gram . and reader
giarkness); Crosar's
ommentaries; pro se
comp.; Cicero.
B. L _____ _ Same as for A. B. cour:;e ___ .,. __ .........
- ----- - ---- and Smith's Synopsis;
Underwood's American
2"2 California C o 11 e g e ,
A u thors; Webster's
Oakland, Cal.
F irst Bunker Hill Oratio.n; Longfellow's
Evan"'eline; Wallace's
Ben-Hur; Lowell's Sir
L aunfal; Merchant of
Venice; T weifthNight;
L'Allegro ; IlPense roso ;
Comus; Lycidas; Sir
Roger de Coverley; Macau.lay's Essays on Milton and on Addison ;
8cott's Abbot; Hawthorne's Marble Faun;
David Copperfield;
Newcomes; Chaucer's
'
Prologue and two of
Canterbury Tales;
Spenser's Fa e rie
Queene; hist. of Eng.
lang. (Meiklejohn).
23 Throo:i;> Polytechnic A.B __ __ __ Alhambra; The Sketch Oftional-Latin : TransInstitute, Pasadena,
ationfrom English into
Book; Courtship of
Cal. ci
Latin and from Latin
Miles Standi h; Sir
into English; r eadings
Roger do Coverley;
Scott·s Marmion; Merfrom Eu trot us, N: epos,
Csesax·, Gel ms, Cicero,
chant of Venice; Julius
Livy, Virgil's JEneid,
Cresar; George Eliot's
Greek: Comp.; AuabaSilas Marner; rhetoric;
flis · translation in t o
comp. Optional: Biography, history, and
English.
mytholo~y in ,loems
from 1\Ii ton to ennyson; American literature.
24 L eland Stanford Ju- A. B •• •.•. 1. Merchant of Venice; El. Latin(2): Crosar s Gal11ior University,
lie War, I- IV; 'icero
Julius C::esar; Lady of
Stanford University,
aa-ainst Catiline, I, II.
the Lake; Snow Bound;
Cal. b
A°clvanced Latin (2) :
Evangeline ; S k e t c !).
Cicero, 5 orations; VirBook; Newcomcs ; Sir
gil 's JEneid, 6 bks. ;
Roger de Co verlev;
Quentin Durward; Macomp.
caulay·s Essay on Addi- Greek (2): Gram.· .Anason and Life of Johnson;
basis, I- IV; Iliad~II;
comp. (2). 2. Burki '
r::·ose comp. (Co
&
a.niell{; translation at
w:eches on the Am r.
i
sight o ·ea y prose.
ar and Letter to tho
Sheriffs of Bristol, or
Genung's Rhet orical
'
Analysis; Hale'sLonger
English Poems, omitting Shelley's Adonais.
2j Pu.cific :\IethodiRt 'ol- .A. B., B.
les ·onR in English Latin : Crosar; Virgil;
al.
.
le:go, Santn.Rosa,
S. and
eed and Kellogg);
prose comp.
C.E.
word analysis (,' win- Gre k: Gram. (Goodwin).
ton); rhC'toric (Reod
and Kellogg).
o ?~:l~<lato must ~<'lcct 8_ 0f th optional ..
b En.,h .h (1) (?Dly 1s r '1Utr1•d. Candid:i.t mu. tRclect from oth"r i;uhj c-t,; n ·uffici •nt number
to make 12 credit • All count for l er dit except whcr othcrwi · inclic;.it rl.

------

Hi&
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

imiversities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Old Testament hist ___ Algebra; geometry __ _ Physics (Gage);
phys. geog.

French: Gram. and
literature and
texts. (Optional
with Greek.)

Opi,ional-Ge rm an:
Wilhelm Tell; Iphigenia auf Tauris;

~;8j·

~t Geji,~;~fi;

Gram. (Keetel) ;

Physics ( G a g e ) ;
phys. geog.; chemistry; botany;
physiology; polit.
econ.
Same as for B- S. _____ do _______________ __ Physics (Gage);
phys. geog.; poht.
course.
econ. (Chapin);
astron. ; geology;
physiology; b 'o t any.

Old Testament and
general hist.

Optional: Greek and
Roman hist. (Myers
and Allen): medireval and modern
hist. (Myers).

Algebra to quadratics (Wentworth);
plane geom. (Wentworth). Optional:
Hjgher algebra
(Wells) j solid
geom. l Wentworth).

Optional: Phy s.
geog.; botany(l\lcCla tchie, Oel, Bessey, Campbell);
zoology (Colton,
Bell' s Comp.
Anat.,etc.); physics (Balfour Stewart); gen. chem.
(Storer and Lindsay).

Amor. hist. (S hel- El. algebra (~); plane
geom.; solid geom.
don's
Studies,
1
(t); planetrig. (t);
.rhwaite's Colonies, Macy's Our
aavanced algebra.
Government); hist.
of England (Gardiner, !l'onblanque);
Grecian and Roman hist.

Physics (Gage);
chem. (Remsen);
ph~•siology (Martin); botany (Bessey); zoology
(Marshall and
Hurst); drawing.

Eng.hist. (Moutgomery).

Physiology--··-·- - --

Modern French
Readings (Knapp);
syntax; original
th sos.

Sp~nish, French (2),
Gorman (2) .

Same as for A. B.
course.

Aritb. (Wentworth's
Higher); algebra
(WE ntwortli).

22
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Requirernents for aclmission tn the f1·eshman class of
Course.

Ins ti tu tion.

26

Universitt of South•
ern California, Uni·
versity, Cal.

English language.

Classical languages.

A.B ..... . Gram.; analysis; r he t- Latin: Cornelius Nepos;
Crosar, 4 bks.; Cicero,
oric; comp.; studies in
6 orations; Virgil's
Longfellow Bryan t,
Whittier, I,owell, Irv.lEneid, 6 bks.; prose
ing, Hawthorne, Scott,
comp.
Milton Burns, Gold- Greek: Anabasifu_ bks.
I-III; Iliad, I-Iu; prose
smith, Wordsworth, Ad·
comp.
dison, Macaulay.
Ph.B ..... Same as for A. B. course ... Greek: Same as for A. B.
course.

B. S ...•... .... do ...................... Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
B. L .......... . do .......................................... -····· -···

A. B ...... Gram.; rhetoric; mY,thology; Scott, Whittier,
Irving, Goldsmith.
27

San Joaquin Valley
College, Wood·
bridge,Cal.

Latin: Coosar, Cicero.
Greek: Anabasis; Herodotus.

B. S •..... Sa.me as for A. B. course
and critical study of
and American
j Ph. B.. .. . Same v.s for A. B. course ... Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
A. B __ . ... Equivalent of th1:1 require· Latin: Gram.; Coosar, 4
bks.; Virgil, 6 bks.; 'ic·
men ts of Commission of
ero, 7 orations; prose
New England Colleges.a
comp.
Greek: Gram.; Ana.basis,
4 l,ks.; Iliad, 3 bks.;
prose comp.
Ph. B. .... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
2 I University of Colora· \
do, Boulder, Colo.

!gfii~~-

B.S.,C. E., Sa~e as for A. B. course Three years of either Latin
or German; or division
andE.E.
and rhetoric.
of the 3 years betwe n
the two languages,giv·
ing at least 1 yea1 to Ger·
A. B. ••... Requirements of Commis•
sion of New England
Colleges.a

Lf~f:·
Gram.; Crosar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 7 orations;

Virgil, 6 bks.; prose
comp. (Daniell); tr:mslation at sight of ea y
Latin _prose.
Greek: Gram.; 4 bks.of the
Anaba is, or 3 bks. and
Cooke's Selections from
the Cyroprodia; Iliad, 3
bks. ;tran:;lationatsight
from Xenophon and Ho·
mor; prose comp. (Col·
lar and Daniell).
29 \ Colorado College Colorado Springs, Colo.
Ph. B .•.•. Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
1
course.

B. S •........•. do ......•••..•••...•.... Latin: Gram.; prose
comp.: oosar, 4 bkH.

'
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unive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.
U . S. hist.; Eng.
hist.; hist. of
France, Germany and
Rome.

Mathematics.

Science.

Arith.; algebra El. zoology (Colton
and P a c k a r d);
through quadhist. botany (S:palratics· plane
ding); physics
and solid.geom.;
(Gage); phys. geog.
el. conics.
(Houston and Eclectic); physiology (Martin).
Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.

German: Gram. (Joynes- Same as for A. B.
Meisner); Studien und
cour se.
Plauderein; Max Muller's
Deutsche Liebe; Wilhelm
Tell.
Same as for Ph. B. course ________ _do _______ ·----· _____ do··---····-·-- _____ do _____ _----·- --··

26

Same as for Ph. B. course _____ do .........•.. - ___ • . do. ______ .. __ _______ do ____________ ___ _
and French: Gram. (Ede1~!i~sh
trait ; Hugo's La Chute;
Racine s Athalie.
Ancient, medioo- Algebra; plane Zoology; phy sics;
botany; phys.
val,modern and
geom.
geog.; chemistry;
U.S. hist.
astron.
Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
course .

fJ!~)J

~1~sed;~~~

. --··- ----------··-··----------- ..... _do------------- _____ do __________ ___ _____ do ______________ __
German or Fr nch, 1 yr - --·-- G n. history ___ ___ Algebra through Physics, 1 yr _. _____ . 1
quadratics;
plane geometry.
a.me as for A.B. course __________ do _____________ Same as for A. B.
course.

S e cla.ssical languages---··- _____ do .• _____ -·---- Same as for A. B.
course and solid
ge_om. or plane
trig.
A knowledge of French or
German sufficient for
reading ea y prose at
sight.

1

Hist. of Roman
republic; hist.
of Greece (Myers, "Pennell,
Oman).

Alge bra through
quadratics;
el. plane geom.

Same a for A. B. course _____ Outlin3 knowl·
edge of American or English
hist.

'a.me as for A. B.
course.

German: Reader (Joynes);
Chamisso's Peter chlemihl; Schiller's Jungfrau
von Orleans and Don Carlos; Jensen's Braune
Erica; :Minna. von Barnhelm; Storm's lmmensP-e;
Frey tag's J ournali ten.
French (Elementary ).

Same as for Ph.
B. course.

Physics, 1 yr.; chem.,
1 yr.; biology, 1 yr.
or (oiology t yr.
and botanyt yr.; or
physiography t yr.

28

l;1~f~~o:~* [~~
s!:1ni~\sd~~i-1f
B.
course.

---·-· --··-- ---··---·---1

I

Algebra: geometry, plane and
solid; tri gonometry, J_)lane
and sphencal.

Physics (Gage);
chemistry ( W i 1liams); botany
(Gray); Physiologr (Martin s
Briefer Course) .
Same as for Ph. B.
course.

I

29
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Requirernents for admission to the f1·eshman class of
Institution.

30

Presbyterian College
of the Sou thwest,
Del Norte, Colo.

81

College of the Sacred
Heart, Denver, Colo.

Course.

j

University of D en ver,
Univer sity P a r k,
Colo.

82

A . B ______ Gram.; rhetoric· analhsis;
hist. of English lit.; ist.
of American lit.
Ph.B_ ____ Same as for A. B. course._
B.L ______ _____ do----- -- --------------A . B ___ __ _ Irving's Rip Van Winkle
and Legend of Slee~y
Hollow; Goldsmith's eserted Village and Traveller; easier selections
fromLongfellow; comp.
A.£ ______ Equivalent of the req_uirements of Commission of
New England College3.a

s ______

Same as for A. B. course
and rhetoric.

A. B --- --- Shakespeare's Merchant
of Venice and Julius
Cresar; Goldsmith's Desorted Village; Scott's
Marmion; Longfellow's
Courtship of Mi I es
Standish;
Burke's
Speech on Conciliation
with America; Macaulay's Life of Samuel
Johnson; Defoe's Hi::1tory of the Plague in
London; Hawthorne's
Trinity College, HartTwice Told Tale s ;
ford, Conn.
Thackeray's The Newcomes; George Eliot's
Silas Marner.
B.S.inlet- Same as for A. B. course ..
tersand
science.
B.S.insci- J ollnson 's English Words,
ence.
and same as for A. B.
course.

B. L------

I A.B ______

I
3-!

W

Classical languages.
Latin: Gram.; comp.; Umsar ; Cicero; Virgil.
Greek: Anabasis.
Latin: Same as for li. B.
course.
Elementary Latin .. . .. . .. .
Latin: Yenni's Syn tax;
Nepos; Cresar; Cicero.
Greek: Yenni's Syntax;
gram.

L atin : Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Virgil, Gbks. i Cicero, 7 orations; prose
comp.
Gre~k: Gram.; Anabasis,
4 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.;
prose comp.
B . L _____ _ Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A . B.
course.

B.

l:3

English language.

aan

l
Univ rsity,
Mid letown, onn.
I

Ph.B _____
B. '------

3 years of Latin or German, or division of 3

lears between the two
angua~es.
Latin:
ram.; Cresar,
Gallic War, 4 bks.; Virgil, JEneid, 6 bks., with
prosody; _Cicero, .o!·ations agamst Catilmo
and for Archias; prose
comp.
Greek: Gram. (Hadley- or
Goodwin)J Anabas1s, 4
bks.; Ilia , 8 bks., with
prosody; lw-oRe com P .
(Jones or hite).

Latin: Samo as for A. 13.
course.

Latin: Ghooks of Cresar's
Go.Ilic \Var (or 3 book
of Cre r and 3 l>00ks of
Virgil's1Eneid); gram.;
comp.
Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Samo as for A. B.
course.
Requirements of Commis- Latin: Gram.; Cresar,
Gallic War, Bks. I- IV;
Rion of New England
Cicero, 4 ora.tions
Colleges.a
afi.inst Catiline and
t oso for Archias and
Mnnilinn Law; Vir~il,
JEneid, G bks. and •·clogue ; translation
from Latin into English: from English into
Latin.
Gr k: Gram. (Hadley or
oodwin); Anaba. IS, 4
lJks.; Iliad, 3 bks.; translation at 'ight.
Smne af! for A. B. courso __ Latin: a.mo I\S for A. B.
conr .
-----do---------------- ----- - ·----- .. - -·-- ------ ... -........

-------

(l
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universities, colleges, and schools of technology- Continued.
Modern languages.

German or French,
1 yr.

History.

Mathematics.

Gen. histor y ____ __ __ __ Algebra th r o u gh
quadratics; plane
geometry.

Science.

I

Physics, 1 yr _________ ·

Same as for A . B. _____ dO- --··· -······ - -- - Same as for A. B.
course.
course.

r,

Classical lan- _____ do _______ __ __ .,. ____ _

guages.
Roman historv to the
death of Marcus
Aur lius; history
of Greece.

Elemon tary French Roman history to the
or German.
death of Marcus
Aurelius.
_____ do _________________ History of U. S.
(,Johnston or Scudder).

Physics,~ yr.; chem.,
1 yr.; b1olog-y, 1 yr.,
or biology t yr.
and botany t yr.,
or physiography t
yr. and geology. t
yr.; free-hand and
mech. drawing.
Same as for A. B. Same as for B. L .
course and plano
course.
trig. or solid geometry.
Algebra through ----- ------- ------ -----· '
quadratics, an d
proportion,
progr ssion, and binomial theory;
plane geometry.

Same a.a for A. B.
course.
Algebra to theory of Elementary biology.
quations; plane
and solid geometry;
plane trigonometry.

_____ (lo ___________ ______ --------·---------------- Same as for A. B.
course.
History of Rome to Algebra through
quadratics; plane
death of Marcus
Aurelius (Allen);
geometry.
history of reece
to capture of Corinth (Myers); ancient geography
(Tozer).

34-

French or G rman,
2yn:.
Samo as for Ph. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Samo as for A. B.
cour e.
ame a for A. B.
course. Also solicl
geometry; plane
and epherical trig9nom<'try; analytical geom.

Botany (Gray);
phys. geog. (Geikie); chem.(, tor r
and Lindsay );
phy ics(U-agc); 30
exp rimeut.'!.
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Requirements for admission to the freshrnan class o.f
Institution.

35

Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.

Course.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B ••.... RequirementsofCommis• Latin: Gram.; Cicero,
orations against Cati•
sion of New England
Colleges.a
line and for Archias and
either the Milo, or tho
Manilian Law, or tho
Cato Major, or the 1\far•
cellus antl the 14th
Philippic·
Virgil's
1Ene1d, 6 bks., including
prosody, and Bucolics
or 8th and 9th bks. of
JEneid; Ovid, Metamor·
phosos; translation at
sight from Nepos and
Cresar; translation
into Latin of connected
passages of English
prose.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
4 bks.; Iliad,3bks.,with
prosody; translation
from Greek into English
and English intoGre k.
Latin:
Gram.; Cresar's
Ph. B..... Same as for A. B. course
Gallic War, 4 bks.; Vir·
and Essentials of Eng•
gil 's 1.Eneid, 3 bks.;
lish grammar (Whit·
translating English into
ney).
Latin.
A.B.(clas• Orthography;
sical),
grammar.

Latin: Gram.; reader;
Sallust; Cresar or Vir•
gil.
Greek: Gram.; read er;
Ana.basis, Bks. I-II.
36 Delaware College,, A.B. (Lat• Same as for classical Latin: Same as for clasNewark,Del.
inscien. ).
course.
sical course.
B. C. E., ..... do ...........•................ .....•..............•.. .
B.M.E.,
B.E.E.,
andAgr.
A. B ...... RequirementsofCommis• Latin: Gram. (Harkness);
Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicero, G
sion of New England
orations; Virgil. 6 bks.;
Colleges.a
Sallust's Conspira_s,v of
Catiline; Ovid's .w.ota•
morphoses, 2 bks.; Latin
comp.
Greek: Gram. (Goodwin
or Hadley): G1 eek Read·
37 Columbian University,
er (Goodwin) or Anaba•
Washington, D. C.
sis, 4 bks. ; !lit d, 3 bks.;
prose comp. (Jones).
B. S • . . ... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course ( optional with
German).

38

I

Georgetown Univer•
sity, Washington,
D.C.

reading;

B. S. in Gram. ; rhetoric ................. .............•....... ...
scien.
school.
A. B •••••. Higher gram. (Meikle• Latin: Gram.; prosody
(Casserly); comp.· ejohn's English Lan·
pos, Lives to nd of life
~
of Alcibiades, life of At•
ticus; Crosar, 2 bks.;
Tale ; Longfellow's Hi·
Ovid 'a !'Ifetamorpho es,
awatha; Scott's Ivan•
1,000
lines; icero, lethoe· Irving's Sketch
t r ii,500lin s,4-orations;
Book: LadyofthoLake;
V1rgn·s .tEneid, 3 bks.
Longfellow's Evange•
line; VicarofWak fl ild; Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Ann.basis, Bks. I-II; Ln·
Wiseman'sFubiola; Ad·
<'in.n, 0 dialogue ; Iliad,
di on's , 'ir Rog r de
2 bks., or Odyssey, 311ks.
Ooverley; Ruskin's Ses•
am and Lilie. ; Thack·
eray's Henry Esmond;
Newman's allista.
a See page4-5..

fh~~te~l; ,r~~ ~~fci
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imiversitie8, colleues, wul sehool.'J of technolouy--Continu cl.
Modern languag<''l.

History.

French or Gormnn: Rowan history to
death of Augustus;
Sufficient knowl•
Grcok history.
edgo to tran'llato
from French or Gm·mau into Engli h,
and vice Yors1~
(aboutl yr.'ework).

G rman or Fr nch:
•.rranslations; STIIUI,

fllHtor

•••·•• ••••••• ...,........

(r,

......... ..................... c.lo •••••

French: Gram. (Etl•
gren); lf.KJ )>IL~< or
Rollins'e l• r on ch
Roadcr.
Or Gorman: E n•
tiala of ~rawnmr
a11d easy pros •

French: Samo t11:1 tor
A. B. cour~e ..
G rman: pt1on11l
with Latin.
French: G1·am • • • . ••• Amer!
A modern language:
Elem nts cf grarn•
ru a r • tran lntlon
into Engli1il1 1~t
r;ight of e i ml' 1 e
prose: graWJ.llat-1cal nnaly i1:1.

JI

11

hi

~!nth

Algebra; pln11
Olll try.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1896-97.

Requirernents for admis.'lion to the frnshnian class of
Institution.

Course.

English language.

3:l

Gonzaga College,
Washington, D. C.

A. B------ Grm:n. (Weld and Quacken bos); lrving's Mythology; comp.

40

Howard University,
Washington, D. C.

A. B ___ : __ Orthography; gram.;
comp.

41

A. B---·-- Gram.; analysis; rhetoric; Robinson Crusoe;
Co u r t s h i p of Miles
Standish; Pilgrim's
Progress; D eserted Village and Travell er;
Ivanhoe ; Lady of the
Lake ; Sketch Bcok ;
Wonder Book and Tanglewood Tales; David
Copperfield: Elegy in a
John B. Stetson UniCountry Churchyard;
versity, De Land,
Adam Bede; Locksley
Fla.
Hall and Enoch Arden;
Vanity l!'ah-; Evangeline; First Bunker Hill
Oration; Ralph Waldo
Emerson; J uhus Coosar;

!~~i:1~
L~if~ fo~ii~:
It; Marble Faun; Mac-

42

Florida ConferenceJ
College, Leesburg,l
Fla.

43

Florida Agricultural
College, Lake City,
Fla..

4-!

SP.minary W st of the
.·uwanoe Ilivor
Tallaha eo, Fla.
'

Clas ical language .
Latin: Gram. (Yenni);
comp.; prosody (Casserly); Cresar·s Commentaries; Ovid's Metamorphoses and Elegies; scanning : Nepos.
Greek: Gram. (Yenui) ;
comp.; Xenophon's Cyropaidia; Anabasis.
L atin: Cresar,4 bks.; Cicero, 5 orations; Virgil's
.lEneid, 6 books; Jones'
Pro.·e Comp. , 12 lessons.
Greek: Boise and Pattengill's l essons; Anabasis, 4 bks.; Iliad, 3
bks.; prose com'p.
(Woodruff) .
Latin: Gram.; Collarand
Daniell's First Lat in
Book: prose comp.
(J ones); Cresar, 4 bks.;
Cicero, 6 orations; Virgil's .lEneid, 6 books;
scansion.
Greek: Gram. (Goodwin);
Jones' Exerc i ses in
Greek prose; Anabasis,
4 bks. ; Iliad, 3 bks. ;
scansion.

beth.
B. S ------ Same as for A. B. cour e __ Latin: Same a,; for A. D.
cour ·e.
A. B ______ Orthography; grammar; Latin: Gram.; resar
language les~ons.
(part).
Greek: Begiun rs' Book
(White).
B. S. and Same as for A. B. course __ --··-- - ----- --··-- --·-·· ----- ·
B.L.
A.B _____ _
Hughes' Tom Brown at Latin: Collar and Daniell's First Latin Book;
Rugby: Dickens' hild 's
Gradatim.
History of En&"land;
Swiss Family Robmson;
Fisk's Washington and
His Country (Irving-);
ott's I v:mho ; Hawthorne's Wonderbook
for Boys and Girls.;
gram. (Whitney ana
L ockwood); Les~ons in
English (Lockwood).
B.
s. Sam as for A. B. course.
cour e
Also: Irvin 's 'ketch
(agr. ,
Book; Lady of the
mcch.,
Lake; Whitti r's, now
a u d
llound; Dickens' Christwommas Carols; <;ourtship
an's) .
of 1\IilesStandish; Hawthorne's Tru Stories
from New England
Hi.·tory.
A. B. and Gram.; c-omp.; analyHi.-1; Lo.tin: Gram. and xerB. L.
·is H; romp.; r ruler;
•l. 1·hetori ·.
Ua:.·ar, 2 hkH.
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COLLEGE ADMIRSION REQUIRE11ENTS.

iini'1:e1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
I

Science.

Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

French: Grn.m.(Macmillan's course);
reader.

Modern history
(Fredet); ancient
history (Fredet).

Algebra; arithmetic ..

Arithmetic; algebra
~hrough quadratics; plane geometry.

------------·-···----·--- U.S. history (Eggleston); general history (Myers).

39

Elements of physics
a n d chemistry;
phys. geog.

40

Arithmetic; algebra
througb. quadratics; g e o m e t r y
(Wentworth).

4

Read French or German at sight.

Sa.me as for A. B. Sa.me as for A. B.
course.
course.
U.S. history __________ Arithmetic; algebra
to quadratics.

El. physics; human
_physiology.
El. botany; physiol- }
ogy.
42

Same as for A. B.
course.
History of the U.S.
(Hansell); Young's
Government TextBook.

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
·
course.
Arithmetic;algebra, __ Physical geog.
(Maury) .

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Arithmetic; el.
gebra.

Physiology; drawing; botany.

---· -·-------·-·--··----- English history; elemen tary ci vies.

al-

43

44
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Requirements for admission to the freshman class of
Course.

Institution.

45

English language.

Classical languag s.

Latin: Cresar; comp.
(Jones); Cicero's ora•
tions; Virgil's JEneid;
prosody; mythology;
sight reading.
Greek: Comp.; Anaba is;
Rollins College, Win·
Greek testament; Ho•
ter Park, Fla.
'
mer.
B. S ---··· Same as for A. B. com·se .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

46

A. B ••..•. Gram.; comp.; Shakes• Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
peare's Julius Cresar;
bks.; Cicero, 2 orations.
I:·vi.ng's Sketch Book; Greek: Attic prose; rules
Dickens' David Copper·
of accent; Ana basis,
University of Geor•I
gia, Athens, Ga.
field.
bk. I.
B. S., B. Spelling; comp •....•...... -····· ...... -····· ...........•
E., B.

47

Atlanta
University,
Atlanta, Ga.

A~l:: .... Comp. (Kellogg); literature (Kellogg) ; Seven
British Classics.

48

Morris Brown College,
Atlanta, Ga.

49

North Georgia Agri•
cultural College,
Dahlonega, Ga.

50

Mercer University,
Macon, Ga.

Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
Cicero· Virgil.
Greek: 0-ram.; Ana basis;
Iliad.
A. B ...... Gram.; spelling .......... . Latin: Gram. and reader;
Cornelius N epos.
Greek: First Book in
Greek.
A.B •..... Gram. (Whitney); comp.; Latin: Gram.; syntax;
translation.
literature.
Greek: Gram.; syntax;
Anabasis, bks. I- II;
translation.
B. S •..... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
A.B ..... . Gram ....•....•............ Latin: Cresar's Gallic
Wars; Cicero's or a•
tions.
Greek: Gram.; Leighton's
Greek lessons.
Ph. B ..... Same as tor A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
B. S ........... do ................................................... .
A. B ...... Gram. (Harvey); read• ............................. .
ing; spelling.

{

51

Emory College,
ford, Ga.

52

Nannie Lou Warthen
College, Wrights•
ville, Ga.
Young L. G. Harris
College, Young Har•
ris, Ga.

53

Ox•

A. B ...... Gram.; Seven American
Classics; Seven British
Ola sics.
A. B.and
Ph.B.

I
5-1

University of Idaho,,
:Moscow, Idaho.

I
B.S.,B.C.
E.,B.E.

Latin: Harkness' First
Year's Course.

Orthography; gram.; Latin: TuellandFowler's
First Latin Book; Cresar,
comp.; Dickens' Child's
3 bks.; Cicero, 3orations.
Hi!!tory of England;
Whittier's Snow Bound;
Goldsmith's Deserted
Village; Shakespeare's
Julius Cresar.

Same as for A. B. and
Ph. B. courses. Also,
word analysis and ele·
B. Agr.
mentary rhetoric.
Engli ·h; analysis ....... . . Latin: Crosar and_pro:
comp.; Cicero; Virgil;
sight r ading and my•
thology.
Gro k: Anabasis; Iliad.
B. '. and Ram a.~ for A. B. course .. Latin: ame as for A. B.
B.L.
cours
M.,and

Ab-\ A. B..... .
R~dding College,
mgdon,ill.

Latin: Gram.; Crosar;
Cicero's orat10ns; Vir•
gil's JEneid ; Latin
Prose (Daniell).

I
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

1.rniversities, college , ancl schools of technology-Continued.
?,Iotlern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Fr nch: Chartlennl;
Trois :Moi1:1 , ·ous fa
,_T •ii:te \Pordmt);
Le Ciel ( ornoillo);
si!-{ht reading.

Roman history; civil
o ·.· ,, r n n1 on t
Fh.J· •); history of
roece.

Algebra; plane geometry
(Wentworth); solid g e ometry.

Physiology
(:Margeology
t i 11 ) ;
(Packard's
Briefer Course) .

, am1i ns for A. B.

Roman hist.; civil
g v't.; anci n t
hist.; modern hist.

'ame as for A. B .
course.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also,
phys. geog. (H<?ust on); physics
(Baker) : astronomy (St ele).

B

45
COlll'IW.

Arithm tic; algebra
(Olnoy);
plan
g omotry (Wentworth), bks. I-II.
,'amo a

46

for A. B.

COU r ::it'.

Alcgbra
(Well );
pla11
g ometry
( W ntworth).

Phys. g og. (Monteith); physiology
(Martin); botany
(Gray); physics
(Gage) .
.•.. ..•..•...•••......... 0 n. liistory .......... Alg urn; geometry .. Physiology;
physi ·s; Lotany .
... .•....•••••..••••••.. 1 . .'.hiatory .......... Arithm ti·;
ele111eut'i of nlg hrn
ru cl t'nom try.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A~~tlng~lt~\i

,~!1 i~,1~~

tt~~o geometry,

Introductory
ence.

.... .... ............. .... U . . history; history
ofG orgia(Evans).

. .. . .... .... ... .. ..... ... U.S.history(Barn s);
g n. history
(Barnes) .

. .... ...... ..... .... .. .. Same as for A. B. and
Ph. B. courses.

48

sci-

411

••....•• .••.•...•.••....1
150

:i

: : : : : : : : : : :; : : : : : : :.: : : : : '.! ~!t~·;. : : : ·•.: ·: :· :
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . Hi tory of Georgia
(Smith).

47

·::·.11fil

Grammar sch o o 1 Physiolog-y; phys.
arithmetic (Wentgeog. (l\faury).
worth) .
Ari th. (Robinson's Physiology (Steele).
Higher); algebra
to quadratics (Robinson's elomentary) .
Arith. (White),i men- Descriptive geog.;
tal arith . (::;todphys.geog. (Housdnrd); algebra,
ton); physiology
through quadratics
(Tracy); free-hand
(Milne ' s H i g h
drawing.
School); plane and
solid geom. tWentwortli) .
Same as for A. B. and Same as for A. B. and
Ph. B. courses.
Ph. B. courses.

52
53

l

U.S. history: gen. bis- Algebra; plane and
tory; civics.
solid geometry.

El. phvsics; phys. )
geog.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
cou rse.

Mc

5i

German: Two y ar~'
\\'Ork.

ED

1
1

!>7--3~

Same n~ for A. B.
course.
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Requirenients for aclrnission to the freshman class of
Institution.

56

57

Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington, Ill.

St, Viateur's College,
Bourbonnais, Ill.

Course.

English language.

Gram.; Dickens' Cricket
on the Hearth; Burroughs' Sharn Eyes ;
Hawthorne's Tanglewood 'l'ales, Part II;
Carly le 's Horo and Hero
Worship; Orations of
"Webster and Hayne;
Burke's American Taxation; Shakespeare's
Othello; Bacon's Essays;
Macaulay on Byron;
Higher Lessons in English (Reed and K ellogg ) ;
rhetoric.
B. s ------ &I.me as for A . B. course.
Also, English literature
(Stopford Brooke's
Primer).
Ph.B_ __ __ Same as for B. S. course ..

Classical languag s.
Latin:
bks.;
bks.
Greek:
Iliad,

Gram.; C::esar, ,!
Cicero; Virgil, G
Gram.; Anabasi. ;
3 bks.

Latin: Same as for A. B.
r.ourse.
Greek: Optional with
German.
Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

Latin: Gram. (Bullion &
Morris); Crosar; Sallust;
Virgil; prose comp. (Arnold ); prosody; ver -ification.
Greek: First lessons in
Greek (White).
Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 3 orations;
Virgil's JEneid, 3 bks.;
Riverside Literatur e
nrose comp.
Series.
Gi·eok: Gram.; Anabas1s,
4 hks.
Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Samo as for A. B.
course.

Gram. (Harvey); comp.;
higher English lessons
(Reed and Kellogg);
rh1:1toric(Coppens); History of English and
.American Literature
A. B _____ _ (Jenkins); versification.

T~;-g1;;_ ti!~o~~;\;a;t~

5S

Blackburn University.
Carlinville, Ill.
·
B. S. and
Ph.B.

A. B ______ Gram.; orthography;
comp.; word analysis.

59

Carthage College, Carthage, Ill.

B. S ---·-- Samo as for A. B. course.
Also, Longfellow 's
Evangeline; Tennyson's
Lotus-Eaters; Cooper's
Pilot; Dickons' Talc of
Two Cities.
B. L _____ _ Same
as for n. S. cour. e ______________ --A. B. _____ Rec:_uirementsofCommission of New England
Colleges;a outlin of
American literature
(Hawthorne and L emmon).

60

Gl

niversity of Dlinoi'3,
ha.mpaign, Ill.

St. Ignatius

'hica •o, Ill.

La.tin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 4c orations;
Virgil, G bks.; prose
romp.
.
Grook: Gram.; Anabas1s,
4 bks ; pros comp.
Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

olleg e Part 1 of r quirements of
of Enommi ~ion of New
gineerEngland Colleges. a
ing.

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, •i
hks.; Uicero, 13 oratirms;
Virgil's JEneid, Ii bk,.;
prose comp. (Daniell) .
Greek: Gram.; prose
com]?. (W odruff)_; Anabas1s, 3 bks.; !had, 3
bks. (Optional with
sci nces.)
Latin: Gram. ;Viri Romae.
(Optional with a modern l:rngua.go.)

ollege 8am a1 for olleg of Same as for College of
of 'dEngineering.
Engine ring.
en .
College - . -· -do __ .. _____ .. ____ . ____ . ___ .. __ • __ ... ___ •. __ . _____ --...
ofAgricultur .
A.B _____ _ Coppens' Practical Intro- Latin: Gram. (Y nni);
<luC'tion; comp.; Irvin r's
·omp.; 'rosar, 300 lines;
Rip Van Winkle and
ic ro.
r •k: Gram. (Yenni);
1
r::~nt~fa~~itlls Rrf :
JE~op; lli•rocl s; Luf!P.rted Villag• and Travcian.
11 r; Longf •llow.
er ·c pa,

4,,8.
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'lllli'l.:e1' ities,

colleges, ancl ·clwols of techwlogy-Continuecl.

Modern languag s .

Ili tory.

l\Iathematics.

......................... Gen.history(l\Iyer ); Algebra, through
quadratics; arith.;
civil ""OV rnment
plane geometry
(.l!'i.·ke); U. S. his·
tory.
(Wentworth).

G rman: Gram.;
comp.; clas ic au·
thors. (Optional
with reek.)
Germnn: Gram.;
comp.; asy proso
r oarling.

ormn.n: f¼ram.;
ability tor •ad nf!y
G r. pro eat sight.

Sci nee.
Phy iolo~y;zoology;
el.plly 1cs(Avery);
botany.

, 'amo as for A. B. , amo as for A. B. Physiology; zoology;
course. Also\ Iliscourse.
physics; botany.
tory of Eng iand
( 1ontgom ry).
, am as for B. S. ..... do....... .. ........ . ·ame as for B. S.
course.
course.
U . S. history (Ilaz•
zard); nncienthist.
(Fredet).

Arith. (Robinson ) ;
algebra (T homp•
son); geometry
(Robinson ) .

Phys. geog.; botany .

. 8. hi.·t ry; g neral
hist0ry; civics.

Ari th.; algebra.
(Wentworth's
School); plane geometry.

EL zoolog-y. physiol•

,'am n8 for A. B.
ourso.

, ame as for A. B.
course.

,~amo as for A. B.
cour se.

U. . hifltory (Mont·
golll ry).

Ari th.; algebra,
through quadratics; plane and solid
geometry.

EL physic., (Carhar t

Samo as for A. B.
course. Also, gen.
hist. (:Myers).

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also, l.
zoology, botany,
and physiology.

ogy, physics, and
botany.

57

I
I 5

and Cbute);pby .,
descrip., and polit.
goog.
5!)

I

Same as for B. S. ..... do ................ . s~1z;:rs~~ for B. S.
c urse.
English and U. S. his• Algebra, through El. physics (Gage);
tory, or gen. hist.,
quadratics; _plane
two of the follow•
or Greek: and Ro•
ing: EL astron•
geometry (Went•
man hist.
wo1·th).
omy, el. botany.
el. inorganicchem- 1
istry, el. physiol•
ogy, and el. zool•
ogy. ( Optional
with Groek.)
Fren ch: Gram.;
ame as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Science a8 for A. B.
Chardenal 's French
course.
course. Also, solid
course (r equ ired );
00
cours .
and sph rical
also free•han.d
Or German: Gram.;
geometry (Wells).
drawing.
Joynes' German
Reader.
(Optional with Latin.)
Same as for ollege .. ... do ............ . ... . Same as for College • cienc:e as for A. B.
of Engineering.
of Engineering.
course (required ) .
......................... ... -.do .......... .. .......... do .- ............... Samo as forCollego
of ,'cience.
U. S. history ( ad•

lier); modern his•
tory (Fr edet).

Ari th. (Ray); alg bra, throngh rad•
ic:al expr essions.

61
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Requfrements for admission to the freshman class of
Ins ti tu ti.on.

Course.

English language.

A. B------ Require.mentsofCommission of New England
Colleges; a Primer of
English Literature

il'(Hill).
~l~~cf1t1i~~ of1ft~it◊~~~

Classical languages.
Latin: Cresar; Cicero; Virgil; Ovid; translations
from English into Ciceronian Latin.
Greek: Anabasis· Homer;
gram.; tr ansia ti or.s
from English into Xen-

Ui.~~ktig?!·::t:n~~!n~1

Pb. B- ____ Same as for A. B. course.

average difficulty based
upon the Anabasis.
Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

University of Chicago,
Chicago, Ill.

6)

I

B. S ___________ do-------------------- -- Latin: Translation at
sight of narrative pro&
similar to that of Cresar;
translation into Latin
of sentences ba d upon
\
Cresar's Gallic War. An
additional amount of
Latin to eoual A. B. roquiremen may b substituted for part of the
requir mentsinscience.
G.1 Austin College, Ef- A. B.and Gram.; comp ______________ --- -- ----------------·-------fingham, Ill.
A.B.B S.
_____ _ Grammar and composi- Latin: :<ram.; Viri Romm; N pos; Cres11r, •!
tion (Southworth &
Goddard); American
bk . ; prose writing;
:Masterpieces; rh toric
sight rP·LCliug.
(Genune-); analysis Gr ek: 'ram.; Anaba. i!'I,
6! Eureka. College, Eure-,
8 chapt rs of first l>ook.
(MeikleJohn); compo ika,Ill.
tion (Newcomer); classics.
ame as for A. B. cour e_. Latin: Same ns for A. B.
B.'
cour. e.

ts

a See page 458.
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imi1.:e1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
History.

French: El. gram.;
ability to translate
simt>le prose n t
sight.
Or G rman: Proficiency in the elements of tho fan
guage.

History of the U. S.;
hist. of l¾r ec to
the d nth of Alexander; hist. of
Rome to the death
of Augustus.

Algebra, through Physics, including
elementary mequadratics; plane
chanics, sound,
and solid geometry.
light, heat, electricity, and magnetism.

French: Samo as for
A. B. course. Also,

Same as for A. B.
course. Also Mediaeval and modern
hiatorv (Mye1•s).

Same as for A . B.
course.

t~::J;!t
11tf~:t:J
French at sight;

Mathematics.

Science.

Modern languag s.

Same as for A . B.
course.

comp. on Colomba
(Merimce); Pecheur d'lslando (P.
Loti ); Grazi ilia
(Lamar tin ) ; 'rartariu de 'rarascon
(Daud t); Eug nie
Grandot (Balzac);
Notre Dam
d
Paris (Hugo);
Fr nr•h lit ratur
(Domog ot).
Or German: .As for
A. B. cour . Also,
proficiency in tho
language ancl literature; ability to
use tho language
offectiv ly;
!;say
on Nathan dor
iie~~:nJ\~;tinlb;
rothea (Go tho);
Harzreiee (H ine);
Frau Sorge (Sud rmann).
Same as for Ph B.
course.

62

Same as for A. B. . •.•. do. . . .. .. . . ........ Physics; el. chemis-1
course.
try (Remsen); el.
bioloiy (Boyer);
physiography, ol.
geology, and el. astronomy (Young) .

.......•. .... ...... ...... U. S. history; civil Arithmetic; algebra ......................... .
government .
.............•........... ..... do ........ . ........ Ari th.; algebra Gen. biology; phys.
through quadratgeog.; el. physiology.
ics; plane and solid
geometry {Wentworth).

German:
Gram.
(Worman): reader
(Joynes).

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

G3
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Requfrem,ents f 01' aclmission to the freshman class of
Institution.

Course.

English language.

Classical l::mguages.

A. B ..•... Requirements of Commis. sion of New England
Colleges. a

Latin: Gram.: Cresar, 4
bks., or Viri Romm;
Cicero, 6 orations, including J',fanilian Law;
Virgil, 8 bks. of the
lEneid or 6 bks. of tho
lEneid and the Bucolics; comp.
Greek: Gram.; Beginners' Greek Book
(White) ; Anabasis, 4
bks. ; Odyssey or Iliad,
l,800lines; comp. (Jones
or Woodruff.) (Optional with French or German or with elementary
French and German.)
Ph. B. __ . . Same as for A. B. course .. Latin or Greek ___________ _

G,:i

Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.

B. S .•.....•... do ••....•..........•.... Latin: Gram.: Cresar, 4
bks., or Viri Romro ;
comp.
Or Greek: Same as for A.
B. course.
wd1~heirFr~~it
and el German.)

(OJ!~~~

B. L •.......... do .......•....•......... LatinorGreekorpartscf
Latin and Greek r<'quirements may bo offered.

66

Ewing College, Ewing,
Ill.

A. 13 •••••• Gram. (Reed and Kel- Latin: 'I'uell and Fov..Ier;
readings.
logg); rhetoric; literature: Miles Standish; Greek: Inductive method.
Grandfather's Chair:
Abbott·s Lifo of Columlms; Enoch Arden; Deserted Village; Irving's
Washington and His
Country; Vf e b st er' s
Bunker Hill; Snow
Bound; Julius Cresar;
Lady of th Lake; ir
Roger de Covcrley;
l\Ierchan t of Venice.
B. S. ..... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: , ·amo as for A. D.
course.

A. B ...... Gram. and comp. (Reed Latin: Gram. and reader;
'rosar, 4 bks.; Cicero, 4
and K llogg's High r
orations; Virgil, G bk . ;
English Lessons); essay.

P.!i~~
~:~: (Goodwin);
Lcs,;ons (Boi ·o and Pat-

67

Knox ollege, Galesburg, Ill.

t<>ngill); Ana basi-;, 4
bks.; Lysias, 1 oration;
prr,se comp.
B. S ...... ,. am as for A. D. ·ours .. Ln.ti n: Sam as for A. D.
course.

B. L ..... .

E~ci:t~~~~aii:i~tt!:~~a,!
Hou.· of." ven Gahl ·;
o!eridgo·s Rim of the
Accient Iariner; , ir
Ro,gci· rlo ov •rl y Pa•
pr>rh; M rchan t <,f Y •n•
lC .
(I.

,• •

p:tg 4_• •

•.••• clo •• ••.•••..•••• •••. . . ••

COLLEGE .AD::m,·,
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REQUIRE~IENTf,.

imi e.rsitie , colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Scienc .

Fr nch:
Gram.
(Whitney); comp.
(Gra:1dgent); mod•
ern prose and po·
etry 400 pages; 5
standard author ,
l,20tl pages.
Or G rmnn: Gram.
~~~~ ~Ea\)e;r~
helm, Toll, Riehl s
Novello11, Her•
mo.nu und Dorothea, &c.
(Optiona l with
reek.)

U.S. history (John•
ston); gen. hist.
(Myers).

Algebra through
quadratics (Went•
worth); plane and
solid g ometry.

Phrsiology
(Mar•
tml; phys. g og.
(l\faury); el. botany (Bergen) or
1. zoology (Boyer) or el. physics
(Gage).

French or German,
as abov .
Fr nch or Gorman
or •l. Fr nch and
l. erman, a for
A. B. course. ( Optional with Latin
or Greek.)

Samo aa for A. B.
course.
Samo as for A. B.
course. Also: Hist.
of England and
civil government
( optional with 2 of
tho elective sci·
nces).

Samo as for A. B.
course.
So.mo as for A. B.
course. Also: Al~ebra (Wentwortn's
coll ge, chapters
16-27 and !..J9) and
plane and spher•
1cal ti·igonometry
(optional with
physics, gen. chemistry or biology) .

Same as for A. B.
courso.
Physiol_ogy; p h Y. s.
geog., el. ch m1 -

Yfuo ~1zif fii! foi:
0

65

iowing:cl. botany, r
el. zoology, el.
physic , el. astronomy (Young) , el.
geology (Lo Con•
t ), ol. freo-hancl
an d geometrical
drawing (op•
tiomd with part of
hi tory). Al o 2
of the following:
age's El. physics; ch omistry
(Remsen·s Briefer
Course) · biology
(Boyer'i; Elementary).
Samo as for B. S.

I

French or German or
parts of l!'l·ench !!,Ud
German reg_mre•
ments may lie of•
fored.

So.mo as for A. B.
course and hist. of
England.

, 'amo as for B. S.
course.

U.S. history (Fiske);
civil government.

Arithmetic (White) ;
algebra (Milne) .

, 'amo as for A. B.
courso.

··········-··-··-··-··-··

fia1 r;it' ~1c~E!

1
l::i.st3snbjectsmay
be offer d.
Zoology (, te lo a1lll
Jenks); physiology (Tracy); nat•
u r al philosophy
(A very); botany
(Gray's School);
geology (Lo
Conte); c homistry
(Remsen); phys.
geog.

S. mo as for A. B.
course.

Gc>n. history; U. S.
history.

Samo as for A. B.
course; also geometry.
Arithmetic; algebra,
through progre. •
sions; geometry
(Wells), 4 bks.

&me as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

'am as fo1· A. B.
course; ah.o bot•

One year's work in ... .. do ....... ... ............ do ....... ......... .
French or German.

03

Civil and phy:;ical
geog.; el. zoology
and physiology.

s:~?ur:ic.
~!clfo1?1~qB.
C'

u7
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Require:m,ents for admission to the freshman class of

68

Institution.

Course.

English language.

Classical languages

Lombard University,
Galesburg, Ill. a

A. B., B.
S., and
B.L.

Gram. and analysis (1);
comp. and rhetoric (1);
literature (1).

Latin: Harkness Gram.
and Reader (2); Cre ar,
3 bks. (1); Cicero, 5 orations (1); Virgil, 4 bks.
(2).

691 Greer
College, Hoopeston, Ill.

70

Tilinois College, Jackson ville, Ill.

71

Lake Forest University, Lake Forest, Ill.

72

I McKendree
ollege,
Lflbanon. Ill.

Greek: Goodwin's Gram.
and Lessons (2); Ana basis, 4 bks. (2); Iliad, 3
bks. (1).

A. B., B. Gram.; reading; writing;
S., and
etymology.
B. L.
A. B ______ Gram.; comp. (Newcom-· Latin: Gram., including
er); rhetoric (Genung);
prosody; Coosar, 4 bks.;
literature (Syle's From
Cicero, 8 orations; Virgil, 4,000 lines; comp.
Milton to 'l'ennyson, 30
(Daniell); Roman antiqselections); essay.
uities (Tighe) .
Greek: Gram., including
prosody; Ana basis, 4
bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.; comp.
(Woodruff) ; classical
geography.
Ph. B _____ Same as for .A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
B. s ___________ do __________________ ____ One year of Latin or German.

Comp.and rhetoric (Lock- Latin: Gram., including
prosody; Cresar, 4 bks.;
wood's Lessons and GeCicero, 6 orations; Virnung's Practic'll Rhetogil, 6 bks.; Ovid, 1,000
ric, Part I ) ; 1 rear of
fines; Latin at sight.
critical reading m English and American liter- Greek: Gram. (Goodwin); Xenophon; Hoature.
mer,3bks.; prosecomp.
(Optional with part of
Latin requirement or
with French or German. )
A. B ______ Gram; analysis; comp ___ _ Latin: Gram.; Crear;
Cicero's orations; Virgil; comp.
Greek : First Greek; XcnB . s_. _.. _. Same as for A. B. course. _ L~R~~n~:ir:::rfor .A. B.
course.
B. L ___________ do ____________________ __ Same as for B. S. course. __

l A. B. _____ Gram. (Meiklej_ohn);
comp. (Hill); English
literature.

7:1 \ Lincoln University,

Lincoln, Ill.

\

74,

l

B. S. and
B.L.

I

:Monmouth
llo ,e.
_fonmoutb, 111.

A. B ______ Gram.; rhetoric (Genung) Latin:

I

B. S. o.ncl
B. L.

u Figur

Latin: ElementaryLatin;
Viri Romoo: Cresar;
Ci ero; Virgil.
Gre k: El. Greek; Anabasis; Herodotus.
Fame as for A. B course __ _ La.tin: 'ame as for A. B.
cou1•se.
Gram.; Cresar:
'allust ; icero; Virgil.
Gr ck: Gram. (Good-

tv~:i h~:1"/i~ei~~d~Va-

··~mo as for A. B. course __ Latin: 'a.me as for A. B.
COUl'

·e.

aft r ubj cts cl uoto credit ; l credits roquir d for ndmisi;ion.
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1-tnil'ersities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

French: Edgren'
grammar and Super's reader (1).
German: Joynes:Mei!<sner's grammar and Joynes's
reacfor t~) .

Gr cian and Roman
hist.?ry ~); }?fat. of
U. :::,. (1 ; hist. of
Englane (1); civil
government (1).

Arith., including metric system (1); e l.
algebra (2).

Carhart and Chute's
Elements of Physics ( 1); ::3hepard 's
Eleme nts of Chemistry (1); phys.
g og. (l)i botany
(Gray) ( )· Martin's Human Body

------------------ ------- u.

68

(1).

'.history __________ Arithmetic __ _____ ____ Phhsiology; geograp y.

69

·-- ---·-----· ---- ---·----

History and ConstitutionofU.S.; hit.
of Greece and
Rom.

Arithmetic; algebra
~hrouffh quadratics; pane geometry,5 bks.

El. botany _______ ·---

German: Reading nt
sight of c:u,y prosti.

Same M
cour8

Same as for A. B.
course.

El. botany; el. zool-

70

0~~

r,1;~y ~f G

for A. B.

rmnn _____ do _____ _---------· _____ d

1

One or ~ yNU'R' work
in l~roncb or G rmau may l,e offer •d
for 1 or :i y •ar '
work in Greek or
Latin.

ogy; physiology
and physics.
Botanv (Gray's
8c:hool); zoology
Col ton's Practical); physics
(Gage's ElomPnts J; physiology (Wnlker).
One y ~ir's work in
either chemistry,
phyiH<'S, zoology.
or liotany. An extra y,•:u· or two in
laboratory sci nee
mu.y bo offered.

0________________ _

Gr k aud Roman
hist. (:\ly rs' AuC'il•nt History and
All n'!:I Romo) or
l~ngli!-lh and Amm·ican hist. ( ardiner, Johnston).

Alg bra through
qu drati ·s; plane
geometry. An extra year or two in
mathematics may
he offereu.

U. R. hist.; Grecian,
Roman, and En~li h history; civil
government.

Algebra; geometry ___ Physiology;
geog.

71

phys.

•

German: 2 years' , ame as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
72
work.
course.
course.
course .
Same as B. S. cours , . . .. . do . ... . ..•.............. do .......••............. do ..••.••..•......
oc 1 year each of
French and German.
1
U. . hist.; gen. hi,,- Arithmetic; algebra; Physiology; zoo 1tory; civil governgeometry.
ogy; physics; botment.
any.
Same as for A. B.
COUr!;.

U.

S. hist. (Johnston); H.oman and
Grecian history
(Myers); civil government.
Same a!! for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also
chemistry, astronomy, and phys.

Arithmetic; algebra
(Wentworth); geomeky (Chauvenet).

pf;~rology; physics
(Carhart and
Chute).

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
coi:.rse. Also b0tany and phys. geog.

I

73

I \
\

1

74:
I
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Requirements for adrnission to the freshman class of
In titution.

Course.

English language.

A. B ______ Orthography;
gram . ;
analysis; el. rhetoric;
1 year's critical study of
English and Ame1·ican
literature; comp.

Ph. B _____ Same as for A. B. course __

75

Northwestern College,
Naperville, Ill.

Cbssical languages.
Latin: Grum.; Coosar, 4
bks.; Cicero, G orations;
Virgil, 5 bks.; prose
comp. (Collar); sight
readin&"·
Greek: Gram.; Anabusis,
3 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks., or
Greek Tes tame n t ;
prose comp. (Jones);

L!ifg:t §!~di~ for A. B.

course. In place of Cicero and Virg-il there may
be offored Anabasis and
Iliad as above.
B. S----- - _____ do __ ___ _____________ ___ _ Latin
or Greek as for A. B.
course.

B. L ___________ do ___ _________ ·------ --- Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bk~; prose comJ).; sight
r eading. (Soe science.)

A. B ______ Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
2 English masterpieces.

Latin: Harkness' Easy
Method for Be~inners;
Coosar, 3 bks.; Cicero, 4
or 5 orations; Ovid's
Metamorphoses, 30 or 40
pp.; comp.; syntax;
IJrosody.
Greek: \Vhite's Beginner's Greek Book; syntax; Anaba is.
B. S ··---- Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Harln1eF!s' Easy
Method fur Beginners;
Coosar, 3 bks.; comp.

i6

.Augnstana College,
Rock Island, Ill.

77

St. Joseph's Diocesan
ollego, Teutopolis,

rn.

•

78

, hurtleff College, Upper Alton, Ill.

A. B------ Gram. (Harvey); comp.;
reading; spellmg.
A. B------ Gram.; comp.; analysis;
Engli.sh literature.
Pb. B _____ , ame as for A. B. course ..

Latin: Gram. as far a~
regular verb (Engelmann); exorcises (Engelmann) .
Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cmsar; Cicero; Ovid; Virgil; pro ody.
Gr ek: Gram.; comp.; An-

L!t~ /~;~~:f if1:,~.o~d-l'
course.

Gram.; analysis; 1. rhetA B
. -----oric and literature.
';'O

80

W stfield College,
West field, Ill.

Wheaton College,
\Vh~aton, Ill.

{ B. S ______ Gram.; el. rhetoric and
literature.
A. B ______ Gram.; analysis; I.rhetoric; English ·lassies.

Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
icero; pro e c::imp.
Gr ek: Gram.; Anabasis;
prose comp.
Latin: Gram.; prosecomp.

Latin: Gre,m.; ~vmp.; Cmsar, 4 bks.; Cicero, uorations; Virgil, G bk a.
Groek: Gram.; comp.:
Ana.basis, 3 bks.; Iliad,
3bkl-l.
B. S ------ , 'ame w for A. B. course .. Latin: , 'am ll'! for A. B.
course.
B.L ...... -----do ______________________ ------------------------------
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1.mi1:ersities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
History .

Mathematics.

Scienc

.American hist.
(Montgomery);
g n. hist. (Myers);
civil government
(Mowry).

Arithmetic, including metric system;
algebra t hr o u g h
quadratics (Went•
worth); plane
geom. (Went•
worth).

Phys. geog.; physi•
ology (Steele); ol.
physics (Gage) .

, nme as for .A.. B.
course.

Samo as for .A.. B.
course.

Samo as for A. B.
course.

.Modern languages.

Go 1' m n n : Gr a. m .
(Joynes-Meissner ) ;
William T 11; lphi·

rn

~~;oo~

Gorman : Gram. and ..... clo ....... ..... •......... do ..........•.•.... Same as for A . B.
L sson1:1 ( J oynos•
cour-se. Also el.
Meissner).
zoology (Pack·
ard); astronomy
(Steele); el. bot•
any (Bes"ey) .
G rmnn: , nmo as for .. ... do ............. ........ . c1o ............. ... . Same as for B. S .
Ph. B. COUl' •
course. An addiFr nch: Gram.
tional year in
(Whitney); rad r
Latin may be of•
(8uper); sight
fered for zoology,
rcadmg.
astronomy, au d
botany.
Swedish ............. .
. S. hist. (John• Arithmetic (Wh.te); Botany (Gray); zoston); ancient hist.
algebra (Went•
ology (Jordan):
( 1:ycrs and Allen);
worth); plane geexperimental
ci v1l government
omotry (Loomis).
physics.
(Andrews).
7(l

..... do................. Sam a for A. B.
course.

G rman: Gram.
(Wetzel); reader
(Herder) .

•••••• •••••••••• •• J ••••••

Samo as for A. B.
course. Also solid
and spherical ~e•
ometry; plane trigonometry (Wentworth).
U., '. hist. (Benziger). .Arithmetic (Ray's
New Practical).

, 'a.me as for A. B.
..:ourse.

U.S. hist.: Greek and
Roman hist.

El. physiology . ..... .

Arithmetic; algebra
to quadratics; ge•
ometry.

U.S. and Roman hist. Samo as for A. B.
cou1·se.
U.S.andgeneralhist.; Arithmetic; el. and
civil government;
iutermediato algebra.
Bible.
U.S. hist ............. . Same ns for A. D.
course.
U.S. hist.; Greek anC::. Arithmetic; algebra
Roman hit.
~hrough quadrat•
1cs; plane geometry.

physiol ogy;
phys. geog.; natu•
ral phil.; chemistry; botany.
El.geog.
physics; phys.
El.

I

'i8

'l

B. 1 "'

Same ns for A.
ourse.
Phys. geog.; physiology; c1.escrip. zo- ,
ology; el. physics.

S. and general
hi t.; civil government.

, a.mo ns for A. B.
course. Also: El.
u tronomy.

, 'amo ns for A. B.
course. Also: Bot•
any; drawing.

, ame as for B. S.
course.

Arithmetic; algebra
throng h quadr at ks.

f:ame as for B. S.
course.

T.

77

Phys. geog . ......... .

80
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Requirernents for admission to the freshman class of

81

English language.

Cours~.

Institution.

A. B ______ Requirements of Commission of New England
Colleges. ci

Indiana University,
Bloomington, Ind.

Classical languages.
Latin: Gram.; comp.;
Cresar, 2 bks.; Cicero, 5
orations; Virgil, 2 bks.
Or Greek: Gram.; Anabasis; Hellenica, 2 bks.;
Iliad; Odyssey; comp.
(Optional with l!"rench or
German.)

A. B ______ Requirements of Commission of New England
Colleges. a
82

Latin: Gram.; Crosar, 4
bks.; Uicero, 5 orations;
Virgil, 5 bks.; prose
comp.
Greek: Gram.; AnalJasis,
4 bks.; prose comp.
Ph. B _____ Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

Wabash College4 Crawfordsville, Ina.

B.

83

8-i

85

F,anklin College,
F,anklin, Ind.

lj

s ___________ do ______________________

A.B ______ Analyr,is; comE£; rhet- Latin: Gram.; comp. (Dantell); Cresar, 4: bks.; icoric; Scott's armion;
Courtship of Miles
ero, G orations.
Standish ; Irvin g's Gr ek: L ssons (White) ;
gram.(Go dwin);comp.;
Sketch Book; David
Copperfield; De Foe's
Ana basis, 3 bks.
History of the Plague
in London; Vicar of
Wakefield; Silas Marner; Webster's First
Bunker Hill Oration.
B. S.and Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A.. B.
Ph.B.
course.

De Pauw University,
Gr encastle, Ind.

A.B ------ Gram.(ReedandKellogg)_ Latin: Gram.(Harkness):
Coosar; Virgil; Cicero;
comp. 4Ilarkne s) .
Greek: Gram. and Lessons; Xenophon; comp.

Hanover 'ollege, HanOYer, Ind.

r

l

B.s _______ SameasforA.B. cours ___ Latin: Sa.meas for A. B.
course. Other studi s
may bo offer d for
Gr ek.
A .B ------ Rhetoric(Hill); comp _____ Latin: Gram.; Crosar;

·
j
College.
• Incl.

Same as for Ph. B.course .

A.B ______ Gram.; el. rhetoric; comp.; Latin: Gram.; Cresar:
literature.
Virgil, 2 bks; prose
comp.
Greek : Gram.; Anabasis
4 bks.; prose comp.
B. S . and Sam e as for A. B. course . Latin: Same as .for A. B.
Ph.B.
course.

GJilf:1-j,1~~ r; CX:!ba,;is:
ram.( foxwell) __________ ---~~~~----------------------

B .. _______

Butl•r 'oll J.Ce, Irvin~-1 A. B ------ Rh toric (Williams):
ton, Ind.
co·nr · Irving's Bk tch
B. oo' ·.· 'v 1· S 1· 0 ll Of ' 1· r
Launfal: Lady of th
Lake: Ivanhoe; Merch nt of Venice; Idyls
of tho King.
•nl ,n 'hri ti .n
\.B. and
'omp. and rh toric (\Villl· , , 1 rmo, Ind.
B ...
liam ).

a

Latin: t flar,4 l,ks.; Cic'ro, U orn.tionw, Virml, 5
.,,.
hkR.; comp.
Gr k: Ana basis with
l_ymposium; omp.
(Jon

).

(G rman may ho off re1l
for V~tin or r k.)
Latiu: (;l ram.; comp.: Cro11ar, J. hk .: , nllu.·t lil
chaptor,i; k ro, 4 oratiom1.
G,·" •k: Harp rand a tlf'
(70 1 .. on).
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wliversitie.'/, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
}fodern languages.

Mathematics.

History.

Gorman: Gram. U.S. hist.; gen ral Ari th.; plane geomehist. (My rs) or
try (Wentworth);
(Thomas); reader
(Whitney); comp.
hist. and 1nRtitusolid geom.; algebra through quad(Harris); classical
tions of Greec and
ratics ( Wentn.u th ors or modern
Rome (Myers'
worth's School).
authors.
Gre ce, Allens'
nr Fr nch: Gram.
Rome).
and reader (Whitn yJ;comp.(Grandg nt); tmnslations.
(Optional with Latin
or Grook.)
Roman hist. to death Arithmetic; algebra
of Marcus Au r ~hrough quadratlius; history of
1cs; plane geomoGr ce (My rs).
try, 4 bks.
rman: Gram.
(Brandt); comv.;
,;oo 1,p. of readmg
matt r.
. 'nm as for Pb. B.
cciurs.
(f

Sam a;i for A. B.
course; also hist. of

~;t~nt~ce

Same as for A. B.
course.

Science.
Phy . geog.; physiology; 1 year's experimental or laboratory work in
1 of the following:
Chemistry, physics, zoology, geology, or botany.

Physiology(Martinj

1401;

ame as for A. B.
cours .

82

Same as for A. B.
course.

Roman hist. as for _____ do ________ _____ _________ do ______________ _
A.B.
U.S. hist.(.Johu~ton); Arithmetic; algebra Physiology ...... ....
civil govPrnment
through quadrat(l\fa<'y); Gre k and
ics; plane geometry.
Roman history.
. S. hist.; ivil l{OVrnnwnt; gen. hiat.
( Iyer ) ; English
hist. (Mou tgom•
ery).
u. ' . bh,t. (Fiske);
g n. hi t. (:Mye1·1;1).

81

I

Pbysiolo.gy, el. zo.ology; el. phys1c.i
(Gage).

83

1

Arithmetic; algebra
through quadratic ; plane, solid,
and spherical g metry (Byerly's
Cbauvenet).

84

l<'rench: Gram. and
read r (Whitney);
short romanc .
Or German: Gram.;
r<.>ading at sight; 2
cla.:sics.

-----------·-------------1

German: Comp.
( Harri ) ; 300 pages
of easy prose;
gram. (JoynesMeissner). (Op
tional with Latm
or Greek.)

am a for A. B.
cour se.

Gen. hist. (Myers);
Engli hrust.<Montgomory): Am ori'll.D hist. (Montgomery); science
of government.
am as for A. B.
course.

U. S. hist. (Barnes) ;
civil governm nt
(Young).
G n. hi t. (Myers);
civil government
(Fiske).

Samo as for A. B. -----------------------·
course.

Arith.; algebra (Robinson); geometry,5
bks. (Wentworth).

Nat. phil. (Griffin):
phy . geog. (Huston); zoology
(Cooper).

Same as for A. B.
course.

amc as for A. B.
course.

Alg bra; plane and
solid geometry.

Descrip. astron ______

Arithmetic (Robinsons
horter
Course).
Arith.; algebra
throu~h quadrat-

Physiology (Martin);
phys. geog. (Huston); el. physics.
El. physics (Gage);
el. botany (Spalding).

1

85

ti·i <W!~!w~~im~-

ivil government Algebra;geometry,5
(Young): ancient,
bk . (Loomis).
medi val and modern hist. (Barnes).

Physiolo~y (Steele);
nat. phil. (Steela) .

1
86
87
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Reqnfrernents for adrrdssion to the freshman class of
Cour o.

In. titution.

Eng:ish language.

Clas ical languages.

A.B ...... English .................... Latin: Cre1rnr. 4 bks.;
Cicero; Virgil,4 bk·.
Greek: Ana basis, 4 bks.;

:1°s.~Ji'~ :! 1g~_K:
0

89

~fo c>res Hill College,
Moores Hill, Ind.

Ph. B.. .. . Same as for A. B. course... L~f
B.
course.
Greek: Elements.
B. S ............ do . . ................ ... . Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

A.B ...... Comp.; letter•writing ;
simple narrative.

90

University of Notre
Dame, Notre Dame,
Incl.

B. L ...... Same as for A. B. course;
also gram.

Latin: Gram.; transla·
tion of Coosar into Eng•
lish and of sb ort English
sentences into Latin.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis;
translation of simple
phrases into Greek.
Latin: Same as for A. D.
course.

8. S... .... Same as for B. L. course... Same as for B. L. cour.,e ..

91

Earlham College, Rich•
mond, Ind..

92

Rid~eville Co 11 e g e.
Ridgeville, Ind.

93

St. Meinrad College,
~t. Meinrad, Ind.

9-!

Taylor Uni ersity,
U1,laud, Ind.

!!5

Inc1i:m University, Ba•
·oue, Incl. T.

C. E. and
M.E.

Latin: Collar and Dan·
iell's First Latin Book:
Cresar 3 bks.; Vir~il, 4
bk. . ; Ci cero, 5 orat1onfl.
( German may be offer ed
for Latin in some
courses.)
A. B ...... Gram.; comp ....••.•...... La tin : Gram. ; pr o s c
comp.; re. ar, 4 lJk:-;.;
Cicero. 5 orations; Virgil, Ii bks.
Greek: Gram.: prose
comJ).; Anabasi!>, 3 bks.;
Iliad., 2 bks.
B. S ....... Gram.; comp.; el. English Latin: Same as for A. B.
literature.
course.
A.B ...... Gram. (Brown's Insti•
tutes); comp.

9'i

Henry
1 •I!:•,

I

Iu<l. T.

C'< •

l\1. E. L . . . , ame as for A. B. course.
Also Literature( 'haw).
A. B .. . ... Gram.; analysis; rh t.;

K ndall
ol•
u1<kogo •.

'OllP, P,

l.n.r,id , Iowa.

Latin: Gram. (S<'htil tz);
exercises (i:::clmltzJ.

A. B . . . ... Rhetoric (Hart) .....••.... Latin: Harkness; C'roc:ar,4
bks.; Sallu t·s Catili11a;
'icero, 3 oratioL. ; Vir·
gil, 6 bk~.: Horace, Od 'S
and Epi1<tles: omp.
Gr ek: White; Anab.'.lsis:
Iliad.
Latin: 8ame as for A. B.
our. e.

A. B . .....
00

Same as for A. B. course ........ do ..................... .
Syntax; el. rhetoric; lit•
erature (Arnold and
Shaw).

Latin: Elem nts .... . . ... .

G~~~~- comp.;

criticism .. Latin: Gram. and reac1 r;
('~sar; 'i ~ro. i ora tions; Virgil, 4 hh,.
r ek: ram.rrndt·• 1C'r;
Auaba ·is, 2 bks.
ram.; comp.; criti i m; L'1.tiu: 'awe n for A. D.
rhetoric.
0

B. .......

C rln.r ....•... . ... Uram. an,J comp .......... . Latin:

Gram.; 11ro (
,mp.: <'
r . .~ hk,;.:
Virgil, 6 bks.; i<'ero, i
OJHtions .
}r, •k:
ram.; Lt•. ons
(K ee p); Allnhu s i!<, i
·hu11ters of Hr t hook.
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imivor. ities: colleac , aucl schools of technology-Continued.
Modern language .

German: Gram. and
r itcler (Stein).

History.

.])fa thematics.

Ancient, medireval,
and modern hist.

Arith.; algebra;
plane and solid
g eometry.

ame as for A. B.
course.

Science .

Same as for A. B. ------------ ---------- -course.

German: Gram. and ___ __ do ________________ __ ____ do _______ . _________ El. pllysics_ - ----- ---reader (Stein);
Minna von Barnhelm; comp.; German hi t.; gram. ;
oil and H abcn.
Ameri an and Arithmetic and algeancient hist.
bra.complete.

German: Gram.; U. S.hist ______________ Arith.: algebrfl, to ___ ___ _____ ____________ _
trauslations from
logarithms; piano
and into German.
El.FrouchorGorman
U. S. hist.; modern Saamndesoal9idg
f<0e1?mBe.trLy.. _______ _., __________ ____ _
hist.
CourEO
.
. _________ ·- _____________ l\Iodern hi t _______________ do _____________________ ___________ ___ ____ _
G rinm1: Minna von
llarnhelm: Wilh lm Tell; Iphig
ni •; pros c:omp.
(.'co Latin.)

Gen. . hist. (Myers);
U. , . hist. (Montgomery).

Ari th.; algebra Physiology(::'vfortin);
through quadratbotany (Wood);
ics; plane geometry.
nat. phi!. (Sha1·pless and Phillips).

. ________________________ U.S. and gen. hist ____ Ari th.; algebra;
plane and solid
geometry.

91

EL physics __________ _ \

> 92

_________________________ ,'amc o.s for A. B.
S~me as for A. B. El, physics: physiCOlll'SO. Also civil
course.
ology; phys. geog.;
government.
botany.
German: Gr nm . U.S. hist. (New Ec- Aritb. top rcenfoge_ Phys. geog ___ _______ .
(En~elmann); Benlectic).
ziger·s III Le sehuch; Auf etzo,
Meruol'ireu.
on.hist. (llfyers) . ___ Algebra and geome- Physics (Appleton);
try_ (Wentworth);
zoology (Tenney);
trigonometry:
botany (Gray) .
mensuration and
surveying.
French or German_ .. Same as for .A. B.
cour e.

&3

Sa.me as for A. B .
course.

Phys. geog. (Appleton) ; bot a n y
(Gray); physiology
(Martm
).
________ , ________________ ------ - ----- - ------ ______ Algebra.----_ ___ ______ Phyf:'ics
(Appleton)
_
French: Elements ____ U . . andEngli hhist_ Arith.; algebra _______ Phys.g og __________ _

---------- -------------- UG~eeYl t/f~r~T!H _____ (1o _________________ -------- ·---------------

95

government.

U. S. and Roman
hist.; civil go,ernment.
U. . hist. : civil government.

96
Same as for A. B.
course.

Phys. geog.: physiology.

Aritb.; algebra,
throun-h quadratic!;; pfaneand solid
geometry.

El. physiology;
phys. geog.; el.
nat. pbil.; botany
(not r equired foi•
A. B. course).

97
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Requirements for admission to the freshman class of
Institution.

9

99

W)

Course.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B -----· Gram . ; rhetoric __________ _ Latin: Gram.; comp. ;
Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicer ; 5
orations; Virgil, 5 bks.;
Livy, 2 bks.
Cbarle. City College.
Greek: Gram.; comp.; AnCharles City, Iowa,
abasis, 4 bks.; Lysias; Herodotus. 6th and 7th bks.
B. S __... __ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
A.B _____ _ Gr am.; rhetoric; liter a- Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 6
ture (Brooke's Primer ) ;
bks.; Cicero, 2 orations;
Milton's Paradise Lost,
Virgil, G bks.; comp.
I-II; Merchant of Ven- Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
Amity College, Colice.
4 bks.
B.S_. ____ _ Same as for A . B. course _. Latin: Same as for A. B.
lege Spr ings, Iowa.
course.
Pb.B.and _____ do ______________________ Same as for B.S. cour·e ..
B.L.
Luther College, Deco- A. B - ·· · · - Gr am. ; rhetoric; Ameri- Latin: Gram. (Sehr inrah, Iowa.
can literature.
er); Cresar.

I

101

Des )loines • College,
Des Moines, Iowa. a

10·2

Drake University, Des
~ioines, Iowa.

A. B.,Ph. -·-··----------- ---------· ____ ______ --·------------·-·-···-B.,B.S.
A. B ---· -- Rhetoric; literature __ ___ _ Latin: Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicero, 5 orations; Virgil,
6 bks.; Ovid, 1,500 Jines.
Greek: Anabasis, 1 hk.;
Herodotus; Thucydide~.
B. s _______ Same as for A.B.courso __ Latin (optional with German).

B. L ___________ do ____ ·--------- ---- ____ Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
Ph. B ·---- ____.do.-·- -··------- ···· ---- L atin: Same as for A. B.
course or 3 y ar of
clas ·ic:al Greek.
A.B ______ Gram.: analysis ; comp.; Latin: Gram . ; 1 ri.r. 4
l\Ier hant of Venice;
bks.; Cicero, 6 ornt10ns;
0
Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek : Gram. ; primer
Oration.
(Frost); Ana basis, 1 hk.;
prose comp.
B. __ .... _ ame as for A. B. course __ Latin: , 'ame a. for A. B.
course.
A.B _____ _ Rhetoric-,.;_ ~am.; comp.;' Latin: Gram. ; Coc>sar, 3
Julius vtesar; Merchant
bks.; Cicero, 5 orations:
of Venice; Lady of the
Virgi l, Gbks.; Ovid,2,(JOO
Lake; Arnold's ·ohrab
line,.
and Rustrum; ir Roger Greek: Gru.m.; Anal a ·i!',
de Coverley; Macaulay's
3 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.; .'elect Orations of Lysias
econd E. say on the
(Steven·); comp.
EarlofCbatham; Emerson', American Scholar:
Irving's Sk tch BookJ
Scott's Abbot; Davia
Copperfield.
Ph.B ____ _ Same as for A. B. course_. Latin: Same as for A. B.
cour, •,
B. S --··-- _____ c1o _____________ _________ Same as for Ph. B. course.
1

Parsons College, Fairft 11,Iowa.

lc.l

I Upper
Iowa Univer•
ity, FayE'tte, Iowa.

;~l,}:; Ji;~f ~~~ife~18i

a Requir m1mts are l)ractically the same as for the University of 'bi ·ugo, p. 500.
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trnivcrsities, colleges, and ·chools of technology-Continued .
~fodern languages.

I

History.

Mathematic .

Science.

Ancient, medireval,
and modern hist.

Algebra; plane and
solid geometry.

Phy~. geog.; n at .
phi!.
98

G

rm au : Gram.
(Joyncs•l\Iei. sner);
Grimm's Tales.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

U. . hist. (Barnes):
civil government.

Aritb.; algebra;
planP, and solid ge•
ometry; trigonom•
etry.

Phys. geog.; physi•
ology · physics.
99

amo as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
El. French or Ger•
man.
course.
course.
course.
Gcnnan: Gram; 011,.'!y . .... do ..... ................ . do ...................... do ............... .
r<'acling.
German: El. reader Gen. hh1t. (Utbeim); Arith.; algebra and Ph y s i cs ; phys. 100
(La~sen).
U.S. hist. (Fiske);
plane geometry
geog. ;
zoology;
orw gian : · Gram.;
civil government
(Wentworth).
physiology.
comp.; reading.
(Macy).
101
..... ..... .. ............. Gen.hist .............. Algebra; geometry .. Phys.geog .......... .

G rman
(optional
with Lntin).

, 'am as for A. B.
course.

Algebra; geom<::try; Phys. geog.; botany;
plane trigonome•
physiology; phys•
try.
ics.
Gorman .................... do ...•........... .. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course .
......................... ....• clo ............ .. ........ do ................ . Phys. geog.; _physi•
ology; physics.
U. S. ancl gen. hist.;
civil government.

Arith.; a 1 g e bra ,
through qua.dratics; plane and solid
geometry.

Physiology;
geog.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also high•
er arith.
Arith.; algebra,
through qua.drat•
ics; plane, solid,
and spherical ge•
ometry.

Physiology; . phys.
geog.; physics.

102

phys.

103

U.S. and gen. hist.;
civil government.

Phys. ~eog.; botany;
phys10logy.

104
German or French ... Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. El. physics (Gage);
course.
course.
botany; :physiology
Samo as for Ph. B. . ... . do .......... ... . ........ do................. Same as for Ph. B.
course.
course. Also chem·
istry.

ED

97--33
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Rcquirementfl for ar71niesion io tl.c freshman cfrtss of
Institution.

Course.

Iowa College, Grinn ell, Iowa.

Lenox College,
kinton, Iowa.

B.

I
10,

I Simpson

108

lO'J

College, Indianola, Iowa.

State University of
Iowa, Iowa City,
Iowa.

crmnn

oll g ,

Plr:a.-a.n t, Iowa..

1t.

Clas,:;ical languag -:,.

A.B _____ _ Gram. ; el. rhetoric (Ge- Latin: Cresar,4 bks.: Cic<' 1 o, 7 orntions; Virgil,
nung ) ; Chaucer'G Proli bks.; mythology (Gaylogue; Faery Queen, bk.
ley); prose comp.
I; Paradise L ost, bk. I;
Pope·s Essay on Uriti- Greek: Gram. ; comp . ;
Anabasi:3, ;3 bks.
cism; Gray's Elegy;
Burns·s Cotter's Saturday Night; 'Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey
und Ode on Intimations
of Immo:.·tality; Tennyson's 'l'wo Voices and
Palace of Art: Shelley's
Defense of Poetry; selections from Essays of
Bacon, Addison, Macaulay, Lowell, and Emerson; a romantic novel;
a realistic short story.
Ph. B_ ___ _ Same as for A . B. course_. Latin: Samo as for A. D.
course.
Greek: Same as for A. D .
course or French or
German.

Hop-I A. B--- --lOG

E:1glish l:tnrrua:go.

s _____ _

Gram.; comp __ ____________ Latin: Cresar: Virgil;
prosody; mythology.
Greek: Ana basis; L es sons.
Same as for A . B. course __ Lat,in Lessons or German.

A. B ______ Rhetoric (Genung); gram. Latin: Gram.: le ssons
(Collar ancl Dani lll;
and analysis; comp.;
English classics.
Coosar. 4- 1.iks.; pro~e
comp.; Cicero, 5 orations: Virgil, 0 bks.
Greek: First Lessons
(Harper) : gram.; ..:\.11abasis, I bk.
Latin: Same as for A. D.
course.
Latin: Gram.: lesson s
(Collar n.nd Daniell);
Cresar, 4 bks.; 1iro8e
comp.
A.B.and Gram.; rhetoric: comp.; Latin: Gram.; Cresar, J
Ph.B.
.Merchant of Venice:
hks. ; Cicero. 4 oration8:
Midsummer Night's
Virgil, G bk·.; pro :,o
Dream; L'Allegro; Il
COID]).
Pensor:oso; Com us; Greek: Gram.; Anahasi,.; 1
Evangeline; .Macaulay's
jbk.
Essay on Addison;Webster's First Bi.mk r Bill
Oration; Irving's Tales
of a Traveler; Scott's
Woodstock: George Eliot s ilas Marner.
B.S., Ph. Samo as for A. B. course __ , ame as for A. B. cm:r. c.
B., and
(Optional with modern
language and Fciene •.)
En~ineermg.

I
{

A. B _____ _ El. rh tori~; Am ricim
li_teraturc; English clas
B. 8 _____ _

, 'am as for A.

Lat}n: Gram.:
'a--~ar:
wcro; Virgil; pr,, o
comp

IC.

n.

·ouri-e.

Grl' k: Gram.;.,, ual,rvi~.
Latin: , ·amo a. f, r A. B.
COUI', e.
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m1h '1'.';i!i~n, colleges, al/(l school:; of ieehnolouu-Conti.nued.
Hi~tory.

::Uathomn.tics.

Science.

U. 8. hist.; gen. hist .
(i\lycrs) or Gre k
hist. (Smith's
Smaller) and Roman hist. (Leighton); ol. civil government (Macy).

.Ari th.; algebra,
through quadratics; plane and solid
geometry (Wentworth).

Physiology; phys.
0 eog.;
physicri
(Balfour Stewart's
Elementary an c1
Chute ·s I'hysical
Laboratory 1\Iauu r., l); hotr.,ny
(Gray's Loc;so111·
and Hpaldirig·s laboratory cour::;e).

1

I

105

Frmv·h or German:
mm.; rcac1ing 300
or 400 pages of
1"1 onch and 200
pa"'!·· of German.
(01)tional with
GrPck.)

S3-mo as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

U.S. hist.; civil govornmont.

Arithmetic; algebra_ Ph,-slolog,- ......... ·

.':uno as for A. B.
ourse.

Arithmetic ________ __ _ . -. --- ------ ------ - .. - - - -

Hist. of U.S. (JohnRton); hist. of England; civil governm nt.

Ari th.; algebra,
through progression · plane and
solid geometry.

El. physics; 1. ch mistry ( 'bepherd) ·
geog-raphy.
1

Go""man: Gram.; asy Same as for A. B.

Samo as for A.. B.

Same as for A. B.

G<'rman : Brandt'R
H ruler. {Optional
with Latin.)

/1
l G

107
1

G~ ~?~:an: Gram.;
sight reading.

---~~J~-~~~-------------- ---~~J~~~~-------------·
U. S. and gen. hi t.;
civil government.

R~u~~r!~ for A.

B. 1

course. Alc;o botany.

Algebra, through
quadratics; plane
and solid geometry.

108

French and German.
( 'e<! cla!isical languages.)

Same as for A. B.
course.

German: Gram.
(~ aumann).

Hi. t. of Rome and
Greece.

~an o aR for A. B.
course.

, 'a.me as for A. B.
course.

Phys. geo,.,.; 1,hysics: chemistry; astronomy; botany;
zoology; phy ·iology; g ology; economics; drawing.
(See classical languages.)
Algebra; geometry __ _ El. biology; cl. mi- )
croscopy; 1. hotany; cl.. physics; l/,9
el. chemistry.
Same as for A. B. Samo as for A. B.
course.
course.
I
Same as for A. B.
course.
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Requirements fo1· admission to the freshman class of
Institution.

Course.

110

Iowa Wesleyan University, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa.

111

Cornell College,
Vernon, Iowa.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B------ El. rhetoric; Midsum- Latin: Crosar, 4 bks. ;
Cicero, 6 orations ; Virmer Night's Dream;
gil, 6 bks.
Defoe's History of the
Plague in
London; Greek: Anabasis, 1 bk.
'1.'ales of a Traveler;
Scott's Woodstock;
Macaulay's Essay on
Mil ton; Evangeline;
Silas Marner; biblical
literature.
Ph. B _____ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. B.
course, o.,.1 yr. of Latin
and 2 yrs. of Greek.
B. S. and _____ do _______ __ ___________ __ Two yrs. work in any two
of the following: Latin;
B.L.
Greek; French; German.
Latin:
Gradatim (Collar·s
A. B------ Rhetoric (Clark); English
revision) ; Latin Book
literature (Pamter's In(Scudder's Beginner's);
troduction); 6 of the folViri Romm;
prose
lowing : Evangeline or
comp. (Daniel, Parts I,
Hiawatha; Henry EsII); Coo ar, 4 bks.; Nemond; Ancient Mariner;
pos with Rolfe's exerAlhambra; Scott's Marcises; Sallust's Jugurmion; Julius Ciesar or
tha or Catiline; Cicero,
Merchant of Venice;
4 orations.
.Adam Bede; Vision of
Sir Launfal; Macaulay's Greek: Lessons (Good ell); gram. (Goodwin);
Essay on Milton; House
prose comp. ; Anabasi ,
of Seven Gables; Enoch
3 bks.; Hellenica, 3 bks.;
!~~\~~
Iliad, 8 hks.
Ph. B _____ Same as for A. B. course._ Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
B. S __________ _do ________________ ·----- Latin: Same as for A. B.
course up to Cicero.

Mt.

irni~~t~~;s~· 's

Civil Eng _____ do. ____________ ______ ___ Latin: Same as for B. ' .
course (optional).
comp.; Latin: Lessons; Crosar;
A.B.,Ph. El. · rhetoric;
B., and
American literature.
Cicero; Virgil.
B.L.
A.B.and Gram.; el. rhetoric; Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 4 orations;
Ph. B.
Shakespeare's As You
Virgil, 6 bks.; prose
Like It; Defoe's History
of the Plague in Loncomp.
don; Tale: of a Traveler;
Twice
Told
Tales;
OskaEvangeline; Silas Marner.
B. s _____ _ Same
as for A. B. course .. Same as for A. B. cours ,
except Virgil.

112

Oskaloosa Co 11 e g e,
Oskaloosa, Iowa.

113

Penn College,
loosa, Iowa.

A. B .... .. Same as Penn College,
Oskaloosa, Iowa.

lH

Central University of
Iowa, Pella. Iowa.

• fornin"5ld

11:;

l

Coll g ,

. 'i,,ux 'ity, Iown.

Latin: Cresar, 4 bks.; icero, 5 orations; Virgil,

~t~· ;Ji~~°m~ tl~f

basis,
i morahilia, 1
bk.; Homer, 3 bk s.;
prose comp.
Ph.B.and Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: , ame as for . B.
B. S.
cours .
G~
2 bks.;

I

I

A. B ..... .

'

Rhetori ;·comp. __________ _ J,atin: Grn.m.; C sar:
; Virgil; pr
ram.; Anaba
Iliad.

for A. B. c ur . . Latin:
com·
B. '··-···· Rh •toric _______ ........... . Latin:
us.

m

m1

for A
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universities, colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

I

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Hist. of Rome and
Greece; biblical
history.

El. algebra; plane El. zoology· el.
andsohdgeometry.
physics; el. chem1stry; Ell. botany;
drawing.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

110

French or German, 1
year.
, 'eo cla. sical
guages.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Ian· . .... do ...................... do ...................... do ............... .
U. S. hist. (Johnston): civilgovernmoT\ t
(Thorpe);
Greek hist. (Myers); Roman hist.
(Allen); medireval
ancl modern hist.
(l\-1yers); polit.
con. (Walker's 1st
Lessons).

Algebra, through
quadratics (Wentworth); plane and
solid geometry
(Wentworth).

Mills's Realm of Na•
tu~·~\ ~~~logC o(~~
end); physiology
:Martin)· botany
~Gray's Lessons);
physics (Gage) .

111

1<'rencl1 or German:
ame a for A. B. Same as for A. B. Samo as for A. B.
Gram.; asy prose
cour e.
course.
course.
at sight.
,'an1 as for Ph. B...•• . do ..... .......•......... do ................ . Sam as for A. B.
courf!e.
course. Also,
chemistry (Will•
iams).
I
..... do ............ ......... do . ..................... do .. ........... . .. . Same as for B. S.
course.
I
U. S. and gen. hist.; Algebra; geometry ... Phy_siology; nat. 1 112
civil government.
plnl.; phys. geog.;
botany .
Gorman: Gram. ..... do ................. Arith.;
algebra, Physiology; phys(,Toyn -1\Ieissn r);
through quadrat•
ics; botany.
r ad r
(Joyn a).
ic~; plane and solid
(Optional ,vith 1
geometry.
yr·s. work in English, histo1·y, or
118
cienco.)
Gorman: Gram. and
reader.

I

German: Gram.
(Joynes-Meissner);
r ador (Van Dal);
pro e comp.; German authors.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also 1 yr.
in hist. of Greece-I
Rome, France, ana
England.
U. . hist. (Barnes);
gen. hist. (Myers);
civil government.

, ame as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Arith.; algebra\ to Physiology (Mar•
quadratics; 01ano
tm); physics; zoand solid geometry.
ology 01· botany;
phys. geog.
Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Gen. hi t ...... ........ Algebra; geometry ... Phys. geog .......... .
115

ame as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
cours .
course.
course.
French (1 yr.); Ger- ..... do ...................... do ...................... do ............ ... .
man (2 yrs.).

Fr nch (2 yr.. ) . . . . . . .
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Requirements for admission to tlw fr shman class of
Course.

Institution.

English language.

'lassical lani;uagcs.

A.. B . .... _ RequirementsofCommission of New England
Colleges. a

Latin: Gram.: comp.;
Cresar, 2 hks.; Cicero, 5
orations; Virgil, 5 bks.;
Sallust's Jugurtllinc
War.
Gr ek: Gram.; Anabasis .
2 bks.
B. S. . ..... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Samo as for A. B.
course.
B. L-····- Same as for A . B. course. Same as for B. S. c ursc __
Also, American literature.
A. B. ..... English composition .··- -- Latin: Crosar, 1 bks.; Cicero, (j orations; irgi!,
0 bks.; prose comp .
Greek: Gram.; Anabasi ·;
prose comp.
Ph.B.and Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. B.
B. S.
course.

llu Tabor College, T abor,
Iowa.

117

Wes tern Coll ego, T ol edo, Iowa.

I1

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, •!
bks.; Virgil, 3 bks.; Cicero, 5 orations.
Greek: Gram.; Ana basis,
4 bks.
Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

A . B.·-··· RequirementsofCommis•
sion of New England
CoJleges. a

118

119

120

lilidland College, Atchison, Kans.

B. S. and
B. L.

St. Benedict's College,

Latin: Gram. ( Eng 1mann); Nepos; Ovid's
Metamorpho "'S.
Greek: Gram. (Spie. sand
· Seiffert); exercises.
A. B .•.... Gram.; rhetoric; comp.; Latin: Gram. ; p r o s o
comp.; Cre!,ar, 4 l>k. .;
American liter ature.
Cicero, G orations; Vir~l, 6 bks.; Seaman's
Clas ical Mythology.
Greek: Gram. (GoodBaker University ,
win);
Ana.basis, 1 bk.
Baldwin, Kans.
Ph.B.and Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
B.L.
course.
A. B ••.••• Gram. (Swinton); comp.;
rhetoric (Coppens); se·
lect English authors.

Atchison, Kans.

B. S. and ..... do ...................... -·····························
B.L.
Soule College, D odge . . . . . . . . . . . . Gram.; English classics ... Latin: Bellum II l'vcti•
City, Kans.
um; Cre, ar, 4 bk..; icero, 4 orations; Virgil, a
bks.
Greek: Harknes ; Anahasis; Herodotus.. .
A. B. ..... Gram.; comp.; rhetoric Latin: Gram.; Vin Ro(Genung) .
mre; Crosar, 4 bks. ; 'icero, 4 orations ancl D
'enectnte; Virgil, 41
bks.; prose comp.
.
l:?2 Highland University,
Greek: Gram.; Anab:isrn,
Highland, Kans.
3 bks.; Iliad, 2 hks.;
prose comp.
B.S .•.... SameasforA.B.course .. Latin: ,~am n'-' for A. D.
course.

121

I

Laue Univer ity, Le•
compton, Kans.

r

1

A. B •• .... Gram.; higher lessons in
English.

Latin: R ncl r(Harkn<>ss):
'R'"ur; 'ic ro;
Gr ek: RPll'l r: Annl,a. i .
B.S ...... Sa.mew forA.B.cour;;e .. Latin: R '• d •r; ~ •1,os;

, ;il't~:{

T

Cre,-ar.

•th any
'o 11 ego l B.L ........... do .................... . Latin: R •ntl• r .... ·---····
A. B. and Gram.: comp.; rb toric; Lntin: Gr .m. nnrl rea<l<• 1 •
Lindsborg, Kans. '
B. , •.
li teraturc.
Cllurk1 e~ J; Ut sn1·,
hk .. I, HI; 1,r .:." • c·omp.
C ,' I!

png

1:,S,

I
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11,1i1•er8itie.s, cD!le:;es, and schools of technology-Continued .
History.

l\Iathcmatics.

U. S. hist.; hist. of
Great Britain; civil
government.

Arith.; algebra,
through quadrotics; plane a.nd solid
geometry; plane
trigonometry.

Science.
Physiology (Martin); phys. geog. ;
el physics (Gage); I
botany (Bessey).

l llt3

C: er man: Gram.;

Samo as for A. B. Samo as for A . B. Same as for A. B.
Grimm'sMacrchon.
course.
course.
course.
-------- ----------------- ~----do ______________________ do _________________ Same us for A. B.
course. Also music; fine art.
---- ------ ---------- ----- U. '. and gen. hist.; Algehra; plalie and El. physics (Gage);
civil gov rnment.
solid geometry.
botany; physical
geog.; pllysiology.
O<•rman: Gram. and •'amo as for A . B.
1· 'ader (Joy nos course.
1cis..,nor); Storm's
Immense ; lleyso's
L'Arraliif~ta .
U. H. hist. (Montgomery)· ancient hist.
(Myer ) ; civil government (Young).
(,ormau: Gram.;

rc,a<l •r ( Su l> er ) ;

(frimm 's l\Ia rchcn; comp.
Frcuch or G rman __ _

I

Same as for A. B.
couri-o.

Samo ns for A. B. ' 117
course.

Ari th.; alg-ehra.,
througll quadrat1cs; plane geometry.

Phys. geog. IBatler); physiology
(Hutchison).

for A. B.

a.mo as for A. B.
courfe.

, amc :lS for A. B.
course.

adlier);
hist .

Arithm tic; a.l~obra,
to involution
(Brooks).

Zoology (Packard);
botany (Gray).

•. '.hist. (Johnston);
g ll. hist. (Myers);
civil goYornment.

Arithmetic; alg bra,
~hrough quadrat1cs; plane geometry .

Phys.gcog.(Guyot);
phyr,iology; phys
1cs(Appleton); astronomy (Young's
Element •).

I

118

I 110

1

German: Gram.
Samo as for A. B. •'amo as for A B.
(J oynos-Mcissucr);
cour. e.
course.
reader (Joynes).
Sam as for Ph. B. -----do_------ _______________ (10 ______________________ do--·
course; also Fr nch
gram. and r ad r.
Engli h hist.; U. S. Arith.; ol. alg bra; PhysioloP'y; 1. physics; zoo1o6 y; <'11cmhist.; civil governplaI!.e g omotry.
ment; g n. hist.
istry; l>ota11y.

German: Grnm.(Oti11,
Whitney); 8torm's
ImmE>ns e; Schil-

!:~J~1NB:;\:1~t~e;~

U. S. hist. (Barnes)j .Arith.; a l g o b r a
hi t. of Englana
(W ntworth)
to
(Lancaster); civil
logarithms; JJlane
government (Cockgeometry.
r); Roman hist.
(Leighton); Grecian hist. (Barne ) ;
gen. hist. (My rs).
, a.me as for A. B. Samo as for A. B.
course.
course.

. S. hist.; civil government.

Arith.; al g eh r a ;
higher arith.

Physiolo;:ry (St lo);
el. physies (GugoJ.

1

Samo as for A. B.
course.

Physiology; el. a<;
tronomy; p h y l:!.
geog.; botany.

----------------·-------- , am a8 for A. B.
com·. .

Arith.; al,,.ebru. ______ Same as for A. B.

------------------- ----·- _____ (1Q ________________ _

Ar~th.; el. alg bra __ . Physiolog'I' -------·-- l:Zl
Anth.; algebra to Physiology (l\farquadratics ( Wenttin ): ~oology
worth'R , <'hool);
(Pa •kar<1): bot·
plane geometry, 2
any.
bks.

Sw dish: Ci- r a rn . :
comp.

· nnd Swedish
hist.

CO".ll'Se.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1896-97.

Requirements for admission to the freshman class of
Course.

Institution.

125

English language,.

Classical languages.

A.B ••... _ Comp.; Julius Cresar; Latin: Gram.; reader ·
Merchant of Venice ;
Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicero, 6
orations; Virgil, 5 bks.
Irvints Sketch Book;
Scotts Abbot; David Greek: Primer (Frost);
Copperfield.
Anabasis, 2 bks. (OpAlso: Comp.; rh etoric
tional with French,Ger(Genung); hist. of Engman, or part of English language (Lounslish.)
bury); 15 or 20 English
classics. (Optional with
Greek, French, or German).
Civil and Comp.; Julius Cresar;
electriMerchant of Venice;
cal enIrving's Sketch Book4
gineerScott's Abbot; Davia
ing.
Copperfield.

University of Kansas,
Lawrence, Kans.

A. B ____ __ Comp.; el. rhetoric; English and American literature.

Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
Sallust's Catiline; Cicero's oration ; Virgil.
Greek: Lessons; An abasis; Iliad.
B. L ___ . _. Same as for A. B. course . _ Latin. Same as for A. B.
course.
B. S. ___________ do ______________________ Latin: Gram.; Cresar --- -·

126

Ottawa University,
Ottawa, Kans.

127

St. Mary's College,
St. l\Iarys, Kans.

128

Kansas Wesleyan Univer s it y , S a 1 i n a,
Kans.

129

Cooper Memorial Col_J
lege, Sterling, Kan ·

130

Wa hburn College, To-

131

Latin: Gram. (Yenni);
Cresar; Cicero.
G1·eek: Gram. (Yenni);
.lEsop; Hierocles; Lucian; comp.
A. B ••.. __ Gram.; comp. and rhet- Latin: Gram.; comp.;
oric (Lockwood); literCresar, 1 bks, i_TSallust's
Catiline or v i r g i 1' s
a tu re ( Ke 11 ogg or
Brooke's Primer).
Georgics and Bucolic ;
Cicero, 5 orations; Virgil, Gbks.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
3 bks. · Iliad, 3 bks.
B. S ______ Same as for A. B. course .. I atin: Same as for A. B.
course.

A. B ______ One term's work in English.

Latin: Gram.; Viri Romm; Cresar; Virgil;
Cicero.
Gr ek : Gram.
B. S ------ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Gram.; Viri Romm; Cresar; Virgil.
A. B., B. Requirements of Commis- Latin: Cm ar.4 bks.: Cic., and
sion of New England
ro, 5 orations. El ctPh.B.
Colleges. b
iv : Virgil,...,.1- III; Virgil, TV-VI, vIII or Bucolics.
Greek- Elective: White's
Gre k L c s sons a 11 d
Anahac;i , hk. I; Anaba.-i8, II, III, IV, and
pro:-e omp. (Jon );
Iliad, 3 hks.
A.B. ____ _ Gram. ; comp.; Merchant
Latin: Gram.; prose
of Veni e; Milton's Coeomp.; 'war, 4 bk1:1.;
musandLycida ; EvanCi· ro. 7 orations; Virgelin ; Wehst r's FirHt
gil, U bk!!.
Bunk r Hill Oration; Gr ek: Gram.; prose
Ta!P.. of a Trav 1 .r;
comp.; Anabasi. ,3bks.;
Twice Tolcl Tale ; , 'ilas
Iliad, 3 hk .
1arner.
, am<! a. for A. B. conr. ; Latin: , am as for A. B.
l Eng. lit ratur .
COUl', c•.

1

peka, Kans. a

F'airmo~mt Coll ,g
Wichita. Kan ..

·our o .. 8am n'i for B. L. our.· __
l ,. ive

ubj

t mu

bo offer d.
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

'Universities, colleges, and schools of tech1wlogy-Continued.

~--------,----------...-----------r----------Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

French: Gram. (Whit- Gen. hist. (Myers);
ney); sightreading;
civil government
(Fiske .Macy, etc.) ;
literature.
Or German: Gram.
Local
Oanfie1d's
(Otis); reader
Government
in
(Brandt); Wilhelm
Kansas.
Tell; comP,,
(Optional with Greek
or part of English.)

Algebra through Physics (Gage's Elequadratics; plane
ments) .
and solid geometry.

French: Gram. (Whit• Same as for A. B.
ney); easy prose.
course.
German: Gram.
(Otis); reader
(Brandt); easy
prose.
Civil ~overnment;
gen.hist.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Phys. geog.; physics
(Gage's Elements).

Arith.; algebra; geometry.

Physiology ____ _____ _

125

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Phys. geog.; physiol- 126
cour , also Engcourse.
ogy.
lish hist.
, 'ame as for B. L. _____ do _________________ Chemistry; phys.
course.
geog.; physiology;
physics; botany.
U. . hist. (Sadlier); Arith.; algebra Phys.geog ___________ 127
modern hist. (Frethrough quadratd t.)
ics .
. S. and gen. hi t.
(Barnes); Greek
hi t. (Fyffe).

Arith.; algebra to
permutations;
plane and solid geometry.

Phys. geog.; physiology (Martin); el.
physics (Appleton); botany
(Gray).

German: Gram. Same as for A. B.
(\Ven ck e b a ch) ;
course.
Hermann und Dorothea· Wilhelm
Tell; Immensee,
tc.
U. S. hist.; civil government.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

128

Same as for A. B.
course.
German-Elective: Hist;. of Greece to
Macedonian suGram. (Thoma ) ;
premacy; hi t. of
reader (Br::_indt);
Rome to death of
comp. ; H e in e ' s
Augu tu . ElectHarzreise; , 'chiller.
iv : Civil governFrench-Elective:
ment (Thorpe).
Chardenal's Fir t
French Course;
Bercy's La Langue
F r a n c a is e; 200
pages of simple
prose.
U . . hist.; Greekand
Roman hist.

Arith.; algebra; geometry.

Phys. geog.; physi- )
ology; nat. philosophy; botany.
129
Arith.; algebra _______ Phys. geog.; physiology.
Al~ebra to permutat10ns; plane geometry. Elective:
Solid geometry; advanced alge brfL,

Elective : Physiology (Mart in);
phys. ~eog. (Tarr);
physics (Appleton); botany
(Gray)i inorganic
chemist;ry.

Arith.; University
algebra to Part III;
plane geometry.

El. physics; physiology.

130

131

U . . and gen. hist---- Same as for A. B. Same as
course.
course;
German: 1 yr·s. study 'am a for B. L. ___ __ do _________________
course.
cour e;
any.
b See page 458.

sf!~ga.

for A. B.
also phys. 1
for B. L.
also bot- /
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Reqitfre1nents fo1· admission to the freslrnwn class of
Course.

Institu tion.

English language .

'Jac::sical languages.

A . B ...... Gram.; comp.; Merchant
of Venice; Evangeline;
Neighborly Poems (Ri·
ley); Adam Bedo.

132

Southwest Kansas Col•
lege, Winfield, Kans.

133

Union College,
bourville, Ky.

13!

Berea College, Berea,
Ky.

1;3.3

Ogden College

ling Green, Jiy.

Bar•

Bow

B. S . .......... do .... ···-···· · ········· Latin: Samo n'.J fer •. D.
course.
Gram. (Harvey); comp. La tin: Ex,,rcises (Gross);
(Swinton).
Cresar: Yirgil.
Greek: Gram. and lessons.
A. B .. .. . . Requirements of Commjg. Latin: Gram.; Cresar, ,1
sion of New England
bks.; Cicero, 5 orations
Colleges. a
and De Sonoctu to.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis.
3 bks.: pro o comp.
Ph. B ..... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Gram. (Harkness);
Crosar, 4 bks.
Greek: Gram. (Had l ey
ancl Allo11); Prim 1·
(Frost).
B. L ...... . .... do ... ... ..... . . . ....... . Latin: Gl'am.:
..csar, 1
bk.
A . B ...... Higher Lessons (Reed and
Kellogg); gram. ; anal•
ysis of English classics;
comp.

I

.

Centre College, Dan·
·n K
j
Yl e,
y.

137

Georgetown College,
Georgetown, Ky.

13

Liberty College, Glas•
gow,Ky.
•'outh Kentucky Col
1 e g e , Hopkinsville,
Ky.

:ht:::: _s,,m;oa,f~~-A:.B:_:o~r~:: j~f~,~~:•_ ~•-'~r~ Il:

A. B ... .. . Gram. and analysis ........ Latin: 'resar.:3. lJks.; Y'ir·
gil, 3 bks.; Cicero, 4 or,,·
tiou.; gram.;_ prosody.
Greek: Auabas1s, 2 bk..,.;
Atticinfl ct10u ; synta··.
B. S . . .... \::a.me as for A . B. course .. Lai.in: Samo as for .A. D.
course.
A.B .. .... Gram.;comp.;rhetoric .. Latin: ,·yntax: N pos:
Crosar. 4 hks.; , 'allu. t'i;
atiline or Jugurtlla.
Greek: Gram.: White·u
Beginn r's(frcPk Book;
Anahasi. ,41.Jk!". (Notre•
quired for A. B. courw
without Greek.)
B.L. anJ Samo as for A. B. course ..

B. S.
A.B. and

Gram ...................... Latin: Gram ............. .

A.B.and
B.S.

Gram ........................ ··-···-···-················

n.s.

1

A . B •••.•.

1-n

lll

Latin: Gram.: Cresar, 3
bks.; Virgil, 2 bks.
Greek: Gram.; l•'in,t
L es ons (White); Ana1J·

I

136

12!!

Latin: Gram .; Cremr, 4
hks.; Cicero, Gorations;
Virgil, Ci bks.; Odd'n
Metamorphose-;; prose
comp.
Greek: Gram.; Ana basis,
4 bk .; Ilia<l, 3 bks.;
prose comp.
Ph. B . ... . Same as for A. B. course._ La tin or Greek ~s fo1· A. D.
course.

Agricultural and r
chanical ollego,Lex
ington, Ky.

I

ram. (Patterson); rhetoric (Williams); synonyms (Graham).

Latin: Gram.: '· ar <K •1·
s y): Virgil; xcrci s.
Gr ek: Gram.; Anaba~is

D. ., B. , amo as for A. B. course ..... ~~~~~::~)·;·~~'.~~~···· ....••
Agr.,B .
. E.,B.
M.E.
A. B ...... Gram. (Metcalf); study Latin: Gram. (Harkness) :
of words.
•~. ar(Kelscy).
Gr k: Whitc'H Be gin•
K ntucky Univeroity,\
Lexington, Ky.
0
,'amo as for A. B. coul'he ..
~ \ .\.. D.

B.L ······
,

L~t1~-~~:~:i\i~
COUI' 'P.

B. • ... ........ do ...................... ···············-··············
a Sc pag ,t;.
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1111h:cr:-iitie ·, colleues, cwcl schools of teclrnoloav-Continuecl.
:.ifo<.1m·:1 1:.mgua:;o;;.

History.

___________ ______________ U . S. hist.; civil government (Fiske);
gen. hist. (Myers).

:Mathematics.

Science.

.A r it h . ; a 1 go b r a

Ph y s . c:r e o g. : cl.

through quadrat·
ics; plane and solid
geometry.

<term::,,.11: Gram. Sam a for .A.. B. S:1me as for A. B.
( .J ,,ynes-.i\Iuissner);
course.
course.
<.irimm·s :Maerchu11; 1 l)lay ach
of H ·hill r, (;loathe,
and L\! · ing,
Same as for Ph. B. _____ do. _____________________ do _________________
c.:our;-;c.
U.S. hist. (Thalhoi- Ari th.; alg e bra
mer); civil govern(Wells) .
ment (Andrews).
Gcrmru: : Gram.; easy U. S. hist. (Barnes); Ari th. ; a 1 g e bra
pro:;e at sight.
gen. hist. (Myers);
(Wells); plane and
civics (J.i'iskeJ.
solid geometry.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Arith .; n.lgobra
(Wells) .

____________ _________________ do __ _____ _____ ___ _

Arith.; algebra
(Wells) to indeterminate equations.
Ilist. of England Ari th.; algebra
(l\lontgomery); gen.
(academic); . plane
hist. ( f yer s) .
geometry (Wentworth).

physiofogy; phye1cs( App l e ton);
botany (Gra,y) .

Same as fo r A. B.
(' OU l'SC.

..... do _______________ _
Physiology(Steele) ;
phys. geog.

1133

Phys. geog.; physi- ,
ology( :Martm) ; el. I
physi s (Carhart
and Uhute); botany (Gray).
1
Same as for A. B. ,
course.
, J:31
Phys . geog- ___________ /
Phys. geog. f:Maury);II
cl. phys 1 cs ; el.
chemistry.

1::.i

--·---------------------- 8a.m0 ns for A. B. Sam0 as for A. B. Samo ns for A. B.
course
. ___ _____ _______ _cour:::c.
_____ ___________ _________ ----.
do ____
.. do ___ _____________ _ ... conrse.
. . clo ____________ .. ..
________ _______________ Outlines of history ___ Ari th.; alge b r n Ancient and modern
through quadratics.
geography.

1
1

_______________ __________ Same as for A. n. Samo as for A. B.
course.
course.
--- ---------·------------ U.S.andEnglishhist. Arith.; algebra to
quadratics.

1:;Q

Same as for A. B,
t·oursc.
I
Phys. geog __________ _
1

11.,,,·~
Samo us for A. B. , 'ame as for A. D.
course.
cot:rse.
U. S. hist.; civil go\-- Arith.; el.algebra ____
rnment.
Be~inner'sAmerican Ari th.· (Wentworth's
Intermediate); alhist. (Montgomery).
g bra. (W lls).
. '.hist------------- Ari th. (Robinson's
1
1
. H. and gon. liist. ...

riP~;
{~v~lt\b\~
Chap. XXII).

n.me as for A. B .
course.

________ __ __ _____ __ ______ U., '. hist. (.'cuddor). Arith. (Milne); geom•try (llornurook·s
oucrete); alg •bra.

Same as for A. B.
course.
Physiolo"'y --------- - 1:;s
Phys. g og _______ ____ l:1!J
El. physics (Gage) __ _
El. physics (Gage); 110
phys.geog. (Jllaury) .
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Requirernents for admission to the freshman class of
English language.

Institution.

A.B ______ Gram. (Welsh); comp.;
·
English classics.

I Oen tral

H2

University
Richmond , Ky.

I

I

/
1

143

B. L ______ Same as for A. B. course __
B.S ------ _____ do ______________________
A. B ______ Gram.(Baskerville); How
to Write Olearly (Abbott).

IBethel
College, Russellville, Ky.
B. S -----· Same as for A. B. course __
1
1

Classical languages.
Latin: Gram.; Coosar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 4 orations.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
8
L!tt!~·~f~~ !sc~:?A. B.
course.
---------------·····--·------Latin: CollarandDaniell's
Be~inner's Book;_ gram.
(Gildersleeve); uollar's
Gate to Cresar.
Greek: White's Beginner's Book; gram.
(Hadley-Allen) ; introduction to Anabasis.
Latin or Greek as for A. B.
course (elective).

A. B ______ Gram. (Metcalf); comp.
(Chittenden).

H1

Kentucky Wesleyan
College, Winchester.
Ky.

Latin: Gram. (Bennett);
Coosar.
Greek: Gram.(Goodwin);
Graves and Hawes'
First Book; Anabasis.
B.S ______ SameasforA.B.course._ Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

H5

State UniI Louisiana
v er s it y, Baton

A. B ______ Gram. (Patterson, Whit- Latin: Beginner's Latin
ney, and Lockwood);
(Collar and Daniell);
comp.
Gate to Cresar (Collar).
B. S. a ____ Same as for A. B. course ____________________ ------ ------

146

Jefferson College,ConI vent, La.

Rouge, La.

I
I

A. B------ Gram. (Bullion); Gco m.p_.
(Quackenbos);
0 1d
smith's poems.
A.B ______ Gram.; comp ______________

147

Cente=ry College.\
Jackson, La.
B.

1

149

Keachie College ,
Keachie, La.
College of the Immaculate Conception, New
Orleans, La.

s ______

A.B. and
B.S.

A.B ______ Gram. (Murray); com&;

Irving s Sketch Boo ;
Gray's Elegy.

A.B ______
160

Ul

1:;2

.i:

Same as for A. B. course __
Gram.; comp ______________

E~f~f~rig~assics; comp. ·

ew Orleans University, New Orleans, La.

·traight University,
ew Orleans, La.

Ph.B _____ Samo as for A. B. course_.
A.B ______ Rhetoric and American
lit. (Lockwood~; English lit. ( Brooke .

Latin: Gram.; Nepos or
De Viris; Coosar; 'allust's Catiline; pro e
comp.
Greek: Gram.; reader;
Arnold's Fir t Book.
Latin: Gram.; r ader;
Cmsar; Virgil, 6 bks.;
Cicero's Orations.
Greek: Gram.; lessons;
Anaba is, 1 bk.
Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
Latin: ollar and Daniell's First Year.
Latin: Gram. (Yenni);
Cresar; comp.
Greek: Gram. (Yenni);
comp.; r ading.
Latin: Gram.; comp.;
CrPsar; Cicero; irgil.
Gr ek: Gram.; reader;
Ana.basis; prose comp.;
sight r ,ading.
Latin: 'amo as for A. B.
course.
Latin: Linctsay and Rollins : Ore ar; Cicero's
Orations; comp.
Gr k: Introductory
Book (Frost) .
Latin: 'res r, 4 bks.: Cicoro, .J. orations; comp.
(Collar).
Gr, •k: •'itl"ht reading of
em,y ~ ttk 1,r0se; prose
comp. (Jone ).

Classical. Gram.; comp.; As You
Likeit; Defo 'sHistory
of the Plague in London: Tal sofa. Traveler;
Twice Tol<l Talcs; Vicar
of Wak field; Lady of
the Lak .
ame as for classical Lalin: ,'am as for cla·cour ·e.
Hk:il COUI'8 .
Tulane
~niv rsitv,
.·ow Orlean . La. ·
-·--- do ______________________ Lu.tin: .'am<! a'! for cla sic-al couni or Fr nch
ror Oermnn.

{L

ring cour
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

imiversities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

------ ------ ------------- Autric't1Ist~n~ilo~t Ath~.~~g~q~~!ia~fc!. ------ ------ ------ ------1
gomery).

______________________ ___ Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. -----------------------cour e.
course.
---------------- ----· ---- _____ do ____ _________________ _do ____ _____________ ------------------------ ---- - ____ ......... ______ Gen. hist. (Myers); Academic ari th. _______________________ _
hist. of Greece
(Well ); academic
(Oman).
~\~ita~·d~sWi:J~fii
arith.
El. French or German
(elective).

·ame as for A. B.
course.
U. S. hist. (Shinn);
English hist.
(Montgomery).

Gorman: Gram.
(Joynes-:.\! issuer);
reader (Joynes).

Same as for A. B.
course.

Phys. geog. (Maury);
el. physics (Norton).
Arith. (White's aca- Physiology (Lind);
demic); algebra
botany (Gray) .
(Wentworth's elementary).

H2

H3

I

l

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

. hist. (Fiske);
civics; gen. hist.
( 'winton).
, 'ame as for A. B.
cour e.
re•k and Roman
hi t. (Fredet).

Arith. and alg bra Physiology(Walker)
(Nicholson); el. ge145
om try (Burns).
Same
for A. B. Sam as for A. B.
cours
course.
Arith.; alg bra to ------------------ ------ 146
simpl equations.

U.

Same as for A. B.
course.

as

I

. . hist _____________ Ari th.; algebra
through quadratics.

Geography _________ _
l-17

_________________________

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
.S.andEnglishhist. Arith.; el.algebra .•.• ·-·-····--····---··----- 148

-------- -- ·--------··----i u. s.

hist ______________ A~ii~b\::eriws~~?J -····- ------ ------ ------ 149
equations.

Gen. hist.; civil
government.
French or German
( 1 yr's work ).

Algebra; geometry __ Phy, . geog ............ . l50

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
cours .
Gen. hist. (Myers) __ __ Arith. (Wentworth);
:r. la n e geometry
(Wentworth).

Same as for A. B. 11
conrs .
Physics (Steele) _____ 151

Alg bra through
quadratics; plane
geometry.

. hist.; gen. hist. Same as for classical
to Middle Ag s.
course.
, 'azne as for literary ----.do···-·. ___________ --···· _________________ _ 152
course.
U.

French: Gram.
(Whitney); sight
reading of ~imple
prose.
Or German: Sight
reading of sim1,le
(d;tio~al with Latln.)
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Requirements for ad1nissio,i to the f1·eshman class of

l

Institution.

Latin: Gram .; p;·oso
comp. (Collar ); Cresar .•4
bks.; Cicero. Oration
against Catiline, for
Archias and ]Uanilian
•Law; Virgil, 0 bks.;
translation at sight.
Greek: Gram . ; prose ,
comJ?. (Woodru ff); Anabas1s, 4 bks.; Iliad, :3
bks.
Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A . D .
course .

A. B . .... . RequirementsofCommission of New England
Colleges.a

B. 8. and
1'3.'J

Bowdoin Co lle ge,
Brunswick, Me.

l,i.J,

Bates College, Lewiston, Me.

1'33

Colby University, Waterville, Me.

, · t. John's College,
Annapolis, Md.

l,i,

Classica.l languages.

English language.

Cour se.

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

B.L.

Latin: Gram.; comp.
(Jones); Crosar, 4 bks.;
Cicero, G orations · Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek: Gram . ; com]).
(Jones); Anabasis, •!
bks. ; Iliad, 2 hks. ; sight
r eading.
A. B ........... '.lo ..................... . Latin: Cresar, 4 bks., or 8
bks. and Sallust's Catiline; Cicero, 7 orations:
Vil·gil, G hks.; proso
comp.; sight reading.
Greek: Gram.; comp .
(Jones); Anabasis, 3
bks. ; Iliad, 2 bks.
A. B ...... Gram.; comp ............ __ Latin: Gram.; Ca>snr, i
bks.; Virgil, !~ bks.;
pro o comp.
Gr ek: Gram.; Anabasis,
3 bk-i. (Optional with
science.)
B. S ••.... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: , 'amo as for A n.
course (optional with
German) .
Greek: 'amo as for A. B.
course.
A. B. (8 RequirementsofCommis- Latin: Cresar, 5 bks.; Yi;•gil, Eclogues and (i bkH.
sion of New England
Y ear s'
of lEnoicl; Ovid ( Kelsoy ):
courses).
Colleges.a
Cicero,4 orations against
ntiline, de imp or i e,
Pompeii, pro Arc·hia.
and ia Verrem, actio I;
A. B...... Requirements of Comm.ission of NEIW England
Colleges.a

oP.rik~

~:a1taflis, 4 hks.:

Iliad, 4 bks; Herodotus,
lY>ok VII; pro comp.
( ptional with Prenl'11
anu ·crman.)

I...,, ·oln Collcg, Balti- A. B ... ... Gram. (Brown): romp.; L.
rnor ,

. (Alvnr"z);
1 ;
epos;
r; Iota-

<.:opp n ·s Practical In-

d.

troduction.

'rc
}E ·
~

(I.

1• '(' 158.

1!

(Y

nni);

e.; Lucian:
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teclznoZoay-Continued.

__H_b_·t_o_r_y_._ _ _ ; - -1\-I_a_t_h_e_m_a_tics.
Greek and Roman
hist.

_l_ ~ e n ·

Arith.; algobra to
logarithms (VTentworth ) · plane geomet1·y.

French : Gram. Roman hist_ •••• •... . _ Samo us for A. B. G n. chemistry
course. Al~o: Ad(Whitney, Part I);
(RP-msen's Intropro~c comp. (::\fa~.
vanced algebra,
duction); ·l. qual. 153
millau, Part I, pp.
solid geometry,
analysis. Physics
and plane trigo1-'ili l; 1 />1,0 l>P. of
(Gage's ElelnOLlern pr OJl Ch ;
nomelry. (Seou.nment.); Hall uud
pronunciation.
der modern lanBergen. (, 'co unOr Germnu: Ura;r:1.;
guages.)
der motlern lan-100 pag s of prose
guages.)
an<l 40 pagra of bal
lads or lyric:➔; 1irommdation.
<o1Jtionnl with chcmi ·try and :ul \-nnced
math. orwHhphysic-s ancl ndvau ·ed
math.)
Fr•1wh: l'nrt I of Ancient hist. ••• ··-- -- Ari th . ; a 1 go 1> r a ____________ -·---- ______ 1.;.1:
l{, t<•l'H 'oll giato
(BradhuryantlEm'oursc.
ry); plane geometry.

Hist. of Gre c t o
cl •nth of Al xancler (i.\fyers); hist.
of Rome to cl ath
of Marcus Aurelius
(Allen)· U. S. hist.
(Johnson).

Arith.; algebra -------------------·----' }.¼
through quadratics; plane geometry.

l

U. 8. hi.t. (Barns); Arith.; nlgohra
English hist. (Montthrough quatlratgomory).
ics (Wentworth).

El. phy!>ics, chemia;- 1\
trv zoolor,y or I
b~-t~n:,,. (01\i:ional
with Greek) .

, am a iJ for A. B.
course.

Fame us for A. B.
cour. e.

Same as for A. D.
cours .

J'ronch: Gram. Ili. t. of E n g 1 a n d
(Whitney,
Part
tGardiner);
. S.
1); reader \Snp r,
hist . (Johnston);
Part:,II, 111, IV): La
hbt. of
rocce
(Omau): hist. of
Cann do Jone ID
Rome (All n).
ii.,rny).
rman: El. gram.
(Oti8); reader
(Buchheim); Wilhelm 'l" 11; E gmon t; l\Iinna von
B:i.rnlrnlm; Hnrzreise: Aus cl e m
, tn.at
Fri clric-h.
des GrosH 11: pru:-e
comp. ( Whitney).
Or El. Gorman and
n year's work in
Fr n<"h.
( ptional with

Arith.; algohra;
plane and solid ,~eometry; plane trig-onomc.·try; analyti<:
geometry.

J~l. ch mistry (Rem-

German: 2 yrs. work.
(Optional with Latin.)

F;•~~~it ~,r German
( 1 yr).

j

, •
hist: rnocforn
hist. (Fredet).

T.

I

15ti

s n's Elements),
or e: l. ho t n n y .
(l-;paukling's l u trod u · t i on ) . o r
phy!". guog. (Ilin-

1157

mau)

.Ari th.; al 6 ob:•n, ______________ _____ ··--·- · --- · - 158
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Requirements for admis ion to the freshman class of
Course.

Institution.

English language.

15!)

l\lorgan College, Baltimore , :Md.

A.B ______ Gram.; comp.; rh tori<':

mo

Washington College,
Chestertown, Md.

A.B. and
B.S.

Gram.; orthography ______

161

Rock Hill College, Ellicott City, Md.

.A..B.and
B.S.

Gram. (Christian Brothers); rhetoric; comp.

162

St. Ch~.rles's College,
F:llicott City. Md.

A.B ... -.. Gram. (Brown); comp.;

163

! Mt.:Mt.St.St.Mary's
College,
Mary's, Md.

164

165

Western Maryland
College, Westminst
er, Md.

herst, Mass.

I

Bo ton College,Bo ton,
Mass.

I

I
11>

Poe's Raven; Tennyson'!:! Enoch Arden;
Goldsmith's Deserted
Village.

A. B--·-·- Gram. (Bullion); comp.
(Quackenbos); analysis; etymology (S a r gent).

ho~t<m 'niv r . ity,
Bo ton. Mru .

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 2
bk;;;.; Cic:,ro, 2 orations;
Virgil, 1 bk.
Greek : White's Lessons;
2

dti~~b!J:;ia:~8a J!!:
iell 's First Book; Helve-

tian War of Cresar.
Latin: Gram,; Coosar, 4
bks.

Latin: Collar and Daniell's Beginner's Book;
pro ·e comp.; Viri Romae; Phaedrus; Nepos;
Lactantius' De Morte
Perse<:u torum; Selecta
ex Patrilms Lati n i s.
Gr ek: Gram. (Yenni);
exercises (Breitter).
Latin: Gram.; comp.:Cresar; Sallust's Catiline;
Nepos; Viri Americre.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis.

A. B-----· Gram---·-···-········ ...... Latin: Gram.; Coosar, 4
bks.; Virgil, 4 bks.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
2 bks.
B. S ...... Same as for A. B. course __ Same as for A . B. course ..

New Windsor College.
New Windsor, Md.

loo Amherst College, Am-

16i

American and English
authors.

Classical languages.

I

B. L--···· Gram.; elements of rhet- -····· ...... --···- ...... --····
oric: comp.; English
classics.
A. B ______ Gram.; comp __________ ____ Latin: Collar and Daniell's Beginner's Book.

A. B.....

RequirementsofCommission of New England
Colleges.a

Latin: Coo ar,4 bks.; Cicero's Orations against
Catiline and for Archias; Virgil, (i bks.; sight
translation; prose
comp.
Greek: Gram.; amp.
(Jones, 20 exerci:-; s)A
AnauaRis. 4 bks.; lliad, o
hks.; sight t.ranslatio1~.
B. S •. ··-- Same as for .A.. B. course .. Latin: Cn•sar, 4 bks.; U1cero, a orations, or Virgil, 2 bks.

A. B ••..•. Reader (Connolly); comp. Latin: Gram. (Yanni);
Nepos; Phmdrus;
comp.; Cresar; Ovid's
Metamorpho ·c s.
Gre k: <.+ram. (Yenni);
Ana.lmsb; Cyrop dia;
Lucian.
A. B ••.•.. RequirementsofCommis- Latin: Cl'esar, 4 l,ks.: icsion of
ew England
ero, 5 orntions; Virgil,
Colleg s.a
6 bks.; 1,ighttran lation;

Grrgk~
~~!~a is, 4 bks.;
lliad: 1,ight tran ·lation;
pro

<·<,mp.

Pb. B •.•..• :mne us or A. B. course .. Lat in: Samo as for A. B.

t·our,;e.
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univeN,ities, collegrs, cmcl schools of technology-Continued.
i\Iodern l:mguag s.

I

:Mathematics.

Hi tory.
U . . hit.; hist. of

Arith.; algebra; ... .. ............ . ... ... 159
plane and solid go•
ometry.

. hist.: hist. of
Maryland ; g o n .
hist. (Myers) .
U. S. hi t. (Sadlier ;
compendium (Ker•

Arith.; algebra
quadratic .

England; gen. bi;,t.

11

y ).

Fr nch: Gram. (Fas•
qudle); Recueil
Ch oi. i; Fleury' ·
Cat e ·hismo Hi!,to·
rique.

Bibl ancl church
hist.

Fre;1ch: Fa qucllt•'
'onrs ; Joyne .· '
Fairy 'rales: Kee•
ti's ('our· ,' u•
p r's r ader. '
German: Ahn'~
Cour,;~; \Voo<lbury.
Spanhh: )lon.,,nnto.

li. '. hist. ( adlier);
modern hist. (Fre•
d t ) ; ancient hist.
(Vuibert).

T.

to

Descriptive and 160
phys. geog.; phys•
10logy.
Arith.; el. algebra to _. . . . . .. . . . . . ........ . . . lGl
quadratics; plane
geometry, 3 bks.
Arith. (Robinson).... Geography (Sad• 162
lier ).

U.

French or German
(1 yr).

Science.

Arith . (Brook ) ; al• . .... . . ..... .... . . ...... 1G3
gebra (Ficklin).

!

S. hit .. .......•.... Ari th.: nlgebra, ....................... .
~hrough qnadrat• ,

I

lCS •

. 'am ns for A. B.
cours .

'ame as for A. B. El. nat. phil.; phys. 164
cours . Al o cl. I geog. : ch mistry
g ometry.
and physiology .
... . . do .......... ....... •·ame a for l1.. B............. . .... : ... .. .
course.

I

G. ,. . hi t. (:\font•
gomery J.

Ari th.; algebra....... . ... . ... . . . . ... . .... .... 165

Hi t. of :h-c c to
death of Alexan·
cler; hi. t. of Romo
to dt•ath of Marcus
Aurelius.

16tl

I,

French: Gram.; 4()()
am as for A. B.
pages of pro. e;
cour"c. Al o hist.
comp.
of England since
German: Gram.: 250
1461; ·e. ::;, hist.
p a g e s of t x t :
omp.; , ight r ad·
ing.
French or German: .Ancient hist. (Fre•
Gram. and reader.
d t): model'n hist.
(Fred t ) .

Frc:1ch or <Jerman:
Gram.; comp.;
easy pro"e transla•
tiou.

Same ns for A. B.
course.
Al o
French or Ger•
man: Advanced
gram.· 3 cla. sical
dramas; 5 or 6
shorter modern
stories; comp.

ED

Gr k hi. t. to death
of Alexander
( 'ruith's ,'maller);
hist. of Romo to
death of :Marcus
Aurelius ( L igh•
ton).
ame as for A. B.
cour«e.

97--34

Samo as for A. B.
course.

Physics (Gag '. In·
troduction); ch m•
i.try (Richter,
R msen, or liar•
ri!:l).

Algebra, th r o u gb Phy·. geog. (Mon- I 167
qnaclratics; 1 lane
tcith).
and solid geomc· ,
try.

Ari t b . ; al g c b r a,
~brough quadrat•
1cs: plano geome•
try.

1....................... .

• amo as for A . B .....•. ••.•••.. . •.....• . . 1
course.

168
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R equirements f or aclniission to the freshrnan class of
Institution.

Course.

English lan guage.

A . B. a ____ R equir ements of Commission of New England
Colleges.b

169

170

Classical languages.
Latin: Trans l at i on at
sight of simple prose ;
gram.
Greek: Translat ion at
sight of simple Attic
prose; gram.

Adv'n c'd ------ - --- -· ···-·· ·--· -- ---- -· 1. Latin: Translation at
studies.
sight of average p assages from Cicero a n d
Virgil. 2. Greek: Tr ansH ar var d U niver sit y,
lation at sight of aver age
Cambr idge, Mass. ·.
passages f r om Hom er,
or of less difficult pas•
sages from both Homer
and Herodotus. 3.
L atin comp.
B. S ______ Same as for A. B. cour se .. ____Greek
__ __ ____and
___________
______ _

French-American Coll ege , Springfield,
Mass.

A .B ..... . Composition on Merchant Latin: Ca:isar,4 bks. ; Cicof Venice; King John;
ero, 6 orations ; Virgil , 6
I vanhoe; L'Allegro; Il
bks. ; O,id's MetamorP enseroso; Comus; Lycphoses, 1,500 1 in o o ;
gram.; prose comp.
idas; Evangeline; Mac(Daniell); t r anslation at
aulay's Essay on Bunsight of easy prose.
yan; Sumner 's True
G r andeur of Nations; Greek: Auabasis, 5 bks.;
Iliad, 3 bks.; gr am.
George Eliot's Mill on
the F loss: David Copperfield; L orna Doone;
Pilgrim's Progress.
B. S ••.... Same as for A . B. course. Latin: Same as for A. B.
Also advanced g 1· a m course
mar.
A. B ..... . RequirementsofCommis- Latin: Gram.; Crosar, 4
bk..; Cicero, Gor ations;
sion of New England
Virgil, 6 bks.; Odd ·s
Colleges.b
Metamorphoses, 2,500
lines; comp.
.
Greek: Gram.; Anabas1s,
4 bks.: Iliad, 3 hks.;
comp. (Optional with
advanced modern lan-

171

'l'ufta College, T ufts
College, Mass.

P h. B . ---- Same as fo1· A. B. course .. Lfti~~eJJme as for A. B.
course (optional with
advanced modern languages and 3 lementary sciences).
B. S _____ _ ..... do ___ ___-- -· ·· __ __ _____ _ Latin: Gram.; Ore ar, 4
bks.; Virgil, 4 bk . (Optional with French or
German.)
B. S. in ..... do··· · ··-·------·· · --·-· _____________________________ _
engine e r ing.

ct Candidates

ar e admitted by passing examinations in-(a) All the el mentary studies antl at
lea t two advanc d studi . {b) AU the elementary studio except eith r erman or Fr nch,
and. at l ast thr advanc d studies. (c) All the elem ntary tu<lies except either Gr k or
Latm, and at least f(?Ul' advanr d studi s, including math matic or phy. ical science. (rll All
th elementary stu~1es. xcep_t either Greek or Latin and either German or French, and at lcu ·t
five advanced studies, mcludmg ma.thematic 01· 1>hysical science.
b 'ea page 458.
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-universities, colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Ma thematics.

French: Translation
atsightof ordinary
prose.
German: Translationat sight of simple prose.

Hist. of Groeco
(Oman) and Rome
( Allen), or hist. of
U. S. (Johnston)
and England ( Gar•
diner).

Algebra, th rou gh
quadratics; plane
geometry.

Science.

Astronomy (Young's
Lessons)and phys•
ics (Gage's Ele•
men ts) or a course
of 4D experiments
performed at
school by the pu•
pil.
4. German : Transla6. Logarithms; plane 8. Phy-sics (60 ex•
tion at sight of
trigonometry; solid
p er1meuts in addi•
moclorn prose;
geometry. 7. Eletion to those of ele•
{!ram.; comp. 5.
ments of analytic
mentary physics).
French: •.rransla•
geometry; ad•
9. Chemistry (60
tion at sight of
vanced algebra.
experiments in 169
standard prose;
general chemistry
gram.; comp.
actually por•
formed at school
by the pupil).
German or French: Same as for A. B. Algebra, through Astronomy(Young's
Translation at
courso.
quadratics; plane
Lessons)and phys•
sig'!ltof. imploGerand solid geome•
ics ( Gago 's Ele•
man prose or orcli•
try.
men ts or a cour se
nary ~,rench prose.
of 40 experiments
perform d at
school by the pu•
pil) .
Fr nch: Gram.; La• Hist. of Rome Arith.; a l gebra,
rou ; comp.; dlC·
(Creighton); Greek
~hrough quadrat•
tation.
hist. (Fytfe).
ics; plane geome•
try.

170

Samo as for A. B.
course.
German or
French. Advanced
German or French
( optiona l with
Greekj.

El.

Hist. of Romo; his t.
of England;
France; American
politics (Johnson) .
Ancient hist., or me•
diroval and modern
European hist., or
hist. of England
and U. 8.

FrenchandGerman._ Same as for A. B.
cour se.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also, ad.
vanced arith.

Phys. geog ... · - ······

Ar:th.; algebra,
through quadrat•
1cs; plane geome•
try.

Same as for A. B.
course.

El. physics, chemis•
try, and nat. hist.
(optional with
Latin ).

Elementary and in• ... •. do .••..• . ...... ........ _do ... ..... .. ·-····· Chemistry or phystermediate French
ics or physiology
or German ( o:ption•
or botany or zool•
al with Latin).
ogy or geology or
drawing.
El. German or
Same as for A. B. Drawing .. . .... ...... .
lirench.
course. Also, solid
geometry.

171
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Requirements /01· admission to the freshm,an class of _
-,,I---I-n_s_ti_t_u_ti_
·o_n_.__ - ·i--c_o_u_r_se_ ._, ___
E_n_g_11_·s_h_1_a_n_g_u_a_g_e_.__ ,_ _
c_1a_s_s_ica_1_1_a_n_g_u_a_g_e_s_
. -·i
1_

73

Williams College, Wil·
liamstown, Mass.

College of the Holy
Cross, Worcester,
Mass.

A. B ...... Requirement,;ofCommis·
sion of New England
Colleges.ct

A. B...... Gram. (Goold
comp.

Brown);

A. B ...... RequirementsofCommis•
sion of New England
Colleges.a
liJ

Adrian College,.
Adrian, Mich.

B. S. and
Pll.B.

I A . B .•....

Same as for A. B. course ..
RequirementsofCommission of New England
Colleges, a

Pll. B . . . . . Same as for A. B. course ..
175

Albion College, Albion,
Mich.
,
B. S ........... do ......... ............ .

B.L ........... do ............... ...... .
A. B. _. ... Requirements of Commis•
sion of New England
Colleges.a
76

Alma College, Alma,
Mich.

B. S --···· Same as for A. B. course ..

Latin: Gram.; Cres:i.r, 4
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
Virgil, 5 bks. and l3ucol•
ics or 7 bks. of JEneid;
sight translation from
Nepos and Ovid·s Met•
amorphoses.
Greek: Gram.; Ana.basis,
4 bks.; Iliad,3 bks.; pro e
comp.; sight transla·
tion. (Optional with 2
yrs. of French or Ger•
man or 1 yr. of French
or German and 1 yr. of
advanced mathematics.)
Latin: Gram. (Alvarez);
Cresar; Cicero·s Let•
ters; Ovid's l\Ietamor•
phoses; :N"epos; comp.
Greek: Gram. (Yenni) ;
Anabasis; Lucian.
Latin: Gram.; pros comr,.
(Jones) : Coo ar, 4 hk ;
Cicero, 6 orations; Vir·
gil,6bks.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis.
4 bks.; prose comp.
Three years of Latm and
Greek or 2 yrs. of Latin
and Greek nnd 1 yr. of
French or German.
Latin: Gram.; Coosar, G
bk . ; icero, 6 oration ;
Odd; comp.
Greek: Gram. and le3·
sons; Anaba is.
Latin: , 'amo as for A. B.
course.
Or Gr ek: 8ame as for A.
B. course and Homer.
Latin: Gram.; Cresar, G
bks.; comp.
Or Greek: (¾ram. and les·
sons in place of 1 yr. of
Latin.
Latin: 'ame as for B. S.
course.
Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero; Ovid; Vir·
gil, 8 bks. of }Eneicl ..
Greek: Gram.; Annbasis;

L3,1J:s ~"am.;

Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 3 orations.

B. L --···· ...•. do--······---··-········ ...... ·-···· ...... -· ......... .

a See page 4..,<;S,
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unive1·sities, colleges, cmcl schools of technology- Continued.
History-.

:Modern languages.

~Ia thematics.

Science.

l - - - - - - - -- -1 - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - f -- - - - - - - -- l
See cla. · ic-al
guage ..

Hist. of Greece to
death of Alexander
(Oman); Hi.·t. of
Rome to reign of
Augustus (Leigh•
ton),

1 an •

Frencll: Gram. (Du·
fomJ; reader (Du•
four).

I Anci
nt hist.
clet): U. S.
(Sadlier ) .

(Fre•
hist.

...... ...... ....... ...... 1 U.

::;. hi t.; hist. of
Greece (Sm ith ) :
hi t. of Rome
(Leighton); ciYil
gov.ernm nt
(Young).
,'
c:a·sicnl lnn• , Same a8 for A. B.
guag .
course.

I

Gorman: 'ram.:
comp.; classic:;. (2
yrs. work.)

I

U. . hi t.; ci,il gov•
ernment; an i en t
hist.; Roman hist.

Ari th.; al go bra, --···- -- ··· - -- ·· ·· - -· ··· li2
through quadrat•
ics; plano geome·
try. See classical
languages.

Arith.; nlgebra·-····· ···--······-···· ·-······ 173

Ari th.; a 1 g e bra, Phys. geog.; pbysi·
through quadrat•
ology
(.iVlartin);
physics (Gage).
ics; plane, solid, and
spherical geome•
try .
Same as for A. B.
course.

l74

Bame as for A . B.
course.

Algebra; g ometry ... Botany; physiology;
physic ·.

G rman: 4 yr .. work . , 'amo as for A. B.

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course. Also
~?~~~lan!~~d:~
chemistry.
175
hist.
, 'am as for Ph. B. Same as for Ph. B. ..... do ...... · -····--··· Samo as for Ph. B. \
course.
cour e. Also Amer•
cour e.
1 ican hist.

I

I

I

German: Gram.;
comp.

Samo as for B. S. ·-···do-······-· · ···-··· ..... do·-·-······-··-··
course.
Ch·il government; Ari th.; algebra; Phy~iology; n at .
gen. hist.
plane and solid
philosophy; chem
1
1stry.
geometry.

French 01· German: 2
yr,,. work.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also bot•
any; chemistry;
phys. geog.
Same as for A. B . ..... do . ..... .. . .. ·--··- Same as for B. S.
course. Also as•
course. Also U.S.
tronomy.
hist.

Same as for B. S.
cour. e.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Semo as for A. B.
coursd.

I

176

I
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Requirements /01· admission to the f1·eshrnan class of
Institution.

Course.

Engli h language.

A. B---·-- Gram.; rhetoric; comp.;
Milton's Paradise Lost,
I and II; Pope's Iliad, I
and XXII; Vicar of
Wakefield; Southey's
Life of Nelson; Vision
of Sir Launfal; House
of Seven Gables.
Ph. B., B. Same as for A. B. course ..
S. and
B. L.
..... do ......... do ...... •-·····-···---·177

178

University of Michi•
gan, Ann Arbor,
Mich.
... .. do .... Samo as for A. B. course .
Also En~lish literature
(Brookes Primer).
Engineer- Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
ing.
English literature
(Brooke's Primer).

Battle Creek College,!
Battle Creek, Mich.

A. B ...... Rhetoric; comp.; American literature.

Classical languages.
Latin: Gram.; prose comp.
(Jones); Cresar, 4 bks.;
Cicero, 0 orations; Virgil's JEneid, 9 bks.
Greek: Gram . ; prose
comp. (Jones); Anaba•
sis, 3 bks. ; Homer, 2 bks.
Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
Four yrs. of Latin, or -!
yrs. of French, or 4 yrs.
of German, or 2 yrs. of
Latin with 2 years of
French or German, or
2 yrs. of French and 2
yrs. of German.
Two yrs. of Latin (optional with French or
German).
Latin: J ones's Fir t Latin
Book; Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicero, 1 oration. (Optional
with French or German.)

Latin: Gram.; Cresar. 4
bks.; Cicero, 5 orations;
G~e~::;

i::~~- ~~~ba ·is.

B. S ---··· Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
COUl'Sl:l,
(

179

Benzonia College, Ben•
zonia, Mich.

A. B. ----- Requirements of Commission of New England
Colleges.a

Latin: Viri Romre; Nepos; Cresar, .4 bks.; qicero, 7 orations; Ovid;
Virgil, 4 bks.
Greek: Primer (Jones);
prose comp. (Jones);
Ana.basis, 4 bks.; Iliad,

Ph. B ..... Same as for A. B. course .. L!t~\,amo as for A. D.
course.
B. S ....•...... do .......... .. .......... Latin: Viri Romro: J\e·
pos; Cresar, 4 bki:!.; Cicero, 7 orations.
B. L ---·-· ...•. do--···-·- ........••..................... ... --········

180

l 1

Detroit College,
troit, Mich.

De·

A. B •..... Gram. (Goold Brown);
oppens' Practical Introduction; comp.

Latin: Gram. (Yenni);
Cresar; Cicero'sLettc~·s.
Greek: Gram. (Yenn1);
JEsop; Rierocle ; Lucian.
A. B...... Gram.; comp.; rhetoric ... La.tin: Gram.; Crosar, 4
bks.; CiC'ero. Goration ;
vid ·
i rgil, G bks.;
pro e comp.
.
Gr ek: Gram.; Anahru 1.·,
Hillsdal ollege, Ilills•
3 bks.: Iliad, 2 hk ..
dale, Mich.
B. ., Ph. Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Samo as for A. B.
B., and
B. L.
A. B ...... Requirementsof ommission of T w England
oll ges. a

a

p •o

La
ram.: C'omp.; Tel
sar; icero. ( p·
tional.)
Gr ek: Whit ·s B ginner·s D ok (optional).
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1.mfrersities, colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Gen. hist. (Myers) ___ Algebra, through
quadratics; plane
and solid geometry.

Fr nchor German: 2
yrs. work.
See cla:rnical languages.

Science.

Ma the ma tics.

Physics (Carhart
and Chute's Elements); botany
(Spalding's Introduction).

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Bame as for A. B.
course.
course.
course.
Gen.hist.; U.S.bist.; _____ do _________________ Samo as for A. B.
civil government.
course. Also el.
chemistry (Freer).
177

Two yrs. of French or U. S. and gen. hist.; _____ do-----··-·--- -- ·-- Samo as above ______ _
G rman (optional
civil government;
with Latin).
English hist.
French: Gram.; Gen. hist. (Myers); Algebra, through Physics (Car hart
comp. ; easy French
U. S. hist. to the
quadratics; plane
and Chute's Eleat sight.
close of the Revoluand solid geometry;
ments); 2 of tho
Or German : Gram.;
tionary war.
plane trigonomefollowmg: Chemcomn.; sight r adtry.
istry (Freer 's Elementary); geol~~\
ogy (Wincholl) ;
Toll.
zoology (Pack(Optional with
ard); physiology
Latin.)
(Martin ); phys.
geog. (Tarr): astronomy (Young).
Roman hist.; Biblical Arith.; alo:ebra; El. physics; el. a.nat- )
hist.
plane solid, and
omy; zoology; botsphorlcal geometry.
any; astronomy.

W?~~.t~aWlt~~y~;

Samo llS for A. B.
ours . Also anient hi t.
U. '. hist. (Montgomry); Eng. hist.;
g n. hist.

Same as for A. B.
COUr!!e.

Ari th.· algebra
through quadratics; plane and solid
geometry.

French: Gra:.n.; Same as for A. B. Samo as for A. B.
comp.; modern
course.
course.
prose; comedy; poetry. (2 yrs.work.)
Same as for Ph. B. _____ do _____ ________ _________ do _________________
course.
_____ do ________________ _
Same as for A. B. _____ do _________________
course. Also civil
gov rnment; hist.
of France; American in titution .
Modern hist. (Fre- Ari th.; a.l~ebra
det); U. S. hist.
through radical ex(Sadlier).
pressions.

, amo as for A. B.
course.
El. physics (Apple-

ton).

Same as for A. B.
cour se.

179

El. physics; phys.
geog. ; b o tan y ;
phy iology.
Same as for B. S.
course.
Phys. geog ___________ 180

U. S. and ancient
hist.; civil government.

Algebra; pla.110 geometry.

El. physics, zoology, botany, and
physiology.

French: 1 yrs. work __ Samo as for A. B.
course.

Same a.s for A. B.
course.

So.me as for A. B.
cour11e.

French: Gram.; authors. (Optional
with Latin.)
German: Gram.; auth ors. (Optional
with Greek.)
Dutch: Gram.; reading; translation.

Arith.; algebra
(school); plane geometry.

Phys. geog.; phy_siology; el. physic
(Garhart and
Chute); ast ronomy (Steele).

American hist.
t:Montgomery);
gen. hist. (Myers);
Gr ek hist.
( mi th)· English
hist. (:Montgomery); civil government (Young).

178

I
181

182
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Requirements fo1· admission to the freslimcm class of
Course.

Institution.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B . ..... RequirementsofCommis• Latin: Gram.; Yiri Romre;
sion of New England
Crosar, 4 bks. ; Cicero, (i
Colleges. ci
orations; Virgil, 0 bks.;
prose comp.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasi ,
4 bks.; Hellenica; Lysias; comp.
Ph. B .....•.... do .......•........•..... Latin: oame as for A. B.
course.
183

Kalamazoo Co 11 e g e ,
Kalamazoo, Mich.

B. S --- · ·· ----·do-··········-···· .•.... Latin: Collar and Dani 11 s
First Book; YiriRomoo.

1 4

Oli,et College, Olivet,
Mich.

185

St. John's University,
Collegeville, Minn.

j

Latin: Gram. (, chultz);
comp.; Historia acrn;
Viri Romre.
Greek: Gra1n. (, 'pies and
Seiffert).
A. B ....... Gram.; analysis; comp .. . La tin: Gram. ; Crc r.r !
bks.; Virgil, 4 bks.;
Cicero. 5 oration .
Gr ek: Gram.; Anabash1,
3 bks.; Iliad, 1 bk.
Ph. B .... _ Same as for A. B. cours.) .. Latin: , ame as for .A. B.
course.
A. B- -· ·· · Gram.; Reed and Kellogg's Higher Le~aons;
comp.

I

Hamline Unh-ersity,
Hamline, Minn.
1

A. B --···· ----·do ...... ···--------- ... . Latin: Gram.: Nepos;
Cresar; Virgil; Cicero;
comp.; Roman hi t.
Greek: Gram.; Coy s
Reader· Ana basis;
Iliad: comp.
Ph. B .•. __ •..•. do······-·-············· Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
B. S --··-· ·-·-·do---········· -···--···· Latin: Gram.; Nopo~;
Eutropius; Crosar.

Aug burg Seminary,
Minnea-polis, Minn.

.A. B ..... _ Gram. (Morri ); :\I Guf• ······-·······················

A. B--·--· Requirements of Commission of N w England ollcges. a

Latin: Gram.; EC'Sar, 3
hk . ; Cic ro, Oorations;
Virgil, Gbks.
~r ek: Gram. (Brooks
Anabasis, 3 bks.

amc as for A. B. cour. e.
l Optional: Latin
1 •
ment in Engli h; hist.
of EnaJish lilernture.
A second year's work in
Engli h literature may
be sub tituted for the
Latin element in Eng•
lisb.)

Latin:' Same as for .A. B.

B. S---·--

lbS

fey's readers.

Univ rr;ity of Minne•
&ota, Minneapolis,

~0r~~~h o~·o(r!.:;~ '~~~{
part of English).

Minn.

B. L .. ·-·.

'ame ns for B. S. cours __ . Fame n,1 fm· B ... cour. . ..

Engineer- --··-do·-···-----------·· .... ··-·.do···--····--·--·····--·
ing.

a, 'co page 458.
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1.111ii·e1·sities, colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continued.
:'.IIodern languages.

::\Iathematic .

History.

Science.

1- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - · r - - - - - - - - - -1_________ ,
U. S.hi t---··-··· · ·-·· Ari th.; algebra
through qnadrat•
ics; planeantl solid
geometry.

French : Gram.;
comp.; Le Pro · rit;
La :\!are nu Din bl ;
La Bourgeois Gen•
tilhomm ; Pi rre
ct Uamill .
Or terman: Gram.:
C' mp.: Stutlicn uncl
Plnud rci n.
Fr nch and G rman
n for Ph. B. c0ur.~ .

U. S. and gen. hist.;
civil government.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Fr neh or

(+

•1·mnn:
Ph. B.

C+erma u: lr:un.
, \Vollingcr ) :<'omp:
1...

8-

:•":~c, -~ ' .~tl •: ~:

I
Frc•nch, 1 yr . work

Same as for Ph. B . ..... do ...•.............
cour e.

:~ir :;

Same ns for A. B.
course. Also yhys.
geog.

ame a · for Ph. B.
course. Also geology; astronomy;
chemistry; physi·
ology.
Phys. I{ og. ; botany;
physics.

4

1,0: :

:. :

l_ s_~~Ji~:. fo:·__:': _B:. _s_~;~-,~ _f~r -~ ~: 111 '

cour · . Also civil
government .
. . hist. (Hazzard . Ari th.; alg l ra t ..... •................. . 185
h. XIII (We nt·
worth).
Hist. of Rom
of Gr ·c ;
hit.

' nmo n8
cour c.
hi ·t .
• ~orw ginn: c+rnm. Hist. of th World
(Hofgnnrd ):reacl r
(PPtersen ) ; U. ·.
(Eriksen and Paul· 1 bi t. (Bnrne ); civil
sen); comp.
go, or n m o n t
( Mowry) .
...... .......... ..... .... U.S. hist. (l\fontgom•
t>ry); hist. of
Greece and Rome
or English hist. or
hist. of Europe in
the Middle Ages.
French: Tel maque, Same as for A. B.
2 l>ks.; gram.;
cour .
comv.; Histoirettes
1.Iodernes (Fon•
taine J; Le Franc;ais
Pratique (Berey) .
Or German: Gram.;

W1~t°uh\-~
H:-~2J
Geschichtcn·

botany

183

· ·····- ·········· · · ······ U. ' .bist.;gen.hist ... Al~ebra to loga•
rithms; plane and
olid geomet,ry.

:~Yrs.work.
I . m11
cu; for
cou rse.

I Physics:
(Gray) .

Arith.; algebra
through qua.drat•
i s; plan and solid
geometry.

186

'ame a for A. B.
course.

E~. phy ics; 1. phys•
1ology.

Arith.: algebrn
(\Ven two rt h's
School) .

Physiology; phys.
geor. tHouston).

Alge bra th r o u g h
quadratic ; p 1an e
and solid geometry.

Phy iology (Martin)
or botany or zoo!·
ogy; phy ·ics (Car•
hart and hute) or
chemistry.

Same a
cour e.

Phy iology or zool•
ogy; physics;
drawing; chem is•
try ( R ms en ' s
Elements); botany (Gray·s Leg•
sons and Manual ) .

for .A. B.

0

Sesenhcim
((+Qethe).
ptional with
Latin.)
French or German ..... do •................ ·-·--do ....... ·-·-···-·· ame ns for A. B.
I (2 yrs. work) and
course.
Latin are optional
I with the German
and Fr nch and op•
tional English of
the B. S. cour .
Same as for B. S.
'ame as for A. B ...... do ............. _.. . Physics; chemistry;
course. Al o civil
course.
drawin~; 2 of the
government.
following: Phys·
i ology; botany; as·
trouomy; geology;
zoology.

188

(

I
1
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R equfrenients fol' admission to the freshman class of
Course.

Institution.

English language.

Classical languages.

Latin: Gram.;comp.; Cwsar, 4 bks. ; Cicero, 7 orations; Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Ana basis, 3 bks.; Iliad,
3 bks.
B. L ______ Same a for A. B. course. La tin: Same as for A. B.
Also el. English literacourse.
ture.
A. B ______ G~~Js;Fff-J1rdmf~~1i~rif
N ew England Colleges,a
except Pope's Iliad.

189

190

191

192

]93

194
195

196

Ca rl eton Coilege,
Northfield, Minn.

B. S ------ Same as for A. B. course.
Also el. Engli h literature optional with civil
government.
Gram. (Whitney); rhetoric (Genung); comp.

St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minn.

Same as for B. L. cour se_ - _

L atin: Collar and Daniell's Beginner's Book;
gram. ; Cresar, 4 bks.;
Cicero, for Archias;
prose comp.
A. B ______ RequfrementsofCommis- Latin: Gram.(Harkness);
Cresar, 4 bks. ; N epos;
sion of New England
Colleges. a
Cicero, 4 orations; Virgil, 4 bks.; prose omp.
Macalester College, St.
Greek: Gram.; Lessons;
Paul, Minn.
Anabasis, 4 bks.; prose
comp. (Jones).
A. B.and Same as above_··-··· _____ _ Latin: Same as above_---·
B.L.
Gustavus Adolph us A. B _____ _ Gram.; comp.; Haw- Latin: Gram.(Harkness);
College, St. Peter,
Cmsar 3 bks.; Virgil, 5
thorne's Mosses from an
Minn.
bks.; 6icero, 5 orations.
Old Manse; Tanglewood
Tales; Stories from Greek: Gram. (Goo 1win); reader; Anabasis,
Grandfather's Chair;
Franklin's Autobiogra1 bk.
phy; Longfellow's
Evangeline or Hiawatha; Tennyson's Idyls
of
the King.
A. B _____ _ Analy.
is; el. rhetoric; Latin: Gram.; Cwsar;Cicero; Virgil; comp.
English classics.
Parker College,WinneJ
Greek: L essons; An ab bago City, Minn.
asis; comp.; Iliad.
.
B. S.and El. rhetoric. ______________ _ Latin: Gram.; Cresar; CicPh. B.
ero; comp.
Mississippi Co 11 e g e, A.B.,B.S., Gra~.; comp.; el. rhet- Latin: Lessons; Cres~n·
Clinton, Miss.
andB.L.
01'1c.
Cooper - Hu d d 1 est on A.B. and Gram.; spelling; dicta- L~~~iG~~~:CBingham);
College,
Daleville,
B.S.
tion.
Cwsar.
Miss.
A. B. __ ___ Gram.; comp.; rhetoric .. Latin: Gram.; Cresar, i
bks.; Cicero, 2 orations;
Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek:
Gram.; Ana.basis,
Rust University, Holly
Springs, Miss.
Ph.B.and Same as for A. B.course __ L:t~1~~-Same a:J for A. B.
B.S.
course.

l

197

A. B------ Gram.; comp.· Frank- Latin : Gram.; Viri Rolin's Autobiography:
mro; C1:0sar.
Lady of the Lalce.
Greek : White's BegiuMillsaps _College, Jack-\
ner·s Greek Book.
son, Miss.
B. S ______ Same as for A. B. course._ La.tin: Same as for A . B.
course.

198

UniY rsity of l'r!issis-

A.B.and
sippi,
Mi<;.

Ph. B.

University,

B.,

190

200
:xll

\
ntral Christian Col- A B Pb
l g , Albany, Mo.
B.:•anci

I

Reed and K llogg's High- Latin: Collar and Daner L ssons; Abbott's
iell's B ginn r's Book :
How to Parse ; L ockCresar, 2 bks.; Cle ro, 2
wood's Le ons in Engorations.
li,,h; Eng. literature.
, am as for A. B.cour· e._ ----- ------------- --- -- -------

Gr~m. (Longman)· rheto- Latin: Gram. (Harknes ) ;
Jon s'i; Latin L sons.
r1c ( enung); comp.
(Nichol ); American litorthw t
i ouri ___________ _ eratur .
ram------·- -- ---- ------ . Latin: First book; Cw· r ,
oll ' . Albany, fo.
4 l,k .
, onthw tBaptiqt ol- A. B.and Re d ancl K llogg's High- Latin:
ollttr and Danleg , Bolivar, llo.
B. .
er L . ons; gram. and
ielr Beginner's Latin
romp. ( onklin).
Book.
a,
pa
;. __

I

B.S.
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imit'ersities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Moderii languages.

History.

Ma thematics.

Science.

Greek and Roman
hist.

Ari th.: al ge bra.
~hrough quadrat•
1cs; plane geome•
try.

El. physics.---·---···

Gen. hist---·-··--·---- Same as for A. B.
course. Also solicl
geometry.
Gen. hist.; civil gov- Same as for B. L.
ernment (optional).
course.
Gt-rman: Gram. and
reader (Joynes).

Gen. hist. (Myers);
U. 8. hist. (Johnston); civil government (Young).

~rith.; algebra
through quadrat•
ics; el. geometry
(Newcomb).

U.S. hist.(Johnston); Ari th.; algebra
gen. hist. (Myers);
through quadrat•
hist. of G r e e c e
ics; plane and solid
(Oman); hist. of
geometry.
Rome (Allen); civil
government(Fiske).

El. physics; anat.
and physiology; el.
astronomy or el.
botany.
Same as for B. L.
course. Also el.
chemistry.

189

El. physics (Gage); 190
botany (Wood);
physiology(Hutch•
ison); phys. geog.
(Guyot).
Physiology ( 1\1 a r •
tin); phys. geog.;
el. biology or botany; el. physics
(Carhart :.n d >191
Chute).

G rma.n: Gram.; Same as above ........ Same as above ......... Samo as above·--····
reader; prose comp.
·-···- --···-·--·---- - ·--- U. S. hist. (Fiske); Aritb.; algebra to Phys. geog. (Mau· 192
oriental hist-. <My•
quadratics; plane
ry); el. physics
ors); church hist.;
geometry.
(Gage); physiol•
civil government
ogy (Martm).
(Young).

U. S. hist.; ancient
hist.; civil govern·
ment; hist.of RomEI;
hist. of Europe.
Same as for A. B.
course.
Civil government; U.
S.hi t.
U. S. hist. (Cham·
be1·s); civil govern•
ment.
U. S. hist.; ancient,
medii:eval,and mod•
orn hist.; civil
gov't.
Frenchancl German:
Gram.; translation
at sight of simple
exercises.

Arith.; algebra;
plane geometry.

Physiology; phys.
geog.; el. physics.

!

193
Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
Arith.; el. algebra-·· Physiology; el.phys- 194:
ics.
... _.do ________________ _ Phys.
geog ___________ 195

Algebra through
quadratics; plane
and solid geometry; arith.

P~ys.geog.; el.phrsics: botany; political econ.

Sa.me as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Amorican hist.
(Cooper); English
hist.; gen. hist.
(Barnes).
Same as for A. B.
course. Also civil
gov't (Macy).

Arith.; algebra
{school).

196

l

L97

Same as for A. B.
course.

Phys. geog. (Maury)

Arith.; algebra to
quadratics; plane
geometry, 4 bks.

198

S~~:r::_ for A. B. ·-----------·----·-----·
·-·-···-··--····· ........ Gen.hist .... ·-···· ... . Algebra._. __ ---·-----·---·-----------------·-- 199

········--···· '····-···· U.S. hist. (Barnes);
civil government
(Townsend).

Arith.; elements of ______ ·----- -----------· 200
al~ebra..
Anth.; alp;'3bn, Phys.~eog.(Guizot); 201
(Wentwo1·th's elephv;siology (Steele) .
ments).
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Cours_.

Ins ti tu tion.
202

Pike College, Bowling
Gref'n, Mo.

203

Missouri Wesley an
College, Cameron,

l

Christian University.I
Canton, Mo.

205

Unj.versity of the Stat.;
of Mi souri, Colum•
bia,l\Io.

206

Grand River Christian
Union College, Edin•
burg, :Mo.

A. B ...... Gram.; analysis ........... Latin: Gram.; Cresar.
Greek: Inductive meth•
od; Anabasis.
B. S. and Same as for A. B. courso .. Latin: Sa::ne as for A. B.
B.L.
course.
A. B .. ..... Requirements of Commis• Latin: Cresar, 5 bks.; Cic•
sion of New Eugland
ero, 4 orations; prose
Colleges. ci
comp. (Allen).
Greek: White's Begin·
ner's Book; reading.
B. L .. .. .. Se.me as for A. B. course . . Latin: Same a for A. B.
course.
B. S. and ..... do ................................................... .
en gi.
nearing.
B.Agr .... Language lessons (Hyde); ......•.......................
comp.
A.B.and Gram.; comp .................•..........................
B.S.

A.B .... . . Gram.; analysis; rhetoric; Latin: Cresar; Cicero 2
comp.; literature; 2
Catiline orations; prose
plays of Shakespeare;
comp.
Ivanhoe; Evangeline· Greek: Beginner's Book;
Ana.basis; proim com11.
Milton's L'Allegro and
Il Penseroso; Irving's
Sketch Book; Macau•
lay·s Essays on Milton
and Johnson.
B. S ..... . Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: ame as for .A. B.
course.

207

Central College, Fay.
ette, Mo.

203

A.B ..... . Gram.; comp.; Merchant
of Venice; Tennyson's
Princess; Macaulay's
Essay on Milton.
Higher lessons (Reed and
Kellogg); comp.; litera•
Pritchett chool Ins ti•! A . B ... · ··
ture.
tute, Glasgow, l\Io.
B. 8 ..... . Same as for A. B, courso ..

2(,!J

210

Westminster College,
Fulton, l\Io.

Ozark College, Green•
field, l\Io.

Latin: ,.·epos; Cresar;
proRe comp.; pro ody.
Grtlek: Gram.; Anaba is:
prose comp. (Jone ).
Latin: Gram.; Nepos;
CreF-ar; icero.
Greek: 1 yrs. work.
Latin: , ·amo as for A. B.
course.
Gram.;
pro ·e
A.B ..... . Gram.: comp.; Jnlius Latin:
comp.; C sar, 4 bks. ·
Crosar; De Coverley Pa•
CicPro, 0 orationP, in·
pers; Courtship of l\1ilc
cl u ding that for Arch ias
Standi ·h; David Cop•
and the Maniliau Law;
per.flelcl.
Virgil, 0 bk .
Gr e k: Gram.; \Vhite'r;
L ,sons_: A~o.basi t:, 3
bks ; !1111.cl, 3 bks.
Pb. B .•••. Samo as for A. B. course
Latin: Same
fo:· .\.. D.
com.-so.

I

I

B.S ............ do ............ .. . . .. ....
211

Ln.grnngo Colleg , La•
ip·angc, ;.\Io.

Pr sbytcrinn
'olleg
of "pp r :\Ii ouri,
Ln.w~u. 'Mo.
William ,J ;vell
ol•
1 g , Liberty. :.Yo.

Clas ical language1>.

A. B. and Gram.; higher les ons;
B. L.
analysi ; comp.
A. B ...... Gram.; comp ............. . Latin: Groves' exercise ;
Cmsnr, 4 bks.; Cicero;
Virgil; prose comp.
Greek: Gram. ; Anabasi ,
3 bks.
B. L.... .. Samo as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
B. S ........... do ...................... Same as for B. L. course ..

l\Io.

20-!

Engli. h l:l;cguagc.

a,

l·······················

1
A. B ...... Gram.; omp.; litera.tur . Latin: Collar nncl Dan•
iell'sFir ·tBook; C ·ar ;
Virgil;_pr~ comp.
Gre k: White's Begi1.•
ner·s Book.
A. B... ... Gram.· r a.ding; sp lliug; ............................. .
l> nma.n),lbip.

,
I

A. 8 ...... 1 G~am.; rhetoric: comp.;
in~
~o Amcri•

111u;!t~~

Latin: Gram.; comp. ;
C1 :--nr . .I- hka.
:l-r •uk: ram. (optional ).
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w1frcrsitie , colleges, crncl schools of technology-Contin u ec1.

I

Hi tory.

Modern languages.

:Mathematics,

Science.

U.S.hi t .............. J Arith ................ .
U.S. hist.; civil gov•
ernment; English
hist.; Grecian and
Roman hist.

IArith.
; algebra; plane
and solid geometry.

202
.Botany ... . ..... . . .. . .

1

1

amo as for A. B. 203
German ............. . Samo as for A . B. , Same as for A . B.
course.
course.
course.
Sam a!; for B. L. U. . and Engli h hist.; ..... do ................ . Botany; chemi~try;
civil go,ernment.
descriptive anato·
cour·'.
my.
U. S. hist.; anciont, Arith.; algebra Phys. geog .. ...• .. ...
mediooval, and mod•
through simple
eru hi t.; civil gov•
equations.
204
ernment.
'ame as for A. B. Ari th.; algebra; plane ..... do .. . .... . ... . . . . .
course.
geometry.
Greek Roman and Algebra(-Smith'sEle• ............ . .......... .
modern hist.
men tary); p 1 an o
geometry (Went•
wor th).

I

I

Same as for A. B .
cour e.

Fr nch and German:
RPadpros atsight;
comp.

Samo as for A. B.
course.

Biology, or physic
or chemi try .

20.i

.... do ....•...• • .••..•...... do . •.........•..... Two of the follow•

ing : Biolo~, phys·
ics, chemistry.
U . .'. hist. (Barnes) . .. Arith. (Ray·s Practi• Descrip. and polit•
cal).
icalgeog.
hist.; civil gov• Aritb.; l.algebra .... Geography . . . . . . . . . . 206
ernment.
I
T •

.'.

U. , . and Engli h
hi t.;
+r ck and
Roman hi t.

Algebra through
quadratics· plane
geometry.

El. physiology; ol.
phy ic..

207

............... ..... I ,•a.mo

a for A. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Same as fo1· A. B.
cour ·e; also civil
course; also, phys.
goYornment.
.... .... .... ......... .... l!., ·. and gen. hist.; Arith.; algebra to Ef ~\ysic ; phys .
Gre k and Roman
quadratics.
geog.
hist.: civil govern•
ment .
. . . . . . . ....... ......... U. ,'.hit. (Montgom- Ari th.; algebra; plane Phys.geog. : botany;
geometry.
physiology.
1
cry).

208

I

Elementary G rmnn. , 'amo as for A. B.
c~ur~e.
.
,························· J U/ ,Jl~tt~hfen. hist.

I

,

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
Arith. · algebra Phys. geog.; phys•
through quad r at•
iology.
ics; plane geometry.

\ 210
German: Gram.;
amc ns for A. B. ,·amo as for A. n. , :une a for A. B.
rim.m's:i\Irerch n;
course.
course.
course.
Nathan Der Weise;
1
B. ..... clo._ ... ..•...•... ....... do ...................... do ............... .
course; also French:
Gram.; l'AbbeCon·
stantiu.
...... ...... ..... . ..... . U. '. and Engli h Ari th. ; algo bra; plane Phy~iology; phys. I 211
hi t.; ch'il goYern·
geometry.
geog.
ment.

I

I

I -;!/~~;i~~ h.

;· ··········· · ············ ' u.f".hi-t ............. . Arith ··········-······ Doscrip. g og........ 212

i·························I1'. ,·. •ml

g n.bi,t.. ..

Arith.; algebra; plane
geometry.

I

Phys. geog.; cl. phys•i 213
iology.
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Requirements for ad11ii.:Jsion to the fre.~hman class of

214

215

216

217

218

219

English language.

Course.

Institution.

Clas ical languages.

A. B-----· Gram.; comp.; el. rhet- Latin: Gram.; comp.;
Nepos; Cresar; Virgil;
oric; English literature.
Cicero: sight reading.
Greek: Gram.: Anabac;is;
Missouri Vallf\y Col-[
Memorabilia; Iliad;
lege, llfarshall, Mo.
comp.; sight reading.
Ph.B. and Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Samo as for A. D.
B.L.
course.
A. B ______ Gram.; comp.; rhetoric Latin: Harper's Inductive
(Hart).
Method.
Greek: Harper's InducMorrisville College,
tive
Method.
llforrisville, Mo.
Ph. B----- Same as for A. B. course . . Latin: Same as for A . D.
course.
B. s _______ ----.do ______ ---------------- ______ ------ ------ - ----- - --- ..
Park College, Park- A. B. and Gram. (Reed and Kellogg)· Latin: Gram.;
re ar;
ville, M,>.
B. L .
comp.; American literCicero; Sallust; Virgil.
ature; rhetoric (Raub). Greek: Lessons; Anabasis; gram.
ChristianBrothersCol- A. B _____ _ Gram. (Azarias); Irving's Latin: Gram.; Cresar; Viri
lege, St. Louis, Mo.
Sketch Book; EvangeRomre; Avellanus·s Paline; Charles D. Warlrestra.
ner's A Hunting of the Greek: White's First
Deer.
Greek Book.
St. Louis Unive·rsity,
Gram. (Goold Brown); Latin: Gram. (Y nni);
St. Louis, Mo.
Historia Sacra; Crosar;
ffc~lihg.~11u~ir~~:racCicero; comp.
Greek: Gram. (Yenni);
2Esop; Hierocles; Lucian.
A.B . ____ _ Penmanship; correct Latin:
Gram.; Crear, 4bks.; Cicero, 7 oration ;
spelling, punctuation,
Virgil, 0 bks. ; prose
and use of capitals;
proper construction of
comp.
sentences;
clearness Greek: Gram. ; Anaba is,
4 bks.; Iliad, 3 bk s. ;
and conciseness of expre sion.
0
0
:~~
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
or German.)

l

~iit s~f~~Ee o~?i~~

Engineer- Same as for A. B. course .. ___________ -··---- ______ -----ing.

A. B __ ·· -- Higher Lesson3 (Kellogg); Latin: Gram. · Cresar, 4
comp.; Julius Cwsar;
bks.; Cicero, 4 orations;
Merchant of Venice;
Virgil, 0 bk . ; comp.
Ivanhoe; Evangeline; Greek: Gram.; Anabasi.,
Irving's Sketch Book.
3 bks.; Iliad, 2 bk s . ;
pro o comp.
220 Drury College, Spring- B S
Same as for A. B. course. Latin: Sam as for A. B.
field, Mo.
· -----Sea also classical lancourse, or, instead of
guages.
Virgil, French gram.
and 100 pages of prose
or solid geometry.., plane
trigonometry ana rh toric may be offered.
Gram.; Lockwood ·s Les- Latin: Crosar; Cicero:
sons;
literature.
irgil.
221 Tarkio College, Tarkio,{! A. B-----Gr ek: White's BeginMo.
n r's Book.
B. S ----·- Same as for A. B. course _. Latin: Coo ar; icero ____ _
I A.B _____ _
Gram.; Le sons (H.eed Latin: Gram.; Crei;.ar;
and Kellogg); comp.;
Cic ro: Virgil.
liter!l.ture.
Greek: Gram.; .Annbasi.;
Iliad.
222 A~alon ollege, Tr n- Ph. B _____ , ame a for A. B. course __ Latin: , ame ns for _ . B.
ton, Mo.
course.
B. S ------ -----do ___________________________________________________ _

A. B ______ Gram.; annlysi.; cla i

!!2:3

l

Central W 1 yan C-011 •g . \Varr nton, o.

I

13 _\:_nu RaU10 a'i for A. B. cour,

B.

Latin:
ram.; Viri
Romae;
sar; ic ro;
irgil.
r k: 1 yrs. work.
Latin: am a for A. B.
course.
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irnire1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continuecl.
)Io<lcrn languages.

I

Ilistory.
Greek hist.; U. S.
and gen. hist.

:Mathematics.

Ecienco.

Arith.; algebra; plan9, Physiology; phys.
solid, and spherical
geog.; el. physics;
geometry.
physiography; el.
science.

---- --- -------------····· Samo as for A. B. Samo as for A. B. Samo as for A. D.
cours .
course.
course.
·······--·· ··· ...... . s. hist. (Montgom- A.rith.; algebra _______ Physics (Gage); zoory).
ology (Tenney);
botany (Gray).
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , amo as for A. B.

Same a.s for A. B.

Sru.ne as for A.

214

]
1

'315

n.

1

·············· ··········· ---~~d~-~~~---···········

•..•.. ................... U.S. hist.; civil govornment; Gr e k
and Roman hist.

---~~J
i~~-----········· ---~g~~~~~---··········
Arith.; algebra; ge- Phys. geog. ; phyaometry (White).

Hi t. of England...... Arith.; algebra and
geometry (Wentworth) .
. S. hist. (Sadlier);
mod rn hfat. (Frodot).

Ari th .; :>..lgobra
through radi~ls.

Fr nch or O rman:
Uram.; i;ight r nding. ci yr.. work.)
German or Fr ll('h
(optional with
Greek or scionco).

. S. l1ist.; hist. of
Ea•nnglaRndom; anrhlS'otk.
d
(P ennell).

A 1 gob r a through
quadratics; el.
plan g ometry.

Fr nch or Gorman:
Sight reading;
comp.

. S. hist.; hist. of
England.

...... ······-············ U.S. hist. (Montgomry); ancient hist.
(Myers).

S o cfassical
guages.

la n ·

Samo as for A. B.
course.

G rman ( 1 yrs. work). U. S. hist.; civil government; Roman
hist.
Samo as for A. B.
course.
U. S. hist.; civil government; mod.
hist.; hist. of England.
Sa.me as for A. B.
course.

Gorman: Gram.;
comp.; •rell; Nathan Der Weise;
Maria Stewart.
. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . ... . • . ... U. S. hist.; civil government.
German: 2 yrs. work . U.S. hist.; civil government.

~16

iology.

Phys. geog. (1\faury) ...17

Phys. geog ___________ !?18

El. chemistry and
physics or chemistry or physics and
.; o lid geometry
and plaue trigonometry or el. zoology and botany. ,
(Optional with .,
Gr ek or French ..,19
or G rman.)
A 1 gob r a through EL chemistry (Remquadratics; plane
sen and 30 experiand solid geometry.
ments) or el. physics (Gag and4.0exlJeriments); drawmg .
Arith.; algebra
through quadratics; plane geometry.

l:iamo as for A. B. ______ ................... 2'20
cou-:-se. See a 1 so
clasi;ical languages.

A.rith.;algebra;plane Physiology; phys. }
geometry.
geog.; el. physics.

!

:":21

Arith; cl. algebra .... Same as for A. B.
course.
Ari th.; algebra Physiology; phys.
( chuylor).
geog.; natural
philosophy.
Samo as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

I~

.,.22

Arith.; el. algebra ......... do .. -............. .
Arith.;algebra;plane Phys. geog.; pbysi- }
and solid geometry.
ology.
223

German: 3 yrs. work. <::am as for A. B.
course.

Samo as for A. D.
course.

Samo• as for A. D.
course.
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Requfrcrncnts for aclmission to the f1·esh1nan class of
Cour ·e.

In titution .

English language.

Classical languages.

I A. B ... ...

I
College of Montana,
Deer Lodge, Mont.

225

Gram. ; analysis; rhetoric . Latin: Lessons; Nepo ;
Coosar; Cicero; Vir gil.
Greek: Lessons; .Xeno•
phon; Thucydides.
Ph. B ..... Samo as for A. B. course . . Latin: Same as fo r A. B.
course.
Greek: Optional w ith
French or German.
B. S. and .••.. clo ..•... ... • •• • . •• •.•.. • --···-·-· ··-- -·····-····-··-·en g i•
neering.
A.B., Ph. Gram.; comp.; rhetori ; Latin: Gram.; Coosar;
American literature.
Cicero; comp.; sight
B., a nd
reading.
M~E~: ... . Same as above ..... .. ...................................
.

I

University of Mon•
tana, Missoula, Mont.

A.B ..... . Gram.; analysis; rhetoric;
literature.

226

University of Omaha,
Bellevue, Nebr.

227

Cotner University.I
Bethany Nebr.

228

229

230

Latin: Gram. · Crosar , 5
bks. i Cicero, 9 orations;
Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek : Gram. ; Anabasis,
4 bks.: Iliad, 3 bks.
B. 8 ... ... Samo as for A. B. course .. Latin: Samo as for A. B.
course.
A . B ...... Studies in English; el.
rhetoric.

Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
, allust.
Greek or German (1 yr. ).

B. S ...... Same as for A . B. course .. Latin : Samo as for A. B.
course.
A. B ...... Rhetoric .......... .. ...... . Latin: First Lessons ;
Cresar, 4 bks.; Cjcero, ti
orations; prose comp. ;
Ovid.
Union College, Collegej
View, Nebr.
Greek: First Lesson □;
Anabasis, 1 bk.
B. S ...... Same as for A . B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
A.B ... . . . Reed an d K e 11 o g g ' s Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
Higher Lessons ; Lock•
Cicero, 4 orations ; Vir·
wooa·s Lessons; rheto•
gil, 5 bks.; Ovid; comp.
ric (Hill) ; American lit. Greek: Gram.: Anaba is,
(Richardson's Primer);
3 l>ks.; Iliad, 2 bks.;
English lit. (Brooke's
comp.
Primer); Ivanhoe· •rale
of Two Cities; 'Tom
Brown's School Days;
Doane College, Crete,
Irving's Sketch Book;
Nebr.
·
Besant's Children of
Gideon ; Lady of the
Lake.
B.S ..... . Same as for A. B. course .. L atin: Gram .; Cresar ·
Cicero,4orations; comp.

Fairfield College, Fairfield, Nebr.

A. B. and
Ph. B.

Gram.; analysis; comp . . . Latin: Gram.; Cresar •. ...
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imi1:ersities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

I

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

American hist. _______ Algebra; plane and
solid geometry.
French or Germr.n:
0 pt ion a 1 with
Greek.

,'amo as for A. B.
course.

Samo as for A. B . ········--···-----······
course.

French or Gorman: 1 ..... do ...... ·-····· ........ . do-·····.·-·······- Phys. geog .....
yr's. work.

m

······j

i

... .......... ·-·····-···· ue~n~i~~-J ~r\f.os~ A~i:~:i~;~ra;plane . .... do .......... . _ .. . ·
o.nd Montana.
225
1····-··-················· Samo as above ........ Samo as above .. - ..... Fr e•ha:1c1 drawing.

I

German or Fr nch
(optional).

Americ::mhist.; gen.
hist. Optional:
E n g Ii s h h i s t . ;
French hist.

Arith.;algebra:plano Phys . geog. (op•
andsolidgeometry.
tional); drawing;
hygiene.

Gorman or Fr nch
(1 yr·s. work).

Samo a,,, Jor A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

I

2')...,6

Hygiene; drawing;
physics; chemistry;
phys. geog. Op·
tional: Botany.
0 rmnn or Gr k (1 Oen. hist- ..... -······ · Algebra; geometry .. PJ?.ysiology; dr~w• }
yr.).
mgi nat. ph1l.;
botany ; phys. .,.,
geog.
,-.w7
Cnm:m ................... do ................. Samo as for A. B. Samo as for A. B.
course.
0
•..•....... .............. Ant diluvianbist .... Algcbra.- ............ .
~~i~~nomy; cl. /
physics; botany;
physiology.
228

I

EI:

00rr.1an, , 'panisb, or
French.

Ramo as for A. B.
conrso.
U. . hist.; Grook
and Roman hist.
(Sheldon).

Samo as for A. B.
course.
Ari th.; o.lge:bro.;
geometry, 8 books.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

-···--·····-············· U.S. hist.; civil government.

ED

97--35

Samo ns for A. B.
course.
Zoology (Colton);
botany (Gray, Bessey).

Same as for A. B.
course. Also, physics (Shaw); astronomy (Young);
chemistry (Remsen).
Arith.; algebra ...... _ Phys. geog.; draw•
ing; physiology.

I230
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R equirements fo1· aclmission to tJ,e freshman class of
Institutfon.

Course.

English language.

A. B ______ Requirements of Commission of New England Colleges. a

231

Classics.I languages.
La tin: Cresar, 4 bks.;
Cicero, 6 orations ; Virgil, (j bks. ; comp.; pros·
ody.
Greek: Anab::isis, 4 bks.;
Homer, 2 bks.; prose
cJmp. (Optional with
French or German and
b otany, chemistry, a.nd
physics.)

Univ er sit y of Nebraska, Lincoln,
l ebr.

B. S. (in-

cludmg
en gineer ing).

232

Gates C o 11 e g e , N e ligh, Nebr.

233

Creighton University,
Omaha, Nebr.

231

Nebraska Wesleyan
Univer ity, Univer·
sity Place, Nebr.

Same as for A . B. course_. Latin: Cmsar, 4 bks.;
Cicero, 6 orations : prose
comp. (Optional with
French or German.)

A. B--·-·· Gram.; analysis.--···--··· Latin: Gram.; CJre:,ar, 4
bks.; Cicero, i orations:
Virgil, 6 bks.; prose
comp.
Greek : Gram.; Ana.basis,
4 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.;
prose comp.
B. S ···-·· Gram.; analysis; el. rhet- Latin: Same as for A. 13.
oric.
course.

A. B .... _. Gram. (Goold Brown);
Coppens' Practical In·
troduction; comp.

La t in: Gram. (Yenni);
Historia 'a ra; 'ic ro;
Crosar: 1,rose comp.
Greek: Gram. (Yenni);
.tEsop; Hieroclcs; Lu cian .
A. B .. _._. Gram.; cl. rhetoric; comp_ Latin: Gram.; Ca><>ar; Cicero; Virgil.
Greek: White·s Begin·
nor's Book; Anabasis;
Herodotus.
Pb. B ... __ Same as for A. B. course. Latin or -l-rcek: Salilo [.S
Also: El. literature.
for A. B. course.

B. S -····- Same as for Ph. B. course. Latin: Gram. an<l Lessons.
York College, York, {
Nebr.

A. B ...... Gram.; comp.; literature. Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
'ic r : Virgil.
Gr ck: Gram.: nal;,, i :
H r odotus; Iliad.
Ph.B. and Same as for A. B. co-:.u·se_. _ Lntin: ~aillc a!:i fo1• -~- I~.
B.,·.
course.
1
a 8ee page 45 .
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unh;ersities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.
French: 600 pages,
using Van Daell 's
Reader; Verne's Le
Tour du Monde;
Thiers's Expedition de Bonaparto
en Egypte; La marti 11 e's Graziella;
Halevy's L'Abbe
Constantin.
Or German: 3 of the
following: Ander-

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Greek and Roman A1gebra t h r o u g h El. physiology
hist. or gen. Euroquadratics; plane
hygiene.
pean hist.; c iv i 1
and solid geometry. El. physics (Gage),
government(Fiske).
el. c h e m i st r y
(Remsen), and el.
botany. (Optiona l with Greek.)

~~~~~~!rci!f ~ !~=

buch ohno Bilder;
Putlitz's ·was sich
der Wald erzahlt;
Joynes's Reader;
Storms' Immensee;
Leander's Tr au mereien.
(Optional ,vith
Greek.)
Same as for .A. B.
courso, with an additional year's
work in literature.
(Optional with
Latin.)

German: Gram.;
Worm.a.n's First
Book; Bernhardt's
'prach uncl LeseBuch; Grimm's
:Maerchen.

231

Same as for A. B.
course.

Algebra, including El. physiology and
1ogarithms; plane
hygiene; el phyand solid geometry.
sics; e1. chemistry;
el. botany.

U. S. and gen hist.;
Greek and Roman
hist.; civil government.

Arith.; algebra
thro·ugh quadratics; plane, solid,
and spherical geometry.

Phys. geog. ; political geog.

U. S. hist.; ~en. hist.;
Roman hist.; civil
government.

Same as for A . B.
course.

Phys. an d po lit.
geog.; physiolo1;y
(Martin); physics
(Gage).

U. S. hist. (Sadlier);
modern hist.
(Fredet).

Arith.; algebra
through radicals.

Phys.geog _______ ____ 233

U. S. hist.; civics;

Ari th.; el. algebra;
plane and solid geometry.

Physiology; physics_

gen. hist.

232

--------·-------·-------- Samo as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Physiology; phys. / 1234
course.
course.
geog.; physics; ol.
chemistry.
Gorman: lyr s. work ______ do ______________________ do ________________ _ Same
as for A. B.
course. Also, zoology.
Arith.: algebra; ge- Physics; phys. geog.;
ometry.
botany; chemistry.

l

235

Gclrman: 2yrs. work_----····-····--·····--··· Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
1
course.
,
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Requfremenfs for admission to the freshman class of
Institution.

23:J

Course.

Nevada State University, Reno, Nev.

B. S., in-

English language .

Classical languages.

Gram.; rhetoric; Sketch Latin: Collar and Dani oil's
Book; Snow Bound; Sir
Beginner's Book; ColRogerdeCoverley · Raslar's Gradatim; N epos;
selas; Picciola; Carhle's
Collar's Gate to Cresar;
Choice of Boo.Ks; Houso
Kelsey's Cicero.
of Seven Gables; Talisman; Macaulay's Essays
on Uhatham and Hastings and Lays of Ancient
Rome; Dickens' Christmas Carols ancl Tale of
Two Cities; Lady of tho
Lake: Vision of Sir
Launfal; Merchant of
Venice; Julius Cresar;
Emerson·s Essays on
Beauty, Culture, Behavior.
Same as for A. B. course ___ - ---- - ----·· ______ --··-· ------

cluding
Engineering.
A. B------ RequirementsofCommission of New England
Colleges.a

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks., or Sallust' Jugurtha and Catiline, or
Cresar·s Civil War, 3
bks.; Cicero, 6 orn.tions;
Ovid's Metamorphoses,
4,000 lines, or Virgil's

g~o~Ji;s±-ff ~~'3'gt;~

2'37

Dartmouth College,
Hanover, N. H.

logues; Virgil, 0 bks.;
comp.
Greek: Gram.; Anab..-isis.
4 bks.; Iliad, 3 bkR.;
proso comp.; cigh t
translation.
B. L ______ SameasforA.B.course __ _ Latin: Same as for A. n.
course.

B. S .. --·-- _____ do-------------- ·-- -··-------- ---------·--·---····--··

A. B--· ··- RequirementsofComm1ssion of New England
Colleges.a

238

Rutgers College, New
Brunswick, N. J.

Latin: Gram.; comp.;
'resar, 4 bks. or Civil
War, or Ncpos; Cicero, Ci
orations; Sallust·s ati·
lino; Virgil. G bks., or 5
bk . and Eclogues.
Gre k: Gram.; Ana.basis,
3 bks.; Iliad or Odys. ey,

~

B. B---··· Sa.me as for A. B. course_ .. _.. -~~-s_-!_~~-~-~-.-- · ·-- ·-···-

A. B ...... Requirementsof ommission of New England
Colleges.ci

Prine ton Cniverr-ity
Princeton,~ T. J.
'
B.

s_ ... __

Gram.;comp.;TwicoTold
'fal s: 'ilas larn r;
larmion; Aacaulay·s
Lifoof.'amuelJohn on.

La ti11: Gram.; comp.;
Creimr , 5 bks.; Virs-:il, Ci
hks.; 'icero Oorations.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Ana basis, 4 bks.; Iliad. :J
bks. or 5th, lith, nnd a
chapt •r. or 'ith bk. of
Anahasis, or IIcrodotus,
'ith hk. of history, soc·
tiona J- 00 nncl l,:!- 2;39.
Lat i 11 : Gram.; comp.;
'msar. 5 bks. · Cicero, 1
oration .
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universities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.
English hist.; U. S.
h i st . ; gen . hist. ;
civil government.

Mathematics.

Scien ce.

Arith.; algebra; plane Phys. geog.; physics.
geometry.

236

French: 2yrs. work .. Same as for A. B.
course.

Samo as for A. B.
cour se.

Greek hist. to death
of Alexander (My•
ers) · Ro.man hist.
to death of Marcus
Aurelius; U.S. hist.
(Johnston).

Arit h.; algobra to
quadratics; plane
geometry.

Same as for A. B.
cour se.

237

French : Gram.; Samo as for A. B. Ari th.; algeb r a Phys.geog.(Guyot);
comp. (Grandgent);
course.
through qnadrat·
physiology (Mar•
500 pages of prose
tin); botany
ics; plane geometry.
an<l poetry.
(Gray).
Or German : Gram.
(Joynes•:Meissner);
300 pages of prose
and poetry.
Samo as for B. L. _.... do ••....••......... A r i th. ; algo bra; Samo as for B. L.
course.
through quadrnt•
course. Also: El.
ics; plane and solid
physics (Gage);
geometry; plane
chemistry (Barttrigonometry.
lett's Laboratory
Exercises, Parts
French or German:
Grant.; ability to
pronounce c~rrect·
ly, common1rregu•
lar verbs.

Rome (Allen) ;
Greece (Smith);
U.S. (Johnston) .

Arith.; algebra
through quadrat•
ics; plane geometry
(Bowser, ,! bks.).

I -V) .

Descrip. !!nd phys.
geog.
I

238

.. ....................... U.S. hist .......... .... Ari th.; algebra
through progres·
sions; plane an<l
solid geometry.

'amo as for A. B .
course . Also:
Physics (Wells);
chemistry (Rem•
sen) .

French or German:
El. gram.; comp.;
translations.

ArithJ algebra, in•

French: Gram.(Otto,
U-201); reader
GerugC:n~PJ\\im.
<Otto, pp. 18-2/hlJ;
Grimm's 1\Iil.rchon
(Otis, pp. 1-49).

U. '. hist. (Johnston). Samo as for A. B. ·············· ·········· '
cour s . Also, solid
~ ometry, includ•
rng cylinuer and
cone.

ft

~i~':is ~~~
theorem; plane ge•
ometry.

?i~~b~z!i
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Course.

English language.

Classical langu:iges.

A.B ______ Gram.; co.mp _____ __ ___ __ __ Latin: Gram.; comp.; Oresar; Nepos.
Greek : Gram.; reader;
Anabasis; comp.
A .B.and Gra m.; rhetoric ; comp.; L atin: Gram.; comp.;
Ph.B.
Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicer o, G
Sketch Book; Thana orations; Virgil, 6 bks.
topsis; Ev a nfelin e ;
Snow Bound; vanhoe; Greek: Gram. ; Anabasis,
3 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks. ;
Our Mutual Friend.
comp.
2-11 Alfr ed University, B. S------ Same as for A . B. course .. L atin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; comp.
Alfred, N. Y.
Greek : Gram.; r<'ader.
Ph.B _____ Same as for A. B. course. Latin: Same as for A . B.
course.
Also r eadin1> books r ecommended y Commission of New England
Colleges. a
242 St. Bonaventure 's Col- A. R ______ Brown's First Lin es; L atin: Gram. (Bullion) ;
Historia Sacra; Vi r i
comp.
l ege, Allegany, N. Y.
Ro.moo.
Greek: Gram. (Bullion ).
243 St. Stephen's Collego., A. B----·· Gram ...... _·· ·-· ·······--· L atin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Virgil, G hks., and
Annandale, N. Y.
Eclogues: Cic ro, 6 orations; Sallust's Catiline;
comp.
Greek : Gram.; Anabasis,
3 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.
244 St. Francis Colleg e , A. 8 ______ Gram. (Brown) ; comp.; L atin : Gram. ; FirstYear
fuHarknoss); Historin.
rhetoric.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
acra; Cresar, 4 bks .;
Phredrus; Cicero, Do
Amici tia; com-Jr_Greek: Gram.; irstYear
(Harkness); Actsofthe
Apostles.
In
place of tho modern
A. B--··-- Gram.; comE.; letterlanguages students may
writing; se ectionsfrom
offer
the amount of
authors.
Greek and Latin USU·
ally reiuired for entrance y the avorago
245 Polytechnic Inst itute
New England coll ge .
of Brooklyn, BrookForeitherofthomod rn
lyn, N. Y.
Janguagosane9.uinilent
amount of Latin will be
accepted.
B. S --···· Samo as for A. B. course .. L atin may bo off red in
p1a e of a mode1·n Ianguage.
246 Canisius College, Buf- A. B--··-· Gram.; r hetoric; comp.; Latin: Gram.; comp.; conKing J ohn; Dream of
versation; Orosar,4bk .;
falo, N. Y .
Gerontius ( wman);
Cicero; Ovid'sMetamorEvangeline; W bster's
pho e ; Virgil, Eclogues
First Bunker Hill Owand 1 bk. of Georgics or
tion; Selections from
an C(luivalent from the
the S£,ecta tor (Addi lEn 1d.
son); laiiu e in London Greek: Gram.; co:ng-: An(D foo); Life of. 'amuel
aba:--is, 4 bks.; 0 yssey
J ohuson (Macaulay );
or Iliad .
.Ancient Marin r; Thana~op is~ Milton's Lyc1das; onnots.
a See page 4.3 .

240

Seton Hall Collef e,
South Orange , N. .
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imive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
i'r!odorn languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

U. S. hist.; universal
hist.

Arith .... ............. Elements of natural
science.

U. S. hist. to E>nd of
Civil War; Greece
to B. C. 403; Rome
to B. C. 8S.

Algebra through
proportion; _j>lane
geometry (Wentworth, 5 bks).

German and French: U. S. hist. to end of
l yr. 's work in each.
CivilWar.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Gorman or French:
1 yr. s work.

Physiology(Martiu).

Phys. geog. (Rous• 241
ton;
physics
( teele).
S~~!rs!~ for A. B ...... do ........... ...... S~~:r:O~ for A. B. 1

Ancient hist. (Fre•
det).

Arith ........... .. ... . Bookkeeping . _.. . . . ' 2!2
Arith.; algebra to
quadratics; plane
g-eometry,O bks.

French: Henn's In·
trod uctory nnd
, econd Cour es.
German: Oehlschlo.•
ger; read r.

240

U. S. hist.; ancient
hist. (Fredet).

Geog - - -- --- - ----- ____I sia

Ar1th.; algebra to Bookkeeping; geog.. ::.!U
cube ro t; plane
geometry.

French: Gram .; U. S. hist.; bist. of Ari th.; algebra to El. phyeics ........ _. .
comp.· La Bello
England.
logarithms (Wells);
NivernaisC'; ::Uichel
Dnvios's Legendre,
trogoff; La Perle
5 bks.
Noir.
I
German: Gram.;
comp.; Grimm's
1fiirchen; Wilhelm
Tell; Bernhardt's
No dletten Biblio•
thek.
French or German Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Samo as for A. n.
as for A. B. course.
course.
course.
course.
Gorman: Bacon's
Leitfaden; comp.;
conversation.

U. S. hist.; Oriental Ari th.; algebra.
monarchies and
through quadrat•
ics; plane and solid
Greek hist.; R oman
hist.; Middle Ages.
geometry.

210
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247

Course.

St. Lawrence University, Canton, N. Y.

I

English language.

A. B __ ____ Comp.; Merchant of Ven- Latin: Gram.: comp.; Crosar, 4 bks. ; Cicero, Ci oraice; Twelfth Night;
tions; Virgil, 6 bks.
Evangeline; Vision of
Sir Launfal; Webster's Greek: Gram.: comp.;
Ann.basis, 3 bks. ; Iliac.1,
Reply to Hayne; Houso
3bks.
of Seven Gables; Princess; Abbot; Southey's
Life of Nelson.
Ph. B ..... Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. D.
course.
B. L •.... , _____ do ____________ ---------- Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicero, •!
orations.
B. S ------ ____ .do--····------------·-·· Same as for B. L. course
(optional with French
or German).

A. B ______ RequirementsofCommission of New England
Colleges.a

Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.

Classic:11 languages.

Ph.B.and
B.S.

Latin: Gram.; comp.;
Coosar, 4 bks. ; Virgil, G
0

~!~l~~~~e6~hYi~~~~ Ju'.

gurthine War or Virgil's Eclogues.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis, 3 bks.; Iliad,
2 bks.
Same as for A. B. ccmrse .. Latin: Same as for A. n.
course.

Latin: Gram.· Cresar, 4
bks., or Saliust's Catiline and Jugurtl.Jine
War; Virg-il, li bkR.; Eclogues and Georgics, 2
bks.; icero, 7 orations;
comp.
Gre k: Gram.; comn.;
Anabasil . 4 bks.; Iliad,
3bks.
B. S. and Same as for A. B. course .. Latin (optional): , am ~s
B.L.
for A. B. course, omitting 1 hk. of Cresn!', the
Eclogues and G ori:dcs
of Virgil, and 1 oration
of Cicero.
A. B •..... RequirementsofCommia- Latin: Gram.; comp.;
'iesar, 4 bk .. ; Cicern, Ii
sion of Now England
Colleges. c~
orations; Virgil, 0 bks.
Gr k: Gram.; comp.:
Anabasis, 3 hks.; Iliad
3 hks.
Ph. B.... . Same as for A. B. course .. Latin or Gr •k as for ....
B.C'ourl:l .

A. B------ Requirements of Commission of New England
Colleges.a

24!)

2;;0

Hobart College,
neva, N. Y.

Ge·

Colgate University,
Hamilton, . Y.
B.

__________ .clo -····· ---·--·-··-····- Latin: 2 y nrs' worl· ( rmtionnl with Fr •uch <>.'
G rman).

1
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tmive1·sities, colleges , and schools of technology-Continued.

I Modern languages.

History.

!__ __ _____________________ Ancient hist.
ers);
hist.

(MyAmerican

Mathematics .

Science .

Arith.; algebra to
qu adratics ; plane
geometry.

Physiology(Martin)

______ -----· _...... -··· · · Samo as for A. B. Sama as for A . B. Same as for A . B.
course.
course.
cuurse .
....... . .... ······· ···-·· ..... do ...................... do·--···· ............... do_ ..... ···- ..... .
French: Gram.; 100 -··· do_ ............... -···-do_ ....... ---······ __ ... clo_ .... --········· 247
~ages of FleurJ:'s
dl~h~1°a1se R~~
mains; Athali ; Le
Roman d 'un J euno
HommePauvre; La
Neu vaino de Co•
lette.
Or German: Collar"s
Eysenbach; Ander•
sen 's Fairy Tale ;
Jungfrau; Fro y ·
tag's, oll und Hab•
n (Bultman ).
Greek and Roman Arith.; algebra
antiquities; U. S.
~hrough quadrathist.
ics; plane geome·
try.

French: Gram.;
r eader (Super, GO
page ).
German: Gram.;
read r (Brandt, oO
pages); Lodeman 's
exorcises, 1s t
series.

Roman ant.iquitie ;
U. S. hist.; g n.
hist.

Ancient R om~.n hist.
(Pennell); Ancient
Greece (Pennell);
hist. of 0-. S. and
England; Rome
(Allen); Greece
(Oman).

Same ns for A. B.
course.

I

tIB

.................. ······.i

Ari th.; algebra
through quadratic s ; geometry
(Wentworth, 6
bks.) .
240

Fr n h and German:
Easy r a.ding c. t
sight.

French: Gram.; sight
translation: '00
page of reading.
Or Uerman:
ram.·
s i g h t translation ;
200 pages of r ad•
ing.
Fr nch and German
as for A. B. course
(Latin may b of·
f r d in plac of
Frr,nch or Ger•
man).

Gre ce; Rome; U. 8 . ;
England.

Samo as for A. B. -·--·· ·-··-· ·-···- -·····
cours .

U.

. hist. (Doyl );
reec (Oman);
Rome (Allen).

Ari th.; algohrn
(Taylor's academ·
ic)· plane gcome·
try.

Physiology--········

Same as for A B.
cours . Also: England (Thompson).

, ame as for A. B.
cour e.

ame as for A. B.
course.

,'ame as for Ph. B. _.... c1o--··············· Physiology: el.
course.
physics; chemis•
try through non·
metals.

'
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Course.

Institution.
I

English language.

A. B------ Requirements of Commission of New England
Colleges. a

Classical languages.
Latin: Gram.; comp. ;
CmsarorNepos; Virgil,
6 bk!-.; Cicero,6 orations.
Greek: Gram.: comp.;
Ana basis, 2 bks.; Iliad,
2 bks.

_____ do ____ Same as above ... __________ Latin : Samo as above _____

51

25~2

3

Cornell University,,
Ithaca, N. Y.

College of St. Francis
_,ravier, New York,
N.Y.

_____ do .... . .... do ______________________

--------·-------------··-·----

En g_i - _____ do ...... ---···-•-··---··
neermg
and archi te cture.

·-----------------------------

A. B--···· Gram. (Brown); comp.;

r he tor ic (Co~ens);
Lady of the
ake;
Princess; Brewster·s
SJ.)0cimens of Narra.t1on; Baldwin's• Spocimens of Description;
Gray's Elegy, etc.

I
I
I
I

L•tln, Gr&m.; comp.;
Cic~ro, lette1:s, ~i tory
I II, Nepos, lives, Pbro-

drus, Fables; C sar·s
Commentaries; 0 vi d ;
Virgil, Eclogues and
Georgi cs.
Greek: Gram. (Yeuni):
com;>.: JEsop's Fables;
Lu01an, Dialogues; Anaha
is.
A. B------ Requirements of Commis- Latin : Gram.; comp. ;
rosody; oosar 5 bk . ;
sion of New England
Colleges.a
icero, 0 orations; Virgil, (j bk .
Greek: . ram.; comp.:
Anaba IS, 4 bk . ; Iha<l.
3 bks.
-----do ____ Same as above ______ _---·-· Latin: Same as ahov-o .. ___

oiumbia. University,
• ,.ew York .~. Y.

B . . and ..... do ______________________ ---··-·--··------·---------···
enginoering.

a s~e page 1· .
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universities, colleges, ancl sclwols of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

l

Science.

I

T:Vo of tho follow- Arith.; algebra Polit. and phys .
mg: American
through quadrat•
geog.; pbys10logy. j
hist.; Greece to
ics, radicals and
death of Alextheory of exp o •
ander; Rome to acnents: plane geom•
cession of Commoetry.
dus; English hist.
Same as above _____ ··· Same as abo,e_·-·----

French: Translation
at sight of standard
French, aboutl,000
pagos should be
road; translation
into French of connected English
prose; gram.
Or German: More
advanced gram.;
translation at sight
of ordinary German; comp.; about
700 pages, mcluding
500 pages of classical prose and poetry, should be
read.
French and German .. .. .. do ............... _. Samo as above. Also: ..... do-·····---·····-·
as above.
Solidgeometry;ad•
va 11 ce d algehrai·
plane and spherica
trigonometry.
French: Gram.; ..... do ................ . Samo as above ........ .. ... do ...•••...•......
translation of 10th
century prose;
tran lation from
1
English into
French, about 400
pages should b e
read.
Or G rman: Gram.;
translation of easy
prose; about 200
duodecimo pages
sbouid be read.
French: Fasnacht's U.S. hist.;, ancient Arith.; school alge• Geog ..... . ·--········ :?:;2
Progressive
hist.; lrreece;
bra(Wentworth).
Course, I, II; ReadRome.
er, I.
Or German: Gram.
(Ahn); Progressive
Reader.

I

French : Gram .;
Rambaucl's Histoiro do la Civilisation Fran<,aise.
01· German: Gram.;
llauff'sor Grimm's
1\larchen.
French and German
as aboye.

Greece; Rome ........ Ari th.; algebra
~hrough quadrat•
1cs; plane geome•
try.

I

I
I
I

Chemistry, non•
metals, and labor•
atory course of
40ex3?eriments; or
phys1es, Hall and
Bergen and 4.0 ex· 253
p er i me n ts ; or
some other
branch of science
approved by tho
doan.
Samo ru:i above ........ U.S. hist. (Johnston). Algebra to series; Physics (Peck's Ga·
not ) ; chemi try,
plane, solid, a 11 d
spherical g e o m •
non • metals and
try; plane trigotheir important
nometry, right an•
compounds with
gled and oblique
each other; free·
angl d plane tri·
hand drawing.
angles.
"
Rome.··············-· , amc as above. Also:
Algebra from
quadiatics; volu•
m tric and spher·
ical geometry.

I
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Institution.

254

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B ...... RequirementsofCommis• Latin: Gram.; comp.;
sion of New England
Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicero,
Colleges. a
6 orations; Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek: Gram.; com_p.;
Anabasis, 3 bks.; Iliad,
3bks.
B. S . . . . . . Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
B. L ........... do . .-.................... Same as for B. S. course .. .

Manhattan Co 11 e g e,
New York, N. Y.

C. E. a;:id ..... do ........................... do ..................... .
B. S. in
Arch.

Requirements of Commis· Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Virgil, 6 bks.;
sion of New England
Cicero, 6 orations; comp.
Colleges. a
Greek: qram.; com_p:.;
Anabas1s, 4 bks.; Il1aa,
3bks.
New York University, I Ph.B.antl Same as for A. B. course .. Latin
or Greek as for A.
New York, N. Y.
B. course.
I B. S.
A . B . and

B.S.

255

I

1.... do . ... ..... . do

......•........................................... :.

Civ. Eng . .... . do ................................................... .
256 St. John's College,New A. B ...... Gram.; comp .............. Latin: Gr:im.; com1;>.;
Historire Sacrre; C1c•
York, N. Y.
ro·s letter. ; N pos;
Pbredrus; Cicero, De
Senectute; Cres!lr; Ovid.
Greek: Gram.; comp.·
.lE!>op·s Fables; Lucian;
Cebes, Tablet; Anaba·
si .
257 Niagara
University, A. B .••.. . Gram.; comp.; rhetoric ... Latin: Gram.; comp.;
rosar; Sallust; Cicero's
~~¥,ara University,
Orations; Virgil; Livy.
Greek: Gram; comp.:
l\femcralJilia; Iliad.
A.B ..... . Gram.; comp. ; l\fidsum• Latin: Gram.; comp.;
mer Night's Dr am;
Ore. nr, 4 bks.; Cicero, 6
Woodstock; Tales of a
orations; Virgil, (J bks.
Traveller; Webster·s Greek: Gram.; comp.;
First Bunker Hill Ora•
Le on (Whitei; Anab•
tion · l\Iil ton's L' Allegro
asis, 3 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.
and II Penseroso: Ma•
caulay'sE sa_yonMilton.
258 University of Roches• Ph.B ..... Same as for A, B, course .. . Latin or Greek as for A.
ter, Rochester, N. Y.
B. course.
B. S ....... .... do ..................... . ............................. .

A. B ...... ReqwrementsofCommis•
ion of New England
Colleges. a

nion oll g .
u ·tndy,. •. Y .

Ph. B.....

Latin: Gram.; comp.:
Crosar, 4 bk. .. or Arrow•
smith and WhiC'her·s
First Latin R adin~:
Virgil, Ii hks.: Cic-e ·o. ti
orations; , allu t, (.'ati•
line or Jugurtba.
Gr k: Gram . ; Goodwin'
R a.d •r. lOOpn.:::- . ; ,\uabn.«i . 1 hks.; lliad. a bk ..
'amo as for A. B. cour e .. Latin: ame a for .A. B.

B . . nncl ..... do ..................... .
Enid•
n •ring.

a.:ee:

png F
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itniversities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Greece to death of
Alexander; Rome
to death of Marcus
A uroli u s; U. S.
hist.

Arith.; algebra
~hrou~h quadrat•
1es; piane geome•
try.

Geog.; el. physics ...

French or German: 3 Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
yrs. work each.
course.
course.
French and German ..... do ...................... do .......... ·-·····
as above.
Same as for B. S ...... do ........ ·--·· ... . Same as for A. B .
course. Also ad•
course.
vanced mathematics, including a
complete course of
algebra.
Rome to battle of Arith.; algebra
Actium, 31 B. C.;
through quadrat•
Greece; -U.S. hist.
ics (Wentworth);
plane geometry.
French or German: U.S. hist.; Greece or Samo as for A. B.
Gram.; ight trans•
Rome as for A. B.
course.
lation of simple
course.
prose.
French ancl German U.S. hist ................... do ..... ·-·.-········
as abov .
Same as above_ ..... . . Same as above ............. do ..... ·-····-·····
U. S. hist.; Greece; Arith.; algebra ... ....
Rome.

French: Edgren.
German: Ahn.

Same as for A. B.
course.
... -.do ..... ·--···- ... . 254
..... do_ .............. .

Geog ... .......... ... .

Samo as for A. B. >:l55
course.
_____ do.- ............. .
..... clo -····· ·-···· -···
Geog __ ······-·-·····- 256

U. 8. hist. (Hassard);
hist. (Vuibort).

Ari th.; algebra ·-···· ···--- --···- --···· 257
(Loomis); geometry (Loomis).

Gen. hist. (Myers);
U. S. hist. to close
of Civil War (John•
ston).

Arith.; algebra
through quadmt•
ics; plane and solid
geometry.

French : Gram. ; 20:J Samo as for A. B. Same as for A. B. -..•. -....••.. -. • • • • • • -• 258
pages of reading.
course.
course.
Or German: Gram.;
100 pages of easy
prose.
Fren"h and Gorman ..... dO--·······--······ Same as for A. B. Physico (Gage);
physiology or bot•
course. Also plane
as for Ph. B. course.
any or zoology;
trigonometry
hemistry or geol•
through plane tn·
angles.
ogy or astron.
U. S. hist.; Greece; Arith . ; algebra Geog.; physiology ... ·
through quadrat•
Rome.
ics · plane geom·
etry.

French: Gram.;
comp.; 200 pages of
prose and poetry.
Or German: Gram.;
comp.; 100 pages of

(cr;i1eo~~~ p~~\Yh

ame as for A. B.
course.

Samo as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
cour!;e.

Greek.)
French or German ..... do ..•.....••........... . do . ....•. ·-········ .. -.. do ............... .
as nbovo "( optional
with Latin ).

259
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Requirernents fo1· admission to the freshm an class of
Engiish language.

Course.

Institution.

Classical languages.

A. B ______ RequirementsofCommis- Latin: Gram.; Ca=isar, 4
sion of New England
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
Colleges. a
Virgil, 6 bks. and Eclogues; comp.
Greek: Gram. ; comp.;
Anabasis, 3 bks.; Iliad, 3
bks., or Odvssey, 4 bks.
Ph. B _____ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Samo- as for A. B.
course.
B. S ------ _____ c1o---------------------· SameasforPh. B. course
( optional with 1 year of
French ).
260

Syracuse University,
Syracuse, N. Y.

B. Arch __ Gram.; rhetoric. ____________________________ __ _____ ____ _
B. L--·--- Same as for A. B. course __ Latin or Greek as for A .
B. course ( optional with
either French or German).
A.B _____ _ Gram.; rhetoric; litera- Latin: Cresar,2bks.; Cicoro, 4 orations; Virgil,
ture; comp.; Merchant
of Venice ; Milton's Comus; Alhambra; Macau- G~e~i~-\~fe·,s Begin ner 's Book; comp. ;
lay's Essay on Milton;
Anauasis, 3 bks.
Ivanhoe; Lady of the
2ol University of North
Lake; Evangeline;
Carolina, Chapel Hill,
Webster 's First Bunker
N.C.
Hill Oration; D e Foes
History of tho Plague
in London.
Ph.B ____ _ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Sa,me as for .A.. B.
course.
B. s _________ __ do ______________________ -----------·---·--··---------A. B ______ Language ( '.rarbell); Latin: Gram.; reRru·.
comp. and rh eto ric Greek: Gram.· White's
(Genung); gram.
Beginner'sBook.
262 Bicldlo Univ e rsity.
Charlotte, N. C.
B. S. _____ Same as for A. B. course __ First Latin Book (Tuell
{
and !i'owler) or Greek
as for A. B. cour e.
A B
Gram---·----·-·--------·-· Latin: Gram.an<lreader:
· ·----Crosar; rncero,oratio!ls
against Catiline.
2o3 Da yidson College, Da- /
Greek: Gram. and reader:
ndson, N. C.
White's Beginner· n
Book.
B. S ______ Samo as for .A. B. course __ ------- --- ------------ · --- -· -·

2tH

Trinity Collego, Dur•
ham,

265

Elon College, Elon Col•
I g , N. (;.

2(jfj

2lii

I

.A. B ...... Gram.; rhetoric; Evange•
line; SketchBook; Lady
of the Lake; Ivanhoe;
Merchant of Venic .
A. B. and Gram.; Butlers chool
Ph.B.
Engli h; Manly'sSouth•
ern Literature.
A.B. and G1·am ..................... .
B.S.

Latin: Cresar,! bks.; Yir·
gil, 2bks.; comp.
Greek: .Anaba i , 2 bk..

Latin: Le son,; · C sar, :!
bk.
Gr k: Les on.
Latin: Tu lland Fowln"s
Fir t Book; 0 :;ar .
bks.
Hick• A. B ...... Gram.; comp . . ........... . Latin: More importnnt
forms,ruore clem ntnrr
rules of syntax.
Greek: Facibtyincoru osition and transl
g , ............ Gram ..................... . Latin: Bingham'
i
R end
, or
tilin .
on · g r am.;
1.,k .

.A. B .•.... Gram.; Tarbell'

comp.; Lockw
sons.

n.. · ..... .

ID

r

r .A. B.

C

ar;

i t •· B e i ·
k:
a m .; .An•
Jk.
for.\ . B.
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.
'l.lniversities, colleges, and schools of t echnology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

U.S. hist.; Rome to Ar i th . ; algebra
end of third Punic
through quadratwar; Greecetocapics; plane goomture of Corinth,U6
etry (Wentworth,
B. C.
5 bks.).

Phys.geog.(Geiki );
physics (Steele);
physiology ti\Iar·
tin) or botany.

German: Gram.; 200 Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
pages of r eading.
course.
cour e.
Same as for Ph. B. ·---·do ... -·----···-- ··· Same as for A. B. .. ... do .... -····---····
course. Also 1 year
course. Also algeof French ( optional
bra to series; solid
with Latin); a secgeometry; phne
ond year of French
trigonometry.

~rCresar)
~ti~a4
cgE!~ ~i
.
0

French : Gram.;
Telemaque, 10 bks.
German: Gram.;
Andersen's Mar ch•
en; Whitney's
Reader.

U. S. hist.; Greece Ari th.; algeb r a, Geog .; phy sics;
and Rome (Myers'
complete; plane
drawing.
Ancient Hist. ).
and solid geometr v .
Same as for B. Arch. Samo as for A. B. Physiology; physics.
course.
course.

G r eece (O man );
Rome (Allen); U.S.
hist. (Barnes) .

Algebra to quadratics; arlth.

201

········ ·····-········· · · Same as for A. D. Same as for A. B. ······-···· · ··········· ·'
course.
course.
,
......... ···-·····- ...... -·-·-do ...... -·········· ..... do.--· ....... ·-··- - .... ··-- ····-······· ... .
····-·············· ·-···- U. S. hist. (Mont• Arith. ; algebra . ...... Drawing ............. }
gomery).
····· ···············-···- Same as for A. B.
course.

Samo as for A. B.
course .

...... ....... -· ···· · -·· ·· ·········-········ ··· · ·-· A~~~d;ra~l~:bra

Dr::i.wing;physiology ·?Q:3

to · · ·····- ...... ·-···· ·-·l

I 263
I

...... ·····-············- ·-···· ................... Same as for A. B. --···· ........ .. ······-.. ···-·················· Americanhist.(John- Af~:b:!toquadratics ···················· ··-· ~G-i
ston).
U.S. hist ............ .. Arith.; abgebra to ·····- -····· --···· ..... .
quadratic!,.
U.S.andgen.hist. .. _ A1ith.; !.algebra .... Physiology; pll,ys.
geog.

20/.l

U.S. hist·-·····-······ ._ ... do- .................... ·······- ............ 207

··········-·············· ..... do . ..... ... -.•..... Ari th .: algebra ····-·--·--·-·- · -·· · ·· ·· 2'
through quadrat•
ics; plane geome•
try.

l

U.S. h~t. (Hansell);
gen. hi t. (Myers);
civil government.

Aritb.; algebra .. .... . Phys. geog. (Maury);
phr.siology; nat.
ph1l. (Avery); nat.
sciePce (Bart).
-CO

Same as for A. B.
course.

, ame as for A. B.
cour se.

Samo as for A. B.
course.
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Requirements for admission to the freshrnan class of
Course.

Institution.
270

Livingstone College,
Salisbury, N. C.

2il

Wake Forest Colle_€fe,
Wake Forest, N. 0 .

2U

.A. B __ .... Gram.; comp. (Swinton);

rhetoric; English literature (Shaw).

A. B-- ··-· Gram .; comp _________ _____ Latin : Gram.;Cresar; Cicero; Virgil.
Greek : Gram.; Anabesi.
Retl River Valley Uni-!
Herodotus.
N~r~!k: Wahpeton, B. S --···- Same as for A.. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A.. B.
course.
B,L--···- Gram.; comp.; rhetoric ...

I

A . B---··- Gram.; comp.; analysis;
el. rhetoric; Lamb's
Tales from Shako-

if!!tt;o!.;~;n~~~1ae1!

Book; Merchant of Ven ice; Dickens's Tale of
Two Cities; Do Foes
History of tho Plagu in
London; ilas Marner;
Webster's First Bunker
Hill ration; arlyle's
E say on Burns.

Buch tel College,
Akron hio.

I=~:~: ~~: . :~:eor~~.~~:·.~.·.~- ~~~~ .~:..\.. B-·····

ram.:analy.is;rh toric·:
study of authors.
1

!?i'i

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 3
bk s.; Vi r g i I, 2 bk s. ;
comp.
Greek: White's Beginner's Greek; gram.

~~1b

/

2ifj

Classical languages.

A. B--··-- ·----·----··-·--·-·-·--------- Latin : Collar and Da.niell's Beginner's Book ;
Cmsar, 2 bks.
Greek: White's Begin ner's Book.
A . B--···- Gram.; American litera- Latin: Collar and Danture.
iell's First Book.
Wea,erville College,
Greek : Harkness's First
W eaverville, N. C.
Book.
{ B. S ---··· Same as for A. B. course_. Latin: Samo as for A. B.
course.
A. B--···- ·--- --··-·--· -- - --- -- --- --- -- · Latin: Comstock's Lessons; Cresar, 4 bks.;
C_icerokG orations; Virgil, G b s.; comp.
Greek:
Gram.; White 's
Fargo College, Fargo,
Lessons ; Ana. basis, 3
N.Dak.
bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.
B. S ----·· Gram. ; rhetoric; litera- Latin: Comstock's Lessons; Cresar, 4 bks. ;
ture.
Cicero, G o r ations;
comp.
.A. B---·-· Comp.; rhetoric; English Latin : Lessons; Cresar;
Cicero; Virgil; comp.
literature ; American
literature.
University of North
0
; ; : University, --·-·do. ___ Comp.; rhetoric; literature; science of gram.

273

2i5

English language.

_fount

·uion

.\Iii nc •, < bio.

olleg
me

R 'i

for A. B. cour

..

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 3
bk . ; Cicero, 6 oration. ;
Virgil, 6 bks.; pro e
comp.
Gr ek: Gram. ; Anabasis,
3 hooks; prose comp.

Latin: Samo as for .A. B.
cour o.
Latin:
ram.; Crosar. 3
bks.; 'icero, 0 orations .
Latin: Gram.; Le on:
Cresar, 4 bk .; 'ic ro. i
orations; Virgil, 0 1,k .:
pro o comp.
ur•!f'k: 'ram.; Wllit ·s
Le. ·on·; Ana.ba. i.. 4

L~~ii) n~~e ~!~kfo~ ~~K

B .. -······- ... do-···--····-·····--···········-······-·-·-···········
"' . B ..•... / 'ram.: rhetoric; .Engli h
Americ:m lit ru-

f~:.l.

Latin:
:irrun.;
r k: 1 yr. . a rk.

r.

I
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

iinive'rsitie.s, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
History.

Modern languages.

Gen. hist. (Myers);
civil government
(Young).

Mathematics.

Science.

Algebra _____ .... ··--·· Physiology; zoology 270
(i:lteele); botany
(Gray); chemistry
(Cooley); geology
(Steele); physics
(Cooley).
Ari th.; algebra to Elemeu ts of botany 271
quadratics.
or physiology, or
phys. geog. or zool·
ogy.

U.S. hist ..... _......... Arith.; algebra ...... . Physiology .... ······

i

272

Samo as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
Gen. hist.(Myers) .... Algebra through
quadratics; plane
and solid geometry.

Same as for A. B.
course.
Phys .. geog.; el.
physics.
9 73

U. ~- hist.; gen.hist __ Ari th.; algebra Same r.s for A. B.
through quadrat•
course.
ics; plane and solid
geometry.
ivies (Thorpe); gen. Algebra; geometry .. Biology (Bergen);
hist. (Myers).
physi s
(Gag 's
frinciples); draw •

U. S. hist.; ancient
hist.

mg.

Sam as abov . Also ol. astronomy;
commercial law;
polit. con.
Ari th.; a 1 g bra ; Physiology __________
plane goometry.

Samoasabove. Also Samo as above. Also
science of arithmet~~sophy of U. ~ tic.

r
•:>74

I

U. S. and gen. hist.; Same as for A. B. Physiology; botany; 1 275
physi s; zoology.
ancient hist.; civics.
course.
Ge:·m::m: 2 y:-s. work . U. '. and !,?'en. hist.; ..... do ................ . Sam as for A. B.
cour, .
8
G~~{li ~nbJ5ti_ig~~i- Ari th. ; a 1 g e b r a Drawing ...... . ··---hist.; U. S. hist.;
through quadrat•
civil government.
ics; plane and solid
geometry.

276

Gorman: lyrs. work;
U rmanor Fren •h:
1 yrs. work.
German: :Jyrs. work;
Fr neh: 2yrs. work.

ED

U. S. and l,?'en. hist.;
·ivil gov rnment.
Samo a for Ph. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.
.... do ............... .

U. f'. n.ncl g n. hist.;
Gr e o (My rs) ;
Rom.

Arith.; alg bra;
plane and solid
geometry.

Physiologoy; phys.
gooi;.; drawing.
Physiology; phys .
g og.;
dra.'\\ ing;
nat. phil.
Phys. g o'g.; nat.
pbil. (Av ry);
chemistry (R ms en); descrip.
geog.

U. '. and gen. hist.; , amo as for A. B. Ramo as for A. B.
Rom . ; Groce • or
conrse.
conr ·e.
England.
U. S. and g n. hist.; . .... do·-···-·····-··-·- ... . . do ............... .
Rome; Englan<l.
'iYil
gov rnmcnt; Algehra;plan , i;olid, Phy iology; phys. , 278
I n of Rome.
n11cl spherical ge•
geog-.; physics;
omotry.
geology; botany .

97--3G
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Requirements f 01· aclm,ission to the freshrnan class of
Course.

Institution.

English.language.

Classical languages.

A. B ______ Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
literature.
27!J

! Ohio
University, Athens, Ohio.

Latin: Gram.; Viri Romre; Cicero, 7 orations;
Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek: Gram.; reao.er;
Anabasis, 3 bks.; Iliad,
3bks.
Ph.B.and Same a,s for A. B. course ___ Latin: Samo as for A. B.
B. S.
course.
A. B ______ Rhetoric; English literature (Brooke's Primer);
.American literature
(Watkins's Primer).

280

Latin: Collar and Daniell's Beginner's Book;
Viri Rom!rl; Cresar; Cicero; Ovid's Metamorphoses; Virgil; prose
comp.
Greek: White's Beginner's Book; Anabasis;
Iliad; prose comp.
Ph. B_ ____ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

Baldwin University,
Berea, Ohio.

B. S ------ ___ __ clo -····· --···· ···----·-- Latin or Greek (optional

with German).

B. L--···· ..... do---···-·····-···-····· Same a· for B. S. course .. _

281

A. B.. .. .. Higher Lessons (Reed and
Kellogg); literature
(Shaw). ·

Latin: Gram.; Coosar;
Virgil; comp.
Greek: White's Beginner's Book; Anabasis;
comp.
Ph. B .... _ Same a for A.B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
St. Joseph's College, A. B ...... Gram . (Bnllion); comp __ _ Latin: Gram. (Bullion);
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Historia Sacra; Vi r i
Romre; Cresar, 2 bks.
Greek: Gram. (Goodwin); Greek Ollendorf
(K ndrick); reader
(Jacobs).
St. Xavier College, A. B ...... Gram. (Goold Brown); Latin: Gram. (Yenni);
in innati, Ohio.
cow:,ens' Practical InHistoria acra; Cicero;
Cmsar.
i~·gti~~~~on; comp.; seGreek: Gram. (Yenni);
.lEsop; Hicroclcs; Lucian.
A. B---·-· Requir mentsofCommis- Lat in : Cresar, 4 hks. · Cicesion of New England
ro, 6 orations; Virgil, G
olleges. a
bk.; ,'allust's atilino
or 'icero'sDeAmicitia;
Cedarville College,
Cedarville, Ohio.

!

283

GF-t
k~ ~~~~is, 4 bks.:
Iliad, 3 bk~.; gram.;
0

28-l
1

prose comp.
B. L ------ , 'am a for A. B. ourse __ Latin: ,~am as for .A.. D.
cour .

B. ' ------ ____ . do ____ ·----·-······- ___ _ ·· · - ·-···· ______ --··-····----·

'alvin CollegC',
land. Ohio.

~.\, B ______ Hi~herLl' sons(R euantl

t. I •11atiu. 'oll gc,
'I ,. lnnd. hio.

A.B _____ _

K Hogg).

'ram. :

rh toric

p n . J: c mp.

op-

Latin: l-r m. and
·

( 'C'hultzJ ;

l'.

Gr m. antl •x r-
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

universities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
History.

Mathematics.

U. S. ancl gen. hist.;
hist. of England.

A r it h.; a 1 gob r a ;
plane geometr y.

Phys. geog __··· --·-···

German: 1 yrs. work_ Samo as for A. B.
course; also civil
government.
Ancient, mediooval,
and modern hist.
(Myers).

Same as for A. B.
course.

Phys. geog.; zool•
ogy; physics.

Algebra; plane and
solirl geometry.

El. physics ( Carhart

Same as for A . B.
course.

Same a for A. B.
cour se.

l\Iodern languages.

Science.

279

German : Gram.; Same as for A. B.
comp.; a modern
course.
and a classica l
drama.
French : Gram.; ____ _do.· ---·--······--comp.; modern
story; classical
d r ama; hist. of
French literature.
German (optional
with Latin or
Greek) .
Same as for B . S. --·--do-·---- - -- · ·-·--·course.
American hist.
(Montgomery);
civics (Macy); gon.
hist. (Myers).
German: Co 11 a r ' s
Eys nbach.

Ji rench or German:

Gram.; comp.;
sight reading.
, amo as for B. L .
course.

Gflrman: Grfl,m.;
::; ·hiller's Glocke.

and Chute); botany (Gray); physiology; phys. geog.

280

-- ·-- dO-·- · ··-·-·······- Samo as for A. B.
course. Also
drawing.

Algebra ...... ·---·---- El. physics; lJotany.
Ari th.; algebra
(Bowser).

Phys. geog.; botany
(Gray).

Same as for A. B.
cours .
Ancient hist. (Fredet).

, ,1,me as for A. B.
course.
Ari th.; algebra to se•
ries.

'ame as for A. B.

U. S. bist. (Sadlier);
modern hist. (Fredet).

Arith . ; al~ebra
through J"ad1cals.

Roman hist . (My•
ers); Myers' East•
ern Nations and
Greece.

Algebratoarithmeti•
cal progression;
plane geometry.

281
'Olll'S .

Phys. g

g __________ _ 283

Gen. hi ·t. ( Iyers) .... Samo a fot· A. Il.
course.

Ancient and mediro·
val hi t. (Barn s);
U. . hist. (Eggles·
ton).
U. . hist.; ancient
hist.

ame as fo1· A. B. El. botany; <11. inorganic ell mistry;
cours . Al o: olid
el. physic'-'; el. zo•
and spherical ~eometry; plane tng•
ology.
onometry.
I
Algebra to binomial Phy ics (Shaw) -··-- -- 2&3
theorem; arith.
Ari th.; algebra -·--·-· --··· ··· · ---·---- 286
through q uadratics; q ometry.
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Requirements for admission to the freshman class of
Course.

Institution.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B ...... RequirementsofCommis•
sion of New England
Colleges.a

Latin: Gram,; Cresa.r, 3
bks. ; Cicero, 6 orations;
Virgil, 6 bks. and Bucol·
ics; Ovid; prose
comp.
Greek: Gram.; Ana.basis,
4 bks. ; Iliad, 3 b k s . ;
prose C'omp.
B. L _.. ... Same as for A. B. course .. L atin: Same as for A. B.
course.

287

Western Reserve Uni·
versity, Cleveland,
Ohio.

Ph. B .......... do ................... . ....... clo .. .. •• .. .••• ····---- --

233

C:1pital University,
Columbus, Ohio.

A. B ...... Gram. (Swinton); comp.;
analysis.

Latin: Harkness Fir st
Year; Viri Romre; Cre·
sar, 2 bks.
Greek: Gram. and exer·
cises (Lattmann).
Latin: Gram.; Crosar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
Virgil, Gbks.; comp.
Gr ek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis, 3 bks.

A. B ...... Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
Paradise Lost, I and II;
Pope's Iliad, I and XXII;
Vicar of Wakefield;
Southey's Life of N el·
son; Vi ion of Sir Laun•
fal; House of Seven Ga•
bles.
Ph. B ..... S::i.me as for A. B. course .. Latin: Samo
course.

2:.<

I Ohioolum1Ju8,
Sta.to University,
Ohio.

a:J

fol' A. D.

Pb.Band ..... do ...... ...... .. ---·--·· Latin and French, or
B. .
Latin and G rm:m, or
French and German, as
in Ph. B. ourso abo,e.
Ph. B .... ·same a3 for A. B. coure •. Same as for Ph. D. and B.
. cou1 - a, but chemi ·
Optional: Engli h liter•
try, physiology, and
aturo (Pancoast's Intro•
En ~lish lit<>rature, or
duction).
English hi ·tory may be
offered in p!a o f one
foreign language.
Gram.; comp.; rhetoric ... ...................... ........

1
am

for A. B. cour;; ......................... ..... .
o also under sci n "·
a.8
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

unfoersities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

German : Gram.;
comp.; D r Fluch
der Schonh ei t
(Riehl); Aus dem
Staat Friedrichs
des Grossen (Freyt~) · DieHarzreise
(.t1ei11e); Goethe's
Dichtung- und
Wabrheit, 3 bks.;
Minna von Barnho l m; Wilhelm
Tell; Das Lied von
der Glocke (Schiller) ; 30 pag s of
lyrics and ballads.

History.

Mathematic .

Hist. of Rom e
(Smith); l.tist. of
Greece (Oman) .

Arith.; algebra
to binomial theorem; plane and
solid geometry.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B. --·-··--- ----- ------··-cour e.

Science.

287

Romo; Greece; Eng- _____ do ____ ·------ ·-. ___ Chemistry (Eliot
land (Ransom).
and Storer); physics.
Q rman: Masiusand ---· --·· ·--------- ··- ---- Arith.; algebra Phys. geog ___________ 2S8
Wetzel.
(Wells' Higher).

U.S. hist.; gen. hist.
(Myers); civil governm nt.

Ari th.; algebra;
pl:l,n and solid geometry.

Phys. geog.; botany
(Gray); el. physics (Gage).

French : Gram.; Samo a, for A. B. Samo as for A. B. Sn.me as for A. B.
comp. ; sight readcourse.
course.
ourso.
ing.
Or German: Gram.;
reader; Lich tenatein; Minna von
Barnhelm; Sossonheim; Dich tung
und Wabrbeit.
See classica 1 lan- _____ do ____ ·--· _____________ .do ______________________ do ___ ___ - --·-- ---guages.
_____ do ___ __ _______ ____ Samo as for A. B. _____ do·-·--· ___________ Same as for A. B.
cours . Also: Engcours . Optional:
lishhist. (optional).
hemistry (R ma n) and physiology (Martm) .

U. S. hist.; civil governm nt (Fisk ) or
gen. hist. (Myers).

AlgE\bra (Venable a
Easy); planog omtry (Wentworth);
arith.

also

Ari th.; a.lg bra;
plaM and solid geometry.

U . S. hist. S
under scienc

am as for A
cours .

B.

Physics (Gage); 2 of
the following:
Botany, :phys.
geog., phys10logyi
a tronomy, ci vi
govt., gen. hist.,
Pancoa t's Introduction to English
literature.

289
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290

Latin: Gram.; Coosar;
Cicero; Virgil, 6 bks.;
comp.
Greek:
Gram.; reader;
Defiance College, Defi ·
Ana basis.
ance, Ohio.
Ph. B. and Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
I B.S.
course.

I

A. B ______ Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
English and American
literature.

B. L ___ _______ _do.-------------------~- Same as for Ph. B. and B.
S. courses.
A. B ______ Gram.; rhetoric (Clark's Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cresar, 4 bks. ; Cicero, 8 oraBrief er Practical);
comp.; English an a
tions; Virgil, 6 bks. of
American literature
JEne1d, Eclogues, and 3
(Shaw).
bks. of Georgics.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
B. S ______ Same as for A. B. course __ L!tt~·~fr!i~da!
course.

Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio.

~:1~

0

A. B.

B. L __________ _do ____ _________ ________ _ Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cresar, 4 bks. ; Cicero, 4 orations.
A. B------ Gram.; comp.; rhetoric __ Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, Gorations;
Virgil, Gbks.; comp.
1
Greek: Gram.; White's
2oz Findlav College, FindBeginner'sBook;
Anablay, Ohio.
asis, 4 bks.; comp.; selectiO'IlS.
Ph.B.and Same as for A. B. course, Latin: Same as for A. B.
B.S.
with an addition of 2 yrs.
course.
work in English.
A. B------ Requirements of Commis- Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cresion of Nbw England
sar, 4 bks.; Cicero, GoraColleges. a
tions; Virgil, 4 bks.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis, 4 bks., or Iliad,
1 bk. and Anabasis, 3
bks.
Ph. B _____ Same a for A. B. course.- Latin: Same as for A. B.
293 Kenyon College, Garo- ,
course.
bier, Ohio.

B. S ---·-· _____ do ______________________ --- --------------------------·

I

A. B......

ram.; analysis; comp.;
rhetoric.

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, Cicero, 7 orations; Virgil,
6 bks. ; prose COID:P·
Greek: Gram.; Anabas1S;
pro e comp.
/ Ph. B _____ , 'ame a for A. B . course .. Latin or Greek as for A.
B. course.

Denison University,
Granrule, Ohio.

I

.8. , ------ ____ _do ••....••....•••.•• ____ La.tin: Gram.· Cresar· Cicero, 4 orations; comp.
Al o: irgil, 6 bks.; icc1·0, 3orations. ( ptional
with reek or Fr nch. )
Gr k: ram. and Ana.bi (o_ptional with La in or Fr nch).

a See page 4.38.
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univenities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
1\-Icdern languages.
German: Gram.;
reader; selections.

I

History.
U.S. hist.; Rome;
Greece; English
hist.

Ma thematics.

Science.

Algebra· g ometry .. Phys. geog.; phpi•
ology; physics;
botany.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also: Biology.
German or Fron h ........ do···--····--·· ......... do .......... ....•. . Same as for Ph. B.
and B. S. cours s.
U. S. hist. (Eggles· Algebra; arith.; plane Descrip. and phys.
ton); Greec and
and solid geometry.
geog.; physi s
(Appleton); bot•
Eastern Nations
any (Gray); phys~Myers); Rome
iology (Walker).
(Allen); m diooval
and modern hist.
(Myen).
German : Gram.; S:ime as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Samo as for A. B. 291
reader (Brandt);
course.
cours .
course.
Jungfrau von Or·
leans; Goethe's Eg·
mont, Hermann
nnd Dorothea.
German: Gram. and .... . d ........... . .......... do .. . ...... ..•..... Doscrip. and phys.
roade,r.
geog.; physiology.

Samo as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

U .•. and ~ n. hist.;
Roman hist.

Arith.;algebra;plano
geometry.

Same as for A. B.
ours .

, 'ame as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A.
cours .

U. . hist.; Greek
hist. (l!.,yffo); Ro·
man hi t. (Allen).

Ari th.; algebra
~hrough quadrat·
1c ; plane geome•
try.

Polit. and phys. s og.

Descrip. and phys.
geog.; botany; zoology; el. physics.

n.

G rman: Gram. ; 100 Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. , ame as for A. B.
pages of pro··o.; 100
course.
·our .
course.
pag s of verse:
Htorm·srmm n!-ee;
Der N elf als Onkel.
f'amo as for Ph. B. U.S. hist.; gen. hist...... do ................ . Polit. and phys.
geog.; physics
(Myers); English
co:u·so.
(Gage); chemistry;
hist.: ci,ic!:t.
· botany (Gray);
physiology ( far,
tin).
algol ra; Phys. geog.; physi•
. ,'. hist.; English Arith.;
ology; el. physics.
hist.; ancient hist.
plane, solid, and
spherical i:eome•
try.
, 'amo as for A. B.
cours . Also: le·
dim,al and modern
hist.

'ame al:' for A. B.
course.

mg.

Fr nch:
G r am . ,
r •ader, comp., lit·
craturo, and history. (Optional
with Latin or
Greek.)

Sam as for Ph. B. . -·-.do .•...•.•...•.....
course.

I

n.1

,'amo as for A.
·ourse. Also: Bc,tany; ch mi8try;
physiology; drawame as for Ph. B.
course.

204:
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Requirements for admission to the f1·eshman cla.ss of

I Course.

Institution.

A.B. and
B. L.

295

Hiram College, Hiram,
Ohfo.

Ph.B., B.
S., and
B. L .

.English language.

Classical languages.

Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
literature.

Latin: Lessons; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 7 orations;
Virgil, 0 bks.; comp.;
gram.
Greek: Gram. ; Lessons;
Anabasis, H bks.; Iliad,
4 bks.
Same as for A . B. course __ Latin : Same as for A. B.
course.

A. B _____ _ Gram. ; analysis; rhetoric; Latin: Gram.; Lessons;
English lessons (LockCmsar; Ovid; VirgE;
wood).
comp.
296 Lima College, Lima,
Greek:
Lessons; gram.
Ohio.
B. s _____ _ Samo as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
A.B ____ __ Gram. ; cl. rhetoric; el. Latin: Gram .; pro se
literature; comp. ; Jucomp.; Crosar, 4 bks.;
lius Cresar; Twelfth
Cicero, 7 orations; SalNight; 1ra1es of a Travlust's Catiline; Virgil, G
eler; Macaulay·s E ssay
bks.
on Addison; Scott's.Ab- Greek: Gram.; pro s o
bot; Arnold's Sohrab
c~mf.·,; Anabasis, 4- bks.;
Iliac , 3 bks.
and Rustum; Defoe's
History of the Plague
in London; Silas Mar297 Marietta College, Maner; Courtship of Miles
Standi&h.
rietta, Ohio.
Ph. B_ ___ _ Same as for A. B. course .. Latin : Samo as for A. B.
course.

I

B. $ ___________ do ______________________ -------------------- ----------

298

Franklin College, Now
Athens, Ohio.

29V

Muskingum Colle!Je,
New Concord, Ob10.

I

A. B., B. Gram.; comp.; rhetoric; Latin: Gram. :mdlessons.
S., and
fables; biography.
Ph.B
A. B ______ Gram.; analysis; rhotorill . Latin: Lessons; Cresar;
Cicero's O r a t i o n o .
Greek: Lessons.
B. s ______ Gram _____________________ _ Latin:
Lessons; Crei:;a:·,
Book II.
A . B------ Requirements of Com- Latin: Gram.· Cmsar 4
mission of New Enguks.; Cicero, 7 orations;
land Colleges. a
Virgil, G bks. · comp.
Greek: Gram.; Anaba is,
3 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.;
comp.
Ph. B _____ Samo as for A. B. courso .. Latin: Samo a for .A. D.
course.

300

Oberlin ollog , Oberlin. Ohio.

ram.; •. ar.
B. S ------ -----do ............ --···· ____ La.tin:
bk.. ; Ci •ro, 7 oration. ·
Virgil, ~ uks.; comp.

a Seo pngo 4.58.
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universities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
History.

1\t:ath~matics.

Science.

U. S. hist.; ancient
and modern hist.;
civil government.

Arith.; a lg bra;
plane geometry.

Nat. philosophy._. __

German: G r am. ;
Maerchen; Minna
von B arnhclm;
Wilhelm
T e 11 ;
Faust ; Dio 'chonsten Deu tschen
Lieder.

Same as for A. B.
course.

8ame as for A. B.
coarse.

Same as for A. B.
course.

U. S. hist.; g-en. hist.
(l\1yor s); civil government.

Ari th.; a 1 g e bra;
plane and solid
geometry.

Physiology; phys.
geog.; botany.

German: Worman 's
Reader and gram. ;
Undine.

Samo as for A. n.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Samo as for A. B.
course.

U.S. hist. (l\1ontgomery ); gen. h i s t .
(Myers) ; civil government.

Arith.; algebra,
through quadratics; plane geometry.

Phys. geog.; :physiology (Martm).

G rman: Gr am.; Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
r adcr; omp.; Wilhelm Tell; Maria
'tuart.
Sam as for Ph. B. . ___ . do _____ ._.... . . . .. . 8ame as for A. B.
com·s . Also: . olid
coarse.
geom try; plan c
trigonometry.

Samo as for A. B.
cour o. Also: El.
physics ( age).

Ari th.; algebra, in·
eluding logarithms;
plane and so 1 id
geometry.

El. physics. Also:?
of th following:
Phys. geog.; phyl:liology; l. botany;
cl.
l..tiology;
l.
chemistry; el. O.S·
tronomy.
Same as for A. B.
course.

Modern languages.

2:)5

207

Sam as for Ph. B.
cour. •. Also: El.
chemi try ( f'In·
s n's lnorgani •);
botany (Gray);
zoology (Colton).
U . . and gon. bit.; Arith.; algebra · -····· Nat. philosophy;
physiology; phys. 2()8
civil government.
geog.
U.S.hi t.;Greekand .. _.. do .......... --··-·· Phy . geog.; pl1ysi· }
ology.
Roman hist.; hist.
of England.
U.S. hist-······-····· Arith.; el. algebra.- .. Phys. geog····· - ... .. .?OO

French or Gt!rman :
El. gram.; r,ight
t r a 1t s 1a t i on of
pros .

U. S. and gen. hist.;
civil government.

French and German Same as for A. B. Sa.me as for A. B.
course.
a c; for A. B. course.
course.
Also: French: Adv.
gram.; omp.; Le
, 'iege de Berlin; La
dernier ·lasse; Colom lJa.; Mlle. do la
."eigli~re: J ann
d'Arc; lplayofOorneille, Racine, and
Ioliere.
Gorman:Adv.gram.;
comp.; Fluchder
Schonhoit: Aus
dem
taat Friedrichs des ross n;
Die Har z re is e ;
Dich tung u n d
Wahrheit; ~1inna
von Barnhelm;
Wilhelm '.rell; Lied
,on der Glo ko.
'a.me as for Ph. B. . ._ .. do .• --··-····--···- ._ ... do- .. -·-·---···-·-- Sama as for A. B.
course. Also: EL
course.
botany (Gray);
drawinl!.

3)()
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Requfrem,ents for aclmission to the freshman class of
Course.

I nstitution.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B .. .... Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
English and American
literature (Raum).
301

Miami University,
Oxford, Ohio.

302

Richmond College,
Richmond, Ohio.

303

Rio Grande College,
Rio Grande, Ohio.

304

Latin: ViriRomre; Cresar;
Cicero; Virgil; prose
comp.
Greek: White's Beginner's Book; Anabasis;
H ellenica. (O ptional
with German.)
B. S •..... Same as for A. B. cour se .. Latin: ViriRomm; Cresar;
Cicero on Manilian Law.
A. B... ... Gram. (Swinton); rhetoric; P aradise Lost.

Latin: Gram.; C:l)sar; Sallust; Cicero.
Greek: Gram.; reader;
Xenop_hou.
A. B ...... Gram.; comp.; rhetoric ... Latin: Viri Romro: Cicero; Virgil's lEneid.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis;
Iliad; comp.
B. S ........... do ........ .. .....•...... Latin: ViriRomre; Cicero .

J

I

Scio College, Scio, Ohio

.A. B •••... Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
literature.

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Sallust's Catiline;
Cicero, 6 orations; Virgil, 3 bks.; comp.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
3 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.
Ph. B ••••. Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. D.
course.

B. S ....... .... c1o ... .•...•••........... Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Sallust's Catiline;
Cicero,3 oratio::is; comp.
Greek, French, or Ger·
man.
305 Wittenberg College, ........... . Gram.; analysis; comp.; Latin: Gram.; reader;
rhetoric.
Crosar, 4 bks.; Cicero, 7
Springftold, Ohio.
orations; Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek : Gram.; White's
Lessons; Ana basi s, 4
bks.; Iliad , 2 bk . ; comp.
A.B ..... . Gram.; comp.: .l\Icrchant Latin: Cresar, 4 bks.; ic·
of Venice; Ernngeline;
cro, 6 orations; Virgil 4
Webster's First Bun·
bkE<.; pro e comp.
ker Hill ration; , ilas
reek: Gram.; Whito'o
Marner.
L s ons; Anabasis, 4
b~s.; Iliad 2 bks.; comp.
306 1He!<lelb~rg
UD:iverPh. B .•... .'amo as for A. n. com· .. Latin: amo as for A. B .
Sl y, T1fiin, Ob10.
(·ours .
B., ........... do ............ .. ........ 1 Latin:
sar 4 bks.; ic·
ro, 3 orations.
1 do...........
B. L ...........
, ame as for n. S. cour. o
(optional with mu ic).
A. B...... 'ram.: analy i ; rhcto- Lo.tin: Gram. · Cresar, 4
ri ·: Am rICan lit ra•
hks.; Cicero, 7 orations;
ture; comp.· l\1ldsum•
irgil, 0 bks. ; comp.
m r Night's Droam; Gr k: ram.;Anab is,
Milton's L'Allcgr , Il
4 bks.; Iliad, 3 bka.;
Pen ·oroso, and Lyci•
omp.
ttPrbcin "ni\'"ersity.
307
da ; Iacaulay's Es ay
w·, ten·ill , Ohio.
on Milton; cott' Marmion; Evangelin ; • i·
ln. :Marn r.
Ph. B. , am as for A. B. courso .. Latin: , 'am "'> for A. n.
n.nd B.
cour .

I

I

I

I

L.

A. B. ..... (h-:un.; c·om11.; rh toric ... La
·

Will rforc

:1r,_n1

"niYcrrforc .

B .. ' ....... 'am n ·for.\.. B. conr ,

Greek: Fros
Anaba.il:
Latin: 'ollm
i ll'ii Begin

nd Dnn·
Book;
ndWhirh•
tin R ad·
·s R man
~irgil' ·
r 'R

im r;
n•
.
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imiversities, colleges, and school of technology-Continued.
1\focle:·n languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Germ::m: Gram.; ability to read fluently.
( Optiona 1 ,vi th
Greek.)

Greek and Roman
hist.; U . S. hist.;
English hist.

Ari th.; algebra,
through logarithms; plane geometry.

G rm::m: Gram.;abilitytoreadflu ntly.

U . S. and Roman
hist.; English hist.

Same as for A.
cours .

Science.

'301

. S. hist.; hist. of
England.

n.

Physics (Gage);
chemistry (Rem•
son's Briofor) ·
phy iology .
'
Arith.; algelm1. ...... . Phys.g og.; physiol•
ogy.

U . S. hist. ; civil gov· Arith.;algol>ra;plano
ernment; Roman
g ometry.
hi t .
Samo as for A. B.
cour e.
Gem. hist.; civil gov•
ernment; English
hist.

302

El. zoology; phys .
g og.; phys10logy;
nat. phil. ( age).

Same as for A . B. Samo as for A. D.
course.
course.
Ari th.; algebra; plano Phys.g og.; physiol•
andsolidgeometry;
ogy;ol.pb.ysics;ol.
conic sections.
:wology.

German: Gram . ; Samo as for A. B. Same a for A. B. Samo as for A . D.
r ader.
cour se.
course.
cour e .
I'rench: 1\Iuzzarelli's
course; Trip to
Paris.
French, German, or ..... do -·····-··--····· ·-···d ·······-·····-·· __ • • • c1
Greek.

French and G rman: U. S.n.nd gen hist . .. _. Arith.; algobra;plane
rt1.m.; ·omp.; sight
and solid g ometry.
transfation.

U . . hlst.; civil gov·
crnment.

Polit. and ph yA.
g og.; l. phy1:;ics
( 1 ag ); I.botany;
physiology.

301

Arith.; algebra,
through qua.drat·
ks; plane geome·
try.

············-···· · -······ Samo as for A. B.
ame as for A . B . ...........••.....••.... 3
course. Also : Gen.
course.
hist .
.......... .. ............. Same as for A. B ...... do ........... . ..... Physiology (Lin·
course.
coln).
···················-····· ..... do .... ..... ............. do ............................ ..... .... ... .

. S. hist. ; English
hist.; Bible hist .;
cinl government.

Aritb.; ol. al~ebra;
plane and so1id ge•
omotry.

Des ·rip. and phys.
geog.; astronomy;
phr.siology; n at.
philosophy.
:.IJ'i

German: Gr am.;
roador; comp.;
'l'oll; l'tlarfa Stuart.

,'amo as for A. D.
cours .

Samo as for A. B.
conr e.

,'am &s for A. D.
course.

Gr ek and Roman
hist. (Penn 11);
g n. hist. (Myers);
ci,il government.

Arith.; alg bra; geom try.

Botany (G ray );
physics (Gago).

308

Roman ltist.;
hist.

g e n.

Arith.; algebra •...... Botany (Gray) ..... .
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Reqiiirements for admission to the freshman class of

3()!)

English language.

Conrs .

Institution.

A.D ______ Gram.; comp.; American
literature.
Wilmin~ton College,\ B. s ______
\Vilmmgton, Ohio.
GA:~~i;~:1Kt~r~~~~~~·ic ;

Classical languages.
Latin: Gram.; Harper's
Inductive Method; Cresar; Cicero; prose comp.
Latin: Gram.; Harper's
Inductive Method.

A.B ______ Gr~m.; analysis; rhetoric.; comp.

310

University of Wooster, W coster,Ohio.

Latin: Gram.; uros o
comp.; Caisar, 4 bks.;
Cicero, 4 orations; Virgil, 4 bks.
Greek: G,·am.; Lessons ;
Anabasis, 3 bks.; Herodotus, 60 pp.
Ph.B_ ____ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. n.
course.

B. L ___________ do ______________________ Latin: Gram.; pros o
comp.; Cresar, 4 bks.

Gram.; higher English ____ Latin: Lesson ; Cresa.r;
Cicero; Virgil; comp.

A. B.and
Ph.B.

311

Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio.

B.

s _____ _ Same as for A.

B. course._ Latin: Same as for A. D.
c:ourse or Virgil optional with German.
Latin:
Collar and DanGram.;
rhetoric;
Milos
University
of
OklaA.
B.,
B.
312
iell's First Latin Book;
Standish; Sir Roger de
hc,ma, Norman, Okla.
S., and
Cresar, 4 bks. ; icero, 4
Ph. B.
Coverley; Sketch Book;
orations; Virgil, 4 bks.;
David Copperfield;
prose comp.
Ivanhoe; Julius Crosar;
Silas Marner.
' A.B .. ___ _ R equirements of Commis- Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
Cicero, G orations; Virsion of New Englend
gil, !) bks.; prose comp.
Colleges. c,
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
7 bks.; dys ey, Bk. VI;
comp. (Optional with
G rman.)
University of Oregon, B. S ______ Ramo a for A. B. course __ Latin: Gram.· Cresar;
31
Eugene, Oreg.
'icero,2orations; pro. o
comp. ( ptionnl with
G rmnu.)
B. L ______ _____ do-------------------- -- --·· -------- ·--------- ---· ___ _
Engineer- _____ do ____________ -------- -- .... ________ • ________ . _______ _
ing.
Latin:
ram .;
ms:i.r,
A.::S-----· Comp.; ~vani:r lin ; ·
3 bks.; ic ro, 4 0ratnndISh: , n
Vi.,ion f
tions; Virgil, 4 bk.s.;
Thanatop
omp.; ~ight r ading.
r k: Gram.; AnabaBoo
a
Eme
·
. i., 3 bks. ; comp.; sight
, lfia
r eading.
31-i Pacific Uni vorsi ty, 1
an
o
Forest Grov , reg.
p, n_
n,
f

l

B. S. and
B.L.

Vem

•'amens for A. B. cour s __ Latin: Smno r.n fer .\.. D.
cour

1

316

B.,. nn<l
B. L.
~nd

Al·,

r··--do ______________________

31,

A!,-,.~nd

I

31.1

Philomn h
Philot

ram.· comp _________ _____ Latin: R n<l r; C· sa.r (l
t rm·R work).
·
Ly;~n:rRg~{i';;,_duc -

'ram ______________________ Latinle.-.: on. ______________ _

th,
CL , '

pag 458.
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'l.tniversities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Aoc1eru languges.

History.

:Mathematics.

U.S. hist. (l\fontgom·
ery); English hist.
(Montgomery).
Same as for A.. B.
course. Also: Pro·
testant Revolution
(Se bohm).
U. S.his~.(Jop.nston);
gen. h1St. ~My rs);
civil government.

Algebra .......... .... .
Same as for A. B.
course.
Arith.; algebra;
plane geometry.

Science.

ir

Physiology;
phys·
geog.(Guyot);
nat.
phil. (Avery).
Same ::ts for A. B. · 09
cours~. Also: Mi•
croscopy and phi•
losophy.
PhfSiology (Mar·
tin);
botany
(Gray).

I

ame as for A. n.
German: Gram.; Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
reader; Bronson's
course. _.,.,,.
Collegiate German;
l!'reytag's Doktor
Luther; Hermann
and Dorothea; Tell.
Samo a.s for Ph. B. . .... do .........•............ do ...................... do ............... .
course.
Also, French: Whitney's Practical
French; Super's
reader.
U. S. hist.; gon. hist.. Arith.; algebra; ge• Physiology; zool·
o y; botany; g •
ometry.
ofogy; lJ h y sic a:
nstronomy.
German (o]?tioual Samo ns for A. B. Samo as for A. B. , amo as for A. D.
course.
course.
with Virgil).
course.
U. S. hist. (Barn s);
civil governm nt;
gen. hist. (Myers).

I

I

11:uo

Ii

,11

Algebra (Milno'o Physiolo~y (:iH a 1· •
tm); physir-8 ( 'ur·
Iligh 'chool);plano
ha1·t and 'hut );
'l.nd solid g omotry.
botany ( 'ray).

German : 2 yrs. work
(optional with
reek).

Ancient hist. (My• Algebra (Taylor);
ers); r.ome ( reigh•
plan and solid g •
ton); Gr o co
ometry (Bowser).
(Fyffe).

Gorman : 2 yrs. work
(optional with
Latin).
Fr nch: 2yrs. work.
,-orman: 2yrs. work.
French : 2 yrs. work.
, ame as for B. L.
course.

Ancient hiot. (My•
ers); Romo ( Creigh•
ton).

Same as
cours .

:n2

Physiology

(:II n. r •
tm ) ; botany or
phys. geog.; g n.
chemistry (R m·
sen's Bri fer).

313

, 'am n.s for A . D.
ourse.

Ancient hist. (My• ..... do ...............•. ..... do ............... .
er ).
.
I
Same as for B. L ...... do ................. Phys1olof!:y; botany;
cours .
chemistry.
\
UR. 'om·h_ist.; Gr oco;

through algebra
quadratAl'ith.;
ics; plane and solid
geometry.

······················· 1
:Jl1

French: Gram.; Tele•
maque; a play of
I.acine; Po tos
cle XIX me i~cle.

,

Samo n.s for A. D.
cours .
U.S. hist.; civil gov•
erntJ?- nt; ~e_n. hist.
U., . h1 t.; c1 v1l gov•
ernment.

Sa.mo as for A. B.
cours .

Alltronomy; phy~·
ks; physiology.

j

Physiology . . . . . . . . . . 315

Arith.; algebra. (1
term's work).
Ari th.; algebra..... .. PJ:iysiology; el. 1~hys• 310
ics; zoology; pays.

hist.; 1?en. hist.; ..... do............. .... P'K;~fology; physics. :m
......... ················ U.S.
English hist.
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Require1nents for admission to the f1·eshmcm class of

,I

Institution.

Course.

I

English language.

Classical languages.

I ~~ B ......-,-G_r_a_m___;_co_m_p_._;e-1-.-rh-et_o_1-·ic-.·1·_L_a_t_i_n_:-G-1--a-m-.;_V_i_r_g_il_,-4bks.; comp.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
·
· I
3 liks.; Iliad, 3 bks.;
W 1·11ame tt e U. ruvers1comp.
ty, Salem, Oreg.
Ph. B .. __ . Same as for A. B . course_. I Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.

I

318

..

319

3.21

Gram ; comp.; el. rhetoric_ Latin: Gram.; Cresar,
1
2 bks.; Cicero, 4 ora•
Portland University,1 A. B ..... .
tions; Virgil, 4 bks.
Greek: Grarr..; Anabasis,
University Park,
2 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.
Oreg.
Ph.B.and Same as for A. B. course_. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
B.L.
A.B.·--·· Gram.; comp.; Life of Latin : Gram.; comp.; Cm·
sar, 4 bks.; icero, G
Scott; Ivanhoe; Life of
orations; Virgil, G bk .
Longfellow; E,angeline.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Western University of
Anabasis, 4 bks.
P ennsylvania, Alle- ··-··do ........ _do--·--··· .......... ···- Latin: Same as above .... gheny, Pa.
Ph. B._ ... ··-·_do··---·--·· .... -· ............ ··-··· ··------ -----·-···
Engineer- -·-· _do-····-·· .......... -· -· . ··· -· --·· -··· ·· -- ---·-··· -···
ing.
l\Iuhlonberg College, A. B ... --- Ortbography,ct:rmology, Latin: Gram.: Cresar. 3
and syntax .
bks.; Virgil, 3 bks.
.Allentown, Pa.
Greek: Gram.: r eader or
Anabasis, 3 bks.
Gram.; analysis; higher Latin: Gram.; L essons;
Cresar. 2 bks.; Cicero, 3
le ons; comp.; el. t·het•
Lebanon Valley
A. B ......
oric.
orations; VirgH, 3 bks.;
comp.
Greek: Gram.; Lcs~ons; I
loge, Annville, Pa.
B. ....•.
Anabasis, 2 bks.; comp.
Gram.; el. rhetoric . ... . __ . Latin: Gram.; Lessons;
8

CoJ

I

Gram.; comp .. _... -····· ·· L~f;~r}!~~~s; Cresar;
Cicero's Orations.
Greek: Gram.; r ee.der;
Ana basis.
amc as for A. B. cour se-. Latin : Samo as for A. B.
course.
Requirementsof ommis• Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 3
sion of New England
bks.; Cicero, Gorations;
olleg s. a
Virgil, G bks. and Ee·
logues; comp.
Greek: Gram.; CCIDJJ.;
Ana basis, .4 bks.; Iliad,
3 bks.
I Ph. B --··· .... -do .... -····--·-·-···-··· Latin or Gr ek a tor A.
B. course.

Geneva College, Boa-/ ' A. B -----Yer Falls, Pa.

I:: : : :
I

-..•. do •. _•••••. do .. __ -·-···-- -· ··· · ···- Latin:

Dickinson
ollege,
'arli"le, Pa.

resar, 3 1,ks., and
'i ro. 4 ora.ti n , or an
equi"val nt in Gr k.
B. • ...... .. -.. do •• ---· ··-· -- ······· ··· Latin: 'oosar, 3 bk.., or
quh-alent in rcok.

·- ••• do ••• _ •••• -clo .••.•• -•• - -·-··-·····- ···-·- ··-·--··--············-·

.... -do-· ·· ... . . do ... . . ·--··-······-···- -··········-···· -·-· ---····-··

1
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COLLE GE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

iiniversities, colleges, and sch-:Jols of technology-Continuecl.
History.

Mathem:1tics.

Science.

U . S. hist.; gen. hist.;
Eng. hist.

Algebra; plane ge•
ometry.

Phys .geog.; physiol•
ogy; nat. phil.

............. Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

.... ... .................. u.S.hist. ; gen. hist.;
civil government.

Arith.; algebra to
series; plane geom•
etry.

F1· nch ... . . ........... Same as for A. B.
course.
··············· ··· -· ··-·· U.S.hist.;Rome(Al·
len ); Greece (Pen·
nell).

Samo as for A. B.
course.
Arith.; algebra to
quadratics ; plane
geometry .

Modern languages.

318
Same as for A. B.
course . Also:
Chemistry; el. as•
tronomy .
Descrip., polit., and 11
phys.geog. ; physi•
ology; nat. phil.;
descrip. astrono• 319
my.
Same as for A. B.
course.
Phys.andpolit.g og.l

j

...... ............. ...... U . S. hist.; Rome ... .. Same as above ...... .. Physiology; phys. 320
and polit. geog.
..... . ... .. . .. ........... U . S. hist . ....... .. . ........ do .. . ......... ...... Samo as above ...... .
······· --················ Samo as for Ph. B .... .. do ................. Phys.andpolit.goog.
course.
U.S. hist .... ...... .... Arith.; el. algebra; Geog ................ . 321
geometry to circles.
1
............ .....•....... Gem. hist.; U.S .hist .. Arith.; :1lgebra; ge•
om try, 3 bks.

l\i

Bookk oping; phys.
geog.
\
:322

. . ................•...... . Samo as for A. B.
course .
............. ............ U. S. hist.; Roman
hist.; introduction
to Middlo Ages.

Arith ................. D . crip. goo,,. ....... .
Arith.; algobra ....... Phys. geog-.; physi·
oiogy; ol. physics.

:323

:torman: Gram.;
reader; comp.

Same as for A. B.
course.
Greece (Pennell);
Rome (Smit h's
Smaller); U. S.
(Johnston) .

Same as for A. B.
course.
Ari th.; algebra
through progres•
sions; plane geom·
etry.

Samo as for A. D.
course.
Geog ................ .

French: Gram.; 350
:pages of easy read•

Samo as for A . B.
cour se.

Same as for A. B.
cours .

Same as for A. B.
c-ours .

mg.

i

1i

Or German: Oram.;
300 J?ages of easy
rcadmg.
Zyr . work in French ..... do ...... ................ do ....... .. ............. do ......•.........
orG rman,orlyr.
work in both.
·oog. Also 1 of ih
, 'amo a:, above ............. uo ................ . , 'omo a for A. B.
following optional
course. Also : Alge•
with aclvn.ncod
bra complotod,
solic1geom try, and
mathomatics: Bot•
plane trigonometry
any; pl.J.ys. g og.;
(optional with sci•
phye,fology; chemonce).
istry; physics.
FrcnchorGerman: 2 .•.•• do ................ . Samo as for A. B. Geog.; 1 of the folcourse. Also: Alge•
yrs. work.
lowing: Botany;
bra completed;
physiology; phys.
s lid geomotry;
goog.; chemistry;
plan tri~onometry.
physics.
'rune as ror A. B. Geog.; 2 of the fol·
course.
lowing: Botany;
physiology; phyR.
geog.; chom1Stry;
physics.
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Reqiiirements for admission to the freshman class of
Institution.

Course.

325

Pennsylvania Military
College, Chester, Pa.

326

Ursinus College, Collegeville, Pa.

Read r (Harkl1... B------ Gram-------··-- -----· -····· Latin:
ness); Cresar.
Greek: Lessons (Keep);
Anabasis, 1 bk.
Latin : Gram. and Reader
B. S. and
(Harkness)--option al
C. E.
with French or German.

A.. B ______ RequirementsofCommission of Now England
Colleges. a

A..

327

Lafayette College, Eas·
ton, Pa.

Classical language .

English la.nguage.

Latin: Gram..,_;_co;np.: Cre:
sar,4bks; v1rgil,6bk .,
Cicero, 6 orations.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Ana basis, 4 bks.; Iliad,
3 bks. (Optional with
German.)

B- ----- __ ___ do ________ ·---- --------- Latin: Gram.; comp.;

Coos..'1r,4 bks., or Nep_o ;
Cicero, 7 orations; Virgil, 6 bks. and Bucolics.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis, 4 bks. ; Iliad ,
3 bks., or 3 GospPls.
Ph. B.---- _____ do ____________________ __ Latin: Same as for A.. B.
course.

B.

s ___________ do _____________________ _ ---------·-----------······-- ·

Engineer- Gram.; comp.; Franklin's ______________ ____ ------ ----- -

328

ing.
t◊~t~~~f:~fs~Yios~ i I A.. B ______ Gram.; comp ..... - ____ .... Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 3
bks.; Virgil, 3 bks.; icoro, 3 orations.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Pennsylvania College,!
.A naba is, 3 bks.
Gettysburg, Pa.
B. S •••• -. Same as for A. B. courso __ Latin: Samo as for A. B.
com·se.

3:..'V

A.. B------ Gram------------------ --·- Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 4 orations;
Virgil, 3 uks.
Greek: Gram.; A.nabasi.,
;j bks.
( ptional with Fren ch
Grove City College,
and
Germau.)
Grove City, Pa.
Ph. B----- _____ do .. ___________________ _ Latin: Gram.; Collar and
Daniell' Fir t Book;
re. r, 1 bk.
Gre k: 1 term (optional).
B. s ------ ·----do _____________________ _

330

Haverford College,
Haverford, Pa.

~l

Fr nkiin ancl :lfor. hall
C 11 g , Lan ·t r,
P •.

-~ .

(b)

A. B ____ __

RequirementsofCommission or .1. ew England
Colleges. a

omp.; .As You Lik It;
foe's Hi tory r th
PlBgue in London;
Tal
of a Trn.v I r;
'ila ::\fo.rn r; !urmion.

for., . B. ~our nm off r wo lnng-un
wo l n"ua , . ; candidat

Latin: Gram.; comp.:
'resar. 4 hks.; Vir•ril. ti
'~r~':n~:or~~~~::
A.naba is, 4 bk..; !Had.
3bk. .

I G~k1V
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

unive1·sities, colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continued.
History.

Modern languages.

Mathematics.

U.S. hist .............. Arith.; algebra (De,•
vies's Bourdon to
Chap. IV, Sec. VII).

Science.
Geog ............ ----·-

French: Ahn·Henn, ---·-do····-·-·•-··· ____ Same as for A. B . ..... do---······-·-··-1st bk. to exercise
course.
140.
Or German: Ahn·
Henn, 2d bk. to ex•
ercise 160.
( Optional with Latin.)
German: Gram.; U.S. hist. (Montgom- Arith; algebra Two of the following: 320
comp.; Reader (Su.
ery); England
through quadraticR,
El. physics (Gage);
por); Andersen's
(Gardiner); gen.
radicals, and theory
40 experiments in
hist, (Fisher).
of exponents; plane
Marchen; Auer•
physics; physioggeometry.
bach's Brigitta;
raphy· botany
comp.: Erzahlung•
(Gray~ and phmt
en. (Optional with
analysis.
Greek,)
Rome to Augustus; Arith.; algebra Ancient and modern
Greece to Alex an through quadratgeog.
der; gen . hist.
ics; plane geometry.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also: U.S.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
cours . Also: El.

327

s::t

S~~s:, as for Ph. B ...... do ....... ·--·····-·
~~i1~~orirB.
course.
ourse.
U.S. hist ...... -- ·----· ..... do ..... ----·-··- -· - Polit. or phys. geog.;
cl. physics (Gag ).
Ari th.; academic al· Polit. geog .......... .
g e b r a (W e 11 s
thr011gh quadrat•
ics); goo me try
328
(Wentworth, 3
bks.).
Phy
s
.
and
polit.
Same
as
for
A.
B.
·-·· -- ·-·-··-·---- ··-·--- Samo as for A. B.
geog.; el. botany
course. Also: Eng•
course.
or el. physics.
land; France.
French: 4 terms ...... U.S. hist ............. . Ari th.; el. algebra Polit. geog .......... .
German: 5 terms.
(Robinson ); geom·
(Optional with Latin
etry (Wentworth,
and Greek.)
9 bks.) .
U.S. hist. (Sheldon);
gen. hist. (M.yers's
Medireval).

...... ...... .. ..... ...... ..... do ................. Arith.; algebra to in· ·--·.do ............ -···
volution.
--····-·······- ··---····· ... . . do ................ . Ari th.; cl. algebra; Polit. geog.; phy i·
ology.
geometry, 0 bks.
French: Gram.; U. S. hist.; Greek Alge bra th r o u g h El. physics ancl phy·
siolo~y required
quadratics and rad·
and Roman hist. or
comp.; Su1>er's
of students pre•
icals ; plane geome•
English hist.
R eader, II, III, IV;
senting neither
try. Solid geomo·
Madame Thar se;
Greek nor Latin.
try must be offered
Fontaine's Histoir·
by students not
ettes Modernes, I;
presenting Greek.
La M11,reau Diable.
German: Gram.;
Harris's Reader;
Immen see ; Ge·
schichten aus der
Tonne; Jungfrau
von Or leans.
Ancient hist .•..••..•. Ari th.; algebra Descrip. and phys.
through quadrat•
geog.; el. physics
ic ; geometry, 4:
(Gage, 137 pages).
bks. (Wentworth).

ED

97-37

330
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Reqiifrernentr; for ar11nission to the freshrnan class of
Course.

Institution.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B .... ,_ RequirementsofCommis• Latin: Gram.; comp.;
Cre1<ar, 4 bks.; Cicero, 6
sion of New England
orations; Virgil, 6 bks.
Colleges. a
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Reader; Anabasis,4 bks.;
Iliad, 3 bks.
Latin:
Same as for A. B.
Ph.
B..
..
.
Same
as
for
A.
B.
course._
332 Bucknell University,
course.
Lewisburg, Pa.
. ... do .•........ do ...................... Latin: Gram.; comp.;
Cresar. 4 bks.
Greek: Same as for A. B.
course.
B. S •..... Gram.; el.rhetoric; comp. Latin: Gram.; comp.;
Cresar, 4 bks.
Linco
ln
University,
A.
B ...... Gram.; comp ............... Latin: Gram·············333
Greek: Gram.
Lincoln University,
Pa.
331 Alleg h e ny College, A. B •.•... Gram.; el. rhetoric; el. Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cre·
English literature;
sar,4 bks.; Sallust,CatiMeadville, Pa.
comp.
lina; Cicero, 7 orations
( the Manilian 1aw to
count as 2); Virgil, 6
bks.
Greek: Gram.; Begin·
ner's Book (White);
Anabasis; comp. (Optional with French or
German.)
A. B ••.... Gram---···--····-······--· Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 3
bks.; Virgil, 2 bk .
Central Pennsylvania
Greek: Gram.; Ana basis,
Collogo, New Berlin,
l bk.
Pa.
B. S •..... Gram.; readin$'; spelling_ ---- -=-· ---- ·----· -·---- -----A. B.-- ... Comp.; rhetoric~ gram.; Latm: Gram.;_ comp.; OroSketch Book; Lady of
sar,4 bks.; vicero,3orathe Lake; Julius Cresar.
tions; Virgil, 3 bks.
Greek:
Inductive Greek
I
P1·imer (Harper ar:d
33G West minster College,
astle).
N cw Wilmington.
Pa.
B. S •••.•• Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cresar; Cicero; Virgil.

I
I

B. L . _____ Gram.; comp_·-··-·--· · · -- Latin: Gram.; Crosar;
33i / La Salle College, Philadolphia, Pa.

A. B .. ---- Gram.; comp.; rhetoric __ _ L;t~PGram.; comp.; Cresar, 4 bks.
Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cre·
sar, 4 bks. ; Cicero, !i ora•
tions; Virgil, Ci bks.; ex•
amination on historical
and geographical point .
Greek: q-ram.; COJ?l p.;
Anabac,1 , 4 bks.; Iliad, 3
bkR. ; hist. and geog.
points
B. S ••••.. Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: ame as for A. B.
COlU' e.
A. B. ·--·- Requirements of Commis•
sion of New England
Colleges.a

:;;J8

university of Pennsrl•
vania, Philadelphia,
Pa.

-·--do ..... ···--dO.--·-·-·------····----·-·do_ ... ______ do.·--··············--··

comp.·

.irltil. 3 bk .
ith Fr n b

a
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

iinive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.
Rome; Greece;
U.S. hist.

1\fathematics.
el.

Arith.; algebra
~hrough quadrat·
1cs ; plane geome•
try.

Science.

---1

Doscrip., polit., and ,
phys. geog.

··············· ······- ·· · Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Geog.; el. physics; 332
course.
course.
physiology.
····· - -·················· · --·-do ...................... do.- .-· .·--------·· Same as above - -- -··U.S. and gen. hist.; ··--·do.- ·- -····· ···-··- Same as above.
civics.
Also: Botany.
U. S.hist·---····-· ·· ·· Arith.; algebr a to Descrip. geog ....... . 333
fractions.
French or Gorman :
2 yrs. work (optional with Greek).

U.S.(Johnston);East• Ari th.; algebra
er n Nations and
through quadrat•
Greece (Myers);
ics; plane and solid
Rome (Allen) ; civ·
geometry.
ics (Macy).

Arith.; el. algebra;
geometry, 2 bks.

Phyls. geog.; physi· 334:
o ogy (Walker);
nat. philosophy,
with experiments
(Gage).

Phys. geog. ___ - ____ ·

i

U. '. hist.·--·-····---· Arith _··---- ·-- ···--·- Geog·-·--- ..... -··--· !!!5
Ro~e (Pennell); gen. Ari th.; algebra Phys. geog .•. ____ --·· 1
h1st.; U. S. hist.
~hrough quadrat•
10s; geometry.

r" '
'".vl

ome as for A. B.
ame as for A. B. Geog. ; physics; phys•
iology; mochanical
course; also Greek
ourse.
hist.
drawing.
U.S. and g n. hist ____ Arith.; algebra __ ____ _ Phys. geog .•. ---··-··

j

German: Ahn 's First U. S. hist.; civil govBook.
rnment; modern
hist. (Fredet) .
Greece to death of
Alexander; Rome
to death of An·
g}tstus; U. S. hist.
(Fiske).

Ari th.; el. algebra to Geog.; drawing . •. ... 337
quadratics; geome•
try.
Alge bra, throu{;':.1 .. .... - .................... - ......... ,
prog:ressions and
quaaratics; plane
geometry.

French: El. gram.·

Same as for A. B.
course.

I comp.; 300pages of

prose from 2 of the
following: About;
Sand; Dumas; P.
Iilenme ; Theuriet;
Obnet; de Maupassant; ErckmannChatrian.
Or German: Lessons
(Collar's Eysenbach); comp.; 200

~~ff;~\~~s:irr~

following: Bene·
dix; Hauff; Heyse;
Riehl· Zschokke.
German and French
as above.
French and German
:is above. (1 is optional with Latin.)

Same as for A. B.
course.

--

3.38
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Reqiiirernents fo1· adrnission to the freshman class of
I nstitution.

Course.

Engli~h langu age.

Classical languages.

B. s. in Same as for A. B. cour e . . Latin or Groek as for .A.
E conomB. cou:.se (optional with
ics.
French or solid geometry ,plane t rigonometry,
and physics).

338

B.S.inBi- _____ do ______________________ Latin : Samo as forA.B.
ology.
course.
B. S. in _____ do ____________ __________ -----· __ ____ - -·--- --- --- -----Arch.

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pa.

B.S.inEn- ___ __ do ...... ___ ____________ _ ______ --·-- ·------ -- ---------~ineerB.1n§: in _____ do _____ ____________________ ____ _____ ________ --------- Chemistry.
ro9 Susquehanna Univer- A. B .. ----- Gram.; W elsh 's Essen- Latin: Gram.; Uresar, 4
bks.; Virgil, 4 bks.; Cictials of English ; com p.
sity, Selinsgrove, Pa.
ero, 3 orations.
Greek: Gram .; Lessons;
Anabasis, 3 b.1rs.
A. B ______ Gram.; rhetoric; comp.; Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
book f! :prescribed by
Virgil, 6 bks.; comp.
Comrruss10n of New
England Colleges are Gr eek: Gram.; Ana.basis,
4 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.;
recommended.a
comp.
340 Lehigh University, B. S ______ Same as for A . B. course .. L atin: Same as for .A. B.
course.
South Bethlehem,
Pa.
_____ do ____ ... . . do ______________________________________________ --· -··
E~ginee r - _____ do __ __ ________________________ ______ . ... . . ___________ _
mg.

341

3-i.2

A. B .. . ... Gram.; comp.; Macbeth;
Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America;
Flight of a Tartar
Tribe; The Princess.

Latin: Gram.; Cre ar 4
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
Virgil, 6 bk . ; comp ..
Greek: Gram.; Ana.ha 1s,
Pennsylvania State
4 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.;
College, State College, Pa.
comp.
B. S ------ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Gram.; comp.:
Cresar, 4 bks.; Cicero, 4
orntion . (Optional.)
A. B . ----- Requirements of Commi - Latin: Gram.; comp.:
sion of New England
Crosar 4 bks.: Viripl, 6
Colleges. a
uks.; icero, 7 orations.
Greek: Gram.: cl. comp.;
Anabnsis, 4 bks.: Iliad,
:.J bk. . (Optional with
French or German.)

·warthmore
ollege,
Swartbt::1ore, Pa.

B. L., B.
.,Engineering.

343

·m

nova

ollogc,

·m nov , Pa.

A.

n______

a.me as for A. B. cour

ram. (Har ) :
annly i •

omp.;

•. Latin: , am as for A. B.
c·our ~ (optional with
1-'r n<.:h or German).

I
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMEN'rS:

iinive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technoloay-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

German a.s for n. S. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. El. physics (Op·
course.
course.
tional).
course. Also solid
French as for B. S.
geometry and
course (optional
plane trigonometry
with Latin or Greek
(optional).
or solid geometry,
plane trigonome•
try, and physics).
German: Same as for . .... do ................. Same as for A. B.
B. S. course.
course.
338
French or German as ..• .. do ...... ........... Same as for A. B.
for B. S. course.
course. Also solid
geometry.
Same as for B. S. in .... . do .......... .. ..... Same as for B. S. in Physics (Gage's Ele•
Arch.
Arch. Also plane
ments).
trigonometry.
..... do ...................... do .... ...... ....... Same as for A. B. Same as for B. S. in
Engineering.
course. Also plane
trigonometry .
........... . .... ..... . ... U.S., English, and Arith.; el. algebra Geog.; el. physics . . . 339
gen. hist.
through quadrat•
ics; geometry, 4
bks.
U.S. hist.; civil gov·
ernment; Ro m e
(Myers); Greece
(Myers).

Algrebra through
quadratics and pro•
gressions; geome•
try (Chauvenet, 4
bks.).

G e n. an d p o lit.
geog.; phys. geog.

AlgelJra as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
3-iO
course; geometry
course.
( Chau venet, 6 bks.).
U. S. hist.; civics ..... Samoasabovo ........ Gen. and polit.
geog.; el. physka
(A.very).
Same as above ....... . Same as for B. S. Same as above .•.....
course. Also solid
geometry.
U.S.hi t ............. . Arith.; algebra Phys. geog.; physi•
ology; cl. physics
through quad•
(Avery).
ratics and progres·
ions; plane geom•
3il
otry.

U. S. hist.;
Rome.

French: Gram.; Su•

11~n, re~~rJ e~i;

civics;

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

U. S. hist.; En~lish
or gen. h 1 st. ;
Greece to death of
Alexander (Op ·
tional).

Ari th.; el. algebra
through quadratics
and progressions;
plane geometry.

Phys., descrip., and
polit. geog.

irench Series, I, II,
III; Athalie; Bour•
~ e o is Gent i l·
homme; comp.
Or German: Gram.;
Grimm's Mtt.rchen;
Eichendorff's Tau•
genichts; Buch•
h im s el. prose
comp., I, II; Wil·
helm Tell; Die
J ournalisten or
Hormann und
D orothea; ballads;
lyrics.
(OptionalwithGreek.)
ame as for A. B.
French or German as U. S. hist.: English Same as for A. B.
course.
or gen. hist.
course.
for A. B. course
(op ti on al with
Latin).
French and German: Same as abo,e ............. do ............. ......... do .............. .
El. gram.; easy
sight reading. (1
is optional with
Latin.)
U.S. hist.; civil gov• Arith ................. Geog.; physiology ... 343
ernment.
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Requfrements for adniission to the freslmwn class of
Courvc.

Institution.

Classical languages.

English languag .

A. B •.•... Gram.; comp.; Silas Mar- Latin: Gram.; Coosar, 4
bks. ; Cicero, 4 orations;
ner; Autobiography of
Virgil, 0 bks.
Benj a.min Franklin; Sir
Roger de C overley; Greek: Gram.; Anaba.sis,
4 bks.; comp.
John Halifax, Gentleman; Marmion.
B. S •..... Same as for A. B. course .. L atin: Same as for A . B.
course (optional).

Washington and J efferson College, Washington, Pa.

Latin: Cresarh4 bks. or 3
bks. and Sa ust's Catiline; Ovid, 2,500 lines;
Cicero, orations again._t
Catiline an d for Arc:!l·
ias; Virgil, 0 bks. of the
JEnei <l or 5 bks. of
JEneid and Eclogues;
gram.; comp.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis, or Anabasis,
4 bks. and Homer, 3 bks.
Brown
University,
Ph. B.. ... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin or Greek as for A.
Providence, R. I.
B. course or French in
addition to German or
German in addition to
French.
B. S .•..•....•. do ••.••.•.•••••• ---·- -·· Latin: Gram.; Crosar, 5
bks. (Option a I with
Gorman or l!.,rench.)
A. B .•.... Requirementc;ofCommission of Now England
Colleges.a

34.3

C. E. and .•••. do ••••••••••••••.••••........................... ......
M.E.
A.
B... .. . Gram.; comp ••.•.•••.•••. . Latin: Gram.; Gilder3-:0 College of Charleston,
sleeve's Primer; Cicero,
Charleston, S. C.
4 orations; Virgil, 2 b~ .
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
2 bks.; Iliad or Odyssey,
200 or 300 lines.
Latin:
Gram.· comp_.; Cro347 1Presbyterian College! A. B ••••••.• ..• do •..... • ....• ·····-····
sar; Eutropius; Nopo .
Greek:
Gram.; comp.;
of South Carolina,
White ·s Lesson .
Clinton, . C.
B. s ...... ..... do ..................... . Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
3i j .1. J1en University, Co- A. B .••••• •• ...••.•••.. •...••.•..••••.•. Latin: Lessons; Coo ar;
Cicero; Virgil'o JEneid.
lumbia S . C.
Greek: Lessons; Ana.ba·
sis; Iliad; pro comp.

l

I

:JW

.·outh
l g

'arolina.
olumbia,

ol-

Due

·ty,

A. B .•.... Gram.; comp ...•.....•.. .. Latin: Gram.;comp.; resar13 bll:s.; Virgil,3 bks.
GreeK:
ra.m.t comp . i
Ana.basis, 2 ok.s. (Op·

IIB. ,' ..

f

l

1

Same as for A. B. course .. ·--~~~~~~-)- ................. .

A. B...... Gram.; comp. based on

some author.

Latin: Gram. ; comp.; Croar,3b .
am.: comp.;

Gr

1::-

, 'a.me as for A. B. course .. L!tf:
•;
for . B.
cou
La.tin:
.; comp.; C ·
sar,
.
Ore k: Gram.: comp . ;
.2
r, 3
m
A.B ..... .
B.

. B •...•. Gram.; comp. ha.sod on
ome author.

B. •

a

p ge

.,

r or

•!

. Jl.
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COL LEGE ADMI SSION REQUIREMENT S.

iiniversities, colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continu ed.
Modern languages.

Ilistory .

Mathematics.

Science.

Rome; Greece ........ Ari th.; algebra
through quad•
ratics; geometry
(Wentworth, 2
bks.) .

344:

German: Gram.; Rome (optional) . . .... Samo as for A. B.
comp.; Boisen 's
cour e .
Preparatory Book,
I; Schmitz's Ele·
men ts, I and IL
French or Ge1·man: Roman hist. to end Algebra through
El. gram.; sight
of reign of Marcus
quadratics; plane
geometry.
translation.
Aurelius; Greek
hist. to death of
Alexander.

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course or hist. of
course. See a 1 so
England and U . S.
classical languages.
hist.
Samo as for Ph. B.
cours .

Same as for Ph. B.
course.

Samo as for A. B .
cour .
Fren h nnd German:
Gram.; 'a::ly trans•
lation.

U.

cs .

5

Same a fo r A. B. --· -· ··· ----· ··- ·- ······ ,H.
course.
Samo as for A. B.
course. Also solid
and spherical ~eomotry; plane tr1g-

si~~m:;rt,r A. B.
course.
hist ....... ·--···· Algebra through
quadratics; plane
geometry.

..... . ·-··········- ......... _.do.- . . ··· ········-A;~1~~gh
lCS.

, ame as for A . B.
course.
Gen. hist. (Myer s);
Roman hist. (Mont•
gomery); civil gov•
ernment (Young);
Greek hist. (Mont·
gomery) .
.
U. S. hist. ; hist. of
South 'arolina.

a!Nia~iil -----··--·······-·-·····}347

Same as for A. B. ·-··· - --····--···-· ·····
A~:-i;:~;; geometry ... Physics (Steele) ..... :J48

A~!~dratffs~bra

to --···· ·-···· ····-·

·-·-··1}
:J.J.O

Samo as for A. B.
cour se.
U. '. hist.·
Rome.

Samo as for A. B. -····---····-·····--····
course.
Afbirtotgh ad::d~;f ,·-···· --·· ·· ......
lCS.

Fame as
cours .
U. S. hi ·t.; Grecco;
Remo.

·-····r

amo as for A . B. ······-·····-··---·· ·-··
course.
Ari th.: algebra ............ ·-·· ·-·- -·-· 351
through quadrat•
ics .

. S. hist.--··· - --··· · Ari th.; alg bra to
quadratiCl:!.

D scrip. and phys.
geog.

l

352

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A.
course.

n.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 189G-97.

Requirenients /01· admission to the freshman class of
Courso.

Institution.

Classical languages.

English languago.

A. B ______ Gram.; comp.; rhetoric;
English literature.
. 353

Claflin University,
Orangeburg, S. C.

Wofford College, Spartan burg, S. C.

354

355

B.

s ______

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 3
bks.; Cicero, 4 orations.
Greek: Beginner's Book;
gram.; comp.; .Anabasis, 3 bks. ; II i a d , 3
bks.
Same as for .A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for .A. B.
course.

.A. B-----· Gram.; analysis; comp __ _ Latin: Gram.; Gate to
Cresar; Cresar.
Greek: White's Beginner's Book; Anabasis,
bk. I. (Optional.)
Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
Cicero; Virgil; Sallust.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis;
Homer.
Latin: Gram.; Cresar;
Cicero; Virgil.
Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
Latin: Lessons; Cresar;
0

G1~ 01?iessons; .Ana.basis.
Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
Latin: Lessons --··-·--- --Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
Virgil, 6 bks.; Sallust;
prose comp.
357 Redfield College, RedGreek: G_ram.i rea9-er;
field, S. Dak.
Ana basis, 4 bKs.; Iliad, 3
bks. ; pro e comp.
B. S. and Same a for A. B. course __ Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
Ph. B.
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations.
A. B--···· Gram.; comp. and rheto- Latin: Gram.; Cmsar, 4
ric (Hill).
bks. ; Cicero, 6 oration ;
Virgil, 4 bks.; comp. .
858 University of South!
Greek: Gram.; Anabas1s,
Dakota, Vermilion,
S. Dak.
me as for A. B.
B. S------ Samo as for A. B. course __
course.
.A. B _____ _ Gram.; rhetoric; comp .. _ Latin:
Gram.; Croc:~r, 4
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
Virgil, 6 bks.; pro
356

Llt~!';

G;~:ifGram.; Anabasi,
3 bks.; Iliad, 2 bk . ·
Ph. B_ ___ _

3.59

Yankton Co 11 cge,
Yankton, S. Dak.

ame as for A. B. course.

.Also: Hist. of English
and American Ii terature.

Lfti~~esc~f'as for A. B.
cour .

B. $ _____ _

for Ph. B. cour

A. B. ____ _
~

361

!

·n:

. S.
rant niv rity Athen., T •nn.

King

T

n.

Br t~"Jl,

A. B .••..•

·

Gram.:
ar;
irgil· 1Eneid;
m.; .An
p.
0

rnm. ·
Wood rB
'torie. fro
· to

gin-

\"a

io
kl
i ..

C
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COLLEGE AD 1ISSION REQUIREMENTS.

universities, colleaes, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Gen. hist.............. Algebra; geometry ... Physics; chemistry .

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also zo•
ologb; entomologitu~;_any; agri-

Arith.h· algebra
throug
quadrat•
ics .
...................... ... Civil government; Algebra; geometry,
ancient hist.; mod•
plane and solid.
01:n hist.; E?,glish
his t.; U. S. hist.
German : 2yrs. work. Same as for A. B. Same as for .A.. B.
course.
course.
Same as for B. S ...... do ...................... do ... ........ .. ... .
cour se.
U.S. hist ............. . Ari th.; algebra; plane
and solid geome•
German: 1 yrs. work. Sa.me as for A. B.
course.
.. ............................ do ..... ........... .
1....................... .. U. S. hist.; Gr ecc;
outlines of hist.
(Swinton).

German: Gram.;
comp.; reading.

3.54

Phys. geog.; physics
Phys. geog.; physics; 355
gen. chemistry.
Same as for A. B.
course.
Phys. geog.; physi•
ology; phys1c>3.

r

s::Je
as for A. B. Same as for A. B. I 35G
course.
course.
!~1tt
l
el1:1i~~ra to· .Phy~?oiogy;..phys~·
logarithms; plane
geog; el. physics.

1

and solid geome•
try.

357

Samo as for A. B.
course.
U.S. hi. t.; civil gov•
ernmont (Fiske);
Rome.

fame as for A. B.
course.
Algebra through
quadratics; plane
and solid geome•
try.

Same as for A. B.
course.
Phys. geog.; el. phy•
sics (Gage:61'. ph}1Si•
ology ( artm);
358
botany (Gray).

Same as for A. B.
course.
U. S. hist. (Fiske);
Greek and Roman
h i s t . (Sheldon);
civil government.

S:ime as for A. B.
course.
Arith.; a I g e b r a
through quadrat•
ics; plane and solid
geometry.

Same as for A. B.
course.
Polit. geog.; physiol•
ogy; physics ( ar•
hart and Chute).

Fr::mch: Gram.; La Samo as for A. E. Same as for A. B. Samo as for A. B.
cours .
cotu·se.
course; also Eng•
Langne l<'ranGaiso
(B rcy):
L'Abbe
lish hist. (Mont•
gomcry).
'onst.ant1n; Le
Voyage clo Mon•
s i e u r Perrichon;
comp.
ame r.s for Ph. B. . .... do ...... .••••...... , ame as for A. B.
f'arne as for Ph. B.
cours . Also, phy .
cour e.
course.
geog. (Tarr); bot•
any (Macbride).
Gr er and Eastern Arith.; al g bra; Phy ·. geog.; physiology; nat. bis•
nations.
plane geom try.
tory; botany.
Same a.q for A. B.
c.:mr3e; alao French
hist.; civics.

, ame as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
cour o. Also, phy•
sics; el. chemistry.

l:. S. hist·-··· · ········ Arith.; cl. algebra ... Zoology (Holder);

phys. geog.

359

~

301
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Requfrernents for adrn'i.'-?sion to the frnshnian class of
Course.

Institution.

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B.. .... English classics; rhetoric
(Hill).

362

American Temperance
niversity, Harriman, •renn.

Latin: Collar and Daniell;
Cresar; Cicero; Virgil;
prose comp.
Greek: White's Book;
Anabasis; Iliad; prose
comp.
B. S ______ Gram.; American classics; Latin: Collar and Daniell;
English classics; rhetoCresar; Cicero; prose

3&1

Hiwassee College, Hiwassee College, Tenn.

A. B. and
B. S.

3-0-!

pKeenl-- ___ comp ......... ______ ------1

manship.

A. B.----- Gram. (Reed and Kel- Latin: Cresar, 3 bks.; Ciclogg); comp.; Sketch
ero, 2 orations.
Book; David Copper- Greek: Anabasis, 4 bks.
fl e 1d ; M e r c h a n t of
Venice.
B. S ______ Same as for A. B. course .. ______ ............ --------- ---

Southwestern Baptist!
University, J ack&on,
Tenn.

I

Latin: Gram.; comp.; j
reader; Nopos; Cresar,
3bks.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis, 8 chapters of
bk.I.
A. B------ Gram.; rhetoric; Julius Latin: Collar and Daniell's First Book; Gato
Cresar; Mor chant of
to Cresar; ~aip. ; Cre ar,
Venice; Miles Standish;
4 bks.; V1rg1l, 4 bks.;
Enoch Arden; Sketch
Book; Ivanhoe; David
comp.
Greek: White's BeginCopperfield.
ner's Book; gram.; Anabasis, 4 bks.; comp.
B. S ______ Samo as for A. B. course .. Latin: Samo as for A. B.
course.

3H5 · University of Tennes-

All
see, Knoxville, Tenn.a courses.

1

G~~~(Reed and
logg); spelling;

Gram.; comp., ba.sed on
scme author.

I
1

300

Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn.

A. B ...... Gram.; rhetoric (Hill);
Loc.tnvood 's English.

Latin: Gram.; Viri Romm ; C res a r ; Vi r g i I.
Greek:
Beginner's
BethelCollege,McKon- I
Book; Ana.basis
zie, Tenn.
Ph. B. ____ Same as for A. B. course .. Latin or Greek a for A. B.

367

1

I
3G8

369

I

3;0

A. B---·-· Grnm., rhetoric (Waddy); word study; comp.

Maryville College,
Maryville, Tenn.

I

00~

/ B. S ------ ---~-do.·-····----.-- __________ L~~\~\:s~~mo as for A. B.

Latin:Gram.:Cresar:Cicero; Virgil; 'all us t;

G;inky·Gram.; Ana.basis,
2 bks.; Iliad.
amo a for A. B. course __ Latin: Gram.; Crear; icoro; comp.
B. s ______ Gram.;wordstudy:comp_ --------- - -----·------------- Gram.; comp.; higher Latin: Grnm.; comp ___ __ _
A B
lessons.
Grok: Gram.; JE s op' s
:Milligan College, Milli- I
Fables.
gan, T nn.
B. L------ amo as for A. B. conrso __ Latin: am ns for A. B.
{
cour-e.

! · ·-----

B. L------

I

°c°~Ji>~:-Eiiiiisii- ·Laifii:·ar-au;::--~-epo···: ,l t::::: ~!::i
'ol- I
lReed and KEllogg).
resar; irgil; comp.
IC'nr,-c,n-Nowman
~ossy
reek,
re k: Gram.; Anab.
8
{ B.,
f:am as for A. B. ourse . . LgtY~: ~:::i_~ta~sfor A. B.
J i:: ,

1

'l' rm.

con

3il

/~r~~Jeg~fu ·,T noJ:{I A. B ...... ······

!

Ph.B.and

b

BA.~.~---~_-_·_-_-

... ....

Engli bcla lli

. . . . . .. . L~~•

--------··-·1 Lati

s. omp.; big h
for A. B. onr
Am rkau lit r

c, Ex

r

I
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

universities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Gen. hist. (Myers);
civil government.

Ari th.; a 1 g e b r a ;
plane a n d solid
geometry.

Phys. geog.; physiology; cl. physics
(Gage) .
362

U. S. and gen. hist ___ Arith.; algebra _______ Phys.geog.; physiology; de crip. geog.

Fren!!h or German:
1 yrd. work.

U . S. hist. (Lee); hist. Arith ___________ ___ ___ Geography; physiology.
of Tennessee (Phelan); hist. of England (Montgomery ).
U. S. hist.; Greece; Arith.; el.algebra ____ Physiology (Mar.
tin); phys. geog.
Rome.

363

I
'3li4.

Same as for A. B.
course.
U . S. hist. (Fiske)
and geography.

Same as for A. B.
course.
.A.rith.; algebra
through quad ratics.

Same as f0r A. B.
course.
El.f.hysics (Gage);
e . p h y s i o logy
(Martin).

Gen. hist. (Myers);
U. S. hist. (Montgomery).

Ari th.; algebra;
plane geometry.

Geography

----- ---------···· , a.me as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

I

36-3

----------1

Phys. geog. (Mau•
r y ) ; p h y sic s
(Gage); physiolo·
gy (Martin): geog .
......................... U. S.hi t .....•...... _. Arith.; algebra . ...... Phy iology(TracyJ; ~
el. physics; cl. astronomy.
--···············-······· Same

a.<,

for A. B.

Same as for A. B.

Samo as for A. B.

'

7

--···· ·-···-....... --···· ...~J;'~~:····-········· --·~~;;·~~: .............. ·--~~J~_~:............. ,
········· ·········-······ Greec; Rome .... __ .. Arith.; alg bra·-····· Phys. geo[:?. (Hous·
ton); physiology
(Walker).

1

i

308

I

·- ······ ···-············· ·-··-·········-·········· Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
\
.
c~ur. .
~ur ·e .
....... ·····-···········- U.S. h1 t ..... ........ Ar1th., algebra .. ..... Ph)R. ~cog.·-········
·····-·-·········--··· ·· · .... . do ...... ·-···-····· Arith.; cl.algebra .... Physiology; phyi;. I
geog.
:369
....................•.... Samo as for A. B.
amo as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
· urs .

,

I

==::::::::::::==:====::=: ·u~!:.ft~C~i~ii~-\-Ard~;-aii·1-;ra===:::= 1·· ~°atJll~~i}J~-~ff 1
1

I

uessee.
········ ···········-·····

ge~l~f~ ot ~L' en-

;70

nme as for A. B.
'amc as for A. B. Sn.m as for A. B.
cours .
cours .
conr .
·-················· ······ Gen. hist .............. Algebra; geometry .. Physics; a.stron - .')
omy; botany
1

:.m
G rman: 2 yr ·. work . Same as for A. B.

, 'amo as for A. B.

Astronomy; botany. ,

......... ..... ........... u:~~rt~st.; English
hist.; gen. hist.
(:Myers).

Ar:~::;· plane and
solid geometry.

Phys. geog ........... I

I
]i2

ame a for A. B.
course.

l::lame as for A. B. I Same as for A.
course.
course.
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Requfrem,ents for admission to the freshrnan class of
Institution.

373

874

375

Cour c.

Classical languages.

English language.

Ro 00er Williams Uni- A.B ...... Gram.; analysis ; comp . .. Latin: Gram.; Cresar; Cicero; Virgil; O vid.
versity, Nashville,
Greek: Gram.; Anabasis;
'l'enn.
Homer.
Univer sity of NashAll
Gram.; comK; Tales of a Latin: Be~nner's Book;
Collar 's ate to Cresar.
ville, Nashville, Tenn. courses.
Traveller; ilasMarner;
Woodstock.
.J\..B •••... Requirements of Commis• Latin: Gram. ; Cresar, 4
bks.; Virgil, 4 bks. ; Cic•
sion of New England
ero, 4 orations; comp.
Colleges.a
Greek: Gram. ; Anabas1s,
4 bks. ; Iliad 8 bks. , c:r
Odyssey, 4 bks.; comE'
B. S. and Same as for A. B. cciurso .. Latin: Same as for A. .
course (optional).
Engi•
Vanderbilt Univ er•
neer •
sity, Nashville, Tenn.
ing.

of the
Sewanee,

A. B ...... RequirementsofCommis· Latin: Gram.; Cresar,. 4
bks.; Virgil, 4 bks.; Cicsion of New England
ero, 4 orations; comp.
Colleges.a
Greek: Gram.; AnabasIS,
4 bks.; Iliad, 3 bk s.;
comp.

876

University
South,
Tenn. b

377

Burritt College, Spencer, Tonn.

A. B.. B.
S.,M.E.
L.

Gram.; higher lessons ............. . ......... -.. .. • •····

378

Sweetwater College,
Sweetwater, Tenn.
Greeneville and Tus•
cnlnm College, Tuse;ulum, 'l'enn.

A. B... .. . Gram.; analysi : comp. ;

A. B.and
B.S.

Gram.; r eadin g; spelling;
comp.

379

rhetoric; English clas•
sics : Irving, Addison.

Latin : Gram.; comp.; Cm·
sar; Cicero against Cati·
lino.
Groek: First L essons;
1

380
381

Gram.; Engli 'h classics; Lig ~?:PG-ram.; Cresar ; Sal·
Washington Colloge,1, A . B ... .. .
rhetoric.
lust.
Washington College,
Greek: Fir t Le ons.
Tenn.
B. L ..... . Same ns for A. B. course .. Latin: First Lessons ..... .
B. 8 •. . ...
ram.; Ena Ji. h cla.s ics ...... ........................ -··
St. Edward·s College, A. B ..... . Gram. (Harvey); comp.; Latin: Gram.; Viri
Austin, T ex.
rhetoric.
R omae; Nepos; Cresar;
co.mp.
.
Gr ck: Gram.: xeretses
(Br itter ): Anabnsis.
A. B ...... Gram.: rhetoric; comp.; Latin: Gram.; comp.;
daC'aulay's E say on
< sar, 4 bk .; Cic ro, 4
Warren Ha ting; Ten•
orations: Tepos,41ive..
ny on·s Dora; rwico
re k: ram.; Ana.basis,
'l'old Tales.
3 bks.; comp

1 <10 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
B. S ••••••••••.

B. L ........• . . do ...... .............. .. LatinorGre kasfor .B.
cour · (optional with
one modern mng1,a 0).
7

~nfre1:r-itr, or Texas.
Au t1u, re .

p yn
Ol•
Brownwood.

t cl on

. B ...... Gram.: cla ic

amin tion in Engli h au 1 ny

o

,,th

r ubj
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

iinive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Algebra; georeotry .. Phys. geog ...•. .•.... ~i3
U. S.hist ...... ... ... . . Arith.; el. algebra;
geometry, 2 bks.

French: Gram. and
exercises (Grand•
gent) ; reader
(Super) ; Morceaux:
Choisis d 'Alphonso
Daudet; prose
comp.
Or German: Gram.
(Thomas); reader
(Brandt); comp.

Geography ... ... .... 374

U.S. hist. (1\fontgom•
ery) .

Algebra through ..... do .............. .
logarithms; plane
and solid geometry.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

r

Rome (Creighton); Algebra through . ••••••••••• ·-----·•·· ·· 376
Greece (Fy:ffo) : En·
quadratics; plane
glish and American
geometry.
hist. (Montgom•
ry);medirevaland
modern hist. (My•
ers).
U. S. hist. (Barnes' Arith.; o1. algebra Phys. geog. (Cor• 3i7
nell); geology of
Brief).
(Wentworth's
T nnosseo (, af•
First Steps).
ford and Kille•
brew).
U.S. hit ...... . ...... Arith ................ . Geography . _.. . . . ... 378
U. S. andEnglish hist. Ari th.; algo bra
through determi•
nants.

Physiology .......... 379

U. S. hist.; hist. of
Tennessee.

Phys. geog. · physi·
ology; el. physics.

Ari th.; algebra; plan
geometry.

1

380
U. 8. hist .. .•... . .... . Ari th.; algebra . ...... ..... do . -.. .. -........ .
. . .. do ................ . Ari th.; el. algebra .... Phys. geog .... •••····
U. S. hist.; ancient, Ari th.; algebra to se• .....•.....•....••...... 381
ries.
Roman,and medire·
val hist. (Gazeau).
Gen. hlst.(Myers) .... Ari th.; algebra ...... .•.......•........
through quadrat•
ics; plane geometry .
...... ....... . ..... ...... ..... do ____ ...... .. .......... do ................. ---- ........ -··· .... •· •·
French: Joynes•Ot- ..... do ...... .... ....... ... . . do ... ... ....... ...........• •···············
to's Introductory
French Lessons;
Joynes' Fairv
Tales; L'AbbeCon·
atantin.
Or German: Gram.
(Joynes•Meissner);
reader (Brandt);
Andersen 'a Maerchen; Der Zerbrochene Krug.
(l requir d; other is
optional with La.tin
or Greek.)
U. S. hist. (Johnston) ; Ari th.; algebra Physiology; pl!,ys. 883
geog. ; el. physics.
Texas hi t.; civil
~hrough qua.dratgovernment;
1ts; geometry.
..American politics.
U. . hist.; Engli h School algebra to Phys. geog.; physi- 384:
ology.
hist. (Montgomery).
radicals (Wentworth); arith.
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Requirements fo1· admission to the freshman class of
Course.

Institution.

385

386

387

388

389

390

English language.

Classic.."l.l languages.

A. B ...... Gram.; comp.; Lock- Latin: Gram. and Les·
wood's Lessons; classics;
sons; Viri Romm;
Cresar; Cicero; Virgil;
rhetoric.
Fort ·worth Univer-l
prose comp.
Fort Worth,
Greek: Gram. and Les•
sons; Anabasis.
B. S ...... Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. B.
1
course.
A. B .•.... Gram.; classics·----······· Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.
Greek: Gram.; ·white's
Southwestern UniverBeginner's Book.
s i t y, George town, B. S ...... Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Same as for A. B.
Tex.
course (optional) .
Ph. B ..... ...• . do ............. ..... ... . Latin or Greek as for A. B.
-course.
A. B ...... Rhetoric (Kellogg) ........ Latin: Gram.;comp.: Cresar; Cicero; Virgil, 1 bk.
Wiley University,
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Marshall, Tex.
Anabasis, 3 b.irs.
{
Ph. B .•... Same as for A. B. course._ Latin: Same as for A. B.
t
course.
A. B ...... Gram. ; Lockwood's Les• Latin: Gram.; Crosar .... .
.Aastin College, Sher·
sons.
Greek: Beginner's Book.
man, ·Tex.
{ B. S ...... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B
course.
A. B...... Gram.; American litera• Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cm.
ture.
sar: Virgil.
Trinity University,
Greek: Gram.; AnQ<basis.
1'ehuacana, Tex.
B. S ·----- Samo as for A. B. courso __ Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
A. B •..... Gram.; analysis; rhetoric . Latin: Lessons (Cory);
comp.; icero, se l ect
orat10ns.
Greek : White's B eginAdd-Ran Christian
ner's Book.
University, Waco. B. S ---·-- Same as for A. B. course __ Ls.tin: Same as for A. B.
Tex.
course.

¥!i:

I

B. L._ ... _ ... .. do·--·-- -·- -- -·--- --- ---- ---- ---···- ·········-·-·--- ·A. B .. _··- Gram.· comp. and rhot- Latin: ollar and Dan·
oric (Waddy) .
iell's Beginner's Book;
comp.i,._Uresar; r eader.
391 Baylor University,
\Vaco,
Tex.
Greek:
.tS crinner's Book.
I
B. S. and Gram.; comp.; rhetoric; Latin: Same as for .A. B.
I
B. L.
English classics.
course.
A. B ..... - Gram.; comp- ..... --·---·- Latin: Gram.· Cmsar;
ic ro· Virgil.
Greek: ram.; Anaba.<ri .
392 Paul Quinn College, B. S --·--. Samo as for A. B. course .. Latin: Harp r and Bur·
·waco, Tex.
gess' Inductive.
Gr ek: Harper and Burg ss' Inductive.
B. L .... _. Comp.; Morcliant of Latin: ollar and DanVcnice; Julius oosar;
iell's B ginncr'. Book:
Marmion; Lady of the
sar, 1 l>k.; gram.
I
Lake; Ivanhoe; House
( ptional with Fr ncb
of even Gabl s; 'caror German.)
1

iI

I

I

3U3

Brii~~foJ~~fftaif.ol-

I

I

B. S---···

·uiver ·ity of
ta h,
,'aJtLakeCity, tab.

Ie;cl~~r~·~a:Ma~1;u1:ri
Earl of Chatfiam; ilas
l\Iarner; Sohrab and
Ru tum.
ame as for A. B. cour __ --··--------·-·--·---·-··----·

A. B ...... Gram.; rhetoric;
'now Bound;
illag ; Evan
Ladyof th La
h oe; As You
M rchantofV
l rt3 Aarn t"
B. S • ...••

andidato must offer a
· rtain amoun t of Jan•
~uag from th followmg: Latin, G r ok.
French, orman.

l~ir ·t Bunk r
tion; Tai sot a
a.me as for A, B, cour o.. El

tiv .......... . . ·- -. -- ..

COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMEN'J\ .
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mzive1·sities, colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continued.
Science.
I ::\.Iodcru languages. _ _ History. ___ 1_~1.thematics. _I
I-................ ...... Americanhist.(Mont• Arith.; algebra; ge• _P_h_y_s___g_e_o_~___; _p_h- ysi•
gomery); civics;
gen, hist. (:Myer s).

ometry, plano and
solid.

ology; e1. chernis•
try; 1. physi cs
(Gage) .

German: 2 yrs. work. Same a s for A. B. , ame as for A. B. Samo as for A. B.
course.
course.
course.
·· ···· ................... Americanhist.(Mont· Ari th.; a 1 g e bra -- ···· ................ . .
I
gorner y); civics;
throughquadratic.
gen. hist. (Myers).
.............. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. .................•......
course.
cours .
1······ -····
............... . ...... . .. ... . . do . .... .............. ... do . .. .................................... .
................ ......... C ivil governm ent;
gen. hist. (Ander•
son).

Arith.; algebra;
plane and solid ge•
ometr:r.

Phys.geog.; a tron•}
omy (Steele) .

35~1

GermanhFrcnch, or Sam e as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. 1 .
Spanis .
course.
course.
course .
.. .......... . ............ U. S.hist. (Cooper) ... Arith.; el. algebra ... ······· ·· ···············

in

...................... ... U.S. hist.; gen. Wst.
(Myers).
........ .. .. ............. Rome ( 'reighton);
Gr eece (Fyffe); U.

Same as for A. B.
course .
Ari th.; a lgo bra;
plane geometr y ·

Phys. geog .... .... .. .
Physics (Shaw) ......

l

I

· u\,~fj~t.;
I····· ·····················
.... .................
I
'
I
I
I
. .~~I~~;~?~~~::. . ~~;:·~~~-· · -· · · · . .~~::·~·~· . . . · · · . . ~~;:·. _ ~- ·· ·- --·· ·t
Rome ..... Same as for A.· B.
cour se.
U.S. hist. (Barnes) ... A;{a~~-Je~:fe!~/:a ;

a· for A. B.

Same as for A. B

Samo as for A. B. ::IBO
our s .
P%~~}op~t~;;.:~l~l;
and Chute); phys.
g og.
• om as for A. B. ,JOO

hist.; Texas
h1 t .; gen. hist.;
civil government.

.Arith.; school algebra; plane geome•
try.

Phy iolog;v(smith );
el. physics; phys.
geog. (Houston).

s~rg-grs!~ for A. B.
Gen. hist.· U.S. hist.;
civil go-v-ernment.

S~1g'!r s~~ for A. B.
.Algebra; plane geomotry.

1

for m an, Gram .;

I

, am

-·· ····-·····-··········· u. •.

I.__·.·.··.·..·.-.-.·.··_.·.·.·.·.-·..·.·.·.·.·.·-.

S::ime as for A. B.
course.

.ml

S~~1!r:. for A. D.
Physics; bot an :r
(Gray); ph ys.
geog.; physiolc gy.
Algel>ra . ... ·--··-- ··-· Phys. geog.; phy ~1•
ology.

:3:)2

1· U- -,.-man ,--Droy-·

I

spring's Easy Les•
sons and First
Reader; 1\1rerchen.
r French: Keetel's
Analytica l and
Pract. Gram. and
Reader.
(Optiona l wit h
Latin.)
French or German as
above.
, ' o Classical 1 an guages.

U . S. hist. (Barnes) ... Arith.; el. algebra Phy si s (AYcry):
(Wentworth); plane
physiology ( mith).
geometry.
·,!03

Same as for A. B.
am as for A. B.
course.
cour .
U . . hist -· --·--·--·-·· Arith.; ol. algebra;
plane geom try.

Same as for .A. n.
course.
Physiology (Martin) ./

J
.3!)!

Eh•ctive ---·--·----·-- Same as for A. B.
course.

'am as fo r A. B.
course. Also, electh-es.

Physiology. A 1 s ,
electives.

I
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Req'llfrements for adniission to the f1·eshman class of
Institution.

395

Course.

University of Ver•
mo n t, Burlington,
Vt.

English language.

C,'lassical languages.

A.B ..... . Gram.; orthoepy; comp.; Latin: Gram.; pros&
comp.; Cresar, 4 bks.;
Merchant of Venice; As
Cicero, 0 orations and
You Like It; Marmion;
De Amicitia; Virgil, 0
Evangeline; Macaulay's
bks. of .:Eneid ana Ee·
Essay on Addison; Tales
logues.
of a Traveler: Twice
Told Tales; Silas Mar• Greek: Gram.; prose
comp.; Anabasis, 4 bks.;
ner; Sir Roger de Cover·
Iliad, 3 bks.
ley.
Ph.B .... . Samo as for A. B. course . . Latin: Samo as for A. B.
course.
B. S ........... do .......... ............ . ................... ......... .
Engineer• ..... do ................................••.......... . ..... ..
ing.

Middlebury College,
Middlebury, Vt.

Latin: Gram.; comp.;
sight translation; Uic·
ero's orations against
Catiline,II,III, IV; Vir·
gil's .iEneid, Bk . I-V.
Greek: Gram.: comp.;
sight translation; Anab·
asis, Bk. II; Iliad, Bks.

Randolph•Macon Col•
lege, A shland, Va.

B. S...... Same as for A. B. course. L!tii~ §!me as for A . B.
Also American litera•
course.
ture (Richardson's
Primer).
A. B. an~ Gram.; ei. rhetoric........ Latin: El. gram.; Cresar,
Ph. B.
4 bks.

A. B ...... RequirementsofCommis•
sion of New England
Colleges. a
396

397

Bridgewater College, A. B. and Gram. ; comp .. ............ Latin: Beginn'ilr·s Book.•·
B. S.
Greek: Beginner's Bo~k.
Bridgewater, Va.
Uni varsity of Virginia, . ........... Gram.; el. rhetoric.; comp. Latin: -Gram.;Cresar;V1r·
Charlottesville, Va. b
Gf.!~k: Gram.; Anabasis,
2bks.
A . B ...... Gram ......•....... .. ...... Latin: Gram.; comp.;
400 Emory and Henry Col·
G~~t~r ~~ii:·, 9 Begin.
Jege, Emory, Va.
ner's Book (optional).
B. S ...... ..... do ......•............... .... .... .... ..................
401 Hampden •Sidney Col• ................... . ..........•........... Latin: El. gram. (Bing·
lege, Hampden•Sid·
ham); Cre ·ar.
.
ney, Va.
Greek: White's Beg!~ ·
n e r' e nook; Backie
'olloquia; Anabasis, 1
398

390

l

402

Washington and Leo ............ Requirem ntsofCommisUniversity, Lexing•
sion of New England
ton, Va.
Colleges. a

L~t~;: Crosar,Bks.IItoV;
icero, Manilian Law
and 4 other orations;
pos. 15 lives, or Vir·
gil' 1Eneid, I, II, IV;

403

Roanoke College, , a•
lem, Va.

404

College of William aud ... ..... .... Gram.; literatur (Rich· L;[f~:~Jua.ra.ndDani n·
fary, \,Villiamsbur"',
ard on); Marmion; Ad·
.Firs ook; Yiri Rom •
Va.
dison.
Gr ek· Primer (Fro ·t).
Ya hon
llege, Bur• A. B., B. Gram ...................... . .......................... .. .
ton, ,Ya h.
, ., and
C.E.
olfax, A. B ...... ..... do ............. ........ .

A. B ...... Gram.; comp .............. L~1:;tdf:-!~· ...epo ;C.e·
G1?:'{ic Gram.; transl a.·
tion of easy pro e. ( P·

(I
p:ig -1.-.
b R quir men ts given are for

ntranco to indh-iduru

!::Choo}).
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS.

imive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

Ancient hist.; Greek
hist. to Alexander;
Roman hist. to Augustus.

Arith .; algebra
through quadratics; plane geometry.

Ancion t and modern
geography.

395

Fr nch or· German or
science.

Samo as for A. B. Same as for A. B. See modern lancourse.
guages.
course.
__ __ _do ______ ___________ Same as for A. B.
course.
Samo as for A. B. _____ do------- ----·---course. Also, solid
geometry.
Ari th.; algebra
~hrougb quadratICs; plane geometry, 4 bks.
396

Fr .nch or German:
FJansY~f1;1r't'. sight

Engli b hist. (Mont- Same as for A. B. --··········· ···········
course.
1;omery); American hist. (Johnston).
·- -- - -- - --- - --- - --- ------ -----------------·--····· At~r~~gh
397
ics; 3 bks. of Eu•

a~~!a~-~; ························

clid.

·····- --····· ...... ·-···· .............. . .......... Ari th.; algebra; el. . ....................... 398
geometry.
Rucliments . ......... . ......................... A[J;otgh a~~ad~-~; . ....................... .399
ic-s; plane geome·
try, 3 bks.
··· ··-············· · ····· U . . hit ....... .. . .... Arith.h algebra

Jrf2~;~:~?~!~~.~..

.. __ . __ . .. . ... .. ···- .......... do ...................
-····· -····· ................... ·-··· · .... ·····-··. Arith; algobra
quadratics.

Phys.geog .•......... )

1100
-· · . do .. ..............
to .............. . ......... 401

···················-····· U.S. hist .............. Arith.; algebra to
quadratics; plane
geometry, 3 bks .

Polit. and historical
geog.

402

.. ....................... ·-·--do_ .. , •• --·····-··- Ari th.; algebra
through quadratics.

Modern geog .... ____ 403

Arith.; alg bra to
quadratics; Elane

Civilancl phys. geog. 40-!
(::\faury).

. S. hist ... ·-·- · ··-· ·- A¥ith~~~~~·.~-~-~: . ___ ···--··-· ····- ·--···--· · 40:;

· ···--········-·---·-···· U . . hist. ; Roman
and Greek hi t.;
civH government.

ED 97--:38

Arith.; algebra_ ...... 1 Geography; pbysi•
ology; zoology.
1

400
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FDUCATION REPORT, 18~6-97.
Requirements fo1· admission to the fl'eshm,crn class of
Course.

Institution.

English langu:.i,ge.

Olassi""1 languages.

-I

A.B ____ _ Comp.: Merchant of Ven- Latin: Gram .; Cresar, 4
ice; E,angeline; Lay of
bks.; Virgil, Gbks.; Cictho Last Minstrel; .rhe
ero, 4 oratiom1; comp.
Cotter's Saturday Greek: Gram.; Anabasis,
Night.
2bks.
B. S---·-- Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks. (Optional ,v-ith
French or German.)
1

407

University of Wash•
ington, Seattle,
Wash.

408

Latin: Gram. (Yanni):
Historia Sacra ; Vi r i
Romre; Phredrus; Crosar; Nepos, 500 lines;
Cicero, Select Letters;
Ovid, 300 lines.
Greek: Gram. (Yenni);
.tEsop; Lucian; Anabasis, 50D lines.
A. B ...... Gram.; analysis; comp. __ _ Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cre·
1
sar; Cicero; Virgil.
Greek: Gram.; comp.:
Whitworth College,
Anabasis; Herodotus.
Sumnor, Wash.
{ B. S .•.... Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Samo as for A. B.
course.
·
A. B. -- ___ Comp.; el. rhetoric; his- Latin: Gram ; comp.; Cretory of literature.
sa r; Cicero; Virgil.
Greek: Gram.; Anabasi .

Ph. B .•... _____ do--··----····---------- Same as for A. B. cour e_

400

410

411

G om,aga Col] ege, Spo•
kane, Wash.

A. B...... Gram.; comp.; Coppens'
Practical Introduction.

I

B. S ------ Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Gram.; comp.; Cre·
sar ; icero.
Ph.B---·- _____ do _________ _____________ Latin: Same as for A. Il.
course.
Same as for ,B. S. f'OU?' " -

Puget Sound University, Tacoma, Wash.

Whitman College,
Walla Walla, Wash.

Latin: Gram.: comp.; Cw· I
sar, 4 bks. : O,id or Sal·
lust; Virgil, 6 bks.; Cic·
ero, 7 orations.
Greek: Gram.; comp. :
Anabasi , 4 bks.; Hero•
dotus; Iliad or Odys ·e:.
6 bks.
amo as for A. B. courso __ Latin: amc as for A. B.
cour .

B. S ------

1
1
I

B. L______

413

Ul

B~~?i;~~;~~~?W~a.
B thany ollege,
Bethany, W, Va.

I~'

·•~si(i,rgif~rganni:
to\\ n, W. "\ a.

Lat\~;

-·--·do------·-------·----·· ·
a(oop:O;i{ ~~:lJi
French or German).
A.B.,B. S., Gram.; comp . ___________________________ ... ____ .. __ . -·-ancl B. L.
A.B.,B. . ,
ram--···· -----·-·-· ______ Latin: TuollandFowler·
and B.L.
Fir ·t Bock; Crusar, 1 bk.

A. B--·--- Gram.; analy i ; Lock- Latin: Lf,_,;··onc:: ' . r;
wood's El mon ts of
'icero; Virgil; comp.
Engli h; om_p. und
rll toric (Waddy).
Engineer- ame n.s for A. B. cour e .. --·-·- ____ ·-·· .... -·---------ing.

I
I

AB _____ _

41,i

L w·r nc
\ppl

Tniv r .,ity.

n, Wi ..

nm .: ~ ar. :i
o, i oru.tion :
.. ; comp.
m.: .Anahfli:ld,:J bk.. ;

comp.
Lnciu: ...:nm n for ~ . B.
B. L--··-- , 'ame a for A. B. com
·our. .
B.,' --···· ____ _do-· -- ·---·-··-···· · ·-----····---·----···· · ····----···

a

Pll"'

I
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COLLEGE ADMISSION REQUIRE~ENTS.

unive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern langnages.

History.

Elective .............. U.S. hist. (Montgom·
ery); civil govern·
ment (Fiske).

Mathematics.

Science .

Arith.; algebra to
quadratics: plane
geometry, 5 bks.

Physics (Carhart
and Chute); botany (Gray, Coulter).

French or German: Same as for A. B. Samo as for A. B. Samo as for A. B. 407
Gram.; translation;
course.
course.
courso . Also:
comp.; 150 pages of
Chemistry, zo •
prose. (Optiona l
ology or geology.
with Latin.)
FrenchandGerman ....... do .................... .. do ............ . .... Samo as for A. B.
Ari th.; algebra .......... ~~- ~ ~~~~ •• •.•.••... . . 1 108

1 1

.... .... ..... ....... ...... U. S. hist. (Sadlier);
modern hist. (Fredet).

...... ..... ........... ... U.S. hist . ...... ...... Arith.; algebra;
geometry, 3 bks.

Phys. geog ..........

Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
English hist.; civil Ari th.; algebra;
government; Roplane geometry.
man and Greek
hist.
French ............... . English and Roman Same as for A. B.
hist.; civil govern• I course. Also solid
ment.
geometry.
Samo as for B. S. English hist.: civil Same as for B. S.
cour c .
. .... do . ............... .
1...
course.
French or German: American, English, Ari th.: al ge bra
Gram.; 1. reading.
ancient, medimval
through quadrat•
and modern hist.
ics;planogeometry.

Same as for A. B.

sf~;e~~,~~\=>h. B.

~~cft~-~··············

p~~~i~1~g

;

h y s.
geog.; ef. pRysics.

i,oo
j
I

1\

Same as for A. B.
course. Also: As•
tronomy.
Same as for A. D.
course.
Same as for B. , •.
cour o.
El. phy: ics; phys.
geog.

~ 10

El. phy. ics; phys. Hl
geog. ; z o o l o &- y ;
botany; phys1ol·
o g y i astronomy;
politwal science.
French or German ..... do ..... .............. ... do .............. . . .
for A. B.
(optional with
Latin).
. . .. . . . .. . . .... . ..... ... . U. S. h\st.; civil gov· Arith.; cl. algebra.... Phys. geog ; uhy. i- 1· 412
......................... U ernmont.
. . hist.; gen. hist. Arith.; algebra ___ o_:~~_)~: .............. .11:3
(Myers).
through l0gn.•
rithms ~W nt·
Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

s~rg:r::.

I

I

......................... ................... ...... Arif
~~t al:e~i!>. t
loga1·ithms; plane
8

0

geometry .

...... .. ... .............. U. ,'. hist. (Fiske) .. __! .'ame as for A. B.
course.
U.S. hist.; civil gov·
ernment; Rome
and Greece C Iyors); modern hist.
(Montgomery).

I

I

Ari th.; al~ebra;
J)lane and 1 bk. of
solid geometry.

.P~,:.~:o~~:·b~t~n~·,1/U
or phy ics; phys.
geog.; drawing;
mech. arts.
Physiology; phys.
geog.; el. physic .

French or Gcrn:.am: Same as for A. B. Sam as for A. B. Samo a· for A. B.
I course.
cours .
course.
2 yrs'. work.
;ny~?.e,rv~tk.: . .... do .... .......... .... .... do...... . . .... .. ... Same as for A. B.
course. Also: El.
botany.

F1rif~:
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Requirenients for ad-mission to the f1·eshman class of
Institution.

Course.

Classical languages.

English language.

Lat in: Gram.; Cresar, 3
bks.; Virgil's AJ:neid, 6
bks. and Eclogues; Cicero, 7orations; Sallust's
Catiline; comp.
Greek: Gram.; Ana.basis,
4 bks.; Iliad, 2bks.; comp.
Ph. B. ___ _ Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Gram.; Cresar, a
bks.; Virgil, 6 bks.; Cicero, 5 orations; comp.
A. B ___ . _. Requirements of Commission of New England
Colleges.a

41G

Beloit College, Beloit,
Wis.
B. S------ _____ do __________________ __ __ Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 3
bks; Virgil, 6 bks.; comp.
(Optional with German.)

A. B---·-- Requirements of Commis-

sion of New England
Colleges.a

B. L. (1) __ Same as for A. B. course ..

4.li

Unive1·sity of WisconFlin, Madison, Wis.

Latin: Gram.; el. book
(Collar and Daniell);
Cresa.r, 4 bks.,or Nepos;
Cresar. 2 bks., and selections; Cicero, 7 orations;
Virgil, 6 bks.; comp.
Greek: Gram.; le ssons;
Ana.basis, 4 bks.; Iliad,a

L~!!:; ~~:~· as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B. course. ---·.do--------------··-····Also hist. of English literature (Gayley) and
study of representative
authors (optional with
German).
See modern languages ....
B.L. (3) -- Same as for A. B. course.
Also hist. of English literature (Gayley) and
study of representative
author .
Two y ars' work in Latin
B. S. and Same :i for A. B. cour e.
(el ctive). (Twoyears'
Engliall litorature ( olecon gi,vorks lectedfromelectivo); rhetoric(elective).
neering.
tives must be offered.)
Agricul- Gram.; analy is ___________ -------- ···· ...... ---·-·--····
ture .

B. L. (Z) --

.A.. B ...... Grnm.; analysi.; el.rhetoric.

Latin: Gram.; Cro ar, 4.
bks.: icero, 7 oration·;
Virgil, U bks.; omp.
Greek: Gram.; Ana.basis, 4 bks.; lliad, 3 bks.;
omp.
B.,' -···--· ,·am ns for A. B. cour~-- Latin: .::run as for .A. B.
cour · ..

B. L ..•.•.•..... do ______________________ Latin: Tram.; r ador;
· sar, i bks.; comp.
A. B . ..... Gram. (Goold Brown);
comp.; 'opp ns' Practical Introduction: literatu r
<American an cl
u.tholic).

L

.

i)j

a

r.
0

.

Ir

chw,

!

nni):
• Lu-
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iinive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

German :Gram.; r ead•
er; Bernhardt's Im
Zwiolicht, Vol. I;
Auerbach's Brigitta; Bernhardt's
N ovelletten•Bibliothek, Vol. I; Minna
von Barnhslm.
German as for Pb . B.
course (optional
with Latin).

History.

Mathematics.

Science.

U.S. hist.(Johnston);
Greer.a ( Smith) ;
Rome (Myers).

Arith.; algebra Physiology(Martin) ;
through quadrat•
phys. geog. (Gei•
kie); el. physics
ics; geometry to
the sphere.
(Avery).

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course.

Same as for A. B.
course. Also: Bot·
any (Gray); chem•
istry (Williams).
-HG

Same as for A. B . . .... do. ___ . ___ . _____ ._. Three of tho follow•
ing 1 yr. courses:
course. Also: EngPhysics; cbemis•
land(Montgom=ry).
try; botany and
zoology or ~en. bi•
ology; phys10logy;
phys. geog., or
physiography.
(Optiona l wHh
Latin or G€\rman.)
U.S. hist. (Thomas); Arith.; algebra, plane Polit. and phys. geog .
ancient hist. (Myand solid geometry.
ers); English hist.
(Gardiner).

German :Gram.; read- Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B.
course.
course.
ing; Minna von
• course.
Barn helm; Der
Neffe ala Onk 1 or
Die, J ournalisten;
memorizing Oto 12
poems.
G rmauasabov (op• ·-···do.·-·- ...... ·-···· ... -.do_ ...... ···----·-· ame as for A. B.
course. Seo also
tional with English
under Modern lan •
li tera tu re and pb ysguages.
ics or with physics,
physiology.and bot•
any).
Two years' work in ..... dO.--··--·-···----- ··-··do .. _. ______ . __ .... Same as for A. B .
course. Also:
French,German, or
Physics (Gag ) ;
Latin is urged.
phy!:;iology (Mar
tin); botany.
German as for Il. L. U.S.hist. ;ancient and ..... do._ .. -· - ..... __ ·-· Same as for B. L. (3)
English history
cours . Zoology
( 1) course or equiv•
(electiv ) ; astron·
1
alent amount of
omy (olectiv ).
French.
U ... hist· · ···- ........ Ari th.; algebra
~~-for B. L . (3)
1
througl: quadratics; plane and solid
geometry.
U.S.3.ist.; G r eo e; ..... dO---·····-·-····-· Descrip. and phys.
goog.
Rome.

i;:~~~t)(;t;JUi~):

Q rman: Gram. and

. . hist.; civil go,·
rnment; Romo.

R:i.me as for B. , .
course.

, a.mo as for .A. B.
course. Also: Civil
government.
U. . hi t. (, adli r);
modern hist. (Fredet).

reader; comp.

s~rg:

117

I
1

I

Same as for A. B.
course.

il8

Ari th.; algobra
through radicals.

Geography ... . -····· 410

Same as for A. B.
course. Also: EL
physics; physiology; botany.
. ... do ..... ·-·····- -···· Samo as for B. S.
course.
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Requfrements for aclniission to the freshman class of
r_n_s_ti_·t_u_t_io_n_.___ 1,-C
-·o_t_ir_s_e_. _

___
1

___
1

E_n_g_..-1_is_h_1a_n_g._u_ a_g_e_._ _ :_ _ c_1a
_s_s_ic_a_1_1_anguagcs. _
1

A.Il. (1) .. Gram.; rhetoric (Clark's
Briefer); English literature (Pancoast).

420

Latin: Gram.; Cresar, !3
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
Virgil, ll bks.; Sallust's
Catiline: comp.
Greek: Gram.; L essons
(Keep) ; An a ba sis ,4
bks.; Iliad, 2 bkR.
A.B. (2) .. Same as above. ___________ _ Latin: Same as a½oYe . ... . _

Ripon College, Ripon,
Wis.

I

A . B. (3) ....... do ______________ ____ ---- .... do ...... ---- - ------- -- --421

42'2

A.B ______ Gram. and comp. (Southworth); comp.; America!]- literature; el. rhetoric; poems.

Northwestern University, Watertown,
Wis.

Latin: Lattmann ·s Gram.
exereises; Second Reader; Cresar, 2 bks.
Greek: Kaegi 's Fir st
Book; etymology.

A ,B ______ Gram.; Lockwood's Les- Latin: Collar's Gate t o
Cresar; Cresar, 2 bk . ;
sons; As You Like It;
Cicero, 4 orations.
Defoe's History of the
Plague in London; Tales Greek: White's B o gi nof a Traveler; Twice
ner's Book.
Told Tales; Evangeline;
Silas
Marner.
University of ~ o - B. S. and Same as for A. B. course __ Latin: Samo as for A . D.
ming, Laramie, yo.'
B. L.
cour e.
B. Agr ___ Gram.; comp _____________ _ --- ·-· ·----- ·----------------Eng i - Gram .; comp.; Lessons __ _ ---- ---- ----- - ---- ----- - ------ ,
ne orA~nJf ____ _ Gram.; comp.; a nalysis ; Latin: Collar and Dan·
rhet or ic; liter a ture.
iell's Beginner 's__ Bo_oki
Cresar, 4 bks. ; v1rg1l, 6
bks.; prosody; Cicer o,

I

/BL.-....
4.'?:J

I

Mills College, Mills
College, Cal.

II
II

G~e~X::tiwiit~~~E°e gin ner's Book; Anabasis;
Iliad, 3 bks.; comp.
Samo as for A. B. course__ L atin: ' ame as for A. B.
course.
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unive1·sities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

German or French:
Gram.; easy read•
ing at sight.

U. S. hist. ; Rome and
Greece (Myers).

Mathematics.
rith.; algebra; ge•
ometry, '.I: bks. of
hauvenet.

Science.
Phys. geog.; physiology (Cutt r);
physics (Gag ) ;
botany (Wood).

42:>
Same ns above. Also Samen above . . . . . ... Same as above.
Also: Zoology
M.odioovalhist. (My(Packard).
ers); civil govern•
ment.
Samo as abovo._ . . .. . . Sameasabovo. Also: . .... do ··· ·- · ·-·· ... -··· Snm as A. B. (1) - ·· -·
Modern hist. (My•
ers).
eography; botany; 421
German: Do ebe ln Greece (Stacke); Arith.; el. algebra
through q nadratics.
drawmg; 1? h y s.
Lesebuch fuer
Rome; U. S. hist. ;
geog. (Geik10).
Sexta; Lyon Hand•
medirovalbist. (Mybuch, First, Second,
ers).
and Third Course;
comp.; poems.
U. S. hist.; civil gov• A r i th.; al g e b r a D escrip. and phys.
geog.; physiology.
ornment.
through quadratics ; plane and solid
geometry.

Germ::1,11 and French
as above.

Same as for A. B. 422
course. Also: El.
physics; botany.
Physiology;
phy s.
· · ··-· ··· · ·· ·· ··-·· ·····- ' U.,. hist _._ . . _. . ·---·· Arith.; el. algebra ... .
geog.
·· -- -- - · -· --······· · ·-··· a.mo as for B. Agr. \ Arith.; algebra ...... . Physiology; phys.
geog.; 1. physics;
I course.
drawing.
I
·· ·- ·- · · · ···· ··- ··-·-·-·· 'reek hist. to den.th Arith.; algebra; Physics·-····---·-- __
of Alexander; Ro•
plane geometry.
man hist. to death
of 'ommodus; civil
gov rnment.
'ame as f r A. B.
our e.

Same a for A. B .
course.

I

l
F r o n ch : Gram . ; / , ::1.me as for A. B.
comp.; Sauvour·s
course. Also medi·
Cau ·eries avecmes
reval and modern
Elevos; L'A bbe
hist.
onstn.ntin; Contes
do Daudet; George
Sand; Mlle. do la
Soigliere (San•
dean); l yrics,;ylays.
Or German: 1.:rr::im.;
comp.; Stern'sStu•
dien uncl Plaudere i en; Grimm s
Fairy Talcs;
Storm"sTmmensc ;
Wilhelm 'l' 11;
Schiller·s Lied von
d r Glocke; Lif of
L ssing; ::.\Iinna von
Barnhelm; Nathan
dor Weise.

Same n.s for A. B.
course.

Sn.me as for A. B.
course.

1,23

I
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Requirements for admission to the f1·eshma n class of
Course.

Institution.
Rockford College,
Rockford, Ill.

426

English language.

Classical languages.

A. B ....•. Requirements of Com- Latin : Gram.; First Latin
Book ( C o m st o e k) ·
mission of New EngCresar, 4 bks.; Virgil, d
land Colleges.a
bks., or 5 bks. and (i Ee·
l ogues; Cicero, 7 orations; comp.
Greek: Gram.; FirstLessons (White); Anabasis, 3 bks.; Iliad, 3 bks.;
comp. (Optional with
French or German.)

Woman's College of A. B ........... do ________ _____________ _ Latin: Gram.; comp.;
Cresar, 4 bk . ; Cicero, 6
Baltimore, Ba 1 ti orations; Virgil, 6 bks.
more, Md.
Gr eek: Gram.; comp.;
Anaba is, 4 bks.; Iliad, 3
bks. {Optional with
French or German.)
Radcliffe College, Cam- A. B.... .. Same as for Harvard Uni- Same as for Harvard Uni·
versity. b
bridge, Mass.
versity. b
' A. B ...... Requirements of Com - Latin: Gram.; Cresar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 7 orations;
mission of New England
Virgil, 6 bks., or ii bks.
Colleges. a
and the Eclogues, or
l,OOOlinesof Ovid; comp.
Greek: Gram.; comp.·
Anabasis, 4 bks.; Iliad,

B. L . . : ... Rhetoric; comp. covering simple narration,
descript10n, exposition,
and argument.

4-21

:J bks.
Latin or Greek as for
A. B. course.

mith ollege, Northampton, :Ma s.

B. S •••..• Same ns for A. B. conrs •. Latin: Same a~ for
cour.;.

a

epage4, .

. B.
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imiversities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
History.

Modern languages. \

Mathematics.

I<'rench: Gram.; Sau- U.S. hist _____________ _ Arith.; algebra
throuo-h geometv cur's Causeries
r i ca f progre sion
avec mes Eleves ;
(Wen two rt h's
La Petito I<'adette
(Sand); Fables de
Complete); plane
la Fontaine (Saugeometry.
veur); Bocher's
College Plays (5);
L'Abbe Constantin; Le Cachet
Rouge.
Or Ge rman: Gram.;
Bernhardt's Sprach
und Le ebuch and
N o,elletten Bibliothek, Vol. I; Aus
Meiuer Welt (Meissner); 2 comedies;
Heim b u r g 's 1hr
Einziger Brude r ;
, Wilhelm Tel l or
l\Iaria Stuart.
(0 pt ion a 1 with
Greek.)
French or German : U . S. hist. ; hist of Arith.; algebra
England.
Gram.; comp . ;
through progressight translat10n.
sions; plane geom(Option al with
etry.
Greek.)

Science .
424

Elements of one natural science.

425

ame af! for Harvard
University. b

4.26

Same as for Harvard
Tniversity. b

Same as for Harvard
University. b
Greek hist. to death
of Alexander; Roman hist. to death
of MarcusAurelins.

Same as for Harvard
University. b
Ari th.· algebra
through progressions; l)lane geometry.

Fron ch: Gram.;
comp. ; La Font a i n e's F a b 1e s ;
fll<>.de la Seigliere,
tho play; J eanne
d 'Arc; lyrics (Bowen); Le Cure de
'.r ours ; Pecheur
d'Islande; conversation.
Or German: Gram.;
comp.; Fluch der
Schoenheit; Aus
dem Staat Friedrichs des Grossen ;
Di Harzreise;
Di cht ung und
Wabrheit, 3 bks.;
Minn a von Barnhelm; •.r li; Lied
von der Glocke; 30
pp. of lyrics or ballads; conversation.
Same as for B. L.
course.

Greek or Roman hist.
as for A. B. course.

Same as for A. B. -----· -·-·-- ______ -----·
course.

1

Homan hist. to death -- ··--dO ---··----···- ··-- Botany (Gray);
physiology ( Marof Marcus Aurelius.
tin); cl. physics.
b See pp. 530-531.
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R equfrcnien ts fo1· admission to the freshman class of
Institution.

Course.

English language.

~lassical languages.

I

A . B ----- · Requirements of Commis- Latin: Gram.; comp.;
sion of New England
Crosar, 4: bks.; Cicero,
Colleges. a
7 orations; Virgil, 0 bks.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis, 4 bks.; lliad,
3bks.
B.S ______ SameasforA.B.course ... Latin: Samo as for .A. B.
course.
Greek: Same as for A. B.
course. (Optional with
French or German.)

428

Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley,
Mass.

B. L ••.••. Same as for A. B. course ... Same a'> for B. ·. course ...

420

-Vvellesl ey C o 11 e g e ,
Wellesley, Mass. b

I

A. B . ... .. Requfrement, ofCommis- L,t;u ; Gram.; com P • ;
sion of New England
Crosat·, 4: bks.; Cicero, U
Colleges. a
or 7 orations; Virgil, 0
bks.
Greek: MaximumGram.: comp.; Ano.basis, 3 bks. ; Iliad, 3 bks.;
sight translation of Attic and Homeric Grcel::.
Minim u m-G r am. ; ,
First L essons; Ann.basis, 3 chapters; comp.
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1.mfrcrsities, colleaes , ancl schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mathematic .

U.S. hist.; Greece to
death of .Alexander: Rome to death
of Marcus Aurelius.

Arith.; algobra
through progressions; plane geometry.

Science.

Frenc..:h: ::M e th o de Same as for A. B. Same as for A. B. El. botany (SpaldCOUrf\e,
cours .
Berlitz, l er Livre;
ing); el. physics
gram.; G Fables
(Avery).
c.le la Fontaine;
Contes Merveilleux
(Sauveur) : 2 of
Bocher's College
Plays; 2 bks. of
mod rri prose writers; Esther (Racine) ; Lo Cid (Corneille).
Or German: 0 t to ·s
I. gram.; Das
Deutsche Bu ch
(Van Dael!); lyric
poems and ballads;
Brandt's Reactor;
narrations; memorizing; comp.; exor c i sos (Stein);
Fluch dor Schoenheit; Spiclmann's
Kind(Riehl); L'Arrabiata (H eyse).
(Optiona l with
Greek.)
Same as for B. , . , 'ame as for A. B . _____ do ______ ____ _______ ------·------------- ·.
course. Also: Engcours .
lish hist. (Montgomery.)
French: Maximum- U. S . hist. to loso of A]gobra t hr ugh Ancient g og. Any 420
one of th thr
Ro vol u tionary
quad1:'aticsandproram.; 'omp.; congre ions;
plane
following R fon s
war; Greeco to the
Yersation;
olomgeometry (Chauvemay be offer d in
ba; Contes Choisis
Peloionn ian war
net).
place of tho minid'Alphom1e Daufom~n~~ ~los~is~f
mum requirem nt
det; L'Abb6 Conin language: Physfirst century A. D.
stantin; 2 of B6ics (Harvard r cher's Co 11 o g e
quirem nt);cb mPlays; Le Bouristry ( Rems 11 'i;
geois GentilIntroduction );
homme; Horace ·
zoology (Colton).
Fontaine's Fables,i;
La. Ilfare au Diable;
Bowen's Selocted
Lyri s (20 pag s);
La Priso de la Bastille; .Peppin o .
Minimum-Gram.;
comp.;
on t e s
ChoL',is d'Alphonsc
Daudet;
L'Abb6
Constantin; La Cigale che,1 les Fourmis; La Prise de la
Ba3tille; 4 of Fontaine's Fables and
3 of Hugo's poems
committed, to memory.
German : Maximum
- Gram.; comp .·
Deutsches Losebu ch (Wonckebach,1-126, 167-~7):
Aus meiner Welt;
l\linnn. von Barnhelm;
Dichtung
und Wnhrheit; converRatiou;
Die
, chonst nDeutschor Li der (Wen,;kebach). Minimu.mG ram.; comp.;
reading; poetry to
memory in the
Lesebuch; idioms.
b Candidates must offer maximum requirement in Gre k. Fronch, or German, and minimum
in Greek, French, or German, but not both in the samo language. See also under , 'cience.
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Requi1·ements for admission to the f'reshrnan class of
Ins titu tion.

Course.

English language.

Clas ic..'l.l languages.

Latin: Gram.; co~p.;
Cresar 5 bks.; Virpi, 0
bks.; Cicero, 9 orations.
Greek: Gram.: comp.;
Anabasis, 4 bks.; Iliad,
3bks.
B. L...... Same as for A. B. course .. Latin: Same as for A. B.
course.
A. B ...... Comp. based on somo
work in literature.

430

Evelyn
College,
Princeton,N. J.

m

Wells College, Aurora,
N.Y.

432

Elmira College,
mira,N. Y.

El-

Barnard Collcg , New
York, . Y.

A. B ...... Req_uirements of Comrrussion of New Engla.nd Colleges. a

Latin: Gram.; Cmsar, 4
bks.; Cicero, 6 orations;
Virgil, 6 bks.; comp.
Greek: Gra~._; Anabasis:
4 bks.; Iliaa, 8 bks .,
comp. (Optional with
French or German.)

Gram.; el. rhetoric; Latin. Gram.; comp.;
Cresar, 4 bks. ; Ci ro,
comp.; Midsummer
G orations, including
Night's Dream; Defoe's
Manilian Law and for
History of the Plague
Archia ; Vir~J. 6 bk .
in London; Tales of a
TraveUer; Woodstock; Greek: Gmm.; comp.:
Anabasi , 4 bks; Iliad, 2
Macaulay's Es a¥' on
h ks. ( Optional w i th
Milton; Ev age lI n e;
, ilas Marner.
French or German.)

A.B. and
B.S.

.A.• B ...... R quirements of 'ommi. ·ion of T w England 'ollcge . ~,

Latin: Gram.; comp.;
ar,5bk..;
ro,G
oration ; Vtrgil, tl bk.
r k: Oram.: comp.:
An
i ·, •1 bks.; ill
;J bk.

a

00,at?O
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universities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
::'\Ioder'a languages.

History.

French or German: El. U. S. or English
Sight translation
hist.
into and from English; el. gram.
French and German Same as for A. B.
as for A. B. course.
course.
Also French: Gram.;
comp.; La Tulipe
Noire; Moli13re.
Or German: Gram.;
comp.; Hermann
und Dorothe:1..
French: Gram.; American hi st. to
comp.; hist. of
close of RevolutionFrench literature
ary war; ancient
in l!Jth century;
hist. to r eign of AuSauveur's Petites
gustus (Myers).
Causeries; L'Abbe
Constantin; La
Belle Nivernaise;
Gautier's Jettatura; Scribe's Le
Verra d'Eau; Cop1>ee·s Le Luthrier
de Cremona; Mlle.
de la eiglicr e; La
Mare nu Diaole;
Merimee s Colomba.
Or German: Gram.;
comp.; Minna von

Mathematics.

Science.

Ari th.; a 1 g e b r a
through quadratics; plane geometry.

Algebra through ------------·----------- 431
quadratics; . p 1an e
geometry.

:a~:c~~j

Do~-~=
thee.; Wilhelm Tell;
lyrOr el. F'rench and el.
German.
(0 p tional with
Greek.)
French: La Langue U. S. hist. (Barnes);
Frangaise (Ber y);
England (AnderPetite Gram. ( 'auson) ; Greece;
veur) i G fables (La
Rome.
Fontame); Contes
t NouT"elles (Alliot);2colleg plays
(Bocher); comp.
(Grandgent); L'Abbe Constantin; Colomba; Le Voyage
de Monsieur Perrichon; Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme.
Or erman : Gram.;
reader (Joynes);
Immense ; Roher
ala die Kirche (Hillern ); Andersen's
Bilderbuch ohne
Bild r; Tell; L'Arrabiata.
(Optional with
Greek.)
French: El. gi:am.; Ancient hist. of
Greece and Romo
Rambaud 's Hi.-to(Myers).
ire de la Civili, a tion Frangaise;
easy reading.
Or German: El.
gram. ; Miirchen
(Grimm or Hauff);
easy reading.

~:1;1itb~~,J~.

Ari th. ; algo h ra
through quadratics; plano geometry.

El. chemistry and
physics.

43:J

Ari th.; algebra -----····-···--·---·---- 433
through quadratic ; plane geometry.

606

I
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Requirernents for admissfon to the freshman cl<1ss of
Course.

Institution.

Vassar College, Pough•
keepsie, N. Y.

Bryn Mawr College,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Classical languages.

English In.nguage.

A. B...... Requirements of Com•
mission of New Eng•
land Colleges.

A. B .•... • Requirements of Commission of New Eng•
land Colleges aro accepted. a

Latin: Gram.; comp.:
Cresar, 4 bks. ; Cicero. 7
orations; Virgil, 6 bks.
Greek: Gram.; comp.;
Anabasis, 4 bks., or Hel•
lenica; Iliad, 3 bks., or
Odyssey. ( Optional
with first part of
J!rench or German. )

Latin: Gram.; comp.;
sight translation of im·
ple prose and poetry.
Greek: Gram. · comp.;
sight translation ~f
Anabasis 01· Memorab1•
lia and of Homer. (Op·
tional with French or

Lia;~f~:?mi.;

Cres:ir, 2
B. S ..... . Gram.; comp.; Julius
'roso.r; Merchant of
bks. (Optional.)
Venice; Eva11goline;
, ketch Book; Marmion;
Tom Brown at Rugby;
David Copperfield;
Ivanhoe;
ou they's
Life of Nelson; Burke's
Speech on Conciliation
with America; Macau•
I
lay's Es ay on :Milton.
4-37 StateAgricultnral ol• B. S ..... . Gram.; analysis and ........................... .
loge, Fort Collin ,
comp.: American and
Colo.
Engli ·h literature.
State
School of Mine , Eng i omp .................. ................................. .
438
n e erGolden, Colo.
436

43!1

StatoAgricultnraland
Mechanical College,
Auburn, Ala.

orgio. School of
I aTechnology,
Atlanta,
lfa.

ing.

B. S. in
1\I. E.

Gram .....•.... ..... .. ........... ........................

a See pago -1>8.
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REQUIREMENTS.

imfrersitics, colleges ancl schools of techuology-:-Oontinued.
Modern languages.

I

Hfatory.

l\Iatllcmatic.:i.

I

Science.

I

-------- ···-- ····--····· j 434

French: Gram.; G of Greek and Roman
Bocller's Co 11 go
hist. to Roman EmPlays; La Belle
pire (Myers);
Ni vernaise; Un
American or EngPhilosophe S o u s
lish hist. (Johnston,
Gardiner).
Le 'Ioits; Mlle. Solange; La Tulipe
Noire; Le Conscrit
de 1 13.
Or German: Gram.;
comp.; Der Oberhof; Dichtung und
Wahrheit; Minna
vou Barnh<?lm;
Wilhelm ·rell; Hermann und Dorothea; Die Journalisten.
(Optional with
Greek.)
French; Gram.;
Dosia ; Le Roman
d'unJeuneHomme
Pauvre; La Belle
Nivernaise; 3 of
B6cher·s College
Plays.
Or German: Elements of German
Lang:uage (~ch:mitz
I, II), Undme, Immcnsee; L'Arrabia ta; Germelshausen; Soll und Haben.
Fr nch and German: Ili::1t. of Greece and
Gram.; sight readRome or hist. of
ing of prose and
i~§~and a~d the
poetry. (Greok

Algebra through
quadraticsj plane
geometry t5 bks. of
Chauvenet).

------------------------- U. S.hlst. (Montgomery).

.Arith. ; algebra (01ney).

Geog.; drn.wing _____ 437

Arith.; el. algebra;
geometry, 2 bks.

Geog-----· --- -------- 4:~

~~)'
~:~~k18~~:Gt:r~
man.)

I
II

Algebra through Elements of ono of 415
the f ollowin ~:
progr •ssions; plane
geometry.
Physics ( ag(~ 1;
ch mistry (R m
son); botany (B ss e y ) ; l)hysiology ·
(M nrt1n); phys. ,
geog. (Hinman).
Geog ______ ____ ___ ____ -130
U.S. hist·-- -··----·-· Arith.; algebra to
quadratics.

I

--···-·---------· -·-····· U.S. hist·· ··-····-·-- Algebra through
fractions.

-----dO-------···-·----

13!.>
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Requirenients for admission to the f1·eshman class of
Ins ti tu tion.

I

Course.

English language.

Classical languages.

Eng i - Ilequiremen ts of Commisn eering
sion of New England
cour ses.
Colleges.a

Library
economy.

440

Same as for engineering
cour ses.

Latin: Gram.; Cresa.r, 4
bks; Cicero, 0 orations;
Virgil, 0 bks.

Armour Institute of
Technology,
Chi cago, Ill.
Arc hi- ____ _do--·····-····--····--·- __ ___ _---··· .... ........ ..... .

t

0

C •

turo.

Gene r al ... .. . do . . .... •·-·· ···-·---·-· -- ·· ·· --···· ...... -····· •·····
science.
441

Purdue Unh-e rsi ty,
Lafayette, Ind.
Rose Polytechnic Institute, Terre Haute,
Ind.

4-13

44-!

Iowa State Agricnltn·.
ral College, Amos.
Iowa..
{
Kan:--as Agricultural
olleg , Manhattan,
Kans.

B. S., B. Gram.; comp. ; orihogra- --····- - ·····- · ············
M. E. ,
phy.
and B .
C. E.
B. S •..... Gram .... ......... . ........... . .............. ........... .

D. S., B.
L., and
on g i •
!l e or•

Gram.; orthography ..... .. ...... .. .. .. .... .... ........ .

Af~!~~l·

Samo as abo,c . ..... .. ..... --·· · ·- -···· · ·················

1Il$',

B.,' ..... . Gram.; spoiling_ ................ -· -··········· ········-·
Eng i •
no ori n g,
chem•

R equirem ntsof ommis•
sion of New England
Colleges.a

~<f~·~f=

44;;

Xaine State Coll go,
rono, Me.

tural,
prop.
m di c a l
a n d
phar ma y.
l'h. B ..... , ame asabo,o ............. Latin: Gra.m.; Cm r, 4
bk . ; ic ro, G oration ;
Virgil, )En id and Ee·
~ci ntific ...... do .....•...... ............. ~~~~~: .~~~~--·-- ··· ·····

icultural B., ...... Gram .................•.••...............................
Park,
gricnl• B. ' •.......... lo .............•...• . .... .... . .• ....•........... •·····
'Am•
B.•••.... Roquir men ot omm · · .•...••.....••..•........ •... .
ion of _.Tew En •land
'olleg .a
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universities, colleges, ancl schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

German: Gr am.; Greek, Roman, and
comp.; read c r ;
mcdiroval hist. or
Engli handAmeri•
Fre;vtag's Die J ourcan hist. and civil
nah o t c n ~ T c 11 :
government.
Bernh::i.rdt's
Deutsche Novo l ·
letten; Reyse 's
L'Arrabiata.
German: Gram.; Be•. Greek, Roman, medi•
ginner·s Book (Van
reval, English , and
Daell and t:,chra•
Americau hist. and
kamp); Ileyse s
civil government.
L'Arrabia.ta.
French: ·1tardenal's
Complete Course;
Fontaine's Livre
de Lecture et do
Uonverrotion; Le
Conscrit.
Fr nch as for library Greek, R oman, and
modireval hist.
1'i~~7mJr~~~~ r
phonse Dau det;
com:p. (Bronson ) ;
Marianne (!-:and);
3 modern plays;
Lnquien's Popular
'cience · L'Abbe
onsta1~tin.
Fron h as for archi• Sa.mo as for ngineor•
ing courses.
tcctur o or G rroan
as for ngineering.
U.S. bist_ .. _..........

~{3i:

:Mathematics.

Science.

Algebra through bi·
nomial thoor<'m i
planfl and soli a
geometry; plan c
trigonometry.

Gen. ch cmi stry
(Romson's
Bri fer); qua I.
analysis of mutals
and acids; phys•
ice; (Gage's Princi•
pl s).

Algebra and g-eom •
try as for ngincer •
ing courses.

Gen. chemist ry ;
phy.ics.

440
Samoas forengin er•
ing courses.

.... . do···-····- ·--.-···

Sam a s for library
conomy course.

ame ns for cngi•
neering courses.

Arith.; al gob r a
through quadrat•
ics.

Doscrip. goog........ ill

··---·- ··---····-··· ·-·-· ..... do·· -········ ······ Ari th.; al g bra
through qun.dratics; plane g omo•
try.
.... -·· --·- -·· - ···· ··---- --··-do···-·····-····-·· Ari th.; al gob r a
throu~h simple
equat10ns.

Geog ................. 442

GC'og.; physiology. .

L,

··-·-- ·- ---- _______ ···--- -·· · .do ..........•..... . Arith .. . ... ··-·-· _... . Same as above .......

j

-----·--· ---···-·····--·- U. S.hist .. ·-······· ··· ···--do ··-······ ··- - ···· Geog ••.•.•.....••.. .. 4.44
........ ..... ..... . ·····- ..... do ................. Arith.; a 1 go 1J r a; Physiology; 2 of tho
following: Botany
~t~e geometry, o
(Gray); el chem·
i try (Remson);
phys. geog.; physics (Gage).

French or German:
Gram.; comp.;
reading.

U. R. hist.; Romo
(Allen).

Samo a!! a1JO ·o ........ Phy~:iology ......... .

, 'amo us above........ U. , . hist.; gen ral, ..... do ..... ... ......... Samo as for engi•
Roman, or English
noering courses.
hist.
.............••...• .• .... U. '.hist; ..•...... .... Ari th.· algebra Political and phys.
through fractions.
geog.
U. S. hist.; ·hil gov•
ernmont.
Fr nc:h or German:
Oram.; <·omp.; n.bil·
i y to tru.nsla.tc sim•
pl<' pro!. .

BD

07--39

Ari th.: alg bra. Geog.; physiology;
through quadrat•
phys.geog.
ics; geometry, 21.>ks.
. , . or ancient l!if;t .. Algebra through
quadratics; plan
geometry, 5 bks.;
advancea alg hra
or solid geometry.

4.lO
4-17

4.48
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Requfrcm,ents for admission to the freshman class of
Institution.
440

450

1

Wor esterPolytechnic B. S ..... . Gram.; rhetoric: comp.; -····· ... .... .... ............ .
Milton's Paradiso Lo t,
Institute, \Vorcestor,
I and II; Vicar of Wake·
Mn s.
field: Southey's Life of
Nel on; Carlyle's Essay
on Burns; Vi ion of Sir
Launfal; House of Seven
Gables; Macbeth;
Burke's Speech on Con•
ciliation with America;
Flight of a Tartar '.rribe.
::mchigan Agricultural B. S - -···· Gram.; spelling ........... ........... .. .... . •·····
College, A~ricultural
Coll ge, Mich.
Michigan Mining B.S.and Comp. on some subject ........................ •·--·selected from physics
E.M.
School, Hough ton,
or astronomy.
Mich.

•·····1

I

451

Mississippi A gr i cu l· B. S ...... Gram .... ...................................... . ..... . ... .
tural and Mechanical
College, Agricultural
College, Miss.
433 Alcorn
Agricul tural B. S ... ... Gram.; higher lessons; ........... .... ... ... •···-·
comp.
ancl Mechanical Col·
lego, \Vestside, Miss.
Gram.; comp.: literature Latin: 2 years' work {op454 I Mi~~!W~1~ol~e:a. o"Jr
tional with c1rawmg,
(1 year's work); rhet•
and 1 year's work in oty•
oric; etymology and lit•
I chanic Arts, B oz e·
mology and literature).
eratur e (1 yl:!ar's work
I man, Mont.
optional with Latin).
453 New Hampshir e Col· B. S ..... . Requirements of Commis•
sion of New England
loge of Ag!'~culture
Colleges. a
and Mochamc Arts,

45'.?

I

456 I s~;;~~;min~ti~te of
I Technology, H obo·
ken,N. J.

M.E . . ......... do ........ . ............ .. .... .. ............... ..... ... .

l
I

Now Mexico College of B. S --···· Gram.;comp.; el. r hetoric .............................. .
Agriculture and Me•
chanic Arts, Mesilla
1 Park, N. Mex.
45S Now Mexico School of B. S.,C.E., Gram.; logic (Jevons) .... ·········--·····
1
Mines, Socorro, N.
andE .M.
Mex.

457

-···········__I

45!:l ' Thomas S. Clarkson B. S ·-···· RequirementsofCommis•
Schoolof'l'echnology,
sion of New England
Potsd.'l.m, N. Y.
olleges. ci
400

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
N.Y.

B. S. and
C.E.

I Gram.; comp .................................... .

United States Military
Reading; writing; Rpell- ................... -· •·· • · · ···
ing; gram.
Academy, Wost
Point, N. Y.
ram .................•...............•................. .
4.62 North Carolina College B. S.... ..
of Agriculturo and
fochanic Arts, Ra•
l •igh, N. .
4.6-1 North Dakota Agri- B. S ...... , Uram.: comp ............... .. . ••.. ··-········"·········
c ult n r al 'ollegc,
Far •o. N. Dnk.
4.Gl
'u , ' hool of Applied B. S --···· R~quirom nt!:rnf ommi. • ............ -··· ............ .
,,d nee, Cleveland,
Rion of ~cw En.,.land
hio.
'olleg s.c,

4Gl

I

I

I

I

t;~:,~nu.\,u~~.~i~M:
water, Okla.

1

B. S ...... t Oram·-···················· ····· · ·······-···· ······ -I
C,

png 4.;8,

····I
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imii:ersilies, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
--- -l\fodern languages.

History.

---1

l\fathemn.tics .

u.

Fri>nch: Gram.; Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme; Merimee's
Ch roniq ne de
Regne de Charles
IX; Corneille's Le
Cid.
Or German : Gram.;
Imm nsee; l\Hirchen; Maria Stuart.

S. hist. and civil Ari th.; algebra
government (Johnthrough quadrat•
ston).
ics; plane and 1olid
geometry.

------------------------- u.

, 'cicnc

,--·----------··-·------

449

'. hisL.·-·-----···· Arith --·····--····---· G og.·----····-····-- 450

··- - ··-···-- ·-·- ·-·-· ---· -----· ______ -------·· ____ Algebra through llool·k"oping: com• 4:'H
quadratics: plane,
mcrc:inlln.w; pliyssolid, ancl spherical
ics ; ol. astrongeometry.
omy.
----······-- -····-·-····· U.S. hist ... _____ . .... . Arith ...... ........... Geog····-· . -·······-- 452
U. S. hist.; hist. of Arith.; algebra . ·-···· Physiologl; phy_s.
Mississippi; civil
geog.; e . chem1s•
gov rnment.
try; drawing .
. 8. hist . ... -·· ·· · .... Arith.: alg bra; ge- Geog.; phy;;iolo~y;
ometry.
botany; phys1cR;
chemi, try; c.lr,iwiug (optional with
Latin) .
...... ................... Am rican hist ........ Arith.; algebra to Polit. and -phys.
quadratics; plane
geog.; physiology.
geometry.
American bi t. (Fiske
or Montgomery).

Arith.; algebra
through quadrat•
ics~ plane, solid,
anu sph rical geometry; analytical
trigonometry.
U.S. hist.. .... ... . ... . Arith.; e l. algebra
through quadratic .
Spanish : Gram.;
reader (Worman);
comp.; Do Torno 's
oml11ned Spanish
JHothod.
French: Whitney's
Practical F r e n ch
Grammar.

Gen. hist. (Freeman). Arith.; n.lgebra (01·
ney's Univ rsity);
plane trigonome·
try; mechanics

Physics (Deschan 1,
Part I); chorui~ try
to carbonic oxido
(Roscoe's Elem ntary).

4;;3

4!i0

Geog.; hygiene...... ,J57

Drawing; chemistry 158
(Freer·s Elements);
bookkeeping.

5

U.S. hist. (Fiske) . . ... A~~;f~~ bgebra ...... J • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 459
through quadratics; plane geomeI
try, 5 bks .
Arith.; algebra Geog ................. 4CO
through quadratics; plane geometry, 5 bks.
U. S. hist-. ........... . Arith ................ .... . . do. .......... .... . 461

........................
-.. - - --.-.. . ...I.I,•

tate hist. ........... . Ari th. through frac• ..... <lo ............... . 402
1
tions.
1

U.S.hist.; gen. his t.;·' Arith.; el. algebra ... Geog.; phys. geog . .. 463
civil government.
German: Gram.; U.S.hist. ............ . Arith.; algebra El. chemis try (Rem•
through quadrat•
r ader; Immen. ee;
s n); physics
ics~ plane, solid,
Andersen's Bilder(Avery).
ana
spherical gebuch ohne Bilder.
ometry. Higher
Or French: Gr am . ;
algebra and plane
Sup r' Reader, a
parts; 100 pp. of
and spherical trig•
pro .
onometr:r (option(O~tionnl with
al with French or
German).
h1sher alg bra. and
trigonometry.)
.............................. do ................ . Arith ................ . Geog.; physic.,logy;
phys. geog.

I 46!

I

4w
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Requfrernents for· admission to the f1·eshman class of
Institution.
466

467
468

469
470
471

472
473

474
475

Course.

English language.

Classical languages.

Oregon Stn.to Agricul- B. S.,B. S. Gram.; reading; spelling. ____________ -----····--····--tural College, Corval•
A., B.
M. E.,
lis, Oreg.
B.H.E.
Friends' Pol~technic B. S ...... Gram ................ ............ --·----·--···-····-·---Institute, Sa 1 em,
Oreg.
College of Agriculture B. S ..... . Gram.; comp.; Hawand Mechanic Arts,
thorne's Wonder Book;
Kmgston, R I.
Dickens's Christmas
Carols; Sketch Book;
Lady of the Lake; Evangeline.
Gram.
(Whitney-Lock•
Clemson Agricultural
College, Cleml:lon Colwood).
lege, S. C.
South Dakota Agricul• B. S •..... Gram.; reading; spelling .............................. .
tural College, Brook·
in~, S. Dak.
Agricultural and Me- B. S ...... El. gram. and comp ...... . -- -·-· ...... ----··-·-----·-···
chR.nical College of
Texas, College Station, Tex.
Agricultural College of B. S •••••. Gram.; reading; spelling; ---··-··--··-···········-··-··
Utah, Logan, Utah.
writmg.
Vir~inia Military In- B. S ...... Gram ............... .. . .... -· -------·--·-················
stitute, Lexington,
Va.
State Agricultural and B. S ........... do ...................... ---······ · -···---·-···--··--··
Mechanical College,
Blacksburg, Va.
Washington Agricul•
Gram.; comp.; rhetoric; -- .. --- - - ........ - ----- --·--- --- .....
tural College, Pull•
House of Seven Gables;
man, Wash.
Snow Bound; Merchant
of Venice; Macaulay's
Essay on Byron.
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universities, colleges, and schools of technology-Continued.
Modern languages.

History.

Mo.them a tics.

Science.

U. S.hist ______ ... : .... Ari th ...... ........... Geog·-··-----··--- --· 4G6

--·-··- · ·· -- - ---·-- ---·-- ..... do __ --··--·-- ______ Ari t b.; algebra Physiology; phys. 407
through H l mp le
geog.; zoology.
equations.
- ·· ··-· -····- ------ ------ _.. _do-··-------------- Arith ------· · _____ ---· Geog._. __ ·-·- ________ 408

__ __ ·-···--··-------· __ __ --- -.do _______ __________ Arith. ; l. algebra _________ do·-----·-·- ______ 4.09
Aritb.; el. algebra ··-- -do ______ -·-·· ---·- 470
throu~h simple
equat10ns.
Arith. to percent::tge. ____ .do _______ ---·-____ 471
U.S.hist. (Barnes) ... Arith. (Harper'sSe.-::- _____ do ..... __________ _ 472
ond Book) .
U . S . hist .. . .. . . _______ Arith.; algebra to _____ do ______________ __ 473
quadratics.
U . S . hist.; hist. of ·-·--do·-· · ···--·-·-···- Phys. geog ---------- 4.74
Virginia.
Gen. hist.; civil government.

Ari th.; al g e bra
~hrough quadratics; plane geometry.

Physics or cbemistryi· el. botany or
zoo ogy.

4i5

CHAPTER XII.
THE LEGAL RIGffr

1

OF CI ILDRE

(a) The growth of civilization and the reign of law, marked by the protection of

children from unnatural parents-The patria potestas of the Roman-The
interference of the Roman law to protect the orphan from the "familia "The efforts of the ear]y church to mitigate the right of the father to kill his
child-The emancipation of tho child at 21 among Anglo-Saxon communities
suggested to have been nourished if not engemlercd by the feudal system,
which made the serf or vassal swear fealty to the lord of the manor or district
who then represented the State, and also to the complete absorption of the
old religious functions of the pater familias by the new religious father or
priest.
(b) Th'3 slum districts and their juvenile inhabitants-Their numbers- ationality-Illiterate parents-Schooling-Employments-Dwelling places-Tho
wages of the parents and the dnration of enforced idleness.
(c) Decisions of the higher courts-The right of an individual not directly benefited
to interfere with taxation for school purposes-The indissoluble unity of
taxation and the illegality of attempts to segregate the body politic in classes
differentiated by political or other opinion-The mean,ing of the term common or public school as distinguished from the meaning of any term used
to designate R. school which is "open and free to all," but not controlled by
the State.
( d) Preliminary tabulation of the ources of income and tho origin of the permanent school funds in the several States.

It h; convenient, when di ·ens ·ing the ,•tatn · of fa t.· whi h ar jn
proces of change, to invite a ompr h •n. ion of th import of this
change by attempting to show the trn origin of th facts, or by
assuming a true an origin which i ·, in r ality, mer ly an hi ·toric
possibility or bypoth si . ► uch an origin, wh 1.her tru or a,. sumed,
is th point of ref ronce which 0 ·ive. vitality 1. 1.he argument, as tho
base line jn surveying gives ubsequent utility to th record. of the
surv y.
A. the primitive herds of human beings, it may be n.. umed, emerged
from th promi cuity of, avagery, 2 tho organiza ion of the family, both
1

By }fr. Wellford ddis, specialist in the Bureau.
Mr. l\IcLennan's bw in his "Patriarchal Theory,' in which he opposes the
"primitive 'agnatistic theory, i. e., the patriarchal theory. See the criticism of
his theory by Sir H. S. Maine, in Early Law and Custom, chap. VII.
615
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in China and in Europe, appeRirs in a form which in itself, though not
in its antecedents, is susc ptiblo of some degree of verification. Thus
a very positive expres ion as to the total absence of legal rights of
children is made :in the Institutes of Justinian. "The power we
Romans have over our children," say the com pilers of the Institutes, ":is peculiar to the citizens of Rome, for the men of no other
nation have such control over children as we have over ours. "1 And
again: "Our children who are begotten in lawful marriage are in our
power" ( in pote ta te nostra). In China, likewise, '' Every person is
in strict subjugation to somebody. The child is subject to his parents
or guardian. They in turn Hire subject to their parents, and the
grandparents may be called to account by the elders of the clan."2
The patria, potestas, the rule of the father, still exists in China, and
with it a nation which passes in European literature for an illustration of a stable but an unimproving society. On the other hand, the
patria potestas of the Roman in the hands of the Germanic and Celtic
races of Europe has undergone and is undergoing fundamental
changes; for the father, as Hi priest, owner, and judge is being entirely
submerged in the conception of the parent as a protector or guardian
influenced by natural affection and not by mercenary motives.
Originally, then, during the regal and republican periods of Rome,
neither age, nor marriage, nor election to the highest public office, nor
anything except emancipation terminated the power of the Roman
pater familias oyer his son or his son's son, and the daughter passed
on her wedding day into the power of her husband or his governor as
though she, too, were a child. But the growing refinements of the age
which welcomed Christianity in spite of the opposition of the government-the essence of government being conservatism-mitigated the
terrors of the paternal power of life or death as gang d by the standard of the ethics of the twentieth century. The pagan Emperor Diocletian had forbidden the sale of children by their parents, but the
first Christian Emperor, Con ·tantin , struck the destroyer of hi own
child with the crime of infanticide. Further than that the law did not
go, an 1 it was only by the exertion and d votion of a new cla of
per, ons in tho community-a e1a s which had acquir d tho religiou
function of he fathor of he Roman family, that is to ay, th pri ls
r r ligi u fa her -that even so much a had b n formerly ordained
by 1on:tantine could
realized.
\ hat J,h pagan Roman mp r r ould not efI ·t, owin<r to th
impr rrn, bl 0l''"anization f th Rom, n family of th r cral, r I ub1 1
.T ~s n.utem potesta.tis quod in liberos habemus, proprimu c. t civimn Romanorum; nulli enim aliisunthomine , qui talom in liberos hab antpote. ta m, qualem
no 1 al mu . Lib. 1, Tit. 9.
·Wh n I was a D) · in 'hina. Yon Phon L . )fr. Le wa. on of 1•) boys
s nt 1 Y his ov rnmcmt t bo clncat cl in .Americ , after a. pr pa.rntory c urs iu
~1i·na.
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lican, and early imperial epochs, was nevertheless put in proc
of
change for futm·e civilizations by that rationalizing machine called
the Roman law. During the times of the o-callcd kings of Romo,
when the father died, his childr n-under the ago of 15 if boys, and of
12 if girls-were placed in the hands of the neare t male relative as a
matter of personal right. 1 In those early times the state had nothina
to do with this substitution of the relative for the deceased parent.
That wa 9, right pertaining to the family (familia) or<Yanization, and it
wa"' he family that interpo ·ed between the parti .s con erned. 2 Other
than this interference t,h ward or, as he was all d, the "pupil"
had no recourse against his guardian (tutor), just as form rly h had
had none against his father. 3 But extension of bu ines relation ,
warfare, and growing emancipation from the Wea of the tribal oro-anization probably made the interference of the council of family
groups related by blood ineffective, and the law-that is, the state
in its character of preventing injustice-took the matter in hand.
First, the right of a particular kind of lawsuit, called " actio de
distrahendis rationibus" (adjustment of accounts), was instituted as
the form in which the ward might ask for an accounting from his
guardian, and this wa followed by the creation of anoth r spo i:.11
action called '' tutelre" which eems to have been int nded to uppl ment the suit for misuse of. th ward's mon y (actio distrahondis
rationibu ) and to make the guardian respon ibl for letting hi
ward's property lie idle or otherwise neglecting his duty as tutor or
guardian. The point i · that in Roman law this actio directa tut lro
is separated from the genera.I action or snit which may be mad in
every advanced system of law against trustees of any kind for th ir
acts of omis ion as well as those of commission. 4
Thus the State delibera ely and, it may be added hesitatingly, int rferecl between the guardian and the ward and, through its judicial
1 As long as the "primitive '' family group held together it was under tho
guidance of the eldest male of the elclest line, and the amount of power possess d
by this patriarch is shown to us in case of Roman heads of families. But the
patriarch always tended to become merely a judge who decided causes in accordance with custom. So, likewise, his position as ruler of the family property
changed, of which he began to be the steward r ather than the owner. Starke,
the Primitive Family, Aryan Peoples, p. 97; Sir H. S. Maino, Ancient Law; J. D.
Mayne, Hindu Law and Usage, ancl W. E. Hearn, the Aryan Household.
2 James Muirhead, LL.D. , professor of civil law, Uni ersity of Edinburgh, in
his work appearing as an "article' in Encyclopredia Britannica, under title of
"Roman law,' p. 673.
3 Cf. Sir H. S. Maine's dictum (Ancient Law, 3d Amer. ed., p. 155): "The •
guardian hip of male orphans was no more designed originally to shield them
till the arrival of years of discretion than the tutelage of women was intended to
protect that sex against i ts own feebleness." The condition to which the later
Roman law came is given below in the text, quoting Servins as quoted by Paulus.
4 Cf. Kent's Comm., vol. 2, pp. 230-1, 13th ed., and De la protection des impuberes sui jmis, d~ms l'an ien droit romain, par Paul Varnier.
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offic rs or the judicial side of it administrative officers, inc.liroctly laid
th .foundation of c far mor social conception of parentage than the
ri.g01· of tho pater-familias heory of tho old city state allowed; 1 for
tbi progress being mado it was not difficult to apply to the father
Sorvius's c.l finition of gm rdianship, ·which may be stated as the power
0 ·i ·pn by the civil law to prote t a child who, on account of his age, is
not abl to lefend him elf. (Yis ac potestas in capite libro ad tuenclum eum, qui propt r aetrt m . na Rponte e defendere ncquit, juri
civili de ta ac permissa.)
In peaking of the patria potcstas in the foregoing no retrospecti ~e con truction has been 1 laced on the motiYes which actuated
the ·o-callccl democraci , tyrannies, or rcspublicas of antiquity to
leave the supreme power of life and death over offspring in the
hands of the progenitor. It has been Raid that it ·was not the father,
a,• a mere bre ding animal, who ·was recognized by the Roman law as
he in whom the patria potestas found a realization, but the father as
the politically responsible part of the family. It has also been said
that the main social idea of the society of Greece anc.l of Rome was
quite stoical, being a haughty preference for honor (virtus) while we
modems prefer comfort (utilitas). But it i doubtful whether either
of these judgments upon antiquity find confirmation outside the
classic pages of M. Fustel Coulange's 1 La Cite Antique and Plutarch's
Lives and the like. The Memorabilia of Xenophon, Cicero's Lett rs,
Horace's Epistles, and the Meditations of the Emperor ~far •u, Aur lius c rtainly impress t.he reader that he i being made acquaint d
,vilh familiar cha,racters aq he tiuns over the pages of tbo..;c writers
who wrote candidly of their contemporari , or themsclyc,, and tl1 •
De Ofliciis wa, neith r the handboo]~ nor the model of Tib rius,
ero, or Sejanus, nor of the society th y rul <.1.
The seron<1 bl w to th Roman id a of the •omplcte supr maey of
0

----

--

La Cite Antique by Monsieur Fustel de Coulanges, who has taken an n.dvanc'-'d
position among those who favor the patria potcstas theory of the Roman society.
If we turn to the condition of affairs among tho pagan or pre-Muhammadan Arabians it is learned that, ·' Whatever amount of o ternal protection thi custom
(the blood feud) may have a.fforc1ed, it had no tendency to shield the women and
children of a family against the male adults; the impul es of natural affection
were too often unequally matched against the suggestions of avarice, lust, superstition, and false pride: and thus wo find among the usages revealecl to us through
their subsequent con<l1.;mn·-ition the following: The plund3ring of malo orphan by
their 1 rothcrs, uncle , or cou ·in , tho general denial of right of inheritanc , if
not all rights of property, to f male , the enforc~cl marriag of female orphans
t-0 their neare t male rclatiY other than a brother, and of widows to tho father,
• on. · brother of the decca. erl husband, or, a:; an alternative, their s· le t a
strau•T '-llitor, the sale of daughtcr:3 in ma1.-riago. or in famili · wh re this had
come t he tbou•,.ht cli r-rracefu1." (Rudim nt of Law in pre-Islamit
rab ia,
by • ir IL K. WiLon in introduction to Anr,]o--Inhauunatlan (in Iudi:) Law,
pag ~I.)
1
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the father of tho family was, in Europe, the loss of his function a8 th
priest of the family . 'rho third and most important one vrns tho ompleie emancipation of the off pring on its attaining an age fixed by
the state. Whence the idea of emancipation at the ago of 21 came i.
unknown. It is thought, to be Germanic in its origin, for tho provinces
of France that retained the Roman (i. e., the -written law) pre rve<l.
a remnant of the patria pote tas while the proYinces luwing the "cu ·toms., of their ance ·tors, or, as tho En°·1i h race 'ay, common la,,·,
liberated the child on his becoming of ao-c. 1 In France during tho
Revolution, the patria pote ias , ·as abolished after the •hild had
become of age; but there is another side to it there, which is the duty
of the parent to support tho child. EYen to-day, "in all hut tho poorest classes of tho French people, marriage is made more difficult by
inveterate family traditions. ~Che ·e center in a moral p1·incipl ,
which, pcrhap ·, never e ·isted in the Anglo-Saxon conscion e. Thi
tradition is that a parent is bound to protect and provide for his
off pring through the whole conre of his li.fe." 2
Be the matter as it may, there can be no rror in turning to Englan 1,
for there we find not only the common la v and the feudal tenure
built upon military ervice, which wa' du to a 1 rd by th youth on
roaehing the ago of 21, butal.·o th arli ,•i cmanci1ation of th orfs
or farm persons who cultivated the , oil and intin ately onn ct cl
therewith th fir t direct intcr.fcrcncc with tho right of th
pated pea ant or y oman to nc 0 ·1 t io m, J~ hi. child a <1 cent mcml er
of. ociety.
Th roio-n of II nry VIII j • mcmorabl f r the r moval of m <lire ·a,l
restrictions. During it· cour,· some 2,500 roligiou,· hous s w r brutally but ffectually eradicated, and nearly 100,000 dcp nd nts 1.hor on
thrown upon the country; th monopoly of the local conspiraci s "to
restrict the buying and elling of tho goods" in each little city in which
the guild merchant or one or mor trade o-uilds dwelt was ruthlcs ·ly
broken up; s rfclom, already w ak, collap:ecl und r tho new , y t m
of ,·h ep farmino-, and the country wa fillecl with b ggar:. 3 In hort,
1 From tho Jus feudale Allemanicum (and SchwU,bisches Lchensrechtsbuch)
Cap :30. Tempus pubertatis est XIII annorum, et sex septiman rum a clio nativitatis. Si Dominins minorem investiturus non aliter vult, tenentur agnati cur:1torem illi dare, qui respondit Domino nomine minoris in judicis feudali, et c1efendat
ubi opus fuerit. Curator defondere debet minorem usque ad annum aetatis
XXI et Domini ojusdem vas allus osse debet. (If the feudal lord does not otherwi o determine as to a minor hfo agm tes are held t appoint a curator to him, who
is re..;pon ible in feudal law to the lord in tho minor's name, and protect him, when
necessary, until the age of 21 y ar . The curator must be a yass:il of the same
lord.
2 Stoddard Dewey in Westminster Review, December, 1896.
A daughter has
always her" dot," and the French law recoo-nizes the family council.
~They were then called sturdy [able-bodiedl beggars; now they are ·alled
abnDrmal mon.
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by the confiscation of the monasteries alone, one-third of the wealth
of England changed hands and the whole country was on a boom.
Population, towm;, commerce, and beggars rapidly increased.
In tho twenty-seventh year of the reign of Henry VIII an act was
passed which required that children between 5 and 13 found begging
or idle should be bound apprentices to some handicraft. The apprenticeship law was compulsory upon master and servant alike; for the
reception of an apprentice was not voluntary to tho master.1 This
system has been called an education theory, and as such, says Mr.
Froude, was simple but :ffective. "It was based on the single principle that next to the 1 nowledge of a man's duty to God, and as a
means toward doing that duty, the first condition of a worthy life was
the ability to maintain it in independence. Varieties of inapplicable
knowledge might be good but theywero not essential; such knowledge
might be left to the leisure of after years, or it might be dispensed
with altogether without vital injury."
Tho children of those who could afford the small entrance fees were
apprenticed to trades, the rest were apprenticed. to agriculture, and
if children were found growing up idle and their father or friends
failed to prove that they were able to secure them an ultimate maintenance, the mayors in tiowns an<l the magistrates in the country had
authority to take possession of such chil<l.ren and apprentice them as
they saw fit, that when they grew up they might not be drawn by
want or incapacity to dishonest courses. 2
r_rhe origin of one part of the Puritan acts of 1642-7 is at once apparent.
Dy those acts the selectmen of every town were directed by the legislature to do two things, one of which was to suffer no such barbari m as
illiteracy. This part of the Puritan legislation was religious and original. But the selectmen wcro al o instl'ucte<l. to see that all parent and
masters "do breed and bring up their children and apprentic in
some honest, lawful calling, labor, or mpl yment, either in hu bandry or , ome other trade profitable for themselves and the ommonwealth, if they will not or an not train th m up in learning to fit
th m for hjgh r employment." The originality of tho Puritan laws
th refo1·c, con. ists in adding to the compulsory apprcntic hip the
oh1igation of parents to in truct th ir hildren in the funuamental
branchc,• of an Engli h du ation in order to preYent, to quote the
1an()'uag of on act, "the ,·n. 1· of that old d lud r, 'aian.
It
will ·h r fore b v nee . ary to , uppl m nt . . Ir. 1 roucl ', laudation of
th , •01. pul·ory, pprcntic ,.hip law drawn 1 y II nry III wi h th

1

ik M. ., LL. ., Lonclon, 1 .1.
1 o Fronde
<1, vol. 1, , . 1.
.
remarks of . Ir. Frond on the "c lu ·n.tion of th poor under the
Y- Y nth year of Henry ~III ( 'hap. -~ V) Histy. England, vol. 1,
Jc cli 1011.
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words of Mr. ·webster in his Plymouth Rock oration: "We [the
people of New England] regard education at public expenso as a
wise and liberal system of police by which property and life and the
peace of society are secured and the whole moral atmosphere is
purified."
Yet mere lawmaking will not accomplish results. Each one is very
willing to have society interfere to protect himself from other peopl ,
but is impatient of social interference to prev nt him from doing
whatever he like to others. Formerly the State in England i ued
its commands with astoni hing frequency to local bodies to do this or
that act of petty interference. The whole matter is now re r ed.
''We English," says Mr. Traill, '' are infinitely more governed thouo-h
le, legi lated at than our ancestors. It seems proper that the Statethe government by the people-should not wish to be ridiculou by
merely commanding the citizen to do certain thing , but should see
that he does it, and our English 1 gislators are continually actin<Y or
b ing solicited to act on the assumption that it i their duty to take
care of the public intelligence and the public health." 1
The conception of +he introduction and social effects of an epidemic
o.f cholera or yellow fovcr is sutliciently vivid as not to requir illu ·tration, but the manner of introducing an idea into society and its
effect is not so apparent. To xplain thi procc s l\fr. Tarde has r juvenated the association of ideas theory in the guise of the law of
imitation 2 or propagation of an idea through the crowd, and it s ms
important to dwell upon his exposition, though merely the sci ntific
statement of what every politician and cultured per on know .
In his book Mr. Tardo calls his work a study in sociology, and proprly o; for it is with society that he is dealing. He is not cone rnc<l
with the psychology of the individual as uch, but with the psychology
of the individual as a member of society. This is the fundamental
presupposition of the whole book; for it is evident that ther can be
no imitation in a ociety compo. ed of a single per. on. The worl i.
therefor an e !:lay on what tho G rman Lazaru, and St in hal
call d Volkerp. ychologie, as it treats of the :ffect ari in()' from a
large body of p r on holding in ommon one Jan °·ua<Y and th am
ideas. Society, according to L Tard , i an organi m mado np not
1
Central government. It is to be added that the , 'tate and Federal powers
as ured by the Con titution make the u e of the word "state" a little ambiguous
in this connection, unles it be remembered that all the powers not granted to
Congress are reserved to the States, and that the Supreme Court settles disputed
ca·es.
! Les lois de !'imitation, tudo sociologique, par G. Tarde, Paris, 1890; also, La
logiq_ue sociule, 180G. In addition, there arc many works of the same nature:
Dumont's Do population ct civilization; Le Bon's Evolution psychologique des
peuplcs and Psychologie des foules (Psychology of the crowd); Lacombe, Histoh\3 c mmc sci nee, etc.
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of similar molecule as is the atmosphere, nor of similar cells as are frving bodies, but is an or()"anism made up of similar ideas which have been
diss minat d among the crowd by fi process ·which in its psychological
aspect may be called imitation, and in its physical may be called repetition. This process of imitation or repetition is analogous to other
proces os in the universe, to name them: The vibration of tho cthe1·
which results in the ph nomena of light and sound, the transmission
of the characteristics of the progenitor in the process called heredity,
and oven the spread of a disease such as the epidemic called the black
cle::ith during the Middle Ages. Firmly fixed, this conception of a
society as n, s lf-conservating spiritual organism soon disposes of tlrn
Arisfotelian idea of a division of labor and the so<•ial contract and the
communistic ideas. Society is uot a thing of to-clay, not a conscious
convention of its members, not an exchange of mutual services, but
a nexus of ideas similarly held into which new ideas are being constantly injected by invention and disseminated by imitation, or, to
say the same thing in other words, by being repeated over and oYor
again in each one of a multitude of units. This manner of regarding
society as a body of similar ideas gives it a mechanical cast. For in
order to change society (that is io say, a body of similar ideas helu by
a multitude) a sufficient time must elapse before the new ideas necessary to produce the change can be sufficiently disseminated to be
effective. Thus eYery law passed by a State runs tho risk of making
but feeble inroacl upon the body of ideas held by the people if some
general interc ·t or danger docs not promote its observance; but it
must be noted that under the press of successful revolution or of
apprehension of great and immediate evil, reforms go to extremes, nd
presage anarchy, Cffisarism, ancl a ne,Y society.
Before proceeding to examine the efforts made in England and
l ·ewherc in the line of introducing new ideas as to the employment
ancl education of children, it is advi able to state tho conditions under
which such interference by th •'tate is thought to be nece ary. Let
u, · th r fore examine theII:

'OCIAL EXVIR XMEXT OF CHILDRE.- IX THE .'L •)IS OF
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In the four great cities below mentioned tho census takers of 1800
and the special investigators of the nited States Department of
Labor in 1893 found the following fact. :
1.-Population.
Of special fllum
Of slums

Of cities,
1800.

City.

(estimated) .

district oxn.m•
ined in 1800 and
1893.

I

1 '00.

Baltimore ......• ..... ....... ............ •...••...........
Chica~o .... .........................................•.....
Now York ............................................... .
Philadelphia .......................................... .. .

434,430

16, SiS

17,637

a 18,048
b 19,748

1,016,961

300,000
35,000

27,462
15,409

17,000

4, o:J6, 55! /

582,000

77,380

25,000
162,000

1,009, 85()
1,515,301

Total . ..............................................
1

a Three per cent woro negroes.

1su3.

28,!)96

I

8.'J, 852

b Four per cent were negro s.

Here are four millions of people, many more than the Repu l>lic
contained when the Constitution was adopted with its preaml>lo
beginning, ""\Ve, th peopl of the U nitecl States, in orcl r to form a
more perfect union, establi h justice, ancl in ur clomesti tran 1uillity," etc. Among the e four million of city dwell rs arc foun 1 14:
per ons in e ery 100 s parated so ially from tho oth r 8G by charactcristi sufficiently obvious t ntitl the ·ection in which th y dw 11
to a clistincti e nam , "th slum /' just as the on°Tegation of moneyed
persons i called th ' ' west end," and the lik . A ortain portion f
these slum in the four citi combined i11cr a· cl it population during a p l'iocl of three years to the :figur of 8 per cent, so that tho
slums are not decreasing. The quesUon is immediately ·ugg- sted,
.Are the e people Americans? Ilav they had the advantages of the
public schools? Let us sec.
2.- ...ativity ( of lum disfricts exaniined 'in 18DJ) .
Population of slum dis·
trict (1893) .
'ity.

In overy 100 persons thero were inBaltimore ...... ............................. .

§-~{~~~rir: :: :::::::::: :: ::::::: :: :::: :: ::::::
Philadelphia ................................ .

'1.hat th
tion thcr
population
thr time.
or i. · thi.

Born in
nited
'tatos.
59. 70
42.49

37.4,.,

39.5,

Born out•
side nited
States.
40.21
57.51
62.58

00.45

Population of whole
city (1800).
Born in
United
States.

I-

---

.Born ont•
side nitecl
States.

- - - - -- 8-!.12
50.02
57. 77

74.26

],3. 88
40. 98
4.l.23
25. 75

popula ion of the 'lums is lnrgcly a product of immio-raan be no doubt.
ixt n persons in every 100 of the
of altimor are immio-rant ·, but over 40 per •ons, almost
as many, in every 100 in th ,fom di trict are immigrant·.
a full xprcssion of th contribution of the immigri n+
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population to the slum district, as their children born upon American
soil are counte<l. as Americans. Having found that the immigrant
populat,ion furnishes possibly as much as two-thirds of the slum population of a certain typical district of each of the three largest cities
of the United States, we may now examine into the literary attainments of the population over 10 years of age.
3.-nz,iteracy (number above 10 yea1·s of age unable to read and write in any language living in slum districts examined).

I

Illiterates.

Baltimore.

Chicago.

New York.

Philadelphia.

R elative
Relative
or true Ac- or true
AcAc- num
number Ac-:Oer
tual for com- tual for com- tual
tual
num- parison num - parison num- J?arison nu m·
Lar. in each ber. in each ber. 1n each ber ·
100.
100.
100.
Relative
or true

f~~~!-

Relative

i~!be~

for compa.rison
m each
100.

- - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -- , - -_ __, ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Born- .
,, ... ,.
In Umted .,.,a.,es ..•.•.. ____
531
aS.13
Outside United States __ __ _ 2, 083
30. 62
Li,ing in slum district as
compared w ith the population of the slum uistrict. ____ ___ ___ _ al9.62
Living in whole city as compare<.l with population of
the whole city _____ ___ __ ___________ _
9. 79

252
3,514

b5. 6-!
83. 86

340
9,728

7. 2D

57. 69

2o2

4,34.0

8.44
46.61

25.37

40.65

37.07

4.63

7.69

4,.69

u Three per cent of the slum population are n egroos.
b Four :per cent of slum po:pulatio!l are n egroes.

It is quite apparent that one-fourth to one-half of the immigrant
population can not road or write eYen in their mother tongue. It is
also evident that illiteracy is, in the slum district of the three larger
cities, six or seven times greater than in the whole city, including, of
cour ·e, all the slums. Certain statistical refinements might be made
upon this table, but as the object here is merely to show the social
condition of the slums in its grand linei; we pass to the consideration
of the sch oling received by-
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4.-Children 5 to 14 years of age (16,803 all told, of whom 18,&98 were of wholly
immigrant parentage) for the four cities before conside'red.
Kept at
home.
Parents born-

At work.

At school.

I

At school
and work.

Total (see
footnote a).

Com• Ac· Com· Ac• Com• Ac- ComAc- Com• Ac- paratual tive tual para>
tual paratual paratual para•
tive
tive num•
tive num•
tivo
num• num- num• num• num- numnum·
ber. ber. ber. ber. ber. ber. ber. num·
ber. ber. ber.

- - - - - - -- - -- - - -- -- -

Per ct.
In United States ............
559 a24.8
23.5
Outside United States.- .... 3
28.3
Father in United States ....
Mother in United States ...
180 -------

·rni

-Total .... ·-···-· ....... 3,083 c23. 7

Per ct.

3.5 1,004:
80
0
7.4: o,~~
13
3
27 ------616

1,108

6.6 11,544

Pe,· ct.
71.1
67.9
68.6

------68. 7

12

153
0

Per ct.

0.5 2,255
1.1 13,298
.0
424

3 ------820
1GB
.1 16,803

Per ct.
bl3.4:
79.1
2.5
4. 9

100

a Note that if this percentage had been written out it would have read: "In every lOOchildren
whoso parents wero Americans (2,255 in all ) z.1.8 were kept at home." To fako the p ore ntage
on the whole number of children 5 to 14: (16,803) would be un.iust to the foreign population, or,
to put it properly, inaccurate.
b This would read, if written out: "13.4: children in crnry 100 hau American parents."
c This line of percentages has nothing to do with parentage, but in the case to which this footnote is applicable would read: "23.7 children of the 16,803 in the slum district of the four cities
wore kept at home;" and so for each following percentage.

It is quite cl arly shown that the children of the slum district go
to school on arrivino- at the a()' of G or 7. Only six or sev n hildr n
5 to 14 in every 100 of the 16,803 children between tho e ag s are at
work, at least were so reported. Tho number of children k pt at
homo, not count.ino- the 11,122 11nd r 5,•is li()'htlyh1 fa or of the, lum
family having an American-born fath r, who in the city is the mo t
indul 0 ·ent father in this respect in the world, either through aff tion
or neglect. But there i quite a difference between the Am ri an and
the immigrant father in the other columns of the table, thouo-h in
making t,his remark it is e sential to add that 84 per cent of the 16,803
children spoken of in i,he table have immigrant fathers and only 1G
per c nt American fathers; for statistic is a science of large number ,
and numbers so small as 80 or 1,G00 a1·0 rather inadequate for comparative purpo. es.
It might bo exp cted that the g neral unhyO'i nic condition of th
slums would.cause a diminution in the siz ft.he familylivino-ther in.
That su hi no th ca e is quite well ho n by the following table:
5.-A'l:erage ·ize of farnily in slum districts.
ity.

Baltimore····-· ·-·-·- ...... ·-····-·-·•-··•-···· .... •··-··-·-·-·· ·-·-···-·-····

~ ~ ~==::

Nh~~af 01~k ·.
:::= == ==~~ =====: ==:: ====== ==== === =::: === ==: :: :: : : :: : ===: :::::
Philadelphia --····--·· ·· .... ·-···-· --··· ................ --···-···-·-·--· --···

Among
Whole
slum pop- population
ulation.
of city.

I

4.48
5.00
4.90
5.15

5.01

4.90
4. S-1

5.10

H app ar that ho lum are more prolific in children than the
whol it tak n too-ether. In Baltimore, in who e slum distri t the
ED 07--4.0
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native American population is one-half larger than the immi
the slum family is much smaller than the family for the whole city.
the four cities there were 11,122 children under 5 years of age born
the United States and 1,088 born abroad. In the same districts the
were 10,484 children 5 to 14 born in the United States and 5,955 bo n
abroad; in all, 29,0!3 children under 15 years of age. ·we may th
divide the population of the slums examined in the four cities (83, 5
into two bodies-those under and those above the age of pube
respectively 29,013 and 54,839 persons. Thus it follows that the
were nearly two persons 15 years or over for every child below th
age. The daily home life and, in general, the environment of th
29,000 children is a matter of some importance, and we are led fio
consider another class of facts.
6.-Pay, hours of labor, ancl pe1·iod of enforced idleness of persons ot•er 15 years
engaged in 1·emuneraUve occupations, as fa1· as 1·eported, ditring the year ending

1J:la1·ch, 189:J.
Remuner::i.tion by week while employed.

Sex.

Under $5.
.Num•
ber.

l\Ie:
...... -1
Women.. ..

l
;,1771

3,809

Per
cent.

;;,~10 or more.

S5 to $~0.
Numher.

!J.2 j 11,403
56
2,604

Per
cent.

Numher.

48.'! 10,00Q
38. 3
385

-Per
cent.

I

Hours of labor a
week.

Selecte~
Number
numbei Average over15
of workk
ars of
ers "J-'0· a wee · yeage.
portmg.

~1aZJ.,8231

1

5. 7

Unemployed fCJll'
three months.

o5, 4.JB

a6362 /lI,

9' 005

!of
Per <'.ent
whole
body reportiutr
remnneration.
32.5

a This figure does not include 2,238 workers not reported for the three classes of workers represented in the column; to wit: "Dom stic and personal service," "trade and tra.nsportatiou,'
and "manufactures and mechanical industrie . ' These three vocations, including the 2~
from whom no report was obtained, givo employment to 9! per c nt of tho male population of
the slums.
b Not including 625 women workers not reportod as to their hours of labor;
per cent of the
women workers were following the vocations mer: tioned in note a above.

7.;,

Th workers of Lh slums Jrn,ye lonO' hour , and if their daily t k
require unremitting attention the
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upon the infant character. The dwelling place, the home of the slum
child, is susceptible of some degree of illustration by the following table:
7.-Character of the .~liim, home a. shown by the a11wwit of rnnt JJaic1.
Baltimore.
By the week.

Numberl
~~1~.

1

Under $L ..................
Sl to $2 ••••••••••••••••••••••
S2 to 83 .. ·-·-·- ···- ..........
S3to L ....•..... .....•.....
Over $4 .................... .

1, 170
1,312
336
171
232

-

Philadelphia.

p.,, Number
such
cent.
rents.

Per
cent.

3.5.09
41. 28

37.17

10.34

n.26

7.13

298

1,123
639
308
653

9.8G
21.15

10.20
21. G2

-

Chicago

_I

Number'
Per
such
cent.
rents.
87
1,247
1,151
428
659

2.44
34.Ul
82.22
11. 98

18.4.5

New York. _

1N~~rr1
rents.

84
2,036
1,775
904
693

Per
cont.
1. 50
36.47
31. 80
17.81

12.42

It will be noticed that the four cities may be separated into two
classes according to the rents shown in the above table, namely,
a class in which the slum population pay, in a large number of
instance , a rent of under 2, and a class in which the larger number
of rents paid is from $1 to 3.
Thus in Baltimore a little over three-fourths of the "homes" are
rented for a fi 0 ·ure under '2; in Chicago only a little over one-third
arc rent d at those figur ,'. Baltimore and. Philadelphia are ·w hat
may b called. cheap citie . For instanc , in Baltimore 13 per cent
of the alarie (men) are uncJ. r $5 and 50 per cent between $5 and
$10, wh rea. in hicago, the lum districts of which has a larger negro
population than Baltimore, 5. 5 per ent of the men receiv wages
und r ·5 aw k and 42 per cent betw en $5 and $10. It is evident
that mor can be done with a dollar in procming sheltel' of, omo kind
in Baltimor than Chicago. But the question is, What is th duty of
a dollar in affording its relative part towaTd maintaining it owner
and hi family in a respectable lod 0 ·in°·? It is said that in Germany
a man of mall income ( '200 or thereabout) wm spend about one-sixth
of it for hi lodging; the proportion is , aid to bo on -eighth; but,
aft r all, the value of a dollar d p nd. very mu ·h upon the haracter
of th p rson who has it to spencl
'Iho life of the slum dweller, then, i. not so de. titntc of conv ni nces
as the po ible derivation of the word from asylum, or plac of refuge
• for vagabond and thieve.·, might indicat . 1 He i poor, and hi work
is int rmittent; the, e ar th great evil· of his existence. Ile lacks
the id a of pcrman n
of every kind, , ave his empty stomach and
pocket. Ile is off and on compelled. to be()', . tarvo, or to eke out enough
from hi poor wag s while working to carry him through the time
when h is unemployed . Hi reliance upon his own exertion is
int rf r cJ. with by int rval f enforce 1 idlenos , during which he is
omp 11 d to solicit mploym nt lik a beo-gar asking for alms, and
which, as alm is frequen ly giv n him. Thi tend to cau him to
1
Cf. cott· novel, The Fortunes of Nigel., The Alsatia, '' both a grim and grimy
place,' the refuge for cutthroats, renegades, and the like.
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feel like a slave, alternately to truckle and snarl. He becomes
peculiar kind of character in th body politic, upon which he floa
random, strong in body but weak fa principles, especially the pnnciple of conservati m, the champion of revolt and the client of the
demagogue . It i evident that self-protection warrants a State in
striving to prev nt such barbarism that many thousands of children
should be reared under these conditions.
III: THE OBLIGATION TO ATTE D SCHOOL; OR, COMPULSORY ATTENDANCE.

In the preceding matter of this chapter it has been assumed that the
efforts of the Chri tian priests to break down the pagan practice of
exposing children was s uccessful, and now to the great reforming and
protesting monk Martin Luther must be ascribed the first demand for
compulsory attend:tnce at school. "I consider the magistrat~," h
says, "bound to compel the citizens (burghers) to send their children
to school; for if it is proper for the State to compel its citizens to take
up arms in time of war, much more proper is it for her, both from a
sense of right and duty, to make them send their children to school."
Bugenhagen, the pastor of Wittenberg, went further. At the chri.l tening of the infant the father was sworn to instruct his children in
the elements of learning. In short, tho education of the people w
a cardinal doctrine of the Protestant movement of the sixteenth century. Tho e who led it understood the "laws of imitation"
advanced by M. Tarde. The ·war of Thirty Years, t,hose of Louis
XI , the Seven Years' 1Var of Frederic of Prussia, and the apoleonic wars put off the realization of compulsory education in Germany until 1817, when a department of public wor hip, medical
affair , and edn ation ·wa" created. By this department a mo t compreh nsive "entwurf" or bill was prepared, entitled "Allgemeinen
G
tzc ub r die rerfa ung des ehulwe ens im Pren i hen
taatc ( G neral pro vi ions regarding the gov rmnent of the ·cbool
y t m of the , tat s of Prussia). By thi. "all parent and guardian" ar oblio- cl ei1h r to u e the · common public chool for the
in:truction of their hildr n or ,Yard· or to provide them with n
qnally o-oo l mean. of obtaining u ·h instruction. ' The Catholi
bLhop · took a decided tan<l again. t th bill (as a whol ), claimin
that wha th , tat · had o-ran d to th m a an act of o-rac ,va. no
a mu ·1t a· th
a holic hurch laimecl a a right und r th cnnon
law th· pl, ff H'm of h f'loun il of 'lr•~n t, 1 th
a c f,
tphalia
ttl th que Lion. thr atenin"'
edure of which r e cmu1 d that
,
are pr par >db: committ
and th n uumi
he failure of the reformer to accept the pr
vas composeu of l ·7 Italian clele..,.at s more than bait.of, in Catholic Dictionary, by R v.
. E. ddi and

~t · -.·hi ·h pu an nd t th Thirty Y ars' Religion War.
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and the decisions of the Imperial Deputies in 1803, by which all school
matters were made causa ecclesiastica.
The bill never passed the stage of being a "sketch of a law," but
co1:npulsory education was steadily introduced by the power of Prussian bureaucratic government until its school system became so complete as to excite the wonder of Messrs. Guizot and Cousin 1 in 1833
and of Mr. Horace Mann several years later.
A powerful auxiliary and probably the necessary precursor of any
compulsory school law is a law forbidding the complete monopolizat ion of the years of childhood in labor for the benefit of the parent,.
In some ca es this barbarism is, it is claimed, a necessity; but the
recognition of such necessity gives rise to a cloud of spurious cases.
The civil law embodied in the Code Napoleon compels the parent to
support the child, and in several American States the statutes have
laid down the same rule. Under such circumstances the head of the
family as a political person is not apt to be so hostile to having the
child educated, even though he regard the child as a mere encumbrance naturally following the gratificatfon of his sexual instincts.
In 1839 the Prussian Government forbid the employment of children
under 9 y art; of age in any factory or mining establishment, nor
might any person under 16 years who had not attended school three
years or more and who could not read or write be so employed. It is
q uite pos, ible to believe that there is no illiteracy in Germany.
In England it is necessary to make law in a different way.
ot a public bureau, but public consci nee must be aroused. In 1837 Mr. Dickens wrote his novel of Oliver Twist. There is a sc no in that picturino- the magistrates as refu ing to indenture the boy, Twist, as a
chimney sweep to a man plying that vocation. In 1840 there is al o a
"chimney sweepers and chimneys regulation act." By that act every
indenture of apprenti •eship to "any person using the trade or bu, iness of a chimney sweeper" is null and void if the child be under 16
years of age. In 1867 this wa upplemented by the act with the
bizarre title of "The agricultural gangs act," by which it i enacted
that '' wher a in c rtain counti s in England certain person known
a rrangmaster hire children, young per ons, and worn n, with a
view to contractino- with farmer and other for th execution on their
lands of vn.riou kind , of agricul ural work. Be it enacted, (1) That
no child under the age of 10 years shall be employed in any agricultura,l gano-. (2) of male . hall be employed in the ame gang with
males. (3) o female shall b
mployed in any gang under any
li ensed male 1Yangma ter unle a fem al licensed to act as gangmaster
1 Cousin· r eport is well known to Am rican readers in translation by Miss Austin. The French law of 18 , carried through by the government of Guizot was
th fixst for France. Napoleon and the mathematician Monge bad laughed at
P a ta1ozzi in 180!3. when that worthy was a Swiss deputy at Paris. His system,
as is well known, was eagerly caught at in Prussia after the downfall of Napoleon.
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is also pr sent with that gang;' and the justices were empowered to
limit the distances within which the children were to travel on foot.
In 1873 no child over 8 years of age could be employed in agricultural
work unless proving that the child, if under 10, had attended school
250 times, and if over 10, had attended school 150 times, during the
preceding year. In 1878 the factory and workshop act was pa ed,
preventing the employment of children under 10 or on Sunday, and
regulating the attendance at school of children legally employed in
factories. In 1 66 an industrial school act was passed, so comprehensive in its scope and minute in its details, and, withal, so controverted
as an efficient machine that it must be passed with a mere reference. 1
By the "custody of children act," 1891, it is laid down that where the
parent of a child applies to the high court or the court of sessions for a
writ 01· order for the production of the child, and the court is of opinion
that the parent has abandoned or deserted the child, or that he ha
otherwise so conducted himself that the court should refuse to enforce
his right to the custody of the child, the court may, in it discretion,
decline to issue the writ or make the order.
In France the civil code of the first Empire defined the pow r of
the parents to be "a right fountled upon nature and confirmed by the
law which gives to the father and the mother, during a certain limited
time and untler certain conditions, the surv illance of the body (p rsonne) and the administration and enjoyment of th property (bien )
of their children. In 1 75 a reconstruction of I1'ronch socie wa
beO'un by the Republic by attacking the oTo s iO"norance and p rstition of the peasantry an :I. the fatal elf-complacency of t1 provin ial bourgeoisie and E the people who dw It in the cit.y of P, ri .
Fr~ pu ·
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!ar ignorance which the census of 1880 defin d . In the mauufa, turing States of the orth a new danger menaced popular governm nt.
The growth of the factory system and the influ' of illiterate for io-ners called for re olute mea, ure ·. ,,.rho difficulty was ma 0 ·nifi d by
the attempt to set up a rival ,-ystem to th State at the expen ·e of the
State. At the present day Stat aft r taie i · adopting ·ompul ·oryattendance laws, which give great offen ·e to ho e who see in such
mea ures not the safety but th de tru tion of popular o-o ernm nt
and to thos who e particular interest · ar not .forwarded by such
laws.
The compul ory school attendance law· haYe pa ed thwuo-h on
and have enternd upon a second tage. In the earlier stag , each law
was a mere brutum fulmen, incapable of anything ave n dl · ·ly to
create strife. A compulsory-attendance law requires two fa tor :
Agents and seating capacity to carry it out. These de id rat.a ceiu
to have been the cau e of the failure of the early school laws, which
were practically merely expressions of opinion as to what the local
school bodies should do in the premi e ·. In the other, or
ond
stage, which is now coming into being, the laws c re less bland, 1 ·
general. A hool is defined, the Engli ·h lano-nao- i to be tauo-h ,
private school are open to insp tion as fa,I ' as their attend.an
i
concerned, officers are appoint cl to carry out th~ law, and the employment f children is regulated Ol' fol'bid len. Much, therefo1·e, d p nd
upon the courts. A .·ummary of their conclu 'ion jn th I ast i now
given.
O~TRIBUTORY .·EGLIGEXCE ON THE PART OF 'rIIE ST.A.TE.

It was a maxim of the Roman law that each must bear the burden
of hi· own faults (Quod quis ex culpa ua damnum sentit, non intelligitur damnum sen ire). 1 'rhi is morally true of States as well as
1 gally true of men and corporations. The errors of the parents ,'hould
not heedlessly be left to be vi ·it d upon a futur itizen. ~ or if in
the organization of a ► 't.ate and th ourse of the indu ric.· it fost r.
opportunities are giv n for harm to happen t th child, th ulpabilit.y of th
tatc i that of th railroa 'l. corporation against ·w hom
it wa decided by the ► 'upl'cm Court of th
nited 'fates that it
had been o-uilty of onil'ibutory n <Ylicrcn e in 1 Iacin°· a machin in a
place wh re chil lren w uld p1·obably re. ·ort to it an 1 meddle with it,
a the child injured had don . Th brief of thi · decision r a a
follow·, qnotin r th • ur : 2
1. While it is a general rule in regard to an adult that to entitle him to recover
damages for an injury resulting from tho fault or negligence of another ho must
him elf hav been free from fault, uch is not the rule in regard to an infant of
Di,,,.e t 50, 27, De diversis regulis juri antiqui, par. 203, Pomponius ad ...,:lucium.
17 Wall., o-7. In the case of ardner 'l.'S. race, an English nisi pr1us aso,
Mr. Baron (Justice) Channell probably first laid down this "dictnm 'against th
'' spirit of the clecid d case . ·
1

2
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tender years. The care and caution required of a child is according to his maturity and capacity only, and this is to be determined in each case by the circumstances of that case.
THE RIGHT OF THE STATE TO EXCULPATE ITSELF.

In the mat.ter of Donohue et al., in New York, Mr. Justice Westbrook remarks:
The right of the State to care for its children has always and with very great
propriety been exercised. Under its laws, whenever the welfare of the child has
demanded, its courts have frequently interfered for the protection of children of
tender years. It has again and again taken them from one parent and given them
to the other, or has refused so to do, the good and the welfare of the child being
the object always in view. It has so acted without the intervention of a jury,and
that power bas never been supposed to have been improperly e:..:ercised because a
jury was not allowed and due process of law not had. If the courts of the State
may, by virtue of their general powers, interfere for the protection and care of
children , it is not ~een why the legislature may not prescribe the cases in which
children shall b e rescued from their custodians and a mode provided for their
summary disposition. For example, if children should be placed to learn the business of stealing, could not the legislature provide a su~mary remedy for the evil?
Has the law no power to rescue summarily female children held for the purposes
of prostitution or interfere in an expeditious manner in very many cases when
children of tender years are exposed to peril or temptation? (Cf. the English
act page 630.)
THE UNITY OF .G ENERAL OR PUBLIC LEGISLATION IN THE UNITED

TATES.

In his Digest of Anglo-M nhammadan Law 1 Sir R. IC Wilson observes
that a ta k uch as his should have to be performed in England by an
Engli hman who has only once casually visited India is dou b le s an
anomaly, but it is accounted for, like so many oth rs, bythe on huge
anomaly of the government of 250,000,000 Asiati s from the bank
f the Tb
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to what the British Government at the present time requires to be
enforced as law for its Muhammadan subjects (about 40,000,000 of the
250,000,000), and for them alone." The necessary changes being mad ,
Mr. Herbert Cowell, in the preface to his "The Hindu Law, as administered exclusively to Hindus (140,000,000) by the British courts in
India," could have made exactly the same r marks as those just quoted
from Sir Roland ·Wilson's preface and auy Anglican writer who should
attempt to <ligest what is meted out as law to the Bu<ldhist subject. ,
of whom there are 3,000,000 owing nominal political allegiance to the
Em pres oi India, might say the same. In short, while European law
rests up n the people freely legislating to meet the demand of their
own time, tho Asiatic law rests upon ingenious commentations upon
the utterances of holy men. 1 Any proposition, therefore, looking to
the classification of children into sects by requiring a different set of
officials, of tax lists, and a different method of treatment is a political
evil hat the Preamble of the Federal Constitution points as dangerous legislation. Efforts have been made, however, to make such distin tions as will appear from the matter now given:
In Louisiana a municipal corporation pa s d an ordinance allowing
goo<l. to be sold on un<lay by a number of citiz n .vho b liev , upon
hi torical grounds, that unday comes on Saturday, while oth r itizens who believe that unday is the day of re t were prohibited from
enjoying th privilcg of keeping tbeil' tores op n both on aturday
an 1 'unday: Held by th upreme court 2 to b partial legi lation, and
ther fore uncon titu ional.
In Kentucky, one of the
at where the n o-ro abo1·iginal iO'norancc and century of involuntary servitud , together with the bittern e ari ing from a long and anguinary conflict, made it de irable to
educate that race apart from the Caucasian race, the Federal court
held (1873) that a law was unconstitutional and voi<l because it directed.
that the tax collected from white persons for support of public chool
should be used exclush e1y for schools for th-at race and that th ta ·
oll ct cl for colored p rs n hould be r erv d
lusively for h ol ·
for that race. 3 Th supr m court of orth arolina, in Pruitt v.
ommi -. ioner, of Ga ton onnty (1 G), lo k the , m o-round . 4
Indeed, thi prin ipl ha b n carried (leavino- out of con ideration
it fundamental importance to a demo racy) to an amusing len<rth.
In California, in the a e of Lin ► ing . ·washburn (20 Cal., 534), it
was held that an ordinan
f the cit.., of 'an Francisco was void
1 f. _ n Introduction to the
tudy of Anglo-Muhammadan Law by Sir R . K.
Wilson, Bart ., London, 1 94, pp. 3-6.
2 'hreveport v. Levy, 26 La. Ann., 671.
~Federal Reporter vol. 16, p. 297, Claybrook and others . City of wensboro
and others, district court, D. Ken., 1883.
4 94N. C., 709.
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because in requiring every inmate of the county jail to haYe hi hair
cut to within 1 inch of his scalp thern was an intent to.show di like
of longolian persons. In a Maryland case, where a police regulation
declared that '' no black Republican" should be employed by the
police board, the supreme court of the State refused to take cognizance
of such distinctions as being unworthy of notice, and in anothm~
State, where the affidayits of three" unconditional Union men" were
required to 1·emand a case of changed Yenue, the court disdainfully
swept the distinction aside as invidious and t,h erefore unconstitutional. In conclusion, it may be said that when for some physical
characteristic or a, peculiar belief a part of the community become
notoriously segregated for a sufficient length of time, the isolated part
or caste indubitably incur t1ie dislike of the larger part of the community, and arc only protected by the law and the respectful though
sometimes distasteful obedience all true citizens accord it.
POWER OF THE STATE TO TAX FOR SCHOOL PURPOSE',

It is admitted, says Chief Justice Marshall, in one of tho deci ion
which have put vitality into the idea of Federal Government both at
home and in Europe, and causes the author to bear the sam relation
to the constitutional law of the United States that Lord Man field
bore to the commercial law of England, 1 it is admitted that the power
of taxing the people and their property is essential to the very exi tence of government, and may be legitimately e~ rci ed on th ob· t
to which it is applicable to tho utmost extent to which the o ·nment may choose to carry it. The only Aecurity against the abn of
this power, he continue , is fo
·
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of n. year; for a national education is a national drill, irrospective of
the amount of the individual profit the cadet may derive from it, as
has been remarked by the Puritan and J osuit fathers and M. Tarde
in his work on Imitation. National education may not make savant ,
but it softens the brnta.lity of tho asperities produced by failure or
succes through the operation of the most powerful and persi. tent
lien in human natur , that of childhood r coll ctions.
To what degr e th State shall provide for the education of the people at public expen is a matter to l>e determined by the legislature,
subject to such limitations a may have been :introduced by the people
of the several States in tho tatc constitution·. An examination of
those constitutions shows considerabl -variation in tho provision made
for edl1cation. The people of Pennsylvania in 1873 ord red their legislature to "provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough,
efficient, and nonsectarian .rstem of schools," and also to '' appropriate not less than $1,000,000 annually for that purpose," while the
people of Texas in 1876 ordered their legislature "to make suitable
provision for the support and maintenance of an effici~nt system of
public free nonsectarian school·," but in another part of the instrument, in limiting the right of th l gislature to tax, th y :xpr ss
th m elves thus:
The legislature shall not have the right to levy taxes or impos burdens upon the
people, except to rai e revenue sufficient for the economical administration of the
government, in which may be included the following purposes: ;.:- -::- ~- The support of public chools, in which shall be included colleges and universities , tabIi hed by the, tate;, and the maintenance and support of the Agricultural Coll ge
of Texas. 1

In default of jnclicial interpretation of the exact meaning of the
provision concerning education found in the constitutions of a h
of the tates, as related to other parts of those instruments, it is necessary to refer to a compilation made in a former report of this
Bureau. 1
An early discussion in ·egard to the interpr tation aml meaninrr f
th provisions of the con ti ution of the tate of P nn ylvania iH th, t
of the Hon ..Jeremiah . Black, sub. equently Attorn y- en ral of th
Unit d i..ates during fr. Bu hanan's Admini t,ration, whil chief ju ti e of th , upreme our of P nn ylv, nia. That court, in 1 51, a
ask 1 by one Hartman to b re tored to the po ition of a ·hool
dire tor in a certain di. trict from which h and the other le ted
m mber, of th board had h en ousted by th court of quarter ,·e. sions of Lehirrh County. The. p rson. when lected had organized
1
Documents illustrative of American Educational History, compiled and annotatecl by B. A. HinRdale, Ph.D., LL. D., in Report 1892-93 of this Bureau. In
Louisiana "The legislature can not force a parish [county] to levy a [local?j tax
for school purposes" though "it may authorize it to do so," as the system of free
public chools in Louisiana is a tate institution, for which the State is required
to provide by taxation or otherwise. 42 Ann.
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themselves as a board and then refused both to establish tho common
schools required by the law under which they bad been elected and
to resign. The law (quite new) required schools to be establi bed
for '' every individual 5 to 21 who cared to apply." 'l'he constitution
only required the legislature to "provide schools throughout the State
in s uch a manner that the poor may be taught gratis." Upon this
very interesting and complicated issue the court said:
The whole ground on which this court ha.s been urged to reverse the order of
the quarter sessions is that the law is unconstitutional. We are of opinion that
there is nothing in that law-certainly nothing in that part of it to which our
attention has been particularly called-which in the slightest degree contravenes
the constitution. It is to be remembered that the rule of interpretation for the
State constitution differs totally from that which is applicable to the Constitution
of the United States. The latter instrument must have a strict construction; the
former a liberal one. -11- -:1- ·* The powers riot granted to the Government of the
Union are withheld, but the State retains every attribute of authority which is
not taken away. In applying this principle to the present case, it is enough to say
that there jg no syllable in the constitution of Pennsylvanfa which forbids the leO'islature to provide for a system of general education in any way which they in
their own wisdom may think best. * * *
Tho constitution of Pennsylvania provides that "the legislature shall, as soon
as conveniently may be, provide by law for the establishment of schools throughout the State in such a manner that the poor may be taught gratis. It seems to
be believed that the last clause of this section is a limitation to the power of the
legislature and that no law can be constitutional which looks to any other object
than that of teaching the poor gratis. The error of these who make this argument consists in supposing this provision of the con titution to define the maximum of the legislative power, while in truth it only fi es the minimum. It enjoins
them to do thus much, but does not forbid them to do more. If they stop hort
of that point, they fail iu their duty: but it does not r sult from this that they
have no authority to go beyond it. 1

Th r i,' another intere ting d ci ion upon thi point, though not in
th pr p r en, a deci. ion a law, but ra her what in th Roman law
mio·h hav b en calle 1 a r pon um prud ntium .
On being reque ted, tho supreme judicial court of Maine informed the hou~ t
0

ative of the leg·
of that State to this effect (ab tract):
con titution of
rticle 4.) the le~i lature ha "full power to make
Ii h all rea ona
and regulation fo he d fen and ben
this State, not
nt to this on t:itution nor to that of th
* * Educa
ng of benefit to the p oplo and taxati
it' su
ul promotion a general ta
education 1 p po
ional t
forbidd nor re tricted b
constitution. The consticl rd
legislatur to re 1uire th
1 to make a their own
tabl pr
nsfor the upport anclm
n e of publi '. choo1 . but
ntory.
ohibit ry. ' ( f. Black'
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Michigan. In Stuart v . School District o. 1 of Kalamazoo (30 Mich.),
it is laid down that school authoritie in union school districts may levy
taxes upon the general public for the support of high schools, and
such taxation may be used for instruction in foreign languages, and
that t,here is nothing in the educational State policy of Michigan or
the State constitution r estricting the primary school districts of the
State in the branch s of knowledge which their officers may cause to
be taught or tho grade of instruction that may be given, if the voters
of the district consent, in regular form, to bear the expen e and rai e
the tax for the purpose, or to prevent instruction in the cla sic and
living modern lanO'uages in these schools. 1 Normal school , a8 nece sary to the fnll development of free schools, may be established by
the legislature. 2
THE SUZERAI~TY OF THE STATE IN THE MANAGEMENT OF COMMON OR PUBLIC
SCHOOLS.

Perhaps no more important decision touching the p ublic character
and hence the unity of the public schools has been made than that of
the supreme judicial court of :Massachusetts in the case of Ra·wson v .
pencer (1873). This issue, squarely stated, may be thus expressed :
"Shall there be 1 or 1,834 or more centers of general educational control in the State of Massachusetts?" The opinion of the court was
delivered by Mr. Ju tice Colt, and was clireeted and pointed by the
following circumstances: The two laws of 1869 abolishing school di tricts in .Massachusetts were contested by the orjginal defendant as
(1) confiscating property without just compensation, (2) as laying
unequal taxes, and (3) as impairing the obligation of contracts, 8 upon
which the court said :
The laws in question were enacted in the legitimate exercise of that power by
which the legislature may require the performance of certain public duties by
different municipal agencies at its discretion. Before the enactment of these laws
school districts were indeed quasi corporations, with the power to hold property,
to raise money by taxation for the support of schools. and with certain defined
pnblic duties. But they were public and political as c1istinguished from private
corporations, and their rights and powers were helcl at the will of the legislature,
to be modified or abolished as public welfare might r equire. The laws in questio11r do nothing more. They provide for the tran fer of public property and of a
public uuty connected with its u e from one public corporation to another. -x- -x- ;f
There is no attempt to provide compensation in the sense fa which compensation
is required when private property i taken for public use under the right of
eminent domain. The right here exerci ed is quite distinct from that and requires
Richards v. Raymond (92 Ill.) is another decision to the same general effect.
Dillon.
a Under the laws of 1 Qt, pas ed by the legislature of Massachusetts, the '' Town
of xbridge,·• a political divis:on of that State containing several school districts,
proceeded to take possession of all the property owned by such school district,,
and to appraise the value of the same.
1
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no provision for compensation. Nor do thes.e laws authoriz-e taxation which,
under the bill of rights, must be regarded as not reasonable and proportional.
The benefits to be enjoyed from public improvements and the use of public property can not be alike equal to all uncler any system. They are no more unequal
under these laws than if .districts had never existed or had not been aboli hed.
The obligation of contracts is not impaired. Somo of the districts may be in debt,
but the rights of the creditors are in no way prejudiced. The taxpJ.yers of the
district are sufficiently protected by the assumption of all these debts by the town~

In an ingenious legal argum~mt it was claimed in a Rhode Island
case (St. Joseph's Church 1,. .Assessors, 12 R. I.) that certain property
belonging to that chur-0h but used for the purpose of maintaining a
school free to all ·w ithout charge was a public school and ther fore
not subject to taxation. T1ie court ,,,ould not entertain uch a proposition and drew the distinction on the difference between free
schools supported by the State for which it was answerable and the
free schools of a system unfriendly to the State system ancl with which
the State had very little if anything to do.
But though the judici, 1 branch of the GoYernment has sieadfa tly
refused to allow the imperium of the State to be split up among the
innumerable sects and faddists, which are inevitable in a governm nt
based on universal toleration and equality before the law, it j not to
be understood that the porsonagBs whom the State calls into offi. ial
being are thereby endowed with a temporary patent of dictator. hip.
Quite the ontrary; it is Christian humility rather than pao-an
as ertion that tho court 1·eq_uiro from public-school o
in th
ch r<Ye of their duties.
eYerthele s it mt
be onf
iha
question turns on what is "rea onabl . " I
Wi o
Cc e ()Iorrow r . 1Vood, 35 "\VL.) it app , r from a ca much complicated b
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exporiment or from some mental or moral bias an attempt is mad to
dislocate the rou'1;in of th school by having this or that study f
the o tablished curriculum omitt cl for t1rn pare t's special benefit,
whil the oth r cla sis composed of ca sin which it is attempt d t
have the atmosphere of iho pnbli chool . aturc tec1 as .far as po ible
with the forms ancl u age. of thi · or that parti ular creed.
o aeneral rule may be drawn from the case decid d except that in th
orth tlantic States the courts hav adhered to tho idea of an un<livid d, impartial, and nonsectarian sy tern o.f public hools in which
no scholar is to be favored by th omission or addition of studies; for
this would be practically, though indirectly, leO'alizing and supporting some particular kind of worship or some private bnsinos nt rpris , as in the Wi consin case above cit d, where the father forbicl
the teacher to teach geography to his boy because ho (the father)
"wanted the boy to assist him to keep accounts. '
NOTE A.-THE PRINCIPLE OF THE A:.UERICAN P UBLI' SCHOOL.

It is a propensity of the mind, as natural as it is frequently productive of error,
to be guidecl by superficial re emblances. The more apparent the e resemblanc s
are, the more quickly an opinion is forruecl ancl the less inducement there is to
seek or even to care for the deeper principles, though these, too, may lie qui to near
the surface, upon which the matter considered is based. For the American student of European education, considering such education as a department of government, a reflection of this kind is e sential, for he must at the very outset of his
investigations represent to himself the exact import of the term which M. Emile
de Laveleye has used as a title to his book, L instruction du Peuple. Thi
instruction of the people has other names, such as popular instruction, but the
common name given to jt in the Latin countries of Europe is primary instructi n,
while in tho Germanic parts of central Europe it is called Volkschulwesen, or the
system of schools for the masses.
This species of education, or rather this education as applied to a specific portion
of the population of a country, is intended for the common people or pea an.try or
lower orders, as the poor and uneducated inhabitants of the rural districts, 'P cially, and the artisans and other wage earners of cities a.re invariably calle<.1. In
Europe the original intention of modern attempts at educating these class s may
be said to have been-i;arado:x.ical a it may appear-a reaction of at lea ·tone of
the most humiliated monar ·hies of the Old W orll1 against tho popular uprising
known as the French Revolution, and the cry of emancipati n raised by that r volntion of "Liberty, frat rnity, equality.' But the appear< nee of paradox seems
still more pronounced when it js consjdered that this very effort of a helpless
monarchy to preserve itself from extinction should be appare1 tly the same as that
adopted by at least one ropublic in the new world to preservo its democratic in ·titution . Whether this indeed be a paradox merits inve, tigation. A government
is undoubtedly a government, whether in Europe or America, but a monarchy,
though a government for the people, is neither a government by nor from tho
people.
Irrespective of the social status of tho individual to whom given, the kind of
eclucatiou called in Europe ''primary·• or "popular·· instruction has two charac.:teristics which there cUstinguish it from all other sy terns of class education. The
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first of these is that the schools are supported by taxation specifically laid upon
the whole property of a community or a locality. The other characteristic is that
such schools give instruction without cost to the pupil, except as far as his property or that of his parents or their labor is taxed to support the schools. These
characteristics are in certain countries of Europe the outgrowth of a set purpose
of their governments to strengthen the state by a process denominated national
education, the keynote of which in Germany is the cry of Gott und Vaterland
and in France is now La Patrie, though in the days of the French Revolution
and the First Republic the cry was Liberte, Fraternite, Egalite, as before
remarked.
·
The first system of national education was conceived and set on foot in the
Kingdom of Prussia at the epoch of her greatest humiliation, during the Napoleonic wars. "We have hit upon the idea," says Stein, the head of Prussian political affairs, "that it is necessary to inspire the whole nation with a spirit of
morality, of religion, and of patriotism." "We have lost a part of our territory, "
said the King, "and our renown as a nation is lost; but this is a reason why we
should develQp our intellectual power, and to this end I desire that everything
shall be done·· to·extend and render perfect the eclt;1cation .of the people." It was
the philosopher.Ficht~, however, who, in his addre~ses to the German people, first
fo tered the ide~ of a national as distinguisheJ from a cosmopolitan idea of education. It is sca:£~ely ~~cessary to say that $'ichte 5 scheme was preponderatingly
ethical and national in character.
..
Thio '· primary insti:uction " or "national ed uc.ation" is not regarded in Europe
as in any way ~onnected with culture.- · ¥r. M&tthew Arnold calls secondary
instruction tho:first s.t age of a liberal ed'u~ation , and then goes on to say that Eton
·college (a S'e9~n·dary school), however defective ' otherwise, at least teaehes her
aristocratic pupils vir.tues which are among the best virtues of an aristocracyfreedom from ai_ffectaiion, manliness, a :iligli spirit, and· simplicity-and offer to
her nonaristocratic pupils the benefits ·of ·contact with aristocracy, though at a
too con iderable o~tlay in money. Secondaiy education of thi desoi·iption is quite
jealous, for .the· pupil _is taken a,t a -very e~rly age ~y the authorities of the secondary chool i:o. whid1 his educatiq.n is to be effepted, ancl whether -in the little
pollege' of the ]frenc~ lycee or the P!OgymnMium of the German gymnasium or
in the lower ~o-r ms of the English '<pu.blic· school-'" ·(Etqn, Rugby, atl.d the rest),
Jie i arefully ,prepared for the liberal: ed.ucation of the secondary department
proper of his ohool. ·
·
·
·
uch is tae object of)opular education a~ clistin~uished from aristocratic education in Europe. Turning to America, do we find the ame conception of elementary education?" There wa a time during the first quarter of tho present century
when inadv 'rtently tp.rough the anxiety of philanthropy rather than by premeditation th people of th ..Jtates of Penn ylvani ,
w Jpr ey, Maryland, irginia
and • · uth arolina wer
la. eel as rich and poor. Mr. Hamilton, <luring his
· rm a gov rn r of outh 'arolina, · aid'to hav oxpre d him If in regard to
·I m •ntary ·1 ubHc ·hools in the following terms: ' ' Th~ free- chool sy tern has
fail d. It· faqqre i • owing to the fact that it doe not nit our people, our govn . or our in titi1tion . Th pauper for wb
cl ilciren it i~ int n e n
at homo to w rk." Th
me ho ·tility of the
iY American •lower
h: Vlll"" th fr childr n marked a som · bin•" o a low r ord r oc urr
n •lvauia, wh r tho •poor- c:hool y t m · ·a a mo t d cid d failur .
li 11rincip; l motive tha indu
the par ut t m. k
crifi
tha hi
1 YI t ud
hool i that i may b come v 'r e iu the at inm nt that make
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a lady or a. gentleman. So widespread had this desire to be genteel become that to
correct it some years ago a very determined effort was made to introduce into the
public school curriculum instruction in the mechanic a1-ts.
This, then, is the difference between the idea of the education of the masses of
Europe and the idea prevailino- in the education given by the public schools of the
United States: In Europe the object is to absorb the individual in the contemplation of his duty to obey; in America the object is, to express the matter in the term
used by one of our poets, Excelsioi.·. 1
1 For the student of this phase of elementary and "high school" education, for they are in eparable in tho United States, it is indi p nsabl to familiarizo himc;elf with Theory of Education
in the United States, prepa~d for th Vienna Exposition (Harris), and tho article Etats Unis in
Buisson's Dictionnaire de P dagogie (Philbrick); for tho ndministrativo and financial sid , the
first section of the Report of tho Committee of Twelvo (Hinsdale); for the pedagogical sid , the
r eport of the subcommittee of five in the Report of the Committee of Fift en (Harris), and al o
the Report of the Committee of Ton. A chapter published by this Bureau containing the provisions and expressions which O\;CUr in the constitution of each of the sev ral States (Hinsdal~)
will serve as a sort of vade mecum in following the course of the education idea in the United
States.
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NOTE

B.-Tentative statement of the sources of rerenue

SECTION A.~STA'l'E OR CENTRALIZED REVENUE, INCLUDING
Vested funds (or "pRrmanent funds··), income only to be used.
Sale of pn blic ( originally mostly
Federal) lands.

Federal surplus re\•enue loan
of 183u.

State accumulations '· inviolably set apart. "

Twenty townships of Was given away per capita to All surplus of the l·mill State
tax is added to "permanent
l ocal units, but S5,000 was
public school lands, the pro·
set apart as a, separate
school fund ."
ceeds from the sale of those
school fund, at O per cent,
(and perhaps of other lands
for the benefit of the ter r i·
•· assigned to towns for sup·
th
port of schools"), and the su1··
f~fen £be tn1~~ut6tat~
plus of State taxation for
and the British Empire.
school purposes form the permanent school fund, upon
which the State pays 6 per
cent, irrespective of the eal·n·
ing-s of the fund.
NEW HAMPSllIRE: None ..... . . . The $700,000 received was dis· None .... ···-···-·····-····· ...
tributed to tho towns, some
fifty of which seem to have
kept the money, about
$30,000, invested for school
purposes, yielding about
$1,800 annually.
MAINE:

VErDIO.TT: None ........... . . . .. . Appropriated to towns for

¥fe !mo~ifh;;~Ji~~K ::s
$669,087. 'fhe interest, at 6
00

Sales of the
Maine lands and subsequently
one•half the proceeds of such
sales.

MASS CFIUSETTS:

0

0

per cent, was to be applied
to support of schools. In
l!J85it was found that ''most
of the towns apply the in•
come to the support of
schools.'
The amount, $1,338,000, was
given to towns. Of this sum
about $25,000 were dev0ted
by over one hundred towns
to educational purposes.

RrronF. I. LAND: .270 receiv cl The $,182.000 r eceived was
in 1 5j from United , tates and
originally tlovot d to edu•
was put to the er clit of the
<'ation, and to it was added
nitcd tatcs:;urplm:1reYcnu .
'12i'G from sal of public
fands. The, 'tate borrowed
all 1,ut ·15:,,!i!l, ancl then
con:titute<l that amount a
p rmanent s ·hool fund, to
w hi c: h it nub quently
added ·11,I!r..? ,mrplus , ·tato
l'"Y nu in 1 '· l. Tb , tatc
1>ay11 no formal inter ·ton
thii;, whi h, a Ii p •r <' nt.
would amount to .;10

I

°'~-

The Huntington fund,
amounting in 11 92 to $212,000,
upon which6p_er centin~et·
est is paid. Vermont. 1t 1s
said(Amn.Alm.,184.6,p.!; ,,
and 1847, p.221 ) had a school
fund; but it may have heen
m erely an annual State ap•
propnation.
Tho State permanent fund is
made up of the proceed: rf
the sale of Maine land · pro·
coeds arising from th
claims of the State on th'
United Sfates for militarf
service, war claims, and d1·
rect taxes. Refunding of
Back Bav (Bo ton) lands
and of tlie W este1'll Rail·
road Corporation 'tock.
'l'he fund is now nearly
S,!,000,000, and is increa. ~
annually by ..100 000, until
it r ache
~ OOJ.<:00. Tb
Tod<l fund of . 12,CW i.· . pc•
cifically for normal ..cbool.5.
None ......................... . .
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for the suppo1·t of public schools in each State.

Statu te funds at p r esent converted to the use of school
system or sums now annually
voted from general revenue
for support of public schools.

1- - - - - - - -

Ou p1•operty.

Tax on banks and on -half the
taxonsavingsbanks. Apparentlythe State normal school
are supported out of general
r evenue.

One mill on L_____ ___________

Taxes upon deposits, stock, accumulations of such depositors and stockholders of "'avings banks, trust companies,
brulding and loan associations as do not reside in tho
State or who e residence is
unknown shall cons ti tu te the
literary fund. The surplus
dog tax may be u sed for
schools. Apparently tho
State normal schools ar c. upported out of the general
revenue.
None. State normal schools,
apparently, are supported
out of general r evenue .

Tho selectmen of each town
are required to assess annu-

On polls.
one.

See preceding column.

:~fo

~.~~f !~fafi~st!~~~'t~
computed at the rate of 8500
fo r every dollar of tho pub·
lie taxes apportioned to
that town.

Five cents on Sl of gr a.nl list
(tho poll tax and 1 per cont
of th a ei-, ed valu of r eal
and personal prop rty).
Th e s hool d1 tricts shall
annually assess not loss
than on - fifth nor more
than one-half of tile grand
list.

$100,000 is added annually to the
permanent fund by act of
Jun Hi, 189!. By act of Apr.
11, 1 05, $1,500 is given annually for an educational museum. County associations
of t eachers may draw gi.5 for
every annual educational
meeting. Apparently normal schools are supported by
Stato from general revenue.
Their buildings certainly are
provid d from general r venue. Up until 1 95 tho cost
of such buildings has been
$2,000,000.
Annual appropriation of <:'1120,- None. (In every town th r
00'.J from out (1 ) theincom of
shall ho kept for at l ast 0
tho p rmanent fund; (2) tho
months, Ptc .. at the expem;e
general r v nuo, ;3,100, is rmof tho town. o. suffici nt
nually distributed to towns
nnmberofschoob:dn which,
or districts for purchaci of
etc., tc.
'f. pp. lOHO, HlllO
dictionaries,
oncylopedias,
of a Digest of School L aws
publish d by this Bur au
maps, globes, etc., if districts
several years ago.)
raise double the sum they receive; an annual appropriation (amount not speciti cl)
for evPning schools. Tho
, 'tato Normal chool is also
appar ntly supported out of
general revenue, as also tho
C('l.jt ("1 fiOO) of transporting
its pupils if they live 10 mil
or more distant. 500 is appropriatedforteachers insti•
tutes and $300 for publishing
educational literature. Th
surplus of the tax on d0gs is
to be used for school purposes, unless town or city
otherwise determines.

$1 on vot rs (owning no taxn.blo property), or so much of
·1 as with th ir other tax
shall amount to $1.
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NOTE

B.-Tentative statement of the sources of revenue for

SECTION A.-STATE OR CENTRALIZED REVENUE, INCLUDING AS
Vested funds (or "permanent funds "), incoms only to ba used.
Sale of public (originally mostly Federal surplus revenue loan State accumulations "invioFederal ) lands.
of 1836.
lably set apart."
None
___
_______ ________________ _
CONNECTICUT: In 1733 the pro- The amount received, $76-!,ceeds of the sale of " seven
(i()O, was deposited with
new to we.ships" ( one brought
towns, interest on one-half
£6,800, another £],2°4.j) in the
to be used for schools; incolony were divided among
terest on other half for ordinary loC'al expenses. Practhe towns, as also in 1765 "certically three-fourths of the
tain sums due for excise on
in t er est w a A used for
goods," tho interest in both
schools until 1855, when the
cases to b a forever applied to
the support of common schools.
whole income was u sed for
them. Some towns have
In relinquishing all claim to
wholly or partially lost the
"Western lands" in 178i Conmoney.
necticut excepted the '·Western r eserve'' as Georgia did
the Indian lands within her
borders (as relal;('d below),
which, when sold in 1735, realized Sl,200,000. By judicious
investment this original sum
bad nearly doubled by 184-0.
The Western reserve contained 3,300,000 acres.
NEW YORIC Inl784the "Stand The United States deposit None other than the increase
of the common-school fund
lands" were laid off into blocks
fund is the original sum of
out of the ''United States
$4,014,!,00. The ·•academies"
10 milPs square, subdivided
deposit fund."
into lots of G40 acres, one such
get $30,000 for teachers'
lot in each block being r etraining classes and the
served for promoting educaschool district libraries
tion and the gospel and an$55,000. The r est of the inother for promoting literacome apparently goes toture (1786). '.rheseformed the
ward the payment of pubbasis of the local school funds
lic-school teachers and some
and of the State literary fund.
portion is added to the
Both funds received some incommon-school fund .
crements by further land
grantt1 and the literary fund
some for loi:1ses by grants in fee
to specific institutions of "litf:a~~~ts. •~-~~~ 11~r!sl/1ih~
common-school fund was established by the grant of 500,000 acres, the income from tho

E~

0

~!irig~1;~~ic~n'ri!s t~~t i!~
come reached $50.000. Tho
fund is now $4 373,000.
NEW JER EY: All money r e- The amount received, $704,ceived from sale and r ental of
671, was distributed :i.mong
lands under water shall be a
the counties as a trust. In
1 67 the ta.te r quired the
pa.rt of the permanent school
whole income to b u ed for
fund.
schools. Inl 7H the income
is $30,524. Probably there
waAnotaconnt;vwher the
fund remained mtact. ixteen out of 21 counties s t

rif~~:iti~f

PE.·,· YLYA.·r

one-----·--··

As a part of the permanen

school fund shall be added
as principal the intere t of
the bank or turnpike stock
belonging to the fund.
taxes on banking and insurance compani s(aft rl l ,
all appropriations made to
fund, and all gift,e.

~v0l3~~at~e~be~
cru d if the fund hacl been
at inter st.
The
, 7I
r ceiv d wo.s None __ ••.•••••• · ··········- --- used for int rnal improvcmont.'i to a la.rg
xt nt,
though it is ~aid that on third of i wasu~ d to build
up th school syst m th n
cm rging from tho "poors ho ,1' regime.
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the support of public schools in each State-Continued.
SUCTI TAXES LAID BY THE CENTRAL POWER-Continued.
Statute funds at present conSpecific Stato taxation for schools.
verted to the use of school
system or sums now annually r-- - - - - - - - -- -- - - : : - - - - - - - - - - - - - voted from general revenue
On property.
On polls.
for support of public schools.
For overy person 4: to 1G years
of age the State gives Sl.50 to
each "town" or •·district,''
apparently out of the general
reve,nue. TheStatepays ·2.25
for each evening-school pupil
certified to the State comptroller; source whence money
is derived not mentioned.

None, oxcopt as given in preceding column.

~i'Ef~t
t;~:l t fi!!~~~i
of 880,000 for support of nor0

None, oxcept that the "poll"
is not a bead, but valuo
which the State places at
8100, apparently as a ca.pitalization of tho right of citizenship, which i~ thus tax d
a property by th~ towns or
di trict at n tipecifted rate
por cent.

0

mal schools; also 83.000 for
teachers' institutes (both apparently out of general revenue) .

Kone. Normal schools ar ap- Such tax as the legislature
mav annually dotermino.
parently supported out of
(''lh·ee school fund.")
common-school fund incomes.
Buildings and sites are provided by community amid
which echool is placed.

None as far as known.

The Stato normal school, the Tax of S5 on realty and personalty for oach child 5
teachers' inr;titutes, fr e o
to 1 .
libraries, 8tate's share in
supporting technical education, all come out of the income of permanent fund, but
if ther bead fl.cit, it is said
that other money in the tr asury may be used to cover it.

None.

Persons found drunk upon the
thoroughfares and public
pl'aces a.ro fined $2, which shall
be turned over to the school
di trict. The legislature is
required to n.pprop-iato annually at 1 ast ·1.000,000 for
the1Jublicschools. ThoStat
does not dir ctly support the
Pennsy1vania normal schools,

t~rts
~t~~;r;sa ~te1/a~~
a bonus of 50 on graduation.
The source whence this
money is derived is not
known.

Th re nro thr e kinda of tax
for school purposes, each
s para.to and d1stin ·t, I.mt
all may h duo from on
person: (J) Theratota:xon
r al and personal property;
(2) the rate tax on such
trades,
ccupations, profes ions, and salaries and
cmolum nts of office as will
yield over 1 by tho rate on
its valuation; (3) a. minimum occupation tax of 1
on all resident malo taxables over 21 yea1·s of ag
whose Msessed occupation
at th rate levied for school
purroses ,vill not p_roduce
SL ( chool Laws, No. 1.)

none epocificallyas such; but
item a in the prec ding column is apparently such a
~~• ~~inff i~a.lf[ ti:e~~m;~
( 1857) who hafno occupation
or calling, including widower,'3 ns single freemen. The
old form seems to b ar upon
celibacy and idleness.
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B.-Tentative statement of the sources of rei-enue for

NOTE

Sl'lCTIO~ A.-STATE OF CENTRALIZED REVENUE, L.~CL1JDING AS
Vested funds (or" pe1·manont funds"' ), income only to 'bo used.

I

Sale of public (originally mostly Federal surplus r-evenuo lot.l,Jl State accumulations "inviolably set apart. '
Federal) fands.
of U:3u.
DE.LAW.A.RE:

None .... -- _.. _..... i-;_
h _e _$28
_· - 6-,-75-1-re_c_e_i_,-eu_l_b_y_t_h_e-+-N
- o_n_e____.- .-__.-.-_-__-_-_-__-_-_.-.-_.-.-..-...
State was invested with the
proviso that interest was
to be used for support of
schools. By judicious management_ the f:tind is now
about $350,000, m bona fide
,alues, convertible into
cash.

In 1858 tbe State received

$955,838, appears to
have been absorbed (indi1·ectly) by unsuccessful
schemes of internal improvements, but the State
turned over stock :in the
"Baltimore and Washing•
ton Railroad" yielding
$3!,009 annually, which is
reserved to the (perma•
nent) free-school fund.

MARYLAND: None ............... Amount,

VIRGINIA: None,exceptasmentioned in the third column,
"unappropriated lands.''

$17J,550, princi_pal-and inter•
est, from the United States
for advances made during
the war of 1 12, which debt
had been made in 1 25 a
part of the free-school fund.
( There is some difficulty in
stating just by whom the
free•school fund of l\Iarr·
land is held. Some of it
seems to be in the hands or
the State; another portion
appears to be in the hands
of the counties.)

Not d ,oted to education . .... In 1800 this State originated
the "literary fund" by set·
ting aside all e :::hGats, pen·
alties, an<l forfeitures for
the encouragement of learn·
ing. 'fhe e accumulation
were increa d i.n 1 lti by
the ward bt due from th
United States. Thi fund
SU )prtegf ..J~e .11 ~;>_3;Urf:_
J
fl

VrnaurA: l nappropri•
ated lands and land.· 1-:olcl for
ta::s:es or otherwi.·o fJrf~itccl.

WEST

otWng-rcc ivecL ..••....•... . T

ti

'11 ••
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the suppo'rt of pitblic schools in each Staie-Continued.
SUCH TAXES LAID BY THE 'E TRAL POWER-Continued.
Statute funds at present converted to the uso of school
system or sums now annually
voted from g neral revenue
for support of public schools.

Sp cific 'tate taxation for schools.

1--- - - - - - On property.

On polls.

Fees from marriage and ta ,ern The school commissioners of None.
each district must raise,
licenses, one-fourth of money
without rogard t vote of
derived from licem;in~ aucpeople, the following sums:
tioneers, foreign life-m surIn Kent County, $12:i; in
ance agencies, tho vending
Newcastle County, 150; in
goods by samples, keeping
traveling jacks or stallions,
Sussox County, $75.
keeping eating house, taking
photographs, acting as brokers, r eal-estate agency or
exhibiting circuses, practicin~ jugglers, selling vinous,
Hpirituous, or malt liquors,
and one-fourth of fees on
commissions fosued to prothonotaries, clerks of the
peace, r ecorders of deeds,
clerks of orphans' courts, and
sheriffs. Colored schools r eceive $'9,000.
Estates without heirs and os- •.rax of 10} cents on 8100 taxa- None.
ble property. This and the
chea ts go to the county school
interest of tho free-school
board as coming from the
fund aro intended to pay
State for school purposes.
teachers. Seo also f!econcl
fa
column of Section B for tho
beginning was made in creatcontingency under which a
ing a free-school fund by tax tax is required.
ing banks 20 cents on every
$100 of capital stock. The
war claims of 1812 and the
surplus revenue (or its substitute, Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad Rtock) were the
otheringredients. Itisdoubtful if the 20-cent tax is still in
force.
Escheats, forfeitures, fines for Tax of 1 io iJ mills on the dol- $1 on each malo 21 years of ag .
offenses against tho State,
lar.
and sale ot unappropriated
lands. Normal schools are
supported out of general revenue.

fr~~~s\a\<;1~~- !~~flirt:~

Seo taxes le,iod upon corporations, etc., in preceding column. Normal schools are
mainly supported out of general revenue.

10 cents on every $100 of real
and :i;>erRonal property.
Districts must lovy a. tax
for building- purposes not
to exceed 40 c nts on tho
$100 (which may bo incrcac:cd t'.:l 70 cents also if
noc ssary to insure four
months or othor 1 gal limit
of school term), not more
than 50 cent ac1ditiona1,
and if ahighschool be kept,
not less than 30 ·en ts more,
to provide buildings for
and in truction in such high
school.

Sl on every ma1 of ag ~.
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NOTE

B.-Tentative statement of the sources of revenue for

SECTION A.-STATE OF CENTRALIZED REVENUE, INCLUDING .AS
Vested funds (or "permanent funds"), income only to be used.
Sale of public ( originally mostly Federal surplus rQvenuc loan State accumulations "inviolably set apart."
Federal) lands.
of 1838.
KENTUCKY: Some land was
given for the purpose of educat10n, but the proceeds were
not devoted to an educational
State fund.

In 182.5 the
proceeds from the sale of State
and swamp lands, etc., and the
unexpended balance of the agricultural funu were to be a
part of the school fund. All
proceeds from United States
and swamp lands are now a
part of that fund.

NORTH CAROLINA:

Of the amount received,
$1,433,754, $85.000 was ''forever dedicated to public
instruction," and was invested in "internal-improvement bonds." As the
schomes of improvements
were unfortunate, the State
appears to have shouldered
the debt and raised money
to pay interest on it by
taxation. See next column.

The $1,434,000 received was
put mainly in the literary
fund and probably was lost
in the conflict of 1861-1865.

Tbe G per cent interest on
the bonds of Kentucky for
Sl 3"Z7,(J()(); the dividends on
725 shares of the capital
stock of the Bank of Ken•
tucky ($73,500); $382,000 (accumulation of surplns of
school r evenue) due counties, at 6 per cent; $&6 4f,()
r eceived from the United
States :Mar. 2, 1891; fines,
forfeitures, and licenses in
such pr·oportkn as the
school tax bt,ars to the
whole State tax, excluding
State school tax.
The sale of tate and swamp
lands, giits and bequests of
property for educational
purposes, estrays, fin_e~ for
breach of penal or military
law , and all the net proceeds of tax on retail liquor
dealers and on auctioneers.

TE -NESSEE: Congress gave one The State received $1,433,758, The State has issued a ccrtifi·
cate of indebtedness for
section in every township of
but it was not apparently
Sl,500.(XJO and accmnulated
public lands. In1823theState
considered a part of the
interest
1,012,5C0, upon
created a school fund by sellschool fund, though some
which G per cent is annuing va<'..ant lands and paid the
interest was used for edually paid. This is the permoney into the Bank of Tencation.
manent school fund.
nessee, the school fund subsequently becoming a part of
thecapitalofthatK1.nk, which
part, in 18.;s, was limited to
Sl,500,000. Tbe bank (a State
fastitution) had a capital of
$5.000,000 which was made up
of the surplus revenue of 1836,
the whoo! fund, and additional
sum<J to be horrowed. In 1865
the bank succumbed to the
time.
SOUTH CAROLINA: None, as far Devoted to general State pur- Land given by United States
(if any), gifts for educ:i.·
known.
poses.
tional purposes, escheat",
r efundmg of the direct-tax
act of Congre , 1 91, and
the net a ·ets or funds of
all estat s and copartnerships in the hands of the
courts f
y year:<.
liquor 1·
xce
much ns
ties an
tion~ (c
GEOROJA: In 17 3, 1,000 acres of The Statorccoiv d the l,O.il,- O:1 half
lan!l w vot,•d to ach county
000 under prot t, but addW.t•
d one-third of it to th
l'O cJ, Ji
t~1~ ¥J?ortof fr ;chools,
1
" · demic "and the "poorT ·or~i
was •r·in
school fund," both funds
hire of
fc
th r after t
be consoliiru1p•ct
and gift
dat d into th common8 hool fund. By the act or
mutntio
l 3R, G p, r
nt honrls for
HI rvi
.
5!1,000 w r
an thoriz cl
ticnoim
l
of
~~~
L ucd during 1 ~9

i~~ 1

0

f~-~-
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the support of public schools in each State-Continued.
SUCH TAXES L.AID IlY '.rHE CENTRAL POWER- ontinued.
Statute funds at present coriSpecific State taxation for schools.
verted to the use of school
system or sums now annually ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - voted from general revenue
On prope rty.
On polls.
for support of public schools.
See preceding column as regards fines, etc. The color d
normal school receives $3,000
from general revenue.

See preceding column as regards fines.

To the permanent school fund
may be added tho proceeds of
escbeat d property and lands
forfeited or sold for taxes,
personal effects of persons
without heirs, and unconditional donations. Normal
schools are supported out of
general revenue.

2:?. cents on each $100 of real

and personal property and
corporate franchises.

For fuel and other nocessitiosi
a capitation tax of Sl.50 s bal
be levied by district trustees
on patrons ot schools if the
di trict falls hort in school
funds for that purpose.

18 cents on every $100 of prop- State, 54: cents; county, not to
erty and credits. If this
exceed SL«; together, not
and the capitation tax is
to o:x:ceed ~ insufficient to maintain
school four months, the
county commissioners shall
levy a special tax, but not
if the State, county, and
district reach the limit of
66l cents on $100 and S2 on
the noll.
1 on ev ry mal of age.
1½milts on $1 of all property
subje t to taxation. In
case of insufflci nt funds to
maintain school for five
months, the county ourt
shall levy an additional tax
for the purpose of maintaining schools for that
length of time or submit to
tho people the propo ition
to vote a sum suffici n t to
maintain school for a longer
period than fl.vo months.

3 mills on tho Sl shall be lev- Sl on mal s 21 to GO years of
age.
ied by the counti s. But,
after 1898 a tax shall be levied lJy tbe general assembly
to keep the schools open for
a period to be nam d by
that b dy. If the poll tax
does not yield S:l for ea h
child in the public schools
during 1 00-97-0 , thecomptroller-g n ral shall l vy n.
tax to make up the deficit
(constitution).
The taxes and funds inviolable No specific State tax ______ ---- $1 on ach poll, if used for
school purposes.
set apart in precedin~ olumn. It appears that the legislature makes a lump appropriation ( 600,000 in 1: 04),
which is a part of the St:hool
fund. Th~ State normal
school is a part of the ni•
vorsity of Georgia.

Normal school supported from
genE1ral revenue.
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NOTE

B.-Tentative statement of the soiirnes of rerenue for

SECTION A.-STATE

OF CENTRALI ZED REVENUE, INCLUDING AS

Yested funds (or "permanent funds"), income only to be used.
Sale of public (originally mostly
F ederal ) lands.

Federal surplus revenue loan Stato accumulations "iuvioof 1830.
lably set apart.''

FLORIDA: Thosixteenth-s ction Nono received ______________ ___ Unspecified donations to the
State, eacheated property,
lands for public schools
and forfeitures.
amounted to 908/>03 acres. In
188'.3 there were reported a yet
unsold 050,000acres (un<ler acts
of May 20, 1826; Juno 15, 18H,
and February 26, 1857) and a
school fund of $326,420, invested mostly in State bonds. To
this, one-fourth of the proceeds from the sale of public
lands now or hereafter owned
by the State.
ALABAMA: 902,774acres were re- The $669,000 received was de- The State recognizes the interest due on the surplus
posited in the State Bank,
ceived in 1819 for common
revenue at 4 per cent; also
schools (sixteenth-section
and in 1840 the interest was
that due on the proceeds of
lands). Capitalizing the interto form a part of the $200,000
public-land sales at 6 per
est receive d on this fund in
required of the bank to escent.
1875 at 6 per cent, the fund
tablish a system of public
may be theoretically placed at
schools. In 1848 "it was
82,4-19,000. Many of these
considered doubtfu l
lands are leased by the" townwhether the university and
ship ,mperintendents "and are
school funds and the surso 1 d oy vote of township.
plus revenue would ever
'.rhere is much litigation about
be realized on,•' as the bank
title between State and claimhad failed. (Arnn. Almanac, 1848.) See next column.
ants.
MISSISSIPPI: There were 817,53-J. Not used for education _______ _ The rate of interest on the
Chickasaw school and ot~er
acres of sixteenth-section
trusts funds for education
lands. Theseweredistributed
shall
remain fixed at 6 per
to townships, who now hold a
cent as long as they are
permanent fund of $197,421,
held
by
the State.
from which, with rents, they
derived in 1895 $26,890. The
Chickasaw land· fund is held
by the State and amounts to
8854,583, with 30,000 acres of
land; interest, $51,000.
LOUISIANA: There were 786,0-!4 The $477,900 was three-fourths '.rho land granted by the
United States-past or to
0
acres of sixteenth-section
Pft!e~o!~tft~i~!a~1
ome-the trust fund of
lands which were con,erted
1836 estates of deceased
into bonds and were at the
1852 accepted the whole
persons without heirs~ and
dato of l 72, 83! State bonds of
amount as a debt due to
all land ll'rantedforeauc:ifree-school fund.
Sl.000, 3.5 State bonds of $500,
tional purposes or without
272 city bon<ls of $1,000-in all,
condition i a l oan upon
$1,123,500. It appears that
which the State pays Oper
these bonds were sold in 1872,
an<l an investigating commitcent intere. t.
tee of 1 78 uses the expres ion,
"The abolishment of th freeschool !uncl in 18i2." Tho rent
of school lands in 1 94
amoun ten $.5,070, and tile interc t on sixteenth-se ·tion fund

d~~f.

0

.?~~-

::.\Ii
There w re 9 ~.ooo
acres of si. tcenth-s ction
lands. In l 9"J th school fund
wa ·mad, up of ~.!XY.l,!XXI 'tato
c rtitfrate~ at Gpcrc-ent, "?31,(XXJ at 5 p r c nt. In addition,
th ro wa,; a ''permanent
ountypublic- chool fund· of
!,7 ;~>!I, a. ••p.rman ntt wn. hip pnLlic-school ftm " of
;,:r,n: ill, aurl n. "p •rman nt
di rfrt puhlic-. chool fund '
of ;•1 407. Th pr
ds from
th
ix
uth-s1:ctioll lands
(p rm I nt
ounty pul,lic1 fnn,1)
m t in<:Jndo
h J ncl old for tho b n fltof
th J> •rmnu nt town hiph I fund. ,'wamp land
m
bav
llA'h- •utotb
h l uucl, th
a l,.) rel
in l i ' • dir ·t d "to look
in
h t b coun i ➔ bad
d
·ith 11 n. '' Th
laud
onnt
a
r .

'.rhe
2,3.3.> wero sot apart
for support of common
schools, and tho intere t, at
6 per cent, was to accumulate until the amount became ·~ ,000.

A 11 money, st
Janel , and o
belongiuA'
for ducat·
eed of t
war hou
cecds
a-rant
uncon

-

(JU
ll

~

fr

•
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the support of public schools in each State-Continued.
SUCII TAXES LAID BY THE CENTRAL POWER-Continued.
Statute funds at present converted to the use of school
system or sums now annually
voted from general rev nu
for support of public schools.

Spe ific Sta.to taxation for schools.
On p1•operty.

The normal schools are, it is
thought, supported out of
general revenue.

1 mill on the S1, and

Escheats. licenses required to
be paid into county school
fund, $350,000 from general
revenu , and Sl.000 to bo set
apart fol' a contingent fund.
Stafo normals receive from
S2,500 to $7,500 from State
trca urer.

None specifically. ______ ___ ____ Poll tax not less than $1.50.

A lump sum annually (SiOO,

8
~~u~
:Jntt./1W£~~1 :~egg~
are a.ppar ntly supported

out of general revenue.

4~~fe1ict ~6i;a~c~o~:i~funa1
cru;es (minus commis::-ions),
except _parish of Orleans
( "ew Orleans). Norm al
schools are apparently supported from general rev en uc.
Thero is a corporation tax of
$310,000 for educational purposes the exact functioning
of which is unknown.

Tobacco warehouse, otc., in
preceding column. Not l s
than 25 per cent of the ordinary revenue of the ·ta.to is
set npart for public schooh1.
Normal schools receive aid
from State.

v •ry
county is requir d to as e s
not l ss than 3 nor more
than 5 mills.

On polls.
None mandatory; but if levied by county, must be used
for schools.

..... do __________ ________________ Not to exceed
on all malo
persons 21 to 60 y ars of a.g .
Such tax to be entir ly d voted. to support of public
s hools.

The legislatu:-oflxes (rate of)
tax annually.

From SJ to L50 on malos over
21. The tax is now $1.

Not to xceed. 40 eents on th
·100 of valuation, e.·cept
hat in cities and towns it
may bo increa d by vote
to ·l on ·100 and in district!!
to 6,j ents The amount
may also be incrcas d for
building purpo es, if twothirds of tho IJUalified voters so determU1e.

Nono.
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NOTE

B.-Tentative statement of the sources of revenue for

SECTIO:N A.-S'I'ATE OF CENTRALIZED REVENUE, INCLUDING AS
Vested funds (or "permanent funds"), income only to bo used.
Sale of public (originally mostly Federal surplus reven1.1e loan ·state accumulations "invioFederal) lands.
of 1836.
!ably set apart."
Tho Republic of Texas
isave 17,713 acres (a Spanish
1eagn e) to each county for
"primary " and secondary
education, which were not to
be sold for twenty years.
This, with other grants, gives
a total of about40,000,000acres.
In 18!}5 the leased lands yielded
Sl77,438.

TEXAS:

The 88G,460 acres of
sixteenth-section lands wore
sold by each township which
then loaned the proceeds. '1·ho
wholo fund was broken up in
tho troublous times of the
civil war. See for State lands
in the third column of this
heading.

ARKANSAS:

Onn': The 704,488 acres of six-

t • nth - section lands, 26,040
acres of swam:p lands, 2!,2lli
acres of salt-sprmg lands form
a source or a tund upon whi ·h
tho State guarantees an int re. t of 6 p r cent. The un. old
lands of the sixteenth-section
category produced, in 1 !J5,
·ul,374 in tho shapo of rent.
It appear that the sixteenthection lands form a ·'commonschool fund," and the saltspring, lands a "g neralfuncl,"
th
first belong
to the
township, while the s cond
"klongstothop opleot Ohio
in common." (Law of March
2, 1831.)

Nothing received _____________ _ From $3,000,000 to $5,000,<XXI in
bondsgivenin18.5.5-5G, From
these land and bond grants
the permanent school fund
amounts toaboutS22,000JXX>.
This sum and ahout 17,500,000 acres of unsold school
lands form the perJ?Otnal
fund, which in 189.3 yielded
$1,265.377. Thisinterestand
such taxes as the State
levies are the "available
school fund," to which the
legislature may add 1 per
cent or less of the "permnnen t school fund." Onefourth of the occupation
taxes is also added by the
constitution to the fund for
public schools.
The amount received, $286,751, All money, stocks, bonds,
land , and other property
was at .first used generally.
now belonging to any fund
In 1842 the residue (~,1631
for purpo e of education,
was made a part of the fund
cscheat
, estrays, proceed;;
for public schools.
of sale of public lands given
by ongress, 10 per cent of
all 'tate lands, also all
grant", gifts, or devises to
the tate unconditionally,
shall be preserved as a public fund called the common
school fund.
The $2,007,000 was distribut d In 18ri> the income of th irrodud ble school fund was
to counties to be loaned to
$2-JI,5ti9. of which ~l,374
intei·nalimprovement comwas farm rents of sixteenth
panies, and the interest up
action lands. The tate
to 5 per ent was to go to
guarantees O per cent on
srbools. Fin:.lly tho act of
fund derived from land.
March ,A,, 1851, added th
"balance of the surplusrevenue fund" to the "com•
mon - school fund " (sixtecnth-s ction lands).
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the support of public schools in each State-Continued.
SUCH TAXES LAID BY TIIE CENTRAL POWER-Continued.
Statute funds at present conSpecific State taxation for 11chools.
verted te, the use of school
system or sums now annually , - - - - - - - - - voted from general revenue
On property.
On polls.
for support of public schools.
Seo preceding column for occupation taxes. State normals
apparently supported by
general r evenue.

l8 c nts annually after 1 05. _.

None .. . __ ____ ___ ______ _------ ... . Not more than 2 mtlls on the
dollar.

one specifl d , but apparently
a very large sum is annually
derived from "fines, license·,
etc." Th pedagogic department of the State University
is supported from general
r evenue.

The legislature shall fix a
rate of taxation at lea.st
once in every two tears,

fg~o~i~t~Jarie?~· fLlW ;~

the Sl of valuation. Tho

~r~~~~~~~:~~ch~~l ;~!l~,

Boards of education shall
levy a tax not to exceed 3.tmills in cities of the first
grade of the first class,
and 1 mill additional for
every 5,0(IOpupils over and
above 2.3,000 enrolled in tho
public schools up to 'i ¼mills.
In other districts the levy
shall not exceed 7 mills.
"In counties containing a
city of the first grade of
the first class, in districts
out.<:1ide such a city in which
a high school is maintained,
and in an RP cial and village districts tho lev y shall
n ot ex· od 8 mills." This
local tax, limited and requir dbythoState,iscall d
"contingent fund," and is
u sed for continuing school
after the State appropriation has been exhausted,
and for buildingi,;, textbooks, etc.

'l ·on men 21 to GO years of ago.

$1 on men over 21 years.

None.
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NOTE
SECTION

B.-Tentative statement of the sources of 1·evenue for

A.-STATE OF CENTRALIZED REVE TUE, INCLUDIXG

A

Vested funds (or "permanent funds ·• ), income only to be used.

I

Sale of public (originally mostly I Petlera.l surplus revenue loan State accumulations "invio~
Federal) lands.
of 1836.
lably set apart."
The 650.317 sixteenthsection acres received from
the Congressional township
fund, amountino- to $2,502,000
in 18!>3, not incfuding 196,000
acresunsold,yielding$35,268in
the shape of rent. The county
auditor manages these funds.
This fund was consolidated
with the common-school fund
in ]852, but was separated, as
courts decided that tho fund
belonged particularly to tho
inhabitants of each Congrossional township (36 sq u a r o
miles). In addition to the sixteen th-section lands 1,2.',2,708

INDIANA:

~fr~;f£ 1:;~P

Tho amount received was
$860,254. Two-thirds was
invested in in tornal improvements and one-third
put in stock of State bank.
The former part is supposed to have been lost.
The bank stock, on the
other hand, "eventually
doubled." This would appear to be about S5fi0,000,
which becameapartofthe
''school fund" which is
h eld by counties, and
amounts to $7,521,2-46.

j The

common-school fund is
augmented. by the bank-tax
fund, the income from tho
State bank, fines a essed
for breaches of the penal
laws, all forfeiture, escheats, lands granted to the
State unconditionally, and
taxes laid on corporations
for common-school purposes; also surplusdog ta.x
over$50andliquorlicen es.

f;~~;3~~c~!:
ceived. The proceeds from
the sale of these swamp and
salt lands is given to the common-school fund.
ILLINOIS: There were received Thero were received $813,592, None. Thero is a county
fund of S158,617, giving an
as sixteenth-section land 985,of which 84'78,000 were inincome of 9,000.
000 acres. The proceeds of
vested in in tornal improvethese constitute tho township
ments and 8335,592 were
fund, which now is Sl:~,221,()()(J,
placed in the school fund
which oarns-!.93per cent interand then borrowed by the
est. Throe per cont of tho
State and upon which it
proceeds of the sale of United
now pays G per cent interest.
States public lands in tho State
are also given, bnt one-sixth
of this 3 per cent is set Q,part
for higher education. Upon
tho proceeds of the 3 per cent
given by the Federal Government'the tato pays6porceut
and iH called th school fund.
It is now 613,362. Th re aro
0,038 acres unsolclschoollauds,
wllose value bas been included
in sixteenth-section 1 ands
above.
MI< ' HlOAX: Ther
wore re- Devoted wholly to internal Esc:heated lands nr n. part o
the school fund. In m11 th
ceiYed as ~ixt en th-section
improvements.
lan<is 1.007,397 acre , yielding
primary school fund at 'i
'J,S:34-,357 (up to sale of 1 92)
per cent, corui. ting of th
at 7 per cent. The 5 per cent
sixteenth- •ction land s
fund (one-half c.,f 5,u.38,000
and . cheat , amount d o
acres of s w am )) 1 a n d s)
, ',200. Tho primar ·
amounted to .: 15 W.i in 1892.
school fund a " p r
n
The number of acreR un. old
amounted to,. ,11».
is not known, lm t ju 1 7U th r
w r. :f.J,..f',0 acres of sixte ntb-sc,·tion l ands unsold
b !cl at ,.!an n r. '.rh salt
burl that wer given (:?Jou
of ,i sq rnr • mil , ) to tho 1101·m l • ·hool fund so far ha ·
yloldt.:tl
,wu.
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the suppo1·t of public schools in each State-Continued.
SU 'H TAXES L.AID BY THE CENTRAL POWER-Continued.
Statute funds at present conSpecifl Stato taxation for schools.
vo1 tod to the use of school
system or sums now annually 1-- - T"Oted from general reT"enue
On property.
On poll .
for support of public school:;.
Nono. Apparently the State
Normal School is supported
from gene1·al revenue.

11 cents on the SlOO of r ealty
and personalty.

.All fines, forfeitures ( cities and 2 mills on the dollar of -valu
incorporated towns exation. Local authorities
mpted),laid by any court of
shall levy tax not to exceed
record or j_ ustice of the peace
2 per cent for educational
shr.11 b e distributed by the
and 3 per cent for building
county superintendent. 'rhis
1n1rposes.
gave $23,257 in 1802. Apparently the normal schools arc
supported from general revenue.

Surplus dog tax if over SHJO. For State appropriation see
"Tho interest derived from
preceding co 1 um n. The
the primary-school funds (5
township supervisor shall
and 7 per cent funds), tonssess 1 mill on tho Sl of tax gether with the surplus of
ablo property. There is a
specific taxes remaining in
statement descriptive of
the f,tate treasury after }Jay0 8
no f
ingthointerestof the s veral
educational funds an<l theinness that districts may incur for buildings, etc., 1:,y
terest and principal of the
State department, forms th
a two-thirds ,ote given in
primary-school interest fund,
tho Report of tho Commi •
tho entire amount of which
sioner of Eclncation, vol. 2,
p. 1100, y ar 1803 0 t
that may be on hand at th
time is apportioned to tho
school districts of the
Sta to. "-State Report, 1 92,
p. 45. The "specific taxes"
above named appear to ue
tax,•s on corporations "laid
by tho constitution." In l •
the surplus was $130,000 per
annum. Both the specific
taxes and the surplus now
appear to be over $(j(J(),{)()(),

l~oe f~~~~i

\:i~1,'1l:l

50 cents on each poll.

None.

Do.
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EDUV.A.TION REPORT, 1896-97.
NOTE
BECTION

B. -Tentative statement of the sources of revenue for

A.-STATE OF CENTRALIZED REVENUE, INCLUDING AS

VesteJ funds (or" permanent fu nds"), income only to b(3 used.
Salo of public ( ori9foally mostly Feder::il surplus revenue lo:.in State accumulations "inviol<,ederal) lands.
of 1836.
!ably set apart."
There were received 958,G49 acres of sixteenth-section lands, 500,0IJU
a ere s public-improvement
lands (act of Congress 1841) ,
and the State's shar e of 5 per
cent from the sale of United
State lands within its borders,
which last amounted to 8455, 25-!, all given to public school
purposes. One-half of the
swam!) lands were given to the
normal schools. ('l'he swamp
lands patented to Wisconsin
up to 1880 were3,071,458acres)
and for m the so-called normalschool fund.
Mr ' NESOTA: There wero received 2.970,000 acres of sixteen th and thirty-sixth section
lands, which in 189-1 was valued
at S10,712,120, having doubled
in twelve years. An income of
$&.i0,700 is given.
WISCONSIN:

Forfeitures and eschea.ts, exemptions from military
duty, and fines collected in
the <'Ounties for br~ch of
penal laws.

None ____ ______ _______________ __

row.A.: 'rhere were received as ____ ___ _________ _____ ___ ____ ______ Estato3 having no heirs.-- ---sixteenth-section lands 905,144
acres. In addition there were
devoted to school :purposes
tbe 500,000 acres of mternalimprovement lands and the 5
per cent of the sales of United
States land in Iowa (amounting to S626,075 for schools). In
1895 the "permanent sch0ol
fund" was S4,707,609, yielding
an income of $235,663.

There were receiv d
2, 111,800 acres, sixteenth and
thirty-sixth Aections lands.
To th . hool w real. ogiven
the 500.000 acr s of internalim
nt lands the 5 { J_

KANSA!'.:

a.':l

of
mal
ma-

b

t

f

t

}~

I
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Estates without hz·
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the support of public schools in each State-Continued.
SUCH TAXES LAID BY THE CENTRAL POWER-Continued.
Statute funds at present conSpecific State taxation for schools.
verted to the nse of school
system or sums now annually 1 - - - - - - - - - - ----,-- - - - - - - - - - - voted from general revenue
On property.
On polls.
for support of public schools.
1 mill on the 1 of valuation.
The districts nre limited in
taxing themselves accordingto thennmber of pupils.
See Report Commissioner
Educat10n, 1893-94:, Dig st
School Laws, Wisconsin,
J!'inances.

None.

Fines for breaches of penal 1 mill on the Sl, to be known
laws not otherwise apprc:ririas the State school-tax
ated, liquor licenses, and esfund, and the county comtrays. The State supl)ort
missioners (civil authority)
shall levy another 1-nnll
normal schools an d mstitutes. Anypreparatorvfree
tax, to be known as the loschool in a city or a V1llage
cal mill tax.
or a township organized on
the town hip plan shall receive SiOO from the State annually.
Exemptions from mi 1it a r y The county board of supervisors shall levy a tax for
duty; fines for breach of
support of schools in counpenal laws collected in county of not less than 1 nor
ties. The teachers' institutes
more than 3 mills on the
nre partly supported from
dollar. The d.lstrict school
general revenue, as also the
board shall estimate (which
State normal school.
estimate the county supervisor shalllevy) the amount
required for the con ting nt
fund, not to exceed $3 a pupil; and for the teachers'
fund an amount not to exceed, with semiannual apportionment of State
money, the sum of ·15 a pupil residing in district, and
for schoolhouse purposes
not to exceed 1 cent on the
dollar. Butthesupervi ors
may levy ·75for contingent
fund and •)70 for teachers'
fund, including, as before,
the semiannual apportionment from tate.
Exiimptions from military 1 mill upon the dollar. Districts may vote a tax of not
duty and the proce ds of
fine for br nch of penal laws
mor than 2 per cent on the
shall be applied in each countaxable property of the districts. Each high-school
ty to support of common
schoo]fi. E v r y insurance
board shall estimate the
amount requil'ed by it, and
company shall pay S50 for
the county commissioners
support of the schools.
shall levy :i. tax not to . xcced O mills on t.lle dollar.
Cities of the first class (15,000 or more) shall levy not
more than 8 mills on the
dollar where the assessed
valuation is greater than
,000,000; but in cities of
10,000 or more and in cities
havingale11s valuation than
$3,000,000the board may levy
as high as 10 mills.

Do.

st 1
F~k~1:i }\!
~o~af.:cbo~1
fund and ,000 from "general fund," to which the State
superintend<,nt may add
$1 000 from the "general
fund."

i~

ED97-42

Do.

Do.
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EDTJCATION REPORT, 1896-97.
NOTE
SECTION

B.-Tentative statement of the sources of revenue f01'

A.-STATE OF CENTRALIZED REVENUE, INCLUDIXG

Vested funds (or "permanent funds"), ineome only to be used.
Sale of public ( originally mostly Federal surplus revenue loan State accumulations "invioFederal) lands.
of 1836.
1ably set apart."
All grants of lands or other

There were received 2,702,044 acres of sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections. The superintendent
savs 2,782,098.72 acres have
been acquired by United
States grant, 288,126 acres have
been sold, 582,754: acres are under contract of sale, 1,538,564
are under lease, and 3i2,665
acres still to be disposed of.
The total income from the sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections lands seems to have
been, in 1894, 8371,207, which
includes $109,444 interest on
unpaid purchase money; 8750,000 were in the treasury awaiting investment. The 5 per
cent arising from s a I o o f
United States lands in State
is now $116,579.
CALIFORNIA: There were reCElived 6,719,324 acres of the
sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections lands, to which was
added 500,000acres of the internal-improvement fund. The
State school fund is 83,464,250,
consisting of $1,526.530 in 6 per
cent bonds and $1,937,750 in
from 4 to 9 per cent bonds, also
~~h ~!i~':n~fgl~ ainc~~r:e~~
Feiral lands within her borders.
NEBRASKA:

~i~~ly t~~~t!f;;n~.giE~

. cheats and forfeitures.

Estates without heirs .- --··· ·-

Escheats and forfeitures, eremptions from military
duty, and property gr~n.ted
to the '8te uncond1t1on·
ally.

There were received
3 329,706 acres of sixteenth and
thirty-sixth sections lands.
The 500,000 acres of internalimprovement lands, 10 per
cent of the swamp lands (i.e.,
4W: acres), and tho 5 per cent
on sales of Federallandswithin the tate ($3!,911) were also
lPven to common schools. The
mter st on the funds was, in

OREGON!

1 OJ:, 163,000.
NEVADA:

There were received

3 985,i!!S acr s of ix teen th and

thirti-sixth sections land~.
The tiOO,<XXJ acres of internalimprovement l_ an d s were

Fines collected
p nal law ; 2
gro . proc d
and bridge

------·--·-··----------- - ---- - --- - F

under (&t!
per cent o
of toll r d5
heats.

b,•..... .... . · - ----· --·-··- ··-

LEGAL RIGHTS OF CHILDREN.

the support of public schools in each State-Continued.
SUCH TAXES LAID BY THE CENTRAL POWER-Continued.
Statute funds at present conSpecific State taxation for schools.
verted to the use of school
sy.c,temor sums now annually 1-- - - - ---------,,-----------voted from gene.ral revenue
On property.
On polls.
for support of public schools.
All fines, penalties, and licenses
shall be paid to county school
authorities, but such as are
imp osed by municipalities
smaller than a county shall
belong to such municipality
as imposes them.

l ¼ mills on the dollar valm.- None.
tion on the grand list of th
taxable prop1:1rty of the
State. Districts shall not
levy more than 25 mills in
any one year, and 10 mills
for purchase of schoo lhouse, etc., but the aggregate amount shall not exceed 25 mills. In cities of
1,500 and more the tax shall
not exceed 2 per cent and
in cities of over 25,oo:i, 15
mills; but the board of education may borrow money
on bonds.

Normal schools are apparently The count¥ superintend nt S2 on men 21 to 60.
in counties of less than
supported out of general rev200,000 must calculat 1
enue. TheStateinaugurated
t ea her for every 70 census
a method of solving the textchildren or fraction not less
book __problem, granting in
than 20, and for each as1 5835,000forthecompilation
sumed t eacher there must
of such books and $315,000 for
be r, iscd S.500; but there
the purchase of machinery,
must bean amount equal to
etc .. incidental to their pu bli$6 for each census child in
cation.
the county. 'l'he board of
supervisors in counties of
fewer than 100,000must levy
a tax (to be known as the
county school tax) not to
exceed 50 cents on $100 of
valuation of property and
not less than a minunum
fixed by the law in a proportional way.
None. State apparently sup- The county courts are re- None.
quired to levy a tax: per
ports normal schools.
capita, persons 4 to 20, that
shall .at least equal the tax
per capita of persons 4 to
20 iu 1892.

There shall be set apart semiannually 5 J;>er cent of all
moneysrece1ved as State tax
for school purposes, to be distributed pro rata.

Anad valorem tax of one-half
of 1 mill on the dollar.
County commissioners shall
co~n~~~~~ta ~o~
0
property. There shall be
set apart for school purposes 5 per cent of all taxes.

Fines, penalties, and forfeitures; estrays.

•aunty commissioners shall
levy a tax of not less than 2

~1'

1

mills on the dollar of real
and personal property nor
more than 5 mills. There
is a State tax of one-sixth
of a mill for support of normal school. But see Section B.

De.

6 9
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1896-97.
NOTE
SECTION

B.-Tentative statement of the sources of revenue for

A.-STATE OF CENTRALIZED REVENUE, INCLUDING .AS

Vested funds (or "permanent funds"), income only to be used.
Sa.le of public ( originally mostly Federal surplus revenue loan State accumulations "invioFederal) lands.
of 1886.
lably set apart."
NORTH DAKOTA: •rhere have .••••••• ·····- ____ ···-. -···- _... .. Eschea.ts ..................... -been sold of sixteenth and
thirty-sixth sections lands 130, 474a.cres for $2,310,053,of which
sum a first payment of $462,000
has been made, the other portion being at interest at 6 per
cent. The 5 per cent ~anted
by United States of its sales
of public lands brought in the
sum of $5,408 in 1891-92, which
was added to principal of
vested fund, the interest of
which and tne rents, etc., of
public lands form the "State
tuition fund." Rent of school
lands in 1894: netted $42,645;
80,000 acres additional were

ff!ffea

0

§fa%7:tl~~l?i;:}~J't~he
SOUTH DAKOTA: The sixteenth --·-••••••••••••·•••••·•·•·--····· ..... do .••• -·······--···· ••·•····
and thirty-sixth sections lands
to be sold for not less than $10
an acre; 5 per cent of ~le of
land belonging to the United
States; 80,000 acres are given
to State normal schools. The
two Dako~J.t as a Territory,
received 5,oou,400 acres of sixteenth and thirty-sixth section lands.
MONTANA: Therewerereceived --·-•••••--•••••--•••••••••••-···· Es.cheats and forteitur i
grants not conditional to
of sixteenth and thirty-sixth
same purpose. Fund acsections lands 5,112,000 acres,
cumulating in treasury,
which are to be sold for $10 or
proceeds of timberi stone,
more au acre, 5 per cent of
etc.. from off achoo lands
sales of ~public lands held by
exc:9t as otherwise proUnited States and 80,000 acres
for normal schools.
Wyo:,n o: Therewerereceived ···-·•-···-•-•-·-----····-········ Eifeats and forfeitures .....
of sixteenth and th.irty-sixth
sections lands 3,480,281 acres.
The percentage granted by
Congress on sales of public
lands held by United State .
IDAHO: There were received of ·····••••·••-•·-••-·••·· •••••.•••. Estates without heirs .... •....
sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections lands 3,068,321 acres. Apparently this has already produced a fund capable of yielding in 1 93 !0,000, including,
perhaps, the usual 5 per nt

gf'F~~r~ 1a~ir~t~l:i 8t~e

tate.
er of .•.••• -- ---------·--·- •••••••••... Eschen.ts and for
sixt enth and thirty-i-ixth secgrants not conditi
tion. land., which in 1 :it gave
peciflc u
an incom ot i1, JO. , ·uch p r
um
ot
,sfltof1h :
p~bl1c fr~:~t
h Id 1,y pcopl
or "nit d
8 t ,vithin th 'tat ; ~ 000
a r tor normal hoole.

WA HI. OTO.·: 2.488,6i5

011 f1'0:r

T

n: .i:"o lntormation.

•
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tne sitppo-rt of public schools in each State-Continued.
SUCH TAXES LAID BY THE CENTRAL POWER-Continued.
Statute funds at present conSpecific State taxation for schools.
verted to the use of school
system or sums now annually r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , r - - - - - - - - - - - - voted from general revenue
On property.
On polls.
for support of public schools.
None. Normal school partly
supported from general revenue.

Each district shall levy a tax
of not more than 30 mills on
the dollar, and the county
auditor shall levy a county
tax of 2 mills on the dollar
as a State tax.

Fines for violating State laws.
Normal schools apparently
supported from general revenue.

County commissioners shall
levy a tax of 2 mill on the
dollar of taxable property.
Districts are in general
limited to 2 per cent, but
not apparently required to
raise anything.

All money arising from sale of
town lots under laws of legislature to be paid into county
treasury for benefit of school
district in which lots are
situated.

Optional ____ • ___ ... _.. _... __. _. None.

Gifts not conditioned to a
specific purpose. Fines and
penalties under general laws
of State.

Counties must levy a tax of
not more than 3 mills on the
dollar for all purposes.

$2 on each person 21 to 50.

Fines and forfeitures
breach of public laws.

County commissioners shall
levy a tax of not less than
5 nor more than 10 mills on
each dollar of taxable property.

None.

for

Fines, licenses, aud estra.ya ..... County commissioners shall

~rtls
~~ ih! ~Jii~~ ~~a~ssessed value taxable prop0

0

erty. District boards may
l evy special tax not exceeding 5 mills unless voters
consent, but no district tax
aha hll be over 10 mills.
Ci ties of 10,000 are excluded
from county taxation.

$1 on each elector.

Do.

Do.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1896-97.
NOTE

B.-Tentatii,e statement of the sources of re· ,, •e
.SECTION B.-LOCAL TAX.A.TIO--

Kind of property taxed for local purposes.

Jf r TE: Not specified. Probably the same as
for the State tax, i. o., "all property."

Rate or limits of voluntary taxation.

Notlimited--- ·-·--- ··---· ·-··--··--·--···---· ··-

NEW HA~IPSIIIRE: On polls and ratable real _____ do--····--·-·······--····--·····-··--·---- --···
estate.
VEnMo TT: Grand list (the polls and 1 per cent One-fifth to one-hall' of grand Ii t ______ ··-- --··
of the assessed value of real and personal
_ property).
MASSACHUSETTS: On property in the same Such sum as the town deems nccei:;sary ___ ___ _
manner as other town taxes are laid.
RHODE ISLAND: Not specified ______ _------------ Such sum as the town judges necessary __ ____ _
CON TECTICUT: On real estate, ratable personal
property, and manufacturing or mechanical
busmesssubject to taxation.
NEW Yon.K: "Taxable property," and in ·case
of union free-school districts '' all the real and
personal property in the city or village taxable for defraying the expenses of i t municipal government. The expression "taxable
property" includes bank stock and railroad
and telegraph property.
Nmv

JEH EY:

School visitors and selectmen fix the amount.
but where towns have abolished district sy.·tem a.mount is tlxed in town meeting.
Not limited·-·······-·· .•...••...•. •··--· ------ --

Real and personal property _____ Not limited ______ -···-·--··-·-··---··----··--- ---

(see Section A under specific
Stato taxation) : Di<,trict taxation is upon
"all objects, person , or property made taxable for tate or county purposes, anci shall
bo contained on the same blank."

PENL"SYLV-A ·1A

Districts may tax them elves up to 13 mill - -.

400 for support of schools; - for l>ulldin '
When a school district has decided
"for a tax," the ass · m ut ·hall be made on
polls (every fr eman above 21 years is onsidered worth from S140 to ~,700 in addition
to whatever property he may really own as
a material fact; tho tax on this i call d a
poll), on peri.onal property of all whit p rson , and in the clear rental valu of all th
a
sable real e tat of whit p rs ns.
MARYLA,:D: Taxable property _____ ___ ·- ·-·-·· -- Should tho State tax and income
fund" provo insufficient to pa
~~o s ·hO<?lS
<:
not
than 10 cent on th
auth
to imp s a hig
l:,l__________________
·ommi.t.sion r . _
10 oun
· nt
Vxncrsr.\: Tax on propcrt:r- --· · ---···-·········
DELA w AnE:

o~:~h~guiM~a~J

r,0
n on ·100 fo
Jc n
for buildi
· for n high school

\V.1-: ·r Yrnc;1.xr : Real anrl p r. on l property ..

K

R
trnnchi

.i'T • i;:y:

; corpod.

•

rx

pt rapit tion

ua1 n xt column.)
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/01· the suppo1·t of vub'lic schools in cac7i State-Continued.
(VOLUNTARY).
Conditions under which taxes not required by
State (see Section A) may be la.id, and for
what purpose.

Conditions undor which bonds may be issued,
and for what purpose.

Voted at town meeting for _general school pur• Towns ma-y raise money for establishin~ and
poses, including text•books. If a town su_p•
mainta.imng free high schools and furnishing
buildings and their appurtenances in the
port one or more high schools for ten weeks
or more, it shall receiveone•hall:' the amount
same manner as for supporting common
expended (but not to exceed $250) from the
schools and erecting schoolhouses.
State.
Voted at town or school district, at legal meet• Majority of voters in district may hire money
ing, for support of schools in the case of
to build schoolhouse, but not to a greater
amount than four.fifths of its cost.
town tax; but in case of di trict tax, for pur·
poses of procuring building and sites, plant•
mg ornamental trees, fu::-niture, books, etc.
Voted by district (at special m eeting) for None, as far as known.
school purposes.
Voted by town for school purposes ....... .. ... .

Do.

Voted by town for maintaining schools, pur·
chasing sites, erecting buildings and repair
of same, and ma.in tainin~ school Ii braries.
Voted as shown in precedmg column; for the
purpose of maintaining schools.

Do.

The common·school district meeting votes local taxes for purchasing sites and building
houses, or renting, repairing, or furnishing
them, including globes, maps, etc., for pur•
chasing text•books and other supplies not to
exceed $2.5 in any one year, for establishing
a school library, for insuring buildings, pay•
ing teachers after State money .has been ex•
hausted, etc.
Voters determine amount of tax at election
of trustees of township for school purposes.
By vote of school directors or controllers for
the purpose of keeping schools open from
four to ten months in connection with the
State apportionment. An amount not to
exce~d the regular annual tax.
Majority vote of district for support of schools
or for building. (See preceding column for
amounts.)

Do.

Legal voters by majority at meeting may
authorize issue of bonds for sites, buildings,
or repairs, at 6 per cent or less. An amount
shall be levied each year to pay the priu•
cipal and interest falling due in that year.
School directors or controllers may borrow
money at 6 per cent or less and issue bonds
therefor in sums not less than 100 exc ,p t
in case the debt of the corporate body b
already 7 per cent of the assessed val uo of
its property.

S e preceding column .......................... .

Levied by board of county commission rs for
pur.voses of school district.
District board shall levy the 50 cents on the
SlOO when it is necessary to enable the district to have four months' school or a many
months as the voters have determined.
This amount and that r eceived from the
State is called tho teachers' fund.
Voters in a t?raded common•school district
may raise 50 cents on 100 on property of
white persons or a. poll tax on on.ch whit.a
male over 21, or both, for echool purposes
and buildings. In cities of the first class
the maximum limit of taxation is 33 cents
on $100, but in cities of the third and fourth
clas~s tho maximum is 50 cents. ( e next
oluum.)

District may bond itself, if it do not thereby
raise its debt above 5 per cent of tho value
of its taxable property, provided also it be
arranged at the same time that an annual
uirect tax to pay interest and redeem bonds
in thirty.four years or fewer shall be levied.
To repair or provide schoolhouses and furni·
ture the district trustees shall levy a capi·
tation tax of 1 or less for four y ars on
each (white) male of age or an ad valorem
tax not exceeding 25 cents on the $100 of
taxable.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1896-97.
NOTE

B. -Tentative statement of the .~ources of rei·enue
SEOTIO.

Kind of property ta ed for local 1mrpo es.

B.-LOCAL TAX.A.TIO.'

Rate or limits of voluntary taxation.

NORTH CAROLI T.A.: Tax shall b collected on
money, and shall be levied on all property,
credits, and polls of the county.

(See Section A.) In case of special tax,"
cents on 100 and 60 cents on the poll.

'.rENNESSEE: 'All property u bject to taxation
for school purpose , 'and property,polls,and
privileges.

Shall not exceed the State tax _______ ------- -· --

SOUTH CAROLINA: All the taxable property; Consent of legislature is necessary,atl .
nor may cities and towns exempt any manufar as districts are concerned. (Con. itufactoriesfrom the duty of paying a school tax.
tion.)
GEORGIA: Not stated.------------------ _________ _ Not limited; but see next column ______ _______ _

FLORIDA: Real and personal property __________ 3 mills on $1 maximum ______ ------------ ------··
ALABAMA: Notstated ________________________________________ --··-· ____________________________ _____ _

Mr

Additional poll tax not to exceed 1. (Constitution limits poll tax to ~ for commonschool fund.)

Lou1 ·rANA: A sessed value of property in each
parish or municipality.

It to 10 mills---------··-- ______ -------------

I
IPPI: Taxable property and poll .
(Tbis additional tax on polls is called "additional poll tax.")

TE . .A. : _ d ,alorcm tax on all real and per... oual property.

n1

20 cents on 100, lmt tbi limita ion d
apply to incorporat d cities or town
tituting . eparate chool di tric .

tion A); oth rwJ

unlimi

-

no
n-
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f or the suppo1·t of public schools in each State-Continued.
(VOLUNTARY)-Continued.
Conditions under which taxes not required by
State (see Section A) may be laid, and for
what purpose.

Conditions under which bonds may be issued,
and for what purpose.

In townships, cities, and towns that are not
now levymg a special tax the voters shall
decide as to levying such tax. Those in
favor voting "for schools;" those opposed,
"against schools." Certain counties are not
allowed to avail themselves, or, rather, anx
part of those counties is not allowed to avail
itself of this provision.
Cities and incorporated towns having established higher ~raded schools are authorized
to levy an additional tax, but not to exceed
its limit of indebtedness. Also each mnnicipal corporation or 2,000 to 4,000 inhabitants
shall receive all moneys coll cted bf. it as
State or county tax on property, privileges,
and polls for common-school purposes, in order to enable it to sustain a high-grade public school.
(Sne preceding column) .. ... ______ ............. . No city or town shall create a bonded debt
exceeding 8 per cent of its assessed valuation.
Any county having a "county school system "

i¥t::

~!1lei:l~~~~!~~wlts~~iet~~~tfil:3~
electors have voted for it. But a town having a school system of its own shall have no
say in this vote. Tax for support of common schools.

X::it:if
~ln~:~ri~r~~s·orpop~iation known ·as·
"city" or" town," and called for school pur-

poses a district, are allowed by sp cial act
of the legislature to tax themselves. Thus
the city of adsden (3,000 peopl ) may tax
itself one-fifth of 1 per c nt on all property
taxed by the tate beyond the amount
levied by the State for the lump school sum
requir d by the law. (See Section A.)
Any municipality, county, or separate chool
d1Strict (of 800 or more people) may levy a
tax to maintain school after the expiration
of the four months' school required by constitution in order to continue school.
The wording of the law is "police juries (rural) and board of aldermen, etc. may levy;"
but if these civil authorities faii to levy, the
parish school board is directed to compel
them to levy it by mandamus. Supreme
Court decided that the legislature "can not
force a parish to levy a [local] tax for sch:>ol
purposes.,, On petition of one-tenth of property taxpayers 1 vote is to be taken on que tion of providmg buildings 1.Jy increasing
the rate of taxation of any piu·ish, city, or
incorporated town.
Vote of two-thil'dBof taxpayers after p titiou To construct buildings and procure sites incorporated itios and towns may issue bonds,
of at least 20 prop rty-tax paying vot rs in
which shall not be to a gr ater amount than
a district to counr commission rs' court.
that a tax of one-fourth of 1 per cent, will pay
For the purpo e o continuing school and
current interest at Oper cent,and "!Provide
erecting school buildings.
a sinking fund sufficient to pay principal at
maturity."
Vote of district for school expon es.
(See Section A) ...................• . ......... .•. . By two-thirds vote districts may bond themselves up to 5 per cent of their valuation,
but must also provide for interest and a
sinking fund to extinguish debt in twenty
_years at latest.
By two-thirds vote districts not a city district When a majority of the electors of a district
of the first class may increase the tax given
not a city district of the first class has voted
in Section A. For the purpose of continuing
taxes during a series ..>f years for buildings
schools, establishing kindergarten, and for
and site , the district board may anticipate
sites, buildings, furniture~ etc. For purpose
the money to be thus raised by issuing bonds
of maintaining school liorary of city disat 6 per cent or less. City districts of the
tricts the district board may: levy annually
first class may also issue bonds in the same
one-tenth of 1 mill on the dollar.
wayi save that the amount of bonds issued
shal not exceed an aggregate tax of 2 mills
for the next year.
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NOTE

B.-Tentati1:e statement of the sources of rer n e
SECrIO:s- B.-LOCAL TAXATIO~

Kind of property tax d for local purposes.

Rate or limits of voluntary taxation.

IJ<DTANA: R eal and personal prop rty ancl taxable polls.

For schools, 35 cents on 100 and 25 cents on
polls, and for buildings, furniture, etc., 50
cents on SlOO and Sl on polls; for paying
debt 2.3 cents on $100.

ILLINOI : Taxable property or real and personal property.

(S e Rcctiou A ) . ........••••...•••....••.• .•..•.

MIOIIIOAN: Taxable property _____________ ••.... In districts of less than 30 pupils, not more
than $50, including funds received fr~m
State and 1 mill township tax for the penod
school is to be kept.

WrscoNSIN: "Taxable property;" also "real
and personal property."

Districts having 15 pupils or less, $350; 15 to 30
pupils, $450; 00 to 4:0 pupils, $550,

Mr:!:'.NESOT.A.: Taxable property.................. O mills for support of schools, if that rate will
he sufficient to su:eport them five mont
For buildings, 10 mills.

low.A: Real and personal property •...•...•. ____ (See Section

.A.) Bnt if a subdistrict \"Ote
more than the full district board has vo llad.
then not more than 15 mills on the do r
shall be levied in that subdistrict tom
the excess voted by it.

KAN

: Taxable property ••..•• - •..••• •• • • • . .•. ( ee Section .A) __ ••.• __ •.•••..•••..••• - - - - - - • · - -
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for the support of public schools in each State-Continued
(VOL UNTARY)-Continued.
Conditions under which taxes not required by
State (see Section A) may be la.id, and for
what purpose.

Conditions under which bonds may be issued,
and for what purpo e.

Trustees may levy tax, to be called s~cial
school revenue, for the purpose of btulding
and all other necessary school expenses except tuition. They may also levy n. tax for
a supplementary tuition fund. They may
also levy a special tax to pay debts.

Any incorpora,ted city or town, by ;rote of the
common council or board of trustees, may
issue bonds for purpose of procuring
g_1~ounds and buildmgs to the amount of

roih~s'
Ja~~~1: ~~~~gr 1~::it11i~ ~e~r:i~
the dollar.
1

The directors of each district nre "author- For the purpose of building schoolhouses a
ized," in order to support school not less
district may :issue bonds (by a majority vot<>)
than five nor more than nine months, to
at 7 per cent, but may not increase its inlevy the tax given in Section A. This is
debtedness over 5 per cent of the taxable
taken to be mandatory upon the directors
valuation.
to raise a local tax.
Voted by district for building purposes, but if Districts may bond themselves to an amount
a bonded indebtedness is also incurred in the
conditioned on their school population by a
same year the tax shall not exceed in distwo-thirds vote. Butbondsmustbemadeto
tricts containing less than 10 children, 15 to
mature in ten yea1·s and a sinking fund must
20 years, $250; 10 to 30 children of same age,
be created by taxation. The proceeds of th
$500; 00 to 50 children of same age, $1,000. No
debt thus incurred must be used for the purchase of sites and buildings.
legal subdivision of land more than 2t miles
away shall be taxed for such building. Dh,trict meeting may also vote tax not to exceed one-half of the above for apparatus,
school libraries, pay debts, and pay officers.
District board levies tax to rnpplement
amount received from State to maintain
school five to nine months.
Voted by district a tax for paying teachers as For building purposes and by mn.jority vote,
limited in preceding column, for puroha e
district may bond itself, payable in ten yco.rs-l
and levy a tax annually to pay interest anu
or lea e of school, r epair or furnish it, and
one-tenth of principal. (Loan shall not exceed 5 per cent assessed valuation of real
property
nor exceed 10,000 when loon d
sufficient sum to maintain school six months,
from State trust funds.)
district board shall levy it. High school
board determines amount necessary for
high chool.
Voted by legal meeting, hut this is not really Two-thirds of tho voters may ca.use bonds of
district to be issued, payable in fifteen y ars
a voluntary tax except in amount, for it is
or fewer, at 7 per cent mterest or lcs rate
the "duty" of the voters to levy the tax.
for the purpose of procuring buildings and
sites. When this is done a tax must be levied
to provide a sinking fund and interest. Iu
the discretion of the board20per cent tax or
less may be imposed to meet maturing bonds,
in addition to annual lovy, as related in pr ·
ceeding sentence.
(See Section A and preceding column) ________ _ Bonds may be issued by majority of voters of
an independent district (payable in ten years
or atan earlier date) for the purpose of building or paying debt. Districts against which
judgments have been rendered may i8 u
bonds, for tho redemption of which a tax shall
be levied in addition to the oth r legal t.1.x s.
In the case of districts by majority vote for School district may issue bonds to the amount
of 6 per cent of their taxable property if the
the purpose of continuing school for more
majority of all the el ctors of the district than three months. In the case of county
sent in an election call d for at the requ t of
schools for the purpose of building, paying
at least two-thirds of the qualified voters, pro·
teachers, and meeting contin2ent expenses.
vided there are 15 or more persons 5 to21 years
In the case of cities for the purpose of _Paying teachers and meeting "other runmng"
of age in the district. The proceeds of the
expen es, to pay interest, and to create a
sale of such bonds are to be used in erecting or
purcha ing one or more schoolhouses. In
sinking fund.
cities of tho first class two-thirds vote of the
board of education is sufficient to cause bonds
to i ue; in cities of the second class, a majority of the voters. The bonds of the citie of
the first class are limited to thirty years at 6
per cent; of second-class cities to twenty
years' run at 10 per cent.

!~ffJ!ei!:s~~i~1!~t1Di1 ;,110~~:.:i!\1a~~~i!
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NOTE

B.-Tentative statement of the sources of re1:enue
SECTION B.-LOCAL TAXATION

Kind of property taxed for local purposes.

Rate or limits of voluntary taxation.

NEBRASKA: Taxable property................... (See section A.) The tax for building purposes is unmistakably optional.

CALIFORNIA: Taxable property; the rate to
be obtained by deductmg 15 per cent for anticipated delinquencies and dividing t he sum
voted by the residue of taxable property.

For school purposes not to exceed 30 cents on
the $100, for buildingpurposesnot to exceed
70 cents on 100.

OREGON: Assessable property, real and personal.

Not limited ..............•.•..•...•••...••• •• ·---

NEVADA: Taxable property .•.....................•.. do .•.........•.•...••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••
COLORADO: Taxable property. - . . .. . • • . •. • • • • .•. Not limited numerically -••••• - ••••• •· •··· • • • •••

NORTH DAKOTA:

Taxable property . ........... (See Section A)---·························-····
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for the suppo·rt of public schools in each State-Continued.
(VOL UNT ARY)-Continued.

Conditions unde.r which taxes not required by
State (see Section A) may be laid, and for
what purpose.

Conditions under which bonds may be issued,
and for what purpose.

Legal voters shall determine amount required For buildings and furnishing same two-thirds
for all purposes except paying bonded inof the voters present may direct that bonds
debted or purchase or lease of schoolhouse.
be issued as previously :petitioned by at least
Legal voters may determine amount to l::e
one-third of the qualified voters. But a
expended for school pro__I)_~rty, either by way
board of education of a metropolitan city
of purchase or rent. When no bonds are
may issue bonds by vote of a maJority of the
voted for the purpose, but the aggregate
electors without a petition. Bonded debt is
voted for all purposes, whether current or
limited to 5 per cent of taxable property for
special, shall not exceed 25 mills in any one
district of 12 to 200 children of school age, but
year. In cities the board of education certimust not exceed $500 in districts of from 12 to
fies amount to county (civil) commissioners,
25 pupilsi, 1,000 in districts of from 25 to 50,
$2,000 in 01stricts 50 to 100, and $.5,000 in diswho levy tax.
tricts from 100 to 200. In districts of over 200
the amount must not be more than 10 per
cent of the taxable property. Interest shall
not exceed 7 per cent.
By majority vote at a called election for the On the petition of a majority of the voters
an election may be called for the purpose of
purpose of additional facilities for maintainvoting bonds for building and furnishing
mg school or to build one or more schoolschoolhouses and liquidating debts. A twohouses.
thirds majority is required. The county
(civil) authority shall levy a tax to meet the
interest and pnncipal as they maturo annuNot stated __________ _________ -··· •••••• _________ _ o:~!tition of lOlegal voters of the district the
board of directors may submit the question
of bonding the district for the purpose of
providing buildings and furnishing the same,
to the electors, and if a majority so vote the
bonds shall issue to an amount not to exceed
5 :(>er cent of the assessed value of property
with interest not over 8 per cent.
To provide additional school facilities and to
keep schools open for a longer period than
the ordinary funds will permit.
The conn ty superintendent shall certify to the On petition of 20 voters of any district bonds
may be issued for procuring buildings and
civil county authority the amount required
furniture and paying debts if ratified by
to maintain school four months, using as a
majority of voters. But bonds shall not exbasis '10 a month for teacher's salary. All
ceed in amount Br per cent of asses1:1cd value
other expenses of the school must be proof property. They are to be r edeemed in
vided for by special district tax.
from :fl ve to fifteen years, and bear interest
at 8 per cent or less, the interest and princi_pal to be provided for by special tax.
Majority
of the district may vote to issue
(See Section A)-----· •••••• ____ .--··· •..•.•.. ---bonds for procuring property for school purposes and furniture. Bonds must not exceed
$1,000 for each schoolhouse except in towns
and villages of more than 300 mhabitantij,
when the amount shall not exceed 4 per cent
of the assessed value of pronerty. In addition to the amount required by law to be
raised annually (Section A), there shall be
levied a special tax to pay interest (7 por
cent or less) and to create sinking fund.
~

CHAPTER XIII.
PSYCHOLOGICAL TENDENCIES-THE STUDY OF
IMITA.TION. 1

For previous related articles see: Report to the British Medical Association and
Charity Organization Society of London, on the physical and mental condition
of 50,000 children seen in 106 school& of L'ondou, by Dr. Francis Warner,
F. R. C. P., London, Report for 1890-91, Vol. 2, pp. 1081-1138.-Facilities in
experimental psychology in the colleges of the United .States, by William 0.
Krohn, Ph.D., Report for 1890-91 Vol.2, pp.1139-1151.-Child study, Report.
for 1892-93, Vol.1, pp. 357-391.-The psychological revival, Report for 1893-94,
Vol. 1 pp. 49 5-467.-Psychological, criminological, and demographical congresses in Europe, ibid., Vol. 2, pp. 1677-1699 (Dr. Arthur McDonald).Mental fatigue in schools discussed in Germany, compiled and translated by
Dr. L. R. Klemm, in Report for 1894-95, Vol. 1, pp. 449-460; same title in
Repurtfor 1895-96, Vol. 2, pp. 1175-1198.-Child study; extracts from address
by Dr. G. Stanley Hall, Report for 1894-95, Vol. 1, pp. 1037-1040.
TOPICAL OuTLINE.-Continuecl progress in p ychological investjgation in universities, normal schools, and in circles fostered by school superintendent .Efforts to unify the work of jndependent investigators.-Imitation as a leading subject.-Differences of opinion as to the prjmitive character of imitation,
but general agreement that volition is early involved in imitative acts.Problem for teachers to exercise the imitative impulse withjn the limits of its
voluntary range.-Imitation considered also as a sympathetic impulse, and
hence the faculty by which social education is made possible.-Theory of
M. Tarde as to the social significance of imitation prompts specific inquiries
by American specialists and leads to a somewhat copious literature on the
sul)ject.-Value of the observational study of children.-Report of committee
on psychological inquiry.-Thepsychology of the imitative functions in child.hood as related to the process of learning.-Citations from a preliminary
report on imitation, by Prof. J. Royce.-Extracts from the introduction to
child observations, State Normal School, Worcester, by Principal E. H. Russell.

Th intere tin p ychological , tudy and inve tigation discu eel in
the ommi ioner' previou report how no abatement. Univer ·ities
are constantly increa ·ing their equipment for experimental work in
thi fl ld, ob ervational tudy is e tending among normal school , and
the circle for child tudy fo tered by State and city, uperintendent
are rapidly increa ing. Effort have been made from time to time to
unify th ind pendent groups of investigator , either by giving promin n to parti ular p ychical element , a. ensation or fe lino- , or
1

Prepared by Miss Anna Tolman Smith.
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to particular activities, as imitation, imagination, or by question
scheme that would enable scattered groups of observers to correlate
their work. As the outcome of such efforts, large collection of
ob ervation have already been secured bearing upon a single p ychical ondition, impulse, or activity. Imitation in particular ha
proved a very attractive and fruitful subject. This faculty ha
e cit d attention from the time of Aristotle, but its treatment a a
di tinct p ychological problem is of recent date, being closely conn cted with the cientific investigation of hypnotism. The marvelous
play of suggestion and imitation in the control of motor impulse
manifested in the hypnotic subject at once brought imitation into view
as a persistent and pervasive element in psychical action. Researche
in the domain of animal instinct and intelligence have deepened
interest in this faculty, which more than any other seems to impl
the continuity of animal with human intelligence.
As regards education, the important question suggested by the e
investigations is the extent to which volition is involved in imitation
and its relation to ultimate freedom. As to the origin of imitation in
the child, whether it is purely instinctive and reflexive or partly volitional, investigators differ widely. ~rhus Preyer a erts: "However
often imitation has the appearance of a1,1 involuntary movement, ye
when it was executed the :first time it must have been executed "th
intention-i. e., voluntarily. When a child imitate , it has alreadv
a will. But the oftener a voluntary movement is repeated, alway in
the same way, so much the more it approximates r flex movemen ·
Hence many imitative acts, even in the child, occur involuntarily
quite early. But the :fir tones are willed."
Wundt, with equal po. itivenes , declares: ''The continued imita ion
by which a child comes to learn the language that i poken round i
i impul ive, not voluntary."
·
It is not likely that the e difference will ever cea , ince the in rpretation of the earliest imitative mov ment dep nd upon Yt !!
memori sin tha adult mind or the mor uncertain int rpr tation
infantil tate.. It,· m , howe-ver, to b <r n rall ao-r ed that v tion nter into imitative action at av ry early peri d. Wundt
o~..,-:nize. volition in th pro . · of learning to walk, to tau~, t . '
ehild,' h ay.·, "app re iv . thi
mbin, tion of, 1· I c nd id a af
it hn h cu mad int lli 0 -i'l>l t him with 7 tur · , nd a
•iat
with 1li
\'11 ii itc ti\· arti uh tive lllO\" Ill nt .
F 11 •in{J" th p t rn f h · ~ fir. t app r · pti n antl i o i. tion , th ·hild h n fo
o b r b im"ta inO' f hi own a ord mor and m r th ~- r
r , 1 ·ombiiu ti 11 the t, h a• id nt, Ilv h , r. adnl u ing, , nd
m ki
h , 1 propriat (
·ith th ir m a1 in,..
T
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pass under the control of the will. Then instinct disappears and inclivid uality begins." 1
Baldwin, who, like Compayre, recognizes a gradual developm nt
from impulsive to voluntary imitation, agrees also with him in
regarding conscious imitation as involving volition. At the moment
the instinct to imitate becomes a matter of consciousness, then, to
quote Professor Baldwin's own words, "the mental copy, seen, heard~
remembered, is set up and aimed at; imitation is no longer the organism's weapon; it is now the sword of the mind." 2
And again: '' In saying that volition-the clearly conscious phenomenon of will-arises historically on the basis of persistent imitation11
what I mean, is this, that the normal child's first exhibition of volition is found in its repeated efforts to imitate something." 3
Bain regards all imitation as voluntary in its nature. His utterance
on this point· is emphatic. '' The voluntary command of the organs,"
he says, '' means the power of imitation or of performing action in
consequence of seeing them performed." 4
Froebel, who dwells ever on the self-activity of the child without
analyzing its element , recognizes that imitation and spontaneous
activity are both manifested in the early plays of boyhood. 5
The school of phy iological psychology, of which Ziehen may b
taken as the representative, find no ground for the "assumption of
a special faculty of the will," but emphasis is placed upon the relation
between practice and the desired accommodations of the cortical mechanism, characterized by Ziehen as "an apparatus highly adaptable t()
the training of voluntary actions." 6
Whatever meaning be attached to volition, attention to a model and
con cious effort to reproduce it involve voluntary effort; hence, and
thi is the point of great significance to teachers, up to a certain poin
imitation may be regarded as not only a means of quickening perc ption, but also of strengthening the will. It is to be observed, furthe a
that through the ever-increasing comprehension of relations, caus
and principles in the thing imitated there is gradual as ent to fr
activity. This process is illustrated in the development of many of.
the chief artists of the world.
The notion that imitation repre se originality i not well ground c
on the contrary, it will generally be found, as Bain ha pointed ou
that "in whatever department any individual shows spontaneou and
unprompted facility, in that department will the same individual be
L'evolution intellectuelle et morale de l'enfant, p. 184.
Mental development in the child and the race, p. 290.
3 Mental development in the child and the race, p. 867.
~ 'fhe Senses and the Intellect, fourth edition, p. 484.
6 Education of Man, p. 303.
6 Introduction to the Study of Physiological Psychology, by Dr. Theodore Ziehen
(translated by C. C. Van Liew and Dr. Otto Beyer) , p. 274.
1
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imitatir or acquisifrve?" 1 It must, however, be recognized th .. t
r p tition tend ultimately to make action mechanical, so that the
limit of progr
in a sp cific direction through mere imitation i oon
1·each d.
One of the important problems ever before a teacher is that of th
ex rci. of the imitati-ve impulse within the limits of its voluntary
range.
or, hould imitation be considered solely from the individual standpoint. It is essentially a sympathetic impulse.
ays 1L Compayr'
"Sympathy must be included among the auxiliaries of imitation ;
sympathy taken in its double meaning, either as the faculty by which
we participate in the pains and pleasures of others or as the inclination which attracts two persons toward each other and in pires th m
with a mutual affection. In the former s nse ympath:r i in truth
only imitation itself, a moral imitation, since it is merely the e r
ne d of bringing our sentiments and our thought into accord with
the thoughts and sentiment of others." It follows that imitc tiou ·
tho ').11eans of social development, it is the faculty by which social education is made pos ible. This aspect of imitation was laborat din
a striking manner in a work by 1\-I. r.rarde on The Law of Imitation.
In this work the author seeks to separate a· completely as po iblo the
purely social side of human actions from the vital or phy ical lemeut
in them. Ile purposes to ·ketch a pur ociology, or rather
I
sociology. 'l1ho lMv of this sociolo()' r
co
·
them,
be "e 1uall;r applicabl to all actual
m
po ibl
e
the law · of general physiolo 0 T t al
1
tinct,
cei-n1 ble."
In th endeavor to .fin 1

. erics of social vent m
than that in which event
fi Id f humc.
· ·
e tahli. h . an
ical domain <
r p a th m ·
, · n the an

ons whi ·h a<l quat
h · ludo any o
rnlly occu
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The questions were not designed merely to accumulate example of
imitation. They included what are termed "original imitation ; "
that is, instances where the chosen model or elements serve a a
medium for the expre ion of the inner self.
uch are the dramatic
impersonations or "systematic mimicry" in which many childr n
indulge. Imitative naughtin ss was also specified as a field for
investigation and early manifestations of '' ympatheti emotion, , "
which enter o largely into th mood of the ma ses .
.Also as a means of completing the study of imitation, Prof , or
Royce asked for accounts of the reverse function, the willful t ndency that causes certain children to react against all models. Th
inquiries indicate that imitation has a deeper significance for Profes or Royce than mere repetition, upon which M. Tarde place chief
stress. Professor Bald win, in an earlier article, 1 had considered the
genetic development of imitation from the organic to the voluntary
stage. Incidentally he showed, also, defects in M. Tarde's theory,
especially its failure to recognize choic(', and judgment as to a model
consciously followed.
Al hough others were working at the same problem, it wa in particular the articles by Professor Royce and Profes or Baldwin that
made imitation the chief subj ct of inter st in school circles, and th
result ha been a copious and aried literature of more or less int re t
to teachers. The committ eon psychological inquiry of the national
council took up the , ubject of imitation as related to tho procc .· of
learning. Their report will bo found in full in this chapter.
Professor Baldwin's Mental Development in the hild and tho
Race, published in 1895, elaborated the author's own concepti n f
imitation, tracing its relation to the whole process of mental growth.
Amid much that is conj ctura1, admittedly so, in the theory ad.vane cl,
the work abounds in suggestions stimulating to the teacher. A pr liminary report on imitation was made by Profc ·sor Royce before th
meeting of the American P chological Association December, 1 DJ,
and rmbli hed subsequently in the Psychologi al Review ( fay, 1 5).
The report was esp cially chara t rize l by the effort to la ify and
defin the
veral pro ·e .·e whi h are commonly re oo-nized by
psy ·hologist as imitati e, and it wa' .·tremely happy in it expo.-ition of the subjective pha e of the proce, . A portion of the articl
bearing on this iew i cited b lo .
Among the records of ob ervations or accumulated example· of
imitati e arts, two should be noti ed particularly; the :fir t, entitl d,
"'I he sugge.: tibility of hildren," by faurice II. Small, fellow of
Clark niver ity; publish din the Pedagogi al Seminary of December, 18DG. The tud related to the effect of suggestion rath r than
to imi ation, hut a imitation i the most constant outcome of uggestion, the record naturally turned upon thi activity.
1

Mind, January, 1894.
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ial int re t to note that this record was made po ib
thr ugh tht' cooperation of superintendents and teachers in man
tat ~,whore, ponded to the syllabus sent out from ClarkUniver ity
Th collection i intended to illustrate the influence of sugge ion
upon motor impulses, but as might have been expected from the condition under which the data were collected, the relation between he
main trend of the discussion and the particular instances is often
vague or forced. Mr. Small hints at a method of instruction and discipline by suggestion without explicit characterization. The experienced reader will recognize that it is an influence ever presen in
school life, but not easily defined or regulated.
The volume of child observations, first series, Imitation and .Allied
.Activities, edited by Miss Ellen M. Haskell, of the State Normal School
at 1Vorcester, comprises observations made by the students of that
institution. The principal, Mr. E . .A. Russell, furnishes an introduction which sets forth very distinctly the purpose, the limitations, and
the advantages of this particular kind of child study. Copious
extracts are cited in this chapter from Mr. Russell's introduction to
meet inquiries upon these several points which are widely discu ed
in normal schools at the present time.
This survey, though confined to a single line of inquiry, may
to indicate the trend and method of observational psychology a
tered at many centers in this country, and the efforts to correlate the e
observations with the more exact investigations of specialist • 1 he
actual value of such observations in extending our knowledge of P ychical life appears as yet somewhat problematical, but there i almndant testimony to its admirable effects in kindling sympathy for childhood, and thus increasing the personal influence of teachers in guidin
and developing their pupils.
The opinion expre sed by Professor Burnham, of Clark Univer i Y
i · constantly reiterat d by other leader of child study. '{ It i ' h
ay , '' primarily for the teacher, econdarily for the children, in en tally for science."
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through a study of the imitative functions in childhood with a view
to explain mental development and the process of learning.
11 he felicity of this selection of imitation· as the opening study in
the psychology of education will appear upon consideration. For
imitation, in its purest and simplest form, that of mechanical repetition of the actions of another person is, by common consent, placed
at the bottom of spiritual achievements. A monkey or a parrot can
mimic actions or speech, and to call the action of a human being
parrot-like repetition or a process of aping is to express reproach
and contempt for it. What teacher is there that does not de pise
mere verbal repetition.in his pupils? Can there be a greater paradox
in educational psychology than the theory which sets out with the
function of imitation, and attempts to show that all forms of intellectual and moral activity are only varieties of this despised mode
of action? If there is an attractive method of bringing psychology
to the attention of teachers surely it has now been found. The sheer
audacity of the theory that places the stone which the teachers had
rejected for the head of the corner will fix the attention alike of the
primary school mistress and the professor in college.
But there is a consideration connected with imitative action which
makes it the most fruitful approach to psychology, for it explains the
mode in which the individual man unites with his fellow-men to form
a social whole. It introduces us to the formation of institutions, the
family, civil community, the State, the church-those greater Ives
which reinforce the little selves of isolated individuals. For the
study of imitation leads to the discovery of the modes by which the
individual man repeats for himself the thinking and doing and feeling of his fellows, and thus enriches his own life by adding to it the
lives of others. Thus his own life becomes vicarious for others, and
he participates vicariously in the life of society.
What are manners and customs but imitated forms of doing, that
preserve the results of successful experience in dealing with nature
or in cooperating with one's fellows? What is fashion, with it apparently capricious changes, but the method of emancipating individuals
from the tyranny of old customs and usages, that insist on minute
punctilios in matters that are unimportant, except as symbols of our
meµibership in the social whole? Thus one kind of imitation supplants another as more progres ive. The fashions of the emicivilized
and savage people last without change from generation to generation-and, indeed, it is likely for hundreds, and even for thousands,
of years-because the savage intellect can not as yet attain the
strength to discriminate between moral and indifferent actions. The
savage has only two kinds of deed -moral and immoral; while the
civilized man has three kinds-moral, immoral, and unmoral. Thus
that form of imitation which we all despise as mere fashion has sig-
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nifi , nc a th means of mancipating us from that heavy yo
r monial that one pr cribed the forms of our indifferent action
a thouO'h
of moral or religions import.
Imiiatio
, on the one hand, into habits, or customs and
moral
th will-side of human mind; an d, on the oth
han 1,
nto perc ption, memory, ideas, and insight , th
be· o·
al id of mind. It is evident that the pedagog
int
ogy i the evolution of the higher faculties out o
th
11-important for us to understand this progre ive
st p by which free moral action develops in the place of mere unconsciou u and wont. "\Ve mu t discover how mere external memor
of borrowed ideas gives place to insight. It is necessary, fir t of all
to di. cover the most elementary forms of imitation. In this research
the students of physical phenomena have greatly aided. Th
·
covery of the fact that a small per cent of people are so sen it
the mental influences about them that they can, without the int
diation of words, read the thoughts of others ha been made an
:fled in numerous instances. The study of hypnotism has taken up
this fact into a class of related facts belongfaO" not only to the int 1lect but to the will and th emotions as well. The phrase "hypnoti
sugge tion" has come to play a great role in elucidating the rn imentary facts of imitation. The hypnotizer sugge ts an idea, whi ·h
the hypnotic subject take up and carri s out in feeling or , ction.
The rapid progres of scientific inv stigation in thi fi. ld of :
res arch promi es to throw light on all social thought, feel
action. It will help us to understan<.1 much that ha been ob
the ri ·o and spread of popular beli f , th
i of social to
like the Crusad , the French R volut ion, the Tartaric inva i
Europe, or even such local affair a strike c. nd mobs.
"\Y mu t not lose si 0 ·J
e n ·
act that how·
in the mo t rndimen
p
of imitation.
be no imitation \'
of ~ elf-ac ·
r word. , onlJ
i
'
her product
' · ·s to ·on
the
f ii
T

al

~·
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ing himself to others and to hi~self, and getting strength in hi
individuality.
Thus we see that there is an element of originality in the mo t
mechanical phase of imitation. The self is active and assimilatiY .
It sees an external deed, which it proceeds to make its own deed by
imitation.
It proves it elf to possess a human nature identical with the one
whom it imitates.
Originality grows by progressiYe deepening of the in ight in o
causes and motives of the thing imitated. 'J.1he lowest stage of imitation superstitiously imitates all the details, becau e it has no in i 0 ·ht
into the grounds and purposes of the action imitated and but little
comprehension of the means employed. ·when it und rstands tho
means and the motives, it strikes out for itself and makes new adaptations. It modifies its imitation to suit differences of circum tanc s.
Originality grows with this ascending comprehension of means and
purposes. rrhere comes a time when the imitative child comprehend.
the principle as well as does the master whom he imitates, and then
he is emancipated from all imitation in this part of his duc>ation.
If he keeps on and comprehend8 the genesis of the principle from
deeper principles, he emancipates himself from even tho "hypnoti
.suggestion" of the principle itself, and all external authority has
become inward freedom.
1. Tarde, who published his great book on the Law of Imitation
in 18!JO, speaks of self-imitation, as in the case of habit (p. 83), which
h defines as a sort of "unconscious imitation of ono' elf by one'·
self." Here, in the stages of orjginality, where the person has learned
to comprehend what he once imitated, and now understands it in its
cau es and in the rea ons for its existence, is self-imitation, if wo are
to speak of imitation at all. It is no longer an activity at an outward
suggestion, but purely spontaneous. It has yanqui heel th xt rnal
object by ascending to its causes.
It is worthy of note that this book of M . Tarde is a study of ,o i logy; for, in the French Revolution, the thought of Rou.
u pr cluced individuali m, and the social whole was denied a valid ~· i 'Lenee in the shape of the State, except in o far a it appear d a. a
fre contract b tween individuals. It was not considered that any
contract presupposes a preexi tence of tate or gov rnment, a o •ial
whol to give validity to the contract. It is well that this new movement in p ychology, hich proves the ubstantial basis of mental
evolution to lie in social in titutions, should receive its oTeat impul ·e
from a Frenchman. M. Tarde is the anti-Ron seau.
The profoun ie t think r of the human race, Ari totle, hit upon
hi ubject of imitation in his Poetic , making it the basis of his
philo ophy of art. "\Vha he ay in the fourth and ninth chapter of
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th hook on th ubj ct of Jimesis, or imitation, rather leads us
a d p r m aning in th word than mimicry or mechanical r ep ·
tion.
ms almo t to mean symbol making. "Man is the mo
imitativ of c nimal , and make his first steps in learning by aid of
imitation," h t 11 u . Man is a symbol-making animal alway , in.
whatever he cloe ; making a ymbol of what he is in his essen ia
nature; ah ay r p ating in himself the symbols of the existence an
a ction of all other being .
Leibnitz, th philo oph r who translated Aristotle's ideas for modern
r ader, , ha told us in his monadology that each soul is a m ona
which, by it elf-activity, repeats for itself or represents the whole
universe. This i imitation on a grand scale-imitation transfigured,
we might say-that, by self-activity, assimilates the whole univer e.
The monad creates for itself the world that it perceives. Here, e
see, is the harmony of freedom and authority. The soul is not determined by what lies outside it, but determines itself so as to reproduce
the beings and the causes that are outside it.
Here, too, is the social man again of M. Tarde; for each man ha
this one destiny, to sum up in himself the life and deeds of the race.
The latest great ·world poet, Goethe, in his Wilhelm Meister, treatthe problem of culture or education, in its widest sense, in connection
and contrast with the problem of dramatic art-how to make an actor.
The individual sees ideals above him, and impersonates them; love
them, and imitates them; wears them as a player acts his part. Gr, dually he acq nires as a second nature his ideals, and must keep gro ·ng
on into new and higher ideals. The mere actor {he show ) mu be
able to assume quickly an characters, and yet possess no charac r
himself; he must be a sort of professional wig block to hold, one aft-er
another, all kinds of wigs, but to have not even a scalp of it o n.
Goethe's favorite characters were those who react against their en ·ronments by internal development. They always press beyond imi tion toward the indwelling principle of that which i imitated an
thus attain freedom. Prof. Mark Baldwin, now of Princeton ,..ni · r. ity, was one of the fir t to take up and de-velop this function of imi tion a the key to educational psychology. IIiH article in cienc ·
1 91 and 1892, and mor r cent article in find, 1 94, and, .finall ? h ·
work on Aental Evolution in the Child an 1 the Race, form a lar
Ye luabl ontribution to t hi, , tudy.
Pr f. J fah Roye , of Ilarvartl, ha taken up th
;,.rith t.lt_ .·t n i
r our
at hi
mmand he F · nt d itin m
l1 er tIY
ll mor p pular form
han he d l n d n
for .
·ho ~a ' _r : l l~i harmin arti l in th fc y num r f h
Th 1m1t i v fun ti n nd th ir pl •
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subject of the process of learning in childhood, but have preferred to
leave this illustration for the round table discussion of Monday vening, in which Professor Royce has consented to assist and give his own
presentations of one of the phases of this theme.
Respectfully submitted by
W. T. HARRIS, Chairman,
E. C. HEWETT,
JOHN W. COOK,
E. ORAM LYTE,
N. A. CALKINS,
Committee on Psychological Inquiry.

EXTRACTS FROM A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON IMITATION, BY PROF.
J. ROYCE. 1

Imitation of motor functions.-" To us all the word imitation first
suggests motor functions, such as those of the child that struts about
as a soldier, or that runs on all fours as a dog, or that learn to talk.
Such functions are very numerous. vVe observe them in many animals, including birds. Their characteristic is that th imitator i
more or less clearly aware of a model, and finds hi own body more or
less able to repeat certain usually extensive and compl x movem nt
of this model. This repetition gives satisfaction to the imitator.
Imitation of this sort is to be roughly classified as eit her mor or l ss
critical. Sometimes the imitator is content with the roughest r production. Sometimes he is cautious, and is watchfully anxious to do
precisely as his model does. A mocking bird, as I at one period oft n
observed in the case of a household pet, appears to study, with very
great care, at least some of the series of notes that he reproduces.
Some children far surpass others in an early pedantry about the enunciation and use of their words. In any case, meanwhile, the subjective experiences of the imitator are here, at best, only in part identical
with tho e given him in the stimulus presented to his en , by his
model. He hears sounds and replies by sounds, but of cour, eh feels
more or less the mu cular and other organic disturbances incident to
the reproduction. H see the movement of hi model. Ile both
ees and feels hi own imitativ mov ments, and in all this he feels
the latter as hi own. In consequ nee, the imitator usually takes
what is often called a d cidedly ubjective sort of interest in his
power to imitate. His activity has thus two strongly contrasted
a pects. He watche hi model, o far a he watches it at all, with a
highly objective faithfulne s.
o far, his imitation depends upon a
theoretical and very elf-surrendering sort of outward scrutiny.
"On the other hand, he delights in his own imitative power, as his
1
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orcally interesting vents in his own organi. m,

a
ven tl1
ing bird Yery obviouslr does.
a tfrit r i , in th I opular sen e of the word, as self-centered a

eatin°· or cat hing pr y. That is, it is an activity whose con ci
a pect involve an int re tin interorganic experiences. And, on t
ide too, the imitative pro e in our children is a great meet
plac about whi h all sort of self-considerate and self-con ci
intere t gather. Thu on ees how highly interorganic, or
jectiYf', a well a how highly outward-looking objective, the imitat
con. ciou n ss in tho present class of cases has to be. Hence
enormous f cundity and various outcome of such imitative inter
Vanity and conscience, ideal devotion and :flippant mockery, ta
subsorviency and the loftiest originality-all these tendencie alike
may, and in fact normally do, tc'like root in this fruitful soil, and an
of them may grow into the child's later character, and all becau
wa., in the first place, disposed to repeat tho complex motor proce
of his models, and so was forced to set off his consciousne. of
own movements against his perception of the movements of otb
thus emphasizing both his ideas of himself and his ideas of hi
models, each set of ideas by contrast with the other set. Imitation
may thus become, to u se the words again in their purely popular
sense, the most self-abnegating- or the most self-considerate of tendencies, according a , in the end, one or the other of these opposing drif
of attention gets emphasized, i. e., according as one come. to con id r
rather his own imitative organism or the outside model."
Iniitcdion of intelligent functions.-" So much for a fir ·t and m familiar cla s of processes defined as imitati"ve. But we, all of u
xtend the word imitation to in ludo those intellig nt function w
tend to th voluntary production of e.·ternal object resemblin<r
tain other object.· called th models of th object produced. 'I
drawing, paintin°·,
· 1g, building, mechanical kill of
are universally ·
itativ fun tion,•. In our o ·
function , as a c
·· u ly almo. t alt.
c1
or indir · ·
· f tho form
iz •cl.
fir t
h

a orr
11 may
· ·holo,ri
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however, the imitation of things generally tends, as they say, to send
us out of ourselves, i. e., outside of our interest in the proce e of
our own organisms, still more than does the imitation of the mere acts
of people. Our imitative deed is transient; but, when we make solll thing by the deed, its product here remains to calm our more anxiou
or our vainer interest in our own motor processes as such. Hence it
is that musicians are more subjective in mood than are architect·;
and it is easier to be vain about matters of social etiquette than about
one's skill as a carpenter, in case one has any uch kill; whil , t
pass to another case where imitation is complicated with originality,
nobody can judge his own book while it i in press as ho can aft r it
is in cold print and binding before him."
General nature of imitation.-" Now I have laid stress upon the fa tors present in these two classes of cases of imitation, because I hay
meant to use them to illustrate tho general nature of imitation it elf.
In these two classes of cases imitation is not merely, as a psychological
process, the reproduction of a series of sense stimulation , or of external perceptions by means of a series of motor processes; but it is something till more complex. It is not only a process by which we reproduce one ·et of <l.ata by means of another set of data like th fm t, but
it is also a pr ce s by which wo get two ets of data who inevitabl
contrasts are as interesting and as in tructive to u as their purr os d
resemblance . "\Ve get an interpretation of the perceived mod 1
through the imitation of it. On the other hand, to say that imitation
in these cases i · an act whose main motive i to interpret my perc ptions by means of my deed , is indeed true; but, of uourse, so far i,ho
same might be said of all those acts, such a looking, li tonino-,
approaching an object, grasping, touching, handling, exploring in th
perceptive :field-of all acts, in short, which involve intellectually valuable motor processe . What, then, i the characteristic featnro of
the imitative acts in the mentioned classes of ca es? Does it no
obviously lie in the fact that my in erpretation of what I am u ually
said to perceive outside of my organi m in the external world, is in
the case of thes classes of imitation., conditioned upon my e tincr
over against my perc ptions a , eries of motor proce e. , or of p re iv d
results of motor proce ses, which in it wholeness contrasts with th
other eries in the one prin ipal fact that the motor proce es, the
imitative deed or their result , appear to me relatively controllable,
plasti , r producible at will, whil
herwi e the two series are laro- ly
similar.
'' Wh n I learn to grasp an apple, the grasping is, indeed, on e
learned, an ea ily reproducibl and o r,ontrollable deed, and on sug0' • tion i
r m mb red a such. But when I learn to say apple, upon
hearing the word pronounced, th act, once in my power, is felt as controllable, but as to re ult it re embles its model (namely, the word
appl pronounc d by my neio-hbor)-something that one rns no it
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controllableness, but some of its other characters. Thus in these ca es
imitation · definable, from the psychological side, as an act that
interprets an uncontrollable perceptive series by setting over against
it a series of experiences that appear to be similar to it in content,
but to be also in contrast with it by virtue of their controllableness.
Or, again, an imitation i an act that tends to the interpretation of
what is beyond my power, or is independent of my movements, by
contra ting it with what otherwise resembles it, but is in my power
and is a result of my movements. This feature of imitation, viz,
that it accomplishes t,h e aim of throwing light on the uncontrollable
percept by setting the controllable deed beside it, is, I suppose, the
principal intellectual function of the higher imitative life."
Idealization of imitations. - '' This principle of the tendency to deliberate idealization of our imitations, to deliberate deviations from the
literal, one finds, then, in the most varied forms, in play, in art, in
the far-reaching and deep-seated tendency, very complex in its origin,
to translate space relations into time relations, and vice versa, in every
form of fondness for what one may call symbolical motor processes;
and so, finally, with very momentous consequences, in all those motor
processes that are connected with the growth of our theoretical thinking. That our thoughts M'e in this general sense conscious processes
by which we constantly mean to imitate the tenet of the things that
we experience, is perfectly obvious. Equally obvious is the fact that
to think experience is to translate it into terms which are decidedly
foreign to its character as it comes to us, apart from such ideal reconstruction, and in its first intention. Now, thinking accompanies
motor processes, abbreviated and truncated and rendered abstract in
all sorts of ways, but very obviously and highly imitative in all the
cases where we get them in any relatively unabridged form.
'' The gesture language is a case in point. It gives the gesturer trains
of experience of a very comple~ character, which are in a summary
and more or less symbolic fashion similar to the primary train of
experience which by his gesture he undertakes to describe. For
gestures we who speak have now learned to substitute trains of word ,
which we follow wlth an endles chain of attentive processes shifting
from one series of image to another. But the eries of attentive procs es, as it follows now these, now tho e image , gives u a total inn r
exp ri nee which we call an account of thee p rienced reality beyond
the thinking proce s. The value of this account we judge byit re m. blan e, not in detail, but in it. total n twork of related element to
ho a P
of th rela iv ly external xperience whi hour thinking
m c n to mpha ize. .And yet, on the other hand, how unlike th ir
origin ls our ab tract idea mean to be. How far i the think r
imi c ti n fr m b ing a mere inner reproduction of the
ri n · about which h thinks? It i the v ry ntr
h r ., nli ,h n u., wh nit i
ccompanied by i con iou n
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sort of agreement which we all the time intend. In symbolic imitation the imitative subject means to neglect all of his model except his
own chosen aspect of it; and even this aspect he generally means to
reproduce in terms of a sort of inner experience which differs from it
as widely as the data of one sense * * * can differ from those of
another."
Imitation psychologically defined.-" Imitation and model are contrasted series of presentations whose relation keeps them apart. And
hence it is that, as I myself suppose, imitation is, psychologically
speaking, the one source of our whole series of conscious distinctions
between subject and object, thought and truth, deed and ideal,
impulse and conscience, inner world and external world-in short, of
all those familiar and fundamental rational distinctions which p ychology has hitherto found so baffling. The contrast between model
and imitation is, to my mind, the first appearance in consciousness of
that differentiation which in the end makes internal and external
experience not merely qualitatively different-as, of course, they
more or less are from the first-but consciously discriminated, as at
first they seem not to be."

EXTRACTS FROM INTRODUCTION TO CHILD OBSERVATIONS, STATE
NORMAL SCHOOL, WORCESTER, MASS.

Mr. E. H.

RUSSELL,

Principal.

Aim of the observations.-"The main object in making and recording the observations that constitute the present volume has been to
put our students who are preparing to be teachers en rapport with
children."
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
"'J.1he aim has been not a scientific study of children in the interest
of psychology, but an attempt to bring our future teachers into clos r
and more sympathetic relations with them as individuals. In this
respect the undertaking has proved highly successful, and it prot nds
to nothing more."

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
'' Wholly new discoveries in the domain of child nature are scare ly
to be looked for; but rather a mor careful exploration, fresh points
of view, better insight, ju ter emphasis, something like a new reading of an old and familiar book. Our own observers have been
especially encouraged to eek for the naive and spontaneous activities
of childr n, rather than for what is xceptional or re ponsive to suO'ge tion from parents and teacher . rrhe conditions most favorable
for thi kind of observation are perfect freedom and unconstra.int on
the part of the child, and, if pos ible, complete unconsciousness of
bein<r th object of pe ial intere. t or attention. This, of cour, ,
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requir s much tact and s If-effacement in the observer; but I think
th following page. will show that such tact has not been wanting."

*
*
*
*
*
*
JI:
"It ha seemed to m of prime importance to keep the motives and
direction of this study of children right end foremost; that is, not to
forget that w want to know children in order to enter into fuller
• sympathy with them, not to let the knowing, however scientific, stand
as the sole end in view-save in the case of a very small number of
devotee of sci nc for it own sake, and even here I should be very
particular about requiring such to show their credentials. I deem it
bett r not to urge young teachers to assume the scientific role, to
think that nothing short of this or other than this is of any dignity
or aYail."
,;,

*

*

*

*

*

*

"It has been objected that the value of these contributions is vitiated by their fragmentary and detached character; and it has been
suggested how -vastly more conclusive and satisfactory they would be
if accompanied by such particulars of time, place, and circumstance
as would give them an ampler background and perspective. Perhaps so. But we encounter two main difficulties here. First, the
ancestry, environment, and personal history of any child, in such
degree of minuteness and accuracy as could be of real service, are
matters by no means easy to come at. And again, if such details
were put before us, it would be found exceedingly difficult to trace
their influence upon the case in hand. The river of childhood does
indeed run by our very doors, but the springs that feed it are mostly
beyond our horizon. ·we can not begin at its sources, because we do
not yet know them. They are precisely what we are trying to discover; and our only way is to note in whjch direction the curr nt
flows, and then follow it upward as best we can. In such a tudy a
this a vast body of fact mu t be accumulated before their conn ctions and dependenci s can be made apparent; and these fact will
often be like the arrow points and potsherds which the archreoloO'ist
treasure up, until at lenO'th by their Yariety and number they flash
into relations and uniti whi h sinO'ly they could o-ive no hint of.
All work in induc iv ,ci nee mu.-t be sup rficial befor it can be
deep.
can n ver take the econd tep firs . But further than
thi.-, i i not ·lear that, in th o-reat majori y of a e , a giY n chilli h
' oull ·e iY much, if any, illumination from su h particular f h chil 1 · ·urrounding · a. would b a c , ibl to ,. n ordinary
ob. rYer; for .·amr 1 , th a(Y , nation,. lit . ., and oc upc ion of par nt
, nd grc n lp r ·nt., number and age. f broth r · and i t r , ou lin
J· t ·l ~<" · f nur e , pla ·mat s, an
th r · mpani n , ocial and
l ·mw ~ t tu. f th family, lo a.ti n of tho horn , I r. on, 1 hi
f th ·lul 1 f 1' m l irth, t . In •hil lr n pr n1 ing m, rk 1 ,
m, l 1' ·uli, ·iti . no m r th, n 1 or 2 p r n1 of th , h l )
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facts might indeed ha,e important significance to a medical man;
but that would mean a wholly different kind of investigation, and one
obviou ly not within the purview of the present study. The influence of heredity and environment, e. pecially the former, is by no
means as yet so fully made out and understood, even by specialists,
that it application aR a factor in every case can be readily perceived,
and made s rviceable. If any reader will take the trouble to look at
a doz n of the records that follow, taken at random, and then a. k
him elf the question ju t how and in what respects they would 1 e
rendered clearer and more con 1ush~ by any use he could mak of
such personal detail as have been enumerated, I should bo glacl to
hear his answer. No one doubt , in general, that such fact do havsome bearing on each particular ca e; but it is quite another matt r
to say definitely what that bearing is, and how it is to be tra c1 and
its connections shown.
"I suApect that the state of our knowledge i not ufficiently advanced for this, and will not be for a long time to come. Nor ha the
thinO' been attempted, e ·cept in a very loose and sketchy way, even by
those who have given us the mo t minute and y tematic accounts f
indiYi<l.ual children-as Pr yer, Darwin, Tiedemann, Mis
hinn, or
any other, so far as I am aware; least of all, perhap , by Profe . or Sully,
in hi Extracts from a Father'· Diary, who y t deplor sit. absen
from th Worcester record -of which, n vertheles , he doe not fail
to make good u e in his latest volume. It seems, ther for , a sup r:ficial, if not captiou , demaud to a k that thes records of our·, honld
be loaded with a marginal accompaniment of facts ( even if th y could
be had) that nobody has hitherto found it f asible or thought it worth
wllile to give, and which, if furni hed, could not be to any u eful
extent interpreted or applied. To hold a child, 'root and all,' in your
hand, to transplant to your notebook even it smallest act with all
tho rootlets and soil, racial and individual, adh ring intact, i a fe, t
of far greater difficulty and delicacy than is implied by the easy r mark
that we' ought to hav more' of the circum tanc . , as ·o iation ·, t •.,
in ord r o form a satisfa tory ju }O'm n . I think "\Y n 1 t h10w
mu h more of what th re i in childr n b fore ,ve are r dy to atta k
the qne tion , how much ther i., and how it cam th r ."
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Reflections 1~pon the observations.-" Th thing that ha· iruclr mo
most forcibly in my delight d peru al f h . e r orcl i the pirit
way in which the imitative acts of hildren ar arried on-the unflagging repetition of the ame simpl thing., and the r ady support and
transfiguration that fan y 1 nd to barr n detail and materials, r atiug from moment to moment fr h interest and variety. It has
seem d a if I wer privileged to ,•tand at th fountain head of lifo
and ee it. waters 1 ubbl forth from _·hans le s hidd 11 d pth · as
by p rp ual mi ra 1 .
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''
xt to thi buoyancy of spirit, as a source of interest, comes, perhap , the uprising accuracy of children's earliest imitations. How
unerringly the little actors seize upon the very 'pith and marrow'
o.f much that goes on in the new world around them, and with what
a sure and even &rtistic touch they often reproduce it and give it the
right empha is in their play. The abounding fancy which they display is not fancy merely, but is at the same time well anchored to
truth, and how a grasp of the act imitated, in its essence and meaning, that is 1;emarkable in being so much beyond the child's power of
description and speech at that age. There is thus a language of
things and events that speaks to the child, and is understood by him,
and intelligently responded to by his imitative acts, long before he is
able to comprehend and use conventional speech. Here is an avenue
and vehicle of acquisition and expression that antedate even the
mother tongue. And this fact, by the way, suggests the question
whether our school-teaching does not too soon turn away from this
natural and universal language, in which the child shows himself
such an adept, and unwisely attempt to replace it with arbitrary
and artificial word signs, a later and more complex acquirement, both
in the race and the individual, and one for which the infant's powers
are not yet ripe? w·hether there is not at this age a considerable
tract of time wherein, by a simple method of example and imitation,
and mostly in silence, a child might be taught many thing more
effectively, with less strain and. confusion of mind, than under conditions which involve the usual accompaniment of pedagogical verbiage? In a word, since children are on the alert for things to do
months and years before they have any ear for wordy explanations,
could not their first teachers borrow with advantage somethin<Y from
the art of those who instruct the deaf?
'' Again, the expansive and progressive character of play from year
to year is noticeable and suggestive. It begins impulsively with
salient and detached acts' Some fragment from his dream of human life'-

and only by slow accretions comes to em brace accessories and relation . Thus the observer is often able to seize and record, in the
implest imitative effort, practically its whole scopo and m aning.
There i no motive but impulse, and there are no traceable connections; the curtain fall and the scene is at an end. Th n' The little actor cons another part,'

which in it. urn may be similarly re orded.
o it happ
r
by' he tat fir t eem their too fragmentary an
, ally afford a true repr
t tion of a pronou
Y
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of its bones, appears to begin at isolated points and to spread gradually until con~act and continuity are slowly establish ed."
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
"The child is an apprentice. The art and mystery of lifa li'3 before
h,im, no longer primitive and simple as in prehistoric ages, but developed and expanded into the thousand forms, usages, and institutions
of modern civilization. These it is his task to learn and practice.
And it is to this long and arduous :undertaking that the infant, happily unmindful of its magnitude, applies himself betimes and with
joyful and indomitable alacrity. He attacks the problem, as we have
said, first, by resolute and manifold activity, beginning with the reflex
and instinctive, which gradually mergo into the purposive; secondly,
by imitation and mimicry, also impulsive and .fitful at .first, and
:finally, as reenforcements of intelligence arrive, by more expanded
and systematic games and sports, which eventually carry him to the
threshold of maturity. This, in rough outline, is the sketch and plan
of his procedure, which, indeed, is but a conforming to the necessities
of his situation. The serious work of life is far beyond the power
and ken of a child. In physical ability and in understanding he
mu t lonO' remain a weakling and dependent. But he inherit a.
patrimony of instinct , and though he seems at first to squander this
in many prodigal and aimless undertakings, he i thereby continually
gaining valuable experience. He casts about for an opening into the
attractive activities that he ees going on in the adult world around
him, and, reckoning perforce with his immaturity and impui sance,
straightway adopts, as the only profession possible to his small xecutive powers, the drama. ':I.1he long-past achievements of his ancestor
reverberate and tingle in his blood, impelling him to action; but all
his efforts are ludicrously futile beside those of the giants about him
and meet only with indifference or jeers. The world of law and order
and systematic endeavor is too tough for his assimilation. It mu t
fir t be softened into myth and make-believe by the solvent jui . f
fancy, which the glands of his little mind fortunat ly pour out in
abundance. Ile can not live life; he must dramatize and play it. 'o
he becomes an actor, an amateur in the good sens ' Filling from time to time his '' humorous stage "
With all the" persons," down to palsied age,
That Life brings with her in her equipage.'

Thus in imitative play, in obedience to the biologic law of recapitulation, the child epitomizes and rehearses the fundamental experiences of the race at the same time that he is sounding the depths and
shoal of his own nascent powers, and thereby preparing day by day
to take part in the real work of life which the coming years will
bring. Play is thus seen to be at once remini cent and anticipatory.,
a welding of the future to the pa t . This is the child' season of
ED 97- -44
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appr nt1c hip, Ins "Wand rjahre; it comes but once; nor is it ea yto
how it could be e entially narrowed or abridged without entaU•
in°·, riou lo s of that vital continuity and momentum which is the
mainspring of human haracter and achievement. rrhe welfare, not
only of th individual, but of th race, deman<l.s the widest sweep and
fnlle t play of this de ply rooted instinct, and any ideal or regimen
of du ation that propos or tends in the l east degree to cut it short
by rn ddl som repre sion or substitution is little less than a crime
o-ain t th rac .
"A strildng thing about the imitative play of children, as revealed
on almost every page of the following records, is the way in which it
is made to minister to what may be called the instinct or passion of
s If-exaltation, the restless and impatient craving of childhood to get
beyond and above itself, to leap into the future, and assume the dre s
and ways of grown people. The actual status of the child, as I have
said, is weakness and insignificance itself, and his real advancement
i snail slow. But by laying hold, through imitation, of the adult
activities around him, he seems to pull himself up where he yearns to
be, becomes of consequence, at least in his own eyes, is 'transported
beyond this ignorant present, and feels now the future in the instant.'
The leverage thus gained is of signal advantage to the child, both as
a source of present enjoyment and as supplying the needed spring
an<l. impetus to further improvement. Where this propensity is lacking, as usually in the case of the idiotic, there is no motive, and all
progress is at a standstill. And it may be remarked, in passing, that
school life, so far as it operates to check and restrict this pirit of imitation and play, annuls the most powerful of childish motiv , and
tends to reduce the pupil for a time to a stagnant and semiidioti
condition. The sway of the self-exalting disposition, though in er neral so -salutary, do s sometime play into the hands of pre oci n
development, and may, if taken eriously and seconded by parent
and teacher , become one of the gravest of dangers, for it mark a
tendency to rev rt to a low rand shorter cycle of growth. Th un
should not go down upon any pronounced ymptom of pr co it in
your child; let thi be ch ck d betimes, not by rebuk , but by th
starvin<r proces of turning your back upon it."
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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wish to make clear is, that the eye which has once clearly discerned
the mammal in the whale can never, or with the greatest difficulty,
get back to the infantile adjustment, and behold again only the huge
fish of former seeing. Once leave yotu low-vaulted past and you can
not return; you will neve1· more, except in fancy' Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea;
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.'

''The term fancy, from this point of view, comes to seem, in a sense,
inapplicable to the first vision of the childish mind. It rather denote
the conscious effort, more or less abortive, of mature intelligence to
throw off or divest itself of its acquired insight, and revert for imple delight to a natve and unsophisticated mode of regarding things.
When a little child looks at a mask, it is a vei·itable face that he e ;
there is no fancy about it. What we see is painted pasteboard; if
we want a face we must fancy it. Or take the case of theatrical representations. In order to enter into and enjoy these, we must first
dispossess ourselves of our sophisticated understanding, and try to
forget and lose the thought of what they are in what they seem. Thi
involves the exercise of fancy proper. To the little child such an
effort i not neces ary or even possible; he takes it all for reality. A
half-grown boy, backward for his years, asked in perfect good faith
where they buried all the people who were killed in the theatres!
"The e considerations suggest a pedagogical question of much
moment, a to how early and how far what is called nature study or
science teaching should be allowed to replace with conceptions of
natural law the primitive or mythical way of viewing and interpreting
phenomena. Whether the1·e is not danger of dimming and impairing
by enforced disuse this natural vision before the later insight of
understanding is ready to take its place? To mix a diet of literature
and science, of imagination and fact, in the right proportions for a
child is no mean art, though there are not wanting practitioner who
are more than willing to undertake it.
"I have a few words to add in clo ing with ref rence to the position
and character of child tudy in g neral. I have my doubt , as intimated heretofore, whether children can be t be studied on the line
and by the methods of psycholoO'y, unle sit be a psychology of a di tinctly physiological type; and even thi appears to me inadequate in
taking so little account of the infiu nee of the social medium, for a
child out of the environment of ociety would be not unlike a fish out
.of water. Thls is made apparent on every page of our records.
"I do not see how certain problems of psychogenesis can find any
sati factory olution e cept through the procedure of physiological
p ychology; but when its method of investigation have been fully
.applied, and the tu<lent has .fini hed his work with the child, important and fundamental a that work j , there remain still the child as
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a social embryo whose development is to be traced along new paths
and under wid ly different conditions of observation and induction.
I doubt if this task is to be :q.anded over to the psychologist of the
chools, for the reason that his training, however sound and broad,
has been gained by dealing with phenomena that manifest themselves
in a plane quite above and apart from childhood. rrhe appeal of psychology is mainly, indeed almost exclusively, to adult consciousness,
to the civilized and moralized man-a very different sort of being from
the little child. Intro pection, which is the main instrument and
reliance in this study as ordinarily pursued, is manifestly inapplicable,
if it be not an actual hindrance, in affording a true view of the mental
condition of children. The bias of the introspective habit leads us
inevitably to interpret their acts and deliverances in terms of our own
conscious states, which are at every step so unlike those of children,
quantitatively, if not always qualitatively, as to be positively misleading. As Rousseau says, 'we are always looking for the man in
the child, without thinking what he was before he became a man.'
'' Psychology as such has no alternative but to regard the child as a
little man, a homunculus; whereas the mere fact of its immaturity
and the shifting proportions which its facilities bear to each other in
point of relative development at successive stages should suffice to
put it, as an object of study, in a category of its own. Landor ay ,
with characteristic insight, 'Children are not men or women ; they are
almost as different creatures, in many respects, as if they were n ver
to be one or the other; they are as unlike as buds are unlike flow r ,
and almost as blossoms are unlike fruits.' What, for example, can
any adult discover in himself that explains the savagery of the boy or
the doll passion of the girl? Imagine the mental attitude of a butterfly that should attempt by introspection to account for the voraciou ness of the larva of its own species! There i more than growth in
the change from infancy to maturity; there is metamorphosi , and
that often of a character little short of catacly mal. 'I1he instability
of childhood, the continual change of its center of gravity that re ults
from rapid and many- ided development, is uch as to defy explanation by any reference to what the grown man, psychologi tor other,
can find by earching the rece e of his own mind. Every proc ss
and ·t p wh reby he has come to be what he i , verything that has
on ribut d o make him an adult, has carried him farth r and far h r
awa, from h condition of childhood, and h door ha been lo d
b hind him a eac~ tag of hi advanc .
' Th . hild i a child chi fly in thi , that wi h him racial in inct
t n<l m h pla of individual exp ri n . Ilis m iv ar impuliv ind imm diat . Hi m ntal vi ion i. of h r f u , n rrow
ft lcl, c n l high magnifying p w r. Hi vi w of thino- i all f r gr) md, wi h n p r. pee ive of tim plac
y f the
.
· l i t 1 n.
f na ural or logical con i. ·t' ncy. '
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idea of probability or contingency. In his world, as in the world of
dreams, all things are po ible, and one event is about as likely to
happen as another. Hence perhaps his in tinctive credulity, one of
the most attractive of childish traits. There is little distinction or
detachment between things present, things remembered, and things
imagined. In place of a disciplined and consistent will, he posse ses
but the fragments or segments of physiological reflexes and in tinctive impulses, combining almost at random and acting with capricious inconstancy. 'A boy's will i the wind's will.' In his feelings
alone does the child, like the higher animals, make a near approach
to the adult type, though still with marked diff rences. Sen i ivenes in general, and fear in particular, are very prominent. There is
mu h of the same instability and fluctuation, and, owing to lac] of
inhibitory power, a tendency to pa sionate excess. The general current of feeling sets strongly in the direction of the ego, though varied
by occasional eddies of altruism that constitute much of the charm of
early childhood. I need not say that this presentation is but a sketch,
and make no pretentions to literal accuracy or completeness)'
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
" hildren must be compared with children. And they should be
studi d chiefly in their gro s an 1 complex activitie , not too analytically, and with constant referenc to the social m dium which is their
natural element. As an object, a child should be held at a good focal
di tance; bring it too near the eye, and it b comes an unintelligible
blur. H nee a certain clarified common sens , that takes account of
the n emble of condition , i a better outfit for child study than a
vision which the scientific habit may have rendered too intensiv and
microscopic. And in our interpretative comparisons, as ha been
hinted, it is better to direct the view downward than upward, ev n to
the extent of cla sing children at :first with savages or with animals,
rather than with the fully developed man. I am glad to find this
opinion supported by so high an authority as Prof ssor Preyer, of
Berlin, who, as a distingui$hed man of science, will not be su pe ted
of inclining too much to th popular side. Ile ays, in the preface to
his' Mental Development, of the Child' (p. xvii, Brown's tran lation):
'Although th little child hows him elf to th observer always without the lea t di simulation- nveiled in both the literal and the .figurative sen e of the word- till ther i 0 -reat danger, with the anthropomorphic tendency of mo t people in their way of looking at things,
that more will be attributed to the child than actually belongs to him.
Moreover, knowledge of mankind is not of much help here at :first,
becau
v rything which at a later period comes forth, obscurely or
op nly, i now pre ent only in the germ. On the other hand, the
ob er ation of untrained animals, e pecially young ones, and the
compari on of the observation made upon them with those made
upon little children, have often been fo und by me very helpful to ard
1
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childr n; and I hope from the completion of a
tog ther with the in auguration of psychoo
'
r ults than from t he prosecution of earlier
r
culative sort.'"
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
"Finally, it hould ever be borne in mind th at the study of children
he wi er nd richer inter st than those of psychology or pedagogy
or c n r m r
i nc . It touches' the human heart by which we live.'
It i worth to tand, and it ought to stand, by itself. Its methods
ar for th mo t part yet to be devised, and the fullness of its outcome
i not at pre nt to be foretold or foreseen. I believe it holds the
large t possibilitie of delight, of increase of knowledge, and of practi a,l utility. Yet its highest ideal, to my thinking, is simply enjoyment of childhood through sympathy and insight, without any ulterior
purpose whatever."

CHAPTER XIV.
DISCUSSION OF EDUCATIONAL TOPICS BY PRESIDE T
FR.A CIS A. WALKER, OF THE MASSACHUSE'rT ' I 'IITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, WITH SOME .A.CCOU T OF III
LIFE.
The sudden death of Gen. Francis A. Walker removed from our
midst one of the most influential and forceful men identifi d with
educational interests. His personal attractions, scholarly attainment.,
versatile ability, and strong convictions brought him to honor in many
departments of public and scientific activity.
The merest outline of hi valued career i enough to indicate a mn.n
of rar powers. The prin ipal events of his life are thu ummariz d
in th Quarterly of the American Statistical Association Mar h, 1 07:
G n. Francis A. Walker was born in Boston July 2, 1840. H e was graduat d
at Amherst College in 1860, and entered upon the study of law. At the utbrenk
of the civil war he immediately enlisted and served during the larger portion of
th war as an adjutant-general. At the close he was made briga.dier-general by
brevet.
After his military service, President Walker became instructor in Latin
and Greek at Williston Seminary, and in 1868 was engaged upon the editorial
staff of the Springfield Republican. In 1869 he was appointed by President Grant
to take charge of the Bureau of Statistics, Treasury Department, W ashington;
and at the age of 30 (in 1870) he was made Superintendent of the Ninth Oen. n..
In 1872 he was Commissioner of Indian .Affairs. From 1873 to 1881 he oc upi d
the chair of political economy and history at the Sheffield Scientific School. In
1876 he was selected to be chief of the Bureau of .A.ward of the Centennial Ex1 sition. While at the Sheffield Scientific School he was a memb r of the scho 1
committee of New Haven and of the board of education of Connecticut, showing
at thi time the active intere t in public school education which he never 1 . t.
H e wa a. lecturer at Johns Hopkins Univer ity from 1877-1879. In 1 78 h wa
called upon to represent the United States in the Monetary Conferenc at Pari .
In 1 78 he became a member of the ational .Academy of Sciences, and was vicepresident of that body from 1890 until his death, and, in the absence of Dr. Gibb.,
pr si<lccl over its last meeting in ovember, 1896. When the time for taking the
'l'enth Census an-ived,President Walkei· was appointed to superintend that work.
The Census of 1 80 was a greater undertaking than any preceding census, ancl
more than twenty volumes wa the outcome of the plan. This work establi hed
the r putation of Pre ident Walker in Europe as a stati tician of the highe t
order.
General Walker became president of the .Massachusetts Institute of Technology
in 1 1. In 1 3 he was made a member of the Massachusetts Historical Society.
From 1882-1890 ho served as a member of the Massachusetts Board of Education,
and as a member of the school committee of Boston from 1 85-1888. In 18 2 he
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was elected president of the American Statistical Association, a position which
he held until his death. President Walker became a member of the International
Statistical Institute in 1885 (honorary member and president adjoint, 1893).
From 1884-1890 he was chairman, Massachusetts Topographical Survey Commission. In 1882, 1883, and 1896 President Walker lectured at Harvard University.
From 1885 to 1892 he served as president of the Economic Association. In 1888 he
was made correspondent of the Central Statistical Commission of Belgium; in
1889 an officer of the French Legion of Honor, and in 1893 a correspondent of the
Institute of France. He was president of the Mas achusetts Military Historical
Society from 1891. From 1892, he was vice-president of the American Society for
the Promotion of Profit Sharing. From 1892-1894, President Walker served his
native State as chairman of the Massachusetts Board of World's Fair Managers.
He became a corresponding member of the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1894. Besides serving Boston as a member of the school
committee, President Walker was a member of the Art Commission from 1890, a
trustee of the Museum of Fine Arts since 1887, member of the Park Commission
from 1890 to 1896, and a trustee of the Public Library from May, 1896, until his
death.

Of Dr. Walker's distinctive work as an educator, Dr. Davi R.
Dewey writes as follows: 1
There is a close association between his social and economic philosophy and
the principles of education which he advocated. In education he stood for manual
training, the kindergarten, and cooking and sewing schools for the mass; and for
those who had the aptitude, technical training of a higher order, not only forits own
sake as an educational factor, but as a conserver of the industrial and economic
forces of the nation which now go to waste or wreck. Such training is a bulwark
to the laborer in helping him to resist pressure and thus make competition a force
working for good instead of for destruction. His views on the general educational
value of manual and technical training have been repeated again and again in
public addresses, and may be fou~d briefly summarized in print in "A Plea for
Industrial Education in the Public Schools" (Boston, 1887), and in an addre s
delivered before the convocation of the State of New York, 1891, published in
volume 4 of the Technology Quarterly.
Mr. Walker took an earnest interest in public-school education. During the
period that he was connected with the Sheffield Scientific School .ho was a member
of the Connecticut State Board of Education and of the municipal school committee
of New Haven. When he came to Boston this interest in public chool education
was continued. He was a member of the State Board of Education of Mas achusetts from 1882 to 1890. In this connection he was especially interested in making
the normal schools truly professional. His influence was particularly felt in
behalf of better laboratorie , gymnasiums, and hand work. As a visitor at
Wellesley College his influence was felt in the shaping of the scientific department . He was a member of the Boston school committee from 1885 to 1887, and
here made his spirited attack upon the teaching of arithmetic and was instrumental in ecuring a reduction of the amount of tim given to'this tudy and a
rationalizing of the instruction.
Hi chi f glory, however, in education was his administration of the J'as~
ch
In titute of Technology, to which he was call d in 1 1. Over this he
exe:ci d a. judicious, intelli.gent, and progre ive administration. The wi plans
?f 1 founder, President Rogers, were developed and no error was made to check
1
growth. During this period of fifteen years the number of students increas
from aoz
1,19 . Five new department courses have b n add d-el ctrical
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engineering, chemical engineering, sanitary engineering, geology, and naval architecture. Instead of one building there are now four. Tb ere has been a wise
recognition of the independent organization of the various departments, with,
however, a beneficial coordination at all necessary points. He has supported a
generous recognition of the study of language and literature, history and political
science, as essential to a harmonious training of the engineer.
His work at the institute, however, should not be left without reference to his
relations to the student body. These were indeed unique. Although giving no
instruction, and never meeting the students in a cla s save possibly some two or
three times a year when called upon for a special lecture, yet he knew, I think,
every man of the graduating class each year, and could also address by name
scores, if not hundreds, of other students of the school. He had their complete
confidence and admiration. He never addressed the students on questions of
discipline, for such questions did not arise under his administration, but every
student with whom he came in contact-and scores saw him at one time and
another in his office-felt an inspiration in personal contact, and by the unconscious influence of the manliness of their president.
President Walker's address on graduation day, in presenting diplomas, was
brief, but always heard with eager interest. It was a message burdened with
warm gratulations for the completion of a long course of laborious and honorable
study and achievements. The student who heard it felt anew that he had been a
worker, had lived with workers, and with earnest endeavor would go on through
life a worker. It was honest and manly toil that counted.

Hon. Carroll D. Wright, in a commemorative addre s b fore the
American Statistical Association, said :
It may be that we shall conclude that the most monumental work undertaken
by President Walker was the administration of the affairs of the Massachu tts
Institute of Technology. I have spoken of his equipment for that position. His
experience at Williston and at Yale confirmed him in his estimate of a sound,
practical education. Never ignoring the classics, always broad enough to appreciate and foster all that belongs to a college of the liberal arts, he, nevertheless,
understood more thoroughly than most educators fifteen years ago the real necessity of the most complete scientific education. He therefore entered upon his
duties in the institute with more than the ardor of an educator, for he had but
little to do with teaching as such. His breadth of mind enabled him to understand the needs of the institute, and his great administrative abilities made him
familiar at all times with all the features of the various curricula. His innovations were of the very greatest help to the young man seeking to equip him If
for his life conte ts. He never believed in giving diplomas to men who had
simply stayed the required time in the institution over which he presided; but
when a young man was not competent to take the full course, or through ill-health
or other adverse condition was obliged to drop out of some of the departments,
he gave him every opportunity to secure a special certificate in some one branch.
By this means he has sent out into the world men often without a diploma to be
sure, but thoroughly competent to take charge of work intrusted to them. We
all know many of these young men,--we know their success ; we know their
loyalty to President Walker. He was their friend always, and at all times ready
to aid with his advice and assist materially with his recommendations. While
carrying the student roll of the institute from 302 to 1,198 during his incumbency
of the presidency, be raised the standard of the school in like proportion. The
graduates of the institute are found everywhere, and, so far as my own knowledge
is concerned, always with the same result as to their standing and their efficiency.
It must be admitted that as an educator in the very highest sense President
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Walker had no superior, and with that rare faculty of acquiring a personal relation hip to each student his influence has never been surpassed, except it may be
in the case of Mark Hopkins.

Dr. II. W. Tyler, one of Dr. ,valker's associates in the institute,
thus charact rizes his distinctive power as an educational leader:
Some have won fame in education by profound research in the philosophy or
history of pedagogics, some by assiduous labors in promoting the material welfare
of schools or colleges, some by their skill in swaying the feelings and opinions of
learned or legislative bodies. In none of these directions lay President Walker's
greatest strength.
He was preeminently a leader, preeminently a leader of young men. His soldiers fought with his courage, his students studied with his insight, his associated
teachers taught with his enthusiastic, vivifying zeal. He knew young men, he
rejoiced in young men, and his knowledge was power over them and power in
them. With most intimate sympathetic acquaintance with their qualities he
always judged them with abounding charity. The earnest student, without ever
exchanging a word with the president, felt for him the cordial confidence of a
younger brother. Even the inveterate shirk, coming to him perhaps for cammre,
was uplifted by his generous optimism, gaining self-respect and becoming for the
time, at least, as earne3t as his fellows. With his nearer associates and friends
he had that sunny cordiality which radiates light and warmth, but which so
rarely survives the stress and strain of toilsome middle life.
The earnestness characteristic of institute students made President Walkers
work with them peculiarly congenial, and he, on the other hand, enriched them
by holding up earnestness as good in itself and as good for other purposes as well as
for the primarily interested object of self-advancement. The institute was always
to him "a place for men to work and not for boys to play," yet with their less
serious side of life-their publications, their societies, and, notably, their athletics,
none had keener sympathy than he. Young manhood was admirable to him in its
physical as well as in its mental perfection.
His own intense activity and his insistence in earnest work have at times exposed
him to misconception. It has been said that "the one intent and aim before him
in his building up of the Institute of Technology was to make the course so vigorous that only the strongest could hope to complete it. It was an institution
where men went to equip themselves for life work not a hosnital for the treatment of mental weaklings." The second sentence n~eds no con-firmation, the fir t
is altogether misleading. He was sensitive, almost to excess, on the subject of
mental overwork by students. The faculty of the institute ~ets a definite, wellunderstood limit to tho work to be required of any regular student in any term.
Timo and again he took pains not merely to enforce this 1·ule, but to call the attention of overzealous teachers to its importance. Time and again he cautioned
students against attempting even so much, if beyond their strength. Quality of
of work, not quantity, was his requirement, as it was that of the faculty. The
fact that institute students are thrown o fully on their own responsibility make
it po ' ible for some to overwork, for others to neglect their work; he de ired as little the former re ult as the latter.
~s an ad~inistrator, President Walker sou~ht always to le d rather than to
dnv , to wm · ent rather than to compel acquiescence. P rhaps hecau e he had
kn?'~·n war h avoided even verbal antagoni min thn of pea . Hi c urag of
opmion may not be questioned, but ho knew and h taught oth r th t much truth
n d not
h tily spoken.
either in the faculty nor cor1 ration of the in titute
w
tber lack f diver ity of opinions and int r t . Hi , im wn lw ys to
ur barmoni
a ·tion or lse inaction until h rmony ·hould come.
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Of teaching, in the strict sense of the word, he had in later years relatively little.
The classes of hi3 earlier time in Boston were fortunate in hearing his lectures in
political economy, given to all regular students in their third year. Which one
of them can forget, however helpless of memory as to theories of rent and wages,
the affluence of illustration, the luminous exposition which, without sacrificing
an iota of thoroughness or impartiality, removed mountains from the pathway of
the faithful? To his temperament it was impossible to reduce economic to the
metaphysical formalism of those who had made it a '' (lismal science." The '' economic man" was to him not merely a vague abstraction, but a mischievous device
for making the unreal have the semblance of the true.
If not a discoverer of new principles of education, or an exponent of a
particular philosophy, of certain great fundamental principles he made enormous use.
The reaction of the new education against the old had no more marked, no
more beneficent element than the great development of the study of things as distinguished from the study of books. Of the necessity, the dignity, the distinctly
educational value of this study, President Walker was an unwearied champion.
So, in his report of 1886, he says of the last graduating class of the Institute:
." Those years had been spent in the work, not of decoration, but of construction;
not in polishing the surface, but in building up the substance of mind and character. Little time or thought had been expended in memorizing facts previously
ascertained, or in rehearsing the opinions of others; but from the first day's exercise in the laboratory of general chemistry, on through all their course, th
young men had been taught to see with their own eyes and think with their own
minds, weighing, probing, analyzing, testing for themselves, the substances and
appearances which formed the subjects of their study, until, through the development of their perceptive powers, through the formation of a habit of careful
discriminating, and minute observation, and through the exercise of the faculty
of judgment, the least gifted of them had become capable, as evidenced by the
severe test of our thesis requirement, of selecting a field of inve tigation, isolating
the subject-matter, eliminating for the time everything alien or adventitious,
providing all the conditions of a true experiment, and, through the application of
approved tests, making an actual contribution to human knowledge. Thi is
what we deem education in the best and fullest sense of that term."
THE RELATION OF MANUAL TRAINING TO CERTAIN ME TAL
DEFECTS. 1
The full title of my paper is manual training as an agent in the diagno i and
treatment of certain mental defects; but that statement exaggerates the importance of the paper, since what I shall have to say on the subject is merely in the
nature of suggestion and inquiry. I have, in fact, no results to announce, no
formed conclusions, even, to express. My mind has been drawn within the last
few years to certain phenomena which appear to intimate the probability, fir. t,
that mental defects, seriously interfering with progress in study ancl with success
in the affairs of life, may exist without being suspected by parents, teachers, or
play and school mates; secondly, that such defects do in fa.ct exist far more frequently than is popularly supposed. Brought to these conclusions, it has seemed
to me that manual training or the practice of the mechanic arts as a means of
instruction, while useful in the case of students of normal minds and of the best
abilities, may have an adcl,itional and most important use as an agent, fir t for di covering, and then for treating, these defects. Let me ask your attention, some1
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what at length, to incidents which have suggested the probability that parent and
teacher and play or school mate have often to do with wholly unsuspected defects
of mental constitution and organization.
A few years ago I was called upon to act as the chairman of a committee to
examine candidates for West Point, in one of the Congressional districts of Massachusetts. The thirte n candidates were subjected to the usual examination for
physical soundnes ; and all satisfactoril~ passed the test. When we came, however, to the test of color blindness, a young man whom I had remarked as one of
the most spfrited, intelligent, and fine-looking of the group, advanced to the table
and threw the skeins of colored worsted into groups so absurd as to seem actually
impossible. 011-e moment sufficed to show that he was wholly out of the competition and entirely ineligible for military service. Here was a young man, evidently
of more than usual intelligence and a bility 1 who had gone to the age of 17 or 18
without any suspicion on his own part that he had not the normal sense respecting
color. His parents and the other members of hi!:; family from childhood had been
accustomed to observe him in his dealings inside the house with colored objects;
his playmates had doubtless on countless occasions made reference to the color of
objects; and yet he had gone through all this, day after day and year after year,
without having his suspicion excited that what they saw he did not see, and he
had taken the trouble to p·repare himself for an examination th.e results of which
might affect his whole life without the faintest apprehension of his disability. I
remember to have heard of a naval officer who went through the war and was
afterwards discharged from the service for a long unsuspected color blindness
which was almost total; yet for years he had been dealing with color signals and
colored flags and ensigns. It is well known that the color tests introduced by
boards of railroad commissioners in several States have resulted in throwing out
not a few locomotive engineers of large experience who had never discovered or
suspected their deficiencies.
Take another instance: A gentleman came to my office to introduce hi son as
an applicant for admission to the Institute of Technology. The young man had
received an appointment to the Naval Academy at Annapolis; had pa sed the textbook examination; had passed the ordinary physical examination; had gone through
the test for color blindness; and then it was found that an object which he could
see distinctly with one eye at the distance of 27 feet had to be brought within 8
feet to be seen at all with the other eye. During all bis childhood and boyhood
he had never for a moment suspected the existence of this defect. Let me recite
still another case: A lady of m acquaintance had very charitably taken into her
household as a servant a young w oman who was subject to severe nervous disorder. She could get employment under no ordinary circumstances, and the latly
I referred to had undertaken to carry a part of her burden by employing her.
After the lapse of some weeks this lady, who had often observed the servant very
clo ely and curiously when engaged at her work, e pecially while sewing broke
out with an exclamation, ''Jane, do you really see anything?" The gid looked up
in great urprise. 'Why, yes; I ee perfectly well. ' Her mistr
rejoined '' I clo
not believe that you e anything as we see it."
n examination by an oculi t
followed, and it was ascertained that the gh'l ·s entire disorder proc ed d from
ey that were simply a ma s of defect and di t.ortion.. With treatment of her
ye the nervous affection in time c a d. I related this to one of the mo t di tingu· hed medical men in ew York for many year a profe or in the ollege
of Physicians and urgeon , who rejoined, "There are many uch Cc
•
y on,
a ca.pt in in th
nited 'tate · Army, f r y ars suff r 1 the gr ate t agony from
pain. in his he, d and th back of his neck before he d' •over cl th· t th whole
tr ubl wn: clu
d f ·t. of vi ion.
I mi ,ht go on f r a lon im enumerating in. tanc which hav •om und r
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my observation of a similar character; but what has been said will suffice to justify the inquiry whether, if such defects in such degrees can exist in respe t to
matters so objective and so completely open to observation and to examination, is
it not probable that defects of mental constitution and organization of the gravest
nature are found in every schoolroom and in every large family, and that much
of what the parent or the teacher takes to be the result of indifference, or willfulness, or neglect is due to mental distortions, perversions, obliquities, lesions, and
breaches of continuity, which have as distinct and decidec1 an effect in preventing
the proper and normal action of the child's mind upon what is sought to be presented to it as would the most objective deficiencies and injuries to the organs of
sen e. If parents and teachers and playmates and schoolmates can fail through
years to see, or even to suspect, the existence of color blindness, for example, i it
not possible, and even highly probable, that defects more deeply eated and of a
more obscure character are the cause of no small part of the failures of the
schoolroom ?
Here is a child whose sense of hearing is seriously impaired. It is known that
such deficiencies have existed for years without being suspected. In connection
with the preparation of this paper a Boston physician has told me of a case recently
coming under his knowledge where a young m&-n had gradually become almost
totally deaf through the slow process of the disea e called adenoids, without his
father, a practicing physician, suspecting the existence of the trouble until a late
stage of the deafness had been reached. Now, in the case of such a child, whatever is said loudly and distinctly is heard. The moment the teacher's voice drops
below a certain point, or her back is turned, or her speech becomes hurried and
confused, the child loses all or a part of what is said. Something he mak s outperhaps by suggestion from what he has caught, perhaps by observations of the
teacher's lips or gestures; some other thing he drops entirely; a third thing, ·till,
he gets wrong. The result is partial failure in his work. He doe not understand
the true cause. His teacher does not suspect it. In the same way there mu t be
instances of mental defects where a more than usual effort on the part of the
teacher, a more than usual degree of attention on the part of the pupil, enables
the current of thought to jump the broken wire and pass to its object; but any
slackening of effort on the part of the teacher or of attention on the part of the
pupil allows the current to become dispersed and to remain without effect.
It is not for a moment supposed that the thought above presented is not familiar
to all students of the mind and all teachers of youth. The only contribution, if
any, which I can hope to make is in urging the consideration that such mental
defects as correspond to the defects in the organs of sense, of which illustrations
have been given, are vastly more frequent than we have been accustomed to
b lieve and demand greater attention from us in dealing with individual pupils;
and secondly, that we have in manual training an agent for a diagnosis of s me,
at lea t, of the e defects, and, though doubtl s in a low r degree, for treating
them. We go into an orthopedic hospital and our very souls are torn with the
spectacle of distortion and perversion and deformity which we there witness on
every hand, but we comfort ourselv s by saying, "'l'hank God, it is only one
child in a hundred who is thus afflicted." For my part, I believe that the cases
of mental distortion, perv r sion and deformity are far, far more frequent, and I
can not help believing that it is to such unsuspected disabilities and infirmities of
the pupil that we owe- a very large part of the failures of the schoolroom, which
pas for instance of heedl sne s, willfulne , and even positively bad purpose.
If I _am wrong_in this, as I easily may be, then I have occupied your valuable time
and attention to no purpose; but the matter has so strongly forced itself upon my
thought as to compel me to give utterance to it h re and to ask this great body of
pnactical teacher , as well as tudents of pedagogics, whether the subject is not
de erving of special investigation and inquiry.
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If, indeed, it is reasonable to believe that defects of mental constitution and
organization corresponding to defects in the organs of sense do exist in regard to
any large part of our school children, then it seems to me clear that we have in
manual training so called-that is, the systematic practice of the mechanic arts
in connection with drawing as a means of school instruction-a very important
agent, at least, for their discovery.
If to the traditional studies we add manual training W$ have not only another
te~t of application and capacity-a thing in itself of great importa,nce, inasmuch
as, by bringing in a new kind of test, we may largely correct the errors of the
test afforded by text-book studies merely-but we have a test peculiarly suited to
bring out the cause of any degree of failure in the performance of work. In the
first place, the results of good or ba.d work with tools and upon materials can be
measured, and gauged, and" sized up" with an accuracy which is not attainable
in estimating the character of the work done in most of the traditional studies of
the sehoolroom. The teacher can see exactly in what degree the child has failed,
and the child can ~ee it for himself, which is far from being always the case with
recitations and examinations. Not only so, but th9 teacher, as I believe, finds on:t
much more closely the cause of failure in such work. If there is any tendency to
misunderstand instructions and directions; if there are any defects in the child's
-organs of sense OT any broken wires in his mind, a penetrating teacher ought to
be able, by r epeated experiment, to ascertain the fact. The objective character
of the work, the closeness with which the -results can be measured, and gauged,
and criticised, a_n d especially the aid derived by the teacher from the fact that the
-pupil is almost invariably desirous, and desirous in a high degree, of doing bis
shop work perfectly, all these combine, it appears to me, to make certain that a
child will not pass through any very long comse of study in a school where such
exercises are systematically conducted withC1Ut the discovery of any physical or
mental defect which may exist. I do not mean to say that in all cases, or even in
tho majority of cases, the seat of the trouble will be precisely hit upon; but at
least enough will be learned to give the pupil fair warning that he does suffer
from some disability which he must make special effort to overcome. At least
enough will be learned to put pupil and teacher in a better relation of mutual
understanding and mutual respect.
Should the manual-training exercises disclose defects of mental constitution and
organization, I believe that tnese same exercises may be used by the teacher most
directly and beneficfally in the treatment of such defects. Even though the teacher
should not be so gifted as to be able to make the pupil's work discover the cause of
total or partial failme, or of special weaknesses or infirmities, I still believe that
the mere p1·actice of the mechanic arts is the best possible regimen and gymnastic
to which a mind in any degree falling o-ff from the normal or suffering from any
perversions or deformities can be subjected. What orthopedic surgery is to the
body such, I believe, manual training in childhood is to the mind. I care compar&tively little for its influences upon eye or hand. Its chief work, in my view,
is educational; and in that educational work I place foremost its power of rectifying the mind it elf, of straightening the crooked limb, •o to speak, of strengthening the_ weak joint, of healing the lesion which, if not cured, will proceed to
de P and i_rr parable injury. Not one of us but has seen eemingly hop less cases
of defonmty and weakness in childhood completely cured by the splint , the m a<Ye, the fomentation , and the heroic surgery of the orthop dist. As I write I
rec?-11 the imag of schoolmates and playmates doomed apparently to hopel ss uffermg and woakne who are to-day, by rea on of such tr atm nt, straight, vigor0. · ancl comely beyond the standard of their race. A benefit imilar, at lea t in
kind. can , I b li ve, be wrought in the case of many children who nter onr chools
u~erin<Y from inherited and acquir d defect. of m talc n ·titution and rganizahou by the judicious and intelligent use of the mech nic art a du · tion l
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instruments. I am not here and now speaking for the more gifted and fortunate of
our pupils, though entertaining the strong conviction that manual training properly applied in schools, freed from the crudities and errors incidental to the introduction of any new system, will prove of great educational benefit to the brightest
and best of our scholars. I am speaking for a great body of children who, but
for this new instrument of education in the hands of intelligent and skillful
teachers, may go into life with serious mental defects uncorrected and even
unsuspected; defects which will grow more serious and more hopele s with the
progress of time and with experience of life.
THE EXTENSION OF TECHNICAL EDUCATIO

T.

1

The growth of scientific and technical schools on this continent during the past
thirty years has savored of the marvelous. In part it has been due to the changed
ideas and the transfigured ideals of the American people; in part to the recogniz d
need of greater skill and more of scientific knowledo-e for the development of tha
natural resources of the continent and for the dfrection of its growin°· enterprises.
In this movement of the age even the older institutions have been compelled profoundly to modify their traditional courses of study, substituting scientific and
ev n technical instruction for much that was formerly deemed essential to a liberal education.
Of the reluctance, and even resistance, which this movement has encountered
from many who deservedly held high places in the old educational ord r, I would
not speak with harehness. The notion that scientific work was something
entially less fine and high and noble than the pursuit of rhetoric and philosophy,
Latin and Greek, was deeply seated in the minds of the leading educators of
America a generation ago. And it has not even yet wholly yielded to the demonstration offered by the admirable effects of the new education in trainino- up
young men to be a modest and earnest, as sincere, manly, and pure, as broad and
appreciative as were the be t products of the cla sical culture, and, withal, more
exact and re olute and strong. We can hardly hope to see that inveterate prepossession altogether disappear from the minds of those who have entertained
it. Probably these good men will have to be buried with more or less of their
prejudices still wrapped about them; but from the new generation scientific
and technical studies will encounter no such obstruction, will suffer no such
disparagement.
Another objection which the new education has encountered i entitled t far
more of consideration. This has arisen from the sincere conviction of many distingu · hed and earnest educators that the pursuit of science, especially where it
technical applications are brought strongly out, loses much of that disinterestedness which they claim, and rightly claim, is of the very e ence of education.
For the spirit of this objection I entertain profound re pect. I only differ from
th .se honorable gentlemen in believing that the contemplated use of science,
whether in advancing the condition of mankind or even in promoting the ulterior
usefulness, success, and pecuniary profit of the student of a technical profession,
do not necessarily impair that disinterostedne s which I fully concede is e. sential
to the highest and truest education of the man. These gentlemen appear io me
to have an altogether unneces ary fear of the usefulness of science. They entertain much of that <head of "Fruit' which Macaulay, in his famous essay on
Bacon. doubtless with something of exaggeration, as his custom was, attributed
to the old philosophers.
I am willing to admit that, in my humble judgment, many technical . choo!s
1 R marks by General Walker at the dedication of the new science and engineering building
of McGill University, Montr al.
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have erred in addressing themselves too closely to the practical side of instruction;
that they have in some degree neglected principles in the study of science, and
have borne an undue weight upon mere knacks and labor-saving devices and technical methods. I believe that in doing this they have made a mistake, even from
their own point of view, and with reference to the very objects they profess.
Moreover, I am free to acknowledge that those who direct many technical schools
have made a mistake in altogether , or nearly so, omitting from their curriculum
philosophical as distinguished from scientific, liberal as distinguished from exact
studies. Those technical schools will best accomplish their purposes of usefulness, alike to their students and to the State, which make more of the sciences
than of the arts, more of principles than of thefr appl'ications, and whfoh offer to
their pupils, in addition to the studies which will make them exact and strong,
some of the studies and exercises which will help to render them at the same
time broad and kind.
With only such a subordination of technical and scientific studies as is for the
ultimate advantage of the technical professions themselves, and with such a complementing of scientific by philosophical studies as has been indicated, I believe
that the work of the student in schools of technology is as fully entitled to be
termed disinterested as that of a student in a classical college. In neither class
of institutions can or ought the student to be unmindful that his personal success
in life and his professional and social position are largely to depend upon the
manner in which his work shall be done in college. All that can be asked in
regard to any school is that there shall be zeal in study, delight in discovery,
· fidelity to the truth as it is discerned, high aims, and ambitions which have not
sole or primary respect to material rewards. The strong desire to become a
useful man, well equipped for life, capable of doing good work, respected and
entitled to respect, constitutes no breach of disinterestedness in any sense of that
word in which an educator would be justified in using it with commendation.
The practical uselessness for any immediate purpose of a given subject of study
may be no reason why it should not be pursued; but, on the other hand, the high
immediate usefulness of a subject of study furnishes no ground from which the
educator of loftiest aims and purest ideals should regard it with contempt or
distrust. In either case, the question of real import is in what spirit the study is
pursued. The most distinguished French writer of to-day on matters of education, writing, too, in advocacy not of physical but of social science, has frankly
paid his tribute to the disinterestedness of spirit and loftiness of motive which
promote and direct scientific research, even in its most practical applications.
"Let us,· he says, "pass in review the great founders of modern science and the
creators of industry, the Keplers and the Fulton , and we shall be struck by the
idealistic and even Utopian tendency peculiar to them. They are, in their own
way, dreamers, artists, poets, controlled by experience."
And if, leaving abstract reasoning, we turn to contemplate the manner in which
the several professions are practiced in the community, I seem to find corroboration of the view that the study of science and its application to the arts of life do
not tend to produce sordid character or to confine the man merely to material
aims. Every profes ·ion has its black sh ep and its doubtful practitioners; but,
while frankly admitting that thero are mercenary physicists ancl chemists for reve~ue only, I boldly challenge comparison betwe n the scientific men of America, as
al o<ly and its literary men or even its artists, in the re pects of devotion to truth,
of simpl conficlence in the right, of d light in good work for good works sake, of
in~i P ition to coin name and fame into money, of unwillingne s to u e one
thmg that i well done as a m ans of pas ing off upon the public thr e or four
th~ng that are ill done. I know the scientific men of Ameri a well, and I entertam a 11rofonnd com,; ·tion that in sincerity simplicity, fid lity, and g nero ity
of char ter> in nobility of aims ancl earnestness of effort, in everything which
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sh ould be involved in the conception of disinter estedness, they are surpassed, if
indeed they are approached, by no other body of men .
Let us, then, cheer on every enterprise for the extension of scientific and technical
education, with out any misgivings as to its effects upon the character and subsequent life of the young men of America, without any fear that they will be r endered sordid in spirit or low in their aims by reason of the practical u sefulness of
the studies to which they are called to apply themselves. There is a wonderful
virtue in the exact sciences to make their students loyal, just-minded, clearheaded, and strong against temptation. Here no insidious tendencies to mere
plausibility, to sophistry, and to self-delusion beset the young and the ambitious.
The only success here is to be right. The only failure pos ible is to be wrong.
To be brilliant in error here is only to make the fact of error more conspicuous
and more ludicrous. Nothing but the truth, nothing less than the whole truth,
this is the dominating spirit of the laboratory, which never withdraws its control
over the student to keep him from the false path, which never intermits its
inspiration as it urges him onward to the light.
COLLEGE ATHLETICS. 1
I trust i t will not be deemed beneath the dignity of this occasion that I should
ask your attention to a few thoughts regarding college athletics. No theme is
to-day of greater consequence to the colleg sand universities of our land, whether
a influencing school discipline or as affecting the standard of scholarship. Alike
tho e who applaud and those who deprecate the growth of athletics must admit
the importance of the subject.
The past ten years have witnessed a remarkable development in the dir ction
indicated, which we may well pause to consider. The rising passion for athletics
has carried all before it. Thus far, at least, there is no sign of reaction, or even
of the exhaustion of the forward impulse. Honors in football, in baseball, and in
rowing have come to be esteemed of equal value with honors in the classics, in
philosophy, or in mathematics; and if the movement shall continue at the same
rate it will soon be fairly a question whether the letters A. B. in the college degree
stand more for bachelor of arts or for bachelor of athletics.
Among instructors and tht:J governing bodies of our colleges there is a wide difference of sentiment on the snbject. Some applaud, some doubt, some disapprove;
others are simply dazed and know not what to think, or suspend all judgment
waiting to see how much farther the rising tide will encroach upon the shore. In
the larger community there is, perhaps, an even more pronounced divergence of
opinion. Few college presidents or professors but see some good in the new movement and sympathize largely with the enthu iasm of their pupils. But ther is a
host of editors, p1·eachers, and men of affair in the out ide world, and a host of
parents and guardians more directly concern d, who are sure that it is all of evil;
that the colleges are simply going wild over athletic sports, preparing the way for
the downfall of the traditional system of education. To many of these it is a monstrous thing that large bodies of young men hould giv themselves up to contests
of skill and str ngth, and that larger uodie still should fiud. in these contests the
chief interest of their college life.
Fairly to approach the subject, we need to consider the state of things which
existed prior to the war of seces ion; in other words, to go back just one human
generation, as a human g neration i u ually computed. In those days gymnastics
held but a small, a v ery small, place in American colleges; while throughout the
wider community there was almost no athletici m. The two most important
exceptions to the latter statement were found in the occasionally outlawed and
1
An address by General Walker before the Phi Beta Kappa Society, Alpha of Massachusetts at
Cambridge, Mass.
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always disreputable prize fight, generally with some international complication,
genuine or manufactured, for the sake of stimulating public interest, and in a
small amount of rather poor, unscientific boat racing. Almost no honor was then
given to a young man because he was strong, swift, courageous, or enduring. The
college hero of those days was apt to be a young man of towering forehead, from
which the hair was carefully brushed backward and upward to give the full
effect to his remarkable phrenological developments. His cheeks were pale, his
digestion pretty certain to be bad. He was self-conscious, introspective, and
indulged in moods as became a child of genius. He had yearnings and aspirations, and not infrequently mistook physical lassitude for intellectuality, and the
gnawings of dyspepsia for spiritual cravings. He would have gravely distrusted
his mission and his calling had he found himself at any time playing ball. He
went through moral crises and mental fermentations which seemed to him tremendous. From the gloomy recesses of his ill-kept and unventilated room he
periodically came forth to astound his fellow-students with poor imitations of
Coleric1ge, De Quincey and Carlyle, or of Goethe in translation.
Not all college heroes of those days were of this familiar type. Sometimes they
were thunderous orators, more Websterian than Webster, who could by a single
effort lift themselves to the full height of perorations which in the senate or the
forum are the culmination of great arguments and of many a passionatd appeal.
Sometimes, though more rarely, the college hero was a delightfully wicked fellow,
who did, or at l east affected to do, naughty things, wrote satirical verses, was supposed to know life, and in various ways exerted a baleful fascination over his
fellow-stud.en.ts. But, however the type of the college hero might vary, speechma.king, debating, or fine writing were the be-all and the end-all of college training, as in the world outside the colleges speech-making, debating, or fine writing
were the sole recognized signs and proofs of greatness. Physical force, dexterity,
and endurance, capacity for action, nerve, and will power went for little, or went
for nothing, so far as public admiration was concerned. Statesmanship itself was
perverted by eagerness to seek occasions for oratorical display. Men of business,
men of affairs, men of prudence, moderation, and real ability were crowded out
of our legislative halls by shrill-voiced declaimers who could cat0h the car of a
nation given over to the lust of words. "Sir," once said Daniel Webster, bending
those tremendous brows upon a young man afterwards renowned among the great
Attorney-Generals of the United States, "sir, the curse of this country has been
its eloquent men."
What was the reason for this state of things rega1·ding the college ideals of a
generation ago, so strongly contrasted with what we see to-day? In part, bad
phy iology, or the absence of anything that could be called physiology, was
re ponsible for it; but in greater part I believe it was due to the transcendentalism and sentimentalism of the last quarter of the eighteenth and the first quarter
of th nineteenth century, which had created false and pernicious opinions concerning personal character and conduct. There was more than indifference, there
was contempt for physical prowess. A man who was known to be specially gifted
in this way was thereby disparaged in public estimation. If he were known to
make much f it, he was more likely to be despised. It was taken for granted
that ho could not be good for anything else. Brains and brawn were supposed to
b developed in inverse ratio. Affected notions alJout intellectuality and spirituality had almo ·t complete control of the popular thought. The only things to be
ac mir ·d wero mind and soul. " Mere bigness'' wa · a favoritt1 phra o of contempt.
• tr 1~"_th w_ ~ lieved to be clo ely akin to brutality. Danger, positive danger,
to pmtu· hty, if not also to morality lay in physical force and exuberant vitality.
T! 1 • mne notions perverted the iclcal of womanly grac ancl beauty. Robust
vigor ah rty appctit , and a ruddy compl xion would have lJ n d emetl incom-
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patible with the function of the heroine of a popular novel or a sentimental poem,
or even with the part of a belle in society. Languor and pallor were attractive;
delicacy of frame and limb was admired.
Tho set of notions referred to were doubtless closely connected with the political ideas of those days. It was an era of transcendentalism in politics. Political
mechanism was disparaged. The philosophy of the age declared that a virtuous
people would of themselves make a good government. On the other hand, it was
impossible so to organize the public force as to give the people a government that
should be better than themselves. The maxim "A stream can not rise higher
than its source" was a conclusive answer to all pleas for the scientific treatment
of political problems. There was an affectation of indifference toward size and
numbers in national life. Quality, not quantity, was in the eyes of the men of
those days the sole test of the worthiness and the greatness of a people. Mass
went for nothing. "Mere bigness" was here, as in the case of the individual, a
term of infinite contempt. I never shall forget the rebuke, not unkindly meant or
harshly spoken, which I received from a distinguished leader of public thought
for boasting in a boyish vein about the extent of my country and the greatness of
its resources.
The indifference toward or the dislike of athletics a generation or two ago . was
also largely due to the religious ideas and feelings of the time. The body was but
a shell, a prison in which the soul was confined, and against whose bars its aspirations continually beat and bruised themselves. In another image, the body was
a wayside barn in which the weary pilgrim laid himself down to rest till break of
day. The flesh was an incumbrance to the spirit, a clog, a burden, a snare. Men
had been told to '' keep the body under," and perchance this was thought to be an
easier task if that body were small and weak.
I do not mean to be understooll as asserting that in those days the mens Rana
in corpora sano was never spoken of, or that thero was no formal teaching of tho
duty of preserving bodily health. Such precepts, however, could have little effect
against general tendencies of thought and feeling; and even among the most intelligont teachers of those days there was manifest a strong dislike, a sharp shrinking from all dwelling upon the physical basis of life as savoring of materialism.
As to acknowledging the relationship of man to the other orders of animals, that
would have :fillecl the pious mind with horror. The philosophy of the time had,
indeed, to admit that the soul was in a degree conditioned as to its manifestations, and especially as to its influence upon others, by purely physical causes.
But the soul itself was a thing transcendent, supernal, and self~sufficing, which
when released from the clogs of flesh became at once as perfect, pure, free, and
strong as if its tenement, while in residence here, had been more worthy of it.
All the notions referred to, so prevalent and so potent in at least this section of
tho nited States forty or seventy years ago, have gone, and gone together. Other
ideas better suited to inspire a progressive civilization have taken their place. In
part this has been due to the decay of superstitions derived from primitive savagery, in part to the e:ff cts of positive teaching, in greater part still to further
experience of life. Biology has done its share; political education has done its
share; the war of secession wrought its appointed work in the same direction.
The men of to-day are generally agreed that they are likely to live long enough to
mako it wise to think a hundred times how they shall live to once thinking how
they shall die. The caravansary idea of existence has been abandoned. Man is
not a pilgrim but a citizen. He is going to tarry nights enough to make it worth
while to patch up the ten ment and even to look into the drainage. This world
is a place to work in; activity and development, not suffering or self-repression,
its law.
The present generation h s witnessed a wonderful diminution of spiritual selfconsciousness. , Better physiology, coinciding with some changes in popular ideals,
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has driven away the notions about the flesh as an incumbrauce a clog a burden
a snare. It is seen that morbid or even merely feeble condit.io~s of b~dy tend t~
generate delusions, selfishness, and susceptibility to the worst impulses. This is
seen to be the case not the less because of the saintliness and the heroic constancy
of a million sufferers from pain and infirmity. Hearty physical force may, indeed,
consist with vicious desires, but it does not favor them. On the contrary, it does
in a way and in a degree tend to diminish and to uproot them. Vicious desires
are at their worst in feebleness and in morbid ccnditions of body. The sounder a
man is, the stronger he is, the less-other things equal- is he subject to what is
bad and degrading; the more pleasure does he take in what is natural, healthful,
and elevating. To a perfectly sane man physically life itself becomes a joy. The
relif:;h for it does not need to be stimulated by the spices of vicious indulgence any
more than a healthy appetite needs to be stimulated Ly the spices of the cuisine.
The sociolbgical investigations into the causes and manifestations of crime, RO
actively in progress during the past few years, have added much to our knowledge
of human nature in its self-respecting and law-abiding phases. The popular idea
of the criminal once was that of a powerful brute, whose offenses against society
resulted from an excess of physical vigor not counterbalanced by moral and intellectual forces. As a matter of fact, it is now known that the prisoners in our jails
are, as a class, undersized and undervitalized creatures, often with a deficiency of
coordination between their faculties, sometimes with a minimum of control over
their own actions and little adaptability to social and industrial function~. In
the remarkable, the truly admirable reformatory enterprise of Superintendent
Brockway at Elmira, gymnastics, regulated exercise, and manual training perform a most important part.
In the revolution of thought regarding bodily development and physical prowess
Mr. Beecher exerted a great influence. He it was who led off in favor of muscular Christianity. During the controversy on that subject which attracted so
much attention just before the outbreak of our great war there was, we must
admit, not a little of exaggeration on the part of the advocates of physical culture.
Many wrote and s_poke as if all evil was to be worked off in the gymnasium and
on the race track; as if every vice of human nature would exude through the pores
of the skin if only perspiration was sufficiently active and long enough maintained.
But in spite of much that was crude and foolish, these men had got hold of a
great truth, and they did not 1 t go until they had drawn it out into the light.
Tho war of secession, also, which has been adverted to, came in to produce a vast
change in popular sentiments and ideals, as it showed how much nobler are
strength of will, firmness of purpose, resolution to endure, and capacity for action
than are the qualities of the speech maker and the fine writer, which the nation
had once agreed chiefly to admire.
With this change of opinion regarding physical force and physical training in
the individual has come a notable change in the political philosophy of the age.
Larger experience of affairs has shown the folly of disregarding political mechanism. It is se n that it is hard enough to keep the balance of forces upon the right
side, if every safeguard be adopted, every device used, and every means mployed
to give a pref rence to those who stand for ord r, d cency, and honesty in the
community. We are all now for making the d<'vil fight with the sun in his eye ,
inst ad of at hi back, and with the advantage of th ground against him, instead
of in his favor. We no longer with confid nee hold that a virtuous people will
ne<: · rily have a good government. On the contrary, we rccorrnize that a people
,·irtuou above the a 'erage may, throu(Th a bad organiz tion of th public fore
1 e mad to n t a1mo t as if they were the mo. t cow~ rclly ancl dishone t of th ir
kiud. * * * lt is true that the stream may not of it:J elf ri e higher than its
80tlr , bnt by machinery we can send a stream a good deal higher than its source,
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and can make it do there more of vitally essential work than could all the waters
of old ocean lying at their level. Instead of discarding political mechanism,
therefore: the men of to-day beli.e ve in political machinery, like that of the Australian ballot system. They have learned thn.t by means of it they can help the
cause of righteousness, and at times turn the scale against the forces of evil.
They not only believe in political machinery, they even believe in political·
machines, actual structures of wood and glass like the patent ballot box, as
important agencies to defeat the baser elements of society.
Again, "mere bigness" has ceased to be a term of contempt as applied to
nations. Power in a people has become a thing admired. It is felt that it is
indeed a glorious thing to have a giant's strength, nor is it longer believed that
the disposition to use strength tyrannously grows with the opportunity. The
idea once prevalent that its possession leads to brutality and insolence has not
been borne out by the history of our own people. As the Unit d States have
grown more powerful they have grown more peaceful. •:i- * -: After this long and tedious statement of changes in the ideas and sentiments of
our people in the several directions indicated, is it too much to say that we have,
as a community, got down upon a sound, practical, sensible, worldly basis of life,
much more promising for morality, for a steadily progressive civilization, for
enduring enthusiasms-aye, for worthy aspirations and a true spirituality-than
the unreal, morbid transcendentalism and sentimentalism of three, two, or even
only one generation ago?
Among the many things, good or bad as people may esteem them, resulting
from the changes in feelings, views, and ideals which have been indicated are
two which especially concern colleges and college men: The first is the general
dioappearance, most fortunate as I esteem it, of the literary societie form rly so
flourishing and the decay of oratory, declamation, and debate, which to many
once made up the main interest of college life. The second is the rapid growth of
athletics, in which immense honor is given to young men because they are
strong, swift, enduring, and brave; in which the blood of the whole community
is stirred by physical conrests among the picked youth of the land as once it was
only stirred by tales of battle. This last it is which has given me my subject
to-day.
That the general introduction of gymnastics into colleges is desirable few will
deny. Young men of the college age whose occupations are largely sedentary
should be encouraged to undertake systematic and extended exercise in order to
correct the faults of the study and recitation room, to expand their frames, and to
promote an active circulation. Amherst is entitled to the high honor of being the
first of the American colleges to make ample and suitable provision for students'
needs in this respect. In 1861, under the presidency of Dr. Stearns, a ·g ymnasium,
large and well equipped according to the standard of those days, was placed upon
the campus. Daily exercise was made compulsory upon students not excused for
cause, and a certificated physician was made director of physical culture and
lecturer on physiology and hygiene. Few colleges have followed Amherst in
making exercise other than in the form of military drill compulsory; but fewer
still now fail to afford their pupils opp9rtunity for voluntary gymnastics to the
top of their bent. The improvement wrought by these means in the physique of
our college students does not need to be shown Rtatistically. It is manifest to the
eye of the most casual observer who remembers the former state of t hings. So
far there is no ground of debate. Difference of opinion only exists with respect
to the competitive sports and games which have grown up out of the newly
awakened interest in physical prowess.
And here let me propose a distinction between gymnastics and athletics, which
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will b e carried through the remainder of this discussion. That distinction is not
one based upon etymology, but has r eference to current usage:
Gymnastics are for individual training and development, with health strongly
in view. Athletics take the form of competition and contest; emulation is their
moving spirit, glory the aim.
As thus distinguished in their primary objects, athletics differ from gymnastics
in two respects: First, by specialization, as when a man chooses his line of work
in athletics-whether that be pole v~ulting, or hurdle racing, or rowing, or pitching in baseball, or playing a certain position in football-and thereafter devotes
his energies to working himself up to the highest point of efficiency in that line;
secondly, by excess in the amount of exercise over what would be required or
would be performed without the introduction of the spirit of emulation. So great
is this excess that it may not unfairly be said that athletics begin where gymnastics leave off.
The effects of specialization in athletics are too much a matter of detail to be
entered upon here. Suffice it, in a word, to say that they are not unlike those of
specialization in industry-good and evil being mingled, with, in general, the preponderance l argely on the side of the good. Specialization affords to bodily exercise a more direct object and creates a far more intense and sustained interest .
... 1oreover, for the best specialized work it is well known that at least a fair allround development is almost always a necessary condition.
The excess of exercise in athletics over gymnastics, as we have defined these
terms, is it of good or of evil? Is it a gain, or mere waste, or a positive injury?
Gymnastics are a means to the end of health and vigor. Athletics become an end
in themselves. With exceptions too inconsiderable to be enumerated, the athlete
competing for championship honors takes more exercise, often far more exercise,
than is required for health and strength with a view to the peaceful and industrial
pursuits of life. Vital force is consumed, not created, by the final contests in
which he engages, and not infrequently by the training to which he subjects himself in preparation for them. The consumption of vital force in athletics, if we
contemplate young men who are fully grown or nearly so, may be considered as
of two degrees: First, where vital force is consumed in competitive sports and
games as it might be consumed in study or in the production of wealth, without
impairing the constitution or diminishing the physical endowment upon the
strength of which the subsequent work of life is to be done; secondly, where
exercise is carried so far and such violent exertions are made that not merely is
the current supply of vigor used up in this way, but the constitution is undermined and injuries are sustained or exhaustion induced, which result in leaving
the man less healthful or l ess powerful through the remaining years of his life.
Of the severer forms of athletic competition and contest, which injuriou ly
affect the constitution and permanently impair the yital force, but one thing can be
said. They are evil and only evil. No earthly object, except the saving of others'
lives or the defense of ones country, could justify such destructive exercises and
exertions. I am disposed, however, to believe that there has been much of exaggeration in the public mind regarding this matter and that in tancea of permanent injury from athletics are fewer than popular rumor or maternal anxiety
makes them to be. The life hi tory of the leading football players of the past
fifteen years, notwithstanding the frequency with which contu ions, sprains, and
even broken bow~ occur in the tremendous struggles of that mighty game, make
up a record of vitality and activity in the period succeeding graduation which
prov · that, ~c ·pit.e the occasional outcri of the pre . , this form of athletic conte t wor~s little_ enduring injury among thoroughly train d competitors. The
m re nou accidents of football generally occur in the b ginning of th s on
ancl: mo~g play r. who have not pa ed carefully thronrrh tho hardenin
tages
of practice. Boat racing is probahly fraught with mn ·h mor fr al ll ril t its
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participants; yet a distinguished English statistician, studying the lifo history of
320 "Oxford oars," has reached the conclusion that, even after making duo allowance for the fact that these were all at the start picked men, this great body of
athletes showed a vitality distinctly above the average. Yet when all has been
said, it is still beyond question true that in the present intense interest in physical
contests there is a real danger to be guarded against, especially among the younger
and less experienced competitors .
Of those physical contests which result merely in the consumption at the
time of current physical force which would otherwise, or might otherwise, be
devoted to study, we can not dispose so confidently and summarily. To thoso
who hold to the good old notion-the excellent, virtuous notion-that all young
men go to college to make themselves scholars, it is, indeed, a great trial to have
to contemplate a state of things in which no inconsiderable proportion of student
treat scholarship as an object distinctly subordinate to gladiatorial prowess, and
who really graduate, if they graduate at all, in athletics as a major, with cla.ssics,
or mathematics, or philosophy, or something else as a minor, or perhaps we should
say a minimum. Certainly this presents a view of college life which would have
filled with horror the founders and early governors of our New England colleges.
And it needs to be said at the outset, in dealing with this subject, that there are
hosts of young men coming to college whose circumstances and means and views
and plans of life are such that they can not afford to treat their educational privileges in this way; who if they" go into athletics," in the accepted sense of that
phra~ , will sacrifice the one opportunity offered them; whoso pre en e with their
classes means a degree of sacrifice and self-denial on the part of parents and friends
which would make it little less than profanation to wasto an hour of the time
which has been purchased at such a price. And yet, with due consideration for
the rights and intere ts of students like these, college athletics confessedly as an
end in themselves are not wholly of evil. Several things have to l>e consid red
before we are fairly in a position to pass judgment upon them.
The least important thing that can be said in their favor is that they afford
enjoyment to vast numbers throughout the land; yet, for one, I would not treat
even this consideration as unworthy of respect. Tho college athletics of to-day do
wonderfully light up the life of our people. The great recurring contests and the
intermediate practice games and friendly competitions of the several teams give
acute delight to a large and increasing constituency. This nation has long shown
the painful need of more in the way of popular amusement, of more that shall call
men in great throngs out into the open air, of more that shall arouse an interest in
something besides money getting or professional preferment. In the e respect
collerro athletics have made an important contribution within the past f w y ars.
The marvelous rapidity with which football has spread and is still spreading
throughout the Western an 1 Southern States shows how eagerly it is welcomed
as a relief to the monotony of life.
A stronger plea for college athletics is made when it is urged that they result in
stimulating an interest in gymnastics among those students who do not engage
in competitive contests, and also throughout the g neral community. The effect
of this may easily be exaggerated. There is many a weak-kneed collegian who
crawls out to witness the great baseball or football game of the year, looks on
with intense delight, cheers the victors, if of his own side, as loudly as his limited
lung capacity will permit, and th n, when all is over, crawls back again to bis
room with ut s much as a consciou impul e to improve his own bodily condition.
Yet it is certain that the cause indicated has an influence, and an influence not
incon iderable, for good. Admiration for manly prowess and the contemplation
of fine physical development can not fail to secure a i;nuch wider cultivation f
gymnastics than would take place without it.
But, again, it must be said that the favorite athl tics of to-day ar , in great
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measure, such as call for more than mere strength and swiftness. They demand
also steadiness of nerve, quickness of apprehension, coolness, resourcefulness, selfknowledge, self-reliance. Further still, they often demand of the contestants the
ability to work with others, power of combination, readiness to subordinate individual impulses, selfish desires, and even personal credit to a common end. These
are all qualities useful in any profession; in some professions they are of the
highest value; and :i.t can ·not be gainsaid that it is the normal effect of certain
kinds of athletic sports to develop these qualities among the contestants, as well
as to afford impressive examples to the minds of the spectators. So genuine does
this advantage appear to me that were I superintendent of the Academy at West
Point I should encourage the game of football among the cadets as a military
exercise of no mean importance. It is the opinion of most educated Englishmen
that the cultivation of thi's sport in the public schools of that country has had not
a little to do with the courage, address, and energy with which the graduates of
Rugby, Eton, and Harrow have made their way through dangers and over difficulties in all quarters of the globe.
The last consideration which I would adduce to show that what is sacrificed in
athletics is not all lost is that in the competitive contests of our colleges something
akin to patriotism and public spirit is developed, with results, on the whole, of
good. It is true that young men often carry their manifestations of zeal and
devotion to their colleges too far. Yet, both as counteracting the selfish individualistic tendencies of the age and as an antidote to the nil admirari affectations
of our older colleges, it is a good thing that the body of students should now and
then be stirred to the very depths of their souls; that they should have something
outside themselves to care for; that they should learn to love passionately, even
if a little animosity toward rivals must mingle with their patriotic fervor; that
they should at times palpitate with hope and fear and anxiety in the view of
objects which can bring to them personally neither gain nor loss.
Of the special evils of college athletics as now cultivated, I do not purpose to
speak at length. Some of those at present most clearly perceived are chiefly due
to newness and rawness, and will of themselves disappear, in whole or in part,
with time and further experience. Faults of method have yet to be eliminated;
the traditions of the several games have yet to be created. For example, that
regard for fair play, that respect for the rights of an opponent, that deference to
the decisions of the umpire, so conspicuous in England, have there been the work
of generations. They can not be built up in a day with us. Yet our people are
wonderfully quick to learn, especially to learn everything that conduces to harmony and adjustment of claims; the American is eminently and preeminently a
political animal; and nowhere in the world are great crowds so orderly, peaceable,
and good-natured as here.
One of the first things which should receive the attention of all lovers of fair play
is the complete abolition, once and for all, of the unsportsmanlike system of
organized cheering by great bodies of collegians grouped together for the purpose, with chosen youths of peculiar gesticulatory graces and preeminent lung
power to start the movement and" deacon off" the shouting. Such a line of concluct, thoughtle ly resorted to iu the heat of parti anship, is unworthy of educated men. It. i unfair to the visiting team, who, by all the laws of courtesy, are
entitled to special consideration. How much more pleasing to the spectator ,
how much more creditable to the home college, if the stranger for the while within
it gat were to be treated with something like the grace of antique chivalry.
Again, we may confidently expect that the machin ry for carrying n sport
and cont<? ·t will undergo a steady improvem nt. Wes ear markable instance
of th virtu of this in the appointment of the second umpir at football, which
a once did away with certain tenclencies that had threatened to make the game
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impossible. Audiences, too, must be trained to appreciate the finer points, to
applaud good work by whomsoever done, and to be as virtuous as a Greek chorus,
to the end that the game may be played by the players and not by the spectators.
The cooperation of alumni is also to be invoked to give wisdom, weight, and temper to the action of the undergraduate bodies. Not least-nay, perhaps hardest
of all-faculties are to be educated, to avoid intermeddling and petty dictation on
the one hand, and to sustain the claims of scholarship and enforce the right discipline of college on the other.
·
The last clause suggests one of the most important considerations related to the
subject. Granting that something, and that not a little, of scholarship must be
sacrificed if athletics are to be continued on anything approaching their present
scale, may we yet believe that it is practicable to insist upon the requirement of
at least respectable standing in the case of all who participate in intercollegiate
contests. :!: believe that this can be done without interfering with the general
movement, provided college faculties are true to themselves, fair, frank, and firm
in dealing with the student bodies, and thoroughly honest in their treatment of
the subject. I would not be understood to intimate that a certain amount of good
sense would be out of place.
Perhaps it will not be taken amiss if I allude here to the results of my own
observation in a sister university regarding which it has been my fortune to know
more than I do concerning Harvard. At Yale, and especially in the cientific
department, the faculty appear to me to have been highly successful in preventing a total sacrifice of scholarly standing to intercollegiate sports. But a small
proportion of the champion athletes in that university, a smaller proportion still
in the scientific school, have been men at or near the foot of their cla ses-the
sort of men who have to be hounded, threatened, and repeatedly conditioned in
order to keep them up to the mark. Not a few of them ·x- * -x- have be n high
up on the roll of academic honor. I attribute this excellent result to the thoroughly good understanding between students and the faculty, to th absenc of
petty proscriptions and of all intermeddling as to details, and to the frankn ss
with which the few positive requirements relating to the subject are stated and
enforced.
I fear there is little in what has been here said to give comfort to those who distru t and dislike college athletics-little which intimates the opinion that the
athleticism of to-day is only a reaction after the former total neglect of gymnastic , or a mere passing passion among our youth. But if we concede that these
exercises and contests are to hold their place in American life, is there no stopping
place, no point at which coll ,,.e authorities or the young men themselves, on their
own motion, in their own discretion, for their own good. can say, '' Thus far and
no farther?"
I answer yes; there is such a natural stopping place. It is at the doors of the
professional school. Among young men in the course of education, athletics
should belong to the college stage; gymnastics to all stages. Whether this shall
be done by regul tion or be left to the operation of forces working upon the minds
of the individuals concerned, I believe the result indicated will, in either case, be
reached. Already the undergraduate principle is widely though irregularly recognized; and the movement of opinion i still clearly in progress in this direction.
Here at Harvard you have seen many a renowned champion put off athletics as
he entered the law school or the medical school. The rule should be made of
univ rsal application; and it will require but a little more of discussion, but a
little higher education of student opinion to bring this about. In and after the
profes ional school, whether that be a school of law, of medicine, of divinity, or
of technology, there should be no repre entative teams. The principle f competition and championship should be dropped. Individuals should continu at their
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pleasure to play tennis or cricket or football with their classes, with private clubs,
or in town and county matches; or if team s be formed in such schools they should
not be regarded as carrying thA honor of their institutions around with them,
Such teams should not expect victory. They should play for exercise and for the
fun of the thing, and should accept their inevitable beating with serenity and
good nature, recognizing the fact that since they have taken up the serious work
of professional preparation for life they no longer have the time or the strength
at command to make and keep them champions.
There is one remaining question regarding the athleticism of to-day which I
feel myself so little qualified to discuss that I did not even allude to it while enumerating the things that might be said in favor of competitive sports, or at least
indeprecation of the hostile criticisms directed upon them, which, however, here
in closing I would fain propose to your sounder judgment and keener thought.
It is whether the college athletics, which so many approve and so many condemn, have not after all a deeper significance-whether this remarkable outburst
of enthusiasm for physical development and for the perfecting of the human body
is not related, perhaps vitally and intimately, to the growth of a feeling for art
in this new land of ours. No classical scholar will for a moment admit that it
was an accidental coincidence that the nation of the Old World which pursued
athletics with the most passionate eagerness, which showered honors upon the
victor in running or in wrestling not inferior to those which it gave to the author
of an accepted tragedy-that nation whose tribes came by long and perilous journeys over stormy seas to witness the great athl~ic competitions by the banks of
the Alpheus or on the Crissrean plain-was the same nation which carried the arts,
and especially the plastic arts, to the highest point of perfection ever attained.
If, indeed, there is believed to have been a vital connection between these seemingly diverse manifestations of Grecian life, who shall say that the remarkable
enthusiasm for physical training and the in tense interest in athletic con tests which
have been so suddenly developed in our country may not be clearly seen a generation hence to have accompanied, and that through no accidental assodation, the
elevation of art to a far higher and nobler place than it had before occupied in
the thoughts and affections of our people? The life class is the true school of the
artist. The greatest of all who bear that name have been men who revered the
human form, made it their chief study, and found in it their highest delight. If
in truth this sublime passion is taking possession of the nation, who shall estimate
at a price the worth of that inspiration? The vision of the Apollo may yet rise to
the view of thousands out and up from the arena at Springfield, as erst it roso
b~fore the thronging multitudes of Olympia.

CHAPTER XV.
HORACE MANN AND THE GREAT REVIVAL OF TUE
AMERICAN COMMO SCHOOL, 1830-1850.

By A. D. MAYO, M. A., LL. D.

We have told elsewhere the "great and wondrous story., of the original inception of a system of universal education, organized, supported, and supervised by
the people of New England, in the varied civic relations of district, town, colony,
and State. We have shown that the New England colonists were able to achieve
this, the most original of all their public achievements, because they represented
that portion of the English people most deeply committed to the British idea of
self-government and most profoundly impressed with the conviction that the
foundations of a self-governing Commonwealth must be laid in the religion,
morality, and intelligence of its citizens.
Besides this, until the close of the war of Independence, the people of New Enrrland were virtually of one mind on the subject of religion, strongly Calvinistic in
creed and congregational in polity. Thus, although their original common
school was what would be called, in our day, sectarian, it represented the almost
universal public opinion of the time. What we now call'' the religious question'
in the common schools did not come up in New England until during the first
half century of the Republic, and then was disposed of in its present fashion. On
the other hand, all the colonies beyond the Berkshire hills and the Hudson River
were, from the first, cosmopolitan in their national, social, and ecclesiastical composition. Hence, their effort to establish a system of universal education failed
entirely during the colonial period, and only by slow and discouraging efforts
through the first fifty years of the national life had they reached the table-land of
a common school, e sentially similar to that of Iassachusetts and Connecticut, t
the opening of the period now under consideration.
We have also s en why it was that the new Southwestern States, developed by
the fir t great We tern hegira from Virginia and tho Carolinas, inherited the old
British method of the organization of ec1ucation adopted by the Atlantic Southern
colonies, tho college and academy, ·hiefl.y d nominational, for the children of the
well-to-do cla s, with a meager provision for the mass of the white people. and
were thus left at the mercy of a widespread illiteracy, prolonged till a later date
than this now under consideration. And even the new Northwest, with its ma,,.nificent outfit of public school lands backed by the national indorsement of univ r al education, was greatly baffled and hinJered in placing on the ground its
final school systems throuO'h the entire half century from 1780 to 1830 by circumstances inseparable from the establishment of new free States in a wilderness,
cluring the openmg years of the nineteenth century.
Thus, although it may be said in a large and popular way that by 1830 to 1 45
the American common school had be n established in the twelve orthern States
715
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of the Union and that in the fourteen States then regarded as Southern a growing
interest had been awakened and several cities, especially New Orleans, had established the American system, it is not remarkable that in the most progressive of
these Commonwealths the public schools were far below the ideal of the advanced
educators of the time. Indeed it was positively declared by such authorities as
Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, and the leading common school reformers of New
England, that in the States of Massachusetts and Connecticut there had been,
for a considerable period, a steady decline in popular interest and the effective
support of the people's university. And, although in the States beyond New
England there had doubtless been a decided progress during the entire fifty years
previous to 1830, a condition of school affairs prevailed through them all which
left the opportunity for a general education of their people very uncertain, in
many cases below the condition so deprecated by the foremost school men of New
England.
In short, the original movement toward the present organization of universal
education for a fit American citizenship, at the period now under consideration in
the twelve Northern States, had won its first victory over the almost hopeless
obstacles that_ for two hundred years from the earliest settlement of the colonies
had stood up in opposition, and in the fourteen Southern States were to successfully resist its introduction for yet another almost half century, till 1870-1880. It
is one thing to put into a printed constitution and even to organize into a new
nationality for the loose union of thirteen contentious provinces a lofty ideal of
democracy and quite another thing to incorporate the same ideal so that the people may stand before the world as a consistent democratic republic. Even more
difficult has it been, first to gain the full consent of the whole American people to
adopt the American system of universal education whose central institution and
most powerful agency is the people's common school. It was almost a century
from the organization of the National Government before one-half the States
adopted it. And it is not strange that, even when all the Northern and several of
the Southern States after more than two hundred and fifty years of colonial and
national life had after a fashion accepted this as the final system of general education, in 1830, the farseeing educational statesmen of that period insisted that
only through a great revival, reaching from the Atlantic to the valley of the Mississippi and penetrating to far-away New Orleans, could the common school system, then on the ground, be lifted up toward our present highly effective working
agency for the making of good American citizenship.
It is not difficult to understand the reasons for this slow progress of the common school idea in the twelve Northern States before 1830, without imputing to
their people an extraordinary indifference to universal education. It must be
remembered that the original old-world immigrants to each of these colonies,
British and Continental, had brought across the water the European system of
education of two c nturies ago. In that system a state church practically dominated and supervi ed the entire schooling of all cla s of the subjects of these
kingdoms and empires. Even the most progres ive of the e countri s, Holland
and Scotland, had not come to the ew England idea of a system of universal
education, tabli'3hed, supported, an<l. supervi ed by the whole people. Thi system, d r,ite all contradictions, still remains the mo t original and characteristic
factor of th Puritan civilization of the New England •olonie ; the first time in
hum~ hi tory when whol people hone tly and per ·i tently undertook its own
schooling for a• elf-governed 'tate. The Europ ,an id al of iudu trial, social, and
educational affair until the r volutionary po •h, r maincd virtually the ideal of
8 v ral o~ them?- po • rful of th e colonies, and only v ry lowly clid th high
all_ of mdu b'1al and ocial c t and r ligiou.. .paration crnml>l
f re the
per 1 t •n a • 1 of h n "
n rican so •i ty.
till a majority of the original
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Northern and some of the Southern States put into their first constitutions a recognition of the obligation of the Commonwealth to educate the whole people, and
almost every new State added to the original thirteen, in the most solemn and
positive manner pledged itself to the same duty.
But perhap no people in history ever found itself in a position more critical,
emb rrassing, and absorbing than the 3,000,000, one-eighth negro slaves, that
appeared before the world at the inauguration of George Washington as fil'st
President of the United States in 1789. The war of Independence had only yet
half emancipated these colonies from the persistent hostility of the mother country. The irritation of this unfriendliness, aggravated by the disturbing influence
of the French Revolution, kept the people of the United States stirred up until
the close of the second war with Great Britain-1812-1815-finally brought to an
end the long and dreary record of British intermeddling. The people of all the
colonies had been left by the coming of peace in 1782 fearfully impoverished.
The Government was bankrupt; was unable to pay its 2-0,000 veteran soldiers
who had fought almost against hope through the seven years' war except in paper
certificates of indebtedness, more nearly worthless every year. Then came on the
excitement of the first immigration to the great new West and Southwest. Multitudes of the most adventurous and enterprising youth of the older colonies traversed the wild passes of the great Appalachian Mountain barrier or floated· down
the Ohio River to seek a home in the paradise toward the setting sun.
The population of the entire country was less than that of, at leac:;t, four of the
present United States and was distributed over a region as extensive as ent.ral
Europe. There were few towns of considerable size, and by the lack of roads ancl
the hardships of pioneer life the country was in no good condition for supporting a
permanent system of education. The New England people had been left by the
war in a state of religious demoralization which brought on the first r evolt against
the style of religious training that for two hundred years had gone unchallenged
in the common schools. The towns in Massachusetts which, in their colonial
estate, were able to support the town or grammar school, classical in its foundation, tributary to Harvard University, the precursor of the present free high
school, by their changes in population, social and industrial affairs, ha d been forced
to let it fall into neglect. In its place came up the New England academy, the
child of the churches and private and municipal enterprise, which for half a century largely supplied the demand for the secondary education. As early as 1 20,
on the admission of Missouri to the Union, the contest over the extension of slavery
was added to the already numerous exciting political questions that divided the
people, culminating in the deeply absorbing events of the nullification period in
1830-1835. Then came in the long controversy on the financial policy of the General Government, in which the tariff and the banks arrayed the people in violent
parties hostile to the verge of revolt. The northw stern and southwestern States,
until 1815, were living under the constant peril of a most relentles and demoralizing savage warfare, always stimulated by the malignity of Great Britain through
the Canadas. Up to 1780 intercour e between the different portions of the country
wa laborious, Ohio being practically farther from Connecticut than Japan from
Massachusetts to-day.
Under these circumstances it is not remarkable that Connecticut, which before
the Revolution had accomplish d the virtual abolition of illiteracy and first of
all the States had gathered a school fund, had been enticed into an ol'ganization
in which the common school was so out of touch with the church that, for an
entire generation, it steadily declined, and the sectarian academy and private
school largely usurp d its place. Rhode Island still held to the unflinching faith
in individual freedom which had been so conspicuous in its ettlement, and which
became the great obstacle to organized effort for the common schooling of the
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children. Maine was a corporate part of, and New Hampshire in many ways still
a virtual annex to, Massachusetts until 18'20. Vermont had been so invohed in
her original territorial controversy with New York and was still so inaccessible
to the other States, being practically" out West," that there could be only a very
gradual development of general education.
In Massachusetts the current of influence for a series of years 3eemed to be
against the common school, whose establishment two centuries before had been
her earliest title to historical renown. The old social British habit of sharp distinctions in society was still powerful, and the wealthy and educated classes seemed
more and more inclined to withdraw their own children from the '' common herd"
into private and denominational seminaries. In 1837, when Horace Mann assumed
the office of secretary of the new board of education, he found the majoricyof the
cities and large towns paying a much greater proportional sum for the schooling
of a minority of the children in private than for the training of the majority in
public schools, The State was paying but $2.63 per capita for the education of
five-sixths of the children in the public schools, a sum not larger than the Southern
States are now contributing for their new system of public instruction. The only
supervision of the public schools was by school committees, elected by the people
of the 350 towns and few cities of the State. Not more than fifty or sixty towns
even obeyed the laws for the guidance of this class of officials. Tho public school
r eports revealed this neglect of official control, a great deficiency in the teaching
corps, a shameful condition of schoolhouses, and even in many of the larger towns
of the State a dangerous indifference in the conduct of educational affairs.
But it would be doing an injustice to the people of New England to infer from
this that interest in the general education of the coming generation had declined.
There can be no doubt that in 1837 there was more good school keeping in all these
States than ever before. The colleges had increased in number during the past
fifty years, and were certainly better representatives of the higher education than
at any former period. There was a fair amount of good work done in the 850
academical and private schools of Massachusetts and in the seminaries of Connecticut and the less progressive States. And although the common school in
the rural districts had suffered from the habit of extreme separation, in which the
people of every district, through an elected" prudential committee," retained a
virtual control over the employment of teachers and the general conduct of the
schools, yet in many of these towns there was a wholesome rivalry among these
little obstinate district republics, which made for the welfare of the children.
The schools were taught, in the more advanced towns, by the best young men
and women, the students in the colleges earning the means of pursuing their own
education by winter vacation schoolmastering, and by the daughters of the leading families. The press had greatly improved since the days of the Revolutionary
fathers. There were more libraries and more reading of good books as the years
went on. The twelve years of the administration of Horace Mann, spite of his
often disparaging estimate of popular culture, were distinguished by a great
awakening of literary interest. It was the period of the ri ing influence of
Emerson and the transcendental school of philosophy the widespread intere tin
tho romances of • ir Walter Scott and Dickens, and the birth years of our new
American historical literature.
Th sufficient cau e o! this general charge of the decadence of education by the
commo~- chool reformers in New England during the first fifty years of the
Repubhc ~s been shown elsewhere. It was not the d cline, but the gen ral uplift
of ~h national education to a higher plane, that brought forward the group of
mment duca.tor., not always a workers in school , but a public agitator that
m d ~ gr at revival of 1 30 184-3 possible. B fore the .f. achu. ett board of
education under the lead of its great si:?cretary had l egun op ration there had
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been a gradual awakening of the more thoughtful people of the New England
States. In a number of schools, justly celebrated even by the severe tests of
to-day, advanced methods of instruction were e timated at their full worth.
Men like Carter, Emerson, Barnard, and Brooks had appealed to the people,
and the legislatures of all these States had been besieged by individual plans for
important changes in the public-school laws. Essays at normal schools had been
made in several quarters as a private venture. In Connecticut the conviction was
steadily growing among tho foremost people of the State that the public-school
system must undergo a thorough revision. Even Rhode Island, last to como into
the field, through the administration of Brown Univer ity by President Wayland,
and the work of Kingsbury in his famous school for girls in Providence, and a
ri ing up of the workingmen of the State, was preparing for her final effort at
a later date. All things were getting in readiness for the rovival of the common
school, already beginning in the States of its birth , Connecticut and Ma achusetts, and which was destined to spread like a great awakening light from
State to State, from the seaboard in the Northeast to the valley of the .Mississippi
anc.l to far-off New Orleans, the herald of a brighter day for the children of the
nation.
The history of this revival of the American common school includes nearly the
second half century of the national life, 1830-1870. Fir t came the work of pr paration during the early years of the century, when the common scho 1 was
accept d and set up in all the Northern States and th way prepared for tho
devoted band of educational reformers. This story has already been told.
Se ·ond, the appearance on the stage in every Northern State, though everywhere under the leadership of a few prominent New England educators, of ono
of the most ju. tly distingui ·hed and successful groups of educational reformers
known t any country in Chri tendom. This article will contain a series of
sk tches of some of the most prominent of theso men, and an attempt to estimate
the character of their work. Third, the sub equent reorganization of the lcl
common school of the Eastern State into the graded school system of th pre ent,
from the rural district and city primary up through the grammar and freo high
school departments, to the State university with jts final curriculum of moral,
mental, artistic, and industrial training. This period extended till the breaking
out of the civil war in 1860. The overwhelming inter sts of the next decade
arrested the progress of all educational life in the country till 1870, when a second
rovival of universal education even more radical and significant in the entire
Southern and Territorial sections of the restored Union set in, which is now
"in full tide of successful experiment.
II ORA E

1A~N A..cTD THE REVIVAL OF THE COM)IO,: SCIIO L IN MA.S ACII

T'

ETT ,

n the 6th day of May, 1 37, Horace Mann wrote in the third entry of a new
diary: '· Dined to-day with Edmund Dwight, e q., for the purpose of conferring
with him on the late law authorizing the appointment of a board of education.
Mr. Dwight had the civility, or the incivility (I do not doubt that his nwtives
would place the act under the former category), to propose that I should be secre_
tary of the board-a most re ponsible and important office, bearing more effectually, if well executed, upon the c ming welfare of the State than any other offi e
in it. For myself, I never had a sleepiug nor a waking dream that I should ever
think of myself, or be thought of by any other, in relation to that statien. Query,
theref re, could he have be n sincere in his sugg tion? ·,
n the 1 th of the same month thi "query 'was an wered by a written request
from Governor Edward Everett that Mr. Dwight and himself should become m mbers of tho new board of lucation, with a renewal of the proposition that h
would accept the office a secretary. The e:1rching and pathetic words a om-
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panying this entry in the journal suggest that Mr. Mann, in his capacity of pr sident of the senate of Massachusetts, had been consulted in this matter, possibly
had been one of the influential authors of that memorable statute from which
dates one of the most notable reforms in popular education in the history of mankind. On his appointment as one of eight of the ten members of the board
named by the governor, Mr. Mann writes: '' This board, I believe, to be like a spring,
almost imperceptible, flowing from the highest table-land, between oceans, which
is destined to deepen and widen as it descends, diffusing fertility and beauty in its
course, and nations shall dwell upon its banks. It is the first great movement
0

toward an organized system of common ediwation, which shall at once be thorough
ancl iinfre1·sal."
·
The Massachusetts board of education was established by an act of the legislature, passed on the 20th day of April, 1837. It was provided by this act that "the
board shall consist of the governor and eight persons appointed by the governor,
with the advice and consent of the council; each to hold office eight years from
the time of his appointment, and one to retire each year in the order of his appointment; and the governor, with the advice and consent of the council, shall fill all
vacancies in the board." The lieutenant-governor of the State was also a member
of the board, ex officio.
It was characteristic of the political genius of the people of Massachusetts that
this new agency, the State board of education, which remains to day the charter of
its public-school system, contains no grant of power over State educational affairs
save the appointment of its own secretary and the agents which are his staff, the
general management of the State normal schools and teachers' institutes, with the
appointment of their instructors and workers, the charge of the State school fund
and the supervision of all educational institutions wholly supported by the Commonwealth. It can not touch the least district school or displace the humblest
teacher. But, under a general indefinite authority of observation and suggestion
extending to every school, and its duty of reporting to and consulting with the
educational committee of the legislature, it has become perhaps the most influential permanent department of the State government, and has numbered among its
more than one hundred members manv of the most eminent men and, of late,
several distinguished women of the Com~onwealth, including more than twenty
governors of the State. We find in this roll of illustrious names few professional
teachers , but many men of national reputation in every profession and active calling. The original members of the board appointed by Governor Everett were
James G. Carter, Emerson Davi , Edmund Dwight, Horace Mann, Ed ward A.
Newton, Thomas Robbin s, Jared Sparks, and George Hill. By his election as
secretary of the board, on June 29, his acceptance of the office on June 30,
and the beginning of his official life on July 1, Mr .... fann cea d to be a member of the board. His place was filled by the appointment of Robert Rantoul, jr.,
and the l)lace of George Hill by Rev. George Putnam.
ever has the old Commonwealth been served by an official board containing
more of signal personal ability and representing more fitly the varied inter ts of
an American State than by this :fir&t board of education. Governor Edward
Ev rett gave to it not only official recognition, but was himself one of the most
cam ::;t and influential worker::; during its first critical year . Mr. Jame G. Carr, prohably more than any other man, had been the leader of the campaign of
agitation which ha<l at last brought the unwieldy and slow-moving 1 gislature of
M, .· chu tt to the important resolve to seriou ly undertake a radical reform&tion of the common-school sy tem of the State. Rev. Erner on Davis afterwards
be m the fir. t principal of the State T orrual 'chool at
e tfi lcl. Edmund
Dwi ,ht, of
ton, contributed . the. 10,000, with a provi o th, t the State should
duplicate h gift, that e tablish d tho two origiual . 'tate normal chO ls for - as-
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sachusetts, at Lexington ancl Barre, the former the first in the United States.
Robert Rantoul, jr., was alrea'ly one of the foremost of the younger public men
of the State, and his untimely death was little short of a public calamity. Rev.
George Putnam was perhaps tho most powerful New Englam1 preacher of his
time, greatly interested in public education, and one of the inner board of control
of Harvarcl University.
The election of the secretary, for by this name the State superintendent of tho
common schools of Massachusetts is known, is annual, by the board of education,
ancl his duties are defined as follows: "The secretary shall, under the direction of
the board, collect information of the actual condition and efficiency of the common schools and other means of popular education, and diffuse as widely as possible throughout every part of tho Commonwealth information of tho most
approved and successful methods of arranging the studies and conducting the
education of the young, to the end that all children in this Commonwealth who
depend upon the common schools for instruction may have the best education
which these schools can be made to impart. '
'Ihe wisdom of this pecuUar organization of the educational autho1·ities of the
State, which, in several of its features, has been copied in numerous cases at homo
and abroad, is vindicated by the fact that under it tho most sacred and delicate
public department of the Commonwealth is practically rescued from the excitements anc.1 perils of partisan politics. The members hold office for eight years,
without salary, and tho secretary can be retained as long as his services are
regarded valuable. Under this organization the State, during tho sixty-one years
since the establishment of the board of education, has been served by its secretaries, always with fic1elity and often with distinguished ability. Hora.cc Mann
was secretary for twelve years.
His successor was Rev. Barnas Sears, afterwards president of Brown University
and the first agent of the Peabody education fund, who resigned at the close of a
seven years administration. Hon. George S. Boutwell held the office for five
years, and only left it to begin the career of eminent statesmanship which has
carried him through almost every high position in the gift of his own State and
tho nation. Joseph White was secretary for sixt en years, and left his mark on
the body of admirable school legislation, of which he was probably the most influential author.
John W . Dickinson, second only to Horace Mann in valuable service, especially
in his patient work for the elevation of the country schools of tho State, assumed
office in 1877 and retired in 1893. His administration of sixteen years left Massachusetts the only American Commonwealth in which instruction in industrial
drawing, free schoolbooks and stationery, and a right to an education in a free
high school are given to every child in the State. Ninety per cent of the school
children of Massachusetts are now under effective district supervision, and almost
every school district is in posses ion of a good library. Four additional 8tate
normal schools, a system of perpetual visitation, and numerous teacher 'institutes,
conducted by a corps of agents of the board of education, whereby every common
school is brought under the ye of an educator of national reputation, with a score
of excellent city training schools for teachers, attest the growing interest in this
direction. Massachusetts now supports a common-school system in which in 1805
some 400,000 children and youth were instructed in 7,833 free schools by 11,714
teachers, 10,705 of whom are women, more than one-third of the entire number
having received professional training in the State and city normal schools. The
system is supported at an annual cost of ,,;10,000,000-$19.48 for each child between
the years of 5 and 15. The average wages of male teachers are $129.41 and offemales
$47.91 a month. The average length of the school year is eight and three-fourths
months. Besides this, some 66,000 pupils are schoolec1 in 99 academies and 350
ED
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private ( chiefly Catholic parochjal) schools, at a cost of $674,000. A dozen chartered colleges, with Harvard University · at their head, and a great number of
institutions for industrial, technical, and art instruction, business, music, and the
various professions, are crowded with students from every portion of the country
and were never so flourishing.
No State in Christendom to-day excels Massachusetts in tho universal popular
interest in education, the extended influence of its entire system of schools, and
the educational characteristics of its numerous institutions for charity and the
reformation of criminals. Indeed, in the prophetic words of her first great secretary, she is one of the" nations" that dwell rejoicing on tho banks of that swelling
river whose mountain spring, up in the highest table-land between oceans, is the
board of education which sixty-one years ago began its modest existence with
Horace Mann, a rising lawyer and politician of 41 years, already in broken health,
almost penniless in fortune and bending under the great afiliction from the recent
death of his beloved wife, as its secretary.
He heard the call and, turning his back on the brilliant opportunity of a great
professional and political career, stepped upward into the little office room in
Boston, not under the statehouse dome, where for three years he lived and slept,
working sixteen hours a day on a salary of 81,500, with no official assistance, that
the common schools of his beloved Commonwealth, attended by what he called
his "80,000 children, " might be rescued from the decline into which they were
falling.
Henceforth the great revival of the American common school-for twelve years,
or until 1850-was more and more represented, not only to Massachusetts and New
England but through the whole country, by one towering figure-the new secretary of the Massachusetts board of education, Horace Mann. And the more
intelligently and broadly the educational affairs of that period are studied, the
more clearly it appears that this man was one of the providential makers of American history.
No man is suddenly lifted out of the dust of obscurity to enduring reputation in
any work of permanent value in a country like our own. Especially has every
notable character in the educational development of tho Republic gone through a
severe apprenticeship before emerging upon the uplands of public leadership in
any tru!y progressive movement for the schooling of tho whole people. Horace
Mann was no novice when, at the age of 41, already a commanding figure in the
professional and puqlic life of a State that doss not readily give its allegiance to
second-rate men, the unanimous voice of a group of men like Edward Everett,
John Quincy Adams, William Ellery Channing, and Samuel G. Howe selected
him a.=. a leader in a conflict that was sure to absorb and finally exhaust the life of
any man fit to bear the standard of reform into the confused wiklerness that the
common school of New England was becoming. It will explain a good deal that
was not understood either by the contempora1ies of Horace Mann or by many of
tho ed1;1cational experts of to-<l.ay if we trace his life from h' • birth up to middle
age, when this great burden of honorable and perilous service was laid upon his
shoul<l.ers.
Ilor re ..liann was born in Franklin, a seaco t town in Ma! sachusE:tts, on 1ay
4, 1 iO • when tho Unit d States of America was but 8 years old. The town was
namec1 for r. Benjamin Franklin, who, it is said, intencl d to, cknowleclg the
complim nt by the gift of a church bell. But, on reflection, as he put it, 'from
hat I hnvo loarne<l. of the character of tho people, I think they would prefer
s n
s untl, 'ho gave the new town a library. Those little•· town·, 'la.die ''
in.I,· nncl mini tor ' librari, , lo atecl in the c nt r of th se ew Englan
torn
lain n great cleal in the life of their foremo t men and women in the
t h If eutury of the nation. Like so many anoth r boy hungry and tbir ty
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for knowledge, young Horace read the town library through and declared: '' Had
I the power, I would scatter libraries over the whole land, as the sower sows his
wheat field."
His father, a worthy farmer, died when Horace wa 13 years old; but the boy
made the old place his home till 20. The mother was one of those sober, thoughtful, determined women of New England, who, under a laborious and almost a
relentless routine of home life, carried the heart and will of a heroine. Those
were the days of stern discipline in family and school, while tho old-time mystery
of high Calvinism was propounded by the Congregational Puritan minister, settled for life, in one sense, an eccle iastical despot, yet an electec1 servant and representative, dependent for everything upon the good will of the most democratic
community on earth. Dr. Emmons, a shining light in that tremendous di pensation, as Mr. Mann said, "through fifty-two years preached at and ruleu the people
of FrankUn.'
Until the age of 15 young Horace "had not a happy childhood." The family
was on short rations, and the boy says of himself: "I believe in the rugged nursery of toil, but she nursed me too much." In winter he was shut indoors braiding straw, by which he bought his own schoolbooks, and in ummer was turned
out to severe work on the farm. He wrote, later in life: "Train your children to
work, but not too hard; and unless they are grossly lethargic, let them sleep a
much as they will." Bnthe did learn to work so that'' industrybecamo a second
nature." Until 15 he only had from eight to ten weeks a year of tho d. trict
schooling of the town. And it was a meager diet to which his hungry and thirsty
soul was invited. If the ecret of education is, as ho declared," the love of knowlec1g , not the love of books," he was, indeed, compell d to live on hard mental
fare. The only schools he knew were a perpetual grind of memorizing s ·hoolbooks that were often apparently written rather to conceal than to r v al the
secrets even of the elementary" throe r's." There was no attempt at ral t aching; even an intelligent explanation was often above the capacity of the village
pedagogue. The discipline was the logical outcome of the preaching in tho church;
both a fair representative of the belief of the influential majority. ,: Sitting still, '
with an almost impossible obedience to the arbitrary will of the school master or
mistre s, and a correct verbatim recitation from a dry and dusty schoolbook, was
the order of the day. Drawing, now a compulsory study in every common school
in Massachusetts, was a forbidden a.musement; generally discouraged by a smart
rap on tho knuckles of the budding arti t, who had his revenge through that marvelous implement, the boy's jackknife, which lefj; its imprint on every schoolro m
bench till the temple of knowledge seemed almost in peril of being whittled out of
existence; while every boarc1 fonce, barn side, and granite bowlder was decorated
by an uncouth and often indecent protest against the schoolroom tyranny.
It needed a mighty intensity of I urpose behind a native longing for knowleclgo
to carry such a sensitive, ambitious, and conscientious boy unharm d through the
perilous years from :3 to 15. But he went through and came out unscath d.
t
15 he says of himself: " I would as so n stick , pin in my flesh as through the
pages of a book." There w s no '·dog-earing·, or scribbling on the fly leaves of
the few books he had earned by his winter's straw-braiding anu summer toil. His
reverence for knowledge was like a r eli 0 fon. ' I looked on a young lady who had
studied Latin as a sort of goddess." He came up jn an era of coarse animal indulgence, neither drinking stro1.tg liquor:,, swearing, nor using tobacco. His'' boyish
castle in the air had reference to doing something for the benefit of mankind.·,
The g1·eat conflict of his early boyhood was the protest of his preternaturally
awakened reason and keen sense of justice against the awful theology thundered
over hi head from the pulpit of Dr. Emmons. After untold torments, at the age
of 12 he finally broke out from this terrible spell and henceforth thought and
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felt his way up into a broad and catholic habit of thinking, though for many years
in a maze of uncertainty, but never irreverent. It was well said, "His morality
was what other people called religion." This "feeling after God lest haply he
might find him " was all the more a trial from his intensely sensitive moral constitution. Horace :Mann was to the last a Puritan of the Puritans ; as he declares,
"a man with a liberal creed and Calvinistic nerves." Like the majority of bright
boys and girls of the day, he became a schoolmaster in the district school, where
he taught several years before entering college and during his college vacations.
He" fitted" for Brown University in six months, under a Mr. Barrett, apparently
his first real teacher, and entered Brown as sophomore at the age of 20.
But his new Jordan was a weary road. His poverty was extreme. He writes
to his sister: "A long time since my last ninepence bade farewell to its brethren."
But he studied and got at money by all the ways best known to the struggling student
of eighty years ago. He writes to the favorite sister: "In your next letter put in
some sentences of mother's, just as she spoke them. Let her say something to
me, even if it be a repetition of those old yarns-I mean if it be a repetition of the
good motherly advice and direction, all about good character and proper behavior
and straightforward, narrow-path conduct, such as young Timothy's in the
primer." .This terrible college toil, in which he won the highest honors of his
class, graduating with a valedictory on "The progressive character of the human
race," was lightened by his first love for the daughter of President Messer, whom
he maITied and lost after the blessedness of two years of perfect home life. His
only collision with the college authorities known to fame was his persistence in
delivering an oration on a certain Fourth of July in the college chapel, captured
and held for the Independence Day celebration by the students in the face and
eyes of the faculty, who had closed the doors.
On graduating he entered the law office of Hon. J. J. Fiske, in the neighboring
town of Wrentham, but was soon called back to Brown University as tutor in
Latin and Greek. His best scholarship was in the humanities, although his love
for science was a deep-seated and lifelong passion, with but small opportunity of
satisfaction. From the university he went, in 1821, at the age of 25, to the law
school at Litchfield, Conn., presided over by Judge Gould. Among the group of
thirty students he was by common consent distinguished as "the best fellow and
best wit, the best whist player, the best scholar, and the best lawyer in the school."
He studied mental and moral philosophy, chiefly in the works of the Scotch meta~
physicians, although in his later years stranded on the shoals of the popular fad
of phrenology, largely thxough the influence of his friend Mr. George Combe, of
Scotland, whose Destiny of Man and other works were certainly a great uplift to
many of the earnest and thoughtful youth of the time. From the law school he
passed on to the law office of Hon. James Richardson, of Dedham ~h s., and in
1823, at the age of 27, was admitted to the bar and began the practice of his
profession in that town.
Living in Dedham for ten and in Boston for fourteen years, until the age of 41,
Horace Mann was known as a succe sful and very able young lawyer and a rising
-politician. His exacting and almost fastidious sense of justice kept him aloof from
any law caRe that did not comm nd itself to his conscience, and in consequence he
won four of v ry five he undertook.
Hi. unique faculty of public speech rapidly developed. In bis arguments in
urt h alwa ·s' endeavored to give each member of the jury something that
uld be quo
on his ide in con ultation. Few of our mo t effective American
publi P • k r have achiev d his remarkable power of cond n ·ing the · t of an
ar rum n , or ompr ing the central id a of a tb me into one pigrammatic sen. n ·
ncl although this faculty of brilliant anc.1 pigramm, tic. ntenc making
1 do htl
, a in L rd facaulay, a Ii rary d feet, yet it sto d the great educator
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well in hancl while, for twenty-two years, he faced all comers, hurling at h is throng
of opponent· his tremendous sentences, each like an explosive shell ca t into the
heart of a hostile camp.
In 1824 he attracted the attention of John Quincy Adams, then in the full splendor of his latter-day service in the Honse of Representatives in Congress, by a
Fourth of July oration at Dedham. In 1827, at the age of 31, he was elected from
Dedham to the legislature of the State. For the next ten years he was greatly
absorbed by his political duties. He at once came to the front as the most conspicuous public leader in all matters concerning the higher interests of the Commonwealth. His first speech was a defen se of religiou liberty, probably in i::ome
connection with the law that still compelled every citizen of Massachusetts to pay
a church tax, although with the privilege of d ciding to wh,lt manner of chur h
it should be appropriated, and the statute which up to a period near this had compe11€d every high official of the State to take oath to his belief in th prevailing
theology. He also addressed and printed one of the first legi lative speeches on
the development of railroads made in the United States. He carried through the
legislature tho bill establishing tho first State lunatic asylum in tho country, at
Worcester, Mass., under tho efficient direction of Dr. Woodward. He was greatly
interested in the institution for the deaf and dumb and blind then represented by
Dr. Samuel G. Howe. He was the friend and adviser of Dorothea L. Dix, th n
entering on her memorable career as an angel of deliverance to the prisoner and
the evangelist of peace and good will to all the oppressed, afflicted, and erring sons
and daughters of men. His interest in the rising agitation for temperance was a
part of his innermost life. He hated rum and tobacco with a perfect hatred, and
it was always a trial for him to bo charitable or even just to tho best man who
was addicted to their m:e.
During his residence at Dedham he married a daughter of President Mess r, of
Brown University, after years of patient waiting till he could pay hi coll ge debts
and amass a respectable competence. The death of this admirable woman, a.ft r
a perfect married lifo of two years, cast tho afflicted husband into a shadow land
of deep sorrow, spiritual uncertainty, and an almost ascetic habi.t of life. His
brother failed in business and involved him fa :financial ruin. He removed to Boston in 1833, at the age of 37. During the four years following, already a man of
commanding reputation in profe3sional and public life, he lived, slept, and ate in
his law office, sometimes unable to buy a dinner. He toiled sixteen hours a day.
One of his earliest contributions to the public was his editorship, in connection
with Judge Metcalf, of the revised statutes of the Commonwealth, in 1836. This
y ar founcl him in the honorable position of president of the Massachusett State
senate, with every pro pect of a political career that might land him in what may
be r egarded the most desirable position in the Republic, a permanent and prominent membership in the enate of the United States. But the prodigious strain
upon all the functions of life for twenty years had already broken tho spring of
a physical constitution of wond rful tenacity and power of rapid recuperation
from dangerous prostration. At the age of 41 he seemed on the point of a final
collap e of health. But above his sorely strick n, wearied, and failing body, he
flamed out to all who knew him with that "radiant look" which to the end marked
him as a r valving light fla hing athwart the storm-swept sea of the tempestuous
public life of sixty years ago.
All this time he was "laying up trea ure in heaven" through the enthusia.c,tic
friend hip of a group of men every one of whom became in his own way a marked
character in national affairs. Dr. Samuel G . Howe he loved as a brother. Till
the day of his death he made the clergy somewhat re ponsible for the uffering of
his youth und r the terrible ministry of old Dr. Emmons; but he sat gladly und r
the magnificent preaching of Father Taylor , for a generation the great Methodist
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sailor-preacher and prophet of Boston. Of a sermon by Dr. William Ellery Channing he wrote: '' It was as though his urn had been freshly filled from a, fountain
of everlasting love." Rev. Dr. Waterston and Rev. Samuel J. May were ministers
after his own heart. Dr. Woodward and Dr. Todd, directors of the lunatic asylums at Worcester, Mass., and Hartford, Conn., weTe among his most honored
friends. George Combe, who had come over from Scotland on a lecturing tour in
the United States, was his lifelong correspondent and one of the few men who
seem to have been largely influential in the development of his later philosophical
and moral opinions. Charles Sumner wa::; ju.st emerging from his somewhat protracted lingering in the delights of scholarship and foreign travel into the great
service in the cause of freedom that ended only with the close of the civil war.
Jonathan Phillips, Edmund Dwight, and George Darrow were fine types of the
eminent citizenship in which the New England cities have always been so richmen of affairs who make leisure days and nights for the building of a city which
shall be "set on a hill ancl not be hid." Of a lecture by Ralph Waldo Emerson he
wrote: "It was to human life what Newton's Principia was to mathematics,"
although Dr. Walter Channing, who sat by his side, said it made his head ache.
But, apart from the admiration and reverence for superiority everywhere, which
is one of the most certain tests of genius, it is hardly possible that Horace Mann
could ever have deeply sympathized with the new transcendental philosophy then
in favor with a large section of the cultivated class of Boston, contemporary with
the great revival for popular education and liberal thinking in religion of which
Mann and Channing were the leaders.
But the time had come when it was becoming somewhat of a problem what
should the State of Massachusetts do with such a character as Horace Mann. His
deep, intense, almost fanatical sense of religion and morality; his relentless h~bit
of forcing every man and every subject up to a moral standarcl; a moral pohceman bringing the face of every prisoner under the glare of an electric light; his
inveterate habit of "taking no thought for his life," according to the common
habit of the vast majority of good men, so that the cause then on his mind and
heart might have" free eourse, run, and be glorified;" his terrific power of public
speech, joined with a singular magnetism for a large class of influential men,
coupled with a knowledge of New England American common life surpassed by
no man of that or any period, all marked him as one who in public affairs would
be an unmanageable factor, not to be put a.side. The great antislavery agitation
that afterwards swept him aside from the grand work of his life into a CongrP.ssional career of six years had not yet come up into its later stage of war. What
should be done with Horace Mann would be the most anxious thought of the
few men an<l women who then represented what was so soon to become an
"impending crisis" in national affairs.
But the appearance of such a man, so prominent that he can not be left out of
sight of anybody when critical moral issues are involved, is in itself the most
decisive proof that " a great and notable day of tho Lord is at hand.' This tremendous e.lucation of forty-one years was but a providential training for that
educational statesmanship which assured bis leader hip in the revival of the American common school which was the funclament, 1 condition of the salvation of th9
Union and the emergence of a new republic a generation later at the clo e of the
civil war. Ilis place was found ·when on July 1 1 37 Horaco Iann as urned the
dutie of the board of education of Mas achusetts and began a career of twentytwo year m morable in the history of a State and nation. H ro were a ch, rac r
and a ar er which have never been quite appreciated and nev r sufficiently honored l>y tho e who, by their position and culture, would bee _cct d to hail his
coming as" a man of Goel. ent from heaven .. ,
It may be thought a strange thing that this man to •hom appar ntly lay open
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the most flattering prospect of a public antl professional career, with peculiar
oppm.·tunities for amas ing wealth and tho influence of high political station to
patronize all the popular philanthropies, should have so easily turned his back
upon them all and gone, like a lov r to his wedding to this untried and doubtful
position. The salary was but $1,/300 a year . He had not even the official aid of a
clerk. He writes: "My task as yet seems incomparably great. I scarcely know
where or in what manner to begin. I have, howeYer, a faith, strong as prophecy,
that much may be done: There fo no reason to doubt hi own statement that the
proposition to take the office of secretary of tho board of education when first
made was a complete surprLe. His thoughts were running in other channels, on
tho organizations for tho relic..: of the deaf, dumb, blind, and insane, and the 11 w
temperance legislation. But when seriously considered, the idea of personal sacrifice does not seem to have occurred to him in view of the great opportunity of
his life. He mentions with apparent surprise that, "with the exception of Dr.
Channing, every man inquired about the salary and tho honor of tho station.·•
The new movement of which he was the head had been born in a manger; ·' thero
was no room for it in the inn ." The old Bulfinch statehouse had no conier where
the greatest educational statesman of America could be given a chair and d sk.
He had a modest office on Tremont street, not far from the old burying grounds
where lay the bones of the fathers of the Commonwealth, and there he Uved and
worked like a dray horse until his second marriage gave him a homo.
His first official month of July and the early weeks of August were passed in
a country retreat with a pile of books, thinking out a way to be,rin. Ile wrot a
long letter to Edmund Dwight, on assuming tho office, giving his impressions of
his work. The first point he seems to have noticed in looking into tho early rceords of education in tho colonial period was that the movem nt pro eeded entirely
from the ~fassachusetts Bay colony, tho broad-minded, college-breu and wellnurtured men that founded Boston and the adjacent settlements. Ro says of tho
Plymouth colonists: "Compared with the contemporary 1 glslation of the Mas.:achusetts colony, the advantage is strongly in favor of the latter. Schools seem to
have occupied very little of their attention. Learning was not a p::iramonntobject
of their ambition." These Plymouth colonists were the people who cam from an
elernn years' residence in Holland, from which we are told that the Now England
common school originated. The fact is that the New England idea of education,
from Harvard College down to the district school, was of purely British origin· it
was the attempt of the most intelligent section of the British Liberal party in
church and sta~ to plant in the vigorous soil of a new world tho univ ri:;ity and
free school from which they had drawn their own inspiration at home, with an
exten ion of the opportnnity to spread the f ast of knowledge l>eforo tho cntir
people of th colony. The fighting property of the new secretary, which to th
end was the breath of his life, appears at once. "I will avail myself of th op110rtunity to 1· commend some improvements and generally to apply a flesh brl! ·h to

the backs of the people."
But the frame of mind in which he entered on his great enterprise irresistibly
rises into a solemn and enthu iastic realm. ' No man can apply himself to any
worthy subject, either of thought or action, but he will forthwith find it developed
into dimensions and r lations of which he had no conception. How true is this
of tho all-comprehending tmbject of edu ation.'' "On tho part of introducing
apparatus an(l substituting real for verbal knowledge, I must ndeavor to effect a
lodgment in the public mind.' "If e1·ro1· can only be conseri:ed, how mighty icill
it g1·ow of it ·elf." '' If I can be the means of a certaining what is the best construction of choolhouses, what are the best book , what is the best arrangement
of studies, what are the best mod s of instruction; if I can discover by what appliance and means a nonthinking, nonre:flecting, nonspeaking child can most surely
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be trained into a noble citizen, ready to contencl for t h e right and to die for the
right: iE I can only obtain and diffu"'e through this State a few good ideas on
these anc.l similar subjects, may I not flatter myself t hat my ministry hath not
been wholly in vain?'' "Let the next generation be m y client. Let me look forward to the children of the next generation rather than to the incorrigible men of
thi . " "When I preach, I hope I shall not forget that, however near a true man
may get to heaven, ho still retains the main part of his relations to the earth."
Good Jonathan Phillips sent him a present of 6,500. The salary fixed by the legislature, after deducting necessary expenses, left him $500 a year to live on. But
he writes, with his peculiar humor that always carries an edge, "I will be
revenged by doing more than 81,500 worth of good. "
It is evident that Horace Mann went about this work to which he had been
"called with an effectual calling" in no literary, scholarly way, or even according
to the ordinary zeal of the educational spirit. It was to him, first of all, a work
for the general olev,ll,tiou and inspiration of the people of the Commonwealth, and
through them of the whole Republic concerning the relation of the younger third
of the population to the general welfare, even the salvation of the State and nation
from perils that no one saw more clearly than himself. It was evident to him
that this was no mere professional labor of calling the at tention of the people of
Massachusetts and New England to the importance of a general enlightenment.
Massachusetts and New England had never been indifferent to education, and
from their earliest and feeblest beginnings as communities had cherished it as the
apple of the eye. Now here in the world in 1830-1850 was th&e a reverence for
di tinguished ability and learning, a respect for high professional eminenc~, a.
habit of giving honor to superiority of character, genius, and large mental acquire·
ments greater than was found among the " common folk" o.f these Commonwealths. Neither were Massachusetts or New England at that time destitute of
great names. Webster and Channing and Everett and their like wero at the
height of their fame, and a group of younger celebrities in every profession were
in training for the more exacting days that were sure to come. But in Massachusetts and New England educational affairs were in that peculiar stata of
transition where it was to be finally determined whether the aristocratic British
ideal of a separate and higher culture for the well-born and well-off was to
become the established order, or the whole people, as far as was possible, could be
"nurtured" together for a republican citizenship that laid on every man, however
great and good, the Christian obligation of being the servant of all and the brother
of his kind.
In the days of colonial poverty and special disabilities, under the pressure of a.
chronic irritation from the heartless mother over the sea, it had been comparatively easy to keep the children and youth together in the little elementary and
free grammar schools of the day. But now, after fifty years of national life, with
tho growth of a powerful cultivated and wealthy class, the first eruption of a
great multitude of the humbler sort from Europe already coming in like a rising
flood, the old British conflict of tho" classes . the ma ses" had once more arisen.
The common schools had been permitted to fall into comparative neglect. The
acaclemi sand colleged were regarded as the more appropriate place where the
·uperi r familie should educate their children. The new tran cendental philosophy had yet a sumed no popular a pect hut rather ncourag d its di ciples to
draw off into little ommunities or dwell apart in a scholarly and ccentric i ol&tion th could ea ily nourish a proud con it of superiority. The tremendous
M-it· t.ion amon the churches inaugnrat d by Dr. banning famou discour e
at he ordination f he Rev. Jaro<l, park. in a n wind p nd nt church in altiruor in 1 10, atul th ec sion of a. hundred of th m st pow rful and influential
of th 01<1 Pnri an sodeti s from th Congr gation 1 Evangelicism of the day,
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were a fire in the bones of every little and great community in the State. The
fury of political partisanship was at its highest pitch over the outbreak of the
nullification movement in South Carolina, which was only compromised by springing upon the country the conflict of financial theories which we have with us today. There was imminent danger that unle~s the common school could be in
some way lifted out of the ruts, reorganized in a form to meet the demands of the
new time and the more cultivated and influential clas , its teachers trained not
to be ashamed to look in the face of a college professor or the reverend principal
of a denominational academy, the country schoolhouse made the most instead of
the least attractive place for the children and youth, the people of all sorts and
conditions awakened as by a thunderstorm of remon tance, warning, and app al
to the peril of a society where a highly trained and ambitious minority should
domfaate an ignorant and quarrelsome majority, there was everything to be
feared ahead.
No specialist, however earnest and eloquent, like Carter or Brooks; no scholar
like Barnard, learned in all the wisdom of the educators of every land, no great
teacher like Emerson, Kingsbury, or Wayland could now :fill the scene. It was
not so much a work of pedagogic enlightenment as of a high educational statesmanship, looking before and after, adapting the present conditions to the new
possibilities of the Commonwealth and the nation, that under the modest title of
secretary of tho Massachusetts board of education challenged Horace l\fann, woke
him up to the first real consciousness of his own peculiar genius, revealed the possibilities of an original career, anc1 summoned him as commander-in-chief of a great
host to a conflict that would outlast his day, in which the victory could only be
won when the Republic should be all free and the people of one mind go on to
the making of the model nation of the earth.
His brief month of Augu tin the country, burfod in piles of documents, was all
the preparation vouchsafed to the secretary for the beginning of his great work
in the early days of autumn. Meanwhile the board of education had i sued an
address to the people of the State, inviting a series of popular conventions of educators and friends of the common school for general discussion, promoting a mutual
acquaintance, obtaining information, and recommending some practical mea ures
for advancing the good cause. The secretary was expected to attend all these
meetings with the members of the board and as many of the distinguished men of
the State of all professions as could be interested in the movement. Attention was
called in this address to the condition of the schoolhouses, to the duties and compensation of school committees, the training of teachers, the establi hment of
di trict school libraries, and to a uniform seri s of schoolbooks as fit topics f
discussion in these gatherings.
In addition to this method of ascertaining the actual condition of commonschool affairs in the State, the secretary was directed to collate the reports of
nearly 300 towns and cities on the st te of education, containing the local details
of the. pa. t year. This practice had been established a few years before, and a
somewhat unsatisfactory series of abstracts had been prepared by the secretary
of state. But Mr. Mann at once saw a great opportunity in this method of setting
before the people the actual state of public education. Under his hand , after several months of inces ant labor, his first Abstract of School Reports came forth, an
intensely intere ting volume, containing not only the statistics but the remarks
and suggestions of the school committees. Its appearance was a cause of humiliation and hope-humiliation at the low average of popular education; hope in tho
great intelligence and good spirit di played in many of the good suggestions of
the local committees. The fact that there was now a commander in chief of
the ducational army awoke the same enthusiasm as the appointment of a Washington or a Grant to the command of a soldiery dispirited by feeble leadership
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and constant defeat. At once the best men in every town , who had been discouraged by the almost hopeless condition of educational affairs, took heart and consented again to serve on school committees and give their best thought to theit'
official duties and their experience to the preparation of their annual reports.
This series of abstracts, half a dozen in number, prepared with great care and
incredible labor almost entirely by Mr. Mann, are among the most reliable educational documents in American official literature. The final result of this practice
was the passage of a law requiring the school committee of every town and city
in the State to i~sue an annual printed report to be forwarded to the State board
of education. These reports, more than 300 in number, are now bound into stout
volumes and offer to any inquirer into the present condition of school affairs the
best means of obtaining information and of r eading the words of a great variety
of workers in every department of the schools in all sorts of communities. It was
the most practical way of beginning the arduous work of the secretary, uncovering the actual status of the common school and popular education, and is now
largely adopted by the school authorities of the country.
The preparation of this first abstract of reports seems to have suggested the
fourfold method of dealing with the public to which Mr. Mann adhered with a
ma.rvelous and persistent industry and a complete success during his entire term
of service of twelve years.
·
1. The abstract should be used as a method of placing before the public the
annual condition of school affairs, not only what was being accomplished, but
what the school committees, who were the motive power of the system, were
thinking, feeling, and propos~ng to do.
2. In his own annual reports he began that elaborate discussion of the fundamentals of universal education which lifted this official communication out of
the dry and dusty monotony of a formal public document to a positive addition
to the literature of the American common school. These ten reports by the secretary followed each other in stately procession, each better than the last, the entire ·
collection making one of the most notable series of powerful and suggestive writing on the general theme of public education ever given to any country. They
became a model for this department of educational literature. Mr. Mann was
followed in the West by the annual r eports of the superintendent of St. Lo1us,
Mo., and later Hon. William H. Ruffner, firJt State superintendent of schools in
Virginia, followed in the same track and published a series of remarkable documents that declared him the Horace Mann of the new educational South.
3. For the wider dissemination of these reports, the publication of interesting
information, and the discussion of methods of school organization, discipline, and
instruction the Common School Journal was established and published ten years.
It was edited by Mr. Mann as a personal contribution to education, in no way
pretending to represent the opinions of the State board -of Aducation and inviting
a wide range of discussi.on. It never paid its way as a pecuniary venture, and the
editor received no return in money for the days and nights expende-1 upon it. In
thi bimonthly journal is to be found a great deal of tho secretary's mo t racy and
suggestive writing, often going into the most homely details of school life,
broaching ideas, methods, and ways and me ns that have b coma the commonplace of public-school administration. There is little at the pr sent time in any
d partment of our public instruction that was not sug~ ted in that epigrammatic
and intense• tyle of his, which gave to every sentence the life 'lnd soul of hi own
loqucnt spok n word .
•i. But the spoken word was always a mighty power with ITorace Mann. His
1 ct~r . efore the educational conventions that w re at once call d and grew up
clm:n hi ~clm!ni. tration, published hy order of the board, ar still unrival cl in
their combmahon of a broad an<l state manlik treatment. of th!" entire nbject,
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with the mo3t elaborate detail splendor and pertinence of illu tration, and skillful
manipulation of the common facts of the everyday life of tho child and the community by which he is environed. Theodore Parker said, "A New England
audience must be treated to a good deal of logic and plenty of statisti s to be
greatly moved by a public speaker. ' The skeleton of every 1 cture delivered by
Horace Mann, and every lecture or speech, whatever its title, had education for
its theme, was just this masterly array of statistics, bound together by a relentle s chain of logic. Yet all was clothed upon by a body of splendid rhetoric,
enlivened by a grim humor that turned to his opponent a keen edge of satiric\,
often lifted into the highest realm of eloquence by a religious, moral, and 1 atriotic
enthusiasm that declared him one of the greatest preachers of his day, tho compeer if not the rival of Parker and Beecher as a true minister of the religion of
love to God and man.
5. In addition to all those ao-encies, his correspondence was enormous in quantity and of a rare quality, which, even as it appears in the brief memoir prepared
by his wife, only stimulates and exasperates the desire for more. In these letters
he literally poured forth his innermost heart and soul and mind and strength
into the listening ear of his correspondent. Our own large acquaintance with the
elderly school men of the South has offered numerous interesting illustrations of
this habit. A correspondence with gentlemen in New Orleans, La., was the casion of sending Mr. A. J. Shaw, who had done reliable service in the legislature
of Massachusetts at a critical period in the early administration of Mr. Mann, to
that city and the establishment, with remarkable success, of the first system of
public instruction in the Southwest. The third United States Commis.::,ion r of
Education, Hon. N. H. R. Dawson, of Alabama, ascribed his early interest in public school to the correspondence of Horace Mann with his father.
6. Most striking of all t h v methods of promoting the cause was the trem ndous
power of controversy, in which all the p ersonal force and sometimes the red-h t
fire of the flaming indignation of his Puritan nature, raged like the eruption of a
volcano. It was soon made evident to him that in undertaking to magnify the
common school of his n ative Commonwealth he ran rjght into a hornet's nest of
highly influential people, who at heart were thoroughly skeptical of American
institutions, and prefeITed the Brifosh or Continental European schemes of education, not so much from their knowledge of any special superiority, but becau ·e
they were the methods of an aristocratic or imperial regime. There was al o an
eariy demonstration of severe theological and ecclesiastical criticism, almost
amounting to persecution, from one quarter on the charge of secularizing, and
from the opposite direction of forcing sectarian religion int the schools. The
great Catholic controversy on this matter had not yet taken form in Mas achusetts. But there was enough of partisan religious jealou y of th influence of the
State boa.rd of education and the ri ing p wer of its restless and imperious secretary. Later still, thirty-one grammar- chool masters of Bo3ton attacked him in
solid column, evidently with an hone t opinion that he was undermining the
cause of sound education; but, perhaps, as the anticipation of a searching r eview
of the condition of the grammar schools of the city, after an examination ordered
by the public authorities, and conducted by ex:perfa:1 like Dr. S. G. Howe, Judge
Parsons, and Counselor Charles G. Loring.
In all th ese and similar cases he swept the field and overwhelmed his a sailants
by a combination of facts and figures, logic, sentiment, and satire heated red-hot
and projected as from the crater of a volcano. In his subsequent career of six
years in Congress, amid the fearful excitements of the periodapproachingthe outbreak of the civil war, this habit became even more pronounced, and, as in his
assault on Daniel Webster and his terrible wrestling match of controversy with
Mr. Wendell Phillips, impaired his public influence and :eacted on his temper and
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faith, as any excess in the expression even of elevated motives and philanthropic
and patriotic senti.ments is certain to do.
But through all these and other methods of the promulgation of his deep conviction "that the common school is the greatest discovery ever made by man"
did the leader of the great revival of the American common school through the
twelve tremendous years of this service·of the Commonwealth and the country
adhere to Napoleon's maxim, "When you want to do an important thing in
public affairs, let alone the leaders and go direct to the people." The reading of
the thousands of pages of the published works of Horace Mann leaves us far away
from the habit of appeal to parties, legislatures, leaders of influence, or even celebrated scholars and experts which vitiates so much of the educational literatme
of our own day. He took his cause into the open forum of the people, "spoke
right out in meetin' ,. of what he did not believe, and made every earnest parent
and bright school boy aud girl the confidant of his noble3t aspirations and most
sacred convictions.
And no educational man of the country has succeeded more completely in securing the cooperation of so much of the eminent ability, influence, and worth of his
own Commonwealth as Horace Mann. A valuable library might be collected of
the admirable popular addresses, editorial writings, legislative speeches, sermons,
and special reports with which -t he people of Massachusetts were literally deluged
in the years between 1837 and 1850. One convention in Plymouth County was
addressed by John Quincy Adams and Daniel Webster and closed by a thundering lecture from the secretary in the evening. At Charlestown, Dr. George Put.nam and Rev. Caleb Stetson, the greatest preacher and the first clerical wit of the
day, Robert Rantoul, jr., George H. Hilliard, and George B. Emerson discus ed
the most interesting questions of school management and moral instruction. At
Pittsfield the secretary and Governor Briggs were first on the ground at a called
meeting, swept and dusted out the audience room, arrangec11Jie seats, and "let
themselves go" so vigorously upon the people who came that, as Mr. Mann wrote
in his journal, "at the close the audience dispersed like a flock of birds that had
been shot into." While some of these conventions were numerously attended, in
other portions of the State the secretary found an indifference that woke up his
fiery indignation. He writes: "I would as soon try to impre s that community as
to batter down Gibraltar with my fist." "The darkness of that town is o dense
that it puts out the light before it can reach it." "I shook the mud of that place
off my feet." In one city, spending a dismal Saturday and Sunday, he repor :
·' I was cheated in their shops, spit upon in their hotels, and damned in their
churches." But he kept at it all the time. He writes: "If I were not proof
against injustice, malignity, and misrepresentation, I should abandon the can e in
despair." "If the First Cause has doomed our enterprise, I give it up; but until
I know that, I hold on."
Governor Edward Everett, Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, Dr. William E. banning, George S. Hillfard, Dr. J. G. Palfrey, indeed almost every man of real eminence in the Commonwealth, r sponded to this voice of mighty cheer summoning
to the good fight against the conservatism that would sacrifice the highest welfare
of th whole people to the glorification of a superior class which, at be t, could
only be a f ebl imitation of an Old-Word aristocracy. In 1 30 he made the first
of his_numerous vi itations outside the State, by which he so widely extended his
acqua~ntance and enlarged his information. Thus, at the age of 43, he fir t visited
Wa hmgto~, D. . He went to Cincinnati, Ohio, and hell high coun 1 with
athan mlf rd, ne of the founders of the common school of Ohio· vi i d old
ov rnor Willi m H nry Harrison in his hom at orth Bend and return d from
a 3, -mile on inu 11 aliv for better home work. H wa fa~ rfe t accord with
H nry Barnard John . P· g , Francis Dwi ht, alvin n. tow and all the
l ad r in th n w ki gdom of
th t w comin" to th childr n.
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And his work was not in vain. It is easier now than at that time to se . . this,
obscured as it was by the toil and dust of a public ervice that was a perp tual
conflict. His impatience, disgust, and despondency were often the inevitable result
of his constant weariness. His health was always on the verge of a collapse, and
he wrought at his great reports, abstracts, and lecturei. often in a f cblene s of
body and oppression of soul that might well have courted the relief of death. But
despite all hindtances the grand work went steadily on. With the exception of
the declaration of war by the thirty-one Boston grammar-school masters a few
years later, after his report on the German schools and the teasing criticism of a
portion of the religious press, he rarely was antagonized by one of the gr at m n
of his State or encountered any combination of the academical or coliege inter st
in any organized opposition. The legislature responded reasonably to his suggestions and during the first year of his administration passed a law incr a ing tho
compen ation of school committee and enacted the statute e tabli hing districtschool libraries, which the secretary declared the most important law since the
original enactment of 1647, which founded the American common school in the
colony of Massachusetts Bay.
Before the first eventful year of hi service had expired good Edmund Dwight
made the gift of $10,000 to establish two State normal schools, on condition that
the legislat ure would duplicate the same. On July 3, 1838, on Lexington Green,
where" was fired the shot heard round the world," amid a pouring rain, half a
dozen young people appeared, and under the lead of "Father Pierce,·, a distinguished teacher from Nantucket, organized the first State normal school in
America. A second chool, at Barre, in the interior of the State, was stablished
later in the same year. Soon afterwards this school was remove<l to '\Vestfi Id, in
western Massachusetts, the Lexington normal to West Newton, and a third was
set up at Bridgewater. The experiment of educating teacher in privat a ad mies subsidized by the State had already been tried at large expense with un ati factory results in New York. In New England several att mpts to maintain a
private normal school had only confirmed the most thoughtful ducators of the
day in the opinion that only in a system of professional schools support d by the
State or a municipality, exclusively devoted to pedagogics and supplemented by
institutes for teachers, was there any reliable assurance of elevating the standard
of teaching- in the people's schools. Mr. Mann persuaded his wealthy friends to
give their money for the experiment of the teachers' institute and often pent
liberally himself for the same cause, It appeared after his death that from his
own mall private means, assisted by Principal Pierce and other good friend of
the cause, he really.secured the establishment of these first schools and enabl 1
them, under the skillful management of Pierce, May, Davis, and Tillingha t, to
become a model for the country.
In 1839 the legislature enacted a law fixing a six months term a the minimum
of the district school through the Commonwealth. And still the greats cretary
goes toiling and thundering on, like a mighty express train laden with precious
freight and brilliant schem s for the future. When Hon. Marcus Morton was
finally chosen governor of the State by a majority of one vote and it appeared that
the administration and the legi lature were to bo forced to a final d cision
whether the board of education and it re tless secretary should be suppressed, he
writes: '· First, I will try to conquer; but if conquest is impossible, then I will try
to bear." "Persevere, persevere, and so on, a thousand times, and ten thousand
times ten thousand. '
In 1 39 the decisive conflict came. A majority of the committee on education
in the hou e of r presentatives of the legislature reported a bill abolishing the
board of education, the secretaryship, and the normal schools. An ccentric,
enthu iastic, and magnetic popular leader~ Rev. Alvin A. Dodge, of Hamilton,
presented the argument again t the whole idea and scheme of Horace Mann in a
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written report and the accompanying speech. Fifty years later the same material
was elaborated by his niece, the brilliant Gail Hamilton (Abigail Dodge), into a
stout volume, written in wholesale disparagement of the American common
school as reorganized by Horace Mann. This report was ably controverted by
the minority of the committee, under the lea d of Mr. A. I. Shaw, who afterwards
established the common schools of New Orleans, La. The secretary himself took
a full hand in the discussion after a fashion so effective that, some ten ye rs ago,
a member of the Massachusetts legislature was discovered voting steadily against
every appropriation for the common schools of the State on the ground that fifty
years before Horace Mann had so brought his father in the legislatnr under the
flail of his terrible rhetoric and sarcasm that be could not clo otherwise.
But the effort was a conspicuous failure, although it seems incredible to-day
that 182 members of an intelligent legislative body in Massachusetts coukl have
been induced to array themselves against the children's right to good school ,
while 245 m embers stood up firmly for education. A subsequent attempt to
transfer the duties of the board of education and the secretary's office, as in ... ew
York in 1822, to the secretary of state~ met a similar fate and was the final defeat
of the anti-common school faction in the Commonwealth. From that day, now
fifty-nine years, the legisla.ture of Massachusetts bas stood firm as a rock on that
questie,n, always r eady to adopt any proposition that could be shown to b v a positive advance in the educational life of the State.
The new legislature of 1840 was more favorable than ever. It voted an appropriation of $6,000 a year for a term of years to the State normal schools. It also
offered 815 a year to any school district that would duplicate the sum for a school
library. The one mistake in this important movement, almost forced upon the
management by the persistent assaults upon the board of education by certain
clerical opponents of the secretary insisting that sectarian publications w re
included in the selection of books, was the attempt to prepare a library of 50 volumes written or adapted to the supposed wants of children .
But the reports of the secretary w era everywhere read; 18,000 cop_ies of one of
them were reprinted in New York. They were translated into German and read
with admiration in the highest educational circles abroad. He had created a new
educational literature. Almo t for the fir t time the r eader of ordinary intelligence could listen with patience to an addl'ess on education or sit down to a public-school report with a feeling that he must read it through at the co t of an
invasion of the small hours of the morning. The omnipresent secretary seemed to
have his hand in every generous man's pocket in behalf of the good au e. Mr.
Brimmer gave $1,500 to send a copy of the essay" School ahd schoolmaster· to
every school district in the State. Meanwhile .Mr. Mann was printing laro-e ditions of his own speeches at his own expense; never permitting himself to addre s
a personal document at the cost of postage to the State; through his entire term
of service maintaining a fastidious and almost fanatical ideal of official hone ty
and fidelity. Until his second marriage to Miss Mary Peabody, a si ter of the
celebrated woman eclucator Elizabeth Peabody and f th" accomplished wif of
athaniel Ifawth rne, he lived in hi office after a fashion rather b <>coming the
member of an ascetic r ligions rder or a tate pri oner on short rations than a
1 •cam the dignity and omf rt of the for most popular ducator in the world.
h • twclv Y ar f almo t slavi h toil and perp tual onflict with the
.
of tho _opl · ·hool, hep id off the indebteclncs f re d upon him by the
failur f a r la iv • • f r hi marria"'e he tabli h d, home in a mort...,.ao-ed
h.
in th b n 1
iif 1 ulmr1, n villao- f
t
wt n.
gr at deal of
hi ~- k • cl n h r , f r it w, not till the a<lmini ·tration of hi . u e ·sor
th t it
m t hav
ccnn- d t th le,.,i latnre of l\fa achu:
er t ry that f , 't te librarian and to give the
l O c f th
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chief of the vast educational interest of the Commonwealth a right to sit in an
official chair under the statehouse dome.
The summer of 1843 completed the first half of the twelve years' servic0 of
Horace .Mann as secretary of the Massachusetts board of education. On May 1 of
that year he m:1rried Miss Mary Peabody. His health was again at one of those
critical points that occurred with fatal periodicity during his entire educational
career, the last twenty-two years of his life. He decided to visit Europe, at his
own expense, ostensibly to recruit his wasted bodily vigor. But, as his friend
Dr. S. G. Howe said, "His mind went of itself." The contemplated bridal tour
abroacl turned out one of the most laborious periotls of work in his entir official
life, a daily examination of the schools and public institution of Great Brit::.in
anc1 Germany, with his accomplished wife as an assistant. The work was complicated by his small speaking knowledge of the Ge1·man and French languages,
as he was compelled to depend largely on interpreters for conversation, although
he could read public documents and general literature therein. But no man over
saw and felt more of what was about him than the secr etary.
It would seem wen at this point to '' take account of stock" antl try to ascertain what were the peculiar methods of operation by which Horace Mann a.woke
such a marvelous interest far beyond the borders of Now England, and what
practical results had so far been realized from his influence over sch 1 men and
legislators. This seems to us the more important, since a full third of our own
country is to-day in an educational situation in many ways resembling th ·ondition of New England and the entire North sixty year ago. In the ix.teen
State of the South the common school has been establi h cl within the swift thirty
years since tho close of the civil war in a manner that has challeng cl tho a<lmir:1.tion of the educational public at home and abroad. But t -day the South firn1s
itself at a most important cri is of its educational hi tory. In
w England and
the North in 1830-1850 enough had been done to settle the questi n that the o
States had finally indorsed the American system of common schools a th p rmanent method of training their entire population for American jtiz nshjp.
But as Horace Mann, in 1837, found the common-sc:.hool system of Mas achusetts
entirely inadequate to meet the demand of that early lay, so the foremo t tlucators of the Southern States are now asking, How hall the new common scho 1,
through a region as large as Central Europe, inhabited by 25,000,000 peopl I thr e~
folll'ths of whom are still living in a sparaely settled rural country, with little
surplus of earnings or savings to spare, with open and secret enemies of popular
education on every hand, already the legislatures of several Stat s showing signs
of a reactionary policy, be taken in hand and lifted up to a state ven approaching: that of New England and the orth, so that the entire benefit of this method
of public education may be realized? Th ere is no bett r answer to this c1u tion
than to study attentively the 1·ecord of the ideas, plan and policy of IIoraco
Mann during the first six years of his administration. During that p rioJ ho had
not only mad manifest the spfrit he was of and what should be the manner of
man to lead a great revival of popular education , but he had shown by what
minute, painstaking, and gradual steps, against what vexatious, even exasperating, opposition, in con tant peril of fatal reactions, the great and good work not
only went on, but obtained that momentum on which every great public tendency
in a country like ours must :finally rely for permanent succe"s through a long
period of years.
We can easily see that the task set to himself by the secretary was twofold.
First, a great revival of attention and enthusiastic interest in the common school
idea mu t be awakened in all classes; not alone in the lower stratum of population which was constitutionally indifferent or hostile but among the e<lucated,
wealthy, and influential class whose sympathies were half alienated from the
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people's university and seemed on the point of falling back on the old British way of
a separate scheme of culture for their own families. Second, as this campaign of
education should proceed, he labored to the end that the attention and interest of
the lawmaking power should be awakened and concentrated up to the point of a
revision of the school laws of the Commonwealth that amounted to a complete
reorganization of the present system.
And this, from 1830 to 1850, was a work of peculiar delicacy and difficulty; for the
intense individuality of the New England character and the peculiar organization
of its public township life, with a constitutional abhorrence of the concentration
of power, made this work of reorganization almost '' a war of posts, " each of 350
obstinate towns and cities to be besieged and captured in succession. And the
deepest depth of this tendency had been reached by the law which made each one
of some 3,0J0 school districts a corporation, practically all-powerful to determine
the vital condition of its school. To put on the ground an organization, not at
once, but by patient working through a generation, that would" smoke out" these
little district school communities from" the hiding place of their power" might
have taxecl the executive genius of a far less impatient reformer than Horace
Mann. But by the wonderful combination of faculties in which no American educator has been his equal the great revival was set in motion, the machinery was
carefully manipulated, and the tracks of influence surveyed by which the good
work went on with nevei' a serious backset from the last year of his servic to the
present day.
We have already seen with what an almost incredible energy of purpose, fertility
of resource, and unconquerable patience he organized the forces of the great
revival. He was master of half a dozen separate methods of appeal to different
classes of the people. By attracting to his cau e the men of the highest ability
and culture most held in esteem by the whole people of the Commonwealth, by his
own Common School Journal and the constant use of the press, by turning the new
lecture system into an agency of educational reform through the village lyceum
which already blazed with the discussion of common-school affairs in every town
in the State, was the public not only awakened but kept more alive year by year.
Neyer was a Commonwealth in Christendom more thoroughly besieged, bombarded, overwhelmed as by a cyclone of agitation than Massachusetts during the
twelve years of the administration of Horace Mann. Tho office of secretary of the
board of education was like a central public school room, agitating the people,
continually reporting and suggesting methods of reform to the legislature, yet with
no legal power to act. But when the first Massachusetts board of education call d
Horace .Mann to his place, its members knew just what they were about. Her was
a man who not only would faithfully perform th legal duties of his offic to the
very letter, but, above and beyond, would magnify the office itself and tower aloft,
shining everywhere, make him elf the vital public center of every organization a
tower of flame in the far-away East, seen from every corner of the Republic.
For twelve years he so dominated the State, o compelled everybody to follow
or fight him, that it r c1uired ten y ar of the comparatively mild administr tion
of hi successor , Sears and Boutwell, for a re t before the vigorous administration of ,Jo. eph "V hi and th long and splendid service of John W. Dickinson
could brin ' tho ducational affairs of the tate to th ir pr nt high po ition. As
in • outh y'. po m, ' Th Jur of Kchama, the Prine of Darkn sis repr ented
torming ci Y ov r a or of av nu s from very point of the compa , o the
?I>P n n. of Ho~ ·e Iann kn w not whith r to g , f r he wa met by om new
m arna 1 n of ln t rribl n r y at v ry turn f ev ry road.
nu h pro~
of
u 1 r f rm wag note t any au h rato f v locity. In fact,
11
'
hat th
· ar of hi admini ration w< s largely o cupied in
r i t cl
rato ffort to r p al the ntir ystem
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and abolish the secretary himself. But this victory was final, and one measure
after another was carried, each a foundation stone in the reorganized common
school.
1. First of all, the board, under the leadership of its secretary, ordered an
ab tract of the common-school reports of all the towns and cities of tho Commonwealth made for the information of the people. It was alr ady the duty of the
secretary of state to do this work, but the secr etary of the board relieved that
official of his duty, and year by year launched upon the public a series of
"Ab tracts" that opened. the c1ullest eyes and awakened the apprehen ions of the
most confident concerning the true state of educational affairs. It seem d as if
nothing was right and as if each department o~ public education was a little
worse off than iti:; neighbor. The board called attention to the disgraceful condition of schoolhouses in so many of the districts that it seemed a common evil; to
the lack of preparation by teachers, and the consequent poverty of the instruction; to the unc rtainty of school attendance, on -third of the children between
5 and 1G being constantly out of school; to tho chronic neglect of scho 1 committees to attend to their duty of the examination of teachers, visitation of schools,
and superintendence of schoolbooks, of which three hundred sorts were in use in
the State; to the irresponsible and often half-barbarous methods of discipline,
including corporal punishment as a steady regime. All these things revealed
a confirmed common-school habit, by the indifference of one and the neglect
and opposition of another section of the people, who should work together for the
common ~ooc1 of the children and the State.
The fir t year was spent largely by the seer tary in visits through the State,
chiefly at hie; own expense, addres ing conventions, often little squads of hearers,
but all the time getting at the influential people of every ommunity, devising
ways and means and methods of work. E pe in.Uy did he work upon the real
motive power of the whole machine, th town school committee. This was the
only system of school supervision on the ground, a body of three, or somo multiple
of three, men elected in town m eting or in cities by popular vote, working with
no adequate compensation, on whom was cast the delicate and laborious duties
included in the present elaborate scheme of city and district superintend.ency. By
legislative enactment he caused the salary of these officials t o be raised, an<l labored
with all his might to overthrow the mischievous arrangement of separate districts,
of which he said: "I consider the law of 1789, authorizing towns to divide themselves into districts, the most unfortunate law on the subject of common schools
ever enacted in the State." His whole contention was to gather up this wide,
extended, shapeless tangle of a district school system, responsible to nobody out
of eye hot, jealous as death of town authority, and rebellious of State control,
into a compact body, not by the European fashion of the imposition of a power
from above, but by the intelligent control of the whole people. For twelvo years
Horace Mann was virtually sup rintendent of school in every town and city of
the State; never more so than when the thirty-one grammar schoolmasters of
Boston organized a teachers' rebellion and were thrashed into subjection by their
mighty master, representing the outraged public opinion of the city and State.
But it was not till the power of his great personality was removed in 1850 that
school superintendency even of Boston was enacted by law. And until 1850 the
district system maintained a lo. ing fight again t being merged into the town of
which it was a part. To-day nine-tenth of the children of the State aro under a
local or district supervision, besides enjoying the constant inspection and advice
of the expert agents of the State board of education.
2. The State school fund had already been created on paper, in 183·1, with the
proviso that it be raised to $1,000,000 from the sale of public lands in Maine and
other sources. The board of education was now intrnsted with the care and disED
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tribution of the income of this fund, which, from giving one-half to the city of
Boston in 1835, through a series of changes and experiments made in 1849 was
apportioned to the towns and cities according to their number of persons between
the ages of 5 and 15, on condition that each should raise $1.50 for the annual
schooling of each child of school age. Subsequent changes considerably enlarged
this fund and diverted a large portion of its income to the support of the State
normal schools, the agencies of the board and a moderate subsidy to the poorer
class of towns as a relief from their necessity of extreme taxation for education.
For local taxation is the mainspring of the l\Iassachusetts system of public in ·truction, and $9,000,000 of the $10,000,000 now annually expended for common schools
in Massachusetts is obtained in this way.
3. As early as 1827 a sharp summons from Governor Levi Lincoln to the legislature on the decline of common-school education in the State had been followed
by a spasmodic but fruitless attempt to establish a" literary fund 'for the support of a system of training teachers and the general betterment of the common
schools. But not till 1838, under the powerful stimulus of the first report of
Horace Mann 1 were the first State normal schools in the Union set up. Even this
was only achieved by the timely gift of a private citizen, who contributed half
the sum necessary for the venture, while Mr. Mann hacl sold his law library to
furnish the building at Lexington and made a second contribution by mortgaging
his own house to complete the buildings given by Josiah Quincy, jr., to receive
the same school on its removal to West Newton and to complete the building of
the third normal at Bridgewater. The heart and soul of the secretary went out
into these new schools for the training of the teachers. He searched the State as
with a lighted candle for their fit principals, and in Pierce, May, and Tillinghast
found the right men for the right place, although he carried on a friendly but
earnest controversy with Sam. J. May, lest he should turn the Lexington normal
school into a seminary for the propagation of the antislavery go pel, of which
the secretary himself, out of office, was one of the most enthusia tic disciples.
These normal schools were the first opportunity the State of Massachu ett had
granted to its young women for a free education of the upper, secondary and
higher sort, and within ten years there came forth from them a group of young
women graduates whose reputation as teachers and supervisors of school was
acknowledged through every section of the country. The secretary also, luring
his first year of service, organized the primary woman teachers of Boston, alway
loyal to him, into an association for mutual improvement by study and 1 ctur •
He caused the best works on education to be distributed in every school district
through libraries and by special gifts. In 1837 the Middlesex County and in 1 5
the State teachers' conventions were organized. This good work was favored by
the legislature, which for more than fifty years aided these convention and the
American Institute of Instruction established in 1<.,;30 by an annual subsidy of
$300. These conventions were not only made an occasion for large popular gatherings, but were a great aicl to the teachPrs. In 1846 the teach rs' institutes w ro
fin;t established in the Stat , Ir. Mann teaching in them alone days in ucc s ion.
The
m on choolJournal, edited by the secretary and for ten years publi~he<l
n his soler . ponsibility, wa a mod 1 of ducational journali m and wa ircnlated far beyond the borders of the Stat.e. The result of this oul-wearying labor
in the t1ay of mall things i · seen ju the present laborat system of State and city
noruu 1 sch ol, in titut , Chautauqua, and other summer arrangement which
ex ucl to ev ry 8':lction of the Union.
•J . no of the mo t erious evil encounter cl at th ou t of hi · administration
b th · er ary wa the irregularity of attemlanc ancl hort :chool terms in
many or ion of the State.
ne-thircl or the chilrlr n of I, :, elm. tt b tween
;; · nd 1' ro in no school. _fultitudos only chifte 1 in and out of inferior prjvat
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or were able to get three summer or two or three winter months in public
schools. In 1839 the law was passed which required a six-months school, continuous or divided into two terms, as a minimum of free public education in every clistric:t. The same law provided for a female assistant to ei:ery school of more than
fifty pupjls, But the teachers were still elected by the "prudential committ e "
of the separa.to districts, until in 1844 this power was I artially, as it was later
fully, restored to the school committees. The statute compelling the teacher to
file a certificate of examination before receiving his salary cmrected an. bnse that
will everywhere prevail while the office of rural teacher is at the mercy of a personal favoritism most injurious to the public welfare. Already, in 1827, the excellent law making the establishment of a free English high school compulsory on
every town of 500 families (2,500 people) and of a clas. ical high school in every
town of 4,000 people had been placed on the statute book. Massachusetts is till
the only American Commonwealth that in this way makes tho secondary eclncation now compulsory on all her population, a fashion which has not only been of
immense value to the State, but has so advanced the reputation of :i\fassachu etts
in the upper side of public and private instruction that the income from the tuitivn and living of persons coming to the State to attend the secondary, higher, and
professional schools is to-day many fold the outlay of the half million expended
on the 30,000 free high-school pupils at home. To-day every child in Massachusetts has the right to forty weeks a year, for three or four years, in a free English
or classical high school.
5. In 1837, although by law the school committees were authorized to select the
text-books and arrange the courses of study in all the public schools, th statute
"wat:l moro honored in the breach than in the observance." The secretary founcl
three, hundred different sets of schoolbooks in use in the State. He labored with
all his might to introduce order in this realm of dire confu ion and did succeocl
beyond expectation. He brought in not only the present arrangement of a. reasonable uniformity of text-books, but encouraged the introduction of a better
quality. Some of these which came up at this date under his encourag ment are
still among the best in any language. To-day all text-books and mat rial for
school work are free to every child of the State. Tho books are purchased by the
schooi authorities and loaned to the children, who are thereby taught the valuable
lesson that came to young Horace Mann by instinct, '' that he would as soon stick
a pin into his own flesh as into a page of a book." His writings are full f the
advocacy of oral and personal instruction, and long before his visit to Germany
he had suggested nearly all the improved methods of approaching the mincl of the
child, with the emphatic indorsement of the woman teacher in elementary instruction, that have so mightily changed the aspect of the primary schoolroom within
one generation.
·
6. One of the first rep01·ts of the secretary was d yotecl to the improvement of
schoolhouses. It would be impossible to believe the accounts of the condition of
the public schoolhouse in many communities of New England, sometimes even in
the larger towns, were it not confirmecl by the testimony of people who, like the
author of this e say, havo been the victims of the chronic neglect and indifference
of the average .American community of that date to the condition of the children
in tho~e old,: temples of science." With a surprising wealth of information and
the entire resour es of his matchless elo ucnce, persuasion, and i=:atire di<l. the ecretary assail this conspiracy against the children in the public schoolhouse. The
result was that within two years of hi appeal to the people $300,000, and during
tho twel e year of his administration '1,000,000, had been expended, not in e.·pensive city templ s, but in the construction or improvement of a great number of
country and village school buildings. A course of Mr. Mann's illustratotl lecture. ,
·with stereopticon views of the outsitl . and inside of the old-time American school-
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house, would be one of the most popular entertainments of the day. The fact
that our American common-school t eacher s neYer had the European habit of living in houses provided by the State, indeed were largely drawn from the younger
stratum of the population, and often, in the old time, "boarded round" in the
famili es of the district; or were cared for in some temporary place, may have told
on the structure of the schoolhouse. The poverty of fit sanitary arrangements
and the deficiencies, often the intolerable discomfort, of the average schoolroom of that period woulcl be almost incr edible to the children of the present
city schools, who are often largely of foreign btrth and from humble homes, but
who guard their schoolhouse and grounds as carefully as if thoy were in a crystal
palace. Would that Horace Mann could now revisit the scene of his labors and
be led from one b eautiful and convenient schoolhouse to another till he felt that
coming back to his own dear Commonwealth and the country he loved so well
was like a welcome to one of the "many mansions'' reserved for the faithful in
the life eternal.
7. vVe have already seen how young Horace Mann appreciated and used the
little public library given by Dr. Benjamin Franklin to the Massachusetts town
named from himself. It was the passion of his life to bring the opportunity of
good reading to all the children and youth. In 1837 probably not one-sixth of the
600,000 in Massachusetts had access to a free library of any sort, for although
perhaps no town was then destitute of a moderate collection of good books of the
kind then most in vogue, either held by some association or lyceum or in the parson's ''study," yet these were seldom free. Of the 180,000 volumes in the 229 social
and 50 school-district libraries in the State in 1838, valued at $'200,000, it is estimated that half were in Boston, which then had 62,000 people. Only 25,000 people
had free access to the 15 town libraries of 3,000 to 4,000 volumes each, and to the
district-school collections of 10,000 volumes, valued at less than $4,000. There
· were no general circulating libraries out of Boston, and only one-tenth of her
population had access to those in the city. The immediate success of the district- school library in New York and the amount of money expended on it, $55,000 for
several years in succession, had greatly interested Mr. Mann. He declared the
passing the law of Massachusetts in 183'7 for moderate State aid to this subject
one of the most important educational measures since the original establishment of
the common school. It may be that the disappointment from this venture was
somewhat owing to the limited supply of readable children's literature, which has
been largely the growth of the past fifty years. We r emember the patient spirit
in which we plodded through the dreary Sahara of Rollin's Ancient History and
the "classic" essays and poems of the Queen Anne writers that filled the shelves
of our minister's study, and the delight, as in the coming of a bright spring day,
when the new doctor came to town and brought the first copy of Shakespeare and
a hundred good novels and volumes of voyage and travels.
Mr. Mann's literary taste was pitched on a key too steep and severe forthecomfort of his young friends who came to him for advice. Probably no coll ction of
more :, u eful' and more unreadable books than the 50 volumes he caused to be
writ nor edited for the original publi - chool libraries of Massachusetts were
ev r offered to the youn,.,. people of any State. The subsequent movement for
town and city libraries, oft n the gift of their old •chool boy and girl , filled with
the most attractiYe work: of the day and connected with a reading room for the
l_ ac1ing jo~r1:1als and periodical had well-nigh .·tinguj •hed tho public-school
library nnbl its recent revival rnder the admini -tration of Secretary Dickin on
· nml • tato Lihrari n Tillingha t gave it a n w leac,o of lif . Dnt, with all these
drawb.~ck , tho mornm nt was, goo<l on : ncl o t of it ha· come th pr ntov r, ·h 1mm' 01,por unity for rca.,liug. Incl , <l, i m 1y w 11 1 crn :tion whether
tho ~· anrl girls of fifty ·ear ago, who ~e ·e compelled to 'r ad, p.>nder, aud
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inwardly digest" the few good books available till they had become a vital part of
their mental constitution, were not more profited by their reading than multitudes of our young folks who revel in a surfeit of the so-called litera~ure supposed
to be appropriate to the pre. ent needs of young America.
8. The experiment of compulsory attendance at school, if it was ever a reality
in the early colonial periocl, hac1 been wrecked against the merican Declaration
of Independence and the proclamation of '' Liberty throughout the land to all the
inhabitants thereof." Certainly, there was no attempt to enforce the practice
when Horace Mann sat down hard in the official chair of the secretaryship that
became a throne during his reign of twelve years over the educational mind and
heart of the old Commonwealth. In 1 u6 the first attempt wa made to deal with
the, candal of child labor in the factory, which, like a black shadow of despair,
always accompanies the coming in of manufacturing industry, and even to-day is
the disgrace of half our own country. In 1 50 the truant laws were first put in
the statute books of Massachusetts. We read with amazement that, as late as
1842, it was lawful in Massachusetts to keep a child under 12 years of age at work
fa a factory ten hours a day. From this barbarism to the legislation of 1876, only
one generation, by which no child under 10 years of age could be employed in any
manufacturing establishment, or under 12 while the public schools are in session,
or under 14 without having enjoyed twenty weeks of schooling in the year, was
an upward step into a higher civilization. And nobody in America had labored
and prayed and stormed and insisted more persistently to this en<l than Homce
Mann.
9. The one hateful side of the old common school, even of the original college
of the early time, was the severity of discipline. It was not specially a feature of
the New England Puritan life, for in the South, where family di cipline was never
so rigid, the absolute brutality of corporal punishment in schools is remembered
as a hideous dream by multitudes of people yet alive. Our own recollection in
Massachu etts goes back to the time when no day passed in school without that
chapter of" accidents" which it was assumed would' happen in the best of families." Parents and school authorities seem to have been in league with the schoolmaster and schoolmistress to hold the vagrant spirit of the rising generation under
the terrors of the ferule and rod. There were plenty of teachers who apparently
exhausted their small mental outfit in devising original and painful methods of
torture for the idle, dull, and disobedient. To clutch a big book held at arm's
length; to "hold down a knot" in the floor by one finger; to stand on one leg; to
"sit with the girls;' to be thrashed, "jointly and severally,'' as it pleased the
despot in charge; to isolate or mass the victims-all these horrors come back to us
as a nightma1·e only rivaled by the awful ghost novels we read "on the sly' at
night. In our own county, a di trict not backward in education, lived two pedagogic pugilists who e business during the winter months was to "keep out
schools" that ha rebelled against their teacher and often put him out-of-doors
and '' broken up the school." And this cheerful work produced such an exhibition
of daily brutality as curdles one s blood to recall.
Against this barbarous style of di cipline as a sy tem Mr. Mann arrayed himself
from the first. He abhorred corporal puni hment in all its hateful variety, while
reluctantly confessing that there is a possible limit at which patience and" moral
sua. ion" may give place to the song of the birch. But he pleaded for the natural
right of the child to happiness during his school years and the possibility of a
nobler and more succe sful method of school goyernment with all his heart.
His terrible scoring of the thirty-one Boston grammar-school masters for their
chronic habit of punishment inaugurated a reform by which every teacher who
inflict c1 corporal cha tisement was compelled to make a record of it, with the
r easons thereof, always open to public inspectjon. Of course, a great deal of the
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disorder and disobedience in schools of every sort at that day was the result of
the bodily discomfort, mental weariness, and moral exasperation caused by tha
old-time schoolhouse, incompetent teachers, and the stupid method of in truction then in vogue. Mr. Mann writes that, until the age of 16, he was never asked
in school for the meaning of a sentence in a reading lesson; indeed, "the inquiring minc1" was not in favor with the average teacher of tho day. With the coming
in of the improved schoolhouse, more attractive text-books and apparatu , better
teachers and natural methods of instruction, the old savage ideas of "school government and discipline" have broadened out to the entire fielc1 of moral and religious or character training, of which government and discipline are but the outward
garment. Dr. Nott, of New York, and President Wayland, of New England, had
already inaugurated the great reform in college discipline in the interest of common sense, common justice, and common humanity. This movement, at a later
period, was carried to its splendid culmination by Horace Mann, as president of
Antioch College, Ohio. There, in a community of ·500 boys and girls, gathered in
from the homes of the new West and Southwest, in a village without police, with
gardens and fruit orchards on every hand, there was such a spirit of order and
cheerful respect for the moral proprieties and courtesies as had never been known
in student life before that day.
All these topics are discussed in his seven published lectures and twelve reports
in a manner at once broad and minute, with a patient elaboration of the details of
common-school keeping, a splendor of illustrative imagination, a fervor of patriotic eloquence, and a solemnity and pathos of moral and religious consecration
which characterize his method of treating this subject and constitute an era in
the literature of education. It is this style of dealing with education as related
to every essential interest of man, individual and social, that gives to these volumes a permanent value. Whatever elaboration of pedagogic cultm·e or recondite excursion into the realms of psychology or biology may characterize the
present or future discussions of our great educators, the time will never come
when a thorough acquaintance with the writings of Horace Mann will not be the
most wholesome corrective of extremo views, recalling tho experimenter and speculator from wrestling with the technicalities of the schoolroom to the va t, wide,
anc1 profound world outside, from which the child comes to the teacher and to
which he must so soon return to put in practice what ho has there acquired of
wisdom or manhood.
It is said that soon after the beginning of the splendid work of Dr. Barnas Sears
in the Southern States as agent of the Peabotly education fund a large collection
of Mr. Mann's addresses, pamphlets, and reports found at Antioch College, Ohio,
after his death, was distributed through these States with the best re ults. Of
the number of educational writers that can be counted on the finger of one hand
who have compelled the attention of tho large majority of intelUgent and p triotic people of this Republic, Ilorace Mann stands yet rupreme. And th· s 11pr macy he owes to the fact that, above all prof ssional and technical preparation
for hi.- great work, he wa the first educational statesman of the land. and nobody
so clearly anc1 broa.clly as he has discerned the vital relation of the ommon
school to our merican Government and order of society. And no man h
et
forth the:, r ·lations in a manner at once so in ·trnctivo to th student in colle"'e
ancl so uplifting anc1 ins1,iring to the intelligent citizen of CVt.;ry portion of the ·
country.
t the clo of thi record of tho twelve Year 's rvice of Hord~e faun ass cretnry of tho 1, acht1sctts board of education it will be profitable to nm u1 the
·i il,1 r · ulta of hi work in the in, uguration of the educationnl reviv 1 in .,_T w
En •.and,\ ·hich was felt to the rcmot st border of th last Territory organiz 1 by
ugr • But in 1843, when half hi
rm of fficc had xpir d ancl h wa I r-
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suaded to take a six months' vacation with his wife, with hopo of recruiting his
shattered health and for a leisurely observation of European , chool life, the. e
1·0 ults had already been achieved. Besides the new legislative action already
ref rred to, which provided for a thorough system of reporting and a yearly
abstract of the onduct of affairs being placed before the peopl of ::Massachu etts;
besides n. lifting up of the minimum of the school term to six months, which piobably affected half the smaller to\'ms of the State; the fixing of a more reliable
compensation for the school committees, and the insisting that these, the only
supervisors of schools, should perform their duties as laid down in the statute;
the establishment of three State normal schools; the gathering of teachers into
county and State associations; the organization of a great sy ·t m of c.lucutional
lecturing by the most clistingui hed men of the Commonwealth; the puhlication
of tho Common School Journal and distribution of many thousands of published
documents among the teachers and the people; the establi hment of di trict, hool
libraries in many of the towns; the stirring up of the primary t achers of Bo ton
to efforts for self-improvement; and beyond all, the soul of all, the mighty
awakening po, er of this apostle of the new education, so that no little hamlet in
the remotest corner of the Commonwealth escaped attention, while mor and
more his reputation was becoming national, there was a gratifying increase in
the pecuniary support of the schools and improvement in all things connected
therewith.
The first abstract sent forth by the board of education in 1837 informed tho people of tho State that Massachusetts had a population of 691,222 an(l a property
valuation for public taxation of '206,66 ,580 in 1830. Thero were then 2,918 common schools in the State. The number of children ancl youth between th ag s
of 4 and 16 were 177,053. Of these, 14.1,837 were under instruction, with an average attendanc of 111,500. The chool were in session through an average of six
months and twenty-five days; but thi~ average was secured by the Boston hauit
of keeping school '' the year round" and of the forty or fifty larg r towns or citie. ,
which maintained a session of seven, eight, or nine months. In fact, one-third of
the children of school age were not at school and probably one-half of the towns
in the Commonwealth did not hold their schools in session more than four or five
months. One-sixth of the children of the State were in 8,34 private schools, which,
outside the academies, were generally of a temporary character, with no responsible super vision. Indeed, their status was unknown and unknowable outside the
limited circle of their patrons. There wero 5,961 common-school teachers
employed, of whom 2,370 wore men and 3,591 women. The male teache1:°g "·ere
often college or academical students, teaching during their wint r vacati ns and,
as a body, were greatly superior to the women, who seldom enjoy d advantages
for education in any way comparable with their brothers. The m n worked at
an average salary of$ 5.44 and the women of $11.3 per month, including boar<l,
generally in the familie of tho district. The amount annually exp nded from
taxation, fees, and sub criptions for the free chools was $-31,, ,52 .19, less than $3
per capita for the children and youth of school age. Thero were 8;34 private
schools and academies, many of the former beiug vacation schools of practically
the same character as the public schools and taught by the samo teachers, though
with a tuition bill attached, with 27,266 pupils, which cost $328,02G.75, more than
half tho school money expended by tho State 011 one-sixth of the children.
But this was simply the outward showing of a state of affairs which looked
more discouraging the more completely it was uncovered. The city of Boston,
with a population of 80,000 and a valuation of $80,000,000, expended 011 the 7, 00
children in public only one-half of tho sum given to the 4,000 in private schools.
The older cities along tho seacoast followecl this xample, while thos of the illterior, like Worcester and Springfield, reversed the onler of exr enditure. The boys
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wero more numerous in the public schools than the girls; the latter still held
more under private instruction. Only 14 of the 43 towns directed by law to establish a free high school ,vere complying with the statute. Not one-third of the
school committees in the State wm;e living up to the demands of the law in regard
to the examination of teachers, visiting of schools, or any real supervision of the
work in. the district schoolhouse. Not a teacher in the State was the graduate of
a normal school, and probably the majority of them had no education beyond
that gained in the rural country schools, with perhaps a term or two at a neighboring academy. The condition of great numbers of schoolhouses, according to
Mr. ::\fann ·s first report, was a scandal on the civilization of the nineteenth century. The habit of the wealthy and educated class of sending their children to
private and academical schools was fast letting down the common school to the
rank of a poor man's refuge and a coun t ed largely for the indi:fferepce even of the
class dependent on them for all the education possible for their own children.
The lack of any professional training of teachers by lectures , suitable reading,
and instruction was complete. No wonder the secretary, out of the depths of his
great heart, wrote: "Into what a state of feebleness and neglect our commonschool system has fallen, and how deeply decay has eaten into its vital ! It is
hoped that when the people learn into what a dilapidated condition the whole
frame of this venerable institution has fallen , they will rouse them:;elves to some
correspondent exertion to save it from irretrievable ruin."
That the people did respond at once in the most effectual way, by putting this
plea into legislative enactment, js evident. By 184:5-4.6 the secretary could report:
"In earlier years our reports ,vere principally occupied in exposing wants. A
much larger portion is now occupied in indicating present improvements." In
1843, after six years of his administmtion, the people were expending $585,000 for
195,000, and in 1845-4G, $620,000 for 203,000 pupils in public schools, with a relative ratio of expenditure for private and academical institutions. One by one the
legislatures came up to their duty of establishing the freo high school. Many of
the most distinguished men of the State were serving on the school committees,
and generally this important official body lived more nearly up to its duty as the
only supervising power of the Commonwealth. The secretary declared: "In no
country on earth could the progress of a free system of education be so well studied
in all its varieties as in the State of Massachusetts.'' Its compact location of the
motive power of government in the township organization enabled each community to move without restraint with a beneficent spirit of rivalry from town to
town. The reports and abstracts of the secretary were largely read by all intelligent people. Mr. :Mann read every word of the local reports of the 300 towns in
preparing his own two general r eports of 5,500 pages on his return from Europe.
Meetings were helc1 for the express purpose of 1i tening to the reading of bis interesting public documents. In many of the smaller towns a sociations of good people were formed to visit the schools and encourage the teachers and people.
Boston was waking out of its lethargy of self-complacency; the chool committee came down with a sharp word concerning the condition of schoolhouses
unworthy sow al thy and be utiful a city as Bo ton. In 1 46 fa achusett tood at
th head of the States in the wage paid to teachers, $24.51 per month paid to men and
1 .Oi paid to women, exclu ive of board. The ~ecretarywrote: '' For the last two
generation with exceptions comparatively few, all the minent men of the, t.at
whether men of letter., phy. icians, lawyer , lergymen, legislators, or judge ,
ha<l taught school. more or l ss, during the early part of th ir lives.· Th waking
up t th improvement of the moral ancl religious t aching of chil lren wa
marl· c1. In 1 1, thcr wa not a common school in Ia achu. tt wh re the
iblo ,,;;a no 1 ad. although the , 'tatc had not y mn.c1e Bibl r at1inrr in the
·hool obligatory by la;,.,•. The secretary d clnred tltat · far more ha been
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spoken and printed, heard anc1 read on education within the last twelve years than
ever before, were it all put together, since the settlement of the colonies." In 1 46
the Bay State was spending, all told, for the schools $1,000,000, $1,000,000 for its
churches, and far more for charities, and had already $60,000,000 invested in railroads at home and beyond its own limits.
A great improvement was marked in the disdpline of the schools by moral and
humane methods r ather than by physical force . The maxim of tho secretary, "No
low nature can perform the office of a higher in the common school,·, was heeded,
and a greater care was shown in the selection of teachers. The secretary's statements read like prophecy: "By what pirit are our schools actuated?" "Do they
cultivate the higher faculties of the child?" "The children of the people must be
fitted for society as well as for themselves." "Of all neglected or forgotten duties,
in all ages of the world, the spiritual duties of children are the most neglected."
"The old way of clearing the land of refuse population by war, pestilence, and
famine is outgrown. All will stay with us, and we must educate men or Auffer
by being with them." In 1845 the secretary declares that the inequality in distributing the State funds to the towns has been remedied, and in no year has his
advice and assistance been so eagerly and widely sought as in tho present time.
In 1843 the people of the State seem to have been thoroughly awakened to the
improvement of schoolhouses, and had expended for this purpose alone, since 1837,
$1,000,000, with a steady gain of '100,000 a year for the general management of the
schools.
In short, the people of Ma sachu etts were re ponding in their own moderate
and reliable way to the three propositions laicl clown by their great secretary of
educa.tion, which may well be copied and hung up in every public schoolhouse in
the United States t -day:
1. "The successive generations of men, taken collectiv ly, onstitute a great
Common weal th."
2. "The property of the Commonwealth is pledg cl for the education of all its
youth up to such a pofot as will save them from poverty and vice and prepare
them for adequate performance of their social and civil dutie ."
3. "The successive holders of this property are trustees bound to the faithful
execution of this tru t by the most sacred obligations; and the embezzlement and
pillage from children and descendants have n t less of criminality and far more
than the same offenses when perpetrated against contemporaries."
On May 1, 1843, Mr. Mann was married to Miss Mary Peabody, sister of Elizabeth Peabody, so well r emembered by American kindergartners, and of Mrs.
Nathaniel Hawthorne, wife of the celebrated noveli t, herself a woman of fine
qualities and unusual literary ability. His health was at one of its periodical
crises. After six years of prodigious activity and corresponding and ty it was
decided by his friends that a release from the workshop could alone save his precious life. His proposal, at his own expense, t mak a tour of six months in
Europe, combining the pursuit of health with the ob ervation of educational
affairs abroad, was accept d. He left the editor hip of the Common School
Journal in the hands of Ir. Georg B. Emer. on and departed on his fir t and only
journey across the gr at wat r.
His phy ical condition would have b en alarming in any man less accustomed
to "coming off conqueror., in the fight with the la t enemy than himself. He
could not sleep. As Dr. Howe said: '' Ris mind went on of itself." Ile was tormented to distraction by neuralgia and submitted to the removal of "a whole
mouthful of teeth" in hope of relief. His wife writes: "He fought all his editorial
battles over on his hecl at night. ' He carried 01<1 Massachu etts and her children
on hi heart wherever h e went. In thirteen days from leaving home he was
visiting the school·, pri ns, an<l charitable institutions of Great Britain.
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Nowhere does the absolute p1·eoccupation of his mind in the absorbing work of
his life appe::tr in a more startling way than during this period.
He was received with distinction in Great Britain, and saw more that was
characteristic of the Empir':l than was common for a visitor outside of official life.
But the.Puritan in his nerYes and blood rose up in obstinate protest ag8,inst the
terrible contrasts of life in the Old "\Vorld. At Eaton Hall, near Chester, the
grand ::;eat of tho Duke of Westminster, the first of the great Engli h estates he
visited, he was shocked at the sight of infirm old women doing the hard outdoor
work of strong men. He writes: "I left the magnificent spectacle in a state of
mind I can not now express." Thomas Carlyle seems to have been in one of his
least bearish moods, for his visitor went away with real enjoyment of'' the genuine, irresistible, boyish heartiness of his laugh." He noticed that the dog kennels
on the estate of the Duke of Buccleugh "were much better built and had a far
more comfortable air about them than half the cottages we have seen in England
an 1 Scotland." "The object that called up the deepe3t and tenderest associations
seen since I left homo was tho lowly, humble cottage in which Jeannie Deans is
said to have been boTn." He could not understand the admiration of the Scotch
for their native heather. To him it was "brown and lifeless , and had not a
particle of beauty to ally it to poetry. "· -i<· -x- It looks as if it were dead when
it came up." At York Cathedral he writes: "To me the sjght of one child educated to understand something of his Maker and of that Maker's works is a far
more glorious spectacle than all the cathedrals which the art of man has ever
reared." Yet he was profoundly impressed by the cathedral at Cologne, and
visited it again and again while in that city.
At a great fancy ball at Almacks he blurts out: "Such dresses! Such caricatures of humanity were enough to make a man call the baboons and kangaroo
, his brethren rather than these." But he remarks that" about twenty ladies were
beautifully ancl tastefully dressed. The money of the others apparently dicl not
holc1 out, for their dresses rose but just above the waist. Among the men there
was not a single good head." At the Tower of London he exclaims: '' Three millions
of jewels irr the regalia, and more than three millions of destitute, almost starving,
subjects!" At Stafforc1 House, the London residence of the Duke or Sutherland,
he writes: ''All this is splendid b eyond anything I ever saw. Were there no crime
anc.1 no poverty in the world how ono could enjoy this." If it were not for the
necessity of caring for his health he" would far prefer to be closeted in narrow
apartments, working for the children at home, to all the joy of beholding this
magnificent display of Scottish lakes. '
In this preoccupation of spirit he journeyed through Great Britain and portions
of the Continent for six months. Ho was by no means insensible to th attractions of noble scenery, rare cultivation of the land, splendid architecture, music
and art, and the amenities of cultivated society. But, when he turned his hack,
in 1837, on tho brilliant career of his early manhood to consecrate him lf to the
chilc.1ren of tho Commonwealth, lik the great apostle he said in his heart, "This
ono thing I do." Henceforth his wearisome chys anc1 sleepless night , for twenty
years w re to be giv n to the mighty mini try of education, which, in hi vocabulary, representer1 nothing less than the entire tr, ining of y ung merica for
American citiz n hip .
Dnt slllall r ~t wa found for his body lluring th .·e six months, crowded wi h
c. pcrience that ripened into tho future aclmini tration of his great affairs. It is
doul,tfnl i.f tho Euro11ean vi it of any m erican in lat r y ar h: s borne a more
ab mdaut and precious fruitage to the Republic than this snmmer ru h of Hor ce
- -,:mn from city to city through 'r at Britain. G •rmany, H olland n l"'ium and
Fi·, nc , in pur uit of all that could b gath rc<1 for' · his 0,000 childr n at home.·•
II founc1 opuJar education in Englan, le :v1vnnr ,1 than in any c untry visitc,l. D pitc a. general etlucation 1 charity fmvl of v ral million of dollar ,
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1,500,000 English children were frdng iu complete mental destitution. A 1.,ill ,Ya
then before Parliament for the establishment of a national system of education, to be
virtually un,]er the control of the clergy of the Church of England; even the certificate of a clergyman being necessary to secure employment in a factory by a child.
The most :flagrant favoritism was shown in the distribution of this charity fund;
for the searching investigations that came several years later into the condition
of the secondary education in Englancl had not yet uncovered the scandal of so
many of these endowed schools. At Oxford he heard elaborate courses of lectures given by learned professors to empty benches; the chief study under tutorship being Latin and Greek. He was informed that nine-tenths of the children in
England received all their schooling before the age of 0. There was no effective
system of national instruction till a generation after this.
In Scotland he found a different condition of affairs. The parochial-school
syst m had there been in operation almost two centuries, but only one-third of the
children in Scotland were found in this class of school , the remainder b ing
attended to by private arrangements. Ho was astonished, but not edifieu, at the
prodigious activity and energy of the Scottish school life. The t achers and pupils
performeu double the amount of work that seemed possible in the schools at home.
The masters were generally college graduates and aimed at a thoroughne s of
instruction, especially in language, nowhere else attaincu. The national system
of common ecb.ools in Irefand was then in the early year.:; of its succ:es . Three
hundred thousand chiluren were being taught in schools in which the rivalohurch
autho1·ities agreed to unite on unscctarian moral and practical religious instruction
during school hours, with arrangements for theological training outside, the u e
of schoolhouses for religious and political gatherings being forbidden . Ho \Va
greatly int rcsteu in Archbishop Whately, the most prominent author of this
arran,.,.ement. and regarded him as one of the ableBt and mo t catholic men of the
Kingdom. The Irish system of prisons was seen and studied with int n ·o inter ·t.
Several of the great private school oorporations and bcnovolent iustituti cs for
chH<lren attached to others met his approval. But, outside a few architectural
displays in private school buildings, he did not see a common schoolhou e in his
entire visit that compared with a second-rate house at home. The children uniformly sat with their feet dangling above the floor, on bencLes without backs or
desks an.din Great Britain, outside a few exceptional places, with small provision
for the illustration of studies. The normal schools were private ont rprises, and
largely restrained by the sectarian policy of their management.
In Germany he found another condition of affairs, as far as the administration,
mnthods of instruction, and spirit of the school life were concerned. He visit,d
Prussia, Saxony, Holland, Belgium, and several of the minor German 'tates, taking Paris on his retuTn. Here, for the first time, be saw the result of a wise anu
powerful public policy in the organization of a hystem of ducation that included
every family and went on with tho irresistible force and preci ·ion of one of the
power of natw·e. In Prussia tho mini ·tor of education was a lllelllu r of the
royal council, with a position, emoluments, and honors similar to other high
officials of State. A complete system of normal cbools supplied the country v.rith
educated men teachers. A thorough in pection of the schools was all the time
going on by competent sup rvisors. So complete was the eff ctof the c mpul ·ory
system that the children seemed born to go to school. In Saxony be founu the
most to admire, the little kingdom having a constitution and Parliament," a good
bit of ham sandwiched b etween Pru ~ia and Au trfo.. ' All the German States
wero only in the bef,"lnning of con titutional government. Austria bad not yet
succeeded iu providing for the education of the whole people, but Holland was
oven more advanced than the German 'tates. Belgium had e6 tablished a sy. tem
of schools in 183 , and Franco was moving in the same directfon.
In these Continental States alone he found what he went for. Horace fann
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was preeminently an ducational statesman of the progressive American type.
H 0 tlid not go to Germany, like so many scholars since his day, to admire the
administration of imperial government or fancy that the motive power of public
education in the United State3 could be safely transferred from the whole people
to an aristocracy of learned men. He had no great faith in a compulsory education of the German t ype, with a bayonet 1r.odding the waistband of every indifferent or obstjnate subject. In hil:'l famous seventh report, made afte1· the return
from his European visit, after an elaborate explanation of the many superiorities
of the German school system, showing the most thorough appreciation of its
numerous excellencies, he closes with a most powerful and philosophical analy is
of th essential difference between American and Continental European society.
He explains the fact that a system of schools in many ways so excellent, had not
yet materially changed the despotic character of society in Prussia. The rea ons
he fouud in the fact that, in 1843, the peasantry of Prussia had not yet been half
a century out of the bondage of a practical serfdom; in the contamination of
society from the evil examples of the superior classes; in the fact that the mass of
the children were withdrawn from school at so early an age, only the superior
youth being encournged to go on even to the secondary education; and specially
that, after school, there was nothing to stimulate that ambition for ri ing in life
which is so powerful in every class of American youth. The popular saying- in
Germany, "The school is good; the world is bad," had condensed. all these conditions into one sentence.
He failed not to comprehend the method and spirit that dominated the educational system. The masses of the people should be made sufficiently intelligent,
moral and religious,_ content with their lot, patriotic, and with a childlike r verence and affection for their rulers. The school life was to him by far the mo t
hopeful spectacle in all these countries. The teachers seemed to him, by all odds,
the finest body of men he met-the true fathers of the young. rather than peda~ogues
of the old-time sort. Many of the improved methods of instruction now in common use in all good American schools were there seen in full operation. He
admired the success in introducing the little children to proper school life, the skillful way of teaching reading, numbsrs, geogmphy, nature-knowledge, esp cially
the writing, drawing, and music. The di cipline was after his own heart. In
Holland corporal punishment had been abolished, and during his entire vi itations
on the Continent he never saw a pupil undergoing punishment. A beautiful
spirit of affectionate confidence, like the sunshine, pervaded the schoolroom. He
never saw a teacher sitting or using a text-book. A great yariety of metho of
illustration, especially for primary pupils, were noted. The schoolhou e w re
observed. They were greatly inferior to the better sort at home. The conv njence of the children was hardly thought of, ventilation almo ·t unknown. ' The
Dutch and Germans have no noses.' "Everyone sle p , even in summer under
feather beds, and only the convicts in the prisons havo blankets! '
For ix months, twelve hours a day, did this iudefatigable educator 'in pursuit of health 'tr::wer e this wide area of country. Ho found his Scotch friend,
G or '
ombe, in Germany, also an invalid, and the two woo d health by ndl
talks int th ni"'hts, which were often spent in reading public document onccrnin~ the institutions vi ite l l)y day. In Germany fr. 1:, nu wa<, known. t the
children as •· tho white-haired gentleman.' He went into very open schoolhon. e
cl o an<l alJ orbc:d information a through the p res of th kin. H wa no th
fir of me i"an xplorer in that field. Alr a'ly had Pr . iclent Bache of iranl 'olL"' Philadelphia. macle n valuable report •on· ming the publi , h, ritabl • a.ncl 1 n, 1 in titution of the ontin,,nt. In 1 :30 Rev. 'al ·u tow h d
vi. ite<l Lnrop , at tho in -tan e of the, tat of hio, an<l giv u an inter ing nd
\' 1' •ly rPacl accom1 of all he.,, w.
But . . fr .. faun w nt with . uc·h an utfit of
entlrn ia m e.:q, ri nee. and faculty of train cl ol,s n-ati n a no previous vi i r.
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His lofty manhood rose story by story above the head of the average school man.
He saw and appreciated all th2.t was to be seen of improved administration and
method. He was in perfect sympathy with the loving spirit that so distinguished
the schools of Germany especially from those of Great Britain. His large experience and intense interest in the criminal code and the working of the charitable
institutions for the deaf, dumb, and blind and youthful offenders, ancl the great
moral movement which under the name'' the temperance reformation" has so
blessed American society, enabled him to measure the value of that side of European life. He found nothing in the care of the insane to surpass the asylum
established during -h is early political life in \Vorcester, Mass. He gave close attention to the improved method of teaching the deaf, dumb, and blind a introduced
in the asylums at Boston and Hartford. · The prison discipline of tho Continent
still lingered in the barbarism of the dark ages. And above all, he overlooked the
entire life of the countries he visited from the high vantage ground of educational
statesmanship.
For these reasons this tour of six months, embarrassed as it was by actual feebleness of body and by, the disability that he could only read and not easily speak
the Continental languages, was one of the most important ever made since the
years when Franklin, Adams, Bnd Jefferson went abroad as the first representatives of the new American Republic. His seventh report to the board of education, made in 1844, was in many respects the most revolutionary and influential
document ever launched on the tide of American public education. It was everywhere read, and everywhere awakened admiration and aspiration for a higher
training of the teacher, better methods of instruction,and a. more benevol nt type
of school discipline. It al o woke up the last grand revolt against his administration. In 1845 Horace Mann, by universal assent, stood at the head of American
education. Henceforth his life, as secretary of the Massachusott board of edu at ion, Representative in Congress, a great schoolmaster let loose in the National
Capitol, and president of Antioch College, Ohio, was a prolong d conflict with
the "remainder of wrath" inherited from two centuries of cn1de educational
experimenting still fondly cherished by a large body of men in all departments of
American educational life.
From this important journey Mr. Mann returned to wrestle with new labors
and confront an opposition which through his entire administration had been
seeking occasion for an assault in force. On the publication of the famous seventh
report, the most important document in behalf of the new education yet presented
to the American people, it was evident that the protest against the new educational heresie3 must be made or their opponents:, forever afterwards hold their
peace." It came in the most impressive and respectable way, in tho el brated
pamphlet issued by the thirty-one grammar-school ma ters of Boston. This document, written in a moderate spirit, was not so much a pronounced attack on the
advanced views of the secretary, as illustrated by his observations in the schools
of Germany and in Holland, as an elaborate denial by those gentlemen of what
they declared his exaggerated statements concerning the condition of popular
education in Massachusetts. Without positively assailing the reform movement,
of which the board of education, through its secretary, was the representative,
they made the curious mi take of regarding a great deal in his statement of facts
concerning education abroad as a covert disparagement and impeachment of
themselves.
Thi.; document brought from Mr. Mann a powerful reply, in which the truth of
his rep1·esentations concernfag the general conditions of the common school in
:Mas achusetts at the time of his election to bis office was established by an overwhelming display of statistics. No man ever better understood the art of massing
figures upon an important point than he. His fiery rhetoric and brilliant illustrative imagination lighted up the long vistas of his facts as by an illumination of
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electrical lamps. The effect was similar to the spectacle of the first use of the
electric search light which I witnessed on a Mississippi steamer, when every
plantation, village, and hamlet was caught in its night undress and flashecl out
upon the spectator in its dishabille. It was not necessary that the secretary should
assail the Boston schools or depreciate the work of their masters. It was only
important that the whole fi eld of the reformed common-school life of the day
should be illuminated by a skillful arrangement of facts and an exact statement
of the results of the new order where applied, leaving the people to their own
decision.
It is not necessary to r evive the memory of that last important demonstration
against the revival of the common school of Massachusetts, or to attempt to fix
the responsibility for the evils and de:f;ects that were exposed by the relentless criticism of the great secretary and othel'S that came to his aid. Tho masters only did
what any body of educated men can al ways be expected to do, practically in trusted
with despotic power in educational affairs. While nominally chosen by annual
election of the school committee, they really had a life lease of these important
positions. Indeed, this body of schoolmasters was the only abiding power in tho
Boston schools. Through their great influence, the neglect of proper supervision,
and the preoccupation of the leading classes in their own affairs they really elected
the school committee, appointed the teachers, and generally directed the whole
organized scheme of discipline and instruction. There was yet no city superintendent of schools in Boston. The grammar-school department was divided into
reading and writing schools, meeting at different hours of the day and presicled
over by separate instructors. While the teachers of the elementary grades bad
shown a commendable interest in the work of the secretary and were moving in
the right direction, this higher realm of the grammar schools, where the great
majority of the children received their last schooling, was practically a clo e educational corporation. There were n. few progressive and a small group of faithful
and hard-working men among this number, and the policy of the attack on the
secretary was not adopted until after much discussion and against the prote:t of
the ablest men of the body. After the first round of controversy one of the leading masters retired from the field. The ablest of all, though among the foremo t
in his contention against tha German methods of instruction, subsequently came
round to an enthusiastic inclc!.·sement of the new education, became a progr ~ ·iv
profe sor of didactics in Brown University, and, through a vigorous ol<l age, w·as
known as one of the mo3t attractive l ecturer s and instructors on all subject" rehting to the common school.
This controversy was protracted over more than two years, through a small
libra;:y of pamphlets, and stirrccl up a brisk di cussion of educational affairs
through the pre s of the entire country. The result was a signal triumph for the
reformed education in Boston and a complete indorsement of th policy of tho
State boa.rd of education. Four of the assailants among the ma ters lo t their
positions on demonstration of inefficiency. , everal of the leading citizens of Bo ton. like Dr. J. G. Palfrey ancl Hon. George S. Hilliard, w re placed on tho ·ty
school committee. A committee of examination of tho, cho 1s was : ppointeu,
with Dr. S. G. Howe, ,Judg Pttrson , ailll lion. Charl s G. Loring as m m r .
This. th fir t thor01~gh im e tigation of th city schoo114, revealed such n, spe 'tacle
of m chani al in truct..iou, ahn of corporal puni ·hment, and ne(J'lect of phy ·ical
·o for and he 1th in ·hoolh ,u e that the crotary could well affor t r tire
nn l . ·e tb~ nt t with th 1, •ople. A city ordinance was paSl eel comp lling
the r ' 1 tr on of 1
f corporul puui hment in a book op n to public insp er ml b ing up f th ury hon of routine. a parti l cur . ilm nt of
rp P
·r o th m t r , aucl the 1 O'iunin"' of , r rganiz, tion of tho
h ~
. J)r
r •d th w • for tli
t· hlish cnt of n. ·ity u1 inn af
y
l
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A simultaneous assault on the secretary by a portion of the denominational
religious press brought out from Mr. I\Iann, more plainly than ever, his strong
convictions on the importance of moral and practical religious instruction and
training in the schools. Under his earnest presentation of thef>e ideas the entire
body of common schools of the State were using the Bible, not for a sectmia.n
purpose, but as the handbook of private and public morals. The secretary's ninth
report to the board of education, in 184G, is one of the most cogent, thorough, and
illuminating addresses on moral discipline and character training in pnblic
schools ever written, and should be kept in publication as a treatise of permanent
value for teachers. He writes: "By what spirit are our schools characterized?
Do they cultivate the higher faculties in the nature of the chihlren?'' "The children of the Republic must bo fitted for society. as well as for themsclvc .' "Of
all neglected or forgotten duties in all ages of tho world, tho spiritual culture of
children has been most neglected." " o low nature can perform tho office of a
high one in the schoolroom.' "Try to vitalize the con cienco f a child, in8tead
of tying him up to a set of rules." "The true teacher will consider tho train of
feeling not less than the train of thought which is excited by the exercises of tho
schoolroom." No idea was more abhorrent to Horace Mann than the extr me
"secular" theory of the common school, advocated by au influential body of OLlucators and to some extent actually enforced during the past thirty years. His
counsel had a great effect on fixing the present u e of the Bible in the common
schools of Massachusetts by compulsory law, with ample safeguarcls for the 1·ights
of conscience.
One of the p ints of attack by the thirty-one Boston schoolmasters wa that 1r.
:Mann was not a professional teacher, but a theori t let loose upon a prof ssional
class which ropresented the wisdom of exp"rience. The chargo was clispo d of
by the fact th:it he had, from his youth, been a teacher in the common district
schools, a tutor in Brown University, for many years an actiYe member of a
board of education, and always more deeply intere ted in educational studies
than in any other line of investigation. As an all-around educator Mr. :Mann's
primary qualifications for his great position were:
1. A genins for morality and practical religion in their application to common
affairs and a profound knowledge of tho life of New England, including civil life,
as if, from his cradle, its every feature had been impressed on his memory by a
spiritual photograph.
2. A. culture much more extended than that of the ablest schoolmaster; as an
eminent and successful member of the legal profession; distinguished in public
life as a member and presiding officer in the legislature, including a wide acquaintance with all cla'3se of the people and a powerful influence over the foremost men
of tho C mmonwenlth.
3. His long ancl careful study of tho pr blems of penal, charitable, and reformatory institutions especially for youthful offender , had greatly enlarged hi comprehension of the c mple. problems of popular educat· on. And, oyer and above all,
his twenty years and more of (lucational life were cbaracteriz d by u consecration t the children's cause that, like a great flaming light-house in tho center of
his being, made his opinions, conduct, and entire manhood as trans arent a the
day.
In his eighth report, 18-15, the secretary enlarges on topics hitherto discu sed,
although he writes: "Up to the present time the e reports have been larg ly occupied in pointing ut defect ; at pre ent in noting the march of improYement." Ho
warmly praises tho gre t work goin,.,. on in
w York, and declared that State
wa doing more th n any in tho world for common schools. He fails to notice
that the leading educational spfrits in that St, te h:i.d been men and women from
New England. The original common•school legislation in New York was pushed
through by a group of Connecticut born and bred members of the legislature,
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the first State superintendent of schools, in 1820, being Gideon Hawley, of that
State. Dr. Eliphalet Nott and Mrs. Emma Willard were the pioneers of the great
reforms in the higher education of young men and women. The later movement
that culminated in the results so highly estimated by l\fr. Mann originated in western New York, where the New England element was an overpowering influence.
Wadsworth, May, Hosmer, Dwight, and Page, and others tw numerous to mention, were the leaders in the great revival contemporaneous with Mann. It is true
that, in the outward arrangements of the common school the Empire State displayed that characteristic energy and skill of executive capacity in public affairs
in which it was always foremost in the Republic. Its system of common-school
supervi ion, local, county, and State, was well planned. Its legislatures were
more generous than those of other States, and its teachers somewhat better paid.
But there, as always in this and other directions, the prodigious power of local
administration in which New England has always excelled, with less display of
ed ucational mn.chinery, has secured better results in the actual schooling of the
children.
The tenth report of the secretary was chiefly concerned with the eclucational
history of the Commonwealth. It was a carefully prepared and admirably written
document. It showed the gradual steps by which the State had advanced from
the original law of 1647 in which the radical ide3, of universal education was
shadowed forth until the establishment of the State board of education, almost
two hundred years later. Like all the secretary's reports, each a laborious and
exhaustive treatise on some aspect of public education, this should be taken out
of its hiding place in the volume of h is collected works, reprinted in a cheap
pamphlet form and widely circulated. There is no writing on education to-day
superior to volumes that were produced through these notable years of the great
revival . Certainly in the power and elaboration with which the general idea of
the American common school was presented, the breadth of view in the discussion
of school government and administration, even in the treatment of improved
methods of instruction, we shall find little to equal and less to surpass the works
of Horace Mann. His pen seemed to move by a power without himself. For nine
years he edited the Common School Journal and wrote a large portion of its contents. His correspondence was immense. His home became a sort of" intelligence office" in educational affairs, thirty letters a day being his common diet.
He had achieved the foremost place in the admiration and reverence of the American educational public, as the chief administrative representative of the reformed
common scilooi, and was known abroad as no other educational leader in our
country has been even until the present day.
In 1847, in his eleventh report, he returns to his favorite theme of the relation
of the common school to public pro perity, and discusses this topic with hi usu 1
thoroughness, enthusiasm, ancl power of concentration. Ile says: "Far more has
been spoken and printed, heard and read on this theme within the lat twelve
years than ever before, were it all put together, since tho settlement of the colonies." "Spain has handled more gold and silver than all th other nations, but is
now the poorest nation in Christendom." "Ignorance is fatal to prosperity.
"Reading and writing are not e<lucation; the hal.,it of publi hing statistic f
education predicated on reading and writing reveals th fal. e idea of e'lnca.tion. ·
In 1847 there was not a common school in Ma sachu etts where the Bible wa not
reacl, althou,,.h not required by law.
The thn was now approaching when the great secretary could afford • to t ke
account of, tock·· and stimat the outward re ultH of his ten years of such lab r
ru f w lll n have given to the cau~o of education in ny crnmtry. In his 1 t
r port_, 1 t , he goes over again the wonc.l rfnl r ·orcl of popular education in the
~ rial <1 Y ·lopment of the people. Duriu,,. th 1 vcn y ar of his admin · trabon 1,0 ,00 had been c pe:nd d iu the building nnd repairing of schoolhouses,
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more than the entire school property of the State was worth in 1837. A corresponding improvement in all the sanitary arrangements had been witne sed.
Three State normal schools had been estab1i hed-at Lexington, afterwards West
Newton; Barre, afterwards Westfield; and Bridgewater-all under superior teachers and all sendino- forth a class of graduates who every year have done remarkable work, not only in Massachusetts, but all over the Union. The establishment
of the teachers' institutes and gathering of teachers' associations inaugurated one
of the mo t effective agencies for the uplift of the profession.
The Common School Journal was without question the ablest and most influential organ of the gres.t revival, and its volumes to-day are a model of what a journal of education should be. He had waked up a powerful interest in popular
education among the leading men of the State, all of whom, almost without exception, were ready by voice and pen to forward the enterprise. The school laws of
the State had been revised, especially in the interest of a more effective administration by the school committees of the rural schools. The proper graded system
was being established in all the large villages and cities. A great reform in
school government and discipline had been inaugurated, especially in discarding
the use of prizes and destructive emulation and the decline of corporal punishment. A decided advance had been made in primary education in the direction
indicated by Mr. Mann in his report on the German schoo s. The old wasteful
habit of a multiplicity of schoolbooks had given way to a uniform series of
improved text-books. The movement for the establishment of school libraries
had borne good fruit, perhaps the most reliable result being that out of this was
developed the fre town library, now almost universal through the State. The
local appropriations for ec1ucation had steadily increased with the larger attendance on school and greater length of school terms. Half tho school population of
Boston was already gathered from the new foreign immigration, and the problem
of the church parochial against the common school was coming to the front.
But these general items of progress were but an index to the greatest work done
in th se notable twelve years. In that time the people's common school had been
lifted from a questionable to an assured position of permanent supe1iority in the
estimation of all classes of men. The administration of public education had becomo a subject of general public interest. Nowhere was there a trace of the apologetic tone in the spoken or written plea of the secretary, a mighty sermon eleven
years long to all peop!es in all portions of the domain. With a relentless severity
sometimes bordering on exaggeration he exposes every defect of the present condition. But never does he waver in the assertion that all this is but the abuse of
the system, due to popular indifference, prof ssional incompetency, ecclesiastical
bigotry, and the same causes that always and everywhere hind r the progre s of
God's king:1.om on earth. We r ad somewhere of the palace of a gr at lord in
England where during every hour of the day could be heard in every corner of
the vast pile the music of an organ in tho chapel. So through all these years of
the official life of Horace Mann was the Commonwealth filled with the sound of
his inspiring summons to the people to wake out of sleep and put forth the entire
energy of the ommonwealth in behalf of the childr n. Full well did his prophetic soul contemplate the swift on-coming of the awful years of trial for the
Republic. At the end of half a term in Congress he wrote: "You do not know
how homesick and Statesick I am-that i , how I long to get back among the boys
and girls of the Massachusett school .. , He writes Sam. J. May: "The schools
will be found to be the way that God has chosen for the regeneration of the
world. God is never in a hurry, but we are."
Mr. Mann had now served the tate of Massachusetts eleven years as secretary
of the board of education with a fidelity and consecration of ability rare in official
life. His wife writes: "During all his educational life he had never allowed himED
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self one day of pure recreation. If he made a visit to a friend, some educational
errand was sure to lay in ambush or some plea to be entered for the furtherance
of his cherished plans. He had not the art of lying fallow and thus gathering
new strength for labor." Sho continues with :::i, charming description of hi life
with the three children given to him in the providential marriago by which he
obtained a home and doubtless added a dozen years to his already exhausted life.
Always somewhat lacking in personal tact and the politician's art of "mixing;'
even eevere, stern, and almost ascetic in his social tastes; during the later years of
his life a total abstainer from strong drink, tea, and coffee and a fierce hater of
tob "CO in any form; oppo ed to the recreation of dancing in the State normal
schools; even uncertain about the reading of fairy tales and history by children,
and never thoroughly appreciative of romance and poetry, he was always a dear
loYer of little children. As president of Antioch College he was probably the
most approachable and thoroughly interested in every student of any great university magnate since Dr. Nott.
At the period now under consideration he was once more prostrated by the reckless habit of overwork in which he had indulged for the past eleven years. It is
almost amusing, were it not so pathetic, to read his sage, positive ideas of the ol>ligation of all men to adhere to the divine laws of physiology, as in his comment on
the death of Dr. William E. Channing, while no public man in Americn. more
evil'lently brought himself to his grave at the very crisis of perhaps his greatest
triumph than Horace Mann. But his example is only another illustration of the
"higher law" of consecration to a great cause at all hazards, in obedience to which
eve1·y movement for a larger life in society is advanced by the personal sacrifice
of its leaders. Horace Mann was built physically for an athlete and centenarian.
But he began life with fitting for college in six months, kept himself always a
suffering invalid and a "light weight,"though more than 6 feet high, and died at
62, because there was no more to be given.
·
But now came across his educational career an episode of return to tho political
life abandoned in 1837 to assume the office of secretary of the Massachusetts board
of education. John Quincy Adams clied, and from every sicle came up the demand
that Horace Mann should consent to be elected as his successor in the House of
R epresentatives in the Congress of the United States.
There was much to induce him to resume his political career. His preliminary
work had been done as the leader of the great revival in common-school education. The reforms he had inaugurated were now well underway in the legislative
body which alone had tho power to carry on the work by the gradual method only
pos, ible to such progress. The terrible toil of a po tin which he was both superior
ancl subordinate in official work, the target of an opposition that as it passeu over
to a. numerical minority lost nothing of its intensity and personal malignity; his
growing interest in the antislavery cause, which after a generation of popnl
agitation had inva<lecl the Government of the United States, never to let go i
hol<l till the c1o of the civil ar, fifteen years later; po ibly an overestimate by
him elf and his frienc1s of th probable influence of the chief educator of the
nation tranf rred to Coogre, s; conspfred to urge him to this change of life. Hi
only chance for living seemed to be a ch, ngo of work, although it might be to n.n
eY n more l orbing a d e !musting ccnpa.tion.
H
a cle ·te<l ancl a.rly in the year 1 4 took hi scat in ongress. But the
... a ; chu
ts •'ta boar of educ, ti n i istecl on his retaining his office of ·ecret· r · f r • Y •rt ome. Ile
n founcl th t "h h. d as nm 1 n w dutie
'tho~ h •ing rel · d from olcl one. .. , He wri
from \Y. hington that 'h
lu. 1f a ort of c1nc tion 1 int llig n o offi o, t the n · o al apitol, at l e t
• on topi of thi sort 1 no t:o
hir ): 1
· n i<lcr tl and , n ·w r d. ·
I
'1 1d .<l to tl
importunity of Dr. S. x. llo \'O alJll h rl
th ca of ::q,tains Drayton and , ayer. on trial
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Columbia for abduction of negro slaves on vessels under their command. This
alone absorbed a good part of his time during the first year of his residence at
Washington. The demand on him as a lecturer on education, temperance, and
the whole range of topics lying adjacent to his central idea could not be resisted.
TLe result was that during the four years of his Congressional career he was one
of the most laborious public men in the country.
But it can not be said that from the point of view of political statesmanship
these four years in Congress were the most distinguished or useful portions of his
public cn,reer. Endowed with some of the highest qualities of a great political
agitator, possibly a successful statesman in a revolutionary p&riod, he had been
too long engrossed in his life work of educational reform to change his sphere of
labor with impunity. As an educational statesman at a time requiring a singular
union of courage, aggressive policy, and a moral enthusiasm verging on prophecy,
no man in America has been so eminently successful. His criticisms and decisions indeed often brought him into sharp antagonism with his own reliable supporters an<l quite alienated the more "radical 1' fraternity, who discard" policy"
in the attempt to enforce abstract truth at all hazards, though the heavens fall,
wrecking the cause itseif in the catastrophe. But he returned to political life at
a time most inauspicious for the political reputation or even usefulness of the
kincl of man he was.
The tremendous controversy of the H compromise measures" of 1850-1832 was
already on. The most celebrated statesmen of the period were shaken from their
fe3t or swept out i.o sea by the incoming tide of civil war. Horace Mann could
testify as eloquently as the most impassioned reformer against slavery, which he
regarded as the one menace of the Union. But while this attitude made him the,
unflinching opponent of the opposition, he was compelled, by his constitntfonal
conservatism in administration, to adhere to tho party that sent him to Congress.
By his support of the Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, of Massachusetts, for Speak r of
the House of Representatives, and similar votes, ho woke up an even more rol ntless hostility among people who through culture and position had been his coworkers in the educational revival at home. His opinion of the nonconforming sort in
public affairs is well expressed in his words: "How strange is that hate of an
evil thing which adopts the very means to secure its triumph! How strange that
love of a good thing that destroys it."
But it is doubtful if Mr. Mann ever fully realized the essential difference
between the position of an educator and a politician. The statesmanship of the
one is not the statesmanship of the other. The fundamental office of the educator
is to so develop the manhood and womanhood of children ancl youth through tho
discipline of the heart, the head, and the hand that the graduate from school
shall of himself be capablo of dealing with a11 que tions of practical importance
in private and public life. The central idea of republican government is that a
perfectly educated peoplo can be trusted to know their rjghts and meet public
emergencies as they occur. The office of the statesman in politics i , with an
unfaltering devotion to the etornal principles of freedom, justice, and humanity,
to adjust his policy to tho present asp ct of public affairs and neglect no opportunity of gaining a point in behalf of the people, whatever else may be neglected.
Herein is the notable superiority of the Anglo-Saxon peoples, which, during the
involved and obscure battle for liberty which,
"Eequeathecl from bleeding siro to son,
Though often lost is ever won,"
has beeu the author of all the progre sive constitutional government now c.xi. ting
in the wor1c1.
American h ' tory has not yet come to a final estimate of the great patriotic
statesmen of the era preceding our civil war. Certainly Mr. Mann had not the
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outfit for impartial and successful political statesmanship at that critical period.
In his seat in the House of Representatives at Washington, as in the office of the
s cretary of the board of education in Boston, he was still the great schoolmaster
ancl educational statesman. Indeed, he was probably induced to go to Washington by the hope of establishing the national department of education which came
twenty years later, and over which his friend and c_o worker Henry Barnard was the
first Commissioner. In his controversies with the opponents of educational
reform in Ma sachusett he had acquired a "short method" of dealing with a disputant, prodigiously effective under the circumstances, but quite out of place in
a body like the national House of Representatives. Mr. Blaine, in his remarkable
eulogy on President James A. Garfield, has set forth in striking words the mental
constitution of this hody and the prodigious difficulty of acquiring or exerting
influence over it. Mr. Mann always appeared to the majority of its members as
an eloquent and patronizing pedagogue, lecturing the Representatives of thirtytwo "sovereign States" as an excitable and high-toned college president might
harangue a crowd of uproarious students on the edge of a rebellion. Only once
he seems to have obtained an almost universal attention by a remarkable speech
on education. This address brought around him a crowd of admiring listeners
and woke up a new interest in general education in many of the leading Southern
Members of Congress. At the close of his first term of service be was reelected,
although his attack on Daniel Webster, then at the summit of his personal popularity among the conservative classes of New England, had so estranged thousands
of the most influential people of these States that he could henceforth hardly
expect to live in peace at home. His call to the presidency of Antioch College,
Ohio, in 1854 was a blessed reprieve from a position which would have been an
endless conflict during the remainder of his active life.
But whatever may have been the influence of his great activity in the cause of
liberty and union in Washington and through the country, he never doubted that
his real place was at the helm of the revival in universal education. One of his
most notable deliverances was a letter to Rev. D. ,vright, jr., on the controversy
concerning moral and religious instruction in common schools, especially as applied
to the contention of the bishops of the Catholic Church. He says, "Moral qualifications, and ability to inculcate and enforce the Ch1·istian virtues, I consid r to
be even of greater moment than literary attainments in the teachers." He believes
that such qualifications can be found among the disciples of all creeds and ecclesia tical organizations, and would only require in the teachers a wise and strict
avoidance of the sectarian spirit and method. He writes: "I have always and
under all circumstances held that the Bible is a, book that should be introduced
int our schools." His own fidelity to conscience is alwavs to be noted. "I shall
try to k ep my conscience, though in so doing I may l~se my office." Ile se s
cl<>arly that to go into politics from education is "going from the frying pan into
the fire, and writes to Charles Sumner, not y tin th S•nn.te, who is urging him
on to some n ew effort: "I think you are rather the hardest taskmaster since
Pharaoh, and I am not sure I ought to stop with that old Egyptian scamp."
To Father Pierce he writes: "I have not the slightest expe tation of ever f elin any attacbm nt for my pre ent po ition. I hav no id a that I cn.n mak any
effe ·tivo impr .. ion on the b ody with which I am a. socic tecl. From pr nt
app ranee I have not run away from corre pondcnce on , chool and Jucation,
bnt into it. I may have an opportunity to c1o an un n work in this b halfvcn gr • ter than I have ever done before. I hnv F; en non rh alr ady to give
mo ven • d per conviction of the nece ity and incligp nsablen s of edncatio
than I v r ha<l before. It i. tho only way wh reby a R 0 pnhlic can h sav d.
Iler in w can not cloubt w this four ye.irs f p liti ·al life a valu. bl ducation for .Ir. Ia,rn. It r mov d him from th portion of th<! ountry m .-t favorbl
ncational reform to th r al cent •r of nath.1nul public th ught and
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action and showed him, as he could well read the lesson, that it is only as a whole
p ople is lifted up to a higher intelligence, virtue, and executive capacity that a
crisis such as then confronted the American Republic can be peaceably and
effecth-ely dealt with. To his friend, Dr. Jarvi , he write : "All the kind things
you say point to what I would do, rather than to anything I have done; indeed,
what I have done falls so far hort of what should have been done, that I feel
somewhat of an emotion of shame whenever the subject i called to my mind."
His best work was now done through frequent opportunities to 1-ccture, and
among these efforts should be mentioned a splendid address b fore the Young
Men's Mercantile Library Association, in Boston, Novemb r, 1849.
It is intere ting to read his e timate of Henri Clay, then near tho close of his
splendid political career, though clothed in the o bsoleto phra eology of phrenology:
' I have been studying his head. It is a head of very small dimensions. B nevolence is large; self-e teem and love of approbation are large. The intellect, for the
size of the brain, is well developed. His benevolence prevents his self-este m from
being oppressive; and his intellect counteracts the action of his love of approbation, and saves him from an excessive vanity. His vanity, however, has at several
periods of his life, led him into follies. He derives his whole strength from his
temperament, which is supremely nervous, but with just as much of the sanguine
as wa pos ible to ~ut into it. Considering the volume of the brain and the size of
the head, it has tho best adju tcd faculties I have ever seen."
It is perhaps well for civilization that the average father and mother are not a
pair of high-strung physiologists, even when a Horace Mann, can deliberately
write such a sentence as this: 'If men understood their duty, no man would have
any more children than he could support, educat , and leave in an eligible condition
behind him, any more than a prudent farmer woulcl have m re sto k on his farm
than he could support with pr fit to himself and with humanity to them. The
launching of a human being into thfo world, with a moral certainty of his being
unhappy and miserable, I regard a far greater crime, in the abstract, than sending
a human being out of it." "In the abstract" something may be said of such a
theory. But what family of industrious habits, good character, and fair intelligence in our country can predict what will be their ability a dozen years hence to
educate and fairly bring up a family of children? And who can predict that any
child, however and whenever born into the world, is destined to happiness or
misery? Certainly, the conclusions of the extreme physiologist put into practice
in th only way such a theory could be applied, by all sorts and conditions of p,eople,
would inflict on society a hardness of heart and a combination of personal mi ery
and social demoralization compared with which the present errors in family life
are not to be m ntioned. The radical error, and it is a fatal error of much of our
"pra ·1.ical" science and the pedagogy derived therefrom, is the notion that there
is no lmiO'hty love at the c nter of the uni verso that watches over the immortal
life of tho 1 a t child, and that the eternal de tiny of anyone is wholly intru ted
by Providence to any teacher, parent, or anybody.
In wide contrast to such extreme, peculations we read words that touch a vital
point in all teaching. "Can the pupil reproduce what you teach him? This
is the all-important point in teaching. Has a lesson been so learned that the pupil
can restate it in words or exemplify it in act, or draw it on the blackboard, etc."
He ran against the theological animus at Albany, N. Y., where, after his own
1 cture had been delivered in the church of the famous Dr. Campbell, of whom
President Andrew Ja k on eaid, "Dr. Campbell and I can not live in Washington
too-ether,' the church was clo ed again t the whole course, including Theodore
Park r, Drs. Orville Dew y and Andrew Peabody, and he writes, "lsn·t this
beautiful?" Indeed, for the e political capital cities, of which Albany, N. Y., wa
then the most celebrated, he had littler spect. After a long course of lectures in
New York he writes: "I wish it were possible for some man or men to spread them-
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selves over this great State and see that the children are as well taken care of as the
pigs." Yet to the last he extols the Empire State as chief in the Union in its skill
ancl zeal in organizing public education. He thinks the girls of western New York,
as he sn,w them in their little coeducational colleges, the finest in the country. And
he was doubtless greatly influenced by what he saw in the splendid country, western New York-a "revised and corrected edition" of New England-to cast in his
lot with what was even at this late period" the west," Ohio. It gave him great
pleasure to £ee that, after years of obstinate opposition and ridicule from many of
the leading teachers of the deaf and dumb in our country, his ideas. of instruction,
put forth in his seventh report, were adopted and largely put in ope:rntion.
It was doubtless not only politically but controversially a mistake for Mr.
Mann to carry his opposition to the policy of Daniel Webster to the extremity it
assumed. But however elevated may have been his motives in this memorable
controversy, its reaction was the practical close of his political life, and followed
him like an ominous shadow to his grave. Although roolected .to CongTess in
1850, on the rising wave of opposition to the" compromise measure3,'' then on the
verge of enactment into law, Mr. Mann never seems thereafter to have felt at
home in Washington. He had fallen upon the reaction that through the North
preceded the final outbreak of hostility to the slave power, and couns ls liko his
were not heeded at the capital. He now seems to have been oftener absent from
Washington and more given to lecturing. These lectures, on temperance, eclucation, and his favorite theme, loyalty to the divine laws of nature, were eagerly
sought and were always instructive and powerful. He was greatly interested in
tho effort of Miss Do:rnthea L. Dix to move Congress to an appropriation of public
l ands for the education of the insane, and although this effort failed, she did
succeed in obtaining aid for an institution in the Distl'ict of Columbia.
In a l>rief letter to a young men's debating society in New York he enforces the
golden rule of all true oratory and debate, that all should be for the furtherance
of the truth. His coming to Washington in 1851, in his second term in Congre ,
with his family, was signalized by a publication of his antislavery speeches in a
volume of 600 pages. This se~sion of Congress was hiefly notable for political
intrigue by the numerous candidates for the Presidency of the United States,
which resulted in dropping all the prominent statesmen con ..picuous in the late
struggle and nominating Mr. Franklin Pierce, of New Hampshire, and Gen. v infield Scott, of the ATmy of the United States, as rival candidates. Although in a
measurn favorable to General Scott, the candidate of the Whig party, the intere t
of Mr. Mann in political affairs from that date visibly declined. Ile was no
longer in full sympathy with the party to which ho had been accustomed to look
for the most favorable policy in behalf of freedom, and the formation of the Repu blican party was yet six years away. He had been already approached in connection with the presidency of Antioch Colleo-o, Ohio. His only venture as a maker
of 1::choolbooks was at thi · pel'iod, in a laborious effort to prepare a series of arithmetical text-books on a new principl . Tho i<lea, a wo get it, seems to have
included or implied the present enlarg d method of instruction in mathematics.
lljs corr sp n(1enco with
r. Downer, of Bos to , George Combe, and oth r
n
public affairs i
rich an 1 illumin tin,,. that it i · a matter of f,YI'C, tr gr t th t w
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on a lecturing tour in eastern New York, he first met Re,. Austin Craig, then a
young clergyman 28 years of ago, with whom his whole after lifo was singularly
connected, whom he loved as a younger brother, and finally became associated
with in his work at Antioch College. As already mentioned, about this time, in
a lecture tour through western New York, his attention seems first to have been
seriously attracted to the subject of the coeducation of the sexes in college. In
several of the higher academical institutions, then misnamed colleges, he found a
state of affairs that profoundly impressed him and opened new vistas of usefulness.
From this tour of twenty-five successive nights of public speaking and visitation
by day he returned to Washington "in better health than when he left.'
As early as May, 1852, his attention had been called to the projected establishment of a college by tho religious body known as Christians at Yellow Springs,
Ohio. In a letter to Rev. Eli Fay he writes: "No event of my life has ever caused
me more deep and solemn anxiety than the applications to becomo tho candidate
for the presidency of your proposed college at Yellow Springs, Ohio. * * -: Miss Catharine Beecher prays, if I want any more comfort in this life, that I
will not try to build up a college at the West, and she says Prof. Calvin Stowe
held up his hands in deprecation of the thought."
But the idea, from the first, had taken a deep lodgment in his heart. He
regretted that he "could do no good at Washington." The return to educational
work in Massachusetts, after his break with the formidable body of conservative
influential people in Boston, was practically impossible. The prospect of succe s
in any coming change in public affairs was not brilliant, although Charles Sumner
had been elected to the Senate of the United States by a combination that had
removed Robert C. Winthrop permanently from public life, to the great advantugo of education by the splendid services of this most accomplished of ow
England statesmen through the closing thirty years of his life as president of the
Peabody Education Fund. The Vv est! for Ohio was still regarded a Westo1-n tate,
opened the most inviting sphere of activity commensurate with the ability,
reputation, ancl aspirations of Mr. Mann. The death of Robert Rantoul, jr., his
old associate in the board of education in Massachusetts, almost at his entrance
on a distinguished public career as a Member of Congress, seems to havo given
the final direction to his wavering determination. From this moment his mind
was more and more engrossed by the thought of the new life beckoning from
beyond the Alleghanies. On April 15, 1852, the crisis came. Mr. Mann was
nominated by the '' Free Democracy" of Massachusetts for governor of the State.
He received the offer of the presidency of Antioch College, Ohio, on the same day.
Ho accepted the latter office without hesitation. This decision finished his political career. For the coming years of his life he was plunged heart and soul in
hi· crowning work, which may well be styled the revival of the Western American
college.
Ilorace Mann was in his fifty-seventh year when, on September 13, 1852, he wa
nominated for governor of Mas achusetts on an independent political tickot, and
ou the same day accepte 1 the invitation to the presidency of Antioch College, at
cllow Springs, Clark County, Ohio. With no ab tement of zeal for the political
opinions for which ho had contended with all his might during the four years of
his Congre~sional life, he had become fully convinced that tho impending crisis in
national affairs had not yet culminatecl and that as a candidate for governor of
:M, ssachusetts, doomed to certain defeat and beyond any other public man politically obnoxious to the soli l conservatism of the State, led by the great Sena.tor,
abinet minister, and Presidenbal aspirant, Daniel Webster, his status as a politician would henceforth be located at zero. And, as if destined to emphasize his
retreat from public life, about this time he had been drawn into perhaps the
most exasperating and personal public controversy of his life, with Mr. Wendell
Phillips, representing the extreme wing of the Garrisonian antislavery movement.
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Evidently there was nothing to be done but to turn his eyes to some new phase of
the educational revival in which he was still acknowledged by all competent
judges to be the Lader who represented most completely the position of American
educational statesmanship.
That he accepted the offer of the presidency of what was then a new Western
coliege with joy and found in its contemplation a new lease of life can not be
doubted. The first meeting of the faculty, already elected by the trustees of the
institution, with the exception of two of hi.sown friends nominated by himself, at
his residence in West Newton, Mass., was harmonious. He left the State early in
September, 1833, "weeping like a child," as he turneil his back forever on the
Commonwealth to whose uplift he had consecrated the best years of his life and
which later placed his statue, erected by the contributions of the school children
of Massachusetts, on the capitol terrace opposite that of his old antagonist, Daniel
Webster-fit representatives of the conservative political and progressive educational types of statesmanship by which the Bay State has risen to her present
exalted position among the Commonweaiths of modern times.
There was much to attract Mr. Mann to this new field of labor in the West.
Antioch College was established by the religious denomination of Christians, then
a numerous and growing body, especially in the region commanded by this its
first institution of the higher learning. Yellow Springs, Clark County, Ohio,
was then a rural hamlet, clustered about a well-known summer resort, in a beautiful and fertile quadrilateral, inclosed by the Ohio, the two Miamis, and tho Mad
river, 60 miles north of Cincinnati, between the present flourishing cities of
Springfield and Xenia. It seemed almost an ideal situation for the college, which
its new presic1en t beheld in vision as he set his face towarcl '' the great West.'' The
institution was situated almost in the center of the most densely populated portions of the three Wes tern States-Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky-and perhaps more
central to the constituency he hoped to attract than any locality beyond the Alleghanies. Good living was very cheap, the climate genial, the natural conformation of the country attractive by its scientific interest to the geologist and the
botanist, easily accessible to the city of Cincinnati, still, in 1853, the center of
culture in the vast region beyond the mountains. The religious denomination
that founded it was known as theologically the most progressive among the evangelical churches of the North and Southwest, with only the Bible as a creed, and an
increasing section of its younger clergy and educated laity pledged to freedom of
Scripture interpretation and a progressive policy in the higher education. It had
been decided that the college should be coeducational and with no distinction of
race, in these respects perhaps the only considerable foundation of the higher
education in the West, save Oberlin, Ohio, which had taken that position. It had
also "broken the record ' as the first of the important Western denominational
colleges that had elected a layman to the office of president. It had "struck
twelve., by inviting the foremo t common-school educator in America, despite
hi politi al entangl ment , to what must necessarily be very largely the personal
admini tration of a new experiment, and he had been 1,ennitted to bring everal
teachers of his own selection and to inaugurate his own method of college
in truction and discipline.
Th pr ·ent sy. tem of free high schools was then hardly established in the
e, t out of the citie ·, and the maj rity of the academies and colleges of all the e
't
f the ,..orth and 'outhwest w re strictly sect· rian and generally in no
r p ct?f ~igh reputation. The ri ing .,.niversity of Michigan was the only tate
umv rsi Y m th . _ orthwe t that had attracted the attention of the educational
Ea • . .,. v r hcfor or fiince h s th r been a more inter sting pportunity to
bh h_ ~ c 11 go of the high r gra e of , cholar ·hip, fr e from the trammels
?n 1 ra~i 10n th
i l hound th high r du a ion of th original thir en tates
m cll rumc t the old Briti hi al . Only thirty y r, before, at tho nivcrsity
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of Virginia. under the leadership of the venerable Thomas Jefferson, and thirtyfive years later, in Tulane University, New Orleans, La., under tho presidency of
William Pre. ton J obnston, has ·such a peculiar opportunity offered itself to an
American educator.
All this l\Ir. Mann appreciated. His twelve years' service in the revival of the
common school in New England had trained him in the advanced ideas and policy
of the elementary, secondary, and normal school. His four years' service at Washington had made him thoroughly acquainted with the progressive and energetjc
spirit of the Northwest and its desire for a higher and broader type of college
and university life than had hitherto prevailed. He was always unmindful of
pecuniary rewarc1, though always ridden by an almost fanatical sense of public
and private pecuniary obligation. This was a serious personal di advantage
when his pecuniaryintere~t conflicted with his sacred obligation to th good causo
of the uplift of the coming American generation. He probably was not sufficiently foformed of the fact that the obstacles to such an enterprise as that in
which he was now embarked were necessarily greater jn tho new than in the
older section of the Union. He went forth to the closing five years of his glorious
career, which, despite all the disasters and discouraging features in the material
affairs of Antioch, was perhaps as memorable in its relations to the system of tho
higher education in the West as his earlier and more public work to the common
school in New England.
He found the progressive people of the West and Southwest ready to welcome
him to the leadership in the revival of the higher education in the States tributary
to ntioch. He was inau?"urated as president in October, 1853. His inaugural
adl1ress, of which Thomas Starr King wr te him from Bo ton, "There is vitality
enough in your inaugural to make a college thrive in Sodom, 'was deliver d to an
enthusiastic open-air assembly of 3,000 people. Standing on the front steps of tho
main college building, the already venerable president received a gift of three
Bibles for the uso of the different departments, and in reply set forth in eloquent
and significant words the idea of the founders of the in. titution, on which binge
the entire history of the higher Christian e<lucation in the Republic. The tables
of the unfinished dining ball were cleared of the fragments of everyday use and
spread anew with the examination papers of the 150 young people who applied for
entrance, only 8 of whom were organized into a freshman class. His own scheme
of administration, as concerned with the courses of study, discipline, and the general management of tho educational and religious affairs of the institution were
accepted. His original plan included a thorough department of pedagogics for
the training of teachers, the preparatory classes being utilized as a general practice school. This arrangement would have placed Ohio at the head of the West in
this great reform. More than 1,000 young people applied for admittance during
the first y ar, representing all the Western and Southwestern tates, with a strong
contingent that had followed him from the antral States and New England.
That there might be no bar to succe son the religious side, Mr. Mann consented to
the ceremony of baptism and became a member of the hristian dnnomination,
thereby assuming the office of college preacher and professor of natural theology
and philosophy.
But from tho first the new college bore within it. elf the seeds of financial ruin.
Like so many of the new schools of the We tern and oven the older Middle State
at this period, it had been established on the :financial 'delu ion and snare," a
numerous body of holders of 'scholarships, 'each of whom had a vote in tho
ele~tion of trustees. This small sum of a scholar hip of 100 with an indefinite
paym nt, and only the annual interest available for the support of the in ·titution,
was of course, a foundation of and, especially as each holder of a scholar hip
was ntitl d to simd a student virtually free of tuition charges. A beautiful
wheat field of 20 acres had been given for a college campus, and buildings bad
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been projected and partially erected on credit. The Christian denomination was
comparatively poor and unaccustomed. to a canvass :for contributions to a seat of
the higher learning. · It- was soon evident that fr@m the West little :financial aid
could be expected, as each Christian body in that vast area was already overburdenecl with its own enterprises, and the uncertain :financial condition reported by
the administration failed to c:ommend itself to the comparatively few people of
wealth not already inter.ested i:n sectarian foa:nd.ations.
This is not the plaee t@ rehearse the melancholy financial history of Antioch
College during the few years. of. the presidency of Horace Mann, notably the years
when it stood up beyond the Alleghanies as an. obj.ect lesson in the revival of the
higher education. Suffice to. say that, after herculean efforts, the president for
moro than a year receiving no salary, the impending failure came upon it in 1 .37.
This crisis was "tided over" until 1859r At th(;} commencement of that year a
new corporation was formed, largely by the inflmmce of distinguished Eastern
friends, Rev. Henry W. Bellows, of New York; Dr. Edward Everett Hale, of Boston, and eminent laymen :representing all portions of tho Northern States, with
timely and efficient support from the churches and people of ·the Unitarian faith
in Boston, New York, Brooklyn, Chicago, and Cincinnati. A. new board of trustees was chosen, undenominational in its character, though with a. generous recognition of the original Christian co:rastitue:ncy. Mr. l\'.!ann was reelected president,
and, hacl his life been spared, the prodigious educational success of Anti ch College would for the.first time. haveenjoyed the solid found a.ti on of a reliable :financial
esta bl:ishmen t .
But the earthly service of a twenty years' leadership in the great ducational
revival of tho Republic. was finished for Horace Mann~ He died, and ith his
departure ·his beloved rnstitution gradually subsided into the position of hundreds
of our n ew American educational enterpris.es, though Antioch has always retained
the radical ideal of its founder . At present, after a varied history, it remains a
respectable institution of learning, under th.a management of its original friends,
chiefly attended by the youth of the Christian de1wmination in the South and
West.
Neither is it profitable to recaJ.l the· personal trials of President Mann and the
painful embarrassments of his educational administration by the obstinate jealousies and the persistent opposition of adverse elements in the body of administration and instruction. All this is. an old, old story in the history of numerous
American colleges. But apart from the financial weakness, this would not perm nently or seriously have interfered with the final succe s of Antioch. For Ilorace
Mann was no tyro in the arts of public controversy or in the skillful manipula.ti n
of the varied elements of an administrative educational policy in the face of any
or all forms of opposition. As it was, he carried his point in every conflict of
this sort, weeded out of the field the incompetent and hostile members of tho
faculty, and splendidly vindicated his own theory of instruction and di. cipline.
Had his lifo been spared hew uld have been, under tho nc manag ment, in the
full and almost unquestioned po ession of an almost de potic contl'Ol of the colle..,.e.
As it was, Antioch College has sent forth as teachers ancl promising students,
on f tho m 't reli bl group f young men and women ever graclu t d from an
in i ;uti n of 1 arning beyond the All ghani . F ur thousand tu nt had
}) e throurrh h coll g during he fi. e years of Pr sidcnt fann's ad ini trnti n . - tit fir t <: m en m nt a 1, r er numb r of gr ....duates app ar d th:m in
any ~ t _c ·h I that cl im cl th title of c 11 g in hio at a imilar a,,. , c pt
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of Horace Mann, tho writer of these pages in his educational journeyings through
the Southern and Western States, finds himself often in contact with eminent
men and women in all professions who hail from the old Antioch hive. Tho college has sent from its body of professors and students coll ge !)residents to Harvard, Clark, and Wellesley, Massachusetts; an acting president to Cornell, in New
York, and a pre:,ident to the State University of Ohio, with numerous distiugui he<l college professors, common-school superintendents, and eminent teachers
in the higher seminaries of learning in many portions of the country.
The secret of the powerful and peculiar influence of Antioch College is found in
the character and ideals of its :first pre ident, Horace Mann. Tho Northwest of
forty years ago had not yet reached the undeniable superio1·ity in the acceptance
and development of the new education iu the common school, an.cl to a remarkable
de6ree in the administration of several of its leading univer ities, which is now
accorded to it by universal con ent. Horace Mann went to Ohio as tho best re1 resentative of the application of the superior new common-school American ideal to
the high r education. He went as a layman, and to his last day was practically a
lay educational statesman, standing on a college platform, the president of a coeclucational college which offered ev n to the pro cribecl colored race the full opportunity of the higher student life. But to few of the leaders of education in the e
vast new Commonwealths was revealed the lofty and broad ideal of college life
that he brought with him. Theodore Parker wrote to him: "I think Massachusetts had no seed in her granary which the West needed $0 much as yourself.
Now God has sent you to Ohio, I look for a great harvest." That "sead" was the
id a, never before so firmly held and wrought out with such invincible courag by
the policy of the highest educational statesmanship-that the college and university a o not a worlcl by themsalve., an educational realm s3t apart by a superior
class in~isting on a position that virtually leav s the people's common school a faroff, unrecognized region for the use of the " common herd." Antioch Coll go 'as
educationally reared, from corner stone to roof, on the broad foundation laid f r
tho people's common school through the dozen years of the powerful and wise
adm:nistration of Horace Mann as the first secretary of the Massachusetts l>oar
of oJucation.
Tho spirit that flowed through it was free, broad, and catholic, th01·ough as the
be t of olu Harvard, but e~panded, adjustable, open to every race and both sexes,
administered by men and women, with a transferal of all the improved methocls
of the common school to the conditions of a college in that portion of the country,
already, from its magnificent demonstration of ability in affairs, indicat d for
leadership in the coming struggle for the salvation of the Union. Although the
original plan for a great department of pedagogics was not realized, the ntire
seminary wasp rhaps the best general training school for teachers th n . et up in
America. President Mann himself characterize(l it as "a college with tho drill
of West Point and the methods of the New England normal school." Th re ult
wa. the graduation of several hundred men and worn n who everywhere have
"struck fire" as leaders in the professional and educational life through va t
regi ns of the Republic, and the adoption of the educational . pirjt and methods
as ociated with the career of Horace Mann l>y all the leading colleges and universities of the West.
But the most notable superiority of Antioch College was the triumphant succe s
of the plan of self-government introduced by the president. From the old times
when corporal -punishment was administered at Harvard in the presence of the
faculty arrayed in cap and gown by the prcsiclent after a religious service, down
through the reformed administrations of 1,re idents Dwight of Yale, Nott of Union,
and Wayland of Brown, there had been a steady growth of the idea that a colloge
stuclent is not necessarily an incarnate devil in ambu h, on the watch for an
opportunity for some novel display of mischief or wickedness, but an average hoy,
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occasionally difficult of management, but accessible to the persuasive power of an
administration of reasonable authority tempered with fatherly affection, aiming
at the manly self-culture which is the basis of the highest American citizenship.
It was reserved ·for Horace Mann, as the most notable achievement of a life crowded
with victories over venerable delusions in education, to inaugurate and carry to a
complete success a college discipline which was neither more nor less than gathering several hundred young men and women from the portions of the country least
accustomed to parental and school control, including many who came with exaggerated and eccentric notions, not only of young men's and women's "rights," but
of college freedom as "the right to do what anybody pleases," and teaching them
how to become m en and women fit to control the destinies of such a country as this
Union was on the way to become.
Mr. Mann's favOl'ite idea of the mischievous influence of school government by
emulation was the soul of his method. He said: "Emulation makes bright
scholars: but rascally men of affairs." Almost every morning, at the opening
r eligious service of the college, he placed before the assembled students some new
and often startling illustration of the highest ideal of an education founded on a
sacred regard for the eternal laws of God, with such eloquence and fitness of
appeal, such terrible sarcasm over sin and foily, with such splendid encouragement, aid, and comfort for every good resolution and reputable effort as was
well nigh irresistible.
He gathered them.embers of his lower class about him in his own home, and by
long and patient argument and entreaty persuaded them to agree to a combined effort at self-government, truthfulness, and obedience to law without the
machinery of college spies and proctors and the wearisome conflict of wits between
student and professor that discipline in so many colleges bad. become. His most
difficult undertaking was the effort to change the regulation college idea of
"honor" between students to the belief that their first duty and obligation was
to the institution of which they were members. This obligation of honor should
prevail in any matter that threatened the reputat ion of the collego, whatever
might become of the inclination of the students to stand by one another in the
concealment of offenses against its law. Relentless and threatening as the judgment day against persistent wrongdoing and malignant opposition, he forbore
with an almost divine patience with the crude manners, half-digested notions,
and foolish and disobedient conduct of the weaker members of his little commonwealth.
Stern and resolute, sometimes bru que and even discourteous to his equals and
opponents, ho was always the confiding father of every student. He brought t-0
Antioch many of the great st men of the country as lecturers and visitor , and
always gave to every student the opportunity of a personal meeting and hand
cla p with the distinguished guest . But none of these men could sway, inspire,
and draw all heart after him by any. pell of eloquence like himself. Many a boy
sent to him a a final xperiment in his education wa won over to the right, and
ven those he wa comp lled to send away were oft n reformed by their last
humiliation and cam to revere his memory. H seem d to live in the innermost
lif of every youth intru t d to his care. And so mi rhtily did he prevail that not
only was ntioch, de pit the perpetu· l malign influence of its n mie
ome of
th 111 nth ground. perhaps them ·t enthusia tic ancl 1 yal body of tud n in
h' ~nion. lm in th suppr ·ion of the ordinary vi • s of student life it ha never
. <1ual d and, until to-<la · nev r urpas.· d. '\J ith none of the ordinary
cl vie
f I> m 1 gov rnm nt ho succ d d in making his student c mmunity
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the exception of Oberlin and Marietta, exceeded those of any other at the same
age. ]\fore than 1,000 students have left us, ancl among them all scarcely one who
has been with us long enough to imbibe the spirit of the place has left us a dogmatist or a bigot. There is a strong but a sober spirit of attention to religious
interest among our students. The moral character and conduct correspond. On
the east side of our grounds, and immediately adjoining them, is a farm of 400
acres, with gardens, vineyard, and orchards of trees, and on the northwest a large
flower and fruit garden. On the southwest a Frenchman rais s choice fruits for
the market. Not one of these, for two years, has lost an apple, a peach, or a grape.
Our dormitory, nearly :filled with male students, has no teacher or proctor or overReer. In study hours it is as quiet as your house. We have no rowdyism, no
drinking of intoxicating liquors, no gambUng or card playing, and w have nearly
succeeded in exorcising profanity and tobacco. All our faculty, except myself,
are young (and I feel so), and are well quali:fi d for their places and filled with a
generous enthusiasm. Two of our professors are ladies.·,
The report of graduates now living confirms this remarkable statement, such as
perhaps could not be made by any American college so large, under conditions in
any way so peculiar. For an entire term Mr. Mann reports that there had been
no occasion for the discipline of any student. Well might he write in 1858: "Our
educational department has prospered beyond anything I have ever known or read
of; the financial has been as disastrous as it could be. The college was bankrupt
on the day it opened.' After the failure of 1857 Mr. Mann himself had undertaken to manage its material as w 11 as its educational, moTal, and spiritual affairs.
For two t rrible years he labor d and prayed and'' endurccl all things" in the vain
effort t savo the corporation from its fate. ·when the end came, at the c mmencement season in June, 1859, and the whole corporate structure fell, the great
fath r and educator who, for five years, had shone in the upper world abovo it
'' like n, star from the East," blazed into his final transfiguration of the immortal
life.
Of course, the peculiar success of the educational department of Antioch
was thE:' work of the president and the faculty gathered and inspired by him.
Neither the West nor the East was then or is now capable of adopting in its college life a policy so catholic and a spirit at once so tolerant and severe, so effective as an education into the loftie t American manhood and womanhood. That
Horace Mann shortened his life a dozen years by his five years' administration at
Antioch Colleg would go without the saying were it not possible that even this
prodigious strain on all the vital force of his existence may, in itself, have been
the elixir of life that kept him on his feet. He was to the last a great power in
the land everywheretlrough his lecture career, and by his connection with the leading colleges in the country the best known educator, although he onld not bring
them to his idea that a stud nt expelled after fair trial should be left by every
institution as an outcast in the outer c1ar1..,1ess of his di grace. His one visit to
St. Louis, Mo., resulted in the stablishment of a, tate a ociation of teachers, the
transferal of his own able t professor, :rtfr. Pennell, to the presidency of the St.
Louis High School and afterwaTds of a celebrated girls' seminary connected with
W « hington University, and the founding of a city normal school, which has had
as its distingui heel presidents Dr. Richard Edwardi:i, Miss Anna C. Brackett, and
Dr. Louis Soldan. The acknowledgment of his power and influence wa not
wanting. He raised up uch friends and enthusiastic supporters 1s Drs. Henry
W. Bell ws, Edward Everett Hal , and a host of the best men and women in the
land; although his old political opponent in Massachusett per istently refused to
support his college by their money and put forth their best effort to verify the
saying of Little Boston in Dr. Holmes's "Autocrat of tho Breakfast Table," •·No
man over left Boston that Boston could not spare."
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Rev. H. C. Badger, for a time one of the faculty of Antioch College, writes:
"The impetus with which the mind of Horace Mann smote our minds, rousing us
and kindling a heat of enthusiasm, as it were, by the very power of that spiritual
percussion-it was in this that he was so incomparable." Professor Christy says:
"To my own mind, I am wont to symbolize the life of :M:r. Mann by the figure
of an ardent and strong youth begirt with the perils and temptations of life, with
these four sentences engr aved around him in characters of flame : 'What is the
moral law of the universe?' 'What do I know or can know of it, and what does it
teach?' 'That the moral law onght to be obeyed; that the moral la wean be obeyed.'
'That moral law I will obey, ruat crelum.' Morality as he saw it included what
other men call religion. For five years he went out and in among us-our t eacher
and adviser, our reproof and encouragement-our father. He came upon our
educational world like a, star out of the east." A Cincinnati trustee r eports that in
a walk with the president through the glen at Yellow Springs they had Jost their
way and fallen into a slough with apparently neither beginning nor end. Mr.
Mann called out from the advance, "Horace Mann never bac1rs out;'' and waded
onward to dry land. Governor Salmon P. Chase declared: "There has ne'""er been
anything like Antioch College in Ohio." Dr. E. S. Gannett, colleague and successor of Dr. William Ellery Channing, after a visit to the college, wrote: "In all
the p articulars that effect a moral and accountable being there never has been
anything to compare with it on this earth."
But the end of these twenty years of concentratBd work, done in as great peril
to life as a soldier in battle, was approaching. He had fought the good fight and
kept the faith. It was the great privilege of the wrifor of these pages to be pres-ent at the last commencement of Antioch College presided over by Horace Mann.
He was evidently worn almost unto death through all the crowdecl days of that
week. There was sickness among his children. The reorganization of the college
was n, work causing great anxiety, as the position of the pr sident was involved.
The final commencement day was a continuous strain of twelve hours until the
end of the night reception at the president's house. I can never forget the spectacle of Mr. Mann standing at his high desk reading his final address to the
audience that crowded the spacious chapel almost to suffocation. As he stood
there, dressed with the exquisite neatness and elegance of '· a gentleman of the
old school," the setting sun almost shone through his wasted frame and linger d
like a glowing halo about bis head. One passage, which I do not find in the printed
address, doubtless the in p-iration of the moment, almost a premonition of his own
approaching depn.rture, on the immortality of the soul, moved me as I havo b en
moved by no other argument or eloquence on that exalted theme.
But the day passed, and the crowd di persed, with the e. ception of tho few
students and teachers detained i the village. The weather was torrid, with no
rain for a month. The presid nt fell into an alarming condition of exhaustion
an 1 restlessness. He could not e t or sleer, and only coulcl drink the a.ter
brought from a distant spring hy a relay of students. He shrunk from all n i e
exc pt '' the humming of littl Geor,,.e." Tho phy. icians , t last unite l in council
wi ha distin,.,uished medical expert from Ci cinnati.
s
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yourselves what Jesus Christ would d in your place." To all the faculty of the
college present he gave his parting message concerning "my b eautiful plans for
Antioch." Then all doors were thrown open for two hours, and every student and
everybody who would come was admitted. To each student some word of hope,
warning, or inspiration was briefly spoken. To one who had been a great trouble
to him and still was n. doubtful case, he said: "What will you do with that splendi<l heacl of yours? Consecrate it. Let me consecrate it."
ncl he laid his hands
upon his brow in a final blessing.
To his b eloved '' Timothy," young Eli Fay, h e said: '' Preach God s laws; preach
them; preach them. Oh, God, may you preach them until tho light drives out the
darkness." Of Professor Carey, now president of the Unitarian Theologi al Sem..
inary at Meadville, Pa., he said: ''Dear Carey-solid, steadfast, well-bolov cl,
always wise, always right, always firm-tell him how much I loved him.
ood,
reliable, firm, gentle, beautiful Mr. Carey. And those good young men who have
always done their duty, bow I love them. Tell them how I love them. No words
can explain ·how I love them." When asked if he were not exhausting himself, he
replied: !'No; it rests me." He said to Mr. Fay: "I shoulcllike to have you make
a short prayer-low, peaceful, grateful."
Den.th came at 1ast, not with bodily peace, but, as he had lived, through honr.
of labor, struggl , and delirium. The strong brain found it hard to die. At la t
Goel mercifully gave him rest; but death is not the word for such a translation.

CHAPTER XVI.
IIE RY BAR ARD.
BY REV.

A. D.

MAYO.

Foiemost among the educational leaders during the great revival of the common school in the United States which ushered in the second half century of its
existence under the national life, by common consent, must be ranked Horace
Mann, of Massachusetts. This notable movement of educational revival and
reconstruction began in the State which first established the people's common
school, in the early colonial period, and had most thoroughly sustained it during
the first half century of the national existence. And while the 8tato of New York
did somewhat anticipate this great movement in the establishment, in 1820, of a
State superintendency of common schools, with somo features of improv d local
or"'anization, the subsidizing of academies for the instruction of teach rs, and
the formation of school libraries, yet the establishment of the Massachusetts boarc1
of education and the appointment of Horace Mann as its secretary pla ·ed the State
of Massachuseth! at the head of the reform which lifted the district school of tho
old time to the modern graded school, planted the two first State normals minaries, set on foot the good work for the general improvement of schoolhou es,
int;;roduced superior methods of instruction, and, above all, secured the exaltation
of the people's common school to its present condition as the central and most
potent factor in the American system of universal education. Through twelve
memorable years Horace Mann stood before the country beyond all others representing that educational statesmanship which is perhaps the most original and
powerful feature of the American common school. It has seemed well to set forth
in detail the remarkable work of this great educator, not only in justice to his
own services, but as an object lesson of what is, in its aim, spirit, and method of
operation even to-day tbe most imperative need of the common school through
half the Union.
But it is important to understand that another work than that of Horace Mann
was e sential to the complete inauguration of this memorable era in American
education which, perhaps more than any other influence, is responsible for the
best elements of our present national civilization. Up to the year 1 30 the American common school had been in a state of tran ition from the old-time British and
Continental id as to its own peculiar status as a vital product of the new American life. It may in a certain sense be aid that the original district school of New
England was suggested by the syst m of parochial schools for the people already
stab1i hed in cotland and in some of the nation of the Continent of Europe.
The New England grammar school was, as far as method of organization and
instruction went, almo t a copy of the private, corporate, and chur.ch grammar
schools in England where the foremost of the leading colonial fathers had been
educated.
The ono radical difference, however, betwean the New England common school
and it European predecessors was that, in all es ential respects, it was a people s
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seminary, established, supported, supervised, and above all filled with the spirit
of the responsible body of the New England people which from the first created
the school, church, and state in this corner of the New World. But in proce~s of
time the common school of New England and of the North had drifted far away
from its old European models. In every Northern State it had been modified by
the prevailing opinions and imperative necessities of the time. There was, however, a very imperfect knowledge of what was being done among the different
States that had adopted this method of popular education; and outside a few rather
feeble attempts, no real cooperation was obtained between its foremost teachers
and officials.
l\!eanwhile a great movement for popular education had come up on the contitinent of Europe. Led by Prussia and other German States, it had made its way
to France and invaded the neighboring kingdoms of Holland, Denmark, and Sweden. A vast literature had sprnng up around the works of Rosseau, Pestalozzi,
and the group of voluminous educational writers waked into life by their radical
theories. And although England has not been prominent as a leader in every
progressive movement for the fit schooling of the whole people, yet in the British
Islands, notably in Scotland and Ireland, a remarkable educational literature bad
arisen.
It was of the first importance that now, when the American people were becoming thoroughly aroused to the necessity of a complete reorganization of their entire
system of universal eclucation, they should know what had b een accomplished and
what was being widely discussed elsewhere. While everything in state, church,
and society that come3 to us from abroad must undergo a thorough examination
and adaptation to the peculiar needs of our republican civilization, it is only a perversion ancl caricature of patriotism that resists the acceptance of the best thoug~t
and life of all peoples for the enlargement and enrichment of our own. This
Republic has a claim to all that is good and true which has been achieved by t~e
entire e:s:perience of mankind. And in no department of the national life is this
experience more valuable than in the realm of popular education, which is the oul
of a. people's order of society.
E·nm before the period now under consideration, more than is generally understood, the improved methocls of school organization and instruction had been introduced into the country. Thomas Jefferson and Joseph Cabell, of Virginia, had
brought from their resic.lence abroad a considerable acquaintance with the uniYersity life of the Continent. and Cabell had visitecl the schools of Pestalozzi.
Rousseau "Was no stranger to an increasing circle of readers, for whom the radical
literature that preceded the French Revolution had great attractions.
As early as 1 17, Judge Archibald D. forphy, of orth Carolina, had present
io tho legislature of that State an clal .orate system of popular instruction, the fruit
of hi;; studies and observations in the United States and Europe. fany of the
pre:i<lents and professors, c pccially of the Southern colleges ancl academia , w re
from. reat Britain, and occ1sionally from the Continent. The Moravian brethren
of P unsylvania. had introduced the educational ideas of their grea.t bishop, Comeniu ·. in t eir own denominational schools. Jo eph Lancaster had worked au
1ie<1 in tho United State. . ... ff ha 1 e ·tabli heel schools in Pennsvl • nia and the
... t a · ·ording to th improved y::,tem of Pe. ta.Iozzi. . . '.Irs. Em~a Will, rel ha
tran:le<l a.br c.l, an<l brought home advance me hodo fo · th higher cclu ti n of
gir . Before th g neral court of • fa •1.chu etts hacl mov d , the 1 gislature of
hlo h d authorized Prof. alvin St w t ma e ob. rvations in ermauy and
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influenced by what he saw during his short visit to Europe, although hindered in
his investigations by the lack of a speaking knowledge of the Continental languages. Still, no man so correctly as he, at any time, has set forth the radical
differences between the European and American idea and executive management
of all classes of schools, a difference so often ignored by numbers of scholarly
observers since his day.
The time was ripe in our country for the appearance of a great national representative of the literary side of popular education. There was an imperative need
of a man of large native capacity, broad culture, and catholic temperament, competent to gather into his capacious mind the entire condition of educational affairs
in all civilized lands; a man by birth, education, and social connections commended to the educated class of the whole country, yet of a patriotism so intelligent and intense that he should be found ready to cast in his lot as a day laborer,
and, if need be, a martyr in the supreme cause of the uplifting of the mas cs in
this Republic. He should be one who could set before every class of earnest and
active teachers and educational workers the best results of educational thought
and activity through Christendom in a form that would strongly commend it elf
to the foremost minds at home and abroad.
Su.ch a man was Henry Barnard, of Connecticut, the great colaborer anc.1 complement of Horace Mann. It was fitting that the two American coloni s whi h
had first established the people's common school, and held fast to it through the
entire colonial period, should give to the country these two great men, representing the segments of the complete circle of the national education: the encyclopedic
literary genius that set before the public a complete picturo of the worl<.l°s l>est
educational teaching ancl doing, and the educational statesmanship that vlanted
in the conservative soil of New England the reconstructed common sch ol which
has been adopted as the most precious heritage of that section to the building of
the new Republic.
Henry Barnard was born in Hariford, Conn., January 24, 1811, in tho home of
his ancestors, still the home of his old age. At the time of this writing, 1 9 ,
his age is 87. From his entrance into Yale College at the age of 16, his life has
been a period of almost incredible activity. During its first half century it was
largely engrossed in educational superintendence and the supervision of institutions of learning of all grades. But as the years have gone on he has been more
occupied in the prodigious labor of building up the great storehouse of educational material, which has been declared by the highest European authorities the
most extensive and reliable literary contribution to general education ever made
by ono man. While it may not be claimed that his labors as an educational
administrator have surpassed those of others, they have yet been of great
importance.
But the especial claim of Henry Barnard to nMion:i.l renown has been tho direction of his mind to the crowning work of his life-the editor hip and oft n
author.. hip of the great American Encyclopedia of Education, the 50 volumes of
the American Journal of Education. While still, in somo ways, the most reliable authority for what has been done in departments of educational activity
abroad, the p eculiar merit of this vast work is found in the keen and practical
sen e displayed by Hs compiler in the special manifestations of educational life
o ;vhere else can be found such a
from the earliest years in our own country.
number and variety of interestfag monographs respecting the growth of the
educational spirit and organization in the different , tates of the Union. While
diverted from his early determination to write the hfotory of education in our
country, :Mr. Barnard's collection of material is itself the most complete picturo
of the educational life of a nation in literature. And now, through the preparation of an analytical index published by the Bureau of Education, this great
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mass of material has become accessible to every student of our American educational history.
By ancestry, family connection, and personal temperament Henry Barnard was
a fine representative of the cultivated, scholarly, and literary class of the New
England of his day. His early training was in the common schools of his native
city. Although, as he afterwards said, he "had spent half his life in outgrowing
the bad methods of study there formed," yet he then saw clearly that, below and
beyond all its defects, the people's common school had "come to stay" on its own
merits. Said be: "It is a common school, a school of equal rights, where merit
and not social position is the acknowledged basis of distinction, and therefore the
fittest seminary to give the schooling essential to the American citizen." He prepared for college in two of the best academies of the time, at Munson, Mas., and
the Hopkins Grammar School in New Haven. He entered Yale College in 1826,
and graduated four years later, with a fair record for scholarship and an unusual
stock of general information, gathered by his own use of his college opportunity.
He early saw tllrough the imperfections of the old-time college curriculum, and
marked out for himself a sort of extemporaneous suggestion of the broad elective
training of the Yale University of to-day. He read industriously and intelligently
through the entire region of English literature, and for two years served as college librarian, returning the small salary in gifts of books. He was also very
active in the literary and debating societies of the college; and in after life regarded
his training in these outside departments of his collegiate career as even more valuable than the studies in the regulation classic and mathematfoal course. Like all
recept ive college students of that early day, when the college presidents and professors were real personalities to the hero-worshiping boy, he found in Professor,
afterwards President, Day a" guide, philosopher, and friend."
After his graduation, at the age of 19, he entered on what he seems to have
regarded "an extensive and costly preparation for the profession of the law;" but
as his law studies appear to have occupied but two hours of each day and his general reading in classical and modern literature the remainder of his waking hours,
it is easy to see that the deepest currents of his mind and heart were already setting . trong in the direction of his life work. A term of schoolmastering in an
academy at Wilkesbarre, Pa., which "reminded him of a New England common
school," was the occasion for a thorough study of all the accessible literature of
education. In the autumn of 1835, at the age of 24, he was admitted to the bar.
The two following years were spent in the most valuable way, as a preparation
for what was to come. He traveled-for that time, extensively-through bis own
country, carefully ob erving men and affair , his mind full of education. Through
influential friends he made the acquaintance of Webster, Calhoun, Madis9n, and
Mar hall, and overlooked with whole-souled interest the great ongre ional
debate of the nullification period -in Washington. He went abroaC: with exceptional advantages; aw Wordsworth, Carlyle, De Quincey, and va1iou notabilities
n the ontinent. His plan to remain in Berlin for an extended study of civil
law was b1· ken up by the sickne of his father. Ho returned home and in 1 37, at
th age of 26, was nominat d and elected to the general a mbly of Connecticut,
th young t m mb r of tho legislature that had ever been s nt from the staid
city of Hartforcl to that b dy .
...nlik IIor, c :\I un, H nry Barnard did not graduate from a sue es ful
of th I. w f r a doz n y ars ancl a di tingui heel areor in tat p litic
<lucat1onal work of his life.
Ir .... rann w 1 a succe · ·fol lawyer and a.
ta . man Ion• befor he b came th fir ·t . . r tary of tho
sachuset
'tat
ar<l of clu ·ition at the a(To of 41. fr. Baruarcl had done n thing av a.
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measm·es which chang d the entire character of the common school of his own
State and set the copy for a work of revival and reconstruction in popular education which is even to-day only in its transition to what it may become. As a
legislator his interest was at once attracted to the subjects of prison reform; the
management of the asylum for the deaf, dumb, and blind, under the direction of
Rev. T. H. Gallaudet; the rehabilitation of the Connecticut Historical Society,
with the similar institutions grouped around the central interest of education.
In a previous review of the history of the common school in Connecticut we
have told the story of the decline of popular education during the long generation
following the establishment of the Government of the United States. Up to 179
the common school of this State appears to have been the most eff ctive in tho
country. The original colonial system of dependence on the town fort.he e tablishment, supervision, and partial support of the schools adopted and persist din
by Massachusetts had been eminently successful in Connecticut. But about this
time the State established the :first considerable school fund in the new Union$1,000,000-which thirty years later was increased by the addition of the United
States deposit fund and good management to $2,000,000. Its annual incom of
more than $100,000 gave $1.25 to each child of school age. But in connection
with this admirable foundation, the State made a new departure which proved
one of the most disastrous experiments ever tried in the history of Am rican
education.
This was the transferal of the entire management of the common school from
the town to the ' school society." The" scho l society., was, in fact, only the
Congregational Church, practically made the sole local authority in educational
affairs. It consisted of all the members of a parish or religious'· society,' was
not limited by town lines, and was entirely separated from ordinary town affairs
as acted upon in town meeting. The school society had the power to receive tho
portion of the income of the general St te school fund annually distribut d, at
first on the basis of the taxable valuation, but after 1823 according to the numb r
of children of school age within its limits. It administer d the schools by the
action of all legal voters in special meetings called for that purpose. It was
empowered to elect a board of visitors, who were authorized to examine candidates for teaching and to approve the election of teachers by the district authorities. It could impose a tax for building schoolhouses and could locate them. It
could divide its domain into school districts, which were empowered to elect the
local trustees, who selected teachers, subject to the approval of the society, and
gradually assumed the general management of the schools. The board of visitors
was required by law to vi it and supervise all the schools in their own society to
fix the cour e of study, and sele t the schoolbook . The society was also authorized to establi ha secondary or high school, wh n required, and to report to the
State authorities concerning the status of education, the proper expenditure of
funds, etc.
Here would seem to have been on paper, a scheme amply sufficient to insure
successful chool-keeping esp cially when backed by the annual distribution of
more than '100,000 to a school population of somo 80,000, with power to tax for
schoolhouses, a local right of taxation and a practice of asses ing a pecuniary
school deficit on the patrons of the schools. But the fatal error of the scheme
was the switching off the common school from a great public interest, to be dealt
with like other matters of high public concern by the people in open town m eting, upon a sidetrack, where it was managed as an interest apart by peculiar
methods.
Just how this peculiar sy tem of public school affairs, known as the" school
society," was manipulated in the practical admini tration of popular education
during the long generation betw en this new departure and the opening period of
educational revival, 1 30-1 40: is still a que tion among authorities equally uncer-
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tain and equally confident. On the one hand it has been inferred, largely by inference from the elaborate historical reports of Dr. Barnard, that the root of the
difficulty was the transferal of authority. from the colonial practice of administration of school affairs by the whole people in open town meeting to a peculiar
organization, the school society, either identical with or in some way characteristic of the early relations between ecclesiastical and public affairs, closely involved
with the" parish "-the religious Puritan, afterwards the Congregational, Church
organization of Connecticut. This movement practically removed the management of the schools from a concern of high public importance to the charge of a
separate organization. And, although the members of the school society were
also members of the parish churches, and presumedly the entire body of responsible citizens, yet it must be evident that here was a perilous opportunity for that
peculiar internecine conflict between the clergy and the more zealous churchmen,
r epresenting the ecclesiastical, and the increasing body of the people who, at a
later period than in Massachusetts, were becoming restless over the great influence of their spiritual leaders during the entire colonial period.
During the colonial period of more than a century the dominant church and
clergy of the colony had wrought in full accord with the people in the common
school, in which the Westminster Catechism was a te~'i-book and the theology of
the only existing church the basis of its moral and religious instruction and discipline. There is no doubt that the bitter conflict between the clergy and tho
masses of the people concerning the use of the State educational fund, at first
divided between the churches and the schools by a statute soon afterwards repealed
through a revolt of public opinion, left the ecclesiastically inclined portion of the
community indifferent or opposed to public education. It is held, as before stated,
that the subsequent transferal of administration to the school society was due to
the ecclesiastical party, who, by making the parish and the society identical, were
able to control the schools limit their income to the revenue derived. from the
State school fund and redu~e them virtually to an inefficient an-angement for tho
elementary instruction of the majority, while building up for the secondary and
higher education of the more favored class the system of private and denominational academies which, with Yale College, by 1837 had forced the celebrated public
school of the colonial period into a corner, fighting a desperate battle for existence.
Another explanation of the situation is that the movement was inaugurated by
the same disaffection of the masses which brought about the repeal cf the obnoxious law for the division of the State fund. As a result, the clergy largely withdrew from common-school management, leaving educational matter::i in the han<l
of the disaffected laity. The schools lost the influence of the clerical aml cultivated
cla sand fell into the hands of the ordinary local manag<>rs of political and public
affairs, whose '' strong hold '' is a rage for the economy that believes in k1 ocking
out the brains of things to save money. In this way it was ea y, during an entire
generation, to persuade the masses, who were unable to take advantage of the private school , that the generous expenditure of the State educational fund was
ample for their needs, an<.1 thus shirk the responsibility of local taxation to supplement it. So, gradually, moro and more, the common s hool of onuecticut was
lef a a ort of educational '' hou e of refuge., for tho poor r cla · ; and, a a school
for tho poor in our country generally 1Jecomcs a po r s~hool, the decline went on
, la .
It can only be thro "h a far more accurate inv . ig tion aud clea.r r undcram:rng of he 1>eculiar r lation of the cc1c ia tical and ci ·1 affairs of this the
I 1
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ish colony to an American Common weal th, when the introduction of manufacture
and the consequent growth of large villages and cities made the sum of $1.2.3 per
capita a year a miserable pittance even for the old-time rural district school, to
say nothing of the free secondary education. Another point is evident-that the
clerical and cultivated clas3es during these years were at odds with the public
school, and gave their influence and money largely to the building up of a rival
system of private and denominational education. Whether this class actually
discredited the common school through its own administration, or "sulked in its
tent" and left the" common folk" to manage affairs without experience in educational administration according to their own narrow ideas of public economy, is
the point in dispute. But there is no dispute that between the church and tho
State stools the people's common school fell to the ground and lay there until,
aroused by the shout of the great revival from 1830 to 1860 under the leadership
of Henry Barnard and a group of admirable coworkers, it literally staggered
upward to the improved condition in which it was found at the breaking out of
the civil war.
In 1837 an investigation by a legislative committee showed that not one-half of
the children and youth of school age, 4 to 1G, were in regular attendance on tho
com on schools, and that the schools themselves were i u a condition satisfactory
to nobody. Of the 1,200 schoolhouses, only 300 were pronounced suitable, and
more than half practically unfit for occupation. Large numbers of them were in
an almost incredible condition in sanitary arrangements, often an outrage t
common decency. There was no regularity of school attendance; no real examination of teachers; a general neglect of all legal r equirements for supervision
visiting schools, or arranging courses of study. Two hundred varieties of schoolbooks made "confusion worse confounded." The 1,200 teachers were a "dissolving view., of men in winter and women in summer, the men receiving $15 a.ml
the women $6 to$ per month, be::iides very cheap board; the largo majority of them
'' boarding round " in the families of the district to save the board bills. Not onefourth of tho teachers in any term continued beyond the year in charge of tho sam"
schools. There was no pretense of any attempt for the professional instruction of
teachers, apart from such meager general education as they could gain in tho common schools and an occasional term at the academy. Not a dozen common schools
in the State wore furnished with libraries and school apparatus. Not a district or
society in the open country, where nine-tenths of the children were schooled,
imposed a tax for supplementing the State fund, and not one made an annual
report to the State. Tho duty of the commissioner of the Stato school funcl seams
to have been confined to sending to each school society its proper quota, of who e
use there was little report. Indeed, there was no general knowledge, either public
or private, of the condition of public education. Tho school society meetin"'S for
the choice of officers and transaction of business were sparingly a ttenclecl ancl often
acte 1l without a quorum. The superior people of tho community, more and more
shirked the office of school visitor.
The whole situation was summed up in the repeated complaints of a general
public ap thy concerning the common school. The people who used it, or did not
care to school their children anywhere, appear d to be satisfied, and supposed
Connecticut, educationally, was still at tho head of tho country. It was n.lmost
impossible for the legislative committees to obtain information, tho school sociotie.:1 often refusing to report their own inefficiency. In short, from the foremost
in colonial days onnecticut had fallen nearly to the rear among the States that
hatl in good faith established tho common school.
Ieanwhile the people of wealth, social influence, and superior education wero
more and more estranged from this apology for a common-school system. Every
community of a hundred people had a private school. Yale Colle"'O was still
among tho half dozen leading colleges of the land, under the direction of eminent
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educators in the persons of a remarkable series of great presidents and able professors, sending forth graduates to lead the growing life of the Republic beyond
the valley of the Hudson.
The academies were often good. Twelve thousand pupils were educated in
them, at an annual expense of $200,000-more than the entire sum expended on
the remaining 50,000 children in the common schools. From 6,000 to 8,000 children were in no school.
The laws for the protection of children in manufacturing establishments werfl
persistently disregarded. The State was not behind in the higher walks of profes
sionai ability. It was sending to other States distinguished educators like Manas
seh Cutler, Dr. Nott, and Emma Willard, and men like Wadsworth, Hawley, and
others, w};lo were identified with educational progress everywhere from the Atlantic coast to the valley of the Mississippi. But all things educational seemed
drifting toward an aristocratic order of society in Connecticut, which boasted
itself the most democratic of States, a Commonwealth of 300,000 people, where a
small body in the upper story manipulated the administration of affairs and left
the masses to feed on the crumbs that fell from the tables of their betters.
A great professional, educated, or "most favored" body of people will always
be inclined to build up the type of schooling most agreeable to itself and do no
more for the masses below than it is compelled.
The higher interests of American life move along political and not social or
ecclesiastical lines. No interest so fundamental to the State ancl of such imperative necessity to the people as the common school can safely be left in charge of
any constituency less powerful and influential than the whole people, where the
lower orders, who most require the influence of good schools, work in connection
with and under the leadership of the superior class.
The feeble attempt at a recent period to charge this dismal failure of the
common school in Connecticut for nearly half a century to the blighting effect
of "national aid to education" is disproved by the fact that there was no
national aid to the State during the period of greatest educational decline. It
was demonstrated there that it is always and everywhere a mistake to rely on
State or national aid for the entire or the major factor of the support of common
schools. But the obstinate reliance of the people of Connecticut on their State
school fund for an entire generation was due to the mischievous switching of its
fundamental institution from the "main line" to a "side track." It was a complete demonstration to the country that no State can safely rely on the church of
any creed, or on its own educated class, or on its own higher institutions of
learning for a just and adequate arrangement for the education of the whole
people. Only as the whole people are re ponsible for the schooling of the children for the opportunities of American life, and in ist that the be t school i
never too good for the least child, will the common school do its appointed work
as the soul of the Republic.
But through all th· dreary season of the neglect and decline of popular educar
tion there was 1 ft in onnecticut a powerful and intelligent educational public
that thoroughly under to d the situation. It was rath r from tho lack f organization and wi. e leadership, M we have already shown, than from indiff rence that
things w re not earli r mend d. That the general a , emuly, with th executive
d partment of the Stat government, actecl with such remarkable unanimity and
vigor _a · on as tho fit man appeared to take the initiative, i · proof that th time
wu. · r1 p for th man.
Th tory i. now to b told of the nae m nt of a r vi cd school law and the
ap1 oinbn n of Henry arnard in 1 3 as the virtual u1 rint nd nt of public
in truction in ' nnecticut. It wa a. mo. t rmnark ble c1 mon, tration f an rly
"ni · n of th g nius and worth of a ri iug m, 11 in thi , the most im1 ortant
rb1 ent of pnblic affair·.
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And the man was already there in young He:riry Barnard. By common consent
tho flower of the best culture of his State ancl time, to whom all men were looking,
he added to his numerous talents and accompHshments that spirit of consecration
which is the one essential characteristic of the genuine reformer. He had already
put on record the inspiring declaration, "So far back as t have any recollection,
tho cause of true education-of the complete education of every human being without regarc1. to the accidents of birth or fortune-seemed most worthy of the consecration of all my powers, and, if need be, of any sacrifice of time, money, and labor
which I might be called upon to make in its behalf." At the close of his remarkable speech, which, without further debate, carried the legislature almost as a
unit in the support of tho school law of 183 , he said, "Here, in America, at last
no man can live for himself alone. Individual happin ss is here bound up with
the greatest good of the greatest number. Every man must at once make himself
as good and as influential as he can and help, at the same time, to make everybody about him and all whom he can reach better and happier. The common
school should no longer be regarded as common because it is cheap, inferior and
attended only by the poor and those who are indifferent to the education of' the
children, but common as the light and the air, because its blessings aro open to
all and enjoyed by all. That day will come. For m e, I mean to enjoy the satisfaction of the labor, let who will enter into the harvest."
It is easy to b3 seen that the problem set for the young educational r eformer of
Connecticut was essentially different from that which confronted Horace Mann
in Massachusetts a year before. For the common school of Ma sachusetts,
although under a cloud of neglect, had never been derailed from tho "through
track' of direct public control. Every town and city had complete oversight of
its own system of public instruction. It is true that the direct influence of the
town and city had been greatly weakened by the extreme subdivi ion of these
communities into school districts and the growing habit of l ea.vino- too much
power in the hands of the prudential committee of the local school. But th town
still elected a school committee, which was responsible for the general welfar of
the schools and the examination of teachers; and, above all, the habit of dir ct
local taxation for the free education of all had been established and never lo t.
Besides, the leading minds and the clergy in Massachusetts were more in sympathy
with the common school than in Connecticut. It was easy for Secretary Mann to
summon a group of men, distinguished in national affairs, to the hearty public
support of his plans. Governor Ed ward Everett ancl Daniel Webster, Dr. William
E. Channing, Dr. George Putnam and Rev. Caleb Stetson, John Quincy Adams,
Governor George N. Briggs, and Robert Rantoul, jr., with the host of men of all
profes ions highest in the esteem of the Commonwealth, cheerfully responded to
the call to attend convention , peak and write, anu. in all possible ways stand up
for reform in the common school.
There was also a group of educational men, teacher and laymen like George B
Emerson, Carter, Brooks,, am. J. May, Cyrus Pierce, and President Humphreys,
connected with academical schools and colleg s, who cooperated heartily with the
great educational state man toiling sixte n hours a day in the little Tremont
treet office of the secretary of the b ard of education. The chief work to b done
was to wake up the masses of intelligent peopl , nowhere o ec ger to listen and
ready to r spond to the call t "go up higher ' as in the Old Bay tate, and
through the cooper~tion of a friendly legislature to drive the chariot of educational reform with a free hand. And ther was then, as now, in Bost n and other
ities of the State a body of g nerous-minded people of wealth ready to back any
,vi e effort in behalf of philanthropy, education, or reHgion.
But the radical difficulty in 1onnecticut was that, for a long generation, the
educational train had been switched off from the direct track of a public intere t
dealt with in the forum of the town meeting to the side track of a "school society.''
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Under these circumstances it was not strange that while Henry Barnard did
find a strong support and high appreciation from many of the leading men of the
State , like Governor Ellesworth, Dr. Horace Bushnell, and, later, Noah Porter,
afterwards president of Yale College, yet the educated and superior class was not
prepared to look with favor on his radical plans for the complete reconstruction of
popular education. The stolid apathy among tho masses of the people who still
r elied· on the common school for their own children was not at once to be broken
by the appeals antl efforts of a scholarly, catholic, amiable young official, hitherto
known only as a promising college graduate fresh from his foreign travels and
ambitious of distinction as a public-school reformer. Indeed, it would have then
been a hopeless undertaking to attempt to break up the school society, the radical
weakness of the system. Dr. Barnard did not attempt this and, through the four
year,:; of his first term as secretary of the State board of school commissioners,
seems to have studiously avoided that, the central point of attack.
His work was to visit the people in as many of the 140 towns as was possible; to
inspect the schools; to become acquainted with the influential friends of popular
eclucation; to make numerous addresses; to awaken the attention of school visitors
and teachers by a veritable shower of elaborate circulars of inquiry and suggestion,
in themselves a valuable treatise on the new education; to write the series of educational reports that are still among the most reliable literature of tho common school,
and in the new Connecticut School Journal to begin the vast work of the gathering
and publication of material for the teachers, the educational public, and the historfan which we find complete in his great educational library, the American
Journal of Education.
In general terms it may be said that the most reliable results of his administration
were, first, the unmasking of the situation by the waking up of the latent hostility
against the common school to an open declaration of war. This manifestation
came to a head in 1842 in the report of a legislative committee which led to a
reversal of the policy of 1838. This action first opened the eyes of the educat d,
influential, ancl patriotic people of the old State to the peril of their Commonw ealth. Second, from this awakening there came up a genuine" common-school
public," which, although not prepared to follow Mr. Barnard's suggestion on retiring from. office of combining in a "Connecticut institute of instruction,' did, at
last, find itself, and eight years later recalled the defeated secretary and placed
him again at the head of a system of public schools which has gradually outgrown
its old defects and to-day is among the most effective in the Republic.
From the first there appears in Mr. Barnard a strong disinclination to occupy the
public positions of great administrative responsibilities into which be was repeatedly
thrust, though always somewhat under protest. He favored tho appointment of
Rev. T. H. Gallaudet, then at tho head of the institution in Connecticut for the
education of the deaf, dumb, and blind, as secretary of the State board of commi..., ·ioaer , believing him tho mo t competent educator in tho country. He even
propo d to contribute money and influence to rai e a fit salary for tho office.
Failini; in this, he only con. cnted to occupy the po ·t of secretary for , ix months,
without i::alary, and twice before 1 12 urged his own r signation upon the unwilling ho· r<l. Hi . ervice during thi
ntirc term of offi ow, s pocuniarHy ns well
as piritua.lly 'a 1, bor of love.· He contribut d to the can e a. much as he
r ce · v d from th • ate. Inde d, ho finally impoverish d hims lf by hi. P"l' i tent
n'ri~utio 1 of mon Y to tho ausc or etlucation, Jarg lyhy the publication of his
gr t Journ· l · n v r , popular ma(Yazine, for the mno reason that an el bor te
ncy lo
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''the commencement of a new era in the history of popular education of ConnecUcut," proves that there was a widespread sentiment against this policy of educational neglect and that a great expectation was awakened by the appearance of the
fit man to lead in the policy of reform. The law passed the legislature almost unanimously after the one speech in the house of representatives by its author. From that
remarkable speech can be gathered the entire programme of educational reform
inaugurated by the great revival whose history we now rehearse. Dr. Barnard
did not hesitate to lay his finger on the most sensitive spot in the controYersy
when he made" a forcible presentation of the needs of superior teaching, showing
how the colleges and seminaries had made no preparation for it."
The law as passed, like the preyious statute in Massachusetts, established a
State board of "commi sioners of common schools,·· con isting of the governor,
the commissioner of the State school fund, and eight gentlemen repre anting the
eight counties of the State. It is significant that President Wilbur Fi k, of the
Wesleyan University, was one of the commissioners, while Yale does not eem t
haye been thus recognized. In Governor Ellesworth and Hon. Seth P. Beers, commi sioner of the State school fund, the new secretary especially found a wise and
persistent support.
The law pTovided that the duties of the bcaru. of school commissioners should
be: (1) To ascertain the actual condition of the common schools of the State;
(2) to keep tho legislature informed of their condition by abstracts and reports,
and to suggest plans for the improved organization and administration of popular
education; (3) to vi it tho different counties of the State, through its secretary
address tho people, in pect the schools, and generally stir up the teachers, vi itors,
and other officials; (4) to edit a journal of education devc,ted especially to th
cause of the common school.
The whole duty of the board may be summed up in the comprehensive titl :
ministry of education in b half of the people's common school, under the dir ction
of the State. Like the Mas achusetts Sta.te board of education, it had of it 1f no
authority to do anything decisive in the change of exi ting affairs. But in New
Eng1and this type of commission is always the most powerful lever for the uplift
of any good public institution, as proved by the experience of the past sixty years.
The way for the passage of the law had been prepared by such a partial report of
the status of the common schools as could be obtained from an investigation by th
committee of the legislature in 1837. Dr. Barnard, before the assembling of the
legislature, had addressetl a printed circular to every member of the general assembly, calling n.ttention to the revelations of this report and urging prompt action.
Tho first act of Dr. Barnard after the organization of the State board was the
publication of an elaborate address to the people of tho State, thew rk f the
secretary himself. With tho true New England official habit, he hastons to disabuse the public mind of the idea that the board ha any disposition or po, ·er to
exl'rcise authority upon anybody. Itis simply a conv nient arrangement to faform
the p oplo of the actual condition of their school affairs. '' o inquiry of this nort
has, as yet, been thoroughly and satisfactorily made. There has been no effective
instrumentality for making it. The investi,,.ations at numerous times attempt d,
have been very incomplete." Dr. Barnard goes on with admirable tact to appeal
to the h reditary pride of the State in its educational affairs, to pay a well-deserved
tribute to its fame in colonial day , and to suggest that, of late, while many ommonwealths and nations at home and abroad are waking up to a new interest in
thee ncation of the whole people, onnecticut mu t not be left behind.
In this respect the educational policy of New England bas al ways been somewhat in contrast with that of ew York. The Empire State, from the first, has
relied greatly in education as in politics on the power of eminent leader in commantling public tation. The original creation of a "board of regents of th
nivcr ity of ew York,· which practically took all education for its province,
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implied an authority far more extensive than it has ever been able to use. Later,
the State established the office of State superintendency of common schools in
1820. The transfer of this office to the secretaryship of state brought to the service of the schools many of the ablest public men. Later yet, the scheme of
supervision was carried out in the appointment of city and county superintendents
with unusual powers. But experience seems to have testified that the New England idea of educating the whole people into their duty of instructing the children
by vigorous direct local taxation for a local control of the common schools bas
been most effective. Still, New York has given the country a lesson so attractive
in its idea of a concentrated State control of education that Mann and Barnard
were moved to laudation of the State as the most progressive in the world in its
public policy concerning the scho0ling of the people.
This circular was followed in July, 1839, by the first report to the legislature from
the State board. It was the first thorough, elaborate, and reliable unveiling of
the actual condition of public-school affairs to which the people of Connecticut
had been treated" within the memory of the oldest inhabitant." Chancellor Kent,
of New York, in his Commentaries of American Law, says of it: "It is a bold and
startling document, founded on the most painstaking and critical inquiry, and
contains a minute, accurate, comprehensive, and instructive exhibition of the
practical condition and operations of the common-school system of education." It
was not a brilliant discussion of educational theories, although, with the most
unsparing criticism of present conditions and methods, the author puts forward
the remedy in what amounts to a complete scheme of reformed publ~c instruction
founded on the most advanced ideals. Neither was it a public document made
up at an official desk from reports more or less accurate, by irresponsible officials.
'
Dur ing the first year of his. administration
the secretary had literally "stumpe d"
the State. Its extent and population, not exceeding 300,000, with 141 towns, was
favorable to the system of minute local visitation, which Secretary Northrope
afterwards carried to an almost ideal perfection. Secretary Barnard reports that
he had" at tended school conventions in all the 8 counties, addressed 60 public meetin gs, inspected more than 200 schools, consulted with two-thirds of the teachers
of the State, and superintended the publication of the new Connecticut School
Journal, more than 60,000 copies of which had been circulated during the year.:'
From the best information it bad been learned that of 67,000 childr n and youth
between 4 and 16 only M,000 had looked in at the door of the common-school
house, with only 42,000 in regular attendance; that 12,000 children (of the betteroff class) in private schools and academies were costing their families $200,000 more
than the entire sum expended on the remaining 55,000, and that at least ,000 were
in no school whatever. But one school society had made a report through its
school visitors to the State before 1 38. It was exceedingly difficult to obtain
accurate information cone rning the schools. The public m etings of the chool
societies were thinly attended and officers frequently elected when no quorum was
present. The length of the school term depended on the salary of the teacher.
Th teachers w re rarely examined with any degree of thoroughness, the school
wer not supervised, and matters were conducted with constant disregard of the
school laws. The schools were often suspended in winter for lack of fuel, which
th people were exp cted to supply in lieu of a rat bill. It wa difficult to point
at a ·ingl model . choolhon e in the State. There was no uniformity of schoolbook. and primary in traction was greatly negl ct din the multiplicity of tudi .
T~ r wu no attempt at the efficient grading of s •h ol , the childr n of all age
mg pluc 1 ~nder the charge of ne teacher, who life w
liierally a, race
through a. • n of brief le. on from day to day. Th r wa n
n · derable
cln. . t ·ain , d teacher:, and appar ntly littl
n.
f th n d of prof ional
tramm 'for th t ach r by tho seconclary and oll f,•ia.t :ominarie .
Th in "nlarity of att ndanc and con -t· nt change of
ch rs amount to a
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practical waste of the school money. No country and but few city district supplemented the regulation appropriation of the State fund, $1.25 per capita, by a local
tax. The frequent deficit was assessed on the patrons of the schools, often making
it as expensive to educate a child in the public as in a private school. The
extreme division of the school society into districts and the neglect of the visitors
to attend to their duty of supervision loft tho common school of many little hamlets, as of many city wards, in almost a8 complete isolation as if located in a dark
closet, in no elbow touch with a neighboring school. All the difficulties of the
school society were summed up in the existence of a public apathy concerning
public-school education, which made attempts at reform almost hopeless. Indeed,
this public apathy somewhat accounts for the unanimity of the legislature in
passing the laws under the lead of Secretary Barnard. The legislature dicl not
know the people, and it was four years before the people, who wero apparently
satisfied with this condition of affairs, were sufficiently waked up to inaugurate a
reaction which "swept from tli.e statute books in one month all the measure of
the State for improvement."
There was no lack of suggestions for the cure of this great infirmity of the
Commonwealth. Secretary Barnard's reports for the remaining three years of his
administration abound with practical directions for better schoolhouses, uniformity of schoolbooks, the enforcement of their official duty on the school visitors,
the just and equal distribution of school money, tho necessity of local taxation,
the proper grading of schools, with the establishment of free seminaries for secondary instruction. Great stress was laid on the reformation of tho present corps
of teachers, literally a "dissolving view" of young men working at $15 and
women at S6 to $8 per month, "boan1ing round," flitting" from pillar to po t,'
often with the best intentions ignorant of the first principles of instruction and
wedded to the old hateful styl of sev re di cipline. In the Connecticut Journal
of Education, stablished, edited, and practically supported by tho s cretary, ho
publi heel a vast amount of valuable material about the conditions of popular
education at home and abroad, in addition to several valuable treati s on
instruction, with ample suggestions on all departments of school keeping.
It is unnecessary to follow the indefatigable young reform secretary through
the almost incredible labors of the four years of this administration. His entire
days and most of his nights were given to his work. As far as present effect on
the public mind is considered, it is probable that the literary side of the work was
overdone. No people on earth in such a state of educational opinions and practice as the people of Connecticut appear in these tremendous reports would long
endure the humiliation of being published abroad through all the world after the
style of this terrible" young man among them taking notes. ' Much of the lit rature thus launched upon the State during this period in th form of report , article in the journals, circulars, and voluminous odu ·ational inquiries I y tho secretary would be lost upon the average teacher. Indeed, these elaborate circulars
of questions addre~sed to the boards of visitors and teachers were nough to
"scare the wits out of 'their a tonished recipient.; a sort of judgment-day ummons to a style of profe sional thinking and activity for which they were ab olutely incompetent.
The secretary did prevail on the legislature to pass several acts in the direction
of reform, and, in 1841, a general codification and revision of the school laws was
made. Several towns and cities w re aroused to vigorous action; Farmington,
:Miduletown, and Sali bury among the foremost. Dr. Horace Bushnell, of Hartforcl, himself a ho ·t, came to th rescue in a tremendous onslaught upon the condition of the common chools in the chief capital city. But the radical difficulty,
the school society organization, could not be reached. The best system of improved
pedagogics would fail f effect under such incompetent administration.
To the outside world the State of Connecticut now seemed embarked on a grand
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voyage of educational reform. Henry Barnard at once shot up into a national
reputation, and was largely quoted abroad. His reports passed rapidly into the
realm of educational literature, in many respects the best in the country. Defi•
cient in the great administrative power of Horace Mann; not always accurate in
his knowledge of men and reading of public opinion; not, indeed, a politician, but
a splendid scholar and an earnest advocate of the best theories of education before
the whole country, he was doomed to the supreme disappointment and mortification of seeing his entire educational fabric demolished on the advent of an opposition party to power in 1842. It is doubtful if the administration of Governor
Cleveland rightly interpreted the will of the people in this complete overturn of
the work of tho past four years. But so it was to be. In 1842 Henry Barnard
found himself politically "out in the cold " in his own State. The entire code
of school legislation with which his name and fame were associated was repealed.
His work was generally disparaged and discredited, and the old Commonwealth
seemed on the point of returning to "the fleshpots of Egypt" for another gen•
eration.
But no effort so consecrated, so forcible, so far-seeing in theory and practical in
its application to present needs goes for naught anywhere, especially in a community so accessible to high ideals and good works as the people to whose interest
this great apostle of education had devoted his life. Apart from the impulse given
to many separate schools and to individuals in full or partial sympathy with his
labors, Secretary Barnard had, for the first time in half a century, gathered
together a common-school public which ever after could be relied on to further
any reform of which a Commonwealth so conservative and cautious is capable.
His proposition, at the close of his term of office: to unite this group of people in
a general voluntary organization-" The Connecticut Institute of Instruction''was a failure. But the common-school public of Connecticut was growing in a
natural and decisive way. The foremost member of the party responsible for the
reactionary legislation now revolted and made common cause with the friends of
popular education of every sect, class, and condition. Their first effort wa to
check the present downward tendency; the second, to gather up the remains of
Secretary Barnard's administration into a working policy that should effect his
recall to power and set the common school forever on its upward way.
In 1844, two ye:1rs after tho reaction, Governor Baldwin again called attention
to the unsatisfactory condition of tho common schools of the State, and spoke in
high appreciation of the labors of Secretary Barnard whereby" a new impulse
had been given to tho cause of education." Tho legislature responded by authorizing the governor to appoint a committee of nine persons fo1· a new investigation,
with an appropriation for noces?ary expenses.
This committee made an elaborate report, probably written by Commissioner
Beers, of the State school fund. It openecl with a hearty indorscment of the
work of Henry Barnard aml the State board of commi sioners from 1 37 to 1 42,
when '· operations w ere begun which prombcu. to carry om State forward in the
cause of popular education-and who. e effects are still vi iblo in many place although tho re ult of this great effort has fi.110'.1 many of the friends of cducati n
with desp ir.' The supervision of the schools had already fallen aw y from what
1 ad been achieved in 1 12. All the old deficiencies w re . till pr ~ent. cv n that
invariaule evidenco of a low state of public fatercst in the scho 1 _,; the ab ence
of dece_nt outhu_il~ling to tho schoolhou c.' The general want of interc tin the
eclucntional. tram mg of tho children ". eems
be the er wning d f ct, or r thcr
th f unda.tion of all the evils connected with tho ho ls." The s crot of th
i chi f i di ·1 ctly loc te<l in tho chool ociety. Only ,'j!) f 21·1 of th m ha
1
de
: return to tho qu tioniug of th I gi lative committ o. Th r l ort conh
;vi. 1
t: " ... o gr at chanlY in th ys m can h introdnc
• tatem
nt
th a r rospect of succe . Ono fatal defici 1u;y ems to
that th
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schools are in politics, and the machinery of one party seems to have been captured by the reactionists, or it may have fairly represented the numerical majority
of tho people."
But the committee did not leave their task without the suggestion of a policy
that effectually "blocked the wheels" of the educational chariot, arresting it at its
present downhill route. Two practical measures were suggested. First, that a
permanent State official should be given such duties of the former secretary of
the board of commissioners as ho might be able to perform. Second, that every
board of visitors of a school society should be required to elect a chairman, 'Who
should be held responsible for the performance of the legal duties of tho l.:ody.
Third, the establishment of a State normal school for the professional instruction
of teachers.
The ·e recommendations were adopted, and by the act of 184i:> tho commissioner
of the State school fund was made the virtual superintendent of common
schools, with duties similar to those of the late secretary, with the exception of
the editorship of a State journal of education. It was the great good fortune of
the State at this critical period to have another firm and able official friend of tho
common schools in Hon. Seth P. Beers, then commissione1· of the State school
fund. The Commonwealth always had reason to be proud of tho admirable administration of its generous school fund under Commissioner Hillhouse and his successor, who now became exofficio superintendent of public insti·uction. His first
report, in 184G, is a modest official summary of the real situation and a moderate
suggestion of the virtual reestablishment of the discardec1 system of 183i-18,12.
But tho emphasis of the document was wisely concentrated upon a skillful massing of such reports from the Fchool visitors as told on the chief defects of tho present system and the publi ation of an admirable prize essay by Rev. Noah Port r,
afterwards president of Yalo University, but then pastor of a church ju Springfield,
Mass. 'rhe statistics of school attendance and all matters connectc l with popular
education differ but little from those so thoroughly set forth by Henry Barnard
eight years before. In 1S43 not a town or school society in the State raisc<.1 a tax
for school purposes by volunta.ry taxation. In a few cities some $0,000, 10 cents
for each child, ha.d been thus collected. In contrast with this record the shrewd
commissioner sets forth the progress of the common school in Massachusetts,
New York, Michigan, and the neighboring Rhode Island, where Henry Barnard
had been callecl and was now '' in the full tide of successful experiment" as superintendent of the new common schools of the little State. In Connecticut "an
apathy prevails like an atmosphere of death. People coming from other States to
Connecticut feel like coming from the sunshine into a cellar.'' All the usual
agencies of reform agitation were invokec1 for tho awakening of the people.
The call was not unheeaell. There wa now in Connecticut a growing ommonschool public, the early fruitage of the seed so bountifully scatterorl by Henry
Barnard and. the original board of common-school commissioners, which responded
to the appeal in behalf of the children. In 184.6 a convention of 250 teachers and
friend of the schools was held in Ilartford, through four days, organized by Rev.
Merrill Richardson, of Plymouth. The followfog report of Superintendent Beers
speaks out with even clearer emphasis demanding a State board of education, the
abolition of the school societies, and the resumption of the responsibility for tho
schools by the towns. It is also suggested that instead of resuming the publication of the State School Journal, the leading newspaper of tho Stato should be
utilized and perhaps subsidized for the coming campaign of education; a sugg stion sow· ·e that it is strange it has not to a greater extent become the policy of
every State. The people are reminded that while the initiation of several of the
most valuable reforms in common-school affairs dates from Connecticut, Rev.
T. H. allaudet, in 1825, having published a valuable pamphlet on normal
schools, the school-teachers' institute having been established first in Hartford in
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1839, the school district library of Salisbury, Conn., being the first on record, and
many of the most active leaders in popular education having been natives of Connecticut, the State itself was suffering from the lack of the appreciation and
application of its own highest ideals.
During the year 1847 the two l argest school institutes ever held in the State
were attended by1,400 teachers, a majority of the entire body; declared by Superintendent Beers "the most important event in the history of the common schools
for the last ten years." He insists in keeping before the legislature the imperative
need of a State superintendent of education; the duties of his own position making it impossible to do justice to the double office. In 1848 sixteen institutes were
held. A treatise on school architecture of 400 pages, prepared for the people of
Rhode Island by Superintendent Barnard, was published and sent to every school
society in the State. Moderate progress was reported during these years when so
much was done to hasten the return of Mr. Barnard and prepare for another four
years of his administration.
In 1849 the joint committee on education reported a bill appropriating 82,500 a
year fo1· four years to establish and support a State normal school. In the following year this school was founded at N ew Britain and Henry Barnard recalled from
Rhode Island, where he had established its first effective system of public instruction, to the principalship of the State normal school and State superintendency of
education in Connecticut.
HENRY BARNARD IN RHODE ISLAND.

It is unnecessary to repeat what has elsewhere been written concerning the state
of public education in Rhode Island during the two hundred years previous to the
invitation to Henry Barnard, in 1843, by the governor and legislature, to become
the first general commissioner of common schools in the State. The fact can not
be ignored that for two centuries after the establishment of the colony on Narragansett Bay, under the leadership of Roger Williams, thero was no sustained effort
to school the masses 0f the children by the colony or the State. Yet a fair estimate
of the circumstances will partially explain this failure to attempt what each
of the remaining five New England settlements made haste to accomplish at the
earliest period of its history.
The little colony of Rhode Island, established in 1636, was practically a gronp
of'· come-outers" from what they justly regarded the oppression of tho dominant
religious sect in Massachusetts and Connecticut. The first covenant of the Proviclence settlers included the declaration that allegiance was due to the government
of the majority only in civil affairs. The settlement was a valuable demonstration in favor of absolute religious liberty at a time when such a prote twas perhaps the most notable contribution that could be riade to the rising civilization
of the New World.
But, like every great movement in behalf of individual freedom, this was clogged
by the spirit of revolt against the whole idea of cooperation and compromi e which
is the absolute necessity of a prosperous state. The banner of absoltlte individual
fr dom there set up inevitably became the rallying point of every sort and condition of person who felt aggrieved in state and church. Tho new colony was largely
recrni d from the Baptist and Quak r sects, a people di tinguished a c rtainly
by high I> r onal ability and charact r as for their obstinate resistanc to civil or
·cle i, i ·al re traint. The straine'1 r lations with Ma sachu tt ancl onne tic 1 '·. r ~ bar _to nny speedy adoption of the ducational ystems of both the o
c lom · 1n which th influence of the Con!!l'egational hurch till a. lat period
a v ry pro~onnc d. Indeed, Rhod Islancl at fir t wa 1·ather a group of pria
rJ orati n (''1,ropri tor hip. '') than a homog n ou olon •.
i. ty-five
Y ar
f r ho fir t ttlement it number cl but 10:00 people, th majority in
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Providence: Newport, and two other settlements. In Providence and Newport
and a few smaller towns arrangements for educational facilities were made at an
early date, which for many years satisfied the more influential classes, private
schools of different sorts and the beginnings of Brown University.
In 1799 the Mechanics' Association of Providence made a vigorous demonstration in behalf of a system of public instruction for the State. Previous to this a
movement, inaugurated under the lead of President Manning, of Brown University, for a public school system for the city of Providence, hacl failed of public
indorsement, chiefly because it proposed to subsidize the parochial school of the
Friends. Under the energetic influence of Howland, with the cooperation of many
of the most wealthy and distinguished people of the city, the legislature in 1799 was
persuaded to enact a school law which for the time was perhaps the most enlightened of any in the Union. But it was weighted with two fatal defects: local
option and the lack of a reliable superintending State official. Only the city of
Providence availed itself of its provisions and founded the system of pub~icschools
that has gone on without a serious drawback to the present day. But in 1803
this statute was repealed by the votes of the remainder of the State. Henry Barnard declared that "had this original law been accept,,d through the State as in
Pl'Ovidence, Rhode Island would have had the best school system in New England. Even had there been in the statute a provision by which a competent public,official could have explainecl its provisions to the peop:e, it probably would
not have been repealed.·• It was certainly free from the pow rful ecclesiastical
influence which indirectly in Massachusetts and moro directly in Connecticut
prevailed until well into the century.
No further successful effort for popular education wa made till 1827-2 , when,
as the result of an agitation through several years, a school law was finally
pas3ed which was practically the basis of the pre ent system of public instruction
in Rhode I land. This act provided that the State should appropriate $10,000 annually from the avails of certain taxes and r ceipt divided among all the towns in proportion to their school population. It also conferred a limited authority on tho
towns to tax for the cost of instruction. But it left the power to build schoolhoni:es
and school supplies so indefinite that during the next dozen year the statute book
was burdened with supplementary amendments, and special legislation was
required even to enable a school district to build a schoolhous . In 1836 the
State set aside tho United States deposit fund of more than $'300,000 for tho use of
the public schools and afterwards provided for the establishment of di trict
school libraries, and in 1 39 legislatecl to protect children und r 12 years of age
working in the manufactories by securing to them three months of schooling a.
year.
But the fatal lack of a central supervising authority left educational affairs still
at loose ends. Ev ry little town or school district assumed the prerogativ s of a
free and independent republic as far as concerne(l its arrangement for the ducation of the•children.
obody knew the actual condition of the schools, although
the State had then but little more than 100,000 population and some 35,000 children of school age. But in 1 43 th public di. satisfaction at this condition of
affairs culminated. Governor James Fenner had already declareJ himself a friend
of educational reform, and emphasized his declaration by giving to the schools of
his own city, Newport, the sum usually appropriated for the celebration of governors inauguration day.
trong petitions came up to the legislature. :Mr.
Wilkins Updike, an influential member, prepared a short bm designed to furnish
the one thing needful to set in motion tho present cumbrous educational machinery. In a powerful speech supporting the bill, he declared that" outside of Providence and a few town. , the public school system was not a blessin!? to the State."
This speech takes high rank in the educational literature of the Commonwealth.
ED
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He freely exposed the unsatisfactory condition of the schools and deplored the
fact that Rhode Island, a Commonwealth pledged by its entire history to magnify
the p ersonal liberty of the citizen, should be so unmindful of the fundamental
personal right of the child to the educational training that makes for good citizenship. Rhode Island was then the seventh Commonwealth in the Union in the scale
of intelligence, 1,600 adult persons of its population of 103,000 being absolut.ely
illiterate, and the school facilities offered to the children in all respects open to
the gravest objections. The best proof that Mr. Updike voiced the prevailing
opinion of the progressive school public was the passage of this bill and the imitation to H enry Barnard, just thrown out of office by the repeal of the school law
of Connecticut of 1837, to visit the State, address the legislature, and generally
advise concerning the proper enforcement of the statute.
Dr. Barnard seems never t o have been a man even of '· literary leisure" during
his long life of more than 80 years, 60 of which have been consecrated to the work
of popular education. On the downfall of the system of schools in Connecticut,
which practically he had organized and administered from 1837 to 1842, he had
immediately resumed his travels through the United States, with the especial
intention of collecting the materials for a history of the American common school.
He was everywhere found carefully observing and wisely suggesting, and everywhere welcomecl by the most discerning and influential friends of education. His
strong leaning to the literary side of the great revival of the common school had
already been manifested in his establishment of the Connecticut Journal of Education, which he had made a storehouse of valuable information. But the governor
of Rhode I sland spoke the right word when he advised Mr. Barnard "that it was
better to make history than to write it." And nowhere in the history of popular
education in the United States is there a more conspicuous example of making a
new chapter in the h istory of education than in the labors through five crowded
years of Henry Barnard, who accepted and held the office of the first State commissioner of education for Rhode Island from 1843 to 1849.
The Rhode Island school law of 1843 was mainly a provision for a State superintendency of common schools. The first section requires the governor to "appoint
an agent," whose salary shall be fixed by the legislature. The remaining clause
was a declaration of his duties as usually defined in the few States that had
alre?,dy established the office. Mr. Barnard was appointed commissioner and
assumed the duties of the position September 1, 1 43.
The immediate duty of the commissioner here, as in Connecticut, was to learn
the actual condition of educational affairs. For two very busy years Commissioner Barnard worked at this point in his own characteristic, persistent, and
minute style, represented by the daguerreotype, which, according to Hawthorne,
most completely reveals the inner life of the subject. Certainly this inspection
left on the mind of Mr. Barnard a complete picture of the educational state of
Rhode I sland, with a thorough insight into the cause of the present state of affair·
In this wol'k of investigation he was favored by the fact that the school commissioner of Rhode Island had in certain ways a larger power than had been conferred
by 1assachusetts or Connecticut-the appointment of boards of county officials
fol' the examination of tRachero and the in pection of the schools.
From 184 to 1 .:;, when Commissioner Barnard"s first written report appea1·ed,
h~vi. i
every town in tho St~ t , and in many ca ·es r ep ....tcd the ""Vi it, irupecte
~O school , and put hims lf in per onal connection with -100 te, ch r~, be ides a habit
of o tant iut rcourse with parent , friends of ucation and o ·en children and
youth.
n thou. nd circulars of the elaborat sort that mauo ach a. valuable
tr,. ti on lucation had been nt to tho t achera an<l school fficial . He was
no ~ :prepar 1 to ·11 tho ople of Rho
I:laucl tho facts of the situation in his
0 n_ 1
':11!~r yl , in which tho m st uuwelc me truth , ro 1,re ed homo with
th 1rr 1 tiblo force of a killful surg on manivulating a dang rous wound, in a
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spirit so appreciative and friendly that his entire career seems to have been free
from the fidrce personal collisions anc1 violent controversies which finally wore
out the life of his illu trious friend and colaborer, Horace Mann.
But the bald facts of the case were sufficient to wake the most apathetic people
to a sense of impending peril and were in themselves a loud call for reform. The
school legislation of the State had become a bewildering maze, the original law of
1828 having been so built upon and modified, with so much left to special enactment, that the system was almost unworkable. More than fifty supplementary
acts had placed the original statute liko a house loca.ted in tho center of an everglade through which only an expert guide could find the way. Tho law was a
fair transcript of the state of public opinion in the little Commonwealth. Everywhere p1·ivate and personal opinion, masking under a lofty assertion of '' inclcpendence," ' had full course to run and be glorified." The original Provicl nco
compact to obey the government of the majority" only in things civil 'had been
perverted so that education by the State was supposed to violate the religious liberty of the parent; a curious illustration of the way in which the narrowest religious sectarianism may fraternize with the most radical assertion of civil and
religious liberty; as the deadly rattlesnake antl. the harmless gopher of the Wo ·tern prairies burrow in the same hole. So violent was this prejudice that r espo table membflrs of the legislature declared that the attempt to tax a community for
public schools "would be resisted at the point of the bayonet."
The evil of local division into little school districts had practically made good
school keeping in the open country an impossibility. The State was swarmed
upon by discarded teachers from abroad, and there was no attempt at prof ssional training at home. The neglect of the examination of teachers, school visitation, and supervision was even an exaggerated copy of what the commission r
had encountered in Connecticut. The variety of schoolbooks on every topic was
numbered by the hunched, and there was great neglect by many parents to furnish the children with books at all. In 1844 but three towns had imposed a tax
for schools. In 1845, outside of Providence and a few smaller towns, ther wa. not
three months a year of school. One in every forty of the adult people of the
State could not read or write. Mr. Barnard found only twelve female teachers in
tho State outside of Providence and a few towns. He asserted that two-thirds of
the children could be taught better by women, and their employment at regulation wages would add two months to the winter school term.
The condition of the schoolhouses was such as, by contrast, to make thepresent
status of school accommodations "palatial." In 1843-44 only 312 hou ·es w re
provided for 405 schools, 147 of them being owned by" proprietors "-virtually
private property. Of 280 examined, 25 "were in good repair, 62 "in ordinary
repair,'' 86 "ab olutely unfit for occupation," 180 "on a line with a public road,'
29 only with a playground, 200 had an interior height of only 8 feet, with no
means of ventilation; the seats were generally arranged around three side of the
room, with no backs, and 14 to 18 inches above the floor; "270 had no clock, blackboard, or thermometer, and only 5 possessec1 a scraper or mat for the feet.'
In 1844 there were probably 33,000 children between the ages of 4 and 16 in the
State; 24,000 were in all tho schools-21,000 in public and 3,000 in private; only
13,300 in regular attendance. Only 5,000 attended during the whole school y ar,
6,000 not over three m onths. The school boys outnumbered the girls, above rn
five, and above 10 years of age, four to one. Six thousand children had no regular schooling. Mr. Barnard declar d that four-fifths of tho private schools would
ciisappear if the public schools could be improved. Only 2,000 of the 3.3,000 children received nine months schooling in the year.
In short, all the defects with which Mr. Barnard had struggled during his five
years administration in Connecticut were found in an exaggerated state in Rhode
Island. But the small area of territory, the concentration of population in a few
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centers, the entire population of the State being less than the city of Providence
to-day, and the whole number of children not exceeding that of a city of 200,000
people, were favorable circumstances. Some of the most serious obstructions in
Connecticut did not there exist. In Mr. John Kingsbury, principal of the famotll!
Academy for Girls, in Providence, the commissioner found an able and indefatigable assistant. In 1845 the Rhode Island Institute of Instruction was formed,
which became a powerful agency for missionary work. For several years it
m aintained nn "itinerating agency" in the person of Mr. Baker, which amounted
almost to a house-to-house visitation. The journal of the institute, edited and
largely supported by Mr. Barnard, became the medium of publication for his
reports and information concerning public education at home and abroad.
In 1844 the legislature intrusted to Commissioner Barnard the preparation of a
new school statute. The work included the codifying and rearranging the school
legislation of the State. This law, after two years~ was adopted, and by 1848 the
school-ship was in full sail toward the haven of success. One valuable service to
the people was an elaborate explanation of the new law, prepared by Mr. Barnard,
published with it, and sent to every school district. In this law and commentary
the defects of the schools received attention, and as far as possible were remedied.
The result was that when Mr. Barnard was compelled, in 1849, to retire from
his office by failing health, he could honestly report that Rhode Island possessed
one of the best systems of public education in the Union. One hundred a.nd
twenty thousand dollars outside of Providence had been expended in building or
repairing schoolhouses, and the commissioner's valuable treatise on school architecture was in the hands of every school committee. Every town in the State
raised a tax to supplement the State fund, and the local levy amounted to $1 per
capita. More than 1,100 meetings had been held and 1,500 addresses delivered,
beside a perpetual discussion of educational topics.
· A large convention of school officials and eminent teachers had met, after nine
months' experience of the new law, to discuss its merits and suggest amendments;
200 meetings of parents and teachers had been held; 16,000 educational pamphlets,
each of 16 pages, had been gratuitously distributed, and 1,200 volumes bought by
teachers for libraries. During one year every almanac published. in Rhode Island
had contained 16 additional pages on education, fur:c.ished by the commissioner.
A school library of at least 500 volumes was found in 29 towns.
The improvement in school buildings was pronounced "a complete renovation,
nay, a revolution," the State in 1 49 having the best average of schoolhouses in
N cw England. '' Good teachers and improved school buildings had added 50 per
cent to school attendance." One hundred primary schools with ,,omen teachers
had been established, and the graded system wa organized in all the principal
towns. No schoolhouse was without a blackboard and one-third of th m had
globes ancl maps. The best people in the State were serving on school committees,
and the new school law imposed a fine for the refusal to serve after election. The
towns had been granted an unlimited power of local taxation, a minimum rate
being fixed as a ondition of r eceiving the State di tribution. In 1 47 only three
town!; in Rhode I ·land r fused to vote a tax for schools. The entire expenditure
for public elu a.tion wa .'3; ,00 , more than one-half tho ntiro expen e of governm nt for th St· . Th valuation of tho State in 1 4 i w
30,0 0 000 the
larg t P r pit in any ta , '3..11; Ma achu ett , :· LOO; onnecticut, .25;
w
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masquerading as the spirit of freedom had closed. It was most remarkable. On
the retirement in 1848 of the great commissioner, enforced by a collapse of health
induced by his graat exertions in behalf of the children of the State, the legislature unanimously enacted a vote of thanks, the teachers of the Commonwealth
expressed their gratitude by a valuable present, and the portrait of Henry Barnard
now hangs in an honorable place in one of the public buildings of Providence.
THE COMMON SCHOOL IN CONNECTICUT .

But while Mr. Barnard was thus occupied with the creation of the first commonschool system of Rhode Island his heart was still in his own State and city. One
of the most important of the many good works accomplish d in these early years
of his prolonged ministry of education was the great influence and aid he contributed to the protracted effort to establish the Free High School of the city of
Hartford, Conn. In a remarkable letter to Principal Capron of thiR ech~ol,
written in 1871, he gives an elaborate history of the campaign of education through
which this celebrated school fought its way to its final establishment, becoming as
great a power for the free secondary education in Connecticut and other States as
Yale in the realm of the hjgher education. As an object lesson in the hiBtory of
multitudes of similar institutions in all parts of the country, and an encouragement for the persistent and intelligent pushing of a great public cause, this letter
could be republished and read to-day, especially in our Southern State , with great
benefit. A brief sketch of this episode in the busy life of Dr. Barnard should not
be left out of this narrative.
In the speech delivered by young Henry Barnard, as a member of the legislature
of Connecticut in 183 , in support of h"s own bill for the reform of the depressed
school system of the old Common wealth occurs a hearty tribute to the Boston
Latin School, first and most celebrated of the class of free seminaries of the secondary type that came up in connection with the original common-school movement in the New England colonies. He tells the story, more striking then than
to-day, that in this school a son of a President of the United States received the
second prize, when the first honors were given to the son of the man who sawed
the President·s wood pile. Soon after his appointment to the office of secretary
of the Connecticut State board of education, in an address before the Young Mens
Institute, or Lyceum, of Hartford. Mr. Barnard urged the young men to labor for
the development of the higher city life, including a reference to the unsatisfactory condition of the public schools of Hartford. This lecture in substance was
repeated in several of the larger towns of the Common wealth, and is said to have
been very influential in the movement that resulted in the establishment of high
schools, public libraries, and similar institutions in the State. Among other suggestions was one that has commended itself to many of our chief American cities
and smaller towns-a voluntary a sociation of mothers to look after the sanitary
arrangements and moral training of school children. In this admirable address
he outlines the present system of agencies for the general welfare of our larger
American communities with a prophetic foresight. It is suggestive of the state
of public opinion in New England half a century ago that, even as late as 1838, an
educator so progressive as Henry Barnard should have been obliged to advocate
the chooling of the free colored children of Connecticut in separate schools.
In 1 42, on his retirement from the administration of the discarded system of
eJucation iu Connecticut, Mr. Barnard prepared a document as an appendix to
his final report urging the addition of the free high school to the present system.
Although this was only a call for the restoration of a prominent feature of the
original colonial common school, the free grammar school to be established in
every town of 100 families, the legislature of Connecticut refused to pass it on the
plea that it was inexpedient to support the secondary education by the State. At
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this juncture Mr. James Wadsworth, of New York, a native of Connecticut,
already known for his munificent and influential support of the district school
library system in his adopted State, caused to be printed and circulated at his own
expense 30,000 copies of Mr. Barnard's document, which was largely read and was
very influential through the entire country.
Previous to this, in 1839, at an educational convention held at Hartford, presided over by Mr. Seth P. Beers and addressed by Prof. Calvin Stowe, Alexander
Everett, and George B. Emerson, the subject of the grading of city and village
schools was thoroughly discussed at several sessions, every city of :he State being
represented. Mr. Barnard there urged the establishment of union schools. Professor Stowe then asserted that the public schools of Cincinnati, Ohio, were among
the best in the country. It was shown that five-sixths of the nonattendance on
the common school was in the cities and larger towns, probably from the fact
that these were the m anufacturing centers of the State and the well-to-do families
edncated their children in private schools. It was suggested that private associations might well be formed to agitate for and, if necessary, to afford material a.id
to this enterprise. This was effectually done a few years later, at New Britain,
Conn., in the establishment there of a State normal school. An association of
this sort was formed at once at Hartford; at first of five members, two more than
the attendance at the last annual meeting of the Central School Society of that
city.
The agitation. thus begun did not pause till six years later it resulted in the
establishment of the Free High School for Hartford for boys and girls, with the
old Hopkins School of the city included as its classical department. The long and
obstinate conflict that terminated in this victory for the people was one of the
most influential in the history of American education. The staid old capital of
10,000 people was shaken to its rock-ribbed foundations. Dr. Horace Bushnell,
tho splendid man of all work for Connecticut, as the foremost theologian of America, in 1842 contributed an important service in his scathing exposure of the
condition of the public schools of the city, and his energetic appeal led to a reorganization of the central school society, out of which, in 1847, came the present
high school. Before that time, in 1839, Mr. Barnard began the publication of his
Connecticut Common School Jom'Ilal, without a subscriber or a dollar of income,
and supported it chiefly by hjs own money.
In 1842 the cause of popular education gained a new and powerful advocate in
Mr. James N. Bunce, a gentleman of large wealth and public spirit in Hartford.
He had attended an educational convention in 1845, where, before a meager audience, the most important matters had been ably discussed, and declared that' this
should not happen again if he could help it." Another convention, more largely
attended, was held in 1 46. Mr. Bunce wrote to Henry Barnard, then in Rhode
Island, to" come out of the wilderness and help your own brethren and State,'
promising hi own personal cooperation and material aid. Mr. Barnard in reply
snggested that he was just then too much occupied in" making the wilderness
blossom as the roso '' to accept the call. But he at once took tho matter to heart,
propo ed a. campaign of agitation, and for the five subsequent years wns the soul
of the m vcmcnt.
_t his Sll"' ·tion Ir. Bunce offered a prize for an essay on popular education,
~vb1ch bro~"ht !or:h t?e r markable paper by Rev. oah Porter, afterward presid nt of l'. 1 , whi h is still a classic in American educational liter ture. Mr.
B rnar mad •
m nt ~hich the t achers and e ucator of the country would
Y
wi ly t . h l: "I have never seen n. gathering of parents of any
ul 11 1 m r
d in tho subject of schools an<l education if pre•
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the voters of the central school society, were at last eclucated to the point th t,
after repeated meetings and months of public discussion, the vote wa carri cl by
an overwhelming majority for a free high school. Mr. Bunce contributed $1.000
toward the expense and pledged ,000 toward a State normal school. Twelve
thousand dollars was invested in the enterprise and the Hopkins grammar school
fund provided for the classical department. A tax for 1! cents on the dollar was
laid on the property of the members of the society for its maintenance. It at once
became one of the best of this class of semjnaries in tho country. :Mr. Barnard
visited Hartford five times in connection with it, engineered the campaign, outlined the plans of the building, drew up the course of study, and was, in fact,
almost omniscient in the good work.
On Decemb r, 1847, he was called to the grateful task of assisting at the dedication of the new high school at Hartford. In his address, which als cover d every
superior interest of the metropolitan life of the country, he made tho remarkable
declaration: ,: I say deliberately, for the whole country, that if the efforts which
have been put forth here, and which the deep conviction of the same necessity has
caused to be put forth in other States, fail to incorporate this high school feature
into our system of common schools, that the higher education-everything beyond
the merest rudiments, will pass into the inevitable keeping of religious bodies
and adventure schools, over which the people can exercise no control, and paront
can have no guaranty of the value of the education their children will r eceive.
There can not be-there never has been-an efficient system of primary in truction, whose teachers and officers were not supplied from public institutions of a
higher grade."
n this occasion Dr. Ho.ace Bushnell also delivered one of those remarkable
addresses which so often during his prolonged career set the most thoughtful people
of tho entire Republic thinking along new lines of observation. Tho occasion was
one long to be remembered. It is not too much to say that the establishment of
tho Hartford free high school marked a new era in the development of public · condary education in the country. It was the most signal vict ry yet achiev din
the conflict everywhere inaugurated between the people and the religious sects and
more favored classes for the control of thfo important department of education.
This school at once became a conspicuous center of the secondary education for
the whole State, and thirty years later remained a great academy to which pupils
were sent from all _portions of the country.
Its establishment· was al o the stimulant to a similar movement in other cities
of the Commonwealth. A few years later Dr. Barnard was called, as one of a
distinguished group of college pr si.dents, professors, and public men, to dedicate
the free academy at Norwich, Conn., whose reputation has only been less than
the Hartford High School, and whose outcome ha been the el vation of this and
many of tho sma1ler New England cities to national reputation as c nter of
educational and philanthropic activity.
orwich is now verywhere known in
connection with the schooling of tho colored youth of the South in normal and
industrial training, by the gift of the Slater fund of $1,000,000.
onnecticnt from
that time, even beyond its previous reputation, became a great hive, sending forth
every year new swarms of enthusia tic workers in the secondary and higher education, especially through the West and the South. The influence of Barnard,
Capron, Gallaudet, Porter, Bunce Bn hnell, and Beers was felt at once even to
the summit of the great mountain divide, and later through our new Pacific
empire.
In his letter to Principal Capron, Mr. Barnard, in 1 71, wrote this triumph nt
declaration: ''l have seen every provision drafted by me, which was stricken out
of the statute books of Connecticut in 1812, restored, and many more remembered
by me not only placed in the school laws, but also become a part of the school
habits of the people. And more than this, I have lived long enough to see nearly
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all the condemned features of city and town organization advocated in Hartford
from 1838 to 1842 and denounced as the' impracticable schemes of an enthusiast'
ingrafted into the constitutions of 15 States and the scnool systems of 35 States
and upward of 100 cities of over 40,000 hlhabitants and many more with a smaller
population. " What a supplement could this venerable apostle of the people's
school write to this declaration now, twenty-five years later, when he beholds the
majestic spectacle of our 16 Southern Commonwealths united in the support of
every department of the people's common school, with a dozen new and powerful
States and Territories beyond the great mountains and along the Pacific Coat.
each in some good way surpassing its predecessors in the glorious work of training its children and youth for the coming citizenship of the new Republic.
But even in this letter to Principal Capron, Dr. Barnard notes the fact that
Hartford, as late as 1871, still held wit!1 a firm grasp to the antiquated local district organization of the common school. Half the children in the city, according
to his statement, were not then found in it. And later than this, the original
system of separate district orga nization was persisted in after it had disappeared
from almost every other city of similar importance in the Union. The educators
of our new States, who reioice in the organization and growth of their splendid
· systems of public instruction, can with difficulty r ealize through what a long and
wearisome period of toil, conflict, and sacrifice the great apostles of the children
and youth wrought through the generation of the common-school revival, from
1830 to the opening of the civil war, to save this, the nation ·s most precious her~
itage, for its future perpetuity and glory.
HENRY BARNARD AS STATE SUPERINTENDENT IN CONNECTIC T.
On the 1st of August; 1851, Henry Barnard was recalled to his former position,
now fitly named superintendent of the common schools in Connecticut, and at
once entered on the duties of a second term of four years. It will be unnecessary
here to enlarge on the performance of the ordinary official labors of the new superintendent during this period. The actual condition of the public schools of the
State was not greatly in advance of what has already been set forth in 1 42;
indeed, it is possible that in some localities they hac1 suffered from the repeal of
the law of 1838. But in several important conditions of success there had been a
marked improvement. The spectacle of a great political party using the temporary disaffection of the people concerning popular education to elevate itself to
p ower is always a warning to an American Commonwealth. I.n this case the
warning seems to have punctuated a crisis in the common-school policy of Connecticut.
At once the friends of tho educational revival and reform came together a.s a.
proper educational public, which, by 18-!4, made itself felt at the statehou e and
in the administrative affairs of the Commonwealth. It can not be denied that the
marvelous intellectual fertility of Henry Barnard, as the foremost American literary exponent of tho great revival of popular cduc::i.tion, was somewhat in the way
of immediate practica1 re~ml in r eforming abu es and inaugurating radical
changes in tho schools. His successor, Ir. . P. Beers, brought to his difficult
po ·ition tho rar ex cutive ability which had characterized his administration of
tho S at school fund and through his cautious an(l per istcnt handling of the
legi lature an<l wi. clirection of public opinion one of the most essential feature
f Dr. Darnar<l's po1icy, the establishment of a State normal school. had been
1r ndy brought to a happy conclu ion.
Th
br hm n of the fir t te, her ins itu in IIartford, in 1 !), during the
?dmini :rati n of. er tary Dn.rnard, was follow cl 1,y a vi orou worldng of that
nnp r ant a' ncy. Ev ry y r <lnrin3 the n<lministration of ... fr. B ers thi pop..1lar mo
ent bad •ain l str ngth until its cur tl tho favor of the teaching body
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and impressed the thoughtful class of the people with the idea of a permanent
arrangement for normal instruction. For thirty years the more progressive leaders of public education in Connecticut had been laboring at this problem. In 1816
Mr. Denison Olmstead, then principal of the Union School at New London, had
:published an important pamphlet on '' An academy for teachers" and reenforced
its arguments in a striking addrPss at Yale College. Prof. J. L. Kingsley, of
Yale: in 1823, through a forcible article in the North American Review, had discussed the same proposition. Dr. William Russell, principal of tho New Township Academy at New Haven, had given his influential name to the agitation. In
1825 Rev. T. H. Gallaudet, already with a national r putation as the 1 ad r of
the important department of the education of the 1 af and dumb in the United
States, wrote a series of able articles on normal school instructfon, which was
republished and widely read. Dr. Barnard declares it the crowning service of Dr.
Gallaudet to the cause of American education, that not only in his own sp cialty
but in the general application to all schools he so ably and distin tly set forth the
necessity of special professional training as a prime condition of success in the
fundamental profession of instruction. We have seen that Dr. Barnard, in bis
notable legi lative speech before the general assembly, which carried the original
reform-school law of Connecticut in 1 38, declared that a special provision for tho
training of teachers was a vital part of his proposed reform in the common cho ls
of the State. He vigorously followed up this proposition in all his report as
secretary of the State board of education. In 1 30 he carried a bill to appropriate
$3,000 for the general work of training teachers, not neces arily for a Stato normal
. chool, through the lower branch of the legislature, only to see it practically shelv d
by a committee of the senate. His repeated attempts t pu h the subj ct, in 1 41,
met the same fate . In 1842 the work was arrested and his office abolishecl by tho
repeal of tho law of 183 .
But tho good seed thus sown during a generation had fall non good ground and
sprung up. The teachers in titute was the form iu which both the ·hool men
and the public now w lcomed the movement. Many prominent educators from
other States and men of large public reputation at home were brought b fore the
great audiences that thronged these gatherings.
In 1 44 a committee of eight was appointed to investigate tho condition of the
public schools. This committee, at the session of 1845, made a report including
tho recommendation for a State normal school. In 1846 (S. P. Beers, secretary)
the legislative j oint committee on education 1·eported a bill appropriating $!3,500 a
year for four years to establi ha training school for teachers, with a om.mitt o
of eight, one from ea h county of the State, to locate and e tabli h H. Tho proposition was warmly debated and the bill passed unanimously in the hou , but was
lost in the senato by one vot . But in 1848 the bill finally bPcame a law. After
a ten-years battering at the "knocker on the big front door tho "land of steady
habits" admittecl the State ormal School for teachers. Tho people of N w
Britain, a plea ant town a few mil s from IIartford, at onco form d an "educacational fund a sociation, ' wHh a capital of, '23,000, in shares of 25, to locate the
new normal school.
On June 4, 1831, the State of Connecticut joined the procession, third in the line,
with fassachusetts and ew York ahead, in dedicating the new normal school
buildings at New Britain. The people of that town had erected school buildings
at the expense of 16,000 and placed their own schools with several hundre<l
pupils und r the supervision of the normal as a school of observation and practice. II nry Barnard lately retired from bis arduous and brilliant career of sup rvi ion in Rhode Island, wa.• now brought back to his native State and city in the
double office of" uperintendent of public education" and ,:principal of the State
Normal, 'chool. ., He accepted on the conclition that a competent a si tant shonlcl
have th special charge of the normal school, and Rev. T . P. D. Ston , from
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Massachusetts, was called, with the aid of Professor Guion and several assistant
women teachers, to this post. Two of the early teachers of this first normal
school in Connecticut, Dr. Philbrick and Mr. S. D. Camp, afterwards became the
successors of Dr. Barnard in the State superintendency.
On a midsummer day, June 4, 1851, the governor, State officials, legislature, and
a goodly show of the foremost citizens of the State, with an imposing military
demonstration marched to the railroad station at Hartford and were received at
New Britain with added ceremony by the enthusiastic people of the enterprising
little New England town for a whole day's and evening's celebration of the opening of the State Normal School. In his address, Superintendent Barnard again
took up the theme on which, for the past sixty years, he has told his" story without an end," of education as the glory of the Republic. After a mighty feast of
Connecticut roast turkey, mince and apple pies, the great crowd surged back to
"business" and listened for another hour and a half of a summer's night to ono of
the electric discourses of Dr. Horace Bushnell, for a generation the theological
and spiritual dynamo of New England, on ''Connecticut." The school had already
been opened with 35 pupils, and 300 applied during the first year. For two years
the State Normal was little more than a permanent normal institute, receiving
teachers and pupils of all grades for even less than one term, with personal ~ourses
of study. Its sessions were adjusted to the convenience of the terms of the summer and winter district schools. But the organizers of the New State Normal with
wise discretion had planted it amid the environment of a large practice school,
containing the entire school population of a considerable town, officered by experienced teachers, and the observation and practice in a good graded school was of
inestimable benefit, even to the crudest young schoolmaster who came up for
three months to New Britain, as to an educational Mecca, for aid and comfort.
But in the third year the legislature voted a permanent annual appropriation of
$4,000, and a systematic course of instruction was set up at the center of foe
drifting crowd of students. In 1860 State Superintendent Camp reported gratifying progress. AlTeady, in less than ten years, 1,500 teachers had come under t~e
influence of the State Normal School from 130 towns, 500 of whom were then m
service, at least one from every school society. Dr. Barnard was unable, from
his arduous duties of State superintendency, to secure time for instruction in the
school, or even do much for the institutes , although his fatherly eyo was hero as
everywhere upon the children and youth of his beloved State.
Another mot important service rendered to the Commonwealth by Superintendent Barnard was the drawing up of a revised code of school legislation, which
included all the reforms he had originally advocated. After a. sort of informal
"referendum" to the t eachers and people and a thorough discussion in the legislature it was enacted in 1 JO. It aimed, in general, at a consolidation and simplifying of the entire org1.nization and arlministration of public school affair. . A far
as wag then p ssible it attempted t:) restore the management of the ommon
school to the control of the town , the r eduction of the too numerous school officials, tho more equitable di tribution of the State school funds, the n ouragement of local taxation ancl especially the inauguration of the grad d sy tem
whereby tho inevitab1 0 confu ·ion of tho oldtime district school of
w England
was lJrought into ord r lJy the cla ific tion of pupils according to their att inm nts, an<l tho building np of the present scheme of in. truction from the primary
to tho high school adopted.
Uu r tho O\' rloadcd :y tem then in operation, according
Sup rintcndent
Barna.ru "each of 1.G.;o c-h 1 <1i ·h'icts, ·as ind p ndent of all o her and practically
~ kn wl lged hut a lo e d pendence on eith r tho school, ociety or the ta . "
ot 1 than 10,000 s<-11001 official , 2,00 of them, according t the. ame authority,
ab . 1 . ly incompeten , ancl the majority indiff r nt to or n 1 tful of their 1 gal
obhgatio , w re muddling the due: tion f i5,000 childr n. IIcre, a. in Rh e
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Island, was the real laboring oar of the educational er-aft, to break up tho obstinate
Puritan conceit of local independence in public affairs under which the most
important concern of the State was practically falling into the hands of little
rings of officeholders, even elected frequently by1ess than a quorum of the society
meeting.
But another service was not less important to the general educational welfare
of the State and nation-the preparation by Superintendent Barnard of "The
History of tho Legislation of Connecticut Respecting Common Schools up to
1838." In place of an ordinary report for 183-1-, the superintendent furnished a
stout volume of 180 pages of closely printed matter, not merely a dry recorc1 of
legislation, but an elaborate and eloquent history of popular education in the
State that, up to a recent time, had been in several important respects the most
complete object lesson of the American common school in the Republic. Along
with this were printed several valuable supplements and a useful sketch of educational affairs in all the States which at this time had made any considerable
progress in the common school-New England, NewYork,and Ohio. This document, with the reports of Horace Mann and Henry Barnard, was the real beginning of the educational literature of the common school in our country. It was
followed by a long procession of similar documents, State and national, in all
parts of the Union. Out cf this has come a body of common school practical
literature for tho uses of a republican State more valuable than that of any other
country or period, where all that has come to us from abroac1 has been considered
and its adaptation to local and general needs for the training of good American
citizenship retained. Out of it came up, in 1865, the National Bureau of Education, now in practical efficiency the undi. puted head of similar department of
education. Along with this, Superintendent Barnard had published and contributed, somewhat from legislative grants, but to a great extent at hil:I own
expense, many thousand copies of important documents concerning education
abroad, schoolhouse architecture and arrangement, normal schools, and improv d
methods of instruction which, often republished, had revealed him more and more
to the whole country.
All this is but an inadequate view of the vast upland region of the twelve years
of cchool administration and authorship which declared Henry Barnaru the
nation's man of all work in the cause of the children. As usual, in all simHar
undertakings, he was again prostrated by shattered health and retired from the
position of superintendency in 1855. His successor, Dr. John C. Philbrick, was
called from the principalship of the State normal school to the position. In the
opening sentences of his first report, 1855, he speaks of his predecessor in these !loquentwords: "I can not forget that I occupy the place that has been filled by one
whose eminent abilities, wise counsels, and abundant labors in the cause of popular education have merited and secured the highest respect and confidence of the
people of the State. He embarked in this enterprise of supcrintendenc wh n
there were few to encourage and aic1 and many to discourage and oppose. Ho bad
peculiar work to do. He had to encounter the jealousies of party, tho prejudices
of ignorance, and the hostility of a blind though honest conservatism, which could
see lilothing in his plans of improvement but destruction to the old landmarks of
the fathers. In retiring he leaves a different state of things. He has enjoyed
the satisfaction of witnessi11g these obstacles gradually melt away before the
power of truth and the friencls of progress constantly increase in number and
power, until his long-cheri hed hope of seeing Connecticut regain her ancient
place in the first rank of the educational States seems about to be realized and
that blessed day is ushered in when every school in the State should be good
enough for the best and cheap enough for the poorest."
But the old State of Connecticut still went on, in Yankee parlance," at her own
jog, through all this tempest of literary and executive activity for the better educa-
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tion of the Commonwealth. In 1832, fourteen years after the revival of 1838, Superintendent Barnard reports the condition of public education as follows: There
were 148 towns and 6 cities in 8 counties. Population of State, in round numbers, 375,000, with a property valuation of $170,305,000; 95,000 children of school
age (4 to 16); 217 school societies; 1,652 districts; State school fund, $2,050,000,
with an income of $133,000, $1.40 for each child; town deposit (United States) fund,
$763,600, with income for use of schools, $30,000; society and local funds,$100,000,
with $6,000 income; tax in these societies, $4,000, and in 17 districts, $10,000; income
from rate bills, $20,000, and from fuel tax, $10,000; in round numbers, $'200,000 for
cost of schools; 1,500 districts had winter and 1,400 summer schools in session from
sixteen to forty-four weeks in the year; 75,000 children were enrolled, with an
average attendance of 52,000; 8;400 pupels were found in 410 private schools, at a
cost of $164,000; nearly three-fourths the sum expended for the 8,400 pupils in
private as for the 75,000 children in common schools. More than 1,700 teachers
received, for men $18.50 and for women $8.22 per month. Only 270 of these taught
the same school in summer and winter, and 570 were teaching with no previous
experience. Sixty schools had been '' broken up " during the year from incom·
pentency of teachers. Nearly one-half the teachers were "boarding round.' Of
the schoolhouses, 240 were reported" very good," 460 "very poor," more than one·
third without sanitary arrangements for common decency. The reports of the
county inspectors, appointed by the superintendent, are full of complaints of '' popular apathy." A notable Fast Day sermon, by Rev. Mr. Goodrich, of Bristol, con·
centrated these defects of the system in a powerful and earnest appeal to the
people, which was republished as a portion of the report of Secretary Barnard.
But much had really been done: A true educational public had been aroused;
a body of efficient supervisors and educational workers had appeared, evolved by
"natural selection" from the teachers and writers who were often better known
and more influential outside the State th'1n at home; a majority of the teachers
were being gathered into the annual institutes and the State normal school; a
State and several local associations were waking up the people at their numerously attended meetings addressed by the ablest school men from abroad and at
home; an improved code of school laws had been spread on the statute books and
the way at least opened for the proper consolidation and simplifying of the school
life of the Commonwealth. And more than ever the fame of tho great educators of
Connecticut had been spread abroad and often with a better reception than at
home were they received and put into active school life, especially in the new and
growing States of the West. Meanwhile, New York, so largely dependent on
Connecticut for the early establishment of her common schools, was now so far
advanced that both Horace Mann and Henry Barnard magnified the Empire State
as the foremost educational Commonwealth in the world.
Among the eminent men in Connecticut to whom Henry Barnard was greatly
indebted, not only for constant aid and comfort during his eventful career of
superintendency in his native State and Rhode Island, from 1838 to 1 5-, but for
perpetual suggestions in his philosophical and practical ideals of education, w
Rev. Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet. But, far beyond his great contributions to hi
own tate, was the influence of Mr. Gallaudet f It through the whol country·
directly a the 1 .ader in th education of the deaf and dumb and indir ctly for th
r formation of th me hods of J)rimary, mental, and moral instruction by his
gra ~ on fm~<1 m n · 1 principles and scientific methods thereby obtained.
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was the inspiration of all he did and of much that from the hindrance of delicate
health he could not achieve during his crowded life of 63 years.
· His father, after a varied life in Philadelphia, New York, and Hartford, was
drifted into Government employment at Wahington, where his grandson now
presides over the Natjonal Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb, and there died at an
advanced age. Among other good things, he established in his eightieth year, in
1835, ,; the Washington Manual Labor School" and ; 'Male Orphan Asylum." Its
expenses were heartily met by the unique work, "the facsimile of George Washington's public accounts while commander of the armies of the thirteen colonies
du.ring the Revolutionary war." The institution was afterwards merged with
the Deaf and Dumb sylum before mentioned.
Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet was born in Philadelphia in 17 7, the oldest of a
family of twelve children. He was fitted for College at Hartford, Conn., and
entered Yale as sophomore at the age of 15, graduating in 1805 with high honors;
President Heman Humphrey, of Amherst College, and Dr. Gardiner Spring, afterwards of New York, being his associates in class distinction. Yale was then
under the presidency of Dr. Timothy Dwight, with Professors Day, Silliman, and
Moses Stewart in the chairs of instruction. Like Barnard, he entered on the
study of the law, but after a year was compelled by failing health to seek an outdoor life. As the "traveling man" of a New York commercial house he visited
large portions of the West and Southwest, and afterwards was connected with
the firm in a New York counting room. From this occupation he was drawn by
his strong leaning to the life of a clergyman and entered Andover Theological
Seminary, from which he graduated in 1814. Declining several flattering offer.
for a permanent settlement in the ministry, he returne(l in 1 14:-1,3 to Ilartford.
Here, at the age of 28: he was found awaiting the providential call of his life.
A little deaf and dumb daughter of Dr. Mason F. ogswell, a distinguished physician of Hartford, wa "the little child that led·, young Gallaudet to the strangely
neglected hut wide and rich domain of ducation in which he won a national
fame and achieved abundant success. In the attempt to t ach little Alice, his
attention was directed to the r putation of the three English schools of this sort,
and especially the writings of the famous Abbe Sicard, of Paris. Up to the year
1800 there was no knowledge of such a department of education, and in 1815 but
one small school of the kind in America. His success with his little pupil woke
up a lively interest, and an association of leading gentlemen furnished the moderate means for a short visit abroad of observation and instruction.
In the summer of 1815, Gallaudet, a Connecticut young man in pursuit of information on a great subject, appea1·ed at the front door of the Inst1tutlon for the
Deaf and Dumb in London asking for admittance. But, with the true spirit of
British isolation and exclusivene s f that period, the training of tho deaf and
dumb was a private monopoly, and he could not obtain the privileg of admittance,
much less of instruction, exc pt under conditions so humiliating that to receive it
would be a positive degradation. Failing in the same way in Edinburgh, after making several valuable acquaintances, like Dr. Chalmers and Dougal Stewart, he
went to Paris, where he wa welcomed at the institution of the Abbe Sicard.
After several months of close study he returned to Hartford, accompanied by Mr.
Laurent Clerc, an experienced deaf and dumb instructor, who during the remainder of his long life was the soul of the new institution which be entered in 1817 as
assistant, though really the instructor of Mr. Gallaudet. During his residenc6
in Paris he preached in an English church, and his discourses, afterwards published, showed that in the profession for which he had been educated he would
have become one of the lights of the American pulpit. Beside a small establishment in Virginia, there was at this time no institution of the kind in the country.
Through the influence of a group of the best-known men in Hartford, a. subsidy
of $5,000 was obtained from the Connecticut State legislature, and afterwards
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$17,000 gathered by the exertions of Mr. Gallaudet in several cities. In 1817 he
entered upon his notable career of fourteen years as principal and teacher in the
Hartford Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb. Through his own appearance before
the Congress of the United States an appropriation was made of a grant of 23,000
acres of public land, from which was 1·ea1ized a permanent endowment of $300,000
for the institution. It was dedicated with the u sual solemn public ceremonies by
which New England always loves to inaugurate a good work of education, philanthropy, or religion on ]\fay 22, 1821.
The first pupil was Alice Cogswell, and the fifteenth Julia Fowler, whom Mr.
Gallaudet married in 1821. She lived fifty-six years and proved herself a true
helper in all the relations of his home and public life. It was soon discovered that
the new principal was , in the words of his son, '' a born teacher, and a teacher of
teachers as well as of children." He made a wonderful success in the development of the language of signs to which he was devoted. Like other speciali ts,
perhaps he did not quite distinguish the fact that his own success in this was inseparable from his personal genius rather than from its general use and practicability. It is said that at the request of the famous Connecticut painter, Col. John
Trumbull, the story of the condemnation to death by Brutus of his two sons was
entirely communicated by facial signs so correctly that a pupil wrote it all out.
His biographer finds in this a trace of his descent from an Italian ancestry.
But, as so often happens, this man of commanding genius: at once known and
aclmowledged through the Republic by his labors in several States as the founder
of similar institutions , was compelled to live the life of a pedagogic drudge at
home. At the end of a chronic state of friction with his board of directors concerning details of administration he felt compelled to retire from the institution, after
fourteen years of a service that, despite his habit of self-sacrifice, rendered him_a
perpetual subordinate. But, as a member of the corporation, his advice and a1d
were always at the service of the institution. His policy of administration wa.s
finally ad◊-pted, and in later years, at a great gathering of 400 graduates and
pupils of similar asylums, a remarkable memorial service was held wjth the_usual
gift of professional silver. To-day his monument, built by the contribution_ of
pupils and graduates of asylums, stands in the grounds of the original institut10n
at Hart.ford, and a similar memorial may be seen at the national asylum at Washington, which was established largely by his influence and is now presided over
by his son.
But this was not the only instance where a man of commanding geniu has been
''retired" upstairs by an unappreciative community into a broader sphere of his
life work. In 1830, at the age of 43, Rev. T. H. Gallaudet was without question
the foremost man in his own specialty in the United States. But for the twenty
remaining years of his life he stood before tho whole country as one of the broadest, most original, and practical of American educators, in the best sense of the
term. Declining repeated invitations to almost every con· ivable po ition of
honor and p1·ofi.t in ducation, philanthropy, and the hristi n ministry he gave
him elf for eight years to the work of ducational authorship. He had alr ady
bccom known by his numerous contributions to the coming -ducational revival,
e pecially by a series of letters on the normal training of te cher in 1825, and
other writings in support of common school . His profound studie in childnaturo appli din the trainin,.,. of the def f and dumb had brou,.,.ht him into the Y ry
arcan of the philosophy of the natural m,thoc1s of instructio1 , now a recognized
autl ority in all school , and hi c ntrilmtion t thi m t attra ·tive r alm f
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little "Child's Book of the Soul," and the series of scripture biographies· and
writings for the home, school, and church which during these years came from
his pen as from an overflowing fountain of wisdom and love. The American
Tract Society alone printed and circulated 600,000 copies of the e admirable publications, and they were translated into all the leading European languages anc1
reac1 by thousands of old and young around the world. Among his writings of
great educational value was the widely read e say, "Public Schools a Public
Ble sing."
But, like many other distinguished friends of the common school, he never found
one where he would educate his own five children, all of whom were trained in a
model school in his own house, with a few companions, where he had them in constant oversight. His services as lecturer and officfal in public and privates minaries, with constant calls to the pulpit and annual addresses, were a profession
in themselves. He spent several months in a laborious visit through the West
and Southwest, on an evangelical mission among the German people of those
States. He was the president of the Hartford Missionary Association, and all hi
life greatly interested in the work of the Colonization Society for the Free Negroes,
one of the benevolent dreams of that far-off time. During the last years of his
life he served as the chaplain of the Retreat for the Insane at Hartford and displayed wonderful aptitude in reaching and controlling the unfortunate inmates of
this asylum. In 1838, at the age of 49, he was urged to accept the office of seer tary of the new Connecticut State board of education, Henry BarnarJ, then in the
legislature, offering to assist in making up a salary sufficient for his support.
Earlier than this he was the first choice for the presidency of the first State normal school established in the country, at Lexington, Mass.
But in the ,delicate state of health in which he remained for tho last twenty
years of his life, he was doubtless wise in his avoidance of professional or public
position. Thereby he became a sort of universal father and adviser of all th
p:rnminent educators of the land, and, more than any one man, was s ught out
and held in wide esteem as an authority in pedagogics and the wi est friend of
the teachers and children. He was always a devout believer in the substance of
the old-time Evangelical religious creed, as modified by the enlarged int rpretation of men of great spiritual genius, like Dr. Horace Bushnell, and always a
preacher of the religion of everyday living. His moral iCruples even extended to
the avoiding of political action, and his only vote was ca5t, at the age of 61, for
Presiclent of tho United States. '' He was the best beloved of all men; a truo son
of the light." As the director for the Hartford Retreat for the In ane wrote,
"When he died, sunshine went out of the house.:' In the language of anoth r,
"He possessed the rare genius in pedagogy in making even children thomsolve
feel that education is a priceless thing."
Dr. Gallaudet died in 1830, worn out with labors that might task the ncrgios
of many strong men, at the age of 6:3, in Hartford. But he had lived long enough,
like his great friend, Dr. Barnard, to see all that he had projected, and more than
he had ever dared to hope, become the common possession of the whole country,
both in his specialty of the training of the deaf and dumb and, generally, in the
eminent success of that revival of popular education of which ho was one of the
chief apostles.
He received collegiate honors from an institution of learning in a State that was
a wilderness when he was born-the Ohio Western Reserve College; and his final
home in Hartford was made po sible by an appropriation of money from the board
of directors of the institution from which he had found it greatly for his comfort
to retire twenty years before. It is from such men and women, as from deep reservoirs of wisdom, love, and beauty that the great educators of every generation
refresh their failing stores of inspiration and power, and go forth " with strength
renewed, like the eagles," "to fight the good fight' for the children and "keep the
faith" in education as the soul of the nation s life.
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The period between January, 1855, when Dr. Bar:n,ard resigned his second school
superintendency of Connecticut, and June, 1859, when he assumed the position of
chancellor of the University and agent of the board of normal regents of the
State of Wisconsin, was by no means barren of results to this indefatigable educator. H e had revisited Europe, and for him a visit anywhere was an occasion
for careful observation. The American Journal of Education was begun, and a
score of valuable articles, each a treatise, had been pre:9arec1 for its pages. But
three more essays at a life of executive activity were to be made before he could
give himself fully to the great labor of his last thirty-five years, even yet prolonged; the brief and energetic episode of his presidency of the University of Wisconsin from June 1, 1859, to January 1, 1861; the even more brief and less eventful assumption of the presidency of St. John's College, l\Iaryland, in 1866; and
his final work, as first Commissioner of the national Bureau of Education, from
1867 to 1870. Our present interest is chiefly concerned with the first of these
terms of educational supervision.
The early history of the common school in Wisconsin has elsewhere been told,
and it only r emains to glance at the condition of popular education in this new
St:ite in 1858 in oTder to frame the familiar figure of the man who by this time had
richly earned the title "The national educator." Among the frequent educational
visits of Dr. Barnard, ranging from Charleston, S. C., to the new Northwest, perhaps the most fruitful was his appearance at Madison, Wis., at the invitation of
Hon. John H. Tweedy, in 1846, to present the subject of popular education to the
constitutional con'Vention of the Territory. At a meeting callecl for that purpose,
Dr. Barnard outlined a scheme for public education which, reduced to writing,
was practically accepted and incorporated in the constitution then submitted to
tho people. It included local taxation in connection with the distribution of the
State school fund; a genernl superintendency of education, and the establishment
of a State university, with a normal school department. This constitution was
rejected by the people. But in 1848 the same provisions became a portion of the
new scheme as a permanent article of the fundamental law. The subsequent
legislation under the constitutional provisiou was largely drawn from Michigan,
the first Northwestern State that had at once put on the ground an effective and
complete system of public education without the violent struggle and long delays
that hindered the effort in Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois.
In 1851 the State of Wisconsin was admittec1 to the Union, with a population of
305,391. The State was indebted to Mr. Root, afterwards first State superintendent of common schools, for the present wording of the educ!l.tional clause, and he
seems to have been largely influenced by a graduate of the Albany, N. Y., normal
school, a pupil of Principal Page, who was then a teacher in the Territory. The
common-school ship was bravely launchec1 with only one-half the c!:iildren of
school age (4 to 20) on board, at the moderate expenditure of ,6,000. But in the
stimulating air of the new Northwest all good things grow apace. In nine years
the large sum, for a new State forty years ago, of more than 1,000,000 had been
xpended for tho common school , more than one-fourth the entire rev nue of th
Stat .
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costing $28,000. The university had already been founded, but was hardly yet in
vital touch with the people, its whole number of students not exceeding 100,
with a smaller number in actual collegiate studies. The department of instruction
under Professor Reid scarcely numbered a score of young men.
The administration of Hon. Lyman C. Draper, in 1858-59, as represented in his
voluminous and vigorous reports as State superintendent of education, seems to
have marked a new era. These documents, like many subsequent reports from
the State and local superintendents of education in the Northwest, are elaborate
treatises on the public school question, with long quotations from the foremost
educators of our own and other countries, important declarations of celebrated
Btatesmen, pages of interesting correspondence conducted by the school authorities of the State, and eloquent appeals to the laudable pride and ambition of
new Commonwealths in constant peril of being absorbed in the exasperating conflicts of partisan poiitics and the material development of a new country. Among
other topics the great importance of the superior training of teachers is discussed
at length. After an intermittent debate of six years, the legislature of 1857 had
passed a law for the establishment of a normal school fund from the income of an
extensive region of swamp lands-a mi leading name for a vast area containing
much valuable real estate. The yearly income was to be divided among such colleges, academies, and high schools as were willing to submit themselves to an
examination and partial supervision by a board of State normal regents. The
law also provided for a normal department in the university, and a small appropriation was made for a professorship of pedagogy as an annex to another chair of
instrnction.
But even then the enormous work of launching a new American State as
extensive, at that date, as each of a dozen European kingdoms, was only begun.
Snperintendcnt Draper declares that nearly 100,000 children and youth, one-third
of the entire chool population from 4 to 20, were in no school. This was not so
poor a record as it m::ty seem, since an overwhelming majority of the children in
the Union even now leave school before the age of 14, anc.1 in a new Territory,
thronged by recent immigration, the labor of boys and girls between 12 and 20
would be an important consideration. Of 244,000 children and youth of. school
age, 167,'000 were enrolled in the common schools, with 00,000 outside. In the
the same year Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana reported but one-half, Illinois onefourth, and Massachusetts and New York three-fourths of their school enumeration in attendance. But it is probable that in New York and Massachusetts the
school age was shorter at both ends. In 1857 there were, in round numbers, in
Wisconsin 4,000 school districts and 3,480 schoolhouses, one~third built of logs,
and a school property of $1,127,000. Male teachers received $ 9 7 and females $15
per month; 1,37.3 school libraries contained 3 ,000 volumes. In nine years after
its admission to the Union as a State Wisconsin had expended $2,000,000 upon its
public schools, one-fourth of the entire public expenditure of the Commonwealth.
The annual income of the school fund of $3,000,000 was $200,000, 75 cents for each
person of school age in the State. Training for teachers had been well secured by
a provi ·ion that one-fourth of the income of the public swamp lands should be a
perpetual fund for this purpose. Teachers' institutes had been established and
several in3titutions of learning had availed themselves of the appropriation for
normal instruction.
It was under these flattering conditions that Dr. Henry Barnard was called
from his laborious literary retirement to renewed activity, this time in the supervision of the higher and normal departments of education. Each of these in Wisconsin was under a separate organization and both were a portion of the public
school system. His previous appearance in the State, with the added experience
of twelve years in Rhode Island and Connecticut, had aroused the highest expecED
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Superintendent Draper devotes a generous space in his re

to an account of the public career of the great educator, and heralds
in the following eloquent words: "As a promotrr of the cause of ed
career of Dr. Barnard has no precedent and no parallel. We have re
tate ourselves on the acquirement of such a man. It ought to form
our State history, and it will if we are true to ourselves and true
shall best favor ourselves and bless the State by listening conficlinglyt
ing into effect whatever suggestions and advice such a man as Hen
with his ripe experience and noble devotion to the good of his race,
his duty to offer on matters pertaining to tho great cause of popular e
Wisconsin .. , Certainly, with a public school term of but five a
months, 1,000 children in one all-out-doors county unable to atten
lack of proper clothing, and only two-thirds of the school population,
of instruction, inside even a log schoolhouse, the coming of this man o
reputation, "trailing clouds of glory" from his abundant success in
East, was an apparition to awaken the most extravagant demonstra.ti
excited frontier expectation.
Dr. Barnard was called to the chancellorship of the university and
of the board of regents of the normal-school fund in 1857. His com
been announced by State Superintendent Barry as '' the most import
our educational history, if not, indeed, the most important, in view of
consequences, that has ever transpired in the history of the Stare."
dutie.3 as agent of the normal board of regents was "to visit and exer
vising control over the normal departments of all such institutions as
for a participation in the normal school fund, to conduct teachers' insti
normal instruction in the same, and to cooperate with the superint.end
lie instruction in procuring a seTies of public educational addresses t-0 be
in the various parts of the State." It was even declared that "the
passed over, as it were, into Dr. Barnard's hands."
It was a very difficult and, on its face, a vastly greater opportunity t
of Horace Mann at an earlier date to the presidency of Antioch Co
financially bankrupt from the start and environed by a thorny wildern
rian, provincial, and per onal jealousies. But the very extravall'ance
expectation ancl the pathetic conficlence of the educational public of
Commonwealth in Dr. Barnard's ca e was, in itself, the chief peril of
tion. The school , ffairs of the State were in the condition of a I
very year .. outgrowing his clothes" and plunging into life under the
supervi ion of two "governor , ., each looking somewhat askance at
and both a go d deal at ea concerning the proper management and the
co t a.nd outcome of training their precious charge. The two boclie
and the common chool authoritie , repr sent d by the , tate uperin
in truction, were gettinIT into action without strictly defined clefiniti
veral years befor the present univ
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But there was an ample and more urgent field for his peculiar genius in the
organization of the difficult normal enterprise that had been undertaken by the
State. At once he took the agencies on the ground in hand and worked in good
faith, whatever may have been his private judgment concerning the system in
operation. He introduced a series of oral and written examinations of the normal
clas es in the colleges, academies, and high schools. In this he did all that could
be done to lift the discarded New York system of subsidizing irresponsible private
seminaries for training the teachers of the public schools. The effort was doubtless
somewhat beneficial, although it only amounted to a compromise with the public
obligation of establishing a system of State normal schools. This work was
delayecl by the oncoming and outbreak of the civil war. The normal department
of the State University, under the pedagogic superintendence of Professors Reid
and Charles A. Allen, never became an element of considerable importance. Perhaps its best result was in opening the doors of the university to women, for the
large majority of the normal students were of that sex.
Another excellent service was the republication of four of the·educational documents that were now appearing from the indefatigable pen of Dr. Barnard. Of
these papers treating of the organization, instruction, and discipline of common
schools 1,000 copies were sold among the teachers of '~he State.
But Dr. Barnard gave his most effective service in Wisconsin through the institutes for teachers. He was the true father of this national normal school on
wheels, and up to this period no man had it so well in hand. During the autumn
following his advent in the State he had organized and conducted with marked
success a series of institutes in twenty counties, that reached three-fourths of the
teachers in Wisconsin. Several prominent educators were called in as workers
in this field, in which Dr. Barnard was himself the most inspiring of leaders.
Several of these gentlemen remained in prominent positions in the State. In his
last report Superintendent Draper writes "the gratifying success which has
attended the teachers' institutes under the direction of Chancellor Barnard, held
during the past autumn, should be regarded as among the most hopeful signs of
the times." '' First and foremost is the great work of providing a better education for the masses of the people, and like Saul, the son of Kish, ahead and shoulders above his fellows, is Henry Barnard. He comes to us ripe in educational
experience, and is devoting with unflagging energy the best years of his life to
the honor and glory of Wisconsin. In the marked success which has attended
the series of teachers' institutes held at various points in the State during the past
autumn we have the strongest assurance of the future. Our normal schools, our
teachers' institutes, and tea,chers' associations, these all-important agencies in elevating the character of the free schools, will all feel the genial influence of his persua ive instruction and the marvelous power of his zeal, his talents, and his genius.
With such a leader all should be proud to follow, and for such an educator, all
untiring as he is in devising plans for the achievement of a yet higher standard of
intellectual improvement, we should all-legislators, school officials, teachers,
ancl people-feel it always a privilege ancl a duty to strengthen his hands and
ncorrage his efforts."
There is n evidence that the educational public or the people of Wisconsin
were dis ppointed in their expectations of the value of the services of their new
citizen educator. But the time of his coming was not auspicious for the cause of
edt:cntion. Already were the clouds thickening along the horizon that prognosticated the breaking of the awful tempest of the civil war. Wisconsin was among
the most radical and earnest even of the Western States in its policy of resistance
to what it regarded the aggressions of the slave power, and in its legislation concerning the return of fugitive slav s had practically thrown down the gage of
battle. During the short eighteen months of Dr. Barnard's residence in the
State-June, 1 59, to January, 1 61-the public mind was like a troubled sea, and
not even a pilot as enthusiastic and confident of himself a Dr. Barnard could
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have steered in safety through the raging billows. And it had already been
demonstrated that he was not by temperament or physical constitution in his own
highest place in the post of school administration. Even in Rhode Island and
Connecticut, excellent as were the results of his labors, it is not improbable that
his greatest influence was through the wide circulation of his written document.a
that were'' flying on the wings of the wind" all over the country and even across
the ocean, with his frequent visits to different portions of t h e United States, where
he appeared like an inspiration, and left everybody more assured of the good
cause. And not the least not.able of his qualities was that" persuasive faculty of
instruction," the genial temperament which De Quincey declares the evidence of
all true genius, which amid the d ogged conservatism of the old Connecticut and
Rhode Island East and the perilous enthusiasms of the new, progressive West,
left him always the same:impervious to public approbation or neglect, ever intent
on the main object in view.
Such a man is always weighted with a double burden, the inflexible will and
tireless industry to do the work at hand and the even more exhausting mental
occupat ion of watching the issues of all movements as they bear on the general
outcome of the nation's life. It was this, a man carrying a whole country on his
shoulclers along with the active administration of the most vital interests of one
community, which eventually broke down the oversensitive physical constitution
of Dr. Barnard. This time the collapse came even while his f ollowers admired
and published abroad his untiring energy of labor. In 1861 he resigned, again
prostrated and in sore need of what he called '' entire r est."
In 1860 Superintendent Pickard, the successor of Superintendent Draper, himself one of the ablest and most honored educators of the new West, speaks thus
of Dr. Barnard in his first report: " Several volumes of great value to teachers
ham been prepared and published during the year by Hon. Henry Barnard. They
have been meeting with a ready sale, as they certainly deserve. Dr. Barnard has
gh-en such an impetus to the cause of common-school education and, through these
volumes above alluded to, has furnish ed such effective h elps to the teachers as will
cause universal regret at the necessity under which h e is laid of seeking the
restoration of overtasked and wa t ed energy by entire absence from the scene of
labor. Much has been anticipated from the iabors of a man so widely known and
so universally respected as Dr. Barnard. Much has already been done. Sickness has checked, but, I trust, not entirelv ended his work with us."
It was perhaps fortunate that his retire~ent was thus forced upon him so early
in his career of usefulness in the Northwest. The great civil war was now upon
tho country and it would have been impossible to have carried on the work of
administering the higher educational affairs of such a State as Wisconsin with
satisfaction to himself during the coming five years. He had already sounded his
own high note of a broad and practical consecration to the cause of the children.
Anc1 Wisconsin, like all these great Commonwealth , had at home an adequate
supply of executive educators who, better than any leader, however famous, from
dsewher , cou d b'Uide the people through the difficulties of a permanent establishment of public education. Du-. Ba.rnard r eturned to the work that always
stood waiting for him, the editorship of the American Journal of Education, which
was_ but ~noth ·r name for the compilation of the first great educational encycloP clia. :vlnch, after the test of a generation, remains the noblest collection of
mat rial : 0 r the study of the growth of every dep!lrtment of educational activity
through it cl v lopment from the origin of the American colonies to the second
n ury f tho national lif .
The nninntion of Dr: arnarcl's connection with the University of Wisconsin
_h 1>ro1 ~-r clo of ht. e cutive contrihu i n to the great revival of education
pr ·1 n
h o 1 br ak f th · ·1
•
• J
•
e cn-i war. His ubseqnent temporary presidency
1
011
' • ••
" , • lary ~ncl, an<l hi final rvice a first ommissioner of the
1
1
f El 1c·i ;ion
tw n 1 ·;:; ancl 1 i , pertain to a later period.
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The American Journal of Education.
But all these labors, now continued for twenty-five years in official life in three
States, with a constant habit of visitation, observation, and advice through the
Union, were but the overture to the grand opera of the life of Henry Barnard.
By native genius, temperament, habits of study, and a wondrous facility of literary production, he was by common consent the chief representative of the literary
side of the great educational revival during the thirty years previous to the civil
war. Compared with his omnivorous intelligence, the researches and reports of
all the educators who visited Europe during this fruitful period pass into eclipse.
It was of the first importance that when the attention of the American people
was directed, as it bas never been but once since, to the national lead of popular
education, the leaders of public opinion should not bo left to the partial and local
results of the experimenting and experience of the first generation of the national
life. While everything coming from abroad must be adapted to our own national
characteristic jdeals and methods of education, it is still of the first importance
that the American educational public should be placed in close relation with the
great educational theories, systems, and practices of the peoples whose achievements have been the most notable of the civilized world. It was also as important
that the different States and sections of our own country, originally separated by
obstinate provincial prejudices, should be brought together by a fair comparison
of the best that had been done in every State and section. Here was a field so
interesting that it is not remarkable that a mind so capacious and a spirit so
catholic as Henry Barnard should, early in his career, have planned a lifework to
meet this imperative demand.
As early as the beginning of his educational career, in Connecticut in 1838, this
idea had possessio!1 of him. Tho Connecticut Journal of Education was only a
rehearsal of the great educational library and encyclopedia now knOWJ! as the
thirty-one volumes of the Henry Barnard American Journal of Education. Tne
same idea runs through it. While containing a great deal of valuable matter
adapted to the condition of the schools in Connecticut, every number was ballasted
by a solid treatise, often in the form of a report in some direction, that was an
exhaustive treatment of an important theme. At the close of his first term of
secretaryship in Connecticut, in 1842, his great plan of a history of education in
the United States seems to have been clearly before his mind, and he commenced
the preparation of documents containing the results of his studies, reenforced by
his valuable experience of superintendency. The call to Rhode Island suspended
the proper development of his plan; but it was partially carried out in the publication of the Rhode Island Journal of Education, which was the continuation of
the method of editing already seen in the Connecticut Journal. During his second
term of service in Connecticut the aid of the legislature was granted to the publication of a series of papers of great value 1 including the history of school legislation in that State.
The materials were already at hand for a proper beginning of his longcontemplated work. In December, 1854, Dr. Barnard presented to the American
A ociation for the Advancement of Education, held in the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, a broad "plan of a central agency for the advancement of
education in the United States." It was received with favor by the association
and a committee appointed to carry it into effect" as far as the funds of the a~sociation would permit." It is impossible, fa reading over the vast project then
outlined by Dr. Barnard, to see anything but tho original conception of what is
now the central American agency, the national Bureau of Education, of which
Dr. Barnard was the first commissioner, from 1867 to 1870. Almost every feature
of the present Bureau, even the contemplated journal, which is represented by
the Bureau's ' circular of information," was there seen in prospect by the great
American educator. But ther e was then neither the funds nor even the disposi-
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tion to venture out to sea on a voyage so uncertain by the committee of the
association.
Therefore, true to the most characteristic habit of a man of genius-to undertake on his own responsibility what no one else could be persuaded to attempt-Dr. Barnard, in 1855, in connection with Rev. Dr. Peters, who had edited the
College Review and Educational Magazine, published in August, 1855, as a literary venture, the first volume of the American Journal of Education and College Review. At the end of the second volume, December, 1S56, this arrangement had come to a natural end, and the American Journal of Education was
announced by Henry Barnard. To this work he has consecrated his whole life,
even to-day lingering around its final arrangements. In the present shape it is a
library of thirty-one stout volumes of 800 pages each, 25,000 pages; a proper encyclopedia of education. During the past twenty-five years the international expositions at Vienna and Paris have shown their appreciation of this work by gifts
of bronze, silver, and gold medals, responsive to similar acknowledgments at
home. The foremost educators of all nations have declared that it is the most
valuable collection of educational materials in the literature of any language.
The conception of this great work was worthy of the broad and generous mind of
Henry Barnard and could only have been realized by an educator of his peculiar
characteristics. The first circular announcement, in 1855, reads as follows: "In
the great educational movement now going forward on this continent, and especially throughout all the States in which the English language prevails, there has
seemed for many years to the undersigned to exist, if not a demand, at least the
want of not only an American association of the friends of universal education,
but also of a series of publications which should, on the one hand, embody the
mature views and varied experience of wise statesmen, educators, and teachers
in perfecting the organization, administration, instruction, and discipline of
schools of every grade through a succession of years, under widely varying circumstances of government, society, and religion; and on the other hand, expose
r ea1 deficiencies, excite to prudent and efficient action, and serve as a medium of
free and frequent communication between thefriends of education in every portion
of these great fields."
The editor also describes it as '' a series of publications, including a periodical
to be issued monthly or quarterly, devoted exclusively to the history, discussion,
and statement of systems, institutions, and methods of education in different
countries, with special reference to the condition and wants of our own." And
with that wise policy, which is only the law of truth, love, and justice applied to
a subject so involved with infinioo possibilities of difference and discord as general
edu~ation, he pledges himself '' to studiously avoid the insertion of all topics or
papers foreign to the great subject to which it is devoted, or of a single line or
word calculat,ed to injure intentionally the feelings of any faithful laborer in any
portion of the great field of American education."
Such words of healing import must have come like a balm upon the discordant
host that the "faithful laborers in the great field of American education·• was in
1855. And when we remember that, of all American educators, even not excepting Horace Mann, no writer of first-rate eminence had so bravely stood up for the
highest and best, even as an official in his own State had exposed with a severity
so relentless the fault , follies, and perils of the prevailing system of public instruction, we can underst nd what a task this man set before himself and what were
the probabilities of succe . in a plan apparently so visionary.
That it did uccee aft r a fa. hion so decisfre that the thil:ty-one volumes of
the~ mcrican Jou~al and Library of Education for a full half century after it
fir ·t cl ar . one ptlon by Dr. Barnard remain still unique and unrivaled in any
lau u .."' 1 th 1~ :t ~mpl to t stimony not only to the historical but to the
~ at literary g nm. o_f 1 s author.
nd when to this we add the even more pertinent fact that all h1 w done with no eff ctiv cooperation from the publish-
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ing fraternity, even with a scant supp01·t from the professional class for whom it
was specially compiled, at the financial ruin of one of the most devoted educational apostles of the country and period, our interest and admiration rises to 1·0verence. The practical destruction of such a work, as Robert Herbert Quick wrote,
would be equivalent to the "pulling down of one of our cathedrals and selling
the stones for building material," and this was averted to some extent by the
useful "analytical index/' prepared as a guide through the vast and bewildering
spaces of this wilderness of precious material. It will be h1deed a reflection on
the intelligence, not to say the gratitude, of the American educational public if
a final editor is not found who can so rearrange and classify this work and bring
its historical record of education down to date as to realize the splendid ideal
which, like a guiding star, held its devoted author up to long years of research
and financial sacrifice through the latter twenty-five years of his life.
Imleed, the neglect of appreciation that compelled Henry Barnard to such toils
and sacrifices was but another evidence of the inability even of an educated and
patriotfo community to compass the aim and end of a scheme so vast or to understand that a man may be defeated on the grandest lino of operation for lack of
the most ordinary sympathy and material support. Even to-day an enthusiastic
and successful teacher of a mission school of 500 children, with a photograph of
his building and a club of singers, ~an collect more money in a week in any great
American city than the United States Commissioner of Education in his heroic
endeavor to lift up to permanent recognition this greatest literary educational
work of the Republic, indorsed by the foremost educators of the world. By a
singular fallacy of even the cultivated imagination and philanthropic sentiment,
the man who "lives and moves and has his being" in the capacious realm of farreaching and universal plans is supposed to have at his command the resources of
the whole country for its prosecution. But the venerable author of this noble
work may yet have to add the final wreath to his "crown of rejoicing" that not
only has every position, ideal, and plan of his genoral scheme of popular education become the commonplace of the American common school, but his own world
picture of education in all its departments has been accepted and esteemed as it
deserves.
The plan of Dl'. Barnard in this publication was like the dream of Lord Bacon
in the Organon-to take all education for his province. The work gives in sufficient measure and detail for the practical understanding and use of the general
reading public of the United States a fair history of education from the earliest
ages to the present time. Its account of the great modern r evival of the educational spirit and methods, under the leadership of central Europe, from Comenius
to Froebel, is ample for general understanding and use. Its resume of educational history and recent activity in Great Britain lays a solid foundation for the
just comprehension of the Colonial and early national history of our American
common school. Its elaborate illustrations of the new education-academic, collegiate. scientific, and industrial-in our own country is so intelligent that even
the humblest inquirer can read. A careful examination of this great work by a
competent reader will explain the fact that every essential feature and the most
effectual methods of our present common school life have been outlined, suggested, and elaborated in their present form during the educational career of its
author.
•
The complaint of the class of critics who find only confusion and evidence of
careless, unskillful, and crude editorship in this great encyclopedia is rather a
criticism of their own lack of appredation of his situation and of the environmeut of his work than of the author. Dr. Barnard did not propose to prepare a
universal encyclopedia of education or build a monument of literltry enterprise.
His large and unique scholarship and catholicity of appreciation for all nations
and peoples was shot through and through with an intense and practical patriot-
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ism. He declares at the outset his intention to do all this "with special reference to the conditions and wants of our own conn try."
It was not only excusable but absolutely necessary to condense important works,
to present high scientific methods and profound philosophical systems of education in intelligible shape, and generally to adjust, apply, and concentrate the
entire wealth of Old World thinking and doing with special reference to this end.
Henry Barnard, with all his preoccupation in broad views and prophetic plans,
was no builder of educational air castles, but a true son of old Connecticut and·
the Republic, always working with a clear picture before him of the last little
school he had visited or the most destitute or neglected hamlet in the land. In this
he was an instructive example for so many ambitious educators who now insist
on forcing not only Old World methods of instruction but of administration on
our national school life.
The comp1afat that the inform'.ltion concerning educational affairs in our own
country is not classified and wrought into a connected and complete history in
this work only reveals the lack of knowledge of the actual condition of euucational
affairs in our country even to-day, not to say during the period when its materials were collected. In half the Union, through fifteen States, until twenty-five
years ago there was no reliable collection of the materials for such a history.
The common school as we know it, savo in a f ew cities and in an imperfect condition in two or three States, did not exist until several years after the close of the
civil war. The multitude of private schools of every conceivable grade, not to
mention the academical and collegiate foundations, have no established habit even
of reporting their own conditions, much less of collecting statistics of their own
class of seminaries.
The labors of Horace Mann and Henry Barnard may be said to have created
the science of educational statistics in the United States. Until the past twentyfive years no serious attempt has been made to write a reliable history of education in any American State, ancl to-day the attempts at that history in the reports
of Mann and Barnard are the best attainable accounts of the common school,
even in the two States where it had its birth. It was fortunate that Dr. Barnard
in 1842 did not give himself, as he first proposed, to writing a history of American
education up to date. His attempt to collect the materials by travel, correspondence, indefatigable labor, and large expenditure of time and money must have
early convinced him of the futility of such an undertaking. Until 1860 the
National Library at Washington, according to the statement of its present eminent Director," had never taken in pamphlets;" and in pamphlets and newspapers
alone, in many of the States, could be found any considerable record of education
during the first two hundred years of the colonial and national life.
In place of this, Dr. Barnard did what could only be done at that time. He
gave himself, with the tireloss industry and boundless patience that makes every
great collector a national" bore, to the collection of every fragment of important information, every memorial of the most ordinary school, every monograph
of a valuable institution, every plan of a schoolhouse or public structure for educational or philanthropic u se-all statements, probably often misleading and colored by the personal ambitions and narrow outlook of local educators, and plans
of operation by any sort of "faithful workers." All this required a largeness of
mind and capacity of--3ympathotic appreciation only possible to an observer of
ricinal genius and great practical faculty. Dr. Barnard took information as it
came and gave it as it was, and secured it in its own place in the 20,000 pages
of his 31 crowded yolum s.
This vast collection of nse~ul nnd original material, twenty-five years ago, was
a~l th~t c~ul :>e called a. h1story of cclu ation in the Unit d , tates. The true
hi. toncal mq~nr r, ven of to-day, can well appreciate the difficulties that beset
Dr. Ba:11ar ~ m ·nch an un rtaking, an<l tho pricele._s value of much that is
found m th1 gr at tr€¾ uro ho
of information.
ften in half a page will be
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found a clew to the understanding of the educational history of an entire period
in the school conditions of a Commonwealth. The popular letters of a New
England traveler in Pennsylvania, Illinois, or Tennessee may explain why the
common school could not exist there till "the veil was taken away from before
the face" of their people. This great work does in<leed require the labors of a
competent editor, working not in the interest of al!y pet theory or with a foregone determination to reconstruct any portion of the country or shatter any
present reputation, but to condense, collate, and, if possible, put in better shape
for the use of the country for which it was intended the vast and rich deposits in
this great educational "placer," out of which the fortunes of a succession of
pedagogic aspirants have been already realized, and which will remain a" goldbearing" mine through generations to come.
With this account of the services of Dr. Henry Barnard, up to the year 1860, on
the edge of the black cloud that was surging up from the horizon to herald the
terrible five coming years, not even rolled by in 1870, the opening period of the
second great revival of tho American common school, we close this biographical
sketch of the lives of the two great leaders in Now England of the movement that
r evolutionized and reconstructed the original common-school system of the country. Here the common school was, from the first, a literary institution, under
charge and in contact with the literary class. Its most influential administrators
were clergymen and teachers; even the majority of the most distinguished public
men of this section had at one time been teachers. Hence in New England the
revival of the common school came up from and was held fa t in the hands of the
leading educational class, and the educational public was but another name
for tho e:lucated people. The theological agreement among the Congregational
churches which re;presented the only original American ecclesiastical polity and
the homogeneity of the New England population kept the common school for the
time outside the disastrous conflicts of creeds. What we now call "the religious
question" was not a disturbing element, although the schools were greatly
affected by the intense religious life of the time. Here and among the great body
of those who swarmed from the old New England hive into the region beyond the
Hudson River, we notice a great interest in the pursuit of education as a science.
Horacl:l Mann and Henry Barnard and the group of able school men and women
that gathered around them became the foremost representatives of the great
revival of the common school, and their powerful influence was felt through the
entire country during the thirty years from 1830 to 1860.
We have presented these great leaders of the progressive Americai:i educational
public at this period because it was only in New England that such a crisis could
have appeared at the close of the first half century of the nation's life. And only
in the two States of Massachusetts and Connecticut, where the American common
school had its birth, where through the one hundred and fifty years of the colonial
period it was the real popular university, and where it was near to the people's
heart, might such leaders be expected to appear . From the first the common
school in New England was in charge of the educated class. The Congregational
clergy was still the leading educational body and the leader of the professional
class up to 1830, and this was the most effective agP-ncy by which the State and
the towns administered the public will in every department of education.
When we come to the great Middle States, the scene changes. The division of
the people in their cosmopolitan civilization, owing to diversity of nationality,
sect, and social caste, so involved the clergy and the teaching profession that the
complete establishment of the common school was finally an upward movement
from the people, engineered by and for many years virtually under the direction
of the most progressive statesmen and the secular professional class. Hawley
and Wadsworth and Seward, Dr. Franklin, Dr. Rush, and Thaddeus Stevens,
Bishops Doane and Potter, the famous secretaries of state in New York-Spencer,
Di:x, and Young; Daniel D. Barnard and the Randalls and the group of eminent

I.
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public men like Van Rensselaer, and many of the eminent lawyers and merchants of the metropolis were, until a late period, the leaders of popular eJ.ucation. Even during the revival period, b eginning in 1830, with the exception of
Dwight and Page, no large number of prominent educators appeared to follow the
steps of Dr. Eliphalet Nott and Mrs. Emma Willard.
The new" Great West, " then hardly including the five NorthwesternStateseast
of the Mississippi, even until the civil war, owed the upbuilding of the higher
grades of their educational systems largely to the labors of men who were profoundly interested in the public-school movement. Their leading college and
academical presidents and professors were largely imported from the East and
were so devoted to the denominational seminaries and colleges that the people
were left a good deal to their more intelligent politicians and progressive men of
affairs for the final establishment of the common school.
The Southern States, though including half the number of Commonwealths and
more than half the settled area of the Republic, had little part in this general
movement for the revival of the common school, outside the border and a few
cities of the Southern Atlantic and G11lf States. Owing to the increasing agitation of the slavery question, it is doubtful if the negroes enjoyed the opportunity
of the occasional instruction of their more capable class as in former years. The
great mass of the nonslaveholding white people, with the usual exceptions of
youth of marked natural superiority in ability and energy, were still left to the
meager supply of the "field" and private schools and whatever satisfaction could
be gained from the free-school system of several States; generally so poor that the
people most in need had practically "no use for it." Three of these States had
made a more decided and p ersistent effort to adopt the free common school for its
white population-Missouri, Kentucky, and North Carolina.
But the revival of which we now treat was not inoperative through this
extended region. The most thoughtful educational and public men of these States
were greatly aroused and inspired, especially by the eloquent writings of Mann,
Barnard, and othe1·s only second in rank. The visits of Henry Barnard to the
South, especially in New Orleans, La., and Charleston, S. C., were influential in
the establishment of the cpmmon school for white children in several of these
cities. Horace Mann was also consulted in regard to the establishment of the first
public schools in New Orleans, and sent there his friend, Mr. Shaw, whose name is
still cherished in that city. The only United States Commissioner of Education
from the South, Hon. N. H. R. Dawson, informed the writer of this essay that his
own interest in the public-school system was awakened and educated by the correspondence of his father with Horace Mann.
But the South did not need to sit at the feet of the Northern section of the Union
for instruction and encouragement in this direction. Indeed, the growing political hostility was probably to the prejudice of the common school as one of the
most prominent features of Northern civilization. It was only nece sary to look
backward to Thomas J effer son and the illush·ious group of the fathers who, even
before the establishment of the Union, joined hands with the North in tho most
important educational legislation of the century, the consecration of ono thirtysixth of the entire area of the national land patrimony to the education of the
youth of all succeeding State , even at the sacrifice of their own imperative n ecessities to look forward with longing yes to the appearance of the new time coming.
:Many of the most striking appeals in behalf of public education in our national
li ·rature came up from the States to che r and inspire the great workers in the
orth. . ,. o greater b on could now be offered to the South than the publication
f_a ene of th e d?cum nts, m · g s of governor , reports of legi lative committ • , th proc <:mg of ducational conv ntio , and writt n addr s es by
ducat r • m I ovular fonn f r gl'neral (1istri1ution among the, outh~rn
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on school maintenance (p. 821).-Report of subcommittee on supervision (p.
845) .-Report of subcommittee on supply of teachers (p. 861) .-Report of subcommittee on instruction and discipline (p. 873).

To the National Council of Ediwation.
The undersigned Committee of Twelve on Rural Schools, appointed at the
meeting of the National Council of Education, Denver, Colo., July 9, 1895, has
the honor to submit the following report discussing the rural school problem in
its four several aspects, each of which has been the special care of a subcommittee of three per ons, who have submitted their results from time to time to the
criticism of the entire committee. These subcommittee reports are preceded by a
general introduction, written by the chairman of the Committee of Twelve, in
which a history of the formation of the committee is given, together with a brief
summary of the recommendations of the several subcommittees. In the appendix 2
will be found a number of valuable contributions illustrative of different points
made in the several reports.
HENRY SABIN.
S. T. BL.A.CK.
D. L. KIEHLE.
W. S. SUTTON,
A. B. POLAND.
L. E. WOLFE.
C. C. ROUNDS.
W. T. HARRIS.
J. H. PHILLIPS.
L.B. EV.A.NS.
B. A. HINSDALE,
C.R. SKINNER.
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RURAL SCHOOLS.
I ·TRODU TIOX,

To the National Council of Education:
The undersigned, chairman of the Committee on Rural Schools, appointed at
the meeting of the National Council of Education, Denver, Colo., July 9, 1895,
would respectfully submit the following report:
At the meeting of the council on July 5 the Committee on State School Systems
1
Reprinted from the edition published by order of the board of directors (Chicago: The Uni·
versity of Chicago Press, 1 97).
2
The appendices, to which frequent reference is made throughout the report, havo not been
r eprinted. A list of them is given at the close of the chaptflr.
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made a report on the rural school problem, through its chairman, Henry Sabin.
C. C. Rounds, president of the council, urged immediate action , in view of the
importance of the subject and of the growing interest in the question of improving the condition of the rural schools. Other members joined in the discussion,
and, on motion of B. A. Hinsdale, the chair was directed to appoint a committee
of five, who should submit a plan for the further investigation of this subject.
July 9 the committee reported as follows:
Resolved, That there be undertaken, under the auspices of the council, an investigation of the subject of rural schools, embracing such topics as revenues and
expenditures, the constitution, organization, and duties of boards of management
and control, and the provision of suitable teachers. More definitely, said investigation shall be conducted in general on the lines laid down in the report of the
Committee on State School Systems submitted to the council at its present session.
Resolved, That a committee of nine be appointed to conduct this investigation,
said committee to consist of the following persons: Henry Sabin, of Iowa; D. L.
Kiehle, of Minnesota; A. B. Poland, of New Jersey; 0. C. Rounds, of New Hampshire; J. H. Phillips, of Alabama; B. A. Hinsdale, of Michigan; S. T. Black, of
California; W. S. Sutton, of Texas, and L. E. Wolfe, of Missouri.
Resolved, That the board of directors of the National Educational Association
be urgently requested to appropriate, at some session to be held during the course
of the present annual meeting, the sum of $2,500, or such part thereof as may be
necessary, to defray the expenses of this investigation, including the publication
of the report of the committee.
.
Resolved, That the committee should report within the period of two years, m
such form as it may determine, and that it be authorized to publish its report.
Respectfully submitted.
B. A. HINSDALE,
G. P. BROWN,
D. L. KIEHLE,
J. R. PRESTON,
EARL BARNES,

Oornmittee.

At the same time the committee was empowered to enlarge its number to twelve,
and to fill any vacancies which might occur.
On the 12th day of July the directors adopted a series of resolutions, under
which a sum not exceeding $2,500 was set aside and placed in the emergency fund
for the use of the committee. The resolutions also provided that not more than
$1,500 should be drawn during the year 1895-96; that no compensation should be
allowed any member of the committee, and that the fund may be drawn upon, if
necessary, to defray in whole or in part the publication of the report. It is proper
to add here that at a meeting of the directors at Buffalo, upon the request of the
council, an additional $1,000 was placed in this fund for the use of the committee
under the same conditions as above.
The committee held its first meeting July 10, 1895, at which time, on motion of
Dr. Hinsdale, the committee was increased from nine to twelve by adding the following persons: W. T. Harris, Washington, D. .; L. B. Evans, Augusta, Ga.;
C.R. Skinner, Albany, N. Y.
Messrs. Sabin, Kiehle, and Hinsdale were constituted a special committee to
formulate a plan of work and furnish members with copies of the same; also to
divide the committee into s ctions and to assign appropriate work to each.
The committee as finally constituted consisted of the following gentlemen:
Henry abin, De::1 Moine , Iowa, chairman; B. A. Hinsdale, Ann Arbor, Mich.;
D.L.Kiehle, ~neapolis,Minn.; W.T. Harris, Washington,D.C.; A.B. Poland,
Tr nton, .J.; .C. Rounds, Plymouth, .H.; J.H. Phillip, Birmingham,Ala.·
S; T. Black, ,'acramento, al.; \V . . Sutton, Houston, Tex.; C.R. Skinner, Albany,
• Y. i L. ~- Evan , . ugu!;ta, Ga.; L. E. Wolfe, Kansas City, Mo.
T1io sp cial c?mm1:t~ of three met in Chicago October 2,3 and 26, 1803, and,
af r co il n ion, chn,1 <l tho ntiro c mmitt o into four subcommitte s and
a ih'll 1 c rtain pi t ach for inv sti ,a ion nucl report. The e subcommittees
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were constitutec.l and the work assigned to each in accorc.lance with the following
scheduh:s:
I. School maintenance.-Subcommittee: B. A. Hinsdale, chai1:man; W. S. Sutton,
S. T.Black.
This branch of the subject was divided for convenience into three subheads:
1. Revcnues.-Permanent school funds; taxation, general and local, embracing
State, county, township, and district taxes; miscellaneous sources of school
income, such as fines, licenses, gifts, etc.
2. Expenditi,res.-Macbinery and methods of distribution, general and local.
The main points to be considered are the channels through which the funds reach
the schools and the rules and methods governing their distribution and application.
3. Organization of business aclrninistrative rnachincry.-The county, district,
and township unit systems; the consolidation of schools; the transportation of
pupils; county, town hip, and district high schools; the relation of rural schools
to city schools. Inquiry should be made into the main social, industrial, and economical factors that condition rural education, as density of population, wealth,
means of communication, etc.
II. S11pervision.-Subcommittee: L. B. Evans, chairman; '. R. 'kinncr, Henry
Sabin.
1. The manner of electing the superintendent, Stat , county, district, or township.
2. Minimum qualifications required of each, and t rm of office.
3. The relation of the superintendent, State, county, district, or township, to the
teachers and pupils as officer and adviser.
4. The relation of the superintendent, State, county, di trict, or township, to
school officers, and their duties.
5. The relation of the State superintendent to the county ancl township superinten lent.
G. The relation of the superintendent to the public at large, as creating and
shaping public opinion in rural districts.
7. The relation of the superintendent to school lrnildinge, architecture, sanitation, and hygienic conditions.
III. Supply of teachers.-Subcommittee: C. ". Rouncls, chairman; J. H . Phillips,
D. L. Kiehle.
1. An inqufry into the assistance rendered rural schools by the following facilities for preparation:
(a) Normal schools.
(b) Training schools in high. chools and academies.
(c) Summer training schools.
(cl) Institutes.
2. An inquiry into the mean. provided for the improvement of teachers already
in the service:
(a) Teachers' meetings and associations.
(b) Reading circles.
(c) Libraries and current literature.
3. An inquiry into the manner of electing, employing, and paying teachers:
(a) By what authority examined and certificated.
(b) By what authority employed.
(c) Term of engagement, certificates, and salaries paid.
IV. Instruction ancl discipline.-Subcommittee: W. T. Harris, chairman; A. B.
Polan<l, L. E. Wolfe.
1. Method of teaching and government peculiarly affecting rural schools.
2. Courses of study, text-books, and other appliances.
3. Working programm s.
4. Gradation arnl classification of pupils.
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5. The relations of rural schools to their environments; as to farm life, mining
life, etc.
It was also provided that the investigation of the several subdivisions of the general subject should follow two main lines:
1. The condition of rural schools now existing.
2. Changes to be r ecommended; what is, and what should be.
It was not thought necessary that the committee should go into history or
development further than to make the conditions that now exist, and the reforms
that are r ecommended, intelligible. It was also recommended that changes to be
made, or reforms to be proposed, should have respect to existing facts; that they
should be practical in the rational sense of that word.
It was further l eft to the several subcommittees to determine the methods to be
employed in carrying on their work, and to exercise the greatest freedom in enlisting aid from every possible source.
Each subcommittee was thus l eft free to formulate such questions as seemed best
designed to elicit the desired information in the most definite form.
The committee met at Jacksonville, Fla., February 18 and 19, 1896, for consultation and comparison of results. An informal meeting was held during the sessions of the National Educational Association at Buffalo in .Tuly, 1896, at which
time it was determined to hold a meeting of the full committee at Chicago,
November 18 to 21, 1896. The chairman of each subcommittee was also directed
to have su ch preliminary matter ready at that time as would embrace all the
essential points necessary to a fail' understanding of the scope of the final r eport
to be made to tho council in July. It was also voted to ask certain experts in
rural school matters to meet with the committee, in order that it might have the
benefit of their experience.
The committee met at the Auditorium in Chicago, as determined. The entire
committee was present at each session, "\vith the exception of D. L. Kiehle, who,
for satisfactory reasons, was not present until Thursday morning. The following
gentlemen were present upon invitation of the chairman:
John MacDonald, editor of the Western School Journal, Topeka, Kans.; W.W.
Stetson, State superintendent of Maine; J. L. Pickard, of Iowa City, Iowa; O. T.
Bright, county superintendent of Cook County, Ill.; Albert G. Lane, city superintendent of Chicago; D. E. McClure, county superintendent of Oceana County,
Mich.; W. H. Chandler, of Madison, Wis.; President I!.,, W. Parker , of the Chicago
Normal School; G . R. Shawhan, county superintendent of Champaign County,
Ill.; John Trainer, of Decatur, Ill.; T. C. Chamberlin, of the University of Chicago; J. J. Schobinger, of Morgan Park, Ill.; W. S. Jackman, of the Chicago
Normal School; A. W. Ed on, State agent, Boston, Mass.
Wednesday and Thursday were devoted to g eneral discussion, one-half day
being allotted to each of the four subcommittees in the following order: School
maintenance, supervision, supply of t eachers, and instruction and discipline.
Friday and Saturday w er e devoted to the consideration of the preliminary reports
submitted by the chairmen of the r espective subcommittees. The sessions were
h eld from O a . m. to 12 m. and from 3 to Gp. m. In order to facilitate discu sion
printed or typewritten opies of tho main propositions in each report were placed
in the hands of those present. During Friday and aturday the reports were read
section by section, and after alterations and amendment as suggested by various
mem bt'rs of the ommittee, they were adopted.
It was forth r order d that the re1 ort of the cliff rent subcommitte s should
appear in the print cl volume in the following order:
1. , 'ch ol maint nanc .
up rvi ·ion.
:t . 'upply of t ach r:.
•i. In. truction an
iplin .
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On motion the entire matter of printing the report, when completed, was
intrusted to the charge of the chairman of the committee, with the suggestion
that he confer with the United States Commissionel' of Education in regard to
securing the cooperation of the national bureau for publication purposes.
T. C. Chamberlin, of the University of Chicago; W. S. Jackman, of the Chicago
Normal Sr.hool, and F. H. King, of Madison, Wis., were requested to prepare a
discussion of the possibilities of a course of study especially adapted to agricultural environments. This di cussion constitutes Appendix G of this report .
.Appendix A, consisting of a paper read by B. A. Hinsdale before the department
of superintendence at Jacksonville, is published by order of the committee. The
course of study for rural schools and the paper by Dr. White, designated as
App ndi.x: I, and the paper by F. W. Parker, Appendix H, are inserted by the
same authority. The other matter in the appendix has been placed there in accordance with a vote of the committee, leaving the selection to the choice of the chairman of each subcommittee and of the general committee.
The date for publication of the report was fixed at from four to six weeks before
the meeting of the National Educational Council at Milwaukee. After determining that the chairman of each subcommittee should send a typewritten or printed
copy of his 1·eport to each member of the committee before publication for suggestions or amendments, the committee adjourned.
In the foregoing historical statement no attempt has been made to follow the
exact order of proceedings, but only to gath r from the secretary's records such
main points as will give the council exact information of the methods adopted by
the committee.
As soon as possible after the adjournment of the committee the chairman of
each subcommittee prepared his report, and printed or typewritten copies were
sent to other members, and also in all cases to persons who were supposed to be
able to point out omissions or to suggest alterations. As a result these reports
represent the combined experience of many competent persons besides members of
the committee. This method led to much correspondence on the part of the chairmen, but it has undoubtedly aid d them very materially in making a broader and
much more comprehensive report. The committee found itself confronted from
the beginning with the fact that the environments of schools differ so much in
various sections of the country that it is impossible to make other than very general suggestions. Conditions vary so much between Maine and California, or
Minnesota and Texas, that what would be an excellent system in one would possibly fail in the other.
Those who read the follo\ving reports will find that several recommendations
are made by more than one subcommittee. Thus in the matter of organization
the necessity of adopting a larger unit than the district, as the township or the
county, is very strenuously insisted upon by two or more subcommittees. It is a
fact of such great importance that other essential points hinge upon this. The
arguments are very fully stated in the report of the subcommittee on school maintenance, but the general committee is fully agreed upon the desirability of effecting
this change wherever the district system at present prevails. It would conduce
to effectiveness and simplicity of organization; to economy in the use and distribution of funas; to the equalization of the burdens of taxation, and to a system
of supervision which would produce better results from the instruction given in
the rural schools.
Again, all the subcommittees are strongly in favor of the consolidation of schools
which are too small to employ profitably the time of one teacher into larger
school , when practicable, in order that better instruction may be provided than
is possible under the present system. This involves also paying for the transpor-
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tation of pupils to some central school at the public expense. The different subcommittees have reached this conclusion, each from its own standpoint. The
inferences drawn from facts and figures are too obvious to need any argument.
The conclusions arrived at in the discussion of the two points, organization and
consolidation, are very broad, and would seem to J:>e applicable to some section of
nearly every State in the Union.
The manner of raising and distributing the revenues has been carefully investigated, and the subcommittee having that subject in charge seems to have reached
very wise and just conclusions. The township or special district in which the
parents of the pupils reside should contribute to the school funds, as should the
county and the State. Every interest concerned in the education of children
should bear a proportionate share of the burden of taxation. In the distribution
of school funds, because of the community of interests involved in popular education, the strong and wealthy must contribute to the support of schools in weak
and impoverished districts. It may not be possible to provide equal school facilities in every part of the State, but every district in which a school is established
should be assured beyond all doubt of a sufficient sum of money to employ a
competent teacher for the minimum number of months or days .fixed by the law.
The duty of providing for the pupils of the rural schools the means whereby they
can have the benefit of high schools in their neighborhood has not been overlooked.
It is not necessary to discuss fully these points. Attention is invited to them, as
set forth in the report of the subcommittee on school maintenance.
SUPERVISIO~.

The subject of school supervision is discussed under the general divisions of
State, county, township, and district. The task assigned this subcommittee is
difficult, because, as far as rural schools are concerned, there are no well-de.fined
lines of work upon which there is a general agreement. There is great need of
supervision which is intelligent and which carries with it some degree of authority.
As a general thing, the officer known as State superintendent has only advisory
authority .. He can make suggestions, but they carry with them no more force
than there is in the character ancl influence of the officer who makes them. He is
too far removecl from the rural schools, and is too much engaged in other matters
connected with his office, to come into close touch with them and their present
interests.
No one questions that supervision should be compulsory. In fact, such is the
case in most States to-day. The great question connected with it is how to make
it effective. A supervisor who has charge of a hundred schools or more, scattered
over an entire county, finds it impossible to control and direct them in accordance
with well-devised plans. Accordingly the subcommittee urges township or district
supervision where it is practicable, or that each supervisor should have such
deputies or assistants as will enable him to reach every part of his field.
Again, if supervision is to be effective it must be the product of kill and
intelligence. As well put an ordinary seaman, selected from the crew by lot, in
charge of an ocean steamer, with its precious cargo of lives and wealth, as to
place a raw, uncultivated man or woman, selected by the chances of a political
convention, in charge of the schools in which our youth are being trained for citizenship. The snbcommi ttee is of the opinion that certain qualifications, moral
and men~al, with some experience in teaching, should be exacted from everyone
who a::;pires to the duties of a supervisory office. The duties which are incumbent up n a upervi or of schools have beens minutely discus~ed that it is not
nee s· _ry tor stat !hem h r . It is sufficient to s y that kuo vledge and skill,
nth~l. a s1_n ancl pah n · sympathy and forbearan e, firmneso and justic , are
r 1111 · 1 t o m one who wonl<l di harg his clnti s consci<mtioush and with due
r ' rcl
h hi •Yh c g 1 of all concern tl.
·
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The importance of bringing the school into touch with the farm and the home
has been dwelt upon at some length. (Appendh 0.) To this end the supervisor
should make himself thoroughly acquainted with peculiar conditions of life in his
supervisory district. It is not enough that he visit the school and consult with
the teacher. He must meet school officers and parents, awaken their sympathy
anc1 arouse their interest, if he would do his whole duty. He must have a controlling influence in the selection of teachers, in the erection of school buildings,
especially as concerns sanitation and hygiene, in teachers' meetings, and in general school work throughout his entire territory.
A wiso supervisor can not fail to observe carefully the environments of the
school, which exert a powerful, though unconscious, influence upon the character
of the pupils. The bearings of the resthetical upon the ethical side of the child's
nature, the relations of music and art as determining the development of the
child along right lines, should be observed anc1 guarded as well in the rural as in
the city schools.
SUPPLY OF TE~\..CHERS.

The question of the support afforded teachers is one great hindrance in the way
of improving the rural school. •rhe following table, showing the average monthly
salaries paid teachers in rural schools, has been compiled from answers to circulars sent out to ~tate superintendents. It is unfortunate that iu most State3
the statistics make no distinction between city and rural school teachers. Consequently many of the returns are estimated. They are valuable, however, for pur•
poses of comparison and general information.
States.
Alabama ...........••........
Arkansas ................... .
aliforniaa ................. .
Coloradob ........ . ......... .
Connecticut ................ .
D laware ................... .
Illinois ............ . ......... .
Indiana ............ ·-···· ... ,
Iowa·--·············-········
Kansas . ..................... .

!~~t~~~t =: ::: :::::: ::::::::
Maine ............... ........ .
Maryland .................. .
Massachusettsc ............ .
~!~~1ils~~a· :::: :: ::: : : :: : : : :::

Males.

~

67
50
:30
3.5
80
40
3.5
40
86
40
3.5
29
82
29
40

Females.

~

56
45

80
33
25
3.5
80
32
34:
83

22
29
26
25
81

, tatcs.
Missouri. ................... .
Montana ................... .
Nebraska .................. .
Nevada ................... . . .
New Hampshire-···········
New Yorkd·-···············
Ohio ........................ .
Pennsylvaniae ............. .
Rhode Island ............... .
South Carolina ............. .
South Dakota .............. .
Utah ....................... .

lr::t1~fa~
::=::.-:~:~ ~:~~===:::
W~st Virginia ............. .
W1sconsm .................. .
Wyoming .................. .

Mal s.

Females.

SW

$.11

GO
35
85
30
37
35
42

40
30

86
63
39

28
36
4G
45

45
30
G'J
30
37
29
33
36
27
31
37

27
25

83
30
40

a Includes schools ot' not more than two teachers.
bincludes the schools in the agricultural sections only.
c Ba. ed on 52 male teachers and 143 female teachers in towns under $500,00:l valuation.
dS9.26 a week, counting thirty.three and one.third weeks in a year.
eNot including the city of Philadelphia.

In connection with above table we must take into account that in only a few
States is the average length of the school over eight months. This includes cities
and towns, as well as rural districts, so that it is fair to conclude that in general
the country teacher finds employment not to exceed seven months in a year, and
often not more than five or six.
The subcommittee regrets that so few are able to apprehend the qualities essen·
tial to a good teacher. Professional fitness is ignored in nearly every case. The
smaller the unit of organization the greater is the disposition to engage teachers
for short periods of time. All engagements should be for one year at least, and
frequent changes of teachers should be discouraged.
Perhaps the most important subject intrusted to this subcommittee has reference to the training and preparation of teachers. There is no doubt that the normal
ED
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school in most States does not reach down and take hold of the common district
schoo1. There is room, as indicated in the report, for a series of normal training
c1asses with a course of one year, or at most two years, not modeled after a State
normal school, but suited in all respects to the needs of a class of young people
from whom we draw nearly all our rural school teachers. Instruction for one
year in such a school could ba made to so inspire students with a desire for
knowledge, to so fill them with the teaching spirit, as to work a most beneficent
change in the schools coming under their charge.
The proposition to establish continuous sessions in normal schools, as set forth
in the subcommittee's report, is full of promise for the improvement of rural
school teachers without withdrawing them from active service. The terms and
courses could, under the plan, be so adjusted as to enable them to attend a normal
school for work in regular courses of study during that large part of the year not
occupied in teaching. A course for one year is indicated below. If extended to
two years, the extension should consist not so much in the introduction of new
branches as in doing something more than elementary work in the branches
already in the curriculum.

Course of .study fo1· one yea1· of forty weeks.
General divisions.

First term.

Language.

Reading and literature.

Mathematics.

Arithmetic.
Algebra.
Geography.
Elements of chemistry.
United States history.
Civil government.
School economy.
Elementary psychology.
Practice teaching.

Natural and physical science.
History.
Professional studies.

Second term.
Grammar.
Elements of rhetoric.
Geometry.
Botany.
Elementary physics.
General history.
Biography.
Physiology with special reference
to hygienic conditions.
Practice teaching.

T ho number of lessons in each branch per week muet be determined by the conditions and necessities of the class. Singing and drawing should have such a place
as their importance demands. At least two lessons per •;veek for each of them
should be insisted upon.
The course of study to be completed in one year is arranged according to relation
of subjects and not according to order of study. It embraces, so far as elements
are concerned, those subjects which are necessary in order to enable a teacher to
deal with organic and inorganic nature, with history and civil government, with
literature and language, and with so much of music and art as the conditions of
the school will admit. While provision is made for professional training, the success of such a course as this as a means for preparing teachers for their work will
depend almost entirely upon the good judgment and skill of those who are intrusted
with the management of the school. The tendency to overload such a course, to
crowd two years' work into one, wUl have to be very carefully guarded again t.
The ntire course is intended to be only elementary, and is for the benefit of a
large class of teachers who have but little preparation, ancl are not able from
various reasons to devote more than one year's time to attendance upon a normal
school. ~e advantages of a school of this nature would be greatly enlarged by
the po~se~ 10n of _a carefully selected library, and of sufficient apparatus for purp~ 8 of illustrati?n and experiment. If the students could be taught to make
thi~ ap1>aratn. , with maps, chart , etc. for use in rural chools, it would add to
th ir n f_uln<:. as teacher .
ery gr at a vantarre would accrue to the pupils
from commg m ontact c,ith di cip1ined minds in the persons of their instructors.
But few rnral t
h r kuow how
study or how to get the most out of the
books ·hi ·h f 11 in th ir hands.
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Summer schools, reading circles, and institutes have received their share of
attention. The whole ground has been wen covered and will repay a careful
perusal.
The scheme fo:r the examination and certification of teachers has been thoroughly
digested. There will be some who may not agree with the subcommittee in all
pa.r ticulars, but no one will dispute the fact that too many teachers in the rural
schools are contented with the lowest grade of certificate which will answer the
purpose of the law. Thero is a great necessity for some scheme snch as is here
recommended, whereby teachers can rise step by step in their calling, if they
earnestly df:'sire to improve. On the other hand, this scheme furnishes a reasonable excuse for not affording further professional recognition of any kind to
tho e who show no dispo ition or no ability to do anything better in the line of
preparation for their work.
INSTRUCTIO

AND DISCIPLINE.

The 1·eport under this head will be found to embrace several important recommendations. Some of these will provoke discussion 1 but most of them are of
such a nature as to commend themselves to every thoughtful person. The report
opens a broad field of inquiry, which must of necessity receive more attention as
the wants and necessities of rural schools are better considered.
The evils of attempting to grade the rural school as the city school is graded
are very clearly set forth, accompanied by the suggestion that those no1·mal
schools which as part of their work train teachers for rural schools should carefully impres9 upon such teachers the necessity of considering the size of the
school in determining the uses and abuses of gi·ading and classifying pupils.
This suggestion is all the more pertinent in view of the movement in many States
to require some previous professional training as a prerequisite for entering any
puulic school as a teacher.
Considering that the course of study for the rural school need not differ in p,ny
material point from that provided for the city achool, it is urged that the aim of
such a course is to enable the pupil to recognize the conditions of inorganic and
organic nature, and to pursue the studies of literature, language 1 and history, as
they are necessary for his entrance upon civilization. The difference in eourses
of study for rural or city schools is found to be in those collateral branches which
relate to the environment of the pupil or to the neighborhood in which he dwells.
The report upon this point is very full and will repay a careful study of its details.
The subcommittee calls especial attention to the relation of the course of study to
the system of grading and classification. The suggestions made are of great practical value in any discussion which endeavors to determine the method of adapting a course of study to the wants and conditions of rural schools. It can not
but be very helpful to be told that the course of study is the measuring rod used
only to determine at what point in his work the pupil has arrived, and not a Procrustean bed used to give the work the lifeless beauty of a dead uniformity.
The consolidation of those schools which have become so reduced in numbers
as to render it unprofitable to maintain them separately, the transportation of
pupils at public expense to other schools than their own, and the concentration
of higher-grade pupils at a central point, are urged as means of lessening many of
the evils from which rmal schools are suffering. This provision, having been
grafted into the law of several States, bids fair to prove of great benefit. Wherever it has been tried it has commended itself as economical and as a means of
affording better teachers and consequently better schools. The matter of improved roads enters incidentally into this discussion, as having great bearing
upon the question of transporting children to central points for school purposes.
In connection with school exercises at the town or county center once or twice
a year, competitive examinations are not recommended unless they are very care-
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fully guarded. The feature of social intercourse; the stimulus which comes from
meeting with his mates, have advantages which ought not to be overlooked or
neglected.
Home reading, with what is termed school extension, is dwelt upon at such
length as its prominence demands (Appendix O). To carry good reading material,
whether of science, literature, or fiction, prose or poetry, into the schools and
homes of the rural districts must be a part of any educational scheme which has
for its object making country life more endurable or more attractive. The various recommendations of this part of the report are worthy of ca reful consideration at the hands of those even who may not wholly agree with them.
CONCLUSION.

Your committee has called in the aid of a number of persons who;:;e time
and thought have been largely given to matters connected with the management and instruction best suited to the wants of rural schools. It was found
impossible to embrace the entire matter placed at our disposal in the body of the
report. We have, therefore, printed much of it in the form of an appendix,
believing that it will add largely to the value of this report. It is not to be supposed that every point has been covered, or that the entire subject has been
exhausted. The committee has endeavored diligently and to the best of its ability
to throw some light upon what may possibly be regarded as a collection of subjects embracing a very large field. While there are many points worthy of especial attention, I have gathered up the following as a brief summary of those which
may be considered of m03t pressing importance:
SUMMARY.

1. For purposes of organization, maintenance, or supervision, nothing should

be recognized as the unit smaller than the township or the county; the school district is the most undesirable unit possible.
·
2. E very community should ba required to raise a certain sum for the support
of its schools as a prerequisite for receiving its share of public money. Acertain definite sum should be appropriated to each school out of the State funds,
and the r emainder should be divided in accordance with some fixed and established rule, a dis ~rimination being made in favor of townships most willing to .
tax themselves for school purposes.
3. One of the great hindrances to the improvement of the rural school lies in its
isolation, and its inability to furnish· to the pupil that stimulative influence
which comes from contact with others of his own age and advancement. The
committee, therefore, recommends collecting pupils from small schools into larger
and paying from the public funds for their transportation, believing that in this
way better teachers can be provided, more rational methods of instruction adopted,
and at the same time th'3 expense of the schools can be materially lessened.
4. There is a tendency t-:> fill the rural schools with untrained, immature teachers. The establishment of normal training schools, under competent instructors,
with short courses, each year of which shall be complete in itself, would do much
to r emedy this evil. The extension and adjustment of the courses and terms of
the State normal schools so as to constitute a contin ous session would enable
them to cont1·ibute more dir ctly than now to the improvement of the teachers
of rural schools (Appendix S). The State would then be:, justified in demanding
some degrea of professional training from every teacher in the rural as well as in
the city school . .
5. Tho e ·tal>li. hment of libraries, the prosecution of the work of school extension hy 1 ctures and other mean , the introduction of such studies as will haYe a
tend. ncy to ·onnect the ·chool and the home, especially those having a direct
anng upon t~e . ryda.y lif of the community and the neces ity of applying
t~ law of. ~mtahon to th construction of rural schoolhou es demand immediato attention .
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6. The rural schools are suffering from the want of official and intelligent supervision. In every State some standard of qualifications, moral and intellectual
with some amount of actual experience, should be demanded by law from those.
who aspire to fill the office of superintendent or supervisor of schools.
7. Good morals and good manners constitute an essential part of an educational equipment. The inculcation of patriotism, of respect for law and order,
of whatever tends to make a good citizen, is of as much importance in a small as
in a larger school. Regularity, punctuality, obedience, industry, self-control, are
as necessary in the country as in the city school. Country school teachers should
call to their aid the beautiful things in nature, that with reverential spirit they
may lead the children to reverence Him who hath made all things good in their
season.
HENRY SABIN. Chairman.
REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCHOOL MAINTENANCE.
The maintenance of an efficient State system of public instruction involves
numerous sociological factors of an important character. This is particularly
true in a democratic State, where public opinion gives the final sanction to all
public activities. Moreover, there is good reason to think that it is even more
important to consider such factors carefully when providing rural schools than
when providing urban schools. The bearing of the wealth of the State, both in
the aggregate and in relation to population; the density of population and the
ratio of rural to urban population; the ratio of the adult or wealth-producing
population to the population of legal school age; the facilities for travel aml the
character of the people in respect to race elements-the value of such factors as
these in the problem is almost too plain for argument. {Appendix A.)
The organization and administration of the powers of government must also be
consiclered. The Government of the United Stat~s stands to all the members of
the Union in the same relation-that is, within the States it has no proper educational function whatever. The State government, however, is a constant factor;
it exercises the central State authority. But when we take the next step we are
at once confronted by contradiction and confusion.
First, we find in New England the town system of local government. Here
nearly all the local governmental functions are performed by the town; the county
exists, but it is more a judicial than a political unit, and in Rhode Island it is
wholly judicial. The town is much, the county little. Secondly, the county system, which exists throughout the South and in several of the Western States,
more than reverses these conditions. The county is the organ of local government,
and the township does not commonly exist. The county is divided into districts
for the purpose of defining the jurisdiction of justices of the peace, into election
precincts, and sometimes into school townships. Here the county is everything,
the town nothing. Thirdly, the old Middle States and most of the Western States
have what is called the mixed or compromise system. In these States the township is less than in New England and the county more, the county less than in the
South and the township more; in other words, both township and county are
employed in something like equal measure. Again, two types of the mixed system are found in different States. In New York and the States that have imitated her the county legislative and executive board is composed of supervisors
elected by the several townships, while in Pennsylvania and the States that have
followed her example this board is composed of commissioners elected by the
county at large. The county is, therefore, a governmental organ in all the States,
while the township is found on.ly in two groups of States. Moreover, in those
States where the town or township is found it varies considerably in powers in
comparison with the county. These elementary governmental facts it is necessary
to remember, because they directly affect the matter in hand. Manifestly, the
people will not be apt to create local organs of government for any one single pur-
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pose unless they deem it absolutely necessary. On the other hand, they will manifestly use for any such purpose, as far as consistent, the same organs that they use
for other local purposes. This is just as true of schools and education as of other
public interests. Except that Vermont has a county examiner of teachers, no
mention is made of the county in any New England school law; 1 no mention is
made of the town or township in any Southern State, while the States that have
the compromise system use both the county and the township as organs for carrying
on their schools. It will be seen that no account is here taken of the city or
municipality, because this is common to all the States and does not relate to rural
schools.
An ambiguity in the use of the term town is also to be mentioned. The township of the Middle and Western States corresponds in general to the New England
town, while in these States the town is a village, hamlet, or even city. All the
recommendations made in this report will recognize distinctly the facts now
stated.
Still another preliminary explanation is called for. The term district as used
in school legislation and in educational discussions is very misleading. The two
leading senses of the word must be sharply discriminated. This can be done by
describing the two principal forms of local school organization.
1. The town or township unit system.-This is something wholly different or
separate from the town system of local government described above. The two
systems may exist together, but not of necessity so. The town or township unit
system, called also the town-district system, is found in connection with both the
town and the compromise systems of local government. It could not exist with
the county system, as a matter of course. The town system of local government
relates to local affairs ge:i;ierally; the town or township district system to schools
only. The name township-unit system means only that the town or township is
the ultimate unit of school organization and administration. This unit, with
such assistance as it receives from the State or county, provides and carries on its
own schools independent of any other unit. It raises funds by taxation and
expends them, subject only to the law of the State. It is the organized town or
township, a body corporate and politic, under its educational aspect. The local
authority is sometimes a school committee, as in Massachusetts; sometimes a
board of education, as in Ohio, and again a township trustee, as in Indiana.
Again, the township-unit system does not necessarily involve the consolidation of
rural schools. The school children within the unit may all be brought together
in one central school at some advantageous point, or they may attend a plurality
of schools scattered through the township. In the second case, the limits or
boundaries of the several schools must be marked off for the regulation of school
attendance, unless, indeed, pupils are permitted to attend such schools as they
please, and these areas are commonly called districts or school districts. In Ohio
they are known as subdistricts, and they serve also as units of representation in
the township board. 2 Here, then, are two clear uses of the term'' district "-one is
the town or township, and the other a part of the town or township defined pri1
V rmont, Maine, and New Hampshire once enacted laws creating the county superintendency, but these laws did not r main long on the statute books. No State is likely to use the
connty for an administrative school purpose unless it uses it for other administrative purposes.
2
The explanation or the Ohio law on this point is historical. Previous to 1 92 the township
was the school di~trict proper, but this was divided into subdistricts. The township board or
educat~on ra· d all the lO<'al funds by a tax levied on the taxable property or tne township and
apportioned them_ among tho subdistricts. The subdistrict boards of directors employed the
tc cher and earned on the schoob. The ,oters of tho subdii.trict in annual school meeting
l c• d tho th r O directo , one ,ery Y ar, !or three year , and the~ again elected one of thei;
num r
rk, ho r pr n ·tl hi ul,di tri~t in tho town hip board. Under the Workm:m
law ~f 1 . nll tho old po
or the clirc tor wer trnn. f rrcd to tho township board, but the
~thdi rwt
1 ft for th r gulation <>f hoc,1 att ndnncc and to s rve n n unit of reprc entation in th town hi1, board.
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marily for the regulation of school attendance, but also sometimes serving as a
unit of representation.
2. The disi'rict system.-Here ''district" is used in quite auother sense. Geographically the school district is now commonly a subdivision of a town, as in
Connecticut, or of a township, as in Michigan, or of a county, as in the countysystem States. Ordinarily it is a body politic and corporate, and is the ultimate
unit of school organization and administration. It has its own school committee
or board, elected by the voters of the district in school meeting, and, with such
help as it receives from the State or county, it builds its own schoolhouse and
provides and carries on its own school or schools. It is, therefore, a taxing as
well as an administrative unit. Under this system the disi-rict is the controlling
factor of school organization. Not only is it the most democratic form of school
organization, but it hqs been called "probably the most communistic as well as
democratic feature of our political institutions, and is certainly the smallest
minor civil division of our system.,. 1
Still other districts are mentioned in the laws and reports, as special districts,
city districts, borough districts, joint districts, and the like; but these names do
not present any new features of an essential character.
These explanations premised, the subcommittee ,vill divide this report into
three grand divisions, viz, revenue, distribution, and organization. The last
topic, however, will be considered only so far as relates to school maintenance.
By school maintenance is meant the provision and support of public schools.
REVENUE.

The subcommittee submits that the first essential to the material improvement
of the rural schools of the country is the provision of revenue sufficient for their
adequate support. Accordingly this is the first subject to be considered.
The educational items in the budgets of all progressive countries have assumed
great pro-portions and are all the time growing. The Commissioner of Education
repo1·ts the expenditure for common schools in the States of our Union for the
year 1894-95, not including payments on bonds, at $178,215,556. Seven States
expended more than $5,000,000 and less than $10,000,000 each, and five more
than $10,000,000 and less than $20,000,000 each. Now York alone stood above
20,000,000. In 1888-89 the total for the country was $132,129,000, and in 18 3-84
only $103,909,528. But unfortunately we have no statistics showing the division
of these vast sums between the rural districts and the towns and cities.
A city, in the dictionary of the National Census Office, is a concentration of
population containing 8,000 people or more of all ages, and in 1890 there were 443
cities in the country. The Commissioner of Eclucation reports for the year
1893- 94 that 3,126,659 children were enrolled in the schools of these cities, to
10,809,318 enrolled in other schools. He reports further that the maintenance of
the city schools cost $69,886,413, and of the others $100,497,760. But this is no
proper division of rural and urban schools, since the educational conditions
existing in many centers of population containing less than 8,000 people are the
same as those existing in the 443 cities. At present it costs much more to school
1,000, 10,000, or 100,000 children in the cities than in the country, but this is
mainly due to the fact that the education furnished is so much greater in quantity and so much better in quality. It is not improbable that if rural schools
were brought as near as possible to the level of urban schools, they would be
quite as costly. At least, it is evident that the first condition of good rural
schools is a sufficiency of funds with which to provide and maintain them. How
shall these funds be provided?
1
Mr. Wellford Addis, specialist in the Bureau of Education. See Chapter xxxrv of the
Report for 1894:-95, •· The Social Unit in the Public School System of the United States."
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I. A century ago the American people began to take an interest in the creation
of permanent school funds or endowments. This interest was originally stimulated, if not created, by the policy that Congress foreshadowed in 1785, and subsequently firmly established, to endow the common schools in the public-land
States with liberal grants of public lands. In every State in which Congress has
exploited the wild landt-3 either one-thirty-sixth or one-eighteenth part of such
lands has been dedicated to the public schools. Beginning with Connecticut in
1795, nearly all the nonpublic-land States have also created such endowments out
of their own resources. Several of them devoted the United States deposit fund
of 1837 to this purpose. At the beginning of the century no one dreamed to
what proportions public education would grow in one hundred years; and men
thought, not unn.a turally, that permanent endowments would greatly ease the
burden of taxation for school purposes, and would k eep the educational machinery of the State constantly running and well regulated. It will not be denied
that, relatively, these funds have come far short of meeting the expectations of
those who laid their foundations. There can be little doubt that in many of the
States, and particularly when such States were new and poor, they have hastened
educational development; but it is quite certain that they have often done great
harm, causing the people to rely upon the feeble income derived from them, and
to turn their faces away from the only adeqnate source of school maintenance-that is, public taxation.
Texas has been gazetted as having the most magnificent possibilities of any
State in the way of a permanent school fund, but some citizens of that State are
now questioning whether these possibilities may not prove other than an unmixed
blessing (Appendix B). The fact is, public schools in the United States have far
outgrown all present or prospective endowments. In 1888-89 the income from
such funds was $9,825,000 in a total of $132,125,111; in 1894-95 the corresponding
figures were $8,336,612 and $177,597,691; that is, the per cent fell from 7.4 to 4.7 in
six years. New York and Ohio derive le&s than $300,000 each of their great school
revenues from permanent funds, and P ennsylvania derives nothing from such a
source. In fact, it would require a permanent fund of $400,000,000 to carry on, at
the present scale of expenditure~ the common schools of either New York or Pennsylvania. The subcommittee submits, therefore, that all permanent school funds,
either State or local, should be carefully husbanded and wisely administered; that
they should be preserved intact, and the income be scrupulously applied to the
support of schools; that, under special conditions, it may be wise to augment old
funds or create new ones, as when certain miscellaneous revenues can be devoted
to that purpose; but that such funds must necessarily play a constantly diminishing part in popular education. Massachusetts is committed to the policy of adding to her fund $100,000 a year, raised by taxation, until a total of $5,000,000 shall
be reached, and New Jersey to the policy of similarly dedicating the proceeds of
certain riparian rights that belong to the State; and to this there is no objection;
but for these States, or any others, to lean heavily upon such funds for school
maintenance would be a most fatuous policy. Public education is, or at least
should b e, a recognized function or service of the State. The public schools of
the country are civil schools, created and carried on by the civic authority, and
they must rest ultimately upon the same general means of support as the other
function or services of government. As well, therefore, endow any other branch
o~ function_o: the State government, such as the asylums and hospitals, the judiciary the c1v1l servic , or th militia, as the State school .
II. ifts t P pular e ucation should be sedulously encouraged. Education
ha lon . been a. favorite object with public b..,nefactors, a the annals of every
progr ·' 1ve cou~try .sh ': an<l non more convincingly than our own. No doubt
when the public mmd l arou. d to the advantages of popular education and
school t· xe are abundant, uch per n. who choose an educational object for their
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beneficence will rather be inclined to seek some other form or kind of education.
Stm the constitution or laws of nearly every State, if not indeed every one, provide for the acceptance and use of private gifts for school purposes, and thero are
generous persons who are peculiarly interested in the common schools. Scattered over the country are many local public-school endowments that had a private origin, and such gifts have not come to an end.
The subcommittee is not aware that there are any statistics showing how far
private benevolence contributes to public education, but it is apprised that the
contribution is by no m eans contemptible, ancl it believes that it might be made
considerably larger than it i . The favorite forms of such contributions under
existing conditions are most likely to be land for building sites and apparatus
and libraries for schools, and the subcommittee is of the firm opinion that much
more could be done than at present in all these directions, aml particularly in the
way of procuring apparatus and books for the schools in communities where tho
public funds that are available for theae purposes are meagor or insufficient.
III. The great resource of the public school is, and must continue to be, some
form or forms of public taxation. The ratio of the total school revenues derived
from taxes to those derived from permn.nent funds is all the time growing, and it
will continue to grow. At two periods, separnted by six year, the sources of the
common-school revenues expressecl in per cents were as follows:
Year.
1
'O______ .....•..•. ···- ...... ·-···· __________ ........ . .. . ·-·····- ....
189·.i-95 . ..... • . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . .• . . . . . . . . . • • . . •

S.5. 9
85. 7

7.4
4. 7

6. 7
0.6

Manifestly such areas or units of taxation should be created, or continuecl if
alreacly in existence, as will fully develop the sound American principle that the
whole wealth of the State shall be made available for eclucating all the youth of
the State. This is both right and necessary, for it must be remembered that in
the United States education is a civil or State function to be supported like other
similar functions. What shall these units of taxation be? The subcommittee
names those following as coming under the principle just stated:
1. The State.-A liberal provision of funds from the State treasury, to be distributed according to some rational methocl, is indispensable, as a rule, to the
maintenance of a good system of State schools. Formerly the burden was mainly
or wholly thrown upon the local units. The old Massachusetts plan was to throw
upon the towns the whole burden of maintaining their own schools. But the
great1y increased cost of schools, growing out of enhanced salaries, longer terms,
and improved material equipment, long ago demonstrated that this plan must be
materially modified. :Many local taxing units are too poor to carry such a load
and they must either abandon all hope of good schools or they must receive assistance from the State or social whole. The fact began to gain recognition as early
as the middle of the century.
When the constitution of Ohio, adopted in 1851, provided tha.t the legislature
should make such provisions, by taxation or otherwise, as, with the interest arising from the permanent school fund, would secure a thorough and efficient system of common schools throughout the State, the law-making power hastened to
levy upon all the property of the State, as rated by the assessors, a State school
tax of 2 mills on the dollar, to be distributed on the basis of the school enumeration. Taking the country together, the cost of public education is divided between
two or more taxing units. Still the fact remains that the part which falls to the
local unit is often disproportionate. In 1888-89 the per cent of the total amount
of school revenues raised by local taxation was 66.8 to 19.1 per cent raised by State
taxation. In 1894-95 the corresponding per cents were 67 and 18.7. The ratio of
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tho two elements is variable in different divisions of the Union and in different
States of the same division. The per cents raised by State tax, as reported, range
all tho way from zero to a maximum of 83.2, found in North Carolina. We should
naturally expect the Southern States, since local government is there less fully
developed than at the North, to rely relatively much l ess on local taxation and much
more on State taxatfon, and such is the fact. But political habit is not the only
factor that enters into the problem; economical conditions also assert themselves
In a State where wealth abounds and is somewhat evenly distributed throughout
its limits, as where manufacturing and commercial towns are frequent, there is
not the same necessity for the State, as a unit, to assume a large proportion of the
whole burden that there is in a State where wealth is meager, and where such
wealth as exists is largely found in a few concentrations of population, leaving
large areas thinly populated and poor. These remarks will throw light on the per
cents of school moneys raised by State taxation and local taxation in the five divisions of States that the Census Office recognizes. The date is 1894-95. (See also
Appendix B.) No account is here taken of income from other sources than
taxation.
Divi ion.

State Local
taxes. taxes.

Pe1· ct. Pei· ct.
North Atlantic States_. __ .............................. -·· .......................... .
South Atlantic States ...... -····· ... . .......... ·-···- .. . ............. .... ........... .
South Central States ................................ . ......................... . ..... .
North Central States ........................................... . ............... . .... .
Western Division ........................................... ......................... .

19. 4
38.1
48. 4
!J. 9
23

68.2
51.3
31. 7
75.4
61.3

In some of the States, as will be shown hereafter, local taxation must be more
fully developed than in the past or present; in others, and these principal States,
too, the same may be said of State taxation.
2. In all States where, for other local purposes, the county is the sole unit of
taxation, a liberal county tax should be levied for the schools. This proposition
applies especially to those States where the county system of local government
prevails In States where, for such purposes, the county i s a large unit of tax·
ation, it may be wise to levy a county school tax; that circumstances must deter·
mine. This remark applies to the States having the mixed system of local gov•
ernment. Under the town system county taxation for schools would be out of
harmony with the social and political traditions of the people, and could be
accomplishec1 only through a change of habit; perhaps this encl is attainable. For
the year 1894-95 the Commissioner-of Education shows that 67 per cent of the
total school revenues of the country came from local taxes. The scale ran from
1.i per cent in North Carolina to 98.2 in Massachusetts. Unfortunately we have
no statistics showing from what ources the local taxes come; how much from
districts, towns, and counties, r espectively. The point must, however, be strongly
pressed that local supply for public education should be forthcoming, as well as
State eupply. It is a great mistake to teach the people t o look altogether, or
mainly, to the State treasury for school maintenance. They should rather be
taught to depend in du measure upon them elves. It i the confident opinion of
the subcommittee that some Stat s are now c mmitting this mi take. Many
St. t having the county system of local government have in the countie a
re.,ource for S<'hool maintenance upon which they have never adequately drawn.
3. In those S ates whero tho town or town hip is a largo taxing unit for other
local purpo es it should al ·o 1, made t contribute lib rnlly to public education.
Thi r commemlation it wonl<l ho idle t urge in m t of th Southern and in
som: of th \ c t ~n 't•
, l? c:m th civil town or town. hip d es not xist,
arn 1 t ·oulcl be Yam to urge 1
rcation for school 1mrposc cxclu ively. But in
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thoee States where the town and mixed systems of local government exist a township school tax would be congruous with the general social ancl political habits
of the people. The desirability of local taxation for school purposes was urged
under the last head. Such taxation develops self-reliance and local character,
and tends to awaken and keep alive the interest of the people in the schools. The
town was the sole school taxing unit in old New England, and it jg still a promi_nent, sometimes almost an exclusive, one throughout the Northern States. The
local school taxes of New England are town and district taxes, and taken
together they range from the minimum of 69.2 per cent of the whole in Maine to
98.2 in Massachusetts. It can hardly be doubted that the New England States,
as well as some others, now throw the burden too heavily upon the towns and
districts, and that they will find it advantageous considerably to rah:e the ratio
which State taxation bears to local taxation. The other New England States will
probably follow, sooner or later, the example of Maine, which raises nearly onethird of her school money by State taxation. In some States, no donbt, the townships should carry a heavier weight than at present, at least as compared "\Tith
districts. At all events, the township should bear n reasonable part of the cost of
its own education.
4. Special districts, as incorporated --villages, towns, and cities, tlle subcommittee considers not only proper but necessary units of school taxation. Such districts are the concentrations, large or small, of popu1ation and wealth; they are
the industrial and social centers of the country. We have already seen that in
1893-04 $69,886,413 was expended for school purposes in the 443 cities of the Union.
In Massachusetts $7,088,000 was expended in cities; in New York, 12,723,000; in
Pennsylvania, 87,745,000; in Ohio, $5,097,000; in Illinoi , $ ,110,000. If we had the
figures for the smaller cities and the incorporated towns, the aggregate would be
much increased. Now, not only do the cities, taken together, raise by taxation
nearly all of the school mon y that is expended in them, but, as will be shown in
another place, many of them contribute largely to the support of rural schools.
Again, they must in the future, collectively as befo1·e, contribute still more largely
to this end. Special districts, then, are essential as taxing units, care being taken
to secure approximately a fair distribution of the public burdens. As a rule,
dwellers in cities are much better able to pay heavy taxes than dwellers in the
country, but there is great reason to fear that they do not always do so.
The school district, in the commonly accepted sense of that term, i not a desirable taxing unit, but the contrary. It is ·now such a unit in a majority of States,
and the subcommittee is decidedly of the opinion that it should either be made
much less prominent than it is or be abolished altogether. As a rule, the second
course is to be preferred ( except in special districts already mentioned). The
town or township is the smallest area that should be employed for this purpose.
Even this may be overweighted, as can easily be shown. The unanswerable objections to di trict taxation are the inequality in burdens that results, and the inability of many districts to carry the load that good schools would necessarily
impose upon them. A few statistics will make both propo itions perfectly clear.
In 1 71 Superintendent Fallows, of WLconsin, published a table showing the
amount of property assesEed per scholar in the school districts of a certain township, which he believed to be a type of the state of things generally existing
throughout that State. The maximum was $2,860; the minimum, $784; the
average, $1,378.
In 1878 Superintendent Graham, of the same State, published a table for the
w~ole State, showing that the valuation of property per district varied from 82,300
to R1,979, 708. Districts with less than $3,000 and districts with $40,000 were found
in the same township. But the poor districts were required by law to maintain a
school six months in the year, just as the rich ones were. The ratio of district
taxation ranged from half a mill to 55 mills on the dollar. Suverintendent Wells,
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of Wisconsin, published similar facts in 1893 for a number of States. He showed
that in Rhode Island some districts were taxed fourteen times as heavily as others,
and in Connecticut a similar disproportion existed. In New York the ratio of
tax raised in two counties varied from 0.0012 per cent in one district to 0.0431 in
another. One township presented the extremes, 0.0009 and 0.0070, and still another
one 0.00!8 and 0.0371. Two districts in one township paid respectively $5.66 and
$38.11 per capita; two in another one, $5.43 and $60.37; two in a third, $11:25 and
$181.85. "That is to say," says Mr. Wells, "the rate of taxation is seven times as
great in one district as in another in the same town, and the per c:1pita cost of
educating a child is eleven times as great." 1 But the first of these New York
comparisons presents a ratio of almost 40 to 1.
Statistics such as these could be collected almost without limit. The most
instructive way to study the subject is, so to speak, on the ground. If a man
unfamiliar with it, who lives under the independent district system, will only
take the trouble to collect the facta relating to his own county he may easily be
astonished at the result. And yet, as a rule, the law lays upon the districts, rich
and poor alike, the same burdens in respect to school maintenance. It is hard to
see how or why the people have so long borne such inequalities-inequalities so
contrary to the cherished Amel'ican principle that the property of the State should
educate the youth of the State; or·, rather, it woula. be hard to see why they have
borne them if we did not know the extent of the public ignorance on the subject and the strength of conservative habit, and did not see also how the district
as a taxing unit is bound up in men's minds with the district as a unit of admin_istration. But the two are not inseparable. The legislature of Ohio abolished the
district as a taxing unit twenty-five years or more before it abolished the district
as an administrative unit. In Connecticut, too, town taxes and distric! management are both met with in the same towns.
Before dismissing units of school taxation, a single point calls for . closer attention. This is raised by the question, What is the advantage of looking to large
units for suppl y rather than small ones?
The answer to this question rests upon the fundamental assumption that public
education is a. State function, anu that the whole State is responsible for the education of all tho youth of the State. Now, if the cost of public education bore the
same ratio to the ability of the people to bear this cost in all the communities of
the State, or, what is n early the same thing, if the wealth per capita of all the
communities were equal, then, as a matter of course, it wonld make no difference
whether the school tax were levied upon large areas or small ones. But this is
far from being the case. The citie are indeed concentrations of both absolute
population and school population, as well as of wealth; but their wealth tends
to increase·much more rapidly than either the absolute or the school population.
The fortunes of the country are ei th r made in the cities or else tend to flow into
the cities. The last report of the Census Office shows the per capita wealth of the
Union, of the States severally, and of the five groups of States, but it does not
show the per capita wealth of the cities and of the rural district separately. The
nearest approach to it is the tables showing the per capita value ~f real estate with
improvements, by States and counties. These averages throw important light
upon the ubject, and ome examples will be given.
Illinoi·: tatoaverago,.· 60, 8; bighestcountyaverage,$1,311.00; lowestcounty
av rag , , '1G4. 4.
Au achucelt: Sta.teaverage, 4. .01; highestcountyaverage,$1,564.10; lowest
county a\' rarr , . '1.GO.G5 •
.. w York: • tato v ra e, 969.66; highest county average 1 733.35; lowest
u11 y av ra , ,'!J .;. 0.
'
mo!,• hoc,l Gov •rnm nt." Madison, Wis., 1 -i.
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Ohio: State average $689.01; highest county average, $1,562.56; lowest county
average, $265.99.
Pennsylvania: State average, 719.13; highest county average, $1,049.88; lowest
county average, $1 7.26.
If personal property were included, the extremes per capita would be still more
widely separated than they are at present. Formal argument is not needed to
show that the rich counties are much more able to contribute to the expense of
government, education included, than the pc,or ones, and the proposition that a
due proportion of such expense should be thrown upon these units rests upon this
fact. The tendency would be to remove inequalities in bearing the common burden. Levying the local school tax upon the township instead of the districts that
compose it, or upon the county instead of the townships, would work in this direction. It is very true that townships are unequal in per capita wealth as well as
districts, and counties as well as townships; still the fact remains that large units
are less unequal than small ones. Every step toward the highest taxing unit
tends to distribute the burden more equally. In fact, tho argument for removing
a portion of the burden from the small taxing units to the large ones is the same
that justifies us in calling upon society to educate individuals or families that are
too poor to provide for their own education. Why do we impose a public tax for
educational purposes at all? Simply because ducation is a common interest,
while some individuals or families are unable to educate themselves.
It may be said that the line of rea oning which has been followed would lead to
placing the whole burden of State education at the door of the State treasury.
Why should not the State defray the cost of the common schools, just as it defrays
the cost of the reform schools for boys and girls, and of the asylums and hospitals?
It mu t bo confessed that this would be strict logic. However, we are to remember that governments are never carried on according to strict logic, and can not
be from the very nature of the case. What is more, there are the best of reasons,
as shown above, for making education, to a reasonable degree, a local chargereasons that do not apply to some other public services. The people are more likely
to be vitally interested in the schools if a portion of their co t is derived from
local taxes. In no country of the world, so far a the subcommittee is aware, is
elementary education made an oxclusiye general charge. It is not desirable that
it should be. The present contention is for a reasonable distribution among the
several taxing units. At the same time, it may be worth observing that in some
countries there is a strong tendency, as in England and France, to rely more than
formerly upon general rather than local supply.
The appropriations for schools that States make from the commou treasury differ greatly in form as well as in amount. MasRachusetts levies no State school
tax, but the legislature nevertheless votes various specific appropriations, as for
the salaries and expenses of State agents, aid to pupils of normal schools, compensation of local superintendents, the payment of high-school tuition for pupils living in towns whose valuation of property does not exceed $500,000 and that do not
maintain a high school. Connecticut raises annually a State school tax equal in
amount to $1.50 multiplied by the number of persons in the State between the ages
of 4 and 16, as enumerated annually. Rhode Island, while not levying a State
school tax, so called, votes enough money out of the State treasury each year to
make, with the income of the permanent fund, a total of $120,000. New York
raises annually, by taxation based on the real and personal property of the State,
such sum for the support of schools as the legislature shall determine. New J ersey assesses and collects a total State tax amounting to $5 for each person in the
State between the ages of 5 and 18 years. It is th.is tax that places New Jersey at
the head of the column of Northern States in respect to the per cent of school
revenue derived from a State tax. The constitution of Pennsylvania provides that
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the State legislature shall appropriate every year $1,000,000 from the State treasury for the use of schools, but the present appropriation is 85,500,000.
Ohio levies a tax of 1 mill on the dollar of the grand tax duplicate of the State.
Indiana raises 11 cents and Kentucky 22 cents on each 8100 of taxable property.
The Michigan law directs the supervisor of every township to levy a school tax of
1 mill on the dollar for schools within the township, but as the proceeds are kept
within the districts where they are raised, this is only a compulso~y local tax;
still it stimulates further local taxation for the grand object. The legislature of
Michigan also levies a specific tax on certain corporations, as railroads, etc., which
is first applied to the payment of interest on the various educational funds that
the State has borrowed, as the university, agricultural college, and commonschool funds, and then to the support of the common schools. Nebraska makes
an annual levy and a ssessment not exceeding 1-½ mills on each dollar's valuation on
the grand list of taxable property. The California system of school finance will
be mentioned under distribution and in an appendix. These are a few of the
States; still others will be dealt with in connection with distribution.
The basis of school taxation, or the ultimate sources of school supply, is an
important subject. Whether more money can be had for the schools often depends
upon the manner in which it is proposed to levy the tax. In general, taxation for
schools will conform more or less closely to the character of the State taxing system as a whole. While admitting the great importance of the subject, the subcommittee does not feel called upon to discuss b eyond offering brief remarks on
two or three points.
Pennsylvanfa meets her annual State school appropriation, in whole or part, by
laying a tax of 4 mills on the dollar on all moneys loaned by citizens of the State~
Some States levy poll taxes, and some "occupation" taxes, for thefr schools.
Quite miscellaneous sources of school 1·evenue are met with in the State constitutions and laws. We find specific taxes on dogs, and on banks, railroads, and
other corporations. Escheats and forfeitures are often, or commonly, devoted to
the schools. The constitution of Nebraska prescribes that all fines, penalties, and
licenses arising under the general laws of the State shall belong and be paid over
to the counties where such fines, etc., may be levied or imposed; also that all fines,
penalties, and licenses arising under the rules, by-laws, or ordinances of cities,
villages, towns, precincts , or other municipal divisions less than a county shall
be paid over to the same, respectively; and further, that all these moneys shall be
appropriated exclusively to the use and support of common schools in the respective divisions where the same may accrue. Nor is Nebraska peculiar in so dedicating such funds. It has been suggested to the subcommittee that an inheritance
tax would prove a popular as well as an abundant source of school supply.
DISTRIBUTIOX.

The subject of distribution is only less important than that of income. It is
easy r;o to distribute school funds as, first, either to defeat, in whole or part, the
very encl sought in taxing the larger units for the benefit of the small ones; or secondly, materially to weaken local enterprise and liberality, or wholly to destroy it.
The subject will be considered under both these aspects.
1. The assistance that the large political and social units render to the small
ones, as the State to counties, township , and district ; or the county to townships
an<l di ·tricts; r the town hip to district , should be made contingent, in part at
~ea t, upon what_ the small units do for themselYes. No community, it is believed,
1s
P r that it can not d
om thing toward educating its youth. AO'ain a
Sta
ducational sy. tem shoul<l be
organiz d and administ red as to sti~ulate,
arnl not repr , local pirit an,1 effort. It is a great mistake to remove the burden_ of¥ 1,lic ducatio~ so_far fr m _th p opl that they forg t, or tend to forget,
th 1r c t nc . The pnnc1pl here involved is a vital one. History . hows con-
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elusively that popular education has :flourished most in those States of our Union
where government is most democratic.
It i. difficult, or rather impossible, to lay down a general rule that shall govern
the division of taxation between the State and the local communities. Two
things are to be considered. One is the political institutions that exist in the State.
If government is largely centralized at State capitals and county seats, that is ono
thing; if it is largely decentralized, a where the principle of local self-government is fully clevelopecl, that is quite another. For example 1 it would be idle to
expect that the same results would obtain in the Southern States that a.re found
in New England, or even in that great group of States where the mixed ystem of
local government prevail . The governmental machinery and the traditions of
the people will assert themselve in such matters. The other factors to be considcreu are social, and particularly economical, conditions. A remarked early in this
r port, where wealth is abundant and its di tribution general and omewhat equal
in different communities school burden may be thrown, and should be thrown,
mueh more heavily upon localities than where the opposite conditions pr vail.
Den ity of population, relation of urban to rural population, average wealth p r
capita, ratio of wealth-producing population to the population of legal school age,
the expenditure for education per pupil and per capita, and the per cent of school
revenue derived from State taxes and local taxes in the different States, are
peculiarly interesting when studied together (Appendix A).
North arolina shows the largest per cent of State school tax (that is, of the
whole tax) of any State in the Union, while the average population per squr~r
mile and the average wealth per capita aro also small. Maine surpasses all th
other New England States in these particulars. The proportionally high ratio of
State taxation in the South is due to the two fact.., stated-political institutions
and economical conditions. But there can be no manner of doubt that, as the
cities of the South grow, towns multiply, and concentration of population increase
in number and in the value of property, local school taxation will materi, Uy
increase. Legislatures could hardly prevent it if they shoultl try, and it would b
most unwise for them to try to clo o.
2. Funds raised by the large taxing units should be di tributed in such a manner
as to bring the support of the rich and strong to the poor and weak. The only
reason for taxing these units at all for general purposes is to secure this end. On
no other principle can a State school tax, or even a county or township tax, be
defended, unless, indeed, the county or township is a single school district. The
practical question i , How shall such funds be distributed o as not to clefeat the
end in view? A historical account of the leading methods actually pursued will
help on the inquiry.
The public-land States may be divided into two classes. From the admission
of Ohio to that of Arkansas (1803- 1836) Congress gave to the Congressional townships of such States, severally, 640 acre of land each for the perpetual use of
schools, and vested the title in the State legislatures. Accordingly in these States
every townsrup has its own independent permanent school fund,1 which is sometimes managed by local authorities and is sometimes in the keeping of the State.
Generally speaking, the sum of the township fund · makes the so-called State
school fund, so far as it is derived from public lands. If the township-unit system
prevails, the ultimate distribution of income has been made in advance; if the
district system, then the township distributes to the districts. From the atlmission of Michigan to that of Utah (1837-1 05) Congress gave the common-school
lands to the States as units rather than to townships, which resulted in the establishment of consolidated State school funds . The annual income from t hese fonds,
so far as the ~ubcommittee is informed, is uniformly distributed to the local school
1

Ohio and possibly other States offer somo minor exceptions.
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organizations on the basis of the youth of legal school age as enumerated every
year. The ages vary, but the principle does not change. It should be added that
since the admission of California (1830) 1,280 acres of common-school lands have
been given to every Congressional township.
The rule of apportionment just explained is followed far more generally than
any other. Thus, Maine distributes her State funds, from whatever source derived,
to the towns according to the number of children between the ages of 4 ancl 21.
Connecticut distributes the annual income of her permaneut fund and the proceeds of the tax of 81.50 for every child between the ages of 4 and 16 according
to the number of children between those ages. Pennsylvania apportionsherState
tax of $.3,.300,000 annually, Ohio the proceeds of her 1-mill tax, Michigan so much
of her specific tax as goes to schools, and Indiana and Kentucky the proceeds of
their State school taxes according to the same general rule.
But other rules are followed. Vermont apportions her State tax to the towns,
cities, and unorganized districts according to the number of legal schools maintained during the preceding school year. New Hampshire distributes her State
funds to the towns according to the number of pupils returned as attending school
not less than two weeks in the year. So much of the Massachusetts permanent
fund as goes directly to the schools is apportioned to the towns of the State that
have a property valuation of less than $3,000,000, towns ranking above that line
receiving nothing. Furthermore, the scale is so adjusted that the poorer the town
the l~rger the_amount that it receives. Towns whose valuation does not exceed
8500,000 receive $275 each; tho3e exceeding $500~000 and not exceeding $1 ,000,000
r eceive 8200; those exceeding $1,000,000 and not exceeding 82,000,000, $100, and
those above the last amount and not above $3,000,000, $50. Again, a portion of
the State fund is divided among the towns that are eligible on the basis of the
ratio that the town's school tax b ears to the whole town tax; the larger the ratio
the more help it receives. Rhode Island distributes her annual State contribution
of $120,000 as follows: First, $100 is assigned to every school, not exceeding 1.3 in
number, in a township; then the remainder is distributed to the towns proportionally to the number of children from 5 to 15 yearb of age inclusive.
The State school moneys of New York are apportioned in a complicated manner. The State superintendent first sets aside the annual salaries of the school
commissioners ( district superintendents). Next he sets apart to every city, incorporated village having a population of 5,000 and upward, and every union freeschool district having a like population, which employ acompetent superintendent
of schools, $800; and to cities having more than one m ember of as embly in the
State legislature, $500 for each additional member, to be expended according to
law for the support of the publfo schools. He then sets apart any money that
may have been appropriated by the legislature for library purposes, and $6,000
for a contingent fund. Next he sets aside to the Indians on reservations, for their
schools, a sum equal to their proportion of the State school money, on the basis of
distribution established by law. These sums set aside, the remainder of theState
moneys is divided into two equal part . The superintendent now apportions to
every district in the State $100 (called a "distributive portion" or "district
quota" ), provided it has maintained a school, taught by a single qualified teacher
or succes ion of such teachers for the legal term of the preceding school year ; and
the same sum for every additional qualified teacher or ucces ion of such teach~r , n _t coun:in..,. monitors. Th school year is one hundr d and sixty days, not
mcludmg hohday that occur during the time or, aturday . This apportionment
mad·,. the ~upe~intendent_ divid th r emainder of the school moneys among the
on~ti s a".°or m~ to their re p ctive pc.pulation a determined by the last prec mg mted ta • c n , ·eluding Indian on r erva.tions. But citi s that
hav _speci l cho 1 lM~:J ~ c i v_e th ir due share separate and apart from the
rcmarntl r of the c unt1 1n h1ch th y are ituatcd.
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The New Jersey State school tax, equal to $5 for each child in the State between
the ages of 5 and 18, is raised by the several counties according to their amounts
of taxable property respectively, as sht>wn by the tax rolls of the townships and
wards of the counties. Ten per cent of this tax, when it is paid into the treasury,
is known as a reserve fund, and is apportioned among the counties by the State
board of education "equitably and justly, according to their own dfacretion."
The 90 per cent remaining is then divided among the counties in the proportion
that they have contributed to the tax. When the State school moneys reach the
counties they, together with all other school funds in the cu tody of the county,
arc distributed to the townships and cities on the following basis: (1) $200 for
each teacher employed in the public schools for the full term for which the schools
are maintained during the year next preceding (nine months); (2) the remainder
according to the last published school ceni,us (children from 5 to 18 years of age),
providE-d that no district shall receive less than $275, and that districts with 55
children or more shall not receive less than $375. If these funds are not sufficient to maintain a free school nine months in the year, then the inhabitants
may raise by a di.strict tax such additional amount as is nee<led for that purpose.
The local 1-mill tax levied by Minnesota fo expended within the districts where
it is raised. It is, therefore, only a compulsory district tax, the same as in Michigan. The current school fund of the same State, which includes the income of
the permanent fund, is distributed on the basis of the number of pupils who have
attended school forty days or more in districts that have had school for five months
or more during the year. In addition to the above apportionment, gra<led schools
having not less than three departments, which come up to certain requirements,
receive aid from the State to the amount of $200 each . Besides, there arc 85
high schools that receive State aid to the amount of $400 each. The grants to
these graded schools and high schools are paid from permanent a,ppropriations that
are met by general taxation, and are apportioned by the State high-school board,
on evidence that the schools are complying with the requirements. Minnesota
also gives tho sum of $500 annually to State high schools providing elementary
normal instruction of a kind that satisfies the high-school board. Wisconsin also
has an approved high-school list, one-half the cost of maintaining these schools
being paid from the State treasury. Moreover, Wisconsin pays $250 each to certain approved high schools in which manual training is taught.
The California system of school finance is a unique system. The State superintendent apportions to the counties the State school fund according to their respective numbers of school-census children (from 5 to 17, certain classes being
excluded). Each county superintendent first ascertains the number of teachers
every district in the county is entitled to on the basis of one teacher for every 70
school-census children, or fraction thereof not less than 20, as shown by the next
preceding school census, and then the number to which the county is entitled by
adding these district numbers together. He then calculates the amount of money
to be raised at the legal rate of $500 a teacher. From this amount he deducts the
quota of the State fund assigned to the county, and the remainder is the minimum
amount of the county school fund to be raised by taxation for the ensuing year,
provided that the minimum of such fund shall not be less than $6 for every census child. The county fund thus made up is then distributed to the districts in
accordance with this rule, viz, $500 for every teacher, except (1) that to districts
having less than 20 census children only $400 is assigned, and (2) that to districts
having more than 70 census children S20 additional for every such child less than
20 in number shall be allowed. All school moneys remaining in the treasury after
this apportionment has been made are then divided among the districts of the
county in proportion to the average daily attendance upon each district during
the preceding school year. District taxes may also be raised, subject to certain
legal conditions (Appendix C).
ED
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The subcommittee does not feel called upon to deal with all the States, or even
with all the peculiar modes of distributing school moneys. It believes that the
enumeration of particulars now made is ample for the present purpose. Some
remarks upon the leading rules or methods of distribution are, however, called for.
1. Distribution according to the school census or enumeration is open to a serious
objection, viz, it does not carry the money where it is most needed. For example,
two districts lie side by side, one having 20 and the other 40 youths of school age;
the second district draws twice as much money as the other, but the cost of keeping up the two schools is practically the same. The same would be true of two
township units, unless the schools were consolidated. The result is that the district or township that needs the most help receives the least. The rule is simple
and easily worked, but it tends partially to defeat the end of State or county aid.
2. The same objection holds against rules based on the school enrollment or on
attendance, only with somewhat diminished force. Again, if the enrollment is
followed, or attendance for a brief time, there is danger that some children will
go to school long enough to be counted, and then drop out. Besides, such rules of
distribution work in favor of the graded schools and against the rural schools, on
accolmt of their larger enrollment and more regular attendance.
3. Taking everything into account, the subcommittee is inclined to think that
a fixed sum or sums, based on an arbitrary unit or units, is most equitable.
Examples of such rules are furnished by the States of Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
New York, New Jersey, and California. The most se1ious objection to such rules
is that they are necessarily complicated; some of those given .above are quite complicated. Then, if the fixed sum is so much a teacher, as in New York, or so much
a district, as in Rhode Island and New Jersey, there is a temptation to the unuue
multiplication of schools or teachers. But this point can be safeguarded by fixing
statutory limitations, as in California. No rule can be devised that will not be
open to objection. The subcommittee does not believe it possible to invent any
rule of distribution that will well accomplish the purpose of taxing large units for
the benefit of small ones, unless it rests on the school or the teacher as a unit
with the necessary qualifications. The Massachusetts rule is open to the objection
that the school needs of towns can not always be measured by low valuations of
property assessed for taxation, as the number of pupils to be educated is also a
factor. If the method of distribution now recommended is objected to as an
exclusive one, then it may be supplemented by basing a part of the appropriation
on the school census, enrollment, or attendance. The resort to the United States
census is most objectionable, as great changes of population occur in the course of
ten years.
The difference in the working of the school-census method and the fixed-sum
method of distribution is well shown by comparing the statistics of two States.
For the fiscal year ending November 15, 1 '95, the mill tax of Ohio produced
$1,720,922. Of the 88 counties 40 paid more into the fund than they received from
it, while 48 paid less than they received. Some of the major counties of the State
received more from the fund than they paid into it, while minor counties paid
more than they received. For the yea1· 1896 the city of Cleveland actually received
2,61G.Gi more from the State than it paid to the State. Assuredly, a rule that
makes the agricultural counties of Ohio, or many of them, contribute to the education of Cleveland, the mo t populou city in the State, is a travesty of common
sen .
~u! the ame year Cincinnati paid in round numbers '70,000 more than it received.
Thi 1 h~rclly bct~r than repealing the mill tax outright, and letting the burden
f ducation fall dire tly upon the iti and townships. On the other hand the
Stat of .i. ew York, in 18~G, paid a total gen ral school tax of ·1 06" 903 of h' · h
-o 00
.
. 1 d. .
'
'
'
w lC
,., . . was m~m
Y 1. tnbu el to th counti s arrain. Fifty-four of the
GO counties received more from this tax than they contributed to it; only 6
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counties paid more than they received. Erie County paid $241,.59'7 and received
18,3,4.60; while the corresponding figures for Kings and New York counties were
$503,603 anc1 $3 7.879, and $1,884,5 4 and $636,133, respectively. The New York
rule does bring the strong to the help of the weak.
A question arises in respect to separate funds for buildings, the payment of
teachers, and. incidental expenses. In the opinion of the subcommittee such divi•
sion is desirable. The neec1 of providing new buildings is often mn.de an excuse
by boards of education for keeping down the salaries of teachers. The triple fund
would not indeed prevent such injustice, which makes teache1·s as such contribute
to buildings, but it wourn tend in that direction. It is often stipulated in school
laws that State funds apportioned to communities shall be wholly applied to the
payment of teachers. This is a wholesome regulation. The cost of grounds,
buildings, and incidental expenses should be met by local taxes r other local
funds. Touching the division of the cost of public education, State Superintendent Stetson, of Maine. in a. private communication, thus defines the prospective
policy of that State: "Local communities shall provide school lots and school
buildings, and keep the same in repair. Two-thirds of the money raised for main•
taining schools shall come from tho State and one-third from the local communi ties.
The n.p-portionment of tho money to the several municipalities shall be upon the
basis of average attendance. Wo shall also try to get a law prohibiting towns
from receiving State aid, if they maintain schools having less than a certain average attendance." Such a law as this would serve to prevent the undue multiplication of districts, and would even work a certain measure of consoliuation.
The distribution of taxes levied on railroads, telegraphs, long-distance telephone
lines, express companies, and tho like, is an important question. In some States,
as New York, Texas, and Ohio, school taxes levied on railro:i.ds inure to the exclusive benefit of the districts or townships through which t.he tracks run, excluding
any State tax that may be levied on such property. This rule the sub ommittee
regards as unjust. The location of railroads is determined largely by physical
conditions, and the mere fact that a line happens to run through its territory,
where probably not a dollar of the stock or bonds is owned, is no reason why a
district or township should profit thereby to the exclusion of other and less fortunate districts or townships.
In Pennsylvania the taxes on railroads are paid into,the State treasury and are
distributed by the legislature along with other revenues, the public schools, nor•
mal schools, and colleges being included among the objects of the appropriation.
California has a similar provision. The mode of distributing the Michigan specific tax has already been described. It is believed that such reyenues as the fore.
going should inure to the common benefit of the State; but what is here said, let
it be remarked, in no way relates to pending controversies about the-taxation of
railroads or other similar property.
The Nebraska law contains one excellent feature that is wo1·thy of mention.
All public high schools in the State that, as determined by the State department
of education, have a proper equipment of teachers, appliances, and course of study,
are open to attendance by any person of school age residing outside the district
who is a resident of the State and whose education can not be profitably carried on
in the public school of the district of his residence. Such pupil must have acertificate signed by the county superintendent that he has completed the commonschool course prescribed by the State department for work below the high school.
He must attend at the high school nearest to his residence or at a high school of
approved grade in the county of his r esidence. Any school board that furnishes high-school instruction to such pupil is authorized to charge 50 cents a week
for the time that he has been in attendance, and it is made the duty of the county
board to pay all such bills out of the county school fund. Massachusetts and
Ohio, and perhaps other States also, provide for educ.ating qualified pupils in high
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schools m other p.1aces than those where they reside, provided there are no home
schools for them to attend, and this without cost to themselves. A~ :Massachusetts
is the only State that makes the provision of hif;h schools compulsory under any
circumstances, it may be well to mention the principal features of the State law
in regard to that subject. Every town having a population of 4,000 persons or500
families is obliged to maintain a high school, the grade of the school depending
somewhat upon the fact whether it has the larger or the smaller population.
Pupils living in towns that are not required to maintain a high school can attend
any neighboring high school that will receive them. In such cases the State pays
the tuition of the pupil, provided the valuation of the town in which he resides
does not exceed $500,000; if the valuation does exceed that amount the town pays
the tuition. High-school tui.tion is, therefore, wholly free to every qualified pupil
in the State.
ORGANIZATION.

The subcommittee is not here interested in the subject of school organization
further than it relates to school maintenance. Its relations to teaching, supervision, and studies are topics belonging to other divisions of the general report.
The statement and enforcement of two propositions will answer the present
purpose.
I. The first proposition is that the township-unit system is far superior to the
district system, and should be substituted, if practicable, for that system wherever
it exists. The superiority of the town or township as an administrative unit is as
great as its superiority as a taxing unit. The principal advantages are the
following:
1. If the schools of a township are under a single board elected from the township at large, schoolhouses will far more likely be built where they are needed
than under the other system.
2. Equality of school provision will be much more fully secured in respect to
schoolhouses and grounds, length of school terms: and the ability and character of
teachers.
3. The tendency will not be to multiply schools unduly, but to restrict their
number, bringing together more scholars, and thus making better ciassification,
grading, and teaching poss·ble, and increasing the interest and enthusiasm of the
pupils.
4. Better supervision can be secured. The county superintendent can deal more
effectively and easily with one board in a township than with six, ten, or twelve;
while township and township-union supervision will be greatly promoted.
5. Simplicity and economy of administration will be facilitated, and the sense
of official responsibility be enhanced.
G. The tendency will be to employ teachers for longer terms, and thereby to
restrict, in a considerable degree, the evils that fl.ow from frequent changes. On
this point the statistics of Mr. Gass, presented in this report, may be mentioned.
7. The strifes and contentions between districts that are now not infrequent
will be p1·eventecl.
8. Transfers of pupils from school to school will be made more easy.
9. The reason la t to be m entioned is perhaps the strongest of all. The relations of the township-unit system to school consolidation have already been sugge ted. The township yst m does not necessitate such consolidation, although
it ig likely to work that wn.y; but con ·olidation is almo t wholly dependent upon
that system; school will not be cons lidated in great numbers if a plurality of
di. trict chool boards h ve to do the work.
:'h ubcommit
has statecl that th adoption of the township-unit system
will lJ f llow d 1,y th· r form that hav be n mentioned. It is not, indeed,
meant that snch will l h nuvaryiu , r ult. Th re will be xc ptions-perhaps
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many excoptions-wh n the whole country is considered, but the tendency will be
strong in the directions named, or such will be the general character of the result.
Not only is this the suggestion of common ense, but it is the teaching of experience as well. (Appendix E.)
The town-unit school y::;tem was the ancient system of New England. The
classic-school law enacted by the general court of Massachusetts in 1648 ordered
that the towns shoulcl found schools on their reaching a certain number of householders, the teachers to be paid either by the parents of such children as resorted
to them for instruction or by the inhabitants in general by way of supply, as those
who ordered the prudentials of the town should appoint. The word '< township"
is also u ed in the law.
onnecticutfollowed tho example of Massachu etts. The
original New England town, which was a small concentration of population, wa
w 11 adapted to thi. system. Bnt "as the population of each little nucleus of
settlement spread itself out from tho center of the original 'plantation,' it early
beeame convenient, in Massachusett and Connecticut at 1 ast, to allow neighboring families at a distance from the local concentration or nucleus, to form themselves into a school district.,. The original chur h parishes were divided in the
same way. If these .districts had been founded merely for the purpose of Rchool
supply, or to regulate attendance, there would have b n, under the conditions
existing, no objection to their formatiou, but the contrary. Unfortunately, however, these new districts also became units of school maint nanc , bodies corporate
and politic. These distriets app ar at first to have existecl by sufferance merely,
but the celebrated s hool law of 17 9 legalized them, thus paving the way for the
general introduction of tbe new system. Horace Mann c.1 clarcd in bis Tenth
Annual Report: ''Iconsic1erthelawot17 9 -:, -:, -::- authorizingtownstodivide
them •·elves into distri ·t the most unfortunate law on tho subject of ommon
schools ever enacted in the State." Still this "act was not repealed until manufacturing had re tored those concentrations of population which in the early colonies had invited township control of school affairs." This was finally clone. Mr.
Mann in the same report (p. 37) bore this testimony to the superiority of the town
system:
As a general fact, the schools of undistricted towns are greatly superior to those
in districted towns-and for obvious reasons. The first class of towns-the undis•
tricted-provide all the schoolhouses, and, through the agency of the school
committee, employ all the teachers. If one good schoolhouse is provided for any
section of the town, all the other sections, having contributed their respective
portions of the expense to erect the goocl house, will demand one equally good for
theqiselves; and the equity of sueh a demand is so obvious that it can not be
resisted. If, on the other hand, each section were a separate district, and bound
for the whole expeuse of a n ew house if it should erect one, it would be tempted
to continue an old house long after it had ceased to be comfortable, and, indeed,
as experience has too often sadly proved, long after it has ceased to be tenantable.
So, too, in undistricted towns we never see the painful, antirepublican contrast
of one school in one section kept all the year round by a teacher who receives $100
a month, while in another section of the same town the school is kept on the minimum principle, both as to time and price, and, of conrse, yielding only a minimum
amount of benefit, to say nothing of probable and irremediable evils that it may
inflict. In regard to supervision, also, if the school committee is responsible for the
condition of all the schoo;s, it is constrained to visit all alike, to care for all alike,
and, as far as possible, to aim in all at the production of equal results, because
any partiality or favoritism will be rebuked at the ballot box. In undistricted
towns, therefore, three grand conditions of a prosperous school, viz, a good house,
a good teacher, and vigilant superintendence, are secured by motives which do
not operate, or operate to a very limited extent, in districted towns. Under the
nondistricting system it is obvious that each section of a town will demand at
least an equal degree of accommodation in the house. of talent in the teacher, and of
attention in the committee; and should any selfish feelings be indulged it is some
consolation to reflect that they, too, will be harnessed to the car of improvement.
The district system was at one time universal, and it exists in some form in a
great majority of the States to-day. In Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
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and New Jersey it has been wholly swept away. In Connecticut and Rhode
Island the town system is permissive and exists side by side with the district syst em. The township system exists in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Indiana. It is
permissive in the upper peninsula of Michigan, in Wisconsin, and in l\'Iinnesota,
and doubtless in other States. It varies somewhat in the organization of the local
authority. The Massachusetts school committee consists of three members, or a
multiple of three, elected from the town at large. In New Jersey the board consists of three, five, or nine members, as the town may elect. The Ohio board
consists of delegates or representatives elected by the subdistricts, one each. .A
single trustee elected by the people manages the schools of a township in Indiana,
except that he is assisted by a director in each attendance district who looks after
incidental local matters. Considering the great superiority of the township system over the district system, it is not a little strange that its introduction in the room of its competitor
should ha,ve been so stea.dily resisted as it has been. This opposition is due in
part to the power of conservative habit, in part to the belief that the district
system is mo1·e democratic, and in part to the popular fondness for office holding,
all conjoined with much misconception and ignorance in respect to the merits of
tho two systems. It has also been urged in favor of the district by politicians that
it is the best unit for canvassing the States for political purposes. Certainly it
can not be objected to the township system in its pure form that it is not sufficiently democratic. In 1875 there were 15,087 teachers employed in teaching the
common schools in Ohio, and there were in the State n.t the same time more than
3.3,000 school directors and members of boa,rds of education charged with the
administration of the schools. This, assuredly, is an excess of democracy.
The "community" system is much worse than the district system, and fortunately it is confined to a singlB State. The Texas law permits parents, guardians,
or other persons having control of children of scholastic age, 1·esiding in any one
of the so-called "community" counties (35 in number out of a total of 250),
to unite and organize themselves into a free-school community entitled to the
benefits of the available school fund belonging to the county, upon complying
with certain prescribed conditions. The persons so uniting ,and organizing fir t
address a petition to the county judge, who is ex-officio county superintendent of
schools, duly signed by the petitioners, setting forth that the community is white
or black, as the case may be, giving an alphabetical list of the names of children
of scholastic age within the limits proposed, describing the capacity of the schoolhouse and the character of the other conveniences that the petitioners have to
offer, naming persons to act as trustees, etc. The matter then passes into the
hands of the judge, who has no discretionary power in the premises. He may not
even throw aside such a petition either because it is signed by few persons or
because the alphabetical list carries few names. The law does not fix any minimum number in either case. If the people of a neighborhood desire a school, no
matter how few they may be, a school the judge must grant them. The "community" is a voluntary district in the strict sense of the term, having legal existence for one yea.-r only, and having no authority to levy a local school tax, and the
evils that attend it are far greater than those that call o loudly for the abolition
of the district sy tem wh rever that is practicable. The people of Texas can,
however, congratulate themselves that the "community'' school, which plainly
originated in 1>ion r ociety, has lost ground in later years.
In the South, and in those Western States that have the county system of local
gov rnment, the only practical alternative to the district sy-tem of school organization i a county sy tern. It mu t be remembered that in these tates the town
or town hip d
not xi ~t. Fortunately, such a syst mis not altog ther unknown.
In a f · coun ie of
orgia it ha, been in successful operation for a number of
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years. These are the principal features of the system as it exists in Richmond
County. in which the city of Augusta is situated:
The county is the unit area of organization, and the rural pairts and the urban
parts of the county district, as far as practicable, are treated just alike. A board
of education, composed of representatives elected by the people of the county for
the term of three years, one-third retiring each year, manages all the schools. The
school tax is levied at a uniform rate upon all the property of the county, without
revision by any other authority and without any limit as to rate or amount. The
county and State ~unds are di tributed to the schools according to the number of
children to be educated. There is no district tax. The same qualifications are
required for country and for city teachers. The teachers are treated as nearly
alike as the conditions admit, and they are paid about the same salaries. The
schools are in session the same length of time in a year, nine calendar months.
The country schoolhouses, on the average, are situated 4 miles apart and no child
is out of walking distance of a school open nine months in the year and taughtby
a good teacher. One superintendent has charge of all the schools. Augusta has
nine-tenths of the taxable property of the county, but only three-fourths of the
school population. In other words, the rural part of the county pay one-tenth of
the school tax and receive the benefit of one-fourth of it. For the most part, these
are excellent provisions. The county would seem to be the natural area unit for
popular schools under the county system of local government. The subcommittee
confidently believes that this mode of school organization has a great future before
it in the United States (Appendix D).
II. In those parts of the country where o2dstiug physical and social conditions
render it practicable there should be such a consolidation of rural schools as will
diminish the existing number of schools, schoolhouses, and teachers, and bring
together, at advantageous points, the pupils who are now divided and cattered
among the isolated schools of the township or other similar district. This step
should be taken in the interest of good education as well as of public economy.
To make this reform possible, the children, as far as may be nece sary or practicable, must be conveyed to and from the schoolhouses at public expense.
How absolutely fatal to good schools the existing conditions are in many parts
of the country, statistics show most conclusively. State Superintendent Wells, of
Wisconsin, reported in 1894 that his State had 183 districts wh:>se average attendance the previous year was not more than 5 each; that 8.38 others were not above
10 each; while 2,481 more did not exceed 20 each. " In other words, ' he said,
"8,522 country districts, about three-fifths of the total number, have an average
attendance not exceec1ing 20, and about two-fifths above that average, with the
great majority near the lower margin." 1
Mr. H. R. Gass, of Michigan, citing the State report for his authority, states in
a published. paper that in 1886 the country schools of Calhoun County in that
State required 158 teachers, and that they employed 842 different ones in the course
of the year. The average length of the school in the district was 8.4 months,
while the average term for which the teachers were employed was but8.8months.
He cites a second county that presents like statistics, and then observes: '' The
ratio of the number [of teachers] required to the number employed is about the
same as this throughout the State, the tenure being longer in the newer than in the
older counties." This state of things Mr. Gass attributes to the prevalence of the
district system! He refers to Massachusetts and Indiana, where changes of teachers
are much less frequent and teachers' tenures much longer than in Michigan.
While two teachers on an average were employed in Michigan for a school every
year, but few schools in the other States employed more than one. In the same
State at the present time there are over 1,000 districts that enumerate less than 25
1

"The Township System of School Government." Madison, 189!.
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children of school age each, while 70 counties contain 468 districts that enumerate
less than 15 each. The statistics at hand do not show the actual size of the schools.
Nor are the small schools found in the newer a,nd poorer parts of the State only;
the oldest and richest counties have their fair share of them. In fact, the newer
parts of a State often have the largest and best schools. Not only so, the oldest
and most densely populated States frequently make a very poor showing. In
1894-95 there were 7,529 school districts in New York, in each of which the aver•
age attendance upon school during the year varied from 1 to 20 pupils, whiie the
average daily attendance in each of 2, 983 districts was less than.10 pupils (Appendix I). In 1893 Vermont had 153 schools of G pupils or less each. In 1892 State
Superintendent Luce, of Maine, reported that the average enrollment in the
schools of that State for the previous year was less than 25 pupils to a school, and
that the number of districts having less than 25 was larger than the number having more. He declared that there were probably between 1,000 and 1,200 existing
schoohiin the State whose enrollment was 12 or less, and that 600 or 800 schools
then existing could be abolished without detriment. 1 Twenty-five years ago a
large number of schools on the Western Reserve, Ohiu, long famed for schools,
had dwindled to the most insignificant size. Still other statistics of similar import will be found in the report of the subcommittee· on instruction and discipline. Attention is drawn particularly to those relating to Rhode Island and
Massachusetts.
'
But it is needless to multiply statistics or to insist at length that thousands of
rural schools furnish their pupils with a miserable preparation for the duties of
life. When we consider the various elements that enter into good education , and
especially training for social activities, it is not too much to say that a very small
school is almost necessarily a very poor school. The facts are notorious. Hitherto
it has been supposed that, although the cities and towns surpassed the rural districts in higher education, the rural districts contained a smaller proportion of
illiterate persons. This has been the prevailing view in the Northern States, and
probably it was once in accord with the facts. The cities have been considered
the great hives of illiteracy. But there is now grave reason to question whether
the fact is not often the other way. Certainly it is so in the only State where, so
far as the subcommittee is informed, the subject has been statistically investigated. 2 But however this may be, a remedy for the unsatisfactory state of the
rural schools is one of th e pressing needs of the day. What can b e done? One
thing that can be done is to consolidate many of the small schools by carrying
back and forth such pupils as n eed t o be carried, and thus, by one stroke, cr eate
several of the conditions of good schools. The interest that this subject is beginning to awaken is one of the hopeful signs of the times.
Quoted by Mr. Gass. See " Transactions of the Michigan State Teachers' Association, 1887."
The State r eferred to i s Michigan. According to the State census of 1894 the ratios of the
foreign-born persons in the cities of the State, 10 years of age or more, unable to read and write,
and iu the State at large, were practicnlly the same, 84 in 1,000. But the ratios of the native-born
in the cities, in the State at large, and therefore in the country districts, were quite different.
In the cities it was U in 1,000; in the State at large, 21 in 1 ,000; in the countr y, 24' in 1,000. For
every U persons 10 years of age or upward in the cities unn.ble to read and write there were 2-1
in the country ; that is, the r atio in the conn try is 70 per cent greater than that in the cities. If
the country rate of illiteracy could be reduced to the city rate, the•number of illiterates of tho
native-born population 10 years of ag and upward unable to read and write would be reduced
abo 1t 8,000. Several facts, n doubt, enter into th explanation or th greater illiteracy of the
country distric , but the mo. t important of them is the inferiority of the country schools. It
docs n?t expln.in matters to say that Michigan is comparatively o. now State: that much of it ii
thinly Rettled; that it contain large lumbering and mining district. , tc. Th fact is that in the
old• t and w lthiest; part of :\Ii big nth citi s, a a rule, surpa tho counti sin which th y
ar ituatcdinro:~pc ttop'>11ularin lli~ nc. TllccityofD troitro.nk. di tinctlybirrhorthan
WayLo ounty, and th<> m m·i b
id of h citi of !rand R~pi<lR ancl Ann Arl>or as compar d with K nt and ai h n w ·ounti . Tho c,nnti 11am d contain the •itics m ntion~d.
1
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It was Massachusetts that led the way in developing the district Aystem, and it
is Massachusetts that is leading the way in consolidation. An act that dates from
1869 authorizes any town in the Commonwealth to raise money by taxation to
enable the school committee, in its discretion, to provide for the conveyance of
pupils to and from the public schools at public cost. The towns were already
empowered to build schoolhouses wherever they were really needed. Availing
themselves of these powers, many towns have entered upon the work of consolidating their schools. How the work goes on is shown by the following table
exhibiting the sums of money paid for public-school transportation for a series of
years:
Year.

Amount.

1888--89_ ----- - -··-· - _··-- __ -··· .... --· · $22,118.38
1889-\JO_ -···- ___ . _-···- _--··- _____ --·-· 24,145.12
1800-91-..... .. . . .... .... ... . .. .. ...... 30,648.68
1891-92. --··· ............ ---· -- .. . . . ... 38,726.07

Y ar.
1892-93 ........• ····- ...... -···· .... ···Ul93-9.J: __ ··--. _...... . . .... ...• •. . . •...
1894-95---··· ...... -··· ----. · · ··- ••....
1895-96.. .... .... .... ... . .. . . ...•. .. ...

Amount.
$50,590.41
63,617.68
76,{i08.29
91,136.11

The movement has extended beyond Massachusetts and reached every one of the
New England States. In these States many hundreds of schools have been consolidated, and with the most gratifying results. Occasionally an unsuccessful
experiment is reported, but the great stream of testimony runs strono-ly the other
way. Longer school terms, better teachers, better grading, bett r instruction,
more interest in the pupils, greater physical comfort on the part of the children,'
better supervision-these are the claims that are made for the n w departure
(Appendixes E and F). Other things being equal the new way is never more
exp nsive than the old one, and often it is less expensive.
The movement has spread beyond New England. In 1 94 a law was enacted in
New Jersey providing for the transportation of pupils at public expense in order
that rural schools might be consolidated with city ones. A most interesting
experiment in consolidation is being tried in northeastern Ohio, where some
schools had already died out and many more were lingering on the verge of death.
Permissive legislation has been obtained in several counties, and alrea<ly many
townships are working the plan successfully, while many others are looking on
expectantly and are apparently on the point of making the new departure. The
newspapers are quick to note the innovation, and it is already attracting attention
beyond the borders of the State (Appendix F).
The distinct pedagogical advantages of consolidation are much more fully set
forth in the reports on supply of teachers and instruction and discipline than here.
In this report the topic is dealt with mainly as it is related to organization and
administration. The fact is, however, the several aspects of consolidation are
foseparably connected. As a rule, whatever promotes simplicity and ease of
administration promotes good instruction, and vice versa. No one of the subcommittees that handle the subject for a moment supposes that there is any charm
in the word "consolidation" to cast all the evil spirits out of the rural school, but
they all believe, after giving the subject mature consideration, that great possibilities of improvement lie in that direction. It is perfectly true that the consolidation remedy can not be universally applied, because physical and social conditions
often forbid. The fact is that a large proportion of the children of the land will
be schooled in little schools-rural schools, ungraded schools-or they will not be
schooled at all. Suggestions looking to the improvement of these schools will be
found in the reports of all the subcommittees, but insistence is here placed upon
the fact that the consolidation remedy can be applied on a grand scale, with the
largest promise of success.
In most States some new legislation will be necessary to that end 1 but not in all.
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Wherever the township-unit system exists, the first step, and the long step, has
already been taken. In such States it should not be difficult to secure the needed
legislation in relation to transportation. State Superintendent Emery, of Wis•
consin, has already notified the people of his State that the laws contain all the
provisions that are necessary to enable them to move at once in the direction of
school consolidation.
It is important that the consolidation reform shall not be misunderstood. It
does not necessarily mean that there shall be only one school in a town or township. It does not mean either that parts of different townships or counties shall
not be comprised in one school. These questions are merely matters of detail, and
their adjustment will depend upon such factors as the size of townships, the distribution of villages or other local centers, the direction and condition of roads,
streams, and bridges, the distribution of population, and the physical configuration of the township and the adjacent parts of the country.
It is noteworthy how the different phases of educational reform all tend to hold
together. In the Northern States the cause of sch-)()! consolidation depends intimately upon the adoption of the township-unit system. A certain amount of
consoliclation can be effected by the abolition of small districts; it may be possible,
also, for several independent districts to merge their schools into one, for the time
at least, and still preserve their independence; but it is manifest that the first plan
will not prove effectual and that the second one will be infrequent and precarious.
The subcommittee believes confidently, therefore, that the fortune of effectual
consolidation is closely bound up with the fortune of the township-unit system.
It is also notewort.hy, let it be remarked again, how different social elements
tend to attract one another and so to coalesce. School consolidation, especially
its practicability, turns largely upon means of cheap, safe, and easy communication throughout the school area. Here we touch a question intimately relating to
social progress that has been receiving increasing attention the last few years.
Reference is made to the improvement of roads. Those who have been promoting
this movement have not probably regarded it as a n1easure of educational reform;
but such it is. Perhaps there is no rural interest of a social nature that would be
more decidedly enhanced by good roads than the educational interest. The people
of some of the towns of Ohio, where the new plan is being tried, claim this as a
decided advantage, that the drivers of the omnibuses serve as carriers for the
mails between the farmhouses and the post offices, thus promoting the dHiuflion
of intelligence in still another way.
Only a single point remains to be pressed, but it must be pres~ed strongly. This
is the necessity of lengthening materially the time that the country schools on the
average are in session each year and the securing of a more regular attendance of
the pupils. The legal years now vary widely in different States, and the practical
or real years still more widely. Some communities always surpass the legal minimum of time, others as regularly fall below it. In the thickly settled State of
the East the rmal schools are in session eight, nine or ten months in the year;
but often in the South, and som times in the West, one-half the shortest of these
terms is not reach d. The legal year is frequently absurdly short. Until two
years ago the 1ichigan y ar was but three months and now it is but five months.
It is quite unnecessary to argue that hort chools are, evenly relatively, poor
schools. ~n orde~ to havo a good school it i nece ary not only to bring pupils
together m cons1 derabl number , but aL o to hold them to the work a certain
number of hon~ e h clay and a cert in number of days each year. Thero must
b a <"one ~trabon of ffort as of pupils. It i as wasteful a method of education
to send children to _chool v nty or ei hty day in tho year as it i to end them
~o or th7 8 hours m th".' · y.
r on int r st cl in popular ducation, ancl partlcularly m rural clue 10n hould not r st therefore in their efforts until they
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have made the legal school year in every State at least one hnndred and sixty or
one hundred and eighty days.
But it will not be enough for the State simply to fix a minimum school year; it
mu t see to the enforcement of the law. The law should hold communities to a
1·igid accountability in respect to maintaining -chools of legal grade for the full
legal periods, to employing none but certificated teachers, and making all the
required reports to the State educational department. Most school laws contain
such provisions as these, but it' is feared that they are not always enforced. The
only practicable mode of enforcement is absolutely to withhold from tho local
organizations all aid from the superior taxing uuits, as the State, until they first
observe the law.
And again it will not suffice for the State to see that the prescribed quality of
instruction is actually furnishetl. It might perhaps be thought that if the State
only provided local schools and made them free the people would be only too glad
to avail themselves of them to the full, but sad experience shows that this is not
always the case. The indifference, ignorance, and selfishness of some parents come
betwe n their children and the schools. In communities where the school attendance is compulsory some parents are in an almost constant battle with the authorities to keep their children out of the school as much as possible. It is possible
that such extreme indifference or selfishness a this is more common in cities than
in the country; and yet it is true, as a rule, that the country child's labor, especially the fa1·m boy's labor, has a greater money value than the city child's labor,
and that the farmer is therefore under a specia.l temptation to keep his boys out
of school. On the whole, there is quite as much need of an efficient ompulsory
attenclance law in the country as in the city, and perhaps more.
The subcommittee has not taken space to discuss, fa general, the common eclucation that the American States are now furnishh1g the American people. That
is a large subject, and for the most part lies outside the field of the present inquiry.
It will suffice to say on this large question that the people had better pay what
they do pay for what they get than to go without it, or even twice, thrice, or four
times the sum; but at the same time they mjght receive and shoulcl receive a great
deal more for their money than at present. This is particularly true of tho rural
schools. No doubt there are many excellent schools in the country, but on the
whole it may well be doubted whether any money that is expended in the people's
interest is expended more wastefully than what goes to the country schools.• No
doubt the country school has points of advantage over the city school, as the fr er
communion with nature, but on the whole it is inferior. The typical" little red
schoolhouse," so invested with sentiment, is a costly and unsatisfactory institution
of education. Owing to social changes, in many parts of the country it is much
less efficient and useful, at least relatively, than once it was, and a new organization is imperatively called for. Something should be done to stop the wasteful
expenditure of the public money. State Superintendent Stetson, speaking for his
State, puts the case thus in a communication to the subcommittee:
I have devoted quite a number of pages in my report [1895] to showing the
people of Maine that we are wasting an enormous sum of money in this State
because of the unbusinesslike methods which are used in the exper.1diture of its
school funds. This waste is made in every direction in which money is spent.
We pay more than we need to for school lots, the erection of school buildings, the
furnishing of school appliances, text-books, fuel, making repairs, etc. The waste
along these lines aggregates more than one-third of a million of dollars each year.
I hav~ shown i~ the r eport that the money which we spend for common schools is
~uffic1ent to mamtain schools t~ught by professionally trained teachers and super~ntended by ~ompetent supermtendents; that in addition to doing these two
1mp~rtant things we would have money enough left to supply them with the
apph~nces necessary for a successful school, and also furnish the needed apparatus, library books, an~ m3:ke all the needed repairs and additions.. I feel th_at. I
have demon,strated tl;us pomt so that there will be no further question about it m
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the State of Maine. The whole matter turns upon the simple point that we are
alarmingly wasteful in our expenditure of school money.
Personally I am in favor of local communities being responsible for providing
school buildings. I think two-thirds of the funds required for the maintenance of
the common schools should be furnished by the State, and that the other third
should be raised by local taxation; that the State should examine all teachers and
issue all licenses to teach; that towns thus receiving State aid must employ
teachers who hold such certificates. The State should inspect the school accounts
of the towns receiving State aid.
The subcommittee deems it advisable, now that the whole ground has been
covered, to restate the ·fundamental propositions that have been urged in this
report. These all start from the one central postulate that a provision of funds
sufficient for their adequate support is essential to the existence and life of good
schools. The threefold division of the subject will be preserved in the summary.
I. REVENUE.

1. The great resource of the public schools is, and must continue to be, some
form or forms of public taxation.
2. Such areas or units of taxation should be created, or continued if already in
existence, as will fully develop the sound American principle that the whole
wealth of the State shall be made available for educating all the youth of the
State.
3. To accomplish this end, resort must be had to the larger units of taxation,
especially where population is sparse and wealth meager. The following recommendations must be specifically urged: (1) A liberal provision of funds from the
State treasury; (2) a county tax in at least all the county-system States; (3) a
town or township tax in the States where this civil division exists; (4) taxes in
special districts; that is, in cities and villages. The school district, in the commonly accepted sense of that term, is not a desirable taxing unit, but quite the
contrary, and should be abolished as such unit.
II. DISTRIBUTION.

1. Funds raised by the large political or social units for general school purposes

shoT.ld be distributed in such a way as to bring the rich and the strong to the help
of tb.e poor and the weak.
2. Such rules of distribution should be adopted as will accomplish this end. In
order to do this, distribution must be based, to a certain extent at least, upon
fixed or arbitrary units; that is, so inuch money must be given to the school or to
the teacher.
3. The large taxing units should render assistance to the small ones only upon
the condition that the small ones first do something for themselves.
III. ORGANIZATIO~.

1. In the States where the town or mixed system of local government exists, the

town or township Rchool system should, as far as practicable, be substituted for
the district system; in the county-system States the county-school sy tem is the
natural alternative to the <list.rict system.
2. In tho. e l)arts of the country where existing physical and sodal conditions
reml r it practicable, ther should be such a consoliclation f rural schools as will
dimin i. h the existing n mb r of school , schoolhouses, and teachers. and bring
together, at adrnntag on point , the pupils who are now divided and scattered
among th isol, ted s ho ls of th toW1 hip or other similar districts.
!3. Th re iJ ur"'cnt neo<l of lengthen.in"' materially the time that the country
s ·hool , on the av rag nr · in
. ion ach year. The ideal shoulcl be a minimum
ch ool Y ar in CYery
f at le, ·ton hund1·ed and sL ty or one hundred and
i ,h yd· y .
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The subcommittee does not oxpect t see, ano. doe3 not desire to see, the school
systems of the country all brought to one uniform pattern. It is too we~l aware
of the great diversity of conditions that exist to think such a thing is possible.
Even more, a certain variety, and so conflict, of systems is conducive to life,
activity, and improvement. Neither is the subcommittee under any illusions as
to what is possible, or probable, in a field of education so vast as that offered by
the United States, with tho great number of authorities, State and. local. At the
same time there are certain general laws governing successful school systems and
schools that can not be ignored. Some of the principal of these la.ws have been
set forth above; and it is believed that their general recognition will be followed
by a marked improvement of the common schools, and so of the popular education
of the country.
, 'ome persons may ask, "How shall the rrinciples laid down in this report be
made practical?" "How shall they bee tablished in communities or tates where
they do not exi t, or exist only in part?" To these que tions only a general answer
is needed. The State legislature, the lawmaking authority, is the only source of
power in relation to education, as well as in relation to all other branches of the
State government. Accordingly, if the school law is defective and weak, the
legislature must be called upon to repair and strengthen it. No progress can be
mad~ without an efficient law ancl efficient school authorities.
But how shall the legislature be induced to act in the premises? In precisely
tho same way that it is induced to act in other matters. Facts, arguments, persuas:on, mu t be addressed to the members of the legislature. Above all it is
important that the public mind shall be informed as fully as possil>lo upon all
branches of tho subject. If the people generally know how much better schools
they might have than tho::;e that they do 11 w have, and for no moro co t, it jg
impos 'iblo to believe that they woul<l not bestir themselves io eff ct reforms.
The subcommittee marks out what it b liev s to be broad lines of educationaprogress. It enforces its views, as far as pos ible, with appropriate arguments.
But it mu t necessarily leave the application of these views and arguments to the
exigencies existing in particular communities or States to such persons, belonging
to these communities or States, as are interested in tho subject and aro familiar
with all the local facts and conditions.
B. A. HINSD.A.LE, Chairman.

W. S. SUTTON.
S. T. BLACK.
REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SUPERVISION.
The subcommittee on supervision of rural schools has taken into careful consideration the various topics submitted for investigation. Its inquiries have
extended into all the States and Territories except Indian Territory and Alaska,
and the facts are based on returns more or less full from all parts of the country.
Professional supervision is to-day regarded as an es3ential factor in our school
system. It has been observed that the schools that are closely supervised by men
who thoroughly know their business at once respond to the influence of this
supervisi0n. Expert supervision has resulted in systematic, orderly, and welldirected instruction. It is a matter of remark that the most competent superintendents have the best schools, and that cities noted for their excellence in school
work have attained this preeminence through the medium of intelligent supervision. This is also true of those counties which have come under the same
influence.
"There is no other agency in our school system that has done so much for the
improvement of our schools in organization, and in methods of instruction and
discipline, as the superintendency."
The attention of the profession, however, has been mainly directed toward
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expert supervisions in city schools, and but little heed has been paid to the demand
for such work in rural districts. It is quite time that our inquiries should be
a_irected toward the character of the supervision demanded by the country school.
If supervision through a competent superintendent is a good thfog for city schools,
there is every reason why it would be a good thing for rural schools.
STATE SUPERINTENDENT.

Although the State superintenc1ent stands at the head of the public-school system of the State, his work is more closely related to rural than to city schools.
As this r eport has reference only to the conditions of rural schools, your subcommittee will consider the duties of this officer as bearing upon that part alone of
the gener al school system. No officer connected with the administration of State
affairs requires higher or more essential qualifications than that of superintendent
of public instruction. He should be a man of high moral character, well acquainted
with approved methods and with the history and condition of education in his
State. He should be in close touch with the educational spirit of the times, and
should be one whom the profession regards as authority· in all that constitutes
excellence in school matters. It is also agreed that he should be an experienced
teacher, of broad and thorough scholarship, and a good public speaker. With
these qualifications there should be combined a large sha1·e of good common sense,
and sufficient executive ability to manage the details of his office.
The legal term of office in Massachusetts and Rhode Island is one year. In
Connecticut it is at the pleasure of the State board. In twenty States the term of
office is two years; in four States, three years; in seventeen States, four years; but
in no State does it exceed four years. The average length of term of the State
superintendent is two years and ten months. The lowest salary paid is$1,000 and
the highest $5,000 per year. The average salary is $2,475 per year. In answer to
the question as to how much time the State superintendent devotes to supervision
of schools, we had definite answers from thirty-seven States, in which we find
that nineteen of these superintendents devote more than half of their time to
visiting schools and traveling in the interest of education, and eighteen devote
less than half their time. Quite a number of the State superintendents report
that they divide their time equally between the office work and supervision. In
only a few of the States does the State superintendent exercise no supervision, and
in several the supervision is carried on through deputies or agents.
The State superintendent under present arrangements has but little time for
personal inspection of school work. The superjntendents in fourteen States visit
each county once a year and in eight States once every two years. From the other
States no definite information could be obtained. Many superintendents say, as
often as practicable; in some instances, not at all. Our information is to the effect
that most of the State superintendents devote as much time to supervision as they
can spare, but that it is generally considered secondary to work of a clerical nature.
There arc undoubtcclly in some States sections which have never been visited by
the State superintendent or his deputy.
By some means the influence of tho State superintendent should be extended
until it reaches every rural school in the tate. In all po ible ways the office
should be made u eful to the teachers and school officers. The rural schools need
thi stimulating, helpful influence moro even than tho e of the city. While in
mo t tat st~ ~ffice ha but little more than advisory powers, yet, througli lectures at a:somation an through the inspection of institutes, the State superint n l ent ought to b able to convince the teach r · of rural school that he is in clos
sympathy with tb ir work.
ho work of tho
rint ·ndent on,,.ht to be macl more cffectiv by so
, enab1 him t ·p nd mor tim in direct contact
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with tho schools all(l school officials of the State. The careful compilation of stati tics is very important, but it can be intrusted to a skillful stn.tistician, whilo
much of the routine work o.f the o1ice can be well done by clerks. The higher
and by far the more important work of directing educational movements, of
instructing the people, and of creating public opinion and arousing public interest
devolves upon the State superintendent. There is a general demand for mo::.-e
assistance in his office, longer tenure of service, and more liberal financial supp rt. His work should be so related to that of the superintendents in tho various
subdivisions of the State for school purposes that the whole may be properly articulated, and the county or town superintendents be under his direction and control. He should come in frequent contact with them by conventions held for the
purpose of instructing them in their particular duties, and should send them such
circulars and letters as may be neces ru:y t aiu. and direct them in their work.
Tho State superintendent should haT"e the power to withhold the State appropriation from all counties or school districts not complying with tho law in every
particular, because he would then hold the key to the situation ancl could enforce
his order .
The main duties of the State superintendent are not only to org::mizo and dir •ct
educational influence ancl laws already existing, but al o to go among tho people
in the spirit of Horace Mann, and, by public addresses, by the liberal use of tho
pres , and by securing the assistance of the leading men of the State, to arouse
and keep alive an interest in the cau. e of popular education. In connection with
tho rural schools especially the State superintendent not only has great possibilities
for a wise supervisory influence, but ul o great opportunities to arouse ancl instruct
the p ople.
In a majority of the States th most nee<l.ful legi lation i that which bears upon tho
orO'anization and maintenance of rural schools, and a supply of competent tea ·hers
for the same. The State superintendent, therefore, should boa man able t secure
the cooperation of the legislature for tho enactment of proper statutes. This can
be done only by one who sees clearly the great n~<.ls of the school system, anu
who is abl to go before the people and the legislature aml unite all influences to
obtain the necessary legislation. While putting into this high office any person
solely through his political affiliations is to be deprecated, the State superintendeut
shoulu. be a man who knows how to approach tho lead rs of all parties and convinc:; them of the justice and soundness of his plans, viewecl from th9 high vantage
ground of the general good.
CO"GNTY, TOW~T HIP, OR DISTRICT s -rERINTru·DEXT.

A till more important question opened for discussion is the character and
degree of supervision below that of the State superintendent. 1 Thirty-eight
State , mainly in the South and West, have county uperintendent , who,e
duty it is to visit the school and exercise the duties u ually belonging to
their office. The New England States generally have what is known as township
or district supervision, which arises in large part from their political organization. In New England the town is tho dominant political unit, while in the South
and West it is the county. The simplicity and effectiveness of supervi ion ar promoted when the units of political organization and of school administration are
identical. This condition has its limitations, however, in the amount of territory to
bs covered and in the density of popula-tio-n1 which is a varying quantity. The main
point is to bring every rural school of the country as far us possible under the
watchful care of a competent supervising officer. Responsibility is a strong
1
•
In this report the term "supervisor·• is used to include also county fmperintondent, commissioner, or any other term by which the supervising officer of a county or supervisory di.strict
is usually designated.
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stimulant. It is one of the weak points in our present system that too often the
rural school-teacher i::; responsible to no one.
In regard to the operation of the two principal methods of supervision, there is
no reason why ar:y section should abandon the practice which has been founcl
best adapted to its peculiar conditions. It must be conceded, however, that a single township, containing on an average t en or twelve schools, is too small a territory to engage profitably the· entire attention of one person. In such a case one
of two things must necessarily happen: Either the schools are supervised to the
point of interference, or the supervision becomes uncertain, feeble, and unsatisfactory. In a general way, the rural township is too small a supervisory unit.
Wherever it has been tried the supervisor has generally had some other business
to attend to, and thus his work has been found wanting iu those r esults which are
most desirable. In order that the work of overseeing and directing may be effective,
it must engage the entire time and the best thought of the supervisory officer.
A propei· remedy for this is the combination of towns for supervisory purposes.
Three, four, or five towns could be united in one supervisory district until a sufficient number of schools have been secured to engage the entire attention of one
good man. The burden of his salary could be borne by these towns in the proportion of the number of schools they contribute to his work. This plan is in operati011 in Massachusetts, and has been satisfactory. A complete expositfon of the
Massachusetts plan of supervision of township schools is found in A. W. Edson's
monograph, "Supervision of scho::>ls in Massachusetts." (Boston, 1895 ) .
In that State 253 of tho towns are ·supervised by 155 supervisors. While some
of the large towns can alone support a supervisor, several of the smaller ones
must unite to secure the services of an efficient officer. In addition to what the
towns do for themselves, the State grants to those of low valuation, when they
combine into a supervisory district, the sum of $750 to pay for a supervisor.
These towns, however, arc required to raise an additional sum equal to that furnished by the State, thus insJ1ring a sufficient sum for the employment of an
expert schoolman. By these means 93 per cent of the children of Massachusetts
have been brought under close supervision. 'rhe salary paid to a supervisor is at
least $1,500 a year, and he is enabled to devote all his time to the work and to
inspect each school once a month. It is true tha,t there are still about one hunc1red towns in Massachusetts without supervision, yet the feasibility of cooperative supervision with aid from the State is proven beyond all doubt.
"The State aid to a district amounts at present to $1,250-$750 toward the
superintendent's salary and $500 toward the salaries of the teachers. The remainder of the superintendent's salary, $750, must be raised by the towns of the district. They are at liberty, of course, to raise more than $750 for the purpose, if
they desire to do so." (Massachusetts State Report, 1895.)
What has been said regarding the combination of towns for supervisory purp':>ses can be repeated with equal emphasis as to other small divisions of territory
termed" school districts." The same principle applies here as elsewhere, that the
interests of the schools included in a given territory should be sufficient to warrant the employment of a thoroughly competent person at such a salary as would
Ju tify devoting his entire time to his work. After all has been done, there will
still be vast sections of country, especially in the West and Southwest, without
any means of efficient supervi ion.
o pre ent remedy can be devised to aid
them. It can be safely left for the everal State , as population increases, to look
afwr the int, r t of the chools in the light of the experience of older communities about them.
The wort~ of the county superintendency is acknowledged. but in many cases
the coun Y lFi too large an area. ancl contains too many t achers for one man to
properly Rnpervi . Th ounty is , much too large a unit for supervisory purpo
a the t wnship i. too mall. This r ·mark, however, cloes not apply to every
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county nor to any one State. In counties where the number of teachers is too
large for one man to supervise the county superintendent should have one or more
assistants or deputies to aid him in his work. They should be directly responsible
to him for the kind and character of their work, and should be charged solely with
supervisory duties. The importance of having one superintendent for the county
or district to whom other supervisors are responsible must be emphasized, as it
would be an error and a fruitful source of strife if in any territory there should
be two or more supervisors having concurrent jurisdiction.
TIIE COUNTY U IT.

Since this report is a symposium of suggestions for supervising rural schools, it
may not be amiss to discuss a plan of supervisory organization that has found
favor in some few counties that contain large cities as well as a rural population.
We mention it here because it has valuable features for supervising the rural
schools. There is but one school board for the entire county. One sot of men
legislates for the whole area, and it is their duty to relate tho urban and suburban
and rural schools into a sympathetic system. This is based upon the idea that
t3very city is bound to respect the people that immediately environ it. It is to the
interest of a large city to have good roads leading to it, good crops in the fields
around it, and good schools to which the farmers may send their children.
With this as a foundatio:q. principle there is but one school fund for the entire
county, raised by taxation upon all property in the county, whether it be in or out
of the city. This makes the general school fund, which i distributed upon the
basis of school population and according to the needs of the city wards and the
rural communities. The same qualification for teachers is r quired whether they
teach in a city graded school or in a country ungraded school, and the same salary
is paid to them and in the same way and for just as long a term. In this system
one superintendent is in charge of the whole area. He looks after a city graded
school one day and the next day may be 20 miles away inspecting a country school.
Expert supervision by a superintendent and his assistants is thus ext ndocl into
the rural districts, and both city and country school receive the benefit of what
there may be in each that is of real value.
Upon this plan, as a matter of course, a large portion of the school fund raised
by taxation on city property is annually distributed to the country schools. The
city is really made to assist in supporting the rural schools around it. And who
shall say it is not a good thing for the city to do, especially in agricultural sections, in which the education, liberal and special, of the farmer's child is tho probable salvation of the farming interests of the country? We should not lose sight
of the truth that the farmer's child is to'be made a useful citizen, not only content to stay in the home in which he was born and reared, if that is best, hut fitted
to fill honorably any station in life to which he may be called. To do this ho must
have all the opportunities of education and culture that the city affords. This can
be brought about in no other way than at the city's expense, for wealth is massed
in our populous centers. The expert supervision, the well-trained teacher, the
long term, the modern text-book, the good schoolhouse, can be placed at the
farmers door by the agencies of the neighboring city, that owes him this and
m~ch more (Appendix D).
TRAINED TEACHERS NEEDED IN COUNTRY SCHOOLS.

Supervision is one of the vital needs of the rural schools, since most of their
teachers are inexperienced. The number of normal-school graduates in rural
schools is lamentably small. The reason is that the normal-school graduate can
obtain a better salary by teaching in a larger field. The. demand for this class of
teachers makes their salaries so high that the country schoolR can not afford to
employ them. As soon as teachers become proficient by reason of experience
ED
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acquired in rural schools, the probabilWes are that they will be induced to seek
better poeiitions in cities where their experience and abilities will command higher
salaries.
Add to this the other fact that many young men begin to teach as a steppingstone to some other profession, and while they are teaching a country school are
studying law or medicine, and their hearts are with that rather than with teaching; and also add that many young girls teach until they marry, or as long as they
are compelled to teach, and no longer; that they have no real love for their work
and no wish to stay in it, and we see how the problems multiply.
Rural schools suffer from lack of trained teachers. In them, as a general thing,
are young graduates from the village high school, or some favorite among neighborhood families, or a type of ancient teacher whose placid life is not disturbed
by the vexing problems of his profession. This raw material must be developed,
made shapely, orderly, and systematic, if time is to be saved to the children, and
schools properly supported. A bright and live supervisor will bring order out of
confusion, harmony out of discord, and will give life and beauty to that which
before was inert and ungainly.
·Teaching is a great a1·t, based on a profound science. The supervisor is the
expert who has given this art and science his careful attention and whose business it is both to know how to teach and to show others the way of teaching.
He can in some measure c;-ompensate for the lack of skilled work in the school by
closely supervising and guiding inexperienced teachers and showing them what
to do. An expert is one who possesses skill gained by practice. A supervisor
who claims to be an expert should have experimental knowledge of "the how to
teach." He is supposed to have given careful attention to those things which
characterize a good school. Not only must he know how to teach, but he must
know how to instruct others in the art and science of teaching. He must be a
skilled teacher of teachers. Without this directing spirit, schools must necessarily suffer until teachers happen upon some better way. It is a great misfortune
for schools to wait for wisdom in teaching until the many mistakes of teachers
have pointed out better methods. The presence of skilled supervision has been
the salvation of many schools.
It is one province of supervision in the country school to bring teachers into
contact with each other, to illustrate better ways of teaching, to break up the i olation and monotony of rural school life, ancl to take to the doors and homes of
people and teachers alike the life and freshness which have been the result of
research and study on the part of the best minds in the profession. The province
of supervi ion in rural schools falls far short of its legitimate purposes when it
begins and ends in the schoolroom.
This point is not sufficiently well appreciated by those who have the oversight
and care of schools scattered over a large tract of territory. Country schools have
an environment of their own which should neither be forgotten nor ignored. The
best supervisory work is that which brings into the rural school everything in
farm and rui·al life which is strong and pure and wholes me. It is possible for
the supervising officer so to exert his influence as to give grace and dignity to each
indivi<1nal school and make it the rallying point for every good influence, a blessin"' to the entire community in which it is situated.
ttention is here call d to the fact that in general but little care i taken in the
selection of officers chosen to look after the interests of the rural schools. In the
majority of Stateg the county superintendents are elected by the people of the
county without any regard to the preparation or qualifications they may have for
the r rk. V ryf w States 1·equire the superinten lents to hav any special qualifications. and in many in tanc s sup rvisor · are put in •harge of teachers who
know m re ab ut teaching than they do, and ar requirel to bold examinations
that th Y th ms lv · · co cl 110 l1 . .
dd to this the fact th:tt tho superintend-
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ents are generally paid very small salaries (average, $828 for the whole country)
'or a meager per diem, and that many engage in other business and regard supervision of schools as an incidental matter, and it becomes apparent that professional supervision is too often the exception rather than the rule.
WORK OF SUPERVISORS.

We need everywhere trained superintenden ts of schools. ' 1 Supervision of schools
should rank next in importance to the instruction in schools; indeed, so necessary
to suceessful instruction is competent supervision that tho two should receive
together the watchful oversight of the State" (New Jersey State Report, 189-.1:).
Supervisors should know as much of teaching as the teachers under them, and
should be able instinctively to distinguish good teachers by their manners, dress,
speech, disposition, and character. The best work of a supervisor is his skill in
selecting teachers. Not by the results of examination alone, for some learned
people make poor instructors; not by yielding to the pressure of family or political
influence, for this will ruin any system of schools; not by selecting his own friends
or favorites, for this is unworthy of his office; but by following the knowledge
that comes to him through study, by long experience, by careful observation, and
by conscientious conviction, which enables him to know a teacher when he meets
one, though he may not be able to tell why.
Teaching is a matter of both disposition and knowledge. The former can not
be examined, but it ought to be recognized; careful supervision will aid in dev loping it. Skill in doing this is an essential characteristic of a good supervi ing
· officer, especially in connection with rural schools. If the cry is raised (and it is)
that there is not enough money to pay for professional supervision, the reply jg
that it would be wiser to have fewer teachers in order that those employed might
be better qualified. A supervisor who is an expert can so arrange and organize
the system that a less number of teachers can do the work and do it better, becauso
each ono is thoroughly competent. "A good superintendent earns manytimeshis
salary; a poor superintendent is too dear at any price. The work of snpervi ion
may be unsatisfactory either because the number of schools is too large for the
oversight of one person, or because the supervising officer lacks the talent for
molding, inspiring, and directing the work of others" (Pennsylvania State
Report, 1895). Underpaid supervision is often unskilled and inefficient, and
against this we raise our decided protest. Such supervjsion is of no value what•
ever to the schools-a penny-wise policy that economizes in tho wrong placo. A
supervisor should have no other business than to care for the schools. He should
not be a merchant, nor a lawyer, nor n, farmer, nor an active teacher. His 1.msiness should be to supervise the schools of his county, or township, or district, or
whatever his area be called.
With a given sum of money for school purposes, to devote a part of it to skilled
supervision will bring more children under enrollment, better teachers in the com. munity, better instruction in the schools, and more satisfaction to the people, than
if all the money were spent in paying the salaries of teacher::i.
In twenty-eight States the supervisors are required by law to visit each school
twice a year, in the other States they are allowed to visit the schools as often as
practicable. In one or two States the supervisors visit the schools very seldom.
The length of time the supervisor spends in each school varies from fifteen minutes
to one-half day. The time seems to depend very largely upon circumstances, the
number of pupils, the character of the teacher, the efficiency, and the pay of the
supervisor. A skilled supervisor inspecting an intelligent teacher can do mor0
service in fifteen minutes than an unskilled supervisor visiting a poor teacher can
do in a whole day. The average time spent in the ordinary rural school by the
school supervisor is a.bout one hour every year.
In twelve States the supervisors devote all their time to the work. In these
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States the average salary is $1,002 a year. I n fourteen Statos the su per visors
devote only a part of t heir time to supervision, with an average annual salar y of
$408. Sixteen States report that in some counties the supervisors devote all
their time to supervision , while in other counties the supervisors devote but a
small part of their time to that work. In these States the salaries paid super visors
vary from $100 to $2,000 or $3,000 a year. Where good salaries are paid they
devote all their time to supervision. Where small salaries are paid they devote
but little time to this special work. All States have some supervision, t h ough it
varies greatly in amount and in efficiency.
In many sections of the country a supervisor not capable of suggesting to teachers better methods of teaching and not able to detect false methods pays only a
perfunctory visit to the schools. He merely sees whether the building is clean,
whether the children look bright and interesting, whether the enrollment is good,
such facts as would be noticed by any person of ordinary common sense. Too
often the contact of the average supervisor and the teacher of the rural schools is
nothing more than a mechanical business performance, with such elements of aid
and encouragement as any intelligent visitor may give the school. Although this
is not without advantage, it falls far below the standard of professional supervision.
How many teachers a supervisor can direct can not be discussed except in a general way. Schools are more widely separated in some localities than in others,
roads are better, teachers are better, and supervisors vary greatly in the rapidity
with which they work. As a general rule, however, every rural school ought to
be visited at least once in two months. Supervision can not be called close that
does any less than that, and n would be better if the schools could be visited once
every month.
No accurate information can be gained concerning the conditions of the school,
nor can the proper influence be exerted over teacher and pupils, unless the supervisor has time at his disposal to make a reasonably thorough examination of the
school and its surroundings. Sometimes, with an inexperienced teacher, he
may find it necessary to spend the entire day in the school, while in other cases
he may be able to visit two or more schools in one day. The point is that he
must not feel compelled to shorten his visit, or to leave his work half done, in
order to meet other engagements. To make his visits effective in the highest
degree requires time and patience. The length of his visit must depend upon the
necessities of the school, and of these he must be his own judge. An ideal system of supervision would give one supervisor from fifty to seventy-five teachers
to supervise. Where the number of teachers is greater some will be neglected,
for a supervisor generally has many interruptions in his work, such as rainy days,
holidays, and the demand upon his time for office work, board meetings, committee meetings, public addresses etc., so that it is impossible to put in every day in
supervision. Allowance must be made for other important duties.
Attention is also called to the power which the supervisor can exert through
rightly conducted teachers' meetings, institut s, associations, and round tables.
Here h e may meet the teachers under his direction, and make use of the information which he has gathered in visiting their schools. From free and open discussions by the teachers he will get an in ight into their habits of thought and their
metho(1s of cxpre sion. Such meetings help break up the unsodal character of
rural teachers by bringing them into contact so that each learns sometbin,,. from
the oxperienco of all the others. In this w~y teachers and snpervisors
come
better acquainted, g ther fresh courage and new inspiration, and go home feeling
that they have much in common, and that, if they will. they can in many ways
b mutually helpful. The mo,,t deadening influence about the country chool is
it · i. olation. Nothing is more potent in overcoming this than frequent gatherinrr in which te· cher., :chool officers, and parent fr ly discnss mn.tters of common interest. To encourage such m etings i one of the dutie · incumbent upon
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the supervisor. Without being too prominent, he may still be the inspiring
spirit, guiding, directing, and stimulating the tone and energies of all who participate in the proceedings (Appendix P).
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS AND QUALIFICATIONS.

The necessity of establishing some qualifications to be required of those who are
to occupy tbe position of supervising officer is emphatically insisted upon.
'· If it is de irable to insist upon a certain degree of qualification for a schoolteacher in the humblest district of the State (this proposition has passed beyond
the realm of discussion),it would seem that there is noquestion that the superior
officer clothed by statute with such extended powers as a school commissioner
ought to be a person possessing some fixed qualification for the performanc of
the duties of his office. The schools of the State will never reach that degree of
efficiency which the State has a right to demand, and which is expected from tho
g nerous provision made for their support by the people, until this evil is corrected. Some standard of qualification should be insisted upon, and the 1>ower of
removal in case of the election of a person not possessing these qualifications
should be vested in the State superintendent. " (New York State Report, 1895.)
In only seventeen States are there any qualifications, beyond that of being a
resiclent and a voter. In some States a first-grade license is required, in others a
normal or university course, and again in others he must be an experienced teacher.
In a majority of the States, however, the electors are allowed to choose any person without regar l to educational qualifications.
In answer to circulars of inquiry the following information was obtained regardin·1· supervi ors:
Wisconsin: By the law of 1895, must hold a university, normal, State, or special
superintendent certificate.
New York: No standard of qualification.
P ennsylvania: Must hold a college diploma, or a State or local certificate; must
have at least three years' experience in teaching.
Michigan: Must be a graduate of a reputable college. university, or State normal college, or must hold a State or first-grade certificate.
Mis i sippi: Must hold a first-grade certificate.
Texas: Must be a person of educational attainments and hold a first-grade
teacher's certificate.
Tennessee: Can b9 appointed only from applicant who pass an examination on
questions sent out by State board.
Georgia: Must pass a satisfactory examination.
Louisiana: Must have a common-school e<lucation.
Montana: Must holcl a first-grado certificate and have one year's experience as
teac.;her.
South Carolina: Must be able to conduct a teachers' institute.
Kentucky: Must be able to obtain a first-class teacher's certificate, hold a State
diploma, or State certificate.
Arkansas: Must have a first-grade certificate.
:Maryland: The county school board may require applicants to be examined by
the State superintend nt.
Utah: Must have a valid certificate not lower than the grammar grade.
West Virginia: Must be skilled in the art of teaching.
Iowa: First-class certificate, good for two years, a State certificate, or a !Ho
diploma.
It is unquestionably true that a supervisor should be as well and as highly educated as the better teachers he supervises. He should be a man of broad and
generous culture, a lover of good books, versed in the best literature of the day,
one whose presence is an influence for good, and whose words are an inspiration.
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To require him to be in every case a, graduate of some higher school would ba
umeasonable, perhaps, but he should be a friend of higher education in every
sense of the word. He must for a long time continue to be one from whom will
como the influence which will lead the pupils in the rural district to strive for the
highest education possible under the circumstances. His influence sh<,uld be
given to the establishment of rural or township high schools wherever the population will permit it. These schools should include in their courses whatever is
required on the one hand for entrance to t he school of the next higher grade, or,
on the other, those studies a knowledge of which can be made so to change life
on the farm, in its various forms, that it will become more attractive and more
profitable. In the establishment and conduct of such schools the influence of the
supervisor should be a very prominent factor.
A supervisor should have a thorough knowledge of school work. He should
know what a teacher ought to do in managing a class of pupils of any age on any
subject. This is one of the things he is paid to know. He should be an expert to
whom teachers may go for advice and direction. If the advice is good and the
direction wise, teachers will have confidence in the administration of the schools,
and rely more and more upon the supervisor. The system is thus r educed to uniformity and becomes a source of strength. The supervisor should be able to direct
teachers in their professional reading, and select wisely a library of teachers'
books, and place them where they are most needed. He should know about school
periodicals and be able to form his teachers into reading clubs and circles, and
direct their studies. He should be able to arrange teachers' meetings so that time
will not be wasted, and that teachers will come with pleasure and stay with profit.
He ought to be able to aid in selecting a library suited to the wants and tastes of
an agricultural community (Appendix L). In school extension he should be a
leader, for he can thus make his influence felt in every part of his territory. In
directing the home reading of the pupils and the people he may, if he will, find an
immense field of usefulness. He can thus create and foster an interest in the welfare of the farm and the home as adjuncts to the rural schools.
He can understand and sympathize with teachers better if he has an experimental knowledge of their work. No supervisor is so good as he who climbed
from the lowest rounds and knows all the steps. That this is indispensable we
are not prepared to state. There are some very excellent supervisors who have
but little experince in teachi.ng, but who have seen enough and studied enough to
know how it ought to be done. Experience would have b een helpful, however, in
under standing the limitations of their work.
First and foremost, a supervisor should be able to instruct his teachers in the
methods of organization and management of schools. This is particularly the
case in rural schools, where so few teachers have acquired skill in teaching. But
instruction with a teacher is like instruction with a child. There must be an
awakening, an arousing, a hungering after instruction. The conditions of '' being
filled" are that we must '' hunger and thirst." The supervisor must inspire his
teachers with a desire for better things. He should lead them to see that time i :3
preciou , and that the children in school this year may be on the farms next year
and no mor in school forever. They must know what to do and do it. The
supervisor should be a source of in piration. His corps of teachers mu t be
alive and e "' r and studious. The thing most to be abhorred in chool work i
the teacher dead to advancement in profes ional studies. The supervisor mu t
r ou teachers to work out for themselves plans and methods for building up
th ir . . chool ·, and mu t set forth the principles which should control them in their
work.
Th county superintend nt, or the snpervi or of schools in any rural communit
houl<l have had recent experience in t.he schools which he is to supervi e.
In c
~h re this is not possible ho should make a careful study or the peculiar
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snn-oundings of the schools of which he is to take charge. If the new departure
which seems to be at hand in rural-school education is to be a success, it must
be carefully conducted in reference to those environments which are peculiar to
each section. The supervisor who is to have a controlling influence in choice of
text-books, in courses of study, in the selection and use of libraries, should be
thoroughly conversant with the physical characteristics of his district, with the
interests of the people, with their sources of wealth and living, and with the home
life of the children (Appendix 0). Whether it be a mining or a grazing region,
whether agriculture or horticulture predominates as an interest, he should make
himself at home in that domain of science or knowledge which will increase his
usefulness as a school officer.
THE IlO:ME .A.ND THE SCHOOL.

The parente of children need instruction as well as the children themselves.
The home influence and the school influence should be harmonious, or confusion
and uncertainty will arise in the child's mind as to what he should do. The people must be reminded that the school is an integral part of the community, and
not a separate affair which the law compels them to support and which takes
their children Away when their assistance on the farm is most valuable (Appendix 0).
In establishing the true relations between the home and the school, between
the necessities of physical and those of intellectual education, the supervisor of
rura · schools finds an unlimited field of usefulness. In rural districts par nts
are often ignorant of the advancement education has made since the days when
they went to school, and they are often too r ady to criticise anything new. The
supervisor must gain their confidence, so that they will yield their ideas to his
and allow the teacher in their school to follow hi~ directions without any hindrance from them.
The supervisor can exert a wonderful influ nee in bringing the fireside to the
support of the teacher. To do this he must be able to educate the pcopl concerning their r elation to the school, as to sending the children regularly, as to
providing necessary material, such as books, etc., as to allowing every teacher to
pursue those methods of teaching which his skill and experience suggest us best
suited to the wants of the school. At meetings of agricultural clubs, at town
rallies, at educational "barbecues," at commencements, at spring festival , at
farmers' institutes, he should embrace every opportunity of saying a word for the
schools, in order to arouse the people and interest them in tho whole sy ·tern of
education. The columns of the country paper afford the supervisor a v ry ready
means of reaching the people. Almost every farmer takes the county paper,
which, coming weekly to his :fireside, gives the news of the outside world and the
doings of his neighbors. School news is an important item and should never be
omitted. Every week the paper should contain something of educational interest
from the pen of the supervisor, though not always over his signature-suggestions for improvement, statistics of enrollment and attendance, new and better
ways of teaching, plans for schoolhouse construction and decoration. The press
is valuable to eTery teacher and helpful to the system of education by bringing
farmers into sympathy with the great educational movements of the world. The
press gives a larger audience, though it enforces a shorter address. But a little
every week, full o! variety and interest, will eventually build up a healthy sentiment in the county and educate parents as well as children.
The , upervisor should have a direct or indirect control of the selection of teachers. The crisis in the history of schools is when teachers are to be chosen. No
one is so well qualified to choose them wisely as a faithful supervisor, and no one
is more likely to do so conscientiously, since he knows the value of efficient teach-
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ers. This control can be given him directly or indfrectly. If he does not wish to
have the direct choice in individual instances, the same may be accomplished by
giving him the power to examine and license teachers for his supervisory district. '
No one, then, can be selected by the board of directors except such as are approved
by him. He prepares an eligible list to which the board is limited in making its
choice. If the superintendent is conscientious and courageous in the preparation
of this list, he can safely leave the responsibility of the individual appointments
to the board.
In many cases the questions for such examination are prepared at tho State
office. In some instances the county board conducts the examinations, and in a
few the answer papers are Rent to the State office for final examination and
approval or r ejection.
The supervisor should be slow to condemn a teacher who is honestly striving to
succeed, but if, after faithful and earnest effort, teachers clearly prove that schoolteaching is not their vocation, or, after repeated warnings, teachers will not try
to do the right kind of work, it is clearly the duty of the supervisor to report the ·
facts to the directors, and his report should be given great weight by them. The
power to revoke the c~rtificate is usually in the hands of the supervisory officer.
It should be exercised with great caution and deliberation, but fearlessly whenever
there is sufficient reason for it.
Since the supervisor is responsible for school methods and for results in teaching, the arrangement of the course of study and the selecting of the text-books
should be largely, if not entirely, left to his direction. It is his particular business to know books as well as to know teachers. It is not to be expected that the
men who constitute the ordinary '' committee on text-books" and whose daily
busfaess has no relation whatever to school texts and their u e, can decide what
book is best for use in the schoolroom. It is very well to have a committee on
text-books composed of the members of the board, to prevent possible abuse, but
the advice of the supervisor should have much influence in determining the
character of the books used in the schools.
SCHOOL DIRECTORS.

It is important that the relations between the supervisor and the school officers
should be clearly defined. The directors 1 stand much nearer the people and have
an immediate interest in the welfare of the schools. They contract with the
teachers, care for the financial affairs of the district, purchase supplies, and are
charged with the general business management.
The success of the school depends very largely upon the kind of men who are
elected to that office. In the rural districts especially the duties of the director
are mainly of a supervisory nature. He should inspect frequently the schoolhouse
and school premises; be should see to it that everything is provided which is necessary for the comfort and convenience of both teacher and pupils, that the outbuildings are in a decent condition, and that the Supplies are used with due regard
to a wise economy. In the discipline of the school he should give a strong moral
support to the teacher, and his influence should at all times be on the side of order
and obedience. The board of clli:ectors should make such rules and regulations for
all the schools under its control as it deems necessary for the preservation of chool
property, for securing punctuality and regularity, and for the general w !fare of
all cone rn ·d, and it should support the teachers in their rigid enforc m cnt. It
should b · in co tant correspond nee with the supervisor, so as to keep him
inf rm cl r p ting the prog1:
of the ·chool, and in cas a teacher is derelict in
bi· <1uti, , or if for any r
on the chool n d a special visitation, it ·hould
1

dlr

Dir••
r, co

he local school ofilcor in any •·tate , as
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inform him at once. On the other hand, it should be the aim of the supervisor to
establish the most cordial and intimate relations with the local directors. The
supervisor should magnify the office of the director. Whenever he visits the school,
he should, ff possible, induce the director to go with him. If at such visits they
in pect the condition of the outbuildings and the premises, the supervisor can
often propose plans for the improvement of the buildings which the director will
more readily appreciate ancl approve.
The inspection of a school by a competent supervisor is an object lesson of
importance to the dir ctor. He is able to see at what points the supervisor is aiming, and he learns something of his ideas and plans. He will thu be better able to
counsel and advise the teacher in the fr quent visits which he makes to the school and
mako more intelligent ancl specific reports to the supervisor. The practico on the
part of the supervisor of calling the directors together at stated times for mutual
confer nee is very commendabl . These officers aro often ignorant of their du tie.,
but in a large majority of ca es th y are willing and anxious to learn. There is
no more effectiv way of improving the rural schools than that of instructing and
informing the men who have them in thefr immediate charge. No doubt large
sums are lost to the various funds through carelessness on the part of treasurers
and secretari sin the rural districts in keeping their accounts. The supervisor
should make it his duty to audit these books at least once each year, with a view
to accuracy of statistics and conomy in expenditures, and this should be one of
his duties under the law.
THE VISIT.A.TIO

OF

CHOOLS .

The supervisor's method of visiting schools may be considered briefly. First,
he visit school to see how and what th teachers tea h , whether their manner is
composed, thefr method clear and concise. their style inter sting; wheth r they
are teaching valuable facts or wasting time on tri.fl s; wheth r they are teaching
what is right or what is wrong. Second, he goes to find out what tho pu1Jils
know. This js a test of the pa ·t work of teachers, which is shown by the gen ral
manner of recitation. the promptness with which pupils reply, the amount of
information they have the degree of skill they manjfest, or the power of original
thinking they have developed. Third, he inspects the physical conditions of the
school building and grounds. He should note tha condition of the outbuilding,
and if he finds them unsuitable in any respect, he should say so frankly to t P, chors
and directors, and insist upon a change at once. The supervisor must know
whether good light, good seats, proper temperature and vontilation. and thorough
drainage are secured. The supervisor should carefully obser e the moral atmosphere which surrounds the school, whether it is on the side of order and obedience,
of modesty, and of all those virtues which make the character of the typical
American citizen. All these are demanded in order that good teaching may be
made possible, and good health and public morals may be preserved.
Such being the purpose of the visit, the supervisor should put himself in easy
and cordial relations with the teacher and the pupils, that he may have a true
understanding of what each can do. The teacher may conduct one or more recitations in the various subjects of study, in order that the supervisor may see the
usual methods of instruction. The supervisor can then suggest improvements if
needed, and can even take the class in band and demonstrate them. That he
should ask for a class in any particular study and give the pupils a rigid oral or
even written r0view, while the teacher may be attending to some other duty, is
proper. for by this means he can find out how much inst~uction has been given
since his last visit and how thoroughly the course of study is being adhered to. It
is, however, often best to allow the teacher to pursue the usual routine of exer~ises, in order that the supervisor may see the school at its everyday work.
An inspection of the_ teacher's register should not be forgotten. Such a register
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in every rural school should show the name and age of each pupil, the studies pursued, where each class commenced and its progress during the term, so that a new
teacher can at a glance understand at what point the study of each branch to be
taught is to be taken up. The supervi~or should insist that such a register be
carefully kept by every teacher under his control.
A private record of his own, in which names, dates, classes heard, condition of
rooms and premises, material needed, and general observations are kept, will aid
the supervisor. He can by this means trace the development of any one school
and can more readily observe whether it progresses or retrogrades.
SCHOOLHOUSES AND FURNITURE.

Before closing, your subcommittee desires to emphasjze the proposition that the
supervisor should have a controlling voice in the erection of the rural schoolhouse, as respects all its sanitary conditions. Before the contract for a new building can be legally let, the written approval of the supervisor should be necessary,
certifying that as concerns heating, lighting, ventilation, and everything which
conduces to the health and physical growth of the pupils, the requirements of
hygienic rules and sanitary science have been carefully and fully complied with.
The rural schoolhouse should be built in accordance with the laws of sanitation
and modern civilization (Appendix M). It never will be until the State, speaking
through the supervisor, compels it as a prerequisite for receiving a share of the
public funds.
The supervisor should not be blind to the small things which minister to the
comfort of the pupHs. Often the rural-school teacher has received no instruction
upon these points. If the supervisor finds pupils facing a strong light, he should
call attention to the evils likely to ensue, and suggest a remedy. The same is tme
as regards unsuitable desks or seats. The necessity of proper ventilation and
proper temperature should be constantly dwelt upon. Without a thermometer,
with no means of ventilation except the door and windows, the rural-school
teacher needs and appreciates all the suggestions an intelligent supervisor may
make.
Akin to thi~ is the suggestion that the supervisor should insist that the schoolroom be kept clean and neat for sanitary reasons. The floors should be scoured
as often as they are soiled; the wood, trash, and ashes should be carefully kept
away from around the stove. The walls should be swept free of dust, the chalk
racks kept clean, and the window panes polished. Pupils also should be required
to keep their desks in order and their books clean. It is stimulating to the little
ones and helpful to teacher3 for the supervisor to have them show their books and
to take occasion to comment on the care or on the untidiness with which they
are kept.
No better educational influence can surround the children than a well-arranged
schoolroom whose floors and windows are clean, whose walls are free from du t
and decorated with pictures, whose school grounds are well ordered and shaded
by tr es and adorned with flowers, and the school pr sided over by a qualified
teacher who i the personification of neatness and good cheer. Under such condition. the child i self-re trained and respects himself because his surroundings
are r sp ctable.
The child naturally puts himself in harmony with his environm nt. If the
teach r i. n at and the sch~olhou e i in proper order, the pupil will copy the
xa~npl •. D~y by clay b auti~ul, omfortable, and clean surroundings will have
th_ 1r thic~l mfl.u nee ~pon h1 d v lopment, until he comes in time to abhor anythm hat 1 n o 1:x?an 1ful, w 11 or 1 red and clean. This point is too often overlookc in plan f r u rvi ion. Tb rev rs of this feature is also true. The
: m1 ·hoolhon_ g n rall · R
king, in it. ·hnracter and surroundings is depr smg nnd '1egT'l mg. Th
nothing about it calculated _to cultivate a taste for
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the beautiful in art or nature. If, under the influence of intelligent supervision,
this can be changed, it will be a work over which coming generations will rejoice.
"There is scarcely a sounder principle in pedagogy than that care begets care;
order, order; cleanliness, cleanliness; and beauty, beauty. Things conspicuously
good command the respect of children, invite their imitation, and in ways real,
though obscure, sink into their souls and mold their being. Tho power of good
example in men and women no one disputes, but there is power akin to it in things,
provided they embody th~ better thoughts of IIW:ln and women-a power of which
more should be made in school management than is made at present." (Massachusetts State Report, 1895.)
If children are daily surrounded by those influences that elevate them, that
make them clean and well ordered, that make them love flowers, and pictures, and
proper decorations, they at last reach that degree of culture where nothing else
will please them. When they grow up and have homeg of their own, they must
have them clean, neat, bright with pictures, and fringecl with shade trees and
flowers, for they have been brought up to be happy in no other environment. The
true test of our civilization and culture is the kind of home we are content to live
in, and the influences of our schools should help to form a disposition for those things
that make home life happy and healthy. If the farmer's boy can be taught to love
books when he is at school, he will have a library in his home when he becomes a
man; if the farmer's girl can be taught decoration at school, she will want pictures
and flowers and embroidery when she becomes a woman.
We appeal also for the influence of cla sical art in our schools. If we have pictures, why not have reprints of those that have moved the hearts of men? Why
not have the best looking down from our school walls? They are within tho reach
of any purse. One reprint from the great masters is an uplifting influence for all
time.
heap and gaudy advertisements, glaring and painful chromos, depress the
true spirit of art and perpetuate the crudeness wo seek to overcome.
The same can be said of music. If we are to sing songs, why not sing the eong:1
of masters? They have sung many for childr n, beautiful far beyond the rude compositions that fret our ears everywhere. Also with literature. Why not read the
simple classics written for the little ones, and the o-reater classics for the older
ones? Why not in all things get the noblest and best that theworkl has given, and
u ,.,e them to help our children onward and upward?
The silent influence of clean surroundings, of cheerful teachings, of classical pictures and music and literature, the presence of flowers and th ir care, the planting
of shade trees and studies of their growth, will be a supervision so constant and so
searching that no child can escape it. Under its potent warmth, Jike ihe steady,
quiet shining of the sun, the child plant grows into all the marvelous possibility of
flower and fruit.
SUMMARY.

1. As to the character of the supervisor who is brought in contact with the rural-

school teacher in the discharge of his official duties:
(1) He should be selected with special regard to his peculiar fitness for that
office. Whether bis office is elective or appointive, his qualifications, in order
that he may be eligible, should be such as to enable him to challenge the respect
of those whose work he is required to supervise.
(2) In regard to his scholarship, it should breathe that essential spirit of learning
necessary to making good, strong schools. The position of supervisor should be
made professional with a view of meeting the demand for the best education which
the rural school can possibly afford. This requires a scholarship which is above
that of the ordinary man. The tendency to put persons in the supervisory position
who have no mental attainments worthy of mention is earnestly deprecated.
(3) In regard to moral character, the supervisor should be a living, inspiring
example oi such a life as alone is worthy the Christian civilization of our times.
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He should carry with him a spirit of sincerity in his work, so that people, teachers,
and pupils may look to him with hearty respect, and with entire confidence in the
integrity of his purposes.
( 4) In regard to his professional spirit, he should be in touch with the best educational thought of the times, carrying with him to the country-school teacher and
to the people of a rural community the freshness and life which come from reading
and studying whatever bears upon the questions he is called upon to aid in solving.
. He should be a leader, endowed by nature with strong native sense, and at the same
time able to impart enthusiasm and energy to all with whom he comes in contact.
2. As to the purposes of rural school supervision:
(1) It should serve to inspire and stimulate the rural-school teacher. If the
supervisor is alive to his opportunities, every teacher within the sphere of his
influence will be quickened and lifted up to higher efforts for the good of the
school. The teachers should learn to look upon him as a friend, and not as a
critic; as a wise counselor, and not as a mere fault-finder.
(2) It should be the means of awakening and stimulating the pupils as well as
the teacher. They should look for the visits of the supervisor with pleasure, and
profit by his talks and advice. By instituting a system of central examinations
for the rural schools, he may quicken and encourage the brighter pupil to
obtain the best education within their means. The influence of a scholarly
supervisor over the pupils is a very desirable thing in the rural school.
(3) The improved condition of the rural schoolhouse is a sure index of the
work of a competent supervisor. The present lamentable condition of these
buildings is due largely to ignorance and neglect. Competent supervision in
skillful hands can work a marvelous change. The cultivation of a spirit of order
and neatness, which leads to the ornamentation of the school grounds and to a
watchful care over all the environments of the schoolhouse, is one of the purposes
of supervision.
( 4) Supervision does not accomplish its legitimate purpose when it fails to
cultivate a strong, healthy public opinion in favor of everything which tends to
make a good school. Hence the supervisor who contents himself with a perfunctory visit to the school only is not a supervisor in the broad sense of that
word. A large share of the work of the supervisor is away from the school and
among the people.
3. As to the results to be expected from intelligent supervision:
(1) In regard to the school, it unites teachers for a common purpose, and, by
teachers' meetings and by the visitations of the supervisor, it breaks up the
monotony and isolation of the country school. Under its influence better teacher.5 find their way into the schools, better methods of instruction prevail, and the
tone and spirit of the school are greatly improved.
(2) In r egard to the commun ity at large, upervision is just beginning to do
its legitimate work. In the establi,·hment of school libraries, in the relation of
the supervisor to the directors, in an improved school architecture in which
<1ue regard is had to sanitary conditions, in the ornamentation and car of the
school grounds, in school ext n ion, in the introduction of studies which , :ill add
to tho atti·activeness and profit of life on the farm, in the consolidation of small
listricts into larger an<1 tronger, chool ·, in awakening a public interest in rural
et1ncation there is a fi 1cl large enough to occupy the time and thought of the
mo. t 1n·0'!·1·e.c~siv ancl mo tint lligent supervi or. It is here w are to look in the
m ~• · futm for the 1.>e ·t re ult of aupervi ion as concerns the rural schools of
the ouut1 .
LAWTO. B. Ev A s, Chairman.
CHARLE , R. SKI, NER.
Hi-:.·u.Y , ABff.
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SUPPLY OF TEACHERS.
The subcommittee on supply of teachers has distributed a large number of circular letters of inquiry, designed to elicit information in regard to the agencies
now existing for the preparation of teachers for rural schools, and for the improvement of teachers already in the service, and also in regard to certain conditions,
as to the manner of certificating, employing, and paying teachers, which affect the
supply. In connection with this inquiry the attempt has been made to gather information as to the defects and excellencies of existing systems, together with suggestions for improvement. To these a sufficient number of replies has been received
to justify the belief that they give a fair average statement of the conditions which
this report has to meet. Without attempting to summarize the returns, your
committee would state the results of the inquiry upon the problem presented and
mark out the lines which must be followed, and to what end, in order that the
child in the country school may receive the education which is his due. In some
State systems progress along these lines is much moce advanced than in others,
and in some individual cases the desired end has been attained; but this is true,
as regards the entire country, in so small a degree that it is unnecessary, even if
it were possible, to particularize. With but few exceptions the recommendations
made could be justified by reference to various States or communities in our own
country, and there are none which do not rest upon successful experiences at home
01 abroad. It will be found quite impossibl to treat the rural school in any of
its aspects without touching in some degree upon ground common to all classes
of r-;chools, and this is espE-cially true as regards that branch of the problem assigned
to this subcommittee.
Certain conditions now very general must be changed in order that the rural
school may be supplied with better teachers.
TEA.CHER .

There must be in rural communities a clearer appreciation of the qualities
es ential to a good teacher. It is too often the case that no distinction is made
between a teacher of superior scholarship, of proved ability in instruction and
discipline, of long experience, and one far inferior in all the qualities e sential to
success.
The teacher must be engaged for the school year. In many cases the engagement
iR from term to term, and these frequent changes are, without exception, classed
among the most potent causes of failure in the rural school. It is widely true that
the school is in session less than half the year; it is often true that in this short
school year two teachers are employed, and seldom does a teacher remain a second
year. Engagements should be for a longer term than one year, or continuous, and
terminated only for cause, as is tbe case in many cities.
One of the most important points to be considered in a system of schools is that
of the authorities employing teachers and assigning them to their work. In cases
in which the county or township is the unit of school administration, the problem
is solved; in case the district system prevails, the district containing one school,
it is evident that the employment and assignment of teachers should be transfeITed
to the authorities of the larger school l!nit, in order that in the assignment advantage may be taken of peculiar abilities and aptitudes.
The authority which examines should not employ.
Closely allied to this question is one of great interest in the Southern States,
namely, that of assignment of teachers to negro schools. For a full treatment of
this subject see Appendix J.
SCHOOL YEA.R.

The school year must be lengthened to a full school year of nine or ten months.
In many States a minimum length is prescribed by statute, but in few cases is this
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sufficient. Whatever efforts may be made for the improvement of the rural school,
until there can be offered a "year's work and a year's wage" it will be difficult
and often impossible to retain accomplished teachers for continuous service; with
this, many such teachers would choose this service from family and social connections and from a natural preference for rural life.
In countries in which people are accustomed to the action of centralized authority prescription settles the matter, as in France, where the school year is n:ore
than forty weeks; in England, where, as conditions of receiving the Government
grant, the principal teacher at least must hold the Government certificate of qualification, the school premises must be in good 8anitary condition, the staff, furniture, and apparatus must be sufficient, and the school must have met four hundred
times (two hundred days) in the year.
In countries like our own, in which popular initiative in political matters bas
been the rule, success must usually come by other methods, and in this respect we
have much to learn from our neighbors. In Canada the schools have been lengthened to a full school year mainly under the stimulus given by the mode of distributing the Government grants.
Letters and reports have been received from the different provinces. By these
it appears that the average length of the school year was in Ontario 212 days; in
New Brunswick, 216 days; in Nova Scotia, 198.7 days, the full school year being
216 days and some schools exceeding this limit. A report from Regina, the capital
of the Northwest Territories, states that the full school year is considered to be
twelve months, less the holidays, amounting to seven weeks, but this limit can not
be attained where the sparseness of the population obliges the pupils to travel long
distances, on account of the geverity of the winters. 1
Adding to our plan of requiring a minimum school year the Canadian plan,
already in a degree recognized in some recent school legislation, of making the
amount of Government grant depend, in a large degree, upon the length of the
school year and the average attendance, consolidating schools wherever practicable, and giving from the larger units of school administration to aid the smaller ·
and weaker, the obstacle of the shol't term and insufficient compensation can be
removed.
SUPERVISIO~.

Incompetent supervision forms one obstacle to a supply of better teachers. This
obstacle may be removed by securing professional supervision, as is provided by
the plan of district supervision so successfully applied in Massachusetts and just
enacted in Maine. The subcommittee on supel'vision tl'eats this subject fully.
It is necessary that more definite tests of professional fitness for the work of
supervision be instituted, The extension of pedagogical instruction in colleges
and universities in recent years is gradually elevating the work of supervision to
a higher pedagogical plane, yet the point has not been reached of demanding professional preparation as an essential condition. Fol' examples of the l'equir men ts
of more definite tests of fitness see Ontal'io and France (Appendix N).
It is not unreasonable to hope that in the not distant future the popular standard of education may be o raiseu that on all educational board of control from
the State board down to the county or township school board, so much of pedagogical fitne s, from the professional point of view, maybe demanded as to in ure
the intelligent consid rati n of such questions pertaining to the prof ssion as may
com b fore them.
Ther are v rious recognized agenci s for the improvement of teachers.
1

Th

ul~r,mmitt? i nn er obligation to mor- t~an it can name, throughout th Tnited
tor intor~ahon. For nid in it im1uiries r c iv d from the provincial school nuthoritie
or ov,~ Sc'>tln.
": Brun wick,, Q_uch c, ntnrio, nncl .fanitobn, and from :\Ir~. Etta. F. Grover,
of R 1~n, fb ... mlbota nnd .Ir. ht holm principal of the high 5r•hool in R gino., it would here
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ASSOCIATIONS.

The State aesociations are mainly in the control of teachers representing systems
of schools; in but few States are rural school teachers much in evidence at these
meeti11gs. The fact that in some States the opposite condition holds shows that
the State association may be made a powerful means of uplifting for the rural
schoole.
In many of the States vigorous county associations are found, although this is
by no means uniTersal. In these the rural school receives more recognition, but
not often all which is its due. When the county association holds frequent sessions and makes the interests of the rural schools prominent, it proves one of tho
most efficient agencies.
·
Some of the States report local associations of rural school teachers which are
very efficient. Genera.Uy the success of these is largely dependent upon the spirit
of the local or county superintendent. With good professional snpervision in
township and county, the wants of rural schools and their teachers can find due
consideration in local and county associations; and by proper organization of rural
school sections in the State associations there may be secured such an affiliation of
State, county, and local associations as will insure in time a full recognition of the
peculiar needs of the rural school .
It is desirable that the affiliation between these associations be such as to secure
in part the working together, along the same lines of thought, during the same
years, by the local, county, and State associations, under the inspiration of the
State department of education.
SUMMER SCHOOLS OF SEVERAL WEEKS' DURATION.

In some cases summer schools are apparently conducted for the purpose of enabling those attending to pass examinations for certain certificate . The tendency
is necessarily toward cramming for the examinations, and so far they cease to be
educative in any proper sense of that term.
There is another class of summer schools, often held in connection with colleg s
and universities, conducted by able teachers, ipecialists in their departments, for
the purpose of advancing educa.tion along true lines. Among these, the Agassiz
School at Penekese, many years ago, was a revelation and an inspiration to the
teachers of the United States. These schools have multiplied in number and
enlarged in scope throughout the land, and have proved of great advantage to
thousands, not only by increasing their knowledge, but also and much more by
bringing them under the personal influence of leaders of thought and masters in
teaching.
A third class, with professional courses in psychology, pedagogy, and m ethods,
often combining the character of the second class, preceding, offers great advantages for professional improvement. There should be in every county one of these
for the especial benefit of teachers of the common schools; they should be free of
tuition, organfaed and conducted under the supervision of the State department
of education, continuing from four to ten weeks. There should be provision for
practice teaching, and the instructors should be familiar with rural schools, their
condition and needs.
·
INSTITUTES.

The normal institutes, so called, organized in som·e States, especially in the
West, are es entially the same as the third class of summer schools described
above.
County institutes of one week or more, held during the school year, may exert a
great influence in the improvement of teachers. When they are conducted under
efficient supervision, with a body of instructors capable of increasing the range of
thought of teachers, and are organized under such laws as will secure the attend-
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ance of the teachers of the county, they prove a powerful means of educational
advance.
For the description of such an organization of institutes and results see Appendix P.
Teachers' conventions or institutes of one day, as conferences between teachers,
or with superintendents, will prove effective to a greater or less degree according
to the purpose, plan, and mode of conducting. In order to secure the best results,
they should be held at intervals so frequent that the effect may be continuous.
READING CIRCLES.

The success of the Chautauqua movement, of various organizations for home
study, and of teachers' reading circles, in some cases, proves that these may be
made generally efficient. There will be no lack of interest on the part of the
teachers, if the organization and direction be wise.
The problem is apparently not a difficult one in the larger places, with systerus
of schools, where numbers of members are readily brought together, but the case
is quite different in the case of rural schools. The results reported clearly indicate certain elements essential to success. To secure the advantage of organization there must be a central board of control. This may be a State board with
auxiliary boards in counties and towns. Not only are books for reading to be
selected, but a plan of work should be carefully drawn up and widely circulated
among teachers. The central board should keep in touch with the members of
the circles, papers based upon the books read should be written and carefully
examined, and the results attained should in some way be passed to the teacher's
credit; thus, for a certain number of certificates indicating the completion of a
course, a diploma may be granted.
· The plan of organization is perhaps best formed by the teachers of the State
acting through their associations, and the courses of reading can best be made out
by the committees chosen by the teachers for this purpose. The work may be
directed by a committee, but, from comparison of results reported, the varying
degrees of success, and the many failures, your committee believes it desirable
that there should be in the State department of education a bureau of teachers'
reading circles, with sufficient force to keep in touch with the local circles, to conduct and encourage correspondence with them, and in every way to promote their
interest and efficiency.
Effective study demands the use of books for consultation and reference. Hence
the reading circles should be conducted in conjunction with the lending libraries
hereafter mentioned.
The reading circles must be considered as a means of improvement, especially
for teachers already in the service. No other agency can really take the place of
personal instruction fo the original preparation of a teacher fo1· his work.
LIBRARIE .

The country town has suffered, and still suffers, from the lack of books. In many
States there is now a movement toward the extension of free-library privileges,
and wherever there is a town library v ry sehool should be made a branch. This
system of library exten ion becoming univer al in cities, can be extended to country as well. By frequent e. change of books, under the immediate direction of
tho teacher aH branch librarian, every teachoo· and pupil will have the nse of
larger library in a.<1dition to the. p ci.al library which shoulc1 be found in verv
fl hool. , 'ome 1> ok . hould b • adde<1 to the library for the Apecial benefit <;f
t ach ri-.
T_he library bo1on cing to the scho l is an c . ity. Books lont for a time serve
th 1r 1mrpo , hut a love for 'O<> h ok n1Hl th al,ility o u. e them arig-l t · me
mo
ur l: rom lr ily COlllJ>anion hip.
rom th library con r the · ho 1 can
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'be-carried into the home. A more valuable work can hardly be done by the ruralschool teacher than this, of developing a love for good reading.
In addition to these, there shoulcl be established in the county, or the State, orboth, a professional library for the use of teachers. This might well be a State
library with county branches, and the management of it might well be under thebureau of reading circles which has been mentioned. Such a State school library
has been established in New York (Appendix L).
TEACHERS' TRAINING CLASSES.

The agencies thus far treated tend to the improvement of teachers already in
the service; none of them furnish a first supply for rural schools, and there jg a
lack of special agencies designed for that end. The investigations of your subcommittee show that the existing normal schools in g neral do comparatively
little in this direction, except by the teaching of their undergraduates. Although
originally established for the benefit of the common school, they have naturally
tended to keep step with the development of systems of schools in cities and large
villages. The majority of rural teachers, often a vast majority, are now without
any professional preparation whatever. The tendency is strikingly shown in
returns from the Oswego (N. Y.) Normal School: "Nine-tenths of our pupils
come from the country. Not one-tenth ever teach in rural schools. ' In one of
the older States, after many years' existence of normal schools, of more than
12,000 teachers in the public schools of all classes less than 5,000 have ever attended
normal schools, less than 4,000 have graduated from normal schools. Over 1,50<t
vacanci s occur annually in the schools of the State. Tho normal schools of the
State graduate about 800 annually, nearly all of whom become teachers in graded
schools.
One of the leading States of the Union, with a well-organized school system and
a grand equipment of normal schools aiming directly to train teachers for the
rural schools, reports that a majority of its teachers have not bad professional
training. Many other States report a much smaller proportion of trained teachers-one, 8 per cent; another, with one of the best school systemo, 30 per cent.
As a contrast, an answer to the inquiry of your committee, from Manitoba, states:
"Sixty-six per cent of the teachers employed in the Province in 1895 were trained.
After this year all will have training." (See Appendix N.)
The cause for such a contrast appears later in this report.
The normal-school system was first devised especially for the benefit of the rural
schools, and in obedience to a tendency which had become incrca ing:ly strong for
some years previous to the time of their establishment. Some brief passages of
educational history bearing upon this subject are here cited:
In 1828 Samuel Reed Hall opened a normal school in Concord, Vt., a school for
the academic and professional education of common-school teachers, with a school
for practice in teaching. Here Mr. Hall's lectures on school keeping were delivered
to his class. These were afterwards published. The character of his work led
to his being called to the principalship of the English department of Phillips
Academy at Andover, Mass. He was afterwards invited to take charge of Holmes's
Academy, Plymouth, N. H., and consented on condition that the school should be
called a teachers' seminary. He opened this teachers' s~minary in 1887 and continued it two years. In this school there was a classical department and no practice school, but the course, as printed in Appendix K, shows the pedagogical
character of the institution and the provision made for its students to gain experience in teaching.
· In 1829 a training school for teachers of the common schools was opened in the
town of Effingham, N. H., by Hon. J. W. Bradbury, ex-United States Senator
from Maine, now living, at more than 90 years of age, in Augusta, Me. By
ED
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request, Hon. W.W. Stetson, State superintendent of Maine, recently visited him
to ascertain the facts in regard to this school, and the interview is annexed to this
report as Appendix K.
· The sole purpose of Horace Mann in the establishment of the first State normal
school in Massachusetts, a purpose zealously carried out by the principal, Cyrus
Peirce, was to elevate the common schools of the country. The course of study
of the normal school was for one year. In the first year of the school a model
school was organized, in which normal-school students had daily practice in
teaching. Mr. Peirce himself taught in the model school, as he felt that upon its
success the success of the normal school very largely depended. Almost all the
pupils at first came from country towns; almost all returned to teach in country schools. There was not then the difference between the rural school and
the city school which now exists. In 1847 John D. Philbrick began the exptriment of modern grading in Boston, and, with the full development of this system,
later, the contrast between the school of the country and the school of the town
became more and more marked, and the rural-school problem appeared. The
normal-school course, at first simple and adapted to the conditions it was designed
to meet, developed to keep pace with the developing school system, and gradually
drew away from the rural schools.
The normal school is often removed still further from those who would teach in
rural schools by the tendency to raise the standard of admission to the requiremen ts of a high-school course. The fact that most of the towns of the State have
a high school is no proof that all those who will teach rural schools can go
through a high-school course of three or four years, and then a normal-school
course of two or three years. Great care Rhould be taken that the normal school
does not get too far from those whom it was especially set to ser ve. There is
needed a more careful determination of the qualities and attainments requisite for
entrance upon the work of preparation for teaching. These are sometimes
given in larger measures by the experiences and responsibilities of country life
than by the gradec1 city high school, and with these every added step in education
is great gain. So far as raising the standard of admission is in response to a claim
that all academic studies should b e taken out of the normal-school course, it may
be said that the claim is not universally recognized as valid by those who have
had most experience of work at home, and can find but little warrant abroad. In
the normal schools of Prussia, Austria, Switzerlancl, and France, for example, a
larger proportion of time is given to academiG st11dies than in many of the normal
schools of the United States,1, but with directions, certainly in France, that in all
the course the professional aim shall be constantly kept in view.
It is evident that for the fitting preparation of teachers ior the rural school some
agency is needed intermediate between the brief convention or institute and the
normal school, with its two or four years' course, so far b eyond the reach of the
majority of rural-school teachers. What shall it be?
Several facts must be kept in mind in the solution of the problem: (1) A large
proportion of the teachers of rural schools can not afford the time and expense of
a two years course in a normal school. (2) The receipts from employment in the
rural school under present conditions do not r emunerate one for the expense of a.
normal-school course. This is a simple matter of bu iness, and sentiment will
not ch3:n~o the _facts. (3) Other conditions remaining the same, attendance at a
echo l 1. man mverse ratio to the di tance between school and home. This is
::pecially true for a hort cour e.
To 1110 t the condition. th re is need d a normal training school with a short
study. The placo is a village which will givo over its schools to this
1 Edu ation, Proc
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normal training school for practice schools. These practice schcols, organized as primary schools in one room and as grammar schools in another, will
show what can be done with schools in the simplest form of gradation. For
a part of the course all the grades should be brought together to illustrate the
work of the one-teacher school, such work as should be done in the ungraded
school. A faculty of five or six good teachers, including practice-school teachers,
would suffice for such a school.
This the general organization-what the work? Treatment of matter essential
~o goo::1 teaching would be grounded on simple fundamental principles. Deficiencies in education would be supplemented by sound teaching; principles of teaching and of school management would be taught and illustrated. Many might
learn to do well what they 11acl n ever done at all; most would learn to do better
what they had done poorly. From these schools would come many students for
fuller courses of training and a still wider usefulness.
This plan in its development would given. system of district training schools
analogous to tho county model schools of Ontario and the training schools of
Quebec and Manitoba, with a course of study and training of one year, the first
half of which should be mainly academic, for those who neecl this preparation,
the second half mainly professional, the work so planned that those of more
advancec.1 scholarship need take only tho course of tho second half year. Of these
schools there should be at least one in every county of the State (Appendix ) .
The practica in teaching should be thoroughly organized. Every teacher in tbe
school should be, in a certain sense, a training teacher. He ehoul<.l b responsible
for the methods of teaching in his own subjects, and should direct lessons given
by ruembers of his classes to children from the model training schools. De~i<les
such l e sons illustrative of methods of teaching, the pupil teacher should bo
trained in conducting school work in the schoolrooms under conditions . imilar to
those which she will find i.n her o,vn school. While teaching in tho practice
school under the direction of a t eacher in charge, she shoulc.1 be left more and
more to her own judgment. She should be held responsible for tho control and
direction of the school, and for the teaching of a class, not merely of a group.
The membership of the class for training should be limited to such numbers as
will give the full advantage of the training course, or, with a practice school of
the size presupposed, to about twenty-five. A large class neces itates the teaching of group. , not of full classes with the control of a school. The French law
limits the number of students in each normal school to three classes of twentyfive each.
The practice schools should M under the exclusive instruction and control of
their regular teachers a sufficient proportion of the time to keep them up to the
standard of veritable model schools as well.
The completion of this course should give a teacher's certificate of elementary
grade, which would also give admission to the State normal school , with due
credit on the normal-school course for work already accomplished.
There should boa summer term for rural-school teachers in every normal school
in the United States. The plant of the normal school has cost thousands, in
some cases hundreds of thousands, of dollars, and for two or three months in tl:e
summer this investment remains entirely unproductive. The success of the summer term in the University of Chicago is significant, and the Winona plan,
adopted. this year in all the State normal schools of Minnesota, sets the example
for the nation (Appendix S). In normal schools the work of the first year, or the
first part of the course, should be so planned as to have a unity in itself as a preparation for rural-school teachers, and the remlts accomplished in the summer
term should count on this course, so as to encourage subsequent attendance at the
normal school. The summer term should not be an institute, nor a summer
school, in the ustml sense, but should combine the elements of the othei· terms of
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the year. The attendance of children in the training school could be secured
easily for two or three hours a day.
There should be organized in all States a system of normal-school extension
analogous to the university extension. Wherever a class of sufficient size can be
formed, a teacher should be provided. The work should be so organized and conducted as to lead to definite results which can be credited to the members of the
class.
There are two possible agencies in the preparation of t eachers for rural schools
that have not been mentioned:
1. City training schools.-In large cities it is not to be expected that the city
training school will prepare teachers for rural schools; all their graduates usually
find employment at home. But cities in this country•with a population of more
than 50,000 are comparatively very few, and it is reasonable to suppose that training schools in cities of less than 50,000 will prepare more teachers than can be
provided with employment in those cities. The surplus will naturally seek positions in the village and country schools.
Birmingham, Ala., a city of about 50,000, has had a training school for eight
years. During that time 25 per cent of the graduates of this school have found
employment in the ungraded schools of the county and State. If the training
school is encouraged, it can be made an important factor in the preparation of
teachers for rural schools. A part of the course in these schools should, therefore,
deal with the conditions of the ungraded schools of the county, and the instruction should be specifically adapted to meet those conditions.
2. Agricultural colleges.-Many pupils in 3igricultural schools and colleges teach
during their course. In some cases the agricultural college is brought nearer the
people by the establishment of branches. Thus in Alabama there has been established in each Congressional district a branch agricultural school, closely related
to the agricultural and mechanical college of the State. Can not such schools
accomplish much in the specific preparation of teachers for the work of the rural
schools?
3. High schools.-An effective auxiliary in the training of elementary teachers
may be found in high schools. In 1894-95 there were in New York 247 such classes,
with 2,482 students. The regulations prescribe the professional qualifications of
the teachers who are to instruct these classes, and the equipment and the opportunities for observation and practice to be furnished. The course of study, extending through one year, covers the ground of common-school studies, including with
subject-matter the treatment of methods of teaching, the history of education,·
school management, and school law. The school is to furnish each day the opportunity for the class, or some m embers of it, to observe methods of teaching in the
several grades of common-school work, and, when practicable, the opportunity to
teach in such grades under proper criticism and direction.
A system similar to this is in operation in the Province of Quebec.
Although these training classes can not take the place nor do the work of
special training schools, yet they offer a ready means for effecting some immec1ia.te improvement in the teaching force of the State, and for the selection of
those who have such fitness for teaching as will justify their pursuing a special
profe ional course. The teach rs of such classes must themselves have received
thorough pedagogical instruction, else the result must be a failure; hence the
nece ity is apparent for pedagogical courses in all colleges.
ccording to the generalizations of the Sup rintendent of the last census, over
a:1 area of our country of 1,68, , 27 square miles, containing a population of 2 to
4,, t~ the square mile, th occupation of the p ople is mainly agriculture; of this
t r1:tory 1_,o ,7
qua~ mil ~ are occupied by a people mainly engaged in Rystem t be a mcul ur , 1 avm r ab ut 2G0,000 square miles with a population of 45
au<l upward t the 1 ~re m~l , in which tho lcadin~ interests are commerce
and manufactur . and m wh1ch prof ional and personal service are in large
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demand. The numbers engaged in the principal occupations in the United States.
according to the latest United States censu , were as follows:
Farm and garden---------·----------------------------------------------- -- ·--------- --· ___
All the professions -- ______ ------ ------ ______ ------ ------ ---- - ----- ------ ______ ______ ________
Domestic and personal service __________________ ·--- ____ ------ ______________________________
Trade and transportation _______ ----·- ____________ ------ ______ ------------------------ ______
Manufacturing and mechanical industries ___________________________ __ ____________________

8,375,979
944,323
4,360,506
3,325,962
5,091,669

In behalf of all these occupations, except the .professions and agriculture, the
claim has been made and has been allowed that special instruction in their interests be made an important part of the school curriculum-in commercial courses;
in cooking; in manual training, on which such vast sums have been expended.
Indeed, for many of the professions much of the school instruction is a direct
preparation.
Much is said of the necessity for considering the environment of the child; for
bringing into his school life the thoughts and interests of his home life, that the
school may not prove to him a thing remote and foreign; of making the school a
recognition of his past and a preparation for his future. Little sign of this ca,n
be found in the ordinary rural school.
The courses of study in the normal school of all grades should recognize more
fully than they do the environment and probable future life of the children in the
schools, or rather, they should recognize the lines along which lives of most probable future happiness would lie. As has been shown, much the largest class of
the workers of this country is engaged in agriculture. The environments of their
children are rural. The rural school should aim especially to make country life
more attractive and beautiful, and should pay more attention to rural industries.
Every normal school should have as a means of instruction a school garden,
planned and conducted not merely to teach the pure science of botany, but also
the simple principles of the applied science of agriculture and gardening; and
every rural school should also have its garden, through whfoh the training of the
normal school may reach the home. Thfo element of industrial training should be
especially emphasized in the colored normal schools and rural schools of tho South.
Other countries lead us. A farm has been set apart for this line of instruction
at the Provincial Normal School at Truro, Nova Scotia. The school garden is
common in the countries of Europe most advanced in popular education. The
school garden and the nursery of fruit trees are a feature of the normal schoola of
France; there is a course of agriculture in the normal schools for men, of horticulture in the.normal schools for women.
The course in agriculture treats of preparation of the soil, special culture of
trees and shrubs, of fruit trees, grafting, and the vegetable garden.
The course in horticulture in the normal schools for women treats of the garden
in its general arrangements-the fruit garden, the vegetable garden, the flower
garden.
Each garden has a space reserved as a botanic garden for instruction in the
science of botany.
The instruction received in the normal school is applied in the school garden of
the rural school. 1
1
The school garden in the New Hampshire State Normal and Training School has proved a
source of interest and of instruction to pupils of all grades in the training schools and in the
normal schools, such as nothing elso can replace. In this garden all the grains and vegetables
grown in the region were cultivated, together with a great variety of flowers. Each class in
school had assigned to it a plot, for which it was responsible. In the George Putnam School, in
Boston, a part of the school yard was turned into a garden, which bas received several
prizes from the Massachusetts Horticultural Society. On certain days the Jardin des Plantcs
in Paris is used as a place for botanical study by the school children. I found once on the roof
a London schoolhouse, which was used as the girls' play ground, a large and beautiful collectwn of plants. .And yet the rural school almost utterly ignores its only possible laboratory, the
out of doors, the garden laboratory, right at hand. Here lies a duty, not a choice merely, for
the normal school.

o!
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A French report says that the French farmer is at first opposed to book farming;
but when he sees that the products of the teacher's garden are superior to bis own,
he is glac1 to learn.
M. Boutan, an inspector-general of public instruction, says in a report: "We
can cite several departments in which, thanks to the initiative of the teachers,
the wealth of the country has increased from year to year, and from which the
exportation of fine fruit has become the source of considerable profit."
There can be no doubt that great improvement in agriculture might result from
the general diffusion of such instruction through school gardens, under the dire<'tion of qualified teachers. Is there any other means for such improvement in
sight of this g en eration? And a still higher good for the country life might come
from thus blending its utilities and its beauties in the thought of the child.
Your subcommittees would also emphasize th~importance of two other lines of
work already developed in the graded schools, and of a third, which must be made
prominent in all schools-langua.3·e, elements of science or nature study, and
morals. Whatever goes into the common school must go into the normal, cbool.
Hence, even in the brief course of normal-school training, the instruction in the
English language, instruction in the essential elements of its beauty and strength,
instruction leading toward such command of its best forms as will tend to make
it a tran spar ent m edium for the expression of thought, must be held of fundamental importance. There must be such training in elementary science and in
manipulation as will give the teacher essential knowledge and skill in this line of
teaching, and there must be such instruction in elementary psychology and ethics
as is necessary for the comprehension of general principles of method, and of the
scope and methods of instruction in morals; and as result of all the prepar:ition
which can be given there should be a clear compreh ension of the essential aims of
education. Would that all our teachers could have constantly in mind and at
hand such a statement as is found on the desks of the common-school teachers of
France (Appendix R).
EXAJ'i'.IINA.TIO~ AND CERTIFICA.TIO~ OF TEACHERS.

Were teaching a profession in the sense in which law and medicine are profes•
sions, teachers t h emselves would formulate the terms of professional recognition;
but evidently the time for that is not yet. What the public school is immediately
to aim for is uniformity in State examinations, and wo have to consider the
agencies, the standards, the m ethods for these examinations. The agency may be
the State superintendent of public instruction, a special examining board, or a
State board of education when such board exists. Times and places for examination should be announced frequen t enough and numerous enough to meet all reasonable demand. The scope and character of the examinations should be announced
long enough beforehand to enable candidates to consider the matter deliberately,
as is now done in regard to examinations for admission to college and for tho civil
service. Information as to books for use and as to modes of preparation should be
given. Each examination should be conducted by an expert, and the papers
should be critically xamined.
ertiflcates granted should be graded as to the range of the examination, not us
to length of validity unl · th c rtifi.cate be a provisional one. A one-year physician w ould receive little credit; why should a one-year teacher receive more?
Examinations should cover the range of work required of the taa her. and
should be written, oral, and llractical. The written examination should be
planned not _m rely t te t tho cantli<.lat 's range of acquirement, but rat 1er hi
accuracy. h1s general s yle of thought and e.rpre · ion. Th oral xamination
shou1d
t th r ango of atta·nm nt. the personality of the andidato, and hi
r a<1in
in r . our· . The. two ar
nerally combined in one-the written
form, but there aro gr t a van a"' iu th• paration whenever it is pract· cal>l .
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The examination for the elementary certificate should cover the ground 01!
common-school studies, with so much of the elements of natural science as is
demanded for the intelligent teaching of the nature lessons in the common-school
course. The questions should be few, but comprehensive, and such as will fairly
test tho reflective power of the candidate.
The professional examination for the elementary grade of certi:ficate should not
be severe, but should require clear general statements regarding methods of conducting recitations and the organization and management of a school.
Tho practical examination, or the test of skill, for the elementary grade of certificate, should include some test of the candidate·s ability to plan a lesson and an
examination paper in some common-school subject, and to conduct a recitation.
If the ca-:ididate has been a member of a class in training, a record of this practical work might be brought over from the work in that class.
So much ability as is implied by this examination i necessary to the good teaching of any school. Wherever this ability can not be secured now for the rural
school, a clear public appreciation of the need will lead to a supply of the means.
The examination for the advanced certificate should in general cover the
ground of an English high-school course of at least three years or fair equivalents for such a course. A special certificate might be given for a foreign language. This examination should include psychology antl ethics, drawing, and the
elements of vocal music.
The professional examination for the advanced certificate should include histo1·y of education, methods of teaching , general principles of pedagogy, and the
organization and management of schools.
The practical examination should include the preparation of plans of lessons
and of examinations; judging the character of a le son and a written 11aper;
teaching, including an oral lesson on some :;ubject in nature study, elements of
science, language, or morals.
As in the examination for the elementary certificate, if the candidate is a member of any training class, the practical examination can be taken in that las .
Formulating the preceding statements, the teachers' certificates shoulc1 be
graded in two general classes, elementary and advanced, and in each class three
grades.
ELEME .TA.RY :

(1) Elementary scholastic certificate, grade 3.
(2) Elementary professional certificate, grade 2,
(3) Elementary certificate of skill, grade 1.
ADVANCED:

(1) Advanced scholastic certificate, grade 3.
Advanced professional certificate, grade 2.
(3) Advanced certificate of skill, grade 1.
(2)

A life certificate of either class and honorable 1·ecognition in the profession
should be granted after a certain period of successful teaching to those holding
the first-grade certificate of that class.
In each class the higher certificate presupposes the lower; thus grade 1 can 11ot
be obtained without 3 and 2.
Many, if not most, of the examinations of teachers for rural schools in the
United States to-day do not go beyond the range of the elementary certificate,
grade 3, as here given; the elementary certificate, grade 2, could be obtajned by
attendance upon a teachers' training class in a high school. A course in a district training school organizetl as described in this report, or a partial course of
one year in a State normal school, should give the complete elementary certificate. In many cases thoughtful and successful teachers in the rural school, by
their own study and the help afforded by a well-conducted r eading circle and a.
I
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normal extension course, could rise from the elementary certificate, grade 3, to
the complete elementary certificate. A high-school course would give advanced
certificate, grade 3, and, with the course in a high-school teachers' training class,
might give advanced certificate, grade 2. The complete advanced certificate
could be obtained by a two-years course in a normal school.
This gradation of examinations and certificates will utilize to the utmost the
existing educational agencies, will point out to teachers a way in which they may
rise step by step, and will thus encourage their advance, and will secure to the
rural school the benefit of their improvement.
A question will arise as to the interval between the elementary and the advanced
certificate. (For a wider interval established in Manitoba see Appendix N.) In
many cases it may be b est to lower the standard of the advanced certificate and
make it intermediate between the elementary certificate and the normal-school
diploma attesting the completion of a two years' course. On this question your
subcommittee pronounces no opinion. It would point out a way by which the
teachers of the rural school as it now is may be taken as they are and induced to
enter upon a course of advanced study, and by which the school may derive all
possible benefit from the advance; and your subcommittee believes that by such a
course standards will gradually be raised all along the line.
Your subcommittee on the supply of teachers for rural schools, in closing its
report, would call attention to som•e of the main points in this discussion.
It appears that there are numerous agencies which may be made available for
the improvement of rural-school teachers already in the service. With these the
only question is that of more perfect organization.
Although there is in general an increase in interest in educational questions and
an elevation of standards of teaching, yet the large majority of rural-school
teachers now enter upon their work with no professional preparation; the
improvement in the character of rural schools, where there has been any improvement, has been slow; large sections of the country report no advance; some report
a decline.
The causes for this condition and the changes needed are not far to seek:
1. The school year must be lengthened to a full school year of nine or ten months,
in order that skilled teachers may be retained. This result can be secured, as it
has been secured elsewhere when its absolute necessity has been recognized. The
State, among other conditions for payment from the school fund, may prescribe a
full school year, which is done in England, as logically as six, or seven, or eight
mon ths, now done in some of our States; or it may secure this result, as it has
been secured in Canada, by making the length of the school so prominent a condition in the distribution of the school fund as to insure the cooperation of the
county and the town to this end.
2. The existing agencies for the supply of teachers for rural schools do not suffice.
There must be modifications in these and the provision of others.
3. There must be some definite standard for the certification of teachers, coming
within reach of the teacher of the rural school, and encouraging advance to such
higher degrees of attainment and skill as will give full professional recognition.
And your committee believes that some provision should be made to secure interstate recognition.
Th que tion of finance does not lie within the province of this subcommittee
but it doe not believe that the financial difficulty need prevent the necessar;
r~f?1-m.
hen ther~ i one full recognition by the State of its final re pon ib1hty for t~e education of every child within its borders, there will be po sible
such an adJu. tment of expenses between it and the lower educational units as will
burd n ·ome to none and ju. t to all.
o_ r __ubc ~mi e ~
_ught
a: certain accurately what the rural school
now 1 ; 1n all 1t sugg tions 1t
had in view the rural school as it ought to be.
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It believes that this nation can have such a system of schools for all its people as
may challenge comparison with any other, and that it will have such a system
when it clearly perceives the injustice anc. the peril of the present condition and
the way in which safety lies.
CHARLES C. ROUNDS, Chairman.
DAVID L. KIEHLE.

JOHN H. PHILLIPS.
REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INSTRUCTION .AND DISCIPLINE.
Your subcommittee on course of study, methods of instruction, and discipline in
rural schools begs leave to report herewith that it has carefully considered the conditions which prevail in thinly settled districts with the intent to discover the evils
that exist in the schools as a consequence of those conditions, such, for example,
as (1) the want of classification and (2) the impossibility of thorough instruction
on the part of the teacher, as well as (3) the lack of that stimulus which comes to
the pupil from working at reasonable tasks in company with his equals. Your
committee has hereinafter described and discussed various remedies, which it
believes will have useful results in practice.
About one-half of all the teachers in the United States teach what are called
ungraded schools. They receive in one room pupils of all ages and all degrees of
advancement from AB C's upward, sometimes even to algebra and Latin. In
extreme cases each pupil is a class by himself in all branches, except perhaps reading, writing, and spelling. It quite often happens that there is no uniformity of
text-books, each pupil having a different edition or different author; the teacher
is often obliged to borrow the pupil's book when he hears him recite.
According to Mr. Hinsdale's studies of the United States census (see Appendix A),
the sparsely settled region of the country includes, first, one-third of the whole
domain entirely uninhabited or containing fewer than 2 inhabitants per square
mile; secondly, an area of 1,6 8,827 miles with from 2 to 45 inhabitants per square
mile, leaving only 260,000 square miles containing more than 45 to the square mile,
and the 443 cities with an aggregate of nearly 19,000,000 people.
It happens that ungraded rural schools with a very small attendance are to be
found even in the most thickly peopled States and often in proximity to cities.
Rhode Island in 1895 reports 158 out of its 263 schools as ungraded and 6-! of them
as containing fewer than 10 pupils each; 3 towns have in the aggregate 39 schools
averaging fewer than 10 pupils. Vermont in 1893 reported 153 schools with 6
pupils or less each. Massachusetts in 1893-94 reported 16 towns with an aggregate of nearly 100 schools with an average of 11 pupils. New York in 1894-95
reported 2,983 schools with fewer than 10 pupils each and 7,529 with less than 20.
Other examples are mentioned in the report of the subcommittee on maintenance.
A school with 10 pupils of ages from 5 to 15 years, of different degrees of
advancement, some beginning to learn their letters, others advanced from one to
eight or nine years in the course of study, can not be graded or classified to advantage, but must for the most part be taught individually. The beginner who does
not yet know a letter should not be placed in a class with another who began last
year and can now read lessons in the middle of the primer. It will not do to place
in the same class a boy beginning numeration and another one who has already
mastered the multiplication table. The beginner in grammar has not yet learned
the technique, and is confused and discouraged by the instruction given to another
pupil in his class who has already learned the declensions and conjugations.
Any attempt, in s!1ort, to instruct two or more pupils in a class when there is a
difference of a year's work in their advancement results in humiliating and discouraging the less advanced and in making the maturer pupUs conceited. Higher
learning in the possession of a fellow-man seems to an illiterate person as some-
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thing magical, or bordering on the miraculous; he can make combinations of
thought which surprise those who are unused to them. The case is worse with the:
child in school. To him the elevation given by a year's study seems an endowment
of natur e and not a result of industry. · Permanent injury to the pupils is very often
occasioned by wrong classification, for not. only does the lower suffer from discouragement, but the hjgher pupil is n ecessarily injured by not being held to his
best. The teacher is perforce obliged to adapt the lesson to the average of the
class. This does not give enough work for the advanced pupil, although it gives
too much for those below the average. There is not enough demand upon the first
to continue the increase of his powers; he becomes indolent and stops growing.
For these reasons classification as above descrjbed ought not to be expected in
the rural school; it must remain ungraded, and as a result the teacher must resort
to individual instruction wherever there are intervals of a yearormore in degrees
of advancement between pupils, anc1 this is the actual practice in perhaps the
majority of such schools. The older pupils at least should have separate grammar, history , and arithmetic l essons.
It is understood by your subcommittee, as a matter of course, that even in a
small school of six to ten pupils there may be two or more pupils of sufficiently
near stages of progress to form one class-for example, two beginners in arithmetic, grammar, geography, or history. It may be that a dull pupil has already
been studying arithmetic, grammar, or history for a quarter or a half year, and
that a . bright pupil just commencing the study would be able to keep up with him
on a review from the beginning of the book; but it would not do to place a dull
pupil commencing a study with a bright one who had already a half years start
in it. It often h appens that pupils placed in the same cla..,s at the beginnini; of
the year separate widely in power to learn n ew l essons before the middle of the
year. In such cases a class should be broken np to prevent the twofold injury,
namely, to the bright pupil by assigning him too short lessons, and to the dull
pupil by assigning him more than he can well accomplish.
The teacher, even after forming classes in writing, reading, and spelling, has
twelve t o fifteen lessons to hear in a forenoon and nearly as many moro for the
afternoon. There is an average of l ess than ten minutes for each recitation. The
ideal of the recitation or class exercise is that the teacher probe to the bottom the
pupil's preparation of his lesson and correct bad habits of study. If the pupil
fails to master by sufficient industry the details-the facts and external itemsthe teacher counsels and reproves, requiring more work on the same lesson. If he
finds that the details are mastered, the teacher next tests the combinations, the
thoughts that the pupil bas used in connecting one fact with another and in seeing relations. Facts are connected so as to form a science when each one is made
to throw light on every other fact and all explain each. So a lesson is learned
properly when the pupil can place each item in its systematic relation to the whole.
He mu t understand the bearings of all. He must think out the interrelations.
Hence it happens that the good teacher is not .. ati fl d with a memoritcr recitation of tho details of the lesson-still less with a word-for-word rendition of the
t ext-book.
o the m ere words of the book, nor eyen the disconnect c1 facts or
detail s which the words indi at , but to bring out the thought which unit s foe~e
detailn and explain. them is the main object of th good recitation. But such a
r citation r qui.r s tim . The t ach r can not probe the pupil's knowl dge in five
minutes and correct hi l)ad ha1Jit of study-nor int n minutes. In the ne e sarily 1Jrief recitation of the ungra<l •(l .-chool there is barely time to test the pupil's
ma tery of the • t rnal d tails of the les on. th mer facts an l technic, l words.
It i. for this 1' · . on moi: · P ially that th rural .-cho 1 ha lJe n th parent of
poor ~n hocl f ms rue on-of parro memorizing and of learning word instead
or thm~
t th h rlnnin <>f thi ·en ry only on -thirti th of ho inhabitants of the
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United States lived in towns of 8,000 peop1e or upward, and more than £0 per
per cent of all the public schools were ungraded schoo).g, The question has often
been askecl how it is that so many able men who became scholars and statesmen
and professional men of eminence could have come from schools as poor as the
rural school is said to be. Such eminent men as were produced in those times
came from the rural school; there were few graduates from graded schools to compete with them. Of the men now living, past the middle age of life, nearly all
received their early education in the rural ungraded school, b ecause even as late
as 1830 at least 80 per cent of all the public schools were ungraded, there being only
12½ per cent of the population resident in cities. The rural school threw on the
pupil tho burden of his education. He was obliged to get his knowledge from
books, such books as he could come to possess. Bright pupils do pr tty well by
themselves if given good books and taught how to r ead and to under~tand the
technique used in tho elementary books of m athematics, grammar, and the other
liberal arts. Any country boy who acquires a love for books, who has acco s to
the best ones, and studies them with energy will by micldle ago become a learned
man.
In the ideal classified school the teacher has two class s of pupils, ach class
containing within it pupils substantially at the same stageof advancement. The
pupils of a given class recite together in all tho branches, and the t eacher has a
half hour for a lesson and can go into tho dynamics 0 1· casual relations of the facts
and events treated.
E ach pupil in a class learns as much from his f How-pupils a from tho t a ·her
direct ; for the teacher draws out of tho class its store of bservations ancl reflections on the, topic of the lesson. He shows up tho one-sidedness of th pr paration of the individual pupil; some have neglected this point and somo that other
point. Ea h ha probably neglected something. But, on the oth r hand, ach f
the diligent ones has brought forward somethin 00 new that fa valuable to hi fellows. En. h pupil finds through the recitation of the others ihat they have so n
som things that hacl escaped his notice, although he supposed that he under tood
thoroughly the book presentation of the subject. Ilis teacher sngge ~fa many
new ideas and criticises the on -sidedness of the views of the pupils and al o, it
may be, of ihe text-book. All the statements of tho book are brought to tho test
of verification-either through the child's experience or through other authorities.
The chilcl thns learns tho method of study.
Tho ideal classified school can teach and does teach proper methods of study;
the rural school can not do this effectively in its five or ten minuto r citations. It
is because of this that wise direct.ors of education bav clesirecl tho consolidation of
small schools into large schools wherever practicable. Two schools of t n each
furnish on an average one-half as many recitations if united as they do when evarate, owing to the possibility of pairing or classifying pupile of the same d grec of
advancement. Ten such chools united into one will give 100 pupil , with a possibility of classes of ten ach, which can be more efficiently taught than before,
because the pupil can learn more in a class than by himself. The class in the
hands of a good teacher is a potent instrument for reaching all sides of the pupil's
observation and reflection. Again, it is evident that five teachers can teach the
100 pupils united in one school far better than the ten teachers were able to teach
them in the ten separate schools. If still further consolidation were possible and
400 pupils were united in one school, the classification might be improved to such a
degree that a teacher could easily take the charge of two classes of twenty pupils,
and t en teachers could do far better work for each pupil than was done by the forty
teachers in the forty small rural schools before consolidation. Hence, economy
becomes a great item in what are called "union schools."
Your subcommittee, in this discussion of the advantages of classifying and tho
corresponding disadvantages of the ·want of classifying, has assumed that as good
0
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teachers are supplied to the rural schools as to the schools of villages and citiest0achers of experience and skill, teachers of thorough academic and professional
training in normal schools. It is assumed that States have made provision for
good salaries in these ungraded schools and that the license-to teach requires professional training.
It is admitted as a fact, however, that the average rural-school teacher receives
n. small salary-not more than one-half that of the teacher in the city or large village. It is true, as reported by the subcommittee on maintenance of schools, that
some States, notably California, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and
others to a greater or less degree, are providing, by a wise distribution of school
money, to secure skillful teachers for these small, ungraded schools. But the evils
above described as appertaining to instruction in ungraded schools are of such a
character as not to yield to ordinary remedies.
Your subcommittee would call special attention at this point to the evil results
that come from the attempt to remedy the defects of the rural school by forcing
on it the system of classification found in cities. It is assumed that some of the
benefits of the close grading possible in cities will be gained for the rural schools
if they can roughly group the whole school into three or four classes. A rural
school of thirty pupils, comprising children from 6 to 16 years of age and covering
different degrees of progress, from beginners up to those of eight or nine years of
schooling, are grouped, let us suppose, into four classes or grades, thus leaving
intervals of two or more years of school work betweeu a given group and the
next one above it.
Your subcommittee has already pointed out the evils of classifying pupils in
such a way as to bring together pupils differing in degree of advancement by
intervals of two years. In fact, it has been found in city schools that one year's
interval between classes is too much. The greatest danger of the graded-school
system in cities comes from holding bark bright pupils for the sake of the slower
and duller pupils. Next to this is the evil to the dull ones, who are dragged forward at an unnatural rate of progress to keep up to the average rate of the class.
The best pupils are engaged in "marking time," while the slowest are constantly
spurred forward by teachers and parents to keep with their class, and their school
years rendered miserable. Their self-respect is undermined by a false standard,
that of mere speed in learning. The" marking time" injures the bright pupil by
developing lax habits of study, while the forced marches of the slow pupil tend to
destroy his poise of character. It has been found desirable, therefore, in city
schools, to make the intervals between classes as small as possible, so as to favor
frequent transfers, namely, on the one hand, of bright pupils who are becoming
capable of a greater amount of work into a higher class, and, if necessary, of those
who are falling behind tho average of the class into the next one below. Intervals
of a half year are, therefore, adopted in a majority of the progressive city school
systems, and many prefer intervals of a quarter of a year where it is practicable
to make them, that is, where a large number of pupils makes possible the assign
ment of a requisite quota for each class. At the request of the subcommittee, Dr.
E. E. White, an eminent authority on all that relates to school management, has
furnished a statement of his views of classification in the rural school, illu trating them by a programme, which allows twenty-five minutes for each recitation.
But the intervals bet:-veen the cla es amount to two years' work, and inasmuch
as he e~pre ·ly provides for capable pupils, letting them "work ahead of their
clas_ es,' he 1 aves the qu tion where it is left by the subcommittee, unle s the
pupil. are· up1> 0
to do their" advance work" without the teacher's supervision.
(-

. ndi

I. )

Y ur &ubcommit
would r pe ·tfully call attention to the danger of attempting to 1 . ify tho rural hool in imitation ot the city chool as peculiarly liable
hap1 n m t
•hool wh •r prof ionally educated teachers are mployed.
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The State and city normal schools have very properly laid stress on grading and
classification, and on the methods of instruction by classes, and have ignored indi.
vidual instruction. Their graduates have mostly sought and obtained places in
the graded schools of cities and villages. In fact, the graded schools have outbid
the rural schools for teachers having professional training. But, with the new
movement to secm·e better teachers for rural schools by larger appropriations from
the State, it has happened that many experiments of classification are attempted
which result disastrously in the manner described, namely, by demoralizing or
destroying the courage and ambition of the exceptionally bright and the excep•
tionally dull pupils. The charge has been made that such rural schools as adopt
a partial grading system are apt to become stiflers of talent by placing a premium
on the average scholars and holding back the promising youth of the district.
It is obvious from this that where State normal schools furnish teachers for the
rural districts there should be conducted a special inquiry into the intluence of
the size of the school in determining the uses and the dangers of grading and
classifying pupils.
·
There is no doubt, moreover, that the abuse of classification is the crying evil
of the schools of villages and small cities. For the average pupil these village
graded schools are uniformly good, but they often work injury to the exceptional
pupils and are in this respect sometimes inferior to the ungraded schools in sparsely•
settled districts.
Your subcommittee would here explain that the technical terms" grading" and
''classification" are often used, as above, to signify the same thing, namely, the
dividing of the pupils of a school into groups or classes, each containing children
of the same, or substantially the same, degree of advancement. But another
meaning is often given to one of these terms. The work of the year, more or less,
is also called the work of a grade, and the work of the elementary school, consist.
ing of the first eight years' work, is divided into eight grades. It will be readily
understood in this second use of the word "grade ' as covering a year's work that
a school may be graded, that is to say, its wor~may be arranged upon a programme
of eight grades, each one of which requires a certain modicum of reading, writing,
arithmetic, geography, grammar, etc., for a year's work, and yet have only ten or
twenty pupils, and perhaps these representing only three or four of the eight
grades.
By a graded school, as applied to such a state of things, is meant simply a school
whose programme requires a regular sequence of studies and a full quota of
studies for each pupil. If a pupil is at a certain degree of advancement in his
arithmetic, the programme of the graded system would place him also in a class
correspondingly advanced in geography, history, reading, or other studies. But
the small rural school has been called "ungraded" becau e it contains or may
contain pupils of all grades, from the lowest to the highest, and consequently
obliges the teacher to scatter his teaching force over a wide range of topics. The
large school permits specializing by dividing the school in such a way that the
pupils of one grade, or perhaps two grades, are taught by one teacher, the next
one or two grades by another teacher, etc., permitting each teacher to specialize
his work by giving him fewer topics to teach, and consequently insuring longer
recitation periods and constant improvement in skill.
It is to be supposed that all schools will be graded in the sense that they will
have a course of study, and that pupils will take up their branches of study in
due order, and that these studies will be associated, so that a given degree of
advancement in one study implies a given degree of advancement in another.
What is properly called the correlation of studies presupposes that a certain
degree of advancement in arithmetic corresponds to a certain degree of advanca.
ment in geography, reading, grammar, and other studies, all of these being deter•
mined within limits by the pupil's age. The word "grading," as a synonym for
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classification, is freely used by your subcommittee in this report, but it has dis.
cussed the topic indicated in the other and less frequent use of the word" grading"
in that part of its report which follows, relating to the course of study.
THE COURSE OF STUDY.

Your subcommittee has assumed that the course of study in the rural schools
should be substantially the same as that of the city schools. The differences
should concern only minor details. It would, therefore, refer here to the report
of th~ committee of fifteen for fuller details, and for the discussion of the grounds
for se~ecting the several branches of the course of study. The course of study of
the elementary school, whether urban or rural, should contain those branches
which give the child an insight into the physical world and the means of conquer·
ing it for human uses, and also an insight into human nature and the motives
that control the actions of men. The child should above all be taught how to
combine wHh his fellows to secure reasonable ends. The windows of the soul are
to b e opened by the five branches of the course of study, thus enabling the youth
to see (1) the conditions of inorganic nature by arithmetic and the elements of
physics and chemistry; (2) the conditions of organic nature by studying plants
and animals, the land, water, and air, and, besides these, the means that man
invents and uses to connect each place with the rsst of the world-these things
belonging to geography. These two "windows" look out upon nature. The three
others enable us to see man; (3) literature and art as revealing human nature,
arousing pure and high aspirations in the youth, and fre eing him from narrow
and m ean views of life; (4) the study of the structure of language, as found in
the several subdivisions of grammar and rhetoric; (5) history, which treats of the
greater self-of man as a social whole.
These five branches belong to all schools, for they relate to the substance of
humanity and are necessary for entrance upon civilization. Besides arithmetic,
geography, literature, grammar, and history, there are collateral branches that
each school ishould include-some of them information studies, such as oral courses
in the sciences, in history, and in the arts-others of the nature of disciplines, or
arts of skill, such as vocal music, gymnastics, manual training, the art of cooking,
and some special attention to the elementary principles of the useful arts practiced
in the neighborhood of the school, namely, farming, horticulture, grazing, mining,
manufacturing, or the like (Appendices G and H).
In general these collateral branches should relate to the pupil's environment and
help him understand the natural features of that environment, as well as the
occupations of his fellow-men in the neighborhood. There are two things to
understand in this matter of the geography of the environment. First, what it is
and how it came to be-its lancl and water, its mountains and river valleys, its
climate and soil, its productions, mineral, vegetable, and animal, and their peculiarities, how they differ from the productions of the rest of the world. Second,
the means by which man procures from nature what is useful for himself and
others, manufactures it and uses it, or exchanges it with his fellow-men so as to
share in the productions of all climes and places no matter how far distant. If a
compari on must be made, this second topic of elementary geography is more
imrortant than the study of the natural features of the environment becau~e it
is more imme1iately u eful to the pupil and to the community in whi~h he lives.
L et the pupil beginning the subj ct of geography commence with what is nearest t_o his ~er ·onal an~ socia~ intere. t., namely, with the products of the industries
of hi!> section . Let_ ~is studi_ g out from th se products in two directions; first,
t o the natural cond1ti~n w1uch make these products 1 os ible and which furni h in
general th ra ~ ma.tenal: • conclly, in the direction of the purpose of thi the uses
made of it the thing produc 1. th n cl and wants of his fc11ow-meu'n ar and
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far; an.d the productions of the other parts of the world which are needed in his
section to complete the supply of articles for food, clothing, shelter, protection,
and culture. These items, including natural production ancl tho human occupations of manufacture and exchange, may be said to be the chief theme of geography
as it should be taught in the elementary schools. But the horn~ environment is
also to be kept in mind by the teacher throughout the entire course. Arithmetic
shoulcl gain concreteness of application by its use in dealing with home problems.
Literature should be pointed and applied, so far as may be without becoming provincial , to the pupil's environment; and so the other branches-history, and even
grammar-should be brought home to the pupil's knowledge or experience in the
same way. The pupil should have prepared for his study a list of the chief provincialisms of speech to which his section is addicted, and to the peculiarities of
pxonunciation in which his neighborhood departs from the national or international standard of usage.
The committee of fifteen has already advanced the opinion that the industrial
and commercial idea is the central idea in the study of geography in the elemen~
tary schools. It leads directly to tho natural elements of differ ence in climate, soil,
productions, races of men, religion, political status, and occupation of the inhabitants, and it explains how these differences have arisen in some measure through
cosmic and geological influences. It should be the t eacher's object to m~ke the
pupil understand, just as early as his growing capacity admits, the peculiarities
of his habitat, leading him to study the land and water formations in his neighborhood, ancl giving him power to recognize in the visible landscape about him
the invisible forces that worked in the past, and i-till are at work in the r,rcscnt,
molding these ~hapes and forms. On the ba is of this knowledge of the elements
of difference produced by nature in soil, climate, and configuration of the fandscape, he should explain the grounds and reasons for the counter process of civilization which struggles to overcome these differences by 1ridging the rivers and
tunneling the mountains-by using steamboat and railroad so as to unite each
particular habitat with the r est of the world. He should see how man aclapts to
his nee<ls the climate of each place by creating for himself a comfortable temperature, using for this purpose clothing and shelter, as well as fuels of wood and
coal or derived frq;m oils and gases, to protect from cold, and on the other hand
utilizing ice or power fans, and creating easy access to summer dwellings on the
heights of mountains or at the seashore, to mitigate the heat. He turns tho soil
into a laboratory, correcting its lacks and deficiencies by adding what is necessary
to produce the crop which he desires. He naturalizes the useful plants and anima s of all climes in his own habitat. It is evident that the details of the process
by which differences of soil, climate, and production arise, important as these are,
should not be allowed to occupy so much of the pupil ·s time that ho neglects to
study the counter process of industry and commerce by which man unites all parts
of the earth to his habitat, and progressively overcomes the obstacles to civilization
by making climate and soil to suit himself wherever he wishes.
To restate this important point in a word, it is true that the deeper inquiry into
the process of continent formation, the physical struggle between the process of
the upheaving or upbuilding of continents, and that of their obliteration by air
and water; the explanation of the mountains, valleys and plains, islands, volcanic
action, the winds, the rain distribution, is indispensable to a comprehension of
th.e physical environment. But the study of the cities, their location, the purposes
they serve as collecting, manufacturing, and distributing centers, leads most
directly to the immediate purpose of geography in the elementary school, for it if.
the study of that civilization in which the pupil lives and moves and has his 1:eiug.
Keeping this human standpoint in view all the time as a permanent interest,
the inquiry into causes and conditions should proceed concentrically from the
pupil's use of food and clothing to the sources of the raw materials, the methods
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of their production, and the climatic, geologic, and other reasons that explain
their location and their growth. It ia important in this as in all matters of school
instruction to avoid one-sidedness. Although the human factor should receive
the most emphasis, special care should be exercised lest the nature factor should
be neglected.
Your subcommittee would refer to the discussion of this subject under the head
of ''Geography" in the report of the committee of fifteen for further illustration.
There is not much use in requiring instruction in branches not yet reduced to
pedagogic form. It is necessary that matters taught should be so systematized
for school use as to admit of arrangement in a progressive series of lessons, the
first of which alone would be useful if no second lesson followed, and the subsequent lessons each useful if the pupil studied none of the following.
Each lesson when arranged in a pedagogic form leads up to the following lesson
and makes it easy to grasp, just as each stair makes the next one easy to climb.
For example, the first lesson in cookery is an exercise in accurate measurement
by spoonfuls and cupfuls, etc., a,nd calculated not only to aid in the next lesson
and make it possible, but also to be of use through life in the kitchen. Concerted
efforts are being made in agricultural colleges to reduce to pedagogic form the
arts of the farm, the garden, and the forest.
THE PROGRAMME OF STUDIES.

Your subcommittee deems it important to call attention again in this place to
the prevalence of a misconception in regard to the r elation of the co_u rse of
study to the system of grading and classification. Every school, whether ungraded
or graded, should have a course of study minutely arranged, so as to show the
. average or reasonable rate of progress of the pupil of a given age and advancement in the work of the school; but, as has already been shown, it is not required
that the school shall contain classes in each and all of these grades, nor, indeed,
classes at any given stage of progress in the course of study as laid down for any
particular quarter or term of the year. Above all, it must be understood that in
laying down the quarters or other divisions of a grade or year's work it is not to
be expected or desired that the pupils entering school at the beginning of the
school year in the fall should commence at the beginning of any grade's work. If
a class consisting of two or more individuals (or of one individual only) left off the
previous year in the third quarter's work of the fourth grade, it should begin its
work after vacation at the point where it left off, unless there are special reasons
which require a review of some portions of the work.
The course of study is the measuring rod or scale which is used to determine at
what point in the eight years' work of the elementary course a pupil has arrived.
It should not be used as the Procrustean bed on which to stretch the work of the
school in order to give it uniformity. It has happened not infrequently in the
past that upon the first adoption of the graded system the superintendent of city
schools held annual examinations on the completion of the work of the grade, and
for this purpose insisted upon the unreasonable requirement that all of the pupils
in the school should have begun the work of a grade on the first day of the year
an~ should ?e expected to finish the grade work in the fourth quarter of the year.
This was said to be ~or convenience of promotion-all pupils leaving the work of
ono grade ~nd ~a~i~g to the next were said to be promoted. This fiction has
effected senous ~nJuri s in city schools. The apparent rea on for such a system
was ~he convenience of the superintendent who desired t-0 make only one set of
qu · tions f r ach grade,_ and hold his xaminations all at one time. If he had
adopt 1 a plan of pr panng an examination for any class of pupils at the time
whd n
ho /d have ompl te<l tho work of the grade (whether in the first secon • tr • or ourth quart r), nch a system need not have existed. The
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idea of promotion has also been the source of great evils. When a pupil has finished the work laid down in the course of study for any grade, he should begin
the work of the succeeding grade at once, and it is not necessary to have any special examination. The class teacher is supposed to examine her pupils from day
to day, for each recitation is an examination revealing the pupil's understanding
not only of the day's work but of his previous lessons; and the principal of the
school is supposed to be well acquainted with the progress of his pupils. It is not
necessary, therefore, to hold a general examination on the work of the grade if the
class teacher and the supervising principal have performed their duty.
!tis understood, too, that there should be much written work in the school, but
that it should not as a rule take the form of competitive examinations. There is
no other exercise in the school more valuable than that of written expression, but
this should be limited chiefly to the review work of the pupil. The teacher, for
illustration, should prepare questions at the close of the week on the previous
five or six days' work, such questions as bring out the most es ential points and
the principles which connect the details that have been studied. The pupil should
be permitted to sit down by himself with plenty of time before him to write out
his answers to these probing questions. By this means he learns gradually to
collect his thoughts, and will do more thinking in connection with his written
examination than in any other te t or study in his school cour e. The written
examination should not be postponed till the end of the year or to the end of the
quarter, but should be a matter of at least weekly occurrence. It should be
written work of a review character rather than examination of a competitive
character.
While the course of study for the elementary school will cover eight years and
be subdivided so as to show quarterly, semiannual, or other stated progr ss, as
already said, it will not be expected that the rural school with its 10 or 20
pupils will have each and every grade represented; perhaps, for instance, there
will be three pupils in the first grade, two in the second grade, one in the third
grade, none in the fourth grade, two in the fifth grade, none in the sixth and
seventh, and two in the eighth grade.
Your subcommittee assumes likewise that the discipline of the rural sehool
should be strict though mild, like that of the city school. The fundamental
school virtues of regularity, punctuality, and industry are auxiliary to moral
virtues and form together a training of the will which is of great importance in
producing the future good citizen. It must not be thought that, because a school
is small, therefore the discipline is of less importance. The formation of habits
of order and of respect for the rights of the social whole is necessary for the
good citizen, whether of country or town.
REMEDIES FOR THE EVILS OF THE RURAL SCHOOL.

Your subcommittee would here point out that some of the evils of the rural
school are due to its non ocial character, its inability to furnish to each of its
pupils that educative influence that comes from as ociation with numbers of the
same age and the same degree of advancement. The rural school furnishes only
a few companions to the youth, and those either above him or below him in grade
of progress in studies. The remedy for the evils of the ungraded school are suggested by this very feature or characteristic. Radical remedies in this case must
all contain some device to bring together pupils of different districts and bring
into wholesome competition with one another the pupils of the same grade of
advancement.
Transportation to central schools.-The collection of pupils into larger units than
the district school furnishes may be accomplished under favorable circumstances
by transporting at State or local expense all the pupils of the small rural districts
ED
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to a central graded school and abolishing the small ungraded school. This is the
radical and effective measure which is to do great good in many sections of each
State. As shown already by the subcommittee on the maintenance of schools,
:Massachusetts, in which the plan began under the town superintendent of Concord,
Mr. John B. Tileston (about the year 1878 in Concord, or even earlier in the town
of Quincy, see Appendix F), paid in 1894-95 the sum of $76,608 for the transportation of children from small rural schools to central graded schools-213 towns out
of a total of 353 towns and cities using this plan to a greater or less extent, and
securing the twofold result of economy in money and the substitution of graded
for ungraded schools. The spread of this plan to Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Ohio, and some other States (see
Report of Bureau of Education for 1894-95, pp. 1469-1482) demonstrates its practicability. Experiments with this plan have already suggested improvements, as
in the Kingsville experiment in Ohio, where the transportation reached fa all cases
the homes of the pupils, and yet reduced the cost of tuition from $22. 75 to $12.25
a year for each of the 50 pupils brought to the central school from the outlying
districts.
Improvernent of 1·oads.- -Wherever this plan of abolishing the small ungraded
school is practicable it is by far the best rnmedy to be applied.
But there will remain large numbers of small ungraded rural schools in which
the plan of transportation is not feasible by reason of great distances and poor
roads. The Agricultural Department is seconding the efforts of many States to
improve roads in rural districts. In many places road improvement is a necessary
condition previous to the betterment of rural schools.
Special appropriations fo1· sniall rural schools.-The device of securing skilled
and professionally trained teachers by providing, as in California, a sufficient salary for each district, no matter how few its pupils (see Appendix C), has already
been described by another subcommittee (that on maintenance). It is undoubtedly a wise measure, provided it does not hinder the consolidation of districts
through the adoption of the Massachusetts plan. If it works to preserve the small
ungradec1 school in places where consolidation is feasible, it will in the end be an
injury to the cause of rural schools. Your subcommittee therefore ventures to
call attention to the importance of adopting such laws as are operative in California, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and New York for the better remuneration of
rural-school teachers, but with a proviso that makes it a pecuniary advantage to
a town to abolish its outlying ul}graded schools and furnish transportation to a
central school.
Concentration of the higher· grades of pupils.-Where transportation of the
whole school is not feasible, it sometimes happens that the teaching may be very
much improved by the transfer of two or three of the pupils of the higher grade
who consume very much of the teacher·s time. By transportation of these two or
three pupils to the central school the teacher thus relieved may find time for much
better instruction of the pupils in the lower grades who remain under his charge.
School exercises at the town or coimty centers.-For the small ungraded schools
that can not be abolished, perhaps one-third of all the schools in the United tates
at the present time, your subcommittee suggests the provision of occasional meeting at town centers or county enter., perhaps twice a year or oftener, under the
direction of town hip union town hip, or county superintendent , as the case
may b • The.me ting ~hou1<1 hnvo as its primary purpose the bringing together of
advanc d_pu~il - ay ixt~ to ninth years' work for xamination and comparison,
th · nmmahon to be chiefly writt n. Certificate should be given to those who
compl lo tho e~e~en ry c?ur of ci •ht years a a whole or in any one of its
bra~che • pernuttin_g a pupil who 1ia g in ono branch this year, say in grammer
or hi tory, to P
1ll au h r branch at a sub. c1uent examination whenever he
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presents himself. These examinations have been in operation in several counties
of New Jersey for nearly twenty years.
This plan has an interesting and profitable illustration of many of its features
in the operation of the Boxwell law in Ohio. (State School Commissioner Corson,
Report 1895-96.) It was also carried out years ago in many particulars by Superintendent Wade in West Virginia.
The proper -use of cornpetitive exarninations.-It is understood by your subcommitt.ae that the prejudice against competitive examinations is well grounded. It
often happens that schools are subjected to mere mechanical drill in order to secure
a higher per cent in this sort of examination. High per cents can not be obtained
by entire classes upon work which requires not only a knowledge of details, but a
knowledge of the causal relations underlying them. Your subcommittee desires
to say that it does not recommend indiscriminate competitive examinations, but
that it recommends written work and examinations which test the thinking ability
of the pupil and lead him to considerate inquiries and accurate statements. High
per cents on anything except mechanical work, such as spelling, the multiplication
table, the tables of weights and measures, and paradigms, are not desirable.
The plan of township and county union exercises of rural schools above described obviously includes the good feature of social interconnection, each pupil
of the remote districts working consciously in combination with many others
toward a common end, and all the pupils stimulated, both in school and out of it,
by this social motive.
Promotion of horne reading.-The excellence of the Chautauquan plan for the
promotion of home study lies in the same feature. Each reader is stimulated and
encouraged by the consciousness that he is working on a task common to the
endeavors of a vast multitude. The task is dignified and ennobled by such social
participation. The youth in the rural district is by this plan to be made a home
student, and his education is thus to be extended beyond the school. He may
have obtained his first recognition in the township examination while he was a
member of a rural school. He is an object of semiannual inquiry on the part of
the township or county superintendent for years afterwards. Each new teacher
that comes to the rural school is charged by the superintendent with the duty of
looking up the young men and young women who made a record in tho central
examinations, and inquiry is made after their continued reading ancl study. This
in itself will be a powerful influence to cause young people to continue selfculture by studying a pres·cribed series of books in years subsequent to the school
period. It will add dignity and self-respect to the rural-school teacher who is
charged with tho work of making friendly inquiry into this school extension and
of offering help in case of application from any of the parties interested.
Reviewing studies.-The rural school with its five-minute or ten-minute recitations can not do much in the way of reviewing previous lessons. The good
teacher in a graded school carries on from day to day a review of previous lessons.
He gathers up and connects with the lesson of the day all the essential threads
that bind it to what has gone before. It is this work of reviewing that will be
assisted by the occasional examinations at the township center.
Moreover, the old evil of the rural school, that of having all pupils begin at the
beginning of the book at the commencement of each annual term, will be removed,
for the superintendent will have a record of the standing of the advanced pupils
and will require a report from the new teacher as to their programme of study.
This plan also points to the utility of more written work in the rural school. A set
of questions prepared beforehand and given to a pupil at the close of the week, as
above recommended, will test not only his knowledge of the superficial details of
his week's work, but also of his understanding of their deeper connections and
principles, as no oral recitation could be made to do.
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School extension.-In this connection anoth r branch of what is called" school
extension' or" university extension" is practicable. Home reading can be managed from the same center, namely, the rural school. Everything that adds
social importance to the rural teacher may be of service. It is evident that those
pupils who have graduated from the public school and have entered upon the
business of life may profitably carry on useful courses of reading in the various
departments of literature and art, science, and history. The township or union
township superintendent, in conjunction with the county superintendent or State
superintendent, should set into operation as far as possible courses of home reading, employing the aid of the rural-school teachers to carry this into effect. A
record containing the names of the persons who have undertaken home reading,
the names of the books completed, and the dates of such completion will form an
interesting record. This home reading, moreover, should have its social gatherings in which there are discussions of the contents of particular books that are
read. For this purpose the township superintendent or the county superintendent may select specially well-fitted persons who shall present analyses of the books
and discussions of their contents. It is desirable that the course of home reading
shall not be one-sided,· but shall move in each of the three directions: literature,
including poetry and prose; science, looking toward the organic and inorganic
kingdoms of nature, the plant, the animal, and the details of matter and force;
and toward archrnology, ethnology, and sociology, and politics, history, biography, and art. One mustnot be altogether dissatisfied if it is found that the novel
is the chief book in demand, especially in the first five years of the home-reading
circle. In our day the novel discusses every question of history, politics, sociology, and natural science. The old-fashioned novel which describes manners has
its great use, too, in the fact that it gives to the people of whom we are speaking,
the people of the rural districts, a ready knowledge of manners and customs of
polite society. In this respect it is sometimes more useful than books of science
and history.
Lancasterian or monitorial plan.-The topic of written work suggests a further
topic of great importance in the rural schools, namely, that of the occasional
employment of older pupils in the work of supervising the exercises of less
advanced pupils-a committee of two or three pupils to examine and mark the
papers written by those studying geography; a monitor assigned for some hour
in the day to inquire into the work of a backward or dull pupil who has reached a
difficult place in arithmetic; a similar assignment of a pupil to help another in a
grammar lesson or a history lesson; these are cases where the monitorial or Lancasterian system may have gi·eater or less utility. It cultivates directive power
and self-respect in a pupil to be called to the aid of the teacher. But the dangers
of it are well known. No weak disciplinarian should try the monitorial sy tern.
On the other hand, every strong di ciplina1 ian in the ungraded school can use
some features of it to advantage.
The bane of the Lancasterian system was its use to furnish cheap assistant
teachers in graded chool . It r ulted in bringing into the ·chools a cla s of
so-called" pupil teachers, 'educational novices in the place of experienced and
professionally trained teach r who ought to be everywhere employed in graded
school . Limi d entirely to ungrad d school and to teachers with disciplinary
1>ower, the old r pupils may profitably be employed t help in the work of the
·ch L But th y houlcl not t ke up any work continuously. It should all be
'·a ion• 1, i
·much as ·very thr ad of the scho 1 work must come under th ye
of th
;lo lma t<•r fr 1uently-daily, or nearly as often. If he ha
ked an
olcl ·r pupil t xplain 1,oint in arithm tk to a dull pupil, the latter will show the
dcgr of ffici n
f tha l e1p in th fir t re itation after it.
Anoth r rul for th roi<lance of the tea<.'her i : ever to employ a monitor
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unless such assignment of work is useful both to the pupils taught and to the
pupil teacher.
A teacher may gain time needed for assistance of the advanced pupils in some
important .study by requiring in advance the assistance of these pupils in some of
the following forms:
(1) Marking examination papers.
(2) Helping pupils over some difficulty in arithmetic, grammar, or other branch
having strict logical sequence in its topics.
(3) In explaining the thought of a reading lesson to a backward pupil.
The effort of one pupil to explain to another a difficult pas age of literature is
one of the most profitable of all school exercises. There will undoubtedly be
crudities in the explanation, but this will all come out under the teacher's subsequent tests, and the exercises will increase in profit through the final explanation
given by the teacher.
(4) In assisting to test mere memory work on the part of a pupil, as in the case
of the spelling of difficult words, the learning of paradigm in grammar, the
learning of the required tables of weight and measures, the multiplication table,
etc., or in any other necessary data that have to be fixed in the memory. In
general, what is nearest to mechanical work may be supervised at times by monitors, and monitors may be useful in assisting in the preparation of thought lessons
that are to come later before the schoolma ter, as, in the example given, the getting
out of the thought of a reading lesson, or even of a hi tory lesson.
In conclusion your subcommittee would lay chief stress on the function of school
extension, above sketched in outline, as the most profitable line of work for the
improvement of the rural school-both pupils and teachers.
WILLIAM T. HARRI , Ohairrnan.
ADDISON B. POLAND.
LLOYD E. WOLFE.
Mr. Poland, while concurring in most particulars, desires to add the following
statement:
While I concur most heartily in nearly all of the rec~mmendations made by the
subcommittee on course of study, etc., I feel compelled to state that, in my opinion. the report somewhat exaggerates the difficulties and dangers of attempting
to classify pupils in rural schools. It fails to discriminate between rural schools
of ten-pupils each and schools of a larger number, say thirty to sixty pupils each.
The general argument is based upon conditions that exist in a" school with ten
pupils of ages from 5 to 15 years;" and the conclusion drawn is that "for these
rcasous clas ification as above described ought not to be xpected in the (any)
rural schools."
The conclusion, it seems to me, is altogether too general. My own obs r vation
of rural schools in the States of Masaachusetts, New York, and New Jersey h,ts
led me to believe that their efficiency as a rule is in direct ratio to their wis0 and
careful gradation; that, in fact, the best graded schools are the most efficient. I
am speaking, of course of rural schools containing twenty-five pupils and upward
where partial grading at least is generally believed to be practicable. Grant all
the cases of individual hardship that the report truly affirms of misgraded pupils,
yet the total loss of efficiency is immeasurably less than where no grading is
attempted. Economy of teacher's time, longer recitation period, class emulation,
etc., more than offset the disadvantage, often only theoretin, of a pupil's working
in advance of his point of" maximum efficiency."
I am not, therefore, in full harmony with the report, in so far as it may have
the effect to di courage teachers from attempting to classify pupils when.e ver and
wherever practicable.
A. B. POLAND,
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Mr. Wolfe, while agreeing in many points with Mr. Harris, desires to make
the following statement:
Perhaps my opinion may be characterized as explanatory or supplementary
rather than dissenting. Believing with Dr. Harris that the chief aim of the
report of the committee of twelve is to provoke thought, I make this contribution
to that end. Complete unanimity no more exists among the members of this
committee than among the great army of teachers for whom the report is prepared; nor is such unanimity desirable. The subject will be treated under the
following heads:
1. The present condition and trend of rural-school grading and classification in
the States of the Union. 2. Dr. Harris's plea for individual instruction rather than
the instruction (in the same class) of pupils who are more than one year apart in
their advancement. 8. The underlying pedagogic principles that seem to justify
Dr. Harris in opposing the doctrine of his report to a body of opinion on classification and grading which is gathering volume and momentum with each decade.
4. Objections to the doctrine of the report.
1. Recent decades have witnessed a strong movement in many of the States of
the Union to model the rural-school course of study, grading, and classification
after the ideal of the city graded school. Several States prepare, publish, and
distribute State courses of study for rural schools, and send out, at stated times,
uniform examination questions prepared with reference to the course of study and
the system of grading and classific:ttion set forth therein. In other Stares the
county school authorities issue the rural-school course of study. In still other
States the school journals and associations hold up the grading and classification
of rural schools as an ideal to be obtained in the near future.
2. The burden of Dr. Barris's report is: "Be ye not unequally yoked together."
Just here a word of explanation of the expression" the ideal of the city graded
school." This "ideal is a course of study divided into at least eight yearly divisions or grades of work, the pupils of the school baing divided into eight corresponding divisions or grades. A school is graded when the pupils of a certain
year or grade are pursuing the work of a corresponding year or grade in all the
branches. It is, therefore, evident that the word ''grade" has two meanings-a
grade of work and a grade of pupils. All pupils who are graded are classified,
unless there be but one pupil to the grade. But all pupils who are classified are
not necessarily graded. A pupil without classmates is graded when he pursues
all the work of the corr.esponding grade, and yet he can not be said to be classified.
Pupils may be grouped in classes, and thus be classified, and yet not be graded,
because they maybe pursuing work of different grades. Dr. Harris is not opposed
to a course of study for rural schools, nor to dividing that course of study into
eight divisions or grades of work, nor yet to grouping pupils into classes or grades,
provided classmates are not more than a year apart in their advancement. But
most rural-school courses of study necessitate the grouping of the pupils of the
fifth and sixth years of advancement into one grade; also, the grouping of the
pupils of the seventh and eighth yea1·s into another grade. It thus happens that
not only are pupils two years apart in their advancement yoked together in the
same class and grade,, but that, on alternate years, they are obliged to study the
sixth year's work before the fifth, and the eighth before the seventh. It will thus
rea~ily be seen t~at the main thought of Dr. Harris's report is a standing protest
aO'amst the grading and classification of pupils in the rural school as now practiced
in many of the State._.
3. \ e ~r~ now to ~quire what pedagogic principles an be invoked to justify
Dr. ams m throwm" th whol weight of his influenc ao-ain ~t the evolution of
th~ unzrade coun:ry school into the graded school. An<1=>first, we must bear in
~mn<l that the snbJ t of th report of Dr. Harris i 8 "Instruction and di cipline
m tho rural ·hool . ' Firs , fficient instruction mu t be adapted to the capacity
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of the learner; otherwise it can not be grasped and ~ssimilated. Second, other
things being equal, instruction is more efficient when given to pupils associated in
classes than when given to individual pupils. Not only does a pupil gain much
information from hfa classmates during a recitation, but the recitation gives him
an insight into the individual capacities and peculiarities of those among whom
he is to succeed or fail in professional or business life. Third, efficient instruction
requires a reasonable length of time for a class exercise. In a city graded school,
with at least one teacher for each grade of work, the three principles-adaptation
of instruction to the capacity of the learner, grouping of pupils into classes, and
a reasonable time for recitation-can be conserved. But in a rural school with
one teacher, to maintain ono of these principles is to sacrifice another. The principle of the adaptation of instruction to capacity can be adhered to by dividing
the pupils into eight grades of advancement; but such division gh-es a minimum
time for recitation and a minimum association of pupils. If, however, pupils of
the third and fourth, fifth and sixth, seventh and eighth year.:, of advancement be
grouped into three corresponding grades, we secure a longer time for recitation
and a larger measure of association, but we violate the principle of adaptation of
in truction to capacity, thus associating, in the same grade and class, pupils two
years apart in their advancement. It thus appears that the problem of the most
efficient instruction in a rural school with one tea her is one of maxima and minima.
The principle of adaptation of instruction to capacity forever antagonizes the other
two. A maximum adherence to it means a minimum adherence to the other two,
and vice versa. Perf ct adaptation of instruction to capacity would necessitate a
grade for each pupil. Dr. Harris"s report shows that he feels that, when pupils
one year apart in advancement have been grouped in the same grade, this great
principle of adaptation of instruction to capacity has be n strained to its utmost
limit, and that any sacrifice thereafter must come from other antagonistic and
minor principles. His report throughout shows that be considers adaptation of
instruction to capacity the paramount and controlling principle; and the fact that
he has made this the bunlen of his report shows with what trained acumen he has
brushed aside the trivial and subsidiary, and has laid grasp upon the vital and
fundamental.
'-,_ still more universal principle underlies this valuable report. It is this: That
tho success of an institution of any kind-political, religious, economic, educational-depends upon its adaptation to it environment. A republic is, no doubt,
abstractly the best form of government; but equally true is it that, under certain
environment, an aristocracy or a monarchy is better than a republic. I take it,
then, that Dr. Harris has been a spectator of this evolution of the rural school,
with its peculiar environment, into the city graded school, with a very different
environment, till he has said to himself, '' This is a forced and artificial evolution." Having arrived at the conviction that the rural school with one teacher
can not without injury be metamorphosed into a graded school, Dr. Harrie addresses
himself to the problem of changing the present rural school conditions, (1) through
transportation of pupils and (2) through pupil-teachers. Now, this goes to the
very heart of the question, for, through the transportation of pupils to central
schools, the rural school conditions are transformed into city school conditions,
ancl instruction can then proceed in harmony with the three principles above discussed. Or, if pupil-teachers are employed, or if the pupils of the higher gradesfiftb, sixth: seventh, and eighth, or seventh and eighth only-be transported, the
rural school condition will be im. a measure removed and instruction can proceed
more in harmony with these principles. It is true that transportation of pupils
now seems practicable only in a small portion of the territory of the United States,
and that pupil-teaching meets with but little favor among rural-school teachers
and pupils; but a careful study of the report of Dr. Harris will no doubt lead to a
larger use of pupil-teachers and a much wider extension of pupil transportation.,
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especially in the upper grammar grades. During the last few decades there has
been in operation in many of the Western States a strong evolutionary force which
has eliminated most of the high-school branches from the majority of the country
schools. In such cases the pupils who have completed the eight years' work of the
country school are expected to find high-school instruction elsewhere at thefr own
expense of tuition and transportation. May not this same evolutionary force in
its own due time similarly eliminate from the rural schools the work of grades 7
and 8? Whether such rejected pupils will be transported or not will depend upon
the sentiment of the community. In favor of the ultimate transportation of not
only grades 7 and 8, but of higher grades, is that great socialistic force that has
given birth to our free-school system, our postal system, and our asylums for
physical, moral, and mental delinquents. Having addressed himself to the modification of rural school environme:r;it through pupil transportation and pupil-teachers, the doctor finds himself face to face with a great body of rural school conditions
which are unmodified and at present unmodifiable. It is here that he makes his
plea for individual instruction rather than the instruction in the same class of
pupils who are more than a year apart in their advancement.
4.. The branches of the eight years' course of the rural school are: Writing,
drawing, music; physiology, grammar, civil government; spelling, language,
geography, history; reading; arithmetic. We shall be able to get a better understanding of the subject if we suppose a city school of eight grades, four rooms, and
four teachers to be suddenly reduced to one-fourth its former number of pupils,
r ooms, and teachers. There will then remain one teacher, one room, eight grades
of pupils, and eight grades of work, and, say, forty pupils; that is substantially
rural school conditions. This one teacher now finds that, while he has no more
pupils to instruct than he had before, these pupils are scattered among the eight
grades. If he adheres strictly to the former graded structure of the school, keeping each grade of pupils distinct in all the branches (allowing six recitations a day
to en.ch grade), he will have eight times six, or forty-eight, classes. This gives
him an average of about five minutes for a recitation period. The inadequacy of
this time for the development of a subject needs no comment. He must group
these scattered pupils into classes, largely ignoring grades, and many of these
classes will contain pupils from different grades. By almost unanimous consent
it is agreed that the pupils of the eight grades can be grouped, for general exercises, in writing, drawing, and music, requiring but one recitation period for each
branch. One recitation period will answer for each branch in grammar, phy iolo "y, and civil government; two recitation periods each in spelling, language,
geography, and history; four in reading; five in elementary numbers and arithmetic. This gives twenty-three recitations, ranging from ten minutes in the
lowest grades to twenty in the highest. It will be observed that I state above that
many of these cla ses will contain pupils from different grades. Here appears the
significance of my definitions of class and g-rade in the beginning of this discussion-definitions on which the teachers of this country are far from being a unit.
Th fundamental principle underlying grading is symmetrical development; the
fundamental principle unl rlying clas ifying is harmonious development. Symmetrical development aim8 to advance the pupil with equal pace in all the
bran h · harmonious d velopment aims to advance him in harmonv w i th his
incli:idu:11 c3:pabilitie . . a~y of th pupil of our best graded schools.are classifi <.11:1 vio1a 10n of the prmc1ple of harmonious development.
1:ln. · ta.t m nt tak
no not of mi tak in grading by which pupils are
1 mecl
c
•
th wrong gr, d • The grading of s~hool. in accordance with the
vrin ·ipl. of ymm tri · l u velopm n n ce ·tat a violation of the principle of
h rm?mo 1 <l v .1 P n~. _I hnv r f r nc to th e pupils who are a :igned to
h n ,b ,_,.r <1 1n a m J ,ri v
· one or
• of th bran c•h , tl1 y 1n1r ·u , hut who, 111
m r branch ,
gr
abov or below th one to which they ar a igned.
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It, therefore, follows that the reorganization consequent upon transforming the
four-teacher school into the one-teacher school would bring some pupils into
classes better suited to their abilities than the classes to which the graded system
had assigned them, thus bringing about a classification more in harmony with the
principle of adaptation of instruction to the capacity of the learner. Classification
and its correlative principle of harmonious development are the corner stone of
the rural school; grading and its correlative principle of symmetrical develop1Uent
are equally fundamental to the city school. In a graded school the pupil is
assigned to classes belonging to one grade only; in the country school he is as igned
to classes adapted to his capacity, r egardless of the number of grad s represented
by these classes. I institute no comparison h ere as to the r lative merits of the
principles-harmonious development and symmetrical development-but simply
state the fact of their relations respectively to the city and rural schools.
If practical adaptation of instruction to the capacity of the pupil were really
attainable in the graded school, I should hesitate to recommend a classification
that would group in one class pupils more -than a year apart in th ir advancement. But such adaptation is largely ideal and theoretical. However well the
school be graded, the strongest pupils and the weakest are separat d by a long
distance in the character or grade of their work. Wheth r in the primary, the
grammar, the high school, the college, or the univer ity, a certain per cent of the
students do most of the highest order of work. The e stronge t pupil discov r
and develop the deepest relations. The weaker pupils soon learn to r p at the
stereotyped expressions f th se relations, and to store them a way in their m morie
to be fished forth at stated intervals by the written test. The Apostle Paul, that
h e might not offend his brother, would eat no more flesh while the world st cl;
but a large per cent of the students of all grades, not from f ar of offending their
brother, but from their very mental constitutions, abstain, with equal fl.cl lity,
from the strongest mental diet. I can select, at random, one-half the pupils from
grades 6 and 7 of a city school, and put them to studying, indifferently, North
America, South America, Europe, or Asia, and the former leaders in grades 6 and
7, respectively, will still lead. What is true of geography is true of history, ivil
government, physiology, spelling and reading, and, in a measure, of grammar and
arithmetic. Certain pupils are mentally built for accuracy, clearn ss, depth, and
power; others, for relative inaccuracy, obscurity, shallowness, and weakness. A
rule r equiring, as a condition of promotion, that all pupils of any certain grade
should do as high an order of work as is being done by some of the pupils of that
grade would virtually stop the wheels of promotion. Many of the pupils would
never r ach a higher grade; many others would do so only after repeated attempts
and failures.
The gist of Dr. Harriss objection to grouping pupils who are more than a year
apart in their advancement is that the more advanced pupils will be kept marking
time, while the less advanced will be dragged along at an unnatural rate. My
answer is that the stronger pupils will do the higher order of thinking, just as
they always do, while the weaker pupils will do the lower order of thinking, as th y
always do, getting some knowledge from the books, some from the teacher, aml
some from their stronger cla smates. The rural school has the advantage over
the city school in that its pupils learn much from the recitation of classes to which
they do not belong. In a graded school the walls of the schoolroom shut pupils
out from what is being recited in other grades. In a rural school the pupil can
li ten to the recitation of any grade. You tell me that this is absorption, that the
pupil gets this outside knowledge at the expense of the preparation of his own
lessons, and that the practice of listening to other recitations militates against the
principle that a great aim in education is to learn to master the printed page; but
it is nevertheless the testimony of many of ~ur greatest educato;s that the knowledge thus obtained by them in the country school was invaluable. The mind has
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strange and subtle methods of threading its way to knowledge, not always in harmony with the pedagogue·s theory. What teacher in arithmetic (who has had
the courage, temporarily at least, to lay aside his cut and dried solutionformulre)
has not been surprised and delighted at the ingenious methods different pupils
have of solving problems? What master of the topical method in history, civil
government, or literature has not marveled at the rich relations revealed by
pupils when left free to take their own initiative? A nation does not postpone its
entrance upon a career of republican government till all its members are r eady
for self-government. The members of a church are not of equal intellectual or
spiritual caliber, nor a,r e the members of a family; yet they are associated in one
class-the state, the church, the family. In actual life, persons of all degrees of
advancement behold alike the S'1me procession of the heavens, the same succession
of seasons, the same world happenings; but all do not get the same kind and
amount of information from the marshaling of the constellations, the budding
and fruiting of spring and summer, and the drama of evflnts daily unfolding. I
grant that the examples above given.are not identical with the thing to be oxempiifi.ed, but they present important elements of similarity. Finally, I am fully
convinced that the rural school conditions necessitate a departure from the doctrine so ably laid down by Dr. Harris, and I believe principles can be found to
justify such departure. Whether or not I have found these principles and set
them forth in this supplementary report is another question.
L. E. WOLFE.
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CHAPTER XVIII.
ENTRA CE REQUIREMENTS FORE GINEERI G COLLEGE .

At the Buffalo meeting of the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education, in August, 1896, the committee on entrance
requirements of engineering colleges presented a report giving the
results of their investigations.
The committee was composed of the following members: F. 0.
Marvin, Mansfield Merriman, J.P. Jackson, J. J. Flather, and II. '-N.
Tyler.
In their report the committee adopted the following las ification
of colleges, which was not based upon the relative general merit or
standing of the colleges, but had refer nee solely to their entrance
requirements:
Class A. Those colleges whose requirements for admis ion include
at least algebra through quadratics, plane geometry, olid o-eom try
or plane trigonometry, one year of foreign language, and modcrat ly
high requirements in English. (31 colleges.)
Class B. Those colleges of the remaining list whose requirements
include algebra through quadratics and plane geometry. (33 olleges.)
Class C. Those colleges whose requirement. in mathematics are
lower than algebra through quadratics and plane geometry. (25 olleg s.)
la s D. 'fhose colleges that offer no courses in engineering as
such, but do work analogous to that of an engineering college, generally under the head of mechanic arts. Many of them will undoubtedly develop into genuine engineering colleges. A few of them now
give engineering work in a fifth or post-graduate year. (18 colleges.)
E xisting requirements. --The requirements for admission to the 8!)
colleges of Classes A, B, and C are given in the following table in
detail for the purpose of showing their great range and variety. The
data have been taken almost entirely from the catalogues of 1805,
supplemented by information gained by the committee through circulars of inquiry and through correspondence.
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Subjects required for admission by 89 colleges giving engineering courses and the
number of colleges requiring each.
Class A(31 Class B (33 Class C (25
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Subjects required for admission by 89 colleges, etc.-Continued.
ClassA (31 Class B (33 Class C (25
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Entrance examinations v. aczm,ission by certificate.-The following
table gives the practice o.f 85 engineering colleges with regard to
admission by certificates, 1 iu lieu of examination :
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In the original report the colleges in this connection are given by name in detail.
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The replies to the inquiries of the committee tended to show that
nearly every college is satisfied with its own plan of admission. The
report goes on to say:
There are 21 colleges that seem to have fair regulations governing admission by
certificate, though there are very few that publish their rules in detail or that
have given them in detail to the committee if they exist. The University of California has one of the best and most complete systeµis. The scheme .includes the
following points, viz:
1. Application for accrediting to be on a special blank, showing the subjects on
which the school seeks to be accredited, the names of teachers and the subjects
taught by them, the number of pupils in each grade, length of school year and
terms, etc., and accompanied by sets of actual examination papers and the course
of study.
2. Visitation of school by a faculty committee, whose favorable report is essential.
3. Application for accrediting must be renewed annually. Inspection is annual
also.
4. Schools are notified of being accredited on special blanks, showing the requirements for different university courses, the courses for which the school may prepare, and the subjects for which they can write certificates.
5. Certificate signed by the principal shows the graduation of the candidate, the
list of subjects in each of which the principal recommends, and the course the candidate desires to enter.
6. Lack of above recommendation in any subject to be counted a failure.
7. More than two failures, or one failure and two conditions, or three conditions
p!'events admission.
8. Failure in algebra and geometry or physics and chemistry prevents admission.
9. Certificates are accepted by a committee, but can only be rejected by the
academic council.
10. Besides above-mentioned blanks, the university issues departmental circulars
as occasion arises containing suggestions as to preparatory work. Also an admission circular of 120 pages containing the following matter: A few pages of general
information; extended description of all subjects included in any rec..uirements;
requirements for the different university courses; time, place, and order of entrance
examinations; rules governing examinations; rules for accrediting schools; suggestions regarding preparation for the university; samples of questions previously
used for entrance examinations.
11. The university holds conferences on secondary education with high schools
and normal schools.
Professor Christy speaks well of the working of this system and says that it is
the result of a good many years of persistent effort on the part of the university.
The University of Michigan has a similar plan, accrediting schools for three
years, using four circulars. No. 1, the circular of instructions to the school applying. No. 2, the application showing enrollment, length of course and year, size of
library, amount of apparatus and museum collections, character of laboratories,
~tc., also asking for further information concerning teachers, their length of service, where educated, subjects taught; concerning studies, the text u ed, the ground
~overed, time given in weeks and hours per week, and in what grac1e the subject
L taught.
o. 3, report of in pectino- committee includino- stati tics of the school
and its faciliti , a statement of , tudi pur u~d, text-books used, time given,
s:rade of work, an e. timate of the efficiency of each teacher, and a recommendatb~t gr duates b admitt d to certain indicated univer -ity courses. The
m ·p ct~on ~ay be m~d 1 Yother than member of the faculty the university
1
d "~tmo- 1 au~honty to s m sel t d per on or persons.
o. the certificate
sh wm, rradu ti n and d tail li t of ubjects.
'
Tho hool of Pr c ic· l ienc at Toron , admits the largest part of its stu-
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dents on a government certificate to the effect that the candidate has passed the
"high school leaving examination." In the Province of Ontario the government
conducts these public school examinations.
In New York and adjacent States the certificates of the New York regents are
taken by some colleges for the ground covered.
Not all of the 21 colleges mentioned above have as complete a method as California or Michigan, but they all require considerably more on the part of a
school seeking to be accredited than the mere condition of "being satisfactorv to
the faculty."
In expressing an opinion as to the present working of the certificate plan, or
it extension, many of the committee's correspondents are epigrammatic or
answer its que tions by a short yes or no. But one can gather from the general
character of the replies that the objections raised are in many cases due to dissatisfaction, not so much with the present system as with its working, anc.1 that
those favoring the system do so because of its applicauility to xisting conditions
and its inherent advantages.
Unifo'r mity of reqiiirements.-The tabulation below gives a summary of th
replies under this head:
Class.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Total.

-----------------------1-- ------ -Desirabl to some extent····················--···---·--------------Not d sirable ______ -···· ····-- ....... ______ ............ __________ . ...
Practicable
to somo
______.......
............
--- ... -····· -·······
....
Not practicable
......extent
____________
_______________________
__ ___
__

17
0
88

18
5
14:

9

10
3

4:
1
2

13

2

4:

49
15
28
~

The replies as a whole are quite decidedly favorable to the abstract idea of uniformity, though the belief in its practicability is not so general. Here again the
answers, many of them, were confined to monosyllables or were given in more or
less uncertain terms. This ls a very natural result, because no definite plan of
action was presented for consideration and because of a lack of practical experience with any scheme involving it.

General statement of principles.-B fore the committ formulat d
its conclusions, attention was directed to certain general principles,
some of which were assumed hy the committee, while others form the
basis of replies received. Th se principle and th conclusion of
the committee are stat d as follows:
1. In its circulars of inquiry the committee expressed its opinion that" preparation for scientific or other colleges is an essentially secondary function of the
great body of high schools of the country, and that entrance requirements hould
be, so far as necessary, adapted to the capacity of any high school of thorough
methods and high standards."
2. 'l'he primary object of entrance examinations or other requirements is to
determine whether each candidate for admission has attained a certain standard,
of development on the one hand, of information on the other, fitting him to undertake the work of the particular college in question.
3. The secondary effect of entrance require.men ts in particular subjects is a tendency on the part of teacher and candidate to concentration of effort on those subjects required , at the expense-perhaps to the neglect-of others. In particular
cases this may even seriously deform the school curriculum. This consideration
must not be overlooked in formulating a normal list of requirements.
4. The tendency of all examinations is to stimulate preparatory study, the degree
of such stimulation varying widely according to circumstances, and requiring, as
in case of any other stimulus, very careful control. For such control the colleges must depend in the main on the schools; unless it is exercised, the results of
the examination are of relatively slight value. Certain teachers and certain schools
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are notoriously able to prepare candidates who can pass entrance examination.a,
but do little afterwards.
5. The entrance examination at its best is a healthful stimulus especially to an
indolent candidate; it presents to the schools an external, independent, concrete
standard by which their work may be measured to the satisfaction of the ambitious and successful, to the confusion of the unworthy; it enforces upon school
committees the need of strengthening weak points.
6. On the other hand, besides the danger noted under 4, the examination has
certain serious defects as a test. Examiner and teacher are separated by a wall
with more or less numerous loopholes, catalogue specifications, former examinations, etc. Too often the examiner's object is merely to select the best of these
loopholes, that is to" coach "-not to educate-his candidate.
It is difficult to proportion the parts of an examination in accordance with the
relative importance of the corresponding topics. It is difficult even to make the
questions so clear that some applicants shall not totally misunderstand them.
It is difficult to judge applicants fairly-in some cases even to mark their
examinations justly-without personal acquaintance. Some always do themselves
more than justice, others less.
Last and most important, while an entrance examination may be an adequate
and accurate test of an applicant's knowledge of particular subjects, it is an ip.direct criterion of general mental capacity on the one hand, and of specific aptitude
for the kind of work in view on the othoc.
7. In consideration of these defects of the entrance examination system, many
colleges substitute admission by certificate; many others attempt to streil.gthen
their weak points by a combination of the two systems.
Some of the advantages of a good certificate system are these:
(a) It requires supervision and examination of the work of the school by the
college or by some other central body, thus showing strength or weakness in the
work directly.
(b) It gives the certificated school authoritative recognition which, if deserved,
it ought to have.
(c) It keeps school and college in touch with each other.
(d) It substitutes for the information test of examinations the judgment of a
teacher to whom the applicant is personally known. A good teacher must generally
be a better judge of mental capacity and aptitude than the best examiner.
Familiar difficulties of the certificate system are:
(a) The difficulty of establishing and maintaining-by law, or by college
cooperation-the necessary" supervision ancl examination" of school work.
(b) The extreme diversity of work in different parts of the country and Stat.a.
The certificate system should tend to remedy this.
(c) The reluctance of college officer to deny or suspend the acceptance of certificates from poor schools.
(d) The reluctance of school officers to deny certification to unfit applicants.
8. The tendency of present diversity is to localize education unduly. It is generally difficult for a candidate to prepare for a college in some other, perhaps distant State, a!; easily as for one in his own.
CONCL

ION,

AND RECOMl\IE DATIONS.

1·equirem nts.-The committee regards absolute uniformity of
~ qu~ement
ntirely inconsist.ent with th diversity of educational condition.a
m diff r nt tat • and as not in itself desirable. Each community, large or
mall. mu ·t ork upward ru it be t can toward its own ideal Variation is the
h i f volution.
·
,.. ~ dl , arhi ary d viationR from uniformity in mer details are vexatious
an,l hannfnl to all
n rued and hou.ld be remov d
soon as po sible by
coo ration be • n colleg and •hools.
1. Uniformity of
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To ·ecuro such c1egrec of uniformity as is practicable, the committee recommends the approval by this society of a definite list of entrance requirements
somewhat as follows:
,,,
111athematics.-Arithmetic (complete); algebra, elementary; algebra, through
quaJratics; algebra, advanced; geometry, plane; geometry, solid; trigonometry,
plane.
Science.-Physical geography, botany, chemistry, physics.
Language.-English, French, German, Latin.
General.-Free-hand drawing, United States history, some second subject in
history.
This list includes the requirements of nearly all of the colleges. From this list
are excluded the scattering odds and ends, writing, reading, partial arithmetic,
mensuration, elementary mechanics, higher mathematics, civil government, local
government, bookkeeping, elocution, mental science, logic, economics, theory of
teaching, Miln 's Realm of Nature, zoology, astronomy, geology, mineralogy, meteorology, natural history, biology, introduction to science, etymology, Latin elements
of English, Spanish, and Greek. This diversity has crept in to some extent, no
doubt, through the attempt on the part of colleges to meet the varying courses of
their contributory schools through a system of options in requirements, and possibly to make the scientific courses level up to the classical ones without the necessity of imposing the dead languages on the student. But the effect has b en to
scatter and to produce confusion on the one hand, and to limit each college to its
own field of cultivated schools on the other.
What some of these subjects are doing as requirements for ngineering courses,
unless as temporary makeshifts, is not easily comprehend d. Thero iR nough
within the above list, that so many colleg s agree upon, to fully occupy the timo
of any boy in his four years in the high school, and there is variety enough to
give breadth of training. There is work in the five chief lines of mathematics,
language and literature, history, science, and art. Any school course, on the one
hand, and any college set of requirements, on the other, ought to include all of
these lines.
Again while the colleges should confine themselves to the above subjects, there
is nothing in the list that does not properly fit into the school curriculum. Laboratory work of the right kind in physics, chemistry, and botany may be found in
comparatively few schools, but it ought to be given in all high schools with fouryear courses for their own sakes, irrespective of the demands of scientific colleges.
Somewhat apart from the other subjects named, stands manual training, including shop work and mechanical drawing.
It is obviously impossible, even if desirable, to make either of these a requirement for admission to engineering colleges generally. On the other hand, the
engineering colleges i,hould be the first to recognize the true value of hand and eye
work as a form of education. The committee believes that, so far as practicable,
such recognition should be more generally shown by the acceptance of certified
work in manual training as an optional requirement by institutions accepting
any optional subjects. As previously stated there are only two engineering colleges that at present require manual training.
2. What should be 1·equired.-It is difficult to generalize, to the extent of laying
down absolute requirements to which all colleges should conform. Yet, broadly
speaking, there exi t to-day two grades of engineering colleges whose work lies
about one year apart. For the first of these the minimum requirements should
include the following subjects: Algebra '(advanced), plane and solid geometry,
physics with laboratory work, chemistry with laboratory work, New England
requirements in English, two years of foreign language, American history and
some additional history, free-hand drawing.
For the second grade the minimum requirements should include: Algebra
ED
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tbrough quadratics, plane geometry, physics, 1 English along the line of New England requirements but less in amount, one year of foreign language, American
history, free-hand drawing.
Below these are colleges, like some of the colleges of architecture and mechanic
arts, that are forced by the necessities of environment or the terms of their foundation to maintain low standards of admission and do in course what other colleges throw into requirements. These should insist on requiring as a minimum:
Arithmetic (complete), elementary algebra, plane geometry, English along the
line of New England requirements, but less in amount, American history.
Any lower requirements than these bring students into college before they have
completed their courses in the lower schools. This works a double injustice,
through lessening the force and prestige of the preparatory school and making it
necessary for the college to do some of its work.
The differentiation here spoken of is not confined to the requirements, but is
naturally apparent in the courses. These gradations in colleges are inevitable.
They constitute one of the expressions of the varying conditions of life in the different comm unities and sections of this broad land. The sooner that this is frankly
and freely admitted and acted upon, the better for American education. The older
and higher grade colleges should recognize the va\ue and dignity of the work of those
that are newer or of lowe.r grade, and on the bas.is of quality rather than grade.
On the other hand, the newer or lower grade colleges ought to recognize that
the graduates of the colleges of higher grade a1·e more evenly educated, more
broadly cultured and better equipped for professional life than their own, and
cease trying to bring about an apparent equality of grade. President S. P.
McCrea, of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, writes:
"New Western colleges like this will be more concerned in securing advanced
standing fo1• their engineering students in the older and high-grade institutions,
than in attempting to put their work on the same plane without respect to conditions. Can your committee do anything in this direction? If no~, can a committee be appointed to deal with this matter?" The same spirit is manifested by
correspondents from some other points.
3. Aclrnission by certijicate.-In the opinion of the committee, the advantages
of the certificate system as already outlined, are fundamental, and its defect are
to n. great extent temporary and remediable with the general "leveling up" of
secondary school work. Here absolute uniformity is not to be thought of. The
mor:e general observance of the following principles is of the hjghest importance:
(a) As the prjmary essential, personal visitation and inspection, on the part of
the college, of the school asking a commission.
(b) This commission to be limited as to time and reissued only after reinspec·
tion, or on full knowledge of the condition of the school.
(c) The reservation of the right of the college to withdraw the commission for
cause hown.
(d) Certificates to show in detail the extent of the ground covered and actual
time spent in each subject and to contain the personal recommendation of the
superintendent or principal.
(e) Stucl nts received on certificate to be required to make up any deficien yin
preparation that may appear in any certificated subject.
(j) Tho college t cultivate friendly relations with its accredited . chools anc1 to
make clear, t~o\1gh pub1ications and conferences, just what its requirement are .
. In the npp~icahon of these prindpl s each college would necessarily work out
~ts own_ detail , nn l uncl:r 1,r ·ent conditions be obliged to do its o,\·n vi iting and
m pc ·tmr,. B ~ there 1s ~o ~eason why the olleges should not oopcrate in this
matt r rncl r m · 1 le 1·e trict1on , the com mi ioning of a school by one, involving
ace 1>tnnce hy oth r .
houhl incluclc laboratory work.

CHAPTER XIX.
EARLY HISTORY O.F THE KINDERGARTE

INDUSTRIAL EDUC.A.TIO.l.'!T-WHERE IT SHOULD BEGIN.

There has been for some time a popular clamor in favo{· of the introcluetion of
the arts and trades into public schools. It has been suppo eel by self-styled "practical·, writers upon education that the school should fit the youth for the practice
of some vocation or calling. They would have the child learn a trade as w 11 as
reading, wrjting, and arithmetic; and the most zealous of them demand that it
shall be a trau.e, and not much else. But the gooc.l sense of tho educational world,
as n. whole, has not b en moved to clepart from the even tenor of its way, and has
defended its preference for technical, conventional, and disciplinary training of a
general character, useful for each and every one, no matter what his vocation shall
be. Who can t ?ll, on seeing tho child, what special vocation lio will best follow
when he grows up? B sicies this, the whole time of the child, so far a it cau b
hacl wjthout overta kino- him, is needed from the period of u or 7 ycari; to Hi Jl', rs
in order to give him a proper amount of this training in t clinical, ronvcntjonal,
au.d disciplinary studies. Moreover, it i evident that theso general studjes are
the keys to the world of natm·o an<l man, and that th y transcend in valu any
special form of skill, such as arts and trades, by as great a degr o as the g neral
law surpasses the particular instance. It i:3 to be claime<l that arithmeti , tho
sdence of numbers for example, js indispensable in a thouRanc1 arts and scicnc s,
while each art bas much in it that is special and of limited application in tho
other arts.
But, on the other hand, analytical investiga,tion bas clone much in the way of
singling out from the physical movement involved in tho trades thoso which aro
common and may be proyjded for by general ilisciplines of the body, which may
be introduced into the school along with the science uncl rlying tho art. For
example, the theory ancl practice of drawing involves arjthmetic and geometry,
and also the training of tho hand and eye. Thus, drawing furnishes a kjnd of
prcpredeutics to all of the arts and trades, and could not fail to make more skillful the workman, whatever his calHng. D1:awing, then, may properly enter the
programme of all schools, having its claim acknowledged to be a general
discipline.
0

But whHe we may acknowlellge the transcendent importance of the r gular
branches for the period of time claimed by the school at present-namely, from
the age of u to lG-it must be conceclecl that the age from 4 years to 6 years is not
mature enough to receive profit from the studies of the chool. The conventional
an<l the di ciplinary studies are too much for the powers of the child of 4 years or
5 years. But the child of 4 year::i or ,3 year is in a period of transition out of the
1
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stage of education which we have named "nurture." He begins to learn of the
outdoor life, of the occupations and ways of people beyond the family circle, and
to long for a further acquaintance with them. He begins to demand society with
others of his own age outside his family, and to repeat for himself, in miniature,
the picture of the great world of civil society, mimicking it in his plays and
games. Through play the child gains individuality; his internal-" subjective,"
as it is called-nature becomes active, and he learns to know his own tendencies
and proclivities. Through caprice and arbitrariness, the child learns to have a
will of his own and not to exercise a mere mechanical compliance with the will
of his elders.
It is at this period of transition from the life in the family to that of the school
that the kindergarten furnishes what is most desirable, and in doing so solves
many problems hitherto found difficult of solution. The genius of Frrebel has
provided a system of discipline and instruction which is wonderfully adapted to
this stage of the child's growth, when he needs the gentleness of nurture and the
rational order of the school in due admixture. The "gifts and occupations," as
he calls them, furnish an initiation into the arts and sciences; and they do this in
a manner half playful, half serious.
Of the twenty gifts which the kindergarten system offers, the first six form a
group having the one object to familiarize the child with the elementary notions
of geometry. He learns the forms of solids, the cube, sphere, and cylinder, and
their various surfaces; also, divisions ot the cube and combination of the cubd
and its divisions in building various objects. He learns counting and measuring
by the eye, for the cube and its divisions are made on a scale of an inch and fractions of an inch, and the squares into which the surface of his table is divided are
square inches. Counting, adding, subtracting, and dividing the parts of the cube
give him the elementary operations of arithmetic, so far as small numbers are
concerned, and give him a very practical knowledge of them; for he can use his
knowledge, and he has developed it, step by step, with his own activity.
It is always the desideratum in education to secure the maximum of self-activity
in the pupil. The kindergarten gifts are the best instrumentalities ever devised
for the purpose of educating young children through self-activity. Other devices
may do this-other devices have done it-but Frrebel's apparatus is most uccessful. It is this fact that occasions the exaggerated estimate which his disciples
place upon the originality of Frrebel's methods. Long before his day it was known
and stated as the first principle of pedagogy that the pupil is educated, not by what
others do for him, but by what he is led to do for himself. But Frrebel's system of
gifts is so far in advance of the other systems of apparatus for primary instruction
as to create an impression in the mind of the one who first studies it that Fr bel
is the original di coverer of the pedagogical laV.: of self-activity in the pupil. The
teacher who has already learned correct methods of instTuction, or who has read
some in the hi. tory of pedagogy, knows this principle of self-activity, but has
never found, outside of the kind rgarten, so wonderful a system of devices for
the l)roper education of the child of 5 years old.
The fir t group of gifts, including the fu-st six of the twenty as already remarked,
take up th forms of solids and their division, and therefore deals with forms and
number of solid', The econd group of gifts includes the four from the seventh
t the t nth, and concern· surface , nd 1 ads up from the manipulati n of thin
bl ·ks or tablet!· to dr, wing with a I> ncil on paper ruled in quare . In drawing,
tho child has r ach d the icleal -repre entation of solid by m ans of light and
shad -marl· made n a rface tor pre.-ont outlines. The intermecliate gift th i~bthand ninth-r la to tick-laying ancl ring-laying, repre nting outlines
f ohJ t by m , n of rai~ht Hn<l curv d ticks or wir . Thi in it ·elf, is a
· 11-d vi ' link I t · n he <1ua<lrangular and trian•mlar ta.bl~ts (which are
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treated only as surface·) and the art of drawing. We have a complete transition
from the tangible solid to the ideal representation of it.
Counting and the elementary operations in numbers continue through all the
subsequent g:rnups of gifts, but in the first group are the chief object. In the first
group the solid, in its various shapes, is the object of study for the child. He
learns to recognize and name the surfaces, corners, angles, etc., which bound it.
In the second group the smface and its corners or angles become the sole object.
But the child begins the second group with the surface represented by tablets,
thin blocks, and proceeds to represent mere outlines by means of sticks or wire
(in the eighth gift), and then to leave the solid form altogether ancl to make an
ideal one by means of pencil marks on slate or paper (in the tenth gift). The slate
or paper, ruled in squares of an inch, like the kindergarten tables, is the be t
device for training the muscles of the fingers and hand to accuracy. The untrained
muscles of the hand of the child can not guide the pencil so as to make entiro
forms at first; but by the device of the ruled squares he is enabled to construct
forms by the simple process of drawing straight lines, vertical, horizontal, and
oblique, connecting the sides and corners of the ruled squares. The training of
the eye and hand in the use of this tenth gift is the sure t and most effective
discipline ever invented for the purpose.
Here it become evident that if the school is to prepare especially for the arts
and trades it is the kindergarten which is to accompli h the object, for the training of the muscles, if it is to be a training for special skill in manipulation, must
be begun in early youth. As age advances, it becomes more difficult to acquire
n w phases of manual dexterity.
Two weeks' practice of holding objects in his right hand will make the infant,
in his first year, right-handed for life. Tbe mu cles, yet in a pulpy consistency,
are very easily set in any fixed direction. The child train d for one year on
Frrebel's gifts and occupations wm acquire a skillful use of hid hands and a habit
of accurate measurement of the eye which will be his p sse sion for life.
But the arts and trades are provided for in a still more effective manner by the
subsequent gifts. The first group, as we have seen, trains the eye and the sense
of touch, and gives a technical acquaintance with solids and with the elementary
operations of arithmetic. The second group frees him from the hard limits which
have con.fined him to the repro<luction of forms by mere soli<ls, and enables him
to represent by means of light and shade. His activity at each step becomes
more purely creative a regards the production of forms and more rational as
regards intellectual comprehension, for he ascends from concrete, particular,
tangible objects to abstract general truths and archetypal forms.
The third group of gifts includes the eleventh and twelfth, and develops new
forms of skill, less general and more practical. Having learned how to draw outlines of objects by the fir ·t ten gifts, the eleventh and twelfth gifts teach the
pupil how to embroider; i. e. , how to represent outlines of objects by means of
11 e<lle and thread.
The eleventh gift takes the first step, by teaching the u se of
the perforating needle. The child learns to represent outlines of forms by perforations in paper or cardboard. Then, in the twelfth gift, he learns the art of
embroi<lering, and, of cour e, with this he learns the art of sewing and its manifold kindred arts. The art of embroidery calls into activity the muscles of the
hand, and especially those of the .fingers, the eye in accurate measurement, and
th intellectual activities required in the geometrical and arithmetical proce ses
involved in the work.
The fourth group of gifts (including the thirteenth to the eighteenth) int roduces the important art of weaving and plaiting.
Among the primitive arts of man this was the most useful. It secures the
maximum of Hgbtness with the maximum of strength, by using fragile material
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in such a manner as to co:nvert the linear into the surface and combine the weak
materials into the form of mutual firm sup-port.
The thirteenth gilt (wi.th which the :fo:wrth group begins) teaches how to cut
the paper into stI::irps;. the fou:rteenth weaves the st:rips into mats or baskets.,. with
figures of various devices formed by the meshes; the filteenth gift uses t:hiin slats
of wood for plaiting, a.n.Ll tlae. sixteenth. uses the same, jointe'1, with a view to
rep1·oducing forms 0f surfaces; the seventeenth gift i:nte1-twines paper,. and the
eiglatemth 0011;structs elaborate shapes oy folding paper. This gronp constructs
surfaces by the- methods of comlt>inmg st:ri.ps or li:mear material. Vessels of
capacity ( baskets, sieves,, nets, etc.)~ clothing ( 0.f woveR cloth), and shelte:u (tents,
etc.) are- furnished li>y branches. G:>f th.is art.
Wood is linear in its stJmcture, and.. strongell' in the di:rection of the grain of the
wood. Hence it became necessary to inve.n.t a moda of adding lateral strength by
crossing the fibers, in the form of weaving or plaiting, in order to secure the maximum of st11ength with th.e minim'l!l!m of hu1k and. weight. Besides wood, there are
various forms of fle-xible plants (the-willow, etc.) and textile fibers (hemp, flax,
cotton, etc.) which can not be uti.liz.ed except iiil this manne:r, having longitudinal
but not latelial cohesion.
In the fourth group of gifts the industrial direction of the work of the kindergarten becomes the most pronouneed.. There is mo1·e of prnctical value and less
of theoretic value in its series 0£ six gifts (thirteenth to eighteenth). But its
disciplines are still genera.I ones, 1ike drawiBg, and furn:iish a necessary training
for the hamds and eyes of aU whowm labor for a livelihood; and, besides these, for
all who will practice elegant employments fo1· relaxation (lauies' embroidery), or
athletic sports and amusements (the- games an.d amusements that test accuracy of
hand and eye, or mathematical combination, ma:rksmansllip, hunting, fishing ball
playing, arche,ry, quoits, bowling, chess playing, etc.).
The fifth group, including the nineteen.th and twentieth gifts, teaches the production of soiid forms, a,s the fourilh teach.es the prodnctio:n of surfaces from the
linear. The ni.neteera.th~ using corks (or peas sooked im. water) and pieces of wire
or sticks of va1·ious lengths and pointed ends, imitates various real objects and
geometrical solids by producing their outlines, edges, or sections. This gift, too,
furni.shes the preparation for drnwing in pe-r&pective. The twentieth and last
gift uses some modeling materfal (potter's clay, beeswax, or other plastic substance), ancl. teaches modeling of solid objects. This group of gifts is propredeutic
to the greater part of the culjnary arts, so far as they give shape to articles of food.
It also prepares for the various arts of the foundry-casting or modeling-of the
pottery, etc., and the fine arts of sculpture and th~ preparation of architectural
ornament.
In the common school, drawing, which hB.s obtained only a recent and precarious foothold in our course f study, is the only bran h which is intended to cultivate skill in the hand and accuracy in tho eye. The kindergarten, on tho other
hand, develops this by all of its groups of gifts.
Not only is this training of great importance by reason of the fact th.at most
clnlclren must depend lar,rely upon manual skill for th ir future livclibo d, but,
from a broader p int of view we mu t value skill ac, the great potence which i
emancipating the hum n race from drudgery by the aicl of machinery. Inventions
will fr :._ man fr m thralld m to time and ·pace.
B · r ' on of the fact already adv rted t , that n. short trainin r of certain mu c es of the infant will be follo ;vcd by the continued growth of the. am muscles
t:1r u." h hi. aft ·1· lif , it is cl , h wit i that th• t •o y ar of the chilcl'. life (his
fifth and sixth ) , or OYen ono year, or a. half year in ihe kin<.ler',ar n will t t
iu o <le ·elopmcnt c:tivities of mu cl
rnl bi· in whi h will cur foftn • ·s • nd
c1 lica ·y f iuf1n. trial pow · in all aft r lif . Th rational of this i f und
in th fac t that it i8 a I lea ·ure to u:o mu cl•.· already inur cl to u. ; in fact, a,
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much-used mu cle demands a daily exercise as much as the stomach demands food.
But an unused muscle, or the mere rudiment of a muscle that has never been used,
gives pain on it.s first exercise. Its contraction is accompanied with laceration of
tissue, and followed by lameness, or by distress on using it again. H ence it happens that the body shrinks from employing an unused muscle, but, on the contrary, demands the frequent exercise of muscles already trained to use. Hence in
a thousand ways, unconscious to ourselves, we manage to exercise daily whatever
muscles we have already trained, and thus keep in practice physical aptitudes for
skill in any direction.
The carriage of a man who appears awkward to us is so because of the fact that
he uses only a few muscle of his body, and holds the others under constraint, as
though he possessed no power to use them. Freedom of body, which we term
grac fulness, is manifested in the complete command of very limb by the will.
This is the element of beauty in the Greek statn::i.ry. The gymnastic training
may te easHy r ecognized in a young man by his free carriage. As he moves he
uses a greater variety of muscles than the man of uncultivated physique. It follows that a muscle once trained to activity keeps itself in t rainino-, or cv n aclcls
by cl gre2s to its development, simply by demanding its daily xercise, and seeming: it by some additional movement which it has a(lded as subsidiary to activities
i which other muscles are chiefly concerned. In his manner of sitting or ri.:;ing,
of walking or running, even of breathing, of writing, or reading, one man varies
from another through the u so or disuse of subsidiary muscles, thus kept in training or allowed to remain as undeveloped rudiment .
I have, in this protracted discussion of the significance of Fr bel's gifts :v-; a
preparation for industrial life, indicated my own grounds for believing that tho
kindergarten is worthy of a place in the common-school system. It should boa
sort of subprimary education, and receive the pupil at the age of 4 or 4} year , a 1<1
hold llim until h v completes his sixth year. By this me ns wo gain tho child for
one or two year::; when he is good for nothing lse but eclucation, and not of much
value even for the education of tho school as it is and has been. The clisciplin s
(!f reading and writing, geography and arithmetic, as taught in tho ordinary primary school, are beyond the powers of the average child not yet entered upon his
seventh year. And beyond the seventh year the time of the child is too valuable
to use it for other than general disciplines-reading, writing, arithmetic, etc., ancl
drawi1!g. He must not take up his school time with learning a handicraft.
The kindergarten utilizes a period of the child' life for preparation for tho art
and trades, without robbing the school of a portion of its needed time.
Besides the industrial phase of the subject, which is pertinent here, we may
tako noto of another one that bears indirectly on the side of productive industry,
but hus a much \,rider bearing. At the age of 3 years the chilcl begins to emerg
from the circumscribed life of the family and to acquire an interest in tho lifo of
society, and a proclivity to form relationship with it. This increases until tho
chool period begins, at his seventh year. The fourth, fifth, and sixth years are
years of transition, not well provided for either by family life or by social life in
the United States. In families of great poverty, the child forms evil associations
on the street, and is initiated into crime. By the time he is ready to enter the
school he is hardened in vicious habits, beyond the power of the school to eradicate. In families of wealth, the cu tom is to intrust the care of the child in this
period of his life to some servant without pedagogical skill, and generally without
str '1...gth of will power. The child of wealthy parents usually inherits the superior directive power of the parents, who have by their energy acquired and presen-ed tho wealth. Its manifestation in the child is not reasonable, considerate
will power, but arbitrariness and self-will-with such a degree of stubbornness
that it quite overcomes the much feebler native will of the servant who bas charge
of the children. It is difficult to tell which class (poor or rich) the ldncler garten
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benefits most. Society is benefited by the substitution of a rational trammg of
the child's will during his transition period. If he is a child of poverty, he is
saved by the good associations and the industrial and intellectual training that
he gets. If he is a child of wealth, he is saved by the kindergarten from ruin
through self-indulgence and the corruption ensuing on weak management in the
family. The worst elements in the community are the corrupted and ruined men
who were once youth of unusual directive power-children of parents of strong
wills.
The kindergarten will give the physical aptitude for manual skill. After the
common-school education is finished, the "manual-training school" will complete
the preparation for a trade. In the "school shops," as the manual-training
schools are sometimes called, the pupil learns how to use the various tools which
belong to most of the industries-the ax, saw, plane, auger, hammer, square,
chisel, and file. There are very many tools, but they are for the most part only
applications of these few instruments.
COST OF TUITION IN THE KINDERGARTEN,

The total amount of salaries in this department for the 131 paid teachers was
$21,860; average number of pupils belonging in the kindergartens was 3,841,
making the average cost per pupil $5. 70; cost for each of the 6,202 pupils enrolled,
$3.52.
The salaries paid have been much reduced.
First
y ear.
For whole day,director _______ --···- --····-------·
For half day, director. ___________ _--··----···----·
For whole day,paid assistant,---------·--------- For half day, paid assistant ___ ____ --···· --·· ·- ....

Second
year.

Third
year.

Fourth
year.

Fifth
year.

- - - - --

$60().00
$500. 00
$M)0.00
$475. 00
350.00
300.00
275.00
250. 00
200.00 --··------ ·· ········ ---······· ----····
125.00 ---······· - --------· ------···· ----- ---

~:~

The cost of tuition in the kindergarten for 1875-76 was, for each pupil belonging, $11.36; for each pupil enrolled, $5.76. For 1876-77, for each pupil belonging,
$9; for each pupil enrolled, $4.05.
Thia shows a constant reduction in the cost of instruction in the kindergarten,
and forms a very important consideration in the question of the introduction or
continuance of the kindergarten in the public-school system.
The average cost of tuition in all the schools is $16. 73 for each pupil belonging,
and $11. 78 for each pupil enrolled in the course of the year.
In my report for 1875-76 I have discussed the several questions relative to the
cour e of study and management of the kindergarten, and in my report for 1 76-77
I have given extended statistics as to results.
As the kindergarten has now been in operation for six year and on a very
extended scale, the time has arrived when the subject may be discu secl in the
light of experience, and sati factory conclusions reached as to the adv' ability of
continuing and extending the system thus far dev loped.
The history of th c tablishment of the kindergarten with us i perhap of. uffici nt int re.-t to be reh arsecl her .
1. From the r port of the sup rintendeut for 1870-71:
Tho
t
<·.~ft,o

·

011 l~·

h

•

·1

ol life of a child in manufacturing di trict is
ing at the a~e of 7, he completes his school ednly car d form chool at r, y ars of age his chool
riod would ·uffice to make a <lurabl impre i n

of ag , to which I hav alludecl in pr vious
an e:i:tent as form rly. In c rt in .-ection
rru1Jtiug to tho childr~n, they being obliged
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to play on the street, it is decidedly better to have them in school at an early age
and to so far modify the tasks imposed on them as to prevent overstraining the~
delicate organisms. The kindergarten system of culture for the young is justly
receiving much attention from educators everywhere. To it we must look for
valuable hints on the method of conducting our instruction in the lowest primary
grades.
The establishment of an experimental kindergarten was accordingly recommended. It got no further, however, than the '3xperiment made at the Everett
Primary School, wherein some of the features of the kindergarten were adopted.
2. Colonel Rombauer introduced a resolution, in November, 1871, into the boa1·d,
appointing a committee for a report on "play schools."
This committee reported March 12, 1872, as follows (the report being laid over):
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PL.A.Y SCHOOLS,

To the Presulent and Board of Directors of St. Loitis Public Schools:
An investigation into the merits of play schools, their practical operation in
other places, and the earnest enthusiasm of all supporters of their institution, has
convinced your committee that our public-school system can no doubt be improved
in that direction. However, though highly recommended, the play school has
nowhere found a general application. An institution of this description, under
the direction of Prof. A. Douai, of Newark, N. J., is the only one which enjoys the
direct support of the public-school authorities. This play school is in a flourishing
condition, and the subsequent success of its pupils in the di3trict schools is stated
to be most satisfactory, as these pupils are almost invariably at the head of their
classes.
,,
While a great many children do not enjoy the advantages of the supervision and
guidance of parents whose intellectual culture, pecuniary means, and business
relations would permit to give the necessary time, or to secure playgrounds, playmates, and playthings which would invite the full bodily and mental actiyjty of
the child, institutions which, by association and combination of means, can secure
these desired facilities mu t be highly commendable.
From the reviewed and digested experience of others, your committee has come
to the conclusion that an educational institution preceding the day education of
the district schools, dealing with children at th~ tender age when they are most
susceptible for lasting impressions, should try to attain, besides its negative benefits, the following positive objects:
1. To develop the indiyjduality of the child sufficiently that th same should not
be obliterated by subsequent class education.
2. To shape its character, and train it to pe1"everance, strength, and mental
vigor.
3. To elicit talentR, independent action, and leading tendencies of mind, by giving them the opportunity of, and by inviting, their expression.
4. To acquaint the child with nature and its forces through play.
5. To lead the child to habits of order classification, and system.
6. To give the child a taste for beauty as the best safeguar l against vice.
7. To give the child ample exercise and the surroundmgs of health.
The above objects can be advanced to no inconsiderable extent by the institution
of play schools, and this influence will aid our district-school system beyond
expectation. However, no definite method in their administrations and no definite
system in their organization ha yet been arrived at. For this reason a practical
test of the system in our own midst, and under the supervision of the board and
its officers, would app ar to be most desirable. It should be also ascertained
whether there is an actual demand for an institution of that kind in our community.
In one sense the whole of life is an education, for man is a being that constantly
develops-for good or evil. In everyepochof his lifeaneclucationgoes on. There
are well-defined epochs of growth or of education; that of infancy, in which
education is chiefly that of use and want, the formation of habits as regards the
care of the person, and the conduct within family life; that of youth, wherein the
child learn in the school how to handle those instrumentalities which enable
him to participate in the intellectual or theoretical acquisitions of the human race,
and wherein, at the same time, he learns those habits of industry, regularity and
punctuality, and self-control, which enable him to combine with his fellow-men
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in civil society and in the State; then there is that education which follows the
period of school education-the education which oue gets bythe apprenticeship to
a vocation or calling in life. Other spheres of education are the State, or body
politic, and its relation to the individual, wherein the latter acts as a citizen. making laws through his elected representatives, and assisting in their execution; the
church, wherein he learns to see all things under the form of eternity, and to
derive thence the ultimate standards of his theory and practice in life.
Before Miss Blow's experiment in the Des Peres School the kindergarten was
only a vague dream in the St. Louis schools. Since that time the following has
been the progress:
Number of kindergartens.
Year.

Number of fupils
enrolle .

~

~

8
fl

0
0

A

.s

Q)

J.,

......

0

1
3

7
16

0

22
27

-------1
5
14
18
26

·.;;

rd

Po

.ti!

:§

Ai

1
4
12
30
40

1
4
12

53

131

32
60

~
Q)

,.Cl

Sci>
PA
i:rbll
Q)

rd

]

8
< - ---

J;r-j

1878--74 --·----·--11875---76
74-75 -···----··___________
1876----77 ----------1877-78 ----------1878-79 .• ----. ----

Number of teachers.

]
0

8

38

150

4
17
50
182

139

199

3
13

65

196

~

ai

I>,

a

0
(:Cl

30
130
533
1,506
2,407
2,845

38

Hl
508

1,827
2,952
3,857

]
0

8

68
271

l,OH

3,333

5, 3.50
6,202

A

bJlo
cl! •-<
~ (I)
<l),.Q

I>
-<11

42

13

5-~
1,5()12
1,469
3,8!·2

CL.A.HI OF THE KINDERGARTEN FOR A PLACE IN THE PUBLIC-SCHOOL SYSTEM.

The question of the kindergarten can not be settled without considering many
subordinate questions.
Your committee therefore recommend to aid such an institution with means,
provided citizens taking an interest in similar educational institutions wi11 g~ve n.
practical expression to such interest by also aiding the same with their pnvata
means.
Your committee therefore recommend the adoption of the following resolutions:
1. That $1,000 are hereby appropriated for the institution of a play school, pro•
vided private citizens furnish a similar amount for the same purpose.
2. That the irn:,titution and the funds created as above shall be under the control of the president, superintendent, and chairman of the teachers' committee of
tbe board.
3. That the objects of that school shall be the same as expressed in this report.
4. That admission to said play school shall be free.
5. 'fhat the citizens contributing to the establishment of that play school may
select its locality, and elect an advisory committee for its management.
G. That the superintendent of the public schools shall report from time to time
upon its condition and progress.

J. ROMBA ER .
DCE-"CH.
TIIO:r.I.AS RICHES0i •

ROBT.

W.
3. From superintendent's report for 1871-72:

Fr m bi thir 1 year, the<' hiltl be~ns to widen the sphere of his activity so m 1ch
as. to ext_ nd it yond the family influ nee. Through play he comes in c nt. t
with children of other families; and soon after this commences he need. the
. ount rbalanci?,g influ nces of the school. 'l'hrough contact with other children
m lll/l.Y~espe~iall:r wh ·re, a ha.PI ens in citie , th street is the place of thjs
a • o<·rn.tion-lns WI11 d v l?ps po, rfully, and som thing more is neeclE'd for it
ontr
' 1nuture.
tn!)rc ge1 eral than that of the famHy) is needecl to
1
11:1<: , an,~ t Sw nro the growth of proper re pect for
11 o · mauc . That thre fol rover nee
hic:h
<
i~her life-r v rence for sup riors. for equn.l ,
•
?
if the ·hil<l r mnins too long under
111
chool. . 'chool <l · ciplin is found to
tt
~ than at th ag of years.
t
1011 of a suffici ut numb r of small
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primary schools-founded more or less on the kindergarten plan-to accommodate
all of the localities situated near the river and in our manufacturing districts. A
genuine kindergarten, as an experiment, would furnish additional h ints to our
teachers and suggestions to the board, enough to doubly repay the cost of its
support.
4. From superintendent's report for 1872-73:
We do not look so much to the gain in intellectual possessions as to the training
of the will into correct habih:; during the years previous to the seventh. After h is
third year the child becomes social, and hungers for companionship. In tho
school he can secure this with less danger to him than on the street. Such careful training in habits of regularity, punctuality, indu try, cleanline s, self-control,
and politeness as are given in the ordinary primary school and still more efficiently
in the well-conducted kindergarten, are of priceless b nefit to the community.
They les en the number of rough, ungovernable youths, whose excesses arc th
menace of the p eace of society.
The offer of Miss Susie E. Blow to unde1·take gratuitously tho instruction of ono
t eacher appointed by the board, and to supervise and manage a kinclergart n,
provided the board would furnish'therooms anc1 a salaried teacher, was accept cl;
and in the report of the teachers' committee, August 2G, 1873, it was r commendedThat room No. 4 of the Des Peres School be devoted for the present year to the
pnrpose of ascertaining, by a faithful experiment, what valuable featur
the
kin ergarten may have that can be utilized in our primary schools; and, for thi
purpose, that Mi s Mary A. Timberlake be assigned to this room , with rank f
first assi ·tant; and that Miss Susie E. Blow, having proff red her ervicea gratuitously, the flame be accepted, and the school be placed under her control and sup rvision.
EBER
CII ·.

w.

t.

FELIX

J. W.
GE . T. ,f

'Y,
RPJI ~'

Teachers' 'omrnitlre.
The question of the kindergarten also involves, besides this ono of pr ·\incoi. e., the question whether there is a place for it-the consideration of its cliscipliues, or what it accomplishes in the way of theoretical insight or of pract ical
will power; these two, and the development of the emotional nature of the lrnnum
being. Exactly what does the kindergarten attempt to do in these directions?
And then, after the what it do s is ascertained, arises the question whether it is
clesirable to attempt su ch instruction in the school; whether it does n t t ko tho
place of more desirable train iDg, which the school has all along been furnishi11g;
or whether it does not, on the other hand, trench on the province of tho eclucn.tiou
within the family, a period of nature wherein the pupil gets most of his internal
or subjective emotional life developed? If tho kindergarten takes tho child t o
soon from the family and abriclges the period of nature, it must perforce in,iure his
character on the whole; for tho period of nurture is like tho root life of the plant,
essential for the development of the above-ground life of the plant, essential for
the public life of the man, the life wherein he combines with his fellow-men.
Then, again, there is involved tho que tion of education for vocation in lifethe preparation for the arts and trades that are to fo1low school life-as the third
epoch in life education. Should the education into the technicalities of vocations
be carried down into the school life of the pupil; still more, should it be carried
down into the earliest period of transition from the nurture period to the school
period?
De ·ides these essential questions, there are many others of a subsidiary naturethose relating to expense, to the training of teachers and their supply, to the ability of public-school boards to manage such institutions, to the proper buildings
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for their use, the proper length of sessions, the degree of strictness of discipline
to be preserved, etc. The former essential questions relate to the desirability of
kindergarten education; the latter relate to the practicability of securing it.
The most enthusiastic advocates of the kindergarten offer, as grounds for its
establishment, such claims for its efficiency as might reasonably be claimed only
for the totality of human education, in its five-fold aspect-of nurture, school,
vocation, State, and church. If what they claim for it were met with as actual
results, we certainly should realize the fairest ideals of a perfected type of humanity at once. Such claims, however, can be made only of a lifelong education in
its five-fold aspect, and not of any possible education which lasts only from one to
four years in the life of the individual. Notwithstanding this exaggeration, it
may prove to be the case that the kindergarten is justified in claiming a province
heretofore unoccupied by the school or by family nurture, and a province which
is of the utmost importance to the right development of those phases of life which
follow it. It is, indeed, no reproach to the friends of the "new education" (as
they call it) to accuse them of exaggeration. T\ie only fault which we may charge
them with is a tendency to ignore or underrate the educational possibilities of the
other provinces of human life, and especially those of the school as it has hitherto
existed. 1
1 To illustrate the bread th of view which the advocates of the kindergarten entertain in regard
to the theory and practical value of the kindergarten, I quote here a statement of its rationale,
furnished me by Miss Elizabeth Peabody, justly considered the leading advocate for the new
education in this country:
"The rationale of Froebel's method of education is only to be given by a statement of the
eternal laws which organize human nature on the one side and the material universe on the
other.
"Human nature and the material uni verse are related contrasts, which it is the personal life
of every human being to unify. Material nature is the unconscious manifestation of God, and
includes the human body, with which man finds himself in relation so vital that he takes part
in perfecting it by means of the organs; and this part of nature is the only part of nature
which can be said to be dominated vitally by man, who, in the instance of Jesus Christ, so purified it by never violating any law of human nature-which (human nature) is God's intentional
revelation of Himself to each-that He seems to have had complete dominion, and could make
Himself visible or invisible at will; transfiguring His natural body by His spiritual body, as on
the Mount of Transfiguration; or consuming it utterly, as on the Mount of Ascension. Whether
man, in this atmosphere, will ever do this, and thus abolish natural death, or not, there is no
doubt there will be infinite approximation to this glorification of humanity in proportion as
education does justice to the children, as Froebel 's education aims to uo it; for it is his princi
plo to lead children to educate themselves from the beginning-like Socrates's demon- forbid
ding tho wrong and leaving the self-activity free to goodness and truth, which 1t is destined to
pur ·ne forever and ever."
A writer in the Canadian chool Journal gives utterance to the following estimate of the
value of kindergartens:
"Graduated from a true kindergarten, a child rejoices in an individual self-poise and power
which makes his own skill and judgment important factors of his future progress. He is not
like ev ry other child who has be n in his class; be is himself. IIis own genius, whatever it
may 1JP, has had room for growth and encouragement to express itself. He therefore sees
some object in his study, some purpose in his effort. Everything in his courRe has b n illuminat ,!d by tho !<amo informing thought; and, th refore, with th attraction that must spring up
in the young mind from the use of material objects in his work, inst ad of a weariness, his vay
bas h e n marked at very tep bya huoyant happiness anrl an a~er intere. t. Any syst m tllat
produces s uc11 r sult i · educationally a goocl system. But wh n you adcl that all thi hn he en
dou so uu.turally and so judiciou ly that the child has d •riv d as mu •h physical as m ntal
advantage, and ax~ e unlly whol • ome moral d vclo11ment who can d ny that it i sup rior to
any o ~ r Y t dovu r,d or u ·1.d, ancl that, as E-uch, it is th inalienable birthright of very ·bilcl
to bo gi\·en tho ad van tag . of it training? • • • B fore tho timo of Proebol the scienc of
:p<•d~g gi< • was found d upon ab tru . thought, although sometim R introtlu~in ?- a . in th
v1uiou ~>hJ c·t_ sys~ ·m - tho <:oncrc,te form as a m ans of odncat1on; but Froobel , hy a Divin
in..pirati~o, lnlfl a d<: hi book , wh r in theory my. tiflod th ory, and studied th~ child.
H
i<l, od will mdicato to u. in th nativ instinct of His er aturo tho b t method for its
d ,. lopm n and gov rnanc •. lfo wat,·he<l he cbilcl at it play and nt i work. He w th t
it · OJ n toiwpre ion. from ev ry <lir rtion; that, its enngi wcr manifcst •d l,y unc ai ing
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The disciples of Froebel everywhere see the world in this way. With them the
theory of the kindergarten is the theory of the world of man and nature. Froebel
himself was as much a religious (or moral) enthusiast as a pedagogical reformer.
The moral regeneration of the race is the inspiring ideal which his followers aim
to realize.
I do not disparage this lofty ideal; it is the ideal which every teacher should
cherish. No other one is a worthy one for the teacher of youth! But I think that
any gifted teacher in our district schools, our high schools, or our colleges may,
as reasonahly as the teacher of the kindergarten, have this lofty expectation of
the moral regeneration of the race to follow from his t.eachings. If the child is
more susceptible at the early age when he enters the kindergarten, and it is far
easier then to mold his personal habits, his physical strength and skill, and his
demeanor toward his equals and his superiors, yet, on the other hand, tho highschool teacher or the college professor comes into relation with him when he has
begun to demand for himself an explanation of tho problem of life, and it is possible, for the first time, at this age to lead him to in ight-theimmediate philosophical view of the universaHty and necessity of principles.
Insight is the faculty of highest principles, and of course more important than
all other theoretical disciplines. It is therefore probable that the opportunity of
the teacher who instructs pupils at the age of 16 years and upward is, on an average, more precious for the welfare of the individual than that of the teacher whose
pupils are under 6 years. This advantage, however, the teacher of the youngest
pupils has, that she may give them an influence that will cause them to continue
th ir education in after life. The primary school, with its four y ars' course,
usually enrolls five pupils where the grammar school, with a course of four years,
enrolls only one pupil. The importance of the primary school is een in tho fact
that it affects a much larger proportion of the inhabitants of a community, while
the importance of the high school rests on the fact that Hs education <.lovelops
insight and directive power, so that its graduates do most of the thinking and
planning that is done for the community.
But there are special disciplines which the child of 5 years may receive profitably
that the youth of 16 would not find sufficiently pro<.luctive. I have already discussed, under the topic of Evening Schools, theindustrial trainingthatthekindergarten furnishes. With the author's permission, I make the following extracts
from an admirable (unpublishecl) lecture by Miss Susan E. Blow-to whom our
kindergartens are so deeply indebted-on the subject of the several phases of the
kindergarten education which form its distinctive features of contra t with other
education:
THE EDUC.A.TION.A.L V.A.LUE OF THE GIFT' .A.ND OCCUPATIO

Let a child try to fashion his lump of clay into a birds nest, and, though llis
effort yield no other result, it will certainly lead him to examine carefully the next
hirers nest he sees. Let him make an apple and a pear, and he mu. t fe 1 their
difference in form as he would never have done had he simply looked at the two
curiosity and unceasing restlessness; that, if loft to itself, the impossibility of reaching any satisfactory conclusions in its rosearches little by little stifled its interest; the eager desire to
e.·plore deeply the world of ideas and objects before him passed into a superficial observation,
hec,ding little and sure of nothing. He saw that the law which made it flit from object to obj ect
in this unceasing motion wa!:l a law of development implanted by God, and therefore good; but
that, unles.q it were directed and given aim and purpose, it became an element of mi chief as
wel~. Then what could be done? Ilow was the possible angel to be developed and the possible
devil to 1Je d feated? Froohel said : 'If we take God's own way, we must be right; so lot us
direc_t into a systematic but natural course of employment all these tender fancies, these fearless little hands and feet, and these precious little eager souls· and then we shall work with the
divme love and intelligence and it with us, and our children ~hall find tho good and avoid the
evil.· Then ~car was added to year of thought and study and practice, until he gave his system
to the world m it!:! present completed form."
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fruits. Let him attempt to lay with his sticks the outline of a house, and bis
attention can not fail to be caught by facts of direction and proportion. Let him
apply numbers in weaving, and their relations grow interesting to him. Lead him
to construct symmetrical figures, and h:e mnst feel the laws of symmetry. Teach
him rhythmic movements, and he must recognize rhythm. All things are revealed
in the doing, and productive activity both enUghtens and develops the mi:nd.
It has always been a difficult :problem to strike the balance between knowledge
and power. The mind is not a sponge, nor is education the absorption of factR.
On tlleotherhand, nothing is more dange:rons than energynncontroHed byln10wledge and insight. The mind, like thestomach, suffers from overloading, yet both
need constant food. The test of healthy assimilation is increasing strength, and
we know we are supplying the mind with the right kind and amount of food if we
notice a gain in vigor and originality. The child's intense play is nature's effort
to order the thronging impressions of the first years of life, and the kindergarten
simply follows nature in alte1·nating receptive and ci-ea.tive activities and in constantly registering the results of perception in reproduction.
In an age so analytical and scientific as our own, the kindergarten has a special
value. Scientific methods need to be supplemented in education by artistic processes. The scientist, beginning ,vith the embodied fact, seeks its relations and its
causes; t:iethought or the artist is the final cause- of the statue, the painting, or
the poem. The scientist, "handicapped by fact and riveted to matter," struggles painfully toward the spiritual , while before the a1·tist the invisible is constantly shaping the visible and the eternal declaring itself in the transitory. The
restless scientist strives to order a bewilde1·ing variety; the a:rtist instinctively
realizes the unity from which variety is evolved, and feels the soul of the whole
animating each particular part. We prepare the child1·en for spiritual insight
when we lead them to create.
Again, the representative system is death to superficiality and self-conceit. T~e
child's imperfect results teach him humility, and stir him to fresh effort. He
constantly testing his per-captions by production, and measuring himself ~Y h1s
attainment. He learns that what h e can use is his; that only what he consc10u ,1y
holds he truly possesses. He finds out in what directions he can best work, and
trans: orms uncomprehended tendency into definite character-. He advances, on
the one hand, from perception to conception, from conception to reproduction,
from reproduction to definition; an.d, on the other, from an instinctive to a selfdirecdng activity, and from this to self-knowledge anc1 self-control. Thus, b_y
the same process, he unlocks creation and realizes in himself the image of h1s
Creator.
The order of the kindergarten gifts follows the order of mental evolution; and
at each stage of the child's growth, Froebel presents him with his" objective
counterpart. " "The child," he says," develops, like all things, according to b.,w
a s simple as they are imperative. Of these, the simplest and most imperative is:
That force existing must exert it elf; exerting itself, it grows strong; strengthening, it unfolds ; unfolding, it repre ·ents and creates; representing and creating,
it lifts itself to consciousness and culminates in insight." This perception of the
courne of development determines his idea. of the stages of early education. It
should aim, first, to strengthen the senses and muscles, conceived as the tools of
the spirit; second, to prepare for work by technical training, and to aid selfexpression by supplying objects which, through their indefiniteness, may bo made
widely representative; third, to provide material adapted to the conscious pr?duction of definite things and diminish the suggestivene~s of thi material m
direct ratio to the increa e of creative power; and fourth, by analysis of the
objects produced, and the method of their production, lift the child to conscious
communion with his own thought. The first stage of this educational proces is
r ealized through the song for mother and chilu. : tho second, through the kindergarten g3:mes, ~he simpler occupation , and the first two gifts; the third, thro 1gh
~he exor~1ses wit~ 1)lock , t blets, slats, sticks, and ring , and the work in dmwrng, folding, cuttrng, as work, ancl modeling· and tho fourth throuO'h the wise
a.pp al of the kindergartener to the thought of' the child, as sh~ leads him slow 1:
fro~ the what to the how, and from the how to tho why all(l wherefore of his own
a·t10n.
The definitely I?ro u tiv . erci
b gin with tho third gift. Frocbel conten<h
~lat 1:1 I>_rov rb1al d truchv n · of childr n is n. perver ·ion of the faculties of
1nv tl"a _on and . n. tr~1c ion_, ncl hat tho ~roken toys str wn ov r our nnrsery
fl
P1 e. s tl~ mm 1 mpati n _pr>
ag, m:t fini. hed an1 complicat d hinO' .
n, l,
' r · t n · rnal , th ch1Jcl l · k hi toys to find out "what i insid~ '
ncl, ornfnl ?f wh t 1 k 110 ap
l to hi activity he turns from tho mo t
g t I l ·thmg t:o th .. crud r ult of hi o, n mnn~facture. What he wams
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is, not somethino- macle for him, but material to make something himself. What
he needs is an object which he can take to pieces without destroying, and through
which he can g:ratif y his instinct to transform and to reconstruct.
At the same time, the possibilities of the object must not be too varie~ and it
must be suggestive through its limitations. The young mind may be as easily
crushed by excess as it is paralyzed by defect. Hence Froobel s choice of a cube
divided into eight smaller C11bes. It is easily separated into its elements, and
easily reconstructed. It is capable of a reasonable number of transformations,
and its crude resemblances satisfy the child's crnde thought. It offers 110 variety
of form to confu e his mind, bnt rigidly confines him to vertical and horizontal,
to t he right angle and the square. Moreover. he can scarcely arrange his ulocks
in any way without their talting forms which will suggest some object he has
seen. If h e piles them one above the other, a word from mother or kinclergartener
enables him to see ·n the unsou 0 ht result of his doings a tower, a light-hous , or
a lamp-post. If he a1Tanges them side by side, he is confrontecl with a wall; if
in two parallel rows, b hold the railroad. The change of a sino-le block transforms the railroad into a train of cars; ancl, with another movement, the cars
van· h in a house. Having, as it were, reached these results accidentally, the
child next directly aims to r eproduce them; and thus, through the suggestiven ss
of his material, is helped from an instinctiYe to a self-directing activity, and from
simple energy to definite prod ction. This point once attained, he triumphs over
more and more complicated material, and constr ins :m ever-increasin" Yariety
of element to obey his thought. With planes and sticks he advances to surface
representation, and prepares the way for drawing, and finally begins, of himself.
to form letters and to spell out tho names of familiar things.
H is progr s like that of the r ace, moves th ns from the concrete to the a bstrnct,
from the fact to the picture, and from the picture to the sign. Through analysh;
of their productions the children are slowly awakened to facts of form and rol::ttions of nnm er, and led to the clear and precise use of langua 0 e. As th y gr w
ol<ler, the analysis becomes more definite and extended; and wh i-e· s tho bauy
beginners only name the objects they prOflucc, the more advance 1 childr n tell
how they make each object, and the graduating cla s must ba ablo to r solvo
whatever they c.Teate into its elements, and state the facts of form, number, du: ctiou, and relation which it illustrates. I consider this final stan- very imp rtant,
for the reason that it makes clear to tho mind the meaning of all its cxpcrien · ,:;,
ancl leacls from the pai·ticular fact to the principle governing all the facts of tho
given class.
With children who have completed the pure kindergarten course the gifts may
be profi ably used to teach the rudiments of geometry and arithmetic. Tho geometric forms are first recognized, then sought under their veiled manifestations
in nature, then applied in construction, then cons iously produced, clearly analyzed, and sharply defined, and finally shown in th ir rC'lations to each oth r.
Thus the child who begins by simply calling his buil ling blocks ' cubes" will
encl by recognizing in his cube the solid, the polyhedron, tho hexahedron, tho
priRm, and the parallelopiped, and will comprehencl its precise definition as a
rectangular parallelopiped whose faces are equal squares. So, beginning by pointino- out the square comers of his cnbe, he en<ls with the definite conception of a
right angle, as produced when two straight lines meet ea h other so as to make
the adjacent angles equal. All the simple problems of geometry may bo illustratccl
to per ·eption and gi-asped as matters of fact, and tho mind thus be prepared for
the geometrical r easoning of later year::i.
It is unnece ary to enlarge upon the evident adaptation of tho gifts to the teaching of arithmetic. Infinitely varied exercises in counting and in the four fnndamental rules may be given with sticks, while the divided solids offer striking
illu trations of fractional parts. Halves, quarters, and eighths must grow clear
through the right use of the third and fourth gifts, whilo the fifth ancl sixth lead
on in their natural division to thirds, ninths, and twenty,sevenths, and may also
be u ed to illustrate halves, quarters, sixths, and twelfth!!'. The salient features
of the method u sed are: (1) To excite interest in the relations of numbers, rather
than to give mechanical drill; (2) to constantly associate number and form,
making them mutually illustrative; (3) to apply numbers to mechanical and
artistic. production. Whereas, in the kindergarten proper, the child abstracted
from his productions numerical facts, he now directly seeks in his constructions
to _solve numerical problems. To illustrate: ,-vith a given number of blocks the
c~1lclren are required t~ b1?,i1d a house of stated height, breadth, and thickn~ss,
wi~h ~ fixed numbe~· of wmdows and doors of definite dimension, and, havmg
bmlt it. to calculate it square and cubic contents. With their tablets they make
squares, oblongs, rhombs, etc., of different sizes, noting length, breadth, and con-
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tents; or with their sticks develop symmetrical figures from different mathematical centers, calculating themselves the number of sticks required for each new
addition. Gradually they grow capable of abstract exercises, and, far from finding vexation in multiplication and madness in fractions, their lessons in arithmetic
are to them a delight and an inspiration.
·
From this imperfect survey of th& gifts let us turn now to the occupations.
These are perforating, sewing, drawing, intertwining, weaving, folding, cutting,
peas work, cardboard and clay modeling.
The perforating tool is a sharp needle fastened into a wooden handle. Holding
this in a perfectly vertical position, the child pricks small round holes in paper.
Little children are provided with drawings in bold lines, and by perforating these
lines produce on the opposite side of the paper a raised outline of the drawn figure. .A:s they grow more expert, they produce pictures in relief by delicately perforating the surface between the lines. They also receive paper marked off in
squares, and, first pricking the corners of these squares, and then by careful perforations connecting these corners, obtain vertical and horizontal lines of different
lengths. These are next united to form figures, and as the eye gains accuracy and
the hand precision, advance is made to slanting and curved lines and their combinations.
Squared paper perforated only at the corners, and outline pictures perfor~ted
at distances of about the eighth of an inch, give the basis of the sewing exermses.
Armed with worsted and an embroidery needle, the child connects the corners of
the paper and works various combinations of lines, or carefully retraces the outlines of pictures. The salient feature in the new occupation is variety of colo~,
and through this simple work the harmonies and contrasts of color may be indicated and the attention directed to the colors of natural objects.
Sewing and pricking culminate in drawing, which again emphasizes both combinations of lines and representation of objects-hinting, on the one hand, the _elements of design and on the other the first principles of artistic reproduction.
Beginning by copying the outlines they have laid with sticks, the children advance
to reproduction of the figures resulting from combinations of tablets; and from
these, first to front views, and finally to simple perspective representations of the
solids and their transformations. As the first step in drawing is to lea_rn to see
correctly, it is evident that all the exercises, both in gifts and occupa~10ns, prepare for the use of pencil and chalk. As tho mediation of word and ubJect drawing is of vast importance in its reaction on the mind, and as the soul of all technical processes, it is the indispensable basis of industrial education.
The material for intertwining consists of strips of paper of different colo~s,
lengths, and widths, which, folded lengthwise and plaited according to _d~fimte
rules, represent a great variety of geometric and artistic forms. The pla1ting by
rule must, however, lead up to free combinations.
In the occupation of mat plaiting the child weaves strips of paper into a leaf of
paper cut into strips, but with a margin left at each end to keep the strips in p~ace.
Designs are not imitated from patterns, but produced by numerical combinatiop.s.
In this mediation of number and form lies the special si~nificanre of the weavmg
exercises, whkh, however, are also valuable for cultivating the sense of color.
The folding material consists of square, rectangular, and triangular pieces of
paper, with which a variety of figures are produced by slight modifications of a
f w definite ground forms. Through this occupation ideas of sequence and c~nnection are emphasized and the relation of mathematics to artistic production
indicated.
In the occupation of cutting, a square or triangle of paper is folded and cut ~y
rul · and the pie es into which it is thus separated are combined in symmetric
forms and mounted on a sheet of paper or cardboard. The child is also encouraged to 01-iginate cuts.
By fastening stick , sharpened at the en ls, into p as soaked in water our little
worker ~ext pro<luc s the flkeletons of real objects an<l of geometric forms. This
o cupat~on leads to close analysis of form connects different solids with their corr· po~chng plane , ancl prep~re for peri;pective drawing .
. ~Vlnle ~ as wor~ throws mto reli~f the outlines of objects, cardboard mod~l~11
r pre. nt. t~ _1r s~1rfa. ·e boundari . , and •lay work brin"':-l n back to the ohd
i~ · •~f. By 111<?d1fi hon. of ancl addition. to the ·ph re, cub . and cylinder, a
' , r1 ,tv_ of . bJ ·t are r pre· nted; ancl th
typical forms are more d finitely
r ·ogm7. cl 1n th w rk of n: 11re ancl f m, n.
a~.e~1 a: a ~ 11 1 •th , o . npati?n. pply th principle suggested by the gifts,
1 th 1r v m lnng tran fonna ion .
and Bn Jl rman n_
It will b oh ervccl that
parti nlar ' · u a 1 11 c· m ct ·i h p, rtic·nhr "'ift
Thu pricki11g ewing
and dra vin , , ' ;vhi ·h r
·
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'
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twining and mat plaiting connect with the slats; folding and cutting with thetablets and peas work; cardboard and clay modeling with the undivided and
divided solids of the first six gifts. It is also noticeable that while the gifts move
from the solid to the surface, the line, and the point, the occupations, revendng
this movement, develop from point to line, surface, and solid; and that while the
determined material of the gifts limits to the combination and arrangement of
unchangeable elements, the plastic material of the occupations is increasingly
subservient to the modifying thought and touch of the embryo artist.
As has been repeatedly said, the aim of the kindergarten is to strengthen and
develop productive activity. But we must be conscious of ideas before we can
express them, anc1 we must gain the mastery of material before we can use it as a.
means of expression. Hence the first use of the gifts is to waken, by their suggestiveness, the mind's sleeping thoughts, and the first use of the occupations to
train the eye and the mind to be the ready servants of the will. While the child
is still imitative in the occupations, he becomes inventive in the gifts; but as he
grows to be more and more a law unto himself, ho turns from the coercion of his
blocks, tablets, and sticks to obedient paper and clay, and, ultimately outgrowing
tho simpler occupations, concentrates his interest in the exercises of drawing,
coloring, and modeling. These artistic processes, with a technical training
according to tho very successful Russian plan, might, it seems to me, be profitably introduced into our regular school course.
The symbolism involved in all things-for in nature everything corresponds to
spirit, and h ence each lower material object is in some sense a key to unlock the
perception of a higher, more subtle object-this symbolism is the basis of the
intellectual value of the gifts of Froebe!. No other educator since Plato's time
has understoo(1 so well the connection of the child's first activities with his subsequent ones and the significance of what is rudimentary as a preparation for what
is to follow.
The following extracts (from another unpublished lecture by Miss Blow) point
out this symbolical education as Froebel has intended it:
TIIE SYMBOLIC PH.A.SE OF EDUCATION.

The instinct of children is to share the life around them. Little girls are eager
to help in the work of the house-to sweep, dust, cook, sew, .£>r do anythh1g that
older people are doing. The boy will follow his father to the farm, to the forge,
to the shop, and is proud and happy to be of the least use. How often do father
and mother reject the weak but willing help of the little child! How often do
they complain bitterly of the laziness, selfishness, and indifference of the older son
or daughter!
As the child's interests and sympathies expand, he comes to notice the dHrerent activities of men. With the presentiment that he, too, is born to be a worker
in the world, he eagerly watches the world's work; and not content with watching, he tries to jmitate. The baby will try to follow the motions of those he sees
working. The older child digs and plants, makes houses in tte sand, floats his
tiny boat on the water, and dams the stream to tum his toy mill. Froebel
responds to the effort of the baby by a series of dramatic games representin ,. the
movements peculiar to different kinds of work, and to the need of the older child
by the gifts and occupations of the kindergarten, through which he is enabled to
imitate all kinds of technical and artistic processes.
The importance of industrial education is every day more widely admitt.ed.
That Froebe! has found the true beginning of t echnical training fo also quite generally recognized. It is one of the important features of the system that a definite training of the hand is begun in babyhood. There are games to strengthen
and give freedom to the wrist; there are games to discipline the muscles of the
arm; there are games to teach force and flexibility to the fingers. The h and is
man's first and most important tool. It can not be too early taught to obey his
thought and execute his will. We shall have no large class of skilled wor1rmen
until we learn from Froebel how to keep hands from growing clumsy and fingers
from getting stiff.
The most fascinating feature of Froebel's games to a thoughtful person is, howeyer, t_heir reac~on on ~hought. They are rooted, every one of them, in the relat10nsh1I? of feelmg, a_ct10?, and thou~ht; they obey without exception tha:t deep
law which co~n.ects mstmct,_expr_ess10n, and insight. How, through th~1r contras~s, the act1v1ty of ~omparison is roused; how they quicken and intensify perception; what presentiments they create of the subtle relationships of sound and
ED
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movement; how they stir in the -child the sense of proportion; how they show the
soul of harmony in the relations of numbers; how they foreshadow even the mysterious correspondences of space and time! All these things and many, many
others can only be realized by those who, believing that in the night of unconsciousness slumber all the possibilities of the poet and the philosopher, will have
patience to watch with Froebe! for the dawning of the soul's light.
The opponents of the kindergarten have indulged in a great deal of scornful
mirth o-ver what they have been pleased to call its false and pernicious symbolism.
Can that be seriously called an educational system, they ask, which allows balls
to be called fishes and frogs, cats and squirrels; which sees in little matchlike
sticks trees and lamp-posts and soldiers; which makes the same block stand for a
house, a chair, and a sheep; and even uses the child's fingers to represent his
grandmother, his parents, and his brothers and sisters?
Again, Fro'°bel appeals from the scorn of his critics to the history of the race
and the instinctive manifestations of the child. He hears untutored men call
the brave man a lion, the meek man a lamb, the cunning man a fox. He hears
the savage describe his face, not as round, but as moon; and says of his fruit that
it is sugar cane, instead of saying that it is sweet. He finds among the monuments of ancient art three cubes standing side by side, inscribed with the names
of the Three Graces. He studies reverently Egypt's great unsolved proble~s 3:s
they are imaged in the Pyramids and the Sphinx. He reads the spirit's faint mttution of immortality in the mysterious phenix. Finding everywhere that man has
sought to express in symbols the truth he feels, but does not understand, he turns
his eyes upon the child, to seek in his instinctive life another parallel with the
development of mankind. At once he notices the tendency of childhood to detect
and delight in the most remote resemblances. '' Father and mother stars," c~lls
out a 2-year-old baby on ·seeing in the sky two large, bright stars in the m1~st
of a number of small ones . "Duston the water," exclaims a boy of 4, as, standmg
on the seashore, he is -b linded by the mist and spray. '' Let me catch the bird,"
cries the little girl, as she watches with delight the flickering reflection of the sunlight on the wall. Illustrations might be multiplied, but we do not need them.
We have all seen the boy ride his father 's cane, and call it a horse; we have
watched many a little girl caress the towel she has rolled and wrapped for h;er
baby; we know how, to the imagination of the child, "the rose leans over to k1ss
baby rosebud," and" God sends the little star baby, 'cause the moon was so lonely
in the sky."
The symbolic stage of thought is characterized by the perceptio~ of resemblances without abstraction of the qualities in which the resemblance hes. When
the child calls the quivering reflection of the sunlight a bird, he shows us that he
has been struck chiefly with the bird's swift motion, but at the same time has not
learned to consider motion as an abstraction.
So, too, it is through the creeping, swimming, and climbing motions that he
identifies the cat, the fish, and the squirrel with his ball. His sticks stand for
trees, lamp-posts, and soldiers through the quality of straightness; and his _many
fingers on one hand suggest the merging of father, mother, and children m the
unity of the family.
.
It fa a fact full of deep meaning that the obscure thought or feeling recogn~zes
itself in a symbol, and can not r ecognjze it elf in a definite and exact reflection.
We need a mirror, not of what we are, but of what we already dimly see ourselves to be. This is the reason that the child's life grows clearer to him throug_h
the life of birds and animals than through the human life around him. He is
drawn closer to his mother by watching tho cat with her kittenB, or the moth~r
bird with her young, than he is by seeing other children with their mothers. It 1s
no idle curiosity which bids him peer into the bird's nost and watch so intently
whi_le the. moth r bird feeds h er young or covers them with her sheltering wings.
Re 1s L cmated, 1)eca;nse thus his own life is made objective to him; his own relationships_aro shown to him in symbol.
The c:lnld not only e press~s himself symbolically, but is quick to interpret the
symbolism of nature. Anc11f, on the one hand. we reco.zniz that he mu t represe1;~ f~re _ho can und r tancl, and know that tho anal~gics which underlie his
acvion will 111 (lne course d velop comparison and ab 3 traction, can we doubt, on
the other, t.~at _th typo__of nator~ will reveal their archetypes ancl th material
symbol v m h n tho sp1r1tual r hty? Looking int tho pa t we find that all the
ph nom~na of na.tur hav 1> n wor hjped_ by men; that the human he rt h
bow· 1 :H to . un nc} 1 o n. to moun in nnc1 rivers, to 1Jeast. and oven to
them t 1 gu ·tmg r P 1.1 · \-or membor tho thund rs and li..,.htnino- of inai
th my. tcry f th l,unm~ l! 1 _h and the pillar of cloud and of fir . \Ve know
th t t day tho olde to C s
churches celebrates her mysteries in symbolic
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forms and servfoes; and the universal heart of Christendom concentrates its
deepest feelings and intuitions in the symbol of the cross. J:i,rom all these things
may we not infer deep analogies between the outer and the inner world-between
the truths God writes in human hearts and those He proclaims through the thousand voices of earth-and believe that by a process we can not trace the mind
may move from the perception of the symbol to the conscious realization of the
truth symbolized? Such, at least, was Froebel's firm conviction; and we find
him, consequently, in many of his little plays directing attention to the natural
symbols of great truths-leading the child to love the light, teaching him reverence for unseen force3, making him feel the unity that underlies variety, and
stirring within him a prophetic certainty of complete self-recognition.
A single illustration must suffice to indicate this phase of Froebel's thouo-ht.
To many, I fear, it will prove a stumbling-block; to many others, foolishness.
To those only will it commend itself who, realizing that all things are connected,
know that nothing is insignificant.
"It is my firm conviction," writes he, "that whatever gives the chil<l pure and
persistent pleasure is, however remotely, connocted with somo deep truth of his
nature, and has in it a germ of highest pos ibilities.
"In the light of this faith, look at the shadow pictures on the wall !
"Between the bright light which shines on the smooth, white wall is thrust a
dark object, and straightway appears the form which so delights the child. This
is the outward fact. What is the truth which through this fact is dimly hinted
to the prophetic mind? Is it not the creative and transforming power of lightthat power which brings form ancl color out of dark chaos, ancl makes the beauty
which gladdens our hearts? Is it not more than this-a foreshadowing, perhaps,
of the spiritual fact that our darkest experiences may project themselves in forms
that will delight and bless, if back of them, in our hearts, shin s tho light of Goel?
Stern, bare rocks and forbidding clefts grow beautiful in the sunlight, and tho
fairest landscape loses life, beauty, and expression in the darkness. ls it not thus
also with our live3? Yesterday they seemed to us full of beauty and hope;
to-day we see nothing but stru c-rgle and pain. Yesterday we f lt within ns great
possibilities; to-day we stagger und r doubts and groan in the clarkncs of our
souls. Only clear conviction that it is the aarkness within us which mak s the
darkness without, and that all lives are beautiful when lived in the light of od s
idea of them, can restore the lost peace of our souls. Be it, therefore, 0 mother,
your sacred duty to make your child feel early the working both of the outer and
the inner light I Let him see in one the symbol of the other, and tracing form and
color to their Rource in the sun, may he learn to trace the beauty and the moaning
of his life to their source in.God!"
The analogy between light and truth has always been most deeply felt by the
most spiritual minds. "The magi said of God that He had light for IIis bocly and
truth for His soul." The psalmist exclaims, '· Thou hast covered Thyself with
light as with a garment." Christ tells us that God is Light, and in Him is no darkness at all; and St. John, writing of that state where we shall have done with all
symbols, because completely penetrated with tho realities they represent, declares
that" the city hath no need of the sun, neither of the moon to lighten it."
If the connection is thus real, will it not mako itself feltt May not the heart of
the child thrill, as the heart of mankind has done, in response to the objective
expression of its inward need? May not a childhood of spiritual presentiments
best prepare for a m::mhood of spiritual insights?
As has been already repeatedly stated, Froebel's life ancl thought wero ruled by
the ilea of organic unity. That all-pervading law of organism by which they
progress from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous, and realize the highest unity
through the extreme of variety, wa ever present to his min<l, ancl his ideal con equently was the complete development of the individual man for the sake of all
men. Therefore, he aimed through self-activity to develop powers, through
love to consecrate them to service, through service to lift them into consciousness.
To know himself man must feel anc.1 know all his r elationships; and he learns the
sweetness and solemnity of his life only by r ealizing its connections with natnre,
with man, and with God.
In view of this vital truth, Froabel insists t hat from tho beginning of life the
child shall be led to see ancl feel connections and dependencies. As these connections exist in the least things they can be shown in the least things, and the habit
of mind thus formed will extend itself to greater things as tho child's powers
strengthen and his experiences enlarge. An instinct of this connection underlies
th~ favorite _game of all nurseries, "pat-a-ca,ke," in which the mother sho~s ~he
child that without the baker he could not have his cake. Froebel seizes this hmt
and develops it. For the cake the child depends on the baker, the baker on the
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miller, the miller on the farmer, the farmer on the sunshine and the rain. In
another game, called grass-mowing, the same general idea is carried out. The
motion of the game represents the mowing of the grass; the words tell how the baby
loves milk, how the milk comes from the cow, the cow must be fed with the grass
the mower reaps; God sends the sunlight and the rain to make the grass grow. In
still another play Froebel unites in one all the little games the child has learned.
I give the words which accompany this game, only adding that the particular
motion associated with each separate game is repeated when that game is referred
to. Thus the child connects his isolated experiences into a whole, and begins to
organize his memories:
MOTTO .FOR THE MOTHER,

"Whatever singly thou has played
May in one charming whole be made.
The child alone delights to play,
But better still with comrades gay.
The single flower we love to view,
Still more the wreath of varied hue.
In this and all the child may find
The l east within the whole combined."
SONG.

•· Two hands! thereon eight fingers are;
Two thumbs the two grandmothers are.
They've come to make each other a call;
'Tis long since they have met at all;
They bid each other welcome.
Oh, welcome! Oh, welcome!
Such bowings and such greetings!
Such glad and tender meetings!
They talk as if thoy would never rest;
They tell of the basket, the eggs in the nest;
They tell of the doves and the pigeon-house,
How they fly in and out in gay carouse.
They tell of the little fishes gay,
In the sparkling water floating away;
The baker and little patty-cakes;
The targe t the good brother makes.
Now, when they've reviewed their plays all through,
They ask each other what next they shall do.
The fingers say, 'To the steeple we '11 go I '
But the little grandmothers they say,' Nol'
In the church door the grandmothers go."

We build up the future on the past; we look back that we may move forward;
we grow strong for what is to be by seeing clearly what has been.. Hence_ the
great value of history; hence, too, the strength of those who, from time to time,
pause in life to collect the results of living.
To most of us, however-perhaps to all of us~the first few years of life are a
blank in memory. We wake to consciousness with definite feelings, thoughts, and
tendencies. Whence sprang the feelings? How grew the thoughts? What fixed
the tendencies? We ask in vain. Over the sources of life roll the silent waves of
unconsciousness, and memory loses itself in a beginning when" all was without
form and void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep."
THE LIMITS OF THE KINDERGARTEN .A.S .A.N EDUCATIONAL APPLIANCE .

While the industrial preparation involved in the kindergarten exercises is a
sufficient justification for its introduction into our school system, it must be confessed that this is far from satisfactory to the enthusiastic disciples of Froebe!.
They see in the kindergarten the means for the moral regeneration of the human
race, and they look upon the inclu trial phase of its results as merely incidental
and of little consequence; and, indeed, they regard those who attempt to justify
the kind rgarten on an industrial basis as sordid materialists. That they have
good reason to claim more than this preparation for manual arts is evident from
tho prec ding extl'acts, in which Miss Blow has shown how the gam s, gifts, and
occupations are ymbolic, and thus propredeutic to sub equent intellectual and
moral training. Ev ry con ciou. intell ctua1 pha e of the mind has a previous
pha e in ;vhich it wt s uncon · iou ancl m r 1y symbolic. Fe ling, emotion, sensibili y-the ar 11 m of activiti of the soul which becom thoughts and ideas
by the implo 1 liti 11 of ,u cio 1 ne. t th m; i. . , the addition of refl clion.
ha
ok i
h cl
m .i11 m ort is instinct to cl ar rational pnrp se.
t, therefore, feelings and impul cs; when later they
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are seen as ideas they are seen as having general form or as possessing universality. As feelings they are particular or special, having application only then and
there; as thoughts they are seen as general principles regulative of all similar
exigencies.
The nursery tale gives the elements of a thought, but in such special grotesque
form that the child seizes only the incident. Subsequent reflection brings together
the features thus detached and isolated, and the child begins to have a general
idea. The previous symbol makes easy and natural the pathway to ideas and
clear thought.
Besides the industrial training (through the "gifts and occupations") and the
symbolic culture (derived chiefly from the "games"), there is much else in the
kindergarten which is common to the instruction in the school subsequently and
occupies the same ground. Some uisciplines also are much more efficient in the
kindergarten by reason of its peculiar apparatus than the samo are or can be in
the common school.
The instruction in manners and polite habits which goes on in all well-conducted
kindergartens is of very great value. The child is taught to behave properly at
the table, to be clean in his personal habits, to be neat in the arrangement of his
apparatus, to practice the etiquette and amenities of polite life. These things are
much better provided for in Froebel's system than elsewhere. Moreover, thero is
a cultivation of imagination and of the inventive power which possesses great significance for the future intellectual growth. The habits of regularity, punctuality, silence, obedience to established rules, self-control are taught to a great a
degree as is desirable for pupils of that age, but not by any means so perf ctly as in
the ordinary well-conducted primary school. The two kinds of attention that are
developed so well in a good school (1) tho attention of each pupil to his O\vn tusk,
so absorbed in it that he is oblivious to the work of the class that is reciting, and
(2) the attention of each pupil in the class that is reciting to the work of the pupil
reciting, the former being the attention of industry and the latter the attention
of critical observation, are not developed so well as in the primary school, 11or is
it to be expected. The freedom from constraint, which is essential in tho kindergarten, 01· in any school for pupils of 5 years of age, allows much interference of
each pupil with the work of others, and hence much djgtraction of attention. It
is quite difficult to preserve an exact balance. The teacher of the kindergarten is
liable to allow the brisk, strong-willed children to interfere with the others and
occupy their attention too much.
As regards imagination and inventive power, it is easily stimulated to an abnormal degree. For if it is accompanied by conceit, there is a corre ponding injury
done to the child·s faith and reverence which must accompany his growth if he
would comf, to the stores of wisdom which his race has preserved for him. The
wisest men are those who have availed themselves most of the wisdom of the race.
Self-activity, it is true, is essential to the assimilation of the intellectual patrimony; but it is a reverent spirit only that can sustain one in the long labor of
mastering and acquiring that patrimony.
The cultivation of language-of the power of expression-is much emphasized
by the advocates of the kindergarten, and: I beHeve, with fair results.
There is a species of philosophy sometimes connected with the system which
undoubtedly exercises a great influence over the minds of the followers of Froebe!.
It is, apparently, a system founded on a thought of Schelling-the famous" identity system "-which made the absolute to be the indifference or identity of spirit
and nature. Its defect is that it deals with antitheses as resolvable only into
"indifference" points; hence the highest principle must be an unconscious one,
which makes its philosophy a pantheistic system when logically can-ied out. But
Froebe! does not seem to have carried it out strictly. He uses it chiefly to build
on it as a foundation his propredeutics of reflection, or thinking activity. Antith-
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esis, or the doctrine of opposites (mind and nature, Ught and darkness, sweet and
sour, good and bad, etc.), belongs to the elementary stage of reflection. It is,
howenr, a necessary stage of thought (although no ultimate one) and far above
the actiTity of sense perception. But, compared with the thinking activity of the
comprehending reason, it is still very crude. Moreover, from the fact that it is
not guided by a principle above reflection, it is very uncertain. It is liable to fall
from the stage of reflection which cognizes antithesis (essential relation) to that
which cognizes mere tlifference (nonessential relation). Buch imperfection I conceive to belong rather to somo of tho interpreters of Froebel's philosophic views
than to Froebel's system as he understood it. It is certainly not a fault of his
pedagogics. His philosophy is far deeper than that of Pestalozzi, while his pedagogical system is far more consistent, both in theory and in practice.
As regards the claimed transcendence of the system over all others in the way
of moral development, I am inclined to grant some degree of superiority to it, but
not for intrinsic reasons. It ii3 bec;:i,use the child is then at an age when he is liable
to great demoralization at home and is submitted to a gentle but firm discipline
in the kindergarten that the new education proves of more than ordinary value
as a moral discipline. The children of the poor, at the susceptible age of 5 years,
get many lessons on the street that tend to corrupt them. The children of the
rich, meeting no wholesome restraint, become self-willed and self-indulgent. The
kindergarten may save both classes and make rational self-control take the place
of unrestrained, depraved impulse.
·
But the kindergarten itself has dangers. The cultivation of self-activity may
be excessive and lead to pertness and conceit. The pupil may get to be irreverent
and overbearing-hardened ag~inst receiving instruction from others. In fact,
with a teacher whose discernment is dimmed by too much sentimental theory,
there is great danger that the weeds of selfishness will thrive faster among the
children than the wholesome plants of self-knowledge and self-control. The
apotheosis of childhood and infancy is a very dangerous idea to put in practice.
It does well enough in ·w ordsworth's great ode, as a sequence of the doctrine of
preexistence; and it is quite necessary that we should, a.s educators, never forg~t
that tho humblest child-nay, the most depraved child-has within him the possibility of the highest angelic being. But this angelic nature is only implicit, and
not explicit, in the child or in the savage or in the uneducated. To use the language of Aristotle, the undeveloped human being is a,: first entelechy," while the
developed, cultured man is a'' second.entelechy." Both are,'' by nature," rational
beings; but only the educated, moral, and religious man is rational actually. "By
nature" signifies "potentially" or" containing the possibility of."
There is no technical expression in the history of pet:lagogy with whic.:h more
juggling has been done than with the word ': nn.ture. '' As u eel by most writers,
it signifies the ideal 01· normal type or the growth of anything. The nature of
the oak realizes itself in the acorn-bearing monarch of the forest. The nature of
man is realized in the angelic, godlike being whoso intellect, and will, and emotions are rational, moral, and pervaded by love. We hear the end of education
spoken of as the harmonious c.1evelopment of humn.n nu.ture, phytiical, intellectual,
moral, and a.ffectional. This" nature," in the sens of ideal or normal type, is,
howover, liable to be confounded with ''nature·• in the opposite sen""e, viz, nature
as th external world (of unconscious growth). This confu~ion is tho wo:r·t that
coul<l h ppen, when we are dealing with the problem of human life; for man, by
nature (as unconscious growth) is only the infant or sava"e the mere anim l
and hi _po siblo angelic ' nature·• is only pos ·ibl . foreov~r, this po sibilit;
n~v r will ~co e actuality except through hi own self-activity; he must make
huo. elf rational, f r naturo as· tho external world will nev r do thi!:I for him.
d
, \There nn. ur as lhe : dernal (uncon ·iou ) worl<l. i most active fa its
s-say, in the torrid zone-there the development of man will be most
0
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retarded. Nature as external world is a world of dependence, each thing being
conditioned by everything else, and hence under fate. The humblest clod on the
earth pulsates with vibrations that have traveled hither from the farthest star.
Each piece of matter is necessitated to be what it is by tho totality of conditions.
But the nature of man-human nature-must be freedom, and not fate. It mu,st
be self-determined, and not a mere" thing" which is made to be what it is by the
constraining activity of the totality of conditions. Hence, those who confuse
the~e two meanings of "nature" juggle with the term, and in one place mean the
rational ideal of man-the self determining mind-and in another place they mean
a thing, as the product of nature as external world. The result of this juggling
is the old pedagogical contradiction found in Rousseau throughout, and now and
then in the systems of all other pedagogical r eformers-Pestalozzi in particular,
and even in Locke before Rousseau.
To become rational, man must learn to practice self-control and to sub titute
moral purpose for mere impulse. Man inherits from nature, in time and space,
impulses and desires; and, as subject to them, he is only a Prometheus Vinctusa slave of appetite and passion, like all other animals. The infant begins his
existence ,vith a maximum of unconscious impulse and a minimum of conscious,
rational, moral :purpose. The disciple of Froobel who apotheosizes infancy and
says, with Wordsworth:
Ilea.vcn lies abont us in our infancy,

and who thinks that tho child is aMightr prophet! Seer blcst,
On whom those truths do rest
\Vbich we are toiling all our lives to find,

is prone to regard the kindergarten as a "child·s paradise," wherein he shourn be
allowed to develop unrestrainedly, and the principle, laissez fairo-"let him
alone "-is to fill the world with anO'els.
This belief in the porfection of natme is the archheresy of education. It is the
more dangerous because it has a shle of deepest truth-the truth which makes
education possible, viz, the truth that man possesses the capacity for self-regeneration-the capacity of putting off his natural impulses and desires, his :inimal
selfishness, ancl of putting on righteousness and holiness. His ideal natnro must
be made real by himself in order to be. His real nature, as a procluct of time and
space, must be annulled and subordinated, and his ideal nature be made real in its
place.
'J'he child as individual, and without availing himself of the help of his fellows,
is a mere slave, a thing, a being controlled by fate. Through participation with
his fellow-men united into institutions-those infinito, rational organisms, the
product of the intellect and ·w ill of the race conspiring through the ages of human
history and inspired by the Divine purpose which rules all as Providonce-through
participation in institutions, man is enabled to attain freedom, to complement his
defects as individual by the deeds of the race; he subdues nature in time and
space and makes it his servant; he collects the shreds of experience from tho
individuals of the race and combines them into wisdom, and preserves and tran..,mits the same from generation to generation; he invents the instrumentalities of
intercommunication-the alphabet, the art of printing, the telegraph ancl railroad,
the scientific society, the publishing house, the bookstore, the library, the school,
ancl, greater than all, the newspaper. The poor, squalid individual, an insignificant atom in space and time, can, by the aid of these great institutions, lift bimself up to culture, and to the infinitude of endless development. From being
mere individual, ho can become generic, i.e., realize in himself the rationality of
the entire species of the human race. By education we mean to do exnctly this
thing; to give to the individual the means of this participation in the aggregate
labors of all humanity.
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Hence we are bound to consider education practically, as a process of initiating
the particular individual into the life of his race as intellect and will power. We
must give to a child the means to help himself and the habit and custom of helping himself; to participate in the labors of his fellow-men, and to become a contributor to the store created by mankind. Institutions: the family; civil society,
with its arts and trades and professions and establishments, schools, etc.; the
state, with its more comprehensive organizations, and, fina11y, the church. These
are greater than the individual, and they are products of his ideal nature, and
exist solely as means whereby the individual may develop his ideal.
The kindergarten, then, has the same general object that the school ha.a had all
along-to eliminate the merely animal from the child 1 and to develop in its place
the rational and spiritual life.
Now, as regards the science of the kindergarten, there is one more consideration
which is too important to pass by-the theory of play as an educational element.
The school had been too much impressed with the main fact of its mission, viz.,
to eliminate the animal nature and to superinduce the spiritual nature, to notice
the educative function of play. Froebel was the first to fully appreciate this and
to devise a pfoper series of disciplines for the youngest children. The old regime
of the school did not pay respect enough to the principle of self-activity. It sacrificed spontaneity in an utterly unnecessary manner, instead of developing it into
rational self-determination. Hence it produced human machines, governed by
prescription and conventionality, and but few enlightened spontaneous personalities who possessed insight as well as law-abiding habit. Such human machines,
governed by prescription, would develop into lawbreakers or sinners the moment
that the pressure of social laws was removed- from them. They did not possess
enough individuality of their own. They had not assimilated what they had been
compelled to practice. They were not competent to readjust themselves to a
change of surroundings.
Now, in play the child realizes for himself his spontaneity, but in its irrational
form of arbitrariness and caprice. In its positive phase he produces whatever his
fancy dictates; in its negative phase he destroys agajn what he has made, or whatever is his own. Re realizes by these operations the depth of originality which
his will power involves-the power to create and the power to destroy. This ·will
power is the root of his personality-the source of his freedom. Deprive a child
of his play, and you produce arrested development in his character. Nor can llis
play be rationalized by the kindergarten so as to dispense altogether with the
utterly spontaneous, untamed play of the child, wherein he gives full scope to his
fancy and caprice, without depriving his play of its essential character and
changing it from play into work. Even in the kindergarten, just as in the school,
there must be prescription. But the good kindergarten wisely and gently controls in such manner as to leave room for much of the pure spontaneity of play.
It prescribes tasks, but preserves the form of play as much as is possible. If the
chilu. were held to a rigid accountability in the kindergarten for the performance
of hi task, it would then cea e to be play and become labor. Labor performs the
pre cribeu. ta 'k. Play prescribes for itself. The attempt to preserve the form of
self-pres ·ription for the child in hi ta. ks is what saves the kindergarten from
being a positive injury to the child at this tender and immature age. It is the
pre ·erva ion f the form f play, and at the ame time tho induction of the , ubstance of pr cription that con titute what is now and yaluablo in Froebel's
metho of instruc ion. There hi a g ntle in inuation of habits of attention, of
s. ~-cont: 1, of action in con · rt, of coru id ratene s towar<l others, of de ir to part1c1p
m the <·01nmon r ult of th
·hool, that succe a in accompli bing this
ary ch· ng of h r in th chil -from olfi hne 5 to . elf-remmci11tion., · ·ficing h · P n 11 i Y mu h na i Jon in the old-fashion d primary
u1h
1 T
f th ·
of the school that he would
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have lost had he remained at home in the family . The child, too, at this period of
life has begun to experience a hunger for the more substantial things of social
life, and the family alone can not satisfy his longings. The discovery of Froebe!
gives the child what is needed of the substantial effects of the school without the
dang r of roughly crushing out his individuality at the same time.
TIIE PRACTICAL CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE KINDERGARTEN,

After we have decided in the affirmative the essential questions relative to the
reasona°Jleness of the course of study and discipline of the kindergarten, its suitability to the age of the children, its effect upon the education that follows it, we
come to the subsidiary questions regarding expense, training of teachers, and the
details of management. These questions are not important, unless the decision is
reached that the kindergarten theory is substantially correct. If it is found to be
a valuable adjunct to the school, then we must solve the practical problems of
how to introduce it into the public-school system. The problem is, how to meet
the expense. If the traditional form of the kindergarten be adopted, that of one
teacher to each dozen pupils, and this constituting an isolated kindergarten, the
annual cost of tuition would be from $50 to $100 per pupil, a sum too extravagant
to be paid by any public-school system. The average tuition per pupil in publicschool systems of the United States ranges from $12 to $20 for the year's schooling
of two hundred days. No school board would be justified in expending five times
as much per pupil for tuition in a kindergarten as it expended for the tuition of a
pupil in the primary or grammar school.
If it is necessary to limit the number of pupils per teacher to 12 or 20, while in
the primary school each teacher can manage and properly instruct 50 or 70, it
becomes likewise necessary to invent a system of cheaper teachers. At once the
Lancasterian system, or the "monitorial" system, suggests itself aFJ a model for
the organization of the cheap kindergru:ten. Tho kindergarten shall be a largo on(',
located in a room of ample size to hold 5 to 10 tables, each table to have 15 children attending it, an_d presided over by a novitiate teach r; and the whole room
shall be placed under the charge of a thoroughly competent teacher of experience
and skill and well versed in the theory and practice of Froebel's system. The
director of the kindergarten must be a well-paid teacher, receiving as much as the
principal of a primary school, with 2 assistants. H r assistants, the " novitiate
teachers," are learners of the system. The fir t year they shall he volunteers, and
receive no salary; the second year, or as soon as they pass the first examination in
theory and practice of the kindergarten, they are to receive a small salary as '' paid
assistants. ' After a year's service as paid assistants they may pa s a second examination, and, if found competent, be appointed directors, and receive a higher
salary.
In the St. Louis kindergartens the number of 60 pupils entitles the director to 1
paid assistant, and there is 1 additional appointed for each 30 pupils above that
number. Thus there would be a director and 4 paid assistants if the kindergarten had 150 pupils. (The director would, in St. Louis, receive $350 per annum,
and each paid assistant $125 per annum. The cost of tuition, based on teachers'
salaries, would be $850 per annum for the 150 pupils, being less than $6 per annum
for each.)
Besiues the salaried teachers of the kindergarten, it is expected that there will
be an equal or greater number of volunteers. In order to make it worth while for
volunteers to join the system, as well as to secure the development of the salaried
teachers, it is necessary to have two persons of superior ability that can give
instruction once a week on the theory and practice (the" gifts and occupations")
of Froebel's system. A young woman will find so much culture of thought to be
derived from the discussion of Froebel's insights and theories, and so much pecul-
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iarly fitting expeTience from her daily class in tho kindergarten-experience that
will prove invaluable to her as a wife and mother-that she will serve her apprenticeship in the kindergarten gladly, though it be no part of h er intention to follow
teaching as a vocation.
It is a part of the sys-tern, oo an adjunct to the public schools, to educate young
women in these valuable matters relating to the early training of children. I
have thou ght that tho benefit derived by the 200 young women of the St. Louis
kindergartens from the lectures of Miss Blow to be of sufficient value to compensate the city for the emit of the kindergartens. A nobler and more enlightened
womanhood will result, and the family will prove a better nurture for the child.
Here we come upon the most important practical difficulty in the way of tho
general introduction of the kindergarten. If the teachers are no better than the
average mothers in our families, if they are not better than the average primary
teacher, it is evident that the system of Froebel can not effect any great reform in
society. "It is useless to expect social regeneration from persons who are not
themselves regenerated."
In our St. Louis wo:rk we have been very fortunate in having a lady of great
practical sagacity, of profound and clear insight, and of untiring energy to organize our kindergartens and instruct our teachers. Her (Miss Susan E. Blow's) disinterested and gratuitous services have been the means of secm:ing for us a system
that now furnishes its own directors, assistants, and supervisors.
There is another important point connected with the economy of the kindergarten. The session should not last over three hours for the children of this age.
Hence each room permits two different sessions to be held in it per day, one in the
morning and one in the afternoon, thus accommodating double the number of
p upils. In some cases, where the teacher has attained experience and strength
sufficient, sh e teaches in both sessions, and receives a higher grade of salary for
t he work. (In St. Louis, as already mentioned, directors r eceive $600 for two
sessions per day, and $350 for one session; paid assistants receive $125 for one session and $200 per annum for two daily sessions.)
T he furniture of the kindergarten is made up of small, movable chairs and small
tables, each one capable of accommodating two children-the surfaco of tho table
being marked off into divisions 1 inch square. It is b etter to use tho small tables
than large ones that will accommodate a whole class, for the small ones may be
moved easily and combined into large ones of any desirable size, and may be
readily arranged into any shape or figure, and placed in any part of tho room, by
the children themselves. It is necessary to use the floor of tho room during one
exercise each day for the games, at which time all tho children are collected "on
the circle;" at this time it may be desirable to remove the tables to the sides of
the room, and with small tables this can be easily accomplished. Again, in the
absence of one of the teachers, it may become nece ary to combine two classes
into one, uniting two tables. The small tables are, therefore, an important item
in the economy of the kindergarten.
With these suggestions, I leave the subject, b elieving that they aro sufficient to
justify the directors of our public schools in making the kindergarten a part of
our school system. The advantage to the community in utilizing tho age from 4
to G; in training tho hand an<l eye; in <1 veloping habits of cleanliness, politene s,
self-control, urbanity inc1u try; in training the miml to under. tand numbers and
geometric forms, to inv nt combination•· of figures and shapes, and to represent
them with tho l en il-th . nnl other valuable le sons in combination with their
fellow-~upil an o <li nc ~ the rule of th ir superiore-abovo all, the useful
sugg • hons a to me h ] of m tru ion which vill como from the kindergarten
?nd P n . ra
h m th 1 o~ the o h r ·hoo1. -will, I think, ultimately pr vail
m s ur Il"' t
1 m t o this beneficent in titution in all the city
h 1 y tc

CHAPTER XX.
SO1\IE RECE ~T CO TRIBUTIO S OF BIOLOGY, SOCIOLOGY,
A D METALLURGY TO THE CURRICULU f OF COLLEGES
E DOWED BY 'l1IIE FEDERAL GOVER l\1E T FOR THE
BE EFIT OF AGRICULTURE AND TIIE MECIIANIC ARTS. 1

Tho foundation of agricultural chemistry and the inRpiration to found oxporl~
ment stations, directly due to Theodore do Saussure in 1804:-'rhe value of ono oxp rimontTho food taken by the plant from the air-Tho contest about tho source of nitrog n-Tho
microbe or formant-The communication addressed by Messrs. Schloosing and Mi.intz to
the Frencl1 Academy of Sciences describing their discovery of a nitrogenous ferment in the
soil-Discovery of the microbe causing this "formonta.tion," by Ho1lriogel and Willfartb,
and further proof by Schloesing, jr., and Laurient-Tho food tho pfo.nt tak s from tho soil.
(b) The formation of vegetable mold and geological formations now in process in tho nited
States through the work of coral animals on tho coast of Florida and of lumbormon on tho
mountain sidos-The agricultural differ nccs (as shown by xp riment at th University of
Halle) between a soil with and a soil without earthworms-Th pow r of tho n.ctinic or photographic rays of the sunbeam upon organic acids and in general upon vogotation-Epitomo
of tho Rothamsted experiments and results during tho last half century. (c) 'fho plant as a
vital ma.chino seemingly endowed with a crude reflex activity or "irrit::i.bility "-Tho vogotable con or cell with a cellulose sac-The dynamics of cell growth-Tho moYomcnt and
"instincts" of tho root, l a.f, and flowor-Inheritance.
SOCIOLOGICAL: (a) The ebb and flow of population not o. new phonomonn.--Efforts of society to
interfere with such excbango or regulate it-An •icnt slavery- -Mccliroval serfdom-Moclern
education. (b) Instincts at tho bottom of migrations o.nd tho production of a prolotarateCharts representing the age of the populations of groat cities. (c) Tho birth r::i.te and death
rate of city and country compared-Effect of country life on fecundity-Effect of city life
on infants and in increasing illegitimacy. (d) Cooporntion a form of tradcH unionism combined with agricultural capitalistic production--Valuo of tho cfi'ort if considered from tho
economic rather than the political side-Cooperation in ::i.lifornfa (irrigation works)-In
France, Germany, and Switzerland-Present condition of pe::i.sant lifo in Russia.
METALLURGICAL: Tho iron ago tho golden age. (a) Scientific engineering-Mining engineering
and quick returns-Subterranean metalliferous deposits as a public resourco ancl consorva.tive treatment. (b) Legislation in the United States on tho ownership of mineral depositsIn England and France-Tho protection of tho miner-Tariff laws of tho United States (in
tabular form) regarding minerals and crudo forms of metals since 1780. (c) Improvements
in mining-The rock drill-The air-driven coal cutter, pick form, circular-saw form, and
chisel form-The old and new methods of convoying tho ore to tho surfaco-Tho blast furnace
and its development: Egyptian, Catalan, open-topped, closed tops with hot blast, otc.-The
Siemen's "gas producer "-The creation of "metallurgical meta.ls." (d) Tho mining academies of Saxony, Franco, and Englan,1-The evident imitation of tho English school by
American schools-The courso of such schools and the po itions circumstances have forced
them to take in the past-Tho curricula. considered.
NOTE A.-Professor Lockyer's meteoric hypothesis as to the formation of suns and worlds.
NOTE B.-Professor Drummond's theory of the function of the "African white ant" in agricnlturo and tho formation of tho vegetable soil of the yalley of tho Nile.
NOTE C.-Professor Dewar's apparatus for consolidating common air, with i::ome account of the
same.
BIOLOOIOAL: (a)

Several years before the formation of the Association of Agricultural Colleges
to the committee on technical instruction of the National Council of Education by a president of a western agricultural

and Experiment Stations a report was made

1
By Mr. W cllford Addis, specialist for obtaining and collecting information regarding colleges
for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic arts.
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college. The title of the report is Agricultural Schools: Their Objects, Methods,
and Equipments. In the course of his argument the reporter remarked that
"agricultural colleges have for their aim the promotion of intelligence in farm•
ing" and of '' such discipline of body, mind, and sympathies as shall give strength
for the task of elevating agriculture while the everyday surroundings add to the
natural curiosity about seeds, soils, moisture, heat, germination, and fertilization,
variation in plant and animal, adaptation of parts and forces. Botany, chemistry,
mineralogy, entomology, comparative anatomy, physiology, zoology, and geology
make a series so full of constant adaptations to previous curiosity as to give new
zest to the pro blems of farm life."
Upon the conclusion of the report one of the members of the Council inquired
whether the agricultural schools had investigated certain questions in agricultural
chemistry which he deemed to be of great practical importance and to which he had
seen no satisfactory answers. One of these questions was, "Does the deprivation
of light have an effect to cause air to deposit some of its nitrogen?" He also wanted
an explanation of the reason why untilled land produced a sparse vegetation, while
the earth overturned and frequently stirred was far more fruitful. He thought
(speaking in 1888) that there should be far more experimenting among farmers
and in agricultural colleges, and he also thought that when youth were properly
instTucted in agricultural schools they would be able to show the fallacies of the
one-tax theory. In reply to the inquiry, the reporter, President Fairchild,
remarked that his college had been conducting experiments for two years upon
the source of nitrogen, and when the experiments were completed a report thereon
would be made) as the problem is a very complex one from the many modifying
circumstances.
This report to the national council in 1888 was upon education in agriculture, and
in such a report it would have been out of place to have spoken of the other group
of technical subjects which Congress had joined with agricultural, that is to say,
the engineering professions, when that body founded the schools for the benefit
of agriculture and the mechanic arts. But in treating of such double-purposed
colleges it would be somewhat anomalous for this Bureau to speak of them as
though they were wholly agricultural colleges. As poorly as the study of agri•
culture had flourished in the land-grant colleges up to 1890, it was in a better posi•
tion than the study of mining and metallurgical engineering. "We Germans,"
said a professor of that nationality, "have a large export trade in chemists." Thus
a country filled with natural resources and home and foreign capital to develop
them had no institution that could compare in status with the Royal Mining
Academy of a iittle German State no bigger than the half of Massachusetts.
PART !.-BIOLOGICAL CONCEPTIONS.
Agriculture is both a science and an art, and the knowledge of all the conditions
of vegetable lifo forms its scientific basis. If, then, it be askecl, What is the reason
one kind of pla:it succeeds in a field where another fails? the question belongs to
the science of agriculture; but if it be asked, What measures are to be taken to
pre-erve the fertility of a field or to render it fertile? that is a question put by the
art to tho scienc . 1
The confu in" fe leration of isolated sciences which fonn the course in agricultur in m rican colleges interferes with the study of that science. It is impossible to deny that tho s udy lacks unity. There is a department of practice or
labor, of ~h nistry, of phy · c , of 1,otany, and the other classificatory sciences in
every i mcultural ·hool. This eparation · , indeed, unavoidable, but the work
of th
d 1 artm n ap
r
unf ocn d.
, p. 125 and 1.26 N. Y. ed.
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In the following matter it will be confidently assumed that the advance in
biological study has cleared the way for a conception of a course in the theory
of agriculture that is more homogeneous than the mere parallelism of a number of
abstract sciences, the application of which to agriculture is recognized, but not
shown. In thus recalling and in collating certain facts in regard to the science
of agriculture, it will be considered, for the sake of brevity and clearness, to be1. The theories about the chemical changes whereby manure is changed into
food ("fertility").
2. The circumstances that produce fertility.
3. The self-activity of plants in availing themselves to the utmost of the possibilities of their surroundings in order to perfect the hereditary instincts produced
by the natural or artificial impregnation of the flower whence comes the seed.
In pursuing the course thus marked out the conceptions by which chemists and
botanists have represented to themselves and to the public the manner in which
plants grow and how they feed will be spoken of, then the eff ct on the soil of a
long continuous growing and feeding of agricultural plant , and finally tho manner in which plants behave as individuals endowed with the energy of sustaining
themselves and perpetuating their kind and how new kinds of plants are created.
But before speaking of a century of inconclusive but epoch-making hypotheses
about vegetable nutrition, a half a century of facts which are truo of Rothamsted
at least, and a quarter of a century of the study of natural selection and the variation of plants under domestication, we must speak of two experimenters to
whose sagacity the idea of an agricultural chemistry built on facts, the inspiration to found a Rothamsted, and the idea of a natural selection are due.
In 1804 M. Theodore de Saussure published the first and most important body
of original and indisputable facts concerning agricultural chemistry ever issued.
It bore the title "Recherches chimiques sur la vegetation," and aa it is not a work
of the imagination, it may be described for those who like a lively diction and the
brilliant effects found in Mr. Jules Verne's Trip to the Moon as a very dull book
indeed. M. de Saussure did not wish to amuse. He desired to avoid all questions
to which experiment could give no answer, for "in natural history facts alone
lead to the truth," and though he candidly acknowledges that the road he has
chosen is dry and tiresome, he justifies his course on the ground that it alone will
lead to the development of agriculture. 1
About 1860 Mr. Darwin began publishing his investigations in vegetable forces,
and in doing so apologizes for his intrusion into the field of botany. "The hybridization and movement of plants, he says, ought to have beon treated by a professed
botanist"; 2 but it was necessary that the author of the Descent of Man should seek
instances in the vegetable kingdom to verify his hypothesis-the so-called Darwinian hypothesis-of natural selection. 3 These investigations of Mr. Darwin are
epoch making, but seem not yet to be classed as a part of agricultural science.
The future may show that to ascertain the difference between the vigor of a weed
and of a "useful plant:, is a very important thing for agricultural science to do.
THE CONVERSION OF GASES AND EARTIIS INTO FOOD.

Before the dawn of the century now drawing to a close, Bonnet, 4 of Geneva, had
disJovered that the leaves of plants give off a gas; Priestley, an Englishman, the
discoverer of oxygen, that the gas is oxygen; 5 Ingenhouse, an Anglicized HolRech. chimiques, Preface, pp. III, VII-VIII.
Different Forms of Flowers on Plants of the same Species. p. 1.
s }fovement of Plants, p. 1.
4
Sur 1·usa~e des feuilles dans les plantes, 1759, or Boussingault Rural Economy, p. 31.
6
Observations (1772) on air (infected with animal respiration and putrefaction) quoted in full
in Brande's Manual of Chemistry, 1830, p. er, vol. 1.
1

2
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lander, that light causes the gas to flow out, 1 and Senebier, 2 again a Genevese,
that the gas discarded is a waste product which the leaf, so to speak, pulls out
from the chemical compound which enters it as carbonic-acid gas. Thus the
basis for a chemistry of agriculture was laid, and upon this foundation Saussure,
another citizen of Geneva, began to build the science of agriculture. 3
Mr. de Saussure's problem was this: Is Bonnet right in claiming that :plants are
fed entirely by air and water? Do they really make the chemicals contained in
their structure or are they fed entirely by matter in the shape of gas? 4 He sought
the answer in the ashes of plants, and he was'' astonished to find that three-fourths
of the ashes of green herbaceous plants are alkaline salts." 5 My life, he says in
substance, was not long enough to investigate this matter thoroughly by studying
the a.shes of different plants and different parts of the same plant at different
periods of a plant's existence. But even this regret bore fruit, for it inspired Sir
John Lawes to undertake the work of long breath now so famous as the
"Rothamsted. Experiments," 6 while the experiments he did make have given rise
to tho theories or quasi theories of Boussingault, who stood out for the overwhelming value of the nitrogenous (ammoniacal) matters of manure; of Liebig, who
stood out for the value of the mineral matter it should contain, the air furnishing
ammonia, 7 and of Pasteur, who stood out for microbous ferments, which, in their
action, perhaps robbed the air of its 11itrogen and turned it over to the plant chemically as Lie big a contended; perhaps broke up the insoluble compounds of nitrogen
which Liebig showed were in the soil as the leaf takes out carbon from the carbonic
acid of the air; perhaps merely converted the farmyard manuro into "ammonia
salts," as Boussingault, without dreaming of a microbe, thought 9 in one way and
Saussure in another. 10
. In y•iew of these statements it may be suggested that the starting point in the
science of agriculture is the work of M. de Saussure, entitlecl Recherches chimiques
Sl.ll' la vegetation, and that their author is the father of agricultural science.11 It
1 Ex-perirnents on vegetables, discovering their great power of purifying tho common air in
sunshine, but injuring it in the shado of night (1779).
2 Recherche& sur l'influence de la lumier e solaire pour mefamorphoser l 'air vicio en air pure
par la v egetation (178-1).
s The investigations with which I have busied myself in this work (Recherches chimique sur
la vegetation) have for their object the influenco of water, air, and humus upon the vegetation
(pi). :My ond was to learn (by examining the ashes of burned plants) the law of their structure,
not only by examining the ashes of different plants, but of the different parts of the same plant
and at different periods of its growth. My life was too short to thoroughly carry out such a
work and I deomed it sufficient to follow general investigations (p. 312).
4 Recherches chimique, pp. 175, 241, 242.
6 R echerches chimiques, pp. 284, 235.
Paris, 180!, or German translation by Dr. A. Wieler,
Zweito hli.Ifte, p. 68, Leipsig, 1890.
6 Memoranda of tho origin, plan, and orga.nization, etc., at Rothamsted, p. 3, London, 1896,
fifty-third year of the e:rperiments.
7 I!'amiliar Letters on Chemistry (1843, Am. ed.) pp. 163, 161, 160.
8 Organic Chemistry, p. C0,secondAmericanedition; edited byProfessorWebster, of Harva.rd

(1841).

Rural Economy, pp. 4.'>3, 454, second English edition (lS¼il).
chimiques, pp. 207, 285. Boussingault thoug:!lt that Saussure m:i.goified the
amount of nutriment furnished by the air.
11
Professor Dehernin claims this distinction for his friend, Bons.<;in"'a.ult (L'ceuvro agricole de
1\1. Bou. ingault, in Revue Sciontifique, July O, 1 7). Lik wise Profe.ssor Pettinl·offer, of the
Univer ity of ~Iunich, claims the same distinction for his friend nnu collca.guc, Baron Liob'g.
It so ms na.tural to · Y tho l<.:a. t, to place , au53uro as the founder of agricnltnrnl chemistry
and or th~ proper method of inv ti a.ti on, while to tho genius of Lie big may he given the honor
of thro ~ng the facts. into n. . dngogic form. Such iclen. can in no way into!"fero with the
v~st m nt or~u n~ ult m his resca.rchos on nitrogen ns a:mounced by tho great chemist
him 1~,tn t 11 n' ~- D h ·rn. nth t whon he lie n .. no ono knew how much azot (n'trogon) is
in bn._ •.
•· u
ro J>roblem w VJ flnd how much u.lr tuf.f there :sin h •· and Licbig's tot ll
how 1t got th r .
J '
11

10 Rocherches
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was he who first used the direct method in the chemical observation of plant
growth, though Boussingault claims for himself the honor of applyh1g with. profit
the indirect method of procedure which is called by the ambiguous name of elementary analysis (analyse elementaire) . 1
As there will be frequent mention here of oxperimentation, let us ask, What is
an experiment? "When I con.sicler,' says Sir Humphry Davy, "the variety of
theories which may be formed on the slender foundation of one or two facts, I
am convinced that it is the business of the true philosopher to avoid them [theories]
altogether; it is moro laborious to accumulate facts than to reason concerning
then!'l, but one goou experiment is of more valuo than the ingenuity of a. brain like
Newton's." Despite this slashing argument it is to be observed that it may require
a brain like Newton's to tell what an e periment is worth after it has been made,
ancl it may not be too delicate a point to raise to ask whether it i ignorance or
a theory which starts an experiment; and if it b0 ignorance, how can the experiment be intelligent, and if it be theory, how can th0 experiment-whether positive
or n egative, and however well done-be intellectually better than its source? In
the course of this paper an attempt will be made to answer this question . At
present the value of a single o.xperimcnt may bo ascertained from the following
r elation:
About the close of the last century one Lampadius made the following test: He
constructed of boards fivo adjacent compartments or boxc , each bo:x being 2 feet
square and 1 foot deep. In ono of these he put clay, into another sand, into
another magnesia soil, into another limo soil, and into the remaining ono garden
soil, having, it should be added, previously mixed 8 pounds of cow manure with
the material placed in each box. Upon these five soil ho sowed rye, ancl in llrto
course of time and of the necessary incinerations of Lho harv st ho found that the
ashes yielded by the plant products of each box of soil were mado up of the
same kind of substance. He forthwith concluded that theso sub.:;tance ha<.1 h en
formed without any reference to the nature of tho soil, but ho forgot to note tho
possible effect that 8 pounds of tho same substance ho had mixed with tho earth
contained in each box might have upon his conclusion. It must bo rem mbercd
that it was only a few years before that Lavosier bad triumphantly disprov cl the
idea of the savants of the eighteenth century thv.t water makes soil.~
We can form three hypotheses about the source of plant food. JI; may be conjectured that it is manufactured by the plant itself, or that it is merely appropriated by the plant ready-made, either from tho air hy its leaves or from the earth
through its roots. Of these let us begin with tho atmosphere which is tho sphere
of the leaf. The following description will give somo conception of this organ:
The apparatus of tho leaf: E:,-amine<l under tho mi 1 scopo with very hiRh powers tho leaf
of a tea plant presents the following characteristics : Tho upper skin (ftg. 5) is formed of polygonal cells, with their cell walls or ca5e!l slightly undulating. Tho skin on its outer surface,
next the air, is comparatively thick ancl smooth. Tho low r skin (fig. 4) is fo1·mecl of celli; a little
moro irregular, and is furnished with mouthlike opening:;, which aro called stom3t:i. (moaning
in the Greek languago a mouth-stoma), and hairs, better shown in tho crosscut (fig. 2) of a
melon loaf. Theso stoll:Ulita prosont a very characteristic n.ppoara.nc , which is peculiar to tho
Camellia. fll.mily. They aro surrounded generally by throo cells, which aro smaller than tho
others and a.ro flattened. The hairs consist of a singlo coll shaped like a. cone; aro gonornily
curved, and have very thick walls. A hair cell is shown in fig. 4, where it is represented a s flat
upon the leaf; in fig. 2 it is roprosontod standing up. Fig. 1 i3 tho cro33cut of the midrib of
a tea leaf. Fia. 3 is o. stom:i. of Scdun~ li1mriuni. (Illustrations compiled from Articles on
1 Rural Economy, p. 43, English edition, preceding his account of hi£! five early experiments
(1838?) on tho fixation of nitrogon. In 1860 he published a work, apparently not transfatod into
English, entitled Agronomio, etc. As to tho difforenco of iho m ethods, see p. 936.
2
Remsen, Inorganic Chemistry, 1802, p. 5. Thaer, in hi Principles of Rational Agricultu1·e,
Speaks of silica, alumina, limo, and magnesia as undoubtedly formed in organized bodies such
as vegetables, pago 135 of American edition of translation; cf. also Recherches chimiquos, p.
242, where Saussure s:iys that to think so is about as silly a5 to expect to get gold out of o. sub.
stance 1n which there is none.
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Mater ia Medica, 1789--1889, by Monsieur E. Colin, inspoctor -general French army; Botany, by Mr.
Balfour, professor and r egius keeper of the Botanic Gardens at Edinburgh, and Messrs. Gray
and Goodale, profossors in Harvard University.)
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gas acid go, and the third is, in common with all parts of the plant, to r espire-to
breathe in oxygen ancl breathe out carbonic acid gas day and night during its.
entire life. In the light this "transpiration," "assimilation," and " respiration"
all go on together. While leaves, stem, and roots are throwing off carbonic acid
(as all living things must, and as the skin and lungs relieve the human frame of
the waste products of the nervous system), the vital energy of the leavEls is expending itself in breaking up in its le:1ves that very carbonic acid in order to car1)oniz&
the juices of the plant , just a the lungs inhale oxygen to burn up the proclucts of
that carbonization when they have been introduced into the stomach as food.
Cons rvation of energy of this description excited the astonishment of the British
Royal Society over one hundred years ago I and was beautifully pictured by Dumas
and Bous ingault 2 long before the discovery of the physical conception of that
fact at Berlin and Manchester.
It would be absurd to con tend that the water and carbonic acid breathed out by
the plant nourishes that plant, and it seems to follow that the feeding (if such it..
is) done by the plant through its foliage is confined to the extraction of the arbon
suspended in the atmosphere in the form of carbonic acid gas. The simplest
experiment imaginable led to this discovery. Finding that confined air was not
spoiled by the growth of a mint plant kept in it for some months, Dr. Priestley
thought it possible that the process of vegetation might restore the air injurecl by
the fumes from a burning candle. Accordingly on the 17th of August, 1771, h&
put a plant of mint into air in which a wax candle had burned until it hacl been
entirely consumed, and on the 27th of the same month he found that the oxygen
had been restored to the vitiated air, for another candle burned perfectly well in
the receptacle in which the air used in the experiment was confincd. 3
But this kind of experiment does not tell all. There yet remains the quantitative proof of the fact. This Saussure gave. Let seven plants of vinca or periwinkle be kept for six days in 2,262 cubic inches of confinecl atmospher , of which
7.5 per cent is carbonic acid gas, mixed up with 92.5 parts of common air; then
on the seventh day it will be found that 169.6 cubic inches of carbonic acicl gas
have disappeared and 114. 7 cubic inches of oxygen have taken its place. 4 Fifty
years afterwards such an experiment in the hands of Bous ingault would hav&
resulted in giving a volume of oxygen practically equal to that of the dissipated
carbonic acid. 5 It is quite safe, then, to say that the leaf eats (so to speak) of
ca1·bon, and that indirectly it takes this from the air, though it must never beforgotten that the capital function of the leaf is, to use an expr ssion necessitated
by our ignorance, "to elaborate" the sap. 6 Why the leaf should act thus through
a green substance it contains called chlorophyll has engaged the attention of
many, but there is something about the question that stunts the growth of an
hypothesis.
If the carbon that is required by vegetation is obtained from the atmosphere~
which contains only three parts of carbonic acid in every 10,000 parts of common
air, it might be supposed that nitrogen, which forms 8,000 parts of every 10,000
of the air, would also be obtained in the same way. But nature in feeding vegetation prefers to decompose compounds, and during this century, at least, it has
become more and more the ambition of agricultural chemists to discover the source
of nitrogen obtained by the plant. Not that nitrogen is more important than
free oxygen or water in vegetable nutrition, but because it was recognized that it
On granting the Copley medal to Dr. Priestley, in 1773.
Chemical and Physiological Balance of Organic Nature, 1838.
Brande's Chemistry, third edition (1830), p. c.
4 Recherches chimiques, p. 40.
5 Cf. the numerous experiments given in the "Agronomie" of Boussingault (vol. 3), published
in lSGO.
0 Starch is a product of the action of the leaf on carbonic acid.
ED 97--59
1

2
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is the very essential ingredient of fertility that man must supply. In the valley
of the Nile nature unaided annually performs a great irrigating and fertilizjng
feat, 1 but in countries where human labor and foresight have to overcome natural
deficiencies farm-yard manure or, in general, the waste products of life were
long thought to be alone capable of supplying the missing ingredient. Even now
in China, the most fertile country, it is said, imaginable, after centuries of cultivation the people still continue to use this simple, antiquated method of preserving the fertility of their soil. Europe is more advanced, and were text-books of
agriculture and papers read before learned societies to be consulted as a guide it
would appear that the farmer who asserts the preeminent value of farm-yard
manure is worthy of the reply made by one of Moliere's physicians to a patient
who contended that the heart was on the left side of the human body," Oh, we
have changed all that now." Manure, said Liebig, is extremely useful to the
plant when it has no leaves, since it furnishes to the roots the carbonic acid
required in starting the n e-w growth in spring, but as for its being the main source

FIG. B.
FIG. A.
Cross-section of roots.-A: Showing simple form of contral portion, in which there are tw~
bundles of fibers (F) and two bundles of vessels (Y) . B: Root of beo.n, showing more compli·
cated structure, as there are four central bundles of fibers (F), and four of vessels (V.) (After
Van Teighem.)

of nitrogen, thll.t is not so, for the plant obtains that gas from the ammonia of the
air which is washed into the soil by the rains. 2 To this M. Boussingault 3 impersonally replied that the experience of all farmers is of far more value than the
opinion of one scientist.
The ry and practice and the doctors thus disagreeing, it may be well to inquire,
"What is a root?" or rather "What is the function of a root?"
What the mixture of gases called the atmosphere is to the leaf, that and more
is water to the roots. We are n t more surprised to learn that the air we breathe
can be solidified than to learn that by irrigation a clesert may be ma o fertile. It
is true that some form.s of ve,.,.etation, such as mosse3 ancl mushrooms, have n
root , but the con<lition~ of th ir growth recalls a charminrr fan y of oigt,
whi<?r in ho claims that veg t:iblo molcl i not wholly dead m:tter, 1 ut is a vast

,. ncl _ merican ,lition (Web tcr, clitor).
r D horaiu. hi fri

nu.
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pervading, unorganized plant which bears and nourishes other plants as a. tree
affords nutrition to all its branches ancl shoots.1
The root is then an apparatus to absorb water. It is composed of three parts,
a cap or penetrating point, a muff of fine hairs which follows close behind thd
cap, and finally an arm or the body proper of the root, which is a.t once an anchor,
an alimentary canal, and a pump. For the direct purpose of plant nourishment
the most important of these parts of the root is the muff of absorbing hairs. It is
this structure that takes up nutriment suspended in the moisture of the soil, as is
shown by the following illustrated statements:

/4,

-

~·.
.
' 'v"8,. '
----,:
p .
~

1

(J,

.

-

Diagramatic illustra.tion of root: r, root; p,
muff; c, cap.

1. Both root cap and muff submerged inf rtile
liquid. 2. Root cap alone submerged. 3. Neither
cap nor muff submerged. 4:. Muff alono submerged. In 1 and 4: plant lives, but in 2 and 3 it
aies. "It is-well to cover surfnco of liquid with
oil in making this experiment."

The following are Saussure's rules regarding absorption of solid substances by
the roots: ~
1. Tho roots of plants tako up alkali salts and humus oxtract in a smaller proportion than
they are held by the water in which they are dissolved.
2. Tho pruning or tho roots, their decay, and, in gonoral, tho pining away of tho plant favor
the absorption of salts and humus extract.
3. A plant does not tako in in equal proportion all the dissolved substanc s held by the wa.tor
surrounding its root!!. In gonoral, it takes in least of those oubatance which are tho most vi •id.
4:. If the weight or the extracts which the most fertile soil affords be compared with the
weight of tho dry plant which h!l.i grown upon it, it will be found that the plant ha.s obtained
only a small part o! its weight from that soil.

Such is the root, the apparatus which is supposed to obtain the nitrogen required
by the plant; but though the best established facts in agriculturo had long before
concurred in showing that nitrogen is fixed by growing plants, it was not until 1 38
that an attack in the Saussurean manner was made upon the problem by Mr.
Boussingault, a traveler, a chemist, and a farmer. '' Had I chosen the old line of
investigation," said this experimenter," I would have failed; so I sought an answer
by aid of an elemental analysis of the seed sown and the crop of seeds a similar
seed produced from water and air." 3 The results thus obtainecl are fundamental,
and are summarized by the investigator in this language:
1. Clover and peas grown in a soil absolutely without manure acquire a very
1

Quoted approTingly by Thaer in his Practical Principlos of AgricultUl'C. American edition,

p. 167 (1840) .
2

Recherches chimiques, p. 270-271.
DRural Economy, p . 4:3.
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appreciable quantity of nitrogen in addition to a large <1uantity of carbon,
hydrogen , and oxygen.
2. Wheat ancl oats grown under precisely the same circumstances took carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen from the air and water around them, but no nitrogen. 1
As it is known that plants absorb water-that is to say, oxygen and hydrogenand it has been shown how they absorb carbon from the carbonic acid of the air,
the question arises, where did the peas.and clover of those experiments get the nitrogen that was beyond the power of the wheat and oats to procure? Do leguminous
plants make their own nitrogen? Probably Mr. Boussingault would have considered the last question too trivial for an answer. At all events, he neither
asked the question nor attempted to explain whence came the nitrogen produced
in hjs remarkable tests. Upon that point, in 1838 at least, he" could only offer
conjectures,n and yet would not. 2
Nevertheless, a genius of a more didactic than an experimental cast, and one
having no doubts about anything in his specialty, did not hesitate to explain the
phenomenon. "The first and most important question to be solved," said Professor Liebig, "is how and in what form does nature furnish nitrogen to vegetable albumen, and gluten to fruits and seeds. This question," he says, "is susceptible of a very simple solution." His solution was this: There is not the
slightest reason for believing that the leaves or the roots of plants take in nitrogen directly from the atmosphere for the purpose of feeding the plant, but there
are numerous facts showing that the roots of plants do take up a compound of
nitrogen called ammonia given off into the air by the putrefaction of animal
matter and thence washed down into the soil by the rains. 3
It must be confessed that the hypothesis was built upon strong grounds of
probability. From Saussure down it had been known that there is a trace of
ammonia in the air, 4 and the ease with which water absorbs the gas (well known
as the "ammonia" of the shops), the acknowledged power of the plant to break
up both carbonic acid and water into carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen, and the
excess of hydrogen which is found in the plant, 5 all seem to supply every evidence required by conjecture to enable it to resolutely affirm that ammonia gas
from the atmosphere is the source of vegetable nitrogen. But while Liebig was
declaiming on the theme that humus is merely "a slow and constant source of
carbonic acid to the roots," and that to spread manure upon the fields, which
ah·eady contain more nitrogen than the manure spread upon them contain , for
the purpose of adding nitrogen to those fields, is folly, 6 Boussingault was asserting that "whatever may be the constitution and physical properties of land, it
yields lucrative crops only in proportion as it contains an adequate quantity of
organic matter, in a more or le s a -lvanced state of decomposition, called humus,
or what is nearly the same thing-vegetable earth or mold. 7 Having thus
apparently flatly contradicted Baron Liebig, he goes on to say that no working
of the field, nor favoritism of climate, nor salts or alkalis will take the place of
1 It is impossible here and perhaps unnecessary to follow up Bous ingault's work in attempting
to solv the nitrogen problem. Iu a positive way he never got further than bis 1
declaration.
2
My mode of experimenting had iu view merely to determine the as imila.tion of nitrogen by
certain vegetables without entering into the question of the means by which this was effected.
pon that point I could only offer •oujectures.
3
rgo.nic Ch mistry, l>P• 0, 10, 69, 72, second American edition Cambridge, 1841. Tho key to
L~el,i ' P'>sition is this: ~um~ is decayed vegetation, tberef~re veg tation must have pre•
ce~. d humu~. , B~t ther . is a d 1 f:?er nco between a lichen growing en an unclisintegrated rock
in yml>ios
with a microbe and a wheat plant growing in soil or as it is called disintegre.t~d

rock.

•R bercb chimiqu , p. :?Jfi, footnote.
: ~ntrltion of Plau , D ~flrain in Dictionnaire d'Agriculturo.
r •nnfo C lierni ry, PJ>. 1, l\!l, .t7, 11 , o.ncl perho.~ 112.
7
Rural
nomy, lliap r Y, n mauur , p.
, Re ond English edition.
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manure, which conclusion so exercised ::Vfr. Georges Ville that ho was lead up
to publi.shing a" School of Manures,'' in which the" student" is told by the "profe sor " that it i not n ecessary to manure a
clover field with farmyard manure for the purpose of nitrogenating it, as clover gets all its
nitrogen from the ~tir, and the phosphate, potah, and lime it require. may be best put on
as mineral matter. '' for manure only acts by
tho nitrogen, phosphate, potash, and lime it
contains. '' 1
Perhaps the situation in 18;10 had not changed
very much from that of 1804, when Saussure
wrote, '' If nitrogen is a simple body, if it is not
a part of water, it must be conceded that plants
assimilate it only in the form of vegetable and
animal extracts (humus), in ammonia vapor,
or in other compounds dissolved in water,
which they can take from soil or air; for it
must be admitted that when a plant grows in
a confined atmosphere by the help of a little
distilled water, the new growth gains nitrogen
at the expense of the parts that had been formed
before the experiment commenced. ' 2 At all
events, when Pasteur, in 1802, said that the
entire study of nitrification would have to be
all done over again, no one thought hi criticism ill timed. But before exposing the developments made by the new line of investigation,
it is desirable to show the st111cture and function of an organism which M. Pasteur found
in a wine tub, Mr. Tyndall even in the pure air
of the Alps, and M. Schloesing and others,
more wonderful still, found in the groundthe ubiquitous microbe in all its bewildering
uncertainty of an administering and a desti·oying angel.
For the present purpose microbes may be
divided into two classes, one of which, in the
air or in oxygen, will manifest its properties as
a ferment, while the other will only work in a
vacuum or in an atmosphere of carbonic acid
or hydrogen ga . Both sets require oxygen,
but the set that works in a vacuum, etc., has
the ability to break up compounds containing
oxygen in order to obtain that absolutely necessary element of life, hence it is called an anaerobe, while the microbe , that work in an
oxygenated atmosphere like common air, are Aspergillusniger. (a) Generalappearance, magnified 30 times. lb) Flower
called aerobes. The dreadful scourge of hosmagnified 200 times. (e) Mycelium
pital amputations, known as septicemia or blood
ramifying in nutritive fluid. (d)
poisoning, is caused by an anaerobe, which finds
Spores magnified 500 times. (After
a breeding place in the carbonic-acid gas surRaulin.)
rounding a small piece of dead flesh or a clot
1

2

The Chemical School of Manures, Philadelphia translation.
Recherches chimiques, p. 207.
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of blood, and the carbonic-acid gas and marsh gas produced at the bottom of a
manure P.,ile are du~ to the same cause. On this occasion an aerobe, the Aspergillus niger, is chosen for illustration for reasons that will suggest themselves as
its p erformances tt.re related.
This aspergillus (aspergillns, a brush, and niger, black) lifts its black tuft of
spores above the mycelium or network which ramifies in the liquid that nourishes
it. From this mycelium little cylindrical columns somewhat Ia.rger than the
threads of the mycelium run up into the air, t erminating in heads formed after
the-manner of a dandelion ball or tuft when the yellow flower has fallen, except
that the many projecting bodies of the aspergillus are black instead of white and
carry balls or '' s:pores" at their extremities instead of gossamer stars.
Now, suppose one or more of theso balls or spores should be sown in a liquid at
blood heat, made up of ingredients such as these: 1
Grams.
Gra,ms.
Water ............. ...... .................. .. 1,500 Carbonate of magnesia.................... .40
Candied sugar... .. .........................
70 Sulphate of ammonia...................... .25
Tartaric acid...............................
4: Sulphate of zinc . . . . . . . ... . . . ... . .. ... . . ... . 07
Nitrate of ammonia....... ............ ....
4: Sulphate of iron........................... .07
Phosphate of ammonia.. .... .............. .60 Silicate of potash .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. ... . . .... . 07
Carbonate of potash..................... . . . 60

Then certain precautions of a technical nature nEcessary for the experimenter,
but not for the reader, to know being taken, there will appear in eighteen or
twenty-four hours a mycelinm (c of the cut) at first white, but after the fapse of
another day yellow and then brownish, and finally black because of the deposit
of spores. Now, what is the influence of the potash, for instance, upon the
growth of the aspergillus? The answer is found in this way: Take two receptacies, one containing the liquid given above and the other the liquid minus the
potash. The whole liquid will produce 25 grams of dried plant or fungus; the
liquid, without potash, will produce only 1 gram. The suppression of the potash
has caused the product (dried) of the aspergillustofall twenty-four times. Let us
then say that its usefulness is m easured by the number 25, and in the same way
(growing two crops so as to exhaust the liquid and measuring both crops) it is
found that the value of-

153 1
01

10

Ammonia is .......... -········· ···· . ..... ···Oxido of zinc is ...............................
Phosphoric acid is ·-···· -··· .... .. ........... 182 Oxide of iron is ............................... 2. 7
Magnesia. is. ... .......... .....................
Silica is ........ ···- ............... . .. .. ....... 1. 4
Potash i3 ... ....... ........ ..... .............. 25

The numbers opposite ammonia, phosphoric acid, potash, and magnesia need
not astonish us, says L Du Claux, chief of the Pasteur Institute, they having long
been known to be excellent manures.
Microbes acting thusareca.lledferments; that is, they breakup a chemical compound in which they start to grow into elements which are left free to rearrange
themselves, it may be assumed, in n ew combinations. In such a way wino is
turned into -vinegar and animal bodies into dust. After having been used to
eJq>lain the diseases of men, b wa ts. silkworms, beer, milk, and cheese the microbe
is now offere.d as rm xplanation of fertility. The discovery of this function of
the microbe is duo to two French chemist , Messrs., 'chloesing ancl :Mi.'mtz, who
ha, e so candidly describecl th h ·:mtiful xperiment which acquainted them with
the fact that th ir joint ' note" to th Fr nch Academy of Sciences (in 1 7 ) 2 is
giv n n rly in full .

Tom•

l>•

l;

ur la nitri1lca i u p:\r lcs fcrmont.':I organises.
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Note to the French- Acaderny of Sciences, by Messrs. Th. Schloesing and A. JIIuntz,
oonce:rmng nitrification of the soil lYIJ organic ferments. 1

It is generally admitted that the nitrates which are formed in the soil come from
the burning (chemically) of ammonia and nitrogenous matter of organic origin,
but there is no agreement upon the mechanism by which this burning is done. Is
the nitrification a result of direct reaction, purely chemical, between oxygen gas
and nitrogen compounds; is it brought about by the intermediation of organisms
acting as ferments; or, indeed, is it produced by both of these actions working in
concert? These questions have been asked since the day when M. Pasteur showed
that certain organisms-such as the so-called '' mycoderma" of wine and vinegarhave the property of introducing the oxygen of the air into organized substances
of the most miscellaneous kinds, and also that they are the most active agents in
the destruction of organized or, so to speak, biological matter which has lost its
vitality. Now, M. Pasteur has also shown that oro-anic substances (which are,
at least, as alterable as those which may be supposed to nitrify in the soH) oppose
a singular resistance to oxygen when they are protected from all contact with
germs of a fermenting organism. In putting these two facts together we are led
to suppose that living agents must intervene to effect combustion in the soil, at
least in the case of rapid combustion and nitrification, without our being obliged
for all that to refuse to free oxygen, working in virtue of chemical forces, the
faculty of burning and of nitrifying nitrogenous matters. In short, we assume a
living as well as an inert chemical agent in the destruction of dead organic
matter.
Convinced of the truth of these conceptions, M. Pasteur since 1862 has constantly
asserted that the study of nitrification must be mado over from tho point of view
of the function in nature of the microbe. 'l'he exp riment wo are about to report
confirms the anticipations of M. Pasteur without just now rigorously maintailung
their truth.
One of us [Muntz] while occupied recently with an investigation concerning
the irrigation of land with sewage water desirecl to ascertain wheth r tho pr senco
of humic matter in a soil is indispensable to effect the purification of wat r of that
kind. In short, is humus necessary to cause tho total burning up of all impurities held in soJ.ution by sewage water? To this end, a large glass tubo 40 inch R
long was filled with 11 pounds of quartz sand, which had be n purified of all
organic matter by being exposed to a red heat and then mixed with 1 0 m tric
grams of carbonate of lime in powder. The sand was \Yatered every day with
the same quantity of sewage water, put on in such a mann r that tho liquid
took eight days to descend through the tube. During the first twenty days no
appearance of nitrification was produced, and the proportion of the ammonia
in the water filtered in this way remained invariable. On tho twenty-first day
the niter appeared and increased very rapidly, and then it was evident that the
sewage water on leaving tho apparatus contained no tra.co of ammonia.
Let us assume that in the fact above related the oxygen and nitrogenated matter
had been burned. chemically by the oxygen working directly on tho organic matter held by the water, that is, burned it like nitl'ic acid will burn a copper plate,
or oxygen will rust (i. e., burn) a nail in a moist atmosphere. In that caso the
que-tion might be asked why the burning had waited twenty days before it began.
That delay is better accounted for upon the hypothesis that it was can. ed by a
living ferment which is not able to work evidently, unless, after their germs have
)Jeen sowed, they have had time to develop.
Thee periment commenced in June and bad continued four months, when it
occurred to us to introduce into the apparatus the vapor of chloroform. One of
us fMiintz] had shown that this substance suspends all activity among living ferments without in any manner interfering (entraver) with soluble ferments. If,
then , the nitrification observed in our apparatus after the twentieth day was produced by organic beings, chloroform ought to stop it by putting those organisms
to sleep. If, on the contrary, the nitrification was a mere chemical reaction, the
chloroform would have no effect in stopping nitrification, which would go on as
before. Accordingly we placed upon our sand in the tlibe a little vase full of
chloroform and diffused its vapor through the tube by a current of forced air. As
we have said, it took eight days for the daily dose of sewage waters to run through
the sancl. Thus wo were unable to note the immediate effect, but after ten days
the liq~id running through contained no trace of niter; on the contrary, the
ammonia of tho water was again found in its complete totality. The filtered
1

Comptes Rendus, tomo &!, p. 30L
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liquid when evaporated now left a deposit perceptibly colored, having an odor
such n is given out uy filtered but unpurified sewage water.
After having continued our chloroforming of the contents of the tube for fifteen
days (November 27 to December 12J, we removed the little dish which contained
that liq_uid. During the next fifteen days the water running through the tube
continued to give off the odor of chloroform. This odor, however, disappeared
toward the end of December. Nevertheless during all January, the tube remaining at a mean temperature of 15° C. ( 59° F.), not a trace of niter was found. Our
nitrifying organi ms were dead without a doubt, and the sewage water did not
furnish germs to replace them, perhaps because it was not in a sufficiently
advanced stage of putrefaction.
On the 1st of February we determined to endeavor to sow the nitrifying germs
in the tube. A vegetable soil we thought should contain it. We dissolved 10
metric grams of a soil well known to us for its aptitude to nitrify in water and,
agitating it the while, poured it upon the sand in our tube. We expected ~he
niter to appear after eio-ht days. It appeared on February 9. The proportion
increased, and we think that very soon the old state of things before the in~·oduction of chloroform will be restored. It now remains for us to discover and isolate
the nitrifying organisms.
Ten years elapsed before the microbe of nitrification was discovered and is<r
lated. The honor of having done this is given to Messrs. Hellriegel and Wilfarth. These investigators discovered that the nodes or bumps upon the roots
of leguminous plants were nitrogenating forms of a microbous nature. But it is
desirable to pass to the experiment of Messrs. Schloesing, jr., and Laurent,
described in their note to the French Academy of Sciences, 1 for in it they appreciate the value of the discovery and the methods of Messrs. Hellriegel and
Wilfarth. They relate the results of their experiment in these words:
Messrs. Hellriegel and Wilfarth have shown within the last few yea:rs tha~ the
leguminosre are capable of fixing the nitrogen gas of the at!Ilosphere m conJunction with certain micro-organisms whose activity correspon<ls to the development
of the swellings or bumps (nodosities) upon the roots.
.
Ip. the case of a question of this importance it is useful to multiply the prW_~s
and to give them the utmost possible accuracy. Now, Messrs. Hellriegel ancl_ 1. farth confined themselves in their investigations to the indirect method which-~
founded upon the simple analysis of soils, seeds, and 1>lants. It therefo~e sti
remained to demonstrate the origin of the nitrogen taken up by the legumm~s~,
excluding that in the seeds and soils, by using the direct method. To do this it
was necessary to grow the plants under such conditions that they would ?e able
to fix gaseous nitrogen and to measure this fixation by the amount of mtrogen
consumed. 2
The difficulties in making such an experiment are obvious. In order to ~nd
accurately the variation of the nitrogen gas the volume of the atmosphere (which,
for the purposes of the experiment, is isolated from the atmosphere) is m~de as
small as possible. Since it is impossible either to let in at the beginning m the
apparatus all the carbonic aci.d which is necessary for the vegetation of the plants

I

1 Comp. Rend., 1890, second series.
Sur la fixation de l'azote gazeux par les legumineuses.
(Pr sented by Professor Du Claux, the gentlemen not being members of the academy.)
2 The French chemists distinguish two ldnds of analysis, which they respectively name
analy"se immediate and analyse elementaire. M. Troast, in his Chemistry, p. 692, 1 -! edition,
describes them thus : "Organic substances rarely xist apart in vegetable or~ans, being combined
or mixed with others (elles y sont s6it combinees soit melangees les unes aux autres). If it
is desired to detormine th physical and chemical properties of these ingredients, it is therefore necessary to completely separate them. In doing this an "analyse immediate" is made.
It is a very delicate process, as it is essential that nothing shall be done or used that will alter
the charact r of the substances being sought for. To pr vent contamination of th e substance. , a temperature of fu ion or of boiling is us d. Crystallization, in v ry many ca ::1, gives
invaluabl information. When it is c rtain that th isolated body is a tru chemical substance,
the inve tigator may pa to the analyse clementaire, the obj ct of which is to mak known both
th na.tur and the r la.tive proportions of the i.mpl or Iemental bodie 8 [ga
?) of which it is
form d. Thi consii;ts in burning by oxidation th carbon and hydro, n [in th sub ta.nee)
which P
off in th state of carbonic-acid •as and water vapor. From the weight of these
co~v unds i d ln · d th weight of carbon and that of hydrog .n ( . g., 44 grams or rbonic
1cl c ntain 12 f carbon, and O gram of wa r contain 1 of bydrog n). The quantity (dose)
o.r oxy ' n i h1~ka d by th differen · .
to nitrog n, that i8 d t rmin d by a. s c·ond operation, th gas mg eith r free or "ammonia." This wa fir t u d by Gay Lu. c in 1 10.
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or to take out afterwards all the oxygen which is produced by the breaking up
of the carbonic acid by the chlorophyll, it is necessary to provide for furnishing
the carbonic acid as it is wanted and then to withdraw the oxygen set free by the
leaves as the experiment proceed .
In a kind of elongated cylinder of glass we introduced sand, out of which all
organic matter hn.d been first burned and then saturated with a mineral solution free
from nitrogen , in which the plant will grow. Every precaution is taken to keep
germs from the air out of the apparatus. In the sand are sowed three seeds of
dwarf pease (pois Gouthier), and these are watered with a little pure water in
which there has been placed some fre h nitrogen nodes ground up in a mortar
(broye), 1 taken from pea e and beans that have grown in the open air. The cylinder is then placed in a south window. The eeds sprout, and we continue our
experiment for three months, August to October, two trials being made.
The pease dicl not grow very large, but they were healthy and, for their size, vigorous. They flowered, but did not fruit. The figures are these:
Dir<Xt method. 1
Second experiment.
Nitrogen gas introduced at beginnin~ .. ...... cu. centimeters.. 2081. 2
Nitrogen gas found at close of exp r1ment .. cu. centim ters .. 2052.1
Difference or nitrogen fixed . . . .. . . ..... .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . ..

2483. 3
2457.4

29. 1 ..:36. 5 mg.

25.

.J2. 5 mg.

1 One seed failed.
A centimeter is near 0.4 inch; a cubic centim t r i1:1 ther for ahout .061
cubic inch. The milllgram is
grains.

iX

It is impossible to attribute these differences to errors which were caused by
the method pursued. Suppose that in each measurement the maximum error
was committed, and counting all the errors in such a sen that they would produce the greatest possible error in the total, yet this would not xceed :J cubic
centimeters.
An examination of the plants at the encl of the experiment brought out the fact
that there were a large number of nodes upon their roots.
Applying the method of Hellriegel and Wilfarth we get by theIndirect method.
-First experiment.

Second ex- p8;M~~';n
periment.
"nodefi."

- - - - 1 - - - - - 1- - -

Nitrogen in the soil before t.he experiment, in milli-

~N~i:~·:-f~fi~t

6

4.3).-19 5

4.3)._~ 5

40. 6

34. 1

.6

2B.2r·
2S.2r·
=~= :J: ~}32Nft';~~~~a:stiie"piant:seedsand aii; in.miliigrams==~====
M:f}73· 2 lbJ}oo. O JJ}33· 1
1------1-------1---- ~:/ii~ii1~i!irfis~i~~~~~i:

Gain of nitrogen, in milligrams . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .

To sum up: The indirect method shows that there was a gain of nitrogen during the course of growth, while the direct method shows that this gain is really
due to the fixation of nitrogen gas, for when the apparatus had been all connected
together a perfect vacuum was created in all its parts, and then this vacuum was
filled with, first, pure oxygen, 20 to 25 parts; pure carbonic-acid gas, 6 to 9 parts,
and pure nitrogen, 65 to 70 parts, the last being measured with the greatest possible exactitude by means of a volumeter.
When this "note" had been read to the academy, M. Berthelot observed: "This
note seems to me to close the polemic relative to the fixation of free nitrogen by
the concurrence of the soil and the plant. It shows, indeed, in confirmation of a

------ -----

-----------------------

1 The microba of these p.odes has bee:n classed among the myxomyceles, bacterias, and fl.lamented mushrooms. While some botanists refuse them "all autonomy " Laurent thinks they
should be classed between the last two, and might be called Pasteuriru:ies.' They must come from
a germ or from land carrying microbes.
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Tong series of my observations since 1883 and confirmed by Messrs. Deherain,
Frank, and Tacke, together with the observations made by Hellriegel and Wilfarth, Breal, and Prozmows1d, that the- soil and plants enrich themselyes with
nitrogen by the influence- of microbes, microbes of which I discovered the presence in the soil and of which the German savants have-discovered the parasitism
and specific action upon the roots of the leguminosre."
As beautiful and as important as was the experiment with chloroform by
Professors Schloesing, sr., and Muntz, it is possible to think that it did not surpass in the latt.er particular still another experiment of Schloesing, jr., and Laurent in 1891. They made two tests. In the first they found that nonleguminoua
plants absorbed nitrogen just as in the year before by the same method they had
proved that fact of the leguminous plants. This surprising result was not credited,
however, for certain mosses (Brynum, Leptobrynum, rootless plants) and algre
(conferva, oscellaria, nitzschia, likewise rootless) and other like green plants of
"low orders" were soon little by little to cover the soil. A second series of experimentation was undertaken in which the gree.n plants of the lower orders were
smothered out by a thin layer of calcined quartz sand. After that no plant except
those of the leguminous order was found to fix nitrogen. From these tests they
drew two conclusions: (1) There are green plants of a low order botanically,
which take nitrogen from the air, and (2) nonleguminous plants do not fix nitrogen in a measurable quantity, while under the same conditions a legumin will.
But despite the present accentuation of nitrogen as a food of plants taken in
through the roots, as nitric acid (?), it has not always held its present position.
Saussure wrote in 1804: "I have found the phosphate of lime in the ashes of
every plant I haTe examined, and there is no reason to suppose that plants
can exist without it." 1 Liebig speaks morn openly: "Ashes of plants represent
the whole nourishment which vegetables receive from the soil. By furnishing
them in sufficient quantities to our meadows we give to the plants growing in
them the power of condensing and absorbing carbon and nitrogen by their surface. With a knowledge of the exact quantity of ashes the farmer will be able to
keep an exact record of the produce of his fields in harvest, like the account book
of a well-regulated m:.nufactory, and then by a simple calculation he can determine preciiiiely the substances he must supply to each field, and the quantity of
these in order to restore their fertility ►'' Well might Boussingault, a scientist,
say that the -experience of many farmers was worth more than the opinion of one
scientist. He, indeed, acknowledges that artificial fertilizers, including, of course,
nitrate of potash, are ,cmineral manures or stimulants," but remarks that, "Ashes,
gypsum, or lime spread upon the soil would not improve it in any sensible degree;"
and, hning thns seemingly contradicted Liebig, goes on to partially acknowledge
the justice of Liebig's pretension that nitrogen is unnecessary by saying that
nitrogenous stuft alone (such as nitric acid) would be no better than the alkalis
or phosphates or lime . What is necessary is a combination of the two, one the
nitrogen coming definitely from the air (certainly Liebig's contention), the other
from the "solid parts of the globe" 2 (which "oth r" Liebig wanted put on wh n
not pre ent in the- pa.rts of a portion of the globe to be manured). Comparing
th e statement-, with the experiments of Messrs. Schloesing, jr., and Laurent, it
will be found that if the microbe be called manuro both Liebig and Bou ingault
are right at lea t a.~ far as tbe leguminous plants are conce1·ned, though both were
qnito i!!Ilorant of the fact! in tho a . What, then, do plant get out of th oil?
nd we ar recalled
•' ru sur ' work.
liev by many b for
ur that plants 1, borated for themselves
l ft when h Y were
by fir . It · m d so natural to think s
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that no one took the trouble to show that it was so. 1 Some had found that the
green parts of trees and plants give more ash than twigs and tho twigs moro than
the limbs or trunk, others that annual plants transpire water more freely than
a tree, but it remained for Saussure to make the analyses that were used for more
than half a century.
Let us take two of Saussure's analyses of ashes: 2
Ripe corn (Zeamais).

Ripe wheat.
Straw.

Seod.

Potash---· _____________ .--·----· ________ .. ---·_--·-- ________ ..

12.5

15

~~f;¥i~!t~fo~f~~s-~::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: =:::::
Sulphate of pota h ... _. -·--·- ··---- __________ . --- · . _-· ··- --·Phosphat s ("earthy") _.... ____ -----·-- .... --·- ·-·- _·-· ---·
Carbonates ("earthy") .. ____ ---·- ---· ________ ·-·· -·-- ..... _
Silica .---··- ·-_---·-·--·-----·-·· .. _________ ·-·-·-·· ...... --·Oxide of iron .. _........ -··-··---- .... __ -----··-----·---·----·
Lost ...................................... ·-·-·-·····-·-······

3

5

32

2

Trnce.

6.2

1

01.5
1
7.8

Seed.
H
47.50
0.25
0. 2.3
36

0.16

44.5

0

0

0.5
0.2.;
7.59

1

Straw.
59
9. 7

2.5
1. 25

5

1

18
0.12
0.5
0.88
3.6
1 - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - - - · - - - -100
100
100
100

It is very evident where tho phosphates are needed in an agricultural seed plant.
But in order to show how small a part all the ash con tituents of a seed aro of tho
unburned seed the following analysis is taken from Bous ingault 3 to supplement
those of Saussure given above: 4
heat SC •<.l.
Contents.

Bofor
g rmi
nation.
45.5
5. 7

Carbon -··--- -····- -···-- ··-· ···-·- ·---·- ---·-- ---·-- ··---- ________ -·-- -···-- ------

~!i}:!~n_::::::: ~:::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::
Ashes ____ ---··-·----···---··-·-·-··-··--- ____ -·--·------···-···-·------·----- - -·-·-

a Supposed.

3.4:

4-'3.1
2.3

ACtcr
g rrni•
nation.
41.1
0

as

:m.5

b 5.4

-- - -100100

b Cnlculatod.

It has thus been shown that two gases of the atmosphere, carbonic acic.1 and
nitrogen, are used by nature in building up that part of the plant structure which,
when wood is treated by fire in a certain way we call charcoal, but cellular
structure when the plant is merely dried by a heat that evaporates the tmcombin d or chemically loose water which it holds mechanically in its framework. It
is supposed, probably proved, that the carbonic acid broken up by the leaf is the
source of its cellulose. and that its nitrogenous matter is elaborated by tho same
agency. No space has been devoted to proving that plants ab orb water, nor has
any notice been taken of the fact that water is thought to be decompo::iec1 into its
elements, hydrogen and oxygen, by the plant. If such decomposition does occur
it occurs within the plant, though the formation of the carbohydrates (cellulose,
1
'l'ba.cr (Principles of Agl., section 3, .Agronomy, p. 13-3 of American edition, 1846) 8.'.lys that
silica, alumina, lime, and magnesia "are formed in organized bodies."
2
Rec·herches Chimiques, tables to chapter 9.
3
Rural Economy, p. 26, English edition.
• Liebig classifiod cultiTated plants into potash plants, lime plants, anc1 silica plants, according
to tho prosonco of those substances in the ash of the straw. Potash pla.nts are corn, the beot,
turnip, etc.; limo plants are peas and clover; and silica plants are those from which tho staff
of life is obtained-wheat ,rye, oats, and barley.
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starch, etc.) may possibly he formed without the decomposition of water. Whatuver authority deems true on this point will be given when treating of the selfuctivity of plants. But there can be no doubt that the ashes represent the contribution of the soil to the plant, and that the matter so furnished is, in the form
of silica, decidedly present in the straw and, in the form of phosphorus, equally
present in the seed. On the other hand, it is to nitrogen that the philosophers of
vegetation of the last half of the nineteenth century would attribute the characteristic of vigor, and, indeed, the value of ammonia and of phosphoric acid in the
Aspergillus experiment seems not unconnected with its heavy crop of spores and
the heavy growth that produced them. Therefore by leaving out of consideration the ash elements we may make a diagram somewhat as follows:
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THE AGRICULTURAL PROCESS.

In the foregoing we have been dealing with hypotheses founded on experiments
conducted according to the canons of induction. 1 An experiment or series of similar experiments furnished a new truth or a proof of a speculative conception, and
this the syllogism classified and converted into a theory that was true as far
as the whole meaning attached to the words were not contradicted by other fa~ts
not yet recognized as connected with the question or a s yet unknown. The dIS·
covery of a truth in this way is almost al ways brought about by human inter£erence
and, if the statement be not held too rigidly to the exact meaning of its terms,
it may be said.that the method disregards time and place. But there is another
method of discovering truth in nature, which Mr. Mill in his logic calls a "co_llocation of facts," which is illustrated by Kepler's discovery of the mathematic~l
figure made by the planets in their passage around the sun. 2 Time and place lll
an investigation such as this, requiring the collocation of an immense number of
observations of other astronomers through a long course of years, are the very
elements of a discovery or the making of a scientific generalization.
An investigation on the collocation of facts system has been going on at Rothamsted for over fifty years. Nature is not interrogated in a flower pot at that
establishment, and the results of a uniform treatment of the fields under observation has been purified by the variations of a continuous number of seasons. Itis
an agricultural experiment station where nature is besieged, not attacked sword
in hand. The inquiries at Rothamsted may be said to include two great problems:
The one relating to the effect of variations in soil conditions under fluctuating
atmospheric conditions on the crops; the other being the reciprocal problem as to
the effect of crops upon the soil.
It may be of service he1·e to ask" What is a soil?" It is said that it is disinte·
grated rock, and thus the question becomes an investigation of the conditions
which cause di integrated rock to grow the plants which undisintegrated rock
r fu es tononrish and of the ource of rock. To follow the last out would require
us to follow the earth-a satellite of the sun like the moon is of the earth, itselfback to the time when it was being di engaged from the sun a as Saturn is now to
1

Y t mot Logic, Ra.tiocinativ , and Inductiv , by John Stuart Mill Book III.
K pl r ' h_ablt was to rummago through tho ol,. rvationH of his prcd~cessors, look at them,
mall h Ir hght .and th n di ill trom them tho law. which united them. (Tyndall: 'be: Lecture on Light.)
• La Placo's ...ebular Ilypoth . is.
•
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be seen disengaging '·rings," aml when the earth as an original part of the sun
was possibly a blazing mass of hyclrogen. 1 Nor would such an excursion be
satisfactory, for it would be neces ary to look upon the rocks as the slag or sediment of the terrific combustion or a cold form of hydrogen gas which is given off
when most metal are heated. 2 This, therefore, will suffice that the rocks, particle
by particle, are being carried away toward the sea by water which is a compound
of hydrogen. Yet the action of water, either in its liquid or glacial state, in
grinding down the rocks so as to catch and hold fertility, is not agriculturally
speaking of so much interest as its offices in effecting the formation of decayed
vegetable matter or humus, which certainly is not a cooled rock. This organic
soil is the product of water vapor which originally fed the primitive plants of
which the algre and the lich ns, though air-fed plants are, comparatively speaking,
highly evolved forms.
From the decay of such forms has arisen the vegetable soil of the globe or
humus, which changed under mechanical pressure by heat and exclusion from air,
is burnt beneath the boilers of our steam engines in the form of coal, and when
reconverted into vegetation is consumed in the animal body. IIow soon this vegetation appeared after the earth had lost its heat can not be aid; but it is not too
much to say that it awaited the first clouds, if not the actual fall of rain.a How it
began or whether nature is even now calling from unorganized matter new forms
of life is a question that must be left to tho e who b lieve in the creation of an
unique par ntal cell and slow process of natural selection or " volution," and
their opponents, who uphold "spontaneous generation.'
There are but few facts in the history of the earth's surface that are not asily
matters of unlimited controv r, y. Even of the Tertiary-Quat rnary period which
immediately preceded our own we only know that nature seems to havo sp cialized her back boned creatures from the extraordinary beasts-half giraffe and half
alligator, the restorations of which people our museums-to a wholly land animal,
and changed an as yet unknown climate to one of intermittont periods of ice
1 Mr. Lockyer's Meteoric Ilypothosis. In a letter in Fr nch publfohed by th Fr nch Acacl my
of Sciences this astronomer put his earlier theory in those simple sentonc- s. Tho hott r a star
is the simpler is its spectrum [fewer kinds of stuffs it has in it] and tho m talliferous 1 ments
appear in the order of their weight, taking hydrogen as 1. So wo have (1) very brilliant stars
in which are only to be seen hydrogen in enormous quantiti sand magnesium, (2) cool r stars
as our sun in which we find hydrogen+ magnesium+ sodium, or instead of sodium, calcium, iron,
etc., but no metalloids [oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, phosphorus, and in fact he might have said
and did almost say so in tho original letter, the minerals of the vegetable kingdom], (3) cooler
stars still in which all the metal elements are associated and their lin s are no longer visible in
the spectrum, but where we find the spectrum of tho m talloids and tho compounds [such as on
the earth?]. Finally the older a star becomes the less there is seen of fr e hydrogen, and on our
globe we find no fr e hydrogen (p. 344, of the Meteoric Ilypotho is). It would appear that Mr.
Lockyer's present view is that a swarm of meteors coming tog ther incr ase in heat until they
become a brilliant star like Sirius, and then having reached their limit of gaseous condensation
and being, therefore, at their hottest begin to solidify. See Note A, to this chapter.
2 In Professor Ramsay's address as president of chemistry section, British Association for
Advancement of Science (Toronto, reported in Nature, August 10, 1807), he says: "Most minerals
give off gas when heated, and the gas contains ns a. rule a considerable amount of hydrogen."
3 "As soon as the central heat ceased to act upon the temperature of the surface of the globe
and of the atmosphere, the precipitation of vapors must have become almost general * * *
and from the first drop of water which fell upon the still burning surface of the earth to the
first ray of sunlight which shone upon the ocean is the period when the geoloi'ist must look for
the plutonic forces upon the crust of the globe." (Revolutions of the Crust of the Earth, by
Professor Pilar, University of Brussels.) Mr. T. Sterry Ilunt, in a statement prepared at Professor Henry s request, which is published as" On the Chemistry of the Earth," says: ·• The
part which vegetation has played in the chemical history of the globe has not been limited to
purifying the air of carbonic acid. It seems to have been the great agent through-which so
large a force has effected a partial decomposition of the thoroughly burned or oxidized m9,terials of the primitive world. By means of growing plants carbonic acid and water are reduced,
giving rise to the various forms of carbon and to hydr ocarbonaceous bodies, which act upon
the sulphates deoxidizing them."
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sheets '' a mile or two thick." There are, however, a few facts furnished by
geologic changes of an organic nature now in course of consummation that will
serve to giTe, no matter how faintly, a conception, based on recorded experience,
of the difference between the inorganic and the organic substances which form
the aerated surface of the globe.
• To those who for pleasure or health have visited Flo1ida, especially the region
of the chain or lakes v,hose waters, known as the Kissimmee River, first collect in
Lake Tohopekalega and ooze out from Okeechobee into the ocean, it is useless to
explain that the country is fl.at and that the geological soil or '' disintegrated rock" 1
is sand. To those who have watched in that region the matter floated out of a
descending pipe on its way to tap artesian water and to those who have tasted
that water when found, it would be equally useless to say that the region is lifted
above the .Atlantic by a pedestal which, partly, at least, has been constructed by
a coral-making animal. 1 To them it will not be difficult to show that the portion
of the Floridian peninsula which is bounded on the west by the sluggish waters
of the St. Johns and the Kissimmee, and on the east by the Gulf Stream, is a
product of a sea change.
When the waters of the caldron-like Gulf receive the mechanical impress that
shoots them through the narrow neck of sea that separates Cuba from Florida,
the ra:pid current eddies in the open Atlantic, and so far as it does so deposits the
suspended matters its waters have gathered up from the sediments of tho Orinoco,
the Mississippi, and the mountain torrents of the eastern slopes of the cordilleras
of Spanish North America.~ Thus the ocean stream, keeping its channel clear by
the force of its own momentum, makes a delta for itself in the ocean as the
Mississippi makes its ' ' passes " in the Gulf.
Observe the cross section, fig. 3. At the right we have the Gulf Stream sweeping along in its 400 or 500 fathoms groove between precipitous banks of 2 or 3
fathoms below the surface on the Bahama Island side and of 30 or 40 fathoms on
the Florida side, and rapidly shoaling as it approaches the Floridian keys. Here
is the op:portunity of the coral-making animal. Nourished by a warm, swift foodbearing current, the coral animal can excel the builders of the Egyptian pyramids.
To ai<l the imaginr..tion the mouncl marked" Coral r eef" may be taken as a beginning of a process which has resulted in the formation of Everglades ap_d the Atlantic
side of Florida, and then let the steps be- given in the words of Professor LeConte:3
On the living reef islands hav~ just commenced to form. Some are yet only a
collection of large coral fragments, the nucleus of an island. Some are more compacted by smaller fragments thrown in among the larger. Some are small, but
perfect islands, i. o., coral, sand, and mud have been thrown upon and completely
buried the large mass. But none of these are yet clothed with vegetation, much
less inhabited by either animals or men. Next come the larger, inhabited islands
?f tho ~ine of k~ys [where it has_ been picturesquely remarked that horticulture
18 earned on with n. but~her kmfe a~d a crowbar].
On cutting into these the
samo structu~·e as described above 1s re,:ealed. These are a string of waveformed cor_al 1 lands, and here was once a hne of living reef, but the corals have
long ago died, because cut off from the op.,n sea by the formation of another reef
farther out. Next comes the southern coast. Examination of this reveals the
same s~ructure pr<:cisely. Here, then, was tho place of a still earlier reef. The
formation of barrier reefs without subsidence may be accounted for thus: From
1
Tho coral -:naking poln> is as much an animal n.s a cat or a clog is.-Darui. on Corals ancl Coral
Islands, third edition, p. 20.
2
~ct it _not ho ~aicl that this is "far-fetched." Listen to :Mr. Lnngl y, tho sc retn.ry of the
Smi thsoruan Ins ti tu tion, i!i his " ..:• ow Astronomy: ' " Tho cx1>lo. ion which occu1·rocl n.t Km.kn tao
Au~t 1 , ":'~ h~arcl, accorcling to official oviclencc, at a clistanc of 1,800 mil s, nncl th puff
of i_t mr.wavo lllJurcd builcling 21JO mil 3 cli.' nt, ancl, wo r p nt, carried into tho high t
rcgio of tho atmosphere nnd • ro• ncl tho world matter which it; i nt least po 'iblo still (1 .,)
nfie, tho J>CGt of tho suu to-clay from ... ow York to Chicago" (p. 1 5).
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the manner in which, by my view, the bases of the coral reefs have been formed
viz, by deposition of sediment, there must have always existed a very soft, shallo~
sea bottom. Along such a shore line a fringing reef could not form, because the
chafing waves stir up the mud. But at a distance from the shore, where the

(i)

..

···"·~· ~~~i--.:::.,
....

sv"':,,

~

1. Nautical chart of the Florida Reefs and Bahama Islands (Hydrographic Bureau, U.S. .).
2. A cliagrammatic map of Florida. ct in both diagrams represents pre nt coast, b pro. nt
keys, c pre ent reef, d present shoal water, e present navigable waters, f present flats, called
flat woods, a Okeechobee seeping out to tho south through what aro now called the Evergln.dcs,
h the backbone of the peninsula. After LeConte, with slight modification of the extent into
the inte1·ior of the vortion marked/, the axis of the St. Johns (flowing north) and Kissimmee
(flowing south) rivers being considered to have been in the past what the so-called Indian and
Halifax river:i (mere salt-water lagoons, fenced off by outlying sand bars or keys) are now.
3. Is a cross section of 2.

water is 100 feet deep, and the waves no longer touch the bottom, a line of reef
would form, limited on the inside by the muddiness and on the out or ocean side
by the trough of the Gulf Stream. Thjs would be in form a barrier reef, but
wholly different in signification from those pf the Pacific.
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But Professor LeConte was merely interested in the contributions of animals to
the geology of Florida so far as those contributions served to check t he too wide
application of the theory that as a mountain in the South Pacific sank into the
waters of that sea the coral animals built up a ring around the sinking mass,
which, starting on the submerged and sloping side of the mountain, grew upward
and inward as the mountain sunk, and when the mountain had slowly djsappeared
beneath the surface became its sepulcher-a narrow ring of verdure-dotted coral
a dozen miles or more around separating the quiet surface of a lagoon from the
wind-tossed waters of the open sea. 1 But imagine this open sea to be replaced by
land as flat, though not as easily moved by the wind, as the surface of the sea;
imagine the coral band that holds the lagoon to be replaced by a ridge of sand
covered with cypress or even less amphibious treee, and the greenish water
exchanged for one stained blue black 1 and the atoll of the South Pacific is changed
into the rim and basin of a Floridian lake. As wind and wave drive floating
matter upon the coral reef from without, so the same agencies from within drive
upon the shore of the lakes in the prairie regions of the Ki simmee the sand and
decaying vegetable matters that their shallow bottoms ever give up to the waves
created by the heavy winds that sweep across their surface. But behind the ridge
thus formed there is a depression something liko that ~xisting between the coral
reef and the sinking mountain peak, which is sheltered from the wind by the rim
of the basin and kept moist by the drainage water of the surrounding land, which
is cut off from the lake by this rim. In that climate all the elements for growth
of coarse vegetation-heat, moisture, and quiet--are present and there soon
appears over the whole surface of the white sand a skin of black. Where flats have
existed such as those through which a tortuous Floridian creek empties itself, or
joins two lakes, the conditions are such that beds of muck 2, 3, 4, or more feet
are created, which when the lakes are drained are exposed to view. The soluble
portion of this decayed vegetation or humus, though brown in color, lends the
lakes under certain sky effects there a dark-blue shade, but does not appear to
contaminate their waters.
But this water-logged humus is quite different from the leaf mold of the forest.
No mosses add nitrogen to its substance while it is sopped in water; no nitrogenated air circulates within its body; no trees prevent the :fierce chemical action
of the sun upon its spongy surface. Cracks wide enough for a man to thrust his
arm in seam its body, and it will smolder for weeks when ignited from the fires
set to the tree like weeds that naturally spring up when it is by drainage freed
from stagnant water. The whole mass halts between a coal bed and a garden
soil, and as yet is neither. How different the humus of the fore t-covered mountain sides. A myriad of bugs and worms aerate the mass and knead it with the
geologic soil upon which it rests. Thus it acquire a maller range of variation
under extremes of extension by moisture and of shrinkage by dryness than it naturally possesses, and though it works its way slowly down into the valleys, enough
is still retained upon the slopes to insure the existence of the mountain forest.
Thus, while nature is tirelessly making "muck" upon the banks of the Gulf
Stream opposite Florida, man upon our mountain side is with equal indu try
baring the rock of "humus' by proce e which two hundred years ago had left
no alternative to the government of Europe but to interfere to prevent a national
calamity.
With ome h itation a to the entire propriety of its introduction in upport
of th diff renc betw n swamp muck and for st humus but still, as sugge tive,
1
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the following anulysi.s of ga-, taken from a (wet) manure heap about 3½ feet deep
is given: 1

------------------~--- - - - - - - Upper
part.

Carbonic acid (CO 2)

____________________ ··-- ______ ------ _____ - --- ------

21. 6

fil~tiif~~s-tmetiiuiie> -cu~::~=::::~:::::=:::.-:::::.-::::::::=:::::::=::: ____ -~~~~ _
100

Central
part.
31
35.5
33. 5

100

Lower
part.
37.1
4.9.
53

100

This e.·plains the difference between "muck" and '·humus." It is a difference
between the generation of two forms of carbon, one of which (carbonic acid) in
daylight is useful to the leaves of plants but not to the roots, and nitrogen, which
is useful to the roots, no matter how theory fixes up the modus of the process but
not to the leave .
"The universal opinion," says Professor Liebig "that the substance called humus.
is extracted from the soil by the roots of plants for the purpose of assimilation is.
untenable, for there are the most conclusive prooff:l that humus in the form in.
which it exi ts in the soil does not yield the smallest nourishment to plants.''"
Which statement he endeavors to substantiate by applying the arithmetic of the
chemical laboratory to the "amount of basic metallic oxides, potash, soda, lime,
magnesia, iron, and manganese" produced annually, "on the average," by the
growth of firewood on an acre of Hessian pine trees. 2
Against this argumentation of the brilliant chemist the accurate and cautious
experimenter Saussure may be quoted: 1 ' Plants do not take all their mineral food
out of solutions such as tho e which are artificially made by dis olving hydrocloride of lime, iron, or manganese in pure water· but they take them for the
most part from compounds which we are unable to form, namely, out of such
compounds in which these salts are chemically combined with oxygen, hydrogen>
nitrogen, and carbon in humus extract, a fact that can only be revealed to us by
an examination of the ashes of the plant." As there is nothing in the ingenious
guesses, though based on remarkable experiment , which have affected Saussure's
statement made in 1804, and as in the "arid soil" of the de ert, though there is
only one-fourth as much humus as in a "humid soil," that arid humus is threetimes richer in nitrogen than the humus of the "humid soil, "3 the statement of
M. de Saussure will be adopted as the truth so far as known for practical agricnlture, but see pp. 937 and 960.
l\:Ian nevertheless is not the only agency that denudes the mountain side of their
mold. In many parts of England a weight of more than 10 tons of dry earth
pas es annually t hrough the body of the worms contained within th boundaries
of a single acre and by them is brought to its surface. In wood , if the loo e
leaves of autumn are removed, the whole surface will be found strewed with the
ca ting . A profes or in charge of the State forests near Nancy, France, has
pointed out this circumstance ns a beautiful e ample of the natural cultivation
of the soil. Thus, on hill ·ide , a considerable quantity of elaborated earth is
moving down into every valley. 4 But if the trees are there moisture is there, and
with moisture mosses, fungi, and worms, the agricultural implements of nature.
Von Hensen placed two worms in a vessel 18 inches in diameter, which was filled
1
Deherain in Recherches sur les ferm ntations du fumier de ferme. Ann. Agron., 10 (1884)
p. 38.3. quoted by A. Hebart and translated by the Experiment Station Office of the Agricultural
Department.
2
Chapt r on the assimilation of carbon in Organic Chemistry.
3
Profes or Hilgard.
4
Darwin, Formation of vegetable mold, pp. 305, 5, 808. This book was preceded by a paperin lS:37, which was not thought very highly of in some quarters. After Darwin, Hensen is connected with the propagation of the idea.
ED 97--60
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with sand, in which fallen leaves were strewed, and these were soon draggccl into
their burrows to a depth of 3 inches. In six weeks an almost unifo:.·m layer of
sand four-tenths of an inch in thickness was converted into humus by passing
through the alimentary canals of these two worms. But it is not by flower-pot
experiments alone that this matter has been proved,
"On December 20, 1842," says Mr. Darwin, '' a quantity of freshly broken chalk
was spread over a part of a field near my house which had existed as pasture certainly for thirty years. The chalk was put there to note the distance down it
would be found at some future time. Twenty-nine years after (November, 18i1),
a trench was dug across this part of the field, and a line of white nodules could be
traced in both sides of the trench at a depth of 7 inches from the surface. Excluding the turf, the mold had been thrown up at an average rate of two-tenths of
an inch a year. Another part of the same field was mossy, and, as it was thought
that sifted coal cinders would improve the pasture, a thick layer was spread over
this part either in 1842 or 1843 and another layer some years after. In 1871 a
trench was dug, and many cinders lay in a line at a depth of 7 inches beneath the
surface and another line at a depth of 5½ inches parallel to the one beneatll. Had
the land been plowed land, instead of being permanent pasture," continues Mr.
Darwin, "the accrmmlation of mold in that field would probably not have been
ci
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Diagram of alimentary canal of an earthworm (Lambricus), after Lankester.

so fast; had it been thicker, it would probably have been slower." He had a sloping field called the "stony fieid/' the large stones of which he doubted in 18H if
he should ever live to see the worms cover up when he put it down to pasture to
start the process going. In 1871 a horse might gallop over the field and not strike
a single stone. The thickness of the matted turf was not quite half an inch,
then came 2-½ inches of stoneless mold, then coarse clayey earth full of flints, such
as could be found in the fields around. The average rate of the accumulation
above the sinking stones was not quite 1 inch in twelve years, or 0.083 inch a year.
The form of this extraordinary agricultural animal is well known. With the
exception of the fisherman, few care to come in contact with the creature, and its
defenselessness is proverbial. The inside of the worm is not more attractive
than the outside, as may be seen from the sketch herewith annexed, Through
this train of vital mechanism pass enormous quantities of dirt, which is discharged by the animal at the mouth of its burrow. Half-decayed leave petioles,
peduncles, and decayed flowers are likewise swallowed and the nutriment they
contain likewise assimilated. The leaves are drawn into the mouth of the burrow
and ar moistened wi h a sort of saliva, which ac on the fresh leaves in a
remarkable man~er,. hanging the green color of the chlorophyll-bearing cells to a
brown. The_ ahva. 1 s th? aamo a tho pancreatic secretion of the higher animals. 1
It opcrc
Wlth an _al~ahuo reaction and converts y getablo cellulose into soluble
an<l , m fa t, a f nnent. The cal iferons glands e:x:cr te lime.
rbohyclra
F rm ·r ancl g r
P
be dea,Uy n mi . of thi harmless little animal.
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It was thought that it feeds upon the tender roots of plants. Upon this point
the testimony collected experimentally by Wollny may be cited. 1
1. In no one of my experiments have the plants suffered the slighte8t injury.
2. Other things being equal. the soil filled with worms was very noticeably more
fertile than those free from worms.
3. The pulverization of the soil by the work of the worms lessened its capacity
to ho1d water and increased the amount of air beneath its surface.
4. The work of the worms favorably altered the mechanical properties of the
soil by making it more porous.
Hensen having stated that the burrows made by worms were the paths of the
roots of plants, experiments were undertaken.by Mr. Mehured Djemil, of the experiment station of the University of Halle, to test his conclusion. The experiments
appear to demonstrate the error of this incautious remark of Mr. von Hensen, as
may be supposed on examining the illustration of the root given above. But the
results obtained by the experimenter and tabulated by him are far more interesting in other particulars.
Eighteen tubes or pots being selected, each 40 inches doep and 8 inches wide,
they were separated into two sets. In one set worms were to be placed, in the
other no worms were to be admitted. Into three pots of each set were then placed
a similar soil, "sanely clay;" into three more pots of each set was placed a similar
soil, "stiff clay," and into the remaining three pots of each set . was placed a
'' clayey sand. ' The soils were air-dried, sieved, and then dried at a temperature
of 212QF. The results were as follows for the leguminous plants (those for potatoes, beets, and vetch practically are the same and are not given):

Experiments showing effect on vegetation of the worlc of earth1l·orms.
Increase due to tho
worms.

Harvest.
NumNo. Name. ber of
plants.

With or
without
worms.

2
ll
3

III

4

IV

5
V
6
VI
7

VII

8

Vlll

9

IX

Weight Husks
ds. of
and
seeds. pods.

Character
of soil.

- - - --- --- - - -

-I
I

NumNum- Weight ber of
husks
ber of of
seeds. and '
seeds.
pods.

Flax._
Flax __
Rape_
Rape_
Pease_
Pease_
Flax __
Flax __
Rape_
Rape.
Pease.
Pease_
Flax __
Flax __
Rape _
Rape_
Pease_
Pease_

Grams.

15
15
6
(l

7
7
15
15
(l

6
7
7
15
15
(l
(l

7
7

Worms-·
None
_____
Worms __
None _____
Worms __
None _____
Worms __
None _____
Worms __
None _____
Worms __
None _____
Worms __
None _____
Worms __
None _____
·worms __
None _____

480
167
1,443
383
507
173

2.18
.12
1.40
.50
13. 30
5.20

----230-----of

2.20

531
157
53.J:

~

766
14:0
458
133

0-2
4l)
227
179
156
(l8
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TllE ACTINIC ACTION OF TIIE SUN RAY.

The value of water to vegetation in any form and of humus to vegetation in its
higher or mammalian-nourishing forms has been noted. It remains to speak of
light and heat, without which water is as sterile as a rock, if not, indeed, a rock
when the thermometer is below 32° F. The icebergs that endanger the navigation
of the North Atlantic carry neither palms nor lichens.
We shall consider the solar rays to present three activities, a light-making, a heatgiving, and a chemical-acting activity, which, though bound together like the
strands of a rope, are yet separable in their effects. Plants breathe day and night,
1

Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie, 1887, Band 17; quoted by Darwin.
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but it is only in the light of the sun that their leaves disengage oxygen and assimilate carbon, which, as far as is known, is a chemical process. Attention will
therefore be given to the chemical or "actinic" constitution of the atmosphere;
in other words, the action of the actinic strand so to speak of the rays of the sun
after they have entered our atmosphere.
If it were possible to follow our atmosphere upward until it edges off to extinction or where what there is of it is, as is said in the infinitesimal calculus, less
than any assignable quantity, it would be found to be an atmosphere within an
atmosphere, as the Gulf Stream is a body of water within another body of water.
It is perfectly well known that a "perfect vacuum" in a tube will not pass electricity, 1 yet it is equally certain that there is at least a connection between the
sun and terrestrial electric currents as those currents operate upon the surface of
the earth, as the following incident will show: On August 3, 1872, Professor
Young ,2 while observing at Sherman in the Rocky Mountains, saw three notable
paroxysms in. the sun's chromosphere or colored part of its atmosphere. Jets of
luminous matter of intense brilliancy were projected at 8.45, 10.30, and 11.50
a. m., local time. The photographer of the party who was making the magnetic
observation3 told Professor Young that he had been obliged to give up work as
the magnetic needle had been "swung clear off the limb." Now, at Greenwich,
in England, in addition to taking a daily photograph of the sun, they have in
their cellar an apparatus which traces the fluctuations of the daily "magnetic vertical force." To the astronomer royal at that institution Professor Young immediately wrote, and, cori-ection for the difference in time being made, here is the reply:
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Greenwich Observatory (England) magnetic observations on August 8 1872. The tremulous
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Although Profe ·sor Crookes couJd not send a current of electricity from one end
of a glas tul o which hacl been exhausted of all its atmospheric air to the other end,
be found he could do wonderful things by discharging a current from the negative
or cathode pole of an electric battery into a tube in which the air had been so far
exhausted that it exerted a pre, sure of only one one-millionth of an atmosphere,
the pressure of 1 atmosphere being capable of holding up a column of m ercury
:;o inches above tho font or basin of mercury at the bottom of the column. He
found that the stuff remaining in the tube struck out in a straight line, from which
it could not be made to deviate any more than the force of gravity which strikes
for the center of the earth can be made to deviate. He found that even a sunbeam acting on a pith ball striped longitudinally white and black and suspended
in such a vacuum would make the ball revolve with such rapidity as to jeopardize
the safety of his delicate apparatus, just as the world, or, rather, its atmosphere,
might be supposed to be made to spin by sunbeams, were it a pith ball in space, if
jt could be alternately striped from pole to pole with "light and shade." But
when Mr. Crookes let moro and more atmosphere into his apparatus he found the
greenish phosphorescence change to purplish, that is to say, bluic;h, and that the
current from the negative or cathode pole fl.owed to the positive or anode pole, as
that was moved around, and could be deflected by a magnet. 1 ' ' Could we fl.oat,"
says Profes or Langley, "upon the uppermost layer of our atmosphere, the sun
would appear to the spectator as bluish. " 2 Possibly he might say, something on
tho order of the colcl, cheerless blue of the hissing electric street lamp. But what
these remarks are particularly designecl to introduC'e and emphasize is the penetrating and dissociating or chemical effects of solar emanations, whether they be
called sunbeams, radiant light, radiant matter, or X-rays.
The progress made by science, says M. Duclaux, professor of physics jn the
Agricultural University of France, leads us more a.nd more to attribute to chemical rays a special action which is different from and, to a certain extent, independent of that of the heat and light rays, for they seem when passing through
our atmosphere to obey laws -peculiar to themselves. Lanclscap~ photographers
well know that days equally warm or days equally luminous do not give the same
chemical effects, and in northern lands, where vegetation is well known to be
specially susceptible to the power of the chemical rays, growth proceeds more
rapidly than in temperate regions, notwithstanding the fainter light and tho lower
temperature. To what are these differences due? 3
To answer this question the thermometer will not suffice. That instrument, as its
mercury rises, tells only that the mercury has become lighter, as all bodies appear
to do when heated. -1 So Profe sor Duclaux selected a body which, being an organic
body, is more or le. s dissipated by the action of the light, from association with
the illuminating power of which, indeed, he found it impossible to separate the
special chemical fun ction of the sunbeam. This actinic measure was oxalic acid,
easily form eel from cellulose by heating with nitric acid. Two or 3 grams of the
crystals of this acid are dissolved in 1¾ pints of water. In the proportion that the
acid contents of this solutiQn disappear, as determined by acidimetric measurements, the actinic or chemical effect of the atmosphere is told off, for M. Duclaux
distinctly states '' that neither the solar heat nor the heat produced in the
Crookes's L ecture on R adiant Matter.
The Sun, Young, 3d ed. (1890), p. 298; Professor Langley's account of some experiments,
particularly p. 306.
3 Atmospheric Actinometry and the Actinic Constitution of tho Atmosphere, by E. Duclau r ,
professor of physics in the Agronomical Institute, Paris. Published by the Smithsonian Insti tution as its one thousand and thirty-fourth contribution to knowledge, by request of a commit tee of experts.
4 Cr ookes's Lecture on ihe Mechanical Action of Light, "When the substance weighed was
of a temperature higher than that of the surrounding air and the weights there appeared to he
a variation of the force of gravity."
1

2
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forma.tion of carbonic acid [from the destruction of the oxalic acid] has any perceptibl e effect upon the solution as an index of the chemical action of the sunbeam1
though on fine days half of the oxalic acid ma.y be dissipated."
Now, in the first place, it will be foun d that the chemical changes produced in
the o::s:alic-acid solution are influenced by the strength or amount of this acid dis•
solved in the water, by the depth of tho vessel u sed to hold the solution , and the
length of the exposure.
( a) The effect of the strength of the solution is shown by this experiment: 1
Standard One-half.
strength.
Acid dissolved in it pints water . . __ ............... grams . .
Quantity of acid burned by oxygen of air ..... per cent ..

63

4

31.5
9

Onefifth.
12.6
38

I

One-

timth.
6.3

52

(b) The effect of the depth of the solution is shown by the following experiment,
each vessel containing 10 cubic centimeters of solution one-twentieth of normal:
Cone•
shaped
,essel.

Aciu burned.

August l6 (8 a.m.to3.30p.m.).........................................
August 17 (8 a. m. to 3.30 p. m.)..... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. • • . ••• . . .. • . .• •.
August18 (8 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.)......................... . .............. .
August 10 (8 a. m. to 3.30 p. m.). ______ •...• •..•• •••.••• ••••• •••.•• ••••.•

Cylin•
drical
tube.

Shallow.
wide
vessel.

Per cent. Pe,· cent. Per cent
29 -·········
97
34:
14
81
34:
13
87
ol
14

As the cylindrical or "test " tube w as put in the shallow, broad-bottomed
vessel to secure uniformity of t emperature, the result is at least accurate for
those two in comparison.
(c) The effect of duration of exposure is shown by the following experiments
performed on" Mont Dore," September 6, 1888, 8.30 a. m.: Four like vessels were
exposed to the sun, and at the intervals stated below a vessel was withdrawn and
the acid burned measured:
T ime.

Acid
burnt.

Observe the time lost in starting, but especially the rapidity of combustion from
Observe also that notwithstanding-the lowness of the sun at
Gand 7 o'clock in September how fast the acid was burnt. "It is always so,' s1ys
1. Duclaux, "whether the transformation of the oxalic acid be slow, as on Mont
Dore, or quick, as I have sometimes found i t at Paris." But this is not all. • n
exposure for one clay of a vessel will render its oxalic acid contents more readily
con umabl the next than the content5 of ave el exposed for the fir t time. For
in ·tance, four ve sels b ing pr pared and expo ed two were examineu. at the close
of the fir.·t da ·, and he amount of oxalic a id burned was carefully noted. The

12.30 to 4.30 p. m.

hero ot one-half ntm ph ric air anc1 onecompo. cl {t common nir and -h c::i.rb:mic
rlJonic a id g .. add d to tho common air
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other two were left untouched anc1 the next day were again exposed with two new
vessels, and at the close of that day all four were examinec1:
Per cent bur;.i t.
Vessel exposed untouched for two days, September 2 and 3 ................................... . . GS
Yessel exposed September 2 and examined at close of one day ................................ 10
Vessel exposed September 3 and examined at close of one day ....... ................. ........ 2!
-

3!

Favor of accumulated propensity .............. ...... ........................................ 3!
Vessel exposed unto11ched for two days, September 4 and 5.... ... •............................. 3S
Vessel exposed Boptember 4 and examined at close of day ................. . .................. 12
Vessel exposed September 5 and examined at close of day .................................... 11
-21
Favor of accumulated propensity ..........................................•................. 15

In speaking of these matters in the present connection it must not be supposed
that Professor Duclaux announced them as facts bearing upon agricultural chem•
istry or that he intended to present any analogy in discussing the conduct of oxalic
acid, whicb. occurs in almost every plant, under the action of the sunbeam, to the
action of the sunbeam upon the union of nitric acid sent up by the roots to tho
leaf and the cellulose within the leaf when the leaf is sunlit. Professor Duclau.x's
tests of his apparatus nevertheless show bow the organic acids in the leaf may be
varyingly affected by the sunbeam, one day this way, another that; but as this
is not exactly what he intends to prove by his apparatus, we may turn, in justice
to him, to his c1emonstration of the fact that chemical effects of the sunbeam arc
independent of thermal effects thereof and are therefore not measurable by meteorological implements. "The principal le~son of my memoir," he says, "is that
tho actinic force of the day is not the same for the same clay in different parts of
the globe, and its effect increases more rapidly than the duration of illumination
increases."
First, why does vegetation progress more rapidly in northern lands than in
France? To Professor Elfving, at the University of Helsingfors, latitude 00J 10',
where the day is fom·teen hours long in September, and the sun 38° above the
horizon at noon, was sent an oxalic solution and ten vessels exactly like those
Mr. Duclaux was using in France. On five days the following observations were
made: 1

Actinic wo-rk of solm· 1·ays at Helsingfors. 1

Date.

From 8 a. m. to 4 All the arctic-cil'p. m.
cle day.
1887.

18 8.

18 7.

188, .

NOTE BY Mn. ELFVINO: The difference between the first three days of 1887 and the two
others of that year is great. It probably arises from the fact that the atmosphere was washed
out by heavy rains on August 30 and September land 2. I observed this effect of rain in March
last. [The difference between the two years on the two September days is not explained. Both
those days in 1888 had a "yery clea1· sky."]
1
It is proper to explain that in the first table the figures of the two years have been put
together by the writer of this chapter, and l\I. Duclau:s:: is in no way responsible for the combination if an improper one to make.
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M. Duclaux l:ad lost his record made upon the bare table land around the Puy
d e Dome (Alps), but upon the coast of the English Channel a friend had made,at
his request, a series of observations, which are as follows:

Actinic U'.Ork of solar rays at St. Pierre le Port.
Work (8
a. m. to 5

Date.

Remarks.

p.m.)

Clear weather till 10 p. m.; later, cloudy.
Rain till 2 p. m.; later, cloudy.
Very clear , 11 to 3 p. m.; later, cloudy.
Three-fourths cloudy till 10 a. m.; clear, 10 to 3 p. m.
Half overcast in mornin~, then clear.
Half overcast all day; slight fog.
Slightly overcast in morning, then clear.
Do.
Fine.
Do.
Warm; very close; clear.
Covered in morning and afternoon; clear from 12 to 3 p. m.
Overcast; rain 10 t o 11 a . m.
Unceasing rain.

Here we have the register of the chemical work done by sunbeams within the
arctic circle, the land of the '' midnight sun," and by those that shine upon the seas
that surround the land of the best European farming. Let us then supplement
these self-evident figures with those taken by M. Duclaux at an altitude of 3 600
feet (1,100 meters) above the sea.

Actinic work of solar rays at Mont Dore, France, altitude 1,100 meters.
Date .

Work8
a.m.to4
_p.m.

Remarks.

Fine day; cumulo-cirrus and cirrus.
Cirrus all day.
Larf>~:Whito cumuli.
Middling day.
Quite a fine day; many cirri.
Middling day.
Do.
Quite a fine day; some cumuli early.
Middling day
Quite a fine day, with a few clouds.
Do.
Fine day; hot sun; a few cumuli.
Fin in morning; middling later.
Fine day; very warm.
Very fine day; us yesterday.
liddling day; warm and h avy.
Day divided between sun and clouds.
Rather a dull day; hazy, but no clouds.

1. Due

stri
t
·

-

mments on these remarkable facts in these words: ·· What
ing the. e figures is their smallness, even on fine days. They are
'
v r had to r ecord in ngu. t and cieptemb r for o many
r was fine at font Dore in 1 . But is it not notic able
'
cl its actinic value do not square? Thus the very
ly a combu. tion of O per cent, whil the lightly
comb . tion of 40 per c nt. Thi confirm my
our vay in con.1cleriug the chemical action of
lity and 1,roportionato to time of exp ur or a
umen .·
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Those who have read Mr. Du Chaillu's Land of the Midnight Sun will not
require any particular description of that romantic country or its people. It will
suffice to say that for about one hundred and eighty-six days, during the summer
period north of the equator, clay and night are not so characterized by light and
darkness as in more southern c1imes. The earth leans over toward the sun and
tho arctic pole points in such a way that the sun's rays are constantly striking
th earth behind it, though for the remainder of the year the- sun's rays never
hit the pole at all. It was Sir David Brewster that showed the effect of this on the
arctic atmospheric illumination ancl accounted f r its redness. Mr. Lockyer, in
illu trating this fact, remarks: '' One form of aqueous vapor in our atmo phere
exerts a powerful ohliterating action on the solar light, commencing at tho blno
encl of tho spectrum and gradually creeping toward the other or red end." 1 But
here is his diagram of Brewster's theory:

~Noon.
I
I

I

have to penetrate at different hovr~

For the purpose now in hand it is necessary to arrange this diagram a little clifferently, reconstructing it so a to show the incr asing thickness of the atmosphere through which the sun rays must penetrate in order to reach tho arctic stufaco of the glob~. Then the diagram will have this form for June 21 for some
thousands of years yet, by which time the south pole will have gradually acqni.r d
the one hundred and eighty-six days of exposure to the sun now enjoyecl l>y the
north. If, however, we consider the sunbeam as striking the convex surface of the
exterior of the atmospheric env lope of the
earth, then the diagram would have to be
again changed; for the atmosphere of the
earth, being denser than the "void., of
space, would act like a convex. lens and
focus the rays-let us say for convenience,
at the center of the earth-as those rays
came out of the "void." Rearranging the
original Lockyer diagram to correspond
with this suggestion of physics, we have
a conception iu which the course of the
sun's rays through the artic atmosphere
i shorter than in our preceding diagram;
but they are refracted or bent and the
value of the • unbeam is proportional to the angle and the manipulation given it
by tho atmosphere; that is to say, its" refraction" and its "dispersion" into its
elements, that i , if any diaper ion occurs at all. 2
Chemistry of tho un, pages 37 and 38.
Ilankel is quoted by Profes.-or Goodale (who in his Botany brings together the chief characteristics of the investigations up to 18115 and points out that while tho spectrum absorption of
chlorophyll 1:1hows up for tho chemical or blue end of tho prism-divided sun ray, direct experimentation fa equally poditivo for tho red ond) to the effect that" the angle at which a beam of
light strikes a plate of glass makes a notic able difference in the amount of chemical rays which
can pa!'s through it. Thus. while at a vertical angle 81 per cent of such rays are transmitted, the
re. t ucing absorbed, at an angle of 60 degrees the amount transmitted is reduced to 71 per cent
and at 80 degrees to 33 per cent."
1

2
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There is in France an experiment station of a peculiar kind. It is calied a station of a.gricultnral climatology, and i.ts object is to study experimentally the
effect of sunbeams on vegetable life. Its director is the well-known astronomical
writer, Camille Flammarion. Somo singular results, though not new, haYe been
provec.1 ~t that establishment. It seems that if there is anything in the atmosphere
that may cause the sun rays to tinge more toward the rod of the spectrum, ~he

Pour.

A r a y striking our atmosphere is
"bent" in so as to striko the earth
at ct instead of b. (After F ern e t
Traite de Physique .)

Arrangeml:'nt of Sir David Brewster's diagram on the
hypothesis that light is focused by the atmosphere.

effect is t o hasten the growth and to elevate the sensitiveness, the nervonsne~ ,
so to speak, of a sensitive plant to the highest pitch, while u nder blue effects the
sensitiveness and the growth are reduced to a minimum. Here is the way four
sensitive plants (.J.l:fimosa pudica) placed, r espectively, in a blue-glass house, a
green-glass house, a white-glass house, and a red-glass house grew during one
hundred and twenty-two days:
Inches.
20

,-.----------------:::::::.:.;.:.-:..-:..1:::::=-,

/6

12

8

4

JulyZ~.

Oct.le.
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And here are the plants-not, indeed, the four mimosas, but four lettuce plants,
the one under white glass heading up, the one under reel glass run up into the air,
while its foliage drooped like a willow or a "novelty."
In these experiments only plants grown under white or red glass have borne
fruit, and that the red glass grown fruit can not compare with that of the white
glass. It is suggested that the most important part of this experiment is the definite establishment of the fact that white light will produce three times as much
weight of roots as red light and one hundred times as much as blue light.

BLUE.

GREEN.

RED,

WHITE.

Effect of the different colors of the solar spectrum upon cabbage lettuce.

We have now passed in review the formation of the agricultural soil in which,
as we shall see, the root imbeds itself and of the action of light upon the leaf, as
spoken of in the first section of this paper, and we may now pass to the results of
fifty years' experimentation at
THE ROTHAMSTED EXPERDIENT STATION.

Rothamsted is a country place in Hertfordshire, 25 miles from London. Soon
after coming into possession of the place Sir John Bennet L,awes began experi•
menting, at first in flower pots and then in the open field, and the researches of
Saussure on vegetation were the chief subject of his study to his end. Of all the
experiments made about 1834 those in which the neutral phosphate of lime was
rendered soluble by means of sulphuric acid and the mixture applied for root
crops gave the most striking results. In 1843 more systematic field experiments
were commenced and the experimental station founded. The continuation of
these exveriments is insured by the gift of $500,000, the laboratory, and certain
areas of land by Sir John. In 1889 trustees were appointed and a committee of
management selected. The trustees are Sir John Lubbock, F. R. S., Lord Walsingham, F. R. S., Sir John Evans, K. C. B., treasurer of the Royal Society. The
committee consists of nine members, four from the Royal Society, one from the
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Chemical Society, one from the Linnean Society, two from the Royal Agricultural
Society, and Sir John himself. Up to the present Sir J. Henry Gilbert has been
associated with the founder in the conduct of the experiments for a period of fiftyfour years. At first an old barn was used for a laboratory, but a laboratory was
subsequently built by public subscription of agriculturists and presented to the
founder ih 1855. The staff has been one, two, and sometimes three chemists, two
or three general assistants, a botanical assistant occasionally, two or three computers and record keepers, and a laboratory man and other help as occasion
reqnired.
There are now more than 40,000 bottles of experimenfa._!y grown vegetable produce, of annual products, of ashes, or of soils, besides some thousands of samples
not in bottles, Nothing has been done at Rothamsted in the way of manurefeeding-stuff or seed-control.
The investigations have covered three inquiries, (1) agricultural vegetation, (2)
agricultural characteristics of soil, and (3) manure as affected by the food and
condition of live stock.
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Agrirnltuml ver,etation.-For forty-two years experiments have been m",de in
the park on the mixed herbage of permanent grass land. The plots vary from an
eighth to half an acre the whole area being 7 acres. The results to be watched
for were pointed by the following considerations:
Assume a grass fi. lcl. Its vegetal)le population is not uniform, but is as mixed
a tho hum n population of a estern tate that has felt the full tido of a varied
European a~d m~rican colonization. The true gra s family, the bean family,
the compo 1 . f uuly and o h r , have repr sentatives all stru,.,.gling for exist0 :· 1t wa kno 'n hat
enc ·
he t. oat· timothy, and oth r grain plant , or
tr botarucal
,a
among hem. lv in c1emanc1jng the ame kind of
1 kno m tha plan s of th b an ancl clover ord r-legumicall
r: ill ly a to their demands, while crop of other
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families-root crops <the cruciffrk, or mustard family), potatoes (belonging to
the lleadly nightshade or bollaclonna family, called solanacere), an~l others e.·hibit
churacteristics differing both from tho grain-like or true grasses and still more
from the bean and clover liko plants of tho great leguminosre family, which is,
n xt to the compositre or sunflower-like family which is so largely made of
weeds, the large t family of the vegetable kingdom. Now, which of this mixture
of vegetable population is to be encouraged?
In the first place we have the popular artificial manul'es-nitrates, phosphates,
and the alkali, potash-and next the manure of the farmyard. With these let us
expRriment to get the fifty familie of the Rothamsted :fielcl to yield the agricultural product called llay in it best alimentary form. 1st., two unmanured plots, in
all half an acre, show that seventeen true gra ses, four leguminous plants, and the
representatives of twenty-seven or more other families contribute to every 100
pounds of hay the following proportion:
Pounds.
Grasses .....................................................•.................•................ or, to 70
Lcgumincs. ...... ..... ..... ....... .... ........ ...... .. ...... ...... .... ...... •..... ...... •.. ...
71
Other families ............................................................................ .... 20 to 2,:;

2d. Farmyard manure reduced the number of contributors to the hay permitted
bytheunmanured half acre, raised the contribution by weight of the tru gras s,
but lower d that of both the legumines and the other famili . 3d. In order to
illustrate the effect of the nitrogenous and other "mineral" manures appli t1 in
excessive doses for many successive years, it may be said, to tak an xtrome case,
that the legumines have been completely poisoned or crowded out, and tho other
families nearly so, while about a dozen gras es have contributed from 95 to 0 per
cent of the hay. The philosophy of this result is simpl enough; any manuro that
favors an individual family or species of a family ruins natural competition.
Nitrate of soda, or, better, equal parts of sulphate and muriate of ammonia (all
nitrogenous manures), makes the true grasses luxuriant, but the b am; and
clovers which we have found getting nitrogen from the air ar push d to the
wall by dosings of nitrogenous manures. "Purely mineral manures, supplying
an abundance of potash and phosphoric acid, though reducing somewhat the number of the competing families, do not increa e the luxurianc , though they favor
the stemminess of maturation of the grasses, but reduc the percentage by weight
of such herbage in the hay." But while the potash and phosphatic manures act
thus on the true grasses that the nitrates nouri h, they increase the luxuriance
of the legumines and the weight thereof in the hay, while reducing the number of
the mi. cellaneous competing families and their product. To close out this paragraph let u. say, perhaps too dogmatically: Nitrogen mak s grain-gras. hay;
phosphorus and pota h, bean or clover grass hay, and farmyard manure, as we
shall sco in the next paragraph, makes hay.
Variety of vegetation adds great value to permanent grass land.
nmanurecl land produces 1 ton of first-crop hay to the acre having the most varied
ingredients; potash will yield about one-half more of much less variety but considerably filled with leguminous plants, in fact, it produces the best mineral
manure hay; but'· mineral and mtrogenous manures together" run the yield up to
thrice the amount of unmanured land, yet of the 95 to 98 per cent of the 3 tons of
first-crop grain-family grass it produces 90 per cent is made up of four to six of
the most freely growing- and coarser species, characterized by great stemmine s.
To put the matter ·tatistically, a horse would take into his stomach in eating
the produce of an acre of unmanured pasture 7t pounds of phosphoric acid, 25
pounds of potash, and 30 pounds of nitrogen; in eating the produce of an acre of
potash-dosed land, he would deposit in his stomach 18 pounds of phosphoric acid,
75 pounds of potash, and 50 pounds of nitrogen; while in consuming the 3 tons
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produced by the potash-phosphate-nitrogenated field he would have placecl at the
disposal of his alimentary system some 30 pounds of phosphoric acicl, 145 pounds of
potash, and 108 pounds of nitrogen contained in that "very coarse, stemmyhay."
"The general result has been," says SirJ. Henry Gilbert in his last annual report
(189i), "to show that if artificial manures are largely or mainly relied upon certain descriptions of herbage will be unduly forced at the expense of others, and
also the character of development of the plants will be materially affected. In
order to maintain a due admixture of herbage on grass land mown for hay, farmyard or stable dung should be liberally applied; and it is also conducive to the
same end to consume the second crop on the land with cake or corn. The more
a good condition of the herbage is induced anc1 maintained by such means, the
more safely may some increased luxuriance, and therefore increased produce, be
obtained by the judicious use of artificial manures. Provided dung be liberally
used, it will not as a rule be necessary to apply potash artificially; but phosphates
may be used advantageously in the form of basic (blast furnace?) slag and a nitrogenous manure in the form of nitrate of soda, which, however, should seldom be
used at the rate of more than 1 hundredweight or at most 1½hundredweights per
acre." ''Away from the Alpine pastures the blood of our stock can never be long
maintained byforeign breeders," says the Swiss breeder, Wattenwyl. Let us pass
to the experiments in the Broad walk field (see map) on wheat.
For more than fifty years in sue.cession wheat has been gi·own in the Broad walk
Field without manure, with farmyard manure, with various artificial manures.
The period of the test is truly long and the results are surprising. Wheat may be
grown for many years in succession on ordinary arable land (a little over an acre
in all) without manure, so as to yield "nearly 13 bushels to the acre, or more than
the average of the whole of the United States of America, including their rich
prairie lands." But this statement must be accepted with caution. In the first
place, the land was" kept clean," a very important consideration indeed; and in
the second place, the climate of England may be a" wheat" climate, while the
climate of the United States may be a" corn~, climate. In the rice region of
China wheat does not yield as heavily as in the north, where its culture is characteristic. Above the Yangtse Kiang, roughly speaking, it is not uncommon to get
64 bushels of wheat from an acre, below not more than 32 bushels. 1 But the
Broadwalk field shows still other results. "Unlike leguminous crops, such as
beans and clover, wheat may be successfully grown for many years in succession
on ordinary arable land, provided suitable manures be applied and the land be kept
clean." But mineral manures (phosphates, potash, etc.) alone will not do it, as
Messrs. Liebig and Ville contended, nor nitrogenous manures alone, though they
are more valuable than mineral manures alone; by combining them, however, a
very much increased yield was given. In one case the product yielded by mixed
mineral and nitrogenous manures was more than that by the annual application of
farmyard manure of 14 tons to the acre. The inquiry naturally suggests itself
Was Liebig correct in speaking of the farmer who was to contract to supply to
nature so many pounds of potash, so many of soluble phosphates, and so on if she
would promise to repay him usurious interest for his carting of foreign minerals
upon his soil? As far as the exhaustion of unmanured soil goes, perhaps he wa . It
is estimated at Rothamsted that in the forty years lapsing from 18,32 to 1 91
there was an average r duction of the yield of n half an acre plot equal to one-
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sixth cf a bushel or to one-third of a uushel an acre, paying no attention :.o th2
ser.sons. Always referring to the full table as given in tho annual report~ of the
Rothamsted station, let us venture to pick out four lines of its figures, not for the
purpo~e of accurate study of its contents, but merely as an inducement to s:uc1y
them.
1 roduce on the basis of one acre.
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In passing to consider the experiments in rotation in the Agc.lell field, it is pertinent to inquire what is the precise profit in growing straw and light wheat with
mixed mineral manures.
There was a time when the panacea offered by science to agricultural distress
was rotation in crops. It rested tho land, it was said. There should Le no more
valuable contribution to agricult1ll'al practice than to ascertain the relative merits of the two or morn fold course of rotation in keeping the land in good heart.
At Rothamsted the four-course rotation was chosen-turnips, barley, beans (or
fallow), ancl wheat-for the test which began in 1818. The results are important.
They show that wheat, the staff of human life, possesses extraordinary agricultmal
vitality, but that root crops are a highly artificial product, possessing no agricultura.l stamina whatever, and will quickly revert to their lean and fibrous conc.lition in nature if the soil in which they are grown is not constantly closed with
ch-ugs or manure.
Tho, wedish turnips commenced the course on three plats, each of an acre; one
constantly left unmanurecl, another treated to superphosphate of lime, the third
treated with complex mineral ancl nitrogenous manures. The three plats were
each clivicled into two, and upon one half the turnips were either feel to sheep
or cut up and plowed under. A leguminous crop was sown upon each of these
halves, but the other half was put to fallow. As this is somewhat confusing, the
diagram is introduced. Thus, in the lowest rectangle a no manure was given
to the plants, the root crop and foliage were carted away, and after barley, the
seconcl crop in each course of rotation, were planted beans or clover. On the
other hand, in rectangle b exactly the same things were clone, except that instead
of planting beans or clover after barley, the plat was fallowed. But in rectangle
c the first rotation crop (i. e., turnips) was fed upon the. ground or cut up ancl
plowed under, and the fallow followed the barley, while in rectangle cl the root
crop was fed as inc, but barley was followed by beans or clover. An analysis of
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th results of the four unmanured rectangles is put into the form given in the foot
note. 1 But far more interesting are the comments of Sir John Gilbert: "When
r.
II.
various root crops are grown year after year
on the same land, without manure, they soon
revert
to the uncultivated condition. In fact,
(c)
(d)
without manure, the produce of roots was as
Root crop
Root crop
fed . Clover
fed. Fallow
poor in a four-course rotation as when grown
or b eaus folfollows barlow barley.
ley.
year after year on the same soil." In regard
to barley, it may be sajd that "both without manure and with mineral manure alone
Root crop
Root crop
there was a larger yield of it in rotation than
removed.
removed.
Clover o r
Fallow folin continuous growth, but with mixed minbeans follow
lows barley.
barley.
(b)
eral and nitrogenous manure there was more
(a)
produce when the crop was grown year after
year on the same soil." As to the effect on
~ the rotation of the clover and beans, it is
(d)
(c)
Same as d \
Same as c \
said that H under equal conditions as to
above.
_J above. _J ~~~• manuring
the leguminous crops, especially
!::I 0 the clover, bring much more nitrogen into
] ~ the course than any of the other crops, but
~ the amount of nitrogen so brought into the
~ rotation is much greater under the influence
of mineral manures, especially the mixed
6
f mineral and nitrogenous manures, than
(c)
(d)
Same as cl
Same as c \ ~
manure. For the successful growth
above.
above.
_J ,E ~ without
of leguminous crops, however, a liberal
robb
f § supply available, of, especially: pota hand
g..., lime, is essential. Judging from compara(a)
I
(b)
I
ble cases, the amount of nitrogen accumu~ lated by the leguminous crops is much
- -- - --~
'--C_o_l_
u_m_n_I___c_l_o_v-er-an_d_b_e_a_n_s-pl_a_n_t_ed......1after greater when they are grown in rotationbarley. ColumnII. Fall~wed after barley. that is, when grown every once in a whileEach rectangle conta1rung one-fourth of
:1.n acre. (In the diagram all the plats are than when grown on the same land year
not but must be considered as equal.)
after year. With fallow, instead of a
leguminous crop, there is very much less nitrogen yielded in the rotation, and
more liability to loss of it by drainage." As to wheat, "there was very much
more produced both without manure and with mineral manure, and con idera-
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bly more with the mineral and nitrogenous manures, when it was grown in
rotation than when grown continuously year in and year out on the same soil."
Taking the quantities of stuff produced by the barley and wheat in the rotation,
it appears that each produced considerably more than either of the so-called restorative crops, that is, the roots, or the beans, or clover, but the supply of nitrogen within the soil placed within the reach of the wheat is increased by both the
leguminous crop , but e pecially clover, and the fallow. Clover being thus confirmed as a restorative, or, as it was once called, an ameliorating crop, the experiments on clovers and other leguminous plants in (, Hoos field" and " Geescroft
field,. require attention.
Tho experiment at Rothamsted upon clover are far from conclusive. Flowerpot experiments, and a patch of garden soil tell ono tale, the Hoos and Gee croft
fields another. Experiments were made in Hoos field on tho growth of various
leguminous crops year after year on the same land with mineral, and with mineral
and nitrogenous manures, commencing in 1818-40. Red clover seed was sown
twelve times in twenty-nine years, and the plant failed eight times out of the last
ten trial . The results showed that when red clover was thus sown frequently on
the same lancl, there was almost uniform failure. In fact, after tho first few years
pra<'tically no crop was obtained. In 1878, after the · ssation of the trials with red
clover various other leguminou plants of different habits of growth, and esp ially
of different character and range of root , wore sown on the ( o to speak) clover- ick
land. The result was that whilst red clover, which was included in tho lh;t of tho
new experiments, still failed, giving an average of only 22 pounds of nitrogen per
acre per annum in five years of crop over seven years, tho more weakly rootecl and
more weakly growing white clover, which had not been grown on tho land for many
years gave an average of 47 pounds in six years of crop over nine years; the more
freely growing and deeper-rooting vetch, an average of 75 pounds over fourteen
years; Bokhara clover, 6-! pounds per annum in eleven years of crop over twelve
years; and the very deeply and very powerfully rooting lucerne an averag of 160
pounds of nitrogen over twelve years. Here, then, whon various other le•mminous plants followed on the red-clover-exhausted land, they grew luxuriantly, and
yielded much larger, and in some cases very large, amounts of nitrogen. Furth r ►
the surface soils gained rather than lost nitrogen.
"Experiments have also been made with leguminous crops in Goescroft field.
Thus, beans were grown year after year on the s1.I11e land, without manure, with
mineral manures, and with mineral and nitrogenous manures, commencing in 1847.
The results showed considerable increase in the produce, and coincidently in the
yield of nitrogen, by the use of mineral manures containfog potash, though but
little furthe1: increase by the addition of nitrogenous manures; notwithstanding
that beans, like other leguminous crops, contain a much higher percentage of
nitrogen and yield much more nitrogen per acre than grain crops. Further, by
the growth of beans thus year after year on the same land, the amount of produce and the yield of nitrogen cleclined considerably, both being much less under
all conditions of manuring in the later than in the earlier years. The results
were confirmatory. As in the case of the growth of various other leguminous
crops on the clover-exhausted land (in Hoos field), so now [in the Geescroft field]
after the failure of the beans and decline in the yield of nitrogen in them, on
rnwino- red clover, with its very different character and range of roots, on the
bean-exhausted land, very large crops of clover, containing very large amounts
of nitrogen, were obtained. Notwithstanding so much nitrogen was removed
in the clover crops, the surface soil became determinably richer in nitrogen, due
l;o accumulation of nitrogenous crop residue."
In spite of these facts, clover has been grown continuously for forty consecutive
years on rich garden soil, though the plant Ehowed "a much reduced persistence,
ED
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a considerably rec,luced amount of produce and of nitrogen, and with this a considerable reduction of the stock of nitrogen in the soil."
Rain and drainage.-The experiment stations of the United States, it may be
supposed, have won their great achievements in the sphere of the destruction of
noxious insects, the effects of animal food stuffs when taken into the stomach, and
sampling fertilizers.
But they have also obtained some solid results in the line of soil physics, not to
call it by its Gallic name of agrostology, a less practical question, no doubt, but
still useful for the advancement of the science of agriculture, especially in the
West. At Rothamsted the rainfall has been measured from the beginning, just
as at Paris they have collected the rain falling every day for two hundred years. 1
13ut it has only been since 1877, that is, for the last twenty years, that the work
has been wide enough to be of scientific value. The heads of inquiry are now
·'Rainfall," ''Drainage," and '' Loss of nitrogen per acre in drainage." The appa,.;'.l.tus whereby this is effected is shown in the pictures.
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VIEW SHOWING TilE COLLECTORS OF RAIN GAUGE.

No. 1.-Small funnel gauge, 5 inches diameter.
No. 2. -Small funnel gauge, 8 inches diameter.
No. a.-LaJii:!~1}~:t3.12 inches X 6 feot.
Area-One-thousandth of an acre.
4 collectors, each holding rain= 0.500
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Gauge tubes graduated to 0.002 inch.

Na. 3.-Large gauge-Continued.
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T:!le drainage of unmanured and uncropped soil in its natural state of consolidation has been the matter of investigation.
"The figures show that over the nineteen harvest years, 1877-78 to 1895-96, there

VIEW OF 3 DRAIN GAUGES.

Each 7 feet 3.12 inches x o feet = n'uuth acre
area:
Respectively 20, 40, and 60 inches depth of soil.

12 collectors~ each holding drainage =

0.500 inch.
Gauge tuoes graduated to 0.002 inch.
Overfl.o,v tank to hold drainage .;.c2.000 inches.

was an average annual loss of nitrogen in the drainage of 34.99 pounds through
20 inches, 30.58 pounds through 40 inches, and 33.47 pounds through 60 inches
depth of soil; or, taking the average of the three gauges, of about 33 pounds per

Diagram showing comparatively the 'r ainfall at Rothamstecl and in Nebraska.
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[Compiled from Rothamsted and United States Weather Bureau reports.]
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NOTE. -The average at Rothamsted for 1851-1870 was 23. 80 inches. The rain was collected in a
"5-inch funn~l." The 0.001-acre gauge shows that the funnel gauge falls short about 1 inch.
The year 1891m:Nebraskaappearstohave been exceptionally moist and favorable to crops, while
1894 seems to hav~ b~en g:reatlyde.ficientin rain and yield,accordingtotheweekly statements of
the weather serV1ce m "Departures from normal temperatures and rainfall in Nebraska," 1896.
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acre per annum reckoned as nitrogen , corresponding to an average annual loss of
n early 2 hundredweights of nitrate of soda.
"With reference to the iarge amounts of loss of nitrogen by drainage thus
indicated, it is to be borne in mind that probably notmorethananaverageof about
5 younds would be contributed annually per acre from the atmosphere in rain and
the minor aqueous deposits, exclu sive of any condensation by the soil. Moreover,
the soil of the drain gauges had been unmanured since 1868; but, being exposed
to the access of air from below as well as from above, the oxidation of the nitrogenous matters of the soil and subsoil may be more active than in similar soil in
its natural [not underdrained] condition. On the other hand, the soil was without
any vegetation to arrest the nitric acid formed, whilst in some cases of fallow land
which had been manured and cropped in the ordinary course, and which would
therefore be in a much higher 'condition' than the soil of the drain gauges, as
much or even more nitrogen as nitric acid has been found to be present in the
autumn to the depth of 18 or 27 inches."
THE LIFE-PROCESS AND INSTINCT OF THE PL.A.NT.

In the former part of these remarks we have spoken first of hypothesis and then
of observational experimentation in agriculture. It is now proposed to speak of
the agricultural plant, a subject which in agricultural ccmrses of instruction is
considered to be "botany." The knowledge of the origin of -cultivated plants is
interesting to agriculturists, to botanists, and even to historians and philosophers
concerned with the dawnings of civilization, says Mr. de Candolle, and for such
of them as desire to consult the literary record of agricultural vegetation that
author's work is by far the best compilation. For those who seek to know why
men have cabbages to eat instead of lichens and sweet potatoes instead of the.
swelled roots of some other form of the morning glory family the works of Mr.
Darwin and others on the behavior of plants under domestication are necessary.
Why the native Hindoo soldiers at the siege of Arcot could tmthfully say to Clive
that the boiled rice should be given to the English soldier, as the water in which
it had been boiled would be nourishment in their stomachs, 1 can not be spoken of
in this connection, for we are here concerned with the vital principle of the plant
and its ability to care for itself, not with the digestive apparatus of the animal
that eats the plant.
The plant sprouts, feeds itself from the air, and reproduces itself in growjng,
but all these activities are not primarily the work of the plant, but in particular
of certain of its units. It is warrantable to sav that the vitality of a plant is the
sum of the vitality of its cells, modified, indeed, by the coordination of those cells
tc obtain nourishment freely and abundantly and the ability to use the energy
elaborated from the nourishment thus obtain.eel. Three theories of cell formation
confront, not to say dismay, the inquirer. One turns upon the survival of the fittest, and each "physi logical cell" or unit of the individual bas the power of
arranging itself into a special form (Spencer ll) or to say the same thing differ.:Ua.ca.ula.y·s Lif of Clive.
In hi. argument in Principles of Biology (vol. l, p. 182) Mr. Spencer mnk s thes ob. erya.tions:
"It can not bo that the atoms or albumen or fibrin or gelatine or tho hypothetical protein substa.nc -the ch mical units, so to sp ak-po. "· s tho 1>0wer of arranging th ms •lves into n special form, whi<::h I shall all polarity. Tor cnn such power r side in tho mere cell form or morpholob'kal unit. , Rine tho formation of a c 11 is to some extent n. manifo. tation of th pow1cr. If,
th •11, this organic pow r of arrangement into a special form i pos ·es •d n ·•ith r by tho chemical unit n r tho morphologk,al unit , we mu t cone iv it to
po
<l bv c rtain in term di~.t uui
bfob e may rm physiolo ,jcal units."
ain, in <>onn ction with heredity, h gay :
'I"hron ,bout th Pl'O<·
of evc,lu tion two kin<l of uni , mainly B(,"I' ing in th form in which
th Y int nd to l,uild them lv , bnt havin mh1or diff r n •n w<Jrk iu uni 011 tu 11ro<lu o nn
or ni nor th
·i from which they a.r di:irived, but ork in au ,oui m to 1,roduc copies
of h ir r
,octiv 1•ar n . ·•
1
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ently there are "gemmules •· in each cell which flow to the sexual parts of the
individual and strive concurrently, but perhaps n ot always harmoniously, to concentrate their energies to bring about the highest development of the individual's
offspring (Darwin 1 ). The second theory is based on logic, or ''the formal laws of
thought," and not
on evolution in
the Darwinian
sense of that
term, for it contencls that if life
:vas called from
the dust in some
remote past, as
must have been
the case on the FIG . 1.-Cross cut of a pollen grain
Darwinian hypo- sac. The blank spaces aro vacuoles.
the is, it may be The large black dots aro "vogetative"
nuclei, the ringed dots are "genera,.
again and again tive" nuclei. (Highly magnified.)
spontaneously
FIG. 2.-Diagram (after Gray) of a
created :fi.atlike magnified pistil of buckwheat, which
anc.1 thus de novo has an orthotropous (upright) ovule,
form a new spe- o, ooesphorc, s, embryo sac, v, ovule.
Tho pollen is representcu ns little halls
cies of Ii ving or- on tho surface of tho stigma anu ono of
gani s m s . 2 The them has sent down its tube through
third the o ry the i:;tylo into tho oviary. Tliis tube
se ms to falter be- has penetrated tho mouth of tho ovule
until it lies upon tho embryo sac near
tween the facts of the ooes vhere.
the first theory
and the logic of the sec nd, for it a sumes a "germ
plasm,' 3 which can neither be spontaneously created nor acquire new characteristics.

~=---~

·

'l' TTE DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE MALE CELL IN THE OVIARY.

Such are the hypotheses concerning the modus operandi by which new beings
are created. The physical or visual facts in the case may be e.·posed as followH :
Let it be supposed that the dust called pollen has been emitted by the male
organ of a flower, that is, by an anther, and a grain of that dust has been caught by
the appropriate female organ, called the stigma, of a distant plant. Let it bo further supposed that the pollen grn.in is rounclish, like the spores of Aspergillus
niger, mentioned on page 033. In a few minutes or hours that q-rain, being
nourished by the sticky, viscid matter of the stigma, sprouts not upward into the
air, like the Aspergillus, but downward away from the open air, like an anrerobe,
as shown in the illustration in the margin. Tho pollen is alive, for it has pushed
a tube down into the ovary. The stigma is alive also, for it has secreted the
juices that have nourished the pollen grain and helped along its penetration into
the interior of the" pistil." We are, then, to look upon this growth of the pollen
1 It is universally admitted that the cells or units of the body increase by self-division . But
besides this means of increase I assume th:;.t the units throw off minute granules, which are dispersed throughout the whole system; that these, when supplied with proper nourishment, multiply by self-division and are ultimately developed into units like those from which they were
originally derived. 1.rhese granules may be called gemmules, and are collected from all parts of
th<' systeni to constitute the sexual elements, and their development in the next generation
forms a new being. They are not tho physiological units of Mr. Herbert Spencer. This provisional hypothesis I call pangenesis [Animals and P lants Under Domeetication, pp. 869-870].
~ Dr. C. Bastian's Beginnings of Life, and St. George Mivar t.
8
The Germ Plasm, a Theory of Heredity, by August Weismann .
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grain as we have looked upon that of the Aspergillus spore, for the juices of the
stigma are the "plasma " of the pollen. Thus antecedent to the fecundation
there is a microbous growth, which sets up interior disarrangements, as will .be
shown, which eventually result after fecundation in the formation of a miniature
plant. The strange thing about the matter is that the little plant may, when
grown up, turn out to be greatly different from either the plant from which the
pollen drifted or from the plant which caught and nourished the pollen on its
stigma and then r eceh-ed the" being" of the pollen in its ovary.

FIG.5.

FIG, 6.

Fro. 4.
FIG. 3.-s, sepals, which before the bloom covers colored parts of flower; n, undefined part:.s.
Frn. 4.-Fifth stage : s, sepals ; p, potals; a, anthers; c, carpel or pod; f, space between carpel,;.
FIG. 5.-Six.th stage: Disk of stigma at d; f, spaco between carpels; and t, the style which sur•
rounds space and carries up the stigma.
Fro. 0.-Flower in bud, showing at o the two ovule-bearing bodies (carpollario3) back to back.

Ilaving thus remarked the manner in which the pollen seeks the egg for the
-purpose of fertilizing it, it yet remains to show the physical preparation in the
ovary for the event.
PnEPARATIO.· r'OR F'EC . 'D TIO.,.

In showing how the ovule or mother part of the plant prepares for the act of
im1 1re~ation two things require particular attention. Th so are tho development
of t1 c mother cell and the embr yo sac, or mbryonic C'gg vroper, which tr nsforms
tho ont nts of the sac into a miniature plant surroun<l d by food-that i , into a
6 •d.
Bit fir t a moment's con ·idcration of tho development of the flower . For
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this let us take a member of the milkweed family,1 the shallow-wort, vince toxi~
cum. The flower begins somewhat as shown in fig. 3. The undefined part continues to develop in the horn-like way in which the sepals started out, and at a '' fifth
stage" the flower shows the space that nature leaves for an interior growth, marked
fin fig. 4. In the sixth stage all the future exterior or atmospheric parts of the
flower have been formed, and for the present purpose the other'' stage" of growth
in fig. 6 will finish this introduction to the genesis of an embryo s1c and its invaluable contents. We are now to consider what takes place in one of those little
ovules of which two sets are shown back to back, using, however, another plant.

Fig 7.
Fig. 8.
Fig. 9.
Beginning of an "Anatropic" ovule (fig. 7); appearance of a "mother cell" as tho ovule turns
upon itself (fig. 8); an enlar~ed view of same at later stage (fig. 0). [All after Martin.]

A short time before the floral organs of the aster, a member of the great compositae family, attain their maximum length there appears at tho bottom of tho
ovarian cavity a rounded excrescence. This is the incipient ovule, tho promise of
a future seed. 2 At first the ovule i::! a mere mass of soft cellular sub.stance like
the interior of any young portion of a growing stem, but as it curves arounu. and
becomes turned up side down, as shown in the illustration of an "anatropic"
ovule given above, a new kind of cell appears at the turning encl of the ovule,
whicb, surrounded by a single layer of ordinary cells, thrusts itself out from the
main body. This is called the "mother cell" (figs. 8 and 9). The proceedings of

00

Fro. 10.-Exterior appearancoduringformo.tionof an ovule of 11fagnolia 1m1brella during throo
weeks, about [after Gro.y o.nd Maout et Decai ne's Traite generale do boto.nique].

this cell in expectation of the arrival of the pollen, as shown in Professor Gray's
picture of buckwheat (fig. 2), will now 1·equire attention.
There is a question as to whether the wall or inclosure of the mother cell is
immediately turned into an embryo sac or whether the sac is a product of the
operations of its very peculiar contents. In the aster the mother cell proceeds to
divide itself into three other cells upward and b~ck of itself, then to reabsorb those
three above it, and finally to consume the row of cells which cover it as it juts out
from the bocly of the ovule like a peninsula, as shown at an early stage at bin
1
_Follow in~ Dr. G. Chauveaud, junior professor (agrege) in tho University of Fr'l.nce, tho work
bcmg dono m tho ln.boratory of botany of tho Museum of Natural History at Paris (Ph. Van
Teighcm, director), in hi.s article" Reproduction chez lcs Dompto Ven.in."
2
•
Development of Flower n.nd Ovulo in A .. ter and Solidago, an interesting account of a series of
mdepcndeut researches by Mr. G. W. Martin, professor in biology, in Indianapolis, Ind.
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fig. 9. Thus it finally has the appearance of the illustration in the margin. It is
then completely victorious. It has demolished everything within reach save its
foothold c,r base of supplies. The embryo sac is complete. Quite differently in the
shallowwort (vincetoxi~um) .is this result effected. Like the aster's, the shallowwort's ovule puts forth a mother cell. This mother cell likewise increases in size,but at no moment of its existence is
there the least trace of division by new cell walls, and the
cell, at first like its nejghbors, is enlarged and directly formed
into an embryo sac. This direct transformation is very r.nusual for a plant having two seed leaves, though among the
lilies, the tulips, and frittillarias, which have but one, the
fact is not rare. 1 It is, however, by the lilies, which Mr.
Grant White claims represent the immense threefold type of
flowering pl ants, 2 }hat it is intended to show what the mother
cell does when it is transformed into the embryo sac.
When the mother cell of the Tur k's cap lily ( Lilium mci1·iagon) has gathered headway, there may b e noticed, in addition
to the u sual network structure, certain threads or
streamers, which hewever vary in their lay with
regard to different mother nuclei of the same -·· ······ ,i;

F:::;~m::~i:!: ~I~ri~~i~~t~i~?1{~~1i11;i

~ _._;_:_r·_:_l_i.•.

later on these differences vanish and the contents
..
of the sac outside of the nucleus and the contents of
the nucleus are mixed in the way shown in fig. 4.
It will be seen how the bundles converge in fig. 4
without any apparent regularity. In fig. 5 this is changed and a
sphere is formed having the contents of the mother nucleus at the equator. In fig. 6 this equator is separated and two new or" daughter"
nuclei are formed. These also separate and form fom· "granddaughter"
nuclei, so to speak, and these also separate and form eight "granddaughters," four of which are in the upper end and four in the lower
end of the embryo sac, which has greatly elongated. In the case of
the aster one of the upper four moves down to the middle of the sac.
and then one of the lower four moves up, both consolidating into one Frn. 12_
(fig. 12). This ltiaves a trio of cells as shown in Plate II (fig. A ) . Fig.
B explains the visual process of the transformation of the cell into an egg that
will develop into a seed as shown in the footnote. 3
by the mother cell
and completion of
the embryo sac in
th e aster plant.

1 Dr. G. Oha.uveaud in the Reproduction chez les Doxp.pte Venin, quoting Treub and Mellink
and Guignard.
2 Flowers and their Pedigrees; the origin of wheat, p. 136.
8
Seed iu it~ development after fecundation of ovule of two different species-

l

a
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PLATE I.

The development of the mother nucleus of the Turk's Cap Lily (Lilium riiartagor:,), Fig._ 8,
White Lily (Liluni canclidum). See text. [Mter Mottier, of the University of Indiana, while
studying at the University of Bonn on leave of absence.]
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PLATE ll.
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TIIE VEGETABLE CELL.

Tho first material fact in the vitality of a plant considered apart from earth and
air is the cell; the next, the circulation of the sap. The one is dead mattervitalize<l ,
the other disobeys the law of gravitation. Both being enigmas, a brief description
of them will suffice. The vegetable cell is distinctly, though not quite universally,
distinguished from the animal cell by two chemical features. Its cell ,vall is
composed of cellulose, and it contains chlorophyll. Some animals, of which there
seem to have been myriads during the period of geological time called the Paleozoic or old age of the world, possess a substance resembling cellulose, which has
been called tunicine from its being found only in the mantle which covers tho

Fro. D.

Pro.E .

. -Sac
~ Profop"lasm.

-~ Chlcrophflll

,,

!fl'arwlea.

F10.F.
Fm.C.
Fw.B.
Fro.A.
FIG. A.-Torula cell, showing the protoplasm broken up into a mass of cells, each capahl of
be::oming n. new plant. (Diagrammatic sketch.)
FIG. B. - A small portion of tho cha.rn. magnified to show introcellular circulation. Tho arrows
mark tho direction of the course of tho protoplasm in the cells. Tho cl ar places aro tho part~
where there is no movement. (Diagrammatic sketch.) (Encyclopedia Britta.nica, Vol. IV, p. 8 l.)
FIG. C.-Cell of Protococcus. (Diagrammatic sketch.)
Fm. D.-An alcoholized coll showing protoplasm separated from cell wall (a) and formed into
wr inkl('d sac.
Fro. E.- Crystal cell.
Fro. F.-Formation of n path botwoon two cells.

body of oysters and other mollusks. Some plants which it requires a microscorc
to see and a zoologist to claim for an animal have chlorophyll in their cells.
Fungi and other "plants" have none. But let us restate these conception 1 jn
another way.
When yeast is filtered, it is separated into a solid and a liquid portion. The
latter, when examined with a microscope, will be foun<l to consist of small spherelike bodies 0.025 to 0.007 of an inch in diameter, each an independent, living organism, called a torula, :floating in a liquid, from which it i.mbibe3 its nourishment,
called a plasma. Again, if the green scum which is often observed collecting on
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the roofs of houses and other such situations be mixed with water and examined
under a microscope, it will be found to consist, mainly, of small bodies between
0.035 and 0.0001 of an inch in diameter. Let us compare these two" microbes,"
for both are plants, the first being a fungi, the second a chlorophyll vegetable.
Torula (a "ferment" or " fungus"). 1

Protococcus

(a

"mold" or
plant").l

"single-celled

A cell consisting ofA cell consisting of1. An outside transparent sac containing1. An outside transparent sac containing2. A semi.fluid matter resembling ground
2. A semifl.uid mass (protoplasm) tinted re.d
glass (protoplasm) withor green (according as the light is
transmitted or reflected)~ by chloro3. Sometimes a small space inside mol'e
clear than the rest.
phyll.
The sac or cell wall is composed of cellulose, The sac. consists of cellulose, water, and minwater, and mineral salts.
eral salts.
The protoplasm consists ofThe protoplasm consists ofAlbuminous compounds.
Albumen.
Fats.
Water.
Mineral salts (potassium).
Fat.
Water .
Mineral salts.
Food medium of the Torula see (p. 933 for Food medium of Protococcus. ordinary dampAspergillus).
ness .
Sulphuric acid and iodine will not color the sac Sulphuric acid will color the sac wall.
wall blue, as its cellulose is impure.

Let us now speak of a living cell, as we have of a plant which grows, feeds,
respires, and reproduces itself. We shall find a cell doing the same things. In
short, the plant is only a form of government of a society of cells whereby the
whole community strengthen the Protococcus-like individual and produce vegetative effects of a far higher order. Yet while the whole body continues to live the
individuals are ceaselessly dying and reproducing. This balancing of life and
death, which the cell system we call a plant masks, is related by Professor Bonnier in the inaugural lecture of hiR course on Vegetable 'Biology at the Sorbonne
in 1887, following Hanstein, Loye, 3 and perhaps others.
This young cell, said he, pointing to an illustration, is wholly formed o! thic_k
(dense) protoplasm, which is marked off by thin partitions, while in the middle 1s
the nucleus (cf. page 965, fig. 1, showing seven such cells in a pollen sac). Here
is another illustration. The cell is now a little older. It has changed its form.
Little drops of. liquid are intersper ed through the protoplasm. In this other illu~tration the structure is still further mo<lified, the nucleus has now spread until
it has almost reached the walls of the sac, and the protoplasm is only a thin layer
between the sac wall and the nucleus. Here, :finally, in the illustration I now
show you there is neither protoplasm nor nucleus. (See Figure A of T<;>rula
above.) Those little partitions we found in the first illustration have been mcubated, as it were, within the wall or sac of that mother cell. They have 1'ea.ched
their utmost development, and the mother cell is dead. Thus a cell is born,
grows, changes its form, reproduces itself, and dies. Yet this is not the only way
nor is it the most usual way of cell multiplication. 4 A cell may divide itself by an
hour-gla s constriction the protoplasm separates itself into two parts. But does
the ce1! feed and re pire? By methods both delicate and precise, it h~ be~n
d termmecl that the protoplasm takes in oxygen and breaths out carbomc acid,
!h retore it bre_athes and nourish s itself. When the cell has chlorophyll within
its 1,ro~oi1la~m 1t has the additional function in a strong light of breaking up the
ca1·bomc nc1d of th· air and a similating the carbon. ~
1

(

rley's General Biology.
cture of his cour · o.t tho Faculty of S<:ienc s of Paris
will turn the r , d or hrown to gr n. The r d now
th Prot 0<·<;us ni ·ili .
L limit du r gne animal t clu r gn v ge I. par
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VEGETABLE IIYDRAULICS OR THE ASCENT OF THE SAP.

But if cells feed, as the professor at the Sorbonne tells us, how does the nourishment which comes from the ground reach them? In other words, by what
charm do the cells in the uppermost branches of a towering pine call the water
absorbed by the roots up to their lofty station, higher than the standpipes of our
city waterworks? It has been urged that there is a pulling force caused by the
evaporation of the leaves which causes the lower cells to hand up their water
to the cells above them, while to account for the fact that if in summer a grapevine be cut off near the ground and a hollow tube fitted over the stump the sap
will flow far up into the tube, another force-a pushing force-is imagined.
Whatever truth this theory may contain, it can not prove itself merely by its simplicity of structure.
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 II

l2M./

Mapl.e Tree,
April 21.

Perhaps in no country in the world is the tapping of trees for their sap so 1arge1y
and systematically carried on as in New England, where there is quite an industry
in maple-sugar making, though it is believed that the wild date tree is used in
somewhat the same way in the oriental countries of the Indian seas. To those
dwelling in New England, therefore, the flow of sap in the maple is a matter of
fact that has long affected their business interests, and it has long been known to
them that sap would flow from wounds in the wood of trees in spring; that the
maple tree yields a large amount of sugar, and that the quantity and quality of
the flow are affected by peculiarities of the season. It is said that few species
of trees bleed at any time of the year when wounded, but several in the climate
of New England, between the falling of the old and the pushingof the new leaves,
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yield their juices when punctured, but lose that faculty when the young leaves
appear. It has also b een found that the sap flows readiest when freezing nights
are followed by bright and warm days. But observe the diagram on pago 973.
Line A shows the fluctuation of a column of a siphon mercury barometer attached
to a stopcock screwed into the sap wood of a tree at the level of the ground.
Line B shows the fluctuation of a similar barometer 30.2 feet above. Line C
shows the effect of the sun in starting up a, pressure. All these observations were
taken upon the same day, April 21, 1 and may be more particularly described as
follows :
Line A: Pressure indicated by a column of mercury in a siphon-like tube jn
which whenever the mercury was at the same level in the two arms of the lower
bend the pressure was put at zero. Line B: Pressure indicated by a similar gauge
30.2 feet lower down on the same tree trunk. Line C represents another experiment on a maple tree. The drop between 12 m. and 1 p. m. in lines A and Bis due
to the fact that on April 21 at 12.30 p. m. a hole was bored into the tree opposite
to the lower gauge at the same level. In fifteen minutes 1 pound of sap had
run out and both gauges had fallen to an amount equal to
19.27 feet of water. Upon closing the hole the mercury
rose in ten minutes, as shown in the diagram. A stopcock
having been inserted in the hole opposite the lower gauge,
it was found that it could almost instantaneously make
_ _ _ _ _ z,r;o.
both gauges rise or fall in unison when closed or open. On
0
the 11th of May the sap pressure indicated the weight of a
column of water 84.77 feet high. The extraordinary rise
just before 9 a. m . in line C is due to "the sun having warmed the tree." The
minus figures merely state that the middle tube had more mercury in it than the
tub·e with its mouth exposed to the air. The black birch (Betula lenta) was a fine
anu. sound forest tree 6½ feet in circumference and 70 feet high; the maple, a
healthy "shade tree~, 5 feet in circuit and 60 feet high.
As soon as the foliage of the birch appeared the upper gauge came to an equilibrium(" zero") on May 14 and the lower on May 27. Too much stress, therefore,
should not be laid upon its action, except so far as it shows the behavior of the sap
on the 21st of April, 1873, as compared with a maple tree. But may it not be
asked whether the tap root, for instance, of the birch is not a hydraulic ram or
whether the whole tree is not a closed system of natural waterworks, a sort of
vegetable artesian well, where levels go for nothing and vital forces for everything? That the maple tree should be so full of sap during the winter and should
yield it so copiously during a warm day, if preceded by a freezing New England
night, is another enigma. The cactus, a leafless plant of the arid region of New
Mexico and Arizona, also yields a juice which is supposed to nourish the plant
during the rainless portion of the year, and it may not be going too far to say that
during the winter the leafless tree, like the sugar beet, perfects the juices its foliage has elaborated during the summer in order to flower and bear seed in the
coming year. Fermentation has been suggested as the remoter cause of the
growth of a lichen and a bean; and to it also is attributed the ripening of grape
juice into wine. By analogy there would seem to be an opening for a propo ition
to the effect that fermentation or the ripening of the sap causes spring flowers.
Be this as it may, an experiment with an annual plant shows that tho expansive
for e of a growing fruit will lift more weight at mitlnjght, when the foliage is
ex eriorly at r est, than at any other time of day.
rk 11nd tho faculty of tho
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VEGETABLE MECHANICS OR MOTION OF AND IN PLANTS.

On pages 928 and 930 it is shown that the leaf and the root are symmetrically
arranged. The stem or wood portion of the trunk is likewise a symmetrical
arrangement, as mn.y be readily seen by the following cut:
Tho stem of ::i. tree is surmounted by a
bud, and the bucl is but a series of expanding leaves. The movement of the
stem, then, need not detain us long, for
the very raison d'Atre of a tree trunk
is to resist movement. Yet even the
trunk up which the sap flows records a
spiral movement. Observe the illustrations on p. 976. In the first the spiral
arrangement on the twig is pronounced.
Tho fact there shown is a branch of botany-phy llotaxy, or tho rules of leaf arrangement. But it may be objected that
the cherry-tree twig is not a palm which
consists of a single growing bud. To such
objection tho ''boot" of the sabal palm or
palmetto will afford a ready answer, for it shows by the arr an gem en t of th foot
stalks of the decayed leaves how nature distributed those leaves so as to givo thorn
tho most light.
It now remains to put in evidence tho manner in which a bml is constructed antl
its method in extending the tree and fulfilling its purposes. In the first figur ,
p. 077, is shown a diagrammatic sketch of a flower-bearing bud and below it on each
side two leaf buds. This diagram may be made to explain the growth of the tree
yucca of the southern gulf coast, but considering the top bud alone the method of
growth of the hemp agave called sisal is typified. This" succulent" after sending
out it::! rigid century plant-like leaves for four or five years until the whole stancls
4 feet or so high completely exhausts its life by throwing up a spike of bloom 12
or 15 feet, filled with branches bearing hundreds of little growing plants just like
its own former but now defunct self, much to the disgust of those who in subtropical countries plant it for its tropical look and its indifference to full sunshine
and absence of water.
Nor are these things all that may be advanced as testimony that the sap twines
around the tree. On p. 977 are two representations, ono of an alga (Riella helicophylla), the second figure of the cut, the other of the sap wood of a decaying pine
tree (PLmts palustris) in a turpentine orchard; the sap wood seems wrapped round
the heart wood like the bandages around a mummy. But it is of the leaf that it
is necessary to speak.
The leaf of a plant is one of the most prodigious creations of nature. Professor Helmholtz may have said that any German oculist could make a better
optical apparatus than is the human eye, but no one would over havo the impertinence to make such a remark about a leaf. They purify the atmosphere of a gas
deadly to animal life and liberate one which promotes it. They are necessary to
the production of grain and are themselves a food for cattle, and if the almost
complete dependence of industry and transportation upon steam q,e considered,
then in the form of coal or wood the leaf has brought about the so-called "industrial revolution; or the age that we live in. '
"One of the most interesting facts with respect to the circumnutation of leaves
is the periodicity o.f their movements, for they often, or even generally, rise a little in the evening and early part of night and sink again on the following morning. Leaves also turn at night, and the leaves of some few plants move either
upward or downward when the sun shines in.tensely on them; but all these move-
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men t s," says Mr. Darwin, by whom these remarks were made, "are, we believe, of
an essentially different nature." Before entering u pon the separation of these
classes of movements it is well to show wha t interpretation may be placed upon
them .
P eople who live in houses in summer time ar e not apt to .think how fast the
earth cools off at night. Even in southern Florida in summer the cool night air
is unpleasant; but when one approaches the equator or Central Africa, where in

6

4

2

1

F10 . a .-Branch of cherry having six leaves; Fig. b, same defoliated, dotted lines indi~ting
u nseen part o! spiral; Fig. c, representation of b as though it had been telescoped. (Figure
a dapted partly from Balfour and partly frum Gray.)
. .
As was shown by "ci,.,.li, each thr ad in the leaf of tho AAmplo 1,alm trunk typ <aspidistra
olaturin tho diajp'amma ic illu tration above, Fig. rI) runs in Rpiral thread!'!. Ho found the medium
t br ad leading to a leaf, ma.king ll- r vol utions in O internodes; in its sixth it had not, in its out
cour , quite reached th middle point bot.we n the center of tho stem a.nil th inn r surface of
th bark. (D Bar y, quo d l,y Goodale.) Compare :Mr. D rwin'H r •s arche on circumnutation
af w p e on.

·

w.e Profe: r Drummond's expre ion of his feel-

e eldom lies down in his tent with fewer than a
1
•
As broad l ave have none of the e convenidp · ·
mn and to protect them elves
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day from the solar radiations which have passed through the atmosphere to it.
The diagram given on page 978 shows how much greater the heat of the surface of
the earth is than that of the air. In short, immecliately the rays of the sun cease
to warm the surface of the soil, the surface mpidly loses its heat to the coo:er air
or radiates it like a stoye cools off when the fire within it has gone out, though the
earth does not give back all the heat that has been shed upon it. Were that so,
we would haYe no coal beds or forests in which are stored up some of the solar
rays of former times.
"We (Mr. Darwin, and his son, Mr. Francis Darwin) exposed on two occasions
during th/3 summer to a clear sky several pinned-open leaflets of Trifolium
pratense, which naturally rise at night, and of 0,calis pw1:nwea, which naturally
sink at night (plants growing out of doors), ancl looked at them early on several
successive mornings, after they had assumed their daylight positions. The

difference of the amount of dew on the pinned-open leaflets and on those which
bad gone to sleep was generally conspicuous, those having gone to sleep being
sometimes absolutely dry, whilst the leaflets which had been pinned open were
coated with large beads or dew. This shows how.much cooler the leaflets fully
exposed to the zenith must have become than those which stood almost upright,
pointing up or down during tho night. From the many experiments we have
made, there can be no doubt that the position of leaves at night affects their temperature through radiation to such a degree that when exposed to a clear sky
during a frost it is a question of life and death." 1
It is a wonderful spectacle, on a warm, sunny day, to behold the leaflets of the
A '1:e1·rhoa bilimbi, one after another, sinking rapidly downward and again
ascending slowly, while at night the leaves hang vertically and motionlessly
down. 2 Indeed, Mr. Darwin was evidently impressed with Averrhoa bilimbi. It
1

Power of Movement in Plants, pp. 293, 294.

ED
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2

Power of Movement, p. 330.
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is 11 plant of the O:x:alis genus, ancl, like members of that genus, sleeps, moves spontaneously during the day, and responds to the touch, though in the Averrhoa all
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these faculties, especially the latter, is strongly marked. A pot plant of this kind
was experimented with. It was kept at a high temperature, aml the leaf to be

vcrrhoa asleep.

C<Jro1i lla
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o servo was pointecl straight at th ob ervor, though separated from him by a
pano of gl
upon which ho traces tho movomcn .
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The main leaf stock or petiole (a), which is in constant motion, was so stationed
that the leaf stock of one of the leaflets (b) was at the center of a graduated arc
placed behind it. To this leaflet (b) was fixed a fine glass :filament in such a
manner as to project like a continuation of the leaf stock and mid rib of the leaf.
This filament acted as a pointer, and as the leaf rose and fell, rotating about its
joinjng place with the main foot stalk (a), its angular movement could be recorded
by reading off at short intervals of time the position of the glass :filament on the
graduated arc, and in order to avoid optical illusions the readings were made
through a small ring painted on the vertical glass in a line with the leaf joint and
the center of the graduated arc. In the following diagram we learn the course
of the point of the leaflet during its evening descent, when going to sleep:

4.55 P.M.Poinfing .5° below /he horizon.
5:08-15 ° below horizon.

s: 16-i'S "below horizon.
S:24-J5° below horizon.
S:32-44° below horizon.

S:38-54° helow horizon.

below hor.

5:56-73° below horizon.
6 P.M.-78° below horizon,

6:05-84° below /Jor/zon.
before rest for night.

Let us see now how thi.; leaf acted under a prn.ctically stationary temperature,
but a quick change from bright sunshine to shadow (p. 980). This will illustrate
the second of the three causes of the movements of leaves, to wit, some few plants
move either upward or downward when the sun shines intensely on them, which
has sometimes been called diurnal sleep. 1
And :finally here is tho effect of a change of temperature of 14° F. during two
hours ancl fifteen minutes in tho heated part of the day (lower fig., p. !:180). This
may, with some modifications as to the nodding around of the leaf or circumnutation, be taken to illustrate the thfrd cause of movements that leaves make.
The diagram upon the margin of the page 981 represents the circumnutation of
a leaf of the well-known hothouse climber called Cissus discolo1·. The period of
time spent by the leaf in scratching this outline outside of the hothouse in a tem1

Power of Movement, p. 281.
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per at ur e too cool for i ts vigor ous action (59° or 60° F .) was thirty-one hours and
thirty m inutes- 10.30 a . m ., May 28, t o Gp. m. of the following day. The dotted
line indicates th e n oct urnal movement.
Su ch are the movements of leaves. If, in a ttempting to show briefly the wonderful movements of mere plants, we have chosen specimens that are not found
in the ne2.rest fi elc1 0 1· woods , it is because t he operations of nature ar e conducted
Sunlight adm/tted on leaf at
//:.J5 A. M., po/ntinp 32 ° below hor/zon.

lc:4S PM.

on such a delicate scale that i t is only where she has accentuated them in some
out -of-way plant that they can be obser ved. But even then nature is far from
theatrical. There is no " last scene," n or does the curtain fall at the end of the
first act upon a carefully arr anged situatidn, except at rare intervals, and then a
t ragedy is played upon t he grandest scale imaginable: Half of a mountain, such
11:5SA .M,
8(J°Far.

If

A.M.

40 °below hor.

11:23

I
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as ~rakatoa. i:; tos ed in o the air and , 0,000 peo1)lo are destroyed, a Pompeii is
bun cl. or a._ olclnu or_ golden valley, once near the Righi fountain, is sent headlong_ do ·:1 mto n. • ~v1 lak , n. ma. s 10 feet deep, 2 miles long, and a fifth of
a. mile : 1 <1~, c nt mm ~onr villa re and 1,0 people. anc1 covered with burning
tnnber, 1 rm. b · tho fnc ion of th moving rocks and aturated with the steam
of t
·n c,rize 1 b rran an a r .
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The first movement that a plant makes is to back ont of its seed case. 1 The
r oot at once strikes for tho center of the ear th. If seeds are germinated upon a
wheel revolving parallel to the surface of the earth, the roots will follow an
oblique line that will slant more or less toward the earth, according as the wheel
goes r ound faster or slower. Having thus commenced, the root lifts what is
called the head or top of the plant into the air, either from the ground or out of
its own body. This h ead consists of two or more leaves, which have no more
r esemblance to the true foliage of the tree-the third phenomenon to appear-than
the tadpole has to the frog, as may be seen from figures D and E, page 982, specially
selected to show extremes of divergence between the seed and the true leaves.
The tip of the root or radicle, as it is called, as soon as it protrudes from the
seed coats begins to circumnutate or revolves ancl the who!e growing part continues to do so as long as that root continues to grow. In winding its way downward the root insinuates rather than forces itself. The ro t of a sprouting bean
will lift a weight cf at least a quarter of a pound placed on top of it, but will make
no impression u pon a pieco of tinfoil placed beneath it, though tlmt foil is so thin
that n, little soft-wood stick with an encl resembling tho root tip will <lent it if a
weight of a quarter of an ounce be gently placed upon its upper en<.1. 2 It seems
impo3sible to concei-ve of any motion forcible enough t penetrate
the soil without connecting with it tho idea of a blow <lehvered
against the material throl1gh which entrance is being m:u1o, but
tho conception is facilitated if, instead of looking on the root t:p as
an awl driven by blows from within, we regard it os an hydraulic
press. The root cap, a delicate point, finding entrance in tho porous
soil, is enlarged by the formation of new cells laid on within tho
socket of the cap which holds the root proper, and it may bo
assumed that a pressnre that will lift a quarter of a pounc1 will
squeeze the earth aside. In the case of a pumpkin, indeed, wo shall
find tho formation of cells lifting 5,000 pounds, j ust as tho flo ~
of sap indicated a pressur e of 4 or even 5 atmospheres. Bnt there
is still another conjecture that may be ventured, ancl that is n. comparison of the sucking-in power of the root with that of the driven
well sunk to a gravelly stratum. Such a well will eventually absorb
the very fine particles among the gravel, and, the \vater being lifted
out thus, creates a reservoir or pocket for itself.
•ro illustrate this, reference is mado to the figures on page 031, proving that the
muff of hairs is essentially the feeding part of tho root. Let such a sprouting
plant as is represented in those figures be carefully lifted and marked by some
innoxious fiuicl into three parts, the lower one being divided into ten subsections,
and then let the plant be placed in damp moss until its root has grown to three
times its original length. It will be found that practically only the ten divisional
marks have separated; in short, the root grows most between the cap and the top
of muff, as is shown in the diagrams given in the cut on pago 983. 3
"We know that it is the part of the root just above the ca~) that grows the fastest,
and it is certain that after the Cltp has been cut off the stump goes on growing at
1 Professor Balfour in Ency. Brit. (p. 94, English edition), makes this statement.
Professor
Gray, in his r eview of Darwin's Movement in Plants, uses this bngnage: "The radical with
which the germination of decotyledonous seeds usually begins," p. 305-306 of vol. 1, Scientific
Papers of Asa Gray.
2
Power of Movements in Plants, pp. 09, iO.
8
The figures and statements are taken from Mr. August Daguillon s Notions de Botanique,
2nd. ed., Paris, 1802. Van Tieghem stated in 1870 it had been found out that it was not tho root
cap or the spongioles that feed the plant.
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such n. rate that its length has often doubled in r. day; nor does the removal of the
up prevent tho part between tho muff and the stump from bending if the plant has
fairly started/' says Darwin. 1 With a muff of hairs soaking up the water above
the cap, it would soem that the cap would never be earth bound and its shaft
ViOu1c1 always have room to wriggle and thus to work the cap toward water,
for which its scent is as keen as that of a hound for its prey. It is not mineral
Hypocotyl.

See:J, case.

i~1¥;

Q---~--- ······ Ground
Seedcas

FIG. A. -Curcubita ovifera,
germinating seed showing h eel
or peg holding down lower lip
of seed coat. (Darwin, Power
of Jllo,emeilt in Plants, p. 102.)
If the lower lip of the seed coat
is cut away, the seeds "come
up" with tops boxed up in their
cases, and are thus unable to
act as chlorophyll plants.

FIG. C.-Tracks loft by tips of
radical o-:i smoked glass placed
at angle of .0°. (Power of movement in plants, p. ~-)

FIG. D. -Seedling of
Menispe1·iniini
can a dense. From Lubbock's
Seedlings.

FIG. E.-Hakea acicularis (Australia) . From
Lubbock·s Seedlings.

FIG. B.-Curcubita megarrhiza
(Calif01·uica) (Gray); plant sprouting after the fall rains; about
Christmus buries itself fou r 01· fi v-e
inches in the ground, and iJ thus
protected from the approaching
cold of January (lotter to Professor Gray, of Harv::-.rd); and in
r-. few weeks tho lower cud uf the
sprout sent down l>Y the seed is
enlar,,.ed into a little tuber
aboun•liug in starch. Mr. Darwin
thinks that this protects it from
animals, but possibly tho dry Californian summer has something
to do with it. (Prof. As:i. Gr:i.y.)
Liko fi 6 uro A, this is a gourd,
but there is no Yestig-e of a J} g
nor is there any necessity for
one.

nutriment, lmt water, that the cap Reck~, and if it were nocc. ·ary to explain tho
ramification of the ln.teral rnots, it might bo said that they aro fosterec1 l>y tho shade
and draina;e of the folia,...o which bas been produced by the taproot. It is thought
that this point is w 11 ill ustra d in the figures on page O --1-. 2
Thus endow
with machinery, tho plant \Yorks. It is a part of tho ·· blinc1
economy·· of u, tnre, 1 ut its ms to throw its If into tho. truggle for the perfecnc , lt
r, 1

•iv nth

cut tn illn rat• tbi- cff

ton
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tion of its fruit with energy, though its only reward is to be the preservation of
its kind. Somo years ago 1 a pumpkin some 8 inches in diameter was imprisoned
in a close-fitting box, but instead of a top of wood a network of iron bars was fitted
oyer the upper surface of the fruit. Across this cago and resting on tho iron bars
was placed a beam 5 by G inches square and 0 feet long, subsequently strengthened
by an iron plate 4 inches wide, half an inch thick, and 5 feet long.
In the course of the development of this fruit it lifted, on August 21, GO pounds;
Augu.,t 27, 3,3'.J pounds; S~ptember 11, 1,100 pounds; September 30, 2,015 pounds;

nr

llJ

II

1I

II

a

b
'l"l:o part of tl.J.o root
that clong::i.tcn.

October 24, 4,120 pounds, nnd when, on the 31st, the lift had reached 5,000
pounds, the iron cage or network bent beneath the strain. The interior of the
pumpkin was filled with fibrous tissue and the normal number of plump and
apparently perfect seeds, though the pumpkin itself was malformed around the
lJars of its cage so as to be beyond recognition, the fruit having adapted itself to
whatever space it could find as readily as though it had been a mass of caoutchouc.
The lifting power, strange to say, was greatest at midnight. It is sometimes said
1
Addresses before tho Massachusetts Agricultural Societies, by President Clark, of the Massar
chusetts College, in 1874 and 1875.
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that mushrooms will spring up in a night, but we know that mushrooms c1o not
elaborate inorganic material into the fermenting matters upon which they feed.
To do that requires time.
RUMA~ lXTERFEREXCE AND "NATURAL SELECTIOX" IN THE YEGETABLE KINGDO)I.

Professor Wiesner, of Vienna, does not believe in circumnutation; his experiments with plants tell him a different tale. He contends that their movement is
c::i,used by a leaning first to this and then to the opposite side, due to inequality in
the force which is lifting np, or, in the case of the root, pushing down the growing mass, or even it may be causecl by irregularity or unsymmetry of structure.
Tbis is substit:iting a mechanical view for the quite different one advanced by Darwin a'3 ?..n hypothesis. On the Darwinian theory of adaptatio:a of a plant to accom-

Caladium, esculentum showing centrifugal
watershed.

Rhubarb, showing centripetal watershed.

plish its own inheritance, it must apply old wheels, springs, and pulleys to new conditions.1 A spiral movement, then, if a regular movement, is not an accident, but
nn inheritan e. The act of nodding around or circumnutatingis a spontaneous act,
which in psychology is called reflex. But in psychology a reflex act is a ''nervous'
act, a1,cl is g neralize<l and called the faculty of ''irritability.:, In vegetable physio1ogy the neare.·t approach to a reflex act is a" turgescence, ·, a swelling of the cell,
or a numb r of cell , cau ed, it is saicl, by" osmosis.·, Turgescence ha two direction , g ·otropic aucl heliotropic. Gcotropism i tho result when the plant bends
to anl or sinks it: parts in tho earth· heliotropi m is when it rear its 1 arts aloft.
·o ropi mmay e calle,1 the effect of gravity. and heliotropi. m the ffect of light.
It i not h Pu-pose on' the p1· ent occasicn to enter int the niceties of either
1.
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of these isms, the literature of which is mostly in German, and has been largely
the work since Hofmeister, of Sachs, and his botanical institute at the University
of Wi.i.rzburg. It is not to be wondered at that in the two countries of EuropeEng1ancl and the South German States-where varied agriculture has flourished
the best, we shou1c1 fincl the best ancl most prolific investigations upon the dynamics of vegetation. It must ba assumed then that roots are naturally geotropic and
chlorophyllian leaves are naturally he1iotropic. The1·0 is, therefore, strong evidence that plants show a reflex activity, that is to say, a spontaneous
power within themselves to rnact
upon their surroundings for their
own good, and in stead of agriculEp.
tural instruction and inquiry confining themselves to the soil, they may
busy themselves liko tho breeder of
sheep and of race horses with the orig.•:;-:i ;:... , ~ , ~ ~ . , ; ~ ,•::'\
inal habitat and the re.fl.ex idiosynfli'.@x~~. ,,,,
cracies of tho plant. Indeed it may

r:::::1
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Fruit or storage cells: Tomato.
Cross cut of the "husk" of o. tomato. Ep,
the epicarp or "skin;" :Ms, the mesocarpor
"flesh." The shaded parts represent red
coloring matter; the unsh!l.ded part in the
mesocarp a bundle of fibers.

Wheat.
CroJs cut of a grain of wheat. Ep,
opicarp (yellow brown); Ms, mcsocarp;
End, punctured cells (yellow) or endocarp; Sp, skin of seed or spermodcrm;
G, gluto::i cells; St, starch cells, run.king
most of seed. After V. Bonnet in Maco 's
"Les substances alimentaires," Paris,
1801. Enlargement, Ep equals o.re of an
inch.

be said that Mr. Darwin emits a criticism from which it may be inferred that this
has not always been done. "We experimented," said that observer," on a variety
of the common pea, the Yorkshfre Hero, which has a much wrinkled, tough skin,
too large for the seed leaves, so that out of thirty pens which had been soaked for
twenty-four hours ancl then allowed to germinate on damp sand, the radical or
germinating sprout of three, one-tenth of all, were unable to escape, and were
crumpled up in a strange manner within the skin; four others were abruptly bent
round the edges of tho ruptured skin against which they had _pressed. Such
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abnormalities would probably never, or very rarely, occur with forms developed in
n, state of nature arvl subjected to natit1·al selection. •· 1 Professor Trail, of London
University, England, informed Dr. Francis Warner that by increasing the edible
or '' callular" portion of the wild carrot, which is comparatively largely composed
of fiber, the "cultivated root is much more liable to disease from attack of fungus, while fluids from tho soil have to penetrate through a thicker layer of cellular tissue [or flesh] to the vascular bundles [or fibers] than in the case of the
wilc1 plant. The altered proportional growth of parenc]:i.yma [flesh] and the vascular bundles [fiber] 1nay be adi-a11tageoits to the ga1·dene1·, but is not advantaoeous to the plant."~ It is therefore proper to ask, "What is natural selection?"
The part of tho plant which is most attractive to the insect, as well as to the
human eye, is the flower. Yet lichens, mosses, and fungi are constantly taken as
models by insects, and there is probably nothing in the vegetable kingdom that is
not imitated by some animal form, 3 but the menteur i1 triple etago, tho thrice-dyed
liar of this description, is the African insect whose disproportionately broadened
back bears the impress of a vivid green leaf with midrib ancl veins complete.
On the other hand, plants have uses for insects. "The forms and colors of wild
flmvers," says Sir John Lubbock, an authority on the manner and customs of

82
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FIG. 30. Flower of Scrophularia nodosn., the first clay. Fig. 31. Insiclo view of it, the front half
cut away. Tho stigma is erect and fresh. Fi~. 32. Flower as it appears on tho second clay. The
anthers arc erect and fresh, but tho stigma, or rather the pistil, is practicc.lly dead unless it has
been fertilized by the pollen of the anthers of some flower of Scrophularia, either by an insect
or tho wind bringing it to the stigma. [After Gray.]

insect:), '' are mainly owing to the unconscious selection exercised by insects,
although no doubt tho existence of a. certain amount of coloring matter is, as we
see in the autumn tints, in various fungi, seaweeds, etc., duo to other causes."' It
will at once appear what an important bearing these facts would ha;vo in suggesting or proving an hypothesL that maintains that self-fertilization tends to produce
wcaklingl:! in tho vogetn.blo kingdom, anc1 that cross fertilization-that is, the fertilization of one flower by the pollen brought from another-is necessary to the
production of a vigorom1 vo~ctable constitution.·1
It has been shown how plants ''sleep.·, It is tho same with flowers. 'l'he dandelion i.· said to clo oat 3 p. m., tho white water lily at 4, while other flower·,
like the night-blooming ccrcus, open only in the cool of the evening, or like the
1
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e itali · nro not in the original.
tho action o! ncr, center, tc., ,varuer, London, 1 7,
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morning glory, in the freshness ·of bre:iking c.1ay. '' I woulcl venture to suggest."
says Sir John Lubbock, "that the closing of flowers may have reference to the
habits of insects, and I may observe, in support of my suggestion, that winclfertilized flowers do not sleep.'' 1 Bo this as it may, Mr. Darwin does not hesitate
likewise to venture an assertion that" as plants are adapted by such cliversiued
and effective means for cross fertilization, it may bo inferred from that fact
alone that they derive somo great benefit from tho process." In fact, such an
inference is the positiYe or ethical import of the Darwinian hypothesis. 2
Three of the tests made by :Mr. Darwin as to the variation of plants under human
manipulation arc especially prom·ncnt, two of them, those on an exotic morning
glory ancl on the pen, being pointed out l>y himself, and one, on corn (Zea rnais) ,
by .i.,Ir. Galton, who selects the results for statistical interpretation fr.Jlu a number
of sets of observations .
~ll-'l,en the growth of each cros_s f}.rtzli'zed
Mr. Darwin brctl ten generations of plants of tho
ge1wndion hadreached-fltis lzeijht, the
morning glory, and a.,; far
self'j"ert1lized, had only reached the height
as the vigor of generation
. indicated oy the
is concerned the foJlowing
other .ifJ lines.
dia61:am will show the results. Tho taller lino indicates the height to which
the plants grew which came
from seeds protlucecl hy tho
fecundating matter of two
different flowers on two different pla.nts. The shorter
lines in licates tho height to
which pla.nts grew which
came from seeds which
were proclucod by one
flower of a plant entirely
within Hsclf.
Before turning to another
test, which had an entirely
different sugg<'stion, let us
mako a clistinction about
progenitors of tho seecls oxperimentecl with. Let us call all ncecls formecl by the flower itself, whether composed of one or more pistils, an incestuous scecl, formecl by yegetable brothers ar.cl
sisters, but when the S<'ecl is forme{l by tho pistil or female portion of one flower
hen focunc.1atecl by the pollen from the anther of another flower (both flowers
coming from sister or brother seeds), then let us call the seed formecl by that kind
of cross fertilization cousin seeds. It will be observed that the long line r epresents the vigor of the cousin seccls and tho shorter ones tho incestuous seecls. To
show that there is not the slightest attempt to beg the question for the cousin
seed by the mere ideas which worcls suggest, another Darwinian test is given, in
which the incestuous seeds apparently turn the tables on the cousins. This is the
experiment with a yaricty of the p,"a called the" Early Emperor" which had been
self-fertilized for many generations :
Cousin secd,9 (100 JJel' cent).
Incestuous seeds.

"There can be no doubt that the result would have been widely different," says
1

British Wild Flowers, otc., p . ~ -

~ The Effects of Cross and Self Fertilization in tho Vegetable Kingdom, p. 2.
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Mr. Darwin,1 "if any two varieties out of the numberless ones which exist had
been crossed." But the element he lays particular stress upon is environment.
He ascertained by crossing the ninth generation of morning glory cousins with
pollen from a stranger family that he could produce plants as superior to the
tenth generation (100 to 78) of cousins as that generation (100 to 77) was superior
to the tenth incestuous generation. "The most important fact at which I have
arrived," he says, "is that the mere act of crossing by itself does no good. The
good depends on the individuals which are crossed differing slightly in constitution, owing to their progenitors having been subjected during several generations
to slightly different conditions, or to what in our ignorance we call spontaneous
variation. -:, * •:c This throws light on the origin of the two sexes and on their
separation or union in the same individual, and lastly on the whole subject of
hybriu.ism, which is one of the greatest obstacles to the general acceptance and
:progre s of the great principle of evolution. " 2
Still as between plants from cousin seeds and those from incestuous seeds the
greater constitutional vigor is with the cousins. They not only grow higher, after
getting well started, but they wiil withstand extremes of temperature better, the
deadly pressure of competition in a crowded vegetable community, 6ind even when
they have not exceeded the plants from incestuous seeds in growth, when cut
down they sprout and grow more vigorously. It is now necessary to close these
remarks about heredity with the facts about plants grown from corn seeds, by
Mr. Darwin, and sent to Mr. Galton for statistical arrangement, as before mentioned.

Mr. Darwin ·s record, each line representing two
opponents germinating at same time.
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THE SY."THETIC CUE . II TRY A."D JHOLOOY.

ome explain the movements of plants by saying that the plant perfonns its
movemouts in a mechanical manner a the com pa s neetlle follows the magnet,
others that there is an
t of willing perhaps, certainly a reflex or spontaneou
a t on tho part of tho plant, such a the winkin" of the ye when sucldenly
affect 1. In hort, on one . id it is claimed that the plant moves mechanically
.c
·:en_(~ r~ . c ) un qually, and on th other that the plant is
h 1rnt Lbll t ·.
'·, h n my father wrote our book upon the power

1!,.

2

C.:ro

Fertilization, p. 27.
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of movement in plants,· says Mr. Francis Darwin, 1 "he adopted the conception
of irritability, ancl the only trace that he was able to find of similar ideas was
a pa sage from Sachs, in which that writer said: 'The living matter of plants is
internally differentiated in such a way that the different parts are endowed witb.
specific energies resembling those of the nerves (Sinnesnerven) of animals.':,'
The nearest approach that science can mako to living matter is a class of chemical
compounds called the compounds of carbon a ( or organic chemistry), which at one
time were thought to be producible by living organisms aione. But this idea has
been shown to be erroneous, for several of such compounds have been formed
from inorganic substances without the intervention of the "life process,'' and
the··e successes have changed the" new chemistry., of the sixties into a still newer
chemi try to which tho name" synthetic" is being given, as itis based on constructh-e rather th,m destructive analysis. In fact, beside the chemistry of oxygen
ancl the oxide there is now the chemistry of the carbons, whilo hydrogen and
nitrogen in the oxide forms of water or nitric acid have a leaning toward carbon
that is peculiar to themselves, though it is going much too far to say that their
combinations with carbon form "living matter of plants,·' a property which is
ge1,erally spoken of as belonging particularly to "protoplasm."
The first result of synthetic chemistry was startliug. Water was mac.lo out of
two" airs." The apparatus by which this fe3,t was accomplished in tho hands of
an Engli hman, Cavendish, was not intricate. An open-mouthed glass jar, turned
upside down, was filled with hydrogen, and then a c ndlo and oxygen were introduced, the water formed collecting on tho sides of the jar and dropping down.
To a French chemist, however, belongs tho honor of founding tho synthetic chemistry. This gentleman, Monsieur :M. Berthelot, succeede 1 in making acetylene by
igniting carbon sticks in an atmosphere of hydrogen. In the following noti can
attempt will be made to explain, with as few inaccuracies as possible, tho iclcas of
:M. Derthelot, who may be looked upon as doing for tlie chemistry of the carbon
compounds or organic chemistry what M. Lavoisier did for tho chemistry of the
oxide3 or inorganic chemistry.
In "organic chemistry founded upon synthesis " there are eight fundamental
types, eight types performing eight functions, eight functions here synthetically
arranged in the order of their formation.
I. Ilydrogenatcd cartons (acetylene CH, etheleno CH 2 , etc.).
II. Oxidized hydrogenated carbons formed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen.
(a) Alcohols. Ordinary alcohol, for example.
(b) Aldehydcs. An alcohol from which two atoms of hydrogen have been taken,
such as c::imphor.
(c) Acids. An oxidized aldehyde, acetic acid.
(d) Ethers. Ordinary ether, for example, formed from an alcohol by treatment with
potassium, sodium, iodine, bromine, chlorine, or from (b) or (c).
III. :Xitriflcd hydrogenated carbons formed of carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen.
(a) .Alcalis. Tho union of ammonia. with tho alcohols or altlchytlcs.
(b) Amides. 1'he union of ammonia with tho acids with separation of water, rmchas
albumen.
IV. Compound metallic radicals formed by tho reaction of the metals upon cortain ethers, such
as c::icodylo composed of carbon, hydrogen, and arsenic.

Of all these functions, two-the hydrogenated carbons and the oxidized hydrogenated carbons called alcohols-are of the greatest importance. These once
obtained, it is easy to form the six other functions. These two, then, are the true
foundation of organic chemistry. The hydrogenated carbons are formed by the
action of the electric arc upon hydrogen and carbon as shown in the cut below.
1
In his adtlre son Curves made by Plants, at the meeting of the British Associatioa for the
Adnmcement of Science, at Cardi.ff.
2
Sacbs's Arbeiten, Vol. II, 1870, p. 282, as quoted by Mr. Francis Darwin in Republished (in
French) Address by M. Richot, in Revue Scientifique, October 3, 1891.
3
Cf. Remsen s "An Introduction to tho Study of the Compounds of Carbon" for tho name.
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Acetylene (CH) being thus procluced, ethelene or "olefiant gas" (CH-) is generated from it in the same way by certain precautions, and so on to formcne or
"marsh gas" (CH 4 ). Now, acetylene may be condensed into a liquid which is
like, but is not, water. These products are called diacetylene, triacetylene
("benzine'"), tetracetylene, or styrolene, which is formed by vegetables, etc.,
accorcliug as two, three, four, or more acetylene molecules unite to form tho liquid.

The method of M. Derthelot in making acetylene one of the two bases of the chemistry of
living substances.-Troost's Chemistry.

From the same property ammonia gas is used as a refrigerating agent. A quantity of water, having been saturated with ammonia gas, is heated in the cylinder
A, and the gas is freed and pa.:·ses over into tho cool vessel B and liquefies, as
shown in the illustration. Then the ves el C containing the water to be frozen
into ice is placed in the vessel Band the cylinder A is surrounded with cold wakr.
The liquid ammonia in B slowly changes back into a gas, which is again absorbed
by the water in A, and, in doing so, makes things so cold in B, which it has left, as
to freeze the pure water in C, which was the object to be effected by the operation .
Why liquids should act thus in vaporizing i a
very large subject, ancl it will suffice to say that
":1 great quantity of heat becomes latent during
tho formation of a gag;" yet to illustrate the cu.rious effects produced, when common a ir has boe 1
so condensed a to bo heard dropping in the condenser and . o congealecl as to resemblo blanc
mange (it "is a curious sight to see a cake of it
well up in tho micldle ns it changes on.ck into
air on being '·aken from the condenser") nu
account of the apparatus usetl in tho pr ce ·s is
gh-en in ~ote A to this chapter. But let us pa 3
to the oxidized hychogenn.ted carbons, and particularly the alcoh ls.
· tnre ico mac 0 •
In the metho!lic pre entation of the thr fold
or ternary c mpouuds of carbon with hydrogen
nd oxy
tho a1 cohols . roof the gronte ,t importance. Pr pared by the means
of tho hydr "'Cnate
rbo , they, in tnrn, are u cd to f brica.te the ether aldohyd acicls alcali an :l the re t.
I. I3!}rthel t . o in i ts upon the chimio synth~.
th him· nalytiq . tha the differ nee mn t be illn tratcd.
In a nn ,J. halt: fill
itl_ mercury let a tub filled , ith ac tylene and l.lydro1 m th vi w.
fo ·
Then 1 t the tuho be warmed and the
tha t
·lene ( IT) will be hydrogenated and
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become partly, fa such an apparatus, ethylene (CH2 ). This, like the illustration of the formation of acetylene, is ethelene formed by synthesis. Note on the
other hand the production of ethelene by analysis. First about 50 metric grams
of alcohol are poured into a cup surrounded by colc1 water, then about 300
grams of concentrated sulphuric acid is addecl, the whole being shaken to prevent
breaking the glass. When the compound has coolet1 off it is run into a glass
retort, as shown in the illustration, having some mncl in the bottom. The alcohol
under the influence of the sulphuric acid changes into ethylene and water, the
first flowing off through tho tube is washed in the first flask which contains
pota h to absorb ca1·bonic and sulphurous acids passing along in company with
the ethylene and again is acted on in the second flask which contains sulphuric
acid which catches the ether while tho ethylene passes on purified.
Now, if, as Dumas said, the discovery of the chemical principle of tho alcohols
is as important as the discovery of a new metal, it will be eddent that the synthetic manner of forming them out of acetylene am1 its forms of benzine and
marsh gas and tho like will ho of interest not only to temperance crusaders and to

Etllyleno (CH~) proc1ucod
by warming 11.cctylone
(CII) with hydrogen (Il)
or "Synthetic chemistry.·'

Ethylene produced hy br aking up alcohol with sulp1rnric
acid (concentrated) or '·A,wlytic chomistry. 1 • 1

distillers, but to tho public in general. Alcohols, says )I. Berthelot, nro divisible
into five great classes:
Alcohols properly so called or primary alcohols.
Watered alcohols (alcools a.·hydratation) or secondary alcohols.
Tertiary alcohols.
Phenols.
Alcohols having a mixed function (a fonction mixte).
'fhese are subdivisible into orders, monotomic, diatomic, etc., according as the
one or more molecules of water they contain is replaceable by an organic acid,
and these orders are subdivisiblo into families, such as acetylic alcohols, benzenic
alcohols, etc. We are here concerned with formation of a genuine alcohol. There
jg first the method of substitution, in which every hydrogenated carbon engenders
an alcohol by substituting water for part of the hydrogen containecl in marsh gas
CH 2 (H 2) for example. In short, the carbon, before merely hydrogenated, is now
hyclrated by the addition of oxygen. But the work of water is still more emphatic
in the making of an alcohol from a hydrogenated carbon by the method of addition. In the methoc1 of substitution half the hydrogen was oxidized, but in the
method by acldition the elements of water (hydrogen and oxygen) are simply
1
Both these illustrations are taken from the Chemistry of l\:L Troost, professor at the Faculty
of Sciences of Paris, eighth edition. 1\-fr. Berthelot·s book is a brief for the Chimie Synthetique,
not a text-book.
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added, but this is only possible with low grades of hydrogenation, such as acetylene
(CH) or ethylene (CH 2 ) . Insisting 1 then, irrespective of M. Berthelot, on the
value of" substituting" and" adding" water, or the" elements of water" in the
pi-opo1·tion in which water is formed, to the formation of the hydrocarbons or carbohydrates, known as cellulose, glucose, and cane sugar, and the other secretions
of vegetable life, we pass to his conclusion generale:
The point of departure for the formation of organic matters is the same as that
of the formation of mineral matters. We start out with carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. With these and the mere play of the mineral forces we have
formed twofold compounds of a fundamental nature and principally the hydrogenated carbons. They constitute the keystone of the whole edifice of organic
chemistry. After having formed the hydrogenated carbons we have constructed,
always starting out from realized facts and basing our work on methodical treatment and following general laws, a new class of compounds called alcohols, a
threefold substance having no resemblance to anything in mineral chemistry and,
moreover, formed here by the mere play of affinities. This synthesis gives to
organic chemistry a definite basis. The alcohols in turn combine with the [organic]
acids to form the ethers, a new class of artificial compounds, naturally produced
as the odor of the greater number of fruits, aromatic and irritating qualities,
seeds, such as in gaultheria and in mustard, and the waxes, such as beeswax.
These same alcohols united to ammonia give rise to artificial alkalies, which, their
laws being known, permits us to hope that at an early day we can r eproduce artificially the vegetable alkalies, sucll as morphine, quinine, strychnine, nicotine, and
other active principles in vegetation.
Again, if we manipulate the process a little we can oxidize the alcohols so t\S to
form the aldehydes, a very singular group which contain the greater number of
the naturally oxygenated essences, such as thv odor of mint and bitter almon~s,
ordinary camphor, etc., but to make these essences it is tlrst necessary to realize
the formations of the alcohols from which they are to }:)e formed. A higher degr~e
of oxidation of the alcohols engenders another class of compounds, the orgamc
acid . A multitude of natural acids have been artificially formed from the alcohols, such as the acid of vinegar, of beer, of valerian; but when we come to the
natural acids still more oxygenated, such as malic and tartaric, aciJs then we a~·e
unable as yet to produce by synthesis in our laboratories what nature produces m
hers. From the acids come the ethers and the amides. The amides are compounds
which are the result of the combination of acids with ammonia. To the study of
the amides belongs undoubtedly the formation of all the natural nitrogenous principles which are not derived from the alcohols. Among the principles which have
been artificially created by the synthetic chemistry it will suffice to mention urea,
one of the most important excretions of the higher animals, taurine matter containec1 in the bile, gelatin, sugar, leucin, and hippuric acid. These general groups
of organic compounds comprehend the volatile matters and the bodies that may be
formed by them. What has been effected in the artificial formation of substance
formed in living bodies is only the fir t stage of organic chemistry._ Fibri~e 3:nd
woody fiber and the sugared and albuminous matters dissolved m the hqmds
which bathe these tissues are still without the sphere of the chemistry by synthesis. The discoi-ery of the ii-ay in ichich these s'llbstances may be rnade artiJicially
will be the second stage of the progress of biologic chernistry.
A review of the material sources of vegetation tends to affirm the olc1 idea that
plant are creatures of the atmosphere. "Man," said tho Chemist Dumas, "is
condensed air," and if that assertion can bo made with somo degree of probability
of man, it is still more probably true of the food of man or of the food of the animals upon which man feeds. It has been already remarked on this occasion that
nature, unlike the synthetic chemistry, starts with compounds. She takes an oxide
of carbon, the doa<11y carbonic-aci(1 g s, and it is broken up into its elements by
the mecha.ni. m f tho loaf worke by the sunbeam . Neglecting the free nitrogen
o~ t?o a1~ he for o e inexplicable reason feec1s it t the plant in tho form of
mt1:1c acu1, ano er d ly poi on through the mechanism of a fungus microbe
·lnch w rk uml r c v of th oil. Hytlrogen alone she is compelled to furnish
t~ th pl n
fonn an 1 as for oxygen the plant in daylight both
d, :onipc>sed
. am tim · Th . o substances are not costly. The air
m ro en and there is enough carbonic acid in it to sup-
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ply many time~ over t he n eeds of t errestrial vegetation, while water abounds
except in vast interior basins like t he American Desert, the Sahara, and the
interior of Australia. Can science aid agricult ure to appropr iate these elements
regularly and systematically? Thatisaproblemof agricultural economy. What
chemicals shall be poured into the soil? That is a pr oblem of agricultural hygiene.
Both are branches of practical agricultur al ch emistry.
The synthetic chemistry teaches us that t h e "elements" of biologic chemistry
are not the sixty or seventy "elements" of the text-books, and spectrum analysis
suggests the possibility that those ,sixty or seventy elements may be compounds, as
M. Berthelot has hown the organic elements to be. The word element may therefore be a mere relative expres ion, and in any starting out it is possible to think
that a table of element may be drawn up to suit the convenience of the voyager.
It therefore seems not unworthy of consideration to begin agricultural chemistry
with a study of water, nitrification, the assimilation of carbon from carbonic acid,
an<.1 tho formation of the hydrogenated and hydrated carbons within the plant.
Among the m3,uy questions by which the brightest intellects which have busied
themselves with agricultural chemistry are cowed is one which may be formulated
in these word : Can I feed pigs on com so that at six months old they will weigh
300 J)ounds? If so, what breed of pigs, on what kind of corn? This is a practical
question, for a true answer to it would have enabled the possessor of the secret to
haY enriched himself at the expense of his neighbors who had not been sharp
enough to obtain it. But to look upon public institution~ as purveyors of moneym, king information for the practical inquirer is no more r spectable than for a
woman under the poor laws of England to regard her ·elf as an heiress b auso she
had a claim upon the parish for each of her five illegitimate children.
The farmers of western Europe, :fine.ling that the many agricultural colleges of
their re pective governments wero incapable of telling each one how to·g t ahead of
his neighbors in rai ing pig ·, bavo begun the formation of trusts or "syndi ates.''
So powerful are the e organizations becoming that th y merit attention and study.
I n the portion of this chap~r which immediately follows the:e institutions aro
de~cribed after a brief review of the history of the ag1:icultural population oi
Europe.
PART !!.-SOCIOLOGICAL CO CEPTI NS. 1
T he growth of cities in population is frequently regarded as somehow connected.
with the present depression in agriculture (which it is the purpose of agricultural education to remove), though it might be supposed that the increase in the
number of city dwellers would infallibly increase the price of the procluctions of
the farmer. Such i not the case; and before engaging in the study of cooperation
among producers of food and other raw material, tho obj ct of this portion of the
chapter, it may bo well to inquire under what conditions of birth rate, personal
aspirations, and human faculties the people of the open country emigrate to the
city since as Bacon says, ignorance of the cause masks tho effect.
Tho great desire to live in cities which now animates tho people of the nineteenth
century is not peculiar to them. Before Rome had policed the Mediterranean Sea
the little city-states that fringed its shores ancl occupied its islands were accustomed to store their productions and plunder in citadels built, as at Athens and
Corinth, upon a precipitous rock; and subsequently, as their wealth and commerce
increa ·ed, to inclose the citadel with wide-extending walls, as many centuries
later the colonists in America built their blockhouse and then surrounded it with
a stockade. But protection of life and pr oper ty is not the incentive that is now

!t.

1
is to be remarked that the second congre!':s (1896) of cooperation, composed of men of high
poht1cal and social standing, demanded that every public-f:'chool child should be compelled to
study cooperation in all agricultural and industrial school:; for pupils over 15.
ED D7-G3
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causing the cities to grow, for the present movement of the population is a universal influence experienced by a very large 11 umber of individuals. Theso nomadic
impulses are inherent in human nature, and the restlessness they produce in society at large has not failed to receive attention from government after each nation
has passed from the pastoral or wandering condition to one of fixed territorial
confines or nationality, or, in other words, become a state, or, in the language of
the Greeks, a city.
COLO~IZATIOK.

The most vigorous manner in which a society is relieved of its restless or disagreeable elements is by an emigration which is induced by the hope of fortune or
of escaping the control of too rigorous laws. The r evocation of the Edict of Nantes
sent 400,000 useful merchants and artisans forth from France, and the possibilities
of acquiring wealth in the West Indies and on the Spanish Main relieved Spain of
many thousands of adventurers and nobles for whom she had no use after the
expulsion of the Moors. The interfe1·ence with the Puritan form of worship by
the English Government peopled New England, and the defeat of "King and
Church party" by the Presbyterians under Cromwell greatly swelled the population of Virginia. The devastation of the Palatinate, one of the war measures of
Louis XIV, and the famine in Ireland, due to an exclusive reliance upon a single
crop, caused thousands to leave their native land for one holding out promises of
a more successful existence.
Another method of r elieving socfoty of an uncongenial element is that of transportation. This, however, is far different from the natural emigration referred
to above, since government seizes the person of the emigrant and sends him out
of the country either as a criminal or an insurrectionist. Tasmania was many
years ago the penal colony of England, and France exported her criminal men and
women to the New World, as is graphically told in the romance of Mauon L escaut
by the Abbe Prevost, who probably saw the occurrences which he makes his heroine experience. Cresar r elieved Rome, "tbat den of robbers," 1 of 80,000 of its
proletariate by transporting them beyonc1 the Italian seas, and in ancient Greece
the expatriation of a group of obstinate citizens was frequently and consciously
made the remedy of relieving a political crisis, in order to serve, to use the language of Curtius, "as a blood-letting in times of local feverish excitement ...
In all this, let it be remarked, there is something of preconcertion or coordination, am1 the movement is conceived to have taken place in the manner according to which we fancy to ourselves the Aryans moving through the pas s of the
Himalayas or the Helvetii, in Cresar·s account, moving into Gaul. It is the mas
w o see ; but to see the individual actors, to separate out an idea of the swe p of
the movement, we must study the emigration from the Atlantic coast across the
Alleghenies. The Spaniards founded cities in merica and dwelt in them; the
French establi hed a line of trading posts from Quebec to New rleans; but the
English havo conquered the country, and in it the English language and the common law prevails.
ORGA .. ITZATIOX OF THE PEOPLE.

·
·

verthele.,s. during antiquity and throughout the middle ages all men wer not
go ~here they pl
· pursuit of happinc . In the l'Cpublics of
·
·
d, the" city,'' was concei~ed
private totl
,·
·
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mpirc p opl~
iu crime, r
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in the State which is best governed the citizens who are absolutely and not merely
relatively just men must not lead the life of mechanics or tradesmen, for such a
life is ignoble and inimical to virtue; neither must they be farmers, since leisure
is necessary both for the development of virtue and the performance of political
duties.·, 1 "Government,' says l\Ir. Edmund Burke in his Reflection on the French
Revolution, evidently following Aristotle, "is not based on natural rights, but
is to provide for human wants, and society requires not only that the passions of
individuals should be subjected, but in the mass and body, as well as in the individuals, the inclinations of men should frequently be thwarted, their will controlled, and their passion brought into subjugation.·'
There have been three systems by which this subjugation has been attempted
in European history, called, respectively, slavery, serfdom, and education. Upon
each of these it is excusable to dwell for a moment in ord r to bring them into
proper light, as two of them, slavery and serfdom, have signally failed to accomplish their purpose, and are matters of antiquarian interest.
LAVERY.

"If a future historian, ' says M. Fustel de Coulange, "some centuries hence
should attempt to relate the history of our civilization, it would be particularly
necessary for him to study many things besides the life of the rural di tricts; but
for the life of the European peoples existing between the Roman Republic and
the sixteenth centmy, the study of their country lifo is sufficient."
n the country estate was tran acted the far larger part of th work, a.ml thero wer lahorated both the wealth and the power of the community. It was in the interior
of the country estate that men were brought together, and there the liberti o and
the restrictions belonging to each lass were most marked, their inec1nulitie:--1
exhibited, and their agreements ancl differences illuminated. To illustrate one of
the inequalities thus ann unced by M. Fustel de Couln.nge, it is sufficient to say
that Roman society had what it callecl a slave, or thing (res). This res wn.s clefin cl
legally as one who is controlled by another, as property over which tho master
had the right of life or death, of loaning, pawning, or whipping. It is evident
how differently a noncriminal white person is regarded at the present day. It is
also evident that as all the slave earned was his mast r's, ho would not he unduly
excited by the spirit of acquisition. During the time of the first Roman empe1·ors many of these rural slave persons were chained in gangs (vinctii). Thus the
slave not only lacked liberty, but personality. This loss of personality was the
especial vice of the ystem, for, notwithstanding the possibilities of cruelty it is
safe to say that the orderly slave was kindly treated. 2
The numerical proportion of this rural slave population (many of whom w re
degenerated freemen) to the whole rural population is unknown. In Attica, containing the city of Athens, out of 500,000 people about 40 ,000 were neither citizens
nor the wives or children of citizen ..
SERFDO}L

But from the very trend of civilization even during the days of the Roman
Empire a beginning was made to ameliorate the condition of the slave. The
effort was in the nature of an appeal to the instinct in man which leads him to try
1
Politics, "The governing classes,' p. 221, vol. 1, of J ewett's translation. Grote interprets
thi~ in this way: 'l'he whole territory of tho State belongs to them and is tilled by independent
cultivators, by whom the produce is made over and apportioned under certain restrictions.
Of course it will be understood that the politics is a theory about a State existing under exceedingly antiquated conditions.
2
L'do:mnine rural chez les romaine, Revue des Deux Mandes, September, 188G, also in part Hist.
des Institutions Politiques de l'Ancienne France, L'Alleu et le Domaine Rural, Chap. I.
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to take care of himself if compelled to. Some slaves were given plots of land to till
for themselves. The master was thus freed from the n ecessity of providing for
the slave's support, and could g1·asp as much as prudence or as little as generosity
might suggest; but the :first determined step in the way of enfranchisement was
the enregistering these "cabined slaves" and their families as servi adscripti for
the purpose of public taxation. Finally the State became strong enough to forbid
the master to sell the servus adscriptus unless the ground he tilled and his hut
were included as a part of the same transaction. It can not be said that the daily
life of the slave was softer; probably, says 1\1. Fustel de Ooulange, it was harder
for him, considering the slender resources he had at his command to struggle for
existence. But he began to have a soul; he had a home from which, it is true,
he might not move, but from which it is also true he could not legally be
moved. He had a wife and children; he had cares to worry him; success or defeat
to elevate or depress him, and he became acquainted with the great factors of
industrial life.
The germ of serfdom as a modification of slavery was merely sown by the
Romans. It was nourished and propagated by the Germanic tribes thiLt overran
the Roman Empire. The Roman cabined serf was servus adscriptus-a slave
inscribed on the tax lists; the feudal serf became fully ascriptitius glebae, one
having a holding. As the northern tribes settled down, the maxim ,: no land without its lord" 1 policed the territory to which the serf was attached until the growth
of .cities, the Reformation, and the French Revolution swept the system out of
existence. The system of serfdom has been commented upon in this language:
"To live and die as a serf upon the soil where one is born is the life of a plant
which, while nourishing itself, is .p lundered of its fruit by its owner;" nevertheless it may be added it is better than to be the mere talking tool, "the instrumentum vocale " 2 of the Roman country estate.
EDUCATION.

At the close of the period called the Reformation the peoples whom that movement deeply touched seem to have specialized their energies. The French have
won for themselves the European preeminence in art and literature, the Germans
have cultivated philosophy both as religion and natural defense, and the English
have thrown themselves into commerce and colonization. But even before the
Reformation the people of England seem to have manifested a talent for personal
freedom as eventually expres._ed in the law of Habeas Corpus and the Bill of
Rights, only equaled by the Hellenic talent for form in art and literature and the
Roman talent for centralization. Long before the expiration of the middle ages
the courts held the serf to be a freeman against everybody but the owner of the
land he was" a cribed to," 3 and by the criminal or State law 4 he was on a perfect
equality, as far as r esponsibility is concerned, with anybody in the land. He
could appeal to the itinerant judge, whether "in eyre· or at "nisi prius," and
place himself upon ' his country·, when he was claimed as a serf. It seems impossible to separate the growth of percional freedom from the practice of the courts of
Westminster and the 1·epre 'entation of the erf in tho tran action of the business
1
Charles tho Bald, o
prietors of fre lancl
their power to form
2 Th elder · to·

rderod e:i.ch of his subj cts to choose a lord, and the pro·
. to a gr t lord, just as the States relinquished a pa.rt of
nt.

I
4

oly long before it became . o on the Contiof tl.i tbr e court!:1 of law (King's bench,
;• which took co-miznn
of all criminal
f all h·il cau s e. copt tho. e of r al (land)
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of the little local baronial court; 1 nor is it wide of the mark to regard the prin;.
ciple of the feudal system in England to be an effort to keep the land under cultivation, on the Aristotelian m axim of a division of labor between a class who are
to work and not think and a cla s who are to think and fight but not otherwise to
work.~ In England the State in the beginning being an agricultural community,
the organization of the people was effected by allowing the landlord certain .rjghts
upon the agriculturist as pay for his policing the manor ov r which he presided.
With such a theory and the common law to invigorate and support it, the troubles
which characterized the French Revolution culminated in England nearly two centuries before they did on the other side of the channel; but the poliirical movement
for personal liberty, '' the rights of man,' was in Englaml masked under the name
of theology and not under that of the "law of nature.' There is no English law
repealing serfdom such as that passel in France on the evening of August 4, 1780,
nor any cabinet order like that of Pru. sia in 1 0 . Serfdom in England died out of
pure inanitiou, and tho last that was ever heard of it was a stray caso during the
reign of James I (1618). :i In the process of this decay, which seems to have been
particularly rapid during the disarming of tho feudal barons by II nry VII, many
persons were thrown upon the country, and to reduce the restlessness of the population the famous act of the fifth year of Elizabeth (1503) was passed, under the
title of the statute of apprentices, though Mr. Proudo claims that tho act of the
tw nty-seventh year of Henry VIII (1i'.i3G), drawn by that monar ·h with his own
hand , i.,vas the first compulsory education law, for such that historian claims it
to be. 1
Tho seizure of the English monasteries by Ilenry VIII was based, in history at
least, upon the plea that the fund which had acvumulated in tho hands of the
religious corporations had not been given for th privu.t u ·o of the church, but
for the poor and their instruction. But the money obtain d in this way seems
to have been appropriated somewhat after the manner described by Edmund
Burke in these terms: "The monarch having sucked the blood of his prey
threw the carcass to the jackals in waiting."
evcrtheless about 250 "grammar"
(i.e., Latin) schools were established for the education of that middle class or
gentry which ruled England for the next three hunclred years. Perhaps instead
1 Cf. tho title of the legislature of Massachusetts, to wit, "The general court of Massachusetts;" also the functions of tho French Parlfomcnts.
2Vinegradoff, Villanage in England, p. 158, for instance, as a basis for such a judgment; also
Glasson, introduction to tome 4: Fcodalite; and Aristotle's Politics, bk. 7, sec. 8. C. Ellis Stcvell8
(in Sources of United States Constitution, a British work) calls attention to Taylor's "admirable condensation of tho growth of the connection of tho State with the local courts." In tho
course of tho assessment and collection of tho r evenue, which was tho chief work of the curia
regis as a financial body, local disputes so constantly arose that it b en.me necessary to send
detachments of justices to adjust the bu iness of the exchequer in each shire. As early as the
reign of II nry I (1100 to 1135, say half a century after tho conquest), officers of the exchequer
were frequently sunt through tho country to assess the revenue ; and in the reign of his grandson this custom was enforced with systematic r egularity. Tho justices while thus engaged in
provincial business sat in the shire moots where judicial work soon followed in tho path of their
official duties. In 1176 the Kingdom was divided into six circuits, to each of which were assigned
three justices, who now for the first time were given in the "Pipe Rolls" the name of Justitiarii
Itinerantcs. After several intermediate chang s in the number of the circuits it was at last
provided by Magna Charta that two justices should be sent four times each year into each shire
to take the assizes of novel disseizin, mort d'ancester (both real estate cases), and darrein presentment (which was eccle iastic) , the provincial visitations of the justices. (Taylor, Origin
and Growth of the English Constitution.)
s Excepting Somersett s ca.so, in which Lord Mansfield, 1760, delivered himself to this effect:
"What ground is there for saying that the status of slavery is now recognized by the law of
England? Villanage has long ceased to exist in England. (It had been argued that no statute
had abolished tho status of villanage.] The air of England has long been too pure for a slave,
and every man is free who breathes it. Quamvis ille niger, quamvis tu candidus esses-Let the
negro be discharged."
4
Froude, History England (Tudor Period), vol. 1, pp. 87 and 89 (N. Y. ed.).
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of the middle class it should be callecl the grammar or Latin school educated
class, fo1· through the aid of the endowments children of the laboring class wel'e
constantly fitted to pass into that of the directive class. Thus was instituted a
process of natural selection. Any" gentleman" or member of the middle class
might become a nobleman. The youngest son of _a noble was but a gentleman,
but tho grandson of a nobleman yielded precedence to a n ewly made knight, and
the dignity of knighthood was within the r each of any man who could by diligence and thrift realize a good estate or could attract notice by his valor in a battle or a siege. There were untitled men well known to be descended from N ol'man
knights who had broken the Saxon ranks at Hastings and had as crusaders scaled
tho walls of Jerusalem, yet they bore no distinctive epithet other than that of squire
and with no civil privileges beyond those enjoyed by every farmer and shopkeeper.
The yeoman was not inclined to murmur at dignities to which his own children
might rise. The grandee was not inclined to insult a class into which his own
children must descend. 1 The key to success in England was personal ability
either in battle or industry; but while providing schools for the children of the
educated class and for the bright-minded children of the poor class, the education
of the residuum or lower limit of the population was provided for by training in
manual labor. The theory was, in the language of Lord Derby,2 that whenever
any youth, however poor, had shown really exceptional ability, he might be
enabled by some moderate pecunfary help afforded by some scholarship to go to
tl1e classical school. Thus the State, through private endowment, segregated out
the bright intellects, just as before the Reformation they were picked out by the
monks and permitted by the lord of the manor, on the payment of a fee to him, to
desert the fields for the monastery. 3
The next nation to consider the education of the emancipated serf was France.
In 1789 the French made the gre1;1Jtest effort ever made by a people to cut its history in twain, and they neglected nothing to render themselves unrecognizable.
"But I have always thought," continues M. De Tocqueville,·1 "that they were
very much less successful in this singular enterprise than was fancied by others
or by themselves." Be this as it may, the whole system was swept away jn a
single day and 150,000 villains or sel'fs, in the middle age sense of the word, were
freed and as many nobles and nearly as many priests (130,000), who together
owned three-fourths of the land, were deprived of their means of support for the
25,000,000 who alone had paid the taxes (the nobleman and priest not being taxables) as well as the manorial dues, were liberated from the necessity of, among
other" eeignorial rights,' working fifty-two, more or fewer, ·days in the year for
their lord (corvee), of paying on the average one-sixth of the value of their holdings when they transferred them to another (lods et vents), and of baking their
bread and grinding their corn at the lord's oven and mill (banalites).
·
To educate the child1·en of these emancipated agriculturists wa the problem
that the French revolutioni ts could not solve. Idealogues, as Napoleon called
1 Mac,aulay History England (The "Revolution '), p. 41 (Bs.
d.), also to same effect Rogers·s
Six C nturies Work and Wagoa, p. 199 (Eng. ed.) , quoting hief Justice Fortescu , n. fou rteenth
century authority.
'ompar t
·
·
any in 16.53, tw nty,fiv yearH aft r tho right of petition (i. e.,
of r em
y ba.rl s I. The Elector of Brandenburg (Pru ia.) found it
n ce,
' nsbaft must sub,dst , rywh r whcr it was customary, and
the pr sumption was again.·t fr .dom, and further that the
aiuingwbich was done from bad motives. (Quot •d from Droyt. of liU, and , ta,folmnnn. l>y 'a'" ignac in La. Formation d lo.
ugl' h law 1 an d to the side of fr dom, and in th ory n.t I ast

1

Lord R ctor of the ·niv raity of Edinl.mrgh.
hout <'.on nt of th lorrl or tb manor. ( on-

cl

1,. l.

Ei •hth edition. Pnri. .
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them, schemes were not wanting. What was wanting were teachers who were
free from the habits of mind calculated to reproduce the past from which, as
l\f. <le Tocqueville says, the revolutionists so desired to free themselves, and with
themselves their country. Wild schemes were proposed, such as removing children of 6 years of age from their parents, as was done in ancient Sparta, and
placing them in'· houses of equality,·' so that all might receive the samoeducation
until their twelfth year. 1 Another proposition still more absurd was to modify
the French language in such a way as to make it more in keeping with tho "language of liberty .. , Tho laws of the first French Republic regarding public education were of no avail, nor did the first empire, its successor, when establishing
tho system of education called the University of France, pay the least attention to
tho education of the common people, whom the Emperor probably deeme<.l n. nation
of barbarians, to be civilized by the conscription, 2 as Henry VIII woult1 e<.lucate
them, by apprenticeship.
The third nation to a<.lopt a system of education a· a method of social control
and pliability was Prussia. Her second and third kings modified tho system of
Leibeigenschaft (literally "personal property' ) into Erdunterthanigkeit ( erf to
the soil) and endeavored by cabinet orders in 1738 and 1740 to prevent tho use
of the whip upon the person of the agricultural peasants in order to stimulate
their industry. The condition of the Prus ian peasants may bo expres ed in the
language of one who says that they were contented, "The peasant always
belongs to somebody/' 3
In 1P0'7, after the complete overthow of Prus ia and the treaty of Tilsit, the
minister Hardenberg was ordered by the King to draft a pfan for tho reconstruction of the Prussian State. In Harden berg's plan it is laic1 down that the o.bolition
of serfdom must be decreed hriefly and immediately, and the la.ws which prevented the peasant from passing out of tho peasant class and restricted officeholding to the nobility and relieved that body of taxation must be r peal c.1. 4
llardenberg being driven from office by Napoleon, the diet of mancipation was
promulgated five days after Stein became minister, though not fully consummated until, to use Stein'8 language," Chancellor Hardenbe1·g's love of innovation
led him in 1811 to transform tho relations of the landlord and pea ant class, in
which I (Stein) had no share.·, But though Hardenberg's love of innovation
induced him to make some of the late serfs small proprietors at the expense of the
nobility, it was Stein who, seeing the effect of the religious and patriotic spirit
which inspired the resistance of the Spanish peasants to Napoleon, 6 adopted the
idea set forth in Fichte's adclress on tho necessity of national and religious ducation of the people-the conception by them of tho nation as the embodiment of the
wi.11 of God-and armed with this idea he started tho war of liberation. This
idea, being succ ssful in freeing Germany, imrvived and became more and moro
the idea of the Prussian Government-the idea which must guide in preparing for
national defense.
IXDJVID TAL IXSTIX 'TS AND SOCIAL

NITY.

In the preceding matter several facts have been brought into relation in order
to illustrate the manner in which the European world at different epochs of its
history has sought to secure the permanency of the social institutions peculiar to
Allain, L'oouvro scolaire do la revolution, 1780-1802.
1Iichelet's remark to Matthew Arnold. Culturo and Anarchy: Doing as one likes, p. 45
New York edition. Cf. also tho Emperor's remark to tbe Austrian Prince Metternich: "A man
like me troubles himself littb a.bout tho li,esof a million men.' Metternich Memoirs.
3
Covaignac, Formation do fa Prusso, p. G2, quoting Marwitz, a man learned in feudal law
(un f6oc1al).
4
Seeley, Life and Times of Stein, ,ol. 1, p. 275. • The exclusive privilege of filling public office
and posts of honor belonged to the nobility in Germany and in anterevolutionary Franco.
0
Seeley, Lifo of Stein, vol. 1, p. 352; also tbe character of the address of the Russian commander to tho Germans (instigated, of course, by Stein), vol. 2, p.130.
1
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the epoch. As far as the rural, and therefore very much the larger, part of the
population is concerned, we have found that the Roman •villa was the center of
the agricultural life, then the baronial or manorial hall, modified in Englanc1 by
the administration of itinerant courts, and finally, either compulsory apprenticeship or school attendance. In the following section it is intended in the same
brief manner to examine into certain impulses in human nature wp.ich may be
supposed to be a source of constant danger to any social syRtem which, through its
government, strives to perpetuate itself by the exertion of the powers which have
been conferred upon that government for the purpose.
It is evident to those who consider themselves authorized by experimental study
to speak of the emotions experienced by the child 1 that the first feelings t:iat it
manifests are expressions of wonder and fear. These emotions are the natural
instruments of its future intellectual growth, and at an early period of its subsequent mental development it is never so contented as when assured of security by
association with its fellows and am.used by a constant change in the objects presented to its senses. The l ove for spectacular amusements, of engaging in games
of chance other than those played with nature, and for bestowing and receiving
praise does not interest us here, as our object is to inquire what motive may be
supposed to induce an otherwise contented man to seek centers of quick exchange
and rapid circulation of money. ·
It would b e difficult to find a business that as a business r equires greater sagacity and physical exertion and withal more dependent on the element called luck
than the business of farming .2 Before the invention of marine insurance probably
the merchant's ventur es were as hazardous if not more hazardous than those of
the farmer, but in surance has not taken risks on the probabilities of the agricultural weather during six months of the year, of the destruction of the crop by
injurious insects, or of profits which are dependent upon conditions that will happen between the time the crop is planted and its harvest. 3 All these risks the
farmer is compelled to take if he enters the world of competition, and unless he
have a very deep insight into a futurity that is constantly becoming more ambiguous by competition, it will too frequently happen that his fertilizing material and
his labor are expended in vain. Such, in general, seems to be the difficulty, especially in cultivating nonvirgin soil which requires manure, and the farmer or
the farmer's son, finding conditions at home nonremunerative in an epoch of constantly increasing desires, at first gladly seeks to place himself under the directive
power of those who employ labor in cities and manufacturing towns, where he
thinks himself assured of remuneration and of relief from care, and perhaps of a
"future." 4
The facts which follow will probably sufficiently illustrate these remarks. The
figures about to be gi'°cn are for 34 cities of the Kingdom of Bavaria at the date
of 1871. The cities range from 3,000 to 240,000, and the people in them, all of
Dr. Preyer, for instance.
"Back to the land!" is a cry to which in former days I have been little disposed to list.en.
Nearly tw nty y ?.rs ago (1 70) close intimacy with the conditions, social and economic, of rural
life have taught me that success in agriculture, even on:, small sea.le, demands qualities of head
and h::i.nd and heart which, to &1.y the least, it is quite idle to expect from a merely mi cellancous company of the loafers and lummers and labor failures of town life. It hi too often forgotten by tho glib land reformers of our city debating clubs that tho efficient agricultural laborer
· not in reality tho dull ·haw-bacon r.ort of porsou shown iu a comic illustrated paper, but one
of t
·
m n. To xpect, therefore, that tho town labor r
to tho rural laborer who will succeed is to .:pect
harl • ,v. Stubbs, M.A., London, 1 ·ro, Preface.
conomy, tho Federal Government of , 'witzerland
ong tho farmers wb.o ini;uro th"il' crop against
tur , R port of l ru h R (•ss Commission.
h at !ell ii per cent, tarley :}()percent, oats H per
1
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whom were born in Bavaria, were 622,988, against 4,740,185 persons born in the
entire Kingdom. In other words, there were 622,988 city dwellers in the 34 cities
who ,,ere born in Bavaria and 4,117,197 persons who were also born in Bavaria
but who continued to live in the country. We may now arrange certain facts
regarding this city ancl rural population in the following form: 1
1. Showing the place of birth of the city population (622,988):

Persons.
In every 100 persons living in one of tho 34 cities there wero(a) Born in some one of the 3.1: cities ......... ........................•............... .• 57
(b) Born in the country ................................... ............... .....•........ 4.3
2.• 'howing tho migration from the cities as far as relates to birth:
In every 100 persons born in one of tho 34: cities there were(ct) Living in city in which born .........•.. ..... .......... ............... ..... ....... . 70.4:
(u) Living in another Bavarian city than in which born ............................. 11.3
(c) Lh"ing in tho country or had gone out of the Kingdom .......................... 12.2
3. In every 100 persons dwelling in the 34 cities there woro not born within tho boundari s
of Bavaria.................................................................................... 0

Thus it will be seen that only little more than half of the 622,98 persons in tho
34 cities of Bavaria were born in a city; but this is far from expressing tho exact
character of the movement from the country to the city. Let us take a country
like France, where the birth rate is stationary. In overy 100 persons in the city
of Pari on one side and all France, including Paris. on tho other we find that
there wereOf children up to 5 years in:
ity of Paris ...............•............... ....• .... ...... 20
R public of Franco ..................•....•............... 20. 7
Of adults from 15 to 00 years in:
Paris ........................................ ..........•... 72. 3
France .................... ........................•....... 01
Of persons over 60 years in:
Paris...................................................... 7. 7
France ... . ............ ...............................•.... 12. 3

It is immediately apparent how little impeded city life is with the very young
or very old. We shudder at the atrocity of the Roman who ''exposed" his child;
but city life a'.)compli. hes the same result by another process, as will now appear.
Observe the following diag-ram. The spaces between the lines that run across
the page represent intervals of ten years. The lines ,i;hat run up and down the
page represent an increase or decrease of 10 porsons in every 1,000 of the whole
population of the city of Berlin accordingly as the line moves away from or
toward the vertical heavy line in the middle of the diagram. Observe also that
the starting dot and the dot at 20 on both sides the heavy line-that is, for both men
ancl women-are almost in a vertical line. But ses how pinched the diagram is at
the intervening t en-years dot. These are years of great mortality for children,
even of country parents. On both sides of the culminating point of youtlµul
vigor, the nge of 20, both for the men and women side of the diagram, the movement of the line shows how attractive to the young ma:Q. ancl woman is the life of
the city.
1
Tho figures n.ro taken from Dr. George Hansen's Drei Bevolkerungsstufen, who quotes them
from tho census. The writer is responsible for the computations and arrangement.
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Pymniid showing the great excess of 'men and icomen betu:een the ages of fJO and

30 in the city of Be1·lin in 1880, and the excess of u:omen over men.
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To verify the foregoing interpretation of the diagram for Berlin, let us consult
the statistics for the large city of Leipzig, r emarking, as we do so, how many
children over 5 years come into the city, and also tho in-rush of those about the
age of 20. The sum of the two '' total columns" equals 100, likewise also the
sum of the two '' Male" columns.
Of ev ry 100 children living in LeipzigOf th age of-

The1·0 wore born there_:_ j Thero wore born olsowh~
Male.

I Female.

Oto 5--···· ······-····· ···--····- ........
5tol<L.,---···-····--····---···•··-····
lOto lll ••••••••.•• ·-·-····-···· · -·········
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Finally, to call attention to the effect that a demand for unskilled employment at
a center has upon the population of tho country districts or other centers, the following diagram prepared for M. Levasseur's "Demography of France," is given:

Pyramid showing the g·reat excess of men 20 to 40 in the city of Paris dm·ing the
epoch of the public 'reconstriwtion of the city unde1· Napoleon III in 1856, and the
itrmsual flatness of the male side of the py1·arnid ;'ust after the close of the 1cars
of thejfrst Napoleon. (Scales, every 1,000, as in preceding figure.) 1
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Thus having illustrated the instinct which prompts men and Yvomen to sell th ir
services to the highest cash bidder though they are thereby compelled to put themselves in an artificial or dependent condition-a condition, it is to be remarked, that
is socially dangerous only when too many have placec1 themselves in it-it remains
to take up the other instinct which, for the purpose of this chapter, may be SAparated out from among the passions of the human soul which foster dissatisfaction.
This instinct is the desire for visible or objective self-effectuation or renown.
The indiviclual experiencing the afflatus of this pleasant but tantalizing emotion
naturally feels a sense of repression if compelled by fortune to endure the narrow
intellectual horizon of bis native village and, especially, the few opportunities
it offers for the gratification of his desire to unfold the possibilities with which
nature has endowed him, either for doing good to himself or his fellows. His
experience both in the world of concentrated directive power at business or political centers and in literature is either nil or is far too meager to counteract his
thirst for the power ancl esteem which he thinks he may obtain in the open compe1

There is a slight error here, as the men's side added to the women's = l,OOG.
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tition of the dist an t cit y world. 1 The failures of his acqu aintances, if known and
r em embered, are attributed to incapacity, an d t he su ccesses of others, he flatters
himself, have been obt ained by the exertion of no gr eater talents than his own.
Thus the city is filled with the daring , the restless, aud , in the long run, wit h many
who are disappointed, and that phenomena occurs which in ancient Rome and
now in G erman cities is called t h e proletariat.
But the foregoing r em arks, it must b e admitted , are applicable only t o the Latin
and Teutonic races of Europe and America . The Slavs of Russia, at least, are
an exception. So far from indust ry inducing a permanent drain of p opulation
from the open country of central Russia to m anu facturing centers, t ho very
reverse is the case. All tha t industry has tlone is to have made the Russian
workman a nom ad. During h arvest time m a ny fact or ies close their doors, and
those that keep them open pay w ages ranged from 10 to 20 per cent higher than
the wages paid in winter. The Russian w orkman is constantly oscillating
between the factory and the farm . He pr efers the factor y to starvation, that is
all. Thus it has become aph oristic to say that the Russian workman has not yet
broken up the bundle of early instilled associat ion of ideas that attaches him to
the soil.2 The country in Russia , as elsewher e , feeds the factory, givin g it raw
material, ~nd, as we shall see in a moment, human h an ds to work that m aterial
up. But when it happen s, as in Russia, that the flow of human beings to the
manufactories is merely a tide that quickly ebbs and fl ows , no permanency can
be given to industry which falters in an arrested developm ent. In another part
of this r eport the particulars of the Russian rural a ssociation are mor e fuily,
though lightly, sketched and aut horities sta ted.
In concluding these remarks upon the m ovement of population two instincts
have been mentionecl separately as exerting mor e or l ess influence upon the
migration of the rural population to the cit y; it is scar cely necessary t o say that
these instincts are not to be separated except in th ought and in the case of the
Russian whose necessities drag him to what he deems a prison.
S OU R CE OF P OPUL AT ION.

But b eside the foregoing conception of a man as g being actuated by m otives
which he follows or refuses to follow there is another conception of him as
wholly the subject of a, force without himself which h e is constrained to obey.
This conception is the outgrow th of statistical inquiry, and owes its intr oduction
to :M:. Quet elet, wh o elaborat ed it in his essay upon m an . a Any statistical pr esentation of the question of the rush to tbe city is therefore an attempt to explain
social facts by r elating t hem t o physical causes.
By statistics it is shown that m ore p eople are born in the country and survive
1 " I have, certainly, also had al ways before my eyes t h e charms of reputation. O,cr and above
the money view of the quostion, I wished from the beginning to bo something more than n. clerk
in a post -office. T o be known as somebody, t o bo Anth ony T rollope, if it be no more, is to me
much. Tho feeling is a ,cry general ono and, I think, beneficent. But I confess that my fi rst
object in taking to literature as ::i. profession was that which is common to the barrister when
ho goes to tho bar and to tho 1'akcr when h e sets up his oven. I wished to make an income on
which I anc1 those belonging to mo might live in comfort . • (Autouiography of Anthony
Trollop .)
•
" r. Rogers (one of the founders of the asi-a.chu etts Institute of Technology), working on,
y~ar after year, in_ a.uni-ersity that was somewhat remote and n1,art, camo to yearn for the
stimulus of _town life a1_1d n moro scientific atmo. phere, and finally, 11.t the age of 40, re igned his
prore. sor;;hip nt t~~ university in order to join his brother Henry in Boaton." Pp. 333, 33-!, Life
nnd L tters of William Barton Rogers, Edited by hi Wife. Boston, 1 OG.
2
Leroy ~aulieu·s cxprc sion.
3
•. ur l '1:ommo t 1 • dev loppemont de
faculte . E sni d Physique Sociale, pnr A. Quetelet,
Pari , 1 .,.,. Ilobbe. however, may ha.vo bocn the first to put up man a.~ the subject of physical
1
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longer, are married at an earlier age, and have larger families than h:.1ppens in
the city. Consequently the soil is ever being called upon to support a larger
number of persons, while the cities are unable to generate an urban-born population. Statements so broad require that they should be verified; therefore,
1. )fore people are born in the country than in the city. This is evident to
anyone who will trouble himself to read over the following table: 1

Country.

Deaths among
Number of illeBirths to each
each 100 c-bildren gitimate children
couple durin~
under
1
year
in
ea<~h 100 births,
their married life
in theunder any condiin thetion, in tho-

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ f o u n t r y .
France _____________________________ . ___ _
Holland _____________ ------ ______ ---·---Denmark _______________________________ _
'chleswig _____________ -------------- ___ _
Holstein ________________________________ _
axony _________________________________ _
Hanover _______________________________ _
Pl·ubsia _________________________________ _

3.16
3.01
8.0-!

3.50
3.37

4.60

2.02
4

3.28
4.32
3.3-!

3.09

3.88
4.13
3.65
4.4!

City.
35.60
36.25
29.0G
27. 42

29. 92
30.88
28. 70
3G.O'J

Country.

City.

28.50
28. 90
22.
2:3.42

15.13
7. 71

25.20
36.22

15.50
15.50

26.47
29.4.7

16.05
8.38

17.4-2
9.60

!country.

4.24:

2.84

10.06
G.37
8.74:

H.6-i
9.00
0.00

The table shows Saxony to be an exception. It is not only an exception to the
diminished birth rate in the city, but it ie exceptional in every way. The Kingdom is little more than half the size of Massachusetts, has a population of 3,000,000,
of which 20 per cent are engaged in agriculture and about 70 per cent, including
servants, in trade or industry. Fifty-six per cent of its people live in places of
2,000 or more inhabitants. Another e.-ception i · Norway, at least during the years
1 60-1870, and though only one-eighth of its population lived in the seven cities
(1 80) having more than 9,000 inhabitants, the same fact of an increased number
of children born out of wedlock in urban communities is shown by the statistics,
for in every 1,000 women from 13 to 45 years of age having children 2Cities. Country.
Married women from 15 to 45 years who had bad children were ______________ _
Unmarried women from 15 to 4.5 years who had had children were __________ _

3]1

83

:.Jl
20

2. The rural population live longer. The third and fourth columns of the next
to the last table show the facts as regards infants under 1 year of age. Considering the whole body of the people of France, it appears that the mortality for the
years 1861-1863 was 26.1 in every 1,000 of the city population and 21.- in very
1,000 of the rural population, and for the years 1878-18 2 tho average deaths in the
1,000 of city population was 24..3 and in the 1,000 of country population 20.0, or,
to state the matter more interestingly, according to the Statistiquo Generale
de France for 1 01-1865 every 3, 80 country people furnished 100 births to the
population, while every 3:570 city persons furnished 100 births (there being fewer
1
Which is the work of the late Baron von Oettingen, professor in the University of Dorpat.
E,idently taken from bis Moralstatistik (which has passed through several editions) by M.
Levasseur.
z Certain restrictions wero laid upon marriage by Canton Lucerne, in Switzerland, to wit,
parties must not bo upon the poor rates, nor likely to como upon them; nor if tboy are without
money or a vocation, and they must be persons of regular habits. Consequently in Canton
Lucerne there wore fewer marriages and more bastards than in any other Canton of Switzerland, though tho sense of responsibility has lowered the number of early marriages. (The
Forest Cantons of Switzerland, by J . Sowerby, p. 111.)
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children and aged persons in cities). _Arranging those facts in tabular form, we
have-

- - - - - -- - - - --------------------------- - - - - - - - -Population.

Rural.
Births.......................... . .................................................. .
Inhabitants for 100 births ............................................ . . --····....
Deaths among these inhabitants.............................................. ...

Urban.

100
3, 880,,
8..,

100
3,570
93

1- - - - 1 - -- - -

Excess of births over deaths . .". .......... ...... . . . . .................. .. ....

17

7

- -- -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - In Sweden it is officially ascertained that the average age at death was, for-

Men.

Towns - --------- -- ----------------------------

- ---- -- ---- - --

Rural di.stricts ... . ... . ....... _..... _. ......... _. . _... ... .. _... ....... _..

LSSl-::1~::1118n-::
30

33. 5

3!. 2

- - - - -1'V01nen .
28. ~,34. 5

29. 91
37.4

31.3
38.4:

---For England and Wales, Dr. Farr has endeavored to show the influence of town
life on the death rate of the working classes 35 and over. The table shows that
if 2,000 persons over 35 were taken (1,000 living in countTy and 1,000 in city) that
fewer of the 1,000 city people would be alive at the end of fifty years than of the
1,000 country people. F or instance, if the supply from below were stopped it
would r equire 3.1 years to remove all the persons over 85 in the country and only
2.4 years to remove a.U those over 85 in the city. The figures follows:
Died in every 1,000 working [men] betwee-:i tho ages of35 to 45 --···- •••••• _••••• - ••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••• _••••• --···· _••••••••••.••••. •
45 to 55 _•••••• -···· --···· - --··· - ••••• - •···- •••••• •••• -·- .•• - ••••• - • -··· --- •--·- ••·•
55 to G5 •••••• _--··· _••••• --·- --·- ····-- ·-·- _••••••••• --···· _••••••••. _•••••••••••• .

~~ f~ zg ~

==:

=:

== === == == == ===== ::=:: ========= ==== =
===== ==
===
==== =====
=====: == === =====.
Ovor 85 ........................................
---·-··
· ..
-·····
...................

Icountry.
9

12
25

55
HS
3"Z4

City.
a l2
17
29
(j

174
418

a It will be recalled that in the diagram of Berlin's population by ago and tho flgure3 for
Leipzig that 20 is the age of people who flock to cities, bringing with them tho vigor of the
country. If the city-born population only were counted, the figure would be largor.

Finally, let us take the death-rate statistics of Scotland:

. 3._ The 01 le m· rry :u-lier in the rural districts. This is sufficiently well
mdica d by ~he c lumn of tho table on parre 100,3 , howing the greatly increl!sed
nnmh r of h1l~r n_ l rn unman-i c1 couvL in tho citic , de pita th r adv conof cit· hf
u som all wane mu t bo mado for the fa ·t that the
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city is a refuge in which the mother can conceal her shame. But overmuch
stress should not be placed on this fact, for at Munich, Vienna, and Prague one•
half of the births are illegitimate (Von Oettingen 1 ); at Paris, Copenhagen, and
Brussels one-fourth; at Edinburgh and Milan one•tenth, while at London only one
twenty-fifth (3.9 per cent) are born out of wedlock. Besides, as we are not here
concerned with the relative sexual morality of city and country, but only with
the increase in population, the birth in the city of children of immigrating and
unwedded country girls is not favorable to the city birth rate any more than subsequently to its morality. In Sweden it is shown that women cease to bear chilch'en (or die) sooner in the city than in the country, to wit:
Aae of 1nothe1·s in the case of 10,000 births (1875).
Ago.

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Rural.

---- ----

Undr;ir 18 . .................. ·········-············ .•..•............ ...........•.....
18 to 20 ................• -····· .......................... -··· .... .. ................. .
21 to 25 .........•• .... _....... .... ................ .... ...... _..... ................. .
26 to 85 ................. -····· _...... -···· .......•........ -··· ..................... .
3Gto 4 F..••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
46 to 50 ........• ..•. .... .•••.•. ..•.•.•...••..... ..•... -····· •••.•.....•.............
Over 50 ..........•.•. ....• .....•.•.....••.•...............•............•... . ......

21
115
1,:J78
4,088
3,315

Total.................................................. ......................

10,000

I~

180

25

1 ;;
al,&"i!i
5, 3:UI

2,818
8

a

3

10,000

ci Thi::! does not bear out tho contention of the toxt that marriagos ar arlier in tho country
than in tho city. The birth rato of Sweden is slightly high r in towns than in th country. Tho
question i , of course, how many moth rs wero country ~rls and how many city•born girl'i.

Compare with the foregoing the more elaborate statistics collected by Mr. Kiaer,
director of statistics for Norway, and based upon 1 !3,5 7 births during the yrar:;
1874, 1 75, and 1 76, furnished by the pastors of congregations of tho Luth ran
Church, which exclusively predominates.
Nurnbcr of birth in icedlock in each 100 families in Korzcety.
[Th figures e:xpre s tho annual avornge, based on tho yoar. ]871-, 1 75, and 18711.]

Avorago
numh r
of births
to 100
husbands
lmtwe •u
15 to l!J. 20 to 2-!. 25 to 29. 30 to 34. 3:3to 30. 40 to 41. 4:Ho 40. 50 to 54. tl}naf.08
I
cated.
Age of wif .

Ago of husband.

I

- - -- - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 15 to 1!) ······ ·······--····
2Oto2•t...................
25 to 2<J ...... . .....• •.•...
30 to 3-L.. ... . . . . ... . . . ...

...•....•.••...• ............ ................•..•.........•......
........
53.4
48.9 ··· · -··· •.•.•..........••..•...•.•......
.....•. .
50. 3
45.1
40.1
. . . . . ...
52. 6
42.4
37. 2
32.
lll.1 ............... .

~igtL:::::::::::::::::
:::::::: :::::::: UJ &H
~J 17.1
l~:b
45to40 ................................... .. ......
32.0
2'7.5

::3
4.6

···0:20·
.30
.13
.00

50to5i ... ................ ..... . ............. ......... _...................
3.9
55to5n ...... . - ........... ·····-·· •....................... ·····-·· ........
2.6
LO to CH . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . •. • •. • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . • . . • . . . . .
• 03
6.s to fi!) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• ·······- •••••.•.•••••• ••
70to7'4: ....... -............... . ... ........................................ •······· •·······
75and over ........•..... ·····-·· ........................ •·-· ............ •······· •···-···

Average number of
births to each 100
wiv s between ages
indicated . ...... ... ....

-

41. 9

51. 9

36

30

18.1

3.3

.16

27.0
4!).5

4:t(i
37. 7
30.:1

2:Ui
12.8
6.3
2.6
1.33
.60
3;>

:26
19

Compare with the above table/ in which it is so conclusively shown the greater
1

-------

------

-

Quoted by Levasseur in "La Population Frangaise," v. 2, p. 400, noto. - - 2WhiC'h it i3 thought is not difficult to understand. Thus, in every two mar.riages where tho
woman is 20 to 24: and the man 20 to 3-!, there is sure to be 1 child, tho chances being 51.0 in tho
lC.'Omarriages. Whero tho woman is 25 to 29 and the man 20 to 4:4, the chances are 9 per cont
fewer, namely, 43 in the 100 marriages, and so on.
·
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fecundity of early marriages in the late-maturing climate, and a small city population of the Scandinavian peninsula, with the record of the age of marriage in
the Department of the Seine (Paris and its environs).
Age of Mm·riage.
1861- 1865.

Department of
Seine.

Men.

1885.

Women.

Men.

Women.

City population .. 30 years 8 mon tbs . . 26 years 2 months. 29 years 7 months. 25 years 8 months.
Outside popnla- 29yearsll months. 25 years 8 months. 29 years 3 months. 24 years 8 months.
tion in department.

Table showing the average annual difference between the death rate and birth rate
of icestern and central Europe clilring the period 1861-1880, according to the
registrm·-geneml of Great Britain and Ireland. ( 45 Rept., 1884.)

r---

13 - ,--

12 - -

,....

II - JO - -

9 --

-

8 -7

-r--

6 -5 -4

-,-.

3
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2
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l,B!RTH RATE
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/7
31

22
3S

27
39

/9

2S

20

31

36

31

30
39

23

31

32

40

30
37

c4
31

39
43

E4
26
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4. The rural family is larger than the city family. If more childr-en are born to a.
man and wife outside of a city than are born to a similarly connected couple in it,
and fewer clie in youth in the country than in the city, it certainly follows that
the rural family must be larger than the city family. Bearing in mind therefore
that increase is made by the rural family, the statistics of the registrar-general for
England, shown on opposite page, will show how the countries of Europe have
overcome their own death rate, that of the cities, and the loss by emigration.
It only remains to show more particularly how it has been possible for Europe
to furnish the United States 15,000,000 of people during the period 1816 to 1888,
and 8,000,000 more to other parts of the world, in addition to increasing the size of
the city population at home.
Emigration from Europe to Amer·ica and Ailstralia during 1820-1890.
['l'ho spaces between tho lines drawn across the pago represent 100,000 emigrants, the zigzag
showing the fluctuation from five years to five years.]

700.000
l'.S. 6~ O,OOG

600,000

I\ .

.S00,000

Average annual gain of population in Europe from 1830 to 1890 (Mulhall and Levasseur). 9,550,000
Average annual loss to Europe by emigration 1851-1888 (Mulhall)... ..................... 500,000
Remaining in Europe and crowding to its cities ........... ....•.. ................ ... 9,050,000

The diagram will illustrate the course <Jf this emigration, or, as the French and
Germans say, the fluctuation in the movement of the population.
From these remarks upon the character of the cooperation in past times of
intellectual deadness to produce good government and the necessities of life,
and upon the conditions which cooperation at the present day must satisfy as to
human aspirations and fecundity, it may appear that the United States is merely
a vast colonial enterprise undertaken by European colonists. Such a conception is
manifestly unjust, for pari passu with the landing of the promiscuous peoples that
disembark on the Atlantic Seaboard a school system has been amplified for the
purpose of -reducing the (?Ollected individuals to a homogeneous mass. Although
ED
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all this vast tide has been poured onto the tenitory north of the Potomac and
Ohio and west of the Mississippi,' there yet fails to be any indication of a new element having been introduced into the "American" that Webster congratulated
his audience on being in 1820. It is very doubtful if there has been as much
change in America as there has been in England; certainly not as much as has
taken place in Germany or in political circles in France. There is loud complaint
of agricultural distress in America, but in the German Empire, by the report of
the statistical bureau, nearly 5 per cent of the population , or 771,003 persons, were
without employment in the.month of December, 1895, as shown by the following
table:
In the German Empire there were in June, 1895, 300,000 persons out of employment, and in December, 1895, 771,000. These persons are divided into five classes:
Class.

June.

38,538 (13,4.41 women) _____
A. Agriculture (laborers,
renters, foresters, fl.shermen).
"B. Mining and smelting _____ 167,009 !"',851 women) .....
C. Business ______ ....... ______ 37,310 5,826women~----D. Domestic service _________ 49,821 32,466women _____
E. Public service ______ •...•.
6,674 2,165women) _____
-Total ___________________ 299,352 (80,749 women) _____

--

Per
cent.

December.

0.67

208,797 (106,4.81 women) ____

2.57
2.50
}2.81

-1. 89

Per
cent.

3.Gl

391,471 (45,321 women) ____ 5.06
58,482 (7,851 women) ____ 3.88
103,918 (55,618 women~---· } 5.81
8,337 (2,150 women ____
771,005 (217,427 women)----

4.88

EFFORTS TO RELIEVE AGRICULTURAL DISTRESS BY COOPERATION.

Cooperation in agriculture, as here discussed, is limited to the effort of producers
to overcome the difficulties, each as an isolated farmer experiences in disposing
profitably of his goods by joining with persons of the same trade. As such
it is an effort to insure by force of numbers an adequate remuneration to the
whole company against the inequalities produced by inferior mental aptitudes
.and want of universal opportunities for making lucky hits, which, being so few,
create a great noise, arouse spurious hopes, and eventually produce much ruin.
It is a very difficult task to bring about the unity of many people ju the transaction of business for a considerable length of time, and in the foregoing an attempt
has been madB to show how troublesome the task is by depicting the efforts of
"European society to satisfactorily distribute its population into mutually serviceable parts, and how now it has engaged in the work of inculcating, through education, a spirit of unselfish devotion to the welfare of the native land., for the welfare of the nation is, separately from money making, intimately connected with
that of the many.
Though at the present day the self-help theories of Schulze-Delitzsch are not
secure from sneers, nevertheless the so-called people·s banks (Vor chussvereine)
of Germany and other countries of Europe are based upon his scheme. He, the
so-called father of cooperation, would sweep out of exi tence the restrictions
placed upon trade by the guilds or workingmen's unions which had survived in
Germany to his own time (1850), though in England they had been savag ly
attacked as early as the reforming era of the Tudors, and had collapsed both in
England and in France about the era of the American Declaration of Independence.
in 1 :- Judge Hermann , 'chulze tated bis programme to be:
t the out t the a.. ciation will hav to be carried on with a certain reticenc ,
because t?e de truc~on of the old trade a o~i, tions i not sufficiently complete,
th bwldmg gro~md 1 n?t yet o far clear d of th debris of the old ystem as to
na?l n t pte>ce
wit~ omplete freedom with the work of construction.
we;; ~
fi 1t· wi h_ the ntl ncy o eparati. m peculiar to erman peo1
1
tru hind p ncl nc i
l ti;:~ apey the b 1x; a. 1 · s of in~ p ndence, wh~rea in
uni . Tllercfore it ems be t t 0 be .
. ty c operation ~f th o~c~ l ol ted
,
gin w1th 1mrely economic as~ociations and
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trade associations of a very limited character, which assure to members the conditions of a desirable activity of trade without as yet associating them for t.ho carrying on of the trade itself, which will, on the contrary. be carried on by each individual, as formerly, for his own exclusive advantage. Only when the extraordinary
pow r of the principle of ass ciation has thus been brought before their eyes and
has made them sensible to and ripo for the higher steps in its application, only
then should one gradually go on to build up with their help great cooperative
undertakings. still guarding against overhasty and inconsiderate attempts, which
have generally failed .1
.A.s far as Judge Schulze's plan affects agriculture, which was not its original
obj ct, an agricultural union not being established on his plan until 1866, it is considered in the last report of this Bureau, at page 1239, to which may be added
the dictum of Baron William von Humboldt: 2
Reason can not deRiro for man any other condition than that in which not only
each individual enjoys the most absolute freedom of developing himself by hjs own
energi s in his perfect individuality, but in which even external nature is loft
unfashioned by any human agency, and only receives tho impress given to H by
each fadividual of himself and his own free will, according to the measure of his
wants and instinctiS, and restricted only by the limits of his powers and his duties.
I.- '

PERATIVE IRRIG, TIO:N'.

The most important effort at agricultural cooperation in America is tho collection and distribution of water for the purpose of irrigation. The largest o tent
of territory artificially irrigated outside of China is the arid region o.f the United
States. Irrigation there has had a checkered career. The early inhabitants of
California had appropriated the gold found upon the public lands and in the
streams that traversed them, and about 1805 or 1 70 speculators in agricultural
lands al. o appropriated tho flow of water of convenient water courses. The
riparian owners below the place wh re a creek or river had been turned from its
course appealed to the courts, which, in tho famous case of Lux v. Haggin, decicled
that the English common law applied to the conditions in Californi , and that no
riparian owner, at the place where tho water cour e pa sed through or by his
property, had the right to divert a whole river into a new channel for tho purpose
of raising tho value of some large tracts of property he was interested in,'' dear at
5 cents, to an auction value of from $25 to $100 an acre." 3 Tho aquatic appropriators, having been shown the impropriety of their action in not consulting
individual rights in making "public improvements,' soon came to reason, and in
1880 an act known as the Wright irrigation law was passed by the legislature of
California. As this act is apparently about to become the basis of whatever
efforts are made to redeem the 500,000,000 acres of public lands situat din that
region of the Rocky Mountain plateau, where streams are fed in spring and
summer by the melting snow banks on the mountain peaks, its provisions and
history require attention.
In 1880 State Engineer Hall, of California, sta~ed that he had arrived at several
conclusions, and among others(1) That the State should not construct irrigation works.
(2) That the State should establish a business basis for enterprise in irrigation
projects.
,
(3) That the cost of works of irrigation should be borne wholly by the lands to
be irrigated in each instance.
1
Tho professional organization of French agriculturists has been completed by the creation
of unions or federations of syndicates which aro designed to bind together local groups to facilitate their functions and to concentrate their scattered forces, so as to lay before tho public
authorities a spontaneous and weighty expression of the wishes of tho rural population.
(Compte deRocquigny, proceedings First International Cooperative Congress, p. 3.54:.)
2
Sphere and Duties of Government.
3
John Bonner, in Over land Monthly, Tol. 13, p. 00!; Warren Olney, in same, vol. 0, p. 43.
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The Wright law was drawn in confonnity with these principles, and, as a law
based upon the common or State ownership of natural waters and upon the ownership by communities of works for the storage and distribution of water for irrigation purposes, is now in operation in nearly all the arid States. 1
The Wright law provides for the formation of a quasi body politic and corporate,
to be known as an irrigation district. This body must be composed of not fewer
than fifty (or a majority) of the owners of land susceptible of one mode of irrigation from the same source and by the same system of works. They shall present
a petition to the county board of supervisors, setting forth their plans and presenting a bond double the cost of the work they intend to do. If the board grant the
petition and accept the bond, it shall divide the district into five divisions of equal
size, and in each such division a director shall be elected by the people, or on being
petitioned the board may order that three or five directors be elected by the irrigation district in its entirety. The question is then voted upon by those having
the right to vote in State elections, and if two-thirds or more of the electors vote
for the establishment of the district, it shall be legally constituted. By a majo1ity
vote the district may issue bonds, which are payable 5 per cent at the expiration
of eleven years and 1 additional per cent each subsequent year until the twentieth.
The bonds and interest at 6 per cent are paid by an assessm ent upon the real property of the district, and all property is pledged for the payment of the bonds.
The operation of the law was impeded. "It is the gloomy misfortune of California," says Mr. John E. Bennett, "that by far the greater part of her land area
is owned by persons who, for the most part, do not even reside within the State,
and it was expected by the framer of the act that this class would make trouble. "i
The anticipation of trouble was realized in the case of a woman, a nonresident
land owner, who in 1894 brought suit against the Fallbropk Irrigation Company
in the United States courts on a question as to the right of the State to organize
an irrigation district, and the decision was in the plaintiff's favor; that is, she
could not be taxed through her land. This decision was overruled by the Supreme
Court of the United States in the latter part o:f: 1896, and the Wright law stands.
IL-JOINT INTEREST IN LAND OF FARMERS AND LANDLORDS,

There is another form of what may be called physical necessity of cooperating
(the smallness of an element being considered in regard to the largeness of the
demand for it) and that is cooperation in cultivating land belonging to a person
who may or may not be himself a cooperator in cultivating that land. Thus in
China, which is essentially an agricultural community of over 400,000,000of people,
the land is owned by the State, which rents it at a uniform figure, irrespective of
the improvement made by the farmer who controls and transmits his holding. In
Great Britain there is the landlord-and-tenant class of organization, which in Ireland has produced, it is generally conceded, most lamentable results, for there
"the insecurity of the tenant's possession gave him the alternative either of doing
nothing to better his farm or of bettering his farm without bettering himself. 3
But the reformation of the Irish system was effected by the application in 1870 of
the tenant-right system, which had grown up in the Province of Ulster, to the
other three provinces of the i land. This tenant right of Ulster gave a fixity of
tenure to the farmer and also an interest in the land he cultivated, which interest
h e could sell to another who wi hed to take his place. The extension of this local
custom to the whole of Ireland was as great an innovation in English legislation
as wa Hardenberg s interference with the Pru sian system of land holding at the
1

EmoryF. Be t,
ist:mt Commis ioner United States General Land Office,in o.tional Geo.
g., "The Utilization of Ya.cant Public Lands.'
D· trict Irrigation Movement in lifornia .
1
. Ro _r~. n, prof
or Roman law, niv r. ity of London, in Art. Landlord Ency. Brit.,
nmth edition. Cf. c arthy History of Our Own Time Vol. II, p. 4i2, New York dition.
2
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beginning of the century, the prostrated condition of the country to be benefited
seemingly leaving no option to the legislator. In this way there is recognized a
certain ownership on the part of the tenant as well as on that of the landlord, 1 and
the condition of the middle ages is restored, but in favor of the tenant, who is a
freeman and is a cooperator with the landlord in possessing the soil and no more
an operator-operaius, as the eerf was called in medireval Latin.
In England several attempts have been made by landowners to expel'iment in
the line attempted by the Government of Mr. Gladstone in 1870 and 1880. The
earliest and most successful of these is known as the cooperative farms at Assington. In 1830, fourteen years before the commencement of the enterprise of the
Rochdale pioneers, the idea suggested itself to a Suffolk squfre (Mr. Gurdon, of
Assington Hall) that he would attempt to apply, by way of experiment, the principle of cooperation or copartnership to a farm; selecting 60 acres of land of
medium quality, furnfohed with a rough but not unsuitable homestead, he formed
his little company of shareholders, all of them taken from the class of farm laborers, to which he gave the name of the Assington Cooperative Agricultural Society.
The number of the original shareholders was 13, who put $13 a piece into the concern by way of subscribed ca.pita!; the landlord, to give his bantling a chance for
life, 2 liberally advanced to the cooperators the sum of $2,000, without interest on
loan. The society grew and prospered. The land occupied increased from 00
acres to 130, and the number of shareholders was enlarg d from 15 to 21. The
present value of the shares iw, to use the language of the bailiff (manager), "all
of :3250." All years have not been equally remunerative, but there has not been
any one since the concern started without some little matter to divide. The company have repaid the landlord all the borrowed money, and for all the stock and
implements on the farm, which are now their own. The rent of the land is (in
186i) $1,000a year, the company paying tithes, rates, and taxes. The land is farmed
on the four-course sys~m, and ordinarily employs fivo men and two or three boys.
The members (who must be laborers of the parish) are not bounu to work upon
the farm, but it is understood that if a cooperator is out of work elsewhere he has
a claim to employment before any other man. When a cooperator works on the
farm, he is paid wages at the usual rate, and if he be inefficient there is no scruple
about discharging him. The affairs of the concern are managed by a committee
of four, but the practical direction of the farm rests with the bailiff, himself a
cooperator as well. Illiteracy is no bar to serving on the committee, yet if a man
be not thought sufficiently intelligent he will be refused when his turn comes.
The first expariment apparently succeeded so well that in 1 ,31 Mr. Gurdon started
a second, which was equally successful as the first until tho late strain of bad
seasons impaired, if not destroyed, its prosperity. 3
III.-COOPER.A.TION IN PROD C'l'IO:N'.

Having thus exhibited two forms of agricultural cooperation to obtain elements
which are limited in supply by nature (being land and water) we may turn to the
consideration of cooperation in agriculture to provide at remunerative prices
those articles which are only limited by the satisfaction of the necessities of
human existence."
McCarthy, op. cit., Vol. II, p.4:78.
lt is scarcely nec~ssary to remark thn.t all of this account is given in the pleasant language of
the Bishop of Manchester in making his report as assistant commissioner of the agricultural
commission of 1867.
.
3
The Land and the Laborers, Rev. Charles W. Stubbs, fourth edition, London, 1893, p.126.
Mr. Stubbs tried an experiment on his own land at Granboro Vicarage, Buckinghamshire,
England, which proved successful.
4
There are many cooperative insurance companies in the United States by which farmers
reduce the cost of insuring their buildings, but of these there is no occasion here to speak.
1

2
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" However various the circumstances of the co1mtries of the Continent of
Europe," says the report of a recent committee for the improvement of the· condition of agriculture in Ireland, "it is a striking fact that we find the sam9 main
principles adopted by them all in promoting agriculture, which may be summed
up in three w.:-rds,-organization, representation, education." By organization
the committee mean what is here called cooperation and, as they observe, the
subject is receiving wide .attention. The following is a compilation of reports
and. statements that the organization of this cooperation has brought out.
(a) ECCENTRIC Assocu:rIONS.

Societies for the purpose of cooperation in agriculture must be separated from
those which in the past have owed their structure either to a deep religious feeling, so noticeable in rural communities, or to a disgust with the conventions of
middle-class life; for the people who lay the ground plan of such associations are
only content when they have isolated their converts from the insufficiently religious world or from the forms current in polite society. Of societies of this description it is not the intention to speak, as we are wholly concerned with persons
(possiblymere abstractions) who are willing from pure business motives to voluntarily form a pool or trust for their own benefit by selling iu the dearest market
and buying in the cheapest. Such-an object is in noway connected with religious
worship and can not be expected to be cemented by religious belief. It is a mere
matter of business interest and must be upheld by the ability of each cooperator
to see his own financial good or safety bound up with that of his fellow cooperators, to be contented with nonspeculative profits and mediocrity, and to be vruling to work. .All these requisites are excessively trying to the nervous system, as
was pointed out several centuries ago in a panegyric on the downfall of the little
industrial republics of Italy by Machiavelli. 1
(b) 'rHE SYNDICATES OE' FRANCE FOR PURCHASING MANURE AND FOR llIAKING BUTTER AND
CREESE.

Societies for the aid of agriculture may be divided into three classes-for buying, for selling, and for growing for sale, or for any two or all of these purposes.
To these must be added the associations for procuring credit already spoken of
in Chapter XXVI of the last report of this Bureau.
The strongest body of agricultural cooperating societies is that of France. They
are called by a name well-known in America, syndicates, "Syndicats agricoles,"
or, in English, agricultural trusts. What is said of these syndicates is merely an
abridgment of what is so well compiled by M. le compte de Rocquigny in his "La
cooperation de production dans 1 agriculture," under which he includes the purchase of fertilizers and machinery, the rearing of animals, and the sale of the productions of the farm.
The 1,500 agricultural trusts of France are founded on the general law of 1884:,
which allows person working at the same trade or calling to a sociate freely for
the study and the protection of their economi , industrial, commercial, and professional interests. Some of these societies embrace a whole department (county?),
other limit their activity to a township or a parish. The syndicate of agriculturists of Vicun , at Poitiers, and several others have from ,000 to 10,00
adh r n . It is estim t d that
agri ultural syndicates have over 1 000 members each, and that the actual total of syndicated agriculturists is about 6 0,000.
Th~ ·hi f obj. ct of a<rricultural syndicate i the study and protection of economic
gncultural m r ·t. whi h me ns not only the general welfare of agriculture,
•

n.rch o.blim
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but also the pecial interests common to the members of each association. "The
jndividual efforts Qf isolated husbandmen, especially if they be small cultivators,
are powerless to put down the coalition of adverse interests and to insuro themselves a just remuneration for their labor/ says l\L Rocquigny. lt would thus
appear that the 600,000 syndicated farmers in France are united for regulating the
course of business in that country with no other check than the moderation of
their leaders and the oppo ition of other trade combinations similarly portentous
in numbers.
The soil of Europe is far from being a virgin soil. It is said that the Chine o in
their garden farming neither impoverish the eoil nor buy artificial fertilizers. It
is not so in France, and the most serious out.lay of syndicate money is for nitrogenous, potassic, or phosphatic fertilizers. The syndicate of Vienne, for instanc ,
buys annually about $200,000 worth, and so on. The influence of the syndicates
on the market has been such that "phosphatic manure , for instance, have fallen
from 40 to 50 per cent," if pro{luced in France, though tho price of importecl mineral manures bas not been affected. To ibis recluction of the price of homomanufacturecl fertilizers must be added tho enhanced Yalu of tho stuff which
was formerly abominably adulterated. Well may M. de Rocquigny say that'· the
monopoly of those manures was in the hands of traders and agents not always
over scrupulous, who took aclv:mtage of the ignorance of the pea. ants to make
them pay dearly (say four times the value?) for mauure::3 which were wanting in
fertilizing power. ' French manufacturers, it is aicl, find compensa.ti n for
honesty and limited profits in a sale increas d thr efold.
The second great source of expenditure of the agricultural syndicat s of France
is the purchase of machine to be loaned or hired. Tb se aro g n rally plows
(either ordinaryorsubsoiling), fertiliz r distributers, seeding machines, horsohoes,
preses, rollers, thrash rs, fodder cutters, etc. These instruments are plac d in
the depots where the fertilizer is stored, and are loaned out nt a small charge or
even fr e of charge to the members who desire to u them. This feature is probably one "of the great causes of the growth of the syndicates. The thra hing
machines are hired out at from 50 cents to ·1 a day; in other case the grain is
drawn to the place where the machine is kept and there thrashed, at a cost of 6
cents a 100 pounds, or for 2½ or 5 cents a hectoliter, according as the syndicate or
the owner does the work, and so on for the other instruments. The syndicates of
the vine-growing districts provide for their '' adheronts ' apparatus for wine making on scientific principles, that would be utterly beyond the purse of small culturi ts. Sometimes large cultivators combine to procure steam-power-moved
machines. and sometimes contracts are made with individual ownE:'rs of ma,chines
to do ihe work for the meml>ers of tho syndicates at reduced rate .
There is an effort to ecure mutual action among these syndicates. For example,
the vineyards de troyecl by the phylloxera a.re best r ehabilitated by replanting
them with native American grapevines. These were held at such high prices and
so much fraud practiced that about one hundred syndicates started nurseries of
their own to supply their members either gratuitously or at a smaller price than
the vines could be purchased in the market. Thus, the Syndicat Agricole et
Viticole de Jujuneux was at .fir t simply a group of ninety-seven vine growers
who cultivated for their common benefit a piece of ground planted with American
vines, in order to replant their individual vineyards with grafted stock ( Vitis
vine/era on the American stock). In 1 93 this association became a professional
syndicate, and 150,000 plants grafted by professional p ersons were distributed in
November, 1894. And so on for irrigation, but this last is nothing to be compared
to what has been spoken of as done under the Wright law a few pages back.
A very few syndicates, e.g., the Vine Growers' Association, are ·also used as a
m eans of alleviating distress. For instance, if a member of the syndicate of
Thenay falls ill or is hurt, or becomes infirm (empeche par maladie, blessure, ou
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infirmite), the active members are, either themselves or by another, obliged to do
the necessary work upon his vines, according to the order of the "bureau." Then,
aga-in, n. very few syndicates are" benevolent societies," as we call them in America. All these syndicates are open to anybody, or, as the French say, "mixed."
Proprietors, farmers who rent, farmers on shares (metayers), and laborers n,11 may
belong; but the fact is that it is rare to find a laborer belonging to the syndicate.
A certain number of syndicates only admit proprietors, and a certain number of
syn di cates are organized by the laborers to prevent the members of the other syndicates from beating them down to starvation wages and imposing long hours of labor.
Before passing to the subject of cattle raising a word must be said of a very
remarkable function, for which a few syndicates have 1Jeen formed. The May bug
(Hanneton or Melolonta vulgaris) is a particularly unwelcome visitor in France.
The larva of this insect lives upon the roots of plants, and in the spring of the
third year comes forth as a beetle. When we find in the can ton of Gorron a
"syndicat de hannetonnage," we understand that it is no more a producing but
a destroying syndicate. One of the 16 syndicates for exterminating hannetons
killed 300,000 pounds of the bugs (?) 1 in 1889, and 250,000 pounds in 1892. The
destructive and collective inclinatfons of school children are utilized in this work
of prophylactic agricuiture. There are also half a dozen syndicates for the destruction of harmful insects, one especially concentrating itself upon "the fly Lyda,
which ravages fruit trees," and there are 20 syndicates "for the defense of grape
vines against frosts" by means of '' artificial clouds," smoke, etc. It is understood
that some vine-growing syndicates have made arrangements whereby they can
insure themselves against late spring frosts.
T-p.ere-are quite a number of French societies for the rearing of cattle, but that
subject will be more fully spoken of under Switzerland's contribution to cooperation where cooperative cattle breeding is at its highest development, as will appear.
The other great object of cooperative production in France is dairying. This is
placed, by M. de Rocquigny under the head of "the industrial transformation of
products, " the transformation of grass into flesh and of scrub stock into good
grades being considered a natural rather than an industrial operation. But, however it may be properly classified, it is the world over the most successful form of
agricultural cooperation. Listen to M. de Rocquigny's eulogy of that inestimable friend of the farmer, the cow: "In the face of the continuance of the
depreciation of the value of every agricultural product cattle have remained the
great resource of our cultivators. The bovine race especially, thanks to the merit
of our native races, and thanks to our care for themJ gives us product:3 that are
constantly increa ing in value.·, In his Milk Industries, Professor Leze, an
authority on this subject, remarks that a farm producing 100 quarts (100 liters)
of milk should get about 6 pounds (3 kilograms) of butter, representing a value
of 1.20 (G francs ), not taking account of the value of the manipulation and transportation to market. On the other hand, if the 100 liters be sold immediately, a
retUl'n of $1.GO ( francs) i Aecured and the labor and transportation sav d. Fortunate is it then, ays ::\I. de Rocquigny, that by "collective fabrication ' a farmer
may raise th valuo of his milk from 2 to $2.40 for each 100 quart fabricated.
This 'c 11 cti ve fabrication., or '' cooperation in production 'has particular r eference to the indu trial tr atm nt of milk put in common by the cooperators and
a ur st~ ~ t utilization of it pos ible. The object of this branch of French
co p rahon ~s b'-:tt r anc1 ch e making at a creamery.
T~c orgamzah?n of coop rative dairy· very simple. A group of proprietors
ha-vm th r qmred num r of cattle agree to furni h all the milk from th ir
d tabli ·hm nt, which i built and furnish d by the aid of
tle rather torpid and it can bo collected in great
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money either borrowed or subscribed by the associated parties. It is conducted
by a manager and a council of administration, who are assisted by a commission
of control (executive committee). The receipts from the sale of butter pay for
the milk used after taking out a part of the receipts to cover the general expenses
and sinking fund. The value of the milk delivered by each cooperator is determined according to the monthly sales of butter, which is a rigorous application
of tho cooperative principle. In 1888 there were two cooperative dairies in France,
and in 1896 there were nearly one hundred.
The great center of butter-making factories is in the region of the Charantes
and Poitou, n. region much devastated by the phylloxera. The funds necessary to
the organization of a factory (purchase of the land, buildings, and machinery) are
about S ,000 or $10,000 for an average-sized dairy. Some societies do not have
piggeries attached, and some allow their members to make their own butter.
The factories sell the butter through the regular channels of middlemen, generally auctioneers. They are not "syndicated" for selling, but only for producing.
The butter thus sold in Paris is known as "beurre des Charantes" and amounted
to about 6,384,362 pounds in 1893, according to the city statistics. The amounts
obtained from the sales are daily turned in to the banks of the Societe Generale,
which credit the departmental agencies in the neighborhood of the factory. The
dairies too distant from such agencies of the Societe Generale are addressed weekly
by a letter of exchange. The price obtained varies from 32 cents, or even 36 cents,
a pound in winter to 18 cents or even less in summer. The average is generally
about 25 cents a pound the year round. The packages are about 22 pounds (10
kilograms), plu 200 grams for good weight. The expense of transportation,
including the octroi (cost of being allowed to como into the city), and of selling
is not quite 4 cents a pound.
It is considered that a cooperative dairy should be able at the lowe t to count
on about 2,000 quarts (liters) of milk a day. The ordinary general expensessalaries, coal, oil packing cloth, etc., and taxes, insurance, transportation, care of
material, etc.-are covered by a reserve of from Oto 15 per cent, derived from the
sale of the butter. Tho director rarely receives more than $200 a year, and
must give bond and does not "participate in the benefits." Other employees are
an engine driver (mecanicien) and one, two, or three butter makers, who receive
. from $120 to $240 per year, according to their ability and the value of labor in the
locality. These po itions which are very much sought after, are sometimes put
in " adjudication," a method not very proper to guarantee ability in those who
get the position in that way, so it is said.
The milk is collected at the home of the cooperator by those who contract
(entrepreneurs) to do that work. They are called laitiers or tourne-lait, and give
bond and receive pay according to the distance. Some of the associations have
gone into the business of insuring cows.
Butter making is one form of dairying, cheese making is another. The cheese
factory, which the French call by the name of" fruitery," is the oldest form of
agricultural cooperation, for it was instituted by the peasants dwelling in the
Alps as early as the thirteenth century. At first the cheese maker went around
with his outfit to each member of the society, very much as the owner of a reaping or thrashing machine puts himself and his apparatus at the service of a number of farmers for "a valuable consideration." But subsequently this "tacite
a sociation," as M. de Rocquigny calls it, was made a de facto society, governed
by general laws. The cheese maker was installed in a house, the manufac~uring
became "sedentary," and was regulated by a couneil. "In our day," continues
M. de Rocquigny, "the organization of the cheese factories has been greatly
improved." This apparently has been done by means of instruction, and the following account of a cheese-making school will be of interest:
'' Cheese-making schools," says M. Friant, their inspector, in the report upon
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agricultural inst:mction in France, "are e3tablishments rationally organized in
which students are admitted to perform all work relative to the utilization of
milk in a scientific manner." These schools are managed at the risk and peril
of the cheese-making association. The course is limited to one year, and the
instruction is free; but each school has two fellowships of $80 [each?] . The State
pays the professors, and the association meets the cost of the other necessities of
the school. The theoretical instruction comprises elementary instruction and
instruction in the chemistry and :industry of milk and animal physiology. This
theoretical instruction consumes eight hours a week, two for the common-school
studies, six for the technical. The practical instruction is the doing daily the
work of the cheese factory-making cheese and butter, care of the beehives and
piggeries. In addition to this, there is an analysis of milk once a week. There are
eight of these schools in France, with two exceptions founded since 1888. Tho
cheese-making factories number 1,983, more or fewer. Tho sphere of activity of
these cheese-making (always taking the word "fruitiere" in its dictionary meaning n,s a mere i:;ynonym for "fromagerie") syndicates may be illustrated in the
case of the syndicate of the cheese-making fac'.;ories of the Jura (mountains), of
which :M.. le Marquis de Froissard is president. This is truly a professional association of cheese makers. The object of the association is to protect the common
interests of the makers of Gruyere cheese, to see that good cheese makers are
selected for the factories, to guard against the jockeying of buyers who wish to
get rid of their contracts when the market is falling, to prevent frauds on the
part of the cheese makers, to audit accounts, etc.
Other syndicates "of production" are not wanting. There are syndicates for
vinifi.cation (making wine), for panification (baking bread), grinding cereals. distilling alcohol, making starch, fabricating olive oil, putting up preserves, and making perfumery, the object being to prevent the transformation of raw material
into a less raw material by completely manufacturing it at home, thus minimizing
at least one of the difhculties that statisticia~s have in computing the" wealth of
a country."
The sale of agricultural products is considered by M. de Rocquigny as the last
process of agricultural production, and upon this subject he makes these remarks:
The agricultural syndicates very generally have proposed to themselve the
accomplishment of the sale of their products just as they have brought about
cooperation in the purchase of fertilizers, etc. The programme has been t<;> p~event the sale of products below the cost of production and to prevent the artificial
depreciation of the market. The means to accomplish this are le groupement des
offres and the guaranty of authenticity, by opening new markets, by the sup_pre~sion of u seless middlemen, and by the current of direct transactions thus m stituted between the producer and the consumer. But the great difficulties in the
way have been r ecognized. The syndicate is not able to operate comme~:cially,
to make and receive binding propositions, to contract for actual delivery (traiter
pour des dispon ibilites a surees) . Its role is limited to that of a bureau of information for the buyer and the seller. From this arose the idea of annexing to the
syndicates certain institution organized in such a fashion that they may accomplish what the syndicates can not.
As an agency constituted in this way seems to h ve the power of subjecting the
consumer of agricultural products to the same burdens that the manufacturers of
fertilizers in France subj ct the farmer , and against which com bi nation the farmers protested, as relat don page 1015, no particular mention can
made of it here.
(c) TllE On.n: T,
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Mr. von Wattenwyl in his report, the first of the kind, to the united Bernese
societies, makes these observations:
If we examine the history of agriculture, we find an extraordinarily long-drawnout development. The son inherited the methods as well as the farm of his father.
For generations there was scarcely a change. Thus it was for our time that a
change should be made. A general and increasing tendency to intensive culture
has spread over Europe. A batter acquaintance with the laws of nature and
especially the development of competition have completely revolutionized agricultural production. The ease with wMch grain can be transported caused its cultivation to be neglected. in populous Europe and to take colossal development on the
broad steppes of America, Russia, and Hungary, which have thus become the
granaries of Europe. But the population of Europe continued to increase and
industry grow, and as the channels of commerce increased it became neeessary for
agriculture to produce such crops as would pay a higher interest on capital and
labor. From thjs necessity there arose in Switzerland the business of milk farming (Milchwirtschaft), which is dominated by the idea of the highest possible
intensive production of fodder and likewise the highest possible intensive valuation of milk (Sie giptelt fa einer moglichst intonsiven Erzeugung von Futter und
in einer moglichst intensiven Verwertung der Milch). This is possible to those
living near cities, but to others less favorably situated cheese making an<l condenseu.-milk manufactories were more remunerative. But there is a fourth
means, and that is the rearing of cattle, the really original source of what may
bo called an intensive milk supply.
Such is the reasoning of the originator of the Bernese societies. There are now
at least 184 of these associations in Switzerland. Mr. von Wattonwyl has no scruples about expressing his opinion as to the amount of personal freedom to be
a.ccorded to the members of a cooperative society for raising cattle. In organizing
such a society the fundamental idea which must permeate the whole body of m mbers is that the will of each indiviclual must ue unconditionally subordinatec1 to
tho will of tho organization in those matters where the object of tho organization,
and consequently its interests, are at stake. Nevertheless the organization must
limit its interference with the personal freedom of the members to the most n cessary occasions. "It scarcely needs to be pointed out," says Mr. Wattenwyl, "that
the formation of a cooperative cattle-raising society will not instantly put a stop
to foreign competition in the grain market, nor will it create a flourishing milk
industry. The organization as a whole must closely cling to this object: Improvement of the stock gradually but intensively." In short, the contention is this: The
Swiss Alps produce the best cattle of Europe. Let them be purchased by foreign- ers, still the breed of Alpine cattle will degenerate upon the plains of Austria, Germany, and France, and it will be necessary to come to Switzerland, as in the
beginning, to procure the blood that is made by the grasses of the elevated valley!l
and slopes of that precipitous land.
The Berne Cattle-Raising As ociation, for rearing spotted cattle, is composed of
Swi s citizens, who associate themselves for the purpose of protecting and advancing their interests in every particular (nach allen Seiten hin), both at home and
abroad, and especially for improving the business of cattle raising. Its authorities
are an assembly of representatives and a board of directors, which bodies together
elect a president and other directors, who, in addition to the president, are a vicepresident, a treasurer, and two members. In addition to these it appears that
there is a committee of experts, composed of three members and two assistants,
chosen from among the most experienced of the members, who are compelled to
act when chosen. This committee selects and b11ys the bulls and passes upon their
register. They also go round inspecting the animals registered to see if they are
being properly cared for.
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(d) GENERAL STATEMENT OF ·COOPERATION IN GERMANY.l

Cooperationists in Germany are divided into two parties; one, organized under the
name of "Federal Union of German Industrial and Economic Societies" (Allgemeiner Verband deutscher Erwerbs- und Wirthschaftsgenossenscbaften), and
the other under the name of" Union of Rural Associations of Germany" (Generalanwaltschafts Verband landlicber Genossenscbaften fiir Deutscbland) . The
difference between them is that the first follows the ideas of Schultze-Delitzsch and
the other those of Raiffeisen, as explained at pages 1239-1241 of the report preceding this.
The aims of the cooperators on the Schultze system are these: The furtherance
of cooperation in general, the development of the constitution and the institution
of allied societies, the protection of common interests by united efforts and
resources, the formation of mutual business relations between societies. In fact,
the "union" is a means for the interchange of the experience gained, for counsel
and help in any case of attack or difficulty which may embarrass individ.ual societies, for the powerful union of their strength, for the prosecution and maintenance
of common interests, for defense and unity in the face of threatening situations
and dangers, for the formation, finally, of business relations among its members.
The union defends the interests of associations publicly, by word and in writing,
to an extent which makes even associations not affiliated to benefit by its action.
The business of the union is directed by the "Anwalt," who is elected by the associations at their annual congress.. The most powerful attack made upon this
organization was made by Ferdinand Lassalle, who demanded the founding of
"productive societies" by state help. The union is founded on the idea of self- ,
help and a sort of general pooling of the individual interests of the insignificant,
in a financial sense, members of the community.
The Reichstag-the federal legislature of the German Empire, corresponding to
our Federal Congress-has taken upon itself (in 1889) to regulate these societies,
which were thereafter required every two years to submit their accounts and
records to the scrutiny of an independent and expert auditor. At this point we
must leave these associations and the political management and oversight of their
affairs and examine briefly into an outgrowth of another organization of them on
the Schultze system, called the Federal Union of German Agricultural Societies
( Allgemeiner Ver band deu tscher landwirthschaftlicher Gen ossenschaften) , which
must be kept separate from tlie Raiffeisen combination of societies, whose name
amounts to the same thing. Perhaps it will aid to separate if a table be made of
membership, etc., of each.
G1·edit associations.
German agri- Union of
cultural socie- rural associties, 1894
ations 1892
(Schultze). (Raiffeisen).
713
62,021

$J.!4c,&

ss.~:085
$8, ] 6(., 935
$,5,016,800

It will be een that there is quite a. difference between the amount of the reserve
fund. I~ ~he aiff · en oci ties it is not quite 1 to a. member; in the Schultze
it IS over , ·;;. The paid-up-shar capital indicates a like difference. In
the Schultz
h system, and of Dr. Orein report of First International Congre of
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the Raiffeisen societies it is about $2 for each member; in the Schultze societies it
is about $10.
Other statistical data (for 1894) concerning the character and operations of the
Schultze agrfoultural societies may now be added.
Raw•produce associations (buying concerns).

Cooperative dairies (sellililg concerns).

Number...............................
422 Number...............................
288
Members . . ...... ....... ... . ... .. .. . ...
32,689 Members..............................
11,196
Cost of goods purchased .............. $3,778,626 Paid•up share capital................. $WI, 370
Business capital .... .... ........ .....• $150,900 GaUons of milk delivered •.....•..... 32,509,515
Reserve . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . • • . • . . • . . . .
$79, 915 Plant .................................. $1,997,357
Cost of management.................. $360,270
Net profit.............................
$57,102

Milk was supplied to members at a slight reduction from market price.
The societies on the Raiffeisen idea of decentralized self-help seem rather to look
to the State (at least, so it is charged by Mr. Cruger, of the rival or Schultze concerns 1) for :financial encouragement where such societies are feeble, or where the
State wants them to increase, as in Switzerland and Belgium. 2 But there is
another cause: according to the Belgium minister of agriculture, that has promoted the increase of the Raiffeisen banks. The clergy in central Europe, both
Lutheran and Catholic, have worked for them, and in 1890 the Catholic Congress
pronounced warmly in their favor, and that church gained control in Italy of a
system of Raiffeisen banks sta1·ted by Sig. Wollemborg, or, to use the words of
Sig. Enea Cavalieri, of Italy (a Schultzian), "Wrested from the hands of Wollemborg the banner of the rural banks." 3 Sig. Wollemborg had started them.
Mr. Mulhall adduces another reason for the progress of these associations or "rural
banks:" '· Belgians have not been slow to perceive that their money is turned to
better account in this matter under their own eyes than by investing it in remote
securities."
We are here particularly concerned with a feature of the Raiffeisen system in
Germany that is of a more distinctly "cooperative'' cast than association for procuring credit-that is to say, cooperation more in line with the meaning of that word
as used m this present report. Connected with the central Raiffeisen association
or union there is a trading firm which negotiates the common purchase of coal,
feeding stuffs, manures, machinery, etc., and which recently has "with very
great success,' begun to grapple with the difficult problem of common sales of
agricultural produce. That trading firm is, like the central bank, a joint stock
concern, but with very few shareholders. Independently of the purchases made
directly by local associations, this trading firm has in the last two years purchased
for and supplied at cheap prices to the union 22:681 tons of artificial manure, 4,707
tons feeding stuffs, 119..tons seeds, 5,430 "trucks 'of coal, and about $13,000 worth
of machinery; in all, representing about $730,000 worth of goods. Several local
centers liave put up common warehouses for the storage of agricultural produce
and have (independently?) succeeded in negotiating common sales. The mere
organization for distributive purposes, existing as a matter of course in the union,
has been found to provide facilities for the disposal of produce-potatoes, vine
poles, hops, etc.-in localities where such articles happen to be wanted. "The
movement is still in its infancy," says Director Cremer.
1

Report of First International Cooperative Congress, p. 200.
Mulhall, in Appendixes G and I of Report of "Recess Com." on Industrial Condition of Ireland.
a Report First International Congress, p. 147.
~
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( e) THE "ALLOT~IENT SYSTEM" OF ENGLAND,

While St. Simon, in 1817, was apply.mg the English doctrine of utilitarianism to
take the place of_Locke's social compaot id-ea, urging, in his book on" Industry,''
that man is a social being so long as his interests are common with that of others:
and tha.t .industry is the cementing principle of socie.ty,Robert Owen wa-swonder•
ing how muc.h benefit his 2,000 hands received from the wealth that he an.d hie
partner, Jeremy Bentham, the father of utilitarianism, were making from the
machinery used -in-their factories at New Lanark. To Mr. Owen, the gi-eatmanu.facturer, is due the idea contained in .tbe-dicitum that the users of machinery are
growing rich whlle the workmen are growing poor, and the term socia1ism, while
the science -of sociology apparently is an outcome of the theory of the Count de
St. Simon, to say nothing of his connection with positivism and the worship of
humanity .as developed in the works of'M. August Compte. Owen's attempt at
forming a cooperative settJ.ement .a t New Har.mony, in Indiana, failed, an.dso -did
his movement in England, and .after saying tha·t it was necessary to find some legal
means of putting farmers on .e quality with mer chants, manufacturers, n.nd others
in l'egard to borrowing money, and that the industrial class (inclucling agriculturists) was the on1y useful class, the whole St. Simoneau movement vrnnt down
in the overthrow of the .second F.rench Republic, in 1848. To both mon is due the
honor of calling attention to the surviv.al of the fittest in inaustry, which is now
as much debated as Darwinism was in 1860. But inste.ad of evolution we now
have sociology~
We .have seen that the English Government (that Government so often
reproached ·w ith laisser faire) began a huge system of the support of the poor
about the beginning of the sev-ent~enth century (1601). and it was not slow to
take up the ca-use of the agricultural laborer at the beginning of the nineteenth,
when it became necessary to .correct the evil of pauperizing the whole lower stratum of the agricultural population on one side and depriving it of commons on
the other. The .remedy proposed to keep this olass of cottagers '' buoyant and
industrious" -was :allotments of small -pieces of land to the cottages rented by the
agricultural laborer. The 1>ractic.al Cobbett, in his Rural Rides, notices the benefit to the laborers of good gardens, especially in t he .southern counties~ 1 ' ' There
yon see that most interesting of all objects, that which is stich an honor to Eng·
land, and that which distinguishes it from all the r est of the world, namely tho e
neatly k-ept and productive little gardens round the laborers' homes, which are
seldom unornament ea with .more or less of flowers. W e have only to loo)r at these
gardens to know what sort of people English lab orers are." In 1819 an act of
Parliament empowered the church warde;ns and overseers of any parish to purcbase or take on lease any suitable portion of land and to let such portion of land
"to any poor and indu strious inhabitant of the par· h," to be occupied and cultivated on his own account; and in 1 43 a committee of the House of Commons
reported very fa,ora.bly upon the system, and in introducing a bill into the House
of ommons Mr. OWJ.ler remarked that "since 1 00 no fewer than 2,000 inclosur
of ommons {public land ) had p a ed and tho' the acreage w not et forth in
the r turns, it must form no incon iderable portion of the land of the country.
Be icles this, he con oliclation of mall farms
ex n ively adopted during the
war with apol on had contributed to depriv the la.boring man of hi pportuniti of holding land. The br eaking up of the sy tern of lea nng for life a so had
the same tendency. The result of the combined can s wa that until the allotment system wa r viv cl the English lab r r was ev reel fr ~ all conn ction
1

r

n from tho fourth edition of
aborimcnt.<J in ollego Farming and oopcrativo Agricultur •• London, 1 3; Hisry cf tbe Allotment Sy;, m.
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with the land." What Mr. Cowper particularly valued in the idea of the allotment
system was the moral effect upon the holder. The management of a garden was
an important ingredient in his happiness. But he afterwards added that at least
a generation must pass before there would be room fo1· the idea. In 1887 an act
was passed called the allotments act. There were in 1890, 453,003 allotments. The
main provision of the act is that any six regi£tered parliamentary electors or ratepayers living in the district in the case of towns, or living in any parish of a
union in case of the country, may bring the question of the need for allotments
before the sanitary authority, which, in rural places, is the board of guardians.
If the sanitary authority are of opinion that there is a demand for allotments and
that they an not be got on reasonable teTms by voluntary anangements they are
directed, by purchase or hire, to get suitable land and to let it in allotments to
persons belonging to the laboring population. Public meetings may be held upon
the subject. The act does not apply to shopkeepers, assistants, or clerks. In this
connection the account of an expeTiment by fr. Stubbs, a rector of Buckinghamsbire, England, "may be of interest:
At the close of the year 1873 [says the vicar) 1 divided a portion of my glebe land
[lancl. under his control as rectorJ, 22 acres, mto half-acre allotments, among my
parishioners, at an annual rental of 66 shillings [$16.50] an acre. I retained two
lots-that is, 1 acre-in my own hands. I have worked it on exactly the same
method of husbandry as that of the remaining allotments. That is to say, as it
was heavy clay land, not over well drain tl, but sloping for the most part to the
south and west, the kind of crops we grow are wheat, bean , oats, potato s,
mangel-wurzel, carrots, garden vegetables, etc. Now, being intere ted in collecting what facts I could as to the results to be gained from small as.opposed
to large culture, I have kept accurate accounts during some years of the outgofogs
and incomings on my 1-acr farm, and this has been the result: tn the last six
years of agricultural depression (1 78-1 84) my net profit on the acre, after allowing fully for rent [ 16.50] an<l taxes, seed, labor, and manure, has been £!3 8s.
[, '16.46]. Let me give in a tabulated form an abstract of my balance sheet from
1878 to 1 3:
[£=a,1.R-i;

s. -.ibout ~::i cents; d.

ent~.]
Outgoing . Incomings.

Y ar.

1878 .•...• ••··•· •.•.•. - -· ·-- --· .••.••••••• • • ·-·- • •.•.• -····· ·-·· ·--·
1871:l. ··--· - . ··-· - ••••• - •.••••..... - •.•••. ··- -· •..••••••. - . ···-. - ..•.
18SI)._ ......... ·-· ·-·· ····-· ·-··--···- ............. ··- ..••••.••••..•
1881 ••••.. _···-· --·--·-··· •.•• -·-·· ·--- -··- .••..• -· ···- --··-· - ·••••
1 2._ ...•...• ····-··· _. ·-· .•....• ···-· -··---·- •..... - ....• - .....•
1883 ••..••.•.•••..••• -· •••••. -· • · • • · •• • • · .•• - -· · .. • • .... • •• • .• · • ·-··

Total._ .. . ..... . ..... ·- .... ·-· ..... -·-- -··- --··- ...... •·· • •-·
Sumrnar,1.

£
10
13
11
12
12
12

s. d.
0 6
18 6
18 8
7 5

3 4
13 4

£ s. d.
10 0 0
15 1 0
15 0 0
16 1 0
13 15 0
17 4 6

N•t

proftta.

s. d.

£

5
2
8
a 13
1 ll
4 11
0

1

3

0
0
3
7
8

2

1-----1----1----

73

4

03 H

0

20 12 8

£

Average annual capital employed per acre (outgoings)_ ................. ······-· .... --·- 1~
Av rag annual rncomings .... _........... ·-· · ·· ·-·· ·-·- ·-···· .....•.. ···----········-···-· 1:>
Average net profit, or something like 28 per cent on the capital invested............... 3

s. d.
~
01
4
Oi

=

1

It may be, perhaps, useful to give the full balance sheet for a fairly typical year.
I will take 1 81, because in that year one of the leading .agriculturists in my neighborhood, Mr. W. Smith, of Wool ton, did me the honor to criticise publicly my
results, and I can thus give his criticism and my reply.
Here is my balance sheet for 1881:
Outgoings.
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Incornings.
Wheat, 5 sacks f20 bushels] from half an acre 1 __________________ ------· ___ _______ _________ _
Potatoes, 55 bushels, at 2s __________ : _____________________________ __________________________ _
Potatoes,12 bushels,damaged and sold for pig food _________________ _____ ___ ______________ _
Wurzels, 30 cwt; carrots, 3 cwt ________________ .: __________________ __________ __ _____________ _
Beans, 5 bushels ______ ---------- -- ---- _ ----- •. ____ • ___________________________ _______________ _
Straw, 1 ton __________________ •...•..• ____ •..• ____ .····- ____________________ __ ______ •... _____ _

s.
5 0
5 10
6
1 15
1 0
2 10

£

Total incomings------------ ______ ·- _____ __________________________ ·------------------- 16
Tot~l outgoings __________ ________ ___ ___ __ -----------------------··--·--- --------- ______ 12

d.
0
0

0
0
0
0

1 0
7 5

Net profit per acre_____________________________________________________________________ 3 13 7

And here is Mr. Smith's criticism (newspaper clipping):
There are a few items very questionable. Take potatoes, said to have been sold
at 2 shillings per bushel. Why, I bought fine potatoes last autumn at ls. 6d., and
the market has been clogged ever since. Now, take straw at £2 10s. Why, I
bought a lot last autumn delivered home at £2. No.w, look to manure; bought
£1 10s. for beans and roots, including potatoes. Half his land that must get
manured to keep on under such a cropping would need 10 tons of London dung
yearly, which, at 6s. 6d. per ton at the railway station, would cost quite 8 shillings
per ton on the land, or £4 for the half acre. These three items corrected stand
thus:
£

s. d.

From
bushels
of potatoes,
at ls. 6d _______ • ···-- ________ -····- ••...• ···
- -·· ···
•.•.••
------ 1 107
From 55
1 ton
of straw
____________________________________________________
_______
_______
-------Extra for manure __ ________ ___ __________________________ ·--··- _____ ____ ________ _________ ----- 2 10
Now I must put in interest of money on £12 . ________________ ····-· __ ____ - --·-- --··-- -----12

r~:1: ===== === ::: =::::::

t

=:: :: == ============: :: ====== ====~== :: :: : ::: ==== ::::: ::: ===-=: ::::
1~
Mr. Stubbs's balance ____________________ ·------------ -------- - ______ -----------· ------ 3 13

6
0
0

0

J
7

Mr. Stubbs must show a better balance sheet, or it is of no use for him to come
out to show us how to farm. We can not all buy cheap dung, neither can we all
sell dear potatoes or dear straw, and tenants' capital ought to bear interest [probably meaning the interest on the '' outgoings "].
The following is my reply:
.
In the first place let me say at once that of course I am quite prepared to allow
that my balance ~heet would be valueless as an example of average results if it
can be proved that I am farming under exceptionally favorable circumsta~ces of
purchase or sale. But this is a contention which, it seems to me, Mr. Smith has
signally failed in proving. He asserts, it is true, that I sold my potatoes too dear
and bought my dung too cheap. But where is the proof of this? I put down my
potatoes at 2s. a bushel. Mr. Smith says I ought to have put them down at ls. 6d.
Why? Because he bought potatoes at that price last autumn. But I was giving
the results of my farming, not of his. And I contend that 2s. was a fair" times
price " about here for potatoes of my sort last Michaelmas. I know seve1·al laborers, at any rate, who sold their potato crop from the same field [the 22 acres he had
let out in one-half-acre parcelsJ at 2s. 6d. a bushel, and more than onegot3s. But
for my part I do not argue from that that they were exceptionally lucky in the~
sale. I only suppose that my tenants were a little better tradesmen than the1r
landlord; they were more successful, in fact, in acting up to that business maxim of
selling in as dear a market as you can and buying in as cheap a one, which, I suppose, from his argument, Mr. Smith does not accept.
So again as to straw. Mr. Smith says a ton of my straw is not worth £2 10s.,
becau e he can buy straw delivered home at £2.
In reply I would ~n._y that not only_ did I get thn.t value for it, but I knew that
my purchaser w3:s gwmg the ame pnce el ewhere, and that other of my laboring
tenants sold their straw at the same price, to be fetched away, to the regular
dealer, and therefore, I sul>po e, to be sol~ again at a profit. Moreover, one of
my tenants who has only JU t thrashed h1 orn ha been lucky enough to sell it
at
19 • And then Mr. Smith mu t know very well that straw off of my allotments 1 str_aw, and not straw, couch grass, and thistles.
Th n a"am a to JJ?.anure. Mr. mith ays I want 10 loads of London dung at
£4 to k ep my land m good heart. I reply, Why in the world should I buy 10
1
It may Indus
boobs
• his
·
Englnnd's
su Its
.. , th at M r. T~orald Rog r!3, m
Enl(1 nd c tin
t
: Transportation from b1cago to
i
·d
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f
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fairly
good
wheat1
~ t ~ounant
,In( E~11::lanLd oudg d' :\)r uce, the product of every acre in England 111 protected to
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loads of London dung at £4 when I can get 10 loads of Granborough dung at half
that price with as good results?
By the way, on this question of manure I should much like to ask Mr. Smith,
who, I am told, is a practical man, two practical questions.
First. If he considers 10 tons of London dung the fair allowance per acre for
farming land once a year, what does he think of the farming operations of his
neighbors hereabouts whose land, I venture to assert, seldom gets more than 5
loads to the acre once in even three or four years; and
Second. What is the special agricultural advantage of the large dung heaps by
the roadside, which I so continually see left subject to the action of the wind and
rain for weeks with all the best of the ammoniac liquid, assisted by neatly cut
chann ls especially devised for the purpose, draining away for the fertilization
of the weed crop of then arest ditch?
The criticism of practical men [adds Mr. Stubbs] is always valuable, but the
following remarks made by two other critics in the year 1883 were not quite so
easy to answer as those of Mr. Smith. The first remark was made by the son of
a farmer (I amglacl to think no parishioner of mine) to the man who is good enough
to act as bailiff (manager) of my 1-acre farm: "Why, what a fool you be, John,
to let your parson get anything off his land." And the second remark was made
to myself by an ingenious member of the capitalist cla s: "By Jove1 Vicar, what
a good plan this of yours is to raise the rents of the land!''
Mr. Kebbel, in his Agricultural Laborer (second edition), after saying that the
English '' yeoman sank into a peasant and the peasant into a pauper under the
influence of the ·inclosure acts of public commons and the growth of large holdings,' goes on to say thatOf the practical utility of the allotment system, apart from its justice in some
places and its moral benefit in all, doubts were entertained, but they havo now
ceased. On the first introductionof the allotment system earlyin the pr sent century it met with the most violent opposition, not only from the farmers, but also
from the clergy and landlords, though it is only fair to say that some of its earliest
and most ardent supports were clergymen. The farmers feared that they would
no longer get the same amount of work out of their men if these had their own
grounds to cultivate. It was also thought probable that they would be tempted
to steal seed, straw, and potatoes, and that they would fall behind in rent. Nono
of these apprehensions appear to have been verified, at least to justify dwelling on
the argument. While cultivating his potatoes, his turnips, and his wheat, to say
nothing of fruits and flowers, the laborer is merged in the husbandman and begins
to understand for the first time what is meant by the dignity of industry. 1
Quite in contrast with the English system is the Russian syste1 where tho serf
has not yet become wholly yeoman, peasant, or pauper, but seems to be lingering
in a condition that is hostile to industry of all kinds except those hereditary predispositions which prompt him to do the labor necessary to preserve the family clan.
(/) TilE AGRICULTURAL FAMILY OF RU

I.A..

The fundamental difference between the Russian workman and the workman
in the eastern parts of Europe is that in Russia all are more or less countrymen,tillers of the soil. The workingman who follows a trade is generally a member of
a rural community, and his work at his trade is a work carried on to supplement
that of the plow, to which he hopes finally to entirely devote himself. Many facts
support this assertion, says Mr. von Schultze-Gaevernitz, who has studied this
subject and from whose work the matter of this statement is taken. For instance,
the sum of the wages paid workingmen is 10 to 20 per cent higher in summer
than in winter, notwithstanding which there is a decrease in the number of workers during the summer. In the weaving factories of Moscow and Vladimir, even
in ca ·e of force (m~me en cas de presse), only 70 or 80 per cent of the personnel
employed in winter are retained through the summer. 2 Indeed, the ·majority of
the factories close their doors during harvest time. Even more than this, the
1

The Agricultural Laborer, second edition, pp. 100, 107, London, 1893.
f. Ianjoul, "La Vie dans lcs fabriques du gouverenment de Moscou," pp. 86-91, an official
report.
ED 07--65
2
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yield of the harvest directly affects the salary of the factory hands and other
persons engaged in industry. If the crops have been large, the peasant possessing
enough to satisfy his material needs and pay his taxes has no need to supplement
farming by factory work, and the scardty of hands raises the wages of that class
of workmen. If the crops have failed, the plentitude of applications for work
diminishes the wage paid. 1 The factory hand looks upon the rural village as his
home. When he is forced by his necessities to seek work at the factories, where
he is brought under a regime somewhat resembling that proposed by collectivistic
socialists or communists, he leads a life of restraint such as a person enrolled in
the army leads. He has a barrack, poor food, and is watched lest he escape.
The Russian hates and despises shop work. This feeling is universally prevalent
among the rural populations. 2 It is the rural association that supports the sick
and the feeble and brings up the children. The absence of children in the tenement houses attached to the great factories of Moscow and Vladimir is a matter
of astonishment to the visitor from other parts of Europe. That sentiment so characteristic of the English race which is expressed by the word "home" is present
in the Slavic cliaracter in the association of ideas that is engendered by the peculiar cla.nlike organization called by Mr. von Schultze-Gaevernitz "family association" (l'association familiale), and its peculiarity is that it is not based upon
parentag~, but is a true economic association of peasants. Mr. Emile de Laveleye speaks for this association. He calls it a family community (la communaute de famille), and his description of such a community may be of interest.
The community of the southern Slav is composed of a large number of buildings.
The principal building is made of wood, is inclosed by a hedge or a palisade, and
is sunounded by a lawn covered with fruit trees. Here the chief of the family
(gaspodar) lives with his children, and perhaps another couple with their children.
In the building is the common room where the whole family, 10: 20, 50, or 60, meet
to eat or pass the evening. In other subordinate structures are chambers for the
other members of the family group, and near by the stables, granaries, etc., of the
farm. All these make quite an imposing appearance. The more there are in the
family the more it is considered that God has blessed the community. Poverty
never comes, say these people, to an undivided family. Nevertheless, the communities never become numerous enough to form a village. There are villages
whose inhabitants have the same name, but they are split up into many hadrugas.
In the case of the people of Croatia I have found three generations united under
the same roof-the grandparent':! who have retired from work, their children who
work, one being the gaspodar, and their grandchildren. The difficulty of finding
employment, the preoccupation to protect the well being of the association, the
life in common, all are obstacles to too early marriages. 3
PART III.-METALLURGICAL CONCEP'r!ONS.
The best di tinction t hat science can make between what is historic and prehistoric in the existence of man is to separate the course of his civilization into a
st-0ne and a metalliferous age. The fable of antiquity, born of the hopeful spirit
which ever prompts man to regret the past and to entertain still more satisfactory
conceptions for the future, made the world begi.n with a happy age of gold, which
passed into an age of iron. But the industrial history of the nineteenth century,
if it has any significance, pronounces emphatically that in more senses than one
an age of gold is best approximated through the most varied and unlimited use of
iron in it .everal metallurgic form . Modern statisticians lack a calculus that
will enable th m to measure the wealth of England as accurat ly as the agents of
her fir t 01·man king re rded it for his Domesday Book, and no husbandman,
ho ver humbl , on -v· itin., the ·i.ty now remov s the glass windows of hi dwelll
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ing, as economy required the Duke of Northumberland to do during the reign of
Henry VIII, 1 nor are the royal 11ots and frying pans now classed among the Crown
jew ls of England, as in the reign of Edward III. 2
But however lavishly nature has excretec1 iron ore in every geological period
for the accomplishment of an iron age, the successful inauguration of such an
epoch in human history has been largely dependent upon the deposits of coal laid
down during the Carboniferous periocl. The inestimable value of these deposits
has beguiled mnny persons into speculation as to the limit of the supply; but while
the calculations are issuing from the press, discoveries in other lands modify their
conclusions. 3
Though by no means so intrinsically useful as iron or coal is, yet seemingly
indispensable to the progress of civilization, the precious metals are from their
rarity esteemed as aids of business and ostentation. To gold and silver may be
added the many varieties of minerals, stoues, and earths that nature has placed
at the disposal of man, either gratuitously or through his skill as an engineer.
Skill in engineering, however, is not a gift of nature. It is due entirely to the
accumulated efforts made by men of vigorous will, adequate understancling, and
patience to overcome the natural obstacles they encounter in the prosecution of
their designs. It is the character of such conquest , after a large number of
processes have been accumulated, to permit the disentanglement of what is purely
local in them and leave a. rule of procedure of general application. If tho indiviclual instances are generalized to the highest po siblo degree, the rules aro apt
to be more valuable to tho student than to the practitioner, and to limit the otherwise untrammeled pos.. i bilities of scientific generalizations disconnected from practice the idea of the old Gorman polytechnic, with its courses of lectures, has given
place to a scheme of instruction composed of lectures, laboratories, and shops
combined. When ships of wnr were propelled by sails it never occurred to tho
naval authorities to confine the instruction of a midshipman to lectures on tho
parallelogram of forces. Such a course would have seemed as odd as to measure
a man for a suit of clothes by taking· his altitude by a quadrant and from that
datum to work out his other dimensions by rule and compasses. From tho professorial chair, says Prof. Justus Liebig, tho pupil receives an abundance of
ingenious contemplations, but, bodyless as they are, nothing can be made of them.•
The iclea of this engineering skill may be illustrated by tho operations of the
"general staff:, of the Prussian army before and during the campaigns of 18GG
and 1870. The staff had nothing to do directly with the charging and firing, the
enthusing of the men an(1 holding them to their work, its whole object being to
place the Prussian army in situations which would enable it to accomplish the
exploitation of the army which opposed its march. To do this, tho general staff,
tho chlef of which was General von Moltke, had collectecl, it is said, all manner of
details, topographical and other, which molded and modified the application of
military science to the exigencies of the campaign. The Napoleonic strategy, on
tho other hand, is reputed to have been the heavy concentrations unexpectedly
made before detached portions of a bewildered enemy, just as in some cases heavy
1 Tho Household Book of the Duko of Northumberland, cited by John Henry Parker in his
account of domestic architecture in England from Richard II t-0 Her.ry VIII, Pt. 1, p. 121.
2 On the authority of Prof. A.H. Hiorns, in Iron and Stoel Manufacture, p. 3.
3
The Carboniferous period is but one of three periods of the Carboniferous age. The Carboniferous ago is but one of the three ages of the Paleozoic era, and the Paleozoic era is but
one of the four great geological eras, excluding the present. The Carboniferous period, therefore, is but a small fraction, certainly not more than one-twentieth to one-thirtieth of the
recorded history of tho earth. Yet during this period were accumulated and in its strata ,vere
preserved and are now found nine-tenths of all the coal used by man. The name Carboniferous
for the period and coal measures for the strata nre surely, therefore, appropriatc.-Josoph Le
Conte, in Compendium of Geology.
◄ Leibig's Autobiography, Popular Science Monthly, March, 1892, p. 658.
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concentrations of capital are made upon mineral deposits with great expectations
of profit through impetuous engineering.
As an art , engineering is applied to different spher es of human endeavor, but
in all the br an ches of human industry to which the n ame is given the language
used is mathematics, either algebraic or linear representation. The very colorlessness of such a language m ak es it eminently adapted t o record for practical
intellects the facts which are supposed to be free from the ideas and passions of
the human soul. Beyond this common language ther e is m uch that is common to
all the forms of engineering, but each of those forms is based upon a different
function. Thus it is the function of civil engineering, in its higher forms, to
overcome natural impediments to commerce by carrying r oadways high over
navigable rivers or over or under mountain tops. 1 The function of the mechanical engineer is to utilize the forces of nature by m eans of m achinery, it being the
difference between the genius of a Watt and a Newton. But the function of the
mining engineer is to relieve nature of the productions of r emote geological ages
by following her into the crust of the earth.
In speaking, then, of mining engineering as a science, it appears eminently
proper to regard geology as its basis. It has . been said that mining engineering
embraces three specialties-geology, mining, and m et allurgy-the divergence
between them not being great. 2 Mining connects the duties of the mining engineerwith those of the civil engineer and metallurgy with those of the chemist, but
neither the civil engineer nor the m ere analytical chemist are called upon to have
the geological knowledge and experience that should be characteristic of the mining engineer. Geology furnishes him as a .practitioner with the scientific ideas
respecting his profession, and while h e is a student it is t he humanities of his
course. The cause of the atmospheric changes that produced the ice or the coalmaking ages, the footprints in the Connecticut sandstones, and the imprint of a
winged and feathered reptile in the lithographic stone of Bavaria, the casting off
of the moon mass by the earth and of its rings by Saturn, ar e well calcula ted to
excite the wonder, inspire the fancy, and challenge the credulity of any but the
dullest or the most restricted intellects.
1 The ch arter of incorporation of t he Institution of Ci vil Engineers, London, defines civil
engineering as "The art of directing the gr eat souroes of power in n ature for the use and convenience of man as the means of production and of traffic in states, both for external and intern al trade, as applied in the construction of roads, bridges, aqueducts, canals, river navigation,
and dock s, for internal inter cou se and exchan ge, and in the construction of ports, harbors,
m oles, breakwaters, and light-houses, and in t he ar t of navigation by artificial power for tho
p ur poses of commer ce,and in t h e construction and adaptation of machinery, and in the drainage of cities and towns." In F r anco the t itle of engin eer was given to persons engaged in
trigonometrical surveying (ingenieurs geographes), etc.
2 By P rofessor Ihlseng, of the State College of P ennsylvania, and hear Prof. W. B. Potter ,of
St. L ouis, who, in his p residential addr e s at the 1 88 meeting of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, speaks of a "present need in the engineering pr ofession." There is surely no
branch of the comprehcnsi ve profession of engineerin~ which calls for so much t echnical instinct
and sound judgment as that relating to the b r oad fields of mining and metallurgy. There ar e
not many mining engineers but havo felt how few constants have been determined in their special branches and in what general terms theso must be applied. From tho examination to dotermine the nature and extent of mineral deposit and to utilize the properties of the useful substance this supplies there is no step in the many complex operations in which the scarcity of
exact knowledge and deftni te la.ws does not magnify personal qua tion and especially call for the
exerci. of that sound judgment which come of keen technical in ·tinct backed by large experinc well profited by. How lacking in detail, for instance, is our knowledge of the laws and their
com pl x 011emtions relating to the origin and development of mineral veins, and yet how important such detailed knowledge to the practical results we seek to obtain. With the present
mf':1.ns, too how difficult to formulate the strains and stability of materials met with under ground or to d tormine suffici ntly to insure eompl
r.ontrol of imprisoned water, gas, the
effect of heat, and uch conditions as affect economy of work and even the li!e and health of
th
~ho labor in the mines. To Prof . sor Ihl. ng the Bur au is gr atly indebt d for the sugg ion tbat•it would be opportune for it to begin to compil • information in regard to mining
ngin ring. In doin so it is natural that the pedago~cal rath r than tbo bu ·ness side should
be hero considered.
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This conception of geology as the science of the conditions of being-at least of
physical being-seems to have been held by English-speaking peoples, for they
appear to have striven to make a school of mining :1 school of science in which the
rationale of the phenomena of the earth and its atmosphere are to be taught as a
body of doctrine, as the relics of the literatures of Greece and Rome were doctrinized to the everlasting benefit of the people coming out of the Middle Ages, by
Erasmus, Melancthon, Sturm, and the Jesuits during the Reformation and counter Reformation of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. But geology as the science of the preliminary conditions of being has not yet reached this unity. The
subject was first included in compendiums of chemistry 1 and has now to contend
with the" science of evolution," which, like the other sciences, except astronomy,
is based upon the present residuum of past terrestrial conditions. It is therefore
scarcely necessary to add that geology is here considered in its narrow sense as a
practical study in the course of the mining engineer, for its indications are the
beacon lights that may warn him from unpropitious coasts in tho operation called
"mining proper," which has been separated by the Lehigh University into three
distinct groups and thus described:
The first group is concerned with the application of economic geology to tho
needs of the engineer, so that he can study and value mining properties, locate
appropriately the necessary plant, and calculate the cost of production. It includes
the discussion of faults and the means of finding fault d bodies, and practical
problems are presented. Tho subjects of blasting, timbering, and excavating are
taught in presence of actual operations. The second course covers the subjects of
underground and surface hauling, loading, stocking ores, pumping, ventilation,
hygiene, and mining law. The third course treats of the mechanical preparation
of ores by the wet, dry, or magnetic method , and especially of the preparation of
anthracite coal.
It will be observed that this conception of ' mining proper" stops short at tho
mechanical preparation of tho ores. For coal and rock salt, if either may be called
an ore, this is sufficient, but for the metalliferous ores a further treatment is
necessary. An outline 2 of the general methods employed in this tr('atment is
presented, mostly in the language of a distinguished writer upon the subject, to
complete the definition of '' mining engineering ' here attempted.
While ores present a great variety of combinations, three general classes may
be recognized by the character of the negative element combined with the metal,
t o wit, native metals, oxides, and sulphides. The metallurgy of the native
metals-gold, silver, copper, which are, however, rarely pure-consists usually in
a combination of mechanical and chemical processes. When the ore occurs in a
vein, as copper and sometimes gold and silver, the vein rock must bo crushed and
the metal separated by gravity or mercury or other hemicals. In order of simplicity the metallurgy of the oxides follows that of then< tive metals. The oxido
ores contain the most important metals known, suc:h as iron, copper, lead, tin, and
zinc. With the exception of iron, all of these are use(l puro in the arts, and as ores,
with the exception of zinc, are heated or fused (deoxidize(l) by direct contact with
ignited fuel, in what the French and Germans call a high furnace (haut fourneau,
Hochofen) and the English a bla t furnace. The metallurgy of the sulphide ores
is more complicated, and, with the exception of mercury and zinc, tho processes
employed are in general three, namely: Roasting and reaction, by which the sulphur and oxygen are both removed; roasting for the purpose of desulphurization,
and then deoxiclation, as in the treatment of oxide ores; precipitation, which consi~ts in melting the sulphide ores with some substance having a stronger affinity
for sulphur than for the metal to be reduced from the ore. In this last process
the unroasted sulphide ore is melted with iron or irvn-works cinder and the fluxes
1
E. g. Brandes Manual of Chemistry, containing the principal facts of the science, arranged
in the order in which they are discussed and illustrated in the lectures at the Royal Institution
of Great Britain. Mr. Brande in his preface to the third edition (1830) remarks, "the subject of
geology has been entirely omitted, as embracing a variety of details not strictly chemical, and
as occupying space which I have now consigned to other matter."
2
By Charles Kirchhoff, :M. E., in Johnson's Universal Encyclopedia, 189·1.
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necessary to fuse the gangue or rock of the ore. Theoretically a blast furnace is
the best for this purpose, but in practice a reverberatory or turtled-backed oven
·with a broad floor upon which the ore is spread, is used, the hot air being rever:
berated down upon it as the current of air passes along under the dome-shaped roof.
1t is rarely the case that a metal can be reduced, that is to say, separated from
the ore by one operation, but in this chapter the metallurgical work of the mining engineer is -arbitradly made to stop at the stage of the process where the
metal is no longer an oxide or sulphide, but notwithstanding the impurities it
contains is in the state of a block of "native" copper or a nugget of native gold
ready for refinement for commercial use.
There is quite another point of view from which the study of the formation of
the crust of the earth and its elements are of interest to the most practical. This
is the refomation or transmutation of mineral substances. Mineralogy, it is
said, "is a science which treats of the substances known as minerals-that is, the
constituents of the earth as they actually occur in nature." 1 As the mineral substances of the earth are generally supposed to be the cooled products of heat and
pressure under past geological conditions modern scientific optimism has not failed
to engage in the pursuit so dear to the alchemists of the fifteenth and later centuries, who sought to change dross into gold and carbon into diamonds with that
persistence and infatuation which is so powerfully drawn by Honore de Balzac in
his La Recherche de L'Absolu. 2 M. Stanislaus Munier, sixteen years a professor
of geology at the French Museum of Natural History, has written a book upon
this subject which bears the the title '' Les methodes des synthese en mineralogie."
The merits of that work can not be appreciated here. It is sufficient to remark
that the difference between a diamond and a piece of coal as worked out in
nature's geological laboratory is no greater than the difference between the pig
iron from the blast furnace and the decarburized iron from a Bessemer converter;
that is to say, between pig iron and steel ingots. 3
The foregoing conceptions of the work and the possibilities of mining engineering
are of a self-regarding or commercial cast. The gist of the matter in an education
conducted on such lines is a contract by the school to furnish business with
skilled, intellectual operatives, such as no tool or train of mechanism can ever be.
Nevertheless, it may not be too premature to speak of the social value of such an
operative, not as a purveyor of goods to the market but as an administrator or
advisor of those who administer or watch over national resources. A conception
of this kind, if understood at all, may, in a country that has some appearance of
being a vast enterprise of European colonization and exploitation, unnecessarily
seem so absurd that it is pardonable to dwell upon it.
In Pennsylvania the railroad companies own most of the anthracite coal land
Bauerman, Systematic Mineralogy.
As was recounted in Helvetius's Brief of the Golden Calf, discovering the rarest miracle
in nature, how by the smallest portion of the philosopher's stone a great piece of common lead
was totally transmuted into the purest tran plendent gold at the Hagu , in 1666.
s :M. lliunier thinks that synthesis, in the hands of tho practical geologist, may render great
services to science, and among others, th se esp cially:
Cl) By permitting tho forma tion of types of simple compounds, uch as are never realized in
nature, but which are valuable for comparing with natural varieties (o. g. Ebclman's crystnlli·
zation of rubies (spinell ) "who,·, says ::M. Cbev1· ul, "by a synthesis, bas not only reproduced
the crystals of nature form('d of silicate of magn ·ia. and the sill to of the protoxyde of iron,
but in addition has formed tho siliC!l.te of magn sia, Si0 33:l!g0, which was unknown)."
(2) By completing the series or families of ompounds of which th p . ible members (t rmes
l)(>l 8ible,;)_ are not r
lized in n turo (e.g. St. Claire Devillo (wbo fir. t 1>r par d aluminum on a
mmerciru.scalP]prepar agr tnumberoftrueapatit takin••unnatural
,sotoi;;p ak).
(:l) By producin pcrf ct ry
ls rar ly fo nd in natur or in amorphous ma
for p ri- •
m n 1 r
r h
. g . In thi. w y
.M. Fri d 1 and Lur in obtain their m
rial which
na?l th m to tnblish the crystalline form and chemical com . ition of hydrated pho pb te
or zmc).
) By lucidating th ir umstnn
rr anding ho formation of diff r nt spcci
f miner ls and r k : But thi mu. t be done hy omp:i.rin , th artificial way of prodn ing a min ral
( • • alena.) 1th th t adop d by natur n
u'1i hy th g ologi.st on th Apot.
1
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ancl mine the coal, and do so, if not more cheaply, certainly better than individual
operators, who endeavor only to get the most and best coal at the cheapest rate,
neglecting the smaller and infe1·ior coals, which are never reclaimed, but help to
mako up the aggregate of the fearful loss per acre of Ameiican anthracites.' In
regard to copper mining, .Mr. C. Kercho:ff, in speaking of the large increase in the
pr()(lnction of copper (1891), observes that it i a matter which is beginning to
occasion some comment and is exercising a distinct influence upon the attitude of
producers to witness the inroads tho present enormous annual :production is making upon the reserves of our copper mine . In regard to gold, it is stated. 2 that
no attempt is made to ascertain tho true gold content por ton of the rock crush d,
and in consequence the amount that is lost in the tailings or discarded crushed
rock is unknown. Though the los is certainly Jess than one-third, at which it is
sometimes placetl, there is still a considerable loss by universal admission.
Mr. Clarence King a apologizes for this waste and attributes the neglect of
economy and of thoroughness, which distinguish American mining engineering
from the best foreign e::rnmples, to the "peculiar conditions affecting American
mining," which especially require originality and ingenuity, and also" rapidity
of execution and the consequent saving of time ancl interest, for, as a rule, it is
truo that capital invested in precious-metal mine in this country has always
sccurec.1 quick returns, if any, and investors are impati nt of plodding methods."
:1.Ir. King, nevertheless, is free to acknowledge that this Napoleonic strategy has
been pushec.1 too far, and better results might have been attained in many instances
by more conservative methods. 1 These must originate in tho school .
P. W. Sha ffer, C. E., work on merica.n oal Mining in Suppl m nt to En y. Brit.
By Mr. C. H. Aaron, meta.Uurgi:t, in Mining mid Engineering ,Jouroal, August 10, 1880, ueing
based on facts C>f his own observation, on privato communications, and tho official report of tho
Sfa.te mineralogist of California.
aJn Pre ·ious etals, Vol. XIII of Tenth C nsus. The writer r gr ts that in making these
sugg tions h had not before him tho corroborating r marks of 1. Badour au (Les Mines, t .,
p. 4:4:) to the effect that the exploitation of a mine should not llo concluctod with tho vi w of
obtaining immediate results, but should be done en bon pero clo fnmillo, for it is important to
care for tho future. M. Badonrea.u quot s M.
villaine ( oti · sur h , ocieto Anonymo d •s
Ilonilleres de on tram bert et la. Bernndi~re) to the effect that .. a medioCYe method, if arri d
out, presents more advantages than a. theoretically ex llent method imp rfectly executed-"
Also, M. Hermet (Exploitation des couches puissants, Dul. So. de l'industrio min6rale do St.
Etienne) to tho effect that" It is possiblo to say that ovory method of exploitation is good if it
is regularly and rigorously applied, and if it satisfies these three conditions: Careful and complete utilization of deposits (bon amenagement et epuisement complet du gite), perfect protection of the miner, and reduction in the cost of mining the deposit."
4 It is suggestive to compare an account of slow :Mexican smelting with theabovo. "Wo wore fortunate nough to find Senor Matc:lS's prin ipalfur aco in op<>rtttion. The bellows wer working
with asthmatic wheezing, a muffled ro.1.r of fire proceeded from tho massive pile, and the attendants darted hero and there on special dnty. Low down, at the base of the furnace, several jots
of blue fl:une leaped hi.s,ing from the plastered wall, and from their midst flowed a sluggish but
continuous stream of tha molten metal. With the utmost gravity our host explained his operations; with equal gravity we listened. Out of his hearing, however, wo laugh d, not at him, but
at his mode of smelting down tho great old mother mountain, as if her treasure could over be
exhausted in that way. Our return was by tho ancient Spanish road, via 'fabalopa and the
Junta.''
, ays Darwin, in his journal of his voyag in the Beagle, p. 284: ".A.t Yaquil, Chile, when the
gold ore is brought to the mill, it is ground into an impalpable powder. The mud [tailings]
which passes from the mills is collected into pools, whero it subsides, and every now and then is
cleared out and thrown into a common heap. A great deal of chemical action then commences,
salts of various kinds efferve ce on th surface, and the mass becomes hard. After having been
left for a year or two and then rewashed it yields gold, and this process may be repeated six or
seven times, but the gold each time becomes loss in quantity and the intervals required 'to generate the metal,• as the Chileans say, a.re longeP."
Tho ores which are troated at Oker, in tho Duchy of Brunswick, are lead ores mixed with
pyrites, blende, chalcopyrite, barytes, and from 25 to 40 per cent of sulphur. They are divided
into five classes, two being treated as lead oros and three as copper. They all contain silver and
gold. ~he working of these ores comprises seven distinct processes, mainly interesting for tho
separation of the amount of silver--0.01 to 0.02 per cent, n.nd gold, 0.00005 to 0.0001 per cent.
(Report of the Director of the Mint.1886. The Separation of Silver and Gold from Black Copper
at Oker, by T. Egleston, Ph.D.)
1
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The function of an educational institution founded upon the scientific or Baconian axiom that man, the minister and interpreter of nature, can only perform his
function by observing her, is mental liberality or openness to new conceptions.
If schools of science forget their parentage, they will sink into the condition of
those academical establishments which have been described by the Scotch philosopher Dugald Stewart as existing in some part.s of Europe, which wero not (in 1820)
without their use to the historian of the human mind, for, immovably moored to
the same station by the strength of their cables and the weight of their anchors,
they enable him to measure the rapidity of the current by which the rest of the
world is borne along.
GROWTH OF THE MINING INTEREST IN THE UNITED STATES AND ITS NATION.AL
L.'1PORT .ANOE.

The best gauge of the importance of national interests so far as recognized by
the nation is the Federal decennial census. The census of 1790 and of 1800 were
capitation enumerations for political use, as required by the Constitution; but the
census of 1810 was something more, for it contained a most extensive schedule of
questions concerning manufactures, a.n industry tben coming into prominence in
New England, where one-third of the population of the country was concentrated
on one-sixteenth of the territory east of the Mississippi River. In the census of
1820, under the educative influence of the debates in Congress, the crude questions
of the census of 1810 were generalized; but in the census of 1830 the political crisis
seems to have caused the inquiries to be confined to the number, color, and personal freedom of the people of the country, which was then more interested in the
utterances of Mr. Webster and Mr. Calhoun than in manufactures or the tariff.
In 1840 a crude form of inquiry entitled" industry" was inserted in the census
and included both manufactures and agricultural products. It was not until
the census of 1850-the prototype of our modern census-that mining statistics
appear as a part of a new schedule callecl " social statistics/' but not until the
census of 1860 were they separated. The growth of the mining interests of the
United States since 1860 may be illustrated in a general way by a diagram, slightly
1·earranged, constructed by Mr. M. 1\fulhall, the English statistician.

Progress of the United States since 1860, the conditions of that year being taken at
100 per cent.
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Both as to quantity mined, value, and capital invested the most important mining inclustry among European peoples is coal, then iron, and then gold and silver.
But in the United States the amount of capital invested in gold and silver mines
is equal to the capital employed in both coal and iron mining, though coal employs
over three times as many persons as the mines of iron and the precious metals.
Compared to these four metals, the other mining industries are relatively of moderate social importance.
The position of the United States in the records of the mining industry of Euro-
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pean peoples is at the present day almost equal to that of Great Britain in weight
of annual output, but far exceeds the mother country in tho value of the substances
exhumed, as will at once be apparent from an examinn,tion of the circles. 1 These
circles show the amount of matter raised during the century, the amount raised
annually by each nation, and its value. It is evident that Great Britain, the
United States, and Germany are the great mineral-producing countries, but that
according to value the United States produces almost as much as the rest of the
world.
In the Federal Census of 1830 the only industry specifically treated was agricul1

From Mr. Mulhall's Dictionary of Statistics.
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ture, then absorbing all interest on account of the speculative movement that
coincided with the tide of immigration from Europe, each adult male member of
which is supposed to have brought with him, on the average, $68.08. 1 In 1860,
however, coal and iron are considered wol'thy the dignity of special trwtment.
Together these two industries have grown in the following manner:
Number o:f persons employed in-

:mRJ!

For1860 there :.:r
;o;;;ei'sM':-:.. .. ....... ........................ ...... .......... .... ...... .. ... .
were in 1870 _---· __________ __ ______ ______ ___ _____ "------- ____________ __ ____ ··----

1870 there were in 1880 _____________ • _____ ______ ____ ______ ____ ______ ____________ ____ ____ ____
1880 there were in 1890 ____________________ • ________________ __ _______ ___ • _____ ___ ___ ____ ___ _

:JI::
zn

161
189

At the date of 1850 gold mining, and about 1862 silver mining, became a popular
craze, effectuating the settlement of the mountainous States west of the l\formon
settlement in Utah. Movements of this kind are not at all subject to statistical
treatment, and the best figures that can be given a:re that in 1889 56,391 persons
were employed in mining the precious metals, at a. wage of $2.50 per diem for
laborers and $3.12 for miners. The r esults of these operations were 1,587,000 fine
ounces of gold, valued in commerce at about $32,800,000, and 51,354,8::-1 fine ounces
of silver, valued in commerce at about $43,000,000, in all 1,813 tons, valued at
$76,000,000. On the other hand, the base metal iron and the steam-maker coal
are credited in 1889 with 9,5~'9, 779 tons of pig iron and 141,229,513 tons of coal,
of which perhaps one-third was used for smelting ores containing iron or other
metals and the rest for heating purposes required in commercial and domestic
life. The value of petroleum was $81,000,000.
The greatness of the prodn.etion has had the effect of lessening the price of the
metals. The flow of the precious metals from America to Europe in the sixteenth
century had the same effect on their value, and the equilibrium being again disturbed in 1850 by the discovery of the gold fields of California ancl Australia, the
value of gold is said to have been again reduced. The recent discovery of gold in
South Africa may have the same effect upon the present value of that metal if the
deposits are as permanent in their character and are worked as N apoleonically as
the other metals. It was computed in the census of 1880 that the shrinkage in
the price of coal had been 39 or 40 per cent, of iron ore 25.5 per cent, of ingot copper 24 per cent, while the increase in weight of coal had been 30 per cent for
anthracite, 55 per cent for bituminous, and 62 per cent for iron ore. 2 The function
and the market value of the base metals o:r minerals is so different from that of
the precious metals that the two classes can not be compared properly in the same
graphic scheme, but, in concluding the:::e rema1·ks upon the commercial importance of the four great mineral prodncts of the mines of the United States, it may
be of interest to have the increase of the prodnction of the base and the precious
class presented separately. (See diagrams pages 1035 and 1036.)
Inquiry of tho New York Commissioners of Immigration in 1 .'>6.
Mr. Henry M. Chance gives the decline in value of the b:ise metals and the preciou s met:i.l,
silver, in this fashion, probably considering the value of the other precious metal to romniu
1

2

statio!l:i.ry for twenty years:
P01Lnds of metal r quir <l to pm· ha.~ 1 troy otmce of gold.
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LEGISLATION RESPEOT~"G (1)

CLAIMS, (2) ML ING INDUSTRY, (3) SAFETY
OF THE MINES.

1.

MINlNG OLA.UIS.

The mineral lands of the United States west of the Allegheny Mountains and the
headwaters of the Ohio were originally the property of the people. In the ordinance of 1787 '' for the disposal of lands in the Western territory" it was provided
PRECIOUS

META.LS.-P,·odiwtion of the precious nictals by the 1nincs of the world
since 185C.
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that" one-third part of all gold, silver, lead, and copper mines to be sold or otherwise disposed of as Congress shall hereafter direct" were to be reserved for the
benefit of the public Treasury. Congress did not legislate upon the matter until
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MINERALS.-Production of coal in the United Sta~es since 1850, compa1·ed
with populati on, iron 01·e, and stearn power, the production of the two last being
alrnost entirely a f unction of coal.
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1807, and then only in an inciden tal w ay. In an act of that year called "An act
to prevent set tiements being made on lands ceded to the United States u ntil
au thorized b y law," there is a p r oviso 1 t o the effect t hat in all cases where " the
tract of l and includes either a l ead m ine or salt spr ing n o permission to work th em
sh all be gr anted without the appr obation of t h e P resident of the United States,
who is h er eby authorized to cause such mines or springs to be leased for a term
not exceeding three years and on such conditions as be thinks proper." By
another act of the same year authorizing the di posal of the public lands west of
the Ohio, it i enactecl2 that "the several lead mines in th e Indiana Territory,
together with as many ection contiguous to each as shall be deemed necessary
by the Pr id nt of the nited State , shall beJ:e erved for the future disposal of
the -Cnited Stat s, and any grant which hei:eafter may be made for a tract of land
containing a lead mine which had been discovered previous to the purchase of
su h tractfrom the '"nited tates hall be con i<lered null and voicl, but the P r esident is authoriz• ·d to lea. e any lead mine which has b n or may hereafter be
discovered in the Indian:: Territory for a term not exce cling five years.''
F or forty Y ar this policy wa contin ued uncler the cretary c,f War who was
practically the mini ter of fronti r affair s in those days.
uring that period
0

2

R vir •d

tatutos, vol. 2, p. 4-l.!l.
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the value of the deposits of copper in the upper peninsula of Michigan became
known and the same policy of leasing was applied to them. But the period was
not in concord with such a policy. In 1846 the first magnetic telegraph line in the
world, the property of the Government, was ordered to be sold or leased to anyone who was willing to work it for what he could get out of it, and by another
act of that year one-third of the national district was retroceded to Virginia on
the ground that Congress should have, under its exclusive control no more territory than was absolutely necessary. During the same year, 1846, an act was
passed which authorized the President of the United States" to sell the reserved
mineral lands in the States of Illinois and Arkansas and Territories of Wisconsin
and Iowa, supposed to contain lead ore," 1 and among the acts of the following
year another act was passed providing "for the sale of mineral lands in the State
of Michigan." But the system upon which the mineral deposits of the public lands
of the people of the United States were to be worked was yet to be established.
By accident in 1848 the superintendent of Sutter's Mill was made aware that
gold was to be found in the soil of California. Such news travels fast despite all
efforts to secrete it, and as other States have come into the Union as aggregations
of agricultural and village communities, California came into being as an aggregation of mining camps and the business dependent thereon. Men who have
braved shipwreck and starvation in rounding the" Horn," or massacre or torture
in crossing the "Plains," are not wont to wait long for Congressional action in
matters where their business interests are concerned, ancl with an Anglo-Saxon
instinct proceed to organization immediately, recognizing that individual liberty
is due to a social compact and sanction. 2 Among the many thousands of manifestoes of local organizations in California is ono issued at the meeting of tho
miners of Dry Creek, Rancherea Creek, Amador Creek, and Sutter Creek, in
June, 1851, "in accordance with a previous notice." At this meeting it was
resolved 3First. That rules and regulations for the security of the peace and harmony of
the miners who are now or who may hereafter be engaged in prospecting and
working quartz mines are positively necessary.
Second. That in compliance with that necessity, we do hereby ordain and establish the following rules and regulations for the government of the district within
the following bounds, to wit: All that portion of the countyeof Calaveras that lies
south of the dividing ridge between the Consumes River and Dry Creek, and
north of the Mokelumne River.
Third. That the size of a claim in quartz veins shall be 240 feet in length of the
vein, without regard to the width, to the discoverer or company, and 120 feet in
addition thereto for each member of the company that shall now or may hereafter
be organized.
Fourth. That no claims hereafter made shall be considered good and valid unless
the same shall have been staked off in conformity with resolution third and written
notice of the size of the claim and number of men in the company posted upon a
tree or stake at each end of the claim, together with the date of day when the
claim was made, and all claims that are now made shall be staked off in conformity with these resolutions within five days from the date of the adoption of
these resolutions.
Fifth. That the size of the claim, the number of men composing the company that
holds the claim, together with a brief description of the location of the same so that
it may be identified, shall within ten days after the c1aim is made be filed in the
offi0e of the justice of the peace m whose district the same may be located. And all
persons holding such claims shall :file the same within ten days from this meeting.
1
Pre ident Polk had pointed out in 1845 that the leases had only given in four years $6,355,
while the Government persons required to "superintend the lessees" cost $26,111. He recommended that the lands be sold, but that Government should reserve "an equitable percentage
of the gross amount of mineral product." It may be added that in the Lake Superior region a
large proportion of the mines are leased by the present owners and no difficulty results, and
Mi ·higan is now the largest iron-ore State in the Union.
'
2
In 18-17 California had a population of 15,000; in 1850 it had increased to 100,000.
3
Tenth Census, Vol. XIV: Mining Laws, p, 271.
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Sixth. In all cases where claims are h eld by a company working jointly they
shall not be r equired to work in m.01·e than one place, but when held by individuals
each several claim must be worked.
Seventh. Whenever a claim has been abandoned and su ch can be clearly proven
before the justice of the peace where such file was made , said claim shall be forfeited to the person or persons est ablishing such proofs.
Eighth. That these rules and regulations and proceedings be signed by the pr esident and secretary of tbis meeting and filed in the justice's office at Drytown.
Thus was organized the Drytown mining cl.istrict,1 in t he same manner, and the
necessary changes being made, for the same purpose as that for which the early
colonists of the Atlantic Coast organized t hem selves into a" town" for the pur•
pose of civil government, or into a parish for the purposes of religious worship, or
into a" school district " for t he purpose of educating t heir children.
But the founders of the m any mining districts established on the plan of the Drytown mining district were freebooters. The land they appropriated was the property of the people of the United States. This was n o secret. The preamble of the
resolutions creating t he Springfield mining distr ict was expressed in these apologetic t erms: " California is and shall be governed by American principles. -:; -:; -~
And as Congresg has m ade no rules and r egulat ions for the government of tho
mining districts of the same, and as the State legislature of California has provided by statute and accordBd to the miners of the United States the right of making
all laws, rules, and r egulations that do not conflict with t he constitution of California, in all actions respecting mining cla,ims we do ordain and establish," etc.
In 1850-51, General Fremont, then a Senator in the Congress, introduced a bill to
lay a ground rent upon the miners. A violent debate ensued, in which many proposed to sell the lands in large blocks ; but through t he efforts of William H.
Seward and Thomas H. Benton the matter was allowed t o drop. 2
In 1865 the Federal Government finally acknowledged what was called a'' possessory "title of exploitation, but still retained its ownership or ' ' paramount" title, at
least as far as the State of Nevada was concerned, which was the second State
admitted having a preponderatingly large mining population. It was the law
of 1866, however, that made the mineral l ands of the United States "free and
open" to the "citizens of the United States and those wh o declared their intention to become such," at a cost of $5 an acre ancl the expense of survey and registration of the claim in the land office of the United St ates. 3
The legislation of the Government of the U nited St ates is not the first effort
of a European civilization to r egulat e the disposal of miner al wealth beneath
the surface of land owned by the people or individuals. It is, therefore, befitting
that the m ain provisions of th e American land laws, as far as they govern the disposal of mineral lands, sh ould be preceded by a r etrospective glance at the early
principles that inspired the codes of Europ e, not including whatever laws may
1 In later mineral States this form may h ave sometimes degenerated into a. farce, as was possible in a frontier community h a ving som e persons more experien ced in the forms of procoduro
than in tho matter of honesty. When gold was cliscoverocl in 184! the news brought an unparalleled immigra1.ion into the mining counties of California. "Mining for the predou metalf:!
was a new industry to tho peoplo of tho United States," says an official report on tho Precious
.Metals in tho United States. They hacl no law applict..ble to tho wants and necessities of miners.
The_ti~le to the lands _w~ in the United States a n d it noglected for eighteen years to pa any
law with regard to mrnmg. The miners themselves made rules and r gulations for their own
government. Under ~he e customs and usag s $1,200,000,000 worth of gold (1 u) have b n
oxtra.c d from tho mmes of California "900 000 000 of which cam from tho ancient river channel in • vada. County alone, and more ~ mains than has heretofore boon taken out. "-Gold and
, ilver inin in California, in Report of Director of int for 1 .
2
"
nt ·
int of_ t~o no~act_ion of th F der:i.l Congr !'I, th work by r. C.H. Shinn, entitled
La d Laws of 1rung D tncts," 1 , !us bt-cn u d. Mr. 'hinn m ·cs much of the r s mb1anc • w tho f hion during tho eighti
of tho minin•? d' trict to tho' folk m ot" of the
An •lo-. xo:i, and v of th y
m of the' S11ua ~
of th arly Teutonic and ,. 1·y:m r e.
It
b adhcr nc~ to tho idea not tho in!'ltinct that i .Anglo-. 'axon.
1
tatute at Larg , 1 3, Chnpter LXIV (p. 44.1), and 1 •;, hnpter LXXIII (p. i.'.l).
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have governed the quest of precious minerals on the part of Spanish adventurers
and the English and French buccaneers who relieved them of the products of their
exertions as it was being carried across the ocean to Spain.
It might be assumed that as a bird of the air is tho property of whomsoever bas
the cunning or skill to kill or entrap it, so the discoverer of mineral deposit might
be regarded as at le::i,st partially entitled to the subterranean wealth his ability or
fortune has led him to find, for in the civil law of Rome the discoverer of hidden
wealth was entitled to share equally with tho owner of the soil beneath which
had been found the treasure-the res nullius, the thesaurus inventus, the treasure
trove of the Roman and Engli h lawyei·s. 'l'ho depositor of tho discoverecl treasure might well be considered as having practically abandoned it, for he had loft
no statement of his whereabouts nor of his intentions, and with the samo propriety
it might be held that Nature, in depositing mineral wealth l)y a:1uatic or thermic
action, had relinquished all right in her work to tho happy individual that
Providence should seml to find it. Two conclitions have interferecl with these
suppositions, one of which has been cailed by the father of political economy "the
sacred thirst for gold," and tho other is the ''right of eminent domain," a product
of tho feudal ages, when ther was no land without its lord and the surface of tho
earth was owned not by those who tilled it, but was held in feo as a 1·ewarcl for
military or theological services past, present. and to come. In ancient Greece,
Mac~donia, and Spain the State left mines of copper ancl iron to individual 11l'Oprietors, though grasping those of silver ancl gold. 1 Tho right to the mines b fag
therefore in the medireval monarch or lord paramount-by" jus commune, quasi
gentium,'' as Grotius names it-the right of the monarch was easily merged into
tho right of the people when the monarch became tho first servant of tho State, to
uso tho expression of Frederick the Great of Prussia.
Tho English law of mines ic3 simple: The owner of tho surface or agricultural
soH owns the mines. 2 Tho final overthrow of absolute monarchy in England in
1688 was accomplishecl by the land-owning g ntry, and in the first Parliament of
William and Mary a law was passed relinquishing all 1ight of the State to ownership in leacl, tin, or copper mines.:1 Quite in contrast ,vith the English method is
that adopted by the French. The revolution in 1789 which overthrew the old
monarchy was, it is now claimed, a victory of the busine's men, lawyers, doctors,
and merchants,-the bourgeoisie. In 1791 the first law regarding mining claims
passed by a legislature appointed by the people dealt with mining claims in some
degree as the Roman lawyers had dealt with treasure trove. 4 This law, clue to
tho influonco of the celebrated Mirabeau, declared that the State could arrange
for tho exploitation of a mine without the consent of the proprietor of the surface,
though reimbursing him to double the amount of any loss occasioned to him by
such exploitation. But the law of 1810 first clearly settled the particulars of such
arrangement. The provisions of this law are ns follows:
The Government has tho monopoly of granting permission to mine. It shall
select from the applicants for such permission such person or persons as may
appear most likely to do tho work without waste or failure. It may pass over
both the discoverer or the proprietor of the stuface, but the discoverer has a claim
(the amount to be fixed by the State) against the person to whom the right to
mine is given. The proprietor of tho surface is also considered. He is forbidden
to mine on his own property unless authorized to do so by the State, just as in a
city a building permit is required, but if he be not the party to whom the gTant
to mino is given, that party is required to pay him such a sum under such conditions and in such a manner as tho Government shall decide when granting the
right to mine. Thus the right to mine, though "real property," is entirely dis1

Merivale, The Romn.ns under the Empire, Chapter XXXII.
But the Uovernment claims all workings below low-water mark.
Blackstone, Book 1, Chapter VIII: The King's Revenue.
4 Justinian, Institutes, II, 1, 89.

2

3
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tinct from the ownership of the soil, yet a s real est at e is subject to all the laws
which govern that species of property , except that it can n ot be divided. 1 The
State supervises the working of the mine, wit h the obj ect of preventing waste of
the matters contained in the vein, to prevent dam age t o the surface soil, and
injury (explosions?) to mine. For its trouble the State requires a. fee of 2 cents
for each hectare (2.4 acres) and a proportional part of the n et product up to a fixed
amount, and then 5 per cent for all over. ·
In the United States there have been three sources of legislation- the law of the
mining district squatters as they took possession of the l ands for m ining purposes,
the laws of the State, and finally the acts of Congress of 1866 and 1872. Mr.
Shinn thinks that the laws of the mining district if collected woul d fill 2,000 pages.
But what is essential in them is h ere supposed t o have found it'3 way into tb.e
Federal and State laws, which are epitomes of them. The F ederal act of 1866 is
based by implication upon ' ' the local customs or rules of miners in t he several
mining districts, " and is partially a ratification of those customs, partly a generalization of them for the purpose of preventing contests and frau d, t ho fee of $5
an acre mentioned in the act being, perhaps, merely sufficient to cover the costs of
surveying, recording, etc. It is to be remarked that there are several United
States inspectors of mines in the Territories not yet formed into States.
2.

THE TARIF F ON IMPORTED MINER A LS.

There are two features of public laws which are more or less intimately connected with the industry of mining which may be spoken of in this connection on
account of their dignity, which lifts them far above provisions for regulating the
business of private companies or persons, or for deciding actions at law. These
are (1) the tariff laws passed by Congress since the formation of the Republic in
1789, and (2) the laws which have been passed to protect the life and limbs of the
miner by the State legislatures.

Principal mine'ral:s m,entioned eithe1· as ore or unwrought mate1'ial in the mo1·e
important tariff laws of the United States since 1789.
[From T ariff Acts of the United States. Government P r inting Office, 1896.]
Coal, duty on, as-

I ron, duty c,n, as-
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2. Principal minemls mentioned either as ore or unwrought mate'rial in the more

important tariff laws of the United States since 1780-Continued.
Lead, duty on, as-

Copper, duty on, as-

Pi
QuickYear of Pigs or Sheets Ore Rods or ba;:,sor Ore
silver
law.
bars
per
per
plates ingots per
per
pound. pound. PE:;d
per pound. pound.
P
· pound.

E:;a.

-

Tin per Zinc per
pound. pound.

Nickel
Pg:~d.

- - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - 1 - - - -1- - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - -

1789 .......•.•.......••••. ···•••·· ··••••·•·· ....•.....•..•......•••....•...........•••.....•........
1790 ······ 0.01 ········ ............................................ ···· ······ ·········· ......... .
1792 ······ ........ ········ ..........•..•.... ·•······ .........•........ ····• ·•··· ................•..•

1794: ······ ········ ........
1804: . • • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
1816 . . . . . .
. 01 . . . . . . . .
(. )2)
182! ......

········ ·········· ········ .................. ·········· ................... .
. . • • • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . • . . .
06 ...•••.......••••.•...........
.... . .. .
04:
· 0 .... .... . . .... ....
0
0 ......... .

so.

so.

•••••••.••••••.••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

i~==::=: ......~·.f~.-..... ::===~:: =:::=::::: :::::::= ===:==== ········o· :::::::::: :=====:::= =:::::====
irJ =::::: (b&i0~\. =====:=: b ffu·J.1c. b.5p:c: ......6" ·b·20·p_-c: bl-2·5 P(i fiperc·out.)....... .
IJJ~~~::: ... .02
:~~~. -~~:~?.
so:oi
.... ~.~.~·.~: ~:~... :::::::: :::::::::: ·b-i5p:c: .oi~.o:zs··
i;iop:c:
1
.03
.015 bc35p.c. .025 ........ bl5p.c. ..........
.015 ......... .
fi.! .•••••

1869 ...... ........ ........ ........ .......... .05 di;0.03 ••.••.•.........•..•....•...•.......•.•.
1 70 ...................................................................................... S0.20-.30

1872 ··•·•· ...•..••........................•• .... •..• ·· •·· ··· .....•.........•••• ..•••.• .....••.•• ••·•
1883 . . . ...
. 02
. 03
. 015
b 35 p. c. . 04:
d . 025 b 10 p. c. b 20 p. c.
. 025
.15
190 . . . . . . . 02
.025
.015
b35p.c. . 0125 d.005
.10
$ti.O-!
.0175
e.10
1894: . . . ...
. 01
. 01
. 0175 b 20 p. c.
0
0
. 07
0
. 01
. 00

a Plate!. and sheets 30 per cent ad valorem.
b Ad valorom.
c $0. 035 for sheathing copper.
d By pounds, pure copper contained in ore. Mr. Taussig claims that copper or p:i.id 5 per c nt
ad valorem before 1869.
e Oro and matte freo.
3. PROTECTION OF MINERS.

If there be exclu led from consideration the stricken field of battle, iii will be
found that the most deadly occupation that man can engage in is mining, e3pocially coal mining, an occui:ation in which by far the largest number of miners
are engaged. In 1886 there were 916 miners killed by accident in England, 180
more male persons than the railroads succeeded in killing of their passeng rs and
employees. For every 57,000 tons of mineral raised in Great Britain during the
period of 1851-1860 one miner was killed outright. Of the maimed no figures can
be given for England; but in Belgium from 1880 to 1880 the annual average was
210 killed, and 74 so severely hurt as to be incapacitated for work during six
months or more. In England there has been a loss of 33,000 lives from 1851 to 1888,
the victims being killed upon the spot. In 1895, 1,198 lives were lost. Yet it
appears that this is preventable, for from 1851 to 1860, one miner in every 245 was
killed; in 1861 to 1870, one in every 300; in 1871 to 1880, one in every 425; in 1888,
one only in every 43,1, At the last European congress of miners Mr. Moller introduced a resolution which he contended would prevent this destruction of life.
There should be a state inspector, he thought, who should visit the mine every
three months in the case of ordinary mines, but once-a month in the case of dangerous mines. There should also be an employee appointed by the mine owners to
supervise dangerous mines under the control of the State, and finally there should
be workingmen inspectors selected by their comrades and paid by the state, who
should have a permanent control of the carrying out of the work set in motion by
the state ill8pector. It is noticeable that both in Germany and England great
respect is paid to the scientific knowledge of the inspectors by the miners, but
that they put very little faith in their practical knowledge of the working of the
mine. 1
1

ED

Cf. Mining Inspection a Sham, Nineteenth Century, June, 1885.
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The great causes of death in mining are two: Fire-damp explosions, mostly confined to coal mines, that "blow" out methane or m arsh gas, and roof-falls and
caving in of the sides of the galleries.
The cause of an explosion in a fiery mine has received, as may be readily
imagined, considerable attention. In the early part of the century Sir H. Davy
experimentecl upon the inflammability of the gas that causes the trouble , which 1
he said, when mixed with from four to twelve times its volume of common air
may be explode:l by introducing a light, resulting in suffocating the miners or in
shooting them out of the mine as though they had been. proj ected into space by an
enormous cannon. Another English chemist, Mr. Faraday, on the other hand, in
a report upon the explosion in the Haswell colliery, remarked many years ago
"That there is every reason to believe that much coal gas had been made on that
occasion from the coal dust in the very air itself by the flame of the fire damp,
* ,❖ •:; and that much of the carbon in this dust remained unburnt only for
want of oxygen." In an address on the Chemistry of Colliery Explosions Due to
Gases Derived From Coal Dust, Mr. Donald M. D. Stuart remarks that the explosions at the nongaseous "Camerton," and "Tunes bury" collieries were originated
by the heat generated by the blasting powder which, being 3,200° to 3,600" F., would
so operate upon and dissociate the coal dust suspended in the atmosphere that it
would be converted into ordinary illuminating gas, or a" gas" composed of 51.24
per cent free hydrogen, 38.84 per cent gaseous hydrocarbons, and 10 per cent other
bodies. As soon as the free hydrogen of this gaseous mixture meets a considerable
quantity of common air (which contains free oxygen) the hydrogen and oxygen
unite, producing a flame and an explosion. This explosion liberates more heat
and sets np another train of chemical changes which culminate in another explosion when the moving current reaches another place having a sufficient supply of
oxygen to ignite it. 1 Again, it appears that finely divided coal left behind in the
''sides" of the working places is especially liable to ignite from so-called spontaneous combustion due to the rapid oxidation that is set up when the slack of coal
is brought in contact with air. 2 The efforts to obtain safer explosives and illuminating apparatus for mines will be spoken of hereafter. 3
The second great cause of the mortality and bodily dismemberment of the
mining population is the neglect of the engineer, either from economy or venturesomeness, to shore up the excavations he is can-ying out. 4 As timber is not scarce
in America, this evil is less likely to happen here than in Europe. But there is a
danger in the use of wooden props in the warm, moist atmosphere of the mine,
readily recognized by those who have lived in the moist climate of Florida or
other subtropic clime. This danger is the dry rot of timber, and is pecu1far to illventilated places. The quantity of water daily flowing from the Sutro tunnel
was, in 1879, 12,000 tons, and its temperature at the mouth of the tunnel was
1 Nature, April 2'2, 1S97.
Methods of overcoming the danger3 resulting from the accumulation
o!: coal dust in mines. M. Schmcrber has studied in tl:.o Genie Civil the different means recognized a.'> overcoming the da.ngera of coal dust in mines, and notably those having tho object t
dampen the dust. The las t named method in its several varieties has been more and mo!·o
adopted, and ~Y Le classed in ftvo different categories.
l. Tho use or :--alt or other body which has a great affinity for water.
:?. Tso of water vapor.
:J. 8 tting up of damp surfaces.
4. Watering by means of r servoirs which are either fixed or movable.
:i. Watering 1,y c n:lls and subterranean onduit .
It a pear that up to tho pr sent tho method of moi. toning tho coal du~t is tho most ffcctko
in oYorcoming tho dang rR of haying tho atmo. phorc of coal min s saturated with coal dust.R Yu . ·icntiilquo, ToYembcr 20, 1 ;, 1>. 00.5.
• TI. B u rman on coal ining.
ap g l("•>.
• t.
l{ing's r mark on <:onomy, p. 1031.
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123° F., and though this is an exaggerated instance of the combination of moisture,
warmth, and a comparatively stagnant atmosphere, it illustrates by figures the
conditions to which timb:n· in mines is subjected, especially poorly ventilated
mines. The first cost of timber and the frequent repairs it requires have caused
mining engineers in Europe to use masonry or even iron in their shoring. As
illustrating the difference, several cuts from Mr. Inspector Foster's work on
mining are given. 1
When the lode in metalliferous mines or the bed or seam in coal mines is wide
other measures must be taken. The methods are in general two. The first is to
excavate, so to speak, streets in the bed after the manner that a city on the rectangular plan on which Philadelphia is laid out, then to attack the blocks of coal
that support tho roof. The other is to leave a wide ridge of coal through the
length of which a main tunnel is driven, and from the sides of this off hoot-tunnels are opened, piercing the ridge. At the outer end of these offshoot tunnels the
whole bocly of coal is r emoved and carted back to the main passageway. As the
work advances from the outer encl of the offshoot tunnels they are continued by
protecting them from the matter accumulated by the pealing off of the unsup-

Wooden Cap.,

ported roof on both sides of the ridge of coal which protects the main tunnel and
the offshoots to the edge of the ridge. It is not necessary to dwell upon tho virtue
of being chronically apprehensive in such situations where familiarity indubitably
breeds recklessness.
Tho statutes of many States contain excellent provisions regarding th protection of life in mines. 2 The accident in the Ilartley colliery, in England, upon
which occasion the beam of the pumping engine fell into the shaft and closed it ·
1 It is understood that tho reclamation and anchorage of the moving sands of southwest
Franc by plAnting pine troes (l'inus 1nariti11w) upon them by tho government, has resulted,
now that the trees havo grown, in the salo of "props ' tv tho English mines, the forest being
replanted as the trees aro removed.
~ By the act of Congress (chap. 5-i6, Rev. Stat.) of 1800-01, to provido regulations and insp ction
for coal mines, which are by far the most dangerous, the following rules are laid down in a general or abstract sense:
1. Owners, lessees, or managers of cool mines having an output of 1,000 ions a year shall provide at least two shafts, slope , or other outlets (in addition to any furnace shaft), which shall
bo separated by natural strata of a thickness of not fowor than 150 feet, so that distinct means
of ingress or ogress shall always be available to tho persons employed in the mine.
2. When a depth of 100 feet bas been reached in any coal mine, not fewer than 55 cubic foot of
pure air per second, or 3,300 cul:ic feet per minute, shall be furnished to every 50 men at work
in tho mine, and in like proportion f,,r a greater number, which air shall, by proper applianco::i
or machinery, be forced through Auch mine to the faco of eac:h and every working pfa.co, so a.s
to dilute and render harmless and expel therefrom tho noxious gases, and all workings shall be
kept clear of standing gas.
3. A metal speaking tube from the bottom to tho top of the shaft or slopo shall be in all c.1.ses
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so completely that before it could be removed the whole body of persons in the
mine bad been starved to death, caused Parliament to pass a law requiring two
shaft!'l, at some distance apart, instead of one, divided into two compartments.
This provision has emigrated to America.
IMPROVEMENTS IN MINING l\IACHINERY,

The best though not the cheapest instrument in excavating ore in subterranean
mining is the skillful miner, and all "improvements" in mining machinery are
directed on the one hand to supplanting him or to enabling him to work more expeditiously by removing the accumulated water and gases that impede or would
eventually prevent his working at all, and on the other hand to the economical
transportation of the product of his labor to the places of assortment and final
deposit. Explosives and the drill are generally employed in operations for metal•
liferous ores, but the inflamable and dust-laden nature of the atmosphere of many
coal mines renders the use of explosives dangerous.
Few forms of manual labor surpass in their arduousness of muscular exertion,
in their painful constraint of attitude and movement, in their liability t accident and death, and in their habitual and unavoidable filthiness, the toilsome struggle of the industrious, lonely pickman, whose hard lot has consigned him to pass
his working hours hewing with violent efforts into a h~rd seam of coal in a badly
ventilated mine. 1 Where the coal seams are thick, and the miner has 5 or 6 feet of
thickness to smash at, a bungler by sheer brute strength can manage to make a fair
wage. But such men are dangerous to have in a mine. It takes a man years to
become acquainted with all the indications of danger. "The eye, the ear, the
sense of smell, and the very nerves of the experienced man tell him when danger
is near. If it were otherwise the accidents in mines would be tenfold more numerous than what they are." 2 In excavating other minerals than coal, however, the
dangers and the discomforts are possibly fewer.
THE MACHINE ROCK DRILL.

The rock drill, it is claimed, is distinctively an American invention. It embodies
lllore newness in comparison with its volume and weight than any other machine
of equal importance. Andra, in his work on Coal Mining,.states the requirements
of such a machine to be1. A machine rock drill should be simple in construction and strong in every
part.
provided. An improved safety catch shall be provided, and a sufficient cover overhead sha.11 be
provided on every carriage used in lowering or hoisting persons. Only experienced and competent men shall be placed in charge of hoisting apparatus, and the number of persons to be
admitted at one time in the carriage shall be specified by the inspector of the mine hereafter
described.
4. There shall be appointed by tho President as mine inspector for each organized or unorganized Territory (practically Alaska.) a. person who is either a practical miner or a mining engineer, and who shall not ue interested in the operation of any mine in the Territory while
serving as inspector. Ho shall have right of access to and of inspectio:i of any coal mino in th3
Territory, but in performing this duty he shall in no way impede or obstruct tho working of
the mine,and the owner shall furnish him facilities for performing bis duty. He shall report at
l ast onc_e a year upo~ tho ondition of the mine and the provisions for the health and safety
of tho mmer , o.s de~ d above. In caso of fatal accident, a full report shall be made by the
manag~ment of the m1no to tho inspector in WTitiDg.
5. Failure to comply with tho provisions of this act is punishable by a fine of
or 1 s sum
an_d as a cumulati ·er mo<ly, a court of competent jurisdiction may enjoin the working of th;
mm until th la
mpli cl with.
n:.- ny or n
T rri ry
ti! ·
. ball
ccr yin a. copy of its laws for the safe operation of mines
r 1i v rr m th incidence of tho Federal law.
pr t
r n
1 hi t.ory, 1 ow niver ity, in 1 .
r of ,,:o n · Ro rt. Haddow • inoteenth Century, ptember, 1888.
?
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2. It shoulcl consist of few parts, and especially of few moving parts.
8. It should be as light in weight as can be made consistent with tho first condition.
4. It should occupy but little space.
5. The striking part should be relatively of great weight and should strike
the rock directly.
6. No other part than the piston
should be exposed to violent shocks.
7. The piston should be capable of
working with a variable length of stroke.
8. The sudden removal of the resistance should not be liable to cause any
injury to any part.
9. The rotary motion of tho drill
should take place automatically.
10. The feed, if automatic, should be
regulated by the advance of the piston
as the cutting advances.
J. J. Couch, of Philadelphia, first
patented, in 1849, a percussh-e rock drill
embodying some of these features. In
the same year, but a little later, Joseph
W. Fowle, of Boston, patented and built
a c1rill, the first one that had ever been
introduced where the drilling tool was
attached directly to the engine or was
an elongation of the piston rod. Sub- ~sequently Charles Burleigh constructed ~
a drill on Fowle's patents, embodying g,
important improvements. Since then, ~ "',,,,.,.,..-""'
Ingersoll, Wood, Githens, and Sergeant ~
have endeavored to bring the drill more ~
nearly to Andres dicta. All tho early
drills were what are now known as
"tappet" dril1s; that is, the mov .ment
of tho valve was effected by "tap1 ,ets ·•
projecting into the cylinder ancl struck
or moved by the piston. But tho" tappet· construction does not follow ono of
the most important conditions of a perfect rock drill in that a part other
than the piston is '' exposed to violent
shocks. ' 1 In 1873 Henry C. Sergeant
abandoned the idea of the old tappetmoved drills and designed the Ingerson·
Eclipse drill, which is described by its
manufacturers as follows:
The Ingersoll has a variable piston
stroke, which is of utmost importance
in a rock drill. In starting a hole in
hard rock the stroke is shortened by
simply turning the crank, thus feeding
down the bit close to the rock. A hole
can be started with a short stroke m
one-half the time required with a full
stroke. Another advantage of the variable stroke is that it enables t,he drill to
1

William L. Saunders.
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work loose in seamy or broken holes and to loosen the mud in muddy holes. This
drilling machine has only two quick-moving parts-the piston and the valve-and
no part except the piston is subject to violent shocks. The blow struck is uncushioned, for the valve does not move until the blow is delivered, which is thus
struck on the rock with full force, the machine not using steam or air expansively
but at full pressure in the blow and the recovery. Danger of breakage is overcome by elastic buffers at both ends of the cylinder. The machine is comparatively light, and is equally effective in both wet and dry holes. The drill may be
run either by steam or compressed air, and may be operated attached to a tripod
or a shaft or a quarry bar.
A very important feature, it is claimed, is the single-spool valve (C of the illustration), which admits the motive power into the cylinder (A) to move the piston
(B), which, being light, is itself moved back and forth easily by the steam or air
used in the drill.
The economy of rock drilling by machinery was at one time a mooted question.
Mr. G . C. Andre 1 (writing in 1876) speaks somewhat paradoxically upon this
matter. After mentioning the inclination of the miner not to work so" arduously"

Positions of a ma.chino drill in sinking, drifting, and stopping.

and his demands for more pay and combinations to obtain it, Mr. Andre remarks
that •' rock drilling is less a saving of money than of timo;" for the "merit of the
machine drill lies in its ability to concentrate the work of a number of men upon
one point, or, which amounts to the same thing, to increa:e the amount of work
executed in a given time by a given number of men, but the cost in most cases
remains undiminished.' It would thus appear, according to }Ir. Andre, that as
far as mining minerals is concerned, the machine saves time but not money. In
sinking shafts or fa tlmneling where there may be a feverish anxiety to get at or
through something the value of the rock-drilling machinery in hard rock is indisputabl , but even in soft rock it is claimed by the manufacturer:; of the machine
drills that" a mistaken idea is sometimes entertained by operators that in soft
rock a hole can be drilled by hand before a power drm can be set up for the work.
The onclitions are exceptional when over five tot n minute· aro re<iuirod to set
tho bar (tho supporting col 1mn upon which drill i. mounted) in po ition, anu once
set, the hole ig put down very r pidly. In sancl ·ton a a foot of 2-inch hole i
drilled at tho rate of 8 to 20 inches per minu , in lim tones from •1 to H inches,
1

Prnctica.l Tr ati.s • on
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and in granites from 2 to 8 inches, all running time. In some extremely hard,
blocky materjah, the rate is less; but it is a rule that the harder the rock is to drill
tho greater is the advantage of machine over hand work. When drilling by
hand the steel must be removed and the hole 'mudded' out every few inches.
Power drills have a run of steel of 24 inches, and the hole cleans itself in most
cases, often running to a depth of 8 to 12 feet without the use of a sand pump or
swab-stick. Two drills may be mounted on one bar where the rock is hard and
rapid progress is desired.·,

"Perforateur 'of tho Dubois-Fran~ois drill.

A perforater, as tho French call these drills, known in the trade as the DuboisFran~ois, i3 highly spoken of. It consists of a bronze cylinder within which moves
a piston marked Pin the cut, the rod of which T carries the drill. A is a buffer
jn a chamber for compressed air serving to lessen the shock. Above the piston is
the pathway through which the compressed air, admitted at the valve B, flows
down through m, and n to operate tho piston. At C and D are secondary pistons,
of which Dis the larger and js pierced with an airway oO. Tho compresseu air
in the upper chamber striking both C and D drives them toward S, ancl tho passageway mis opened, but the air flowing through o O fills tho chamber S and the
two secondary cylinders are moved back and the passageway n is opened for an

Hock drill called Dubois-Franc;ois.

inlet and rn is opened for an outlet. But the compressed air moving in through n
to drive the piston rod T back causes E to operate tho tappit so as to open Sand
let out the compressed air in the chamber into which the piston D works. Tho
drill is rotated by an apparatus not here figured. As many as three or four of
these perforators may be mounted and operated, as shown in the cut. 1
U:N'DERCUTTING MACIII."ES FOR COAL CUTTING .

In the case of the rock drill the drilling of the holes is only the prelude to the
rjpping and shattering processes of exploding dynamite or blasting powder. The
1
Les Mines, les Minieres, et Jes Carriores par A. Badourea.u, Ingenieur au Corps des Mines, et
P. Gr:mzier, Ancien 6leve de l'Ecole polytechnique.
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machine must be set up, the holes bored, and then the whole apparatus must be
removed from the effects of the contemplated explosion. Perhaps these features
of mining will never be entirely superseded by methods which occasion less
delay, but for years unremitting efforts have been made to accomplish the work
of the pick with as little discontinuity in the work on the coal vein as possible,
ancl apparently there are several machines t,hat will perform the work to a
moderately satisfactory degree.
In 1863 a coal-cutting machine was introduced into the Ardsley and Newbottle
collieries, England, upon the merits of which Prof. Henry D. Rogers was enthusiastic. This machine consisted of a large iron cylinder mounted on an iron truck (as
shown in the cut), with a piston working as in a locomotive, except that, instead of
communicating its in-and-out motion to a set of wheels, it caused an upright pillar

The West Ardsley coal cutter.

or tubular shaft, to the lower end of which was attached the handle of a massive
pick, to make a quarter revolution or more. 1 Thus, instead of the miner re ting
upon his side, slowly undercutting the seam, upon which he works until the
rumble of the setting ce,al warns him to desist, we have the pneumatic engine
driving a ponderous pick, into the lower edge of the seam or beneath it at the
speed of 120 strokes a minute, managed by one man comfortably seated on the
carriage behind the cylinder, and refreshed by the escape of the air which struck
the last blow. In this way one man pleasantly performed the dismal toil of
fifteen or twenty able-bodied men. The succes of the pneumatic picking machine
being a sured, Pl'Ofe sor Rogers asks how will the miner who it is to supplant
welcome it? And he finds no difficulty in coming to the conclusion that, in
view of the deadly haract-er of work in the coal mines the collier will rejoice
fl
""

Uy, within the metal fram ~ ot the trn k h n horizontal cylinder,
k, and the pi ton lJy o. conn ting r
rocks an nrm attached to n
i provid below with a socket that cnrri a p!ck.
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that heaven has sent a machine that will keep fourteen to nineteen men out of the
mines. On the other hand, it has been estimated by that stanch friend of the
miner, having been himself one, the Honorable Thomas Burt, M. P., that in coal
mines alone 46,000 miners have lost theh" lives since 1861, the epoch of the perfection of the pneumatic picking machine of Yorkshire, to say nothing of the maimec1
and poisoned.

The Winstanley coal cutter.

The principle of the coal-cutting machine just described was a pick upon a
handle moved by the partial revolution of an upright column, to which it was
attc.che<.l, as a spoko to tho hub of a wheel. By 1875 a coal-cutting machine was
<.le cribed as in successful operation in which the pick was r eplaced by a circular
snw operated, n,3 before, by a pneumatic engine. 1 In a 4-foot scam it was said that
the capacity of one machine would be 50 tons for each shift of ten hours, tho work

The Ingersoll-Sergeant coal cutter at work.

of thirty or forty m en. 2 This engine was called the monitor coal cutter, apparently from the revolving disk in the edge of which were placed the knives which
cut their way into the surface of the wall of coal to the depth of 56 inches.
Among later inventions still are the Ingersoll-Sergeant coal cutter, the Yoch
coal-cutting machine, and the Harrison. In the Yorkshire pick we have had the
swinging motion imparted by the miner to his pick imitated by a machine. In the
monitor engine we have had the tearing or abrading motion given by a rotating
disk. We now come to the consideration of an instrument that pounds or drills
out a groove by a blow delivered by a straight forward or thrusting motion against
1

Mr. C. H. Waring as early as 1852 patented in England a machine of this description, worked

by hand.
2

P. W. Shea¥lr, C. E.
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the seam. This machine, unlike the two types with which it is here compared,
r equires no track. The illustration will sufficiently well describe its make..up and
mobility.
The diamond rock drill, despite its merits as a prospecting instrument, can not
be more than mentioned here, for we are considering methods of skillfully
exploiting a deposit, not of enriching deposit hunters.
TIIE SUBTERil.A.NE.AN TRANSPORTATION OF TIIE ORE,

The ore being broken or blasted from its natural place, it becomes necessary to
remove it as economically but as quickly as possible. An old method of starting
it on its journey to the mule-drawn car is shown in the cut, but the mule power

Pushing an ore car.

T::matoro.-Harpers Monthly,Vol. XII., p. 'i28.

Whim.

which was formerly the great motor of the mine is now being supplanted by the
locomotive. At first this innovation was a mere form of the surface engine, but
its disadvantage was that it vitiated the atmosphere of the mine. The constructors of this fonn of locomotive have now engag d in the con truction of
motors operated either by electricity or compre ed air. 1
v h n the lov 1 upon which the deposit is being worked does not open upon the
side of a. dcclinty, it is very evident that the tran ported product of the mine
mu t be lifted to the surface of the earth. This was formerly accomplished in
Tery p imitivo way in Spani.. h 1. merica. hy tho human back l! ancl at the copper
mi1.~., of ichi,.,.an hy a · ntrivanco culled n. whim.
f

ti
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Y
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Compare with the methods represented in these illustrations of the lifting apparatus of the Spanish and Anglo-American mining engineers of 1850 the lift of any
large building equipped with an elevator or the drums in the power house of any
system of dreet railways with its wire rope built to resist abrasion. Indeed, endless chain or cable system is frequently employed in mines.
But the amount of mineral substance lifted out of deep mines that can not be
drained by a tunnel or adit is far inferior to the amount of water that must be
pumped out. The atmospheric engine that James Watt studied and improved into
an entirely independent machine was merely a e.team pump, the weight of whose
pump rod mainly pulled up the piston that the atmosphere had pushed down into
the vacuum artificially created beneath it in the cylinder in which it worked; and
when Watt, in 1772, had changed the steam pump of Newcommen into the steum
engine of our own day the first orders that were received by the new firm of Watt
& Boulton were from the owners of coal mines. 1
In all pumping operations the variation of the steam pressure and of load are
frequent and unavoidable to such an extent as to l>e frequently attended with dis-

Reverse of a 2-shilJing "waterworks note" issued by the city of New York in 177'1, illustrn.ting
an improved Newcommen steam pump.-From Engineering.

aster. To regulate the stroke, and especially to prevent as far as possible the jarring or pounding of the pumping machinery, a fly wheel has been attached to
liftjng and force pumps worked by power generated on the surface. The fly wheel
is intended to stop the stroke or to slow it down when nearing completion. Similar efforts to regulate the stroke of the forcing class of pumping engines, which
are placed at the bottom of mines, are apparent in the case of the Worthington
engines and the isochronal pumping engines. But it is believed that eventually
the system inauguratecl at the Comstock mine some years ago will supersede the
direct action of the steam-driven piston upon the pump rocl or plunger. It seems
paradoxical to lift water out of a mine by dropping water into it through a pipe,
yet Mr. Joseph Moore, availing himself of the invention, called an accumulator,
of Sir William, now Lord, Armstrong, conveys the water (and with it the accumulated hydraulic pressure) from the surface where the steam engines that feGd
the accumulators are, to hydraulic engines working plungers fixed almost half a
represented in the illustration) with a load of 125 pounds on their back (in 1855). Nr. Darwin
says that the Chilean tanatero brings up as high as 200 pounds from a depth of 450 feet, living
entirely on boiled beans and bread. Voyage in tho Beagle, p. 283.
1
Hfatory of the Steam Engine, Thurston, also Lardner, The Steam Engine (18..-<>7), p. 00 of 1836,
fifth edition.
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mile down in the mine below, and thus forces the mine water in one column over
800 feet high to the level of the Sutro Tunnel at the rate of 1,600 to 1,700 gallons a
minute. This was an important innovation in the drainage of mines; on a much
smaller scale, perhaps, compressed air may ba made to operate plungers in the
• same way, as a't certain collieries of Pennsylvania. 1
In noting, even in the fragmentary manner here followed, it can not fail to be
r emarked by the reader that between the steam engine at the surface and the scene
of excavation within the mine a secondary engine is coming into play. This
power some years ago first entered the field of industry, except so far as nature
had abhorred a vacuum in connection with a
pump, as a carrier of small packages and letters
from one part of a building or a city to another
through pneumatic tubes. Now, as compressed
air, it is drilling holes into the hardest rock, undercutting coal and driving engines, and even under
certain "artesian" conditions lifting water without the aid of valves. The use of compressed air
as a motive power, says a writer in the Scientific
American, 2 on board a war ship (which is a sort of
floating mine, it may be observed), presents several advantages over steam or hydraulic power
which render it a powerful competitor. In pipes
it is less dangerous than steam, especially during
an action, when a bursted or broken steam pipe
might prove Lrribly fatal, nor is it calculated to
elevate the atmosphere to an uncomfortable degree,
and there are certain places, such as the turret
crowded with men, and the steering below the
protficted deck, where the exhaust from the pneumatic engines would be a source of comfort. As
Diagrammaticsketchofhydraulic compared. with the hydraulic power the comaccumulator.
pressed air (on shipboard) is cleaner, more convenient, and wholly free from the discomfort that
arises from leaking water pipes and cylinders.
As to the possibilities of the great secondary motive power of the times, electricity, in damp excavations and gaseous mines in competition with the pneumatic,
or, as it is called, the compres ed-air system, it is not within the sphere of this
paper to speak, but it would appear unquestionable to assert that electricity as a
means of illuminating mines can never be superseded. 3 This advantage may off1 The important civil engineering function of the mining engineer in sinking his shaft through
water-bearing strata is omitted as not particularly special to mining engineering.
2:March 1, 1897.
3 Several years ago the Society for Mineral Industry (French) appointed a commission composed of M. F~vre, mining engineer, M. Place, director of tho Rochebello mines, M. Bessard,
c.irector of the minea of Cessons, and M. Lange, engineer of the Rochebelle mines, to examine
into and report upon the attempts made to construct electric lights adapted to the use of IninersThe experiments w re made with four types of portative lamp, to wit: Pollak, Edison, "a trans.
portable bu i; not portable, ' Breguot, and Stella. The report of tho committee does not appear
to have been conclusive, though tho tella lamp seemed to be preferred on account of its light
weight and the perfection of i "appareil," which is, according to M. Georg s Petit (Revue
cientifique, Tome XLvm, p. :.l7), n e ry, as "tho dang r (in coal mines) resides especially
in the wire. th m lv s." Let these be badly isolated by accident or ignorance and "a contact"
may cau!!O a spark and then an xpl . ion. Tho light is not ne dod in tho gangways. says M.
P tit for oven th hor
mow ,vhere to bob th ir bends though in tho dark where tho light is
ne c1 tl,
at th t c or the ,van, and th lamp from whi b it originated "must have tho same
rnohili Y of mov ment n th min r." It i. u 1 • th n, to dream of a dynamo install d above
gr un f din' incand
nt lamps below. It is u l
to think the problem so easily solved.
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set the hygienic properties of the expirations of 11 pneumatic motor, but it seems
likewise justifiable to indulge in the expectation that '' with increased knowledge
as to the laws governing its transmission and use, with greatly increased efficiency
in the methods of obtai::iining the air under pressure, and with the use of engines
requiring but one-fifth of the original amount of coal required to drive the compressors, compressed air will rapidly take a leading part in power transmission.
For mining and underground work it has advantages which can not fail to insure
its increasing and continued use as its merits become better understood."
VENTILATION.

Whatever may be the fate of air as a motive power in operating the tools of
mining, it is absolutely indispensable to the human machine. The State has
interfered in this matter both at home and abroad, 1 and in several countries perons have been appointed to see that the law is executoc1. This inspection, how-

El rastra.

ever, does not always prevent disaster, and consequently is condemned by those
for whose benefit it has bean instituted. Mr. J.M. Forster, styling himself a miner,
gives his ideas r egarding mining inspection in England at the date of 1885 in very
plain language. 2 Mining inspection, he says, speaking of coal mining, is useless
unless it is thorough.· It is of no use to examine the pit, shaft, furnace, and fan.
It is the air ways and working places which need inspection, for it is in the faraway corners of the mine the ventilating current is weak, and there it is that great
explosions have their origin. Now, how long would it take each subinspector to
examine the 286 mines in his district? For the smallest, one day; for the largest,
two or three days. In short, he can visit each mine once a year if he could devote
his whole time to subterranean work, but this he can not do, for he is liable to be
called away to the scene of some fatal accident.
See page 1041.
Nineteenth Century, June, 1885. "Mining inspection a sham." In the issue of the following
month a reply was made not materially invalidating Mr. Forster's criticism.
1

2
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The old methods of dropping water down a tube into :1 water level to carry a
current down into a mine, and the method of heating a column of air to ca1Ty a
current up into the outside atmosphere have given place to exhaust fans or other
machinery not so particularly special to mining as to call for mention. The greatest improvement is probably to be effected by a judicious study of the conditions
of each mine, and not by inventions or even legislation.
METALLURGY.

The metals are mostly found in nature in chemical combination with oxygen,
sulphur, carbon, and silicon, as has been stated several pages back, and, in addition, are embedded in matters which are called gangue. The first process, then, is
to crush the metal, which is done in the case of the native or regaline metals in
two operations. A Spanish-American method of conducting these is shown in the
cut in which the person with the h ammer breaks up the ore into nut-sized lumps,
and a mule operating a" rastra" or drag slowly reduces the lumps to a paste or
slime by the attrition of the two heavy stones strapped to the windlass, which
drags them around in· the pool; and it was said in 1859 that "the rastra is used
with success at veins which have been abandoned as profitless for the modern

Blake stone breaker (Marsden).

quartz mill." 1 It is scarcely necessary to say that in the golden age of California
this thoroughgoing but slow contrivance of Spanish inventive genius, when operated in California, was owned and managed by Mexicans. 2
Among the very many machines that the last half century has produced to
supplant the Mexicans, their hammer, their mule, and their drag, may be mentioned the Blake stonebreaker, which is said to have "rendered inestimable services to the miner, and to have constituted a most important step in advance in the
art of ore drnssing." 3 If the broken rock is to be still further divided until it
ecomes a pulp, the work is done by the old gravity process employed by the pile
driver, wherebyaweightislifted and let fall, or by the dir ct action of steam upon
a hammer, the weight of which is of comparatively small importance, or by an
an arti
'thou

pon tho" Limitations of tho gold stamp mill' (Tran!'!.
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Anglo-Saxon or quickened rastra process, whereby the pieces of ore are whirled
around against each other and the bars of a cage, which is made to revolve with
great rapidity. 1
Tho size of the lumps broken off from the face of the wall, speaking of coal, has
something to do with the amount of hand or machine labor required, both within
and without the mine, to prepare it for commerce. Thus the hydraulic presses
which force wedges into holes drilled into the seam of coal with the view of slicing
it away without the use, in coal mines, of dangerous explosives, is said to bring
down tho coal in too large masses, for they required further breaking up. Possibly
the same objection might lie against compressed air, which has already been
applied to charging hollow cartridges of iron until they burst and rencl ·the outer
coal from the body of the seam.
The oro broken by the rock breaker may or may not be assorted by the hand of
men or boys, and in Europe by children and women, but in either event two
natural clement are calleil into play-one, gravity; the other, water-before the
metallurgical processes aro commenced. Tako pieces of coal, '' rock '' or '' gangue,"
and metals 01· stuff rich in metalliferous matter, and suspend them in water by
moving them up and down, then the metals being heaviest will settle to the bottom, the ganguo on top of the metals and the coal on top of tho gangue. This

Smelting, furnace of the ancient Egyptians and foot blast. Painting on the walls of a tomb in
Theb 3 about 3,400 yearo ago. From Prof. A. Ledebur's Zur Geschichte dos Eisens. (Ancient
Egyptians, Wilkinson, p. 312.)

process is called'' concentration' in the case of metals and'' washing·, in the caso
of coal slack. Formerly where the process was done by fl.owing water it was
called buddling ("sluicing" of the California gold digger), and where done by
agitating tho pieces in a sieve (the panning of the Californians), is called jigging.
Hydraulic mining of gold is jigging on an immense scale, the stream of a hose
being directed against an auriferous bank, which breaks it down and washes
away its less bulky contents. It will suffice to say that no improvements have been
made upon the eyes of children and women nor the action of gravity or the use
of water in the process of jigging save that it is now continuously carried on by
appropriate machines, presenting many ingenious expedients to overcome obstacles
in practice to the theory of ''concentration."
The earliest representation of a blast furnace is painted upon a wall of a tomb in
Egypt, which shows us the fo:>t blast and possibly the bloom or mass of pasty iron.
1
'rhe Scientific Americ..'l.n, September 26, 189i:i, gives the following popular account of the
stamping machinery of the Calumet and Ilecla Mine: •• The stamp mills and copper-washing
machinery used nt, tho copper mines of Lake Superior have reached a high stato of perfection.
The advance in this particular which has boon made there is wonderful. The early crude, ironshod, wooden stamps that would crush a few tons of rock a day and hand huddles (separation of
hc:i.vy metalliferous pieces from nonmetalliferous pieces by gravity in flowing water) have given
place to large structures of stupendous machinery that crush 4,000 or 5,000 tons a day. Now 33
cents covers the cost of treating a ton of rock."
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Another contrivance only lately disappearing from Spain and other parts of
Europe is the Catalan forge, blown by a water blast or by a blacksmith's bellows.
This primitive rectangular open-hearthed water blast driven furnace was first
changed into a sort of chimney by building up its sides and changing its form to
that of a circle. Of nights the flames from such a furnace could be seen ascending 15 or 20 feet above its top. Eventually the heat thus wasted was utilized by
closing the top and tapping the hot gases in the manner shown in the French furnace nowpictured, 1 it being understood that such a furnace is charged with altern:1te layers of ora and fuel. Attention is called to tb.e massive character of the
masonry held together by iron bands and the rounded corners of the interior
cavity.

A Catalan forge and "tromp blast." (The current of air drawn into the pipe C by the trick
lin6 water falling through it feeds the tuyere S. From Greenwood's Iron and Steel.)

In the figure below given the hot gases are carried out of the furnace proper and
emptied into a secondary chamber, through which a fresh-air pipe run , where
the gases are burnt by letting in atmospheric air, and the fiamo thus created heats
the fresh-air pipes in the chamber, and necessarily the uncontaminated air being
driven through them by machinery to the tuy 're or blast nozzle. Through the
invention by Sir Williams Siemens of a "reg norator gas furnace,' this method
of heating the blast, though an immen ely important improvement, has in turn
b n antiqua
compl tely as the high furnace bas antiquated the openh arth d.
. applied to tho bla t furnace, the iemens furnace is called the Cowper
or th
hitwell to • (th r ar a number of improvements), and as one can not
rardin's "Chi mi . "
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be used continuously in connection with the blast it is necessary to have two, as
shown in the engraving (p. 1058), which is ta'ken from a work by M. Troost.
The Catalan open furnace, wasteful of iron and of fuel, and worked by a blast

Crosscut vfow of a blast furnace with a closed top and an arrangement for heating blast as it
passes through pipe to furnace.

that was cooled by falling water, has thus, in comparatively recent times, been
changed into a huge chimney, closed at the top, the gases of which :1ro made to
heat the blast of fresh air that is driven into the furnace to melt its contents. The

Fm. 142.-Three-fold arrangement of the tuyeres of a furnace looking from top of furnace.

temperature of this blast as it leaves the tuyere is from 1,300° to 1,500° F., the
tuyeres being protected by having a current of water circulating between their
inner and outer shell. Mining districts in England that used furnaces 00 or 70
ED
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feet high and 16 to 20 feet across in 18G1 now build them 90 to 100 feet high, with
a diameter of 25 to 30 feet. 1
The Germans have endeavored to improve the furnace by reducing tho amount
of weight that the upper truncated cone or reservoir throws upon the bottom

Blast furnace at Horc1o, Westphalia, for fine-crushed ores.

cone or the '· bo hes.' This has been accomplished by leaning the upper edge of
tho lower cone against the lower and pillar-supported end of the upp r cone, as
shown in the cut above, the whole being bound together by iron trestling, the
80
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1 The scheme representing the temperatures in o. blast furnace is due
to Sir L. Bell. The zone a contains the raw materials, ore, flux, etc.; in
b the ore is partially reduced by carbon, and inc, whore there is a dull
60 red heat, thfl limestone added as a flux L decomposed into limo and
so carbonic acid. In the zone e carbonic acid oxidizes carbon from the
fool, forming carbonic oxide, and inf, which is a bright red heat, tho
4IJ reduced iron takes up carbon, forming pig iron. This action is continued in tho lower zones, in which foreign oxides, such as &ilica and
Jo phogphoric acid, are also reduced, their bases uniting with tho iron.
In the zone i the iron is thoroughly fused, as well as tho slag formed,
zo by tho union of the flux with the earthy matter. In the zone k the
IQ molten materials separate according to their specific gravities, the
iron falling to the bottom and the lighter slag floating on top.
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d otted lin es comp1etrng the idea conveyed by the solid lines of the drawing.
The drawing (which has been t aken from a r eport entitled Twenty-five Years of
I mprovement in German Metallurgy) is r ather technical, but is intelligible, perh aps, by r efer ence to t he less intricate "pictures " t hat precede it.

W artc,illi furnace, 1884. Half elevation.

I n speaking of t h e Catalan forge, it has been taken a the predeces or of the
'Haut fourneau," or shaft furnaces . This is not altogether true. The Catalan
forge, open-hear th proc s , 01· bloomery, has the function of making weld iron at
one continuous pr oce. s, and as such its succe ors are not the shaft, or, as they
are u ually alled in En,,.lish, "blast' furnaces, but a class of structures and
metho s called "by the direct proce ·. . Th direct proc ss of getting weld iron
is very co. tly of the raw ir n contain in the or , j t as tbe indirect process by
the ha£ furnac i c . tl · of lal or and perhaps of fu 1. An illu tration of a high
r . h~f bloo~ny 1 <1 !n. inlancl wa giv 11 am ng the Transactions of the
Am ncan ln 1tu of Imm ' · nginevr .1 The walls of the entire body of this
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furnace are of wrought-iron plates, and are double. The blast can be admitted
at different levels or in the hearth itself. The blast, passing spirally around
between the iron walls, is given a temperature of 300° to 500° F., and, by means of
a system of dampers marked t on the cut, can be emptied into the hollow between
the walls at certain levels. The furnace proper ends at the line of g. Below that
is a movable hearth having holes through which the slag runs into a wagon.
There are two systems of smelting, namely, in a blast and in a rev er beratory furnace, whose characteristics, and peculiar conditions, have been stated by Mr.
Richard Pearce in his address on the Progress of Metallurgical Science in the
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West, as follows, having reference, perhaps, to the complete reduction of the lead
and copper contents of the gold and silver ores of the Cordilleran range:

t~~t~~~~l:~:: =~ ::::: =: :: :_-: ::::: ::::

Degree of concentration. __________ _
Per cent of base metal required to
collect
the ________________________
precious metals.
Lime
asflux
_
Calcining pyritiferous ores _______ ._
1

Blast-furnace system.

Reverberatory system.

Reducing---------Coke, charcoal. ____
Low: 6 or 7 in L ___
15 per cent of lead_

Oxidizing.
Coal, wood.
High: 20 in 1 before separation of silver.
3 per cent of copper.

Necessary _________ Unnecessary.
Should be complete Not necessarily complete.

By Mr. F. Lynwood Garrison, Philadelphia, Pa.
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The old-fashioned reverberatory furnace in use ten years ago, with a capacity
of 10 tons per day and a r atio of fuel to ore of 1 to 1t, would stand no chance
whatever in competition with the prnsent style of blast furnace. But certain
changes in the construction of the reverberatory within the last two years have
increased the capacity to about 23 to 27 tons per day, with a ratio of fuel to ore of
1 to 3. This, perhaps, is the highest record reached by reverberatory smelting
except some work said to have been accomplished in Montana by introducing redhot ore into the furnace direct from the roasting cylinders. 1
A primitive form of the r everberatory furnace, still used in Peru, is givon in the
cut. It is said that "the most recent development of the reverberatory furnace
resembles the es.rlier form in the construction of its bed, but is fired by gas prepared in an entirely distinct apparatus known as a" gas producer."
The regenerator furnace of Sir William Siemens has been spoken o.f when illustrating the utilization of the waste gases of the blast furnace. There the heat
gained by the operation of the "regenerators" in the Whitwell or other form of

EP
FIO.B.
FIG.A.
Fm. A.-Vertical section of Sir William Siemens's regenerator furnace. The four chaml\ers
beneath the pan or furnace bed proper (h) are divided into pairs. They ara open-worked lnh·iykh·
work. In the a pair, la is used to heat the gas produced by the fuel, ~s shown in F~g .. Bi w. 1c
"is called the producer. Whon the hot gases from the _producer are let mto la. cold air 1s et m to
2a; the two currents pass up through the o~en brickwork and meet over the furnace bed ~r
hearth (h), where a fire has been kindled to ignite the mixture. The gaseous products of this
combustion pass off and down through the b pn.ir of regenerators heating them. When they
are hotter than the a pair, the proc
is reversed; and tho furnace (11,) being now thoroughly h(ol t,
the air and gas from lb and 2b catch tke spontaneously on meeting o.bovo the hearth or bed t.) .
The furnaco bed is made of iron boxes coo1cd by circulation of water (w).

thet Cowper stove is wholly a gain. But the original invention had in view a
gas producer as well as a gas regenerator. In the gas producer culm or slack, or
even sawdust, may be used, though soft bituminous coal is the best fuel. The
inflammable chemical product of the combustion in the producer is principally
carbonic oxid, called" air gas," and when this is subjected to a steam jet it carbon is hydrated and the product is called water gas; thi , when burnt in the furnace l)roper or heai-th in connection with warm, fresh air, burst into flames and
gives an intense heat.
The wo1·k f the mining engineer as a metallur~ist is conceived in this articl to
stop wi h the rendition of tl metal, as that f the farmer d e with the thre. hing
of hi heat. The dccarburization of iron in Be scmer conver rs b'-'long to, or is
the forerunner of a. I> ies of ngin cring ·hich partn.kes mor of manufacture of
wha may be alle<l nnm r ial min rals, o distingu· h them from the '· lcm n s · of the l oks on ch mi try, than to mining such oxides and sulphid s of
th miner· 1 as ar fo rn l in n ur . In thi
nnection however two minerals
pokcn of a
n fir t in1lu. trially prep;red dnri~g th ·1,r nt
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century. These arc zinc, from its sulphur form of zinc blende, and aluminum,
from its oxide form of bauxite.
Zinc sulphide, 1 being roasted in a reverberatory furnace to expel the sulphur,
gives off sulphurous acid, which is valuable for bleaching, the refining of sugar,
and the manufacture of ice, and as sulphuric acicl is still more generally useful.
Through the metallurgical skill of two Germans a furnace has been constructed
by which some two-thirds of the sulphurous acid is conductPtl into condensing
chambers and converted into sulphuric acid. A longitudinal section of this
furnace is given.

Ha onlover and Helbig's furnace, by which two-thirds of r;ulphurous ncid cnn bo condnctotl into
clmmbors and convertetl into sulphuric acid: a i a Sicmans gus producer; u is tho funnel
through which ore· introduced and slides down tho tubo c, in which tho partitions d mako it
spread out evenly in a tbin layer; c is a mufilc around which tho gases ignited on leaving a
pa s on their way to the flue. Tho sulphurous acid ici form din tho muffle, but "licks up'' as
much as pos.iblo of tho sulphur of tho oro on its way through tho upper part of tho partitions
in tbo tube c untilitrea.cho3tholastcompartmcnta.t tho top, whoroitpasses offintoachamber.Profe35or Dittmar in Encycloprodia. Britannica.

or is this the only improvement in treating zinc blende, as that metal is now
produced by electric depo ition. The roastecl ores are washe with wood ashes
(lixiviated) in wallecl tanks coated with asphalt. The solution of zinc sulphate
is then collected in tho cistern (B), and when freed from fron, etc., is pumpocl
into c, the "precipitating tank." The negative poles (c) consist of thin sheots
of zinc; the positive poles (d) are of carbon, platinum, or lead. The zinc, being
precipitated upon tho sheets of zinc, copper, or brass, is easily remo·red, and the
lye water, being rendered acid by the elimination of the zinc, flows away continuou 1y through pipes (e), in order to be used for dissolving fresh masses containing
zinc oxyde. 2 (See cut page 10G4.)
In this way the manufacture of zinc "has been revolutionized;" but though its
manufacture is cheapened and the manner of its reduction changed, the revolution
Quoting Professor Dittmar, mainly.
Description of J.,rocess and cuts ta.ken from Chemical Technology, Wagner, translated by
Crookes, N ew 1'.ork, 1892.
1

2
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has left the chemical qualities of the metal unchanged. In the fire process,
after the ore has b aen desulphurized, it is, in one operation, put in a low furnace,
in which are built a number of muffles, whence the m etal is distilled over into a
chamber, from which it flows into the moulds. The ignorance of the metallurgic property which zinc has of becoming malleable at a temperature of about
266° F. was the cause of its being so long neglected. H The introduction of zinc
among the useful metals," says a French professor, "is one of the most beautiful
conquests of our age." Perhaps· such language is more appropriately applied to
the new metal, aluminum.
Davy, Brezilius, and CErsted having failed to isolate aluminum, it was at last
obtained chemically by ·wohler by the medium of potassium, and in 1854 manufactured by Sainte Claire Deville, by the medium of sodium, in commercial quantities. "Since that date," says Professor Troost, of the Faculty of Science, Paris,
"industry has been in possession of a new metal, which possesses remarkable
qualities, fitting it for many important applications in the arts," and, he may have
added, for metallurgical synthesis in forming new industrial compounds. It was
not until within recent years, however, that the natural compounds of the metal

could be attacked by agencies sufficiently economical in their operation to warrant
the production of aluminum. In 1879 Sir William Siemens patented his Siemens
electric furnace, which was the forerunner of that class of metallurgical agencies.
It consisted of a large crucible (connected with the poles from a dynamo), which
was placed in a vessel filled with charcoal. Iron, steel, and platinum could be
melted in such a crucible. 1 In 1885 the Messrs. Cowles, of Cleveland, obtained a
patent for an electric furnace, and other inventors soon came forward. Thus
c1ectric metallurgy received a new direction entirely distinct from it use in the
metallurgy of silver and copper. Discoveries of this kind invite reflectfon. In his
preface as translator of the Baron de J oustrorff's "Practical Treatise on :Ietallurbrical Chemi try· (Paris, 1 01) [. Erne t Vla to speaks of the chango in the
French practice of that art in the following strain :
It is now n arl • tw nty years ince I entered the great iron works of the [es rs.
nd~l at _ayan,., . The function of the chemist in tho. e days wa far from
h_ t 1 ha mce
m . ';rhen ~l~ that was xp ct d of the laboratory w an
e tlmate f th m un f iron, ihc , lim and alumina in a giv a re, or the
1
JI. I;J),

; al o J. Fl •ury, in Ro,·uo d<.>s Doux Mond s,
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amount of the ash in coke; hardly more than just that. Practical forge masters
valued the form of a blast furnace by tho look of the slag from it, and wrought.
and cast iron by the appearance of its fracture with a serene indifference to what
its internal composition might be. Some years previously, indeed, forge masters
bad asked contemptuously, "What do I want with a chemist in my establishment?" and no one permitted himself to indulge in the extravagance of a laboratory except through vanity or for an advertisement. But the echo of the German
cannon woke up our engineers. We began to study the steel guns of Krupp and
the manufacture of this new steel. The war once ended, industrial metallurgy
made a remarkable advance among us. We studied more-we studied what the
English were doing. In short, we put ourselves to the task of analyzing a metal
so that we could reproduce its character in any desired form.
In the way just described by M. Vlasto the pos ibilities of the synthetic mineralogy spoken of some pages back are evident. 1
WHAT IS TAUGHT IN MINING SCHOOLS.

In the foregoing, after speaking of the mining-school curriculum from a theoretical point of view, we first briefly considered the manner in which the State
has become connected with the exploitation of the mineral wealth within its borders, then the value of that wealth, and finally the im11rovernent in the methods
of treating it. In brief, it has been impliecl that a scientific study of mining with
a view to a conservative treatment of the deposits with which nature has endowed
the country as the basis of its industrial prosperity is well worth the study of
our publicly endowed institutions of education. Tho selection of this social conception of m.ining engineering as a basis upon which to operate a school of mines
::riay possibly be unfortunate, but the remark may be ventured that some conception beyond the mere personal aggranclizement of tho pupil is absolutely
necessary to create a successful school or sy tem of schools.
1 In tho course of conversation in regard to tho progress of metallurgical engineering, Mr.
J. II. Blodgett informed a colleague of the Bureau of Education of the following circumstance,
to wit:
An establishment converting pig or other forms of manufactured iron into manufactured
articles of malleablo iron was accustomed to draw its supply of the raw material from a corporation mining and smelting ore in Michigan. Tho manufacturing establishment in question
had tho habit of testing the fitness of the raw iron for the purpose of their manufactures. On
an occasion of this kind it became evident that the structural or internal or chemical properties
of the iron received was different from that furnished by the Michigan mining and smelting
company upon former occasions. An inquiry was instituted which developed the fact that
formerly the Michigan company had smelted their ores with ores obtained from the lands of
another owner. Finding an apparently similar ore in their own land, however, they ceased to
purchase the accessory from another and used their own instead. This produced an iron that
was unfitted to the uses to which the manufacturing o3tablishment designed to put it.
This memorandum was sent to tho manufacturing establishment concerned with tho remark
that "this statement is thought to ha,o some baaring upon a statement which may be made in
print, that the examination of a metal, if rigorously carried out,-if analyzed in view of the services it is to be called upon to perform,-will eventually lead to the production of raw material
suited to any given purpose." To which, in due course, the following courteous reply was
received:

ROCKFORD MALLEABLE IRON WORKS,

Rockford, fll., July 6, 1807.

MY DEAR SIR! Your favor of tho 3d at hand, I remember the instance to which yon refer
in re~ard to the trouble I had with iron a number of years ago, and your statement of it is substantially correct. At the present time the conclusions of your friend are carried out in our
line of business; that is to say, all iron we purchase on a guaranteed analysis specified in our
orders for iron for our pur_pose, so that now each car of pig iron we receive is accompanied by
a chemical analysis of its different constituents; in fact, nearly the whole pig-iron business in
~his part of the country i'3 done in the same way. When we make a contract or order for pig
1ron, the percentages of tho various constituents in the pig iron must come up to those specifi.ctaions. The manufacturers of the pig iron bny their ores and fuel to get the results required
by those to whom they sell. In addition to that, nearly every concern of any importance, especially in our line of business, have their own chemist, so that the raw as well as their products
aro analyzed and kept ,ery close to the standard required. Each smelting furnaco have their
chemist, so that all ores, fuel, and flux are analyzed as used from day to day.
I think of nothing further that I could add to what I have above said.
Very respectfully,
A. D. FoR13ES, President.
J. H. BLODGETT, Washington, D. 0.
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Y tit is especially necessary and fair to say that this is not the argument for the
study of mining in schools advanced by those who have attacked or defended the
education of a mining engineer. "Let it be admitted," says one, "that the mining population is insignificant in number, that only 0,000 mining engineers are
required in the United States; nevertheless the value of the material they produce
makes them the most important element in the entire population." 1 Anothei:
specialist in engineering observes:
As for mining engineering, what is there about the ordinary work of the ordinary mining engineer which requires a different training from that of a mechanical engineer? Chiefly a certain amount of m etallurgical and prospecting or
sampljng work. But to become a specialist in this kind of work a man should be
a chemist and metallurgist at once and nothing else. * "* •x- After a mine has
been discovered -:; * * the chief work of the mining engineer is to open and
opemte the mine advantageously, and the knowledge and experience of a civil or
mechanical engineer gives just the right preparation for this kind of work. 2
To these very interesting statements may be added that of Professor Hoffman,
of the Technical Univ-ersityof Ber1in. 3 "We Germans are producing more scientific men than we can absorb, but we have the export trade in that commodity
entirely to ourselves. Two or three years ago I was traveling in the United States,
and wherever I went I found German chemists, and i.hey were at the head of every
industry to which scientific knowledge is applicable, chemical works, gas works,
whatever it was a German was at the head of it."
However superior the Anglo-Saxon may be as an exploiter of nature and an
inventor of labor saving or quickening tools, nevertheless in metallurgical or biological chemistry the genius of the race is not so pronounced as that of other
nations to which belong a De Saussure, Dumas, Boussingault, Gay-Lussac, Liebig,
Berthelot, and Pasteur, or more especially a Kirchhoff, Wohler, St. Claire-Deville,
Bunsen, Plattner, and Siemens. Men who have studied under such professors or
their rivals are not turned back at Castle Garden, and Amc1·ican mining has
fostered German mining education.
For one hundred and thirty-one years the Royal Saxon Mining Academy bas
been in existence, and we learn that the French school of mines was organized in
1778. Since 1851 there has been a not very successful attempt in England to pro·
vide such a State school. It, therefore, will be interesting to examine the
characteristics of these schools to account for their prolonged vitality.
A comparative study of the programmes of the State schools of mines of thi
Kingdom of Saxony, the R epublic of France, and the United Kingdom of Great
Britain conveys the impression that the German school has avoided the tendency
to turn out acute mining critics and the other tendency to make the school of
mines an institution for training ' science teachers" (i. e., school-teachers instead
of engineers), or a college in which science is sq_uarely opposed to literature a an
educational agency. In Saxony the State owns the mine<3; in France the State in
some degree is intereoted in them; in England the State merely inspects them by
1

The Growth of American Mining Engine r" and th ir relation to tho Mining Industry.
Engin~ring News, August 11, 1 01, Amoricau Engineering Schools. But er. also the ausw rs
receiv d by Prof. H. 8. onroe, New York ity, m ntioncd by him during o. discussion on the
deman<1 for mining en · "" in 1 • . (1) The d mand is small; (2) the course of a. mining
school is di~cult; an_d
much time and money; o.ncl (-1) it is possible to become a. mine
ma; ag r without gom
h n. school· and (:5) mining-school student do not come to schools
ons drn.w off students, p~rticularly in the Univ r•
ttslnstituteofTechnology and tho. chool
arallel our<:ns; and (7) prejudice against
r
], and ( ) mu ·ella.n ou considerations (p.
tuto of Mining Engin r ).
11
.. in an addr s cleliv r d as pr sid nt of
nuary 21, l . , tho r mark 1., ing mad p r nnlly to
2
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virtue of its police powers and the omnipotence of Parliament. It would be
natural, therefore, to expect that the German Kingdom should organize its school
so as to obtain engineers who mine, that the French school should turn out highly
educated mining scientists or philosophers, and that England, whero the miners
themselves had asked for a school, 1 should confine its instruction to inspection for
the protection of the life and the health of the miner.
The Royal School of Mines has had a checkered career since its establishment in
1851. By 1818 the violent opposition to Lyell's conception of the evolution of the
crust of tho earth had so far subsided that in that year he was knighted, eighteen
years after the publication of his Principles of Geology. The effect of his two visits
to the United States, in 1845 ancl 1849, upon American scientists is easily.recognized
in the letters of William Barton Rogers, so prominently connected with the Geological Survey and University of Virginia and tne Massachusetts Institute of Technology,~ to say nothing of the effect of broadening the horizon of the English geologist by his researches upon the wider and more massive fielc.1 of North American
formations- the Passes o.f the Mississippi and the alluvial plain the river is creating, the vegetable accumulations of the Dismal Swamp as illustrating the formation of possible coal beds, and Niagara Falls as a marker of time for the recent
geological p:ist. The effect in England must have been more intense, and a geological survey and a mining school were established. Later on the School of Mines
became •' Division B" of a '' :Metropolitan Science School," but by 18:iO the ::Metropolitan School had disappeared in its Division B, and by 1 71 the institution bcc:nno
almost entirely a normal school for preparing the science teachers then called fur
by tho Parliamentary grants in ...id of science. In 1881 tho school was reorganized
into the ormal School of Science and Royal School of Mine , ancl lately into t .n
institution called the Royal College of Science, to which the "Royal School of
Mines is affiliated."
Quite different has been the life of the French School of Mines at Paris. The
person who is selected to enter that institution has ah·eady received two educations-that is, has been subjected to two species of instruction. First, ho is
instructed in his native and in foreign languages, including Latin and Greek, and
in college mathematics. Having distinguished himself during thi.s course, he is
permitted to enter the Ecole Polytechnique, where he receives his second education. The course of the Ecole Polytechnique has been accused by one of its critics
as drafting off the best brains of France merely to make learned engineers for the
bureau service of the State, and has been defended as being a" great physicomathematical encyclopedia," which is specializocl a an e<lucational institution, so
as to develop the scientific sense or instinct and to furnish each pupil with the
ideas that later on will serve him when engaged in professional work. In short! the
school produces neither engineers nor officers. Its role is at once more elevated and
more modest, and is to prepare students for the special schools, such as the civilengineering school called the School of Bridges and Roads, tho School of Mines,
the Artillery School, where technical instruction is given. 3 In this Ecole Polytechnique the student receives his second education, breathing an atmosphere
saturated with mathematical language ancl generalizations of mechanical forces,
and he is taught to theorize upon matter as philosophy theorizes upon intellect.
Havjng passed successfully through this school, where the discipline ia rigid and
the instruction thorough in the highest sense, the students who are to become
State mining engineers are selected out and appointed by the Government to the
So the expression "mining districts" is t:iken.
Life and Letters of William Barton Rogers, by his wife; Boston, 1897.
3 Revue Scientifique, first volume of 1887; also M. Chanaos's attack in same volumo.
1

2
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School of Mines or other engineering institution. 1 Turning from these generalities, let us consider more particularlyTHE ROY AL SAXON MI~ING ACADEMY AT FREIBERG.

Saxony is one of the twenty-four States of the federated German Empire. Of
inhabitants it has little more than one-half the number possessed by Pennsylvania,
and of area not quite one-eighth as much. Its mines furnish one-sixth the weight
of coal and ore annually raised in the German Empire, or about 16,000,000 tons,
which are valued at $15,000,000, being one-tenth of the value of the mineral product of the mines of Pennsylvania and one-eighth of the value of the products of
the mines of all the Imperial German States. The Kingdom is old. It befriended
Martin Luther and joined Gustavus Adolphus in defending the Protestant cause.
Its compulsory school law was the first ever promulgated, and its industrial organization and system of education are unsurpassed. The Mining Academy at Freiberg is now one hundred and thirty-one years old, and seems still to be in vigorous life.
·
At the close of the year 1895 twenty-one persons were graduated from the Freiberg Academy of this little State that has about one hundred and fifty mines
within its borders, mostly of iron, argentiferous lead, and coal. For the period
elapsing between 1884 ancl 1896 the attendance at this academy increased 23 per
cent, but as it .fluctuated in a remarkable manner the character of the increase is
given in diagrammatic form as shown on page 1069. 2
It will be seen that the school has attractions for foreigners. From 1872 to 1892
it graduated half as many mining engineers as all the American schools put
together, and the school discriminates as to the character of its diplomas. Thus
1

Course of the Ecole Polytechnique (from a.mong whose graduates the students for the Ecole des
Mines at Paris are selected).

The course is of two years and is given under the following heads:
.AnaZysis.-Differential and integral calculus. '.rhis course lasts two years. It is completed by
conferences upon the immediate application of the subject studied. In addition, the students
may be called upon to show their knowledge of the subject, on paper.
Descriptive aeome·t ry.-Different modes of r epresenting bodies; study of the principal geometric surfaces. This course occurs during the first yea.r.
Stereotomy.-Carpentry and stonccutting. Course occurs in second year.
1'.fechanics and machines.-Course of two years. Completed by designing of the parts of a
machine.
Physics.-Thermodynamics, electricity, and magnetism (first year), acoustics and optics (second year). Completed by experiments.
Chemistr1J.-Metals (first year), organic chemistry (second year). Completed by experiments.
.Astronomy and geodeS?J.-Course occurs in the second year. Completed by experiments.
Architecture.-Courae is of two years. Completed by designs and projects.
Military art.-Course of the first year.
History, geography, and literature.-History of the political, military, and moral greatness of
the principal States of Europe in modern and contemporaneous ti.mes. Course of two years and
is completed by essays upon historical subjects.
G rm:i.n, drawing, coloring drawings, during two years.
2 The absolute figures are:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,1885.
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the graduates in the mining-engineering course and in the metallurgical course
were classed as follows:
MetalMining lurgical
course. course.
Excellent (ausgezeichnet) ____ ____ _______ ··-- - ____________________________________ _
Good-------------------------------------------------------···-·-·-·········-···-·
Fair····--·-···--···---···-···-··--·-················-·······-····--····-·-········
Turned back .... -····-···-·--· ...... ··-·--····---········---···--·······-··---····
Total·---···-·····---·····----··--···-···--··-·---·--·····--- .. ·--·---·-- ....

15

38
103
74:
21

75
4:0
16

236

155

-------

It has been r emarked above that there were 21 graduates from the Freiberg
Academy in 1805. But these were not all i'ndiscriminately clubbed mining engineers. Fifteen of them were graduated as mining engineers (Bergingenieur), 2 as
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Change in the character of the attendance of the Mining Academy of Freiberg during 1885-1896.

mine surveyors (Markscheider), /3 as metallurgical engineers (Hiitteningenieur),
and 1 asEisenhiitten engenieur, ormetallurgicalengineerforiron. As this mining
academy is intended to give a complete scientific education to the mining engineer
and metallurgist, the student on entering must be 18 years of age and have graduated from an institution called a gymnasium, or a realgymnasium, or a highgrade scientific school, the value of the diploma of which is equal in quality,
though not in quantity, to the degree of a " small American college."
THE AMERIO.AN MINING SCHOOL.

In speaking of the mining schools of Europe no mention bas been made of the
fact that they are State-supported institutions. The importance of finding means
to conduct the wars in which it became involved probably induced the first French
Republic, in 1794, to create an "agency of mines," to study the questions relating
to the mineral resources of France, possibly the first geological survey, and on the
1st of Vendemaire, in the Year 1 of those radical reformers, was issued the first
numbt3r of the first Journal des Mines, which opened with these words: "Liberty
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gives new forms as well as new virtues to those who fight for her. The soil of
France is as rich beneath as upon the surface. It is time that the genius of Liberty
should avail herself of the natural treasures which have been held in reserve for
her. The Committee of Public Safety has b ecom e convinced that the interest of
liberty requires that the mines should be vivified. An agency has therefore been
established under the authority of the commissioner of firearms and gunpowder,
which is to occupy itself especially with the subject." It was about this time that
t he French school of mines was firmly founded.
The geological surveys of the severctl States may have caused the creation of the
Am erican mining school, either by suggesting their value for educating engineers
or providing geological surveyors. It is certain that the first attention mining
engineering received from American schools was in the shape of courses in geology, mineralogy, and assay of mineral-bearing 1·ocks, which was a course in "general science," as at the Rensselae1· Polytechnic Institute, or the development of a
civil-engineering course, as at several institutions, or even of "natural philosophy," as at the University of Virginia, where the course was described as an education for directors of geological surveys, their assistants, prospectors, and assayists. As the idea of a mining school bogan to be entertained, we find it in one
case connected with the object of "promoting tha interests of the university and
the community at large," and that" the committee on the school is authorized to
associate with themselves from time to time such gentlemen as are interested in
the development of the mineral wealth of the country," and finally the positive
expression, which the others may have implied, that the object of the mining school
is " the advancement of the interests of science and in connection therewith to
develop the mineral resources of the country." But the origin of the American
mining school bears evidence of coming from Great Britain.
It has been mentioned that in 1854 a metropolitan science _school had been
founded in England. The plan of the school was this:
A. General division for those who desire a general knowledge of applied science.
(Due to the desire o~ the Government to educate teachers competen~ to teach
science schools outside of London.)
B. Mining and metallurgical division. (Due to the petition of the mining districts.)
·
.
C. T echnical division for those who desire to engage in other business than mming and metallurgy. (Due to the petition of the chief manufacturing towns.)
D. Workingman's division to afford instruction to workingmen by evening lectures. (Due to the rise of the "university-extension" idea.)
This English school was k ept constantly in print, by the unquiet life it led, until
in 1859 its name was changed to the School of Mines, and in 1862 reorganized with
a view to specializing it as far as possible as a school of mines, the courses being
(1) mining, (2) metallurgy, (3) geology. In the United States, about 1860, a prospectus of a Massachusetts institute of technology, to be a society of a1·ts, a museum
or conservatory of arts, and a school of inclustrial science anc1 a.rt, speaks of the
Conservatory of Arts and tho Central School of Arts and :Manufactures of Paris
and of the School of Mine. a.nc1 the l\Iuseums of Geology and Dotany of Lonrlon
as worthy of r ,production in America. In 1 62 the first committee of the Ma. sach u Gtts institute was "on mineral materials, mining, and the manufacture of
iron, opper, etc.' In 18G the department of practical geology, mining ::ind
metallurgy ·as de m d . o important that a separate pc mphlet was printed out~ining i~ co~r · ,an<l in the catalogue for 1 71-72 tho department of geology,minmg ~~neenn_ • m tallurgy, and paleontology was unmi takably prominent. In
fact 1 t 1 · po bl to urmise that the
chusett institnto was about to be
· cializ d
f r as. t
'bl , to ard a chool of mine , as in the ca e of the
~ 1. It Wlll l>e r member d that\ illi m Barton og r,, who made
' logic 1 n· · 0
irginia w the firat pr sident of this school as well as
found
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In 1863 a proposition 1 w.1,s m1.de t0 Columbia College, in New York City, to establi ha school of mines a-:-id metallurgy. This proposition was adopted. A school
of mines was opened in order "to furnish the means of acquiring a thorough scientific and practical knowlec.1ge of those branches of science which relate to mining and the working up of the mineral resources of this country and to supply
those engaged in mining and metallurgical operations persons competent to fake
charge of new or old works and conduct them on thoroughly scientific principles.. ,
As finally settled up0n in 185-1-65, the course came to resemble rather closely that of
the English school, as it consisted of (1) mining, (2) metallurgy, (3) geology and
paleontology, (4) analytical and applied chemistry. In three or four years civil
engjneering was adcled to foe course of this School of Mines, whoso object was
now stated to be to give "stuclents tho means of acquiring a thorough knowlcclgo
of tho-o bra:::iches of science y,•hich fo ·m the basis of the industrial pursuits th:it
are t play tho most important part in the d velopment of the resources of our
country:' In other words, the Mc.ssachusetts Institute of Technology, n, general
institution, s ms to hav tendecl to specialize into a mining school, and tho 'olumbia College School of Mines, a special institution, seems to have very soon
begun to drift toward a general engineering s hool. It is scarcely necessary to
remark that during the seventies and eighties me<'hanicn.l engineering and railroad
surveying were offering great opportunitie to students. As mining school.,
neither tho English or American schools have made great rrputations. At least
no foreign students flock to their halls for instruction.
An oxamination of the curricula of tho pre3 nt cou1'scs of mining engin •eringin the United 'tat 'S shows tho following facts, to wit:
1. Tho course in "mining ngine ring,'' no matt r what tho name of th school
may be, i always one of several ourse in ngin ering, ·ivil, mechanica.1. etc.,
taught in that ocho 1.
2. Tho ours in mining ncineering i compo ed of th sam studies ancl they aro
taught in the same clas ..;cs with the other generi lrill(1S of ngineering (mechm1i al,
etc.) for the first and second year of the intending mining-engineering student'H
sojourn in tho school.
3. The coui e in mining nginoering is, during tho first year of th course, more
or less literary, though thero are exceptions t this remark. 2
4. The course in mining engineering specialize its curriculum to metallurgy, or
to mine opening and exploitation, at tho will of the student, save at the Massachusett Institute of Technology, where tho cour e i plainly a conrso in metallurgical
chemistry, and at tho School of Mines of olumbia Univer ity, where a. fifth year
is added to the course in or<ler to givo instruction in what may be called the
strategy and tactics of mining operacions.
5. The course in mining engineering js a four years' degr e course, graduating
either a "bachelor of sci nee·, or an "engineer ., except that in the case of the
Lehigh University and the Pennsylvania State Col ege short courses have been
introduced, and at the :Michigan School, at Houghton, and at the University of
California many special students arf' admitted.
The main distinction between the Saxon cademy, at Freiberg, and the American
mining schools, outside of tho personality of the institutions, to speak of them as
though they were vital, sentient being., is that the American school has a considerable amount of econdary or literary study mixed in with the technical study
of mining. Compare t e following statements of two American courses in mining
engineering with the course of the Saxon Academy, set forth in Note D at the clo:=m
of this chapter and, indeed, with that of the American school given in full in Noto E.
0

By Mr. Thomas Egleston, jr., subsequently tho first professor of mineralogy and metallurgy.
A very high authority in mining engineering and education has said on this topic: "In
most of our schools, if not in all, tho requirements for admission are too low. [It will be
remembered that Professor Egleston is stating a fact, not making a charge of negligence.] The
1

2
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INSTITUTION

A.

TECHNICAL.

Geolo,9y.
Crystallography.
Mineralogy.
Geology.
Economic geology.

Metallurgy.

Mining operations.

Qualitative analysis.
Quantitative analysis.
Metallurgy of fuels.
Proble ms.
Metallurgy of steel, iron, co:pper, lead, silver, gold, etc.
Coal washing and ore dressing.

Surveying.
Methods.
Sketching and mining surveying.
Applied mechanics, or strength
of materials.
Dynamics.
Hydraulic~.
Steam engme.
Lubricants.
Exploitation.
Accidents.
Steam boilers.
Mine ventilation.
Assaying.
Haulage and ventilating machinery.
Air compressors and other
motor and buildings.

LIBERAL.

Mathematics and drawing.
Trigonometry (elementary).
Analytical geometry.
Calculus.
Descriptive geometry.
Drawing.

General science.
Chemistry (elementary).
Mechanics (elementary).
Physics (sound and heat).
Thermodynamics.
Light.
Political economy.
Constitutional and international law.
INSTITUTION

Language and history.
French.
German.
Rhetoric.
Outlines universal history.

B.

TECITNIC.A.L.

Mining ope1·ations.

Metallurgy.

Geology.
Geology.
Mineralogy.

Assaying and meta1lurgy.
Ore dressing.

Surveying, topographical, and
mine surveying.
~~tf~ics of materials.
Applied mechanics.
Mechanism.
Roofs and bridges.
.
Hydraulics and hydraulic machinery.
Motors.
Drawing furnace plans.
Contracts and specifications.
Foundations and masonry.
'rhesi1::1.

LIBERAL.

Mathematics and drawing.
olid geometry.
Trigonometry.
General science.
Uhemistry.
Physics.

University algebra.
De1::1criptive geometry.

Lan~uage and liistory.
Medu:eval and modern Euroiri~~story ·
French or German.

RE!f

tfl!~!~ilr:~~~f
Integral calculus.
:Mechanical drawing-.

NOTE A.
TIIE

OUR E OF CARBO~.

The formati<?n in great variety of the compounds of carbon with the eleme:nts
?f water, that 1s to ay, with oxygen and hydrogen, is the science of organic chemtry. It h_as b n sho ;vn by experiment , which so far remain unimpeached, that
th forma 10n of c llulo starch, etc. i done fa the I af and hy the action of, let
u say, chlorophyll. If ther is no carbon (in the form of carbonic acid) present
year and o. ho.If i'i expended in teaching
h he
tu , in tho Int r y ar of bi
nfl
o within a.little le s tho.n half
on
nical Edu~ ion, l>y T. E ,1
to 1
ran ctions of th American
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no growth will take place, no starch ~~11 be formed. Inst~ad o! _being: satis~ed,
then with the dictum that the soil is dismtegrated rocks, an mqmrmg mmd might
go b~ck still farther and ask questions to which the spectroscope alone can give
anRw r or suggest answers. In the " Chemistry of the ~un, " and especially in
the" Meteoritic Hypothesi ," Mr. J. Norman Lockyer has given a place to carbon,
or rather to the pectroscopic appe~i.rances o~ carbon, whic~ make it a~ pro~i:1e~t
in solar physics or chemistr~ as laid down m th~ ~foteonc Hypotl_iesis as _it ism
the organic chemi try of this planet. "The radiation and absorpt10n fl.utmgs of
carbon,'' says Mr. Lockyer,•· affo_rd the best means of e~tablishing the conne~tion
between the physical and chemical nature of the various group~ of ,[cosmical]
bodies. ' The '0 groups are arranged by Mr. Lo~kyer as shown_ m tne cut, ~he
more rapid a c nt of Column A at Group III bemg due to a quicker generat10n
of heat than th heat thus generated is dissipated in the falling Column B.
In this scheme Group Hand Group VI are marked by the spectroscope as carbon
stars. In Group II the condensing swarm of me~eorites at th~ epoch, ~enoted by
Group II, is not urroundecl by an atmosphere-like envelope, if there 1s one, that
is sufficiently thick to absorb the light of some state of heated carbon which
Group IV, Blue wl,itt (Siriui )•

. •:.·· '·
.r.· ·: _.. I
Group VI. Rtcl,.

tf:1:!i:,::.
lidificati<tn
aceom-

r;,.,upll. JW/
rtd; wnJurt /-,/
nut ,

pli,lwJI).

1,ior

C,lumn A.

CdumnJJ.

thus is emitted into space. Group VI, on the contrary, denotes a class of stars,
each surrounded by a thick atmosphere or envelope which interferes with the
perfect emission of light from some state of heated carbon, or, as it is said in the
case of Group VI stars, shows" enormous carbon absorption." In short, a Group II
star is a swarm of meteorites whose collisions are becoming more and more frequent as the swarm (under the influence, it may be supposed, of its vis viva,
which, as such, must be a definite quantity determining at Group VII?) gathers
itself together into a bunch, but radiating iu the meantime less and less carbon
light from its decreasing interspace3 out into space, while a Group VI star is a
solidifying globe with a: red-hot crust of integrating rock surrounded by an atmosphere of unknown d~ns1ty and chemical composition. The spectra of many compounds of car~on with oxygen, hydrogen, mtrogen, chlorine, and sulphur, have
b.een obse~·ved m th~ laboratories in this way, and it is found under certain condi~1ons, which va~·y with t.he compound experimented upon, there are some markmgs, called fl.utmgs, which are common to all, which are not however uniformly
interpreted by the learned. The main conclusions are that there are t~o systems
of flutings which depend upon temperature only, At low temperatures (a coal-gas
ED
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flame into which pure oxygen is driven to make it hotter is a "low temperature")
all comp:mnds of carbon give a set of simple flutings. At higher temperatures
there is n, series of compound flutings, the brightest edges of which are at different places on the scale. At very high temperatures each compound gives the
line spectrum (that is, black or bright-colored lines) of its constituents. Thus a
molecule of marsh gas would give the spectrum of carbon and the spectrum of
hydrogen, aml carbonic acid the line of carbon and the line oxygen, the heat having broken up the molecule. Manipulation in the laboratory shows the difference
between spectra of carbon at a low temperature and at a high temperature as
follows: The line at 483 is not reproduced in the high-temperature spectrum, and
i~ therefore taken .as a sure indication of cool carbon because no fluting in the
hot-temperature spectrum falls near it, which is not the case with the first two
flutings at the right as you look at the cut.

C
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E

o

Fe Mg·
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IAline.
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IA~~
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I

Aklui,h
line.
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The upper spectrum i1, that of Sirius. It is an absorption spectrum, and t~e lines, which are
black, cover the spectrum, such as an ordinary light ray let through the pns~ of the spectroscope would form, as though a grating had been let in upon the seven prismatic col(?rS, the red
being on th~ left. Tho lower spectrum is a laboratory or artificially produced affair, mhade
transmitting light through a tube containing hydrogen gas at atmospheric pressure; ~ et
line at C, tho blue-green line at F, and the blue-violet line at G shine out radiantly agam
background of deadened prismatic colors, just as the black lines in the ab orption spectrum 9f
light from Sirius gridironed those colors in the upper illustration. Differences of atm?sphett\C
pressure or of tomperature and of chemical comhmation may cause lines to mov a little is
way or that, though Mr. Huggins attributed the di.ffe1·ence in place of the line F to the fact that
Sirius is moving from us and we from it. It should be said that Mr. Lockyer uses the star o.
Lyrro instead of tho more popularly known Sirius to represent his Group IV.

l~ba

But what becomes of the carbon "phenomena" durino- the tremendous periods
r?up
of time that must elapse during the course from Group II to Group VI?
II shows flutes changing into lines; Group III stars show widening hydrogen ~me,,
as those stars get hotter; Group IV stars show "excessive hydrogen absor~tion,
and their spectrn. are the implest and their contents the hotte t of all, while the
Group V stars, such as our Run, show diminishing hydrogen, bnt greatlyincrea~ec.1
motal1ic absorption, hiefty iron, calcium magnesium and soclium vapor , wh1ch
metalli a1>sorption in roup VI· reduced, " bile tho carbon increa es it intensi y." ·' T?-e rea::,on why wo have hydrogen ab. orption in such great xce~Q ~n
r _up IV 1
t other ub tances, in ludino- carbon have been di B?Ciat
(te
he int use heat re. ulting from tlle conden lo rin~ re resentation of Dr. Hurrgin 's phot1on of the
rly known roup I
tar, will how
t graph of
!hat. tho
ne Oll(l to tho other with "a.bsorpion
rominent, to wit:
, an
'c
· tic" of hydrogen.
r
due d to a. f ormul
hi
y to the follo ·
v
. J. Hom r Lan
o
primitiv <1iamete
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ed fom·fold, while
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the surface upon which the attraction is exercised will be reduced to one-fourth.
Hence the pressure per unit of surface will be increased 16 times, while the density will be increased only 8 times. Hence, if the elastic and gravitating forces
were in equilibrium in the primitive condition of the gaseous mass, its temperature must be doubled in order that they may still be in equilibrium when the
diameter is reduced one-half. By losing heat the body contracts, but in contracting more heat is generated than what had to be lost in order to produce the contraction (p. 520). The value of this generalization is also vouched for by the high
authority of Sir William Thompson, now Lord Kelvin. 1
No one excelled the astronomer R. H. Proctor in his admiration for Saturn.
He wrote a book about that planet and "his system," and quarrels with Laplace
for his misconception of both in founding the nebular hypothesis upon them. In
one of his essays he remarks: "Saturn's ring system is in reality a part as yet
unfinished of his system of dependent bodies. It consists of multitudes of tiny
bodies traveling in the same general plane. Hereafter, under the mighty forces
of the planet's energy of attraction, this system of rings will be broken up to
form two or three other worlds, akin to the eight satellites which already travel
round the planet." Some interesting phenomena concerning rings on a small
scale upon the face of the earth have been published by Prof. A. E. Dolbear, of
Tufts Uollege. They seem to show how a part of the atmosphere can be made
independent, so as to be a form in the atmosphere.

r-~

~
r,

~
7

, @

In a boxhavino- a round hol in one end and a piece of loth over the other place
two saucers, one containing strong ammonia water, the other stron,,,. hydrochloric
acid. The dense fumes may be expelled in ring through the hole by striking the
cloth. The ring, once form ed, consists of a definite amount of gaseous material or
atmosphere in a state of rotation, made visible by the fumes. Tho ring moves
forward in a straight line just as though it were n, soli 1 body, and if left t its
own forces always holds itself up straight, as in tho cut. It will push 11gainst
anything that is before it; will , if moving parallel to a wall or table, move toward
it and break up against it; but a light body liko a feather or a thread will bo
apparently pushed out of the way in front of it, or in toward it if behind it. If
two rings bump t ~geth er at their edges, each 0110 will vibrate with well-marked
nodes ancl loop , showing that as rings they are ela tic bodies, and that their
periocl of vibration depends upon the rate of the rotation. If two rings be moving
in the s:lme line, one behinc1 the other, but the hindermost moving the swifter,
then theforemo tone spr ads itself, while the hindermost contracts itself and then
pas~~s through the first, both resuming their original form when without ono
anotner. If two meet in going in opposite directions, the smaller goes through tho
larger and may be held for a short timo until the other has got some inches away.
If two similar rings are formed at the same time, side by ide, at a distance apart
of an inch or two, they always collide, either destroying both or each may break
a~ the point of impact and the opposite ends may weld together, forming a single
nng, which will move as if it had been originally formed as one. In like manner
three rings may become one, though sometimes the rings rebound at right angles
to the plane in which they were moving; if moving crosswise, will bound up or
down. The material of the ring rotates about the ring, but the ring does not
rotate. (Matter, Ether, and Motion, by A. E. Dolbear, Ph.D., revised, enlarged,
Boston, 1894.) It appears that Professor Tait first called attention to these singular
phenomena.
1

In foot note to lecture on "Suns Heat, ' printed in Lectures and Address, v. 1, p. 377.
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NOTE B.
THE WHITE A~T-A THEORY.

A few years ago, says Professor Drummond in his Tropical Africa, under the
distiI).guished patronage of Mr. Darwin, the animal in vogue with scientific society
was the worm. At present the fashionable animal is the ant. I am sorry, therefore, that the animal whose praises I am about to sing is, as an ant, an impostor, as
it is not an ant, but a termite; and so far from being in vogue, this clever but artful creature is hated and despised by all civilized peoples. Nevertheless, if I mistake not, there is neither among the true ants nor among the worms an insect
which plays a more wonderful or important part i.n nature.
When we watch the farmer at work and think how he has to plow, harrow,
manure, and humor the soil before even one good crop can be coaxed out of it, we
are apt to wonder how nature manages to secure her crops and yet dispense with
all these accessories. The world is one vast garden, bringing forth crops of the
most varied and luxuriant kind, century after century. Yet the face of nature is
nowhere furrowed by the plow, no harrow disintegrates the clods, no lime and
phosphates are strewn upon its fields, no
visible tillage of the soil improves the
work on the great world s farm . Now,
in reality there can not be crops or succession of crops without the most thorough
agriculture; and when we look more
closely into nature we discover a system
of husbandry of the most surprising kind.
Nature does nothing obtrusively, and it
is only now that we are beginning to see
the magnitude of those secret agricultural operations by which she does already
all that man would wish to imitate, and
to-which his most scientific methods are
but clumsy approximations.
Now. in Oen tral Africa, though I looked
for them often, I never saw a single worm.
Even when the rainy season set in the
closest search failed to reveal any trace
either of them or of their casts. Where,
A white ant hill of the Lake Region of Cen- then, are we to look for the ,animal ha".'tral Africa.
ing the agricultural function-the tropical analogue of the worm? The animal
we are in search of is the termite or white ant. In traveling through the gr~at
forests of the Rocky Mountains the broken branches and fallen trunks strewmg
the ground breast high with all sorts of decaying litter frequently make locomotion impossible. But in an African forest not a fallen branch is seen. The termites have cleaned them up. The insect excavates an elaborate system of subterranean tunnels, which mine the earth sometimes to a depth of many feet-or ~ven
yards. The material excavated from these underground galleries is formed mto
the huge ant hills which form so distinctive a feature of the African lanu cape,
extending for miles and arranged in mound each 30 or 40 feet in diameter and
10 or 15 feet in height. The brick houses of the Scotch mission station on Lake
Nyassa have all been built out of a single ant's nest. A supply of blicks as large
again could probably be yet tak n from it. The work of the ant is also a work of
denudation.
owhere as on the forest-clad hill of the great plateau between
Lake Tyas a and Tanganika are tho termites so masters of the situation. If it
is. the ca~e tha~ in th~ e most elevated regions of Central Africa the termite colome attam th ir maxnnum development then the fact is of much interest m conn ct!on w_itl_1 th geolo~cal ancl a"'ricult~ral function they seem to erv , for here
pr c1 ely it 1s _that th tiny ~1eacl water of the ile and he 'ongo set their cour e.
I!. rodo us. ;v1t~ 1 l 1>oebc anc~ ci ntific truth, de •cribes Egypt as a gift of the
1_le .. H, c1 he hv to-day h 1mght have referred some of it to the humble termite 1 the for t lo
about ictoria yanza.
0
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NOTE C.
SOLIDIFICATION OF .A.IR.

To those who are familiar with Berkeley's conception and proof of the immateriality of the world wherein he talks away the substance of matter by the most
rigid logic, so that the only answer to it is to appeal to matter, it will be interesting to describe a machine by which the common air we breathe is converted either
into a liquid or a jelly-like substance.
In Nature for February 6, 1 96, there is an account of the machine used by Professor Dewar to liquefy oxygen, one of the two gases of the atmosphere, and
the atmosphere itself. It appears that M. Olszewski, a French experimenter, had
stated that air can not be solidified. To test this dictum Professor Dewar repeated
his former experiments on a larger scale. His statement before the English Chemical ociety runs thus: If a liter (1! pints) of liquid air be exhausted in a silvered
vacuum vessel half a liter of solid air is obtained,
which may be kept solid for half an hour. The solid
is at first a stiff, transparent jelly, which, when
placed in a magnetic field, has the still liquid oxygen
drawn out to the poles, showing that the solid air is
a nitrogen jelly containing liquid oxygen. Solid
air can only be examined in a vacuum or an atmosphere of hydrogen, because it instantly melts on
exposure to the air, causing an additional quantity
of air to liquefy. It is strange to see a mass of solid
air. melting when in contact with the atmosphere,
and all the time welling up like a fountain. So
much for solid air, which is made from liquid air.
Let us now see how liquid oxy~en is made in what
Professor Dewar calls a convement apparatus, -"A
simple arrangement for the laboratory, capable or
producing 100 cubic centimeters of liquid oxygen,
using liquid carbonic acid gas at 110° F. below zero
for cooling." Here is the apparatus:
NOTED.
TilE ROY.A..L MINING ACADEMY OF SAXONY AT
FREIBERG.

The instruction at this academy is minutely
divided into 64 topics, which are collected under
40 heads in the programme, taught by 17 professors
or assistants. There are four courses in the schoolone of four years for mining engineers, one for mining surveyors of three years, one of four years for
general metallurgical engineers, and one of four
F10. 1.-A, air or oxygen inlet.
years for metallurgical engineers in iron.
B, carbon dioxide valve. D, reThe first year of the mining engineering course gonerator coils. FJ..a.ir or oxygen
expansion valve. 1.:t, vacuum veshas some resemblance to the "Physico-mathemat- sel
with liquid oxygen. H, carbon
ica.l encyclopredia" of tbe Ecole Polytechnique in dioxide and air outlet. O, air coil.
France. It is preceded by a college education, but e, carbon dioxide coil.
it is also preceded by a four months' course of a
practical miner's course (practisch-bergmannischer Vorbereitungscurs) for those
who desire to become students in the school in order that they may have the actual
visual and practical knowledge for profitably following its courses. The studies
of the first year are the calculus, descriptive geometry, theory of higher equations,
spherical trigonometry, mechanics, study of metallic and nonmetallic substances,
mineralogy, and practicum in crystallography, topographical drawing for mining
engineers. The lectures on these subjects consume twenty-five hours a week
during the entire school year, except the studies of higher equations and spherical
trigonometry, which require four hours a week during the summer session. In
addition, two hours are passed at descriptive geometry and two in the physical
laboratory.
The second year tbe course begins to pass from the general to the particular.
The calculus is now applied to the "quadrification, rectification, compla,nation,
and curvature" of geometrical figures and physical problems. General physics
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~ives place.to the ~tu~y of the move1:11ent of a mathe~atical point, energy, dynamics and then· apphcat1ons, hydrostatics and hydronam1cs, geology and rock formation, mining literature and history, the more important minerals, surface and
subterranean search for veins or beds, rock formation, exercises in classifying
rocks, mineralogical and physical practicums, blowpipe analysis, and machine
drawing. These studies occupy twenty-two hours of teaching a week and ejght
hours a week in laboratories or drafting room, except that classification of rocks
occupies two hours a week only during the summer semester.
The third year, in addition to surveying and geodetic practicum, the following
studies are introduced: The use and character of extractive machinery, v£ntilation, etc., under the name of special mining engineering, machinery taking the
place of mechanics; veins and deposits taking the place of rock formation, the
preparation of the ore for smelting, and 'finally general smelting. To thene are
added building constructi-on and for coal '' brikettiren," whichis the process of compacting the dust of coal into bricks or,: water-pressed stone." During this year
machine drawing, principally of water and steam motors, is continued, fom hours
a week being devoted to it. Sixteen hours a w eek .are given to lectures upon the
aforenamed topfos throughout the year,except that to labor-saving machinery are
given five hours a week during the winter semester, and to the preparation of ore
and coal, including coal-brick making, six hours are given during the summer
semester.
The fourth year is almost entirely •devoted to the consiaeration of practical
sociological questions eonnected with the subject of mining, to wit: General law,
mining law, mining and "metallurgical i, statistics, capital, competition, l'.3-~or,
etc., hygienic conditions, but also mining geoaesy and practicum, sketching mmmg
buildings, exercises in pl'eparingthe ore or coa1 for commerce or smelting, am} .finnJly
electrotechnic. 011ly four of the studies run through the whole year, to wit: Surveying, geodesy~ hygiene, and electrotechnic, requiring seven hours of lectures
a week, but to this must be added six hours a week of practice in mining surVE:Ying, four of sketching mining and metallurgical works, and two of electrotechmc.
During the winter semester four h ours of lectures are given to general law, one
hour to statistics, and three to l)olitical economy. During the summer emester
four hours a1"B given to mining law and two to political economy.
NOTE E.
COURSES OF MINING ENGINEERING IN COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK.
COURSES.

I. Excavatiun and tunnP.ling-three hours first term. Professor Peele.
Excavation of earth-tools and methods; support of excavations; special methods for quick·
sand and other water-bearing material; steam shovels and other mechanical excavators; ban•
dling and transportation of excavated material; tables of comparative costs. Dr dgin"description of ma.chines and methods for canal, river, and harbor work; handling of dr dgcd
material; costs of dredging. Explosh-e3-black powder, nitroglycerin and its compounds, and
other high explosives; their -manufacture and use. Ex.ca,ation of rock-hand and m:i.chine
drills, methods of blasting, mammoth blasts, submarine bla ting. Quarrying-plant and methods for quarrying different rocks. Tunneling-methoda of drh-ing and timbering; handlin~
and transportation of exca:vn.ted material; drainnge and ,entilation of tunnels; subm:1.rine tun·
ne1s; permanent lining of tunnels; accidents in tunneling; lo tion of tunnels. R quired of
second-year students in the courses ot mining engineering, civil engineering and metallurgy.
II. Boring and shaft-sinking-three hours for thr o months, econd term. Prof ·sor P el .
Boring-methods and appliances for small de~ ths and for deep b oriug; cable-tool or oil-~· 11
m ethod; boring with diamond drill, for pr sp2cting and other purpo es; surv-ey of bor -hol "·
. ha~t sinkin..,.-m. ho and tools employed in soft material or in rock; speci:i.l methods of sinl::·
mg m wat r -l-eanng form tion , quicksand; dra.ina of shnfts.lbanclling and hoi ting of xca·
va dmt1. rin.1. 'hafttimb-ringandothersy.·te
fliningcm;loy dinspo ialca . . Ro:iuir d
of sc ond·1"' ar ,.~ d
in tho nr.· of mining ngin ring and met:i.llurgy.
Ill• ·
m and support of mine e:.:ca., io s-thr uonr for on JDontb, · co'!ld t rm.
Pr
nnro •.
Th or ical c
·der tion , methods of br akin ground in •oal and m tal miuiug and upJ)Or .
·a.tion
. P
of min •r l, 1.,y timu rin , 1 y ma%nry, a.nd by r k lling.
• :iui
or
d-y r tu en in the con
of minin~ ng n ring and metallurgy.
III. Exploration dovolopmcnt, and methods of y;orking-four hour fir t term.
ror
r
\1

, nil o :b r d 1 i , and h irr • uo.fI ing- the wo:-k of xplora.tion and
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mmmg. Examination and survey of mineral properties; relation of topography to geological
structure; construction of maps and sections; and tracing of probable outcrops as a. guido to
exploration. Prospecting by ditches, pits, and deep boring. Development; choice of methods;
location of op,mings. Working of deposits and support of exca.,ations; methods applicable to
depcsits of different thickness, inclin!l,tion, and character. Coal mining; vein mining; working
of thick deposits and soft-ore bodies. Salt mining. Surface workings. Required of third-year
students iir tho courses of mining engineering and metallurgy.
IV. Oro dressing and the mechanic.:i.l preparation of coal-four hour3 for thr e months, second
term. Professor Mum·oe.
Thogenoralprinciplesand theory of dressing; preliminary operations; hand dressing; cleansing; crushing; jiggingwith::md without preliminary sizing; slime concentration, and description
of typical dressing works and coal-washing plants in this country and abroad. Required of
third•yoar students in the courses of mining engineering and metallurgy.
V. Oro-dressing laboratory-one afternoon for two months, second torm. Professor Munroe.
During tile second term of tho fourth year a portion of tho time assigned to or testing is
devoted to tho mechanical assaying of ores and coal by hand jigging and vanning. Required of
fourth-year stud nts in the courses of mining engino2ring and metallurgy.
VI. Mino engineering-two hours first term and one hour second term. Professor Munroe.
Extraction; methods and machinery; ha.nilling mintlrnl in working places; underground
haulage. Surface handling nnd transportation; arrangements for loading and unloading cars
flnd vessels, and for storing of minerals. Mineral railroads.
ommon roads. Drainag ; sources
of mine waters; methods for the control and raising of water; dams; drainage; levels. Water
supply. Ventilation; air of mines; mine gases; methous of ventilation; control and measurement of air currents. Accidents to men in shafts, levels, and working placeR; fire-damp and
dust explosions; mine fir s; inundations; rescue and relief of men. Required of fourth-year
students in the courses of mining engineering and metallurgy.
VII. Mino plant-three hours first term and two hours second term. Professor Peele.
Descriptions and critical discussion of tho machinery employed in hoisting, drainage, and ,entilo.tion; air-compressing plant; types of plant best adapted to different conditions; r •ction
and care of machinery; necid nts, breakag , and repairs. Lectures are given also upon tho
design of timber, masonry, ancl iron construction, head fram s, hoisting cages, ventilating fans,
mine buildings, and other portions of mining plant. Required of fourth-year stud nts in the
courses of mining engineering nnd metallurgy.
VII (A). Mine constructions- four hours for one month, second term. Professor Po lo.
Building i;tones; brick; limos; cements, and concretes. Foundations in various soils; masonry
ancl timber construction, with special r fer nee to mine work; mino buildings; tro tles.
Required of third-year students in tho courses of mining nginoering and metalhlrgy.
VlII. De.:Jign of mine plant-five afternoons firot term and four afternoons second term. Professor Peele.
Tho students are assigned problems involving the design and construction of mine plant, in
connection with tho development of a mine. This work supplements the lectures on tho design
of mining machinery, involving reading and study, and tho preparation of working clrawings,
bills of material, specifications, and estimates. Tho work fo done under onstant supervision
nnd aclYice in the drafting room. Required of fourth-year students in the course of mining
engineering.
IX. l\Iiue surveying-one hour second term. Professor l\1unroe.
This course supplements the practical work in underground surveying in connection with
tho snmmer school in mining. It includes tho general principles of underground surveying, tho
construction of mine maps and models of mino workings, tho measurement of contracts, aml
the lo~ation of lines for new work. Required of fourth-year stndeuts in the courses of mining
engineering and metallurgy.
X. A<1ministration and mine accounts-one hour ccond term, fourth year. Profes. or
Mumoo.
Administ ration, organization, and business management, mine accounts, and cost sheets.
Examination and valuntion of mines. Required of fourth-year students in the courses of mining engineering and metallurgy.
XL Tho Summer School of Practical Mining i::l held in Juno and July, at some mine or mines
eolocted for the purpose, in tho vacation between the third and fourth years, and lasts five
weeks. Professor Peele and assistant in mining.
The course of instruction includes six weElks' detailed study of tho plant and methods of working at some important mine or mines; practical mine surveying; excursions to other mines and
mining regions, and geological work, surface and underground. The course of study includes
the subjects of shaft sinking, drifting, stoping, timbering, underground haulage, hoisting,
mino drainage, ventilation, surface plant and machinery, mine buildings, shops, houses, water
BUpply, drainage, .:>rganization, n.nd administration. Tho students are divided into small squads,
and assigned each day to a foreman or working gang of miners for the study of some definite
object.
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Graduate courses: Special courses consisting of personal instruction, reading, and experi·
mental invastigation will bo arranged for advanced students according to their individual
needs. These courses vary in difficulty and in tho amount of time n ecessary, according as the
student is a candidate for the degree of A . M:. or Ph. D., and according as he pursues mining as
a major or a mi:J;10r subject. The following are suggested: Coal mining, two hours; ore mining,
two hours; coal washing, one hour; ore dressing, one hour; examination of a mineral property
of a mine, four to six weeks devoted to field and underground work, with conferences at pro•
fes or's convenience; examination of a coal-washing plant or an ore-dressing plant with four
to six weeks in a mill or laborator y with conference, special problems, etc.

CHAPTER XXI.

IAL AND INTERNA'rIONAL
THE TE
E EE CE TE
TASIIVILLE, TE
., MAY 1 TO
E.L PO ITIO , IIELD I
OCTOBER 31, 1897.
Report of J. C. BOYKIN, Agent of the Bureau of Education and Chief Special Agent
of the Interior Department.
WASHINGTON, D. c., February 1, 1898.
Sm: The Exposition at Nashville washeld to celebrate the o:o.e hundredth anniversary of the admission of Tennessee into the Union. Tennessee became the sixteenth State on June 1, 1796, and the actual completion of her centennial was marked
by elaborate commemorative exercises and by the dedication of the Exposition
grounds. The opening of the Exposition itself was deferred until the following
May, becauso it was impossible to complete the preparations on the scale desired
in the time that intervened since the beginning of active work.
It was during tho fall of 1 03, when the Columbian Exposition was exciting so
much admiration and emulation, that the idea of holding its like in Tennessee was
first effectively advanced. The newspapers of the State at once took up the suggestion and during the following year the matter was widely discussed. Though
several meetings more or less informal in character had been held, the real beginning of the enterprise was in June, 1894, when a convention of business men met
in the capitol at Nashville. A temporary organization was then effected, a legal
corporation formed, and the canvass for funds begun. Seventy-five thousand
dollars were soon raised by private subscription, and Davidson County, in which
Nashville is situated, promised $50,000 more. The effort to secure an appropriation from the legislature however failed, and without the prestige of State support the plan seemed doomed.
But the matter had gono too far to die without a struggle, and a mass meeting
was called and held in July, 1805, to discuss the situation. Unexpected interest
was developed, and tho ardor of the speakers and the enthusiasm of those present
were such as to put at rest all doubts as to the advisability of continuing the
efforts for the Exposition. Other meetings were held, and the corporation was
reorganiz d with Maj. John W. Thomas as president, Mr. E. C. Lewis as dirwtorgeneral, and a board of directors consisting of 100 of the leadingmenof the State.
Thenceforward the work went on with redoubled energy and effectiveness, and no
other serious setback occurred.
The legislature finally granted the funds desired; several counties in the State
made appropriations; the city of Nashville donated $100,000, and the Congress of
the United States passed an act admitting foreign goods for the Exposition free of
duty, and provided for a Government exhibit to be housed in a building of its
own, and appropriated therefor the sum of $130,000. There was therefore no lack
of prestige so far as governmental r ecognition could give it.
It is worthy of note that from the conception to the end the purely commercial
features of the Exposition itself were reduced to a minimum. It was explicitly
stated in the prospectus that "the plan of celebrating this great event is not
1081
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intended as a money-making scheme, but aims at the higher and nobler end of
marking with proper dignity and display the end of an eYentful century and of
recalling and keeping alive the deeds and names recorded to its credit." Nor were
these empty words. They were justified by the behavior and spirit that marked
the conduct of the responsib1e officers in all their actions.
The location for the Exposition was well chosen. A racing park 2 miles west of
the center of the city, containing about 200 acres, was selected, and proved well
adapted to the purpose in view. The ground was slightly rolling, and though
there were no grades sufficiently sharp to unduly tire pedestrians, the irregularities gave good vantage points for the erection of buildings intended to be especially
conspicuous.
The corner stone of the first building was laid with appropriate ceremonies in
October, 1895, but the real work of construction was not begun until after the
celebration of the actual centennial in June, 1896.
The two largest buildings w ere devoted r espectively to Commerce and Agriculture, the names being taken from the seal of the State of Tennessee. Tho other
large buildings were the Transportation, the Machinery, the N egro, the Mineral:J
and Forestry, and the Government building, the Auditorium, and finally, the gem
of all, the Partbenon. In addition to these there were a great number of small r
structures, the principal of which were the Woman's, Children's, History, Edncation a~d Hygiene, and Railroad Terminal buildings. The names of most of
these indicate the character of the exhibits in them. The Commerce building
contained the miscellaneous exhibits that have u sually been classed under t.he
head of" manufactures and liberal arts·" the History building contained relics of
historical value; the Parthenon was de~oted to fine arts, and the Railroad Terminal building was used by several railroad corporations to display the resources of
the territory through which they respectively pass.
All the buildings were covered with the composition known as" staff,' and the
glare of the sun reflected from the masses of pure white in every direction proved
very trying to the eye:: i on bright summer days.
The buildings were of considernble architectural beauty, and the appearance ?f
the place as a whole was very pleasing. Foliage plants and flowers were used m
great profusion on the grounds, and cool arbors and miniature fakes added to the
beauty of the scene. Especial attention was paid to illuminatfon at night, and
in addition to numbers of arc lights distributed over the grounds, incandescent
lights were arranO'ed "in rows 1 clusters and circles" on the roofs of the buildings
and on the brid;s. About 1 0,000 lights were thus employed, and striking1y
effective decoration was the result.
The plan of arrangement of the builclings was particularly happy. Upon the
most conspicuous point in the grounds was erected a full-sized model of ihat
most famous of architectural master pieces the Parthenon, and around that as a
center the other principal buildings were grouped.
If there had been nothing else to make it so, the
shville Expo ition woulcl
have been noteworthy for the presence of the reproduction of tho Parth non. In
it principal climensions and general appearance it was in accord with the original,
and it not only gave an unsurpassed object le son in Grecian architectur of the
highe t type, lmt it led to discu .sions of tho details and history of the original
that prov d t lJe of great educative value.
early all the a<lvertising circular
sent out contained more or le information about the Parthenon anu the Fin
Art
talognc ber7an with a sketch of it co'Vering s~veral page by the ar nit ct
of the r pr uction, Mr. \Villit-am '. 'mith, of a. hville.
ov rtbeless it a em d
to m that th full si.•mificance of the und rtaking wa not g.-.nerally r ealized
u..fficient tre · was la.id _,upon it, even by the manar7ement of the
XtlO

' h

i ion.

it 1 re:n mbereil that the Parthenon was th fine. t

pecim n of archi-
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tecture that the hand of man has ever erected; that its decorations were the
choicest productions of the sculptor "in whose works were established for all
time the laws of beauty and sublimity in art;" that for a hundred years it has
been the favorite study of archreologists, architects, and artists, and that while it
has furnished ideas and inspiration fol' buildings innumerable, no attempt had
ever been made before to reproduce it entire, then the value of the suggestion of
Director-General Lewis and the importance of its execution may be the better
realized.
THE

P .A.RTHE_To~.

The ancient city of Athens was built around a rocky hill about 300 feet high,
which, after the custom of the Greeks, was called the Acropolis. The strength
of this height from a military standpoint undoubtedly influenced the location of
the city, and the Acropolis was in reality a citade1. But it became the site for
some of the principal temples of the city, and early in its history it was devoted
so fully to such uses that its military usefulness became entirely obscured by its
religious aspect.
During the Persian invasion the Greeks were compelled to abandon the city
and to take refuge in their ships. After the final defeat of the Persians at
Platea, 479 B. C., the Athenians returned to find their fortifications and temples
in ashes and the city a scene of desolation. Their joy at their return and their
gratitude to the gods for deliverance from the barbarian invasion were expressed
in an cager desire to rebuild the city mere glorious than ever and to consecrate
new uncl more magnificent temples to the gods. The rulers encouraged the ardent
patriotism and religious fervor of the people, and at the same time strove t-0
increase the influence of Athens in .affairs common to all the Greeks. The prestige of the city was already great because of the bravery of the Athenians in the
Per ian wars, and this prestige was increased by the sagacity of the Athenian
leaders Themistocles, Cimon, and Pericles. -The last-named attained a :position
of ruling influence in the affairs of Athens about 460 B. C., and the next thirty
years, the '' era of Pericles," marked the period of the highest development of
Gr ek art and architecture.
The funds contributed by the Greeks for the common defense we1:e in the control of the Athenians and were removed through the influence of Pericles from
Delos to Athen . He had little difficulty in convincing his fellow-citizens that
the Athenians were not answerable to their allies for the disposition of these
funds so long as protection from foreign invaders was assured. An enormous
revenue was thus at the disposal of the Athenian Government, and after providing and storing in the city a suiicient supply of all things necessary for war,
the remainder was large1y used in beautifying the city with public and sacred
buildings.
the victor in the contest with Poseidon, Athene had a peculiar interest and
claim on the Athenians. The country was hers by the verdict of the gods on
Olympus. Thon the revenue, without which there coull be no government, no
country, was especially hers, and the national treasm-y was in a peculiar sense
the posse sion of the goddess-her temple. As such it was worthy of the most
lavi. h expenditure and the highest effort. The temper of the people was shown
when Phidias was discussing the material for the statue of Athene to be placed in
tho Parthenon. He had suggested the use of marble as the most durable, and the
Athenians listened in silence, but when he added that it was cheap they bade him
hold his peace. The most expensive material possible was demanded, and the
statue was made of ivory ancl gold.
To tbe Greeks there could be no good with-0ut beauty, and what was beautiful
needed no other attribute to recommend it. Their devotion to beauty was the one
characteristic to which all others were subordinated, ancl to tender to their own
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particular goddess a temple that was less than the embodiment of beauty would
have been to them the gro3sest sacrilege.
Phidias, the friend and favorite of Pericles, was made "surveyor-general '' and
had supervision of all the public improvements inaugurated by Pericles. Ictinus
and Callicrates were the architects of the Parthenon, but the decorations were
more or less designed by Phidias himself, and perhaps executed by his own hand,
though the flxtent of the scheme made the employment of other artists necessary
for the less essential parts.
An older temple which stood on the Acropolis had been burned by the Persians
during their occupancy of the city, and the foundations remaining were extended
and utilized for the Parthenon. Carefully selected white marble from Mount
Pentelicus was used throughout, in the construction of the buildings proper as
well as for the sc:ulptured figures.
The base of the structure was a marble platform, or stylobate, reached by three
steps on all sides. The stylobate was 100 by 225 Attic feet, an Attic foot being
about a hundredth longer than ours. Around its edge rose the architectural supports of the roof, 46 Doric colutnns about 35 feet high, 17 appearing on each sido
and 8 on each end. Inside this outer peristyle there were at each end 6 smaller
columns surmounted by a frieze which extended all round the cella or the body of
the temple. In the external entablature on all four sides were metopes, ornamented with sculptures in high relief, between Doric triglyphs or raised tablets
chamfered on the sides and deeply channeled with two vertical grooves. The roof
was low pitched, and in the triangular spaces at the ends, called the pediments,
were the sculptured groups, which were the most striking external features of the
Parthenon.
THE STATUE OF ATHENE P.A.RTHENOS.

But it was in the interior that stood the greatest artistic glory of Athens-the
statue of Athene Parthenos. On it was lavished a wealth of gold and ivory, so
skillfully wrought that all thought of the value of the material was lost in contemplation of the beauty of the workmanship and the sublimity of the artists conception. "The statue itself was 33 feet high, and stood on a basis which raised the
crest of the helmet to 40 feet. Many writers of antiquity refer to it at greater or
less length, and Pausani.as thus describes it:
This work of art is in ivory and gold. In the middle of her helmet is an image
of the Sphinx * * * and on each side of the helmet are griffins worked.
These griffins, says Aristus the Proconnesian in his poems, fought with_ the
Arimaspians beyond the Issedones for the gold of the soil which the griffins
guarded. And the Arimaspians were all one-eyed men from their birth, and the
griffins were beasts like lions, with wings and mouths like eagles. But the s_tatue
of Athene is full length, with a tunic reaching to her feet, and on her breast 1s_the
head of Medusa worked in ivory, and in one hand she has a Victory 4 cubits h1~h,
in the other a spear, and at her feet a shield, and near the spear a dragon, wh1ch
is perhaps Erichthonius. And on the base of the statue is a representation of the
birth of Pandora, the first woman according to Hesiod and other poets, for before
her there was no ra~e of women.
Pliny tells us also that "on her shield he (Phidias) wrought in relief the battles
of the Amazons on the swelling circuit (i.e. the convex surface), on the concave
part of the same target (buckler) the combat of gods and giants, while on her
sandals [he wrought] those of the Lapithro and Centaurs, so completely did he
make every pot (literally, all divisions) available for art.'' 1
. In one of the dialogu . a crib d to Plato~ it is aid that the nude parts were of
ivory, tho Y 8 par ly of ivory and l)artly of ston , and the dress and weapons of
gold.
Th robe ~
·1y r mov bl , having been made
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and contained gold valued at forty talents, or about $470,000. Pericles suggested
taking this golcl for the purposes of the war when the Athenians were hard
pressecl by the Spartans, 1 but the suggestion was_ made, evidently, to allay ~he
fear of the people by recounting the wealth at their command, rather than with
any real intention of allowing it to be used. The removability of the golden robe
served an unexpected purpose, according to Plutarch, when the enemies of Pericles sought to injure him by charging that his favorite, Phidias, had stolen some
of the golcl supposed to have been put in the statue. Perjcles at once silenced the
accusers by bidding them to take it off and weigh it. Nevertheless, Phidias was
imprisoned later on a charge of sacrilege, it being alleged that he introduced his
own portrait ancl that of Pericles am:ong the figures in the reliefs on the shield of
Athene. 2
THE P.A.RTHENON FRIEZE.

The frieze around the cella was 520 Attic feet long, and was ornamented with a
great number of figures, presumably representing the Panathenaic procession.
This proce sion was a feature of the festival held every four years in honor of
Athene, the occasion being the presentation of a new peplos to the divinity. The
figures of the frieze were cut in low relief and were cunningly contrived to avoid
the disadvantages of their peculiar position in which all the light that reached
them came from below. Great variety was introduced in the composition; there
were youthful horsemen, some preparing for the start and others in motion,
Athenian cavalrymen in full gallop, charioteers, warriors in armor, musicians,
youths with jars and dishes, men leading sacrificial animals, maidens, marshals,
magistrates, priests, and, lastly, two groups of divinities. Every degree of motion
appears, from the calmly conversing magistrates to the rushing charioteers and
hor emen, but so skillfully are the parts of the procession blended that at no point
is thore any lack of harmony. Another peculiarity of the frieze is that all the
heads are on substantially the same line, notwithstanding the differences in posture and movement; but here again the skill of the artist in the arrangement of
the fig-:ires avoids all appearance of monotony.
THE METOPES,

Th re were orjginally 92 of the metopes. Their height was uniform, about 4.4
feet; but their width varied considerably, the average being slightly over 4 feet.
They show great differences in style and technique, and were not only the work
of many different hands, but they seem to belong to different periods of art
development. The supposition regarding the~ is that they were the first of the
Parthenon sculptures to be completed, and that they actually mark the development of art during the building of the Parthenon. It is well known that in the
timo of Phidias,_ and under his influence, Grecian sculpture was finally released
from the restramts of archaic stiffness and rose to the heights of freedom
beau~y? and sublimity. And the Parthenon metopes are supposed to mark that
trans1t10n.
The full meaning of these sculptures is not satisfactorily explained and none
· them has included a reasonable central idea
'
0 f th
e sugges ti ons col!cernmg
which
.
might run through them all and connect them in a single related series. It is
conceded, however, that those on the southern side of the building represented
the battles between the Centaurs and Lapiths. The Lapiths were, according to
the legend, the ancestors of the Greeks and p · ··th
th · . h' f Wh
he married Hi od . h . .
,
eu1 ous was enc 10 •
en
.
PP amia e mvited the Centaurs to the wedding feast and while
it was in progress Eurytus, a drunken Centaur carried off the bride ~nd caused
the fights commemorated in the metopes.
'
1

Thucydide:s, II, la.

2

Plutarch's life of Pericles.
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The combats between the gods and the giants are supposed to have been reprentecl in the eastern metopes, and the battles of the Amazons are believed by
many to have been the subject of those on the northern side. There is no satisfactory clue to the meaning of those on the west.
THE EA.STERN PEDillENT.

The only reference in ancient literature to the groups of the pediments is this
sentence from Pausanias: "And as regards the temple which they call the Parthenon, as you enter it everything portrayed on the gables relates to the birth of
Athene, and behind is depicted the contest between Poseidon and Athene for the
soil of Attica." 1 With this as a basis, endless speculations have arisen as to the
significance of the different figures.
But little remains on which to base a judgment of the meaning of the eastern
group, but it is believed that the moment after the birth of the goddess was taken
for the representation and that the center of the pediment was occupied by Zeus,
Hephrestus, and the newly born Athene, and that the figures on the sides were
of the minor deities. In one corner the sun god, Helios, is rising from the sea,
driving his famous horses 1 whose heads have just emerged from the water. Next
to them is the superb nude figure of a man, commonlycalled Theseus,recliningin
an easy attitude upon the skin of an animal. There follow two female figures,
often referred to as Demeter and Persephone. They are seated, the arm of one
resting familiarly upon the shoulder of the other. The next is the draped figure
of a female, and is thought to be Iris, the messenger of the gods descending
through the air to bear tidings of the wonderful event which has just taken place.
In the opposite angle Selene, the moon goddess, seems to be disappearing with
her horses into the ocean, and this, taken in connection with the approach of
Helios from the other side, is understood to symbolize the dawn of a new day for
Attica upon the mfraculous birth of her patron goddess. Near Selene are three
female figures, two seated and the third reclining at full length with her arm
resting upon the lap of the one in the center. These three are conceded to be the
finest existing representations of the draped female figure, the drapery concealin~
nothing of the beauty of the superb forms beneath, but rather accentuating the
charm by its own gracefulness and freedom. The arms and heads of all three of
the figures are gone and we can form but an imperfect idea of their action. Two
torsos other than those mentioned are preserved, one being that of a man standing
erect ancl the other of a draped female, evidently striding forward.
Nothing remains of the central, the mot important penonages of the group;
what became of them, or when, is not known.
TIIE WESTERN PEDIME--T ,

Of the western pediment even less remains than of the eastern. Tho brea ·t,
shoulders, and back of Po eiclon, the torso of a re..,lining river goll, a headle ~
female figure leaning against a badly mutilated representation of a god, a part of
a crouching male figure, another male torso, fragments of horse , and a, few isce1laneous scraps, are all th.at is left of this series of statue . Fortunately, howvcr we know from :xtant dr win s the position and attitude of nearly all the
fi!:rore .
The story is that both Athene and Poseidon sou,,.ht the pos. cssion of .A.tti ,
and it'
fall to tho one who produced tho more
u ful
with hi tricl nt and a sa
rin"' gu ·hed
ivo t
s
nd
irnm dia. ly
a
tation repre-
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The principal :figures were those of Athene and Poseidon in the center, and as
both seem to be preparing to leave the scene, the moment chosen for representation was evidently that immediately after the decision.
The head of Athene and tho arms of both figures were missing when tho drawings were made, and the action is therefore uncertain; but Athene seems to go in
triumph to her chariot while Poseidon, full of anger, retreats toward his. Doth
chariots are awaiting their occupants, that of Athene being hitched to two rearing steeds and that of Poseidon being drawn by hippocamps, or monsters with
horses' bodies and :fishes' t ils.
There were originally eight or nine attendant deities on each side, those on the
side of Athene being usually recognized as Nike, the charioteer of the goddess;
Hermes, who stands in the background behind the horses; Pers phone and Demeter, seated with the boy Iacchus between them striving to get away from the
scene of excitement; then H be aml Heracles and finally, in the angle, the river
god Cephissus, who has b3 n unexpectedly aroused and rai ses himself on his arm
to look languidly toward the ent r.
On the side of Poseidon is a figure supposed to be Amphitrite, eated in her lrnsband's chariot; next an indi tinguishable figure in the background; Leu oth < ,
with a child; then the nude Aphrodite eated on the kneo of Thalas a, and attondc(l
by Eros; next is a nereid and the god Illi sus, with the nymph alirrhoe in th
angle.
It is noticed that the figures in tho angles aro apparently oblivious to the drama
enacted in the center, or take but little interest in it, whilo tho action increases in
intensity the nearer wo approa h to tbo main actors, and ju th m every muscle is
tense with earnestness and excitement.
TilE
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Color was freely used in Doric t mples, and the Parthenon and its decorations
were no exceptions to the rule. Metal ornaments an 1 ace ssori s w r u d in
connection with the statues and many necessary parts not shown in the r 1i f ,
especially of the frieze, were undoubtoclly supplied ,vith the brush. Athene Parthenos her self was adorned by the painter's art and her golden robe i beliov d to
have been toned down and shadecl so as not to contrast too rudely with the nude
parts.
The external architrave was probably left bare originally, but in later years
shields and a metal inscription were placed upon it. Tho shield were probably
those Alexander the Great sent to the Athenians after his defeat of the P rsians
at Granicus; and an American student, Mr. Eugene P. ndr ws, ro ently distinguished himself by deciphering the inscription, which was of the timo of Nero,
by mea.ns of tho position of the holes into which nails had been driven to fasten
on the metal letters. 1
ARCHITECT RAL REFINEME TS.

In its architectural features there was much in tho Parthenon that was not
apparent to the casual observer, and much that escaped the attention of modern
students until a comparatively recent date. The precision and beauty of the
workmanship in oven the minutest details and tho excellence of the materials
have long been observed. But unexpected refinements of architecture have been
discovered from time to time~ ancl the belief is ju tified that even now all the
beauties have not been revealed. It was for a long time assumed, quite naturally, that the sides of the columns ,vere straight lines, but since 1810 investigations have shown that they ar~ bounded by delicate hyperbolic curves, not perC13ptib1e without close scrutiny, but which have been determined to amount to
tier of the height of the columns.
1

See Century Magazine for June, 1'897, for Mr. Andrews's account of his foat.
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· The architrave, too, is curved to form a very flat arch, and the stylobate, similarly, is curved upward. The pillars are not vertical, but incline towarcl the
center nearly a quarter of a foot, and the spaces between them are irregular. In
nearly every instance the curves, where curves are apparent, were not arcs of
circles, but were conic sections, either hyperbolas or parabolas.
All these niceties evidently resulted from a keen appreciation of the effects of
optical illusion, but the precise reasons for some of them have not yet been discovered. Though the laws which governed these details be unknown to us, we
nevertheless feel the effect of their absence in the stiffness and formality of buildings erected in imitation of Greek temples, but without their subtle refinements.
It is likely that in much that they did, the designers were guided solely by a
highly developed artistic instinct, and could not themselves have assigned a
reason. The same acute perception of the requirements of special conditions and
the same delicate ingenuity in meeting them, that prevailed throughout the construction of the Parthenon, are illustrated in the story of the statue of Athene
which Phidias is said to have made in competition with Alcamenes. When the
rival statues were-exhibited on the ground, that of Alcamenes was decidedly preferred by the Athenian public, but when they were elevated upon the high columns for which they were intended, the work of Phidias was so plainly superior
to the other that Alcamenes became the laughing Btock.
LATER HISTORY OF· THE PARTHENON.

The Parthenon passed unscathed through the varied fortunes of the civil wars
which distracted Greece, and retained its character as a sacred treasure house
until after the death of Alexander the Great in 323 B. C. In the dissensions and
wars that followed that event Athens was a conspicuous sufferer. Her degenerate citizens were the prey of first one conqueror and then another, and they
treated them all with servile adulation. Demetrius Poliorcetes was quartered by
the Athenians in the Parthenon itself, and the sacred temple became the scene
of wild debauchery and licentiousness. He despoiled it of its treasure excepting
only the vessels and other articles distinctly sacred, but Lachares, who gained
the ascendency in the city when Demetrius had fled, well nigh completed the
work of spoliation. He thought only of enriching himself, and nothing was toq
sacred for his rapacity. Pausanias states that he removed the shields from the
temple, and even robbed the goddess of her golden robe. But he was obliged to
flee the city suddenly and was not able to take away his plunder; so Athene's
robe was restored and the statue was intact several centuries later at the time of
the visit of Pausanias, which occurred about 170 A. D.
After the treasure had been removed the Parthenon lost much of its importanco,
but still remained the central point of the Panathenaic festival and the place for
the distribution of the prizes for the contests. With the decline of that festival
the prestige of the Parthenon was gone.
What finally became of Athene Parthenos is not definitely known. Athens
remained under Macedonian influence from the time of Alexander to the conque t
of Greece by the Romans in 146 B. C. Under the latter the city enjoyed pro 11erity; its templ s not only remained undisturbed, but other were erected and
great pains were taken to restore the city to its former splendor. It was only
aft r th pr •ad of hr" tianity that the statue disappeared. After remaining iu
all it glory for nine hundred year "with all the freshness of a mod~rn work and
all the auty of an anci nt one," it wa r emoved from. its place about the middle
of he fifth c ntury.
ft r that nothing r mains to tell us of it fate. The religion
?f tho e r_ k. who r?Cu d t accept the teachings of hrist in time degenerated
mt mere 1 ol w r hip, and wh n hristianity gained the a ·cendency the antipa hy for the ' gan '
in in ·er ·e ratio to the reverence in which they had
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The Parthenon became a Christian church 1_n _the fifth century, ~n
e1ea ~I:
its character was changed according to the r ehg10ns of the successive_ conquero1
of Athens. Its first dedication as a Christian church w~s to St. Sophia, but later
it was called the Church of the Mother of God, and r eta1~e~ that na_me as l~ng a
it was helcl by Christians. Many alterations were made m it fro~ time to time t
adapt it to its new uses, the principal of the3:1 being the construction of an apse at
the east-ern end of the building. This necess1tat-ed the removal of some of the slab
of the frieze but they were carefully preserved and placed in a safe position insicle.
After the f~ll of Constantinople and the conquest of the Byzantine Empir by
the Turks, the Parthenon once more changed its religion and this time became a
Mohammedan mosque. Again minor changes were made to suit the caprices of
the new occupn.nts, and among them thePent6lic m :uble of the interior was whitewashed! On the top was erected a slender minaret, from which the muezzin daily
cried the Mohammedan call to prayer.
For over twn hundred years after the fall of the Byzantine Empire Athen wa
seldom heard of by Christian Europe, and during the entire period of Turki ·h
domination but two events occurred to entitle the city to a place in the annal of
Christian nations. The Venetians attempted unsuccessfully to capture the city in
1464, and a similar and more successful effort was made by them in 16 7. An
army under Francesco Morosini had been sent by the Venetian senate into Greece
after the defeat of the Turks by John Sobieski a,t Vienna. and hacl gained a munber of important victories in Morea. Morosini, in September, 16"7, sent a force,
composed largely of mercenaries, under Konigsmark, a Swede, to reduce Athen .
He occupfod the city, but the Turks remained in the Acropolis, which they strongly
fortified. Konigsmark planted his artillery advantageously, began the bombardment of the citac1ei, and soon had effected the ruin of the beautiful structures on
its summit which had passed through the vicissitudes of two thousand years with
undiminished glory. The Propylrea bore the brunt of the heasie t cannonading
the temple of Nike Apteros was entirely destroyed, and a bursting ·hell caused
the_ explosion of a po~der magazine in the Parthenon and completed the ruin
which the steady artillery fire had begun. The explosion wrecked the center of
the building irretrievably, but the pediments were only slightly injured. '\Yhen
• he h_ad gaine~ possession of the Acropolis, :Morosini, thinking to add to the glory
of his campaign by sending home such choice art treasures, sought to remove the
central group of figures from the w2stern pediment; but his soldiers were more
accustomed to handling artillery than statuary, and allowed the precious sculptures to fall, shattering them in a thousand pieces.
.
Th_e Venetians held _Athens but a short time, and when the Turks returned they
6
~~ ~n th ~ ~ass of debris on the Acropolis only a source from which they might
? tat bmldmg material, or a quarry from which they might g ~t stones to burn
m .~ ime. The Parthenon bore no longer the semblance of a building which could
. . th e1r
sen:e as a mosque
thav hio-hest
. c1v11za
. .1. t·1011 suggested· and so far
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" of an livtionof1~f . e:e was no motive left, therefor e, to prevent tbe complete deYa tatheir co e Ie~ams of th e Parthenon by the Turks of that period. so far as it suited
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and interest , an d f or th e ne:x: t h unctred
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bardment ~al6S~s.appearance of such sculptures a were left after that fatal bomFrom time to time b f .
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ta.nt f the. e drawing w re made b)~ Jacque Carrey, a French painter, who was
mpl y cl by Ma:rquis de Nointel, the French ambas ador at Constantinople, in
1G7 11. Th structure wa substantially intact at that time, a.nd though but two
we k wcr
ranted him the artist succeeded in drawing both the pediment
gr 11'1?, thirty-tw of tho motope , a.ncl about three-fourths of the frieze. These
:lra ,in , t,~enty-onc in number ar still preserved in the Bihliotheque Nationale
in Puri ,
Tho ea tern pediment had lost it principal figures long before the time of Ca1·rey, but, hen or by whom they were removed there is no eviden-ce to show.
Turkish lililekilns were not the only foes that wrought mischief to the Parthenon ulptnres durino- the period of Turkish rule, for the relic hunter was as
active then a ho is now, and ho had no difficulty in securing permission from the
corru1)t official to remove legs, arms, or other parts of statues.
Tho French "mb:1ssador, Count Choiseul-Gouffier, and Fauvel, an artist in his
employ, in 1i97, removecl entire n. slab of the frieze and one of the metopes and
sent them to France. Prompted by this·, perhaps, tho British ambassador, the
Earl of Elgin, secured permission from the Turkish Government, a few yearslater,
for his a.i-tists to make drawings ancl plaster casts and to take a way pieces of stone
with inscriptions. By suitable "presents" he hld1;1ced the Turkish mayor at
Athens to so construe this as to allow him to take away anything he chose. He
employed 300 or 400 men a clay in the work of removal. Everything bearing the
slightest resembla:nce to a seulptured figure and every fragment that seemed to
possess any value whatever was taken, whether jt was found on the ground or
still in its place on the building. 1
The difficulties and annoyances encountered were many and great and the
expense was enormous, but the British Government finally repaid Lord Elgin
about $173,000 of his expenditure and th<3 statuary was lodged in tho Briti.c::h
Museum, where it still remains under the name of tho" Elgip. Marbles.'
Little remains now of the Parthenon on its own stylobate but the badly damaged coiumns at the ends and shattered portions of the entablature and pediment •
Such is the history of architecture's finest example. It bas been described,
studied, measured, discussed in all its details, enthusiastically and Iovingly,
thTough centuries ancient and modern. Learned conjecture has been brought to
bear upon its lost features, and unmeasured admiration is ever expressed for what
remains. Restorations and reprocluctions in great number have been made or •
suggested and moc1els are to be found in every art gallery. At least one noteworthy attempt has been m:1de to reproduce the color scheme, that of Chi pi z. tbe
French arcbreologist, who made the famous 12-foot model for the Metropolitan
Museum in New York; but it remained for the Tennessee Centennial to be tho
first to build a full-sized model with col ors, restorations of the sculptmcd ornaments, and an in appToximate e actness of detail.
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(thirty-three) metopes, which were repeated all round the building. This must
be taken as an evidence of wis<lom as well as economy. For if any attempt had
been made to supply the missing figures in the eastern pediment or to design
metopes to take the place of those that are lost or defaced the resuH would have
been di astrous, for the work n a turally woulcl not have been the work of a Phidias. But Carrey's drawings made it possible to learn enough of the western group
to reproduce it without jarring faults, and enough metopes still exist in fair
preservation for their reproduction to give tho entn.blature a satisfactory Phidian
air if one were not so critical as to object to tho r epetition, which was not painfully conspicuous.
TIIE GENERAL ED CATION.AL EXHIBIT.

The scheme of classification of the Paris Exposition of 1900 gives the place of
honor to edncation, and it is stated in the advance notices that especial attention
will be given to the educational exhibits. These grea.t expositions serve as models
for the smaller ones that are held for years afterwards, and it is likely that the
next century will see better treatment of education than it has had in the past.
There has been no disposition to slight the claims of the educational material,
for the authorities of the past expositions have been as liberal as it seemed to
them wise to be. Novortholess, agriculture, machinery, electricity, manufactures,
ancl the fine arts have had precedence, and education has received what was left
after the demands of these classes were satisfied. It is a matter of relative values,
and the announcements from Paris indicate a new relative value to be placed on
education. It is not to be va1ued as fourth or fifth in importance, but as first;
and exhibitors of this class will have causl:) for rejoicing.
At Nashville there were educational displays in the Education and Hygiene
building, the two galleries of the Commerce building, which were not connected,
the Children's building, and the Negro building; and, lastly, the exhibit of the
Bureau of Education, which had no connection with oth0rs of the same class, was
in the Govemment building.
The galleries of Commerce were reached only by long flights of stairs, and the
exhibits in them were greatly handicappetl by their inaccessibility.
In the Children's building the grouncl floor was used as an audience hall, a kindergarten room, and for the display of curios. A great doal of kindergarten work
was hung on the walls of the audience room. The floor above was occupied by
some of the exhibits of elementary schools, ancl for tho pm1Jose it sufferecl from the
same difficulty as the Commerce galleries, for visitors show an invincible objection
to climbing stairs.
In the Education and Hygiene building the exhibits fared better. Nearly all
the institutions of higher grade had their exhibits there, and being on the ground
floor they had their just proportion of visitors. The same was true of the institutions for the colored race, who3e displays were in the Negro building.
In mentioning individual exhibits, I would refer first to those of the University
of Tennwsee, Vanderbilt University, and the city schools of Nashville. All these
were admirable in both tho matter and the manner of display. The last-named
exhibit was one of those that were in the Commerce building, but the other two
were advantageously placed in the Education and Hygiene building. The University of Tennessee people are experienced exhibitors, and state that they have
had oxcollent results from their work in this line. The exhibit was attended by a
man who was selected for his special fitness in setting forth the facilities and
advantages of the institution in a tactful and effective way.
The Peabody Normal School had a very creditable display; and several other
institutions had their spaces attractively and taatefully furnishecl, apparently as
resting places, where visitors might look at portraits of distinguished alumni or at
albums of photographic views.
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In the Negro building educational institutions were predominant, ancl the industrial side of their work was most prominently shown. Among the most conspicuous exhibits were those of Fisk University, Lincoln University, ,Tuskegee (Ala.)
Normal and Industrial School, and the Industrial and Normal School at Normal, Ala.
The most successful feature of the educational department was the kindergarten,
conducted daily in the children's building. The teachers were fully alive to the
spirit of their work, and the kindergarten was a revelation to hundreds of people
in a section of the country where such methods of instruction are unfortunately
too little known. Whether regarded as an exhibit pure and simple or as educational missionary work in a suitable field, the kindergarten was in every way
admirable. It was in charge of a young lady who received her training in the
public kindergartens of St. Louis.
No attempt was made t o holcl conventions and congresses under the auspices of
the Exposition. A number of meetings were held in the Auditorium, but the
Exposition authorities had little or no connection with them further than to furnish the place of meeting. Those attending paid for their admission into the
grounds as all other visitors did. The meetings w ere encouraged, of course, as a
source of reve11ue, but their success or failure was not in any sense chargeable to
the Exposit.ion itself.
" The exercises on" Public School Art Day," May 7, w ere the nearest approach to
·an educational convention that took place. Addresses were made by Dr. W. T.
: Harris, United States Commissioner of Education; Miss Josephine C. Locke, supervisor of drawing in the Chicago pnblic schools; F. Hopkinson Smith, the author
and artist, and others.
THE EXHIBIT OF THE BUREAU OF EDUC TIO~.

Since statistics and educational information are the special province of this
Bureau, the first thought ancl the most time were given to the preparation of
statistical charts. They are not the best exposition material, but they are most
representative of the Bureau·s principal function. A large chart was made for
wall disp~ay which showed the progress of education in the South for twenty years
past. The public school system in the Southern States has had its greatest growth
in that time and the figures of the chart brought out the r emarkable strides that
have been made. Eighty charts were prepared and displayed in" wing frames,"
about half of which were devoted to the statistics of education in the Unired
States and half to education in foreign countries. Thero were among these several
charts that were comparative in characte1·, and showed for several countries the
relative number of male and of female teachers, the relative number of elementary
pupils relative illiteracy, etc.
Allied to the cha-rts in general character were eight large maps of the Unirod
States, upon which were shown the location of the higher educational in titutions,
the distribution of public s0hool and high school attendance, and of public libraries, and the percentage of illiteracy in the several States of the Union. These
maps were very valuable, and were constantly examined by interested visitors.
Twelve cases of photographs were shown in which were views of typical educa-tional institutions cla: ifi.ed as follows: Public schools, normal schools seminaries
for_ ri.r1 __acad mi s for boys, institutions for the colored race, colleges for women,
umv r ·11 · an<l coll ,,e a..,.ric ltura.l and m hanical college , in titutes of technolor,y an<l .· ·hoo1 of m ,ui ·ine. In ach ca e the in titutions 1·eprescnted were
id
fi 1d as "[)O ible, an<l th re were picture from every
sel c . cl to co· ·r
!at m tl
mo~.. omparatively f w ph tographs w ere included fr m ash11 a
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would bo of little interest. This proved to be an error. The few Tennessee photographs in the collection were more populflir than all the rest together, and a great
many visitors expressed disappointment at not seeing more of their home institutions represented. People in looking through the cases would almost invariably
hunt for scenes with which they were familiar. I am led to believe, therefore,
that a liberal display of the pictures of local institutions would. acld to the interest
of such a coll ction, and by inducing people to "proceed from the known to the
unknown,, would make the whole of greater use and value.
A numb r of water-color pictures were macle to indicate the progress of school
architecture. They showed respectively a primitive log-cabin schoolhouse, an
interior of the same, a" dugout ' school of tho Western plains, the "little red
schoolhou e" so familio,r in educational literature, a city school building of thirty
years ao-o, and lastly a typi al modern building. These pictures, with the exception of tho last named, wero made, ancl well made, by Mr. Spencer B. Nicholls, a
youn'" artist of this city. Mr. Edward W. Donn, of the firm of Donn & Peter,
architects, originated tho design and drew the picture of the present day str:ucture.
The most apparent and conspicuous improvement that relates to schools has been
in the matter of equipment. Comparatively few years have elapsed since the prevailing type of schoolhouse in this country was of very primitive character. The
rural aspect of the country as a whole and the undeveloped condition of the school
system op rat tl to assocfate the school in the popular mind most intimately with
tho log cabin or tho simple one-room frame structure. It is unnecessary to say
that thi is no longer true. Typical American life of to-clay is life in cities and
villages, and the r prescntative schoolhouse is the commodious 8-room building
so frequently seen th country over. This evolution ·was very well shown by the
pictures exhibited, and they attracted wide attention.
The twenty historical pictures of school punishments which were made for the
Bureau exhibit at the Atlanta K position by Mr. Felix E. Mahony were again displayed, and were again an attractivo and popular feature.
That part of the exhibit which related to Alaska was during a considerable part
of the summer one of the mo t sought-for exhibits on the grounds. The excitement caused by the discovery of gold on the Yukon River was attended by a widespread desire to learn as much as possible of that little-known territory, and made
everything connected with Alaska an object of interest. The Bureau's exhibit
was prepared before tho gold discoveries were made, and for that reason had but
little to show from the vicinity of the "diggings." But at my request Mr. William Hamilton, the assistant general agent of education, kindly indicated on a
map the points around which the most of interest is centered, and wrote a letter
describing the region, the moue of reaching it, etc. Both tho map and the letter
were framed and hung in:?, conspicuous place, ancl were nearly always surrounded
by eager visitors, since that information was not then readily accessible elsewhere.
Nearly all the material in the Alaska exhibit was furnished by Dr. Sheldon
Jackson, the general agent of education, and by l\fr. Hamilton. It comprisecl two
show cases filled with curios, eighty sheets of statistics, photographs, drawings,
etc., showing as far as possible the conditions of education in the Territory, and a
collection of water-color paintings of Alaskan wild :flowers made by Miss E. Leslie
Jackson. The curios included totem poles, models of fur garmenbi, specimens of
carving, weaving, and needlework, and the like. The native drawings were
remarkable for the conception of perspective they displayed, and for an accuracy
of execntion that was surprising in those whose instruction had been of the most
limited and the rudest sort. But few of the ''artists" had attended the Government schools at all.
The flower pictures of Miss Jackson were noteworthy for their artistic excellence as well as for their botanical correctness, and were much admired. To most
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visitors the most surprising part of it was that there were such flowers in Alaska
at all, and the exhibit did much to dispel the prevalent idea that Alaska is a land
of perpetual snow and ice.
In the m atter of installation the changes introduced were more in the nature of
improvements over old ideas than of radical innovations. The photographs of
typical educational institutions were mounted on heavy cards and hung in hinged
frames in neat cabinets. Since wall space was limited, these cabinets were reconstructed upon tables, six upon each, and the result was two very handsome pieces
of furniture.
Between the space assigned to this Bureau and that of the Indian Office two
screens were erected, one on each side, with a sufficient space for passage between.
The screens were 10 feet long and 8 feet high, and were substantial and ornamental. The frames were of polished oak, to correspond with the rest of the furnitnre, and the central portions were covered with burlap similar to the wall
covering. They served excellently for additional hanging space for pictures.
Wing frames , hung in rows above 8-foot tables, were used for the statistical
charts and for the Alaska photographs; and tho maps showing distribution of
educational institutions were hung upon self-acting rollers, in wall ca5eS so constructed as to permit the ready examination of any map in either case.
The show cases used for the Alaska curios were like those commonly seen in
sto1·es, save that they were of glass on all sides. The frames were perfectly plain,
though of highly polished oak. The handsome appearance of the furniture and
the great number of pictures on the walls made attempts at ornamentation for its
own sake unnecessary. Four groups of Rogers' statuettes of school subjects and
a large brass telescope were, however, used to good advantage on the tops of the
cases.
I have appended a catalogue of the exhibits in the Government building and, as
matter worthy of wider and more careful attention than they could receivo in the
exhibit, a number of the statistical charts mentioned in the foregoing pamgraphs.
I am, sir, very respectfully,
J. C. BOYKIN, SpeciaJ, Agent.
Hon. W. T. HARRIS,
Commissioner· of Education.
DESCRIPTIO~ OF THE UNITED STA.TES GOVER l\IENT EXHIBIT. 1

The Congress o_f the Unite(l States, by act approved December 22, 1896, provitled
for a representation at the Tennessee Centennial Exposition by the Government of
the United States from its executive departments the Smithsonian Institution,
and Fish Commission of" such articles and materials as illustrate the function
and administrative faculty of the Government in time of peace and its re ources
as a war power, tending to demonstrate the nature of our institutions and their
adaptation to tho wants of the people." To secure a complete and harmonious
arrangement of tho exhibit, the act provided for a board of management, to be
composed of a representative designated by the head of each department. The
following representatives were re pectively appointed: E. I. Renick, Departm nt
of State; C. E. ~emper, Treasury J?epartment; Capt. H. C. Ward, U.S. A., ar
Department; L1eut. . M. icCorrmck, U.S. N., avy Department; J.B. Bro,,"Illow, Post- ffice D pa.rtment; F. W. Clarke, Denartment of the Interior; Frank
trong: .~ par~m.ent of_ Justi · _; C .. W. Dabney -jr., Department of A iculture;
F.
• Irue, Sm1t1?-5omnn I titution and nited Sta,tes ational Museum; "f,7,
d ' . Ra.v n l
mteu States Fi h C mmi !lion.
~r; h~
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0
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Thi exhibit is small and for convenience is made part of the exhibit of the
Department of State. It contains a portrait of tho President and Vice-President,
steel en!n·aving-s of all tho Presidents of the United States conveniently arrang d,
anc1 n, photograph of the E cutive Mansion. The official working of the Presitlent's offic is shown by a blank form of nomination to the Senate, commisCJions
issued for different offices, samples of stationery, the official seal, a. warrant direct~
ing the ,·•ecretary of Sta.to to place tho seal oi the United States upon an executive
il.lstrument, and forms of letters used.
TllE DEPART1\1E ' T OF STATE.

The hi torical ar hives of thi Department contain many rare collections of
papers n.1 d l tters writt n by m n conn ctecl with the foundation of tho Government. Thor is on exhibition on volurn of the Washington Papers containing
mauu8cript lett r::1 of eorgo Wahington, inclnding that of December 29, 17 :;,
r :ignin hi ➔ commis ion a:! General of the Army. This collection compri es 3t3
volumes. Ther is one volume from each of the following collections: The Madison Pap rs, in 75 volumes; the Jeffer on Papers, in 131 volumes; the Hamilton
Pa1)er , in 6n volumes; the M.onroo Papers, in 22 volume , and the Franklin Papers,
iu :.H volumes. Th so valuable documents have all been purchased by the Govornm nt. All of them have been carefully restored, mounted on sheets, indexed,
ancl l> nnc1 in volumes, except th \Vnshington and Hamilton Papers, ancl the
work on th se is progressing. Tho Department has in its custody the original
D faration of Ind pendence, bttt this precious document is so faded that it is
n,,ce ·sary t prot ct it from th light. A facsimile i. ex:hibitec1, with 38 portraits
of tho sign rH.
ccompn.nying these is an artotype copy of the original rough
draft, 0ntaining- tho int rlineations a.nc1 corrections by Adams and Franklin. An
artotyp r pro{lnction o.t' tho orip.inal Constitution of th United States, with 3
portraits f th signers, makes an inter sting exhibit. ThE!se artotype reproductions ar so liko tho originals thn.t th y aro considered eqtially good for exhibition.
Th re jg a fin cone t1on of autograph lotte1·s from foreign o1ficfa1s ancl celel>riti s to th Pr sicl nt of tho Unitoc1, tat s, among thom boing RobespielTe, Baroro,
arnot Loui
ing of France, apolcon I, Jerome Bonaparte, Queen Victoria,
Alexander I, of Russia; William I, Emperor of Germany; President Diaz, of :M •.
ico; Ranavalmonicao, Queen of fadagascar; Chulalongkorn, King of Suim. The
autographs of the Presi<lents are sho\vn in original proclamations on various subjects, th only signature lacking being that of President William R nry Ranison.,
who di d before signing a proclamation. There is a set of portraits o.t' the Secretaries of State; maps showing the growth of the United States diplomatic and
consular service; ma-ps showing the expansion of the territory of the United States
under treaty provisions; Andrew Jacksnn's sword; swords presented to the United
States by Japan and Siam;· l\faln.y kTise" captured from. pirates; a large gold mcclal
set with diamonds, containing a fine cameo with a representation of Columbus discovering America, designed and presented to tho President of the United States by
the Sultan of Turkey in commemoration of the four hundredth anniversary of the
discovery of America; a statuette of George Washington by Baron Marchetti from
the original study and model by his mater, Bondon, of Paris, in 178:5-1700, for n.n
equestrian statue, which, according to Thomas Jefferson, then United States minister to France, was sent to America by Houdon with the expectation of receiving
an order from the Congress of the Uniter1 States to have it ca tin bronze, but the
model was destroyed by fire in Washington, leaving this statuette as the only survival. It was fn the possession of the Duke of York, and at the time of the Chicago
Exposition he presented it to tho U nfted States and it was placed in the custody of
thi Department.
Tho workings of the various bureaus of the DeJ.)artment are carefully outiined,
particularly in the passport division, which is of great interest to those contemplating n, trip abroad. It shows the forms of passports used by the Department,
the forms of application for a passport, those t be used by a nativ-e citizen, by a
natn:ralized citizen, and by persons claiming citizenship through the naturalization of their husband or parent; instruction goveTning the issuance of pasNports,
and a pamphlet (for free distribution) showing the passport regulations of !oi::•
eign couutries.
Tllli! TJlEASURY DEP ART:MENT.

The administrative functions of the Treasury Dep::trlment may be divided into
three brn.nches-the accounting, th.e financial~ and the commercial. The first of
these consists of examining and revising every expenditure of the Government,
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and no money appropriated by Congress for the maintenance of the General Government or any of its branches can be legally expended except upon the approval
of the Secretary of the Treasury. This branch of the Department, being purely
clerical, can not be illustrated by an exhibit.
The financial branch of the Department is illustrated by a complete set of all the
currency issued by the Government, from.a 10-cent shinplaster to a $10,000 gold note.
The process of coining the money of the Government is shown by operating a coin
press, which has been in constant use in the Philadelphia Mint for fifty-two years.
It has a. capacity of $90,000 per hour, and in coining a silver dollar strikes a blow
equal to the weight of 100 tons. A medal specially prepared for the Exposition
will be coined during the period of the Centennial. In connection with the mint
exhibit is also shown a complete set of the current coins of 70 of the principal nations of the world, and a full set of all the national medals authorized by
Congress.
The Bureau of Engraving a.nd Printing, in addition to showing all the paper
money of the United States, will exhibit a plate printing press in operation, illu trating the manner in which United States notes are printed, and upon which
will be printed a souvenir card of the Exposition, showing the White House and
Capitol at Washington and portraits of the President and Vice-President.
.
The commercial branch of the Department has control of all matters pertaming to the collection of revenue, and, by analogy, Congress has assigned to the
Secretary of the Treasury the duty of enforcing all laws relating to domestic and
forejgn commerce of the Unitecl States, including the Light-Honse Establishmen~,
the Life-Saving Service, the Marine-Hospital Service, the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, and similar branches of Government business.
.
The Light-House Establishment exhibits a more complete assortment of light
apparatus and furnishings than ever before shown, consisting, in part, of OD;e la.rge
second-order bivalvC' lens, weighing over 8 tons, one third-order lens, flashmg r~d
and white lights alternately, and one fourth-order lens, all of which are shown m
operation, together with all the lighting appliances in use by the Department.
The Marine-Hospital Service's exhibit will be illustrative of the functions.of the
Government in preventing the introduction and spread of epidemic di eases by the
establishment of quarantine stations, where all vessels and passengers are examined by trained surgeons, and by the erection of Government hospitals ~or the
care and treatment of American and foreign seamen. The exhibit con~i t_s of
models and photographs of quarantine stations.and hospitals, ho3pital furmshmgs
and fittings, disinfecting apparatus and surgical instruments.
The Treasury Department, through the medium of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, is the custodjan of the standard weights and measures of the United tates.
and, under the authority of ongress, supplies each State with a set of standa~·d
weights and measures, from which all others are made aucl tested, and these will
be exhibited by the Survey, accompanied by models of the metric system.
The Supervising Architect of the Treasury has control of the design and erection of all public building , and the exhibit of his office consists of water colors
photographs, and sketch plans of the most important buildings erected by the
Government.
THE WAR DEP_l,RT)IE~T.

The War Department exhibit represents four branches of the Army, .-iz: Th'
Quarterma ter s, Engineer's, rclnance, and Signal Corps department .
Qnartcnnaster· · Department.-This department exhibits lay figure , mounted
a.ad dismounted, showing the uniforms of officer and men from 1776 to the pre ent date, and that of a Puritan soldier of 16:?0; al. o a case of chevrons, repr enting the arious insignia of rank of the enlisted branch; two pack mule showin"
old _and n ":I methods of packing used l:y troops on a campaign in the far West
8:gam t Indian., an_d where wagon tran portation is not available or practicab1e·
, ~lken col?rs of r gm1~nts, lmttalion , army corps divisions and brigades, aml a
1lken ~u1d~m of the venth 'avalry, of 'u ter fame .
. Enawc 1·r ~ JJ9,al'fm nt.-Thi department xhibits mod 1 of Harlem River
improYem nt,, • t .• lary Falls 'anal lock pontoon brid e a1)paratu mortar battei:Y at Hefl a , _blo ·k hon._e an<l lift-gun battery; a uumhel' of photograph , a
en s of ix . n ti n par ·11c1 :,i. ancl a sulJmarine-mine group howing how our
harbor an<1 uver ar vro c cl.
'
1
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complete qnipment ; armor-piercing shot for 8, 10, and 12 inch rifles; shell for
7-in ·h howitzu an(l 5-inch siege gun; sample boards of fuses and ammunition,
both r loading and nonr loading.
ir11wl 01·p ·.-This exhibit includes the various apparatus used for day and
night . ignalmg; photographs of arctic scenes: the famous r lies of the Greeliy
relief expe<litiou-the medicine che t, the seal-skin boots boiled up to make theh'
la t meal, the impr vi ·ed seal s used to weigh rations, the hatchet and piece of
:fl.al)' carried by Lockwoocl and Brainerd to the farthest north, the oar with its distre
i•,.nal, a sl dge made from pieces of boards used by Rice and Frederick in an
nn nee ful att mpt to cro s to Baircl Inlet to obtain tho beef which had been
cached there. Rico died on this sledge during this trip and was buried in the snow.
TIIE .•A.VY DEPARTMENT,

Th . hibit of tho United Stiates Navy Department js a sembled especially to
. how the present status of the Navy. Nothing is exhibited on account of its historical valuo ouly. Tho fow old articles exhibited are only intended to accentuate
the modern impl m nt of naval warfare. It is endeavored to give this exhibit
the greatest intellectual value, and to do this prominen e has been given to the
BureanH of Construction, Equipment, Ordnance, and Sten.m Engineering, while
other bur ans have received little or no attention.
In the middle of the rotunda is a full-sizecl moc.1el of the military mast of the
gunlJoat IIele11a (a miniature of this vessel being included in the fleet of models).
This ma.t carries two military tops, in each of which are mounted two 1-pound
n theplatfonn, between the tops, a 30,000-candlepower search
rapid-firinrr gun .
light is monntec1. The bronze ships bell, mounted near the base of the mast, was
mad for tho . , . S. unandaigua. Servi e and international signal flags are
flown from the ma th ac1.
Leaving th mast, the fir. t xhibit in the Navy Departm nt space is o. full-siz d
mod 1 of a battle hip'i; au ·hor, weight 11,000 pounds, attached to which is a short
,·ection of 2~-iuch chain cable, with club link and sha ·kle. At the crown of the
anchor will be placed a mod 1 of the U.S. gunboat Nashville, made especially for
this Exposition. This ve. sol heads tho fleet of ship models, in which will be found
one or more ves els of each of the various types of battle ships, monitors, cruisers,
and gnnboat~, with a concise description of n,ch. The lines of these models aro
mo.de with extreme accuracy, ancl tho models themselves show the perfection of
the mechanic's art.
Following the ship models will be found a Howell o.nd a Whitehead torpedo, and
a main-deck torpedo gun, used in firing Whitehead torpedoes. Adjacent to the
torpedo gun is a full-sized half-section model of a 13-inch rifle, showing, in the
section, bow the tubes, jacket, and hoops are locked. On line with the bore of the
gun, and extending to the end of the allotted space, is a rough paintin~, illustrating the penetration of a 13-inch projectile fireu with an initial velocity of 2,4.00
feet per seconc1, at a target consisting of steel, wood, granite, and brick. Alongide this model are shells of all calibers, from 13 inches down, a number of which
have been fired against armor and show moro or less distortion. Model powder
charges for 13-inch ancl 6-inch g-uns. with their cases, are here displayed. Attention is called to a sample of one of the return springs for the 13-inch gun, with its
pecifications. A breech block for a 10-inch gun is mounted near breech of 13inch gun.
Following the line of the exhibit is found a 5-inch rapid-fire rifle, a Hotchkiss,
and a Driggs-Schroeder 6-pounder, a Hotchkiss 1-pounder, a Hotchkiss revolving
cannon, and a 3-inch :fielcl gun on its carriage, all with their ammunition and drill
cartridges. A few pieces or old cannon, possessing historical value, serve to show
the contrast and development of modern ordnance.
A nickel model of the Hich born turret di vi des the heavier orclnance from machine
guns ancl mall arms. The latter consist of a Gatling gun and its successor, the
Colt automatic gun, the latest and most approved adaptation of the Navy. This
gun fir s the same cartridges (caliber 6 millimeters, or about 0.236 inch) as the new
avy rifle, one of which is mounted on a tripod, from which sections of boiler
plates, showing penetration and efficiency, are suspended. A case near by contains thr e or these rifles, which show sections, through the breech mechanism, at
different positions of firing.
In front of this case is displayed a, Franklin life buoy suspended from a section
of a hip ·s sid . Immediately in rear of this is shown a pla ter development _of tho
Caribbean Sea, and the engra,ved plate from which charts of this sea are printed,
together with a portfolio of cho.rts, illustrating the chart work of the Hydrographic
Office. Ou the wall are displayed pilot, current, storm, and other charts.
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Variousinst~·uments of naviga~ion, sampl_es of primers, fuses, pressure gauges-,
ancl of the vanous powde1:s used 111 the service, and othe1··small articles are exhibite~ in ~showcase near by, and alongside this stands the latest type of compensatmg bmnade compass- complete.
Following these are seen a pro:neller blade of the U. S. S. lvlaine, a section of
rank shaft of tho s, me vessel, and a steam-launch engine and its propeller. A
la1·ge drawing of the ongjnes· of the U.S. S. 1v ew York is suspended on the wall.
In a wan case are shown samples of t..lie V"m·iou:s kinds of rope made in the United
States rope walk, at the Boston Navy-Yard:
A diving suit, with complete equipment of air pump, niping, telepho!1e, etc.,
stands prominently,• against the·rear wall o-f this exhibit.
On the side wall will be found four cabinets containing a large number of photographs illustrating various subjects connected with the naval service and life
on board ship.
Attention is caUed. to the drawing in the center of this wall, illustrating the
relative strength of the different naval powers of the world. On each side of this
ar numbers of paintings, drawings, engr:wings, and numerous large photographs
illustrati~e of naval vess€ls and scenes, the painting of. the Nashitille having been
made esp ciaily for· the Ex-position.
Besides what is-shown in the Goverllment builclin~. the Navy Department al o
has a medical e:x:hibit in the building of Hygiene and Education, which comprises
most of the hygienic implements used in the naval service, besides models of gl'eat
interest.
THE BOST'-OFFICln DEP.ARTME:S11.

Starnp dimsion.~The following collectio1rs' are displayed: A series of United
States postage stamps from their introduction in 184't, including Departmont,
special-delivery, postage-due, and newspaper and periodical stamps; also sets of
.,stamped enve1opES from 1853 to 1893, and sets of foreign stamps and postal carcl
to 18D3 from all stanrp-issui.ng countl'ies of the world.
Equipment dii,'ision.-This branch of tho service js represented lly mod _ls of.
uniformed mail carl'iers of the United States and other countrie , fully eqIDpped
with the insignia of the service of tliefr :respective Government ·; a figure of_ an
Indian mail.eal'rier, with toboggan drawn by three dogs· hitched tandem, typ1 al
of the service as-it now exists in tl:ie region between Sault Ste. Marie' and Mack-.
inaw, :Mich.; n, model of a United States postal car completely furnished: n.model
of tho German mail coach-; a collection of United States mail bag , and pouche
in use in this and other countries; a collection of postmarking stamps and locks
of the United·States, dating from the year 1800.
Dead-LeJ:te1' Qffice.,-Collectious of arti~les sent through the mails a.nc1forwarcled
to the Dead-Letter Office- because misdirected or prohibited by postal laws. In
this exhibit are included explo ive bombs, deadly weapons, tarantulas and rattlesnakes sent a1ive, and poisonous. liquids and compounds. Oil-her articles are I ttcrs written. on collars, cuffs, and boards; children·s toys, Indian scalps, a skull
police billy, mail bao- captured by Indians and smeared with the blood of the
murdered ca1·rier. This collection contaitis a lrnn·dkorchief taken from the dead
body of the United States po ta! clerk of the E"teamship Oregon, lost at sea and
recovered one hundre 1 and fourteen days afterwards, with other article. from th
mail of the shin. Th re is also a Ioele of the hair of Guiteau, the a8 ·a in of Pr
itlent Garfield. sent through the maH I.Jy him while on trial.
Portraits.-This collection comprise:3 an engraving of Benjamin Franklin, tli
first Postmaster-Geneial of the American Colonies; 1>ortraits of th fom• Po tnias·
ter -General from Tenn ssee, viz: · a •e John on, under President Polk· Aaron Y.
Brown. unde1• Pre ident Bu ·hanan· Davicl r. Rey, and Horace Maynard, untl r
President H yes· and a crayon of James
Gary l)l'"S nt Postma ter-General.
I>o_.;t<tl_ r cords c~ncl l tter. , olrl cmcl 11 u·.-Th ·Q incl11<lc the post.-offico lecl,,.er of
B Jamm Franldm· the r port of tlie c mmitt of nited, i tes, nate January
2 1 '2!), on tho trn.u p _rtation of the mails on, 'unday; a postal card which trayel . nroun 1 tli '". rl<"l !none huudr 1 and t\ enty da •w history of th trav 1 of n
r g1 . •reel lett i: m th1. and for i~n co mtrie' ; a r ligious bnol· printec1 in 1 0
ol1tam _1 througn the d 11-1<: ter om ; ·tati. tic (fram cl) of th 1,0 tal f:ervi of
tli . m •(l 8
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Survey. Tho o fill a, floor space of about 4,000 squar feet, and make an exhibit
indicatin"' the principal features of their work.
JJurea11 o/' E<lncct.fion.-[See report of the special agent.]
Bur au of Indian Affair ·.-Thi Bureau attempts only to saow its work in the
Inclian F-cllools. Three large showcases, built by Indian pupils at tho Indian
s hool, Carlisle, Pa., contain articl of handicraft, such as ~arpenter and blacksmith w rk, shoemal-ing and tinw, re, embroidery. dresses, beadwork, etc. A
larg , thr -seatecl wagon an(l several sets of harness are jncludecl in tho display.
11llc11t O.Oic .-Thi o. hil>it occuvio the centor of the square, and, as usual,
:xhil.>its mod ls f American inventions. The models occupy ten large cases and
aro classifi d in grour s, ch showing the influence of the Patent Office in the
developm •nt of om particular cla s of inclu try. Thus we find agricultural
machinery, m tal-workino- tool , ty1 writers, textile machines, woodworking
machine , gnns, measuring instrum nts, and machines for working clay, for excavating, for paper manufacture, etc., antl a caso of chemicals and dyestuffs derived
from c al tar.
nitc<l Slates Oeoloaical, 1,ri~ey.-The Survey exhibits minerals, fossils in rocks,
in consic1 r. blo vari ty, with n seri of sixte nrelief maps and geological models.
A wall 12f c·t high and 4. f et long jg covered with a display of geologic and topographic maps, ancltother wan space is used to clispln.y framed illlustrations from
pu blica.tion f tho Bureau. In four windows 32 largo photographic transparencies
are di play c1, which not only illustrate American scenery, but also decorate the
space assign cl to this Department. Each transparency measures 36 by 28 inches.
TIIE DEP l TMENT OF JUSTICE.

Tho cxhilJit of the Department f Justice contains portraits of the eminent
jurists wh have l>c n ttorn ys- eneral. Tho photographs of the late Attorney., encral Jarmon ancl tho present Attorney-Goneral McKenna, as wen as the
associato justice and tho circuit <li trict judges of the sixth judicial circuit (to
which circuit Tennosse is attached) are abo shown, as well as a picture of the
Supremo ourt room at Washington.
Tho xhiuit contains some of tho publications issued by the Department and
volumes of ancient law, interesting alike to tho lawyer and student. It contains
photographs of penal institutions th1·oughout the eountry wherein are confined
convicts sontencecl by courts of the United States. Two cases are filled with articlea made by inmato3 whilo un lergoing imprisonment, such as embroidery, napkin rings, wax flowers, otc., and a teakottlo made from a 10-cent piece.
Cases of blanks and forms illustrate the manner in which the business of the
Department i:3 transacted.
DEP ART!lffi~T OF AGRIC LTURE.

lVeathcr Bw·ccrn.-Tho exhibit of this Bureau comprises a collection of instruments ancl apparatus for determining the velocity and recording the direction of
tho wind and clouds, various forms of harometers and apparatus illustrating their
principles, rain and snow gauges, sunshine recorders, thermometers, etc.; a series
of climatic charts, etc., containing specially prepared maps of miscellaneous
meteorological data, large relief map showing the annual mean rainfall of the
United States, etc.; framed photographs of Weather Bureau offices and special
views instruments, clouds, and lightning; samples of kites used in aerial investigations, with models of various forms, showing development, etc.
Bureau of .Anirnal Industru.-This display con&ists of models and specimens in
alcohol representing some of the infoetious -diseases in the domesticated animals,
models of di eased horses' hoofs, shoes for the correction of faulty gaits, and the
treatment of the diseases of the hoofs; tags, implements, etc., used in the United
States meat inspection service; cultures of bacteria, toxins and antitoxins 1 animal
parasites; a pyramid of wood sample from tho Southern States; poultry, illustrating the gapeworm disease; photographs of famous horses and cows.
Biological Survey.-This -section exhibits a number of characteristic Soutbern
birds (mainly aquatic species) which have suffered most from the attacks of
feather hunters, who kill the parents and leave the helpless young to die; various
groups of birds that are beneficial by destroying insects or small animals; groups
of animals mounted upon characteristic bases, among which are prairie dogs at
the entrance of their burrows, ground squirrel from the prairie region of the
:Mississippi Valley, pou0hed gophers, etc.
Division of Entomology.-The most interesting features of this display a-re collections of insects affecting fruit trees, truck crops, forage plants, grains. live
stock, etc., together with model in wax illustrating the injury caused by them;
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a wax model of the cotton plant and models illustrating injury caused by the cotton worm, and the boll worm, with a number of the more important insecticides,
with brief directions for their preparation and application; bromide enlargements
of figures and photographs illustrating various important insects and field operations in the control of insects.
Division of Forestry.-The exhibit of this division comprises a monographic
display of four commercially important timber trees of the South-longleaf pine,
red cedar, white oak, and red. gum; each species shown in a rustic monster frame
formed of the timber of the species with bark on it, containing a map of geographical c1istribution, synonym andeconomicuses, photomicrophs (showing magnified
structure of wood), botanical specimens, together with cross sections of young and
old trunks and unfinished and finished wood showing characteristic appearance;
representative forest botanical display of 140 Southern tree species mounted in
glass boxes, each box specimen accompanied 'Ly a block of wood and a small map
showing geographical distribution; three models of a farm showing (a) the
destructive erosion consequent upon indiscriminate forest denudation; (b) the
method of r claiming the farm; (c) the model farm as reclaimed.
Division of Pomology.-Here are shown, among other things, models and watercolor paintings of fruits adapted to cultivation in Tennessee and other South~rn
States; a collection of fruit descriptions illustrating methods used in recordmg
varietal characteristics, for use in identification of varieties; living pineapple
plant from Florida showing fruit in successive stages of development, and photographic enlargements illustrating methods of culture and marketing the.same.
Division of Vegetable Phsiology and Pathology.-This exhibit consists of_ collec·
tions of models, specimens, and photographs illustrating the habits of the different
genera and species of edible and poisonous mushrooms and their cultivation .. .An
interesting case contains models, photographs, specimens, and paintings, illustrating the characteristics of some of the more common plant diseases and t~e
methods of laboratory and field work followed in the investigation of t~ese diseases; also groups of bromide enlargements and maps showing field work m tr~ating plant diseases and its results, and illustrating the distribution in the United
States of the more common plant diseases.
Division of Agrostology.-This exhibit containssixtysheaves of Americang!a.sses,
chiefly Southern; eighty-four drawings of North American grasses, being ~mgmals
of the illustrations for the '' Handbook of North .American Grasses," now m preparation, and two transparencies of grasses grown in Tennessee.
Office of Fiber Ini:estigations.-'l'his exhibit shows the commercial fibers of_ the
Umted States, cultivated and imported. These are arranged in four cases of thirtytwo panels, in series, to illustrate the raw fibers and their preparation, with examples of principal manufactures. The collections comprise fl.ax, hemp, jute, cotton,
ramie, sisal and manila hemps, Tampico, palmetto, cocoanut, and the principal
species of bru h fibers, such as piassava, palmyra, kittool, etc. .A.1:lJ-ong ~brous
substances are bamboo, rattan, straw plant, ramie Southern cane fiber, silk cot~ons, and woody fiber . Among novelties are corn'-pith cellulose, used for J.?ackmg bulkheads of armored vessels, Cuba bast and willow and poplar shavmgs,
used in millinary goods.
An intere3ting feature of the exhibit of the Department of .Agriculture is a relief
model of the State of Tennessee, treating of its topography and agricultural
resources.
THE
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The exhibit of the Smithsonian Institution includes also the Bureau of American
Ethnology, the National Zoological Park, the Bmeau of International Exchanges,
!he Astro-Phy ical Observatory, and the United States National Museum. It is
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photographic transpar ncies of objects of greatest interest in the park, including
buffalo an<l oth r animals.
The B1treau of International E. ·change.~.-This Bureau is represented by a completEi set f th publications of the United tates Government for one year. Fifty
similar st · are d. tributed annually by tho Bureau to foreign countries. Numerous map an l diagrams, illu trating the workings of this Bureau, are also shown.
The A.·t1'0-Pllysical Observatory.-This exhibH consists of photographs of the
exterior and interior of the building at Washington and of the principal instruments th reiu-siderostat, galvanometer, spectrometer, a bolometer or electric
thermom ter, the inv ntion of Professor Langley, and large photographs of portions of the solar spectrum.
!TED STATES NATIONAL l\! SE l\I.

The exhibit of the National Mu eum is larger than those of all other dependencies of the mithsonian Institution combined. It has been intended, as far as possibl , to show the scope of the Museum and to inclicate the manner in which the
collections at Washington are arranged, labeled, and displayed. It is divided
into seventeen d partments.
The Depa1·lment of Manimals.-This exhibit comprises a ollection of lemursmonkey-like animals. About twenty-five species arc artistically mounted, while
on the walls are casts of the heads of the various species of porpoises and one of
the smallest and rarest whalebone whales known to exist.
The Deparlm nt of Bil'd. .-This exhibit is one of the best ever shown by the
Museum. It is placed near the main aisle and is notable for its excellent representation of the parrot family.
Tlle Depw·tment of R<>ptile8 and Balmchians.-This presents a group of the
pri.ncipal poi onous snak s of the nited States, rattlesnakes and copperheads;
tort ises ar also shown.
The Department of Fishe.'1.-This e ·hibit consi ts of a selected series of deep-sea
fish s, supplemented by a number of casts of North American fishes, colored as in
life.
1 he Department of Jlfollu.jk.</.-Thi exhibit represents the families of mollusks
and brachiopods, and shows the utilization of the materials, such as pearl, cameo,
etc., derived therefrom.
The Department of Insects.-This is most interesting, illustrating as it does protective resemblance and aggressive mimicry. Butterflies take on the color and
appearance of the leaves upon which they most frequently settle. Aggressive
mimicry of insects is shown by the imitation in form and color of twigs of trees
and of insects known t0 be their enemies.
The Department of Marine Invertebmtes.-The exhibit of this department comprises sponges, corals, and echinoderms. Suspended from the ceiling are life-size
models, one of the giant squid and one of the octopus or devil-fish, made familiar
to everyone by Victor Hugo's Toilers of the Saa.
The Departrnent of Comparative Anatom,11.-This exhibit includes two series of
specimens, one showing the modification of the lim hs of animals for different modes
of life and the other the structure of the human brain.
TheDepa1·tment of Paleontology.-This department is represented by a collection
of fos ·i1s from ancient botJhrioepis to modern bony fish, like the shad, and by synoptic collections of trilobites and crinoids.
The Depa1·tment of Geology.-A collection from this de!Jartment illustrates in a
most striking way the occurrence n.nd association of gold and silver in nature.
The Departrnent of .llfinerals.-This instructive exhibit contains about five hundred specimens of selected minerals.
The Depci1·tment of Ethnology.-This interesting display comprises groups depicting the home life and arts of the Pueblo Indians. A prominent feature of the
exhibit is a hut occupied by Norton Sound Eskimos. Fine and extensive collections of dance masks and types of basketry used by the Indians of the Pacific coast
are included, as are al o specimens of Pueblo pottery and implements for weaving.
The Depa1·tment of P1·ehisto1·ic Anthropology.-This department is represented
by implements and objects used by prehistoric man at all epochs and periods. The
State of Tennessee being rich in implements and articles belonging to prehistoric
man, the field of American archreology was left entirely to the local archreologists
and private exhibitors, and the entire display of this department is confined to
specimens from foreign countries and is about equally divided between the stone
and bronze ages.
TheDepm·trnent of 01·iental Antiquities.-The display from this department consists of objects illustrating Brahminism and Buddhism, the principal religions of
1
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a tern sia; Mohammedani m, the literary history of the Bible, and the religious·
remonies of the Jews.
The Depm·tment of Technology.-The collections selected fo1· this exhibit consist
of objects illusti·ating the early methods of transportation in the Southern States;
a sorie of models from the primitive sledge to the introduction of the first rnilroad
in tho United States, which ran in South Carolina in 1831. There is a model of a
full-riggec1 ship with the various sai.ls. ropes, spars, etc., in place and labeled, over
400 in nnmber, and an accurate and authentic rigged model of the Savannah, the
first t amship to cross the Atlantic.
From the electrical collections of the Museum there is displayed a series representing the early instruments of Franklin, Henry, Morse, V ail, and Page.
Historicril section.-Numerous histolical objects, coins, and medals, illustrating
American history, form a prominent feature of the Museum exhibit.
J.liateria medica.-This section is rerresented by instructive specimens of natural and cultivated cinchona barks and their products and the alkaloids of opium.
Numerous transparencies-photographs on glass-illustrating particular features of tho exhibits arc placed fn the windows.
.
The National Mu eum has an interesting ethnological collection of exclusively
woman·s work among the aborigines displayed in the Woman's Building, and also
a portion of the lace collection belonging to Dr. Thomas Wilson.
UNITED STA.TES FISH CO)IMISSION.

The exhibit of the United States Fish Commission is located in the southeast
corner of the Government building and occupies 5,000 square feet of spac~ in the
form of an L. It is arranged to show the character of the work performed DY each
of the divisions of the Commissioni the method and apparatus employed, and
results attained, and is classified under three heads-scientific inquiry, fish culture, and methods and statistics ot the fisheries.
.
.
In the section of scientific inquiry are to be found models and 1llustrat1on~ of
the v essels of the Commission, specimens of the nets, dre~ges and.other collecting
apparatus for scraping the ocean bottom, apparatus used m assorting and pre erv ing the collections, a model of the sounding m achine used in deep-sea work, anc1
samples 01 the various thermometers used in physical observa~ions. The results of
the scientific inquiry explorations of tho Commission appear 111 the fo~·m of_ charts,
besides specimens of corals, crabs, star-fishes, sea-urchins, and vanou mverte~
1)rate animals; also extensive series of oysters, sho-wing the rate of gro_w~h !)ll
cli:fferent bottoms, and the method of attachment of the spat and the mJunes
produced by starfish, drills, and other enemies of the oyster.
.
Another interestin,,. exhibit included in this section consists of 150 flexible, cast
of fishes painted fro~ the fresh or living specimens in faithful imitation of nature.
Two groups of sea lions and fur seals are part of this section.
. .
The methods employed by the fisheries of the South Atlantic, Gulf, and Mississippi States are illustrated by models of pound nets, seines, spars, hooks, trawls,
etc. A series of models of vessels shows the development of the fishing vessf:1 of
the present day from the crude craft first used in this country. The various
phases of fishing life are illustrated by photographs.
In the fish-culture section an effort is made to show in a practical way the
methods followed in hatching the eggs of salmonidre, representing heavy egfJ ;
shad, representing the semibuoyant types, and cod, representing the floating ma.rm
~ggs. Supplies of shad eggs will be delivered weekly until June 10 f~·om w_a hmgton and hatched at the ast entrn.nce of the grotto. The hatch will be h yated in the Cumberland River. Trout eggs are furnished from the stream m
'olorado, and the fish resulting from the same will be in the aquarium during the
expo ition.
Tho aquarium, located in tho southeast cm·ner of tho building, is a grotto-lil~c
~-shaped structure_, 12 feet~ long, a!}d contain twenty-two tanks. Each t nk 1
• feet long, 3 f thigh, and iJ feet wide at the t p. An equal number of tanks for
s~t water and fresh water, re pecti ·ely, aro n.rrang don each side of the grott ,
1th a pa. sage ·ay 12 fe t wide dividing them.
The?~
nex~
th wall ·ontain many of the foo1-fi ho prop ate by the
Comnu _on. 1_ ~ s .a. 1 r~o nnml, r of th im rtan f ocl and on mic fi h s
of he .
is. 1_PIJ1 1ver Valley and fr m the 'tates bordering on th
ulf nnd
tlan~c coa. • In the oth r tanks are ho ·n m st of the import. nt fi h
f the
~lf. mcl m th. napp, r , group r , pompano, r ·alle, an 1 mullet al o the
br1~ht-color trol?1cal fi ,he . rustacean.. h llfi b, etc.
_The ~ater for <Tu playi_ng th ~arine fi h was brou{{ht from for bead i •,
·. ·· m t~ti½ car an 1 ·tor ma.lar, r ·ervoirtaukb a.th th flo r. From
thi tan 1 1 for
, by m n
ni kel pump driven by 1 ctrici y into a
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smaller tank 18 feet above the floor, located in tho southeast corner of tho lmil<ling. It is introduced into tho aquarium from the overhead tank by mean: of
gravity. From the aquaria it returns to the reservoir, firstr,a sing through n. filt r,
whichr mov 8 all extraneous matter. .A.s an aid in keeping this water pure, air i
being constantly foroe<l into it by m ans of an air pump, operated by hydraulic
pressnre. The air is liberated in minute partkles at tho bottom of tho tanks
through plugs of bas wood in erted inl'Ubber liberator hold01·s attachocl to rubber
tubing, whi ·hi connecteo with a pipo le3ding from ::m air•pressure tank.
Tho fresh water jg obtain d from an artesian well 8! f et deep, located near the
southeast corner of the building, which supplies a constant stream of clear c d
water of 58 degrees temperature. Connect10ns bav also been made with th city
waterworks, so that in case of failure from tho well, the aquarium can be maintained in that way. The overflow from tho fresh-water aquarium pas es into
Lake Katherine.
The interior of the grotto is finished in adamant ancl c ment, partly as stucco
work and partly plastered, in imit.ation of a roughly blasted rock tunnel. Where
tho two arms of tho L meet, a rotunda has been formed, with a pool at ono sido in
imitation ot an entrance to a water cave. It is illuminated by electric lights. Here
and there in tho grotto, mosses, fern , and other evergreens are planted in tho rockwork. Two arched p<}rtals in imitation of cut stone and of simple architectural
de ign form the entrance to the grotto.
The aquaria. tanks are lighted from tho rear, and a number of ventilators are
placed at tho rown of the grotto arch. 'rhe rockwork of the interior of the
grotto is in imitation of light trap rock; that of the portals of cream•colored limestone. with trimmiugs in da1·ker shades.
Table e. ·hmiterl a.~ a ll'all cha,·t at the Tenne.'u,ee Centennial.
[Progr f<S in tw nty years f duco.tion in th South, omprising tho States of Df'lawn.r ,
l\foryln.nd. Di trir.t c,f Columbia, Virginia, Wost Virginia, Nortli 'arolina, South Carolina~
eorgia. 1"lorida, K utu •ky T nnoss c, Alabama,, T :ta.<;, Mississippi, Louisinna, Arknnsas, ana
Missouri.)
1875.

1885.

180.:i.

---·
Total population ....•.•.. -····· •. ........................•...
School population (5 to 18 ycarbL .......................... .

16, 14:J, 000
5,812,800

20,458,GB.15
0,828,570

2-1-,371,400
8,2'J7, l(j()

2,439,843
15.11
1,521,171
62.84
3!),215
20,456
50,671
40,447
$17,293,028

3,901,233
10.61
2, 5.54,, 788

5,286,G06
21.60

TIIE PUDLIC SCHOOL .

Pupils rogistered in the schools.-····· .......... .. ......... .
Per cent of tho population .....
A verago daily attendanco ..•. . ·-········ ...... ........... . .
Per cent of the registration ................. ·-·· ........ . .. .
Malo teachers .................................. . ............ .
Female teachers .. -····· ........ _............. ---··· •.••......
Whole number of teachers ....................... . ......... .
Schoolhouses ................................................ .
Value of school property .......................•............
Average value of schoolhouses ............•. ·········-·-····
Average number of school days in the year ...•... -········
Expenditure for teachers' salaries ......................... .
Total expenditure .....•. ·-···· ........ ...... .. . . ........... .
Expend d per capita of population·····-·····--···· ....•...
Expended per pupil in attendance ................. ........ .

•H• ••• ·-· •••••••••••••••• -··-

•350

03
10,459,4.46
Sl3,02~~ii
$8.56

64.00

3,86~:#

23.5
2,150
19,987

297
8,006
26, 7i4:

62,758
56,308
87,416
60,040
00, li4
116, 3.57
01,288
76,861
$27, 884, 14.3 $56,804,().10
$365
$6"''
03
100
$15,840, 016 $23, 105, 150
10,253,874 $29, 37:i, 090
1.21
$0.94
3. 72
$7. 54:

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGE .

Number of institutions .. ................................... .
Professors and instructors . ................... -··· ......... .
Students ........... . .......... ............................. .. .

201
1,002
13,014

The population was about one-half greater in 189,3 than in 1875.
In the public schools the number of pupils was over two and one-half times as gi-eat; teachers
were nearly twice as numerous, females having increased far more rapidly than males. There
were nearly twico as many schoolhouses, and school property was over three and one.fourth
time.-; as valuable. The average school term was twelve days longer, and the total expenditure
was over two and one.fourth times as much.
Ninety•six new colleges were esta.blishod between 18i5 and 1895; tht>re wore 1,404 more profc:1sors and over twice as many students at the latter dato as at the former.
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THE EXPOSITION AND ITS STRUCTURES.
R printed from an ac ount by Robert A. Halley in tho Nashville American, JUay 1, 1897.

The site of the exposition could not be more favorably located, and, indeed,
there was no other location which could have been so improved by the expenditure
of a similar amount of money. Including West Side Park and adjacent property,
there are about 200 acres available, and the greater part of this is occupied in
one way or another. Less than 2 miles from the public square, which is the
acknowledged center of the city, it is sufficiently elevated to command a fine view
of the entire western portion of the city and the outlying suburb to the northeast
and southwe ·t of the c:ity of Nashville. In the distance the tltate capitol looms
up in its grandeur and the entire aspect is one that is intensely pleasing to the eye.
THE SITE,

When the expositi.on people took charge they found a park with hundreds of
trees well kept, and to these they have added hundreds more, which now lend
their sha<le to the visitor and suggest the delightful evenings to be spent under
them the coming summer nights. The beautiful blue grass covers every spot
which would otherwise be vacant, and through the green borders wind charmmg
shaded avenues and walkways. Flowers are everywhere, in beds, in '.!Ilasses, in
banks, or single plants throw up their heads proudly wherever there 1s a warm
spot or a pretty view. Orange trees and lemon trees show their golden or y~llow
fruits, and the palms of the Tropics rear their stately tufts of dark green fohag:e.
Cacti fill beds in the sunny corners, and here and there all the summer l_ong will
be blooms of that strange barbaric beauty and brightness that charactenze these
w onc1ei·ful children of the desert. Scarlet geraniums, multitinted coleus, a_nd
fiery nasturtiums lend their glow and color to the beautiful outdoor decora~1ve
scheme. Through the quiet waters of the lakes glide the gondolas of Vemce,
steered by the sons of the sunny land where their picturesque garb may be seen
at home, but where it can not lend a more artistic beauty to the land cape.
Arbors of native vines, and one arbor where only the strange tropical vines of the
gourd family grow, offer a cool and shaded r etreat to those whose feet have tread
the walks of the exposition till they tire from the very surfeit of delight. Under
the trees and in the arbors the sultry heat of the summer may not reach, and
spring and autumn lend added beauty to the prospect when seen through the
green curtains of the vines.
:MINERALS A.~D FORESTRY BUILDING.

The first building to greet the eye after the visitor has fully admired the prospect and starts on his tour of the displays is that known as the minerals and
forestry building. It stands on the space between the northern shore of Lak_e
Katharine and the southern extremity of Lake Watauga. It is not only prominent, but h3:ndsome and commodious. It belongs to the Doric order of architecture as mocllfied by the Romans when they had attained their highest excellence
in the art of building. Its size is 526 by 124 feet, with an annex 72 by 162 feet.
Its main entrances are three in number and each is marked by an imposing portico with six columns. This gives the building a pleasing gen°ral effect. The
columns guarding the entrances are crowned by sculptural gables in high relief
and of beautifully appropriate designs.
The minerals and forestry building is filled with the products of the mine and
fore t, and includes every variety of materials used for building a home, from the
humblest cabin to the palace.
ot only the marble , the stones, the clays, the
mineral. , the coa1s, the ores, the precious metals, and the woods of Tennes ee, and
the vast numb r of th ir varied product. in all branches of industrial art, there to
be shown, but there will be some of the fine t product of oth r tates in the same
lines. Georgia ~as a magnific nt exhibit of her products in minerals and forestry, and other tatcs have made valuable contributions to the same work. Two
trurtnr s inside the building are of particular intere t-th cabin built of farshall oun
dar_logs taken from a structure which stood for over eighty years,
anc1 the r pr c1u 10n of th
nn Hathaway cotta,,. , to be used a Hamilton
Conn y s headquart r . The ' at ·s di play i particularly fine.
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oc asion..
olonial in style and Ionic in treatment, its airy porticos, facing the.
points of the compass, give the building the shape of a sh?rt ~ross, ~xceI?t for
the colonnades xtending from the main entrance around m e1~her duect1on_ tothe ends of the builcling. Above the colonnades are _balcomes from which,
immense numbers of people may view the fireworks at mght or ~he pageants of.
tho day. From the tower, 100 feet above the roof, can be had_a view of the electrical ,ffects at ni~ht, which will not be equaled by any other view on the ~~ounds~
In the day from this tower can be had a fine ~ie:V, not_onl;y- of the expos1t1on, but
of the city of ash-ville farther away. The ms1de fimsh 1s of hard wood, 3:nd a.
broad gall ry extends around three sides of the hall. The stage and band pit are.
of ample dimen ions, even for the great bands engaged and for the great conventions book d for holding thern this summer.
THE GOVERNMENT BUILDING.

In the southern part of the grounds is situated the splendid Governme7:1t buildin~,.
3,10 by 130 f tin extent, and in the form of a cross. The surfil:ountm&' domEI _1s.
50 r et high and very similar to _the dome on t_he new 9011gress~onal Library 111:
Washington. The Government .has not been mggarcUy m supplymg the ways and:
means whereby this great public undertaking 111ay be aided, and not only appropriated the sum of, 1:30,000 for the buiiding _an_d exhibit, Jrnt ha~ <!-on~ more. By
act of ongre sit provided for the free adm1ss10n of foreign exh1?1ts mtended forexhibitiou, and this information was transmitted to every foreign Governme~t
with an invitation to participate in the exposition. It i~ needle~s to say that th1S'
lmilc1ing and its variecl exhibits will be one of the most mterestmg and valuable! atures. of the entire exposition. The displays will be on an elaborate scale, and
commis ion rs onnecte<.1 with past expositions have been appointed. from every
d partm ut, so that the advantage of their experi nee may be had in this instance~
The . hibits r pr ·ent every working department and all will be educational in
their natm . The fisheries display, of course, will be the leading attraction to most,
p opl , but the mod ls of guns, ships, etc., and the displays of important papers,.
the show of army costumes from the beginning, and thousands of other objects are:
worthy of anybody's inspection.
TilE WOMAN'S BUILDING.

The woman·s building illustrates what woman has accomplished in the pasthun<.lr d years. The pioneer·s cabin of logs near at hand, with spinning wheel,
han<.l loom, and all the early implements with which women of that day did their·
work, stamls as a forcible comparison between the women of then and the women
of now. Every appliance of modern art, every convenience for the home, and
every decorative idea for the advancement of the higher tastes will be found in
tho. plendid palace which the Exposition management has reared to perpetuate the
high regard of Tennesseeans for woman. The Woman's Building is modeled a littleafter the Hermitage, and some pleasing features of the Grecian architecture have,
been added with fine effect. The building is 160 by 65 feet, and eight massivecolnmns support the roof, which is surmounted by an observatory. A flight of.
steps of pink Tennessee marble lead to the entrance. The surroundings are most
beautiful, including the splendid Moretti fountain, the three other fountains.
besides one in the main hall. Of the interior of the building much might be said
without giving an adequate idea of its beauty. The assembly room, decorated by
the Knoxville women, will be the meeting place of the many women's conventions arranged for during May and October. There is a parlor for the president.
Mrs. Kirkman, elegantly furnished by the contributions of women of the State:
There is the magnificent main hall, furnished and decorated by the Memphis
women; the red-cedar room, decorated by the Murfreesboro women, where relics
of the three Presidents, Jackson, Polk and Johnson, will be seen· ChattanooO'a.
room, Georgia room, New York room, Mount Vernon room, Colo~ial bedroo~
Oriental room, model kitchen, where demonstrations in cooking will be give~
free during the sum~er, a display of laces of the world, a vast collection of the.
art works of 'Yomen m every branch of decorative and applied art; a library of
the books wntten by women, the room where the patents and inventions of
women are shown, the salesroom, where articles for sale are kept and a number
of others. All are beautifully decorated and furnished. The h;lls are full of
displays from the counties, and many other things are to be seen.
COMMERCE B ILDING.

Commerce and agriculture are the two words which appear on the seal of th&
State of Tennessee and the two leadinO' exhibit buildinO's were therefore very
appropriately named thus. The commer~e building is the largest structure on the
ED
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grounds, being 591 feet long and 256 feet in width.

It is likewi e tho most strik-

iug and commodious of the exposition group. The interior js divided into aisles
and a. nave, the former 25 feet and the latter 45 feet high. The central pa,vilion is
two stories in height, the second story forming a gallery on either sic1o 1·13 by lCO

feet, overlooking the nave, and is reached by four broad stairways, one at each
corner. The general style is based on the Corinthian and Ionic orders of the
Grreco-Roman . Over the central pavilion a dome rises to a height of 1i5 feet. nnd
when the elevators aro running there will be a grand view of the surrounding
country to be had from the top. Inside the builcUng is the most elaborately decorated of any of them, and there is the handsomest line of exhibits eyer grouped
in an exposition. These embrace every article of general commerce and art, and
come from aU the countries of the world. There is a large foreign section, and it
is filled with rare and costly displays.
THE PARTHENON.

It is the Parthenon, beautiful and majestic, that beggars description. The
most callous and careless observer must acknowledge its splendor, and as the first
reproduction of that famous building it will bring many thousands of people here
who have no other incentive to come. Its 58 fluted columns, its wonderful statuary, and the absolutely perfect manner in which every detail of c1ra~v~ng, construction, and coloring are carried out can not fail to interest the v1s1tor ,,;ho
comes within sight of it. Inside there is the grandest collection of pictures e~·er
brought to the South, aggregating in value over a million dollars. To dcscn1Jo
this structure and its contents interngently would require more spac~ thm! can ce
given in a newspaper article. It stands like a chapter from the ancient t1111es for
the inspection and wonder of the civilized world.
P A.LLA.S ATHEXE,

In front of the Parthenon stands Miss Enid Yandell's giO'antic statue of Pa113:s
Athene, 41 feet in height, including the pedestal, and modeled aJter Fruh~e!· s
Pallas de Velletri, which is in the Louvre, Paris. This is r egarded by cnt1cs
abroad as the most beautiful and most justly celebrated of all. It is the largest
statue over executed by a woman.
TIIE ERECTIIEO~~,

Tho Ercdheon, which stoo<.1 n ar the Parthenon, was reproc1ucct1 for the Hi. t~ry
Building, ancl is one of the really beautiful structures, though not of larg~ ~1ze .
It contains about 4,200 square feet, and is intended to receive only the price! ss
exhibits of ail historical natnre. Rooms are ,·et apart for the T nnesseo Histoncal
Society, Daught rs of the Revolution and Colonial Dames, Confec1ern.te Veterans,
Grand Army of the Repnblic, and for mi cellaneous exhibits. This lmilcliug ,Yi11
be a center of intere t, for the articles will be in every ca e carefully sel ctcJ, aucl
nothing except of a rare and valuable character will be admitted.
THE

'IIILD:r:.E. ·'s BUILDIXG.

Th re i no pr~ttier little building on the grnunds than th pr~tty rtruc~~1ro
recto~ for the clnlc.lren o~ th State. The fir t ugge -tion of a builtlmg_ for w~neh
the chilth n shonlcl contnbnt tho money and which ·hould be filled w1th tlnn~
of especi l int r t to them was promptly met and a con icl •rable am nut f
mon y wa
cured. The de •jgn is cha te anc.1 tho interior anangem ut acl 1pt ,1
well for th purpo es hacl in view. The school xhibits of the Stat from schoo~s
b l w th "'Ta<l. of n colle"'e will be en in thi bnil<ling. Th re is a coll ction
als . of the 1:mrH?S sen for th purpo 1,y Unit d States con:uls in many par!~ of
th "v rl 1. Dnnng the Expo. i · nth r will b nt rtn.inmeuts hv n:.riom; · 1<,o:.
of th • a in th hilclreu·s Buildin,, and tho fir t \V dn suny in ev~r1 month
will 1 ·hilur n ". ~y.
'
.
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the i·nprovement of transportation facilities and ~hat was doD;e in the ~~itt1.l
stage~ of th railroad era. The De W~tt li~ton tram, the fir~t, ;"Ill s_tand s1 ~ Y
si(1e with the rnotl rn locomotive ancl its tram of e1e~a~t _vestibu~e caIS. Vehicles
of ov ry variety will be shown in their most splendid fimsh .
AGRICULTURE DUILDING.

The protlncts of the soil of Tennessee wil_l be exhi!.)~tcd in the agriculture. ~uildjng. bv mauy considered the gem of the entire e~posit~on grout r: The Rena1s::.ance
st.yle of archit cture has been used_, an~ th~ chmens1ons are o2v feet by 200 feet.
The C''ntral clom risPs 100 feet, while six mmor domes lend a charm _to the whole
which can not be cl scribed. Four entrances lead under arches with statuary._
Tho da, ic lines and beautiful proportions can ~e ~een_from ~lmost every part of
tho gronml to advantag , and at night the_ bmldmg _is pa_rti~ularly adapted for
an l ctrical di. play. The interior decoration~ of this_ bmldmg have_ 1:>een pronounced sup rior t anything over seen before m the history of cxpos1t10ns, sn~pa. sing. a c rdi~g to 'hica."o people ~hemselves,_ the best see11 at the W ~!ld s
, air. 'Within r1ll 1?e the v_ast an~ varied productions of :i:ennosse~ and ag1~cultural impl m nt , still and m motion, from nearly every fitst-<?lass 1.actory of tho
conntrv. 'l'ho d cora:tions made from field products are especially fine, and each
of tho small domes is decorated with a single product, one in corn, one in tobacco,
0110 in cotton, ancl 0110 in grain.
11.\.CHINERY D ILDING.

In tho m, chinery buihling utility and beauty are united, satisfying the artistic
tastc!i aud pra ·ti ·al demands at the same time. The builcling is 375 by 138 feet,
ancl in outline ancl detail it satisfies the most fastidious tastes in architectural art.
Th re is no st am admitted, that being supplied from the power house, some distance away. Thi will keep the building pleasant on warm tlays, an<'l enable
visitors to i:; e it without discomfort. The yarious machines in operation in this
hnilding will manufactnro a number of things of interest, and one of theso working exhihiis will be a ribbon-weaving loom. The great engines moving noise] •ssly will be no mall part of the interest, as there are some of tbe finest here
that were ever made.
'EGRO BUILDING.

Tho ncgro building, which many think the most beautiful on the grouncl, not
only in situation but in design, i'3 one of the finest evitlences that could be given
of tho feelings of the white men of the South for their former slaves. The negrocs
of 'renues-see have the opp:::>rtunity of thei.r lives to make this display educational
in the highc t sense, and this they are cloing every clay. The building was not
completed in time for the entire exhibits to be arranged, but since it was turnecl
oyer tho negro department has done great work in getting it stocked with the
many fine exhibits which they had gathe1·ed from every part of the State and the
South. The sight of the building across the fa1r Lake Wata:uga is no more beautiful than the displays within, for the outside of the structure can not tell the
story that i told by the interior. That story is the story of the negro race from
tho clays of slavery to tho present-the story of achievement under obstacles often
scr•m~ngly impossible to overcome. The school exhibits and the exhibits shomng
tho life of some of the graduates after their school days closed and real life began
arc of notable interest.
HY IENE AXD ED "CATIO::-r.

. Th~ hygiene and ~d_ucational building_ was really an outgrowth of tho increasmg rm:e of the e,·pos1t10n. The space assigned these two departments was so soon
fillc 1 that the need. of grea~er accommodation early made itself felt. The final
result was the erection of this structure, and not only has the space been taken up
tut the g;1,llery of the commerce building has been taken as an annex to th~
educational departme:nt._ ~he building is in the Renaissance style, and is 144:
feet square. A pecuhanty 1s that the four sides are identical in finish and the
only difference to b~ noted is that on th_e south side there will be two groups of
statuary_. rcpresentmg oratory ancl plulosophy. Inside the educational department will be seen the finest and most complete collection of school work ever
shown at an exposition anywhere. This will include all work done by schools of
~n~l ato':o th~ g~·aclc of colleges .. The lower schools will place there work in the
clnlclren s bmldrng. In the hygiene department will be grouped one of the most
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unique, attractive and in tructiveoxhibits ever placed before the American public.
Everything pertaining to the science of health will be exhibited, and it will a11 be
of interest to intelligent people.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

The building used for the administration building will be abandoned in a few
days and will then be used for a restaurant and club house. The administration
building will be the pretty little cottage built about a year ago by Mr. Edward
Adamson, and here the offices of exposition officials will be kept till the exposition
clos s.
RA.IL WAY EXHIBIT BUILDING.

The railway exhibit building, erected by the Nashville, Chattanooga and St.
Louis Railway, is a beautiful structure at the northwest part of the grounds, and
exactly 100 feet square. It will contain the terminal station and exhibits also. T~e
passengers who come by the rail way, either from the city or from other places, W1ll
be landed here in one of the most complete exhibit buildings erected on the
grounds. In it are displays, among other things, a sample of everything that has
been grown profitably in Tennessee. The timbers, the ores, the products of the
State, are all given space, and form the most complete showing that has ever been
made of the things which the State grows. The immense log shown is an example
of what is done down this way in wood.
EMERGENCY HOSPITAL.

The Emergency Hospital, back of the clubhouse, will be a very useful pla_ce'
even if it be never needed. The occurrence of a single case requiring attent~on
would be a very serious matter if no such place were provided. As it is. everythmg
has been arranged for prompt attention in any case of accident that may be
reported.
:MEXICO BUILDING.

The Mexico Building is a long, low structure in the southern part of the
grounds, and will be occupied by Mexico, New Mexico, and Chili. as well as by
any other of the South or Central American Republics. The exhibit made by
Mexico is far better than that made at the World's Fair, and contains a great
many more relics. These are of the greatest interest, as many of them are from
the Govei-nment Museum and have not been exhibited before.
THE POWER HOUSE.

The power house shows the finest boiler plant ever set up in the South a!ld !vill
supply steam to all parts of the grounds, as well as furnish the great electric hght
Aystem. It is a place full of interest to those who desire to study the fine t plant
of the sort in the country at actual work.
PYRA.)IID OF CIIEOPS.

Near the Parthenon, on the north side, is a gaudy colored building of curious
con truction which never fails to attract attention. It i the r production of the
1iyramid of Cheops at ancient lemphis in Egypt. Memphis. which is in 'helby
'~1:1-nty, built it for the county building, and it i not only the headquarters of the
v1S1tors from helby, but it contains the exhibits from that county.
I ED :ME."',

WIGW.\.:U,

. The g~uc1y tep of ihe Red :M n is a structur that must be se n. Its attract1 1mch that you can not mi · it.
iv 11
The littl wigwam: at the . ix id of
th . largP . antral one ar~ for the various trib found in a hville, and ea ·h ·
11
1
1~a • -~ ~itl~ tho. a1 11~r• 1m te ·olors.
n 't. Tammany· Day there will b a. rr at
c lclJ1 ,itlon aucl a ham battle after the <ledi •ation of the wigwam.
TlH. IU. LTO.
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THE FLAGPOLE.

The flagpole is the cause of more qu0$tions than anything else on the grounds,
because it i invariably asked: '' How tall is it?" It is 285 feet, and the pole itself
represents Tennessee. There are fifteen columns around the pavilion at the base,
each of a different Tennessee wood. These represent the fifteen States that preceded Tennessee into the Union. The sixteenth, the flagpole, is Tennessee.
THE PYTHIAN BUILDING.

The Knights of Pythias have one of the prettiest headquarters ever built at any
exposition. In it there will be reading rooms, resting rooms, and all the comforts
of a home to bi enjoyed by members of this order and their families who come to
the exposition.
TllE PALACE CAR,

The Seaboard Air Line Palace Car is one thing which is there for a purpose. It
is the headqnartn .of all the towns and cities on the line of that road, and in it
about ev ,ry ten day. some one of the cities will be the host and give a banquet
which will l1e attended by citizens of that place and 1.Jy invited guests.
TIIE JUNIOR OH.DER BUILDING,

The Junior Order of United American Mechanics have a pretty building to the
south of the wigwam and will have everything there for the comfort ancl enterJ
taimnent of their members.
Tho otton Belt Line has a neat pavilion near the Transportation Building for
their exhibits.
'Ihe photograph gallery is both attractive and useful, and worth a visit from
any one who wants a good picture.
KNOXVILLE BUILDING.

Capitol a.venne is a thoroughfare which has b en laid out but a short time, but
six very handsome structures are either up or nearing completion. The largest of
the ·o is the Knoxville Building, in which that prosperous city will hav headquarters and which will be filled with Knoxville exhibits. It is nearly complete
and will be a most interesting place to visit.
ILLINOIS BUILDING,

At the far end of the avenue is the fair white Illinois Building, the repro luction of the Administrat;ion Building at the World's Fair, where the great State of
Illinois and the great city of Chicago will do the honors during the exposition. The
forty-eight statu s which ornament this building are like those on the Administration Building at Chicago, and cost over $1,000 dollars each to model. The same
models were used for these.
CINCINNATI BUILDING.

Directly opposite Knoxville Building is the Cincinnati Building, the first to be
commenced on the avenue, and it is now about ready for dedication. The people
of 'incinnati have from the first taken an interest in this exposition, and as soon
as they bf:came satisfied that the exposition was going to be a success they went
to work and raised the money for this building.
EW YOU,K BUILDING.

New York State is about finishing up a building that will be very delightful to
all visitors. It 1s commodious and well planned, and the interior decorations are
in keeping with the character of the structure. The building cost a large amount
and will be the center of many pleasant times before the exposition closes.
LOUISVILLE BUILDING.

Louisville is erecting a building the design for which shows the beauty of the
idea carried out, and here will be another place where sodal pleasure will abound.
The building will be the rallying place for all Louisville people and for Kentuckians as well, and the close relations between the States will be closer than ever
before the show is over.
THE PRE S BUILD! G.

The press of the country has been kind to the exposition, and the management
has remembered them by erecting for the newspaper men a commodion · and c~mvenient place where they may work or rest. The building is of the prettiest design
and is now about finished.

CHAPTER XXII.
EDUCATIONAL DIRECTORY. 1

I.-CIIIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFIC:l!."'RS.

Address.

John O. Turner .......
.'heldou ,Jackson .....
A. P. Sl1>wmnn ......
Juuiw; Jordan .......
Samu£'! 'l'. Black......
Mis.<.JGrn.coE.Patton.
'. D. Hine ........ .... .

w·:ff Po\~;eiC: ::::::

W. N. Sheats ........ .
Gn,;ta:vu!-1 it Glenn .. .
L. N. H. A11dcrson ... .
8mnuol l\I. Inglis . ... .
D. l\I. G<' ting .. .. ... .
R C. J.farrutt ..... ... .
\Villi am Stryk r .. .. .
\V. J. David con ...... .
J. V. Callionn ........ .
W.W. 8tdson ....... .
E. B. Prnttyman .... .
Frank A. llill ........ .
,Ja80n E. Hammond ..
W. W. P •nckrgast .. .
A. A. Kincannon .... .
,John R. Kirk ........ .
E. A. Carleton ....... .
W.R. ,fa:·kson ....... .
IL('. 'ntting .... .... .
Fred. Go·,ving ........ .
('has ,T. Baxtor ...... .
1-'ln.dclo S:mclon1.L ... .
'h:irh•s R, 'kinner .. .
C. TC. :Mohi.ne ... ..... .
J. U. Holland ...•.....
S(';\l' T . ('01"011 ••••••
S. . Iloj1kius ....... .
CT. J l. Irwin ......... . .
athan C. Hclmeffcr.
'l'hmn:, s P,. Stor:kwcll.
\V. D. ".foyfidcl. ..... .
Frank Crane······~··
Priro Thomas .... ... .
,J. :\1. (':u·lble ..... ... .
,John U. :i'ark ..... ... .
Mason , . Stone .... .. .
,To,eph \'l. Ho,!thall. ..
Fra.uk ,J. Brown• .... .
J. R. Trott1•r ....... .
,T. Q. EmPry ......... .
Mi<;s Bttdlc Rc:cl. .. .

Official designatio!l.

I :Montgomery~
Ala ... ~ ..
Sitka, Alaska ..............

State superintendent of cduc3,tion .
General agent of educntion.
Phrouix, Ariz ......... ..... Superintendent of pnhlic instruction.
Littl lock, Ark .......... State superintendent of public instruction.
S. cramonto, Cal...........
Do.
Denver, Colo...............
Do.
Hartfor 1, Com1.. .. .... .... Secretary of S~ te board of o<lnca.t:on.
Dover, Del._...............
Do.
Washington, D. U. .... .... Superintendent of Dh,trict s<-1100:s.
Tallahassee, Fla ........... State superintend ut of public instruction.
Ath:.nta. Ga ................ State school commissioner.
Boif;O, Idaho ......... ..... . State superintendent of public instruction.
Springfield, Ill.............
Do.
Do.
Indianapc,li,,. Ind ..... -....
D <Moin -s, Iowa..........
Do.
Do.
'l'op ·ka, Kami..............
Frankfort, Ky..... . . . . . . . .
Do.
Baton Rouge, La._ ........ State superintendent of edncntion.
Augusta, 1\.1.e .. ···-·· . ..... . Htate superintendent 0f puh!ic i;chool'-'.
Baltimore, :.irn.. .. . • . . . . . .. Secretary of State boa.rd of education.
Boc:ton, 11~3..............
Do.
Lansing, l\Jicb ............. State supcrinteud"nt of public instructirn1.
f:t. Paul, Minn.............
Do.
Jackron. l'.Ibs .•....•....... , taw snp rintonclnnt of education.
,foffori:;on ity, Mo........ State su1>erintcnd nt of public sd10ohl.
H lcna, 1\Iont .............. Stato suporinteutlcut of pul.>lic instl'U<'tiou.
Lincoln, Nel>r.............
Do.
·
Carson, Nev...............
Do.
Concord, N. H.............
Do.
.
Trenton, N. J ...... ·-······
Do.
Santa Fe, N. l\I x ....••.... , , uperintemlcnt of publi<- bst ruction.
Albany, N. Y .............. State &uperintendcnt of pulJlic- instruc:ti,m.
R!-leigb, N. U.•........•• ·· 1
Do.
Bismarck, N. Df'.k ... ·-····
Do.
Columbus. Ohio ... ·--····· , tate commissioner of common schools.
Gutbri , kla. ... .... ...... , up rintcndcnt of puhlk instruC'tiou.
Salem, Oreg............... State superintendent of public instructio:1.
Harrisburg, Pa............
Do.
Providcnct', R. I. ....... ... Commis;iionor of public school.;.
Columbia, R. C ............. State superintondl'nt of uucatiou.
Picne, S. Dak ............. Htnto suporint ndent of pnhli<' instructlo;1.
Ta,hYille, Tenn ...... ··-· Stato superintendent of vuhlic.: instrnetw11.
Austin. Tex................ 'tato sup,-rintcudcut of public mstrul'tion.
f-altLake ity, Utah......
Do.
Montp lier, Vt............ Stnto fmperint nc1ent of ednr.atir,n.
Richm~md. Va ..... .... ····i 8to.t superintendent of public ins ruct:rn1.
Olympm. Wash __ ..........
Do.
Chari•. ton, \V. Va .. _..... , , to.t superintendent of fr s,·hools.
:Madi8on, ,vis ............. Stat superintend nt of puhl!c ~dwc,ls ..
Chcy<·nnc, \Vyo •...• ...... Stu.to supori?tentlcnt 0! pul,l!c mstruc·tio:1.
1

Cor-roctc<l to April, lSIH.
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IL-LIST OF CITY SUPERINTENDENTS. 1

ALABAMA.
Anniston, H . C. Gunnels.
Bessemer, G. M. Lovejoy.
Birmingham, J. H. Phillips.
Eufaula, H. M. ·weedon.
Florence, H. C. Gilbert.
Huntsville, Sydney J. Mayhew.

Mobile, John D. Yerby.
Montgomery, Charles L. Floyd.
New Decatur, R.R. Harris.
Opelika, T. C. Pinckard.
Selma, R. E. Hardaway.
Tuscaloosa, James H. Foster.
ARIZONA.
Tucson, Samuel P. McCrea.
ARKANSAS.

Fort Smith, J. L. Holloway.
Helena, W.W. Rive rs.
Hot Springs, George B. Cook.

Little Rock, J. R. Rightsell.
Pine Bluff, J. H. Hinemon.
CALIFORNIA.
San Bernardino, T. H. Kirk. 2
San Diego, Ellwood P. Cubberley.
San Francisco, Reginald H. Webster.
San Jose, Frank P. Russell.
Santa Ana, Lyman Gregory.
Santa Barbara, C. Y. Roop.
Santa Cruz, D. C. Clark.
Santa Rosa, E. Morris Cox. 2
Stockton James A. Barr.
Vallejo, Charles A. Fulton.

Alameda, D. J. Sullivan.
Berkeley, S. D. Waterman.
Eureka, T. L. Heaton.
Fresno, Morris Elmer Dailey.
Los Angeles..t J. A. Foshay.
Napa City, J. L. Shearer.
Oakland, John W. McClymonds.
Pasadena, James D. Graham.
Pomona, F. A. Molyneaux.
Riverside, Eugenie Fuller. 3
Sacramento, O. W. Erlewine.

COLORADO.
Denver: District No.17, J. H. Van Sickle.
Leadville, J.P. Jackson.
Pueblo: District No.1, James S. McClung.
District No. 20, Jobn F. Keating.
Trinidad, Eugene C. Stevens.

Aspen, F. J. Brownscombe.
Colorado Springs, John Dietrich.
Cripple Creek, Charles M. Kingsley.
Denver: District No. l, Aaron Gove.
District No. 2, L. C. Greenlee.

CONNECTICUT.
New Britain, Giles A. Stuart.
Ansonia, W, Alexander Smith.
New Haven,Calvin N.Kendall.
Branford, Henry C. Moore. 4
New London, Charles B. Jennings.
Bridgeport, Charles W. Deane.
New Milford, Charles H. Soule.
Bristol, C. L. Wooding .
•
Norwalk, Charles Olmstead. 5
B!~~urJ:i·.i~~k_rthrup.
Norwich (central district), Nathan L. Bishop.
East ltartford, George A. Bowman. 4
Rockville, I. M. Agard.
Enfield, James B ..Houston. 6
Stamford, Everett C. Willard.
Greenwich, George P. Fisher.
Torrington, Edwin H. Forbes.
Hartford, Andrew F. Gates.
Wallingford (central district), Daniel R.
Manchester: Town schools, Robert P. Bissell.
Knight.
Ninth district (incorporated), Waterbury, B. W. Tinker.
Thomas Sims. 6
West Haven, A. ~f. Drummond.
Meriden, C. M. Williams.
Westport, Jabez Backus. 6
Middletown, Walter B. Ferguson.
Willimantic, George L. Storrs. 6
Milford, H. I. Mathewson.
Winsted, C. A. Bristol. 6
Naugatuck,J. H. Carfrey.
DELAWARE.
Newcastle, George W. Andrew.

Wilmington, David W. Harlan.
DISTRICT OF

Washington, William B. Powell (superintendent public schools).

(1

L UMBIA.

Washington, . F. T. 'ook (suvcrintendcut col•
or cl school. ).

FLORIDA.

:t. AnJ.."TI!!tin,•, ,valt •r h . Kuihloe.
Tam1,a, L. W. Buchh<Jl:t.•
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GEORGIA.
Albany, E. G. Jones.
Americub, J. E. l\!atbis.
Ath ns, . G. Boncl.
Atlanta, W. F. Slaton.
Augusta, Lawton B. Evans.
Brunswick, A. L. Franklin.

ColumlJus. Carleton B. Gibson.
Griffin, J. Henry Walker
Macon, D. Q. Abbott.
Rome, James C. IIarrfo.
Savannah. Otis Ashmore.
Thomasville. K. '.r. MacLean. 1
ILLINOIS.

Alton, Robert A. Ilni~ht.
Aurora: District, o. 5 (ea t side), C. M. Bardw 11.
Distri t
o. '1 (w st side), A. V.
re umau.
Austin, N w 11 D. Uill.ert.
Boarthitowo, David T. Harris.
Bellevill , H. l). pclik .
B lvi<lcrc•, Artimr ,J. f4nv<l r.
Bloomington, J.<~<lwin I. 'Van P tten.
Braidwood: North Hid , ,John P. Koovers.
outh f-i,l , '. II. Root.
Cairo, Tar.lor . 'l n<l n n.
Canton, Ubarles 8. Aldrich.
Centralia, Irwin I<'. fath r.
hampaign, Josc_ph 'art r.
Charlcstoni W. T. Gooden.
Chica~o. A lJcrt G. Lano.
Danvill , J. E. Bryan.
D catur, Enoch A. Hnstman.
Dixon, 'harl 8 W. GroVl'8.
Duquoin, David H. Rawlin8.
East St. Louis: District No. l. John Richeson.
Di1:1trkt o. 2, range 10, T. J.
McDonough. 2
DiHt1·ict No. !3, range U, I. IIarry
Todd. 2
Edwardsville~. M. Parkinfion.
Elgin, M.A. whitnoy.
'Evanston: Distri ·t No. 1, IIomer H. Kinsley.
District N0. 2 (South Evanston),
Fred. W. Niohols.
District No. 3 (North Evanston),

Freeport R. S. Page.
Galena, Joel A. Harley.
GaleslJur~\ William L. Steele.
Jaeksouv1lie, J. W. Henninger~
Joliet, W. II. Camp1) 11.
Kankakee, F. N. 'l'racy.
Kewunc , A. C. Butler.
Lasalle, L. A. Thomas.
Lincoln, CamplJoll W. liarrima~
Litchftold_1,.J. E. Wooters.
Macomb, .H.. '. Rennick.
Mattoou, B. F. Armitage.
Metropolis City, O. J. Pago.
Moline, II. M. Slauson.
Monmouth, Jamca C. Burns.
Morris. John M. Boyer.
Oak P11rk, William H. Ilatch.
Ottawa, Samuel H, IIeidler.
Pana, William Miner.
Paris, J. D. Shoop.
Pekin, J. A. Hornberger.
Peoria, Newton. Charli s Dougherty.
Peru, W. W. Wirt.
Quincy\ T. W. MacFall.
Rock Isiand, Jamc•s E. Ament.
Roc:kford, P.R. Walker.
Springfield, J. II. ollins.
Spring Valley, A. B. IIalla<lay.
Sterling: District No. 1, W. 'l'. Tuttle.
District No. J, R. L. ha.plin.
District No. 8, S. B. Hursh.
Streator, W. P. Roch leau.
Urbana, J. W. Ilays.
Waukegan, Frank II. Hall.

INDIANA.
Anderson. John W. 'arr.
Aurora, J. R. Houston.
Bloomington, W. IT. Fertich.
Bluffton, Ellis D. Walker.
Brazil, John C. Gr gg.
Columbus, John A. Carnagey.
ConnersvillE,il W. F. L. Handers.
Crawfordsv· le, Isaac M. Wellington,
Elkhart, D. W. Thomas.
Evansville, ·wnliam A. Hester.
Fort Wayne. Justin N. Study.
Frankfort. Benjamin F. Moore.
Goshen, William H. Sims.
Greencastle, Robert A. Ogg.
Hammond, W. C. Belman.
Huntington, Robert I. Hamilton.
Indianapolis, Davicl K. Goss.
J ffersonville, P. P. Stultz.
Kokomo, Horace G. Woody.
Lafayette,.1,. John S. Irwin.
Laporte, v. C. Seelye.

Lawrenceburg, R. Ellsworth 'all.
Lebanon, James R. Hart.
Logansport, Alb rt H. Douglass.
Madison, C. M. McDaniels.
Marion, Welford D. Weaver.
Michigan City, Edward Boyle.
Mount Vernon, Edwin S. Monroe.
Munci , W. R. Rny_dor.
New AllJany, W. H. Hershman.
Peru,----.
Portland, C. L. Hottel.
Richmond, Thomas A. Mott.
Seymour. II. C. Montgomery.
Shelbyville, .James H. Tomlm.
South Bend, Calvin Moon.
Terre Haute, William II. Wiley.
Valparaiso, CharleH Hond rson Wood.
Vincennes, Albert E. Humke.
Wabash, M. W. Harric,on.
Warsaw, James H. Henry.
Washington, William F. A..'Ctell.

IOWA.
Atlantic, William Wilcox.
Boone, G orge I. Miller.
Burlington. Charles Eldred Shelton.
edar Rapids, J. T. :Merrill.
Centerville F. E. Stephens.
Clinton, O. P. Bostwi •k.
.
Council Bluffs, Joseph C. Hisey.
Croston, O. E. French.
Davenport, J.B. Young.
DeH Moines: East side, Amos Hiatt.
North sicle, Otis E. Smith.
Westside, Fra.TJ.k B. Cooper.
Dubuque, P. T. Ol<lt.
Fort Dodg<', F. C. ,vildeH.
1

County snperintondcnt.

Fort Madison~C. W. Cruikshank.
Iowa CityA S . .ti.. Stevenson.
Keokuk, v. W. Meyer.
Lemars, E. N. Coleman.
Lyons, J. IT. Breese.
Marshalltown, F. E. Willard.
Mason City,A. R. .'ale.
~fount Pleasant, John F. Riggs.
Muscatine, F. M. Witter.
Oskaloo. a, Orion C. Scott.
Ottumwa, A. W. Stuart.
Sioux ity, H. E. Kratz.
Waterloo: East side, F. J., cssions.
West Aide, f:l. II., heakley.
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KANSAS.
Argentine, A . P . W111·:..-ington.
Arkansas City, T. W. Conway.
Atchison, J. H. <Hotfelter.
Emporia, B . S. Spiker.
Fort Scott, D:w1d M. Boweu.
Hutchinson, George W. Winans.
Junction City, George W. Kendrick.
Kansn.s City, Larkin L. L.Hn.nks.
Lawrence, Frank P. Smith.
Leavenwor th, Miss Mamie E. Dolphin.

Newton, J. W. Cooper.
Ottawa, William M . Sinclair.
Parsons, S . D. Frazier.
P ittsburg. S. W. Black.
Salina, A. Ludlum.
Topeka,, ·William ]L Davidson.
Wellington, H . F. M. Bear.
Wichitn, .Frank R. Dver.
Winfield, J. W. Spindler.
KENTUCKY.
Louis,m c , E. H. l\Iark.
Maysvilie. (No city superintendent.) 1
Newport, John Burke.
Owensboro, James J'tfoGinniss.
Paducah, G orge 0. McBroom.
Paris, E.W. Weavc•r.
Richmond, H. H. Hough.
"\Vinchestor, A . C. Fleshman.

Ashlanp, J ohn G. Crabbe.
Bowling Green, Edward Taylor.
Covington, John Morris.
Dayton, I•'. S. Alley.
Frankfort, McHenry Rhoads.
Henderson, Edward S . Clark.
Hopkin sville, Livingston nk 'artney.
L exington, William Rogers Clay.

LOUISIANA.
Sh1·ovepo:·t, J. A . Thigpen.

Baton Rouge, R. C. 0-ordon.
New Orleans, Warren E::i, to:::i.

MAINE.
Auburn, A, P. Wagg.
Augusta : 8uburban schoolR, J. M. W"Yman .
Village schools, Caroline S. Fogg:
Cony High Schoo], Albion Hale
Brainard, principal.
Williams District, Weston Lewis,
principal.
Bangor, Miss Mary S. Snow.
Bath, William H. Winslow.
Belfast, Francis S. Brick.
Biddeford, Royal E. Gould.
Brewer , Mrs. Mertie M. Custis.
Brunswick, Franklin C. Robinso::i.

Calais, Stephen E. Wei1}:>er.
Eastport, 'l'. E. St. John.
Ellsworth, I. II. W. Wharff.
Fort Fairfield, C. IL Stevens.
Gardiner ,._ffilliot B. Barber.
Houlton, uarry L. Putnam.
L,nviston, I. C. Phillips.
Oldtown, James W. Cousens.~
Portland., Orlando M. Lord.
Rockland, Arthur P. Irving.
Saco, John S . Locl.: .
Sanforu, Fr d J. Allen.
Wakrville, W. L . ·waters.

MARYLA:ND.
Cumherlancl, TI. G. w·eim r. 3
Froclerick, Ephraim L. Boblitz. 3
Hagerstown, Ueo1·cre C. Pearson. 3

Annapolis. ,John G. Bannon. 3
Baltimore, TI nry A . Wisc.
Cambridge, J·ames L. Bryan. 3

MAS,' .ACHUSET1'S.
Abington, W . H., :mderson.
Adams, J. C. Gray.
Am sbury. E. 0. Perkins. 4
Amherst, William D. Parkinson.
Andover, George Ellsworth Johnson.
Arlington, Georgirma -01. Pea.tfleld. 4
Athol, \V. Scott Ward.
Attleboro, J. O. Tiffany.
Barnstable, F. \V. Kingman.
Beverly, Adelbert Leon 8n.fforc1.
lackstouP, Josiah B. Davis.
Bost<m, Edwin P. caver.
Brac1f01·d, - - - - .
Bro.intr •, Irving W. Horn<'.
Bricli::cwatc·r "\\'. II. , 'nnclerson.
kton. B. 13. Ru.·s 11.
klin , Sa.mu ·l T. Dutton.
rid'-'•, Franci,; 0og;;wc11.
·~ cs,·. Perkins.
a,·is.
. Brod ur.
t.
n.

tl:.

Enstll:lmpton, "\V. D . .Miller.
EY~rett, H:mdo.11 J. Condon.
Fall River, Willi m C. Bat s.
Fitchlmr~, Jo ph '. Edi,:- -11 y.
ra.mingha.m, ,·amu elF. •nodgett.
Franklin, Ernest B. aniels.
Gar.:lue1•, Louis P. Nush.
Gloucester. Fr ma.n i'utney.
Grafton, Dt:mh,y H. Ho1U1os.
Gre,•11flPld, l). P. Dame.
lla-;erhill, Hoscoo l . J',lcKc 11.
Hingham, Elml'l' L. 'urtiS<J.
Holyok •, P. \V. Hear<'ll.
Hopkin on, Alva
• •· ·.
y!lo Park, Willi
•sworthy.
L o.wrcmco, Jc,hn 1
Low 11. Arthur J
1,.
Lynn, r . muH
l\lal,lon, Geor
lHarhl hc:i.,l .J,
.
l'>farlhoro •
M<?'lfor<1. •

·

xam n r.
·hool '(Jmmitt • .

on.
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Millbury, C. S. Lyman.
Somerville, Gordo:, A. SoDtllworth.
Southbridge, William Ifarp, r.
Milton, I\1. Vv. Ri<:hardaon.
Natick. Frank Edson Parlin.
South Ifadloy, Edward H . McLachlin.
Spencer, ·wyman U. Fickett.
New Bodford, Williar,t K Hatch.
Sprini;fiold, Thomas l\I. Balliet.
Newburyport, \Villitun P. Lunt.
Newton, George I. Alclrich.
Stoneham. Charles E. Stevens.
Taunton, C. F. '.Boyden.
North Adams, Isaac l•'r man Hall.
Northampton, Alv-in 1''. P a .
WakefieldSharles E . Jiussoy.
Waltham, uenry- Whittemore.
North AttLboro, Willi m U. IIobbs.
Northbridge, '. A. folcher.
Ware, damn 1 W. llallett.
Warren, Albert Robinson.
Orange, Lizzie A. l\fa~on.
Palmer, A. U. 'Ihompson.
Watertown, Charles G. IIam.
Peabody, John H. vifl:or<l.
Webs tor, J. I. Buck.
Pittsfield, Eugene B, u t<'n.
Wellc,sloy, Marsbnll Livingston Perrin.
Plymonth, Frnnds J. l f :wens.
Westhoro, IT. . ·waldron.
Provincetown, 'larenc \V. J!'cm1·ing.
WestfloJdl 0- orao TI. Danforth.
QuinC'y, II. W. Lull .
W st, prmgfiek1, Ulysses G. Wheeler.·
Reading, harl '8 E. JTus<icy.
Weymouth, J. I. Norcro~s.
Rev re, Frauk ,J. P<'a 1 o.
Wineh udon, Davicl n. Locko.
Roekport, Mary L. Lincoln.
\Volmrn, Tllomo.s Emerson.
Sal m, John W. P rkins.
\Vorccstor, Clnronco P. a.rroll.
Saugus, 'harlcs E. 'tc\'ons.
MICIIIGAN.
Adrian, A, E. urtis.
J1wl·soa: District No. 1. L. S. Norton.
Albion, Warren(.'. Hull.
District No. 17, Martin L. l'almer.
Alpena, eon~e A. Ihmt.
Kalamazoo, 0. E. Latham.
Ann Arbor, Walter,'. Pr•rry.
Lansing, S. B. Laird.
Ausable, '. J\1. Jansky.
Ludington\ H. 'f. Blod~ett.
Battlocrecl·, \Va.lter G. C'olmrn.
Ma.ni1:1t(•e, Alh rt .J nmngs.
Bay City, J ohn A. , 't wart.
1\.larqul'tte, Am1a M. ha.n,Uer.
Benton Harbor, En~ no A. Wili,on.
Mcmom inee, 0. 1. W odl y.
Big Rapids, Ja.nH'1' n. Mill r.
Monro , ,J. F. Rieman.
Caclilla ·, Jam s JTnrnilt n Kaye.
M9nnt Cl m<'ns, S. '. Pric .
Charlotte, 0. L. Mill r.
Musl,C'gon, David 1',fockenzi .
Cheboygan, William C. T.homp on.
N auue , P. Dayton Da.vis.
Cold,,~ater, Eghl'rt_L. :Crig •..
Ni1es, J. D. Schill r.
Detroit, W. K. Robmson.
Owosso, J. \V. Simmons.
ES<'anaha, eorge P. l•lci her.
Pontiac, Hugh Brown.
Ji'lint, F . R. Ilatliaway,
Port Hur- n, ,James JI. B n.z 11.
Grauel Hav n, ,John A. Crawford.
Saginaw: East id , A. S. Whitney.
G~·and Rapids, W, W. Cbalm rs.
Wei,it side, Eel win C. 1'hompson.
H1llsdalo, W. L. , huart.
St. ,To;;eph, George \V. Loomis.
Hollam1, C. l'rI. 1\-fcLoa.n.
Sault Ste. Marie, E. E. Ji' rffn on.
Ionia, C'. L. Bemifl.
Tra,·erst' City, Cbctrlos T. (,rawn.
Iron Mountain, Thomas W. Paton.
W st Da,y City, N . .A. Richards.
Ironwood, J,. L. Wrig-ht.
Wynrnlott , A. \Y. Dasef.
I shpeming, Richard Hardy.
Yp ilanti, Am;ti"l Georrre.
MINNESOTA.
Anoka., ZPnfll'l 1..;. Vaughn.
Owatonna, L. n. Forcl.
Austin, W. P. F. Sell c:k.
Ro<l \Ving, F. V. IIuuhard.
Brain rd, :Iil{'l3 H. Carleton.
Rochest r, Ji'. D. Budlong.
Duluth, Rob rt E. Denfrld.
St. loud. R. S. Parr.
Faribault. Ocorge A Franklin.
St. Paul, Vir 6 il G. Curtis.
Fergus Falls, 0aswel1 A. a.Hard.
St. Peter, Edgar Georg".
Mankato, George I•. KonaBton.
St.illwat r, Frank A. Wold.
Minneapolis, Charles 1\I. ,Jordan.
\Vinona, J. A . To:i mey.
New Ulm, E.T. Critehett.
MISSISSIPPI.
olumbtrn, J. :M. Rn.rrow.
lfori<lian, ,J. C. Fant.
1
Groen ville, E. E. Bass.
Natchez, .J. W. Ifond rson.
J ackson, J. '. Hardy.
Vicksburg, Charles P nclloto-:i K mpcr.
MISSOURI.
Lexington, II. D. Domnr:.d.
B01meterre, J. II. ~falugen.
Boonvill . D. T. Gentry.
Louisiana, A. W . Rig!!'S.
Brookfield, L . A. Wirick.
Marshall, T. E. Spc,nccr.
Cape 0-irardell.u. E. E. IIIcCulloug' .
:r,Iaryville, Benjamin F. Dnncan.
('arrollton, L. W . Rad r.
Mexico, D. A. 1IcMillan.
'arthag<'. W. J. , tev ns.
l\foborly, J. A. Whiteford.
Chillicothe, OH.er Stigall.
Nevada, A. W. Duff.
Clmton. harles B. Reynolds.
Richhill, John P. 'J'bnrman.
Columbia, R.H. Emb rson.
St. Chn.rlcs, Ucorge W. ,Tones.
Desot , C'harl s i. Gill.
, t. ,Joseph, Edward B. Neely.
Fulton, ,John P. GasH.
Rt. Louis, F. Louis Soldan.
Ila.nuibal, R. B. D. Simonson.
Sedalia, George V. Buchamm.
Incl pendenc<l, .J. N. Patrick.
8pringfield, Jonathan Fairbanks.
,Jeff!'rsQn City, ,J. U. White.
Tr nton, H. E . Du Bois.
J oplin, Joseph D. Elliff.
vVarronsburg, L. \V. Martin.
K ansas 'ity,Jarnes M. Greenwood.
Webb City, A. G. Young.
Kirksville, W.R. I!olliday.
1 Superintendent

white schools.
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MONTANA .
Butte, J.P. Hendricks.
Great Falls, E. 0. Marsh

Helena, James E . Klock.
NEBRASKA.
Lincoln, J. F. Saylor.
Nebraska Ci tyi W. H. Skinner.
Omaha, Carrol G. P earse.
Plattsmouth, John G. McHugh.
South Omaha, A. A. Munro.

Beatrice, Ossian H. Brainerd.
Fremont Daniel Miller.
Grand Island, Robert J. Barr.
Ha..<itings, Edwin N. Brown.
Kearney, Jesse T. Morey.

NEVADA.
Virginfa City, F. P. Langan.
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Manchester, Wllliam E. Buck.
Concord (Union district),Louis J. Rundlett.
Do er, Channing Folsom.
Nashua, James H. Fassett.
Keeno (Union district ), Thaddeus Willi.am Portsmouth, ,James C. 8impson.
Harri!'!.
Rochester, William N. Cragin.
Laconia, - - - - -.
NEW JERSEY.
Atlantic City, W. M. Pollard.
Bayonne, Charles M. Davis.
Bordentown, William Macfarland.I
Bri lgeton, John S. Turner.
Burlington, Wilbur Watts.1
Camden, Martin V. Bergen.
Elizabeth, William J. Shearer.
Gloucester, John C. Stinson.
Hack en ack, John •rerhune. 2
Harrison, John Dwyl:lr.1
Hoboken, A. J. Demarest.
Jersey City, Henry Snyder.
Lamb rtville, Lambert H . Sergeant.
Long Branch, Christopher Gregory.
Millville, E. C. Stokes.
Morristown, W. L. R. Haven.
New Brunswick, George G. Ryan.

Newark, Charles B. Gilbert.
Orange, Usher W. Cutts.
Passaic, H. H . Hutton.
Paterson, William D. Manro.
Perth Amboy, S. E. Shull.
Phillipsburg, H. Budd Howell.
Plainfield, Henry :M. Max on.
Rahway. Henry B. Rollinson.
Red bank, Richard Case.
Salem. Morris H. Stratton.
South Amboy, R. M. Fitch. 3
Trenton, Leslie C. Pier;;on, superintendent;
B. C. Gregory, supervising principal.
Town of Union, Otto 01·tel. 4
Vineland, J. J. Unger.
Woodbury, Theodore 0-reen.
NEW MEXICO.

Albuquerque, Charles E. Hodgin.

Santa Fe, Tilmon Jenkins.
NEW YORK.

Albany, Charles W. Colo.
Albion, l<'reeman A. Greene.
Amsterdam, Uharles S. Davis.
Auburn, Benjamin B. Snow.
Batavia, John Kennedy.
Binghamton, Rufus H. Halsey.
Buffalo, llenryP. Emerson .
L~~t~~: Norris.
Cohoes, George E. Dixon.
Corning, L eign R. Hunt.
Cortland, F. E. Smith.
Dansville, W . G. armer. 1
Dunkirk. John W. Babcocl!;.
Elmira, Elia,; J. B~ardsl~y.
Fbhkill on the Hu<lf.ion, Li wi.8 N. Crane.

8!r.'li:tft~\r.1ci.

b~~,7~a.Bw\\ii~~Pil:
Trn clale.
l:H(•m; Fall!-!, , "h rman Williams.

lovorflville. ,Jnme A. E e .
Gr, n !Rland, Jam !l TI 'ltl •y.
Haver-.iraw. L. (J. Markl1am.
Henq>!lt-:a<l, \V lla<·e •·. • ,!wton.
HO<> 1c Fall H. R . _n 11.
Horu 11. vil11 , \Vflliam U. Prl'n foe.
Hu<l. on, F .•J.
' ml r11b .
Ilion , ,Judson I. Woo<l.
Ithn
,Ja.rn

·n. H. \V. Fo ti r.
wn, R

John to n,

rtlln R. n
illlam . , ny

Kingston: District No. 5 (" Kingston school
district"), Cbarl s M. Ryon.
Di<;itrict No. I, P. H. Uullen 1 (postoffice, Rondout).
District No. 2, William E. Bunten 1
(post-offic , Ron<lout).
District No. a, Henry Power,, 1 (postoffice, Rondout).
District No. 4, William A. :Mc: onn 11 1 (post-ofli<- , Kingston).

l .('~~\Vof{.

8

ttt~r~n]!~~1r:g1~i~~1~
Lock11o!l, Emm t Belknap.
Lyons, w. H. Kinney.
Malone,, arah L. P!.lrry.
Matt a.wan, Gurclon R. tiller.
Medina, T . .II. Armstrong.
Ii<ldl town, Jam ,; F. Tntbill.
Mount Vernon, Cbnrlt•,ij E . .i:riebol s.
N wark, .John W. Roliinsou.
Now I ~belle. Isaac F,, Young-.
N w York, \Villinm H. , foxwoll.

~r~~~.~~~J1: :· ~-;i{

0 1

~ i~fll~\~nham.
North Tonawancln. linton ,'. lfarsh.
orwic:h, Ell r \V. Griffith.
•y,u-k. Ir H . Lawton .
rr:i".Y Whitn•• ·.
Onoirln: I>i tri<- _•o. :!.i Fran]- "·· .J •1ming .

O~~,~~l~~i1i~t1

•
ut.

1 • UJ

r\'isiu~ 11rltlf'ipnl.
• l'ostrufli , \V • wken.
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NEW YORKOneida: Diatrict No. 26, II. II. Douglas.
On onta, \.Villitlm ('. Franklin.
0 ·w go,_GPorge R. Bullis.
Ow~go, ~tlwin P. R •cordon.
Pe kHkill: District No. 7 <Drumhill district),
,John Millar. ·
District No. 8 ( nksitlo district),
A. D. Dunbar.
Penn Yan, G orgo Howard Hoxie.
Plnttsl,ur·g, ,Tames G. Riggs.
Port Ch •!itnr, John '. Rockwoll.
Port ,T rvis, ,John l\L Dol1>h.
Poughk psie, Edward Burg ss.
R llSS!'IU.or, H.. Vv. WkklltUll.
Roch • tr.r, l\lilton oyru.
Rom , Ho.rrii-011 '£. Morrow.
'aratogu. '1,rings, 'l'holllas Jt. Kn il.

-Continued.

'ontinuotl.
Saugertiesi Freel N. Moulto:i.
,'chon ctat y, 'amnel B. Howo.
Sen en. Falls, Charles T. Andrews.
Sing 'ing, J. Irving Gorton.
'yracm;e, A. B. Blodgett.
TonawantlaJ'. J . Diamond.
Troy, ,Jolin .1:1.. Willets.
Utica, George Griffith.
Waterford.,_.Alexander Falconer.
Wat rloo, Thomas '. Wilbor. 1
Watertown, William G. Williams.
Watervliet, James K. Gatchell.
Waverlr,, P. M. Hull.
White I lairni. Ralph A., tewart.
Whitehall Wilber W. Ilowe.
Yonkors, harles E. Gorton.

NORTH CAROLINA.
AshC'vi/Ic, ,T. D. Egglc- ton, jr.
'harlott<l, Al •xa11dt r Urnham.
Coneortl, ,Tamps J'. Hhinn.
Durham. Clinton \V. TomH.
Fayottovilh, B. t'. 1\-frlvor.
(foldiihoro, J. I. Foniit.
Hendcr,;011, A. M. Mu.ti 'H. 2

wl rn John S. Long.
Ral igh, Logan D. How 11.
R itlsville, Edwin ·. , 'hepp
Salisbury, R. G. Kiz r.
Washington, J. Edwin Bowman.
WilmingtonhM. C.,. Noble.
Winston, Jo n Jay Blair.

NORTH DAKOTA.
Fargo, Darius 8townrtl.

Grnntl Forks, J. Nolson Kelley.
OHIO

Akr n, R. , '. Thomns.
Alliance, John E. forris.
A.·hlancl, W. 8. Robinson.
Ashtabula, ,J. S. Lowe.
Avondale, B. F. Graham. 1
Bellaire, Henry_G. Williams.
Bellefontaine, Henry Whitworth.
Brooklyn, Charle!:! M. Knight.
Bucyru , J. J. Blias.
am bridgeJI. B. Willi[!mR.
Canton, L. w. Day.
Chillicoth , I. M. ,Tortla11.
Cincinnati, William IT. Aforgan.
Circleville, M. II. Ll•wis.
Clevoland, Lowi1:1 JI. Jones.
olnmhus, J. A., 'hawan.
Coshocton, John F. Fenton.
Dayton, W. J. White.
Defianc , J. J. Burns.
Dela war , 0 orgo A: Chambers.
Del1,hos, E. W. Ha ·tmgH,
East Liverpool..iJ:i· It Rayman.
Elyria, Henry m. Parker.
Findla:y-, J. W. Zellar.
Fo torm, H. L. Frank.
Fremont, W. W. R~!'.
Galion, I. . Gunth •r.
Gallipolis, R. B. Ewing.
Gr '(!llVille, C. L. Brumbaugh.
Hamilton, 8. L. Rose.
Ilill,;lioro, ll. '. Unnich.
Ironton, M. C. mith.
Jackson, J.E. Kinnison.
Kent, A. B. Stutzman.
Kenton, E. P. Dean.
Lancal:ltcr, Elijah Burgess.
Lima, 'harles '. Miller.
L or ain, F . D. Ward.

Man!lfieltl, Edmund D. Lyon.
Man tta, W. W. Boyd.
Marion, Arthur Powell.
Martins Ferry, W.1-L Stewart.
Mac;sillon, Edmund A. Jon s.
Mitldlotown, J. H. Rowland.
Mount Vernon, Lewis D. Bonebrake.
Nehmnville, l!'lt,tch r S. oultrap.
New Pllila<lolphia., U. . Maurer.
N wark, J. . Hartzlor.
Niles, Frank J. Roller.
Norwalk, A. D. B•cc·hy.
Oberlin, George W. Waite.
Pain sville, G<>orge W. Ready.
Piqua, . W. Benn tt.
Pomeroy, T. C. Flaneg!_n.
Portsmouth, Thomas Vickers.
alem. W . P. Burris.
Sandusky, E. J. Shives.
Sidney,. E. S. Cox.
Springn ld, Carey Boggess.
Steul>cnville, Henry Ney Mertz.
Tiffin, J, H. Snyder.
Tol do, A. A. McDonald.
Troy, harles L. Van 'leve.
hricllsville R. B. Smith.
rl1ana, Wilham McK. Vance.
Van W rt, G. \V. !cGinniss.
Wapakoneta, . W. WilliamS<,n.
Warr n, . E. 'aroy.
Washington Court-House, . H. Chaney.
Well«ton, Ezekiel Wallaco Patterson.
·wellsville, Jam s L. facDonald.
Wooster, Chari s Haupert.
X nia, Edwin B. Cox.
oungstown. F. Tr udley.
Zanesville, W. D. Lash.
OKLAHOl!A.
Oklahoma, .8. F .• ihart.
OREGON.

Astoria R. . Wright.
P ortland, F1·ank Rigl r.
1

Principal.

, 'alem, G org A. P
~

:-:\upervisor.

bles.
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PENNSYLVANIA.
Allegheny, John Morrow.
Milton , Lewis A. Beardsley.
Allentown, Francis D. Raub.
Minersville, H. 1-1. o:l?ayd. 1
Altoona, D.S. Keith.
Monongahela City, E. \V. Da,1bey. 1
Archbald, - - - - .
Mount Carmel, Samuel Ilalisey Dean.
Ashland, William C. E stl13r.
Nanticoke, John vYilliam Grillltl.J..
Beaver Falls, Charles J. B o0k.
N ew Br~~hton, Joseph Buroette Richey.
Bellefonte, David 0. Etters.
Newcas.ue, - - - -.
Norristown, Joseph K . Gotwala.
Bethlehem, George W. Twitmyer.
Bloom burg, L. Parvin Sterner. ,
Oil City, C. A. Babcock.
Olyphant, M. W. Cum.ming.
Braddock, John S. Keefur.
Philadelphia, Ed ward Rrooks.
Bradford, E. E. Miller.
Phamixv ille, Harry F . Leister.
Bristol, Louiso D. Baggs.
Pittsb urg, George 5. Luckey.
Butler, John A. Gibson.
Pittston, Robert S'hiel. 2
Carbondale, John J. l~orbes.
Plymouth, Frank E. Fickinger.
Carlisle, Samuel B. Shearer.
Potts town, William W. Rupert.
Chambersburg, - - - - .
Pottsville, B. F. Patterson.
Chester, Charles F. Foster.
Reading, Ebenezer Mackey.
Columbia, S. H. Hoffman.
R enovo, James W. Elliott.
Connellsville, W. G . Gans. 2
St. Clair, Thomas G. Jones.
Conshohocken, J. Horace Landis.)
Scranton, Georgo .Howell.
Corry, A. D. Colegrove,
Shamokin, w·miam le . Harpel.
Dan,ille, James C. Housel'.
Sharon, J. A . McLaughry.
Dubois, W. L. Greene.
Sharpsburg, E. B. J'.IIcH.oberts.
Dunmore, E. D. B ova.rd.
Shenandoah, C. B. Bogart.
Easton, William W. Cotti.ngham. ,
South Bethlehem, Owen R. Wilt.
Erie, II. C. Missimer .
Sou t h Chester, J. 0. Hockenberry. 8
Etna, ,r. Q. A . Irvine. 1
South Easton, A. J. La Barrc.-1
Franklin, N. P. Kinsley.
Steelton, L. E. McGinuis.
Greensburg, A. M. W yant.
Sunbury, C. D. Oberdorf.
Greenville, T. S. Lowden.
Ta,ma,q'tl.a, Robert F . Ditchburn.
Hanover, George R. Prowell.
Tarentum, S. M. Williamson.
Harrisbur .s:, Lemuel 0. Foose.
Titusville, Henry Pease.
Hazleton, .uavid A. Harman.
Towanda, J. l'II. Arnold .
Homestead, John C. Kendall.
'it'yrone, U. E . Kauffman.
Huntingdon, Kimber Ch:aver.
-Uniontown, Lee Smith.
Johnstown, J. 1'11. Berkey.
Warren, W. L. l',lacGowan.
Lancaster, R. K. Buehrle .
Wa hington, A. G . Braclen.
Lansford, I. K. Witmer.
Waynesboro, R. T . Adams. 1
Lebanon, Cyrus Boger.
W est Chester, Addison Jones.
Lock Haven, John A. Robb.
Wilkes barre, James M. c,mglllin.
McKeesport, H . F. Brooks.
Wilkinsburg, J. D . .A.udC'rson.~
Mahanoy City , William N. Ehrhart.
·wmiamsport, Qha.l•le Lose.
::M:auchchunk, James J. Bevan.
York, Atreus Wa.nnor.
Meadville, Henry V. Hotchkiss.
Middlet own, H. E. Weber.
RHODE ISLAND.
J ohnston, Sarah D. Barnes.~
~~i:;?JM~~~ic~ep~£~th.
Newport, Ben.iamin Baker.
Central Falis, Frank 0. Draper~
Pawtucket, Gilman C. Fisher.
Cranston, Valentino Almy. .
Providence, Horace ·. Tarbell.
Cumberland, A. L. Barbour. 6
West,!rly, C.H. Babcock.
East Providence, William W. Ellis.
W oensocket, Frank E. l\IcFe
SOUTH CAROLIN A.
bnrleston, Henry P. Archer.
Spartanburg, Fr:mk E,ans.
olumbin, E. S. Dreher.
Sumter, S. H. Ech!lu.nds.
Greenville, E. L. Hughes.
SOUTH DAKOT.A.
Sioux Fails, Frank . McClelland.
Yankton, Edmund J. Vert.
battanooga, A. 'r. Barrett.
Clarksville. J. W . Graham.
'olumhia. . E . Bostick.
Jackson, Thomas H. Pa·

TE NE SEE.
Johnson City, S. . r wn.
Knoxville, Allxfft Ruth.
M mphif-1, Goorg W. (iordon.
Na::ihvillo, H. U. Weber.
TEXA,'.

Au!'.tin. T. G. Harri ..
Br •nbam, Edward W. Tarrant.
Bro vu vill , ,T. F. 'ummingi1.
Cor u
hrl ti. ;hnrl W. Cro. loy,
d.

'r cnvill . J. H. Van Amhurgh.
Houston, W. H. :iiimbr
h.
F. A . Parker.
, W. H . Att her~.
V. Pennyli:i ·ker.
N"oown.
\Villinm , "cho ·b .

. lloru.
nair.

"
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U'.rAH.
Provo, William S. Rawlings.
Salt La.ko City, J. 1<'. Millspaugh.

Logan, ,Te-:ini lluhhard.
Ogden, William Allison.

VERMONT.

Rutland, Alfroc1 Turner.
ft. _ lha.ns. l"rancis A. Bagnall.
t. ,Johnsbury, Eoruert J. Jones.

Barr , 0. D. Mathewson.
Brattl boro, Jliss l!. ls 11 Rmith.
Burling~on, Ifonry ◊ .. Wheeler.
l\Iontp her, J. ll. Lucia..

VIRGL IA.
Alexandria, Ro. iusko r mper.
Cl.iarlott sville, 1~. A. fassio.
DanYillo.Abn r And rson.
Fro<h•rickslrnrg, Bt njamin P. Willi'!.
Lynchburg, E. C. Gia ..
Mancbost r,A.ILFitzgc-ml<l. 1
Newport News, Thomas Tomplo Powoll.

orfolk, Richartl A. Dob1e.
P ter.;bnr::{, D. M. Brown.
Portsm nth .•Jolm . Ashton.
Rfobmon<l, William F. Fox.
P..oanok , B. Rust.
Rtaunton, John H. Ba.ier.
Winchester, l\Iaurico M. Lynch.

WASillNGTl)_ .
Fairb-w n, W. J. Hughe?!.
New ,vhatcom, Barry 1>nttison.
Olympia, l<'. B. Haw ~Port Townsend, J.M. Ilitt.

S attlfl,FrankJ.Barnard .
Spokauo, D. Bemiss.
'racmna. R. S. Bingham.
Walla Walla, R. C. Korr .

WEST VIRGINIA.
Charlestown. Wright D nny.
Huntington, Wellington D. Sterling.
Martinsburg, U. IL ColP.

Pnrk rshurg, W. l\I. Straus.

Wh •cling, W. H. Andorsou.

WI UONSL:.
l\forinett . J. •r. Edwards.
l\fon:i.sha, Jooeph L. Ficweger.
1\1 nominc , Judson E. Iloyt.

Antigo, John E. :Martin.
Applotoni.. : 'arrio I<::. l\Iorgan.
Ashland, J5 nnPtt n. ,Ta.ckson
Baraboo, J. E. Ne 'ollius.
Deaver Dam, C. W. Voorus.
Beloit, C. W. M rriman.
Borlin, N. L Dodson.
Chippewa Fall , Robert L. Barton.
De pore: East siclo, Violet M. Alden.
West si<l"l, J. D. Conloy.
Ea,u Claire, Otis '. Gro1<s.
Fond du Lac, L.A. Williams.
Green Bay, F. Cf. Kraogo.
Jan ·sville, D. D. l\fayn .
Kaukamm, H. ::;. Cook<'.
Kenosha, Goral<l R. :McDowell.
Lacrosso, John P. Bircl
l\Iaclison, R. B. Dudgeon.
Manitowoc, Edwin R. , 'mith. 2

l\Iorrill, - - - - - .
Milwank o, H. 0. R. Siefert.

l\Ionroo, Alvin F . Rote.
Neonah, E . A. Williams.
Oconto, IL P. 'mith.
Oshkosh, Buel T. Davis.
Porta.go, A. C. Kellogg.
RacinCI, J.B. Estabrook.
Sheboygan, George Ilcller.
Stev ns Point, Henry A. imonds.
Superior, William lI. Elson.
Watertown, Charles F. Viobahn.
Waukesha, Il. L. •.rerry.
Wausau, Karl Mathie.
West Greonlmy, A. W. Burton .
Whitewater, A. A. Upham.
WYO

Ch yenno, Jam s 0.

hurchill.

u.-G.
Lam.mi , Frank W. L e.

III.-COLLEGE P1rn 'IDE.:-;'TS.

I.- 'ollf'.gc1-; fur males ancl coeducotionc,l collf'.ges of libeml ctrl!i.
University or o~

~.

J

Aclclrm;.,.

E. L. Blalock, A. i.\L .. ....• ..... Blount Colleg ..................... .. . Blountsvill , Ala.
B nedkt ::llenges, . , . B . ..... . St. Bernard Coll go .................. . Cullman, Ala.
Frank 1\1. Roof ................. . Howard Coll gc ....................... . E st Lake, All1.
,John O. Ke ner,D.D .......... . Sonthern "'niYersity ................. . Greensboro. Ala.

LeonidasJonesandA. '. Trim- Lafayette Coll •ge .................... . Lafayette, ., la.
ble.
1
Lineville Coll r: . ...... ............... . Lincvillei Ala.
Alabama Baptist Color cl niY rsity. Selma,A n.
Michael .:;royniban,, ·. ,J ..••••.. Spring Ilill College ................... . Spring Hill, Ala.
,Jame,; K. Pow •rs, LL. D ...... . University of Alabama·-······· ..... . 1.fniversity, Ala.
l\I. M. Parker, A. M ...........• University of Arizona ................ . Tucson, Ariz.
Cade-sman Pope .......... -····· Arkadelphia :Methodist Coll go ...... . Arkadelphia, Ark.
John \V. Con~Pr, .'\. l\l. ....... . Ouachita Baptist College ............. .
Do.
Eugene R. Long, Ph.D ........ . Arkansas Collogo •...... .. . ...... ••.. .• BatosYill , Ark.
1 Principal.
2 County su1,erintendont.

~"a.rDitk~!~ !~-~~~~r~,·~---~====
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

I.-CollegeB for males and coeducationaz'colleges of libem,l arts-Continued.
~ame of president.

University or. college.

James A. Laughlin ____________ _
A. C. Millar, A. M __ ___________ _
J. L. Buchanan, LL. D------·-'rhomas Mason, D. D.·---····-·
M. Shelby Kennard,A. M ..... .
G. "r. Storey··-·-·-.--· · -····-·
Martin Kellogg, LL. D-········

Address.

Arkansas Cumberland College __ ·-··-- Clarksville, Ark.
Hendrix College·-·-··-·······--···-··· Conway, Ark.
Arkansas Industrial University···-·· Favetteville, Ark.
Philander Smith College···-····-····· Little Roct Ark.
Mountain Home Baptist College···· · - Mountain ..t1.ome, Ark.
Searcy College_-···-·-·-··-·-·· .... ··-· Searcy, Ark.
University of California._ .. .. ..... ·-·_ Berkeley, Cal.
Pomona College ................ -······· Claremont, Cal.
Eli McClish, D. D. ·----- ·-·· ·- ·· University of the Pacific_·-··········- College Park, Cal.
James W. Parkhill, A. M-····-· Occidental College_···-·····-·········- Los Angeles, Cal.
St. Vincent's College··---···--······--·
Do.
T. G. Brownson·······-·---···· California Qollege ·- · ·· ···-·· ·--····-·- Oakland, Cal.
Brother Bettelin ......... -····- St. Mary's College_··--··--·-··-·-·····
Do.
Walter A. Edwards. A. M ••.••• Throop Polytechnic Institute __ ... _.. _ Pasadena, Cal.
John P. Frieden,S. J--·-··· -··- St. Ignatius College_··-···--··-··· ..... San Francisco, Cal.
Joseph Riordan, S. J .......... . Santa Clara College···--···----····--- Santa Clara, Cal.
J. S. Austin, A. M-·--·-·--·--·· Pacific Methodist College -· --·---- · ··- Santa Rosa, Cal.
D. S. Jordan, Ph.D., LL. D ... _ Leland Stanford Junior University __ Stanford University,Cal.
Geo. W. White,A. M . . ·--····-- University of Southern California- -· University, Cal.
James H. Baker,LL. D·-···-·-- University of Colorado .. -.. . -···-··--· Boulder, Colo.
Wm. F. Slocum,jr., LL. D .... . Colorado College . . . ___ ........ __ .... __ . Colorado Springs, Colo.
John B. Guida, S.J __ .......... . College of the Sacred Heart ..•... _. _.. Denver, Colo.
Wm.F. McDowell,Ph.D.,S.T.D University of Denver ..... ··--·······- University Park, Colo.
Geo. W. Smith,D. D., LL. D._. Trinity Colle~e ·-·· ----·- ······-····-·· Harttord, Conn.
B. P. Raymond, D. D., LL. D._ Wesleyan Umversity .. _... ____ .. _. . _. . Middletown, Conn.
Timothy Dwight, D.D.,LL.D_ Yale University··-··-·-··············- New Haven, Conn.
Geo. A. Harter,Ph. D __ ....... . Delaware College.·---····-·· · ·-······ Newark, Del.
Thomas J. Conaty, D. D .•..... Catholic University of America··· -·· Washington, D. C.
Do.
B. L. Whitman, D. D · ---······· Columbian University··-·---··-·· -·· J. llavens Richards, S. J ...... . Georgetown UniversitY·-··· - ·····---·
Do.
J.E. Rankin, D. D., LL. D. ___ _ Howard UniversitY-·-·-····· ······--··
Do.
E.M.Gallaudet, Ph. D.,LL. D: Gallaudet College _---· ·--·-···-··· -· · ·
Do.
Do.
C. Gil_]espie. S . J_·---·········-· Gonzaga College_···-·······-·-········
John F. Forbes, Ph. D -········· John B. Stetson University . . . ·-···-·· Deland, Fla.
J. 'r. Nolen, A. B., B. D-········ Florida Conference College .... _... __ . Le sburg, Fla.
Charles H. More, Ph. D _...... . St. Leo Military College _···-·-· · -- .... St. Leo, Fla.
A. A. Murphree,_.\. B.·-·-·-- - - Seminary West of the Suwanee River_ Tallahassee, Fla.
Geo. M. Ward, A. M., B. D---·- Rollins College . . . · -- · · · ··---· . ......... Winter Park, Fla.
Wm. E. Boggs, D. D., LL. D. __ University of Georgia _-·-·····-··- .... Athens, Ga.
George Sale···---·----- .. ··-··- Atlanta Baptist College ..... .. .... --·· Atlanta, Ga.
Horace Bumstead, D. D ___ . _. __ Atla~ta "l!niversity ··---· . ....... ··---·
Do.
Do.
Jame:; M. Henderson··---· ---· Morris Bx own College .. . -..... -· ·-···George W. Cole. -- -·····-·····- Bowdon College·· -- -··- -.
Bowdon, Ga.
Jo eph S. Stewart . .. ·-···--· · ·- North Geo~gia ~gricultural College_ Dahlonega, Ga.
P. D. Pollock,LL. D-· ···· · ·--·- Mercer Umvers1ty ··-- · --·--· -· ······- , Macon; Ga.
W. A. andler, D. D - -·- · ···--· Emory College .- ······--·---· · ······--· Oxfora. Ga.
Charles M. M lden, Ph.D . .. -.. Clark University--·····-- · ··--······-· outh Atlanta, Ga.
F. G . Webb, A. M ···-········-- Nannie Lou Warthen College . . ....... Wrightsville, Ga.
W. l!'. Robison. · -· · ··-·· · -·· ·· ·· Y Ol;lng ~arris College . .. .. .. _. . __ ... .. Young Harris, Ga.
Franklin B. Gault, M. S . .... . __ Umvers1ty of Idaho ...... · -· · -····-·-· Moscow,Idaho.
J. G . Evans, D. D., LL. D·---·· Hedding College . ··---·- · · ·- ·-····· · ··- Abingdon, Ill.
E. M. Smith .. ---··· · ··· · ···--·- Illinois Wesleyan University-···· · -· · Bloomington, ID.
M. J. Marsile, C. S. V ----·-···· St. Viateur's Coll ge · -·· ··· ····· ···-·· Bourbonna~ ill.
Blackburn University . . . .... ··-··· .... Carlinville, 111.
Carthage College··--·· -···· ····· ···· · · Carthage, Ill.
Andrew S. Draper, LL. D ..... Universi~y of Illinois ... -···· · ·-· ·· ···· Ch~mpaig11, ID.
,J. F. X. Hoeffer,,·. J · ··-·· ·· ·- t. Ignatms olleie•-· ···· · ····· · ·····~ h1cago, Ill.
Wm. R. Harpe1·, Ph.D., D. D __ University of Chicago . ... -.. .. .. · ·- ···
Do.
W . E . Lngenbeel. ... .. .. -· -- · ··- Austin qollege .. --- ·.·--··· · ·· · -····--·· Effingham, Ill.
Dani 1 Irion ___ _---· ··--·- · · ---- Evangelical Pros unnary · -·-··· -··--· Elmhurst, Ill.
J. II. Hardin, LL. D ----·-· · ···· Eureka College ···-- · --··· ······· ·-··· Eureka, Ill.
Northwestern UniverHity -······· · ··· Evanston,Ill.
Ewing Colle~e ·.·· · · ··········-········- Ewing, Ill .
.T. E . Bittinger .. . . · -· ·-······ ···
orthern Illino1s College . ··--·· ...... Fulton, ill.
,T . H. Finl •y. Ph.D . .. _.. · ·· · -·· Knox 'oll!lge ·· ·-·-···· · ·········· · .... Galesburg, Ill.
('lmr1~8 E . "'a;;h,l>. IJ_ •... - .•. . Lombard University-· ·· -·-· ·· · · ····· Do .
•T. ' .• Ir( lure, A. ,1. ., . . -.. ... _
1: '!11 g~···-········ -· ··-······ · · · H<>?pesto!lilill.
,John E . Bradky Pb. D ···· ·- ·
11101s olleg · -·-··· ··· ······ ... . . .... ,Jack onvi e, IlL
,Jami'!! ¾. K ... le ure. D. D .... Liiko For !it nivcr1:1ity .......... .. . . _ Lako For st, ill.
• !.H .( 'huml •tliu.A. L,LL. D . ~1cKPndr C0ll gc .... . .. ·-··- -·· -·· ·· Lelmnon1,.Ill .
.A. E . 'l'nru r, A. L ........... . Linc·oln niv r itv . . ·-·· ···· · · ··--···· Lincoln, 111.
.......
...... ···.
--- !onmoutb 'oil g-. ·· · · · ·- · ··· · ·--··· ·· ::\1onmoutb, Ill.
to~th
tnn •on •o . . . • • . .. . . . . .. . .
ap rville, Ill.
cniadd, . • ~1~ •••• ••..•• .•. • ••••. • • •• p i:u, Ill.
· Frau,Qmt'J.• Ill
Au
"'oll g .. ... . . ..... ... .. .. Hock T Ian cl, Ill.
h 1 / 1
n 'ollt> '• . ••..• ..• Tr•utopoll , Ill.
HJJJ rAlton,fil
···· ' t1 fl ld 11 g' '
W •stticld, Ill.

·-··-·····-··1

}:11V-R;ihr~~£"~·tf~-~~~~~.
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I.-Oolleges fo1· males and co ducational colleges of liberal arts-Continued.
Name of president.
Chas. A. Blanchard ........... .
J . II. Scott .... .............. ... .
W.R. King, A. M .... ......... .
Joseph Swain, LL. D .......... .
Geo. S. Burroughs, Ph. D ..... .
Jos. Schmidt .................. .
William T. StottBD. D ...•.....
H. A. Gobin,D. . ............ .
D. W. Fisher, D. D.,LL. D .... .
Scot Butler\ A. M •...•• ........
L. J. Aldricn, D. D ............ .
. W. Lewis, M. S., acting .... .
Andrew Morrissey, C. 8. C ... .
Jo eph J. Mills, LL. D ........ .
Geo. Hindley, B. D ...•.........
T. C. Reade, D.D .... . ... . ..... .
S. B. McCormick, A. M., acting.
J. lt~rederick Hirsch, A. M .... .
F. Richter .................... .
J . 1\1. Littlejohn, D. D., Ph.D ..
L aur. Larsen ......... .... ..... .
H. L. Stetson, D. D .......... .
Wm. B. Craig, D . D ........... .
D. K Jenkins .................. .
John W. Bissell, D. D ......... .
George A. Gates, D. D ........ .
Hugh Robinson, A. M ...... ... .
Fletcher Brown, A. M.., B. D .. .
Charles A. Schaeffer, Ph.D .. .
Friedrich Munz, A. M .......•.
C. L. Stafford, D. D ........... .

foho.
11.Kfote~~~?..:::::======
A . Rosenb rger,A.B.,LL.B ..

Arthur B. Chaffee, D. D ...... .
W. H. Lewis ............... .... .
Harvey Hostetler .....•........
R . . Hughes, A. M ........... .
L . Bookwalter, D. D .......... .
Jacob A. Clutz, D . D ....... . .. .
Innoc ut Wolf 1 O. S. B ..i.D. D ..
L. H. Murlin, A. B., S. '.I.'. B ... .
B. H. Vaughan, Ph.D ......... .
J. D. Hewitt, D. D ............ .
William Boyle ................. .
B. F. Kiz r ... . .............. .. .
F. II. 'now, Ph. D ., LL. D ... . .
C. l\L Brooke, A. M ..•...•.....
. A. Sw nsson, A. l'tL ...••....
J. D.S. Riggs, Ph.D .......... .
Edward A. Iliggins, S. J . ..... .
George J. Hagerty, A. M •....•
F. l\1. Spencer, D. D ........... .
Geo. M. HerrickbA. M ....... .
N. J. Morrison, . D., LL. D ..
A. \V. ~I yer ...... . ........... .
h •ster.A. Plac , A. l\L ....... .
,JamP::1 P. Faulkner,._:A, M •••.••
Wm. . Frost, Pb . u .......... .
Wm. A. benchain, A. M ..... .

A. C. DavidsonlD. D .......... .
H.J. Gr nwel, A. M ......... .
S. 8. Woolwine ................ .
.harles L. Loos ............... .
,James K. Patterson, Ph.D ... .
L. H. Blanton, D. D ........... .
W. S. Ryland, D. D .......... .
D. Fennessy ................... .
E. H. Pearce, D. D ............ .
Thos. D. Boyd ............•.....
M. Thonvenin, . M ......•.....
C. W. 1Carter, D. D ......•......
C. W. .romkies ... . ............ .
Henry U. .'em; le, R. J ........ .
E . C. rnchell, D. D .......... .
L. G. Adkinson, D. D ·v··· ... .
Oscar Atwood, A. M .... •...•..
Wm. P. Job.nston, LL. D ..... .

ED

!J7--71

University or college.

Add1·ess.

Wheaton College ..................... . Wheaton, Ill.
Indian University ....... ... .......... . Ba(·one, Ind . T.
Henry Kendall olleg . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Muse ~ , Ind. T.
Indiana University ................... . Bl ommgtou, Ind.
Wabash Coll ,ge ....................... . 'rawfordsvill , Ind.
Concordia College . .... ..... . ......... . Fort Wnyo , Ind.
Franklin College ...................... . Franklin, Ind.
De Pauw University .................• Gr encastl •, Incl.
Hanover College ........ .............. . Hanover, In<l.
Bntler Colle~e ............. .... ....... . Irvington, Ind.
Union Christian College .•............. M rom, Ind.
11
Moor :i Ilill, Incl
============ Notre Dam , Incl.
Earlham Oollege ..... ................. . Richmond, Ind..
Ridgeville College .................... . Ridg vill , Ind.
St. Meinrad's College ................. . St. Meinracl, Ind.
Taylor University ...... ........... ... . Upland, Incl.
Coe ollcge ........................... . Cedar Ra\)id,,, lows.
Charl s City College •................. harl s '1ty, Iowa.
Wartburg College ............ ........ . Clinton, Iowa.
Amity College ...•.............. ....... Coll go Springs, Iowa..
Luth r Colle_ge ...........•............ D corah, !own.
Des Moines College . ... ......... ...... . D s Moines, Iowa.
Drake University ..... ....... ........ .
Do.
Par ons College ...... ..... ............ . Fairftold, Iowa.
Upper Iowa University .. ............ . Fayette, Iowa.
Gdnuell, Iowa.
Hopkinton Iowa.
Indiimola, lowa.
===Iowa
== ==
= === ===.= Iowa
ity, Iowa.
State Umversity =of
..=...........
German Cdlege ....................... . Mount Plea:nnt, Iowa.
Iowa Wesl eyan University .......... .
Do.
Corn 11 ollege ....................... . Mount V rnon, Iowa
Oskaloosa College ..................... . O ·kiLloosa, Iowa.
Penn ollege ...._........ ............. . .
Do.
Ce~tral :Umversity_of Iowa .......... . Pella, Iowa.
Umversity of the Northwest ........ . ioux City, Iowa.
Buena Vista College .................. . torm Lak , Iowa.
Tabor College ......................... . Tabor, Iowa.
We tern Coll ge ...................... . Toled.o, Iown..
Midland College .............•......... Atchison, KanR.
Do.
St. Benedict's College ............. ... .
Baker University ..................... . Bald win, Kans.
oule College ........ ...... . ... ....... .
College of Emporia .......•............ ~ : for~~tia!:ns.
Highland Univer ity ................. . Higblan~ Ka_ns.
Campbell University .............•.... Holton, .KanR
University of Kansas .•....•........... LrLwr nc , Knns.
Le ompton, Kans.
Lind;;borg, Kans .
ttn.wa, Kans.
, 't. Mary's College.-·~ ..... _. .......... . , 't. l\!aryR, Kans.
Kansas W e leyan Umvers1ty ........ . , lina, Kans.
'ooper Memorial ollego ........•.... , t rling, Kan . .
Washburn 'olleg -···················· Top ka, Kami.
Fairmount College ................... . Wichita, KftnR.
t. John's Lutheran ollege ......... . Winfield, Kan ..
Do.
Southw st Kansas ollege ........... .
Barb<Jurville, Ky.
Berea, Ky.
Bowling Ur .n, Ky.
Dall\·ill , Ky.
G orgetown 'ollege .................. . Gt'orgetown, Ky.
lasgow, Ky.
Liberty CollegE ...........•............
Routh kontucky ollege ............. . Hopkinsville. Ky.
Kentucky University ............... . Lexington, Kv .
, tate C 11 ge of Kentucky •..........
no.
Ceutral Uni varsity ........... ....•.... Richmond, Ky.
B<>thel College .....................•... Rn. ·-;ellvilk. Ky.
8t. fory's 'oll ge .................... . .'t. MaryA, Ky.
Kentucky Wesloyau ollege ......... . Winchest r. t<:y.
Louisiana tate University .......... . Bl t.on Rouge, La.
Jeffer on College .................... . ouvent, Ln.
entenary ollego of Louii;iana ..... . Jackson, La.
Keatchie College ..................... . K ntchi, La.
ollegeoftheimmaculatoCouc ption N w Orleans, La.
Do.
Leland Univer. ity .................... .
Do.
ew Orl ans UniverHity ............. .
Do.
Straight University .................. .
Do.
Tulane University ............. ... . ... .

0

N:if: 1~sfP01°:M~tre "i>ame
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1896-97.
III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

!.-Colleges for males and coeducational colleges of liberal arts-Continued.
N ::.me of president.

Address.

University or college.

~;~ii~~~tt:t~i ====

== ====

===~ ====
===-= -- ---St. John's Colleite _------------Johns Hopkins university ___ ___ __ ___ _
Loyola College _________ --·- ___________ _
Morgan College ___________ _----·---·-·Washington College .................. .
Rock Hill College ..................... .
St. Charles College ................... .
Moun I; St. Marys College ........ ---···
New Windsor College .. ....... · ·-· ... .
W est~rn Maryland College ........... .
Amherst College·-·······-····-······-

i~~t~~
g~J;f:sity =: ====== =: ==== === ====
Harvard University_ ........ ·····-·· ..
l!'rench American College .. ...... .... .
'l'ufts College ........ .............. ... .
Willia.ms College .. . ...... ........ .... .
Clark Universitv . .. ......... .. .. ..... .
College of the Holy Cross ............ .

1~!i£H~1;====~=~=====~============
University of Michigan ........... ... .
Battle Creek College ................. .

i:¥:iftic£r~~g~
_=====-. =====·.=====··: ===
Hillsdale Colfege ....... •............. .
Hope Uollege ...... ... ......... ... -- ... .
Kala.ma.zoo College ..... ....... ....... .
Olivet College ......................... .
St. John's University ................. .
Hamline University ...... .......... .. .
Augsburg Seminary .. ............... . .
University of Minnesota ..... ........ .
Carleton College ............. --·- ..... .
St. Olaf College .. ...... ...............•.
Macalester College ........... ...... .. .
GustavuR Adolphus College .. ........ .

ti~r1\:i~~p ~liege·=:==:===============
Univers1ty Institute .................. .

iYifJ~~f
ain:~iz
==: ==ippi
====: ............
======= ======.
University
of Missis

tral hri tian College ......... ... .
th west 1issouri College ......... .
thw st Bapti t College ...•........
1

0~~~

W:S1eyai"i coiiege·:::: === = =
= =

·stian Univ rsity ............... .
incent's Coll ego ............... .
· of the 'tat . of Missour·
·stiau Union 'olleg

------------------e •••••••••.•••••
--------- __----.,. ___-· -_
____ _____
.g ·············
cg ········· ···

stituto ...... .

-----·------- .. . .
n Bro hers.

-·---- ---- --y ••.•.. ......
----· -- ---- ------------ ----- - ------·- ..
e

··-··· ·-··

iv •r. ity ....

..... .... .. . -- . .......................

.... ---·-· .......... ..

Brunswick, Me. •
Lewiston, Me .
Waterville, Mc.
Annapolis, ::\Id.
Baltimore, Md.
Do.
Do.
Chestertown, Md.
Ellicott City, Md.
Do.
,
Mount St. Marys, l\fd.
New Windsor, .Md.
·westminster, l\ld.
Amherst, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Do.
Cambridg-e, Mass.
Springfield, J.\fa:;R.
Tufts College, Mas.e;.
Williamstown, Mass.
Worcester, Mass.
Do.
Adrian, Mich.
Albion, Mich.
Alma, Mich,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Battlecroek, Heh.
Benzonia, Mich.
Detroit, MiGh.
Hillsdale, Mich.
Holland, Mich.
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Olivet, Mich.
Collegeville, Minn.
Hamline, Minn.
Minneapolis, :Minn.
Do.
Northfield, Minn.
Do.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. Peter, Minn.
Winnebago ity, :!\Ii.·· .
Clinton, MisR.
Dal ville, Miss.
Holly Springs, :\Ii-1,i.
Jackson, Miss.
Univorsity, Miss.
Albany, l\lo.
Do.
Bolivar, Mo.
Bowling Green, Mo.
Cameron, Mo.
'anton. Mo.
'a.pe irardeau, l!o.
'olumhia, Io.
Edinburg, :i\fo.
lt'ayett , Mo.
Fnlton, :Mo.
la.-;gow, :Mo.

Lngra.ng , :Io.
Lil rty, .Mo.
farsha.11, )Io.
torrisnll ., Mo.
o~bo. Io.
Parkvill , Mo.
, 't. 'hn.rl , Io.
St. Louis, .:\fo.
Do.
Do.
, pringfl •ld. :!\Io.
Tt\rkio, l'lfo.
Tr •nt m. fo.
Warr nton, l\Io.
l
rlodg~, ont.
Hlna. ffnt.
fi ouln, • font .
l II vu , .:, hr .

H th· nv •• ·c11r .
o Ol:u Yicw, • • 1,r.
0
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E DUCATIONAL DIRECTORY.
III.-O0LLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

1.-Colleges for males antl coeducational colleaes of liberal arts-Continued .
Namo of president.
DaviclB.Perry, A.M ..... ..... .
C.W.Hemry,A.M ............ .
S. G. Pattison, A. M ........... .
Geo. E.:MacLean, LL.D ....... .
Oscar 1'"'. Davis ................. .
John Pahls, , . J ............... .
C. M. Ellinwoocl ............... .
W. S.Reeso .................... .
Jo oph E. Stobbs, D. D ........ .
W.J.Tnck r,D . D. ,LL.D ..... .
Hilary Pfrnengle. O., . B ...... .
Austin Scott. Ph.D.,LL.D ... .
F.L.ratton,D. D.,LL.D . ..... .
Joseph J. Synnott ............. .
B. '. D:i.vis, A. M .... ........... .
Josc.-:r>h I•. Butler, . S. F ....... .
R. B. Fairbairn, D. D., LL. D ... .
D.Il. ochrnn, Ph.D .. LL.D .. .
Brother Jerom , 0. '. F ....... .
J. A. Hartn tt, C. M .... _...... .
James A.Rockliff, S.•J ..• .. •...
John C.Lee, Ph. D.,D.D ...... .

~to:ii~~Jo~~l~~~·: .~:.~.::: ::

J.G.,'churman, Sc.D.,LL.D ..
Thoma.'3 E. Murphy, S. ,J. ...... .
Alexander '. W bb, LL.D ... .
,'eth Low, LL.D ......... ..... .
Broth"r Justin, A. :M .......... .
T ..T. ampbell, S. J ............ .
H. M. MacCrackon. D. l . , LL.D
P.8.1\facllal ,U.M .......... .
S.A.Lattimor ,Ph.D.,LL.D
A.V.V.Raymond.D.D ....... .
James R. Day, D. D ............ .
Leo lfaid, D. D., 0 . .'. n........ .
E. A. Alderman, D. C. L ....... .
D. ,J. Sanders, D. D ........ . ... .
J.B. Shearer, D. D., LL. D ..... .
,John C. Kilgo, D. D .•......•....
W.W.Staley,D.D ............ .
L. Lyndon Hobb , A. JH ••••••••
RobertA. Yoder,A.M ......... .
R.L.Moore ................... .
M.G.G.Sch rer, A.M ......... .
J.C. Clapp, D . D ............... .
Cha!'l. F. M !'l rve, A. l\L ...... .
W.E.Abernethy .............. .
William H. Goler, D.D ....... .
C. E. Taylor, D . D .. Litt. B ..... .
M.A. Yost,A. I ............... .
H nry C. Simmons .......... .. .
W. Merritl ld, A. M .......•.....
M. V. B. Knox, D . D ........•....
Ira.A.Pri st ....•...............
TamerlanoP. Iarsh,D.D ..... .
Isaac 'rook, D. D .............. .
Millard F. Warn r, .A. M .•....
C. Ri menschn id r,J?h. D ... .
David McKinney .............. .
James Rogers, C . .'. ' .....•...
Michael .J. 0' onnor, 8. J ..... .
P. V. N. Myers ................ .
H. J. Ruetenik, D. D .......... .
GodfreyJ. Schult<.', S. J ...... .
bas. F. Thwing, D. D ........ .
F. W. Stellhorn ............... .
James H. anfleld, LL. D ..... .
John R.H. Latchaw, D. D ...•.
James W. Ba hford, Ph.D .....
C. Manchester, A. M ..•.••••.•.
Wm. F. Peirce, L. H. D ....... .
D. B. Purinton, LL. D ......... .
Ely V. Zollar , LL. D ......... .
Carl Ackerman ................ .
J . H. Chamberlin, Litt. D., dean
W. A. Williams, D. D ......... .
Jesso Johnson ................. .

University or college.

Address.

Doane College ........................ .. Crete, N'ebr.
Fairfield College.......... .... .... .... Fairflold, N br.
Ha~ting . College ............. ·····-···· llastings,._J:fohr.
Umver 1ty of Nebraska ......... ...... Lincoln'l..,!-'lebr.
Gates College . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
ligh, .N hr.
Creighton University ................. Omaha, Nebr.
Nebraska Wesleyan University·-···· University Plac- , Nobr.
York College ........................... York, N -br.
State University of ~evarla .......... Reno, Nov.
Dartmouth ~ollego .................... Hanov r, N. H.
St. Benedict's College ................. Newark, N. ,T.
Rutgers Coll ge .... •.. ... . . . .. .... ... . N w Brunswick, N. J.
Princeton University ................. Princeton, N .•J.
Seton Hall College ..................... , outh Orange, N. J.
Alfred University .................... Alfrerl, N. Y.
St. Bonaventuro'i:;Coll g .... , ........ All('gany, N. Y.
St. Stephen's ollego ............... A.Ima11c1alo, N. Y.
Pol;rtechnicin titut of Brooklyn .... Brooklyn, N. Y.
St. Francis College . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . .
Do.
St. John's College... ..................
Do.
Cani ius Colleg ... . . ..... ... . . .... ... B11ffal , N. Y.
St. Lawrence University .............. Canton, N. Y.
Hamilton Coll ge ...... ................ C'linton,N. Y.
Hobart oll go ...........•.....•..... G n ,a, . Y.
Colgate UniverRity ..... .. . .... .... ... Ifamilton, ~. Y.
Corn 11 Univ rsity ... . . .. . . . . . ... . .... Ithaca,
Y.
oll ge of ·t. Franci~ Xavi r ....... N w York, K. •
College of tho 'ity of N w ·ork.. ....
o.
Columbia University.... . .......
Do.
Manhattan College.... ................
Do.
St. J hn's ollcg .. . .. ................
Do.
ow York niversity .. .. . . ... .. .. ....
Do.
Niagara University .. --·············· NiagaraUnh-or1;ity,N.Y.
University of Rochester . . . . . . . . . . . . . Roch ,-itcr, i'. Y.
Union Coll g!-" ••··.···· ....••....•.... S •hen.-ctady. -:g. Y.
, yracus Umvors1ty ... ... . ... . .. . .. Syracuse, N. 1:.
St. Mary's Colll'ge ....•........... . .... Ef}lmont, N. C'.
niv rRity of North Carolina. ........ Chap 1 llill, N. '.
Biddle Univ r ity .......... ........... j Charlotte, N. ('.
Davirl11on Coll go ..................•... D virlsou,.f. C.
Trinity 'oll g . ... . .. ... . .. ... . ... .. . . Durham. l'L (' .
Elon Colleg ··············- ............ 1 Elon Collt•gc.-, N. '.
'nilford olleg ·······················I Guilford oll •p, N.
L noir ollege ................ ·-······· Hickorv.N. C.
Ma.rs Rill Colkge ...................... l\Iars I(iJl, N. C.
North CaroliM Coll g ............ . .. Mount Pk·a.~ant,.
Catawba Coll •ge ... ........... ......... , Newton, _T. ('.
Shaw University ...................... Ral igb, N. C.
Rutherford CollPg .................... Rutherford ( 'o11 ., ·,
Lhi.nt,-stone Collo~e ......... .......... , 'n.li. hnry, N. ('.
Wako Forest Colleg .................. Wnk Forest, -. ('.
W avarville Collc.-ge .. ....... .......... Wen.v rville, N. C'.
Fargo ollego .......................... Fargo, N. ak.
niversity of North Dakota ..........
nivor!rlt,y, T. Dnk.
R d Rivar Vall y Univ r ity ......... 1 Wabp ton. N. Dak.
Buchtel College ................
Akron, Ohio.
fount Union Coll ge.... .. .. .. .. .. .... Allianc , Ohio.
Ohio niv r ity . ... ...... ... ....... ... Ath n!'I, Ohio.
Baldwin niversity .................. _ Ber n, hio.
German Wallace Coll g ............. 1
Do.
C darvillo College..................... C darvil;<', hio.
, t. Joseph's College................... 'in<'iunati, Oh:::>.
St. Xav1 r Colleg . .... ... . ... ... . .. ...
Do.
niver. ity of incinnati. .... ..... .....
Do.
alvin 'ollego . ..... .. ... . . .. ..... ..... lov Janel, Ohio.
, 't. Ignatius Colleg ... . . . . ... . .. . • . .. . .
Do.
We ·tern R serve University..........
Do.
Capital niver ity. ...•..... ...... .... olumbus, bi0.
hio, tnte University........ ... ......
Do.
Defian<'e olleg . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. D fl a nee. Oliio.
Ohio \Vesleyn.n University............ D Jn.ware, Ollio.
Findlay oll ge ........................ Findlay, ( hio.
K nyon Col!ege .....•.............•..... Gambi. r, Olli~.
D ruson mvers1ty .................... Granville. luo.
Hiram College ...........•.....•....... Hir1l.m. bio.
Lima oil g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Limn.. hio.
Mari tta. College ....................... Marietta. Ohio.
Franklin ollege ..... _... . . .... ..... ...
ew Athens. hio.
Mus~ngum College . . . .... .. ..... ..... N w 9on<'n~. h10.
Oberlin College •...... . .......... . ..... Ob1.:rlm, 01110.
A

•

····1
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III.-C0LLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

!. -Colleges /01· niales and coeducational colleges of liberal arts-Continued.
Name of president.
Wm. 0. Thompson, D. D .. . ... .
Geo . W. MacMillan, Ph. D.,
D.D.
John JU. Davis, Ph.D ......... .
W. G. Compher, Pb. D ........ .
Samuel A . Ort, D. D -· ··· · ·····
J ohn A . PeterszD· D .......... .
T homas J. Sanaers , Ph. D . ... .
S. T. Mitchell, LL. D . ...... ... .
J ames B. Unthank, M. S ...... .
S. F. Scovel, D . D ....... ... ... .
Daniel A. Longi.P· D., LL. D .•
D.R. Boyd, A. m .. ......... ... .
Chas. H. Chapman, Ph. D .. ... .
Thomas McClelland, D. D .... . .

University or college.

Addre s.

Miami University . •...... ............. . Oxford, Ohio.
Richmond College .. .... . ....... .. ..... Richmond, Ohio.

Rio Grande College_. . ........... ...... Rio Grande, Ohio.
Scio College.. . .......... ...... .... . .. .. Scio, Ohio.
Wittenberg College . . ............. . ... Springfield, Ohio.
Heidelberg University ..... ......... .. Tiffin, Ohio.
Otterbein University . .. .. ........ . --·· Westerville, Ohio.
Wilberforce University ............... Wilberforce, Ohio.
Wilmington College·········· -·· ··· ··· Wilmington, Ohio.
University of Wooster . .... ........... Wooster, Ohio.
Antioch College ........•. .. .. ...... .... Yellow Springs, Ohio.
University of Oklahoma ... ............ Norman, Okla.
University of Oregon ............. .... . Eugene, Oreg.
P acific University .. .. . ......... ....... Forest Grove, Oreg.
LfJ,fayette Seminary ................... Lafayette, Oreg.
McMinn ville College. __ .... __ . . _... .... McMinn ville, Oreg.
Thomas Newlin ............ ... . Pacific College .. ....... .... ............ Newberg, Oreg.
J.M. C. Mi.ller,M. S ........ ... . Philomath College ..................... Philomath, Oreg.
Willis C. Hawley, A. M ....... . Willamette University .. ....... ....... Salem, Oreg.
Thomas Van Scoy, D. D ....... . Portland University ................... University Park, Oreg.
W. J. Holland, Ph.D., D. D ... . Western University of Pennsylvania. Alleglleny, Pa.
ThAOdore L. Seip, D. D ...... . . Muhlenberg College ............... .... Allentown. Pa.
H. U. Roop, Ph. D ... .......... . Lebanon Valley College .... . ... ....... Annville, Pa.
Leander Schnerr .............. . St. Vincent College ............ . ........ Beatty, Pa.
W. P. Johnston, A. M ... . ..... . Geneva College .... . .... .. ............. Beaver Falls, Pa.
Aug. Schultz, D. D .. . ......... . Moravian College ...... .... ............ Bethlehem, Pa.
Geor~ E. Reed, D. D., LL. D .. Dickinson C?lleg:e_.. .. .. .. ..... . .. .. .... Carlisle, Pa.
C. E . .1:1yatt, C. E ... . ....... . .. . Pennsylvama Military College........ Chester, Pa.
H enry_'I'. Spangler,D.D .. ... . . Ursinus College ...... ................... Coll g ville, Pa.
E. D . Warfield, LL. D ......... . Lafayette College ....... ..... .......... Easton, Pa.
H. W. McKnight,D.D., LL.D . Pennsylvania College .................. Gettysburg, Pa.
Theo. B . Roth,D.D .......... . Thiel College ........ . ............ ... ... Greenville, Pa.
Isaac C. Ketler, Ph.D ...... ... . Grove City College . .... . ..... ..... .... Grove City, Pa.
Isaac Sharpless, Sc. D ., LL. D. Haverford College ............... .. .... Ha"verford, Pa.
John S. Stahr, Ph.D., D. D .. . .Franklin and Marshall College........ Lancast~r, Pa.
John H. Harris, Ph. D ......... . Bucknell University .................. Lewisburg, Pa.
Isaac N. Rendall, D. D ...... .. . Lincoln University ..... . ... ....... .... Lincoln University,Pa.
Wm. H. Crawford, D. D ...... . Allegheny College .................. _.. Mead vill . Pa.
AaronE. Gobble,A.1\L ....... . Central_P~nnsylvania College..... ... New Berlin, Pa.
ew Wilmington.Pa
R. G. Ferguson, D.D .......... . Westmms,er College...... .... ........
Central High School. .. .. ...... .. .. .... Philadelphia, Pa.
La Salle 0olleg_e ........................
Do.
~~
Charles C. Harrison, LL. D ... . University of Pennsylvania............
Do.
Edwin L. York,Ph. D ......... . Duque ne College...................... Pittsburg, Pa.
Do.
J ohn T. Murphy, C. S. Sp ..... . Holy Ghost 'ollege ..... _..... .. .. ....
Thomas M. Drown, M. D ..... . Lehigh University ................... South B thlehem, Pa.
G. W. Atherton, LL. D ..... .. . Pennsylvania State ollege. ...... .... Stat~ Colleg , Pa.
Charles De Garmo, Ph. D ..... . Swarthmor Colleg .......... .... ... . warthmore. Pa.
Laurence A. Delurey, 0. 8. .A •• Villanova Coll ge ... ...... ........... Villanorn., Pa.
M. E. Hes ................... . Volant Coll go .
• .................. Voln.nt, Pa.
James D. Moffat, D. D ... . .. . Wa~hingtou and ,Juffer on C<•llegu.... \Va!-.hington, Pa.
E. B. Andrews, D. D., LL. D .. . Brown pniver.ity ..................... , Prodden<' , R. I.
ba.rleston, .C.
Harrison Randolph, A. M ..... . Collegeof harl.ton ..................
A. E. 'pencer, A. l\L .....•..... Pr byterian College of South Caro• Clinton, S. C.
lina.
n Univer.~ity. .... ..... .......•..... 'olumbia, . C.
h Caroliua ollege. .............. 'olumhia, S. C.
·ne olleg ....................... Du~\Vest, '.C.
au oiversity .................... Gr •·11ville, '. C.
berr y College ...........•.......•. _Tcwl, 1·1·y. ~. ('.
·n niver·ity . ...... .......•..... 1 Orangohurg. f,. C.
ord 'ollegP .... . ...............• 1 ,'partaul,Uig q C.
.
. ..................... Ea:'t Pi<:z-r•.:. flak.
................. •..
ring1'l. :--. Dak.
..............•••...
11,,. Dnk
............•.•......
,!, S. Dale
h Dakota. .........
i'>n, , . Dak.
-·········••r••····
n, '. Dak.
.•...•..•.....•••.•
, T nu.
ity ...... ... .. ....
nooga, T un.
yterian niver•
villo, 'l' •nt1.
.D.,LL.D ..
niv r ity . .. TTarrim n, Tr,nn.
Hiwn!
• 'ollcg ,, Tenn .
. D ......... .
. i\·ersi ·}: .::: ,J:wksr n, Tenn .
, D. D ... .... .
. . ..•.•••.•••. Knoxville, Tenn.
•y, jr., Ph. I> ..
........•.....
Do.
D .............. .
L 1 DIJlt,T rm .
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Con t jnued.

!.-Colleges fo1· rnales and coeducationcil colleges of l1be1'al arts-Continued.
Name of president.

University or college.

J. L. Dickens, Pb. D., LL. D __ _ Bethel Coll ge ..... .... ···-·· ........ ..
. W. Boardman,LL.D_. _____ _ Maryville College ............ ··-· ..... .
Brother Maurelian ____________ _ Christian Brothers' College ..... ... ..
J. Hopwooll, A. M _____ ________ _ Milligan College ...... ... _......... ·-··
J. 'I'. Henderson,A. M _________ _ Carson and Newman College ......... .
J. Braden, D. D_: __ ____________ _ Central 'l'ennessec College ........... .
E. M. 'ravath, D. D _______ -···· Fisk University .. -· ................... .
Owen .James, D. D ... ·----· ···- Roger Williams Uni~ersity .......... .
Wm. H. Payne, LL. D _.... ···- Umversity of Nashville .............. .
James II. Kirkland, Pb. D-····· Vanderbilt University ..... .. ........ .
B. Lawton Wiggins, A. M ..... . Uni'l'ersity of the 8outh .. ..... ....... .
W. N. Billingsley, A. M .... ··-· Burritt College ........................ .
J. L. Bachman, A. :l'tL ....... -.- Swe twatcr Coll ge .................. .
Jere Moor , D. D ........ ·-···-· Greeneville and Tusculum College ... .
James T. Cooter, A. L--· ·--·· Washington College .................. .
, ·t. Edward's College .... .... ......... .
Univer;;ity of Texas ..... ............. .
Howard Payne Colleg .....•..........
Henry College ...... . ................. .
Fort Worth UniverRity ............... .
St. :Mary's UnivorHity ........... _.... _
Southw. tern University ........... _.
Wiluy Univ rsity ..................... .
St. Louis College ...................... .
Thornton R., ampson ......... . Austin ollege ........................ .
L.A. Johnson, Ph.D .......... . Trinity Univerf;ity ................... .
Addison Ulark, LL. D-·--······ Add•Ran hri1Stian University . ..... .
J. '. Lattimore.M. 8-····· ····· Baylor Univer~ity ................. -···
I. M. Burgan, D. D ............ . Paul Quinn Collog ................... .
Wm. J. Kerr ................... . Bris-ham Young College .............. .
Joseph 11'. Kingslmry, Ph.D .. . University of Utah ................... .
Matthew H. Buckham, D. D . . Univ rsity of Vermont ............... .
Ezra Brainerd, LL. D ......... . Middl bury College ...... ...... ...... ..
Wm. W. Smith, LL. D ........ .. Randolph·Macon College ........ .. -··
W. B. Yount·-······ ············ BridgewaterColl {f ................. .
Univ rsityofVir!,"lllia ......•...... ··-·
Emory and H nry 'oll g ........... .
A. P. Saund rs, D. D .... ••.... Fredericksburg Coll go .............. .
Richard Mcllwain , D. D ..... . Rampdon•Sidn y Colleg ............ .
William L. Wilson, LL. D ..... . Washington and L University ..... .
F. W. Boatwright,A. M ....... . Richmond Coll ge ...... ···"······ ... .
Julius D. Dreher, Pb. D ....... . Roanoke Coll g ..... . ............ .
L. G. Tyler, LL. D •............ C'olleg of William and Mary ........ .
A. C.:. Jones ...... ............••.. Vashon Colleg ....................... .
Colfax College .·-·· · .. ........ .•. ......
Walla Walla olleg .................. .
niverfiity of Wa. hington ........... .
William F. Edwards .......... .
,Jam s Rebmann, '. ,T ........ .. Gonzaga College ............•..........
alvin W. 8tewart, D. D ...... _ Whitworth College ................... .
C.R. 'l'hoburn ................. . Puget 8ound University ••............
,'t. James 'olleg •.....................
, . B. L. Penrose ................ Whitman 9ollego ·••··············-···
T .. Atkeson, Ph.D .......... Barboursville Colleg ................ .
B. C. Hagerman, A.M ...... .... B thany Colleg .......•...............
,Jerome H. Ra.ymond,Ph. D ... West Virginia. University ............ .
Samu I Plantz. Ph.D., D. D .. Lawrenee "niversity ................ .
E. D. Ea.ton. D. D., LL. D .. .•.. Beloit Coll go ........................ •.
H. A. Muehlmeier, D.D ....... Mission House .. ·····-················
hns. K. Adr,ms, LL. D ........ University of Wisconsin ..... ..... ... .
Wm. C. Whitford, D. D ........ Milton College ....................... .
Leopold Bushart, 8.J .......... Marquette oll ge ................... .
RufusC.J."la~g,D.D ......... 1 Ripon College ...................... .
,Joseph Rainer .................. • minary of Ht. F~anci~ of aleH .. ···A . F. Ernst. ....... ............. 1 Northwestern mvers1ty ............ .
Frauk P. Grn~c, Ph.D ........ University of Wyoming .............. .
P. P. Klein, C. S. ~- ··········
Geo. T. Winston, LL. D .. _.... .
J. D. Robnett, D. D .......... .
T . II. Bricl~es ...... ........ _ ... .
0 car L. 1<1sher, D. D .... _.... .
J.B. Quinlan, S. ,J . -······-···
John B:. McLean, D. D .... __ ··--

~h~·.J?g(r~~~.~--~===~========:

t: ~- t~t~-~~~s~·?n·======·

~: f

lfut~~i•.A.·.~==========:==

Address.
McKenzie, Tenn.
Maryville, Tenn.
Mcm11his, Tenn .
Milligan, T m1.
Mossy _Croek, 'I'E>nn.
Nash ville, Tonn.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Sewanee, Tenn.
8pen<'er, Tenn.
Sweet,water, Term.
Tu culum, Tonn.
Washington College,
Tenn.
Austin, Tex.
Do.
Brownwood, 11' x.
Campbell, Tex.
Fort Worth, 'l'ex.
Gal vest on, 'l'cx.
Georgetown, 'l'ex.
Marshall, T x .
'an Antonio, T x.
Sherman, Tex.
'l'ehuac.'l.na, T x.
Waco, •rox.
Do.
Do.
Lo~an, Utah.
'alt V:ik 'ity, Utah.
B,irliugton, Vt.
Middl hury, \" l.
Ashland, Va.
Briclg vat •r, Yr:..
harlott svill , Va.
Emory 1 Va.
Fr dor1ckshurg. \ a.
Ilam11<len•Hi<l11t y, Va.
Lexington, Yr.
Ri ·llmond, Vr..
8nlem, Va.
Williamsburg, Vi~.
J3urton, Wash.
Colfax, Wn b.
Collcg Place, Wash.
oattl1 , Wru;h.
, poka.n , Wash.
umnor,Wa h.
Tacoma, WaRh.
Vancouv r , Wnsh.
Walla W1Llla.. \Va.sh.
Barl)oursvill<', W. Va.
B tnany, W. Va
Morgantown, W. Va.
App~eton 7 Wi.;.
H lo1t, Wis.
Frauklin, Wis.
Madison, Wis.
Milton, Wis.
Milwaukl,e, Wis.
Ripon, Wis.
St. Francis, Wh
Watertown, Wis.
Laramio, W yo.

II.-C'ollege.~ /or u·011um.
Z. A. Park r .................... , Atbf'!ns Female olleg ·-·········· .... ,
Henry A. 1\f?ody, M. D ....•.... Bailey prings nivcrsity ............
J.B. Cumnung .. .............. Eru t Lake .Athenroum ................
T. ,J. .'immon , A. M ......... 'Union F male ollege ... ............ .
~-II.Todd ..................... , 8yuodical Femalo '.ollege .............
. W.Avor tt, LL. D ......... Ju<l~onFemaleinsti_tute .............. ,
Jas. D. Wad , A. l\f ....••••..•. 1'tfar1on Female emmary .. ...........
Geo. R. McNeill, Ph.D ...•.... Isbell College ..........•.....•.........

Ath<•n!l, Ala.
Baili,~•. prings, Ala.
Eastk .: , Ala.
Eufa In • .A!:>.
Flor. nee, Ala .
Mar1on,Ala.
Do.
Talhdcga., Ala.
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

IL-Colleges fo1· women-Continued.
Name of president.

University or college.

E. H. Murfeo ........ .. ....... . .
John D. Simpson .............. .
John Massey, LL. D .... .... ... .
J. G. Lile .. ..................... .
Mrs. C. T. Mills ................ .
Sister Mary B rnardine ...... .
Mrs. M.A. Lipscomb .......... .
Chas. 0. Cox, A. M ............ .
Homer Bush, A. M ......•• ~ ..•.
G. J . Orr ....................... .
M. H. Lane ............... .. .. . .
A. W. Van Hoose ....... ....... .
Rufus W. Smith, A. 1L ....... .
G-.A. Nunnally ..... ....... .... .
J. D. Hammond, D. D ......... .
J . Harris Chappell ............ .

Central Female College ... ........... .
Tuscaloosa Female ColJege . .......... .
Alabama Con_ference Female College.
Central Baptist Collego ........... ··-·
Mills College . .•...•................ ... .
College of Notre Dame .............. . .
Lucy Cobb1nstitute ....... .... ....... .
Southern Female College ............ .
Andrew Female College ........... ... .
Dalton Female College ........... .. .. .
Monroe Female Uollege ..... ··-· _.... .
Georgia Female Seminary ........... .
Lagrange Female College._ .......... .
Southern Female Coll ego ......... _.. .
Wesleyan Female College_ ............ .
Georgia Normal and Industrial Col•
lege.
A . J . Battle, D. D., LL. D ..... . Rhorter College ... ..... .. _.......... .. .
John E . Baker ............. .. .. . Youn~Female Oollego ·····-··········
•Toseph R. Harker , Ph.D ...... . IllinolS Female College ... . ........... .
E. F . Bullard,A.1L ........... . Jacksonville Female Academy ....... .
C. W. Leffingwell, D. D ....... . St. Mary's School. .................... .
Phebe T. Sutliff, A. M ...... .. . Rockford College ...... ___: ........... .
John M . Duncan, A.1L ...... . . Coates College .................... .... .
Wm. Bishop, D. D ............ . . College for Young Ladies ............ .
F . R_. Mill~pau~h, D. D ....... . . College of the Sisters of Bethany .... .
BenJ. F . Cabell .... . ..... ...... . Potter College ........................ .
Miss C. A. Campbell ......... .. . Caldwell College ........... .......... .
Edmund Harrison, A. M ...... . Bethel Female CoUege ............. .. .
J.B. Skinner .................. . Hamilton Female College ....... _.... .
H.B. McClellan, A. l>L ..•••..•• Sa:yre Female Institute .............. .
C. C. Fishe r, A. M .. ......•.•... Millersburg Female College ...... ... .
Mrs. B. W. Vineyard ..... ..... . Jessamine Female Institute ......... .
A. C. Goodwin ....... .. .. . ...... . Owensboro Fem.a.le College . ...... ... .
G. B. Perry ........... . ........ . Kentucky College for Young Ladies.
A.G. Murphey ... ........ •..... Logan Female College ............. . .. ..
William Shelton ............... . Stanford Female College ............ . .
George J. Ram;;ey, A. M ...... . Silliman Female Institute ........... .
T. S. Sligh, A. M ......•........ Mansfield Female College . . .......... .
S. Decatur Lucas .............. . Minden Female College .............. .
H. S. Whitman, A. M . ........ . Westbrook Seminary ................. .
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Fe•
male Coll ge.
John F. Goucher, D. D ........ . Woman·s College of Baltimore ...... .
J. H. Apple, A. M .• ............. Woman's College ...... ....... ........ .
C. L . Keedy, A. M., M. D -····· Kee Mar College ...................... .
J. H. Turner, A. M ............ . Maryland College for Young Ladies ..
C. C. Bragdon, A. M ........... . La.sell, eminary for Young Women ..
Miss Agn s Irwin, d ean ....... . Radcliffe College ......•................
L. Clark S elye, D. D ......... . Smith College ................•.........
Mrs. E. S . Mead, A. l'l-L ••••••••. Mount Holyoke College .. ··-··· .... .. .
Mrs. Julia J. Irvine .......•.... W ellesley College ..................... .
Ella Young ...... . ........ •..... Albert Lea ollege •..•................
W. 'l'. Lowrey, D. D .•.......... Blue Mountain F m:i.le Coll ge ...... .
John W. Chambers .•..........• Whitworth Female C.olleg .. ........ .
Franklin L. Riley ............. . Hillman oll ge ...... ............... . .
Industrial In titute and College ..... .
L. T. Fitzhn h ................ .
0
~a.Yie
~~·d·i·•:~==
. H. Otken, L. D ............ . t~8~~
J. W. Beeson . .A. M ..... .. ..... . East · ksippi Femal olleg ..... .
L.
o D.D .............. .
tono ollege for Young Ladies •.....

b lfe

A.
J.

nl

················
!. ........... .

............ .

1
n.c1on ....... .
b
·············
R.
····•···•·····
Hi
s ..•.....•....••
T. P. Walton ................... .
:¼eorg P. Ayres .............. .
B. T. Ulewot LL. D .......... .

"\V. H. Bn<'k .................... .

f~;tit~tn..

~fg~:~:m~~
'!Jiff ··o=:::::=:===~
Port i~n Fomalo Colfi ge ......... .

Hamilton Coll ge ...•................
ChriAtiau Fem 1le oll go ............ .
,'t pb n Fomal C'oll g •......•.....
Howhrd Payno Coll g ••..••.•.•••...•
.'yno<lical F male 'ollege ............ .

~:r,i;~:;i~~~r~~:===:===========

... ·····- ....... .. C n r l Female 'oll g<.? ••••••••••••••••
............... Elizal 11 Aull P mal , •min ry . ... .

{. __________ _

·----- .....
.... ....... ·-···

).

Lil 1·ty C',,11 e tor Youn• La.dit.~ •.••
H rcUn oll ,, .•••••..•.••.•.•......••
L_lud nwoo<l ·• t 1 <oll ;< ••••••••••
m bir ConrPr •uc , mitt r
nd F m 1 •on •_g •
B rd
o
Fo
ColIE -··-·····

.Address.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Do.
Tuskegee, Ala.
Conway, Ark.
1\fills Colle~e. Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Athens, Ga.
College Park, Ga.
Cuthbert, Ga.
Dalton, Ga.
Forsyth, Ga.
Gainesville. Gn.
LagraI!ge, Ga.
Do.
Macon, Ga.
Milledgeville, Ga.
Rome, Ga.
'l'homasvill . Ga.
Jacksonville, Ill .
Do.
K noxville, Ill.
Rockford, Ill.
'l'e rre Haute, Ind.
0 wego, Kans.
Topeka, Kans.
Bowling Green, Ky.
Danville, Ky.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Do.
Millersburg, Ky.
Nicholasville, Ky.
Owensboro, Ky.
Pewee Valley, Ky.
Russellville, Ky.
Stanford. Ky.
Clinton. La.
Jl,fansfield, La.
Mind n,La.
Deering, Me.
Kents Rill, 1\fe.
Baltimore, Mel.
Fr deri ·k, Md.
Hagerstown, fd.
Lut,hervill , Md.
Auburndale, fass.
Cambridg , .Ma<s.
Northampton, Mass.
South Hadley, Mas.
W llesl y, Mass.
Albert Lea, Minn.
Blu :\-Iountain. Miss.
Brookllav n, Miss.
linton, Mi. .
olumlms, ,Iiss.
J1\ckson, Mi. s.
M· omb, fi. .
Meridian, Mi ·s.
Do.
Oxford. l\Iiss.
Pont:>toc, Mi s.
Port Gibson, :;m!';s.
\Vn.ter Vi~ll y, l\li
Columbia, Mo.
Do.

~~rt:~.·

1~~rn,1 pcmcl"nce, ..Io.
.T nning , , lo.
L .xingtou, fo.
l>o .
Do .
Lil,erty. 110.
I••xl<-o. Io.
. ·t. Oharh· .• :'-fo.
Tiltr,n, ~ •. JI .

n

rd utown,. •. ,J.
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III.-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

II. -Colleges f 01· icornen-Con tin ued.
..i:"'"umo of president.

William E. ·waters, Ph.D ..... .
Truman J. Ba.c:kus, LL. D ..... .
A. U. HcKonzi , D. D .......... .
Emily Jame' Smith, dean ..... .
James .M.. Taylor, D. D ........ .
ArchibalclA. Jones ............ .
, . A. Wolff ..................... .
Dred Peacock, A. l'IL ...•.......
S. P. Hatton, A. l\L ............ .
M. S. Davis, A. M .............. .
W. O. Petty .................... .
F. P. Hobgood ................. .
John H. Cl well ............... .
G. K. Bartholomew, A. M.,
Ph.D.
L. D. Potter, D. D ............. .
Clara Sheldon ................. .
Far,e Walle r, D. D ............ .
Leila S. McK e, Ph. D ......... .
Mis. Mary EYans . .... ......... .
J. W. Knapp, nbergor, A. .M .•••
J. Max lfark, D. D ...... . .. . ... .
M. Carey Thomas, Ph.D ...... .
Wallace P. Dick ............... .
i::amu l A. Martin ............. .
. L. Moench ..... ............. .
E. E. Campooll, A. l'rL ......... .
Frances R. B nn tt ........... .
R. Jennie DeVero ............. .
J. A. Rico ...... ... .......•.. ...
W.R. Atkinaon, D. D ......... .
C. E. Todd ..................... .
Jno. R. Mack, A. M ......•..•...
A. S. 'l'owncs .................. .
M. M.Riley .................... .
B. F. Wilson ................... .
B. G. C'liffor<l. ................. .
S. Lander, A. M ............... .
D.S. Hearon, D. D ....•...•....
. A. Folk, A. B ............... .
Robert D. Smith, A. M ...•.....
T. E. All n ..... ................ .
J.M . Hubbard ............... .
Howard W. Key, Ph. D ....... .
Miss V. O. Wardlaw, A. :OL ... .
Geo. W. F. Pric , D. D ........ .
J. D. Blanton ................. .
8. N. Barker....... . ........ .
Wm. M. Graybill, A. M ...••...
Z. C. raves, LL. D ........... .
'harle"l Carlton ............... .
W. A. Wilson, A. i1 ........... .
L. F., mith ............•......
W.M.Dyer .................. .
J.D.And rson,A.:o! ........... .
, amn<>l D.Jones,B.L ......... .
J. I. Miller ..................... .
L.H.Shuck, D. D ......•........
U. F. James, D. D ............... .
haci. L.
W.W. Smith, LL. D ........... .
J. J. Scherer, A. JU ••••••••••••••
A.P.Pioor ..................... .
Arthur·K. Davis, A . JU •••••••••

'ocko ........ ........ .

1\lrs. J.E. B. Stuart .•...........
A. I.Smith ................... .
John P. Hyde, D.D.,LL.D .... .
Mrs. H. L. Field ...........•.....
Elh C. Sabin ................... .

University or college.
Evelyn College ....................... .
Wells College ............ ···- ......... .
Packer Coll giate Institute .......... .
Elmira Colloge .................. .. ..... .

i:~tb£?!~;~
==: ::= =:: :::: =:::: .·: =
=:
Asheville Female Collego .. -......... .

Address.
Princeton, N. J.
Aurora, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elmira, N. Y.
NewYork,N. Y.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Asheville, N. C.
Dalla.,, N. C.
Greensboro, N. .
Hickory, N. C.
Louisburg, N. C.
:Murfreesboro, N. C'.
Oxford, N. C.
alem, N. C.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gaston College .................. ·- .... .
Green.sboro Female College .......... .
Claremont Femalo College ........... .
Louisburg Female College .......... .
howan Baptist Female Institute .... .
Oxford Female Seminary ............ .
Salem Female Academy ............. .
Bartholomew English nnd Classical
, chool.
Glendale Female Colleg . . . . . . . . . . . ... Glendale, Ohio.
Granville Female ollege . .. ..... ..... Granville, Ohio.

~ll3ot~~rfg~ri~;o:=:::: ::::=:::::::::::: xfi~~· Ohio.

Lake E:rie Semmar:r ····· .............. Painesville, Ohio.
All ntown 'oll g forWom 11 •.• ·-··· Allentown, Pa.
Moravian Seminary for Young La.dies Bethlehem, Pa.
Bryn Mawr College ................ ... Bryn l\lawr, Pa.
M tzger College ....................... Carlisle, Pa.
Wilson oll ge..................... .... hambersbnrg. Pa.
Linden Ilall Seminary....... ......... Litit.1, Pa .
Irving F ma.le Collego ................. Mochanicslmrg. Pa.
Ogontz School.......... ............ Ogontz Scbool, Pa.
Pennsylvania ollege for Women .... Pittsburg, Pa.
Columbia F'emale Coll gl'I .•.. •••••••• olmnbia, S.
Pre °Qyterian ollege for Women....
Do.
Due W t Female Coll g ............. Duo Wost, S. C.
Cooper•Lim stone Institute...... .... Gaffn y ity, .'.
r enville Coll ge for Women ........ , Groenvill , S. '.
Greenville F male ollege...... .. .. ..
Do.
Conv rse College ...........•.......... Spartanburg, ft C.
Clifford 8 minary .... ................. Union, . .
Williamston ll'emale oll ge .......... Williamston, 8. '.
Sullins ?llege................ ... . . ... . Bri,itol, 'l;'enn.
BrownsV1lle Female College.......... Brownsv11Ja, T nu.
·olumbia Athenronm. ................. olumliia, '.r nn.
Tenn eeFemale ollege ............. Franklin, T nn.
Howard F male Uolleg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Galla tin, Tenn.
:Memphi:'! onfer nceFi maleinstitut Jack,ion, Tenn.
Sonle F male olloge ................. Murfr sboro, T4>nu.
Nashville Coll ge for Young Ladies .. Nashville, Tenn.
Warrl 'eminary ... . ..... .... .... ......
Do.
far ti~ Female Colloge.. .. . . .. . . . . .. . Pulaski, .Tonn,r;ynod1cal Female olleg ............. Rogersv1ll , 'lenn.
Mary 8harR College................... Win best r, Tenn.
arlton o loge..................... . .. Bonlrnm, Tex.
Baylor Female ollego ................ Bolton, Tex.
happoll Hill Fomale ollege..... .... happell Hil1, T x.
Martha Washington Coll ge.... ...... Abingrlon, Va.
, tonewall Jackson Institnt ...... ....
Do.
,'outhw st Virginiainstitut ......... Bristol. Va.
Young Ladie 'College. 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Buona Vist~\ Va.
Albemarle Fomale In t1tute .... ...... bn.rlottesV11l , Va.
Roanoke Femalo Colloge .............. Danville, Va.
Hollins Institute ....................... Hollins, Va.
Randolph•Macon Woman's 'ollego ... Lynchburg, Va.
Marion Female College.......... . . . . . . Marion, Va.
Norfolk oll ge for Youni:r Ladies ... . Norfolk, Va.
, 'onthern Fomalo Uoll~ge. .... .... .... PetC'rsburg. Va.
, taunton Female Scmmn.ry ........... Staunton, Va.
Virginia Femalo Institute. ...........
Do.
E_piscopal Female Institute ........... Winchester, Vn..
Valley Female College...............
Do.
Parkersburg eminary . . . .... ........ Pa.rkersbur~. W. Va..
Milwaukee-Downer College ........... Milwaukee, Wis.
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III:-COLLEGE PRESIDENTS-Continued.

III.-Schools of tech1wlogy.
Name of president.

Name of institution.

Address.

Wm.Le Roy Broun,LL. D ____ _ Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College.
1
Alston Ellis, LL.D ----- ------ -~r~i!alc1i~o'rit~\~~: _~~~~-~~~ ~::::::
:~f~k~~~~~~~-~~~
~~
Wm. 0. Jason, A. M ________ ____ _ ~t~~8cfori~ic~~~~rc1gfJ~gStudents·::
L . D.Bliss __ ___---------- -- -- ___ _ Bliss Schoof of Electricity ____________ _
Oscar Clute,LL.D ____________ _ Florida Stato Agricultural College __ _
Lyman Hall ___________ ________ _ State School of Technology __________ _
F. W.Gunsaulus,D. D _________ _ Armour Institute ___ ________ _________ _
J. H. Smart, LL. D ___________ __ _ Purdue University __ __ ______ _____ ____ _
Carl L. Mees, Ph. D ____________ _ Rose Polytechnic '.institute __________ _
W. M . Beardsh ear, LL. D _- - ---· Iowa Agricultural College ____ . ____ __ _
Agricultural College _________ _
Thomas E. Will, A. M ------ ---- Kansas
A. W. Harris, Ph. D __ __--- _----- University of Maine _________ _______ ___
P.H. Cooper, U. S.N _____ ___ ___ _ United States Naval Academy------·
R. ',V. Silvester ________________ _ Mary land Agricultural College ______ _
H. H. Goodell, LL. D ___________ _ Massachusetts Agricultural College __
J. M.Crafts,B. S --------------- - Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
T. C. Mendenhall. LL. D _______ _ Worcester Polytechnic Institute ____ _
J.L. Snyder,Ph.D __________ ---- Michigan Agricultural College . _____ _

~--~-~ ~:::

Auburn, Ala.
Fort Collins, Colo.
Golden, Colo.
Storrs, Conn.
Dover, Del.
Washington, D. C.
Lake City, Fla.
Atlanta, Ga.
Chicago, Ill.
Lafayette, Ind.
Terre Haute, Ind.
Ames, Iowa.
Manhattan, Kans.
Orono, Me.
Annapolis, Md.
Collt1ge Park, Md.
Amherst, Mass.
Boston, Mass.

Worcester, Mass.
Agricultural Co 11 e g e,
Mich.
M. E . Wadsworth,Ph. D _______ _ Michigan College of Mines ___________ _ Houghton, Mich.
S.D.Lee, LL.D _________ ____ ___ _ Mississippi Agricultural and Me- AYf;ttural College,
chanical College.
E. H. Triplett ______ _------------ Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical Westside, Miss.
College.
James Reid,A.B ___________ ---· Montana College of Agriculture and Bozeman, Mont.
Mechanic Arts.
C. S. Murkland, Ph. D __________ _
Durham, N. H.
Nr:i.:r::1~i~:a~~lfr~s~f AgriculHenry Morton,Ph.D ___ _______ _ Stevens Institute of Technology ____ _ Hoboken, N. J.
C.A. Colton,E. M _______ · ------- Newark T echnical SchooL ______ ----- · Newark, N. J.
C. '.r.Jordan,A. M ---- ------ ---- New Mexico College of Agriculture Mesilla Park, N. Mex.
and Mechanic Arts.
J ohn H.Peck,LL.D __ ____ _____ _ R ensselaer Polytechnic InstitntEL ___ _ Troy, :N'. Y.
West Point, N. Y.
0.H. Ernst,
U.S.A______
- --------James
B.Dudley
_____
___--_ United States Militarh Academ;t- ---- Greensboro, N. C.
Af~tct~~u<S~i:r~i ,~~nical Co ege
A. Q. Holladay ____ _______ _------ North Carolina. College of Agricul- Raleigh, N. C.
ture and Mechanic Arts.
J. H. Wc,rst ----------- ---·--- -- North Dakota A gricultural College __ Fargo, N. Dak.
Case School of Ap_plied Science ____ . __ Cleveland, Ohio.
Cady
Staly,LL.
D
-------------Geo.E.Morrow,A.M ______ ____ _ Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechan- Stillwat.er, Okla.
ical College.
Thomas M.Gatch,Ph.D --- ---- Oregon Agricultural College ______ . __ _ Corvallis, Oreg.
John H. Washburn, Ph. D _____ _ Rhode Island College of Agriculture Kingston, R. l.
and Mechanic Arts.
A bury Coward ______ ---------- , outh Carolina Military Academy __ _ Charleston, . C.
Henry S. Hartzo~ B. S ________ _ lemson Agricultural College ------·· Cl mson College, , .
Brookin~s. S. Dak.
,Tohn W.H ston,.t'h.D.,LL.D _
Rapid City, S. Dak.
V.T.McGillycuddy --- -- ------- si~~\fct~g{~f-i~:;~~~~~~~~~~~Agricultural and Mechanical College Coll ge 8tation, 'I' x.
of T xa.
J Hcph M . Tanner. ____________ _ Agricultural College of Utah. _______ _ Logan. Utah.
Allnn D. Brown, CT •. N _______ _ orwich University __ _____ ___________ _ Northfielcl, Vt.
J. )1.1\IcBryde,LL. D---- --- ---- Virginia Agricultural and Mechan- Blacksuurg, Va.
kal Collef:e.
fkott hipp, LL D _______ ·- --- - Virginia Military Institute _________ __ Lexington, y·a.
:C.,' .Bryan,A.1\1 ---------··-·- W~:~y~~ns!Wn:.ltural Coll ge and Pullman, \Vash.

__
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Public normal schools.
Location.
ALABAMA.

Florence ______ __ -----····-··
Jacksonville ____ ··-··· ______
Livingston .. ________________
Montgomery _______________
Normal. ______ ·-·-····-·---Troy ______ --··-- ____________

Name of institution.

Principal.

State Normal College ___ _____ ____ ·----..... do _____________ ____________ . _____ ...
Alabama Normal College for Girls ___
Montgomery Normal School. ________ _
State Colored Normal and Industrial
School.
State Normal College .... ______________

Jame'! K. Powers.
Ja ·ob Forney.
Miss Julia S. 'futwilar.
W. II. Councill.
Edwin R. Eldridg

ARIZONA.

Tempe ______ -----·---------- Territorial :~•formal School of Arizona James Mc aughton.
AHKANSA.

Paris-----------------·----·- Paris Academy ______________ ---··--- -- G. S. Minmier.
Pine Bluff ___________________ Branch Normal College ____ ____ _______ J.C. Corbin.
CALIFORNIA.

Chico ________________________
Los Angeles ________________
San Fran ·iso ____________ .
San Jose ______ __ ---·-··--·--

California State Normal School. ______
Stat Normal School __________ ---·---·
,'an Francisco Normal School. ________
State Normal School __________ ________

COLORADO.

Greeley .- ----· ______________ Colorado 8tato

Robort F. P nnell.
Edward T. Pi rcA.
Laura F. Fowler.
A.H. Randall.

ormal School. _______ Z. X. , nyder.

CONNECTICUT.

Briduoport _________ _---··- Bridgop<_>rt rr.aining, chooL -··· ··---·
New Britain._____ __________ Normal Trammg School. _______ ... ___ .
New Haven ______ ___________ tate Normal Training School. ... ____
Willimantic ____________ . _______ do.---·--·····- ...........• ········· -

.Miss Emma CT. Olmstead.
Marcus Whi to.
Arthur B. Morrill.
George P. Phenix.

DI 'I'IUCT OF COLUMBIA .

WnDh in_g_t_o_n
___-_-_-_-_-_· _·-_-_-__-_·_-_--_-_ Waqhington Normal School. __________ Mrs. Iclaliah U. 1\1 y •r,;.
Washington Normal School, seventh Lucy E. Moten.
0
and eighth divisions.
UEl,AWAHE.

Wilmington _______ _________ Wollaston 'chool . ___________ -·-··· ____ l\liss Mary '. l. Williams.
f'LOHIDA.

De Funiak prings _______ . Florida State Normal School ________
Tallaha~s e _________________ Florida State Normal and Industrial
olloge.
OEORGJA.
Athens. ___________ __________ State Normal School. _________________
Milledgeville·----------···- Georgia Normal and Industrial Coll ege.
IDAHO.
Albion _____________________ Albion Sta to Normal School. ____ ___ __
Lewiston _____ ·------------- Lewiston ,'tate Normal chool . ______

C. P Walk r.

'r. De ·. Tu<·k r.
S. D. Bradw 11.
J. Harris Chappoll.

Frank A. Swang •r.
Geo. E. Kn<•pp ·r.

ILLI '01..

Carbondalo _____ ________ ____ 8outhcrn Illinois 8tate Normal Uni- II. W. Evor st.
ver~ity.
Chica~o, Station Q ____ ___ __ Chicago Normal School _____ __________ Franchi W. Parkor.
Normal _____________________ Illinois Stato Normal Univ rsity _____ ,John W. 'ook.
J.'DIANA.

Indianapolis ______ ----···-- · Indiana))olis Normnl School ______ ____ LE. Nicholson.
LTeexrringtHoanut-~_-_--_-_-_-_-_-_ -_-_ ._._-_-_-_-_ Lexington High School. _______________ W. . Parks.
""
Indiana 'tate Normal School _________ William W. ParHons.
TOWA.

Boonesboro _______________ .
Ccdarfalls _________________ _
D xter ____________ ···--· ---·
Kosi 11th_.····-_---··-- · - -- -Rockwell City----··-------Woodbine _________________ _

Boon County ormal Institute _____ _
Iowa State Normal, 'chool ___________ _
Doxter ormal chool ---------------Ko. ·uth ormal Academy ___________ _
alboun County Normal Schoo, _____ _

KANSAl-l.
Em1,orfa ___________________
_

B. P. Holst.
IIomer H . S rley.
W. B. Monroe .
J. !{. Mc ' ullou~h.
P. C. Holdoegcl aud c+. B.
Rigg.
M.A. Reed.

ormal,' •hool __________ ----·-·- A. R. Taylor.

KENT CJ;:Y.

Fr. 11·-fo1·t ________ ___ _____ __ , tatc' Normal ,'chool for

P

•l'!'IOUS.

'olored

,John H. Jackson.

Ha;;:ird ___________ ---·-- ·--· Ha7,ar<l ormal .' ·h<>0l. ____ _________ __ Bailey P. Wootton.
Louisville __________________ . Louisville l: ormnl .'chool. ___________ . W. ,J. M onathy.
Upton __________________ ·--- - Uptonvill Instituto ______ ___ _________ . J. L. Pilkenton.
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Public normal schools-Continued..
L ocation.

Principal.

Name of institution.

LOUI SIA:N"A.

Natchitoches--···· ... . ·-·· · L ouisiana State Normal SchooL ...... B. C. Caldwell.
New Orleans ...... ····--·· · New Orleans Normal SchooL ... .. ... . Miss Marion Brown.
llIAINE.

Castino·-···· · ----· .... -···-· Eastern State Normal SchooL .. ~ ..... Albert F . Richardson.
Farmington··········--···· Farmington State Normal School .... George C. Purington.

i~~h!r~~~ ~ ~::::: ~:::::: ~ ~:::

~!i~N~~a11sif:~~f_~~~-~~::::::::::: ~tf 2K:·thcll.

J\[ARYLAND.

Baltimore __ .. . . -- ··· · --· --· - Maryland State Normal SchooL ...... E. B. Prettyman.
Do .......... . ............ Baltimore Normal School for Educa- George Harrison.
tion of Colored Teachers.
l\IASSACIIUSETTS.

Boston .................. ... .
Do .. ... . ................ .
Bridgewater. - ............. .
Cambridge . ... _. .... ....... .

Boston Normal School. . ...... . ....... .
Massachusetts Normal Art School. .. .
State Normal School .............. ... .
Cambridge Training School for
'l'eachers.
Fitchburg . . . .... ...... .. .. . State Normal School ... .... .. ....... . .
Framingham -·--·· ............. . do ..... . .. ..... .. .................. .
Salem ........ ... .. ........ ...... do ..... • ........ .... ................
Westfioltl . ....... .. ............ . . do .... . ......................•......
Worcester ....................... do ................................ .. .

Larkin Dunton.
George H. Bartlett.
Albert G. Boydeu.
He1·bert H. Bates.
John G. Thomp on.
Ellen Hyde.
W . P. Beckwith.
J. C. Greenough.
E . Harlow Russell.

.MICIIIGAN.

Detroit . ............. . ....... Detroit Normal Training School. ..... Harriet M. Scott.
Mount Ple::i.saut . ..... ... ... Michi gan entral Nor mal 8chool. .... Charles McKenney.
Ypsilanti. ......... .. ... ..... Michigan State Normal School ...... . Richard G. Bone.
MINNESOTA.

Mankato ..... .............. . State Normal School ......•....... ....
Moorhca.u ....................... . do . . ...•... . .........................
St. Clontl .. .... ................... do ...... .. ............... ............
St. Paul ..................... Teachers' Training School ............
Winon:.1. - ··········· ·-· ···· · · StateNormalSchooL ...... ............

Edward earing.
L. C. Lord.
George R. Kleebergcr.
Mis.· B. M. Phelan.
Irwiu .'hopn.rd.

lllTSSISSlPPI.

Ackerman· ···-··········· ·· Central Mississippi Normal Institute.
Holl¥ 'prings Normal Institute ..... .
H oli~.~~~~.~~=
==:= = Miss1 sippi State Normal School. .. . . .
Louisville ..... ... .......... . L ouisville Normal School. .....• ..... .
Plattsburg ................. . Winston Normal High School.. ...... .
herman ...... ............. . Mi issippiNormalinstitut .... ..... .
.Misslssippi Normal High chool ..... .
==== =:: ==: ===: lll~sissippi Central ormal School .. .

==~~= :==:

~~fnu"tiii·ove:
1111

0

J. A . Hudson.
W. A. Anderson.
E. D. Miller.
J. T. Icinto. h.
R.R. Hutchoson.

D. II. Davi<i.
R. L. Crosthw::iit.

Prof. Cox.

RI.

Cap Girardeau ............ State Normal School. .... . .. ........... ,John .. Mc :l-h c.

Gainesville ................. Gaine«ville Normal School ............ ,v. S. Platt.
Kirksville ...................• tate ormal chool (first district) .. W. D. D bson.
• t. Louis .................... Normal and High hool.. . . . . .. .. . . . . Vvilliam ,J. •·. ryan.
Warrensburg............... State ormal School(second district) . Gcorgu L. .,,1.,,>rn
.·EnnA, KA.

Peru.~ ....................... Nebraska. , ta.ta Normal Training
chool.

J. A. IltattiP.

,"EW llA . lP, lllltI;.

Plymouth ..................• tate ·ormal

hool. ................. A.H.

ampl 11.

,"EW ,H:ll LY .

..·Pw rk ...........•• ·-·- ····
Pat r n .....••....••••.....
Tr nton ...............••.•.

·;w

land Tr ining School. .To. ph Clark.

~t! T;o~~la~ih~~ei·

}!~;.'J. r.1ifi.e~f

E. H'>.

Si • r 'i y .•.•.••••••••••..

·•·w .I

xico ...•....

IIK.

Albany .................... .
t ................ .

or

···-···-·-·--·····
···...................... .
·-···········-·····
.....................

r

....
r,1..

n.

0

••••

ty.

I..

'·

. a. mer.

·r-
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Public normal schools-Continued.

NEW

Principal.

Name of institution.

Location.
YOTIK-continued.

Geneseo ...................................... . Geneseo State Normal School ............ .
New Paltz .................................. .. State Normal School ............... ...... ......... .
New York .................................. . Normal College of tho City of New
York.
Oneonta ...................................... .. State Normal School ............................ ..
Oswego ........................................ .. Oswego Stato Normal and Training
School.
Plattsburg ................................. .. State Normal School ................................ ..
Pou dam .... ............................... . State Normal and Training School. .. ..
Syracuse ................................. . Syracuse High School, 1--. ormal De·
partment.

.T ohn M. Milne. ·
Frank S. Capen.
Thomas Hunter· .
,Tames M. Milne.
Edward A. Sheldon.
Edward N. Jones.
Thomas B. Stowell.
Wm. K. "Wickes.

NORTII CAROLI!'IA.

Elizal,eth City ............. ... ...... Stato Colored Normal School. .............. ..
Fayetteville ..................................... do ................................................................ .
Franklinton .............................. Albion Academy and Stat~ Normal
School.
Goldsboro .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . ... .. . . .. .. Stato Normal School. ......................... ..
Greensboro ................ .......... .... 8tato Normal and Industrial School. ..

E!i~~~~-~·==== ==== ==:=== :==: §in~~~~:~rt~~~cl.~~.~~:~~~~= ===:=:

P. W. Moore.
E. E. Smith.
Rev. J. A. Savage.

R. S. RiY .
harles D. XIIciver.
JI. C. Crosby.
J. 0. Crc,shy.

r;oRTH DAKOTA.

Mayville .................................... State Normal School. ............................... J . T. P rigo.
Valley City ........................................... do ........... ........ ....... ........ ........ ............. ........ 'eorgo A. l\IcFarland.
OJUO.

Cincinnati .............. ............. Cincinnati Normal, 'chool. ............
Cleveland ......................... Cleveland Normal anl 'l'rainin"'
School.
Columbus ........................ Columbus Normal Sc11001. ................
Dayton ............... ... ......... Dayton Normal 8chool. ............................
Geneva .. .. . ..... .. . . . . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Gen va Normal chool. ..... _...................
Wadsworth ... ............................ ·wadsworth Normal School. ...................
OKLAJIO:IIA.
Edmond .................... ....... .... Te,rritorial Normal School of
homa.

kJn ..

I
Mn1. Carrie
Lathrop.
I Mi·sL.
W. llngbe ..
:r.

l\.forgar t \V. Sutherland
Urnc: A. 'rccnn.
,T. I . 'frrnt.
l:'rank A. Day.
Edmund II. 1Iurdaugh.

OH.EGON".

Drain ...................................... 1 Oregon State Normal School. ............... . Louis Barze .
Monmouth ................................ State Normal School. ................................ . P. L. Campb 11.
Weston ................................................ do ..................................................... .. M. (+. Royal.
PE:x.·sYLYANIA.

Bloomsburg ....................... .. State Normal School and Literary In ..
!:ltitute.
California .............................. .. Southwestern State Normal School. ..
larion, 'tate Normal School ........... ..
larion ................................. .
East Stroudsburg ............... .. East Stroudsburg State Normal
School.
Edinboro .............................. .. State Normal School ............................... ..
Kutztown ............................. .. Keystone, tate Normal 'ehool ........... ..
Lockh ven ...................... .. C ntral. tate Normal ~hool .............. ..
:Mansfield ............................. . l\Iansfl.eld State Normal f-- hooL ......... .
First Ponnsylvanin , 'tate Normal
School.
Philadelphia ............ ........... ..... .. Philndolphia Normal 8 hool for Girl!"!
Pittsburg ... .......................... .. Pittsburg High School, normal de·
partm nt.
Shippensburg ........................ .. Cumberland Valley State Normal
chool.
Slipp ry Rock, tat Normal School..
otateNormal 'chool ............................. .

M11Jersvillo ............................ .

~irs~ r&e~t~r~~~~===========

Jud ·on P. Welsh.
Theo . .8. Koss.
A. J. Davis.
Georgo P. Bible.
,T. R. Flickin~er.
Rev. George B. lluneher.
James Eldon.
S. H . .Albro.
E. ram Lytc.

G_ei~\i~~rarcl

liff.

lbert E. 1\Ialtbv.
George :M. Philips.

.t.

RHODE J LAND.

Providence ............................. Rbod Island .'tat
'01:TII C

-ormal .' hooL .... William JM. Wilson.

R0LJNA.

B aufort. ............................... Beaufort Academy .................................. .. Au~ustns, '. :Ua · oml,.
Rockhill ..................................... \Vinthrop Normal Coll go ..................... . D. D. Johnso:1.
SO .. 'l'Jl DAKOTA.

~~e~,;-;g~h. ==~ ====:: =:: :=~ ====• . ~.t..~~o~ ~.~~~~: ~~~~:: ===::: :===::: === = F. L.
1

W. H. H. r, aclle.
ook.
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Public normal schools-Continued.
Location.

Principal.

Name of institution.

TEXA.

Detroit . --··-· -····- -···-··· Detroit Normal SchooL .... - .. -·-·· .... Cass Rose.
Hunt ville·-··-·· - · - --····· - Sam Houston Normal Institute.---··- H. C. Pritchett.
'rimpson--···---··---······· Timpson High School.-··-·····-··--·· J.B. Ramsey.
VEltMO"NT.

Castleton--···- ·· --··-·-·-·· State Normal School---·----····--···- Abel E. Leavenworth.
Johnson--··········-······· ._ •.. do·························-···-·-·· W. E. Ranger.
Randolph Center.····-····· ..... do ...... ·--·-···-···-· -···-· ........ Edward Conant.
VIRGINIA.

Farmville ..... - •....... .. ... State Female School of Virginia- ..... John A. Cunningham.
Hampton .... ·-············· Hampton Normal and Agricultural H.B. Frissell.
Institute.
Rye Cove ................... Washington Institute ...........•..... R. E. Wolfe.
WASHINGTON.

1

~h!~~b~rg·~--=====·-~===~==== -~-t-~~o~~.~~~~~~~~ .==::=~============

i~zx~ct;t~ippetoe.

WEST VIRGINIA.

Athens ..................... .
Fairmont··----.··--·-··· .. .
Farm .... . ....... .... .. - .... .
Glenville ... ....... ......... .
Huntington ...... ......... .
Shepherdstown ........... .

Athens State Normal School--·-----·
Fairmont State Normal 8chooL ..... .
West Virginia Colored Institute ..... .
Glenville State Normal School ...... .
Marshall College--··-- ............... .
Shepherd College, State Normal
School.
West Liberty ...... ........ . West Liberty State Normal School ...

John D. Sweeney.
J. Walter Barnes.
John H. Hill.
W. J. Halden.
L. J. Croshy.
A. C. Kimler.
J. N. Deahl.

WISCONSIN.

Milwaukee._ ................ State Normal School ................. .
Oshkosh .... .. -····· ........ _.... do ............••..... .. ... .. .•••..•.
Platteville ....................... do _....... ... .... . ................ .
River Falls ................. River Palls State Normal School .... .
Stevens Point ...... ·---·-·· State Normai SC'hool ................. .
\Vest Superior-·- ···· ...... Superior State Normal School. ...... .
Whitewate1· ............... State Normal School .......... -··--···

L. D. Harvey.
George S. Albee.
James Chambers.
W. D. Parker.
'.rheron B. Pray.
J. C. McN ei!l.
Albert Salisbury.

Private normal schools.
ALA13A:IIA.

Huntsville . . . ...............
Scott boro ............•.....
S lma ........... . ...........
Tuskegee ...................

Central Alabama Academv .......... .
Tri•State Normal University···-·····
Burrell Aeademy ..................... .
TuRkegee Normal and Industrial In•
stitute.
Ve!·nou ...... . --···· ........ Vernon Institute ..................... .
ARl.ANSAS.

A. W. M Kinn 'Y·
O ..J. Dodge.
A. •r. Burue> 11.
B. T. Washington.
C. V. Tbomp:on.

······I •'.:Et. Jackson.
Montgomery.

Arkadelphia ............... .
Bellville .. . . . .............. .
lark8\·ille ................. .
Little Ro ·k . . .... . ......... .
'outblaud ................. .

Shorter University ..............
Bell ville Normal ollege . ............
Arkansas Cumberland College ...... ..
Arkan!'asBaptistColl ge ............
Southland College u.nd ..1. ormal In•
stitute.
f'ulvhurRock ............. . . Sulphur Rock ollege .. ..• ............

D. l~.
J. A. Laughlin.
J. A. Booker.
Edgar Ballard.

··1

J. ·w. Decket·.

CAl,IFOR.-1.\.

············IBroth
'arolyn
Cl11.v ric.
r Th .T.
.o<lorm·.

1

L
,J ,\ gz ...
le. ...
- ·-·········
· ·· -\
:Uartm
•·· ··· •······
· Fro~linRtitute
o,v1t_ia~ o~ th............
Broth r~ o! th
bru;tmn , cbool.
,
0, :< an<l -··· • • · ···· •· -· · · ·· l~l ,,n~~h-•ormal and .'pN:fal •.rro.in•
101( .~· ool .
.'an Franr i co•······ ·· · ··
'n.t·u~'.a Kind rgarwn Trainin;.t

:\L

.J. •. Gibon.

- T•Jra .A. cimith.

'(Jl,OHAU O,

D •nv r -···--· · · .....••.• .•. 1> •nv r .·c.rinal and Pr l''lrll.t<Jr'-·
hool.

~

wy of • • vark --···- .•....•..... J. lJ. ,J1u1uett
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Private normal chools-Continued.
Location.

Principal.

Name of institution.

IH TRICT OF COLU:\lBIA.

Washington ............. .. . Kindergarten
School.
FLORIDA.

i~~~~L
==== ==== =: ===== ==::
Orange Park ................

Normal Training

Mrs. Louis Pollo ·k.

J.M. Guilliams.
it~¥~a
li~m~~~~~~~~~. ~ ::: :: :: :::::: W.n:~:~~r P. McKinney.
Orange Park Normal and Manual

Training chool.
Whi tesprings........... . . . . .Florida Normal Uollege .............. . Thomas B. Kirk.
GEORGIA.

Atlanta .................... .
Demorest .................. .
lrreeus boro ................ .
1\Iacon ..................... .
1\fonroe ..... ............... .
Savannah . ................. .
Thomasville ............... .
Trenton ................•....

Thomas 'tocks Institute ............. .
Ballard Normal School. .............. .
Johnston Institute .................... .
Beach Institute ...................... .
Allen Normal and Industrial School..
Trenton Normal College ............. .

JT,LINOJS.

Addison .................... G rmanEvangelicalLutheran Teach•
ers' Seminary.
Bu~hnell .................... Western Normal College ............. .
Dixon .....................
Torthern Tilinois Normal School .... .
Do .. ..................... Steinmann Institute .................. .
Gal •s1,urg .................. , al sburg Kindergarten Normal
•
School.
~facom b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Western Illinois Normal School and
Busiu RS lnstituto.
:Mount Morris............. Mount Morris College ....•............
narga ................... GrandPrairi Seminary ........... . . .

~~- t~~ile:.:::: =:: =::: =::::.

Miss Ilnrriet E. Giles.
. Jennings.
N. H. Ballard.
Georg C. Burrag
John ibson.
Julia B. Ford.
Amelia Merriam.
George P. Welch.

DP'i1i~;-i~t inc:~!{scii<>oi:::::::: ==: == J.

:u~~~ill~~~:~r:i:;JEK~siness·001: ·
!ego.

E. A. W . K rauss.
W.M.Evans.
J.B.Dille.
Charl s A. Steinmann.
M. Evelyn Strong.
I.F. Mey r.
J.G.Royer.
S. Van P lt.
E.L. W lls.
Maxw<1ll Kennedy.

INDIANA.

Anderson ... ... ............ . Anderson Normal University ........ . William W. Croan.
Angola ..................... . Tri•Sta.te Normal School. ............ . L. M. niff.
Borden .. .... . .... .......... . Borden Institute .................. .... . II. A. Buerk.
Ollio Vall y Normal School. ......... . E. 8. Hallett.
Indinna.Normal ollege .............. . liv E. offeen.
Central
Normal Collego and Commer· J. A. Joseph.
=
=
=
dal Instit.ute.
Fairmount ................. . Fairmount Academy and Normal Elwood 0. Ellis.
School.
Indianapolis .............. . Indiana Kindergarten and Primary Eliza A. Blaker.
Normal Training 8chool.
Marion ..................... . :i.\fnrion Normal Coll ge .. .... .. ....... S. W. Boucher .
fitchell .................... . .'outhern Indiana. Normal ollege .... Mrs. A. K. H. Gilbert.
Portland ................... . i>ortland Normal, Music, and Law L. M. Holmes.
School.
Valparaiso ................ . Northern Indio.n:i. Normal School. ... 1 H.B. Brown.

~~~~i;~: ~=·~·:~ ~-=~~~ =::: ~

IOWA.

Aftc,n -····· ................ Afton Normal and Business Coll ge ..
.Algona ...................... NorthernfowaNormalandCommer•
cial School.
Blu mftelct . .......•..... ... Southern Iowa Normal, Scientific,
and Business Institute.
Carroll ..................... . Carroll ormal and Business College.
DPc•irah ....•.•........•.... Valflor ormal School. .......... ..... .
Dcni.:on ... . .. . ...... .... ... . DenisonNormal chool. ............ .
D s Ioines ................ . Highland Park Normal oll ~e ...... .
Glidclcn ...... ........ ...... . National Normal School and Busi•
ness College.
Lemars ..................... Lc:mars Tormal School and Bnsine s
'ollege.
-fount Plea.,;ant. ...... ..... llow ·s .A.cad my and 'l'eachers'
Training H •hool.
Tewton Normal ollege •..... ........
ora Springs, 'eminary .. ............ .
Ottumwa ormal, 'chooL ............ .
Perry Normal Rchool. ................ .
W st ·rn Tormnl olleg , Shen an•
doah Comm rda1 Institute and
, . .
I , J\1~sical Conc,ervatory.
.
8p1r1tLake ................. Sp1nt Lake Normal and Busmess
Institut .
Viuton ...................... Tilford Acnd my ......................
\Vr:.ul:on ····················I \Vaukon BusineHS College and Nor•
1.1al School.

Aloort G. Owen .
A. J. Lilly.
A . .A. Williams.
A. E. Whitten.
C. H. Valder.

W. '. Van Ness.
. C. Rearick.
E . L. Essley.

F.

~r. Chaffee.

8. C. How .

G. W. Wormley.
II. A. Dwelle.
Martha A. Peck.
Will M. Tarr.
J.M. Hu. ey.

I II. W lty.
T. F. Tohin.
L. Ec!IP.
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Private nor1nal schools-Continued.
Location.

Principal.

Name of institution.

KANSAS.

Conway Springs ........... . Normal and Business College ........ .
Fort Scott ................. . Kansas Normal Collego .............. .
Great Bend ................ . Central Normal College . ............. .
Modern Normal College .............. .
McPherson College (Normal dept.) .. .
Salina ...................... . Salina Normal University ............ .
Winfield •................... Southwest Kansas College, Normal
department.

S. D. Crane.
D. E. Sanders.
A.S. Hull.
J. G. Ellenbecker.
A. C. Wieand.
Charfos Swisher.
Chester A. Place.

~~~t!;~~·===·.·.====····=====~
KENTUCKY.

G. Milton Elam.
H. H. and T. C. Cherry.

Blaine ....... . .............. . Blaine Normal School. •.•.............
Bowling Green . .......... . . Bowling Green Business College and
Southern Normal School.
Bremfln .................... . Bremen College ....................•...
Cornith .................... . Northern Kentucky Normal School..
Fulton ... .. ........... .. ... . Fulton Normal and Business College.
Breckinridge Normal School ....... _..
Irvine Trainin~ School._.............. .
Jackson .................... . Jackson Collegiate Institute ......... .
Lexington ... .. . ........... . Chandler Normal School. ............ .
Madison ville .............. . Western Kentucky Normal School. . .
Morehead ... ...... ......... . Morehead N 01--mal School. ........... .
Temple Hill ............... . Temple Hill Normal College .... .. . .. .
Waddy .................... . Central Normal School and Business
College.

P. G. Shaver.
Marion Pfanstiel.
A. M. Kirkbnd.
D. S. Roberts.
J. E. Wright.
E. p ·, Mickle.
Fannie J. Webster.
H. Evelyn Brooks.
F. C. Bulton.
J. W. Davis.
J. 13. Secrest.

I;~~~~~~~~.~·.~===·.~~======
LOUISIANA.

Bahlwi::i. .....•.............. Gilbert Academy and Industrial In·

A. E . P. Albert.

stitute .

M.AI."E,

Bucksport..................
HLeaem·p·tl··e·n·.· ······.·.·.·..··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.
Springfield .................

E. M. Conference Seminary...........
HampdenAcademy ....................
Leo Normal Academy ..... ............
8pringfield Normal School. ...........

Rev. A. F. Chase.
George C. Webber.
James D. Murphy.
Ernest H. Pratt.

:llAilYL.AND.

Ammenclale ...... .. .. ...... Ammendalo Normal Institute ........ Brother Christian.
Buckeystown ............... Bs~t~~rown Normal Training F. R. Neighbours.
RbingSun .................. Friends' Normal Institute ............ Thomas D. Bowers.
:MASSACIIUSETTS.

Boston . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . ... Chauncy Hall Normal Class........... Lury Wheelock.
Waltham ................... Notro Damo Training School. ........ Sister Georgiana.
Worcester .................. Rindorgarteu Normal las3 ........... Anna C. Ru!;t.
llilClllGA.'.

Fenton .. .................... Fenton Normal School and Commer•
cial 'ollegc.
Flint ................. . ...... Flint Normal School .................•
Owos o . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .... Oakside. chooL .. _.. . . . . .. . . .. ... . . . . . .
Peioslroy .................... Graves Normal Academy .............

I W. A. Stevenson.
John B. Welch.
:Mrs. L. E. Gould.
M. o. Graves.

J\IT~::-;EsOTA.

Madison ...... ..............

·ormal School of the United ·or• O. Lokensgard.
w inan L11tberan Church.
N w ·u1m •••••••• .••••• ••••• Dr. Martin Luther College ............ John, challor.
1111SSISSI PPI.

Ahbevillo .... .............. .
Bellefontaino ......... ..... .
Hou ton ................... .
Iuka ....................... .
Lako omo ...........•..••
leridinn .................•.•
Poplar Hprings ............ .
•rougaloo .....•........ .. ...
Tul:1 ••.•. ....••.........••••
Yalu .••••.... ..•......••.•••
11

o ·,u.

E. T. Keeton.
W. B. Walk r.
H. B. A\ rn thy.
H.A.D an.
Ilom r ;",1. Knowl
.J. L. '\Vil.· n.
1 Coll g ...... . .J l)ht1 D. :\ii tchell.
ougalo "ni- Erne t C. 1oor

al School. ............ .
- h bo_,l ...... ..... .
al.' hool ........... .
e •••.•••••••••••.•.
chool. ...... .... .
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Privatf!!- normal schools-Continued.
Loc:i.tion.
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1,nssoum-continued.
Licking .....................
Pleasant Hope ..............
Stanberry ..................
Thornfield ............. .....
Weaubleau .................

Licking College ......•.................
Pleasa.ntHope Normal·Academy .....
Stanberry Normal School. ............
Thornfl.eld Normal Institute ..........
Weaubleau Christian College ....•....

Gilbert Lay.
J. F. Martin.
John E. I•'esler.
,T. E. Smith.
J. Whitaker.

Fremont Normal School ...•..........
Lincoln Normal University ...........
Santee Normal Training ·chool ......
Bryant Normal University ...........
Nebra~ka Normal College ......... ....

W. H. Clemmons.
Hill M. Bell.
Alfred L. Riggs.
J. J. Bryant.
J. l\f. Pile.

NEBRARKA.

Fremont ....................
Normal .....................
Santeo Agency .............
Stromsburg ................
Wayne ..................... .
NEW YOUK.

Buffalo ....................... School of Pedagogy, University of Frnnk :M. McMurry.
Buffalo.
New York .... ..... ... ...... Teachers' College ...................... Walter L. H n-ey.
NORTJl CAHOLJXA.

Asheville .................. .
Beaufort ................... .
Concord ...... ........... .. .
Kings Mountain ........... .
Lumberton ................ .
Poes ........................ .

Normal and Collegiate InstHute ..... . Rev. Thos. L awrence.
Wa hburn Seminary ................. . Ji'. S. Hitchco ·k.
Scotia Seminary .....•..•.............. D .•J. Satterfield.
Liliau S. Cathcart.
==== ===:: D. P. All n.
Buies reek Academy ................ . Rov. J. A. Campbell.
St. Augustine's School ............... . Rev. A. B. Huntc-r.
Fairview Uollege ..................... . . Edwin J. ,Johnson.
Gregory Normal fnstituto ........... . Goo. A. Woodard.
Winston ..... ......... ..... . Waters Normal Iustit,uto ..•.......... C. S. Brown.

~tr~~ t;;~fscliooi: ::: :::

~A!~1~i~~:~~==~~==~==~===~
Nonnr

DAKOTA.

Grand Forks....... ......... Grand Forks College..................

1

•

B. Blak , jr.

OHIO.

Ada .................. . ..... . Ohio Normal University ........... .. .
1
Augusta Normal School. ............ .
Nor th eastern Ohio Normal Uoll >ge ..
::::== ====== ==~: ==== St.
Mary's Academy .................. .
Defiance College ...................... .
Ewington Academy •....... ....... ....
Fayett~ Normal Universit_y .......... .
=====
Fostoria ................... . Fostoria Normal and Academy ...... .
Lebanon ................... . National Normal University .. ....... .
Middlc·point ............... . Western Ohio Normal School. ....... .
Now Philadelphia ......... . Jobn P. Kuhu'a Normal 'ehooL ..... .
Piketon .............. ... ... . Son thorn Ohio School of Pedagogy .. .
Woodville ................. . Teachers' Seminary ............... ... .

ti:fl!{lt

E!!!~~o-: ::::: :::::: :::: ::::
J:'i~lt~~~=: =====::::::=

H. S. Lohr.
A. I\:[, Fishel.
John A. Cummins.
F. :-;pt; 'l'l'.
John RH. Laiehaw.
F. H. Mntchl r.
J.E. Docld1;1.
R. L. Do Rau.
Alfred Jlolhrook.
T. A. Davies.
John P. Kuhn.
Levi B. Moore.
'.rheo. Moes.

rEN-SSYLV A:SL\.

!\?}!;~-~~~~=~~=~~~===~====

Ebensburg Normal Institute ......... .
Juniata Coller;e ....................... .
Indiana Normal School of Pennsyl•
vania.
Lycoming County Normal School. .. .
Institute for Colored Youth .......... .
Curry College .... ..................... .
larion Collegiat Institute .......... .
Waynesburg College ............. .... .

H. T. Jones.
M. G. Brumbaugh.
D. J. Wallor, jr.

Fred Woods Robbins.
l\1rs. Fannie J. oppin.
S. F. Hogue.
W. L. Smith.
ReY. A. B. Miller.

SOU'.l'lI CAHOLINA.

Aiken .. ................... . Schofield Normal and Industrial
, chool.
Charleston ... .............. . Avery Normal Institute ...... ....... .
Do ..................... . Wallingford Academy ............... .
Chester ......... ...... .. .. . . Brainerd Institute .... ............... .
Penn Normal and Industrial School. .
Brewe1· Normal School ............... .

i~-~~~~~od::::: =::: =:::: =::

:!\fartha Schofield.
Morrison A. Holmes.
Rev. David Brown.
J. S. Marquis.
Miss Ellen Murray.
Rev. J.M. Robinson.

, Ol"TH DAKOTA.

Sioux Falls ................. Lutheran Normal 'chool ....... . ..... R ev. A. :Mikkelson..
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Location.

Name of institution.

Principal.

TENNESSEE.

Big Valley Academy. _______________ __ _
Kingsley Seminary ___________________ _
Chattanooga Normal University ____ _
Dickson Normal School ______________ _
Edgewood Normal School. _________ ._.
Holbrook Normal College ____________ _
Central Tennessee Norm.al and Commercial School.
Hornbeck_···-·······-----·· West Tennessee Normal College ____ _
Southern Normal University ________ _
Huntingdon---------------·
Jonesboro ____ _____________ _ Warner Institute _____________________ _
McLemoresville ___________ _ McLemoresville Collegiate University.
Maryville.--···· ___________ _ Freedman' s Normal Institute----·-··
Le Moyne Normal Institute _________ _
Morristcwn Normal Academy ____ ___ _
====__=:__________
==========
Nashville ______
_ Peabody Normal College _____________ _
Orlinda. ___________________ _ Orlinda Normal College ______________ _
Dibrell Normal Institute __ ________ __ _
Roane College ____________ --····--------

Anderson ........... · ··- ___ _
Bloomingdale _____________ _
Chattanooga _______________ _
Dickson. _______ __ ___ ---- ___ _
Edgewood ---------------···
Fountain City ________ ----··
Greenbrier ..... ___________ _

~~~y~~wn-

~h~l't =====:============ ====

0. H.L¥i?s.
ii~8~1kva!s~tron.

::ii:§'~ft~·
J. J. Cruml~y ,
N. J. Pritchard.

W. L. Willingham.
J. A. Baber.
Anna R. Miner.
Lewis S. Mitchell.
L. H. Garner.
A. J. Stee le.
Judson S. Hill.
N. H. Pay_ne .
Wm. McNeeley.
W. T. Garrett.
J. P. Griffitts.

TEX.AS.

Brenham. _________________ _
Castroville _____________ ___ _
Commerce _________________ _
Crockett·-···· __________ ....
Cumby ___ ______ ____________ _
Detroit ____ ___ _______ ______ _
Hearne-------····--·------Omen ___ ________________ ___ _
Sun. et---- -----·-········-- ·
Whitesboro. _____ . ______ ....

Blinn Memorial College _ .... _.. _. _....
Divine Providence Academy _________ _
East Texas Normal College _________ __
Mary Allen Seminary .. _. ___ ... - . - ....
Independent Normal College, I. O.
O.F.
·
Detroit Normal College. ______ -------Hearne Academy, Normal and Industrial School.
Summer Hill Select School._ ... - _- .. -.
Sunset Institute _______ . . .. ----·------Whitesboro Normal College---------·

C. Urbantke.
Mother M. Florence .
W.L.Mayo.
Rev. John B. Smith.
R. L. Taylor and E. E.
Matthews.
Andrew Ross.
John F. Anderson.
A. W. Orr.
Mrs. C. F. Caylor.
C. L. & N. Adair.

UT.AH.

Provo City __________ _______ Brigham Young Academy···-··-··--- Benj. Cluff.
VIRGINIA.

Hillsville ___________________ _ Fairview Normal School ______ -----···
Lawrenceville _____________ _ St. Paul Normal and Industrial
School.
Norfolk . . -- -- ------------ --- Norfolk Mission College ____ ___ --·-·· · ·
Shenandoah Normal College_ ... __ __..
Relian
e
---------------·---Richmond . __ __ ___ ___ ______ _ Hartshorn Memorial College. _____ ....
Rocky Mount ___ ___ ________ _ Piedmont Normal College ___________ _
Scottsburg 1:formal Coll~ge. _______ ___
The Mountam Normal School ____ ___ _

~?1~~~~~-= ====== =====·-====

J. W. Surratt.
Rev . Jame S. Russell.
W. M. Kirahn.m.
B. J. Hillidge.
Lyman B. T efft.
T. A. Walker.
S. II. Thompson.
J. H. Rutrou gh.

WE T VIRGINIA.

WI CONSIN.

:Milwauke -- --- - · -···-·-···· National German-American '.reachers' Seminary.
S t. F rancis. ____ ___ - - ····---- Catholic Normal School of tho Holy
Family and Pio Nono ollege.

Emil Dappl'ic·h.
Rev. :l\-!. ,J. L oclwnw '·

•

